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ALoNG' the eastern 1Iank of the great Mesopotamian lowland, 
curving round it on the north, and stretching beyond it to the 
south and the soutb-ea.st, lies a vast elevated region, or high
land, no portion of which appears to be less than BOOO feet above 
the sea-level.' This region may be divided, broadly, into 
two tracts, one consisting of lofty mountainous ridges, which 
form its outskirts on the north and on the west; the other, in 
the main a high flat table-land, extending from the foot of the 
mountain-chains, southward to the Indian Ocean, and east- I 

ward to the country of the Afghans. The western mountain· 
country consists, as has been already observed, • of six or seven 
parallel ridges, having a direction nearly from the north-west 
to the south~t, enclosing between them valleys of great fer
tility, and well watered by a large number of plentiful and 
refreshing streams. This district was known to the ancients 
as Zagros,' while in modern geography it bears the names of 
Kurdistan and Luristan. It baa always been inhabited by a 
multitude of warlike tribes,' and has rarely formed for any 
long period a portion of any settled monarchy. Full of tor
rents, of deep ravines, or rocky summits, abrupt and alm081i 
inaccessible; containing but fe"" passes, and those narrow and 
easil:v defensible i secure, moreover, owing to the ~r of ite 
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climate, from hostile invasion during more than half the year; 
it has defied all attempts to effect its permanent subjugation, 
whether made by Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, Parthians, 01' 

Turks, and remains to this day as independent of the great 
powers in its neighborhood as it was when the Assyrian armies 
first penetrated its recesses. Nature seems to have constructed 
it to be a nursery of hardy and vigoJ,"ous men, a stumbling
block to conquerors, a thorn in the side of every powerful em
pire which arises in this part of the great eastern continent. 

The northern mountain country-known to modern geogra
phers as Elburz-is a tract of far less importance. It is not 

_ composed, like Zagros, of a number of parallel chains, but con
sists of a single lofty ridge, furrowed by ravines and valleys,' 
from which spurs are thrown out, running in general at right 
angles to its axis. Its width is comparatively slight; and in
stead of giving birth to numerous large rivers, it forms only a 
small number of insignificant streams, often dry in summer, 
which have short courses, being-soon absorbed either by the 
Caspian or the Desert. Its most striking feature is the snowy 
peak of Demavend, • which impends over Teheran, and appears 
to be the highest summit in the part of Asia west of the 
Himalayas. . 

. The elevated plateau which stretches from the foot of those 
two mountain regions to the south and east is, for the most part. 
a fiat sandy desert, incapable of sustaining more than a sparse 
and scanty population. The northern and western portions are, 
however, less arid than the east and south, being watered to 
some distance by the streams that descend from Zagros and 
Elburz, and deriving fertility also from the spring rains. Some 
of the rivers which fiow from Zagros on this side are large and 
strong. One, the Kizil-Uzen, reaches the Caspian. Another, 
the Zenderud, fertilizes a large district near Isfahan. A third, 
the Bendamir, fiows by Persepolis and terminates in a sheet of 
water of some size-lake Bakbtigan. A tract thus intervenes 
between the mountain regions and the desert which, though it 
cannot be called fertile, is fairly productive, and can support a 
large settled population. This forms the chief portion of the 
region which the ancients called Media, as being the country 
inhabited by the race on whose history we are about to enter. 

Media, however, included, besides this, another tract of con
siderable size and importance. At the north-western angle of 
the region above described, in the corner whence the two great 
chains branch out to the south_ a.u4 to the east, is a tract CQmo 
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posed almost entirely of mountains, which the Greeks called 
Atropaten6,' and which is now known as Azerbijan. This dis
trict lies further to the north than the rest of Media, being in 
the same parallels with the lower part of the Caspian Sea. It 
comprises the entire basin of Lake Urumiyeh, together with 
the country intervening between that basin and the high moun· 
tain chain which curves round the south-western corner of the 
Caspian. It is a region generally somewhat sterile, but con
taining a certain quantity of very fertile territory, more par
ticularly in the Urumiyeh basin, and towards the mouth of 
the river Araxes. 

The boundaries of Media are given somewhat differently by 
different writers, • and no doubt they actually varied at differ
ent periods i but the variations were not great. and the natural 
limits, on three sides at any rate, may be laid down with toler
able precision. Towards the north the boundary was at first 
the mountain chain closing in on that side the Urumiyeh basin, 
after which it seems to have been held that the true limit was 
the Araxes, to its entrance on the low country, and then the 
mountain chain west and south of the Caspian. Westward, 
the line of demarcation may be best regarded as, towards the 
south, running along the centre of the Zagros region; and, 
above this, as formed by that continuation of the Zagros chain 
which separates the Urumiyeb from the Van basin. Eastward, 
the boundary was marked by the spur from the Elburz, across 
which lay the pass known as the Pyla! Caspim. and below this 
by the great salt desert, whose western limit is nearly in the 
same longitude.' Towards the south there was no marked 
line or natural boundary i and it is difficult to say with any 
exactness how much of the great plateau belonged to Media 
and how much to Persia. Having regard, however, to the 
situation of Ramadan, which, as the capital, should have been 
tolerably central, and to the general account which historians 
and geographers give of the size of Media, we may place the 
southern limit with much probability about the line of the 
thirty-second parallel, which is nearly the present boundary 
between Irak and Fare. 

The shape of Media has been called a square ill but it is rather 
a long parallelogram, whose two principal sides face respective
ly the north~t and the south-west. while the ends or shorter 
sides front to the south~t and to the northwest. Itslength 
in its greater direction is about 600 miles, and its width about 
2!'O miles. It Jllust thus con~ nearll1S0,OOO B<1Uar8 Pliles, 
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an area considerably larger than that of Assyria and Chaldrea 
put together, II and quite sufficient to constitute a state of the 
first·class," even according to the ideas of modern Europe. It 
is nearly one-fifth more than the area of the British Islands, 
and half as much again as that of Prussia, or of peninsular 
Italy. I1i equals three fourths of France, or three fifths of 
Germany. It has, moreover, the great advantage of compact 
ness, forming a single solid mass, with no straggling or outly. 
ing portions; and it is strongly defended on almost every side 
by natural barriers offering great difficulties to an invader. II 

In comparison with the countries which formed the seats of 
the two monarchies already described, the general character 
of the Median territory is undoubtedly one of sterility. The 
high table-land is everywhere intersected by rocky ranges, 
spurs from Zagros, which have a general direction from west 
to eaSt, I. and separate the country into a number of parallel 
broad valleys, or long plains, opening out into the desert. 
The appearance of these ranges is almost everywhere bare, 
arid, and forbidding. Above, they present to the eye huge 
masses of gray rock piled one upon another; below, a slope of 
detritus, destitute of trees or shrubs, and only occasionally 
nourishing a dry and scanty herbage. The appearance of the 
plains is little superior; they are flat and without undulations, 
composed in general of gravel or hard clay, and rarely enli· 
vened by any show of water; except for two months in the 
spring, they exhibit to the eye a uniform brown expanse, 
almost treeless, which impresses the traveller with a feeling of 
sadness and weariness. Even in Azerbijan, which is one of 
the least arid portions of the territory, vast tracks consist of 
open undulating downs, I. desolate and sterile, bearing only a 
coarse withered grass and a few stunted bushes. 

Still there are considerable exceptions to this general aspect 
of desolation. In the worst parts of the region there is a 
time after the spring rains when nature puts on a holiday 
dress, and the country becomes gay and cheerful. The slopes 
at the base of the rocky ranges are tinged with an emerald 
green:" a richer vegetation springs up over the plains," 
which are covered with a fine herbage or with a variety of 
crops; the fruit trees which, surround the villages burst out 
into the most luxuriant blossom; the roses come into bloom, and 
their perfume everywhere fills the air. I. For the two months 
of April and May the whole face of the country is changed, and 
a lovely verdure re-places the ordinary dull sterility. 
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In a certain number of more favored spots beauty and 
fertility are found during nearly the whole of the year. All 
round. the shores of Lake Urumiyeh, II more especially in the 
rich plain of Miyandab at its southern extremity, along the 
valleys of the Aras,IO the Kizil-uzen, II and the Jaghetu, II in 
the great ballook of Linjan, II fertilized by irrigatioafrom the 
Zenderud, in the Zagros valleys," and in various other places, 
there is an excellent soil which produces abundantly with 
very ~ht cultivation. 

The general sterility of Media arises from the scantiness of 
the water supply. It has but few rivers, and the streams that 
it POSBeBBes run for the most part in deep and narrow valleys 
sunk below the general level of the country, so that ~hey can
not be applied at all widely to purposes of irrigation. More
over, some of them are, unfortunately, impregnated with salt 
to such an extent that they are altogether useless for this 
purpose jl. and indeed, instead of fertilizing, spread around 
them desolation and barrenneBB. The only Median streams 
which are of sufficient importance to require description are 
the Aras, the Kizil-Uzen, the Jaghetu, the Aji;Su and the 
Zenderud, or river of Isfahan. 

The Aras is only very partially a Median stream. •• It rises 
from several sources in the mountain tract between Kars and 
Erzeroum, It and runs with a generally eastern direction 
through Armenia to the longitude of Mount Ararat, where it 
crosses the fortieth parallel and begins to trend southward; 
flowing along the eastern side of Ararat in a south-easterly 
direction, nearly to the Julfa ferry on tbe high road from 
Erivan to Tabriz. From this point it runs only a little south 
of east to long. 460 SO' E. from Greenwich, when it makes 
almost a right angle and runs directly north-east to its junc
tion with the Kur at Djavat. Soon after this it curves to the 
south, and enters the Caspian by several mouths in lat: 39° 10' 
nearly. The Aras is a considerable stream almost from its 
source. At Hassan-Kaleh, less than twenty miles from Erze
roum, where the river is forded in several branches, the water 
reaches to the saddle-girtha.'· At Keupri-Kieui, not much 
lower, the stream is croesed by a bridge of seven arches .• 0 At 
the Julfa ferry it is fifty yards wide, and runs with a strong 
current. II At Megree, thirty miles further down, its width is 
eighty yards." In spring and early summer the stream 
receives enormous acceBBions from the spring rains and the 
melting of the snows, which produce floods. that often caUS!! 
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great damage to the lands and villages along the valley. 
Hence the difficulty of maintaining bridges over the Aras, 
which was noted as early as the time of Augustus,'" and is 
attested by the ruins of many such structures remaining along 
its course. ,I Still, there are at the present day . at least three 
bridges over the stream-one, which has been already men
tioned, at Keupri-Kieui, another a little above Nakshivan, and 
the third at Khudoperinski, a little below Megree. It The 
length of the Aras, including only main windings, is 500 
miles. '" 

The Kizil-Uzen, or (as it is called in the lower part of its 
course) the Sefid-Rud, is a stream of less size than the Aras, 
but more important to Media, within which lies almost the 
whole of its basin. It drains a tract of 180 miles long by 150 
broad before bursting through the Elburz mountain chain, 
and descending upon the low country which skirts the Cas
pian. Rising in ~ersian Kurdistan almost from the foot of 
Zagros, it runs in a meandering course with a general direc
tion of north-east through that province into the district of' 
Khamseh, where it suddenly sweeps round and flows in a bold 
curve at the foot of lofty and precipitous rocks, II first north
west and then north, nearly to Miana, when it doubles back 
upon itself, and turning the flank of the Zenjan range runs 
with a course nearly south-east to Menjil, after which it 
resumes its original direction of north-east, and, rushing down 
the pass of Rudbar, It crosses Ghilan to the Caspian. Though 
its source is in direct distance no more than 220 miles from its 
mouth, its entire length, owing to its numerous curves and 
meanders, is estimated at 490 miles.'8 It is a considerable 
stream, forded with difficulty, even in the dry season, as high 
up as Karagul, •• and crossed by a bridge of three wide arches 
before its junction with the Garongu river near Miana. •• In' 
spring and early summer it is an impetuous torrent, and ca.II 
only be forded within a short distance of its source. 

The Jaghetu and the Aji-Su are the two chief rivers of the 
Urumiyeh basin. TbeJagheturises from the foot of the Zagros 
chain, at a very little distance from the source of the Kizil
Uzen. It collects the streams from the range of hills which 
divides the Kizil-Uzen basin from that of Lake Urumiyeh. 
and flows in a tolerably straight course first north and thea 
north-west to the routh-eastern shore of the lake. Side by 
side with it for soma distance flows the smaller stream of the 
Tatau., formed hy torrents from ~os i and between theIDt 
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towards their mouths, is the rich plain of Miyandab, (>asily 
. irrigated from the two streams, the level of whose beds is 
above that of the plain, o. and abundantly productive even 
under the present system of cultivation. The Aji-Su reaches 

. the lake from the north-east. It rises from Mount Sevilan, 
within sixty miles of the Caspian, and flows with a course 
which is at firRt nearly due south, then north-west, and finally 
south-west, past the city of Tabriz, to the castern shore of 
the lake, which it enters in lat. 37° 50'. The waters of the 
Aji-Su are, unfortunately, salt," and it is therefore valueless 
for purposes of irrigation. 

The Zenderud or river of Isfahan rises from the eastern flank 
of the Kuh-i-Zerd (yellow Mountain), a portion of the Bakhti
yari chain, and, receiving a number of tributaries from the same 
mountain district, flows with a course which is generally east 
or somewhat north of east, past the great city of Isfahan-so 
long the capital of Persia-into the desert country beyond, 
where it is absorbed in irrigation." Its entire course is perhaps 
not more than 1.20 or 130 miles i but running chiefly through a 
plain region, and being naturally a stream of large size, it is 
among the most valuable of the Median rivers, its waters 
being capable of spreading fertility, by means of a proper ar
rangement of canals, over a vast extent of country," and 
giving to this part of Iran a sylvan character, ,. scarcely found 
elsewhere on the plateau. 

It will be observed that of these streams there is not one 
which reaches the ocean. All the rivers of the great Iranic 
plateau terminate in lakes or inland seas, or else lose thelnBel ves 
in the desert. In general the thirsty sand absorbs, within a 
short distance of their source, the various brooks and streaIDil 
which flow south and east into the desert from the northern 
and western mountain chains, without allowing them to collect 
into rivers or to carry fertility far into the plain region. The 
the river of Isfahan forms the only exception to this rule with
in the limits of the ancient Media. All its other important 
streams, as ~ been seen. flow either into the Caspian or into 
the great lake of Urumiyeh. 

That lake itself now requires our attention. It is an oblong 
basin, stretching in its greater direction from N.N.W. to S.S. 
E., a distance of above eighty miles. with an average width of 
about twenty-five miles." On its eastern side a remarkable 
peninsula, projecting far into its waters, divides it into two 
portions of very unequal size-a northern and a southem. 
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The southern one, which is the largest of the two, is dlversified 
towards its centre by a group of islands, some of which are of a 
considerable size. The lake, like others in this part of Asia, .. 
is several thousand feet above the sea level. Its waters are 
heavily impregnated with salt, resembling those of the Dead 
Sea. No fish can live in them. When a storm sweeps over 
their surface it only raises the waves a few feet; and no sooner 
is it passed than they rapidly subside again into a deep, heavy, 
death-like sleep.'· The lake is shallow, nowhere exceeding four 
fathoms, and averaging about two fathoms-a depth which, 
however, is rarely attained within two miles of the land. The 
water is pellucid. To the eye it has the deep blue color of 
some of the northern Italian lakes, whence it was called by the 
Armenians the Kapotan Zow or "Blue Sea."·· 

According to the Armenian geography, Media contained 
eleven districts;" Ptolemy makes the number eight;·· but the 
classical geographers in general are contented with the twofold 
division already indicated, •• and recognized at the constituent 
parts of Media only Atropatene (now Azerbijan) and Media 
Magna, a tract which nearly corresponds with the two pro
vinces of Irak Ajemi and Ardelan. Of the minor subdivisions . 
there are but two or three which seem to deserve any special 
notice. One of th~se is Rhagiana, or the tract skirting the 
Elburz Mountains from the vicinity of the Kizil-Uzen (or Sefid
Bud) to the Caspian Gates, a long and narrow slip, fairly pro
ductive, but excessively hot in summer, which took its name 
from the ~portant city of Rhages. Another is Nisala, a name 
which the Medes seem to have carried with them from their 
early eastern abodes," and to have applied to some high up
land plains west of the main chain of Zagros, which were pecu
liarly favorable to the breeding of horses. As Alexander visited 
tilese pastures on lris way from Susa to Ecbatana, •• they must 
necessarily have lain to the south. of the latter city. Most 
probably they are to be identified with the modem plains of 
Ahawab and Alishtarj betweenBehistun and Khorramabad, 
which are even DOW considered to afford the best summer pas
Mage in Persia.·· 

It is uncertain whether any of these divisions were known 
u" the time of the great Median Empire. They are not consti
tuted in any case py marked natural lines or features. On the 
Whole it is perhaps most probable that the lIlaUl division-that 
into Media Magna aIid Media Atropatene-was ancient, Astro
patene being the old home of the Medes,·· and Media Magna 
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a Jater conquest; but the early political geography of ths 
country is too obscure to jURtify us in laying down even this 
as certain. The minor political divisions are still less dist.in
guishable in the darkness of those ancient times. 

From the consideration of the districts which composed the 
Median territory, we may pass to that of their principal cities, 
some of which deservedly obtained a very great celebrity. The 
most important of all were the t,wo Ecbatanas-the northern 
and the southern-which seem to have stood respectively in 
the position of metropolis to the northern and the southern 
province. Next to these may be named Rhages, which was 
probably from early times a very considerable place; while in 
the third rank may be mentioned Bagistan-rather perhaps a 
palace than a town-Concobar, Adrapan, Aspadan, Cbarax, 
Kudrua, Hyspaostes, Urakagabarna, etc. ---

- Thii"'Southern Ecbatana or Agbatana-which the Medes and 
Persians themselves knew as lIagmatano,-was situated, as we 
learn from Polybius" and Diodorus," on a plan at the foot of 
Mont Orontea, a little to the east of the Zagros range. The 
notices of these authors, combined with those of Eratosthenes, •• 
Isidore, o. Pliny," A.rria:n.," and others, render it as nearly cet
tain as possible that the site was that of the modern town of 
Hamadan," the name of which is clearly but a slight corruption 
of the true ancient appellation. [Pl. I .• Fig. 2.] Mount Orontes 

, is to be recognized in the modern Elwend or Erwend-a word 
etymologically identical with OTont-es-which is a long and 
lofty mountains standing out like a buttress from the Zagros 
ronge,·1 with which it is connected towards the north-west, 
while on every other side it stands isolated, sweeping boldly 
down upon the tlat country at its base. Copious streams de
scend from the mountain on every side, more particularly to 
the north-east, where the plain is covered with a carpet of 
the most luxuriant verdure. diversified with rills, and orna
mented with numerous groves of large and handsome forest 
trees. It is here, on ground sloping slightly away from 
the roots of the mountain, o. that the modern town, which lies 
directly at its foot, is built. The ancient city, if we may be
lieve Diodorus, did not approach the mountain within a mile 
or a mile and a half." At any rate, if it began where Hama
dan now stands, it most certainly extended very much further 
into the plain. We need not suppose indeed that it had the 
circumference, or even half the circumference, which the 
Sicilian romancer assigns to it since his two hundred and fiftl 
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stades" wJ"uld give a probable area of fifty square miles, more 
than double that of London! Ecbatana is not likely to have 
been at its most flourishing period a larger city than Nineveh, 
and we have already seen that Nineveh covered a space, within 
the walls, of not more than 1800 English acres." 

The character of the city and of its chief edifices has, unfor
tunately, to be gathered almost entirely from unsatisfactory 
authorities. Hitherto it has been found possible in these 

" volumes to check and correct the statements of ancient writers, 
which are almost always exaggerated, by an appeal to the in
controvertible evidence of modern surveys and explorations. 
But the Median capital has never yet attracted a scientific ex
pedition. The travellers by whom it has been visited have 
reported so unfavorably of its character as a field of antiqua
rian reRearCh that scarcely a spadeful of soil has been dug, 
either in the city or in its vicinity, with a view to recover traces 
of the ancient buildings. Scarcely any remains of antiquity 
are apparent. As the site has never been deserted, and the 
town has thus been subjected for nearly twenty-two centuries 
to the destructive ravages of foreign conquerors, and the still 
more injurious plunderings of native builders, anxious to obtain 
materials for new edifices at the least possible cost and trouble, 
the ancient structures have everywhere disappeared from 
sight, and are not even indicated by mounds of a sufficient 
size to attract the attention of common observers. Scientific 
explorers have consequeutly been deterred from turning their 
energies in this direction; more promising sites have offered 
and still offer themselves; and it is as yet uncertain whether 
the plan of the old town might not be traced and the position 
of its chief edifices fixed by the means of careful researches con
ducted by fully competent persons. In this dearth of modern 
materials we have to depend entirely upon the classical writers, 
who are rarely trustworthy in their descriptions or measure
ments, and who, in this instance, labor under the peculiar dis
advantage of being mere reporters of the accounts given by 
others. 

Ecbatana was chiefly celebrated for the magnificence of its 
palace, a structure ascribed by Diodorus to Semiramis,'· but 
most probably constructed originally by Cyaxares, and im
proved, enlarged, and embellished by the Achremenian mon
archs. According to the judicious and moderate Polybius, 
who prefaces his account by a protest against exaggeration and 
ove:-colorlng, the circumference of the puilding was seven 
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stades," or 1420 yards,80mewhat more than four fifths of an 
English mile. This size, which a little exceeds that of the 
palace mound at Sus&, while it is in its turn a little exceeded by 
the palatial platform at Persepolis, .. may well be accepted as 
probably close to the truth. Judging, however, from the 
analogy of the above-mentioned palaces, we must conclude 
that the area thus assigned to the royal residence was far from 
being entirely covered with buildings. One half of the space, 
perhaps more, would be occupied by large open courts, paved 
probably with marble, surrounding the various blocks of build. 
ings and separating them from one another. The buildings 
themselves may be conjectured to have resembled those of the 
Achromenian monarchs at Susa and Persepolis, with the excep· 
tion, apparently, that the pillars, which formed their most 
striking characteristic, were for the most part of wood rather 
than of stone. Polybius distinguishes the pillars into two 

. classes, U those of the main buildings (01 EV ra1'~ draa;.), and 
those which skirted the courts (oi iv ro1'~ 7tEpl6rv;tolS), from 
which it would appear that at Ecbatana the courts were sur
rounded by colonnades, as they were commonly in Greek and 
Roman houses. to These wooden pillars, all either of cedar or 
of cypress," supported beams of a similar material, which 
crossed each other at right angles, leaving square spaces 
(tparvwpara) between, which were then filled in with wood
work. Above the whole a roof was placed, sloping at an 
angle," an4 composed (as we are told) of silver plates in the 
shape of tiles. The pillars, beams, and the rest of the wood
work were likewise coated with thin laminoo of the precious 
metals, even gold being used for this purpose to a certain ex· 
tent." 

Such seems to have been the character of the true ancieIA' 
Median palace, whieh served probably as a model to Darius 
and Xerxes when they designed their great palatial edifices at 
the more southern capitals. In the additions which the palace 
received under the Acboomenian kings, stone pillars may have 
been introduced; and hence probably the broken shafts and 
bases, 80 nearly resembling the Persepolitan, one of which Sir 
R. Ker Porter'· saw in the immediate neighborhood of Rama
dan on his visit to that place in 1818. [pl I., Fig. 1.] But. to 
judge from the description of Polybius, an older and ruder 
style of architecture prevailed in the main building, which de
pended for its effect not on the beauty of architectural forms, 
but On the richness and costliness of the material. A pillar 
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architecture, so far as appears, began in this part of Asia with 
the Medes,'· who, however, were content to use' the more 
readily obtained and more easily worked material of wood:· 
while the Persians afterwards conceived the idea of substitut;: 
ing for these inartificial props the slender and elegant stone 
shafts which formed the glory of their grand edifices. 

At a short distance from the palace was the " Acra," or cita.
del, an artificial structure, if we may believe Polybius, Il:nd a 
place of very remarkable strength.·· Here probably was the 
treasury, from which Darius Codomanus carried off 7000 
talents of silver, when he fled towards Bactria for fear of 
Alexander.81 And here, too, may have been the Record Office, 
in which were deposited the royal decrees and other public 
documents under the earlier Persian kings.·2 Some travellers"' 
are of opinion that a portion of the ancient structure stilI 
exists; and there is certainly a ruin on the outskirts of the 
modern town towards the south, which is known to the na
tives as· "the mner fortress," and which may not improbably 
occupy some portion of the site whereon the original citadel 
stood. But the remains of building which now exist are cel'
~y not of an earlier date than the era of Parthian suprem
acy, •• and they can therefore throw no light on the character 
of the old Median stronghold. It may be thought perhaps 
that the descriptIon which Herodotus gives of the building 
called by him" the palace of Deioces" should be here applied, 
and that hy its means we might obtain an exact notion of the 
original structure. But the account of this author is wholly 
at variance with the natural features of the neighborhood, 
where there is no such conical hill as he dnscribes, but only a 
plain surrounded by mountains. It seems, therefore, to be 
certain that either his description is a pure myth, or that it 
applies to another city, the Ecbatana of the northern province. 

It is doubtful whether the Median capital was at any time 
surrounded with walls. Polybius expressly declares that it 
was an unwalled place in his day;81 and there is some reason 
to suspect that it had always been in this condition. The 
Medes and Persians appear to have been in general content to 
establish in each town a fortified citadel or stronghold, round 
which the houses were clustered, without superadding the 
further defence of a town wall. 8' Ecbatana accordingly seems 
never to have stood a siege.8T When.the nation which held it 
was defeated in the open field, the city (unlike Babylon and 
Nineveh) submitted to the conqueror without a struggle. Thus 
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the marveI10us description in the book of Judith,'8 which is 
internally very improbable, would appear to be entirely desti

. tute of any, even the slightest, foundation in fact. 
The chief city of northern Media, which bore in later times 

the names of Gaza, Gazaca, or Canzaca, .. is thought to hll.ve 
--aJ8oDeiln -caUed~cMtaDa;-and -tohave'beeii.- occasionany:mls= 
taken by the Greeks for the southern or real capital.·· The 
description of Herodotus, which is irreconcilably at variance 
with' the local features of the Ramadan site, accords suffi- . 
ciently with the existing remains of a considerable city in the 
province of Azerbijan; and it seems certainly to have been a 
city in these parts which was called by Moses of Chorene 
.. the second Ecbatana, the seven-walled town." OJ The pecu
liarity of this place was its situation on and about a conical 
hill which sloped gently doWIi from its summit to its base, and 
allowed of the interposition of seven circuits of wall between 
the plain and the hill's crest. At the top of the hill, witliin 
the innermost circle of the defences, were the Royal Palace 
and the treasuries; the sides of the hill were occupied solely 
by the fortifications; and at the base, outside the circuit of the 
outermost wall, were the domestic and other buildings which 
constituted the town. According to the information received 
by Herodotus, the battlements which crowned the walls were 
variously colored. Those of the outer circle were white, of 
the next black, of the third scarlet, of the fourth blue, of the 
fifth orange, of the sixth silver, and of the seventh gold.·' A 
pleasing or at any rate a striking effect was thus produced
the citadel, which towered above the town, presenting to the 
eye seven distinct rows of colors ... 

If there was really a northern as well as a southern Ecbar 
tana, •• and if the account of Herodotus, which cannot possibly 
apply to the southern capital, may be regarded as truly de
scribing the great city of the north, we may with much proba
bility fix the site of the northern town at the modern Takht
i-Suleiman, in the upper valley of the Saruk, a tributary of 
the Jaghetu. [pI. I., Fig.3.1 Here alone in northern Media 
are there important ruins occupying such a position as that 
which Herodotus describes.·' Near the head of a valley in 
which runs the main branch of the Saruk, at the edge of 
the hills which skirt it to the north,· there stands a conical 
mound projecting into the vale and rising above its surface 
to the height of 150 feet. The geological formation of the 
.mQund is curious in the extre~e;·· It seems to owe its ori~ 
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entirely to a small lake, the waters of which are so strongly 
impregnated with calcareous matter that wherever they over
flow they rapidly form a deposit which is as hard and firm. as 
natural rQck. If the lake was originally on a level with the 
valley, it would soon have formed incrustations round its 
edge, which every casual or permanent overflow would have 
tended to raise; and thus. in the course of ages, the entire hill 
may have been formed by a mere accumulation of petre
factions. n. The formation would progress more or less rapidly 
according to the tendency of the lake to overflow its bounds; 
which tendency must have been strong until the water reached 
its present natural level-the level, probably, of some other 
sheet of water in the hills, with which it is connected by an 
underground siphon.·· The lake, which is of an irregular shap~, 
is about 300 paces in circumference. Its water, notwithstanding 
the quantity of mineral matter held in solution, is exquisitely 
clear, and not unpleasing to the taste.·· Formerly it was 
believed by the natives to be unfathomable; but experiments 
made in 1837 showed tile depth to be no more than 156 feet. 

The ruins which at present occupy this remarkable site con
sist of a strong wall, guarded by numerous bastions and 
pierced by four gateways, which runs round the brow of the 
hill in a slightly irregular ellipse, of some interesting remains 
of buildings within this walled space, and of a few insignificant 
traces of inferior edifices on the slope between the plain and 
the summit. As it is not thought that any of these. remains 
are of a date anterior to the Sassanian kingdom, , •• no descrip
tion will be given of them here. We are only concerned with 
the Median city, and that has entirely disappeared. Of the 
seven walls, one alone is to be traced; ,., and even here the 
Median structure has perished, and been replaced by masonry 
of a far later age. Excavations may hereafter bring to light 
some remnants of the original town, but at present research 
has done no more than recover for US a forgotten site. 

The Median city next in importance to the two Ecbatanas 
was Raga or Rhages, near the Caspian Gates, almost at the 
extreme eastern limits of the territory possessed by the Medes. 

The great antiquity of this place is marked by its occurrence 
in the Zendavesta among the primitive settlements of the 
Arians. ,.. Its celebrity during the time of the Empire is indi
cated by the position which it occupies in the romances of 
Tobit'" and Judith.'·. It maintained its rank under the Per
~ans, and ~ lllentioned by Darius Hystaspis as the scene of 
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the struggle which terminated the great Median revolt. , •• 
The last Darius seems to have sent thither his heavy baggage 
and the ladies of his COurt,"" when he resolved to quit Ecba
tana a.nd fly eastward. It' has been already noticed that 
Rbages gave name to a. district j'01 and this district may be 
certainly identified with the long narrow tract of fertile terri
tory intervening between the Elburz mountain-range and the 
desert, ••• from about Kasvin to Kbaar, or from long. 50· to 
52° 30'. The exact site of the city of Rbages within this terri
tory is somewhat doubtful. Ail accounts place it near the 
eastern extremity j and as there are in this direction ruins of 

. a town called Rbei or Rhey, it bas been usual to assume that 
they positively fix the locality. I.. But similarity, or even 
identity, of name is an insufficient proof of a,sitej"· and, in 
the present instance, there are grounds for placing Rbages 
very much Dearer to the Caspian Gates than the position of 
Rbei. Arrian, whose accuracy is notorious, distinctly states 
that from the Gates to Rhages was only a single day's march, 
and that Alexander accomplished the distance in that time. III 
Now from Rhei to the Girduni Surdurrah paSs, which un
doubtedly represents the Pylre Cacpioo of Arrian,'" is at least 
fifty miles, a distance which no army could accomplish in less 
time than two daYS."1 Rltages consequently must have been 
considerably to the east of Rhei, about half-way between it 
and the celebrated pass which it was considered to guard. Its 
probable position is the modern KalehErij, near Veramin. 
about 23 miles from the commencement of the Surdurrah pass, 
where there are considerable remains of an ancient town ... t 

In the same neighborhood with Rbages, but closer to the 
Straits. perhaps on the site now occupied by the ruins known 
as U ewanukif, or possibly even nearer to the foot of the pass, .. I 
was the Median city of Charax, a place not to be confounded 
with the more celebrated city called Charax Spasini, the birth
place' of Dionysius the geographer, which was on the Persian 
Gulf, at the mouth of the Tigris. 111 

The other Median cities, whose position can be determined 
with an approach to certainty, were in the western portion of 
the country, in the range of Zagros. or in the fertile tract be
tween that range and the desert. The most important of these 
are Bagistan, Adrapan, Concobar, and Aspadan. 

Bagistan is described by Isidore'" as a "city situated on a 
hill, where there was a pillar and a statue of Semiramis." 
Diodorus bas an account of the arrival of Semiramis at the 
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place, of h~r establishing a royal plp"k or paradise in t'h" plain 
below the mountain, which was watp,red by an abundant 
spring, of her smoothing the face of the rock where it de
scended precipitously upon the low ground, and of her carving 
on the surface thus obtained her own effigy, with an inscrip
tion in Assyrian characters. "8 The position aEsigned to Bag
istan by both writers, and the description of Diodorus,"' iden
tify the place beyond a doubt with the now famous Behistun, 
where the plain, the fountain, the precipitous rock, and the 
scarped surface are still to be seen, n. through the supposed 
figure of. Semiramis, her pillar, and her inscription have dis
appeared.... [pI. II., Fig.1.] This remarkable spot, lying on 
the direct route between Babylon and Ecbatana, and'present
ing the unusual combination of a copious fountain, a rich 
plain, and a rock suitable for sculptures, must have early 
attracted the attention of the great monarchs who marched 
their armies through the Zagros range, as a place where they 
might conveniently set up memorials of their exploits. The 
works of this kind ascribed by the ancient writers to Semira
mis were probably either Assyrian or Babylonian, and (it is 
most likely) resembled the ordinary monuments which the 
kings of Babylon and Nineveh delighted to erect in countries 
newly conquered ... • The example set by the Mesopotamians 
was followed by their Arian neighbors, when the supremacy 
passed into their hands; and the famous mountain, invested 
by them with a sacred character, , •• was made to subserve and 
perpetuate their glory by receiving sculptures and inscrip
tions'" which showed them to have become the lords of Asia. 
The practice did not even stop here. When the Parthian 
kingdom of the Arsacidm had established itself in these parts 
at the expense of the Seleucidm, the rock was once more called 
upon to commemorate the warlike triumphs of a new race. 
Gotarzes, the contemporary of the Emperor Claudius, after 
defeating his rival Meherdates in the plain between Behistun 
and Kermanshah, inscribed upon the mountain, which already 
bore the impress of the great monarchs of Assyria and Persia, 
a record of his recent victory. , •• 

The name of Adrapan occurs only in Isidore, , •• who places 
it between Bagistan and Ecbatana, at the distance of twelve 
schmni-36 Roman or 34 British miles from the latter. It was, 
he says, the site of an ancient palace belonging to Ecbatana, 
which Tigranes the Armenian had destroyed. The name and 
situation sufficiently identify Adm,pan with the modern viI-
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lage of Arteman, lIT which lies on the southern face of Elwend 
near its base, and is ·well adapted for a royal residenc!l. Here 
"during the severest winter, when Hamadan and the sur
rounding country ~re buried in snow, a. warm and sunny 
climate is to be found; whilst in the summer a thousand rills 
descending :trom Elwend diffuse around fertility and fra
grance.""· Groves of trees grow up in rich luxuriance from 
the well-irrigated soil, whose thick foliage affords a welcome 
shelter from the heat of the noonday sun. The climate, the 
gardens, and the manifold blessings of the place are proverbial 
throughout Persia; and naturally caused the choice of the site 
for a retired palace, to which the court of Ecbatana might ad
journ when either the summer heat and dust or the winter 
cold made residence in the capital irksome. 

In the neighborhood of Adrapan, on the road leading to 
Bagistan, stood Concobar,"· which is undoubtedly the modern 
Kungawar. and perhaps the Chavon of Diodorus."° Here, .ac
cording to the Sicilian historian, Semiramis built a palace and 
laid out a paradise; and here, in the time of Isidore, was a 
famous temple of Artemis. Colossal ruins crown the summit 
of the acclivity on which the town of Kungawar stands, '81 

which may be the remains of this latter building; but no trace 
bas been found that can be regarded as either Median or 
Assyrian. 

The Median town of a which is mentioned by no 
writer but Ptolemy, , .. woul scarcely eserve notice , 1 

were not for its modern celebrity. Aspadan, corrupted into 
Isfahan, became the capital of Persia, under the Sefi kings, 
who rendered it one of the most magnificent cities of Asia. 
It is uncertain whether it existed at all in the time of the great 
Median empire. If so, it was, at best, an outlying town of 
little consequence on the extreme southern confines of the 
territory, where it abutted upon Persia proper. ,.a The district 
wherein it lay was inhabited by the Median tribe of the Par
mtaceni. III 

Upon the whole it must be allowed that the towns of Media 
were few and of no great account. The Medes did not love to 
congregate in. large cities, but preferred to scatter themselves 
1n villages over their broad and varied territory. The protec
tion of walls, necessary for the inhabitants of the low Meso
potamian regions, was not required by a people whose country 
was full of natural fastnesses to which they could readily re
move on the approach of danger. Excepting the capital and 
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the iwo important cities of Gazaca and Rhages, the Median 
towns were insignificant. Even those cities themselves were 
probably of moderate dimensions, and had little of the arcbi
tectural splendor which gives so peculiar an interest to the 
towns' of Mesopotamia. TlJ,eir principal buildings were in a 
frail and pelishable material, , .. unsuited to bear the ravages of 
time; they have consequently altogether disappeared, and in 
the whole of Media modern researches have failed to bring to 
tight a single edifice which can be assigned with any show of 
probability to the period of the Empire. ' 

The plan adopted in former portions of this work'·' makes it 
necessary, bf'fore concluding this chapter, to glance briefly at 
the character of the various ,countries and districts by which 
Media was bordered-the Caspian district upon the north, .Ax
menia upon the north-west, the Zagros region and Assyria 
upon the west, Persia proper upon the south, and upon the 
east Sagartia and Parthia. 

, North and north-east of the mountain range which under 
different names skirts the southern shores of the Caspian Sea 
and curves round its south-western corner, lies a narrow but 
important strip of territory-the modern GhilaD. and Mazan" 
deran. [pI. II., Fig. 2.] This is a most fertile region, well 
watered and richly wooded, and forms one of the most valua
ble portions of the modern kingdom of Persia. At first it is a 
low flat tract of deep alluvial soil, but little raised above the 
level of the Caspian; gradually however it rises into swelling 
hills which form the supports of the high mountains that shut 
in this sheltered region, a region only to be reached,by a very 
few passes over or through them. lIT The mountains are clothed 
on this side nearly to their summit with dwarf oaks, or with 
ilirubs and brushwood; while, lower down, their flanks are 
covered with forests of elms, cedars, chestnuts, beeches, and 
cypress ~rees. The gardens and orchards ~f the natives are 
of the most superb character; the vegetation is luxuriant; 
lemons, oranges. peaches, pomegranates, besides other fruits, 
abound; rice, hemp, sugar-eanes, mulberries are' cultivated 
with success; vines grow wild; and the valleys are strewn 
with flowers of rare fragrance. among which may be noted 
the rose, the ~oneysuckle, and the sweetbrier.'·· Natu..-e, 
however, with her usual justice, has balanced these extraol"o 
dinary advantages with peculiar drawbacks; the tiger, un
known in any other part of Western Asia, ••• here lurks ill the 
thickets, ready to spring at &.IIJ" moment on the unwary trav-
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eller; inundations are frequent, and carry desolation far and 
wide; the waters, which thus escape from the river beds, stag
nate in marshes, and during the summer and autumn heats 
pestilential exhalations arise, which destroy the stranger, and 
bring even the acclimatized native to the brink of the grave. 1" 
The Persian monarch chooses the southern rather than the 
northern side of the mountains for the site of his capital, pre
ferring the keen winter cold and dry summer heat of the high 
and almost waterless plateau to the damp and stifling air of 
the low Caspian region. 

The narrow tract of which this is a description can at no 
time have sheltered a very numerous or powerful people. 
During the Median period, and for many ages afterwards, it 
seems to have been inhabited by various petty tribes of preda
tory habits-Cadusians, Mardi, TapYri. etc. who passed 
their time in petty quarrels among themselves, and in plunder
ing raids upon their great southern neighbor. 14' Of these 
tnl>es the Cadusians alone enjoyed any considerable reputa
tion. They were celebrated for their skill with the javelin'
-a skill probably represented by.the modern Persian use of 
the djereed. According to Diodorus, they were engaged in Ire
qUf'nt wars with the Median kings, and were able to bring into 
the field a force of 200,000 men! .4. Under the Persians they 
seem to have been considered good soldiers,'" and to have 
sometimes made a struggle for independence ... 1 But there is 
no real reason to believe that they were of such strength as to 
have formed at any time a danger to the Median kingdom, to 
which it is more probable that they generally acknowledged a 
qualified subjection. 

The great country of Armenia, which lay north-west and 
partly north of Media, bas been generally described in the first 
volume; "8 but a few words will be here added with respect to 
the more eastern portion, which immediately bordered upon 
the Median territory. This consisted of two outlying districts, 
separated from the rest of the country, the triangular basin of 
Lake Van, and the tract between the Kur and Aras rivers
the modern Karabagh and ErivaIi. The basin of Lake Van, 
surrounded by high ranges,. and forming the very heart of the 
mountain system of this part of Asia, is an isolated region, a 
sort of natural citadel, where a strong military power would be 
likely to establish itself. Accordingly it is here, and here alone 
in all Armenia, that we find signs of the existence, during the 
Assyrian and Median periods, of a ~t organized monarchy. 
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The Van inscriptions indicate to us a line of kings ~ho bore 
sway in the eastern Armenia-the true Ararat-and who were' 
both in civilization and in military strength far in advance of 
any of the other princes who divided among them the Arme
nian territory. The Van monarchs may have been at times 
formidable enemies of the Medes. They have left traces of 
their dominion, not only on the tops of the mountain passes , .. 
which lead into the basin of Lake Urumiyeh, but even in the 
comparatively low plain of Miyandab on the southern shore of 
that inland sea. II. It is probable from this that they were at 
one time masters of a large portion of Media Atropatene, and 
the very name of Urumiyeh, which still attaches to the lake, I 
may have beeD given to it from one of their tribes.'" In tho 
tract between the Kur and Aras, on the other hand, there is no 
sign of the early existence of aDY formidable power. Here the 
mountains are comparatively low, the soil is fertile, and the 
climate temperate. 100 The character of the region would lead 
its inhabitants to cultivate the arts of peace rather than those 
of war, and would thus tend to prevent them from being for-
midable or troublesome to their neighbors. 

The Zagros region, which in the more ancient times separated 
between Media and Assyria, being inhabited by a number of 
independent tribes, but which was ultimately absorbed into 
the more powerful country, requires no notice here, having 
been sufficiently described among the tracts by which Assyria 
was bordered. III At first a serviceable shield to the weak 
Arian tribes which were establishing themselves along its 
eastern base upon the high plateau, it gradually passed into 
their possession as they increased in strength, and ultimately 
became a main nursery of their power, furnishing to their 
armies vast numbers both of men and horses. The great 
horse pastures, from which the Medes first and the Pe~ 
afterwards, supplied their numerous and excellent cavalry. 
were in this quarter;"o and the troops which it furnished
hardy mountaineers accustomed to brave the severity of a 
most rigorous climate-must have been among the most effe<:
tive of the Median forces. us. 

On the south Media was bounded by Persia proper-a tract 
which corresponded nearly with the modern province of Far-
sistan. The complete description of this territory, the original 
seat of the Persian nation, belongs to a future volume of this 
'Work, which will contain an accOtmt of the" Fifth Monarchy." 
For the present it is sufficient to observe that the Persian terri· 
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tory was for the most part a highland, verY similar to Media, 
from which it was divided by no strongly markeu line or 
natural boundary. The Persian mountains are a continuation 
of the Zagros chain, and Northern Persia is a portion-the 
southern portion-of the same great plateau, whose western 
and north-western skirts formed the great nw.8S of the Median 
territory. Thus upon this side Media was placed in the closest 
connection with an important country, a country similar in 
character to her own, where a hardy race was likely to grow 
up, with which she might expect to have difficult contests. 

Finally, towards the east lay the great salt desert, sparsely 
inhabited by various nom8.dic races, among which the most 
important were the Cossreans and the ~i~. To !;he 
latter people HerodotuS seems to assign-armost the whole of 
the sandy· region, since he unites them with the Sarangians 
and Thamanrea.ns on the one hand, with the Utians and 
~s upon th~th&r,'" They w{~re a wil~~ probably 

of . n origin?· who hunted Wltn llielliSSo over tli'e great 
desert mounted on horses, n. and could bring into the. field a 
force of eight or ten thousand men. '67 The:r country, a waste 
of sand and gravel, in parts thickly encrusted with salt, was 
impassable to an army, and formed a barrier which effectively 
protected Media along the greater portion of her eastern 
frontier. Towards the extreme north-east the Sagartians were 
r\!placed by the Cossrea.ns and the Parthians, the former pro
bably the people of the Siah-Koh mountain,'"· the latter the 
~bitants of the tract known now as t~tak~ or "skirt," 
which extends along the southern flank. of the burz range 
from the Caspian Gates nearly to Herat, and is capable of sus
taining a very considerable population. The COssreaD.s were 
plunderers,"° from whose raids Media suffered constant annoy
ance i but they were at no time of sufficient strength to cause 
any serious fear. The Parthians, as we learn from the course 
of events, had in them the materials of a mighty people i but 
the hour for their elevation and expansion was not yet come, 
and the keenest observer of Median times could Bcarce1yhave 
perceived in them the future lords of. Western Asia. From 
Parthla, moreover, Media was divided by the strong rocky 
spur '" which runs out from the Elburz into the desert in long. 
52° 10' nearly, over which is the narrow pass already mentioned 
as the Caspian Gates. II. Thus Media on most sides was 
guarded by the strong na1iu.J.--al barriers of seas,!S' mountains, 
and deserts lying open only on the south. where she adjoined 
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upon a kindred people. Her neighbors mre for the most part 
weak in numbers, .though warlilte. A.J:menia, however, to the 
north-west, Assyria to the west, and Persia to the l'IOuth, were 
all more or less formidable. A prescient eye might have fore
seen that the great struggles of Media would be with these 
powers, and that if she attained imperial proportions it must 
be by their subjuga1fn or absorption. 

CHAPTER II. 

CLDIATE .AND PRODUCTIONS. 

'B nUl, /In. "t/nJAil 'm aeU t/rox"a· ~ It or .............. 0&1+.", lieU aolAo" 01". dlJ_ 
0903p,, e.".. aeU .. G,.+."....-8trab. xi. 18., 

I 

:MJIA, like Assyria, is a country of such enent and variety "" 
that, in order ~o give a. correct description of its climate, we 
must divide it into regionS. Azerbijan, or Atropatene, the 
most northern portion, has a. climate altogether cooler than the 
rest of Media; while in the more southern division of the coun
try there is a marked difference between the climate of the 
east and of the west, of the tracts lying on the high plateau 
and skirting the Great" Salt Desert, and of those contain£ 
within or closely abutting upon the Zagros mountain range." 
The difference here is due to the difference of physical confOl"
mation, which is as great as possible, the broad mountainous 
plains about Kasvin, Koum, and Kashan, divided from each 
other by low rocky ridges, offering the strongest conceivable 
contrast to the perpetual alternations of mountain and valley, 
precipitous height and deep wooded glen, which compoJ*) the 
greater part of the Zagros region. " 

The climate of Azerbijan is temperate and pleasant, though 
perhaps somewhat overwarm,' in summer; while in winter it 
is bitterly severe, colder than that of almost any other region 
in the same latitude. • This extreme rigor seems to be tnainly 
owing to elevation, the very valleys and valley plains of the 
tract being at a height of from 4000 to 0000 feet above the sea. 
level. Frost commonly sets in towards the end of November. 
or at latest early in December; snow soon covers the ground 
to the depth of several feet; the thermometer falls below zero; 
the sun shines brightly except when from time to time fresh 
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deposits of snow occur; but a keen and strong"md usually 
prevails, which is represented as "cutting like a sword," • and 
being a very "assassin of life. " • Deaths from cold are of daily' 
occurrence;t and it is iInpossible to travel without the greatest 
risk. Whole companies or caravanS occasionally perish beneath 
the drift, when the wind is violent, especially if Ii. heavy faIl 
happen to coincide with one of the frequent easterly gales. 
The severe weather commonly continues till March, when trav
elling becomes possible, but the snow remains on much of the 
ground till May, and on the mountains still longer.' The 
spring, which begins in April, is .temperate. and delightful;.a 
sudden burst of vegetation succeeds to the long winter leth
argy; the air is fresh and balmy, the sun pleasantly warm, the. 
sky generally cloudless. In the month of May. the heat in
creases-thunder hangs in the air-and the valleys are often 
close and sultry.' Frequent showers occur, and the hail-storms 
are sometimes so violent as to kill the cattle in the fields.· As 
the summer advances the heats increase, but the .thermometer 
rarely reaches 90° in the shade, and 'except in the narrow val
leys the air is never oppressive. The autumn is generally very 
fine. Foggy mornings are common; but they are succeeded by 
bright pleasant days,without wind or rain.' On the whole 
the climate is pronounced healthy,'o though somewhat trying 
to Europeans, who do not readily adapt themselves to a country 
where the range of the thermometer is as much as 90° or 100°. 

In the part of Media situated on the great plateau-the 
modern Irak Ajemi"":'in which are the important towns of 
Teheran, Isfahan, Ramadan, Kashan, Kasvin, and Roum. the 
climate is altogether warmer than in Azerbijan, the summers 
being hotter, and the winters shorter and much less cold. 
Snow indeed covers the ground for about three months, from 
early' in December till. March; but the thermoJIleter rarely 
shows more than ten or twelve degrees of frost, and death from 
cold is uncommon. II The spring sets m about the beginning of 
March, and is at first somewhat cool, owing to the prevalence 
of the baude caucasan. or north wind, II which blows from dis
tricts where the snow still lies. But after a little time the 
weather becomes delicious; the orchards are a mass of bloS80m; 

. the rose gardens come into bloom; the cultivated lands are 
covered with springing crops; the desert itself wears a light 
livery of green. Every sense is gratified; the nightingale 
bursts out with a full gush of song; the air plays softly upon 
the cheek, and comes loaded with fragrance. Too soon, how-
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ever, this charming time passes away, and the summer heat. 
begin, in some places as early as June." The thermometer 
at midday rises to 90 or 100 degrees. Hot gust! blow from the 
desert, sometimes with great violence. The atmosphere is de
scribed as choking;" and in parts of the plateau it is usual for 
the inhabitants to quit their towns almost in a body, and retire 
for several months into the mountains. II This extreme heat is, 
however, exceptional; in most parts of the plateau the summer 
warmth is tempered \>y cool breezes from the surrounding 
mountains, on which there is always a good deal of snow. A~ 
Ramadan, which, though on the plain, is close to the moun
tains, the thermometer seems scarcely ever to rise above 90·, 
and that degree of heat is attained only for a few hours in tHe 
day. The mornings and evenings are cool and refreshing; and 
altogether the climate quite justifies the Choice of the Persian 
monarchs, who selected Ecbatana for their place of residence 
during the hottest portion of the year. 11 Even at Isfaha.n, 
which is on the edge of the desert, the heat is neither extreme" 
nor prolonged. The hot gusts which blow from the east and 
fr~w the south raise the temperature at times nearly to a hun
Jred degrees; but these oppre'.!Si.ve winds alternate with cooler 
breezes from the west, often accompanied by "rain; and the 
average highest temperature during the day in the hottest 
month, which is August, does not exceed 90·. 

A peculiarity in the climate of the plateau which deserves 
to be noticed is the extreme dryness" of the atmosphere." In 
summer the rains which fall are slight, and they are soon 
absorbed by the thirsty soil. There is a little dew at nights, II 
especially in the vicinity of the few streams j but it disappears 
with the first hour of sunshine, and the air is left without a 
particle of moisture. In winter the dryness is equally great, 
frost taking the place of h~t, with the, same effect upon the 
atmosphere. Unhealthy exhalations are thus avoided, and the 
salubrity of the climate is increased;" but the European will 
sometimes sigh for th~ soft, balmy airs of his own land, which 
have come flying over the sea, and seem to bring their wings 
still dank with the ocean spray. 

Another peculiarity of this region, produced by the unequal 
rarefaction of the air over its different portiOIl$, is the occur
rence, especially in spring and summer, of sudden gusts, hot or 
~old, 10 which blow with great violence. These gusts a,re some
times accompanied with whirlwinds," which sweep the coun
try in different directions, carrying away with them leaves, 
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branches, stubble, sand, and other light substances, and causing 
great annoyance to the, traveller. They occur chiefly in con
nection with a change of wind, and are no doubt consequent 
on the meeting of two opposite currents. Their violence, how
ever, is moderate, compared with that of tropical tornadoes, and' 
it is not often that they do any considerable damage to the 
crops over which they sweep. 

One further characteristic of the flat region may be noticed. 
The intense heat of the summer sun striking on the dry sand 
or the saline emorescence of the desert throws the air, over 
them into such a state of quivering undulation as produces 
the most wonderful and, Varying effects, distorting the forms 
of objects, an~ rendering the most familiar strange and' hard 
io be recognized. A mud bank furrowed by the rain will' ex
}lihit the appearance of a magnificent city, with col1ll1iils, 
domes, minarets, and pyramids; a few stunted bUshes will be 
transformed into a forest of stately trees; a distant mountain 
win, in the space of a minute, assume first, the appearance of 
a lofty peak, then swell out at the top, and resemble a mighty 
mushroom, next split into several parts, and finally settle down' 
into a flat tableland.·· Occasionally, though not very often,' 
that semblance, of water is produced" which Europeans' are 
are apt to suppose the usual effect of mirage. The images of 
objects are reflected at their base in an inverted position:; the 
desert seems converted into a vast lake; and the thirsty trav
eller, advancing towards it, finds himself the,victim of an illu:': 
sion, which is none the less successful because he has been a 
thousand times forewarned of its deceptive power. 

In the mountain range of Zagros and the tracts adjacent' to 
it, the climate, owing to the great differences of elevation, is 
more varied than in the other parts of tbe ancient Media. 
Severe cold "' prevails in the higher mountain regions for seven 
months out of the twelve, while during the remaining five the 
heat is never more than moderate. II In the low valleys, on the 
contrary, and in other favored situations, II the winters are" 
often milder than on the plateau; while in the summers, if the 
heat is not greater, at any rate it is more oppressive. Owing 
to the abundance of the streams and proximity of the melting 
snows, the air is moist; and the damp heat, which stagnates in 
the valleys, breeds fever and ague." Between these extremes 
of climate and elevation, every variety is to be found; 'and, 
except in.winter, a few.hours' journey will almost always bring 
the traveller into a temperate region. 
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In respect of natural productiveness, Media (as already ob
served)'· differs exceedingly in different, and even in adjacent, 
districts. The rocky ridges of the great plateau, destitute of 
all vegetable mold, are wholly bare and arid, admitting not 
the slightest degree of cultivation. Many of the mountains of 
Azerbijan, naked, rigid, and furrowed,'· may compare even 
with these desert ranges for sterility. The higher parta of 
Zagros and Elburz are sometimes of the same character; but 
more often they are thickly clothed with forests, affording ex
cellent timber and other valuable commodities. In the Elburz 
pines are found near the summit, I •. while lower down there 
occur, first the wild almond and the dwarf oak, and then the 
usual timber-trees of the country, the Oriental plane, the willow, 
the poplar, and the walnut. II The walnut grows to a large size 
both here and in Azerbijan, but the poplar is the wood most 
commonly used for building purposes. at In Zagros, besides 
most of these trees, the ash and the terebinth or turpentine-tree 
are common; the oak bears gall-nuts of a large size; and the 
gum-tragacanth plant frequently clothes the mountain-sides. II 
The valleys of this region are full of magnificent orchards, as 
are the low grounds and more sheltered nooks of Azerbijan. 
The fruit-trees comprise, besides vines and mulberries, the 
apple, the pear, the quince, the plum, the cherry, the almond, 
the nut, the chestnut, the olive, the peach, the nectarine, and 
the apricot ... 

On the plains of the high plateau there is a great scarcity of 
vegetation. Trees of a large siZe grow only in the few places 
which are well watered, as in the neighborhood of Ramadan, 
Isfahan, and in a less degree of Kashan." The principal tree 
is the Oriental plane, which flourishes together with poplars 
and willows along the water-courses; cypresses also grow freely; 
elms and cedars are found, II and the orchards and gardens con
tain not only the fruit-trees mentioned above, but also the 
jujube, the cornel, the filbert, the medlar, the pistachio nut, 
the pomegranate, and the fig. If Away from the immediate 
vicinity of the rivers and the towns, not a tree, scarcely a bush, 
is to be seen. The common thorn is indeed tolerably abun
dant .. in a few places; but elsewhere the tamarisk and a few 
other sapless shrubs" are the only natural products of this 
bare and arid region. 

In remarkable contrast with the natural barrenness of this 
wide tract are certain favored districts in Zagros and Azer
bijan, where the herbage is constant throughout the summ~ 
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and sometimes only too luxuriant. Such are the rich and ex
tensive grazing grounds of Khawah and Alishtar, near Kerman
Bhah," the pastures near OjanU and Marand," and the cele
brated Chowal Mogban or plain of Mogban, on the lower course 
of the Araxes river, where the grass is said to grow sufficiently 
high to cover a man on horseback •• These, however, are rare 
exceptions to the general character of the country, which is by 
nature unproductive, and scarcely deserving even of the quali
fied encomium of Strabo.·· 

Still Media, though deficient in natural products, is not ill 
adapted for cultivation. The Zagros valleys and hill-sides 
produce under a very rude system of agriculture, besides the 
fruits already noticed, rice, wheat, barley, millet, sesame, In
dian corn, cotton, tobacco, mulberries, cucumbers, melons, 
pumpkins, and the castor-oil plant. •• In ARrbijan the soil is 
almost all cultivable, and if ploughed and sown will bring good 
crops of the ordinary kinds of grain." Even on the side of 
the desert, where Nature has shown herself most niggardly, 
and may seem perhaps to deserve the reproach of Cicero, that 
she behaves as a step mother to a man rather than as a 
mother," a certain amount of care and scientific labor may 
render considerable tracts fairly productive. The only want 
of this region is water; and if the natural deficiency of this 
necessary fluid can be anyhow supplied, all parts of the plateau 
will bear crops, except those which form the actual Salt Desert. 
In modern, and still more in ancient times, this fact has been 
clearly perceived, and an elaborate system of artifical irrigation, 
suitable to the peculiar circumstances of the country, has been 
very widely established. The system of kaflats, as they are 
called at the present day, aims at utilizing to the uttermost all 
the small streams and rills which descend towards the desert 
from the surrounding mountains, and at conveying as far as 
pos8lole into the plain the spring water, which is the indis· 
pensable" condition of cultivation in a country where-except 
for a few days in the spring and autumn-rain scarcely ever 
falls. As the precious element would rapidly evaporate if ex
posed to the rays of the summer sun, the Iranian husbandman 
carries his conduit underground, laboriously tunnelling through 
the stilf argillaceous soil, at a depth of many feet below the 
surface. The mode in which he proceeds is as fonows. At in
tervals along the line of his intended conduit he first sinks 
shafts, which he then connects with one another by galleries, 
leven or eight feet in height, giving his galleries a alight in-
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cl1ne, 80' that the water may run down them freely, and con· 
·tinuing them till he reaches a point where he wishes to bring 
·the water out upon the surface of the plain. .. Here and there, 
: aHhefoot of his shafts, he digs wells, from which the fluid can 
:readilybe raised by means of a bucket and a windlass; and he 
'thus brings under cultivation a considerable belt of land along 
·,the whole line of the kanat, as well as a large tract-at its ter
·mination. 'These conduits, on which the cultivation of the 
plateau depends, were established at so remote a date that 

· they .• were popularly ascribed to the mythic Semiramis, I. the 
.. supposedwife, of Ninus. It is thought that in ancient times 
they were longer and more numerous than at present," when 
they occur only occasionally, and seldom extend more than a 

· few miles from the base of the hills . 
. By help of the irrigation thus contrived, the great plateau of 

Iran will produce good crops of grain, rice, wheat, barley, In
; dion corn, doura, millet, and sesame.·' It will also bear cotton, 
, tobacco, saffron, rhubarb, madder, poppies which give a good 
opium,senna, and assafretida.·· Its garden vegetables are ex
cellent. and include potatoes, cabbages, lentils, kidney-beans, 

· peas, turnips, carrots, spinach, beetroot, and cucumbers.·' The 
variety of its fruit-trees has been already noticed. II The flavor 

· of. their produce is in general good, and in some cases surpass
ingly, excellent. No quinces are so fine as those of Isfahan,'· 
:and DO melons have a more delicate flavor. II The grapes of 

'.Kasvin are celebrated, and make a remarkably good wine.·· 
Among·the flowers of the country must be noted, first of all, 

its roses, which flourish ill the most luxuriant abunciance, and. 
" are of every variety of hue." The size to which the tree will 
, grow, is extraordinary, standards sometimes exceeding the 

height of fourteen or fifteen feet.·' Lilacs, jasmines, and many 
· .other flowering shrubs are common in the gardens, while 
among wild flowers may be noticed hollyhocks, lilies, tulips, 
crocuses, anemones, lilies of the valley, fritillaries, gentians, 
primroses, convolvuluses, chrysanthemums, heliotropes, pinks, 
water -lilies, ranunculuses, jonquils, narcissuses, hyacinths, 
mallows, stocks, violets, a fine campanula (Mickauxia levi
gata) , a mint (Nepeta longijtora), several sages, salsolas, and 

· fagonias .• , In many places the wild flowers during the spring 
"months eover the ground, painting it with a thousand dazzling 
. or delicate hues.·' 

The mineral products of Media are numerous and valuable . 
.Excellent stone of many kinds abounds in almost every part of 
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the country, the most important and valuable being the fa.. 
mous TabriJl marble. This curious substance appears to be a 
petrifaction formed by natural springs, which deposit carbon 
ate of lime in large quantities. It is found only in one place, 
on the flanks of the bills, not far from the Urumiyeh lake. 
The slabs are used for tombstones, for the skirting of rooms, 
and for the pavements of baths and palaces; when cut thin 
they often take the place of glass in windows, being semi· 
transparent. • The marble is commonly of a pale yellow color, 
but occasionally it is streaked with red, green, or copper
colored veins. .. 

In metals the country is thought to be rich, but no satisfac
tory examination of it has been as yet made. Iron, copper, 
and native steel are derived' from mines actually at work; 
while Europeans have observed indications of lead, arsenic, 
and antimony in Amrbijan, in Kurdistan, and in the rocky 
ridges which intersect the desert. •• Tradition speaks of a time 
when gold and silver were procared from mountains near 
Takht-i-8ule-man, 00 and it is not unlikely that they may exist 
both there and in the ~ range. Quartz, the well-known 
matrix of the precious metal, abounds in Kurdistan. .. 

Of all the mineral products, none is more abundant than 
salt. • On the side of the desert, and again near TabriJl at the 
mouth of the Aji So, are vast plains which glisten with the 
substance, and yield it readily to all who care to gather it up. 
Saline springs and streams are also numeroUs,·· from which 
salt can be obtained by evaporation. But, besides these 
sources of supply, rock: salt is found in places,'. and this is 
largely quarried, and is preferred by the natives. .. 

Other important products of the earth are saltpetre, which 
is found in the Elburz," and in Azerbijan ;" sulphur, which 
abounds in the same regions, and likewise on the high pla
teaui" alum," which is quarried near TabriJlj naphtha and 
gypsum, which are found in Kurdistanj'O and talc, which ex
ists in the mountains near Koum, " in the vicinity of Tabriz, to 

and probably in other places. 
The chief wild animals which have been observed within the 

limits of the ancient Media are the lion, the tiger, the leopard, 
the bear, the beaver, the jackal., the wolf, the wild a.ss, the 
ibex or wild goat, the wild sheep, the stag, the antelope, the 
'Wild boar, the fox. the bare, the rabbit, the ferret, the rat, the 
jerboa, the porcupine, the mole, and the marmot. The lion 
and tiger are exceedingly rare i they seem to be found only ill 
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.Azerbijan," and we may perhaps best account for their pres
ence there by considering that a few of these animals occa
sionally stray out of Mazanderan, which is their only proper 
locality in this part of ASia. Of all the beasts, the most abun
dant are the stag and the wild goat, which are numerous in 
the Elburz, and in parts of Azerbijan,·' the wild boar, which 
abounds both in Azerbijan, and in the country about Hama,. 
dan,·' and the jackal, which is found everywhere. Bears 
flourish in Zagros, antelopes in Azerbijan, in the Elburz, and 
on the plains near Sultaniyeh. •• The wild ass is found only in 
the desert parts of the high plateau;·· the beaver only in Lake 
Zeribar, near Suleimaniyeh .•• 

The Iranian wild ass differs in some respects from the Meso
potamian. His skin is smooto, like that of a deer, and of a 
reddish color, the belly and hinder parts partaking of a silvery 
gray; his head and ears are large and somewhat clumsy; but 
his neck is fine, and his legs are beautifully slender. His 
mane is short and black, and he has a black tuft at the end of 
his tail, but no dark line runs along his back or crosses his 
shoulders. •• The Persians call him the gur-khur, and chase 
him with occasional success, regarding his flesh as a great 
delicacy. He appears to be the Asinus onager of naturalists, 
a distinct species from the Asinus hemippus of Mesopotamia, 
and the Asinus hemionus of Thibet and Tartary.·· 

It is doubtful whether some kind of wild cattle does not still 
inhabit the more remote tracts of Kurdistan. The natives 
mention among the animals of their country" the mountain 
ox:" and though it has been suggested that the beast intended. 
is the elk,·7 it is perhaps as likely to be the Aurochs, which 
seems certainly to have been a native of the adjacent country 
of Mesopotamia in ancient times.·· . At any rate, until Zagros 
has been thorougbly explored by Europeans, it must remain 
uncertain what animal is meant. Meanwhile we may be tol
erably sure that, besides the species enumerated, Mount Zagros 
contains within its folds some large and rare ruminant. 

Among the birds the most remarkable are the eagle, the 
bustard, the pelican, the stork, the pheasant, several kinds of 
partridges, the quail, the woodpecker, the bee-eater, the hoopoe, 
and the nightingale. Besides these, doves and pigeons, both 
wild and tame,·· are common; as are swallows, goldfinches, 
sparrows, larks, blackbirds, thrushes, linnets, magpies, crows, 
hawks, falcons, teal, snipe, wild ducks, and many other kinds 
of waterfowl. The most common partridge is a red-legged. 
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species (CaccabiB chu1car of naturalists), which is unable to fly 
far, and is hunted until it drops." Another kind, common 
both in ~bijan and in the. Elburz, II is the black-breasted . 
partridge (Perd.l:x: nigra)-a bird not known in many countries.. 
Besides these, there is a small gray partridge in the Zagros 
range, which the Kurds call seska. '" The bee-eater (Meropa 
.Persicus) is rare.' It is a bird of passage, and only visits Media 
in the autumn, preparatory to retreating into the warm· dis
trict of Mazanderan' for the winter months. II The hoopoe· 
(Upupa) is probably still rarer, since very few travellers men
tion it." The woodpecker is found in Zagros, and is a beauti
ful bird, red and gray in color ... 

Media is, on the whole, but scantily provided· with fish. 
Lake Urumiyeh produces none, as its waters are so salt that 
they even destroy all the river-fish which enter them;'· Salt 
streams, like the Aji Suo are equally unproductive, and the' 
fresh-watel' rivers of the plateau fall so low in summer that 
fish cannot become numerous in them. Thus' it is only in 
Zagros, in Azerbijan, and in the. Elburz, that· the streams 
furnish' any considerable quantity. The kinds most common· 
are barbel, carp, dace, bleak, and gudgeon." In a compara
tively few streams, more especially those of Zagros; trout are· 
found, which are handsome and of excellent quality." The 
river of Isfahan produces a kind of cray-fish, which is taken. 
in the bushes along its banks, and is very delicate eating. II 

It is remarkable that fish' are caught not only in the open' 
streams of Media, but also in the kanats or' underground
conduits, from which the light of day is very nearly excluded. 
They appear to be of one sort .only, viz., barbel, but are· 
abundant, and often grow to a considerable size; Chardin. 
supposed them to be unfit for· food j"o but a later observer 
declares that, though of no great delicacy, they are " perfectly: 
sweet and wholesome." 10' 

Of reptiles, the m~t common are snakes, lizards, and 
tortoises. In the long grass of the Moghan district, on the' 
lower course of the Araxes, the snakes are so numerous and 
venomous that many parts of the plain are thereby rendered. 
impassable in the summer-time. 101 A similar abundance of 
this reptile near the western entrance of the Girduni Siyaluk. 
pass'" induces the natives to abstain from using it except in 
winter. ,.. Lizards of many forms and hues'" disport them
selves about the rocks and ston£'s, some quite small .others I 
two feet or more in len~h. ,.. Th£'r are q.uite harml~ an~ 
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appear to be in general very tame. Land tortoises are also 
common in the sandy regions.'" In Kurdistan there is a 
remarkable frog, with a smooth skin and of an apple-green 
color, which lives chiefly in trees, roosting in them at night, 
and during the day employing itself· in catching flies and 
locusts, which it strikes with its fore paw, as a cat strikes a 
bird or a mouse .• ~. . 

Among insects, travellers chiefly notice the mosquito, ,., 
which is in many places a cruel torment; the centipede, which 
grows to an unusual size ;.10 the locust, of which there is more 
than one variety; and the scorpion, "Vhose sting is sometimes 
fatal. 

The destructive locust (the Acridium peregrinum, probably) 
comes suddenly into Kurdistanlll and southern Media"s in 
clouds that obscure the air, moving with a slow and steady 
flight and with a sound like that of heavy rain, and settling in 
myriads on the fields, the gardens, the trees, the terraces of 
the houses, and even the streets, which they sometimes cover 
completely. Where they fall, vegetation presently disap
pears; the leaves, and even the Stems of the plants, are de
voured; the labors of the husbandman through many a weary 
month perish in a day; and the curse of famine is brought 
upon the land which but now enjoyed the prospect of an 
abundant harvest. It is true that the devourers are them
selves devoured to some extent by the poorer sort of people;1II 
but the compensation is slight and temporary; in a few days, 
when all verdure is gone, either the swarms move to fresh 
pastures, or they perish and cover the fields with their dead 
bodies, while the desolation which they have created con
tinues. [pI. ill., Fig. 2.] 
. Another kind of locust, observed by Mr. Rich in Kurdistan, 
is called by the natives shim-kulla, a name seemingly identi
cal with the charg6l of the Jews,"4 andperhaps the best clue 
which we possess to the identification of that species. Mr. 
Rich describes it as "a large insect, about four inches long, 
with no wings, but a kind of sword projecting from the tail 
It bites," he says, "pretty severely, but does no harm to the 
cultivation." lit We may recognize in this description a 
variety of the great green grasshopper (Locusta viridissima), 
many species of which are destitute of wings, or have wing
covers only, and those of a very small size.""" 

The scorpion of t.he country (Scorpio crassicauda) has been 
rep~esentetl as peculiarly venomous, lit nlore especially tha' 
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which abounds in the city and neighborhood of Kasban;"· but 
the most judicious observers deny that there is any cluIerence 
between the Kasban scorpion and that of other parts of the 
plateau, I. while at the same time they maintain that if the 
sting be properly treated, no danger need be apprehended 
from it. The scorpion infests houses, hiding itself under 
cushions and coverlets, and stings the moment it is pressed 
upon; some caution is thus requisite in avoiding it; bnt it 
hurts no one unless molested. and many Europeans have re
Bided for years in the country without having ever been stung 
by it. I. [pL ilL, Fig. 3.] 

The domestic animals existing at present within the limits 
of the ancient :Media are the camel, the horse, the mule, the 
ass, the cow, the goat, the sheep, the dog, the cat, and the 
bu1falo. The camel is the ordinary beast of burden in the flat 
country, and can carry an enormous weight. Three kinds are 
employed - the Bactrian or two-humped camel, which is 
coarse and low; the taller and lighter Arabian breed; and a 
cross between the tw~ which is call~and is..valuedt::!i 
higbly.I.1 The ordinary burden of the bian camel is 
&even to eight hundredweight; while the Bactrian variety is 
said to be capable of bearing a load nearly twice as heavy .... 

Next to the camel, as a beast of burden, must be placed the 
mule. _ The mules of the country are small, but finely propor
tioned, and carry a considerable weight. ... They travel thirty 
miles a day with ease, - and are preferred for journeys on 
which it is necessary to cross the mountains. The ass is very 
inferior, and is only used by the poorer classes. ... 

Two distinct breeds of horses are now found in Media, both 
of which seem to be foreign-the Turkoman and the Arabian. 
The Turkoman is a large. powerful, enduring animal. with long 
legs, a light body, and a big head. "'. The Arab is much 
smaller, but perfectly shaped, and sometimes not greatly infe
rior to the very best produce of Nejd. 1ft A third breed is cb 
tained by an intermixture of these two, which is called the bid
pai. or "wind footed," and is the most prized of aD. -

The dogs are of various breeds, but the most esteemed is a 
large kind of grayhound, which some suppose to have been 
introduced into this part of Asia by the Macedonians, and 
which is chiefly employed in the chase of the antelope. - The 
animal is about the height of a full-sized English grayhound, 
but rather stouter; he is deep-chested, has long, smooth hair, 
and the tail considerably feathered. - His pace is inferior to 
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that of our grayhounds, but in strength and sagacity he far 
surpasses them .• s, 

We do not find many of the products of Media celebrated by 
ancient writers. Of its animals, those which had the highes~ 
reputation were its hOrBes, distinguished into two breeds, an 
ordinary kind, of which Media produced annually many thou· 
.sands, ... and a kind of rare size and excellence; known under 
tne name of Nisrean. These last are celebrated by Herodotus, '0' 
Strabo, '". Arrian,'11 Ammianus Ma.rcell.inus, lie Suidas,·1t and 
others. They are said to have been of a peculiar shape;'" and 
they were equally famous for size, speed, and stoutness. II. 
Strabo remarks that they resemble the horses known in his 
own time as Parthian;"· and this observation seems distinctly 
,to connect them with the Turkoman breed mentioned above, 
which is . derived exactly from the old Parthian country. In 
color they were often, n not always, white. We .have no 
representation on ,the monuments which we can regard. as cer
tainly intended for a Nisalan horse, but perhaps the figure 
from Persepolis may be a Persian sketch of the animal. H. [pL 
m. .. Fig.4.] 

The mules and small cattle (sheep and goats) were in suffi
cient ;repute to be required, together with horses, in the annual 
.tribute paid to the Persian king .... 

Of vegetable products assigned .to Media by ancient writers, 
.the most remarkable is the "Median apple, " or citron. ... Pliny 
says it was the sole tree for which Media ·was famous,'" and 
that it would only grow there and in Persia. ,.. Theophrastus, ... 
Dioacorides, "T Virgil, ". and other writers, celebrate its won
derful· qualities, distinctly assigning it to the same region. 
The citron, however, will not grow in the country which has 
been here termed Media. .. • It .flourishes only in the warm 
tract between Shiraz and. the Persian Gulf, and in the low 
sheltered region; south of the Caspian, the modern Ghilan and 
Mazanderan. No doubt it was the inclusion of this latter re
gion within the limits of Media by many of the later geogra
phers that gave to this product of the Caspian country an ap

,pellation which is really a misnomer. 
Another product whereto Media gave name, and probably 

,with more reason, was a kind of clover or lucerne, which was 
. ,said to haye· been introduced into Greece by the Persians in 
the reign of Darius, II. and which was afterwards cultivated 

·.largely in Italy.... Strabo considers this plant to have been 
. thE' ,chief food of the Median horses, , •• while Dioscorides assigns 
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ft eertain medicinal qualities. '" Clover is still cultivated in 
the Elburz region, ... but horses are now fed almost entirely on 
straw and barley. 

Media was also famous for its silphium, or assafretida, a plant; 
which the country still produces,'" though not in any large 
quantity. No drug was in higher repute with the ancients for 
medicinal purposes; and though the Median variety was a 
coarse kind, inferior in repute, not only to the Cyrenaic, 
but also to the Parthian and the Syrian,'" it seems to have 
been exported both to Greece and Rome, - and to have been 
largely used by druggists, however little esteemed by physi
cians. ... 

The other "Vegetable products which Media furnished, or was 
believed to furnish, to the ancient world, were bdellium, 
amomum, cardamomum, gum ~"'&CaIlth. wild-vine oil, and 
Bao"'9.penum, or the FenJa persica. .10 Of these, gum tragacanth 
is still largely produced. and is an important article of com
merce. .11 Wild vines abound in Zagros'" and Elburz, but no 
oil is at present made from them. Bdellium, if it is benzoin, 
amomum, and cardamomum were perhaps rather imported 
through Medial- than the actual produce of the country, 
which is too cold in the winter to grow any good spices. 

The mineral products of Media noted by the ancient writers 
are nitre, salt, and certain gems, as emeralds, lapis lazuli, and 
the following obscurer kinds, the zathene, the gassinades, and 
the nardssitis. The nitre of Media is noticed. by Pliny, who 
says it was procured in small quantities, and was called 
.. halmyraga. ..... It was found in certain dry-looking glens, 
where the ground was white with it, and was obtained therP 
purer than in other places. Saltpetre is still derived from thd 
Elblll'Z range, and also from Azerbijan .• 10 

_ The salt of Lake Urumiyeh is mentioned by Strabo, who 
says that it forms naturally on the surface, 1M which would im
t>lya far more complete saturation of the water than at present 
ensts, even in the driest seasons. The gems above mentioned 
are assigned to Media chiefly by Pliny. The Median emeralds, 
areo=ding to him, were of the largest size; they varied consid
erably, sometimes approaching to the character of the sapo 
phire, in which case they were apt to be veiny. and to have 
flaws in them. - They were far less esteemed than the emer
alds of many other countries. The Median iaris lazuli,'" on 
the other hand, was the best of its kind. It was of three colors 
-~ht blue, dark blue, 8Il..d P~1!l:. The golden specks; hoW" 
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ever, with which it was sprinkled-really spots of yellow pyrites 
-rendered it useless to the gem-engravers of Pliny's time."" 
The zathene, the gassinades, and the narcissitis were gems of 
inferiorvalue."" As they have not yet been identified with any 
known species, it will be unnecessary to prolong the present 
chapter by a consideration of them. 

CHAPTER m 

CHAltA.CTER, lIIANNERS AND CUSTOMS, ARTS, ETC., OF THB 
PEOP~ 

.. Pugnatrb: natio et formidanda. "-Amm. Marc. lCdil. 0. 

TBEethnic character of the Median people is at the present 
day scarcely a matter of doubt. The close connection which 
all history, sacred and profane, establishes between them Il.D.d 
the Persians, I the evidence of their proper names" and of their 
language, • so far as it is known to us, together with the exPJ'eSs 
statements of Herodotus' and Strabo,' combine to prove that 
they belonged to that branch of the human family known to 
us as the Arian or Iranic, a leading subdivision of the great 
Indo-European race. The tie of a common language, common 
manners and customs, and to a great extent a common belief, 
united in ancient times all the dominant tribes of the great 
plateau, extending even beyond the plateau in one direction 
to the Jaxartes (Syhun) and in another to the Hyphasis 
(Sutlej). Persians, Medes, Sagartians, Chorasmians, Bactrians, 
Sogdians, Hyrcanians, Sarangians. Gandarians, and Sanskritic 
Indians belonged all to a single stock, differing from one an
other probably not much more than now differ the various sub
divisions of the Teutonic or the Slavonic race.' Between the 
tribes at the two extremities of the Arian territory the diver
gence was no doubt considerable; but between any two neigh
boring tribes the difference was probably in most cases exceed
ingly slight. At any rate this was the case towards the west, 
where the Medes and Persians, the two principal sections of 
the Arian body in that quarter, are scarcely distinguishable 
from one another in any of the features which constitute ethnic 
type. 
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The general physical character of the ancient Arian race is 
Mst gathered from the sculptures of the Achremenian kings, T 

which exhibit to us a very noble variety of the human species
a form tall,_ graceful. and stately; a physiognomy handsome 
and pleasing, often somewhat resembling the Greek;8 the fore
head high and straight, the nose nearly in the same line, long 
and well formed, sometimes markedly aquiline, the upper lip 
short, commoD.ly shaded by a moustache, the chin rounded 
and generally covered with a curly beard. The hair evidently 
grew in great plenty, and the race was proud of it. On the 
top of the head it was worn smooth, but it was drawn back· 
from the forehead and twisted into a row or two of crisp curls, 
While at the same time it was arranged into a large mass of 
similar small close ringlets at the back of the head, and over 
the ears. [2 PI. IV., Fig. 1.] 

Of the Median women we have no representations upon the 
sculptures; but we are informed by Xenophon that they were 
remarkable for their stature and their beauty.' The same 
qualities were observable in the women of Persia, as we learn 
from Plutarch,1O Ammianus Marcellinus, II and others. The 
Arian races seem in old times to have treated women with a 
certain chivalry, which allowed the full development of their 
physical powers, and rendered them specially attractive alike 
to their own husbands and to the men of other nations. 

The modern Persian is a very degenerate representative of 
the ancient Arian stock. Slight and supple in person, with 
quick, glancing eyes, delicate features, and a vivacious manner, 
he lacks the dignity and strength, the calm repose and simple 
grace of the race from which he is sprung, Fourteen centuries 
of subjection to despotic sway have left their stamp upon his 
countenance and his frame, which, though still retaining sOlle 
traces of the original type, have been sadly weakened and 
lowered by so long a term of subservience. Probably the wild 
Kurd or Lur of the present day more nearly corresponds in 
physique to the ancient Mede than do the softer inhabitants 
of the great plateau. 

Among the moral characteristics of the Medes the one most 
obvious is their bravery. .. Pugnatrix natio et formidanda," 
says Ammianus ~ellinus in the fourth century of our era, 
summing up in a few words the general judgment of Antiquity. I. 
Originally equal. if not superior, to their close kindred, the 
Persians, they were throughout the whole period of Persian 
supremacy only second to them in courage and warlike qual-
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ities. Mardonius, when allowed to take his choice out of the 
entire host of Xerxes, selected the Median troops in immediate 
succession to the Persians." Similarly, when the time for 
battle came he kept the Medes near himself, giving them their 
place in the line close to that of the Persian contingent." It 
was no doubt on account of their valor, as Diodorus suggests, Ii 
'that the Medes were chosen to make the first .attack upon the 
Greek position at Thermopylre, where, though unsuccessful, 
they evidently showed abundant courage. II In the earlier 
times, before riches and luxury had eaten out the strength of 
the race, their valor and military prowess must have been even 
more conspicuous. It was then especially that Media deserved 
to be called, as she is in Scripture, "the mighty one of the 
heathen" IT _co the terrible of the nations."'· 

Her valor, undoubtedly, was of the mercilp.ss kind. . There 
was no tenderness, no hesitancy about it. Not only did her 
armies " dash to pieces" the fighting men of the nations opposed 
to her, allowing apparently no quarter," but the women and 
the children suffered indignities and cruelties at the hands of 
her savage warriors, which the pen unwillingly records. The 
Median conquests were accompanied by the worst atrocities 
which lust and hate combined are wont to commit when they 
obtain their full swing. Neither the virtue of women nor the 
innocence of children were a protection to them. The infant 
was slain before the very eye of the parent. The sanctity of 
the hearth was invaded, and the matron ravished beneath her 
own roof-tree. S. Spoil, it would seem, was disregarded in com
parisonwith insult and vengeance; and the. brutal soldiery 
cared little either for silver or gold," provided they could in
dulge freely in that thirst for blood which man shares with the 
hyena and the tiger. 

'Fhe habits of the Medes in the early part of their career were 
undoubtedly simple and manly. It has been observed with 
justice that the same general features have at all times distin
guished the rise and fall of Oriental kingdoms and dynasties. 
'A brave and adventurous prince, at the head of a population 
at once poor, warlike, and greedy, overruns a vast tract, and 
acquires extensive dominion, while his successors, abandoning 
themselves to sensuality arid sloth, probably also to oppressive 
and irascible dispositions. become in process of time victimS to 
those same qualities in another prince and people which had 
enabled their own predecessor to establish their power. ss n 
was as being braver, simpler, and so stronger than the Assyr-
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ians that the Medes were able to dispossess them of their sov
ereignty over western Asia. But in this, as in most other 
casea of conquest throughout the East, success was followed 
almost immediately by degeneracy. As captive Greece cap
tured her fierce conqueror." so the subdued Assyrians began 
at once to corrupt their subduers. Without condescending to 
a close imitation of Assyrian manners and customs, the Medes 
proceeded directly after their conquest to relax the severity 
of their old habits and to indulge in the delights of soft and 
luxurious living. The historical romance of Xenophon presents 
us probably with a true picture when it describes the strong 
contrast which existed towards the close of the Median period 
between the luxury and magnificence which prevailed at 
Ecbatana, and the primitive simplicity of Persia Proper," 
where the old Arian habits, which had once been common to 
the two races, were still maintained in all their original sever
ity. Xenophon's authority in this work is, it must be ad
mitted, weak, and little trust can be placed in the historical 
accuracy of his details; but his general statement is both in 
itself probable, and is also borne out to a considerable extent by 
other authors. Herodotus and Strabo note the luxury of the 
Median dress, '" while the latter author goes so far as to derive 
the whole of the later Persian splendor from an imitation of 
Median practices. •• We must hold then that towards the latte!' 
part of their empire the Medes became a comparatively luxu
rious people, not indeed laying aside altogether their manly 
babits, nor ceasing to be bQth brave men and good soldiers, 
but adopting an amount of pomp and magnificence to which 
they were previously strangers, affecting splendor in their 
dress and apparel, grandeur and rich ornament in their build
ings," variety in their banquets." and attaining on the whole 
a degree of civilization not very greatly inferior to that of the 
Assyrians. In taste and real refinement they seem indeed to 
have fallen considerably below their teachers. A barbaric 
magnificence predominated in their ornamentation over ar
tistic effort, richness in the material being preferred to skill in 
the manipulation. Literature, and even letters, were very 
sparingly cultivated. II But little originality was developed. 
A stately dress, and a new style of architecture, are almost the 
only inventions to which the Medes can lay claim: ':!.'bey 
were brave. energetie, enterprising, fond of display, capable of 
appreciating to Bome extent the advantages of civilized life; 
but they had little genius, and the world is scarcely indebted 
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to them for a single important addition to the general stock of 
ita ideas. , 

Of the Median.customs in war we know but little. Herodotus 
tells us that in the army of Xerxes the Medes were armed. 
exactly as the Persians, ~g on their heads a soft felt cap, 
on their bodies a sleeved tunic, and on their legs trousers. 

. Their offensive arms, he says, were the spear, the bow, and the 
dagger. They had large wicker shields, and bore their quivers 
suspended at their backs. Sometimes their tunic was made 
into a coat or mail by the addition to it on the outside of a 
number of small iron plates arranged so as to overlap each 
other, like the scales of a fish.,o They served both on horse

. back and on foot, with the same equipment in both cases." 
There is no reason to doubt the correctness of this descrip

tion of the Median military dress under the early Persian kings. 
The only question is how far the equipment was really the 
andent warlike· custom of the people. It seems in some re
specta too elaborate to be the armature of a simple and primi
tive race. We may reasonably suppose that at least the scale 
armor and the unwieldy wicker shields (yippa), which re
quired to be rested on the ground,'" were adopted at a some
what late date from the Assyrians. At any rate the original 
character of the Median armies, as set before us in Scripture, II 
and as indicated both by Strabo" and Xenophon, .1 is simpler 
than the Herodote&n description. The primitive Medes seem 
to have been a nation of horse-archers.'" Trained from their 
early boyhood to a variety of equestrian exercises," and well 
practised in the use of the bow, they appear to have proceeded 
against their enemies with clouds of horse, almost in Scythian 
fashion, and to have gained their victories chiefly by the skill 
with which they shot their arrows as they advanced, retreated, 
or manoouvred about their foe. No doubt they also used the 
sword. and the spear. The employment of these weapons has 
been almost universal throughout the East from a very remote 
antiquity, and there is some mention of them in connection 
with the Medea and their kindred, the Persians, 'in Scripture;" 
but it is evident that the terror which the Medes inspired arose 
mainly from their dexterity as archers. II 

No representation of weapons which can be distinctly recog
niatld as Median has come down to us. The general character 
of the military dress and of the arms appears, probably, in the 
Persepolitan sculptures; but as these reliefs are in most cases 
representations, not Qf Medee, but of Persjans, and as they 
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mUst be hereafter adduced in illustration of the military C1J&o 

toms of the latter people, only a very sparing use of them can 
be made in the present chapter. It would seem that the bow 
employed was short, and very much curved, and that, like the 
Assyrian, ,. it was usually carried in a bow-ease, which might 
either be slung at the back, or hung from the girdle. 
[pL V., Fig. 1.] The arrows, which were borne in a quiver 
slung behind the right shoulder, must have been short, cer
tainly not exceeding the length of three feet. The quiver ap
pears to have been round; it was covered at the top, and was 
fastened by means of a flap and strap, which last passed over 
a button. [pL, V. Fig. 1.] The Median spear or lance was 
from six to seven feet in length. Its head was lozenge-shaped 
and flattish, but strengthened by a bar or line down the mid
dle. " It is uncertain whether the head was inserted into the top 
of the shaft, or whether it did not rather terminate in a ring or 
socket into which the upper end of the shaft was itself inserted
The shaft tapered gradually from bottom to top, and ter
minated below in a knob or ball, which was perhaps some
times carved into the shape of some natural object.'· 
[PL IV., Fig. 2.] 

The sword was short, being in fact little more than a dagger. ,. 
It depended at the right thigh from a belt which encircled the 
waist, and was further secured by a strap attached to the 
bottom of the sheath, and passing round the soldier's right 
leg a little above the knee. 

Median shields were probably either round or oval. The 
oval specimen' bore a resemblanee to the' shield of the 
Bmotians, hamg a smaU oval aperture at either side, appar
ently for the sake of greater lightness. They were strength
ened at the centre by a circular boss or disk, ornamented with 
knobs or circles. They would seem to have been made either of 
metal or wood. [pL IV., Fig. 3.] 

The favorite dress of the Medes in peace is well known to 
os from tbe sculptures. There can be no reasonable doubt 
that the long flowing robe so remarkable for its graceful folds, 
which is the garb of the kings. the chief nobles, and the 
officers of the court in all the Persian bas-reliefs, and which is 
seen also upon the darics and the gems, is the famous" Median 
garment" of Herodotus, Xenophon, and Straho... [pL V., 
Fi.g.2.] This garment fits the chest and shoulders closely, hut 
falls over the arms in two large loose sleeves, open at the bot
tom. At the waist it is confined by a cincture. Below it is I'Q' 
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markably full and ample, drooping in two clusters of perp~n
dicular folds at the two sides, and between these hanging in fes' 
toons like a curtain. It extends down to the ankles, where it 
is met by a high shoe or low boot, opening in front, and se
cured by buttons. [pI. IV., Fig. 4.] 

These Median robes were of many colors. Sometimes they 
were purple, sometimes scarlet, occasionally a dark gray, or a 
deep crimson. •• Procopius say~ that they were made of silk, .. 
and this statement is confirmed to some extent by Justin, who 
speaks of their transparency." It may be doubted, however, 
whether the matelial was always the same j probably it varied 
with the season. and also with the wealth of the wearer. 

Besides this upper robe, which is the only garment shown in 
the sculptures, the Medes wore as under garments a sleeved 
shirt or tunic of a purple color,'· and embroidered drawers or 
trousers.'· ~ey covered the head, not only out of doors, but 
in their houses,'· wearing either felt caps (7l'Z.:l.Ol) like the Per
sians, or a Ilead-dress of a more elaborate character, which 
bore the name of tiara or cidaris. II This appears to have 
been, not a turban, but rather a kind of high-crowned hat, 
either stiff or flexible, made prota.bly of felt or cloth, and dyed 
of different hues, according to the fancy of the owner. 
[pI. VI., Fig. 1..] 

The Medes took a particular delight in the ornamentation of 
their persons. According to Xenophon, they were acquainted 
with most of the expedients by the help of which vanity 
attempts to conceal the ravages of time and to create an arti
ti.cial beauty. 'They employed cosmetics, which they rubbed 
into the skin, for the sake of improving the complexion.·' 
They made use of an abundance of false hair.·1 Like many 
other Oriental nations, both ancient and modern, they applied 
dyes to enhance the brilliancy of the eyes," and give them a 
greater apparent size and softness. They were also fond of 
'Wearing golden ornaments. Chains or collars of golcl usually 
adorned the.ir necks, bracelets of the 'same precious metal 
encircled their wrists,·· and earrings were inserted into their 
ears.·· [Pl. VI., Fig. 2.] Gold was also used in the caparisons 
of their horses, the bit and other parts of the harness being 
often of this valuable material. IT 

We are told that the Medes were very luxurious at their 
banquets. Besides plain meat and game of different kinds, 
with the ordinary accompaniments of wine and bread, they 
~ere accustomed to place before their guests a vast nwuber of 
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side-dishes, together with a great variety of sauces. I. They 
ate with the hand, as is still the fashion in the East, and were 
sufficiently refined to make use of napkins." Each guest had 
his own dishes, and it was a mark of special honor to augment 
their number. •• Wine was drunk both at the meal and after
wards, often in an undue quantity; and the close of the feast 
was apt to be a scene of general turmoil and confusion. 11 At 
the Court it was customary for the king to receive his wine 
at the hands of a cupbearer, who first tasted the draught, 
that the king might be sure that it was not poisoned, and then 
presented it to his master with much pomp and ceremo~y .•• 

The whole ceremonial of the court seems to have been im
posing. Under ordinary circumstances the _ monarch kept 
himself secluded, and no one could obtain admission to him 
unless he formally requested an audience, and was introduced 
into the royal presence by the proper officer. •• On his admis 
sion he prostrated himself upon the ground with the same 
signs of adoration which were made on entering a temple.·' 
The king, surrounded by his attendants, eunuchs, and others, 
maintained a haughty reserve, and the stranger only beheld 
him from a distance. Business was transacted in a great 
measure by writing. The monarch rarely quitted his palace, 
contenting himself with such reports of the state of his 
empire as were transmitted to him from time to time by his 
officers." 

The chief amusement of the court, in which however the 
king rarely partook, •• was hunting. Media always abounded 
in beasts of chase; It and lions, bears, leopards, wild boars, 
stags, gazelles, wild sheep, and wild asses are mentioned among 
the animals hunted by the Median nobles. •• Of these the first 
four were reckoned dangerous, the others harmless.'· It was 
customary to pursue these animals on horseback, and to aim 
at them with the bow or the javelin. We may gather a lively 
idea of some of these hunts from the sculptures of the Par
thians, who some centuries later inhabited the same region. 
We see in these the rush of great troops of boars through 
marshes dense with water-plants, the bands of beaters urging 
them on, the sportsmen aiming at them with their bows, 
and the game falling transfixed with two or three well-aimed 
shafts. YO Again we see herds of deer driven within enclosures, 
and there slain by archers who shoot from horseback, the 

- monarch under his parasol looking on the while, plt-ased with 
the dexterity of his servants:" It is thus exactly that Xen«lw 
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phon portrays Astyages as contemplating the sport of his 
courtiers, complacently viewing their enjoyment, but taking 

,no active part in the work himself." 
Like other Oriental sovereigns, the Median monarch main

·tained.a seraglio of wives and concubines;" and polygamy 
was commonly practised among the more wealthy classes. 
Strabo speaks of a strange law as obtaining with some of the 
Median tribes-a law which required that no man should be 
content with fewer wives than five. .. It is very unlikely that 

· such a burden was really made obligatory on any: most 
probably five legitimate wives, and no more, were allowed by 

· the law referred to, just as four wives, and no more, are lawful 
for Mohammedans. Polygamy, as usual, brought in its train 
the cruel practice of castration; and the court swarmed with 
eunuchs, chiefly foreigners purchased in their infancy." To
wards the close of the Empire this despicable class appears to 
· have been all-powerful with the monarch.. TO 

Thus the tide of corruption gradually advanced; and there 
is reason to believe that both court and people had in a great 
Itleasure laid aside the hardy and simple customs of their fore
fathers, and become enervated through luxury, when the re
volt of the Persians came to test the quality of their courage, 
and their ability to maintain their empire. It would be im
proper in this place to anticipate the account of this struggle, 
which must be reserved for the historical chapter; but the 
-well-known result-the speedy and complete success of the 
Persians-must be adduced among the proofs of a rapid deteri
oration in the Median character between the accession of 
Cyaxares and the capture-less than a century later-of 
Astyages. 

We have but little information with respect to the state of 
the arts among the Medes. A barbaric magnificence charac
terized, as has been already observed; their architecture, 
which differed from the Assyrian in being dependent for its 
effect on groups of pillars rather than on painting or scuJp
ture. . Still scuJpture was. it is probable, practised to some 
extent by the Medes, who, it is almost certain, conveyed on to 
the Persians those modifications of Assyrian types which meet 
us everywhere in the remains of the Achremenian· monarchs. 
The carving of winged genii, of massive forms of bulls and 
lions, of various grotesque monsters, and of certain clumsy 
representations of actual life, imitated from the bas-reliefs of 
the Assyrians, may be safely ascribed to the Medes i since, had 
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they not carried on the traditions of their predecessors, Per
sian art could not have borne the resemblance that it does to 
Assyrian. But these first mimetic efforts of the Arian race 
have almost wholly perished, and there scaroely seems to re
main more than a single fragment which can be assigned on 
even plausible grounds to the Median period. A portion of. a 
colossal lion. greatly injured by time, is still to be seen at 
Hamadan, the site of the great Median capital. which the best 
judges regard as anterior to the Persian period, and as there· 
fore most probably Median. .. It consists of the head and body 
of the animal. from which the four legs and the tail have been 
broken off, and measures between eleven and twelve feet from 
the crown of the head to the point from which the tail sprang. 
By the position of the head and what remains of the shoulders 
and thighs, it is evident that the animal was represented in a 
sitting posture, with the fore legs straight and the hind legs 
gathered up under it. To judge of the feeling and general 
character of the sculpture is difficult, owing to the worn and 
mutilated condition of the work i but we seem to trace in it 
the same air of calm and serene majesty that characterizes the 
rolossal bulls and lions of Assyria, together with somewhat 
more of expression and of softness than are seen in the pro
ductions of that people. Its posture, which is unlike that of 
any Assyrian specimen, indicates a certain amount of origi
nality as belonging to the Median artists, while its colossal size 
deems to show that the effect on the spectator was still to be 
.produced, not so much by expression. finish, or truth to 
nature, as by mere grandeur of dimension. [pL VL, Fig. 3.] 

CHAPTER IV. 

BELlGION'. 

~"""""''''''.l ... ~,~ .. .,.......,... ... ___ ...,...· ..... ,.. 
..... .;-. &Os ... o,.-.... . .y .. ·.u ..... ·~Diog. Laen.. Proara. p." 
TIm earliest form of the Median religion is to be found in 

those sections of the Zendavesta' which have been pronounced 
on internal evidence to be the most ancient portions" of that 
venerable compilation i as, for instance, the first Fargard of 
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the Vendidad, and the GiithB.s, or "Songs," I whicb" occur here 
and there in the Y ~ or Book on Sacrifice.' In the GathB.s, 
which belong to a very remote era indeed,· we seem to have 
the first beginnings of the Religion. We may indeed go back 
by their aid to a time anterior to themselves-a time when the 
Arian race was not yet separated into two branches, and the 
Easterns and Westerns, the Indians and Iranians, had not yet 
adopted the conflicting creeds of Zoroastrianism and Brahmin
ism. At that remote period we ~m to see prevailing a poly
theistic nature-worship-a recognition of various divine beings, 
called indifferently .Asuras (Ahuras)' or Det"aS,' each inde
pendent of the rest, and all seemingly nature-powers rather 
than persons, whereof the chief are Indra, Storm or Thunder; 
Mithra, Sunlight; Aramati (Armaiti),· Earth; Vayu, Wind; 
Agni, Fire; and Soma (Homa) , Intoxication.. Worship is 
conducted by priests, who are called kavi, "seers;" kampani, 
~ " or f!S.kh8 "w~en.."· It consists of hymns 

in honor oITbe gs~fi'ces, broOdy and unbloody, some 
portion of which is burnt upon an altar; and a peculiar cere
mony, called that of Soma, in which an intoxicating liquor is 
offered to the gods, and then consumed by the priests, who 
drink till they are drunken. 

Such, in outline, is the earliest phase of Arian religion, and 
it is common to both branches of the stock, and anterior to 
the rise of the lranic, Median, or Persian system. That sys
tem is a revolt from this sensuous and superficial nature
worship. It begins with a distinct recognition of spiritual 
intelligences-real persorur-with whom alone, and not with 
powers, religion is concerned. It divides these intelligences 
into good and bad, pure and impure, benignant and maievo
lent. To the former it applies the term .Asuras (Ahuras), 
"living" or "spiritual beings," in a good sense; to the latter, 
the term Devas, in a bad one. It regards the "powers" 
hitherto worshipped as chiefly Devas;" but it excepts from 
this unfavorable view a certain number, and, recognizing 

" them as Asuras, places them above the !zeds, or "angels." 
Thus far it has made two advances, each of great importance, 
the substitution of real "persons" for "powers," as objects of 
the religious faculty, and the separation of the persons into 
good and bad, pure and impure, righteous and wicked. But 
it does not stop here. It proceeds to assert, in a certain sense, 
monotheism against polytheism. It boldly declares that, at 
the head of the good intelligences, is a single great Intelli· 
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ger.ee, Ahuro-Ma.zdAo, II the highest object of adoration, the 
true Crmtor, Preserver, and Governor of the universe. This 
is its great glory. It sets before the soul a single Being 88 the 
source of all good and the proper object of the highest wor
ship. Ah~MazdAo is "the creator of life, the earthly and 
the spiritual i" U he has made "the celestial bodies," 1 ... earth, 
water, and trees, ". "all good creatures, " " and "all good, true 
things. " ,. He is " good, "U "holy,"" "pure,". .. true, " .. 
.. the Holy God, " .. "the Holiest,"" .. the essence of truth," n 

.. the father of all truth," .. "the best being of all,"" "the 
master of purity."" He is supremely "happy,"" possessing 
every blessing, " health, wealth, virtue, wisdom, immor
tality. n.. From him comes all good to man; on the pious and 
the righteous he bestows not only earthly advantages, but 
precious spiritual gifts, truth, devotion, "the good mind, nand 
everlasting happiness;" and 88 he rewards the good, so he 
punishes the bad, though this is an aspect in which he is but 
seldom represented." 

It has been said" that this conception of Ahura-1D8Jlda 88 
the Supreme Being is "perfectly identical with the notion of 
Elohim, or Jehovah, which we find in the books of the Old 
Testament. " This is, no doub~' an over-statement. Ahura
mazda is less spiritual and less awful than Jehovah. He is 
less remote from the nature of man. The very ascription to 
him of health (haurvdt) is an indication that he is conceived of 
88 possessing a sort of physical nature." Lucidity and bril
liancy are assigned to him, not (as it would seem) in a mere 
metaphorical sense." Again, he is so predominantly the author 
of good things. the source of blessing and prosperity, that he 
could scarcely inspire his votaries with any feeling of fear. 
Still, considering the general failure of unassisted reason to 
mount up to the true notion of a spiritual God, this doctrine 
of the early Arians is very remarkable; and its approxima
tion to the truth sufficiently explains at once the favorable 
light in which its professors are viewed by the Jewish 
prophets, " and the favorable opinion which they form of the 
Jewish system... Evidently, the Jews and Ariana, when they 
became known to one another, recognized mutually the fact 
that they were worshippers of the same great Being." Hence 
the favor of the Persians towards the Jews, and the fidelity of 
the Jews towards the Persians. The Lord God of the Jews 
being recognized 88 identical with Orma:zd. a sympathetic 
feeling united the peoples. The Jews, so impatient generall7 
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of a foreign yoke, never revolted from the Persians; and the 
Persians, so intolerant, for the most part, of religions other 
than their own, I. respected and protected .Judaism. 

The sympathy was increased by the fact that' the religion 
of Orma.zd was anti-idolatrous. In the early nature-worship 
idolatry had been allowed; but "the. Iranic system pronounced. 
against it from the first. IT No images of Ahura-mazda, or of 
the Izeds, profaned the severe simplicity of an "!ranic temple. 
It was only after a long lapse of ages that, in connection with 
a foreign worship; idolatry crept in. I~ The old Zoroastrianism 
was in . this respect as pure as the religion of the Jews, and 
thus a double bond of . religious sympathy united tha Hebrews 
and the Ariana. 

Under the supreme God, Ahura-"mazda or Ormazd, the 
ancient Iranic system placed (as has been a1re8.dy observed) a 
number of angels. I. Some of t~ese; as Vohu-mand, "the Good 
Mind;" Mazda, "the Wise" (1); and Asha, "the True," aN 

scarcely distinguishable from attributes of the Divinity. 
Armaiti, however, the genius of the Earth, and Sraosha or 
Serosh, an angel, are very clearly and distinctly personified. .. 
Sraosha is Ormazd's messenger. He delivers revelations," 
shows men the paths of happiness," . and brings them the 
blessings which Ormazd has assigned to their share.·1 An
other of his functions is to protect the true faith." He is 
called, in a very special sense, "the friend of Ormazd," .. and 
is employed. by Ormazd not only to distribute his gifts, but 
also to conduct to him the souls of the faithful, when this life 
is over, and they enter on the eelestialscene.o, • 

Armaiti is at once the genius of the Earth, and the goddess 
of Piety. The early Ormazd worshippers were agriculturists, 
and viewed the cultivation of the soil as a religious duty en
joined upon them by God. o. Hence they connected the notion 
of piety with earth culture; and it was but a step from this to 
make a single goddess preside over the two. It is as the angel 
of Earth that Armaiti has most distinctly a personal character. 
She is regarded as wandering from spot to spot, an4laboring 
to convert deserts and wildernesses into fruitful fields and 
gardens .• e She has tbe agriculturist under her immediate pro
tection,·· whilesbe endeavors to persuade the shepherd, who 
persists in the nomadic life, to give up his old habits and com
mence the cultivation of the soil. She is of course the giver of . 
fertility, and rewards her votaries by bestowing upon them 
abundant harvests." She alone causes all growth. 11 In a eer-
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tam sense she pervades .the whole material creation, mankind 
iacluded, in whom she is even sometimes said to "reside." •• 

A.rm3iti, .further "tells men the everlasting laws, which no· 
one may abolish ""-laws which she has learnt from converse 
with Ahura-mazda himself. She is thus naturally the second 
object of worship to the old Zoroastrian; and converts to the 
religion were required to profess their faith in her in direct 
succession to Ahura-mazda. .. 

From Almaiti must be carefully distinguished the ¢USurod, 
or "soul of the earth ""-a being who nearly resembles the 
II anima munm" of the Greek and Roman philosophers. Tbis 
spirit dwells in the earth itself, animating it as a man's soul 
animates his body. In old times, when man first began to 
plough the soil, ~U8 urod cried aloud, thinking that his life 
was threatened, and implored the assistance of the archangels . 
.J.'hey;however were deaf to his entreaties (since Ormazd had 
decreed that there should be cultivation), and left him to bear 
his pains as he best could.·· It is to be hoped that in course 
of time he became callous to them, and made the discovery· 
that mere scratches, though they may be painful, are not dan
gerous. 

It is uncertain whether in the most ancient form of the 
Iranic worship the cult of Mithra was included or DO. On the 
one hand, the fact that Mithra is common to both forms of 
the Arian creed-the Indian and Iranic-would induce the 
belief that his worship was adopted from the first by the Zoro
astrians; on the other, the entire absence of all mention of 
Mithra.from the GithAs would lead us to the conclusion that in 
the time when they were composed his cult had not yet begun. 
Perhaps we may distinguish between two forms of early Iranic 
worship-<>ne that of the more intelligent and spiritual-the 
leaders of the secession-in whose creed Mithra had no place; 
the other that of the great mass of followers, a coarser and 
more material system, in which many points of the old religion 
were retained, and among them the worship of the Sun"gOO. 
This lower and more materialistic school of thought probably 
conveyed on into the Iranic system other points also oommon to 
the Zendavesta with the Vedas, as the recognition of Airyaman 
(Aryaman) as a genius presiding over marriages,.Y of Vitrah& 
&8 a very high angel, •• and the like. 

Vayu, "the Wind," seems to have been regarded as a god 
D'()m the first. He appears, not only in the later portions of the 
Zeuc!avesta, like Mithra and Aryaman, but in the Gilthis theQl. 
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selves. II His name is clearly identical with that of the Yedic 
Wind-god, Vayu,·· and is apparently a sister form to the ventus, 
or wind, of the more western Ariana.. The root is probably vi, 
" to go," which may be traced in vis, via, vado, venia, etc. • 

The ancient Iranians did not adopt ·into their system either 
Agni, "Fire" (Lat. ignis), or Soma (Homa); "Intoxication." 
Fire was indeed retained for sacrifice ;., but it was regarded 
as a mere material agent, and not as a mysterious Power, .the 
proper object of prayer and worship. The Soma worship," 
which formed a main element of the old religion, and which 
was ret.e.ined in Brabminism, was at the first altogether dis
carded by the- Zoroastrians; indeed, it seems to have been one 
of the main causes of that disgust which split the Arian body 
in two, and gave rise to the new religion.·1 A ceremony in 
which it was implied that the intoxication of their worshippers 
was pleasing to the gods, and not obscurely hinted that they 
themselves indulged iIi. similar excesses, was revolting to the 
religious temper of those who made the Zoaroastrian reforma
tion; and it is plain from the Gath8.s that the new system was 
intended at first to be entirely free from the pollution of so dis
gusting a practice. But the zeal of religious reformers outgoes 
in most cases the strength and patience of their people, whose 
spirit is too gross and earthly to keep pace with the more lofty 
flights of the purer and higher intelligence. The Iranian sec
tion of the Ariana could not be weaned wholly from their be
loved Soma feasts: and the leaders of the movement were 
obliged to be content ultimately with so far reforming and re
fining the ancient ceremony as to render it comparatively in
nocuous. The portion of the rite which implied that the gods 
themselves indulged-in intoxication was omitted; .. and for the 
intoxication of the priest.~ was substituted Ii. moderate use of 
the liquor, which, instead of giving a religious sanction to 
drunkenness, merely implied that the Soma juice was a good 
gift of God, one of the many blessings for which men had to be 
thankful." 

With respect to the evil spirits or intelligences, which, in 
the Zoroastrian system. stood over against the good ones, the 
teaching of the early reformers seems to have been less clear. 
The old divinities, except where adopted into the new creed, 
were in a general way called Devas, "fiends" or "devils,'''· in 
contrnst with the Ahuras, or •• gods." These devas were repre
sented as many in number, as artful, malicious, deceiv.ers and 
injurers of mankind, more especially of the Zoroastrians or 
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Ormazd-worShippers, .. as invento1'8 of spells'. and lovers of the 
intoxicating Soma drau;ht." Their leading characteristics were 
.. destroying" and "lying." They were seldom or never called 
by distinct names. No account was given of their creation, nor 
of the origin of their wickedness. No single superior intelli
genc,e, no great Prin<:iple of Evil, was placed at their head. 
Ahriman (Angro-D)ainyus) does not occur in the GAthas as a 
proper name. Far less is there any graduated hierarchy of 
enI, surrounding a Prince of Darkness, with a sort of court, 
antagonistic to the angelic. host of Ormazd, as in the latter 

. portions of the Zendavesta ani in the modem Parsee system. 
Thus Dualism proper, or a belief in two uncreated and in

dependent principles, one a principle of good and the other a 
principal of evil., was no part of the original Zoroastrianism. 
At the same time we find., even in the GAthis, the earliest 
portions of the Zendavesta, the germ out of which Dualism 
sprung. The contrast between good and evil is strongly and 
sharply marked in the Gathas; the writers continually harp 
upon it, their minds are evidently struck with this sad anti
thesis which colors the whole moral world to them; they see 
everywhere a struggle between right and wrong, truth and 
falsehood., purity and impurity; apparently they are blind to the 
evidence of harmony and agreement in the universe, discerning 
nothing anywhere but strife, conflict, antagonism. Nor is this 
all They go a step further, and personify the two parties to 
the struggle. One is a .. white" or holy .. Spirit n (aJento 
mainyus), and the other a .. dark spirit" (angro mainyus). ,. 
But this personification is merely poetical or metaphorical, not 
real. The "white spirit" is not Ahura-mazda, and the "dark 
spirit" is not a hostile intelligence. Both resolve themselves 
on examination into mere figures of speech-phantoms of poetic 
imagery-abstract notions, clothed by language with an appar
ent, not a real, personality. 

It was natural that, as time went on, Dualism should de
velop itself out of the primitive Zoroastrianism. Language ex
ercises a tyranny over thought, and abstractions in the ancient 
world were ever becoming persons." The Iranian mind., more
over, had been struck, when it first turned to contemplate the 
.world., with a certain antagonism; and., having once entered 
this ~ it would be compelled to go on, and seek to discover 
the origin of the antagonism. the cause (or causes) to whichIt 
was to be ascribed. Evil seemed most easily, accounted for by 
the supposition of an em Person; and the continuance of an 
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equal struggle, without advantage to either Bid!3, which was 
what the Iranians thought they behe~d in the world that lay 
around them, appeared to them to imply the equality of that 
evil Person with the Being whom they rightly regarded as 
the author of all good. Thus Dualism had its birth. The 
Iranians came to believe in the existence of two ~ternal and 
co-equaJ Persons, one good and the other evil, between whom 
there had been from all eternity a perpetual and never-ceasing 
conflict, and between whom the same conflict would continue 
to :rage through aU coming time. 

It is impossible to say how this development took place. TO. 

We have evidence, however, that at a period considerably 
anterior to the commencement of the Median Empire, Dualism, 
not perhaps in its ultimate extravagant form, but certainly in 
a very decided and positive shape, had already been thought 
out and become the recognized creed of the Iranians. In the 
first Fargard, or chapter, of the Vendidad-the historical 
chapter, in which are traced the only movements of the Iranic 
peoples, and which from the geographical point whereat it 
stops must belong to a time when the Arians had not yet 
reached Media Magna "-the Dualistic belief clearly shows itself. 
The term Angr8-mainyus has now become a proper name. and 
designates the great spirit of evil as definitely and determi
nately as Ahura-mazda designates the good spirit. The antag
onism between Abura-mazda and Angr8-mainyus is depicted in 
the strongest colors; it is direct, constant and successful. 
Whatever good work Abura-mazda in his benevolence· create"" 
Angr8-mainyus steps forward to mar and blast it. H Ahura
mazda forms a "delicious spot" in a world previously desert 
and uninhabitable to become the first home of his fa
vorites, the Arians, Angr8-mainyus ruins it by sending into 
it a poisonous serpent,14 and at the same time rendering the 
climate one of the bitterest severity. If Abura-mazda provides, 
instead of this blasted region, another charming habitation, 
" the second best of regions and countries," T. Angr8-mainyus 
sends there the curse of murrain, fatal to all cattle. To every , 
land which Ahura-mazda creates for his worshippers, Angr8-
mainyus immediately assigns some plague or other. War, 
ravages. sickness, fever, poverty. hail, earthquakes, buzzing 
insects, poisonous plants, ll1).belief. witchcraft, and other in
expiable sins, are introduced by him into the various happy 
regions created without any such drawbacks by the good 
spirit; and a world, which should. have been "very good?' 
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is by these means converted into a scene of trial and su./fei:-
mg. 

The Dualistic principle being thus fully adopted, and the 
world looked on as the battle-ground between two independent 
and equal powers engaged in perpetual strife, it was natural 
that the imagination should complete the picture by ascribing 
to these superhuman rivals the circumstantials that accompany 
a great struggle between human adversaries. The two kings 
required, in the first place, to have their councils, which were 
accordingly assigned them, and were respectively composed 
of six councillors. The councillors of Ahura-mazda-called 
Amesha Spentas, or "Immortal Saints, " afterwards corrupted 
into Amshashpands '"-were Vohu-mano (Rahman), Asha-va
hista (Ardibehesht). Khshatbra-vairya (Shahravar), Qpenta
Armaiti (lsfand-armat), Haurvatat (Khordad), and Amereta1i 
<Amerdat). Those of AngrO-mainyus were Alto-mano, Indra, 
<;aurva, Naonhaitya, and two others whose names are inter<
preted as "Darkness" and .. Poison. .... 

Vohu-mano (Rahman) means "the Good Mind." Originally 
a mere attribute of Ahura-mazda, '0 Vohu-mano came to be con., 
sidered, first as one of the high angels attendant on him, and 
then formally as one of his six councillors. He had a distinct 
sphere or province assigned to him in Ahuracmazda's kingdom; 
which was the maintenance of life in anhria1s and of goodness 
inman. 

Asha-vahista (Ardibehesht) means "the Highest Truth .. ...,. 
"Veritas optima," or rather perhaps " Veritas lucidissima '" 
He was the "Light" of the universe, subtle, all-pervading, om
nipresent. His special business was to maintain the splendor 
of the various luminaries, and thereby to preserve all those 
things whose existence and growth depend on light. 

Khshatbra-vairya (Shahravar), whose name means simply 
" possessions, .... wealth. .. was regarded as presiding over metals 
and as the dispenser of riches. 

Qpcnta-Armaiti (lsfand-armat)-the ".:white or "holy Az.
maiti, II represented the Earth. She had from the first, as we 
have already seen, a distinct position in the system of the 
Zoroastrians, where she was at once the Earth goddess and the 
genius of piety." 

Haurvatat (Khordad) means "health"-"sanitas"·'-and 
was orjginally one of the great and precious gifts which Ahura
bmzda possessed himself and kindly bestowed On hisqea.turea. ... 
When personification, and the needs of the thOOlogy, h:J.d Jrullil 
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Haurvatat an archangel, he, together with Ameretat (Amerdat), 
"Immortality," took the presidency of the vegetable world, 
which it was the business of the pair to keep in good condition. 

In the council of Angro..mainyus, Ako-mano stands in direct 
antithesis to Vohu-mano, as " the bad mind," or more literally, 
"the naught mind" 58-for the Zoroastrians, like Plato, re
garded good and evil as identical with reality and unreality
TO {lV, and TO p~ ov. Ako-mano's special sphere is the mind 
of man, where he suggests evil thoughts and prompts to bad 
words and wicked deeds. He holds the first place in the infer
nal council, as Vohu-mano does in the heavenly one_ 

Indra, who holds the second place in the infernal council, is 
evidently the Vedic god whom the Zoroastrians regarded as a 
powerful demon, and therefore made one of Angro-mainyus's 
chief councillors. He probably retained his character as the 
god of the storm and of war, the destroyer of crops and cities, 
the inspirer of armies and the wielder of the thunder-bolt. The 
Zoroastrians, however, ascribed to him only destructive ac
tions; while the more logical Hindoos, observing that the same 
storm which hurt the crops and struck down trees and buildings 
was also the means of fertilizing the lands and purifying the 
air, viewed him under a double aspect, as at once terrible in his 
wrath and the bestower of numerous blessings.B' 

Qaurva, who stands next to Indra, is thought to be the Hin
doo Shiva,8i who has the epithet ~arva in one of the Vedas.88 
But the late appearance of Shiva in the Hindoo system 8T makes 
this highly uncertain. 

Naonhaitya, the fourth member of the infernal council, cor
responds apparently to the Vedic Nasatyas, a collective name 
given to the two Aswins, the Dioscuri of Indian mythology. 
These were favorite gods of the early Hindoos,88 to whose pro
tection they very mainly ascribed their prosperity. It was 
natural that the Iranians, in their aversion to their Indian 
brethren, should give the Aswins a seat at Angro..mainyus's 
council-table; but it. is curious that they should represent the 
twin deities by only a single councillor. 

Taric and Zaric, .. Darkness" and" Poison," the occupants 
of the fifth and sixth places, are evidently personifications 
made for the occasion, to complete the infernal council to its 
full complement of six members. 

As the two Principles of Good and Evil have their respective 
councils,-so have they likewise their armies. The Good Spirit 
has created thousands of angelic beings, who everywhere pep 
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form his will and fight on his side against the Evil One; and the 
Evil One has equally on his part called into being thousands of 
malignant spirits who are his emissaries in the world; doing 
his work continually, and fighting his battles. These are the 
Devas or Dives, so famous in Persian fairy mythology. They are 
.. wicked, bad, false, untrue, the originators of mischief, most 
baneful, destructive, the basest of all beings."·· The whole 
universe is full of them. They aim primarily at destroying 
all the good creations of Ahura-mazda; but if unable to destroy 
they content themselves with perverting and corrupting. They 
dog the steps of men, tempting them to sin; and, as soon as 
sin, obtaining a fearful power over them .•• 

At the head of Ahura-mazda's army is the angel. Sraosha 
(Serosh). Serosh is .. the sincere, the beautiful, the victorious, 
the true, the master of truth. " II He protects the territories of 
the Iranians, wounds, and sometimes even slays the demons, 
and is engaged in a perpetual struggle against them, never 
slumbering night or day, but guarding the world with his 
drawn sword; more particularly after sunset, when the demons 
have the greatest power. 

AngrO-mainyus appears not to possess any such general-in
chief. Besides the six councillors above mentioned, there are 
indeed various demons of importance, as Drukhs, .. destruc
tion i" Aeshemo, .. rapine i" Daivis, "deceit i" Driwis, "pov
erty," etc.; but no one ofthese seems to occupy a parallel place 
in the evil world to that which is assigned to Serosh in the 
good. Perhaps we have here a recognition of the 'anarchic 
character of evil, whose attacks are like those of a huge undis
ciplined host - casual, fitful, irregular - destitute wholly of 
that principle of law and order which gives to the resisting. 
power of good a great portion of its efficacy. 

To the belief in a spiritual world composed of all these vari
ous intelligences .. ~>ne half of whom were good, and the other .. 
half evil-the early Zoroastrians added notions with respect to 
human duties and human prospects far more enlightened than 
those which have usually prevailed among heathen nations. 
In thei!' system truth, purity, piety, and industry were the 
virtues chiefly valued and inculcated. Evil was traced up to 
its r:>ot in the heart of man i and it was distinctly taught that 
no virtue deserved the name but such as was co-extensive with 
the whole sphere of human activity, including the thought, as 
well as the word and deed." The purity required was inward 
as. well as outward, mental as well as bodily. ,The industrJ' 
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",as tAl be of a peculiar . character. Man was placed upon the 
El8,l"th to preserve the good creation; and this could only be 
done by ·careful tilling of the soil, eradication of thorns aIid 
weeds, and reclamation of the tracts over which AngrO-mainyus 
had spread the curse of barrenness. To cultivate the soil was 
thus a religious duty; the whole community was required to 
b~e agricultural; and either as proprietor, as farmer, or as la
boring man, each Zoroastrian must "further the works of life " 
byadyancjng tillage.'" Piety consisted in the acknowledgment 
of the One True God, Ahura-mazda, and of his holy angels, the 

. 4mesha Spentas or Amsbashpands, in the frequent offering of 
prayers, praises, and thanksgivings, in the recitation of hymns, , 
the performance of the reformed Soma ceremony, and the oc
ca¢onaJ sacrifi,ce of anitnals. Of the hymns we have abun
cla.nt ~xamples in .theGathB.s of the Zendavesta, and in the 
Yc;l~ haptan1!.aiti, or "Yaana of seven chapters," which be
longs to the JlElCond period of the religion. A specimen from 
th,e la~r I$ource is subjoined below." The Soma or Homa 
C!:lI:6IDony .consisted in the extraction of the juice of the Homa 
plant by the priests during the recitation of prayers, the 
fo;rmal presentation of the liquid extracted to the sacrificial 
fire, the qonsumption of a small portion of it by one of the 
ofiiciatj,ng priests, and the division of the remainder among 
the worshippers. . ~ the juice was drunk immediately after 
e~actiQn and before fermentation had set in, it was not in
t<?:x:i,cating. The ceremony seems to have been regarded, in 
p~, as having a mystic force, securing the favor of heaven;" 
in part, as exerting a beneficial influence upon the body of the 
WorshlPPl3r through the curative power inherent in the Homa 
plant • 

. The sacrifices of the Zoroastrians were never human. The 
ordinary victim was the horse;OI and we hear of occasions on 
w~ch a !lingle individual sacrificed as many as ten of these 
anjmals:"' Mares Jleem to have heen regarded as the most 
pleasing Qtfer.mgl;l, probably on account of their superior value; 
and if,it was desired to draw down the special favor of the 
Dtllty, those JD.al"e!i! were $elected which were already heavy in 
foal. Oxen, sheep, and goats were probably also llSed as vic
tims. A priest always performed the sacrifice, slaying the 
8J,l.iIJlal, and showing the flesh to the sacred fire by way of con
secration, after which it was eaten at a solemn feast by the 
priest and worshippers. 
~e Zoroastrians were devout believers in the immortality of 
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the soul and a conscious future existence. They taught that 
immediately after death the souls of men, both good and bad, 
proceeded together along an appointed path to "the bridge of 
the gatherer" (chinvat peretu)·· This was a narrow road con
d1,lcting to heaven or paradise, over which the souls of the 
pious alone could pass, while .the wicked fell from it into the 
gulf below, where they found themselves in the place of pun
ishment. The good soul was assisted across the bridge by the 
angel Serosh-" the happy, well-formed, swift, tall Serosh" •• -
who met the weary wayfarer and sustained his steps as he 
effected the difficult passage. The prayers of his friends in . 
this world were of much avail to the deceased, and greatly 
helped him on his journey. ,.. As he entered, the archangel 
Vohu-mano or Bahman rose from his throne and greeted him 
with the words, "How happy art thou who hast come'here to 
US from the mortality to the immortality I" Then the pious 
soul went joyfully onward to Ahura-mazda, to the immortal 
saints, to the golden throne, to Paradise. ,., As for the wicked, 
when they fell into the gulf, they found themselves in outer 
darkness, in the kingdom of Angro..mainyus, where they were 
forced to remain and to feed upon poisoned banquets. 

It is believed by some that the doctrine of the resurrection of 
the body was also part of the Zoroastrian creed. ,.. Theopom
pus assigned this doctrine to the Magi;'.' and there is no reason 
to doubt that it was held by the priestly caste of the Arian 
nations in his day. We find it plainly stated in portions of 
the Zendavesta, which, if not among the earliest, are at any 
rate of very considerable antiquity, as in the eighteenth chap
ter of the Vendidad. ,.. It is argued that even in the Gathas 
there is an expression used which shows the doctrine to have 
been already held when they were composed; but the phrase 
adduced is so obscure that its true meanjng must be pro
nounced in the highest degree uncertain. 10. The absence of 
any plain allusion to the resurrection from the earlier portions 
of the sacred volume is a strong argument against its having 
formed any part of the original Arian creed-an argument 
which is far from outweighed by the occurrence of a. more 
possible reference to it in a. single ambiguous passage. 

Around and about this nucleus of religious belief there grew 
l,lp in course of time a number of legends, some of which pos
sess considerable interest. Like other thoughtful races, the 
Iranians speculated upon the early condition of mankind, and 
con~ived a gQl4e~ age, and a king then reigning ove.r a pel" 
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fectly happy people, whom they called King Yima-Yima
khshaeta ···-the modern Persian Jemshid. Yima, according to 
the legend, had dwelt originally in Aryanem txU1jo-the primi
tive seat of the Ariana-and had there reigned gloriously and 
peacefully for awhile; but the evils of winter having come 
upon his country, he had removed from it with his subjects, 
and had retired to a secluded spot where he and his people en
joyed uninterrupted happiness. '.T In this place was .. neither 
overbearing nor mean-spiritedness, neither stupidity nor vio
lence, neither poverty nor deceit, neither puniness nor de
formity, neither huge teeth nor bodies beyond the usual meas
ure." ••• The inhabitants suffered no defilement from the evil 
spirit. They dwelt amid odoriferous trees and golden pillars; 
their cattle were the largest, best, and most beautiful on the 
earth; they were themselves a tall and beautiful race; their 
food was ambrosial, and never failed them. No wonder that 
time sped fast with them, and that they, not noting its flight, 
thought often that what was really a year had been no more 
than a single day. ,.. Yima was the great hero of the early 
Iranians. His titles, besides "the king" (Jchslmeta), are " the 
brilliant," "the happy," .. the greatly wealthy," .. the leader 
of the peoples," .. the renowned in Aryanem vaejo." He is 
D:lost probably identical with the YaIDa of the Vedas,"· who 
was originally the first man, the progenitor of mankind and 
the ruler of the blessed in Paradise, but who was afterwards 
transformed into "the god of death, the inexorable judge of 
men's doings, and the punisher of the wicked." 111 

Next in importance to Yima among the heroes is Thraetona 
-the modern Persian Feridun. He was born in Varena-11I 

which is perhaps Atropatene, or Azerbijanlll-and was the son 
of a distinguished father, Athwyo. His chief exploit was the 
destruction of Ajis-dahaka (Zohak), who is sometimes repre
sented as a cruel tyrant, the bitter enemy of the Iranian 
race,"4 sometimes as a monstrous dragon, with three mouths, 
three tails, six eyes, and a thousand scaly rings, who threat
ened to ruin the whole of the good creation. 111 The traditional 
scene of the destruction was the mountain of Demavend, the 
highest peak of the Elburz range south of the Caspian. Thrae
tona, like Yirna, appears to be also a Vedic bero. He may be 

'recognized in Traitana, II. who is said in the Rig-Veda to have 
slain a mighty giant by severing his head from his shoulders. 

A third heroic personage known in the early times'lT was 
Xeresaspa, of the noble Sama family. He was the son of Thrita 
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-a distinct personage from Thraetona-and brother of Urvakh· "-'" 
sh!lya the Just III and was bred. up in the arid country of Vell
keret (Khorassan). The" glory" which had rested upon Yima 
so many years became his in his day. ... He was the mightiest 
among the mighty, and was guarded from all danger by the 
fairy (pairika) Knathaiti,"· who followed him whithersoever 
he went. He slew Qravara, the queen and venomous serpent, 
who swallowed up men and horses. '"' He killed Gandarewa 
with the golden heel, and also Cn8.vidhaka, who had boasted 
that, when he grew up, he would make the earth his wheel 
and heaven his chariot, that he would carry off Ahura-mazdP 
from heaven and A.ngr3-mainyus from hell, and yoke them 
both n.s horses to his car. Keresaspa appears as Gershasp in 
the modem Persian legends, , •• where, however, but little is 
said of his exploits. In the Hindoo books'" he appears as 
Kri~~ the son of Samyama, and is called king of V&i~ 
or BengalI 

From these specimens the general character of the early 
lranic legends appears sufficiently. Without affording any 
very close resemblances in particular cases, they present 
certain general features which are common to the legendary 
lore of all the Western Ariana. They are romantic tales,.not 
allegories; they relate with .exaggerations the deeds of men, 
not the processes of nature.... Combining some beauty with 
a good deal that is biza~ and grotesque, they are lively and 
graphic, but somewhat childish, having in no case any deep 
nleaning, and rarely teaching a moral lesson. In their earliest 
shape they appear, so far as we can judge,"o to have been 
brief, disconnected, and fragmentary. They owe the full and 
closely inwrconnected form which they assume in the Shahna
meh and other modem Persian writings, '"' partly to a gradual 
accretion during the course of centuries, partly to the inven
tive genius of Firdausi, who wove the various and often 
isolated legends into a pseudo-history, and amplified them at 
his own pleasure. How much of the substance of Firdausi's 
poems belongs to really primitive myth is uncertain. We find 
in the Zend texts the names of Gayo-marathan, who corre
sponds to Kruomars; of Haoshyanha, or Hosheng; of Yima
shaeta, or Jemshid; of Ajisdahaka, or Zohak; of AthWya, or 
Abtin; of Thraetona, or Feridun; of Keresaspa, or Gershasp; 
of Kava U~, or Kai Kavus; of Kava Hu~va, or Kai Kbosroo; 
and of Kava Vistaspa, or Gushta...'q). But we have no mention 
of Tahomars; of Gava (or Gau) the blacksmithi of Feridun', 
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sons, Selm, Tur, and Irij; of Zal, or Mino'cbihr, or Rustem; 
of Afrasiab, or Kai Kobad; of Sohrab, or Isfendiar, And of 
the heroic names which actually occur in the Zendavesta, 
several, as Gayo-marathan, Haoshyanha, Kava UIt, and Kava 
Hultrava, are met with only in the later portions, which 
belong probably to about the fourth century before our era. , •• 
The only legends which we know to be primitive are those 
above related, which are found in portions of the Zendavesta, 
whereto the best critics ascribe a high antiquity. The nega
tive argument is not, however, conclusive; and it is quite 
possible that a very large proportion of Firdausi's tale may 
consist of ancient legends dressed up in a garb comparatively 
modern. 

Two phases of the early !ranic religion have been now 
briefly described; the first a simple and highly spiritual creed, 
remarkable for its distinct assertion of monotheism, it!'! hatred 
of idolatry, and the strongly marked antithesis which it main
tained between good and evil; the second, a natural corrup
tion of the first, Dualistic, complicated by the importance 
which it ascribed to angelic beings verging upon polytheism. 
It remains to give an account of a third phase into which the 
rel).gion passed in consequence of an influence exercised upon 
it from without by an alien system. 

When the Iranic nations, cramped for space in the countries 
east and south of the Caspian, began to push themselves 
further to the west, and then to the south, they were brought 
into contact with various Scythic tribes"· inhabiting the 
mountain regions of Armenia, Azerbijan, Kurdistan, and 
Luristan, whose religion appears to have been Magism. It 
was here, in these elevated tracts, where the mountains almost 
seem to reach the skies, that the most venerated and ancient 
of the fire-temples (1!'tJpm6Eia) were established, some of which 
remain, seemingly in their primitive condition, at the present 
day, .. • [pI. VI., Fig, 4.] Here tradition placed the original 
seat of the fire-worship;'·· and from hence many taught that 
Zoroaster, whom they regarded as the founder of Magism, had 
sprung. 1I1 Magism was, essentially, the worship of the ele
ments, the recognition of fire, air, earth, and water as the 
only proper objects of human reverence. ,.. The Magi held no 
personal gods, and therefore naturally rejected temple~ 
shrines, and images, as tending to encourage the notion that 
gods existed of a like nature with man, 'II i.e.. possessing 
personaJity-livin~ and intel1i~nt being's. Theirs was a 
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nature worship, but a nature worship of a very peculiar kiIul. 
'rhey did not place gods over the different parts of nature, 
like the Greeks; they did not even personify the powers of 
nature, like the Hindoos; they paid their devotion to the 
actual material things themselves. Fire, as the most subtle 
and ethereal principle, and again as the most powerful agent, 
attracted their highest regards;'" and on their fire-altarS the 
sacred flame, generally said to have been kindled from 
heaven, ... was kept burning uninterruptedly from year to 
year and from age to age by bands of priests, whose special 
duty it was to see that the sacred spark was never extin
guished. '" To defile the altar by blowing the flame with one's 
breath was a capital offence;1I7 ai:J.d to burn a corpse was 
regarded as an act equally odious. I.. When victims were 
offered to fire, nothing but a small portion of the fat was con
sumed in the flame."· Next to fire, water was reverenced. 
Sacrifice was offered to rivers, lakes, and fountainS, the victim 
being brought near to them and then slain, while great care 
was taken that no drop of their blood should touch the water 
and pollute it.'.. No refuse was allowed to be cast into a. 
river, nor was it even lawful to wash one's hands in orie. If' 
Reverence for earth was shown by sacrifice,'" and by absten
tion from the usual mode of burying the dead.'" 

The Magiari religion was of Ii. highly sacerdotal type. No 
worshipper could perform any religious act except by the 
intervention of a pries~, or Magus, who stood between him and 
the divinity as a Mediator. '" The Magus prepared the victim 
and slew it, chanted the mystic strain which gave the sacri
fice all its force, poured on the ground the propitiatory libation 
of oil, milk, and honey, held the bundle of thin tamarisk twigs 
-the Zendic barsom (bar~ma)-the employment of which 
was essential to every sacrificial ceremony. ,.. The Magi were 
a priest-caste, apparently holding their office by hereditary. 
succession. ,.. They claimed to possess, not only a sacred and
mediatorial character, but also supernatural prophetic powers. 
They explained omens, '17 expounded dreams, ". and by means 
of a certain mysterious manipulation of the barsom, or bundl.e 
of twigs, arrived at a knowledge of future events, which they 
communicated to the pious inquirer ... • 

With such pretensions it was natural that the caste should 
assume a lofty air, a stately dress, and an entourage of cere
monial magnificence. Clad in white robes, ,.. and bearittg 
upon their heads taIl felt caps, with long lappets at the sides, 
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which concealed the jaw 'and even the' lips, each with his 
barsom in his hand, they marched in procession to their 
pyrretheia, or fire altars, and standing around them performed 
for an hour at a time their magical incantations. ,., The 
credulous multitude, impressed by sights of this kind, and 
imposed on by the claims to supernatural power which the 
Magi advanced, paid them a willing homage; the kings and 
chiefs consulted them; and when the Arian tribes, pressing 
westward, came into contact with the races professing the 
Magian religion, they found a sacerdotal caste all-powerful in 
most of the Scythic nations. 

The original spirit of Zoroastrianism was fierce and e%clu
sive. The early Iranians looked with contempt and hatred on 
the creed of their Indian bre~n; they abhorred idolatry; 
and were disinclined to tolerate any religion except that ~ hich 
they had themselves worked out. But with the lapse of ages 
this spirit became softened. Polytheistic creeds are far less 
jealous than monotheism; and the development of Zoroastri
·anism had been in a polytheistic direction. By the time that 
the Zoroastrians were brought into contact with Magism, the 
first 'fervor of their religious zeal had abated, and they were 
in that intermediate condition of religious faith which at. once 
impresses and is impressed, acts upon other systems, and 
allows itself to be acted upon in return. The result which 
supervened upon contact with Magism seems to have been a 
fusion, an absorption into Zoroastrianism of all the chief 
points of the Magian belief, and all the more remarkable of 
the Magian religious usages. This absorption appears to have 
taken place in Media. It was there that the Arian tribes 
first associated with themselves, and formally adopted into 
their body, the priest-caste of the Magi, I.' which thenceforth 
was recognized as one of the six Median tribes. ... It is there 
that Magi are first found acting in the capaicity of Arian 
priests!" According to all the accounts which have come 
down to us, they soon acquired a predominating influence, 
which they no doubt used to impress their own religious doc
trines more and more upon the nation at large, and to thrust 
into the background, so far as they dared, the peculiar fea
tures of the old Arian belief. It is not necessary to suppose 
that the Medes ever apostatized altogether from the worship 
of Ormazd, or formally surrendered their Dualistic faith. III 

. But, practically, the Magian doctrines and the Magian usages 
.o.-elementa; wQrship, di~atioJl with the ~red fQds, dreaxu 
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expounding, incantations at the 6re-altars, sacrifices whereat 
a Magus officiated-seem to have prevailed; the new predomi~ 
nated over the old; backed by the power of an organized hie
rarchy, Ma.gism over-laid the primitive Arian creed. and, as 
time went on, tended more and more to become the real re
ligion of the nation. 

Among the religious custOms introduced by the Magi into 
:Media there are one or two which seem to require especial 
notice. The attribution of a sacred character to the four so
called elements-earth, air, fire and water-renders it ex
:tremely difficult to know what is to be done with the dead. 
They cannot be burnt, for that is a pollution of fire; or buried, 
for that is a pollution of earth; or thrown into a liver, for that 
ill a defilement of water. If they are deposited in sarcophagi, 
or exposed, they really pollute the air; but in this case the guilt 
of the pollution. it may be argued, does not rest on man, since 
the dead body is merely left in the element in which nature 
placed it. The only mode of disposal which completely avoids 
the defilement of every element is consumption of the dead by 
living beings: and the worship of the elements leads on 
naturally to this treatment of corpses. At present the Guebres, 
or Fire-worshippers, the descendants of the ancient Persians, 
expose all their dead, with the intention that they shall be de
voured by birds of prey ... 1 In ancient times, it appears cer
tain that the Magi adopted this practice with respect to their 
own dead ;'" but, apparently, they did not insist upon having 
their example followed l,lIliversally by the laity ... • Probably 
a n'l.tural instinct made the Ariana averse to this coarse and 
revolting custom; and their spiritual guides, compassionating 
their weakness, or fearful of losing their own intluence over 
them if they were too stiff in enforcing compliance, winked at 
the employment by the people of an entirely different practice. 
The dead bodies were first covered completely with a coating of 
wax, and were then deposited in the ground. ,.0 It was held, 
probably, that the coating of wax prevented the pollution 
which would have necessarily resulted had. the earth come 
into direct contact with the corpse. 

The custom of divining by means of a number of rods apt 
pears to have been purely Magian. There is no trace of it in 
the GAthas, in the y~ haptanhaiti, or in the older portions 
of the Vendidad. It was a Scythic practice ;100 and probably 
the best extant account of it is that which Herodotus gives of 
the mode wherein it was managed. by the Scyths. of Europe. 
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" Scythia," he says, "has an abundance of soothsayers, who 
foretell the future by means of a number of willow wands. A 
large bundle of these rods is brought and laid on the ground. 
The soothsayer unties the bundle, and places each wand by it
self, at the same time uttering his prophecy: then, while he is 
still speaking, he gathers the rods together again, and makes 
them up once more into a bundle. n 10' A divine power seems 
to have been regarded as resting in the wands; and they were 
supposed to be "consulted" .. • on the matter in hand, both 
severally and collectively. The bundle otwands thus imbued 
with supernatural wisdom became naturally part of the 
regular priestly costume, ••• and was carried by the Magi on all 
occasions of ceremony. The wands were of different lengths; 
and the number of wands in the bundle varied. Sometimes 
there were three, sometimes five, sometimes as many as seven 
or nine; but in every case, as it would seem, an odd number .... 

Another implement which the priests commonly bore must 
be regarded, not as Magian, but as Zoroastrian. This is the 
khrafr;thTO:flhna, OJ: instrument for killing bad animals, I.' frogs, 

~akes, mice, lizards, flies, etc., which belonged to the 
bad creation, or that which derived its origin from Angro.. 
mainyus. These it was the general duty of all men, and the 
more especial duty of the Zoroastrian priests, to put to death, 
whenever they had the opportunity. The Magi, it appears, 
adopted this Arian usage, added the khrafr;thraghna to the 
oorsom, and were so zealous in their performance of the cruel 
work expectOO from them as to excite the attention, and even 
draw upon themselves the rebuke, of foreigners. I •• 

A practice is assigned to the Magi by many classical and 
ecclesiastical writers, I., which, if it were truly charged on 
them, would leave a very dark stain on the character of theil 
ethical system. It is said that they allowed and even practised 
incest of the most horrible kind-Buch incest as we are ac
customed to associate with the names of Lot, <Edipus, 3Ild 
Herod Agrippa. The charge seems to have been first made 
either by Xanthus the Lydian, or by Ctesias. It was accepted, 
probably without much inquiry, by the Greeks generally, and 
then by the Romans, was repeated by writer after writer as a 
certain fact, and became finally a stock topic with the early 
Christian apologists. Whether it had any real foundation in 
fact is very uncertain. Herodotus. who collects with so much 
pains the strange and unusual customs of the various nations 
'Whom he visi.ts, is evidently \Illite ignorant of any such mOn-
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strous practice. He regards the Magian religion as established 
in Persia, yet he holds the incestuous marriage of Cambyses 
with his sister to have been contrary to existing Persian laws. II. 
At the still worst forms of incest of which the Magi and those 
under their influence are accused, Herodotus does not even 
glance. No doubt, if Xanthus Lydus really made the state
ment which Clemens of Alexandria assigns to him, it is an im
portant piece of evidence, though scarcely sufficient to prove 
the Magi guilty. Xanthus was a man of little judgment, apt 
to relate extravagant tales;'" and, as a Lydian, he ma~ve I"fI) 

been disinclined to cast an aspersion on the religion of his 
country's oppressors. The passage in question, however, pro]).; 
ably did not come from Xanthus Lydus, but from a much later 
writer who assumed his name, as has been well shoWI'J. by a 
living critic. '" The true original author of the 8.CCU!Iation 
against the Magi and their co-religionists seems to have been 
Ctesias.'u whose authority is far too weak to establish a 
charge intrinsically so improbable. Its only historical founda.-
tion seems to have been the fact that incestuous marriages 
were occasionally contracted by the Persian kings; not, how
ever, in consequence of any law, or religious usage, but be
cause in the plenitude of their power they could set all law at 
defiance, and trample upon the most sacred principles of mo
rality and religion. ItO 

A minor charge preferred against the Magian morality by 
Xanthus, or rather by the pseudo-Xanthus, has poSsibly a more 
solid foundation. .. The Magi," this writer said, .. hold their 
wives in common: at least they often marry the wives of 
others with the free consent of their husbands. " This is really 
to say that among the Magians divorce was over-facile; that 
wives were often put away, merely with a view to their form
ing a fn>sh marriage, by husbands who understood and ap
proved of. the transaction. Judging by the existing practice of . 
the Persians, no we must admit that such laxity is in accord
ance Mith Iranic notions on the subject of marriage-notions 
far less strict than those which have commonly prevailed 
among civilized nations. There is, however, no other evidence, 
besides this, that divorce was very common where the Magian 
system prevailed; and the mere assertion of the writer who 
personated Xanthus Lydus will scarcely justify us in affixing 
even this stigma on the religion. 

Upon the whole, Magism, though less elevated and less pure 
tbau the old Zoroastrian creed. must be pronounced to bav, 
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possessed a certain loftiness and picturesqueness which suited 
it to become the religion of a great and splendid monarchy. 
The mysterious fire-altars on the mountain-tops, with their 
prestige of a remote antiquity-the ever-burning flame believed 
to have been kindled from on high-the worship in the open· air 
lUlder the blue canopy of heaven-the long troops of Magians . 
in their white robes, with their strange caps, and their mystic 
wands-the frequent prayers-the abundant sacrifices·7t-the 
long incantations-the supposed prophetic powers of the priest
caste-all this together constituted an imposing whole at once 
to the eye and to the mind, and was calculated to give addi
tional grandeur to the civil system that should be allied with 
it. Pure Zoroastrianism was too spiritual to coalesce readily 
with Oriental luxury and magnificence, or to lend strength to 
a government based on the ordinary principles of Asiatic des
potism. Magism furnished a hierarchy to support the throne, 
and add splendor and dignity to the court, while they over~ 
awed the subjec~lass by their supposed possession of super
natural powers, and of the right of mediating between heaven 
and man. It supplied a picturesque worship which at once 
gratified the senses and excited the fancy. It gave scope to 
man's passion for the marvellous by its incantations, its divin~ 
ing-rods, its omen-reading, and its dream~xpounding. It 
gratified the religious scrupulosity which finds a pleasure in 
making to itself difficulties, by the disallowance of a thousand 
natural acts, and the imposition of numberless rules for exter
nal purity ... • At the same time it gave no offence to the anti~ 
idolatrous spirit in which the Ariana had hitherto gloried, but 
rather encouraged the iconoclasm which they always upheld 
and practised. It thus. blended easily with the previous creed 
of the people, awaking no prejudices, clashing with no interests; 
winning its way by an apparent meekness and unpresuming
ness, while it was quite prepared, when the fitting time came. 
to be as fierce and exclusive as if it had never worn the mask 
of humility and moderation.... .. 
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CHAPTER V. 

LANGUAGE AND WRlTING. 

o,.~ wapi ""'~. oi Be,... .. "at 0. KijBo.---strab. xv. II, S 8. 

ON the Ianguage of the ancient Medes a very few observa.
'vations will be here made. It has been noticed already' that 
the Median form of speech was closely allied to that of the 
'Persians. The remark of Strabo quoted above, and another 
remark which he cites from Nearchus, " imply at once this fact. 
:and also the further fact of a dialectic difference between the 
two tongues. Did we possess, as some imagine that we do, 
~ateria,ls for tracing out this diversity, it would be proper in 
the present place to enter fully on the subject, and instead of 
contenting ourselves with asserting, or even proving, the sub
I16tantial oneness of the languages, it would be our duty to pro
loCeed to the far more difficult and more complicated task of 
rcomparing together the sister dialects, and noting their various 
-differences. The supposition that there exist means for such 
ta comparison is based upon a theory that in the language of 
·the Zendavesta we have the true speech of the ancient people 
IOf Media, while in the cuneiform inscriptions of the Achreme
lilian kings it is beyond controversy that we possess the ancient. 
1a;nguage of Persia.. It becomes necessary, therefot;e •. to ex
.amine this theory, in order to justify our abstention from an 
(inquiry on which, if the theory were sound. we should be now 
ioC8lled upon to enter. 
: ·i'he notion that the Zend language was the idiom of ancient. 
"Media originated with Anquetil du Penon. He looked on 
Zoroaster as a native of Azerbijan, contemporary with Darius 
IIystaspis. His opinion was embraced by Kleuker, Herder, 
and ~;' and again. with certain modifications, by Tychsen' 
and Heeren.' These latter writers even gave a more com
pletely Median character to the Zendavesta, by regarding it as 
composed in Media Magna, during the reign of the great Cyax
ares. The main foundation of these views was the i.dentifiC8t
tlon. of Zoroastrianism with the Magian flre-worship. which 
'\V8a really ancient in Azerbijan, and flourished in Media under 
the great Median monarch. But we have seen that Magianism 
_ Zoroastr.ialJ,ism. were originally entirely distinct, and ~. 
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tho Zendavesta in all its earlier portions belongs wholly to the 
latter system. Nothing therefore is proved concerning the 
Zend dialect by establishing a connection between the Medes 

. and Magism, which was a corrupting influence thrown in upon 
Zoroastrianism long after the composition of the great bulk of 
the sacred writings. 

These writings themselves sufficiently indicate the place of 
their composition. It was not Media, but Bactria, or at any 
rate the north-eastem lranic country, between the Bolor range 
and the Caspian. This conclusion, which follows from a con· 
sideration of the various geographical notices contained in the 
Zend books, had been accepted of late years by aU the more 
profound Zend scholars. Originated by Rhode, • it has also in 
its favor the names· of Burnouf, Lassen, Westergaard, and 
Haug. • If then the Zend is to be regarded as really a local 
dialect, the idiom of a particular branch of the Iranic people, 
there is far more reason for considering it to be the ancient 
speech of Bactria than of any other Arian country. Possibly 
the view is correct which recognizes two nearly-allied dialects 
as existing side by side in Iran during its flourishing period
one prevailing towards the. west, the other towards the east
one Medo-Persic, the other ~ogdo-Bactrian-the former repre
sented to us by the cuneiform inscriptions, the latter by the 
Zend texts.' Or it may be closer to the truth to recognize in 
the Zendic and Achremenian forms of speech, not so much two 
contemporary idioms, as two stages of one and the same lan· 
guage, which seems to be at present the opinion of the best 
comparative philologists.· In either case Media can claim no 
special interest in Zend, which, if local, is Sogdo-Bactrian, and 
if not local is no more closely connected with Media than with 
Persia. 

It appears then that we do not at present possess any means 
of distinguishing the shades of difference which separated the 
Median from the Persian speech.'o We have in fact no speci
mens of the former beyond a certain number of wotVs, and 
those chiefly proper names, whereas we know the latte~ toler
ably completely from the inscriptions.' It is proposed under 
the head of the "Fifth Monarchy" to consider at some length 
the general character of the Persian language as exhibited. to 
us in these documents. From the discussion then to be raised 
may be gathered the general character of the speech .of the 
Medes. In the present place all that will be attempted is to 
,how how far the remnants left us of Median speech bear out; 
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~ the statement that, BUbstantially, one and the same tongue was 
'spoken by both peoples. 
! Many Median names are absolutely identical with Persian; 
'e.g., Ariobarzanes, II Artabazus, ,. Artreus,1I Artembares, If Har
. pagus, Arbaces, Tiridates, etc. ,. Others which are not abso
'}utely identical approach to the Persian form. so closely as to 
be plainly mere variants, like Theodorus and Theodosius, 
Adelbert and Ethelbert, Miriam, Mariam, and Mariamn6. Of 

, this kind are Intapbres,1I another form. of Intaphernes, Artynes, 
another form of Artanes," Parmises, another form of Parmys, ,. 
and the like. A third class, neither identical with any known 
Persian names, nor so nearly approaching to them as to be 
properly considered mere variants, are made up of known Per
sian roots, and may be explained on exactly the same princi-. 
pIes lIB Persian names. Such are O~, Sitraphernes,. 
Mitraphp.rnes, Megabernes, As~adas, Yazares,;:- TacIii'iiaspates. 
Xathrites, Spitaces; SpffiuD81i; RtlamTiacas, ana otlitrr.-m
O-phernes, Sitra.-phernes, Mitra-phernes, and Mega-bernes, the' 
second element is manifestly the pharna or jrana which is 
found in Arta-phernes and Inta-phernes (Vida-jrana), ,. an ac
tive participial form from pri "to protect." The initial ele
ment in O-phernes represents£h:e 'Zend hu, Sans. BU, Greek EJ, 
lIB the same letter does in O-manes, O-martes, etc. I. The Sitra 
of Sitra-phernes has been explained as probably khshatra, e e the 
crown,"·' which is similarly represented in the Satro-pates of 
Curtius, a name standing to Sitra-phernes exactly as Arta-· 
patas to Arta-phernes. I. In Mega-bernes the first elem~nt is 
the well-known baga, Ie God," "' under the form commonly pre
ferred by the Greeks;" and the name is exactly equivalent to 
Curtius's Bago-phanes, II which only differs from it by taking 
the participle of pa, c' to protect," instead of the participle of 
pri, which has the same meaning_ In Aspa-das it is easy to 
recognize aspa, "horse" (a common root in Persian names, 
e.g., Aspa-thines, Aspa-mitras, Prex-aspes, and the like"B), fol
lowed by the same element which terminates the name of 
Oromaz-des, and which means either" knowing" or " giving." II 
Ma-zares presents us with the root meh, "much" or "great," , 
which is found in the name of the M-aspii, or cc Big Horses," a 
Persian tribe, I. followed by zara, .. gold," which appears in 
Ctesias's ~nJ8, II and perhaps also in Zoro-aster.· In 
Tacbmaspates, II the first element is takhma, "strong," a root 
found in the Persian names Ar-tochmes and Tritan-tlEchmes, '" 
wbilo ~be 6(lCoI),c1 W the frelluenUy used patio "lord", wb!c;:D 
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occurs as the initial element in Pati-zeithes, II Pati-ramphes, 
etc., .. and as the terminal in Pharna-pates," Ario-peithes, and 
the like. In Xathrites"· we have clearly khshatra (Zend 
khshathra), "crown" or "king," with a participial suffix -ita. 
corresponding to the Sanscrit participle in -it. Spita-ces" 
arid Spita-mas"· contain the root spita, equivalent to spenta, 
II holy," I. which is found in Spitho-bates, Spita-menes, Spita
des, etc. This, in Spita-ces, is followed by a guttural ending, 
which is either a diminutive corresponding to the modern Per
sian -ek, or perhaps a suffixed article.'· In Spit-amas, the suflix 
-mas is the common form of the superlative, and may be com
pared with the Latin -?nUS in optimus, intimus, supremus, and 
the like. Rhambacas" contains the root rafna, "joy; pleas
ure," which we find in Pati-ramphes, followed by the guttural 
suffix. 

There remains, finally, a class of Median names, containing 
roots not found in any known names of Persians, but easily 
explicable from Zend. Sanscrit, or other cognate tongues, and 
therefore not antagonistic to the view that Median and Persian. 
were two closely connected dialects. Such, for instance, are 
the royal names mentioned by Herodotus, Deioces, Phraortes, 
Astyages, and Cyaxares; and such also are the following, 
which come to us from various sources: Amytis, Astibaras, 
Armamithres or Harmamithres, Mandauces, Parsondas, Rama
tes, Susiscanes, Tithreus, and Zanasanes. 

In Deioces, or (as the Latins write "it) Dejoces, there can be 
little doubt that we have the name given as Djohak or Zohak 
in the Shahnameh and other modern Persian writings, which 
is itself an abbreviation of the Ajis-dahaka of the Zendavesta. .. 
Dahaka means in Zend "biting," or "the biter," and is etymo
logically connected with the Greek 6altYIJiJ. {j(x,cos. 06cit It. r. ;t. 

Phraortes, which in old Persian was Fravartish,'" seems to 
be a mere variant of the word which appears in the Zendavesta 
asfravashi, and designates each man's tutelary genius." The 
derivation is certainly from fra (= Gk. 1tpo-), and probably 
from a root akin to the German wahren, French garder, Eng
lish "ward, watch," etc. The meaning is "a protector." 

Cyaxares, the Persian form of which was 'Uvakhsha~" 
seems to be formed from the two elements 'u or hu (Gk. w), 
"well, good," and akhsha (Zend <irsna), "the eye," which is 
the final element of the name Cyavarsna in the Zendavest& 

_9.xavarsna is "datk-eyed';:'" 'Uvakhsha (= Zend Huvarsna) 
'WoUId be "'beautiful-eyed." 'Uvakhshatara appears to be the 
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co~parative of this adjective, and would mean II more beauti
ful-eyed (than others)." 

Astyages, which, according to Moses of Chorene," meant" a 
dragon" or II serpent," is almost certainly Ajis-dahaka, the 
full name whereof Dejoces (or Zohak) is the abbreviation. It 
means "the biting snake," from aji or azi, "a snake" or "sel'-
pent," and daluika, "biting." _ 

Amy tis is probably ama, II active, great," with the ordinary 
feminine suffix -iti, found in Armaiti, Kbnathaiti, and the 
like .. • Astibaras is perllaps "great of bone,"" from Zend agta 
(Sans. astkt) , "bone," and bereza, " tall, great." Hanna
mithres,·· if that is the true reading, would be "mountain
lover" (monticolus), from karam, acc. of hara, "a mountain," 
and mitkra or mitra (=Gk. <1>1'10.), "fond of." If, however, 
the name should be read IlS Armamithres, the probable deriva
tion will be from rama, acc. of raman, "pleasure," which is 
also the root of Ran~-tes. II Armamithres may then be com-
pared with Rheomithres Siromitr Ssimitbres·1 whi 

res "fond 0 s end or" "fo ut " and 
'" fon of light." Man u~·· is perhaps I I biting spirit-esprit 
mordant," from man~, II creur, esprit," and dahaka, "biting."·' 
Parsondas can scarcely be the original form, from the occur
rence in it of the nasal before the dental·· In the original it 
must have been Parsodas, which would mean "liberal, much
giving," from pourus, "much," and da (= Gk. l5il5oo/-lt), "to 
give." Ramates, as already observed, is from ranUl, "pleas
ure." It is an adjectival form, like Datis, •• and means proba
bly "pleasant, agreeable." Susiscanes" may be explained as 
"splendidus juvenis," from ~, "splendere, II pres. part. ~ao
cat, and kaintn, "adolescens, juvenis." Tithreus·· is probably 
for Tathreus, which would be readily formed from tatka, "one 
who makes."·· Finally, Zanasanes·· may be referred to the 
root zan or jan, "to kill," 'WTiiClltSp-efhaps simply followed by j 
the common appellative suffix -ana (Gk. -av71'). 

From these names of persons we may pass to those of places 
in Media, which equally admit of explanation from toots 
known to have existed either in Zend 01' in old Persian. Of 
these, Ecbatana, Bagistana, and Aspadana may . be taken as 
convenient specimens. Ecbatana (or Agbatana, according to 
the orthography of the older Greeks·') was in the native dia
lect Hagmatana, as appears from the Behistun inscription. III 
This form, Hagmatana, is in all probability derived from the 
three words hain, "with" (Sans. Bam, Gk. tJvv, Latin cum), 
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gam, "to go" (Zend ga, Sans. gam), and ~tana <Mod. Pers. 
-stan) "a place." The initial ham has dropped the m and be
come ha, just as 6vy becomes 6v- in Greek, and cum becomes 
co- in Latin; gam has become gm.a by metathesis; and ~tan has 
passed into -tan by phonetic corruption. Ha-gma-tana would 
be "the place for assembly," or for" coming together" (Lat. 
comitium); the place, i.e., where the tribes met, and where, 
coIisequently, the capital grew up. 

Bagistan, which was " a hill sacred to .Jupiter" according to 
Diodorus, .s is clearly a name corresponding to the Beth-el of 
the Hebrews and the Allahabad of the Mahometans. It is siJn
ply "the house, or place, of God"-from baga, "God," and 
~tana, .. place, abode," the common modern Persian terminal 
(compare Farsi-stan, Khuzi-stan, Afghani-stan, Belochi-stan, 
Hindu-stltn, etc.), which has here not suffered any corruption. 

Aspadana contains certainly as its first element the root 
0QPa, "horse." ,. The suffix dan may perhaps be a corruption 
of ~tana, analogous to that which has produced Hama-dan from 
Hagma-r,;tan; or it may be a contracted form of dctnhu, or 
dainhu, "a province," Aspadana having been originally the" 
name of a district where horses were bred, and having thence 
become the name of its chief town. 

The Median words known to us, other than names of persollll 
or places, are confined to some three or four. Herodotus tells 
us that the Median word for "dog" was spaJca i" Xenophon 
implies, if he does not expressly state, that the native name for 
the famous Median robe was candys i" Nicolas of Damascus" 
informs us that the Median couriers were called ~ 
(ayypoz); and Hesychius says that the artabe (aprap,,) was a 
Median measure. ,a The last-named writer also states that 
artades and deOO8 were Magian words," which perhaps implies 
that they were common to the Medes with the Persians. Here, 
again, the evidence, such as it is, favors a close connection be
tween the languages of Media and Persia. 

That artabe and angarus were Persian words no less than 
Median, we have the evidence of Herodotus.'· Artades," just 
men" (according to Hesychius), is probably akln to ars, "true, 
just," and may represent the ars-ddta, "made just," of the 
Zendavesta.u Devas (6evas), which Hesychius translates "the 
evil gods" (rov6"a "ovS geovs), n is clearly the Zendic dahJa, 
Mod. Pers. div. (Sans. deva, Lat. divus). In candys we have 
most probably a formation from qan, .. to dress, to adorn." 
Spaka. js th~ Zendic ~, with the Scythic suttural sullb:, Qf 
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which the Medes were so fond, TO ~pd itself being akin· to the 
Sanscrit rvan, and so to "V..,y and canis." Thus we may 
connect all the few words which are known as Median with 
forms contained in the Zend, which was either the mother or 
the elder sister of the ancient Persian. 

That the Medes were acquainted with the art of writing, and 
practised it-at least from the time that they succeeded to the 
dominion of the Assyrians-scarcely admits of a. doubt. An 
illiterate nation, which conquers one in possession of a litera
ture, however it may despise learning and look down upon the 
mere literary life, is almost aure to adopt writing to some 
extent on account of its practical utility. It is true the Medes 
have left us no written monuments; and we may fairly 
conclude from that fact that they used writing sparingly; but 
besides the antecedent probability, there is respectable evidence 
that letters were known to them, and that, at any rate, their 
upper classes could both read and write their native tongue. 
The story of the letter sent by Harpagus the Mede to Cyrus in 
the belly of a hare," though probably apocryphal, is important 
as showing the belief of Herodotus on the subject. The still 
more doubtful story of a despatch written on parchment by a 
Median king, Artreus, and sent to Nanarus, a provincial 
governor, related by Nicolas of Damascus, TO has a value, as 
indicating that writer's conviction that the Median monarchs 
habitually conveyed their commands to their subordinates in 
a written form. With these statements of profane writers 
agree certain notices which we find in Scripture. Darius the 
Mede, shortly after the destruction of the Median empire, 
"signs" a decree, which his chief nobles have presented to him 
in writing." He also himself "writes" another decree ad
dressed to his subjects generally. .. In later times we find that 
there existed at the Persian court a "book of the chronicles of 
the kings of Media and Persia," .. which was probably a work 
begun under the Median and continued under the Persian 
sovereigns. 

If then writing was practised by the Medes, it becomes in
teresting to consider whence they obtained their knowledge of 
it, and what was the system which they employed. Did they 
bring an alphabet with them from the far East, or did they 
derive their first knowledge of letters from the nations with 
whom they came into contact after their great migration' 
In the latter case, did they adopt, with or without modifica
tions, a foreign system., or di~ they merely borrow the idea of 
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writ1len symbols from their new neighbors, and set to work to 
invent for themselves an alphabet suited to the genius of their 
own tongue' These are some of the questions which present 
themselves to the mind as deserving of attention, when this 
subject is brought before it. Unfortunately we possess but 
very scanty data for determining, and can do little more than 
conjecture, the proper answers to be given to them. 

The early composition of certain portions of the Zendavesta, 
which has been asserted in this work, 80 may seem at first sight 
to imply the use of a written character in Bactria and the 
adjacent countries at a very remote era. But such a conclusion 
is not necessary. Nations have often had an oral literature, 
existing only in the memories of men, and have handed down 
such a literature from generation to generation, through a long 
succession of ages. 81 The sacred lore of Zoroaster may have 
been brought by the Medes fron;t the East-Caspian country in 
an unwritten shape, and may not have been reduced to writing 
till many centuries later. On the whole it is perhaps most 
probable that the Medes were unacquainted with letters when' 
they made their great migration, and that they acquired tbeir 
first knowledge of them from the races with whom they came 
into collision when they settled along the Zagros chain. In 
these regions they were brought into contact with at least two 
forms of writtEn speech, one that of the old Armenians,8' a 
Turanian dialect, the other that of the Assyrians, a language 
of the Semitic! type. These two nations used the same alpha
betic system, though their languages were utterly unlike; and 
it would apparently have been the easiest' plan for the new 
comers to h90ve adopted the established forms, and to have 
applied them. so far as was possible, to the representation of 
their own speech. But the extreme complication of a system 
which employed between three and four hundred written 
signs, and composed signs sometimes of fourteen or fifteen 
wedges, seems to have shocked the simplicity of the Medes, 
who recognized the fact that the varieties of their articulations 
fell far sbort of this excessive luxuriance. The Arian races, so 
far as appears, oleclined to follow the example set them by the 
Turanians of Armenia, who had adopted the Assyrian alpha· 
bet, and preferred to invent a new system for themselves, 
which they determined to make far more simple. It is possible 
that they found an example already set them. In Achremenian 
times we observe two alphabets used through Media and 
:Persia, both of which are simpler than the Assyrian: one is 
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employed to express the Turanian di,alect of the people whom 
the Ariana conquered and dispossessed;n the other, to express 
the tongue of the conquerors. It is JIOSSlole-though we have 
no direct evidence of the fact-that the Turanians of Zagros 
and the neighborhood had already formed for theIDSE:'lves the 
alphabet which is found in the second colUIIlDS of the Achmme
Dian tablets, when the Arian invaders conquered them.: This 
alphabet, which in respect of complexity holds an intermediate" 
position between the luxuriance of the Assyrian and the 
simplicity of the Medo-Persic system, would seem in all proba
bility to have intervened in order of time between the two. It 
consists of no more than about a hundred characters,·· and 
these are for the most part far less complicated than those of 
Assyria. If the Medes found this form of writing already 
exis1ling in Zagros when they arrived. it may have assisted to 
give them the idea of making for themselves &.D., alphabet so 
far on the old model that the wedge should be the sole element 
used in the formation of letters, but otherwise wholly new, 
and much more simple than those previously in use. 

Discarding then the Assyrian notion of a syllabarium, with 
the enormous complication which it involves,·· the Medes·· 
strove to reduce sounds to their ultimate elements, and to 
represent these last alone by symbols. Contenting themselves 
with the three main vowel sounds, a, i, and u," and with one 
breathing, a simple h, they recognized twenty consonants, 
which were the following, b,dJ,gJ,k,kh,m,n,fi (sound doubt
ful), p,r,8.sk,t,",y,z,cA (as in much), and tr, an unnecessary 
compound. Had they stopped here. their characters should 
have been but twenty-four, the number which is found in 
Greek.. To their ears, however, it would seem, each consonant 
appeared to carry with it a short a, and as this, occurring 
before i and U, produced the diphthongs ai and au, sounded 
nearly as , and 6," it seemed necessary, where a consonant 
was to be directly followed by the sounds i or U, to have 
special forms to which the sound of a should not attach. This 
system, carried out completely, would have raised the forms 
of consonants to sixty, a multiplication that was feared as in
convenient.. In ordE'l' to keep down the number, it seems to 
have been resolved, (1.) that one form should suffice for the 
aspirated letters and the sibilants (viz., h,kh,ch,ph or /,8,sh, 
and z), and also for b,y, and tr; (2.) that two forms should 
suffice for the tenues, k,p,t, for the liquids n and r. and for V; and 
consequently (3.) that the full number of threQ forms should he 
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limited to some three or four letters, as d, m,j, and perhaps g. 
The result is that the known alphabet of the Persians, which is 
assumed here to have been the invention of the Medes, consists 
of some thirty-six or thirty-seven forms, which are really rep
l'eSentative of no more than twenty-three distinct sounds." 

It appears then that, compared with the phonetic systems 
in vogue among their neighbors, the alphabet of the Medes 
and Persians was marked by a great simplicity. The forms of 
the letters were also very much simplified.. Instead of con
glomerations of fifteen or sixteen wedges in a single character, 
we have in the Medo-Persic letters a maximum of five wedges. 
The most ordinary number is four, which is sometimes re
duced to three or even two. The direction of the wedges is 
uniformly either perpendicular or horizontal, except of course 
in the case of the double wedge or arrow-head, \ where the 
component elements are placed obliquely. The arrow-head 
has but one position, the perpendicular, with the angle facing 
towards the left hand. The only diagonal sign used is a simple 
wedge, placed obliquely with the point towards the right, ...... 
which is a mere mark of separation between the words. 

The direction of the writing was, as with the Arian nations 
generally, from left to right. Words were frequently divided, 
and part carried on to the next line. The characters were in
scribed between straight lines drawn from end to end of the 
tablet on which they were written. Like the Hebrew, they 
often closely resembled one anotper, and a slight defect in the 
stone will cause one to be mistaken for another. The resem
blance is not between letters of the same class or kind; on the 
contrary, it is often between those which are most remote 
from one another. Thus g nearly resembles Vj ch is like d; 
trlikep,' and so on: while1c andkh,8imd sh,pandph(orJ) 
are forms quite dissimilar. 

It is supposed that a cuneiform alphabet can never have 
been employed for ordinary writing purposes, O. but must have 
been confined to documents of some importance, which it was 
desirable to preserve, and which were therefore either in
scribed on stone, or impressed on moist clay afterwards baked. 
A cursive character, it is therefore imagined, must always 
have been in use, parallel with a cuneiform one i" and as the 
Babylonians and Assyrians are known to have used a char
acter of this kind from a very high antiquity, synchronously 
with their lapidary cuneiform, so it is supposed that the Arlan 
races must have possessed, besides the method which bas been 
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descnDed as a cursive system of writing. Of this, however, 
there is at present no direct evidence. No cursive writing of 
the Arian nations at this time, either Median or Persian, has 
been found; and it is therefore uncertain what form of char
acter they employed on common occasions. 

The material used for ordinary purposes, according to 
Nicolas of Damascus" and Ctesias," was parchment. On this 
the kings wrote the despatches which conveyed their orders to 
the officers who administered the government of provinces; 
and on this were inscribed the memorials which each monarch 
was careful to have composed giving an account of the chief 
events of his reign. The cost of land carriage probably pre
vented papyrus from superseding this material in Western 
Asia, as it did in Greece at a tolerably early date. •• Clay, so 
much used for writing on both in Babylonia and Assyria, •• ap
pears never to have approved itself as a convenient substance 
to the Iranians. For public documents the chisel and the 
rock, for private the pen and the prepared skin, seem to 
have been preferred by them; and in the earlier times, at any 
rate, they employed no other materials. 

CHAPTER VI. 

CHRONOLOGY AND HISTORY. 

Medla • • • quam ante regnUDl Cyri superioris et incrementa Persidos legimua 
AsiIB reglnam totius.-Amm. Mare. xxiii. 6. 

Tm: origin of the Median nation is wrapt in a profound ob
scurity. Following the traces which the Zendavesta offers, 
taking into consideration its minute account of the earlier 
Arian migrations, I its entire omission of any mention ot the 
Medes, imd the undoubted fact that it was nevertheless by the 
Medes and Persians that the document itself was preserved 
and transmitted to us, we should be naturally led to suppose 
that the race was one which in the earlier times of Arian de
velopment was weak and insignificant, and that it first pushed 
itself into notice after the ethnological portions of the Zenda
vesta were composed, which is thought to have been about B.C. 
l000.~ Quite in accordance with this view is the further fact 
that in the native Assyrian annals, so fax as they have been 
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recovered, the Medes do not make their appearance till the 
middle of the ninth century B.C., and when they appear are 
weak and unimportant, only capable of opposing a very slight 
~istance to the attacks of the Ninevite kings. I The natural 
conclusion from these data would appear to be that until 
about B.C. 850 the Median name was unknown in the world, 
and that previously, if Medes existed at all, it was either as a 
sub-tribe of some other Arian race, or at any rate as a tribe 
too petty and insignificant to obtain mention either on the 
part of native or of foreign historians. Such early insignifi
cance and late development of what ultimately becomes the 
dominant tribe of a race is no strange or unprecedented pheno
menon to the historical inquirer: on the contrary, it is among 
the facts with which he is most familiar, and would admit of 
ample illustration, were the point worth pursuing, alike from 
the history of the ancient and the modern world. • 

But, against the conclusion to which we could not fail to be 
led by the Arian and Assyrian records; which agree together 
so remarkably, two startling notices in works of great 
authority but of a widely different cha.racler have to be set. 
In the Toldoth Beni Noah, or "Book of the Generation of the 
Sons of Noah," which forms the tenth chapter of Genesis, and 
which, if the work of Moses, was probably composed at least 
as early as B.C. 1500,· we find· the MADAI·-a word elsewhere 
always signifying "the Medes "-in the genealogy of the sons 
of Japhet.' The word is there conjoined with several other 
important ethnic titles, as Gomer, Magog, Javan, Tubal, and 
Meshech; and there can be no reasonable doubt that it is in
tended to designate the Medianpeople!' If so, the people must 
have had already a separate and independent existence in 
the fifteenth century B.C., and not only so, but they must 
have by that time attained so much distinction as to be 
thought worthy of mention by a writer who was only bent 
on affiliating the more important of the nations known-to 
him. 

The other notice is furnished by Berosus. That remarkable 
historian, in his account of the early dynasties of. his native 
Chaldrea, declared that, at a date anterior to B.C. 2000, the 
Medes had conquered Babylon by a sudden inroad, had estab
lished a monarchy there, and had held possession of the city 
and neighboring ~rritory for a period of 224 years.· Eight 
kings of their race had during that interval occupied the 
Babylonian thr~)De. It has been already observed that this nar-
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rative must represent a fact.· Berosus would not have gratui
tously inveonted. a foreign conttuest of his native land; nor 
would the earlier Babylonians, from whom he derived his 
materials, have forged a tale which was so little flattering to 
their national vanity. Some foreign conquest of Babylon 
must have taken place about the period named; and it is cer
tainly a moSt important fact that Berosus should call the con
querors Medea. He may no doubt have been mistaken about 

, an event so ancient; he may have misread his authorities, or 
he may have descnDed' as Medes a people of which he really 
knew nothing except that they had issued from the tract 

'which in his own time bore the name of Media. But, while 
these are mere posSibilities, hypotheses to which the mind 
resorts in order to escape a difficulty, the hard fact remains 
that he has used the word; and this fact, coupled with the 
mention of the Medes in the book of Genesis, does certainly 
raise a presumption of no inconsiderable strength against the 
view which it would be natural to take if the Zendavesta and 
the Assyrian annals were our sole authorities on the subject. 
It lends a substantial basis to the theories of those who regard 
the Medea as one of the principal primeval races;'· who be
lieve that they were well known to the Semitic inhabitants of 
the Mesopotamian valley as early as the twenty-third century 
before Christ-long ere Abraham left Ur for Ha1T8ll; and that 
they actually formed the dominant power in Western' Asia for 
more than two centuries, prior to the establishment of the 
first Chaldrean kingdom. 

And if there are thus distinct historical grounds for the 
notion of an early Median development, there are not wanting 
these obscurer but to many minds more satisfactory proofs 
wherewith comparative philology and ethnology are wont to 
illustrate and confirm the darker passages of ancient history. 
Recent linguistic research has clearly traced among the 
ArM L;slIfl or "Four Tongues" f ancieon ChaldlI"a, which 
are so 0 ten men on on e ancient monumeonts," an an 
formation, such as would naturally have been left in the 
country, if it had been occupied for some considerable peoriod 
by a dominant Arian power. The early Chaldrean ideographs 
have often several distinct values; and when tbis is the case, 
one of the powers is almost alw'ays an Arian name of 
the object represented.'· Words like n;r, "man~ (compare_ 
G IX Y1:' or" river," (compare tlW'namf.>S .A~rax 

ridanus, Rha, e G 
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Slavonic Mm, "river," etc.), san, "sun" (compare German 
Son lavonic 801nce Eng~tch zan, etc.), are 
seemingly Arian roots; an very erm" Arian" (Ariya, 
" noble '') is perhaps contained in the name of a primitive 
Chald!B8.Il monarch, .. Arioch, king of Ellasar." II There is 
nothing perhaps in theSe scattereirtraces of Ariaii iDHuence 1n 
in Lower Mesopotamia at a remote era that points very par
ticularly to the Medes; .. but at any rate they harmonize with 
the historical account that has reached us of early Arian 
power in these parts, and it is important that they should not 
be ignored when we are engaged in considering the degree of 
credence that is to be awarded to the account in question. 

Again, there are traces of a vast expansion, apparently at a 
very early date, of the Median race, such as seems to imply 
that they must have been a great nation in Western Asia 
long previously to the time of the lranic movements in Bac
tria and the adjoining regions. In the Mat-ieni of Zagros and 
Cappadocia," in the Sauro-matre (or Northern Medes) of the 
~ountry between the Palus M8'lotis and the Caspian," in the 
Mretre or M8'lotre of the tract about the mouth of the Don, IT and 
in the Mredi of Thrace, ,. we have seemingly remnants of a 
great migratory host which, starting from the mountains that 
overhang Mesopotamia, spread itself into the regions of the 
north and the north-west at a time which does not admit of 
being definitely stated, but which is clearly anti-historic. 
Whether these races generally retained any tradition of their 
origin, we do not know; but a tribe which in the time of Herod
otus dwelt still further to the west than even the M8'ldi-to 
wit, the Sigynn8'l, who occupied the tract between the 
Adriatic and the Danube-had a very distinct belief in 
their Median descent, a belief confirmed by the resemblance 
which their national dress bore to that of the Medes. ,. Herod
otus, who relates these facts concerning thelli, appends an ex
pression of his astonishment at the circumstance that emi
grants from Media should have proceeded to such a distance 
from their original home; how it had been brought about he 
could not conceive. " Still," he sagaciously remarks, "nothing 
is impossible in the long lapse of ages." •• 

A further argument in favor of the early development of 
Median power, and the great importance of the nation in 
Western Asia at a period anterior to the ninth century, is 
d,erivable from the ancient legends of the Greeks, which seem 
to have designated the Medes under the two eponyms of 
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Medea and Andromeda. These legends indeed do not admit 
of being dated with any accuracy; but as they are of a primi
tive type, and probably older than Homer,2' we cannot well 
assign them to an age later than B.C. 1000. Now they connect 
the Median name with the two countries of Syria and Colchis, 
countries remote from each other, and neither of them suffi
"Ciently near the true Median territory to be held from it, 
unless at a time when the Medes were in possession of some
thing like an empire. And, even apart from any inferences 
to be drawn from t~e localties which the Greek Myths con
nect with the Medes, the very fact that the race was known to 
the Greeks at this early date-long before the movements 
which brought them into contact with the Assyrians-would 
seem to show that there was some remote period-prior to the 
'Assyrian domination-when the fame of the Medes was great 
in the part of Asia known to the .Hellenes, and that they did 
not first attract Hellenic notice (as, but for the Myths,", we 
might have imagined) by tlie conquests of Cyaxares. Thus, 
on the whole it would appear that we must acknowledge two 
periods of Median prosperity. separated from each other by Ii 
lengthy interval, one anterior to the rise of the Cushite empire 
in Lower Babylonia, the other parallel with the decline and 
subsequently to the fall of Assyria. 

Of the first period it cannot be said that we possess any dis
tinct historical knowledge. The Median dynasty of Berosus 
at Babylon appears, by recent discoveries, to have represented 
those Susianian monarchs who bore sway there from B.O. 2286 
to 2052.'" The early Median preponderance in Western Asia, 
if it is a fact, must have been anterior to this, and is an event 
which has only left traces in ethnological names and in 
mythological speculations. 

Our historical knowledge of the Medes as a nation commence!! 
in the latter half of the ninth century before our era. Shalma
neser IT.-probably the II Shalman" of Hosea, "-who reigned 
from B.C. 859 to B •. O. 824-relates that in his twenty-fourth 
year (B~ o. 835), after having reduced to subjection the_~~~ 
who held the Zagros mountain range immediately to the east 
of As!Iyrla, and received tribute from the Persians, he led an 
expedition into ~ and Arazias, wbJ:.re he took an~ 
stroyed a number of the towns, sLiymg the men, and carrying 
off the spoil." He does not mention any pitche.d battle; and 
indeed it would seem that he met with no serious resistance. 
The Medea whom he attacks are evidently a weak and insig. 
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nificant people, whom he holds in small esteem, and reg~ 
as only deserving of a hurried mention. They seem to occu.py 
the tract now known as Ardelan-a varied region containing 
several lofty ridges, with broad plains lying between them. 

It is remarkable that the time of this first contact of Media. 
with Assyria-a contact taking place when Assyria was in her 
prime, and Media was only just emerging from a long period of 
weakness and obscurity-is almost exactly that which Ctesias 
selects as a day of the great revolution whereby the EDJ.pire 
of the East passed from the hands of the Shemites into those of 
the Ariana. s, The long residence of Ctesias among the Persians 
gave him a bias toward that people, which even extended to 
their close kin, the Medas. Bent on glorifying these two Arian 
races, he determined to throw back the commencement of their 
empire to a period long anterior to the true date; and, feeling 
specially anxious to cover up their early humiliation, he as
signed their most glorious conquests to the very century, and 
almost to the very time, when they were in fact suffering re
.verses at the hands of the people over whom he represented 
them as triumphant. There was a boldness in the notion of 
thus inverting history which almost deserved, and to a con
siderable extent obtained, success. The" long chronology" 
of Ctesias kept its ground until recently, not indeed meeting 
with universal acceptance," but on the whole predominating 
over the "short chronology" of Herodotus; and it may be 
doubted whether anything less than the discovery that the 
native records of Assyria entirely contradicted Ctesias would 
haye sufficed to drive from the field his figment of early Me
dian dominion.'· 

The second occasion upon which we hear of the Medes in the 
Assyrian annals is in the reign of Shalmaneser's son and suc
cessor, Shamas-Vul. Here again, as on the former occasion, 
the Assyrians were the aggressors. Shamas-Vul invaded Media. 
and Arazias in his third year, and committed ravages similar 
to those of his father, wasting the country with fire and sword, 
but not (it would seem) reducing the Medes to subjection, or 
even attempting to occupy their territory. Again the attack 
is a mere raid, which produces no permanent impression. .1 
It is in the reign of the son and successor of Shamas-Vul that 

the Medes appear for the first time to have made their sub
mission and accepted the position of Assyrian tributariell. A 
people which was unable to offer effectual resistance when the 
Assyrian levies invaded their country, and which had no 
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bleans of retaliating upon their foe or making him suffer the 
evils that he inft.icted, was naturaJIy tempted to save itself from 
molestation by the payment of an annual tribute, so .purchasing 
quiet at the expense of honor and independence. Towards the 
close of the ninth century B.O. the Medes seem to have followed 
the example set them very much earlier by their kindred and 
neighbors, the Persians,'· and to have made arrangements for 
an annual payment which should exempt their territory from 
ravage. II It is doubtful whether the arrangement was made 
by the whole people. The Median tribes at this time hung so 
loosely together that a policy adopted by one portion of them 
might be entirely repudiated by another. Most probably the 
tribute was paid by those tribes only which boarded on Zagros, 
and not by those further to the east or to the north, into 
whose territories the Assyrian arms bas not yet penetrated. 

No further change in the condition of the Medes is known 
to have occurred II until about a hundred years later, when the 
Assyrians ceased to be content with the semi-independent 
position which bad been hitherto allowed them, and' deter
mined on their more complete subjugation. The great Sargon, 
the assailant of Egypt and' conqueror of Babylon, towards 
the middle of his reign, invaded Media with a large army, and 
having rapidly overrun the country, seized several of the 
towns, and" annexed them to Assyria," while at the same 
time he also established in new situations a number of for
tified posts." The object was evidently to incorporate Media 
into the empire; and the posts were stations in which a stand
ing army was placed, to overawe the natives and prevent 
them from offering an effectual resistance. With the same 
view deportation of the people on a large scale seems to have 
been practised i" and the gaps thus made in the population 
were filled up-wholly or in part -by the settlement in the Me
dian cities of Samaritan captives.·" On the country thus re-or
ganized and re-arranged a tribute of a new character was laid. 
In lieu of the money payment hitherto exacted, the Medes we~ 
required. to furnish annually to the royal stud a number ot 
horses. II It is probable that Media was already famous for 
the remarkable breed which is so celebrated in later times;" 
and that the horses now required of her by the Assyrians 
were to be of the large and higbly valued kind known as 
"Nisrea.n." 

The date of this subjugation is about B.O. 710. And here, if 
we compare the Greek accounts of Median history with those 
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far more authentic ones which have reached us through the 
Assyrian contemporary records, we are struck by a repetition 
of the same device which came under our notice more than a 
century earlier-the device of covering up the nation's dis
graces at a particular period by assigning to that very date 
certain great and striking successes. As Ctesias's revolt of the 
Medes under Arbaces and conquest of Nineveh synchronizes 
nearly with the first known ravages of Assyria within the ter
ritories of the Medes, so Herodotus's revolt of the same people 
and commencement of their monarchy under Deioces falls 
almost exactly at the date when they entirely lose their inde
pendence. •• As there is no reason to suspect Herodotus either 
of partiality toward the Medes or of any wilful departure from 
the truth, we must regard him as imposed upon by his inform
ants, who were probably either Medes or Persians." These 
mendacious patriots found little difficulty in palming their false 
tale upon the simple Halicarnassian, thereby at once extend
ing the antiquity of their empire and concealing its shame be
hind a halo of fictitious glory. 

After their subjugation by Sargon the Medes of Media 
Magna appear to have remained the faithful subjects of As
syria for sixty or seventy years. During this period we find 
no notices of the great mass of the nation in tha Assyrian 
records: only here and there indications occur that Assyria is 
stretching out her arms towards the more distant and outlying 
tribes, especially those of Azerbijan, and compelling them to 
acknowledge her as mistress. Sennacherib boasts that early 
in his reign, about B.C. 702: he received an embassy from the 
remoter parts of Media-" parts of which the kings his fathers 
had not even heard" '"-which brought him presents in sign of 
submission, and patiently accepted his yoke. His . son, Esar
haddon, relates that, about his tenth year (B.C. 671) he invaded 
Bikni or Bikan,41 a distant province of Media, "whereof the 
kings his fathers had never heard the name;" and, attacking 
the cities of the"egion one after another, forced them to ac
knowledge his authority.42 The country was held by a num
ber of independent chiefs, each bearing sway in his own city 
and adjacent territory. These chiefs have unmistakably Arian 
names, as Sitriparna or Sitraphernes, Eparna or Orphernes', 

nasana or Zanasanes, and Ramati a or Ra es;." . Esar-
haddon says tat, haviI!g' entered t e co ntry with his army, 
he seized two of the chiefs and carried them off to Assyria, to
gether with a vast spoil and numerous other captives. Here-
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upon the remaining chiefs, alarmed for their safety, made 
taeir submission, consenting to pay an annual tribute, and ad
mitting Assyrian officers into their territories, who watched, 
if they did not even control, the government. 

We are now approaching the time when Media seems to have 
been first consolidated into a monarchy by the genius of an in·' 
dividual. Sober history is forced to discard the shadowy forms 
of kings with which Greek writers of 'more fancy than judg
ment have peopled the darkness that rests 'upon the" origines" 
of the Medes. Arbaces, Maudaces," Sosarmus, Artycas, Arbi
anes,·· Artoous, Deioces-Median monarchs, according to ete
aias or Herodotus, during the space of time comprised within 
the years B.O. 875 and 655-have to be dismissed by the modem 
writer without a word, since there is reason to believe that 
they are mere creatures of the imagination, inventions of un
scrupulous romancers, not men who once walked the earth. 
The list of Median kings in ctesias, so far as it differs from the 
list in Herodotus, seems to be a pure forgery~ extension of 
the period of the monarchy by the conscious use of a system of 
duplication. Each king, or period, in Herodotus occurs in the 
list of ctesias twice"-a transparent device, clumsily cloaked 
by the cheap expedient of a liberal invention of names. Of 

Even the list of Herodotus requires curtailment. His Deioces. 
whose whole history reads more like romance than truth'·
the organizer of a powerful monarchy in Media just at the 
time when Sargon was building his fortified posts in the coun
try and peopling with his Israelite captives the old "cities of 
the Medes"-the prince who reigned for above half a century 
in perfect peace with his neighbors,'· and who, although con
temporary with Sargon, Sennacherib, Esar-haddon, and As
shur-bani-pal-all kings more or less connected with Media-is 
never heard of in any of their annals,'· must be relegated to 
the historical limbo in which repose so many "shades of 
mighty names;" and the Herodotean list of Median kings must 
at any rate, be thus far reduced. Nothing is more evident 
than that during the flourishing period of Assyria under the 
great Sargonidoo above mimed there was no grand Median 
kingdom upon the eastern flank of the empire. Such a king
dom had certainly not been formed up to B.O. 671, when Esar
haddon reduced the more distant Medes, finding them still 
under the government of a number of petty chiefs .• , The ear· 
liest time at which we can imagine the consolidation to havi 
taken place consisteIitly with what we know of Assyria is about; 
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B.O. 760, or nearly balf a century later than tbe date given by 
Herodotus. . 

Tbe cause of the sudden growth of Media in power about this 
period, and of tbe consolidation which followed rapidly upon 
that growth, is to be sought, apparently, in fresh migratory 
movements from the Arian head-quarters, the countries east 
and south-east of tbe Caspian. The Cyaxares who about the 
year B.O. 632 led an invading host of Medes against Nineveh, 
was so well known to the Arian tribes of tbe north-east that, 
when in tbe reign of Darins Hystaspis a Sagartian raised tbe 
standard of revolt in that region he stated the ground of bis 
claim to the Sagartian throne to be descent from Oyaxares.·· 
This great chief, it is probable, eitber alone, or in conjunction 
witb bis father (whom Herodotus calls Phraortes), o. led a fresh 
emigration of Arians from the Bactrian and Sagartian country 
to the regions directly east of the Zagros mountain chain; and 
baving thUs vastly increased the strength of the Arian race in 
that quarter, set himself to consolidate a mountain kingdom 
capable of resisting tbe great monarcby of the plain. Accepted, 
it would seem, as chief by the former Arian inhabitants of 
the tract, he proceeded to reduce tbe scattered Scytbic tribes 
which 'had hitherto held possession of the high mountain 
region. The Zimri, Minni, Hupuska, etc., who divided among 
them the country lying between ~edia Proper and Assyria, 
were attacked and subdued without any great difficulty;o, and 
the conqueror, finding himself thus at the head of a consider
able kingdom, and no longer in any danger of subjugation at 
the hands of Assyria, began to contemplate tbe audacious en
terprise of himself attacking the Great Power which bad been 
for so many hundred years tbe terror of Western Asia. The 
supineness of Asshur-bani-pal, the Assyrian king, who must 
at this time have been advanced in years, encouraged his aspi
rations; and about B.O. 634, when tbat monarch had beld the 
throne for thirty-four years, suddenly, without warning, tbe 
Median troops debouched from the passes of Zagros, and 
spread themselves over the rich country at its base, Alarmed 
by the nearness and greatness of tbe peril, the Assyrian king 
aroused himself, and putting himself at the bead of his troops, 
marched out to confront the invader. A great battle was 
fought, probably somewbere in AdiaMne, in which the Medes 
were completely defeated: their whole army was cut to pieces; 
and the father of Cyaxares was among the slain.oo 

Such was the result of the first Median expedition against 
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Nineveh. The aBS8i1ants had miscalculated their strength. In 
their own mountain country, and so long as they should be 
called upon to act only on the defensive, they might.be right in 
regarding themselves as a match for the Assyrians; but when 
they descended into the plain, and allowed their enemy the 
opportunity of manreuvering and of using his war chariots, II 
their inferiority was marked. Cyaxares, now, if not previously, 
actual king, withdrew awhile from the war, and, convinced 
that all the valor of his Medea would be unavailing without 
discipline, set himself to organize the army on a new system, 
taking a pattern from the enemy, who had long possessed some 
knowledge of tactics." Hitherto, it would seem, each Median 
chief had brought into the field his band of followers, some 
mounted, some on foot, foot and horse alike armed variously as 
their means allowed them, some with bowS and arrows, some 
with spears, some perhaps with slings or darts;" and the army 
had been' composed of a number of such bodies, each chief 
keeping his band close about him. Cyaxares broke up these 
bands, and formed the soldiers who composed them into distinct 
corps, according as they were horsemen or footmen, archers, 
slingers, or lancers. He then, having completed his arrange. 
ments at his ease, without disturbance (so far as appears) from 
the Assyrjans, felt himself strong enough to renew the war 
with a good prospect of success. Collecting as large an army 
as he could, both from his Arian and his Scythic subjects, he 
marched into Assyria, met the troops of Asshur-bani-pal in the 
field, defeated them signally, and forced them. to take refuge 
behind the strong works which defended their capital. He even 
ventured to fWIowup the flying foe and commence the siege of 
the capital itself; but at this point he was suddenly checked in 
his career of victory, and forced to assume a defensive attitude, 
by a danger of a novel kind, which recalled him from Nineveh 
to his own country. 

The vast tracts, chiefly consisting of grassy plains, which lie 
north of the Black Sea, the Caucasus. the Caspian, and the 
JaxarteR Syhun river, were inhabited in ancient times by a 
race or races known to the Asiatics as Saka"' to the Greeks as 
~Nti8az, "Scythians." These people appear to have been allied 
Iilthnically with many of the more southern races, as with the 
Parthlans, the Iberians, the Alarodians, the tribes of the Zagros 
ehain, the Susianians, and others.'· It is just possible that they 
may have taken an interest in the warfare of their southern 
brethren, and that, wben Cyaxares brought the tribes of Zagros 
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under his yoke, the Scythe of the north may bave felt resent
ment or compassion. If this view seem too improbable, con· 
sidering the distance, the physical obstacles,. and the little 
communication that tbere was between nations in those early 
times, we must suppose that by a mere coincidence it happened 
that the subjugation of the southern Scyths by Cyaxa.res was 
followed within a few years by a great irruption of Scyths 
from the trans-Caucasian region. In that case we shall have to 
regard the invasion as a mere example of that ever-rilcurring 
law by which the poor and hardy races of Upper Asia or Europe 
are from time to time directed upon the effete kingdoms of the 
south, to shake, ravage, or overturn them, as the ~ may be, 
and prevent them from stagnating into cOlTUptiOn. 

The charncter of the Scythians, and the general nature of 
their ravages, have been described in a former portion of thi'll 
work. OJ If they entered Southern Asia, as seems probable, II by 
the Dagbestan route, they would then have. been able to pass 
on without much difficulty, II through Georgia into Azerbijrut. 
and from Azerbijan into Media Magna, where the Medes had 
now established their southern capital. Four roads lead from 
Azerbijan to Hamadan or the Greater Ecbatana, one through 
MenjU and KasT-in, and across the Caraghan Hills; a second 
through Miana, Zenjan, and the province of Khamseh; a third 
by the valley of the Jaghetu, through Chukli and Tikan
Teppeh; and a fourth through Sefer -Khaneh and Sennah. 
We cannot say which of the four the invaders selected; bu~ 
as they were passing southwards, they met the army of 
Cyaxares, which had quitted Nineveh on the first news of 
their invasion, and had marched in hot haste to meet and 
engage them. "' The two enemies were not ill-matched. Both 
were hardy and warlike, both active and full of energy; with 
both the cavalry was the chief arm, and the bow the weapon 
on which they depended mainly for victory. The Medea were 
no doubt the better disciplined; they had a greater variety of 
weapons and of soldiers; and individually they were proballly 
more powerful men than the Scythians;" but tl:e;;e last had the 
advantage of numbers, of reckless daring, and of tactics that 
it was difficult to encounter. Moreover. the necessity of tlurlr 
situation in the midst of an enemy's country made it imIWm
tive on them to succeed, while their adversaries might be de
feated without any very grievous consequences. The Scyths 
had not come into Asia to conquer so much as to ravage; defeat 
at their bands involved dama{;e rather than destruction; and 
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the Medes must have felt that, if they lost the battle, they 
might still hope to maintain a stout defence behind the strong 
walls of some of their towns.'· The result was such as might 
have been expected under these circumstances. Madyes,O' the 
Scythian leader, obtained the victory, Cyaxares was defeated, 
and compelled to make terms with the invader. Retaining his 
royal name, and the actual government of· his country. he 
admitted the suzerainty of the Scyths, and agreed to pay them 
an annual tribute. Whether Media suffered very seriously 
from their ravages, we cannot say. Neither its wealth nor its 
fertility was such as to tempt marauders to remain in it very 
long. The main complaint made against the Scythian con
querors is that, not content with the fixed tribute which they 
had agreed to receive, and which was paid them regularly, they 
levied contributions at their pleasure on the various states un~ 
del' their sway, which were oppressed by repeated exactions .•• 
The injuries suffered from their marauding habits form only a 
subordinate charge against them, as though it had not been 
pr~tically felt to be so great a grievance. We can well im
agine that the bulk of the invaders would prefer the wan;ner 
and richer lands of Assyria, Mesopotamia, and Syria jO. and 
that, pouring into them, they would leave the colder and less 
wealthy Media comparatively free from ravage. 

The condition of Media and the adjacent countries under the 
Scythians must have nearly resembled that of almost the same 
regions under the Seljukian Turks during the early times of 
their domination.'· The conquerors made no fixed settlements, 
but pitched their tents in any portion of the territory that they 
chose. Their horses and cattle were free to pasture on alllan<41 
equally. They were recognized as the dominant race, were 
feared and shunned, but did not greatly interfere with the 
bulk of their subjects. It was imposSible that they shoul<J 
occupy at any given time more than a comparatively few spots 
in the wide tract which they had overrun and subjugated; and, 
consequently, there was not much contact between them and 
the peoples whom they had conquered. Such contact as there 
was must no doubt have been galling and oppressive. The right 
of free pasture in the lands of others is always irksome to those 
who have to endure it," and, even where it is exercised with 
strict fairness, naturally leads to . quarrels. The barbarous 
Scythlans are not likely to have cared very much about fair
ness. They would press heavily upon the more fertile tracts, 
paying over-frequent visits to such spots. and remaining in 
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them till the region was exhausted. The chiefs would not be 
able to restrain their followers from acts of pillage; redress 
would be obtained with difficulty; and sometimes even the 
chiefs themselves may have been sharers in the injUries com
mitted. The insolence, moreover, of a dominant race 80 coarse 
and rude as the Scyths must have been very hard to bear; and 
we can well understand that the various nations which had to 
endure the yoke must have looked anxiously for an opportunity 
of shaking it off, and recovering their independence. 

Among these various nations, there was probably none that 
fretted and winced under its subjection more than the Medea. 
Naturally brave and high-spiIited, with the love of independ
ence inherent in mountaineers, and with a well-grounded pride 
in their recent great successes, they must have chafed daily 
and hourly at the ignominy of their position, the postponement 
of their hopes, and the wrongs which they continually suffered. 
At first it seemed necessary to endure. They had tried the 
chances of a battle, and had been defeated in fair fight-what 
reason was there to hope that, if they drew the sword again, 
they would be more successful r Accordingly they remained 
quiet; but, as time went on, and the Scythians dispersed them-' 
selves continually over a wider and a wider space, invading 
Assyria, Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine, TO and again Armenia 
and Cappadocia, n everywhere plundering and marauding, con
ducting sieges, fighting battles, losing men from the sword, 
from sickness, from excesses," becoming weaker instead of 
stronger, as each year went by, owing to the drain of constant 
wars-the Medes by degrees took heart. Not trusting, how
ever, entirely to the strength of their right arms, a trust which 
had failed them once, they resolved to prepare the way for an 
outbreak by a stratagem which they regarded as justifiable. 
Cyaxares and his court invited a number of the Scythian chiefs 
to a grand banquet, and, having induced them to drink till 
they were completely drunk, set upon them when they were in 
this helpless condition, and remorselessly slew them all. to 

This deed was the signal for a general revolt of the nation. 
The Medea everywhere took arms, and, turning upon their 
conquerors, assailed them with a fury the more terrible because 
it had been for years repressed. A war followed, the duratioJ!. 
and circumstances of which are unknown;" for the stories 
with which Ctcsias enlivened this portion of his history can 
scarcely be accepted as having· any foundation in fact. Ac
cording to him, the Parthians made common cause with the 
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Scythians on the occasion. and the war lasted many years; 
numerous battles were fought with great loss to both sides; 
and peace was finally concluded without either party having 
gained the upper hand. n The Scyths were commanded by a 
queen, Zarina or Zarinrea, ,. a woman of rare beauty, and as 
brave as she was fair; who won the hearts, when she could 
not resist the swords, of her adversaries. A strangely romantic 
love-tale is told of this beauteous Amazon. to It is not at all 
clear what region Ctesias supposes her to govern. It has a 
capital city, called Roxanace (a name entirely unknown to any 
other historian or geographer), and it contains many other 
towns of which Zarina was the foundress. Its chief architec
tural monument was the tomb of Zarina, a triangular pyramid, 
six hundred feet high, and more than a mile round the base, 
crowned by a colossal figure of the queen made of solid gold.·· 
.But:-to leave these fables and return to fact-we can only say 
with certainty that the result of the war was the complete 
defeat of the Scythians, who not only lost their position of 
pre-eminence in Media and the adjace:at countries, but were 
driven across the Caucasus into their own proper teritory.81 

. Their expulsion was so complete that they scarcely left a trace 
of their power or their presence in the geography or ethno
graphy of the country. One Palestine city only, as already 
observed,·' and one Armenian province •• retained in their 
names a lingering memory of the great inroad which but for 
them would have passed away without making any more per
manent mark on the region than a hurricane or a snowstorm. 

How long the dominion of the Scyths endured is a matter of . 
great uncertainty. It was no doubt the belief of Herodotus 
that from their defeat of Cyaxares to his treacherous mwrder 
of their chiefs was a period of exactly twenty-eight years." 
During the whole of this space he regarded them as the undis
puted lords of Asia. It was not till the twenty-eight years 
were over that the Medes were able. according to him, to re
new their attacks on the Assyrians, and once more to besiege 
Nineveh. But this chronology is open to great objections. 
There is strong reason for believing that Nineveh fell about 
D.O. 625 or 624;" but according to the numbers of Herodotus 
the fill would, at the earliest, have taken place in B.C. 602·· 
There is great unlikelihood that the Scyths, if they had main
tained their rule for a generation, should not have attracted 
some distinct notice from the Jewish writers .• '. Again, if 
twenty-eight out of the forty years al'signed to Cyaxares axe 
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to be regarded as years of inaction, all his great exploits, his 
two sieges of Nineveh, his capture of that capital, his conquest 
of the countries north and west of Media as far as the HaIys, •• 
hi!.! six years' war in Asia Minor beyond that river, and his 
joint expedition with Nebucbadnezzar into Syria, will have to 
be crowded mOst improbably into the space of twelve years, 
two or three preceding and ten or nine following the Scythian 
domination. •• These and other reasons lead to the conClUsion, 
which has the support of Eusebius,oO that the Scythian domi
nation was of much shorter duration than Herodotus imagined. 
It may have been twenty-eight years from the original attack 
on Media to the final expulsion of the last of the invaders from 
Asia-and this may have been what the informants of Herodo
tus really intended-but it cannot have been very long after 
the first attack before the Medes began to recover themselves. 
to shake off the fear which had possessed them and clear their 
territories of the invaders. If the invasion really took place in 
the reign of Cyaxares, and not in the lifetime of his father, 
where Eusebius places it,01 we must suppose that within eight 
years of its occurrence Cyaxares found himself sufiiciently 
strong, and his hands sufficiently free, to resume his old pro
jects, and for the second time to march an army into Assyria. 

The weakness of Assyria was such as to offer strong tempta
tions to an invader. As the famous inroad of the Gauls into 
Italy in the year of Rome 365 paved the way for the Roman 
conquests in the peninsula by breaking the power of the Etrus
cans, the Umbrians, and various other races, so the Scythic 
incursion may have really benefited, rather than injured, Media. 
by weakening the great power to whose empire she aspired to 
succeed. The exhaustion of Assyria's resources at the time is 
remarkably illustrated by the poverty and meanness of the 
palace which the last king, Saracus, built for himself at Calsh. .. 
She lay, apparently, at the mercy of the first bold assailant, her 
prestige lost, her army dispirited or disorganized, her defences 
injured, her high spirit broken and subdued. 

CyaxQ.reS, ere proceeding to the attack, sent, it is probable, to 
make an alliance with the Susianians and Chald~ans." Susi
ana was the last country which Assyria had conquered, and 
could remember the pleasures of independence. Chald~a, 
though it had been now for above half a century an Assyrian 
fief, and had borne the yoke with scarcely a murmur during that 
period, could never .wholly forget its old glories, or the long 
resistance which it had made before submitting to its northerh 
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neighbor. The overtures of the Median monarch seem to have 
been favorably received; and it was agreed that; an army from 
the south should march up the Tigris and threaten Assyria 
from that quarter. while Cyaxares led his Medea from the east, 
through the passes of Zagros against the capital. Rumor soon 
conveyed the tidings of his enemies' intentions to the Assyrian 
monarch, who immediately made such a disposition of the 
forces at his command as seemed best calculated to meet the 
double danger which threatened him. Selecting from among 
his generals the one in whom he placed most confidence-a 
man named Nabopolassar, most probably an Assyrian-he lmt 
him at the head of a portion of his troops, and sent him to 
Babylon to resist the enemy who was advancing from the sea. M 

The command of his main army he reserved for himself, in
tending to undertake in person the defence of his territory 
against the Medea. This plan of campaign was not badly con
ceived; but it was frustrated by an unexpected calamity. 
Nabopolassar, seeing his sovereign's danger, and calculating 
astutely that he might gain more by an opportune defect.ion 
from a falling cause than he could look to receive as the rewlU'd. 
of fidelity, resolved to turn traitor and join the enemies of Assy
ria. Accordingly he sent an embassy to Cyaxares, with pro
posals for a close alliance to be cemented by a marriage.· If 
the Median monarch would give his daughter Amuhia (or 
Amyitis) to be the wife of his son Nebuchadnezzar, the forees 
under his command should march against Nineveh" and assist 
Cyaxares to capture it. Such a proposition arriving at such a 
time was not likely to meet with a refusal. Cyaxares gladly 
came into the terms; the marriage took place; and Nabopo-· 
Jassar, who had now practically assumed the sovereignty of 
Babylon,'" either led or sent" a Babylonian contingent to· the 
aid of the Medea. 

:- The siege of Nineveh by the combined Medes and Babylo
nians was narrated by Ctesias·· at some length. He called tbe 
Assyrian king Sardanapalus, the Median commander Arbaces, 
the Babylonian Belesis. Though he thus disguised the rtl8l 
names, and threw back the event to a period a century and a 
half earlier than its true date, there can be no doubt that he 
intended to relate the last siege of the city, that which imme
diately preceded its complete destruction. "' He told how the 
combined army, consisting of Persians and Arabs as well as Df 
Medea and Babylonians, and amounting to four hundred thou· 
aand men, was twice defeated with great loss by the Assyria.l1 
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monarch, and compelled to take refuge in the Zagros chain
how after losing a third battle it retreated to Babylonia-how 
it was there joined by strong reinforcements from Bactria, 
surprised the Assyrian camp by night, and drove the whole 
host in confusion to Nineveh-how then, after two more vic
torie!!, it advanced and invested the city, which was well pro
visioned for a siege and strongly fortified. The siege, Ctesias 
said, had. lasted two full years, and the third year had. com
menced-success seemed still far off-when an unusually rainy 
season so swelled the waters o'f the Tigris that they burst into 
the city, sweeping away more than two miles (I) of the wall. 
This vast breach it was impossible to repair; and the Assyrian 
mOI,larch, seeing that further resistance was vain, brought the 
struggle to an end by burning himself, with his concubines 
and eunuchs and all his chief wealth, in his palace. 

Such, in outline, was the story of Ctesias. If we except the 
extent of the breach which the river is declared to have made, 
it contains no glaring improbabilities. "0 On the contrary, it is 
a narrative that hangs well together, and that suits both the 
relations of the parties·o• and the localities. Moreover, it is 
confirmed in one or two points by authorities of the highest 
order. Still, as Ctesias is a writer who delights in fiction, and, 
as it seems very unlikely that he would find a detailed account 
of the siege, such as he has given us, in the Persian archives, 
from whence be professed to derive his history, .0' no confidence 
can be placed in those points of his narrative which have not 
any further sanction. All that we know on the subject of the 
last siege of Nineveh is that it was conducted by a combined 
army of Medes and Babylonians, .0' the former commanded by 
Cyaxares, the latter by Nabopolassar or Nebuchadnezzar,·o, 
and that it was terminated, when all hope was lost, by the 
suicide of the Assyrian monarch. Tbeself-immolation of Sara
eus is related by Abydenus, .0. who almost certainly follows 
Berosus in this part of his history. We may therefore accept 
it as a fact about which there ought to be no question. Actu
ated by a feeling which has more than once caused a van
quished monarch to die rather than fall into the power of his 
enemies, Saracus made a funeral pyre of his ancestral palace,. 
and lighted it with his own hand .••• 

One further point in the narrative of Ctesias we may BUSpect 
to contain a true representation. Ctesias declared the cause of 
the capture to have been the destruction of the city waJ.l by an 
unexpected rise of the river. Now, the prophet Nahum, in hls 
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announcement of the fate coming on Nineveh, has a very re
markable expression,. which seems most naturally to point to 
aome destruction of a portion of the fortifications by means of 
water. After relating the steps that would be taken for the 
defence of the place, he turns to remark on their fruitlessness, 
and says: .. The gates of the riverB are opened, and the palace is 
dissolved; and Huzzab is led away captive; she is led up, with 
her maidens, sighing as with the voice of doves, smiting upon 
their breasts. ",., Now, we have already seen that at the north

'west angle of Nineveh there was a sluice or floodgate,'D. in-
tended mainly to keep the water of the Khosr-su, which ordi
narily filled the city moat, from flowing off too rapidly into 
the Tigris, but probably intended also to keep back the water of 
the Tigris, when that stream rose above its common level A 
sudden and great rise of the Tigris would necessarily endanger 
this gate, and if it gave way beneath the pressure, a vast tol"
rent of water would rush up the moat along and against the 
northern wa.n. which may have been undermined by its force, 
and have fallen in. The stream would then pour into the. 
city; and it may perhaps have reached the palace platform, 
which being made of sun-dried bricks, and probably not cased 
with stone inside the city, would begin to be" dissolved. ", •• 
Such seems the simplest and best interpretation of this pas
sage, which, though it is not histprical, but only prophetical, 
must be regarded as giving an importance that it would not 
otherwise have possessed to the statement of Ctesias with re
gard to the part played by the Tigris in the destruction of . 
Nineveh. 

The fall of the city was followed by a division of the spciI 
between the two principal conquerors. While Cyaxares took 
to his own share the land of the conquered people, Assyria 
Proper, and the countries dependent on Assyria towards the 
north and north-west, Nabopolassar was allowed. not merely 
Babylonia, Chaldrea, and Susiana,,,o but the valley of the Eu
phrates and the countries to which that valley conducted.. 
Thus two considerable empires arose at the same time out of 
the ashes of Assyria-the Babylonian towards the south and 
the south-west, stretching from Lurlstan to the borders of 
Egypt, the Median towards the north, reaching from the salt 
desert of Iran to Amanus and the Upper Euphrates. These 
empires were established by mutual consent; they were' con
nected together, not merely by treaties, but. by the ties of 
affinity which united their rulers; and, instead of cherishing, 
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as might have been expected, a mutual suspicion and distrust, 
they seem to have really entertained the most friendly feelings 
towa.rdS one another, and :to have been ready on all emergen
cies to lend each other important assistance. III For once in 
the history of the world two powerful monarchies were seen 
to stand side by side, not only without collision, but without 
jealousy or rancor. Babylonia and Media. were content to 

. share between them the empire of Western Asia: the world 
was, they thought, wide enough for both; and so, though they 
could not but have had in some respects conflicting interests, 
they remained close friends and allies for more than half a 
century. 

To the Median monarch the conquest of Assyria did not 
bring a time of repose. Wandermg bands of Scythians were 
still, it is probable, committing ravages in many parts of 
Western Asia. The subjects of Assyria, set free by her down-. 
fall, were likely to use the occasion for the assertion of their 
independence, if they were not immediately shown that a 
power of at least equal strength had taken her place, and was 
prepared to claim her inheritance. War begets war; and the 
successes of Cyaxares up to the present point in his career did 
but whet his appetite for power, and stimulate him to attempt 
further conquests. In brief but pregnant words Herodotus in
fOl'ms us that Cyaxares "subdued to himself all Asia above 
the Halys." 110 How much he may include in this expression, 
it is impossible to determine; but, primd facie, it would seem 
at least to imply that he engaged in a series of wars with the 
various tribes and nations which intervened between Media 
6Ild Assylia on the one side and the river Halys on the other, 
and that he succeeded in bringing them under his dotriinion. 
The most important countries in this direction were Armenia 
and Cappadocia. Armenia, strong in its lofty mountains, its 
deep gorges, and its numerous rapid rivers-the head-streamB 
of the Tigris, Euphrates, Rur, and Aras-had for centuries re
sisted with unconquered spirit the perpetual efforts of the 
Assyrian kings to bring it under their yoke, and had only at 
last consented under the latest king but one to a mere nominal 
allegjance. III Cappadocia had not even been brought to this 
degI'("e of dependence. It had lain beyond the furthest limit. 
whereto the Assyrian arms had ever reached, and had not as 
yet 'Come into collision with any of the great powers of Asia.. 
Other minor tr,ibes in this region, neighbors of the Armenians 
an!! Cappadocians, but more remote from Media, were the 
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Iberians,1I< the Colchians, the Moschi, the Tibareni, the Mares, 
the Macrones, and the Mosynooci. U6 Herodotus appears to 
'have been of opinion that all these tribes, or at any rate all 
but the Colchians, were at this time brought under by Cyax
ares,"' who thus extended his dominions to the Caucasus and 
the Black Sea upon the north, and upon the east to the Kizil 
Irmak or Halys. 

It is possible that the reduction of these countries under the 
Median yoke was not so much a conquest as a voluntary sub
mission of the inhabitants to the power which alone seemed 
strong enough to save them from the hated domination of the 
Scyths. According to Strabo, Armenia and Cappadocia were 
the regions where the Scythic ravages had been most severely 
felt.1I7 Cappadocia had been devastated from the mountains 
down to the coast; and in Armenia the most fertile portion of 
the'whole territory had been seized and occupied by the in
vaders, from whom it thenceforth took the name of Sacassene. 
The Armenians and Cappadocians may have found the yoke of 
the Scyths 80 intolerable as to have gladly exchanged it foJ.' de
pendence on a comparatively civilized people. In the ntligh
boring territory of Asia Minor a similar cause had recently 
exercised a unifying influence, the necessity of combining to 
resist Cimmeriani mmigrants having tended to establish ahege· 
mony of Lydia over the various tribes which divided among 
them the tract west of the HalYS."8 . It is evidently not im
probable that the sufferings endured at the hands of the Scythe 
may have disposed the nations east of the river to adopt the 
same remedy, and that, so soon as Media had proved her 
strength, first by shaking herself free of the Scythic invaders, 
and then by conquering Assyria, the tribes of these parts ac
cepted her as at once their mistress and their deliverer. 119 

Another quite distinct cause may also have helped to bring 
about the result above indicated. Parallel with the great 
Median migration from the East under Cyaxares, or Phraortes 
(?), his father, an Arian influx had taken place into the coun
tries between the Caspian and the Halys. In Armenia and 
Cappadocia,' during the flourishing period of Assyria, Turanian 
tribes had been predominant. 120 Between the middle and the 
end of ~he seventh .century B.O. these tn'bes appear to have 
yielded the supremacy to Arians. In Armenia, the present 
language, which is predominantly Arian, ousted the former 
Turanian tongu.e. which appears in the cuneiform inscriptions 
of Van and the adjacent regions. In Cappadocia, the MQ8Chi 
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and Tibareni had to yield their seats to a new race-the Kata
patuka, who were not only Arian but distinctly Medo-Persic, 
as is plain from their proper names,'" and from the close con
nection of their royal house with that of the kings of Persia. "2 

"This spread of the Arians into the countries lying between the 
Caspian and the Halys must have done much to pave the way 
for Median supremacy over those regions. The weaker Arian 
tribes of the north would have been proud of their southern 
brethren, to whose arms the queen of Western Asia had been 
forced to yield, and would have felt comparatively little repug
nance in surrendering their independence into the hands of.a 
friendly and kindred people. 

Thus Cyaxares, in his triumphlmt progress to the north and 
the north-west, made war, it is probable, chiefly upon the 
Scyths, or upon them and the old Turanian inhabitants· of the 
countries, while by the Arians he was welcomed as a champion 
come to deliver them" from a grievous oppression. Ranging 
themselves under his standard, they probably helped him to 
expel from Asia the barbarian hordes which had now for many 
years tyrannized over them; and when the expulsion was com
pleted, gratitude or habit made them willing to continue in the 
subject position which tbey had assumed in order to effect it. 
Cyaxares within less than ten years'" from bis capture of 
Nineveh had added to his empire the fertile and valuable tracts 
of ~menia and Cappadocia-never really subject to Assyria
and may perhaps have further mastered the entire region be
tween Armenia ·and the Caucasus and Euxine. 

The advance of their western frontier to the river Halys, 
which was involved in the absorption of Cappadocia into the 
Empire, brought the Medes into contact with a new power-a 
power which, like Media, had been recently increasing in 
greatness, and which was not likely to submit to a foreign 
yoke without a struggle. The LYDIAN kingdom was one of 
great antiquity in this part of Asia. According to traditions 
current among its people, it bad been established more than 
seven hundred years ... at the time when Cyaxares pushed his 
conquests to its borders. Three dynasties of native kings
Atyadre, Heraclidm, and MermnadlB-had successive1y held the 
throne during that period ... • The Lydians could repeat the 
hames of at least thirty monarchs ... who had borne sway in 
Sardis, their capital city, since its foundation. They bad never 
"been conquered. In the old times, ).ndeed, Lydus, tho son of 
Atys, bad changed the name of the people inhabiting "IDe 
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country from Mreonians to Lydians '.'-8 change which to the 
keen sense of an historical critic implies a conquest of one race 
by another. But to the people themselves this tradition con
.veyed no such meaning; or, if it did to any, their self-com
placency was not disturbed thereby, since they would hug the 
uotion that they belo~ged not to the conquered race but to the 
conquerors. If a Bameses or a Ses.:>stris had ever penetrated 
to their country, he had met with a brave resistance, and had 
left monuments indicating his respect for their courage. 10. 

Neither Babylon nor Assyria had ever given a king to the' 
Lydians-on the contrary, the Lydian tradition was, that they 
had themselves sent forth Belus and Ninus from their own 
country to found dynasties and cities in Mesopotamia. ". In a 
still more remote age they had seen their' colonists embark 
upon the western waters,"· and start for the distant Hesperia, 
where they had arrived in safety, and had founded the great 
Etruscan nation. On another occasion they had carried their 
arms beyond the limits of Asia Minor, and had marched south
ward to the very extremity of Syria, where their general, 
Ascalus, had founded a great city and called it afte:c his 
name.'" ' , 

Such were the Lydian traditions With respect to the more 
remote times. Of their real history they seem to have known 
but little, and that little did not extend further back than 
about two htmdred years before Cyaxares."· Within this 
space it was certain that they had had a change of dynasty, a 
change preceded by a long feud between their two greatest 
houses, lS. which were perhaps really two branches of the royal 
family. ,.. The Heraclidre had growD. jealous of the Mermna
dre, and had treated them with injustice; the Mermnadre had 
at first sought their safety in flight, and afterwards, when 
they felt themselves strong' enough, had returned, murdered 
the Heraclide monarch, and placed their chief, Hyges, upon 
the throne. With Gyges, who had commenced his reign 
about B.O. 700, , .. the prosperity of the Lydians had greatly 
increased, and they had begun to assuuie an aggressive atti
tude towards their neighbors. Gyges' revenue was so great 
that his wealth became proverbial, , •• and he could afford to 
spread his fame by sending from his superfluity to the distant 
temple of Delphi presents of such magnificence that they were 
the admiration of later ages. lIT The relations of his predeces
sors with the Greeks of the Asiatic coast had been friendly. 
Gygcschanged this policy, aud, desirous of enlarcinq; his seat 
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board, made war upon the Greek maritime towns, attacking 
Miletus and Smyrna without result, but succeeding in captur
ing the Ionic city of Colophon. .. 8 He also picked a quarrel 
with the inland town of Magnesia, and after many invasions of' 
its territory compelled it to sulimission. "0 According to f.'ome, 
he made himself master of the whole territory of the Troad, 
and the Milesians had to obtain his permission before they 
could establish their colony of Abydos upon the Hellespont . ... 
At any rate he was a rich and puissant monarch in the eyes of 
the Greeks of Asia and the islands, who were never tirell of 

, celebrating his wealth; his wars, and his romantic history. In 

The shadow of calamity had, however, fallen upon Lydia 
towards the close of Gyges' long reign. About thirty ye:U'S'" 
before the Scythians from the Steppe country crossed the 
Cauc8sus and fell upon Media, the same barrier was passed by 
another great horde of nomads. The Cimmerians, probably a 
Celtic people, , •• who had dwelt hitherto in the Tauric Cherso
nese and the country adjoining upon it, pres.c:ed on by Scythic 
invaders from the Eru,,'t, had sought a vent in this direction. 
Passing the great mountain barrier either by the route of 
Mozdok , .. -the Pylre Caucasire-or by some still more difficult 
track towards the Euxine, they had entered Asia Minor by 
way of Cappadocia and had spread terror and devastation in 
every direction. Gyges, alarmed at their advance, had placed 
himself under the protection of Assyria, and had then (~onfi
dently given them battle, defeated them, and captured sevl!ral 
of their chiefs. ,.. It is uncertain whether the Assyrians gave 
him any material aid, but evident that he ascribed his success 
to his alliance with them. In his gratitude he sent an em
bassy to Asshur-bani-pal, king of Assyria, and courted his 
favor by presents and by sending him his Cimmerian cap
tives. ,.. Later in his reign, however, he changed his policy, 
and, breaking with Assyria, gave aid to the E.,oyptian rebel 
Psammetichus, and helped him to establish his independence. 
The result followed which was to be expected. Assyria with
drew her protection; and Lydia was left to fight her own·· 
battles when the great crisis came. Carrying all before them, 
the fierce hordes swarmed in full force into the more western 
districts of Asia Minor; Paphlagonia, Phrygia, Bithynia, 
Lydia, and Ionia were overrun;'" Gyges, venturing on an 
engagement, perished; the frightened inhabitants generally 
shut themselves up in their walled towns, and hoped that the 
tide of invasion might sweep by them 'luickly and roll else-' 
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'W bere; but the Cimmerians, ilJlpatient and undisciplined as 
they might be. could sometimes bring themselves to endure 
the weary work of a siege, and they saw in the Lydian capital 
a prize well worth an effort. The hordes besieged Sardis, and 
took it, except the citadel, which was commandingly placed 
and defied all their attempts. A terrible scene of carnage 
must have followed. How Lydia withstood the blow, and 
rapidly recovered from it, is bard to understand; but it seems 
~ertain that within a generation she was so far restored to 
,ih"Or as to venture on resuming her attacks upon the Greeks 
of the coast, which had been suspended during her period of 
prostration. Sadyattes, the son of Ardys, and grandson of 
Gyges. following the example of his father and grandfather, 
made war upon Miletus;'" and Alyattes, his son and sue
reB>r, pursued the same policy of aggression. Besides press
ir.g Miletus, he besieged and took Smyrna, ... and ravaged the 
t"JTitory of Clazomenm. ••• 

But the great work of Alyattes' reign, and the one which 
BOOms to have bad the most. important consequences for 
Lydia, was the war which he undertook for the purpose of 
expelling the Cimmerians from Asia Minor. The hordes had 
been greatly weakened by time, by their losses in war. and 
J,robably by their exCesses; they bad long ceased to be for
midable; but they were still strong enough to be an annoy· 
lUice. Alyattes is said to have "driven them out of Asia. W 

by which we can scarcely understand less than that he ex
pelled them from his own dominions and those of his neigh
bors-or, in other words, from the countries which had been 

· the scenes of their chief ra~Papb1agonia, Bithynia, 
,.ydia, Phrygia, and Cilicia. ,.. But, to do this, he must have 
entered into a league with his neighbors, who must have con
Bented to act under him for the purposes of war, if they did 
not even admit the permanent hegemony of his country. 

· Alyattes' success appears to have been complete, or nearly 
· so ;'" he cleared Asia Minor of the Cimmerians; and having 
thus conferred a benefit on all the nations of the region and 

• exhibited before their eyes his great military capacity, if he 
bad not actually constructed an empire, he bad at any rate 
done much to pave the way for one. 

Such was the political position in the regions west and south 
· of the Halys, when Cyaxaree completed his absorption of Cep-
· padocia, and looking across the ri\"cr that diTided the Cappa 
• docian.s from the Phrygians, ~w ~tcbed before him a regie:: 
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of great fertile plains, which seemed to invite an invader. A 
pretext for an attack was all that he wanted, and this was 
BOon forthcoming. A body of the nomad Scyths-probably 
belonging to the great invasion, though Herodotus thought 
otherwise'''-had taken service under Cyaxares, and for some 
time served him faithfully, being employed chiefly as hunters. 
A cause of quarrel, however, arose after awhile; and the 
Scyths, disliking their position or distrusting the intentions of 
their lords towards them, quitted the Median territory, and, 
marching through a great part of Asia Minor, sought and 
found a refuge with Alyattes, the Lydian king. Cyaxares, 
upon learning their flight, sent an embassy to the court of 
Sardis to demand the surrender of the fugitives; but the· 
Lydian monarch met the demand with a refusal, and, fully 
understanding the probable consequences, immediately pre-
pared for war. . 

Though Lydia, compared to Media, was but a small state, 
yet her resources were by no means inconsiderable. In fertility 
she surpassed almost every other country of Asia Minor,'" 
which is altogetheJ: one of the richest regions in the world. At 
this time she was producing large quantities of gold, which 
was found in great abundance in the Pactolus, and probably 
in the other small streams that flowed down on all sides from 
the Tmolus mountain-chain. no Her people were at once war
like and ingenious. They had invented the art of coining 
money, "T and showed considerable taste in their devices. II. 
[pl. VII., Fig. 1]. They claimed also to have been the inven
tors of a number of games, which were common to them with 
the Greeks. ,.. According to Herodotus; they were the first 
who made a livelihood by shop-keeping. '6' They were skilful 
. in the use of musical instruments, lei and had their own peculiar 
musical mode or .style, which was in much favor among the 
Greeks, though condemned as effeminate by some of the phi
losophers. ,.. At the same time the Lydians were not wanting 
in courage or manliness.lOI They fought chiefly on horseback, 
and were excellent riders, carrying long spears, which they 
managed with great skill. ,.. Nicolas of Damascus tells us that 
even under the Heraclide kings, they could muster for service 
cavalry to the number of 30,000,'0' In peace they pursued 
with ardor the sports of the field, , •• and found in the chase of 
the wild boar a pastime which called fort.h and exercised every 
manly q'mlity. Thus Lydia, even by herself, was no con
.emptible enemy l though it can hardly be supposed that. with· 
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out heJp from others, she would have proved a match for the 
Great Median Empire. . 

But such help as she needed was not wanting to her. The· 
rapid strides with which Media h8.d advanced towards the west 
had no doubt alarmed the numerous princes of Asia Minor, 
who must have felt that they had a power tv deal with as full 
of schemes of conquest as Assyria, and more capable of carry
ing her designs into execution. It has been ~dy observed 
that the long course of Assyrian aggressions developed grad
ually among the Asiatio tribes a tendency to unite in leagues 
for purposes of resistance. lIT The cii-cumstances of the time 
called now imperatively for such a league to be formed, unless 
the princes of Asia Minor were content to have their several 
territories absorbed one after another into the growing Median 
Empire. These princes appear to have seen their danger. 
Cya.xares may perhaps have declared war specially against the 
Lydians, and have crossed the Halys professedly in order to 
chastise thEm; but he could on1yreach Lydia through the 
territories of other nations, which he was evidently intending 
to conquer on his way; and it was thus apparent that he was 
actuated, not by anger against a particular power, bllt by a 
general design of extending his dominions in this direction. 
A league seems therefore to have been determined on. We 
have not indeed any positive evidence of its existence till the 
close of the war;"· but the probabilities are wholly in favor 
of its having taken effect from the first. Prudence would have 
dictated such a course; and it seems almost implied in the fact 
that a successful resistance was made to the Median attack 
from the very commencement. We may conclude therefore 
that the princes of Asia Minor, having either met in conclave 
or communicated by embassies, resolved to make common 
cause, if the Medes crossed the Halys; and that, having al
ready acted under Lydid. in the expulsion of the Cimmerians 
from their territories, they naturally placed her at their head 
w hen they coalesced for the second time. 

Cyaxares on his part, was not content to bring against the 
confederates merely the power of Media. He requested and 
obtained a contingent from the Babylonian monarch, Nabopo
lassar, and may not improbably have had the assistance of 
other allies also. With a vast army drawn from various parts 
of inner Asia, he invaded the territory of the Western Powers, 
and began his attempt at subjugation. We have no detailed 
account of the war; but we learn from the general expressio~ 
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of Herodotus that the Median monarch met with a most stub
born resistance; numerous engagements were fought with 
vllried results; sometimes the Medes succeeded in defeating 
their adversaries in pitched battles; but sometimes, and appar
elltly as often, the Lydians and their allies gained decided vic
tories over the Medes. "' It is noted that one of the engage
ments took place by night, a rare occurrence in ancient (as in 
modern) times. 170 The war had continued six years, and the 
Medes had evidently made no serious impression, IT. when a re
markable circumstance brought it suddenly to a termination. 

The two armies had once more met and were engaged in 
conflict, when, in the midst of the struggle, an ominous dark
ness fell upon the combatants and filled them with supersti
tious awe. The sun was eclipsed, either totally or at any rate 
considerably, no so that the attention of the two armies was 
at tracted to it; and, discontinuing the fight, they stood to 
gaze at the phenomenon. In most parts of the East such an 
occurrence is even now seen with dread-the ignorant maB8 

believe that the orb of day is actually being devoured or de
stroyed, and that the end of all things is at hand-even the 
eldefs, who may have some notion that the phenomenon is a 
recurrent one, do not understand its cause, and participate in 
the alarm of their followers. On the present occasion it is said 
that, amid the general fear, a desire for reconciliation seized 
both armies. ... Of this spontaneous movement two chiefs, the 
foremost of the allies on either side, took advantage. Syenne
sis, king of Cilicia, the first known monarch of his name,17I on 
the part of Lydia, and a prince whom Herodotus calls "Laby· 
lletus of Babylon"-probably either Nabopolassar"· or Nebu
chadnezzar-on the part of Media, came forward to propose an 
immediate armistice; and, when the proposal was accepted on 
either side, proceeded to the more difficult task of arranging 
terms of peace between the contending parties. Since nothing 
is said of the Scythlans, who had been put forward as the 
o.'ltensible grounds of quarrel, we may presume that Alyattes 
retained them. It is further clear that both he and his allie& 
preserved undiminished both their territories and their inde
pendence. The territorial basis of the treaty was thus what in 
modern diplomatic language is called the status quo; matters, 
in other words, returned to the position in which they had 
stood before the war broke out. The only difference was that 
Cyaxares gained a friend and an ally whe~ he had previously 
bad a jealous enemy; since it was agreed that tha two kings 
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of Media and Lydia should swear a friendsbip, and that, to 
cement the alliance, Alyattes should give his daughter Aryenis 
in marriage to .Astyages, the son of Cyaxares. The marriage 
thus arranged took place soon afterwards, while the oath of 
friendship was sworn at once. According to the barbarous 
usages of the time and place, the two monarchs, having met 
and repeated the words of the formula, punctured their own 
arms, and then sealed their contract by each Sucking from the 
wound a portion of the other's blood ... • 

By this peace the three great monarchies of the time-the 
Median, the Lydian, and the Babylonian-were placed on 
terms, not only of amity, but of intimacy and (if the word may 
be used) of blood relationship. The Crown Princes of the 
three kingdoms had becoIlle brothers.'" From the shores of 
the Egean to those of the Persian Gulf, Western Asia was now 
ruled by. interconnected dynasties, bound by treaties to re
spect each other's rights, and perhaps to lend each other aid 
in important conjunctures, and animated, it would seem, by a 
real spirit of mutual friendliness and attachment. After more 
than five centuries of almost constant war and ravage, after 
fifty years of fearful strife and convulsion, during which the 
old monarchy of Assyria had gone down and a new Empire
the· Median-had risen up in its place, this part of Asia en
tered upon a. period of repose which stands out in strong con
trast· with the long term of struggle. From the date of the 
peace between Alyattes and Cyaxares (probably B.C. 610),"· 
for nearly half a century, the three kingdoms of Media, Lydia, 
and Babylonia remained fast friends, pursuing their separate 
courses without quarrel or collision, and thus giving to the 
nations within their borders a rest and a refreshment which 
they must have greatly needed and desired. 

In one quarter only was this rest for a short time disturbecL 
During the troublous period the neighboring country of Egypt, 
which had recovered its freedom, ". and witnessed a revival of 
its ancient prosperity, under the Psamatik family, began once 
more to aspire to the possession of those provinces which, be
ing divided off from the rest of the Asiatic continent by the 
impassable Syrian desert, seems politicaJly to belong to Africa 
almost more than to Asia. Psamatik I., the Psammetichus of 
Herodotus, had commenced an aggressive war in this quarter, 
probably about the time that .Assyria was suffering from the 
Median and then from the Scythian inroads. He had besieged 
for several years the strong Philistine town of .Ashdod,lOt 
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which commands the coast-route from Egypt to Palestine, and 
was at this time a. most important city. Despite a resistance 
which would have wearied out any less pertinacious assailant, 
he had persevered in his attempt, and had finally succeeded 
in taking the place. He had thus obtained a firm footing in 
Syria; and his successor was able, starting from this vantage
ground,. to overrun and conquer the whole territory. About 
the year B.C. 608, Neco, son of Psamatik I., having recently 
ascended the throne, invaded Palestine with a large army, met 
and defeated .Iosiah, ••• king of .Iudah, near Megiddo in the 
great plain of Esdraelon; and, pressing forward through Syria 
to the Euphrates, attacked and took Carchemish, the strong 
city which guarded the ordinary passage of the river.. Idu
mea, Palestine, Phrenicia, and Syria submitted to him, and 
for three years he remained in undisturbed possession of his 
conquest .•• 1 Then, however, the Babylonians, who had re
ceived these provinces at the division of the Assyrian Empire, 
began to bestir themselves. Nebuchadnezzar marched to 
Carohemish, defeated the army of Neco, recovered all the 
territory to the border of Egypt, and even ravaged a portion 
of that country. "" It is probable that in this exne<lition he 
was assisted by the Medes. At any rate, seven or eight years 
afterwards, when the intrigues of Egypt had again created dis
turbances in this quarter, and .Iehoiakim, the .Iewish king, 
broke into open insurrection, the Median monarch sent a con
tingent,'" which accompanied Nebuchadnezzar into .Iudrea. 
and assisted him to establish. his power firmly in South
Western Asia. 

This is the last act that we can ascribe to the great Median . 
king. He can scarcely have been much less than seventy 
years old at this time; and his life was prolonged at the 
utmost three years longer .•• , According to Herodotus, he died 
B.C. 593, after a reign of exactly forty years, ••• leaving his 
crown to his son Astyages, whose marriage with a Lydian 
princess was above related, 

We have no sufficient materials from which to draw out a 
complete character of Cyaxares. He appears to have pos
sessed great ambition, considerable military ability, and a rare 
tenacity of purpose, which gained him his chief successes. At 
the same time he was not wanting in good sense, and could 
bring himself to withdraw from an enterprise, when he hal . 
misjudged the fitting time for it, or greatly miScalculated its 
difficulties. He was uptbful to his friends, but thougla 
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treachery allowable towards his enemies. He knew how to 
conquer, but not how to organize, an empire; and, if we except 
his establishment of Magism, as the religion of the state,· we 
may say that he did nothing to give permanency to the 
monarchy which he founded. He was a conqueror altogether 
after the Asiatic model, able to wield the sword, but not to 
guide the pen, to subdue his contemporaries to his will by his 
personal ascendency over them, but not to influence posterity 
by the establishment of a kingdom, or of institutions, on deep 
and stable foundations. The Empire, which owed to him its 
foundation, was the most shortlived of all the great Oriental 
monarchies, having begun and ended within the narrow space 
of three score and ten years·l87-the natural lifetime of an in
dividual. 

Astyages, who succeeded to the Median throne about B.O 
593,188 had neither his father's enterprise nor his ability. Born 
to an empire, and bred up in all the luxury of an Oriental 
Court, he seems to have been quite content with the lot which 
fortune appeared to have assigned him, and to have coveted 
no grander position. Tradition says that he was remark
ably bandsome,l8II cautious, l!IO and of an easy and generous 
temper. It I Although the anecdotes related of his mode of life 
at Ecbatana by Herodotus, Xenophon, and Nicolas of Damas
.cus, seem to be for the most part apocryphal, and at any rate 
come to us upon authority too weak to entitle them to a place 
in history, we may perhaps gather from the concurrent de
scriptions of these three writers something .of the general 

. character of the Court over which he presided. Its leading 
features do not seem to have differed greatly from those of the 
Court of Assyria. The monarch lived secluded, and Could only 
be seen by those who asked and obtained an audience.l88 He 
was surrounded by guards and eunuchs, the latter of whom 
held most of the offices near the royal person.198 The Court 
was magnificent in its apparel, in its banquets, and in the. 
number and organization of its attendants. The courtiers 
wore long flowing lObes of many. different colors, amongst 
which red and purple predominated,lDt and adorned their necks 
with chains or collars of gold, and their wrists with bracelets 
of the same precious metal.19Ii Even the horses on which they 
rode had sometimes golden bits to their bridles.l96 One officer 
pf the Court was especially called" the King's Eye" 197 an
other had the privilege of introducing strangers to him; 198 a 
third was his cupbearer; ltD a fourth his messenger.lIlO Guards 
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torch-bearers, serving-men, ushers, and sweepers, were among 
the orders into which the lower sort of attendants were 
divided j'" while among the courtiers of the highest rank was 
a privileged class known as "the King's table-companions" 
(opOrp(XtrEr;,or). The chief pastime in which the Court indulged 
was hunting. Generally this took place in a park or "para
dise" near the capitalj'·· but sometimes the King and Court 
went out on a grand hunt into the open country, where lions, 
leopards, bears, wild boars, wild asses, antelopes, stags, and 
wild sheep abounded, and, when the beasts had been driven 
by beaters into a confined space, despatched them with arrows 
and javelins .•• 1 . 

Prominent at the Court, according to Herodotus, ••• was the 
priestly caste of the Magi. Held in the highest honor by both 
King and people, they were in constant attendance, ready to 
expound omens or dreams, and to give their advice on all 
matters of state policy. The religious ceremonial was, 8S a 
matter of course, under their charge j and it is probable that 
high state· offices were often conferred upon them. Of all 
classes of the people they were the only one that could feel 
they had a real influence over the monarch, and might claim 
to share in his sovereignty.o •• 

The long reign of Astyages seems to have been almost undis
turbed, until just befQre its close, by wars or rebellions. Euse
bius indeed relates that he, and not Cyaxares, carried on the 
great Lydian contestjo •• and Moses of Choren6 declares that 
he was engaged in a long struggle with Tigranes, an Armenian 
king. 0.. But little credit can be attached to these statements, 
the former of which contradicts Herodotus, while the latter is 
wholly Unsupported by any other writer. The character 
which Cyaxares bore among the Greeks was evidently that of 
an unwarlike king. •••. If he had really carried his arms into 
the heart of Asia Minor, and threatened the whole of that ex-

. tensive region with subjugation, we can scarcely suppose that 
he would have been considered so. peaceful a ruler. Neither is 
it easy ~o imagine that in. that case no classical writer~not 
even Ctesias-would have taxed Herodotus with an error that 
must have been so flagrant. With respect to the war with 
Tigranes, it is just possible that it may have a basis of tnith; 
there may have been a revolt of Armenia from Astyages 
under a certain Tigranes, followed by an' attempt at subjuga
tion. But the slender authority of Moses is insufficient to 
establish the truth of his story, which is internally improba-
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ble, and quite incompatible with the narrative of HerodoJ . 
tus. O

'" . 

There are some grounds for believing 01' that in one direction 
Astyages succeeded in slightly extending the limits of his em· 
pire. But he owed his success to prudent management, and 
not to courage or military skill. On the north.aastern frontier, 
occupying the low country now known as Talish and Ghilan, 
was a powerful tribe called CaduBians, probably of Arian 
origin,'" which had hitherto maintained its independence. 
This would not be surprising, if we could accept the statement 
of Diodorus that they were able to bring into the field 200,000 
men. III But this account, which probably came from Ctesias, 
and is wholly without corroboration from other writers, hai 
the air of a gross exaggeration; and we may conclude from 
the general tenor of ancient history that the Cadusians were 
more indEbted to the strength of their country, than to either 
their numbers or their prowess, for the freedom and independ. 
ence which they were still enjoying. It seems that they 
were at this time under the government of a certain king, or 
chief, named Aphernes, or Onaphernes . .,1 . This ruler was, it 
appears, doubtful of his poBitioli, and, thinking it could not be 
long maintained, made overtures of surrender to Astyages, 
which were gladly entertained by that m~narch. A secret 
treaty was concluded to the satisfaction of both parties; and 
the Cadusians, it would seem, passed under the Medes by this 
aITangement, without any hostile struggle, though armed re· 
smtance on the part of the people, who were ignorant of the 
intentions of their chieftain, was for some time apprehended. 

The domestic relations of Astyages seem to have been un
happy. His .. mariage de convenance" with the Lydian prin
cess Aryenis, if not wholly unfruitful, at any rate brought 
him no son;'" and, as he grew to old age, the absence of such 
a support to the throne must have been felt very sensibly, and 
have caused great uneasiness. The want of an heir perhaps 
led him to contract those other marriages of which we hear in 
the Armenian History of Moses-one with a certain Anusia, of 
whom nothing more is known; and another with an Armenian 
princess, the loveliest of her sex, Tigrania, sister of the Arme
nian king, Tigranes. OI

• The blessing of male offspring was 
still, however, denied him; and it is 'even doubtful whether he 
was really the father of any daughter or daughters. Herod· 
(,tus, II. and Xenophon,'" indeed give him a daughter Mandane, 
whom they make the mother of Cyrusi and Ctesias, who de-
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Died in the most positive terms the truth of this statement, "' 
gave him a daughter, Amy tis, whom he made the wife, first of 
Spitaces the Mede,"· and afterwards of Cyrus the Persian. 
But these stories, which seem intended to gratify the vanity of 
the Persians by tracing the descent of their kings to the great 
Median conqueror, while at the same time they flattered the 
Medes by showing them that the issue of their old monarchs 
was still seated on the Arian throne, are entitled to little more 
credit than the narrative of the Shah-nameh, which declares 
that Iskander (Alexander) was the son of Darab (Darius) and of 
a daughter of Failakus (philip of Macedon).'" When an orien
tal crown passes from one dynasty to another, however foreign 
and unconnected, the natives are wont to invent a relationship 
between the two houses,'" which both parties are commonly 
quite ready to accept; as it suits the rising house to be pro
vided with a royal ancestry, and it pleases the fallen one and 
its partisans to see in the occupants of the throne a branch 
of the ancient stock-a continuation of the legitimate family. 
Tales therefore of the above-mentioned kind are, historically 
spEl'lking, valueless; and it must remain uncertain whether 
the second Median monarch had any child at all, either male 
ot-female. 

Old age was now creeping upon the sonless king. If he 
was sixteen or seventeen years old at the time of his contract 

._of marriage with AryenisL he must have been nearly seventy in 
B.O. 558, wlfen the revolt occurred which terminated both his 
reign and his kingdom. It appears that the Persian branch of 
the Arian race, which had made itself a home in the country 
lying south and south-east of Media, between the 32nd parallel 
and the Persian gulf, had acknowledged some subjection to 
the Median kings during the time of their greatness. Dwelling 
in their rugged mountains and high upland plains, they had 
however maintained the simplicity of their primitive manners, 
and had mixed but little with the Medes, being governed. by 
their own· native princes of the Achoomenian house, the de
scendants, real or supposed, of a certain Achoomenes ... • These 
princes were connected by marriage with the Cappadocian 
kings;·" and their house was regarded as one of the noblest in 
WestP1'll Asia. What the exact terms were upon which they 
stood. with the Median monarch is uncertain. Herodotus re
gards Persia as absorbed into Media at this time, and the 
Achoomenidoo as merely a good Persian family i'" Nicolas of 
l>a.mascus makes Persia a Median Satrapy, of which Atradates, - ; 
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the father of Cyrus, is satrap, ". Xenophon, on the contrary, 
not only gives the Achremenidre their royal rank, ••• but seems 
to consider Persia as completely independent of Media;·n 
Moses of Chorene takes the same view, regarding Cyrus 88 a 
great and powerful sovereign during the reign of Astyages .••• 
The native records lean towards the view of Xenophon and 
Moses. Darius declares that eight of his race had been kings 
before himself, and makes no difference between his own roy
alty and theirs. ". Cyrus calIs himself in one inscription "the 
son of Cambyses, the powerful king." n. It is certain there
fore that Persia continued to be ruled by her own native mon
archs'during the whole of the Median period, and that Cyrus 
led the attack upon Astyages 88 hereditary Persian king. The 
Persian records seem rather to imply actual independence of 
lIfedia; but 88 national vanity would prompt to dissimulation 
in such a case, we may perhaps accord so much weight to the 
statement of Herodotus, and to the general tradition on the 
subject, '11 88 to believe that there was some kind of acknowl
edgment of Median supremacy on the part of the Persian 
kings anterior to Cyrus, though the acknowledgment may have 
been not much more than a formality and have imposed no 
onerous obligations. The residence of Cyrus at the Median 
Court, which is asserted in almost every narrative of his life 
before he became king, inexplicable if Persia was independ
ent, .. , becomes tlioroughly intelligJ.ole on the supposition -tlutt 
Ijhe was a great Median feudatory. In such cases the residence 
of the Crown Prince at the capital of the 'suzerain is constantly 
desired, or even required by the superior Power,'" which sees 
in tile presence of the son and heir the best security against 
disaffection or rebellion on the part of the father. 

It appears that Cyrus, while at the Median Court, observing 
the uIJ.warlike temper of the existing generation of the Medes, 
who hld not seen any actual service, and despising the personal 
character of the monarch,"o who led aluxurious life, chiefly 
at Ecbatana, amid eunuchs, concubines, and dancing-girls, I .. 
resolved on raising the standard of rebellion, and seeking at 
any rate to free his own country. It may be suspected that 
-the Persian prince was not actuated solely by political motives. 
To earnest Zoroastrians, such as the Achremenians are shown 
to have been by their inscriptions, the yoke of a Power which 
had so greatly corrupted, if jt had not wholly laid aside, the 
worship of Ormazd,'" must have been extremely distasteful; 
and Cyrus may have wished by his rebellion as much to vindi-
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catp, the honor of his religion SIT as to obtain a loftier position 
for his nation. If the Magi occupied really the position ut 
the Median Court which Herodotus assigns to them-if they 
"were held in high honor by the king, and shared in his 
sovereignty" "·-if the priest-ridden monarch was perpetually 
dreaming and perpetually referring his dreams to the Magin.n 
seers for exposition, and then guiding his actions by the advice 
they tendered him, ••• the religious zeal of the young Zoroas
trian may very naturally have been aroused, and the contest 
into which he plunged may have been, in his eyes, not 80 

much a national struggle as a crusade against the infidels. Ifi 
will be found hereafter that religious fervor animated the Pel" 
sians in most of those wars by which they spread their df)' 
minion. We may suspect, therefore, though it must be ad· 
mitted we cannot prove, that a religious motive was among 
those which led them to make their first efforts after independ
ence. 

According to the account of the struggle ••• which is moot 
clroumstantial, and on the whole most probable, the first diffi
culty which the would-be rebel had to meet and vanqtrlsh 
was that of quitting the Court. Alleging that his father was 
in weak health, and required his care, he requested leave of a1.· 
sence for a short time; but his petition was refused on tbe 
flattering ground that the Great King was too much attached 
to him to lose sight of him even for a day. ... A second appli
cation, however, made through a favorite enuuch after a 
certain interval of time, was more successful; Cyrus received 
permission to absent himself from Court for the next five 
months; whereupon, with a few attendants, he left Ecbatana 
by night, and took the road leading to his native country. 

The next evening Astyages, enjoying himself as usual over 
his wine, surrounded by a crowd of his concubines, singing
girls, and dancing-girls, called on one of them for a song. The 
girl took her lyre and sang as follows :'" .. nw lion had thewi!d 

po lXlat,in his power. but let him depart to his own lair; in his 
lair he will wax in strength, and will cause the lion a world Qf 
toil; till at length, although the weaker, he will overcome the 
stronger." The words of the song greatly disquieted the king, 
who had been already made aware that a Chaldrean propheey 
designated Cyrus as future king of the Persians. ••• Repenting 
of the indulgence which he had granted him, Astyages forth· 
with summoned an officer into his presence, and ordered him 
to ttlke a body of hQrsemen, pursue the Persian prince, and 
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hring him back, either alive or dead. The officer obeyed, over
took Cyrus, and announced his errand; upon which Cyrus ex
l'ressed his perfect willingness to return, but proposed, that, as 
it was late, they should defer their start till the next day. The 
!lodes consenting, Cyrus feasted them, and succeeded in mak
ing them all drunk; then mounting his horse, he rode off at full 
speed with his attendants, and reached a Persian outpost, where 
he had arranged with his father that he should find a body of 
P'ersian troops. When the Medea had slept off their drunken
ness, and found their prisoner gone. they pursued, and again 
overtaking Cyrus, who was now at the head of an armed force, 
engaged him. They were, however, defeated with great loss, 
and forced to retreat, while Cyrus, having beaten them off, 
Illade good his escape into Persia. 

When Astyages heard what had happened, he was greatly 
'Vexed; and, smiting his thigh.··· he exclaimed, .. Ahl fool, 
tbou knewest well that it boots not to heap favors on the vile; 
,et didst thou suffer thyself to be gulled by smooth words; and 
s() thou hast "brought upon thyself this mischiel But even 
now he shall not get off scot-free." And instantly he sent for 
isis generals, and commanded them to collect his host, and pro
(:oed to reduce Persia to obedience. Three thousand chariots, 
t IVO hundred thousand horse, and a million footmen (I) were 
f;oon brought together;'" and with these Astyages in person 
invaded the revolted province, and engaged the army which 
Cyrus and his father Cambyses'" had collected for defence. 
'l'his consisted of a hundred chariots,· .. fifty thousand horse
ruen, and three hundred thousand llght-arined foot.· .. who 
were drawn up in in front of a fortified town near the frontier. 
'l'he first day's battle was long and bloody, terminating with
out any decisive advantage to either side; but on the second 
day Astyages, making skilful use of his superior'numbers. 
gained a great victory. Having detached one hundred thou
sand men with orders to make a circuit and getinto the rear of 
the town, he renewed the attack; and when the Persians were 
all intent on the battle in their front, the troops detached fell 
on the city and took it, almost before its defenders were aware. 
Cambyses, who commanded in the town, was mortally wounded 
and fell into the enemy's hands. The army in the field, finding 
itself between two fires, broke and fled towards the interior, 
bent on defending PasargaWe, the capital. Meanwhile Asty
,ages, having given Cambyses honorable burial, pressed 01' in 
pursuit. 

.. 
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The country bad now become rugged and difficult. Between 
Pasargadoo and the place where the two days' battle was 
fought lay a barrier of lofty hills, only penetrated. by a single 
narrow pass. On either side were two smooth surfaces of 
rock, while the mountain towered apove, lofty and precipitous. 
The pass was guarded by ten thousand Persians. Recognizing 
the impossibility of forcing it, Astyages again detached a body 
of troops, who marched along the foot of the range till they 
found a place where it could be ascended, when they climbed iG 
and seized the heights directly over the defile. The Persians 
upon this had to evacuate their strong position, and to retire 
to a lower range of hills very near to Pasargadoo. Here again 
there was a two days' fight. On the first day all the efforts of 
the Medes to ascend the range (which, though low, was steep, 
and covered with thickets of wild olive "'). were fruitless. 
Their enemy milt them, not merely with the ordinary weapons, 
but with great masses of stone, ••• which they hurled down with 
crushing force upon their ascending colu1DI1S. On the second' 
day, however, the resistance :was weaker or less effective 
Astyages had placed at the foot of the range, below his attack
i.Ii.g columns, a body of troops with orders to kill all who re
fused to ascend, or who, having ascended, attempted. to-quit 
the beights and return to the valley.·.. Thus compelled to ad
vance, his men fought with desperation, and drove the Per
sians before them up the slopes of the hill to its very summit, 
where the women and children had been placed for the sake of 
security. There, however, the tide of success turned. The 
taunts and upbrai~ of their mothers and wives restored the 
courage of the Persians; and, turning upon their foe, they 
made a sudden furious charge. The Medes, astonished and 
overborne, were driven headlong down the hill, and fell into 
such confusion that the Persians slew sixty thousand of them. 

Still Astyages did not desist from his attack. The authority 
whom we have been following here to a great extent fails us, 
and we have only a few scattered notices'" from which to re
construct the closing scenes of the war. It would seem from 
these that Astyages still maintained the offensive, and that 
t.here was a fifth battle in the itnmediate neighborhood of 
Pasargadoo, wherein he was completely defeated by Cyrus, 
who routed the Median army, and pressing upon them in their 
flight, took their camp. All the insignia of Median royalty fell 
into his hands; and, amid the acclamations of his army, he as
sumed them, and was saluted by his soldiers" King of Media 
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and Persia." Meanwhile Astyages had sought for safety in 
flight; the greater part of his army had dispersed, and he was 
left with only a few friends, who still adhered to his fortunes."· 
Could he have reached Ecbatana, he might have greatly pro
longed the struggle; but his enemy pressed him cloSe; and, 
being compelled to an engagement, he not only suffered a com
pIe defeat, but was made prisoner by his fortunate adversary. 1M 

By this capture tho Median monarchy was brought abruptly 
to an end. Astyages had no son to take his place and continue 
the struggle. Even had it been otherwise, the capture of the 
monarch would probably have involved his people's subIDiss:on. 
In the East the king is so identified with his kingdom that the 
possession of the royal person is regarded as conveying to the 
possessor all regal rightR. Cyrus, apparently, had no need 
even to besiege Ecbatana; the whole Median state, together 
with its dependencies, at once submitted to him, on learning 
what had happened. This ready submission was no doubt 
partly owing to the general recognition of a close connection 
between Media and Persia., which made the transfer of empire 
from the one to the other but slightly galling to the subjected 
power, and a matter of complete indifference to the dependent 
countries. E. .. {cept . in so far as religion was concerned, the 
change from one Iranic race to the other would milke scarcely 
a perceptible difference to the subjects of either kingdom. The 
law of the state would still be .. the law of the Medes and Per
sians. " ... Official employments would be open to the people of 
both countries ... • Even the fame and glory of empire would 
attach, in the minds of men, almost as much to the one 
nation as the othE'r.'" If Media descended from her pre-emi
nent rank, it was to occupy a station only a little below the 
highest, and one which left her a very distinct superiority over 
all the subject races. 

If it be asked how Media, in her hour of peril, came to re
cei ve no assistance from the great Powers with which she had 
made such close alliances-Babylonia and Lydia ·"-the answer 
would seem to be that Lydia was too remote from the scene of 
strife to lend her effective aid, while circumstances had occur
red in Babylonia to detach that state from her and render it un
friendly. The great king, Nebuchadnezzar, had he been on the 
throne, would undoubtedly have come to the assistance of his 
brother-in-law, when the fortune of war changed, and it be
came evident that his crown was in danger. But Nebuchad· 
nezzar had died in B.O. 561, three years ~fore the Persian :reo 
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"901t brDke 'Out. His SDn, Evil-MerDdach, WhD wDuld prDbably 
have maintained his father's alliances, had survived him bu~ 
tWD years: he had been murdered in B.C. 559 by a brother-in
law, Nergalshar-ezer Dr Neriglissar,whD ascended the throne 
in that year and reigned till B.C. 555. This prince was conse
quently 'On the thrDne at the time 'Of Astyages' need. As he 
had supplanted the hDuse 'Of Nebuchadnezzar, he wDuld natu
r;illy be 'On bad terms with that mDnarch's Median connectiDns; 
and we may suppose that he saw with pleasure the fall 'Of a 
pDwer to which pretenders from the Nebuchadnezzar family 
wDuld have looked fDr SUPPDrt and cDuntenance. 

In cDnclusiDn, a few wDrds may be said 'On the general 
character 'Of the Median Empire, and the causes 'Of its earlyex
tinctiDn. 

The Median Empire was in extent and fertility 'Of territory 
equal if nDt superiDr tD the Assyrian. It stretched from 
Rbages and the Carmanian desert 'On the east , •• to the river 
Halys upDn the west, a distance 'Of abDve twenty degrees; Dr 
about 1,300 miles. FrDm north tD sDuth it was comparatively 
narrDw, being cDnfined between the Black Sea, the Caucasus, 
and the Caspian, 'On the 'One side, and the Euphrates and Per
sian Gulf 'On the 'Other. Its greatest width, which was towards 
the east, was abDut nine, and its least, which was tDwards the 
west, was abDut fDur degrees. Its area was probably nDt much 
shDrt 'Of 500,000 square miles. Thus it was as large as Great 
Britain, France, Spain, and PDrtugal put together. 

In fertility its VariDUS parts were very unequal. PDrtiDns 'Of 
bDth Medias, 'Of Persia, 'Of Armenia, Iberia, and Cappadocia, 
were rich and productive; but in all these CDuntries there was 
a large quantity 'Of barren mDuntain, and in Media Magna and 
Persia there were tracts 'Of desert. If we estimate the re
sDurces 'Of Media frDm the data furnished by HerodDtus in his 
accDunt 'Of the Persian revenue, and cDmpare them with thDse 
'Of the Assyrian Empire, as indicated by the same document, , •• 
we shall :find reasDn to cDnclude, that except during the few 
years when Egypt was a province 'Of Assyria, the resDurces 'Of 
the Third exceeded those 'Of the SecDnd MDnarchy. '" 

The weakness 'Of the Empire arose chiefly from its want 'Of 
DrganizatiDn. NicDlas 'Of Damascus, indeed, in the IDng pas
sage from which 'Our account 'Of the struggle between Cyrus arid 
Astyages has been taken, represents the Median Empire as 
divided, like the Persian, intD a number 'Of satrapies,.'" but 
tllere is no ~al grDUl!d fDr belie~ that any such DrganizatiDn 
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was practised in Median times, or to doubt that Darius Hystas. 
pis was the originator of the satrapial system. ••• The Med11J1 
Empire, like the Assyrian,'" was a congeries of kingdoms, 
each ruled by its own native prince, as is evident from the case 
of Persia, where Cambyses was not ~trap, but monarch.··· 
Such organization as was attempted appears to have been 
clumsy in the extreme. The Medes (we are told) only claimed 
direct suzerainty over the nations immediately upon their 
borders; remoter tribes they placed under these, and looked 
to them to collect and remit the tribute of the outlying coun
tries. ... It is doubtful if they called on the subject nations for 
any contingents of troops. We never hear of their doing so. 
Probably, like the Assyrians,·n they made their conquests 
with armies composed entirely of native soldiers, or of those 
combined with such forces as were sent to their aid by princes 
in alliance with them. -

The weakness arising from this lack of organization was in
creasd by a corruption of manners, which caused the Medes 
speedily to decline in energy and warlike spirit. The conquest 
of a great and luxurious empire by a hardy and simple race 
is followed, almost of necessity, by a deterioration in the 
character of the conquerors, who lose the warlike virtues, and 
too often do not replace them by the less splendid virtues of 
peace. This tendency, which is fixed in the nature of things, 
admits of being checked for a while; or rapidly developed, 
according to the policy and character of the monarchs who 
happen to occupy the throne. If the original conqueror is 
succeeded by two or three ambitious and energetic princes, 
who engage in important wars and labor to extend their domin
ions at the expense of their neighbors, ••• it will be some time 
before the degeneracy becomes marked. If, on the other hand, 
a prince of a quiet temper, self-indulgent, and studious of ease, 
come to the throne within a short time of the original oon
quests, the deterioration will be very rapid. In the present in
stance it happened that the immediate successor of the fil'Bt 
conqueror was of a peaceful disposition, unambitious, and 
luxurious in his habits. During a reign which lasted at least 
thirty-five years he abstained almost wholly from military en
terprises; and thus an entire generation of Medes grew up 
without seeing actual service, which alone makes the soldi('r. 
At the same time there was a general softening of manners. 
-The Inxury of the Court corrupted the nobles, who from hardy 
mountain ~hie~ simple if not even savage in their drfH'li' 

.. 
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and mode of life, became polite courtiers, magnificent in their 
apparel, choice in their diet, and averse to all unnecessary ex
ertion. The example of the upper classes would tell on the 
lower, though not perhaps to any very large extent. The 
ordinary Mede, no doubt, lost something of his old daring and 
savagery j from disuse he became inexpert in the mailagement 
of arms j and he was thus no longer greatly to be dreaded as a 
solqier. But be was really not very much less brave, nor less 
capable of bearing hardships, than before j". and it only re
quired a few years of training to .enable him to recover himself 
and to be once more as good. a soldier as any in Asia. 

But in the affairs of nations, as in those of men, negligence 
often proves fatal before it can be repaired. Cyrus saw his 
opportunity, pressed his advantage, and established the su
premacy of his nation, before the unhappy effects of Astyages' 
peace policy could be removed. He knew that his own Per
sians possessed the military spirit in its fullest vigor; he felt 
that he himself had all the qualities of a successful leader; he 
may have had faith in his cause, which he would view as the 
cause of Ormazd against Ahrlman, no of pure religion against a 
corrupt and debasing nature-worship. His revolt was sudden, 
unexpecte~, and well-timed. He waited till Astyages was ad
vanced in years, and so disqualified for command; till the 
veterans of Cyaxares were almost all in their graves; and till 
the Babylonian throne was occupied by a king who was not 
likely to afford Astyages any aid. He may not at first have 
aspired to do more than establish the independence IJf his own 
country. But when the opportunity of effecting a transfer of 
empire offered itself, he seized it promptly; rapidly repeating 
his blows, and allowing his enemy no time to recover and re
new the struggle. The substitution of Persia for Media as the 
ruling power in Western Asia was due less to general causes 
than to the personal character of two men. Had Astyages 
been a prince of ordinary vigor, the military training of the 
Medes would have been kept up; and in that case they might 
easily have held their own against all comers. Had their 
training been kept up; or had Cyrus possessed n9 more than 
ordinary ambition and ability, either he would not have 
thought of revolting, or he '\Vould have revolted unsuccessfully. 
The fall of the Median Empire was due immediately to the 
geniuEl of the Persian Prince; but its ruin was prepared, and 
its destruction was really caused, by the shortsightedness of 
the Mediau monarch. 



APPENDIX. 

NOTE A 

'llUNSLATI<?N' 01' THE FIRST :rARG~ 01' THE VEN'DIDAD. 

11. Alrolu.-MAZDA said to the holy Zoroaster: I made, most 
holy Zoroaster, into a delicious spot what was previously quite 
uninhabitable. For had not I, most holy Zoroaster, converted 
into a delicious spot what was previously quite uninhabitable, 
all earthly life 'Would have been poured forth after Aryanem 
Vaejo. 

[I 2. .. Into a charming region (I converted) one which did 
not enjoy prosperity, the second (region) into the first: in 
opposition to it is great destruction of the living cultivation.] 

§ S. "As the first best of regions and countries, I, who am 
Ahura-mazda, created Aryanem Vaejo of good capability . 

. Thereupon, in opposition to it, Angro-mainyus, the Death
dealing, created a mighty serpent, and snow, the work of the 
Devas. 

§ 4. "Ten months of winter are there-two months of sum
mer-[seven months of. summer are there-five months of 
winter; the latter are cold as to water, cold as to earth, cold as 
to trees; there is mid-winter, the heart of winter; there all 
around falls deep snow; there is the direst of plagues.] 

§ 5. "As the second best of regions and countries, I, who am 
Ahura-mazda, created Gau, in which Sughda is situated. 
Thereupon, in opposition. to -it, Angro-mainyus, the Death
dealing, created pestilence, which is fatal to cattle, both small 
and great. 

§ 6. "As the third best of regions and countries, I, Ahura
mazda, created the strong, the pious Mouru. Thereupon 
Angro-mainyus, the Death-dealing, created, in opposition to it, 
war and pillage. 

S 7. "As the fourth best of regions and countries, I, Ahura-
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mazda, created the happy Bakhdi with the tall banner. 
Thereupon Angro-mainyus, the Death-dealing, created, in op
position to it, buzzing insects and poisonous plants. 

§ 8. "As the fifth best of regions and countries, I, Ahura. 
mazda, created Nisai [between Mouru and BakhdiJ. There. 
upon Angro-mainyus created, in opposition to it, the curse of 
unbelief. 

§ 9. "As the sixth best of regions and countries, I, Ahura· 
mazda, created Haroyu, the dispenser of water. Thereupon 
Angro-mainyus, the Death-deaIing, created, in opposition to 
it, hail and poverty. 

§ 10. "As the seventh best of regions and countries, I, 
Ahura-mazda, created Vaekerat, in which Duzhaka is situated. 
Thereupon Angro-mainyus, the Death-dealing, created, in op. 
position to it, the fairy Khnathaiti, who attached herself to 
Keresaspa. 

§ 11. "As the eighth best of regions and countries, I, Ahura. 
mazda, created Urva, abounding in rivers. Thereupon Angro
mainyus created, in opposition to it, the curse of devastation. 

§ 12. "As the ninth best of regions and countries, I. Ahura
mazda, created Khnenta, in which Vehrkana is situated. 
Thereupon Angro-mainyus created, in opposi?-on to it, the evil 
of inexpiable sins, prederastism. 

§.13. "As the tenth best of regions and countries, I, Ahura
mazda, created the happy Haraqaiti. Thereupon Angro
mainyus, the Death-dealing, created the evil of inexpiable 
acts, preserving the dead. . 

§ 14. "As the eleventh best of regions and countries, I, 
Ahura-mazda, created Haetumat. the wealthy and brilliant. 
'Thereupon Angro-mainyus, the Death-dealing, created, in 
opposition to it, the sin of witchcraft. 
. [§ 15. "And he, Angro-mainyus, is endowed with various 
powers and variouS forms. Wherever these come, on being 
invoked by one who is a :wizard, then the most horrible witch· 
craft sins arise; then spring up those which tend to murder-, 
and the deadening of the heart: powerful are they by dint of 
concealing their hideousness and by their enchanted potions.] 

§ 16. "As the twelfth best of regions and countries, I,. 
Ahura-mazda, created Ragha with the three races. There
upon Angro-mainyus, the Death-dealing, created, in. opposi
tion to it, the evil of unbelief in the Supreme. 

§ 17. "As _ the thirteenth best of regions a,nd countries, I, 
Ahura-mazda, created Kakra the. strong, the pious. There-
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upon An~mainYU8, the Death-deallng, created the curse of 
inexpiable acts, cooking the dead. 

118. .. As the fourteenth best of regions and countries, I, 
Ahura-muda, created Varena with the four corners. There 
was born Thnwtona, the slayer of the destructive serpent. 
Thereupon ~mainyus, the· Death-deaIing, created, in op
position to it, irregularly recurring evils (i.e. sicknesses) and 
un-Arian plagues of the country. 

119. "As the fifteenth best of regions and countries, I, 
Ahura-ma.zda, created Hapta Hindu, from the eastern Hindu 
to the western.. Thereupon ~mainyus, the Death-deal
ing, created, in opposition to it, untimely evils and irregular 
fevers.. 

I 20. .. As the sixteenth best of regions and countries, I, 
Ahura-m82:da, created those who dwell without ramparts on 

• the sea-coast. Thereupon An~mainyus, the Death-deallng, 
created., in opposition, snow, the work of the Devas, and 

. earthquakes which make the ~h to tremble. 
12L .. There are also oth"J' regions and countries, happy, 

renowned, high, prosperous and brilliant." 

[I have follo~ed, l'xcept in a few doubtful phrases, the 
translation of Dr. Martin Haug, as given in Chevalier Bunsen's 
Egupt, voL iii liP. 488-490.] 



THE FOURTH MONARCHY 

BABYLONIA. 

CHAPTER L 

EXTENT OF TBli: EMPIRE. 

'Behold, a tree In the midst of the earth. and the height thereof was gTeat; the 
t..,.e grew and was strong: and the heigbt thereof reacbed unto heaven, and the 
"'6bt thereof to the end of all the earth. "-Dan. iv. 10, 11. 

THE limits of Babylonia Proper, the tract in which the domi
nant power of the Fourth Monarchy had its abode, being al
most identical with those which have been already described 
under the head of Chaldrea. 1 will not require in this place to be 
treated afresh at any length. It· needs only to remind the 
reader that Babylonia Proper is that alluvial tract towards the 
mouth of the two great rivers of Western Asia-the Tigris and 
the Euphrates-which intervenes between the Arabian Desert 
on the one side, and the more eastern of the two streams on 
the other. Across the Tigris the country is no longer Babylo
nia, but Cissia, or Susiana-a distinct region, known to the 
Jews as Elam-the habitat of a distinct people.' Babylonia. 
lies westward of the Tigris, and consists of two vast plains or 
fiats, one situated between the two rivers, and thus forming 
the lower portion of the "Mesopotamia" of the Greeks and 
Romans-the other interposed between the Euphrates and 
Arabia, a long but narrow strip along the right bank of that 
abounding river. The former of these two districts is shaped 
like an ancient amphora, the mouth extending from Hit to 
Samarah, the neck lying between Baghdad and Ctesiphon on 
the Tigris, Mohammed and Mosaib on the Euphrates, the full 
expansion of the body occurring between Serut and El Khithr, 
and the pointed base reaching down to Romah at the junction 
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of the two streams. This tract, the main region of the ancient 
Babylonia, is about 320 miles long, and from 20 to 100 broad. 
It may be estimated to contain about 18,000 square miles. 
The tract west of the Euphrates is smaller than this. Its 
length, in the time of the Babylonian Empire, may be regarded 
as about 350 miles, I its average' width is from 25 to 30 miles, 
which would give an area of about 9000 square miles. Thus 
the Babylonia of Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar may be 
regarded as covering a space of 27,000 square miles-a space a 
little exceeding the area of the Low countries. 

The small province included within these limits-smaller 
than Scotland or Ireland, or Portugal or Bavaria-became 
suddenly, in the latter half of the seventh century B.a., the 
mistress of an extensive empire. On the fall of Assyria, about 
B. o. 625, or a little later, Media and Babylonia, as already ob-. 
served,' divided between them her extensive territory. It is 
with the acquisitions thus made that we have now to deal. 
We have to inquire what portion exactly of the previous 
dominions of Assyria fell to the lot of the adventurous Nabo
polassar, when Nineveh ceased to be-what was the extent of 
the territory which was ruled from Babylon in the latter por
tion of the seventh and the earlier portion of the sixth century 
before our era' 

Now the evidence which we possess on this point is three
fold. It consists of certain notices in the Hebrew Scriptures, 
contemporary records of first-rate historical value i of an ac
count which strangely mingles truth with fable in one of the 
books of the Apocrypha i and of a passage of Berosus preserved 
by Josephus in his work against Apion. The Scriptural notices 
are contained in Jeremiah, in Daniel, and in the books of 
Kings and Chronicles. • From these sources we learn that the 
Babylonian Empire of this time embraced on the one hand the 
important country' of Susiana." or Elymais (Elam), while on 
the other it ran up the Euphrates at least as high as Carche
mish, , from thence extending westward to the Mediterranean, • 
and BOuthward to, or rather perhaps into, Egypt.· The Apoc
ryphal book of Judith enlarges these limits in every direction. 
That the Nabuchodonosor of that work is a reminiscence of the 
real Nebuchadnezzar there can be no doubt." The territories 
of that monarch are made to extend eastward, beyond Susiana, 
into Persiai" northward to Nineveh i" westward to Cilicia in 
Asia Minori" and southward to the very borders of Ethiopia." 

'Among the countries under his BW,ay are enumerated EIam, 
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Persia, Assyria, Cilicia, Crele-Syria, Syria of Damascus, Phoo
nicia, Galilee, Gilead, Bashan, Judrea, Philistia, Goshen, and 
Egypt generally. II The passage of Berosus is of a more partial 
character. It has no bearing on the general question of the 
extent of the Babylonian Empire, but, incidentally, it confirms 
the statements of our other authorities as to the influence of 
Babylon in the West. It tells us that Crele-Syria, Phrenicia, and 
Egypt, were subject to Nabopolassar, II and that Nebuchad
nezzar ruled, not only over these countries, but also over some 
portion of Arabia. n 

From these statements, which, on the whole, are tolerably 
accordant, we may gather that the great Babylonian Empire 
of the seventh century B.C. inherited from Assyria all the 
southern and western portion of her territory, while the more 

. northern and eastern provinces fell to the share of Media. 
Setting aside the statement of the book of Judith (wholly un
confirmed as it is by any other authority), that Persia was at 
this time subject to Babylon, we may regard as the most east
ern portion of the Empire the district of Susiana, which corre
sponded nearly with the modern Khuzistan and Luristan. 
This acquisition advanced the eastern frontier of the Empire 
from the Tigris tQ the Bakhtiyari Mountains, a distance of 100 
or 120 miles. It gave to Babylon an extensive tract of very 
productive territory, and an excellent strategic boundary. 
Khuzistan is one of the most valuable provinces of modern 
Persia. ,. It consists of a broad tract of fertile alluvium, inter
vening between the Tigris and the mountains," well watered 
by numerous large streams, which are capable of giving an 
abundant irrigation to the whole of the low region. Above 
this is Luristan, a still more pleasant district, composed of al
ternate mountain, valley, and upland plain, abounding in 
beautiful glens, richly wooded, and full of gushing brooks and 
clear rapid rivers. •• Much of this region is of course unculti
vable mountain, range succeeding range, in six or eight paral
lel lines," as the traveller advances to the north-east; and 
most of the ranges exhibiting vast tracts of bare and often pre
cipitous rock, in the clefts of which snow rests till midsum
mer." Still the lower flanks of the mountains are in generai 
cultivable, while the valleys teem with orchards and gardens, 
and the plains furnish excellent pasture. The region closely 
resembles Zagros, of which it is a continuation. As we follow 
it, however, towards the south-east into the Bakhtiyari coun
try, where it adjoins upon tho ancient Persia, it deteriorates ill 
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character; the mountains becoming barer and more arid, and 
the valleys narrower and less fertile." 

All the other acquisitions of Babylonia at this period lay 
towards the west. They consisted of the Euphrates valley, 
above Hit; of Mesopotamia Proper, or the country about the 
two streams of the Bilik: and the Khabour; of Syria, Phrenicia, 
Palestine, Id1lJD.re3, Northern Arabia, and part of Egypt. The 
Euphrates valley from Hit to Balis is a tract of no great value, 
except as a line of communication. The Mesopotamian Desert 
presses it closely upon the one side, and the Arabian upon the 
other. The river flows mostly in a deep bed between cliffs of 
marl, gypsum., and limestone," or else between bare hills pro
ducing only a few dry saplt'SS shrubs and a coarse grass;" and 
there are but rare places where, except by great efforts,·· the 
water can be raised. so as to irrigate, to any extent, the land 
along either bank. The course of the stream is fringed by date
palms as high as Anah, I, and above is dotted occasionally with 
willows, poplars, sumacs, and the unfruitful palm-tree. Culti
vation is possible in places along both banks, and the undulat
ing country on either side affords patches of good pasture .• 1 

The land improves as we ascend. Above the junction of the 
Khabour with the main stream, the left bank is mostly culti
vable. Much of the land is flat and well-wooded," while often 
there are broad stretches of open ground, well adapted for 
pasturage. A considerable population seems in ancient times 
to have peopled the valley, which did not depend wholly or 
even mainly on its own products, but was enriched by the im
portant traffic which was always passing up and down the 
great river.'· 

Mesopotamia Proper, II or the tract extending from the head 
streams of the Khabour about Mardin and NisIoin to the Eu
phrates at Bir, and thence southwards to Karkesiyeh or Circe
sium, is not certainly known to have belonged to the kingdom 
of Babylon, but may be assigned to it on grounds of proba
bility. Divided by a desert or by high mountains from the 
valley of the Tigris. and attached by means of its streams to 
that of the Euphrates, it almost necessarily falls to that power 
which holds the Euphrates under its dominion. The tract is 
one of considerable extent and importance. Bounded on the 
north by the range of hills which Str&bo calls Mons Masius, n 

and on the east by the waterless upland which lies directly 
west of the middle Tigris. it comprises within it all the nume1"o 
ous amuent:s of the Khabour and Bilik. and is thus better sup-
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plied with water than almost any country in these regions. 
The borders of the streams afford the richest pasture, •• and the 
whole tract . along the flank of Masius is fairly fertile." 
Towards the west, the tract between the Khabour and the 
Bilik, which is diversified by the Abd-el-Aziz hills, is a land of 
fountains. "Such," says Ibn Haukal, .. are not to be found 
elsewhere in all the land of the Moslems, for there are more 
than three hundred pure running brooks." II Irrigation is 
quite possible in this region; and many remains of ancient 
watercourses show that large tracts, at some distance from the 
main streams, were formerly brought under cultivation. II 

.Opposite to Mesopotamia Proper, on the west or right bank 
of the E~phrates, lay Northern Syria, with its important for
tress of Carchemish, which was undoubtedly included in the 
Empire. If This tract is not one of much value. Towards the 
north it is mountainous, consisting of spurs from Amanus and 
Taurus, which gradually subside into the desert a little to the 
south of Aleppo. The bare, round-backed, chalky or rocky 
rat;lg9s, which here continually succeed one another, are di
vided only by narrow tortuous valleys, which run chiefiy· 
towards the Euphrates or the lake of Antioch. II This mountain 
tract i.a succeeded by a region of extensive plains, separated 
from each other by low hills, both equally desolate. H The soil 
is shallow and stony; the streams are few and of little volume; 
liTigation is thus difficult, and, except where it can be applied, 
the crops are scanty. The pistachio-nut grows wild in places; 
mes and olives are cultivated with some success; aDd some 
grain is raised by the inhabitants; but the country has few 
natural advantages, and it has always depended more upon its 
possession of a carrying trade than on its home products for 
prosperity. 

West and south-west of this ~gion, between i~ and the 
Mediterranean, and extending southwards from Mount Amanus 
to the latitude of Tyre, lies Syria Proper, the Orele-Syria of 
many writers.'· a long but comparatively narrow tract of great 
fertility and value. Here two parallel ranges of mountains 
intervene between the coast and the desert, prolific parents of 
a numerous progeny of small streams. First, along the line of 
the coast, is the range known as Libanus in the south, from lat. 
33°.20' to lat. 34" 40', and as Bargylus" in the north, from lat. 
34" 45' to the Orontes at Antioch, a range of great beauty, 
richly wooded in places, and abounding in deep glens, foaming 
brooks, and precipices of a ~antastic form. •• [pl. VII., Fis 2.1 
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More inland is Antilibanus, culminating towards the south in 
Hermon, and prolonged. northward in the Jebel Shashabu, Jebel 
Riba, and Jebel-el-Ala, .. which extends from near Hems to the 
latitude of Aleppo. More striking than even Lebanon at its 
lower extremity, where Hermon lifts a snowy peak into the 
air during most of the year, it is on the whole inferior in beauty 
to the coast range, being bleaker, more stony, and less broken 
up by dells and valleys towards the south, and tamer, barer, 
and less well supplied with streams in its more northern por
tion. Between the two parallel ranges lies the " Hollow Syria," 
along and broadish valley, watered by the two streams of the 
Orontes and the Litany" which, rising at no great distance 
from one another, fI.~w in opposite directions, one "hurrying 
northwards nearly to the flanks of Amanus, the other south
wards to the hills of Galilee. Few places in the world are 
more remarkable, or have a more stirring history, than this 
wonderful vale. Extending for above two hundred miles from 
north to south, almost in a direct line" and without further 
break than an occasional screen of low hills, .. it furnishes the 
most convenient line of passage between Asia and Africa, alike 
for the journeys of merchants and for the march of armies. 
Along this line passed. Thothmes and Rameses, Sargon, and 
Senna.cherib, Neco and Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander and his war
like successors, Pompey, Antony, Kaled, Godfrey of Bouillon; 
along this must pass every great army which, starting from the 
general seats of power in Western Asia, seeks conquests in 
Africa., dr which, proceeding from Africa, aims at the acquisi
tion of an Asiatic dominion. Few richer tracts are to be found 
even in these most favored. portions of the earth's surface. 
Towards the south the famous El-Bukaa is a land of cornfields 
and vineyards, watered. by numerous small streams which fall 
into the Litany." Towards the north El-Ghab is even more 
splendidly fertile," with a dark rich soil, luxuriant vegetation, 
and water in the utmost abundance, though at present it is 
cultivated only in patches immediately about the towns, from 
fear of the Nusairiyeh and the Bedouins." 

Parallel with the southern part of the Crele-Syrian valley, to 
the west and to the east, were two small but important tracts, 
usually regarded. as distinct states. Westward, between the 
heights of Lebanon and the sea, and extending somewhat 
beyond Lebanon, both up and down the coast, was Phrenicia, a 
narrow strip of territory lying along the shore, in length from 
150 to 1S0 miles," and in breadth varying from one mile to 
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twenty.·' This tract consisted of a mere belt of sandy land 
along the sea, where the smiling palm-groves grew from which 
the country derived its name," of a broader upland region 
along the flank of the hills, which was cultivated in grain, •• and 
of the higher slopes of the mountains which furnished excellent 
timber.·' Small harbors, sheltered by rocky projections, were 
frequent along the coast. Wood cut in Lebanon was readily 
floated down the many streams to the shore, and then conveyed. 
by sea to the ports. A narrow and scanty land made com. 
merce almost a necessity. Here accordingly the first great 
maritime nation of antiquity grew up. The Phrenician fleets 
explored the Mediterranean at a time anterior to Homer, and 
conveyed to the Greeks and the other jnhabitants of Europe, 
and of Northern and Western Africa, the wares of Assyria, 
Babylon, and Egypt;." Industry and enterprise reaped their 
usual harvest of success; the Phrenicians grew in wealth, and 
their towns became great and magnificent cities. In the time 
when the Babylonian Empire came into being, the narrow tract 
of Phrenicia-smaller than many an English county-was 
among the most valuable countries of Asia; and its possession 
was far more to be covetea than that of many a land whose area 
was ten or twenty times as great. 

Eastward of Antilibanus, in the tract between that range 
and the great Syrian desert, was another very important dis
trict-the district which the Jews called" Aram-Dammesek, 
and which now forms the chief part of the Pashalik of Damas
cus. From the eastern flanks of the Antilibanus two 'great and 
numerous smaller streams flow down into the Damascene plain, 
and, carrying with them that strange fertilizing power which 
water always has m hot climates, convert the arid sterility of 
the desert into a garden of the most wonderful beauty. The 
Barada and Awaaj, bursting by narrow gorges from the moun
tain chain, scatter themselves in numerous channels over the 
great flat, intermingling their waters, and spreading them out 
so widely that for a circle of thirty miles the deep verdure of 
Oriental vegetation replaces the red hue of the Hauran. Wal· 
nuts, planes, poplars, cypresses, apricots, orange-trees, citrons, 
pomegranates, olives, wave above; corn and grass of the most 
luxuriant growth, below.·· In the midst of this great mass of 
foliage the city of Damascus "strikes out the white arms of its 
streets hither and thither " •• among the trees, now hid among 
them, now overtopping them with its· domes and minarets, 
the most b~Utiful of all teose beautiful towns which deligM 
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the eye of the artist in the East. In the south-west towers the 
snow-c1ad peak of Hermon, visible from every part of the 
Damascene plain. West, north-west, and north, stretches the 
long Antilibanus range, bare, gray, and flat-topped,·· except 
whereabout midway in its course, the rounded summit of 
Jebel Tiniyeh breaks the uniformity of the line." Outside the 
circle of deep verdure, known to the Orientals as El Merj 
(" the Meadow''), is a setting or framework of partially culti
vable land, dotted with clumps of trees and groves, which ex
tend for many miles over the. plain.·· To the Damascus country 
must also be reckoned those many charming valleys of Hermon 
and Antilibanus which open out into it, sending their waters 
to increase its beauty and luxuriance, the most remarkable of 
which are the long ravine of the Barada,·' and the romantic 
Wady HalbOn,·1 whose vines produced the famous beverage 
which Damascus anciently supplied at once to the Tyrian 
merchant-princes" and to the voluptuous Persian kings .•• 

Below the Calle - Syrian valley, towards the south, came 
PALESTINE, the Land of Lands to the Christian, the country 
which even the philosopher must acknowledge to have had a 
greater influence on the world's history than any other tract 
which can be brought under a single ethnic designation. Pales
tin~tymologically the country of the Philistines"-was some
what unfortunately named. Philistine influence may possibly 
have extended at a very remote period over the whole of it; but 

, in historical times that warlike people did but possess a corner 
, of the tract, less than one tenth of the whole-the low coast 
, region from Jamnia to Gaza. Palestine contained, besides this, 
I the regions of Galilee, Samaria, and J udrea, to the west of the 

Jordan, and those of Iturrea, Trachonitis, Bashan, and Gilead, 
east of that river. It was a tract 140 miles long, by from 70 to 
100 broad, containing probably about 11,000 square Jniles. It 
was thus about equal in size to Belgium, while it was less than 
Holland or Hanover, and not much larger than the princi
pality of Wales, with which it has been compared by a recent 
writer.'· 

The great natural division of the country is the Jordan valley. 
This remarkable depression; commencing on the west flank of 

. Hermon, runs with a course which is almost due Ilouth from 
lat. 330 25' to lat. 310 47'. where it is merged in the Dead Sea, 
which may be viewed, however, as a continuation of the valley, 
prolonging it to lat. 310 8'. This valley is quite unlike any other 
in the whole world. It is a volcanic rent in the earth's ~ 
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face, a broad chasm which has gaped and neyer closed Up.·T 
Naturally, it should terminate at Merom,. where the level of 
the Mediterranean is nearly reached.'· By some wonderful 
convulsion, or at any rate l?y some unusual freak: of Nature, 
there is a channel (avil";y) opened out from Merom, which 
rapidly sinks below the sea level, and allows the stream to flow 
hastily, down and still down, from Merom to Gennesareth, and 
from Gennesareth to the Dead Sea, where the depression reaches 
its lowest point, •• and the land, rising into a ridge, separates the 
Jordan valley from the upper end of the Gulf of Akabah. The 
Jordan valley divides Palestine, strongly and sharply, into 
two regions. Its depth, its inaccessibility (for it can only be 
entered from the highlands on either side down a few steep 
watercourses), and the difficulty of passing across it (for the 
Jordan has but few fords), give it a separating power almost 
equal to that of an arm of the sea. TO In length above a hun
dred miles, in width varying from one mile to ten, and aver
aging some five miles, or perhaps six, it must have been 
valuable as a territory,' possessing, as it does, a rich soil, 
abundant water, and in its lower portion a tropical climate. U 

On either side of the deep Jordan cleft lies a highland of 
moderate elevation, on the right that of Galilee, Samaria, and 
Judrea, on the left that of Iturrea, Bashan, and Gilead. The 
right or western highland consists of a mass of undulating hills, 
with rounded tops, composed of coarse gray stone, covered, or 
scarcely covered, with a scanty soil, but capable of cultivation 
in corn, olives, and figs. This region is most productive to
wards the north, barer and more arid as we proceed southwards· 
towards the desert. The lowest .portion, Judrea, is unpict
uresque, ill-watered, and almost treeless;" the central, Sa
maria, has numerous springs, some rich plains, many wooded 
heights, and in places quite a sylvan appearance;" the highest, 
Galilee, is a land of water-brooks, abounding in timber, fertile 
and beautiful." The average height of the whole district is 
from 1500 to 1800 feet above the Mediterranean. Main eleva
tions within it vary from 2500 to 4000 feet." The axis of the 
range is towards the East, nearer, that is, to the Jordan valley 
than to the sea. It is a peculiarity of the highland that there 
is one important break in it. . AB the Lowland mountains of 
Scotland are wholly separated J;rom the mountains of the 
Highlands by the low tract which stretches across from 
the Frith of Forth to the Frith of Clyde, or as the ranges of St. 
Gall and Appenzell are divided off from the rest of the Swiss 
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mountains by the flat which extends from the Rhine at Ragatz 
to the same river at Waldshut, so the western highland of 
Palestine is broken in twain by the famous ., plain of Esdrae
lon," which runs from the Bay of Acre to the Jordan valley at 
Beth-Shean or Scythopolis.' . 

East of the Jordan no such depression occurs, the highland 
there being continuous. It differs from the western highland 

. chiefly in this-that its surface, instead of being broken up into 
a confused mass of rounded hills, is a table-land, consisting of a 
long succession of slightly undulating plains." Except in Tra
chonitis and southern lturrea, where the basaltic rock every
where crops out, .. the soil is rich and productive, the country 
in places wooded with fine trees, and the herbage luxuriant. 
On the west the mountains rise almost precipitously from the 
Jordan valley, above which they tower to the height of 3000 or 
4000 feet. The outline is singularly uniform; and the effect is 
that of ahuge wall guarding Palestine on this side from the 
wild tribes of the desert. Eastward the table-land slopes 
gradually, and melts into the sands of Arabia. Here water 
and wood are scarce; but the soil is still good, and bears the 
most abundant crops." 

Finally, Palestine contains the tract from which it derives 
its name, the low country of the Philistines-, which the Jews 
called the Sheph€lah, TO together with a continuation of this 
tract northwards to the roots of Carmel, the district known to 
the Jews as .. Sharon," or "the smooth place. ,,.. From Car
mel to the W ady Sheriah, where the Philistine country ended, 
is a distance of about one hundred miles, which gives the 
length of the region in question. Its breadth between the 
shore and'the highland varies from about twenty-five miles, 
in the south, between Gaza and the hills of Dan, to three miles, 
or less, in the north, between Dor and the border of Manasseh .. 
Its area is probably from 1400 to 1500 square miles. This low 
strip is along its whole course divided into two parallel belts or 
bands-the first a flat sandy tract along the shore, the Ramleh 
of the modern Arabs i the second, more undulating, a region 
of broad rolling plains rich in corn, and anciently clothed in 
part with thick woods," watered by reedy streams,8' which 
flow down from the great highland. A valuable tract is this 
entire plain, but greatly exposed to ravage. Even the sandy 
belt will grow fruit-trees i and the towns which stand on it, as 
Gaza, Jaffa, and Ashdod, are surrounded with huge groves of 
olives, sycamores, and palms. II or b~ed in orchards and gar· 
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dens, bright with pomegranates and orange-trEl@s.·· The more 
inland region is of marvellous fertility. Its soil is a rich loam, 
containing scarcely a pebble, which yields year after year pro
digious crops of grain ··-chiefly wheat-without manure or 
irrigation, or other cultivation than a light ploughing. Phi· 
listia was the granary of Syria,·' and was important doubly, 
first, as yielding inexhaustible supplies to its conqueror, and 
secondly as affording the readiest passage to the great armies 
which contended in these regions for the mastery of the East
ern World.·' 

South of the region to" which we have given the name ot 
Palestine, intervening between it and Egypt, lay a tract to 
which it is difilcult to assign any political designation. Herod
otus regarded it as a portion of Arabia, which he carried across 
the valley of the Arabah and made abut on the Mediterranean. •• 
To the Jews it was' .. the land of the south" ·'-the special 
country of the Amalekites. By Strabo's time it had come to 
be known as Idumrea, ,. or the Edomite country; and under 
this appellation it will perhaps be most convenient to describe 
it here. Idumrea, then, was the tract south and south-west of 
Palestine from about lat. :W 10'. It reached westward to the 
borders of Egypt, which were at this time marked by the 
Wady-el-Arish, II southward to the range of Sinai and the 
Elanitic Gulf, and eastward to the Great Desert. Its chief 
town was Petra, in the mountains east of the Arabah valley. 
The character of the tract is for the most part a hard gravelly 
and rocky desert; but occasionally there is good herbage, and 
soil that admits of cultivation; brilliant flowers and luxuriantly 
gmwing shrubs bedeck the glens and terraces of the Petra 
range; and most of the tract produces plants and bushes on 
which camels, goats, and even sheep will browse, while occa
sional palm groves furnish a grateful shade and an important 
fruit. ,. The tract divides itself into four regions-first, a 
region of sand, low and flat, along the Mediterranean, the 
Shephelah without its fertility; next, a region of hard gravelly 
plain intersected by limestone ridges, and raised considerably 
above the sea level, the Desert of El-Tih, or of "the Wander
ings; "then the long, broad, low valley of the Arabah, which 
rises gradually from the Dead Sea to an imperceptible water
shed, o. and then falls gently to the head of the Gulf of Akabah, 
a region of hard sand thickly dotted with bushes, and inter
sected by numerous torrent courses; finally a long narrow 
region of mountains and hills parallel with the Arubah, •• con-
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stituting Idum~ Proper, or the original Edom, which, though 
rocky and rugged, is full of fertile glens, ornamented with trees 
and shrubs, and in places cultivated in terraces." In shape 
the tract was a rude square or oblong, with its sides nearly 
facing the four cardinal points, its length from the Mediter
ranean to the Gulf of Akabah being 130 miles, and its width 
from the Wady-el-Arish to the eastern side of the Petra moun
tains 120 miles. The area is thus about 1560 square miles. 

Beyond the Wady-el-Arish was Egypt, stretching from the 
Mediterranean southwards a distance of nearly eight degrees, 
or more than 550 miles. As this country was not, however, so 
much a part of the Babylon,ian Empire as a dependency lying 
upon its borders, it will not be necessary to describe it in this 
place. 

One region, however, remains still unnoticed which seems.to 
have been an integral portion of the Empire. This is Palmy
rene, or the Syrian Desert-the tract lying between Coole-Syria 
on the one hand and the valley of the middle Euphrates on the 
other. and abutting towards the south on the great Arabian 
Desert, to which it is sometimes regarded as belonging. .. It is 
for the most part a hard sandy or gravelly plain, intersected 
by low rocky rangeo, and either barren or productive only of 
some sapless shrubs and of a low thin grass. . Occasionally, 
however, there are oases, where the fertility is considerable. 
Such an oasis is the region about Palmyra itself, which derived 
its name from the palm groves in the vicinity;" here the soU 
is good, and a large tract is even now under cultivation. 
Another oasis is that of Karyatein, which is watered by an 
abundant stream, and is well wood6ll, and productive of 
grain..1 The Palmyrene, however, as a whole possesses but 
little value, except as a passage country. Though large armies 
can never have traversed the desert even in this upper region, 
where it is comparatively narrow, trade in ancient times 
found it expedient to avoid the long detour by the Orontes 
Valley, Aleppo, and Bambuk, and to proceed directly from 
Damascus by way of Palymra to ThapSaeus on the Euphrates. 
Small bands of light troops also occasionally took the same 
course; and the great saving of distance thus effected made it 
importan\ to the Babylonians to possess an authority II over 
the region in question. 

Such, then, in its geographical extent, was the great Baby
loniaD. Empire. Reaching from Luristan on the one side to 
t.be borders of Egypt on thQ othQr, its direct length from east 
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to west was nearly sixteen degrees, or about 980 miles, whilo 
its length for all practical purposes, owing to the interposition 
of the desert between its western and its eastern provinces, 
was perhaps not less than 1400 miles. Its width was very dis
proportionate to this. Between Zagros and the Arabian Desert, 
where the width was the greatest, it amounted to about 280 
lDiles; between Amanus and Palmyra it was 250; between the 
Mons Masius and the middle Euphrates it may have been 200; 
In Syria and Idumrea it cannot have been more than 100 or 160. 
rile entire area of the Empire was probably from 240,000 to 
!l50,000 square miles-which is about the present size of Austria . 
. Us shape may be compared roughly to a gnomon, with one 
tmger and one shorter arm. 
It added to the inconvenience of this long straggling form, 

khich made a rapid concentration of the forces of the Empire 
impossible, that the capital, instead of occupying a central po
iition, was placed somewhat low in the longer of the two arms 
tf the gnomon, and was thus nearly 1000 miles removed from 
the frontier province of the west. Though in direct distance, 
as the crow flies, Babylon is not more than 450 miles from 
Damascus, or more than 520 from Jerusalem, yet the necessary 
detour by Aleppo is so great that it lengthens the distance, in 
the one case by 250, in the other by 380 miles. . From so re
mote a centre it was impossible for the life-blood to circulate 
very vigorously to the extremities. 

The Empire was on the whole fertile and well-watered. The 
two great streams of Western Asia-the Tigris and the Euphra
tes-which afforded an abundant supply of the invaluable 
fluid to the most important of the provinces, those of the 
south-east, have already been described at length;'·· as have 
also the chief streams of the Mesopotamian district, the Belik 
and the Khabour. lOl But as yet in this work no account has 
been given of a number of important rivers in the extreme 
east and the extreme west, on which the fertility, and so the 
prosperity. of the Empire very greatly depended. It is proposed 
in the present place to supply this deficiency. 

The principle rivers of the extreme east ",ere the Choaspes, 
or modern Kerkhah, the Pasitigris or Eulreus, now the Kuran, 
the Hedyphon or Hedypnus, now the Jerahi, and the Oroatis, 
at present the Tab or Hindyan. Of these, the Oroatis, which 
L'I the most eastern, belongs perhaps more to Persia than to 
Babylon; but its lower course probably fell within the 'Susia
man territory. It rises in the mountains. between Shiraz and 
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PersepoJis, I •• about lat. 29· 45', long. 52° 35' E.; and flows to
wards the Persian Gulf with a course which is north-west to 
Failiyun, then nearly W. to Zehitun, after which it becomes 
somewhat south of west to Hindyan, and then S. W. by S. to 
the sea. The length of the stream, without counting lesser 
windings, is 200 miles; its width at Hindyan, sixteen miles 
above its mouth, is eighty yards, I •• and to this distance it is 
navigable for boats of twenty tons burthen ... • At first its wa
ters are pure and sweet, but they gradually become corrupted, 
QIld at Hindyan they are so brackish CiS not to be fit for use. 'O• 

The Jerahi rises from several sources in the Kub Margun, loa 

a lofty and precipitous range, forming the continuation of the 
chain of Za~os. about long. 50· to 51·, and lat. 31· 30'. 
These head-streams have It general direction from N.E. to S. W. 
The principal of them is the Kurdistan river, which rises 
about fifty miles to the Dorth-eaat of Babahan and flowing 
south-west to thatlloint, then bends round to the north, and 
runs north-west nearly to the fort of Mungasht, where it re
sumes its original direction, and re('.eiving from the north-eaat 
the Abi Zard, or "Yellow River"-a delightful stream of the 
co)dest and purest water possible lOT-becomes known as the . 
J erabi, '.8 and carries a large body of water as far as FeUahiyeh 
or Dorak. Near Dorak the waters of the Jerahi are drawn off 
into a number of canals, and the river is thus greatly dimin
ished;"· but still the stream struggles on, and proceeds by a 
southerly course towards the Persian Gulf, which it enters 
near Gadi in long. 48· 52'. The course of the Jerahi, exclu
sively of the smaller windings, is about equal in length to that 
of the Tab or Hindyan. In volume, before its dispersion, it is 
considerably greater than that river. It has a breadth of about 
a hundred yards"· before it reaches Babahan. and is navigable 
for boats almost from its junction with the Abi Zard. Its size 
is, however, greatly reduced in its lower course, and travellers 
who skirt the coast regard the Tab as the more important 
river. III . 

The Kuran is a river very much exceeding in size both the 
Tab and the Jerahi.I1' It is formed. by the junction of two, 
large streams-the Dizful river and the Kuran proper,or river 
of Shuster. Of these the Shuster stream is the more eastern. It 
rises in the Zarduh Kub, or "Yellow Mountain," 118 inlat. 32·, 
long. 51°, almost opposite to the river Isfahan. From its 
source it is a large stream. Its direction is at first to the south
east, but after a while it sweeps round and runs considerably 
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north of west i and this course it pursues through the moun
tains, receiving tributaries of importance from both sides, till, 
near Akhili, it turns round to the south, and, cutting at a right 
angle the outermost of the Zagros ranges, flows down with a 
course S.W. by S; nearly to Shuster, where, in consequence of 
a bund or dam'" thrown across it, it bifurcates, and passes in 
two streams to the right and to the left of the town. The right 
branch, which carried commonly about two thirds of the 
water, 111 proceeds by a tortuous course of nearly forty miles, in ' 
a direction a very little west of south, to its junction with the 
Dizful stream; which takes place about two miles north of the 
little town of Bandi-kir. Just below that town the left branch, 
called at present Abi-Gargar,"· which has made a considerable 
bend to the east, rejoins the main stream, which thenceforth 

. flows in a single channel. The course of the Kuran from its 
source to its junction with the Dizful branch, including main 
windings, is about 210 miles. The Dizful branch rises from two 
sources, nearly a degree apart, '" in lat. 33° 50'. These streams 
run respectively south-east and south-west, a distance of forty 
miles, to their junction near Bahrein,1l8 whence their united 
waters flow in a tortuous course, with a general direction Df 
south, for above a hundred miles to the outer barrier of Zagros, 
which they penetrate near the Diz fort, through a succession of 
chasms and gorges. III The course of the stream from this 
point is south-west through the hills and across the plain, past 
Dizful, to the place where it receives the Belad-rud from the 
west, when it changes and becomes first south and then south
east to its junction with the Shuster river near Bandi-kir. '•• 
The entire course of the Dizful stream to this point is probably 
not less than 280 miles.'11 Below Bandi-kir, the Kuran, now 
become" a noble river, exceeding in size the Tigris and Euphra
tes," ••• meanders across the plain in a general direction of S.S. 
W., past the towns of Uris, Ahwaz, and Ismaili, to Sablah, 
when it turns more to the west, and passing MoOOmmerah, 
empties itself into the SOOt-el-Arab, I •• about 22 miles below 
Busra. The entire course of the Kuran from its most remote 
source, exclusive of the lesser windings, isJ not less than 430 
miles. 

The Kerkhah (anciently the Choaspes 114) is formed by three 
streams of almost equal magnitude, all of them rising in the 
most eastern portion of the Zagros range. The central of the 
three flows from the southern flank of Mount Elwand (Orontes), 
the mountain behind Ramadan (Ecbatana). and receives on 
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the right, after a course of about thirty miles, the northern or 
Singur branch, and ten miles further on the southern or Guran 
branch, which is known by the name of the Gamas-ab. The 
river thus formed flows westward to Behistun, after which it 
bends to the south-west, and then to the south, receiving tribu
taries on both hands, and winding among the mountains as far 
as the ruined city of Rudbar. Here it bursts through the outer 
barrier of the great range, and, receiving the large stream of 
the Kirrind from the north-west, flows S.S.E. and S. E. along 
the foot of the range, between it and the Kebir Kuh, till it 
meets the strea:n of the Abi-Zal, when it :finally leaves the hills 
and flows through the plain, pursuing a S.S.E. direction to the 
ruins of Susa, which lie upon its left bank, and then turning to 
the S.S. W., and running in that direction to the Shat;.el-Arab, 
Which it reaches about five miles below Kurnur. Its length is 
estimated at above 500 miles; its width, at some distance above 
its junction with the Abi-Zal, is from eighty to a hundred 
yo.rds.'" . 

The course of the Kerkhah was not always exactly such as 
is here descnoed. Anciently it appears to have bifurcated at 
Pai Pu1, 18 or 20 miles N. W. of Susa, and to have sent a branch 
east of the Susa ruins, which absorbed the Shapur, a small 
tributary'of the Dizfulstream, and ran into the Kuran a little 
above Ahwaz."" The remains of the old channel are still to be 
traced ;'" and its existence explains the confusion, observable 
in ancient times, between the Kerkhah and the Kuran, to each 
of which streams. in certain parts t>f their course, we find the 
name Eulreus applied."8 Theii/rOPer Eulreus (Ulai) was the· 
eastern branch of the Kerkh (Choaspesj frOm paJ. PUt"to 
Ahwaz; but the name was naturally extended both northwards 
to the Choaspes above Pai Pul IO. and southwards to the Kuran 
below Ahwaz. I.. The latter streani was, however, known also, 
both in its upper and its lower course, as the Pasitigris. 

On the opposite side of the Empire the rivers were less con
siderable. Among the most important may be mentioned the 
Sajur, a tributary of the Euphrates, the Koweik, or river of 
Aleppo, the Orontes, or river of Antioch, the Litany, or river 
of Tyre, the Barada, or river of Damascus, and the Jordan, 
with its tributaries, the Jabbok and the Hieromax. 

The Sajur rises from two principle sources on the southern 
flanks of Amanus, which, after running a short distance, unite 
a little to the east of Ain-Tab. 1I1 The course of the stream 
from the point of junction is south-east. In this directiOll it 
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flows in a somewhat tortuous channel between two. ranges of 
hills for a distance of about '30 miles to Tel Khalid; a remark
able conical hill crowned by ruins.. . Here it receives an im
portant afiluent-the Keraskat -fI:Om.~< the west, arid becomes 
suitable for boat navigation. At it¥~ sa:~e . time its course 
changes, and runs eastward for aooup 12 ~es; after which 
the stream again inclines to the south; and'kt'leping an E.S.E. 
direction for 14 or 15 miles, entel'fl the 'llliIphrates, by five 
mouths in about lat. 36' 37'. The course of tbe river measures 
probably about 65 miles. ., 

The Koweik, or river of Aleppo (the Chalus of Xenophon '"), 
rises in the hills south of AiD-Tab. Springing from two sources, 
one of which is known as the Baloklu-Su, or ~'Fish River," "' 
it flows at first eastward, as if intending to join the Euphrates. 
On reaching the plain of Aleppo, however, near Sayyadok-Koi, 
it receives a tributary from the north, which gives its course a 
southern inclination; and from this point ,it proceeds in a south 
and south-westerly direction, winding along the shallow bed 
which it has scooped in the Aleppo plain, a distance of 60 miles, 
past Aleppo to Kinnisrin, near the foot of the Jebel-el,gis. '" 
Here its further progress soutbward is barred, and it is forced 
to turn to the east along the foot of the mountain, which it 
skirts for eight or ten miles, finally entering the small lake or 
marsh of El Melak, in which it loses itself after a source of 
about 80 Iniles. 

The Orontes, the great river of At-syria, rises in the Buka'a
the deep valley known to the ancients as Crele,gyria Proper 
-springing from a number of small brooks, III which flow down 
from the Antilibanus range between lat. 34' 5' and lat. 34' 12'. 
Its most remote source is near Yunin, about seven miles N.N.E. 
of Baalbek. The stream flows at first N. W. by W. into the 
plain, on reaching which it turns at a right-angle to the north
east, and skirts the foot of the Antilibanus range as far as 
Lebweh, where, being joined by a larger stream from the south
east, II, it takes its direction and flows N. W. and then N. across 
the plain to the foot of Lebanon. Here it receives the waters 
of a much more abundant fountain, which wells out from the 
roots of that range,'ST and is regarded by the Orientals as the 
true" head of the stream." liB Thus increased the river flows 
northwards for a short space, after which it turns to the north
east, and runs in a deep cleft II. along the base of Lebanon, pur
suing this direction for 15 or 16 miles to a point beyond Ribleh. 
nearly in lat. 34' 30'. Here the course of the river again 
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changes, becoIri.ing slightly west of north to the Lake of HemS 
(Buhciret-Hems), which is nine or ten miles below Ribleh. Is
suing from the Lake of Hems about lat. 34° 43', the Orontes 
once more flows to the north east, and in five or six miles 
reaches Hems itself, which it leaves on its right bank:. It then 
flows for tweI\ty miles nearly due north, after which, on ap
proaching Hama (Hamath), it makes a slight bend to the east 
round the foot of Jebel Erbayn, , •• and then entering the rich 
pasture country of El-Ghab, runs north-west and north to the 
"Iron Bridge" (Jisr Hadid), in lat. 36° 11'. Its course thus far 
has been nearly parallel with the coast of the Mediterranean, 
and has lain between two ranges of mountains, the more west
ern of which has shut it out from the sea. At Jisr Hadid thG. 
western mountains come to an end, and the Orontes, sweeping 
round their base, runs first west and then south-west down the 
broad valley of Antioch, in the midst of the most lovely scen
ery,'" to the coast, which it reaches a little above the 36th par
alle], in long. 35° 55'. The coUrse of the Orontes, exclusive of 
lesser windings, is about 200 miles. It is a considerable stream 
almost from its source. I.. At Hamah, more than a,. hundred 
miles from its mouth, it is crossed by a bridge of thirteen 
arches. I., At Antioch it is fifty yards in width, '" and runs 
rapidly. The natives now call it the Nahr-el-Asy, or "Rebel 
River," either from its running in 'an opposite direction to all 
other streams of the country, '" or (more probably) from its 
violence and impetuosity. '" 

There is one tributary of the Orontes which deserves a 
cursory mention. This is the Kara Su, or "B]ack River," 
which reaches it from the Aga Denghis, or Babr-el-Abiyad, 
About five miles below Jisr Hadid and four or five above 
Antioch. This stream brings into the Orontes the greater part 
of the water that is drained from the southern side of Amanus. 
It is formed by a union of two rivers, the upper Kara Su and 
the Afrin, which flow into the Aga Denghis (White Sea), or 
Lake of Antioch, from the north-west, the one entering it at 
its northern, the other at its eastern extremity. Both are con
siderable streams; and the Kara Su on issuing from the lake 
carries a greater body of water than the Orontes itself, '" and 
thus adds largely to the volume of that stream in its lower 
course from the point of junction to the Mediterranean. 

The Litany, or riverof Tyre, rises from a source at no great 
distance from the head springs of the Orontes. The almost 
imperceptible watershed ~f the Buka'a runs between Yunin 
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and Bnalbek, a few miles north of the latter ;". and when it is 
once passed, the drainage of the water is southwards. The 
highest permanent fountain of the southern stream seems to 
be a small lake near Tel Hushben, , •• which lies about six miles 
to the south-west of the Baalbek ruins. Springing from this 
source the Litany flows along the lower Buka'a in a direction 
which is generally a little west of south, receiving on either 
side a number of streamlets and rills from Libanus and Anti
libanus, and giving out in its turn numerous canals for irrig&
tion, which fertilize the thirsty soil. As the stream descends 
with numerous windings, but still with the same general 
course, the valley of the Buka'a contracts more and more, till 
finally it terminates in a gorge, down which thunders the 
Litany-a gorge a thousand feet or more in depth, and so 
narrow that in one place it is actually bridged over by masses 
of rock which have fallen from the jagged sides."D Narrower 
and deeper grows the gorge, and the river chafes and foams 
througJ:: it, '" gradually working itself round to the west, and 
so clearing a way through the very root3 of Lebanon to the 
low coast tract. across which it meanders slowly, lIS as if wearied 
with its long struggle, before finally emptying itself into the 
sea. The course of the Litany may be roughly estimated at 
from 70 to 75 miles. 

The Harada, or river of Damascus, rises in the plain of 
Zebdany-the very centre of the Antilibanus. It has its real 
permanent source in a small nameless lake 101 in the lower part 
of the plain, about lat. 33° 41'; but in winter it is fed by streams 
flowing from the valley above, especially by one which rises in 
lat. 33° 46', near the small hamlet of AiD Hawar.... The course 
of the Barada from the small lake is at first towards .the east; 
but it soon sweeps round and flows southward for about four 
miles to the lower end of the plain, after which it again turns 
to the east and enters a romantic glen, running between high 
cliffs, ,66 and cutting through the main ridf,-e of the Antilibanus 
between the Zebdany plain and Suk, the Abila of the ancients. .. 8 

From Suk the river flows through a narrow but lovely valley; 
in a course which has a general direction of south-east, past 
AiD Fijeh (where its waters are greatly increased), m through 
a series of gorges and glens, to the point where the roots of tho 
Antilibanus sink down upon the plain, when it bursts forth 
from the mountains and scatters. U8 Channels are dra:wn from 
it on either side, and its waters are spread far and wide -over _ 
the Merj, which it covers with fine trees and splen;lid herbage:--
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One branch passes right through the city, cutting it in half. 
Others irrigate the gardens and orchards both to the north and 
to the south. Beyond the town the tendency to division still 
continues. The river, weakened gre~tly through the irrigation, 
separates into three main channels, which flow with divergent 
courses towards the east, and terminate in two large swamps 
or lakes, the Bahret-esh-Shurkiyeh and the Bahret-el-Kibli
yeh, III at a distance of sixteen or seventeen miles from the city. 
The Barada is a short stream, its entire course from the plain 
of Zebdany not much exceeding forty miles. ... 

The Jordan is commonly regarded as flowing from two 
sources in the Huish or plain immediately above Lake Merom, 
one at Banias (the ancient Paneas), the other at Tel-el-Kady, 
which marks the site of Laish or Dan. ••• But the true highest 
present source of the river is the spring near Hasbeiya, called 
Nebaes-Hasbany, ,or Ras-en-Neba. ••• This spring rises in the 
torrent-course known as the Wady-el-Teim, which descends 
from the north-western flank of Hermon, and runs nearly 
parallel with the great gorge of the Litany, having a direction 
from north-east to south-west. The water wells forth in abun
dance from the foot of a volcanic bluff, called Ras-el-Anjah, 
lying directly north of Hasbeiya, and is immediately used to 
tum a mill The course of the streamlet is very slightly west 
of south down the Wady to the HuIeh plain, where it is joined, 
and multiplied sevenfold, III by the streams from Banais and 
Tel-el·Kady, becoming at once worthy of the name of river. 
Hence it runs almost due south to the Merom lake, which it 
enters in lat. 33° 7', through a reedy and marshy tract which it 
is difficuIt to penetrate. ••• Issuing from Merom in lat. 33° 3', 
the Jordan flows at first sluggishly'" southward to "Jacob's 
Bridge," passing which, it proceeds in the same direction, with 
a much swifter current down the depressed and narrow cleft 
between Merom and Tiberias, descending at the rate of fifty 
feet in a mile,"" and becoming (as has been said) a sort of 
.. continuous waterfall."·11 Before reaching Tiberias its course 
bends slightly to the west of south for about two miles. and it 
pours itself into that II sea" in about lat. 32° 53'. Quitting the 
sea in lat. 32° 42', it finally enters the track called the Ghor, 
the still lower chasm or clp.ft which intervenes between Tibe
rias and the upper end of the Dead Sea. Here the descent of 
the stream becomes comparatively gentle, not much exceeding 
three feet per mile; for though the direct distance between the 
two lakes is less than seventy miles, and the entire fall above 
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600 feet, which would seem to give a descent of nine or ten 
feet a mile, yet, as the course of the river throughout this part 
of its career is tortuous in the extreme,"· the fall is really not 
greater than above indicated. Still it is sufficient to produce 
as many as twenty-seven rapids, JO. or at the rate of one to 
every seven miles. In this part of its course the Jordan re
ceives two important tributaries, each of which seems to de
serve a few words. 

The Jarmuk, or Sheria1reI-Mandhur, anciently the Hiero
max, drains the water, not only from Gliulonitisor Jaulan, the 
country immediately east and 8Outh-east of the sea of Tl"berias, 
but also from almost the whole of the Hauran. 170 At its mouth 
it is 130 feet wide, '" and in the winter it brings down a great 
body of water into the Jordan. In summer, however, it 
shrinks up into an inconsiderable brook, having no more re
mote sources than the perennial springs at Mazarib, Dilly, and 
one or two other places on the plateau of Jaulan. It runs 
through a fertile country, and has generally a deep course 
far below the surface of the plain; ere falling into the Jordan 
it makes its way through a wild ravine, between rugged cliffs 
of basalt, which are in places upwards of a hundred feet in 
height. 

The Zurka, or Jabbok, is a stream of the same character 
with the Hieromax, but of inferior dimensions and importance. 
It drains a considerable portion of the land of Gilead, but has 
no very remote sources, and in summer only carries water 
through a few miles of its lower course. ITt In winter, on the 
contrary, it is a roaring stream with a strong current, and 
sometimes cannot be forded. The ravine through which it 
flows is narrow, deep, and in some places wild. Throughout 
nearly its whole course it is fringed by thickets of cane and 
oleander, while above, its banks are clothed with forests of 
oak. . 

The Jordan receives the Hieromax about four or five miles 
below the point where it issues from the Sea of Tiberias, and 
the Jabbok about half-way between that lake and the Dead 
Sea. Augmented by these streams, and others of less impor
tance from the mountains on either side, it becomes a river of 
considerable size, being orposite Beth-shan (Beisan) 140 feet 
wide, and three feet deep, IT. and averaging, in its lower course, 
a width of ninety with a depth of eight or nine feet. ". Its 
entire course, from the fountain near Hasbeiya to the Dead 
Sea, including the passn{;c of the twq lakes through which it 
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flows, is, if ""e exclude meanders, about 130, if we include 
them, 260 nitles. It is calculated to pour into the Dead Sea 
6,090,000 tons of water daily ... • .. 

Besides ,these rivers the Babylonian territory compriSed a 
number of important Jakes. Of these some of the more eastern 
bave been described iii a former volume: as the Bahr-i-Nedjif 
in Lower Cbal~ ':-and the Lake of Khatouniyeh in the tract 
between the Sinjltli and the Khabour.'" It was chiefly, how
ever, towards the' west that sheets of water abounded: the 
principal of these were the Sabakhah, tbe Bahr-el-Melak, anti 
the Lake of Antioch in Upper Syria; the Bahr-el-Kades, or 
Lake of Hems, in the central region; and the Damascus lakes, 
the Lake of Merom. the Sea of Galilee or Tiberlas, and the 
Dead Sea, in tbe regions lying furthest to tbe south. Of these 
the greater number were salt, and of little value, except as 
furnishing the salt of commerce; but four-the Lake of An
tioch, tbe Babr-el-Kades, the Lake Merom, and the Sea of 
Galiloo-were fresh-water basins lying upon the courses of 
streams which ran through them; and these not only diver
sified the scenery by their clear bright aspect, but were of con
siderable value to the inhabitants, as furnishing them with 
many excellent sorts of fish. 

Of the salt lakes the most eastern was the Sabakbah. This 
is a basin of long and narrow form, lying on and just below 
the 36th parallel. ,It is situated on the southern route from 
Balis to Aleppo, and is nearly equally distant between the two 
place6. Its lengtb is from twelve to thirteen miles; and its 
width, 'Where it is broadest, is about five miles. It receives 
from the north tbe waters of the Nahr-el-Dhahab, or "Golden . 
River" (which has by some been identified with the Daradax 
of Xenopbon""), and from the west two or three insignificant 
streams, which empty themselves into its western extremity. 
The lake produces a large quantity of salt, especially after wet 
seasons, which is collected and sold by the inhabitants of the 

, surrounding country.'" 
The Bahr-el-Me1ak, the lake which absorbs the Koweik, or 

river of Aleppo, is less tban twenty miles distant from Lak& 
Sa'bakbab, which it very much resembles in its general char-

. acter. Its ordinary length is about nine miles, and its width 
thre8 or four; but in ""inter it is greatly swollen by the rains, 
and at that time it spreads out so widely that its circumference 
sometimes exceeds fifty miles. 'O• Much salt is dra'Yll from its 
bed in the dry season, and a large part of Syria. is hence sup-
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plied with the commodity. The lake is covered with small 
islands, and greatly frequented by aquatic birds-geese, ducks, 
flamingoes, and the like. 

The lakes in the neighborhood of Damascus are three in 
number, and are all of a very similiar type. They are inde
terminate in size and shape, changing with the wetness or 
dryness of the season; and it is possible that sometimes they 
may be all united in one. ,., The most northern, which is 
called the Bahret-esh-Shurkiyeh, receives about half the 
surplus water of the Barada, together with soine streamlets 
from the outlying ranges of Antilibanus towards the north. , •• 
The central one, called the Bahret-el-Kibliyeh, receives the 
rest <if the 'Barada water, which enters it by three or four 
branches on its northern and 'western sides. The most 
southern, known as Bahret-Hijaneh, is the receptacle for the 
stream of the Awaaj, and takes also the water from the 
northern parts of the Ledjah, or region of Argob. The three 
lakes are in the same line-a line which runs from N.N.E. to 
S.S.W. They are, or at least were recently, separated by 
tracts of dry land from two to four miles broad.'" Dense 
thickets of tall reeds surround them, and in summer almost 
cover their surface. ,.. Like the Bahr-el-Melak, they are a home 
for water-fowl. which flock to them in enormous numbers. '81 

By far the largest and most important of the salt lakes is 
the Great Lake of the South-the Bahr Lut (" Sea of Lot"), or 
Dead Sea. This sheet of water, which has always attracted 
the special notice and observation of travellers, has of late 
years been scientifically surveyed by officers of the American 
navy; and its shape, its size, and even its depth, are thus 
known with accuracy. ,.. The Dead Sea is of an oblong form, 
and would be of a very regular contour, were it not for a 
remarkable projection from its eastern shore near its southern 
extremity. In this place, a long and low peninsula, shaped 
like a human foot, ,., projects into the lake. :filling up two thirds 
of its width, and thus dividing the expanse of water into two 
portions, which are connected by a long and somewhat nar
row passage. ,.. The entire length of the sea, from north to 
south, is 46 miles: its greatest width, between its eastern and 
its western shores, is lOt miles. The whole area is estimated 
at 250 geographical square miles.'" Of this space 174 square 
miles belong to the northern portion of the lake (the true 
"Sea',), 29 to the narrow channel, Itnd 46 to the southern por
tion, which has been called" the bacf-water," lO. or "the Ja,. 
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goon." Ul The most remarkable difference between the two 
portions of the lake is the contrast they present as to depth. 
While the depth of the northern portion is from 600 feet, at a 
short distance from the mouth of the Jordan, to SOO, 1000, 
1200, and even 1300 feet, further down, the depth of the la
goon is nowhere more than 12 or 13 feet; and in places it is so 
shallow that it has been found possible, in some seasons, to 
ford the whole way across from one side to the other. 1" The 
peculiarities of the Dead Sea, as compared with other lakes, 
are its iepression below the sea-level, its buoyancy, and its ex
treme saltness. The degree of the depression is not yet cer
tainly known; but there is reason to believe that it is at least 
as much at 1300 feet, '". whereas no other lake is known to be 
depressed more than 570 feet.'·' The buoyancy and the salt
ness are not so wholly unparalleled. The waters of Lake 
Urumiyeh are probably as salt and as buoyant;'·· those of 
Lake Elton in the steppe east of the Wolga, and of certain 
other Russian lakes, appear to be even salter. ,.. But with 
these few exceptions (if they are exceptions), the Dead Sea 
water must be pronounced to be the heaviest and saltest 
water known to us. More than one fourth of its weight is 
solid matter held in solution. Of this solid matter nearly one 
third is common salt, which is more than twice as muCh as is 
contained in the waters of the ocean. 

Of the fresh-water lakes the largest and most important is 
the Sea of Tiberias. This sheet of water is of an oval shape, 
with an axis, like that of the Dead Sea, very nearly due north 
and south. Its greatest length is about thirteen and its great
est width about six miles. '07 Its extreme depth, so far as has 
been ascertained, is 27t fathoms, or 165 feet.'"· The Jordan 
flows into its upper end turbid and muddy, and issues forth at 
its southern extremity clear and pellucid. It receives also the 
waters of a considerable number of small streams and springs, 
some of which are warm and brackish; yet its own water is 
always sweet. cool, and transparent, and, laving everywhere 
'a shelving pebbly beach, has a bright sparkling appearance.'"· 
The banks are lofty, and in general destitute of verdure. 
What exactly is the amount of depression below the level of 
the Mediterranean remains still, to some extent, uncertain; 
but it is probably not much less than 700 feet. I.. Now, as 
formerly, the lake produces an abundance of fish, which are 
pronounced, by thosl;l whQ have partaken of them, to be "de-
licious, " "" . 
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Nine miles above the Sea of Tiberias, on the course of the 
same stream, is the far smaller basin known now as the Bahr
elHuleh, and anciently (perhaps) as Merom. .0. This is a moun
tain tarn, varying in size as the season is wet or dry,'" but 
never apparently more than about seven miles long, by five or 
six broad .• 0. It is situated at the lower extremity of the plain 
called Huleh, and is almost entirely surrounded by flat marshy 
ground, thickly set with reeds and canes, which make the lake 
itself almost unapproachable. ••• The depth of the Huleh is not 
known. It is a favorite resort of aquatic birds, and is said to 
oontain an abundant supply of fish. '0. 

The Bahr-el-Kades, or Lake of Hems, lies on the course of 
the Orontes, about 139 miles N.N.E. of Merom, and nearly the 
same distance south of the Lake of Antioch. It is a smaIl 
sheet of water, not more than six or eight miles long, and only 
two or three wide,'OT running in the same direction with the 
course of the river, which here turns from north to north-east. 
According to Abulfeda'D. and some other writers, it is mainly, 
if not wholly, artificial, owing its origin to a dam or embank
ment across the stream, which is from four to five hundred 
~ds in length, and about twelve or fourteen feet high. .0. In 
Abulfeda's time the construction of the embankment was as
cribed to Alexander the Great, and the lake consequently was 
not regarded as having had any existence in Babylonian times; 
but traditions of this kind are little to be trusted, and it is 
quite possible that the work above mentioned, constructed ap
parently with a view to irrigation, may really belong to a very 
much earlier age. 

Finally, in Northern Syria, 115 miles north of the Bahr-el
Kades, and about 60 miles N.W.W. of the Bahr-el-Melak, is the 
Bahr-el-Abyad (White Lake), or Sea of Antioch. [pI. VllI., 
Fig.1.] This sheet of water is a parallelogram, II. the angles of 
which face the cardinal points: in its greater diameter it ex
tends somewhat more than ten miles, while it is about seven 
miles across.·11 Its depth on the western side, where it ap
proaches the mountains, is six or eight feet; but elsewhere it 
\s generally more shallow, not exceeding three or four feet. 111 

tt lies in a marshy plain called El-Umk, and is thickly fringed 
lvith reeds round the whole of its circumference. From the 
~ilence of antiquity, some writers have imagined that it did 
110t exist in ancient times ;'" but the observations of scientific 
\ravellers are opposed to this theory. OJ, The lake abounds with 
5sh of several kinds, and t:hfl ffl"hery attracts and employs a 
C:OJ1Sidl;lrab~e p~ber 9f the pa.tives wb9 dwell near it,·'· 
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Besides these lakes, there were contained within the limits of 

the Empire a number of petty tarns, which do not merit par
ticular description. Such were the BahN!l-Taka,"· and other 
small lakes on the right bank of the middle Orontes, the Birket
el·Limum in the Lebanon,'" and the Birket-er-Ram'" on the 
southern flank of Hermon. It is unnecessary, however, tQ 
pursue this subject any further. But a few words must be 
add» on the chief cities of the Empire, before this chapter is 
brought to a conclusion. 

The cities of the Empire may be divided into those of the 
dominant country and those of the provinces. ThOse of the 
dominant country were, for the most part, identical with the 
towns already described as belonging to the ancient Chaldrea. 
Besides Babylon itself, there flourished in the Babylonian period 
the cities of Borsippa, Durab&, Sippara or Sepharvaim, Opis; 
Psittace., Cutha, Orchoe or Erech, and Diridotis or Teredon. 
The sites of most of those have been described in the first 
volume;'" but it remains to state briefly the positions of some 
few which were either new creations or comparatively undis
tinguished in the earlier times. 

Opis; a town of sufficient magnitude to attract the attention 
of Herodotus, ••• was situated on the left or east bank of the 
Tigris, near the point where the DiyaIeh or Gyndes joined the 
main river. Its position was south of the Gyndes embouchure, 
and it might be reckoned as lying upon either river. "'The 
true name of the place-that which it bears in the cuneiform 
inscriPtions~;~cUi:B site is probably marked by 
the ruins at .1, hdad, which place is thought to 
retain, in a corrupted form, the original appellation."· Psittace 
or Sitace, .. • the town which gave name to the province of 
Sittacfule., ••• was in the near neighborhood of Opis; lying on 
the same side of the Tigris, but lower down, at least as low as 
the modern fort of the Zobeid chiet Its exact site has not 
been as yet discovered. Teredon, or Diriaotis, appearS to have 
been first founded by Nebuchadnezzar .••• It layon the cOast of 
the Persian Gulf, a little west of the mouth of the Euphrates, 
and protected by a quay, or a breakwater, from the high tides 
that rolled in from the Indian Ocean. There is great difficulty 
in identifying its site, owing to the extreme uncertainty as to 
the exact position of the coast-line, and the course of the river, 
in the time of Nebucbadnezzar. Probably it should be sought. 
about Zobair, or a little further inland. 

The chief provincial cities were Su~ and Budaea in Susiana. 
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.A.uat, Sirki, and Carchemish, on the Middle Euphrates; Sidikan 
on the Khabour; Harran on the Bilik; Hamath, Damascus,'" 
and Jerusalem, in Inner Syria; Tyre, Sidon, Ashdod, A£calon, 
and Gaza, upon the coast. Of these, Susa was undoubtedly the 
most important; indeed, it deserves to be regarded as the 
second city of the Empire. Here, between the two arms of 
the Choaspes, on a noble and well-watered plain, backed at the 
distance of twenty-five miles by a lofty mountain range, the 
fresh breezes from which tempered the summer heats, was 
the ancient palace of the Kissian kings, proudly placed upon a 
lofty platform or mound, and commanding a wide prospect of 
the rich pastures at its base, which extended northwards to the 
roots of the hills, and in every other direction as far as the eye 
could .reach. on Clustered at the foot of the palace mound, 
more especially on its eastern side, lay the ancient town, the 
foundation of the traditional Memnon"· who led an army to 
the defence of Troy.··· The pure and sparkling water of the 
Choaspes .. o-a drink fit for kings"'-:flowed near, while around 
grew palms, konars, and lemon-trees, ,B, the plain beyond wav
ing with green grass and golden corn. It may be suspected 
that the Babylonian kings, who certainly maintained a palace 
at this place,'" and sent high officers of their court to "do 
their business" there,'" made it their occasional residence, ex
changing, in summer and early autumn, the heats and swamps 
of Babylon for the comparatively dry and cool region at the 
base of the Lurish hills. But, however, this may have been, 
at any rate Susa, long the capital of a kingdom little inferior 
to Babylon itself, must have been the first of the provincial· 
cities, surpassing all the rest at once in size and in magnificence. 

Among the other cities, Carchemish on the Upper Euphra
tes, Tyre upon the Syrian coast, and Ashdod on the borders of 
Egypt, held the highest place. Carchemish, which has been 
wrongly identified with Circesium, ... lay certainly lugh up the 
river, ••• and most likely occupied a site some distance to the 
north of Balis, which is in lat. 86° nearly. It was the key of 
Syria. on the east, commanding the ordinary passage of the 
Euphrates, and being the only great city in this quarter. 
Ty:re, which had by this time surpassed its rival, Sidon, on was 
the chief of all the maritime towns; and its possession gave 
the mastery of the Eastern Mediterranean to the power which 
could acquire and maintain it. Ashdod was the key of Syria 
upon the south, being a place of great strength, ••• and com-

o manding the coast route between Palestine and :Egypt, which 
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was usually pursued by armies. It is scarcely too much tit 
say that the possession of Ashdod, Tyre, and Carchemish, in
volved the lordship of Syria, which could not be permanently 
retained except by the occupation of those cities. 

The countries by which the Babylonian Empire was bounded 
were Persia on the east, Media and her dependencies on the 
north, Arabia on the south, and Egypt at the extreme south
west. Directly to the west she had no neighbor, her territory 
being on that side washed by the Mediterranean. 

Of Persia, which must be described at length in the next vol
Ulne, since it was the seat of Empire during the Fifth Mon
archy, no more need be said here than that "it was for the most 
part a rugged and sterile country, apt to produce a brave and 
hardy race, but incapable of sustaining a large population. A 
strong barrier separated it from the great Mesopotamian low
land ;"' and the Babylonians, by occupying a few easily de
fensible passes, could readily prevent a Persian army from 
debouching on their fertile plains. On the other hand, the 
natural strength of the region is so great that in the hands of 
brave and active men its defence is easy; and the Babylonians 
were not likely, if an aggressive spirit led to their pressing 
eastward, to make any serious impression. in this quarter, or 
ever greatly to advance their frontier. 

To Media, the power which bordered her upon the north, 
Babylonia, on the contrary, lay wholly open. The Medes, 
possessing Assyria and Armenia, with the Upper Tigris valley, 
and probably the Mons Masius, could at any time, with the 
greatest ease, have marched armies into the low country, and 
resumed the contest in which Assyria was engaged for so 
many hundred years with the great people of the south. On 
this side nature had set no obstacles; and, if danger threat
ened, resistance had to be made by means of those artificial 
works which are specially suited for flat countries. Long lines 
of wall, broad dykes, huge reservoirs, by means of which large 
tracts may be laid under water, form the natural resort in such 
a case; and to such defences as these alone, in addition to her 
armies, could Babylonia look in case of a quarrel with th, 
Medes. On this side, however, she for many years felt no fear. 
Political arrangements and family ties connected her with the 
Median reigning house.'" and she looked to her northern neigh
bor as an ally upon whom she might depend for aid, rather 
than as a rival whose ambitious designs were to be watched 
and baflled. 
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Babylonia lay open also on the side of Arabia. Rere, how
ever, the nature of the country is such that population must be 
always sparse; and the habits of the people are opposed to that 
political union which can alone make a race really formidable 
to others. Once only in their history, under the excitement of 
a religious frenzy, have the Arabs issued forth from the great 
peninsula on an errand of conquest. In general they are con
tent to vex and harass without seriously alarming their neigh
bors. The vast space and arid character of the peninsula are 
adverse to the collection and the movement of armies; the love 
of independence cherished by the several tribes indisposes them 
to union; the affection for the nomadic life, which is strongly 
felt, disinclines them to the occupation of conquests. Arabia, 
as a a conterminous power, is troublesome, but rarely danger
ouS: one section of the nation may almost always b~ played off 
against another: if " their hand is against every man," ., every 
man's hand" is also "against them ;"'" blood-feuds divide and 
decimate their tribes, which are ever turning their swords 
Against each other; their neighbors generally wish them ill, and 
will fall upon them, if they can take them at a disadvantage; 
it is only under very peculiar circumstances, such as can very 
rarely exist, that they are likely even to attempt anything 
more serious than a plundering inroad. Babylonia consequently, 
though open to attack on the side of the south as well as on 
that of the north, had little to fear from either quarter. The 
friendliness of her northern neighbor, and the practical weak
ness of her southern one, were equal securities against aggres
sion; and thus on her two largest and most exposed frontiers 
the Empire dreaded no attack. 

But it was otherwise in the far south-west. Here the Empire 
bordered upon Egypt, a rich and populous country, which at 
all times covets Syria, and is often strong enough to seize and 
hold it in possession .• ,. The natural frontier is moreover weak, 
no other barrier separating between Africa and Asia than a 
narrow desert, which has, never yet proved a serious obstacle 
to an army .• ,. From the side. of Egypt, if from no other 

. quarter, Babylonia might expect to have trouble. Here she in
herited from her predecessor, Assyria, an old hereditary feud, 
which might at anytime break out into active hostility. Here 
was an ancient, powerful, and well-organized kingdom upon her 
borders, with claims upon that portion of her territory which it 
was most difficult for her to defend effectively.·.. By sea .,. 
and by land eClually the strip ~f Syrian coast lay open to the 
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arms of Egypt, who was free to choose her ,time, and pour her 
hosts into the country when the attention of Babylon was direc
ted to some other quarter. The physical and political circum
stances alike pointed to hostile transactions between Babylon 
and her south-western neighbor. Whether destruction would 
come from this quarter, or from some other, it would have been 
impossible to predict. Perhaps. on the whole, it may be said 
that Babylon might have been expected to contend success
fully with Egypt-that she had little to. fear from Arabia-that 
against Persia Proper it might have been anticipated that she 
would be able to defend herself-but that she lay at the mercy 
of Media. The Babylonian Empire was in truth an empire 
upon sufferance. From the time of its establishment with the 
consent of the Medes, the Medes might at any time have de
stroyed it. The dynastic tie alone prevented this result. 
When that tie was snapped, and when moreover, by the victo
ries of Cyrus, Persian enterprise sUcceeded to the direction of 
Median power, the fate of Babylon was sealed.. It was im
possible for the long straggling Empire of the sooth, lying 
chiefly in low, flat, open regions, to resist for any considerable 
time the great kingdom of the north, of the high plateau, and 
of the mountain-chains. 

CHAPTER IT. 

OLDIATE AND PRODUCTIONS. 
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-Herod, I. 193. 

THE Babylonian Empire, lying as it did between the thirtieth 
and thirty-seventh parallels of north latitude, and consisting 
mostly of comparatively low countries, enjoyed a climate 
which was, upon the whole, considerably warmer than that of 
Media, and less subject to extreme variations. In its more 
southern part&-Susiana, Chnldrea (or Babylonia Proper), 
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Philistia, and Edom-the intensity of the summer heat mus1i 
have been great; but the winters were mild and of sbort dura
tion. In the middle regions of Central Mesopotamia, the 
Euphrates valley, the Palmyrene, Crele-Sytia, Judrea, and 
Phrenicia, while the winters were somewhat colder and longer, 
the summer warmth was more tolerable. Towards the north, 
along the flanks of Masius, Taurus, and Amanus, a climate 
more like that of eastern Media prevailed, I the summers being 
little less hot than those of the middle region,' while the win
ters were of considerable severity. A variety of climate thus 
existed, but a variety within somewhat narrow limits. The 
region was altogether hotter and drier than is usual in the same 
latitude. The close proximity of the great Arabian desert, the 
small size of the adjoining seas, the want of mountains within 
the region having any great elevation, • and the general absence 
of timber, combined to produce an amount of heat and dry. 
ness scarcely known elsewhere outside the tropics. 

Detailed accounts of the temperature, and -of the climate 
generally, in the most important provinces of the Empire, 
Babylonia and Mesopotamia Proper, have been already given,' 
and on these points the reader is referred to the first volume. 
With regard to the remaining provinces, it may be noticed, in 
the first place, that the climate of Susiana differs but very 
slightly from that of Babylonia, the region to which it is ad
jacent. The heat in summer is excessive, the thermometer, 
even in the hill country, at an elevation of 5000 feet, standing 
often at 1070 Fahr. in the shade.' The natives construct for 
themselves serdaubs, or subterranean -apartments, in which 
they live during the day,' thus somewhat reducing the tem
perature, but probably never bringing it much below 100 de
grees. ' They sleep at night in the open air on the flat roofs of 
their houses. 8 So far as there is any difference of climate at 
this season between Susiana and Babylonia, it is in favor of 
the former. The heat, though scorching, is rarely oppressive;' 
and not unfrequently a cool, invigorating breeze sets in' from 
the mountains,1O which refreshes both mind -and body. The 
winters are exceedingly mild, snow being unknown on the 
plains, and rare on the mountains, except at a considerable 
elevation. II At this time, however-from December to the end 
of March-rain falls in tropical abundance ;" and occasionally 
there are violent hail-storms," which inflict serious injury on 
the crops. The spring-time in Susiana is delightful. Soft airs 
fan the cbee~ laden with the scent of flowers; a carpet of ver. 
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dure is spread over the plains; the sky is cloudless, or over· 
spread with a thin gauzy veil; the heat of the sun is not too 
great; the rivers run with full banks and fill the numerous 
ca.na.ls; the crops advance rapidly towards perfection; and on 
every side a rich luxuriant growth cheers the eye of the travel
ler.'· 

On the opposite side of the Empire, in Syria and Palestine, 
a moister, and on the whole a cooler climate prevails. In 
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon there is a severe winter, which 
lasts from October to April ;'i much snow falls, and the ther
mometer often marks twenty or thirty degrees of frost. On 
the flanks of the mountain ranges, and in the highlands of 
Upper and Coole-Syria, of Damascus, Samaria, and Judrea, the 
cold is considerably less; but there are intervals of frost; snow 
falls, though it does not often remain long upon the ground;" 
and prolonged chilling rains make the winter and early spring 
unpleasant. In the low regions, on the other hand, in the 
ShepMlah, the'plain of Sharon, the Phrenician coast tract, the 
lower valley of the Orontes, and again in the plain of Esdrae
Ion and the remarkable depression from the Merom lake to the 
Dead Sea, the winters are exceedingly mild;17 frost and snow 
are unknown; the lowest temperature is produced by cold 
rains'· and fogs, II which do not bring the thermometer much 
below 40°. During the summer these low regions, especially 
the Jordan valley or Ghor, are excessively hot, the heat being 
ordinarily of that moist kind which is intolerably oppressive.'· 
The upland plains and mountain flanks experience also a high 
temperature, but there the heat is of a drier character, and is 
not greatly complained of; the nights even in summer are 
cold, the dews being often heavy;" cool winds blow occasion
ally, and though the sky is for months without a cloud, the 
prevailing heat produces no injurious effects on those who are 
exposed to it.'· In Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon the heat is of 
course still less; refreshing breezes blow almost constantly; 
and the numerous streams and woods give a sense of coolness 
beyond the markings of the thermometer. 

There is one evil, however, to which almost the whole Em
pire must have been subject. Alike in the east and in the 
west, in Syria and Palestine, no less than in Babylonia Proper 
and Susiana, there are times when a fierce and scorching wind 
prevails for days together-a wind whose breath withers the 
herbage and is unspeakably depressing to man. Called in the 
east the Sherghis, ,. and in the west the Khamsin,·· this fiery 
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sirocco comes laden with fine particles of heated sand, whic~ 
at once raise the temperature and render the air unwholesoml. 
to breathe. In Syria these winds occur commonly in the 
spring, from February to April;" but in Susiana and Babylo
nia the time for them is the height of summer.·o They blow 
from various quarters, according to the position, with respect 
to Arabia, occupied by the different provinces. In Palestine 
the worst are from the east, n the direction in which the desert 
is nearest; in Lower Babylonia they are from the south;,· in 
Susiana from the west or the north-west.·o During their con
tinuance the air is darkened, a; lurid glow is cast over the 
earth, the animal world pines and droops, vegetation lan
guishes, and, if the traveller cannot obtain shelter, and the 
wind continues, he may sink and die under its deleterious in
fluence. l • 

The climate of the entire tract included within the limits of 
the. Empire was probably much the same in ancient times as 
in our own days. In the low alluvial plains indeed near the 
Persian Gulf it is probable that vegetation was anciently more 
abundant, the date-palm being cultivated much more exten
sively then than at present ;8' and so far it might appear rea
sonable to conclude that the climate of that region must have 
been moister and cooler than it now is. But if we may judge 
by Strabo's account of Susiana, where the climatic conditions 
were nearly the same as in Babylonia, no important change 
can have taken place, for Strabo not only calls the climate of 
Susiana "fiery and scorching," II but says that in Slli'a, during 
the height of summer, if a lizard or a snake tried to cross the 
street about noon-day, he was baked to death before accom
plishing half the distance. II Similarly on the west, though 
there is reason to believe that Palestine is now much more de
nuded of timber than it was formerly," and its climate should 
therefore be both warmer and drier, yet it has been argued 
with great force from the identity of the modern with the an
cient vegetation, that in reality there can have been no consid
erable change. I. If then there has been such permanency of 
climate in the two regions where the greatest alteration seems 
to have taken place in the circumstances whereby climate is 
usually affected, it can scarcely be thought that elsewhere any 
serious change has been brought about. 

The chief vegetable productions of Babylonia Proper in an
cient times are thus enumerated by Berosus. "The land of 
1ibe Babylonians," he says, "~roduces wheat as an indigenous 
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ftlap.t, and has also barley, and lentils, and vetches, and sesa
me; the banks of the streams and the marshes supply edible 
roots, called gongre, which have the taste of barley-cakes. 
Palms, too, grow in the country, and apples, and fruit-trees of 
various kinds."·" Wheat, it will be observed, and barley are 
placed. first, since it was especially as a grain country that 
Babylonia was celebrated. The testimonies of Herodotus, 
Theophrastus, Strabo, and Pliny as to the enormous returns 
which the Babylonian farmers obtained from their com lands 
have been already cited.1T No such fertility is known any
where in modem times; and, unless the accounts are grossly 
exaggerated, we must ascribe it, in part, to the extraordinary 
vigor of a virgin soil, a deep and rich alluvium; in part, per
haps, to a peculiar adaptation of the soil to the wheat plant, 
which the providence of God made to grow spontaneously in 
this region, and nowhere else, so far as we know, on the whole 
lace of the earth.·· 

Besides wheat, it appears that barley, millet, II and lentils 
were cultivated for food, while vetches were grown for beasts, 

, and sesame for the sake of the oil which can be expressed from 
its seed. I. All grew luxuriantly; and the returns of the barley 
in particular are stated at a fabulous amount. II But the pro
duction of first necessity in Babylonia was the date-palIn, 
which flourished in great abundance throughout the region, 
and probably furnished the chief food of the greater portion of 
the inhabitants. The various uses to which it was applied 
have been stated in the first volume," where a representation 
of its mode of growth has been also given." 

In the adjoining country of Susiana, or at any rate in the al
luvial portion of it, the principal products of the earth seem to 
have been nearly the same as in Babylonia, while the fecundi
ty of the soil was but little less. Wheat and barley' returned 
to the sower a hundred or even two hundred fold. .. The date
palm grew plentifully, .. more especially in the vicinity of the 
towns. .. Other trees also were common, IT as probably konars, 
acacias, and poplars, which are still found scattered in tolera
ble abundance over the plain country. ,. The neighboring moun
tains could furnish good timber of various kinds ;" but it ap
pears that the palm was the tree chiefly used for building." 
If we may judge the past by the present, we may further sup
pose t,hat Susiana produced fruits in abundance; for modem 
travellers tell us that there is not a fruit known in Persia which 
(l0E;lS Jl,ot thrive ip. the province of Khuzistan. .J 
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Along the Euphrates valley to a considerable distance-w-at 
least as far as Anah (or Hena)-the character of the country 
resembles that of Babylonia and Susiana, and the products 
cannot have been very d.i1ferent. About Anah the date-palm 
begins to fail, and the olive first makes its appearance. •• Fur
ther up a chief fruit is the mulberry." Still higher, in north
ern Mesopotamia, the mulberry is comparatively rare, but 
its place is supplied by the walnut, the vine, and the pistachio
nut. •• This district produces also good crops· of grain, and 
grows oranges, pomegranates, and the commoner kinds of fruit 
abundantly .•• 

Across the Euphrates, in Northern Syria, the country is less 
suited for grain crops j but trees and shrubs of all kinds grow 
luxuriantly, the pasture is excellent, and much of the land is 
well adapted for the growth of cotton.·· The Assyrian kings 
cut timber frequently in this tract; 'T and here are found at the 
present day enormous planes, •• thick forests of oak, pine, and 
ilex, walnuts, willows, poplars, ash-trees, birches, larches, and 
the carob or locust tree." Among wild shrubs are the oleander 
with its ruddy blossoms, the myrtle, the bay, the arbutus, the 
clematis, the juniper, and the honeysuckle j •• among cultivated 
fruit-trees, the orange, the pomegranate, the pistachio-nut, the 
vine, the mulberry, and the olive.·' The adis, an excellent 
pea, and the Lyc()jJerdon, or wild potato, grow in the neigh
borhood of Aleppo. •• The castor-oil plant is cultivated in the 
plain of Edlib. •• Melons, cucumbers," and most of the ordi
nary vegetables are produced in abundance and of good quality 
everywhere. 

In Southern Syria and Palestine most of the same forms of 
vegetation occur, with several others of quite a new character. 
These are due either to the change of latitude, or to the 
tropical heat of the Jordan and Dead Sea valley, or finally to 
the high elevation of Hermon, Lebanon, and Anti-Lebanon. 
The date-palm fringes· the Syrian shore as high as Beyrut," 
and formerly flourished in the Jordan valley,·· where, however, 
it is not now seen, except in a few dwarfed specimens near 
the Tiberias lake. IT The banana accompanies the date along 
the coast, and even grows as far north as Tripoli." The 
prickly pear, introduced from America, has completely neu
tralized itself, and is in general request for hedging. •• The fig 
mulberry (or true sycamore), another southern form, is also 
common, and grows to a considerable size.'· Other denizens 
of W<lrDl climes, unknown iQ Northern Syria, are the jujube, 
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th; tamarisk, the elreagnus o~ wild olive, the gum-styrax plant 
(Slgrax oJlicinaliB), the egg-plant, the Egyptian papyrus, the 
sUgaN:ane, the scarlet misletoe, the solanum that produces the 
.. Dead Sea apple" (Solanum Sodommum), the yellow-flowered 
acacia, and the liquorice plant." Among the forms due to 
high elevation are the famous Lebanon cedar, several oaks 
And juniper," the maple, berberry, jessamine, ivy, butcher's 
broom, a rhododendron, and the gum-tragacanth plant.7I The 
fruits additional to those of the north are dates, lemons, 
Umonds, shaddock&, and limes." 

The chief mineral products of the Empire seem to have been 
bitumen, with its concomitants, naphtha and petroleum, salt, 
'ulphur, nitre, copper, iron, perhaps silver, and several sorts 
of precious stones. Bitumen was furnished in great abundance 
by the springs at Hit or Is,u which were. celebrated in the 
days of Herodotus; to it was also procured from Ardericca n 

fKir-Ab), and probably from Ram Ormuz, T. in Susiana, and 
likewise from the Dead Sea. ,. Salt was obtainable from the 
various lakes which had no outlet, as especially from the 
Sabakhab,·· the Bahr-e1-Melak, II the Dead Sea, e. and a small 
lake near Tadmor or Palmyra.. •• The Dead Sea gave also most 
probably both sulphur and nitre, but the latter only in small 
quantities. U Copper and iron seem to have been yielded by the 
hills of Palestine.·' Silver was perhaps a product of the 
Anti-Lebanon. II 

It may be doubted whether any gems were really found in 
Babylonia itself, which. being purely alluvial, possesses no 
stone of any kind. Most likely the sorts known as Babylonian 
came from the neighboring Susiana, whose unexplored moun
tain'J may possess many rich treasures. According to Diony
sius," the bed of the Choaspes produced numerous agates, and 
it may well be that from the same quarter came that "beryl 
more precious than gold, "e. and those " highly reputed 
sards, .... which Babylon seems to have exported to other 
countries. The western provinces may, however, very pro
bably l}ave furnished the gems which are ascribed to them, as 
amethysts, which are said to have been found in the neighbor
hood of Petra,·· alabaster, which came from near Damascus, II 
and the cyanus. a kind of lapis-lazuli,·' which was a produc-
tion of Phooicnia.·1 No doubt the Babylonian love of gems 
caused the provinces to be carefully searched for stones; 
and it is not improbable that they yielded besides the varieties 
already named, and the Qther unknown kinds mentioned by 
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Pliny," many, if not most, of the materials-which we fin, tc. 
have been used for seals by the ancient people. These are, 
cornelian, rock-crystal, cbalcedony, onyx, jasper, quartz, 
serpentine, sienite, hrematite, green felspar, pyrites, loadstone, 
and amazon-stone. 

Stone for building was absent from Babylonia Proper and 
the alluvial tracts of Susiana, but in the other provinces it 
allounded. The Euphrates valley could furnish stone at almost 
any point above Hit i the mountain regions of. Susiana could 
su.pply it in whatever quantity might be required i and in thE' 
western provinces it was only too plentiful. Near to Baby
lonia the most common kind was limestone i" but about Had· 
disah on the Euphrates there was also a gritty, silicious rock 
alternating with iron-stone,'· and in the Arabian Desert were 
sandstone and granite.07 Such stone as was used in Babylon 
itself, and in the other cities of the low country, probably 
either came down the Euphrates,·e or was brought by canals 
from the adjacent part of Arabia. The quantity, however, thus 
consumed was small, the Babylonians being content for most 
uses with the brick, of which their own territo~ gave them a 
supply practically inexhaustible. 

The principal wild animals known' _ve inhabited the 
Empire in ancient times are the folk· oJg: the lion, the pan
ther or large leopard, the hunting leopard, the bear, the 
hyena, the wild ox, the buffalo (1), the wild ass, the stag, the 
antelope, the ibex or wild goat, the wild sheep, the wild boar, 
the wolf, the jackal, the fox, the hare, and the rabbit." Of 
these, the lion, leopard, bear, stag, wolf, jackal, and fox seem 
to have been very widely diffused, JO, while the remainder were 
rarer, and, generally speaking, confined to certain localities. 
The wild ass was met with only in the dry parts of Mesopota
mia, and perhaps of Syria, ,., the buffalo and wild boar only in 
moist regions, along the banks of rivers or among marshes. , •• 
The wild ox was altogether scarce i'·· the wild sheep, the rabbit, 
and the hare, "4 were probably not common. 

To this list may be added as present denizens of the region, 
and therefore probably belonging to it in ancient times, the 
lynx, the wildcat, the ratel, the sable, the genet, the badger, 
the otter, the beaver, the polecat, the jerboa, the rat, the 
mouse, the marmot, the porcupine, the squirrel, , •• and perhaps 
the alligator.'·· Of these the commonest at the present day 
are porcupines, badgers, otters, rats, mice, and JerbOI1$, The 
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ra!eI, sable, and genet belong only to the north;'·' the beaver 
is found nowhere but in the Khabour and middle Euphrates ;' •• 
the alligator, if a denizen of the region at all exists only in the 
Euphrates. " 

The chief birds of the region are eagles, vultures, falcons, 
owls, hawks, many kinds of crows, magpies, jackdaws, 
thrushes, blackbirds, nightingales, larks, sparrows, gold
finches, swallows, doves of fourteen kinds, francolins, rock 
partridges, gray partridges, black partridges, quails, pheas
ants, capercailzies, bustards, flamingoes, pelicans, cormorants, 
storks, herons, cranes, wild-geese, ducks, teal, kingfishers, 
snipes, woodcocks, the sand-grouse, the hoopoe, the green 
parrot, the becaftco, the locust-bird, the humming-bird (7), 
and the bee-eater. ,.. The eagle, pheasant, capercailzie, quliiJ. 
parrot, locust·bird, becafico, and humming-bird are rare ;". the 
remainder are all tolerably common. Besides these, we know 
that in ancient times ostriches were found within the limits of 
the Empire,111 though now they have retreated further south 
into the Great Desert of Arabia. Perhaps bitterns may also 
formerly have frequented some of the countries belonging to 
it, .. I though they are not mentioned among the birds of the 
region by modern writers. 111 

There is a bird of the heron species, or rather of a species 
between the heron and the stork, which seems to deserve a 
few words of special description. It is found chiefly in North
ern Syria, in the plain of Aleppo and the districts watered by 
the Koweik and Sajur rive1'll. The Arabs call it Tair-el-Raouj, 
or "the magnificent." This bird is of a grayish-white, the 
breast white, the joints of the wings tipped with scarlet, and 
the under part of the beak scarlet, the upper part being of a 
blackish-gray. The beak is nearly five inches long, and two 
thirds of an inch thick. The circumference of the eye is red; 
the feet are of a deep yellow; and the bird in its general form 
strongly resembles the stork; but its color is darker. It is 
four feet high, and covers a breadth of nine feet when the 
wings are spread. The birds of this species are wont to col
lect in large flocks on the North Syrian rivers, and to arrange 
themselves in several rows across the streams where they are 
shallowest. Here they squat side by side, as close to one an
other as possible, and spread out their tails against the cur
rent, thus forming a temporary dam. The water drains off 
below them, and when it has ~hed its lowest point, at a 
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signal from one of their number who from the bank watc4es 
the proceedings, they rise and swoop upon the fish, frogs, etc., 
which the lowering of the water has exposed to view."o 

Fish are abundant in the Chaldrean marshes, and in almost 
all the fresh-water lakes and rivers. [pI. VIII., Fig. J The 
Tigris and Euphrates yield chiefly barbel and Carp;11I but the 
former stream has also eels, trout, chub, shad-fish, siluruses, 
and many kinds which have no English names.1IO The Koweik 
contains the Aleppo eel (Ophidium masbacambalus), a very 
rare variety;1IT ann in other streams of Northern Syria are 
found lampreys. bream, dace, and the black-fish (lIfacroptero
notus niger), besides carp, trout, chub, and barbel. 110 Chub, 
bream, and the silurus are taken in the Sea of Galilee. II' 
The black-fish is extremely abundant in the Bahr-el-Taka and 
the Lake of Antioch."· 

Among reptiles may be noticed, besides snakes, lizards, and 
frogs, which are numerous, the following less common species 
-iguanoes, tortoises of two kinds, chameleons, and monitors.'" 
Bats also were common in Babylonia Proper,'" where they 
grew to a great size. Of insects the most remarkable are 
scorpions, tarantulas, and locusts.·.. These last come sud
denly in countless myriads with the wind, and, settling on 
the crops, rapidly destroy all the hopes of the husbandman, 
after which they strip the shrubs and trees of their leaves, 
reducing rich rustricts in·an incredibly short space of time to 
the condition of howling wildernesses. [pl. VIII., Fig. 3.] H 
it were not for the locust-bird, which is constantly keeping 
down their numbers, these destructive insects would probably 
increase so as to ruin utterly the various regions exposed to 
their ravages. 

The domestic animals employed in the countries which com
posed the Empire were, camels, horses, mules, asses, buffaloes, 
cows and oxen, goats, sheep, and dogs. Mules as well as 
horses seem to have been anciently used in war by the people 
of the more southern regions-by the Susianians at any rate .... 
if not also by the Babylonians. Sometimes they were ridden; 
sometimes they were employed to draw carts or chariots. 
They were spirited and active animals, evidently of a fine 
breed, such as that for which Khuzistan is famous at the 
present day ... • lPI. VIII., Fig. 4.] The asses from which 
these mules were produced must also have been of superior 
quality, like the breed for which Baghdad id even now f~ 
mous ... • The Babylonian horses are not likely to have b8en 
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nearly so good; for this animal does not flourish in a climate 
which is at once moist and hot. Still, at any rate under the 
Persians, Babylonia seems to have been a great breeding-place 
for horses, since the stud of a single satrap consisted of 800 
stallions and 16,000 mares. ,., If we may jud!re of the character 
of Babylonian from that of Susianian steeds, we may consider 
the breed to have been strong and large limbed, but not very 
handsome, the head being too large and the legs too short for 
beauty. [pI. IX., Fig. 1.] 

The Babylonians were also from very early times famous 
for their breed of dogs. The tablet engraved in a former vol
ume,'" which gives a representation of a Babylonian hound, 
is probably of a high antiquity, not later than the period of 
the Empire. Dogs are also not unfrequently represented on 
ancient Babylonian stones and cylinders ... • It would seem 
that, as U1 Assyria, there were two principal breeds, one 
somewhat clumsy and heavy, of a character· not unlike that 
of our mastiff, the other of a much lighter make, nearly re
sembling our greyhound. The former kind is proba.bly the 
breed known as Indian,'·· which was kept up by continual im
portations from the country whence it was originally derived. III 
[pI. IX., Fig. 2.] "'---" 

We have no evidence that camels were employed in the time 
of the Empire, either by the Babylonians themselves or by· 
their neighbors, the Susianians; but in Upper Mesopotamia, in 
Syria, and in Palestine they had been in use from a very early 
date. The Amalekites and the Midianites found them service
able in war ;"" and the latter people employed them also as 
beasts of burdpn in their caravan trade. '18 The Syrians of 
Upper Mesopotamia rode upon them in their journeys. ,.. It 
appears that they were also sometimes yoked to chariots,'" 
though from their size and clumsiness they would be but ill 
fitted for beasts of draught. 

Buffaloes were, it is probable, domesticated by the Babylo
nians at an early date. The animal seems to have been indi
genous in the country,'" and it is far better suited for the 
marshy regions of Lower Babylonia and Susianam than cattle 
of the ordinary kind. It is perhaps a buffalo which is repre
sented on an ancient tablet already referred to,lSB where a lion 
is disturbed in the middle of his feast off a prostrate animal by 
a man armed with a hatchet. Cows and oxen, however, of the 
common kind are occasionally represented on the cylinders'" 
(Pl. IX., Fig. 4.], where they seem sometimes to represent ani· 
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mals about to be offered to the gods. Goats also appear fre
quently in this capacity;"· and they were probably more com
mon than sheep, at any rate in the more southern districts. 
Of Babylonian sheep we have no representations at all on the 
monuments; but it is scarcely likely that a country which used 
wool so largely'" was content to be without them. At any rate 
they abounded in the provinces, forming the chief wealth or 
the more northern nations. .. • 

CHAPTER m 

THE PEOPLE. 

II The Chaldlll&Dll. that bitter and hasty nation. "-Haball:. L L 

THE Babylonians, who, under Nabopolassar and Nebuchad· 
nezzar, held the second place among the nations of the East, 
were emphatically a mixed race. The ancient people from 
whom they were in the main descended-the Chaldreans of 
the First Empire-possessed this character to a considerable 
extent, since they united Cushite with Turanian blood, and 
contained moreover a slight Semitic and probably a slight 
Arian element. 1 But the Babylonians of later times-the 
Chaldreans of the Hebrew prophets'-must have been very 
IUuch more a mixed race than their earlier namesakes-partly 
in consequence of the policy of colonization pursued systemat
ically by the later Assyrian kings, partly from the direct influ
ence exerted upon. them by conquerors. Whatever may have 
been the case with the Arab dynasty, which bore sway in the 
country from about B.C. 1546 till B.C. 1300, it is certain that 
the Assyrians conquered Babylon about B.C. 1300, and almost 
certain that they established an Assyrian family upon the 
throne of Nimrod, which held for some considerable time the 
actual sovereignty of the country. I It was natural that undE'r 
a dynasty of Semites, Semitic blood should flow freely into the 
lower region, Semitic usages and modes of thought become 
prevalent, and the spoken language of the country pass from 
a 'l'uranian or Turano-Cushite to a Semitic type. The previous 
C" Ialdrean race blended, apparently, with the new comers, and 
, people was produced. in which the three elemen!e -the Be-
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mitic. the Turanian, and the Cushit&-held abot!t equal shares. 
The colonization of the Sargonid kings added probably other 
elements in small proportions,· an.i the result was that among 
an the nation~ inhabiting Western Asia there can have been 
none so thoroughly deserving the title of a "mingled people" • 
as the Babylonians of the later Empire. 

In mixtures of this kind it is almost always found that some 
one element practically preponderates, and assumes to itself 
the right of fashioning and forming the general character of 
the race. It is not "at an necessary that this formative element 
should be larger than any other: on the contrary, it may be 
and sometimes is enremf>ly smalli' for it does not work by 
its mass, but by its innate foroe and strong vital energy. In 
Babylonia, the element which showed itself to possess thia
superior vitality, which practically asserted its pre-eminence 
and proceeded to mold the national character, was the Se
mitic. There is abundant evidence that by the time of the 
later Empire the Babylonians had become thoroughly Semi
tized; so much so, that: ordinary observers scaroely distin
guished them from their purely Semitic neighbors, the Assy
rians. • No doubt there were differences which a Hippocrates 
or an Aristotle could have det.ected-di1ferences resulting from 
mixed descent, as well as differences arising from climate and 
physical geography; but, speaking broadl~ it must be said 
that the Semitic element, introduced into Babylonia from the 
north, had so prevailed by the time of the establishment of the 
Empire that the race was no longer one sui generis, but was a 
mere variety of the well-known and widely spread Semitic 
type. 

We possess but few notices, and fewer assured representa
tions, from which to form an opinion of the physical charac
teristics of the Babylonians. Except upon the cylinders, there 
are extant only three or four representations of the human 
form"by Babyloninn artists, and in the few cases where this 
form occurs we cannot always feel at all certain that the in
tention is to portray a human being. A few Assyrian bas
reliefs probably represent campaigns in BabyloIDai" but the 
Assyrians vary their human type so little that these sculptures 
must not be regarded as conveying to us very exact informa
tion. The cylinders are too rudely executed to be of much 
service, and they seem to preserve an archaic tn>e which 

__ ori~ed with the Proto-Chaldreans. If we migM trust the 
figUMi l'ipoil-them &sat all nearly': ~presenting the tru~ w. 
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should have to regard the Babylonians as of much slighter and 
sparer frames than their northern nei;hbors, of a physique in 
fact approaching to meagreness. The Assyrian sculptures, 
however, are far from bearing out this idea; from them it 
would seem that the frames of. the Babylonians were as 
brawny and massive as those of the Assyrians themselves, 
while in feature there was not much difference bp.tween the 
nations. [pI. IX., Fig. 3.J Foreheads straight but not high, 
noses well formed but somewhat depressed, full lips, and a well
marked rounded chin, constitute the physiognomy of the Baby
lonians as it appears upon the sculptures of their neighbors. 
This representation is not contradicted by the few specimens 
of actual sculpture left by themselves. In these the type ap
proaches nearly to the Assyrian, while there is still such an 
amount of difference as renders it tolerably easy to distinguish 
between the productions of the two nations. The eye is larger, 
and not so decidedly almond-shaped; the nose is shorter, and 
its depression is still more marked; while the general ex
pression of the countenance is altogether more commonplace. 

These differences may be probably referred to the influence 
which was exercised upon the physical form of the race by the 
primitive or Proto-Chaldrean. element, an influence which ap
pears to have been considerable. This element, as has been 
already observed. ,. was predominantly Cushite; and there is 
reason to believe that the Cushite race was connected not very 
remotely with the negro. In Susiana, where the Cushite blood 
was maintained in tolerable purity-Elymreans and Kissians 
existing side by side, instead of blending together"-there 
was, if we may trust the Assyrian remains, a very decided 
prevalency of a negro type of countenance, as the accom
panying specimens, carefully copied from the sculptures, will 
render evident. [pI. IX., Fig. 6.J The head was covered with 
short crisp curls i the eye was large, the nose and mouth 
nearly in the same line, the lips thick. Such a physiognomy 
as the Babylonian appears to have been would naturally arise 
from an intermixture of a race like the Assyrian with one 
resembling that which the later sculptures represent as the 
main race inhabiting Susiana. ,. 

Herodotus remarks that the Babyloriians wore their hair 
long;'· and this remark is confirmed to some extent by the 
native remains. These in general represent the hair as form
ing a single stiff and heavy curl at the back of the head 
-;No.3). Sometimes, however, they make it take the shape ot 
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long flowing locks, which depend over the back (No.1), or 
over the back and shoulders (No.4), reaching nearly to the 
waist. Occasionally, in lieu of these commoner types, we 
have one which closely resembles the Assyrian, the hair form
ing a round mass behind the head (No.2), on which we can 
sometimes trace indications of a slight wave. [PI. X., Fig. 1.] 
The national fashion, that to which Herodotus alludes, seems 
to be represented by the three commoner modes. Where the 
round mass is worn, we have probably an Assyrian fashion, 
which the Babylonians aped during the time of that people's 
pre-eminence. " , 

Besides their flowing hair, the Babylonians are represented 
frequently with a large beard. This is generally longer than 
the Assyrian, descending nearly to the waist. Sometimes it 
curls crisply upon the face, but below the chin depends over 
the breast in long, straight locks. At other times it droops 
perpendicularly from the cheeks and the under lip." Fre
quently, however, the beard is shaven off, and the whole face 
is smooth and hairless." 

The Chaldrean females, as represented by the Assyrians," 
are tall and large-limbed. Their physiognomy is Assyrian, 
their hair not very abundant. The Babylonian cylinders, on 
the other hand, make the hair long and conspicuous, while the 
forms are quite as spare and meagre as those of the men. 

On the whole, it is most probable that the physical type of 
the later Babylonians was nearly that of their northern neigh
bors. A somewhat sparer form, longer and more flowing 
hair, and features less stern and strong, may perhaps have 
characterized them. They were also, it is probable, of a darker 
complexion than the Assyrians, being to some extent Ethio
pians by descent, and inhabiting a region which lies four 
degrees nearer to the tropics than Assyria. The Cha'ab 
Arabs, the present possessors of the more southern parts of 
Babylotlla, are nearly black; lS and the "black Syrians," of 
whom Strabo speaks," seem intended to represent the Baby-
lonians. . 

Among the moral and ,mental characteristics of the people, 
the first place is due to their intellectual ability. Inheriting It 
legacy of scientific knowledge, astronomical and arlthmetica1, 
from the Proto-Chaldreans,·· they seem to have not only main. 
tained but considerably advanced these sciences by their own 
efforts. Their" wisdom and learning" are celebrated by the 
lewish prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, and DaniQli21 the Fatherof 
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History records their valuable inventions; II and an Aristotle 
was not ashamed to be beholden to them for scientific data. II 
They were good observers of astronomical phenomena, careful 
recorders of such observations, I. and mathematicians of no 
small repute.'· Unfortunately, they mixed with their really 
scientific studies those occult pursuits which, in ages and 
countries where the limits of true science are not known, are 
always apt to seduce students from the right path, having 
attractions against which few men are proof, so long as it is 
believed that they can really accomplish the end that they 
propose to themselves. The Babylonians were astrologers no 
less than astronomers; II they professed to cast nativities, to 
expound dreams, and to foretell events by means of the stars; 
and though there were always a certain number who kept 
within the legitimate bounds of science, and repudiated the 
astrological pretensions of their brethren, IT yet on the whole it 
must be allowed that their astronomy was fatally tinged with 
a mystic and unscientific element. 

In close connection with the intellectual ability of the Baby
lonians was the spirit of enterprise which led them to engage 
in traffic and to adventure themselves upon the ocean in ships. 
In a future chapter we shall have to consider the extent and 
probable direction of this commerce.'· It is sufficient to ob
serve in the present place that the same turn of mind which 
made the Phrenicians anciently the great carriers between the 
East and West, and which in modern times has rendered the 
Jews so successful in various branches of trade, seems to have 
characterized the Semitized Babylonians, whose land was em
phatically "a land of traffic," and their chief city "a city of 
merchants." •• 

The trading spirit which was thus strongly developed in the 
Babylonian people led naturally to the two somewhat opposite 
vices of avarice and over-luxuriousness. Not content with 
honorable gains, the Babylonians "coveted an evil covetous
ness," as we learn both from Haba1d.-uk and Jeremiah.·· Tha 
., shameful custom" mentioned by Herodotus, .. which required 
as a religious duty that every Babylonian woman, rich or poor, 
highborn or humble, should once in her life prostitute herself 
in the temple of Beltis, was probably based on the desire of at
tracting strangers to the capital, who would either bring with 
them valuable commodities or purchase the productions of the 
country. The public auction of maITlageabie virgins" had 
most likely a similar intention. If we may believe Curtius. •• 
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strangers might at any time purchase the gratification of any 
passion they might feel, from the avarice of parents or hus
bands. 

The luxury of the Babylonians is a constant theme with both 
sacred and profane writers. The" daUghter of the Chaldreans" 
was "tender and delicate,"" "given to pleasures," I. apt to 
.. dwell carelessly."" Her young men made themselves" as 
princes to look at--exceeding in dyed attire upon their heads," .. 
-painting their faces, wearing earrings, and clothing them· 
selves in robes of soft and rich material. '8 Extensive polygamy 
prevailed .• 1 The pleasures of the table were carried to excess. 
Drunkenness was common.'· Rich unguents were invented." 
The tables groaned under the weight of gold and silver plate." 
In every possible way the Babylonians practised luxuriousness 
of living, and in respect of softness and self·indulgence they 
certainly did not fall short of any nation of antiquity. 

There was, however, a harder and stemer side to the Baby
lonian character. Despite their love of luxury, they were at 
all times brave and skilful in war; and, during the period of 
their greatest strength, they were one of the most formidable 
of all the nations of the East. Habakkuk describes them, 

f drawing evidently from the life, as "bitter and hasty," and 
again as "terrible and dreadful-their horses' hoofs swifter 
than the leopard's, and more fierce than the evening wolves."" 
Hence they "smote the people in wrath with a continual 
stroke" "-they "made the earth to tremble, and did shake 
kingdoms" ··-they carried all before them in their great enter
prises, seldom allowing themselves to be foiled by resistance, 
or turned from their course by pity. Exercised for centuries 
in long and fierce wars with the well-armed and well-disciplined 
Assyrians, they were no sooner quit of this enemy, and able to 
take an aggressive attitude, than they showed themselves· no 
unworthy successors of 'that long·dominant nation, so far as 
energy, valor, and military skill constitute desert. They 
carried their victorious arms from the shores of the Persian 
Gulf to the banks of the Nile; wherever they went, they 
rapidly established their power, crushing all resistance, and 
fully meriting the remarkable title, which they seem to have 
received from those who had felt their attacks, of .. the ham
mer of the whole earth." •• 

The military successes of the Babylonians were accompanied 
with needless violence, and with outrages not unusual in the 
East, which the historian must neV~ele'ss..regatd as at once 
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crimes and follies. The transplantation of conquered ra.cetr-a 
part of the policy of Assyria which the Chaldrea.ns adopted
may perhaps have been morally defensible, notwithstanding the 
sufferings which it involved. .. But the mutilations of prison
ers, c. the weary imprisOnments, c. the massacre of non-combat
ants,·· the refinement of cruelty shown in the execution of 
children before the eyes of their fathers"'-these and similat· 
atrocities, which are recorded of the Babylonians, are wholly 
without excuse, since they did not so much terrify as exasper
ate the conquered nations, and thus rather endangered than 
added strength or security to the empire. A savage and in
human temper is betrayed by these harsh punishments-a 
temper common in Asiatics, but none the less reprehensible on 
that account--one that led its possessors to sacrifice interest to 
vengeance, and the peace of a kingdom to ~ tiger-like thirst for 
blood. Nor was this cruel temper shown only towards the 
subject nations and captives taken in war. Babylonian nobles 
trembled for their heads if they incurred by a slight fault the 
displeasure of the monarch;" and even the most powerful class 
in the kingdom, the learned and venerable " Chaldreans," ran 
on one occasion the risk of being exterminated, because they 
could not expound a dream which the king had forgotten. 6. If 
a monarch displeased his court, and was regarded as having a 
bad disposition, it was not thought enough simply to make 
away with him, but he was put to death by torture. .. Among 
recognized punishments were cutting to pieces and casting into 
a heated furnace. •• The houses of offenders were pulled down 
and made into dunghills. I. These practices imply a "violence" 

. and cruelty beyond the ordinary Oriental limit; and we can

. not be surprised that when final judgment was denounced 
against Babylon, it was declared to be sent, in a great measure, 
"because of men's blood. and for the violence of the land-of 
the city, and all that dwelt therein." .. 

It is scarcely necessary to add that the Babylonians were a 
proud people. Pride is unfortunately the invariable accom~ 
paniment of success, in the nation, if not in the individual; 
and the sudden elevation of Babylon from a subject to a domi
nant power must have been peculiarly trying, more especially 
to the Oriental temperament. The spirit which culminated in 
Nebuchadnezzar, when, walking in the palace of his kingdom, 
and surveying the magnificent buildings which he had raiood 
on every sidefroin .the plunder of the conquered nations, ancl 
b1 the labor (If tb~ .capti.ve ~ds, he e~claWledl "Ie Ilot the 
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great Babylon which I have built by the might of my power 
and for the honor of my ~ajesty'" ··-was rif~ in the people 
generally, who, naturally enough, believed themselves superior 
to every other nation upon the earth. "I am, and there is 
none else beside me," was the thought, if not the speech, of the 
people, " whose arrogancy was perhaps somewhat less offensive 
than that of the Assyrians, but was quite as intense 'and as 
deep-seated. I. 

The Babylonians, notwithstanding their pride, their cruelty, 
their covetousness, and their love of .luxury, must be prO* 
nounced to have been, according to their lights, a religious 
people. The temple in Babylonia is not a mere adjunct of the 
palIwe, but has almost the same pre-eminence over other build
ings which it claims in Egypt. The vast mass of the Bire-i
Nimrud is sufficient to show that an enormous amount of 
labor was expended in the erection of sacred edifices; and the 
costly ornamentation lavished on such buildings is, as we shall 
hereafter find, II even more remarkable than their size. Vast 
sums were also expended on images of the gods, I. necessary 
adjuncts of the religion; and the whole paraphernalia of wor
ship exhibited a rare splendor and magnificence.·1 The mon
archs were devout worshippers of the various deities, and gave 
much of their attention to the building and repair of temples, 
the erection of images. and the like. They bestowed on their 
children names indicative of religious feeling, "' and implying 
real faith in the power .of the gods to protect their votaries. 
The people generally affected similar names-names containing, 
in almost every case, a god's name as one of their elements.·' 
The seals or signets which formed almost a necessary part of 
each man's costume·· were, except in rare instances, of a reli
gious character. Even in banquets, ,where we might have ex
pected that thoughts of religion would be laid aside, it seeinS 
to have been the practice during the drinking to rehearse the 
praises of the deities .• f 

We are told by Nicolas of Daxnascus that the Babylonians 
cultivated two virtues especially, honesty and calmness.·· 
Honesty is the natural, almost the necessary virtue of traders, 
who BOOn find that it is the best policy to be fair and just in 
their dealings. We may well believe that this intelligent 
people had the wisdom to see their true interests, and to' under
stand that trade can never prosper unless conducted with in
tegrity and straightforwardness. The very fact that their 
trade did prosper, that their goods were everyyvhere in reo 
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quest, .. is suflicient proof of their commercial honesty, and of 
their superiority to those trickS which speedily ruin a com
merce. 

Calmness is not a common Oriental virtue. It is not even in 
general very highly appreciated, being apt to strike the lively, 
sensitive, and passionate Eastern as mere dulness and apathy. 
In China, however, it is a point of honor that the outward de
meanor should be calm and placid under any amount of provo
cation; and indignation, fierceness, even haste, are regarded 
as signs of incomplete civilization, which the disciples of Con
fucius love to note in their would-be rivals of the West. 

We may conceive that some similar notion was entertained 
by the proud Babylonians, who no doubt regarded themselves 
as infinitely superior in manners and culture, no less than in 
scientific attainments, to the "barbarians" of Persia and 
Greece. While rage boiled in their hearts, and commands to 
torture and destroy fell from their tongues, etiquette may have 
required that the countenance should be unmoved, the eye 
serene, the voice low and gentle. Such contrasts are not un
commonly seen in the polite Mandarin, whose appa.rent calm
ness drives his European antagonist to despair; and it may 
well be that the Babylonians of the sixth and seventh centuries 
before our era had attained to an equal power of restraining 
the expression of feeling. But real gentleness, meebess, and 
placability were certainly not the attributes of a people who 
were so fierce in their wars and so cruel in their punishments. 

OHAPTERIV. 

'l'BlI: OAPITAL. 

BABYLON, the capital of the Fourth Monarchy, was probably 
the largest and most magnificent city of the ancient world. A 
dim tradition current in the East gave, it is true, a greater 
extent, if not a greater splendor, to the metropolis of Assyria; 
but this tradition first appears in ages subsequent to the 
complete destruction of the more northern city;' and it is 
contradicted by the testimOll..V of facts. The walls of Nineveh 
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have been completely traced, and indioote a city three miles in 
length, by less than a mile and a half in breadth, containing 
an area of about 1800 English acres.' Of this area less than 
one tenth is occupied by ruins of any pretension.' On the 
admitted site of Babylon striking masses of ruin cover a space 
considerably larger than that which at Nineveh constitutes the 
whole area of the town.' Beyond this space in every direction, 
north, east, BOuth and west, are detached mounds indicating 
the former existence of edifices of some size, while the inter
mediate ground between these mounds and the main ruins 
shows distinct traces of its having been built upon in former 
days.' . 

Of the actual size of the town,. modem research gives us no 
clear and definite notion. One explorer' only has come away 
from the country with an idea that the general position of the 
detached mounds, by which the plain around HiIlah is dotted, 
enables him to draw the lines of the ancient walls, and mark 
out the exact position of the city. But the very maps and 
plans which are put forward in support of this view show that 
it rests mainly on hypothesis;' nor is complete confidence 
placed in the surveys on which the maps and plans have been 
constructed. The English surveys, which have been unfortu
nately lost,' are said not to have plac.ed the detached mounds 
in any such decided lines as M. Oppert believes them to 0c

cupy, and the general impression of the British officers who 
were employed on the service is that .. no vestige of the walls 
of ~bylon has been as yet discovered.'" [pI. XI.] 

For the size and pIan of the city we are thus of necessity 
thrown back upon the reports of ancient authors. It is not 
pretended that such reports are in this, or in any other case, 
deserving of implicit credence. The ancient historians, even 
the more trustworthy of them, are in the habit of exaggerating 
in their numbers ;10 and on such subjects as measurements 
they were apt to take on trust the declarations of their native 
guides, who would be sure to make over-statements. Still 
in this instance we have so many distinct authorities- eye
witnesses of the facts-and BOme of them belonging to times 
when scientific accuracy had begun to be appreciated, ·that we 
must be very in credulous if we do not accept their witness, so 
far as it is consentient, and not intrinsically very improbable. 

According to Herodotus, 11 an eye-witness, 11 and the earliest 
authority on the subject., the enceinte of Babylon was a square, 
120 stades (about 14 miles) each way-the entire circuit of the 
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wall being thus 56 miles, and the area enclosed within then. 
falling little short of 200 square miles. Ctesias,1I also an eye
witness, and the next writer on the subject, reduced the circuit 
of the walls to 360 stades, or 41 miles, and made the area con
sequently little more than 100 square miles. These two esti
mates are respectively the greatest and the least that have 
come' down to us. The historians of Alexander, while con
forming nearly to the statements of Ctesias, a little enlarge his 
dimensions, making the circuit 365, 368, or 385 stades. It The 
differences here are inconsiderable; and it seems to be estab
lished, on a weight of testimony which we rarely possess in 
such a matter, that the walls of this great town were .about 
forty miles in circumference, and enclosed an area as large as 
that of the Landgraviat of Hesse-Homburg. 

It is difficult to suppose that the real city-the streets and 
. squares-can at any time have occupied one half of this 
enormous area, A clear space, we are told, was left for a con
siderable distance inside the wall "-like the pomrerium of the 
Romans-upon which no houses were allowed to be built. 
When houses began, they were far from being continuous; 
gardens, orchards, even fields, were interspersed among the 
buildings; and it was supposed that the inhabitants, when 
besieged, could grow sufficient corn for their own consumption 
within the walls. 1. Still the whole area was laid out with 
straight streets, or perhaps one should say with roads (for the 
houses cannot have been continuous along them), which cut 
one another everywhere at right angles, IT like the streets of 
some German towns. ,. The wall of the town was pierced with 
a hundied gates, " twenty-five (we may suppose) in each face, 
and the roads led straight to these portals, the whole area 
being thus cut up into square blocks. The houses were in 
general lofty, being three or even four 'stories high.'· They 
are said to have had vaulted roofs, which were not protected 
externally with any tiling, since the climate was so dry as 
t'} render snch a protection unnecessary. " The beams used in 
the houses were of palm-wood, all other timber being scarce in 
the country i and such pillars as the houses could boast were 
of the same material. The construction of these last was very 
rude. Around posts of palm-wood were twisted wisps of rushes, 
which were covered with plaster. and then colored according 
the taste of the owner." 

The Euphrates ran through the town, dividing it nearly in 
half. II Its banks were lined throughout with quays of brick 
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laid in bitumen, and were further guarded by two walls of 
brick, which skirted. them along their whole length. In each 
of these walls were twenty-five gates, corresponding to the 
number of the streets which gave upon the river; and outside 
each gate was a sloped landing place, by which you could 
descend to the water's edge, if you had occasion to cross the 
river." Boats were kept ready at these landing-places to convey 
passengers from side to side; while for those who disliked this 
method of conveyance:a bridge was provided of a somewhat 
peculiar construction. A number of stone piers were erected 
in the bed of the stream, firmly clamped together with fasten
ings of iron and lead; wooden drawbridges connected pier with 
pier during the day, and on these passengers passed over; but 
at night they were withdrawn, in order that the bridge might 
not be used during the dark. •• Diodorus declares that besides 
this bridge, to which he assigns a length of five stades (about 
1000 yards) and a breadth of SO feet'· the two sides of the river 
were joined .together by a. tunnel, which was:fifteen feet wide 
and twelve high to the spring of its arched roof." 

The most remarkable buildings which the city contained 
were the two palaces, one on either side of the river, and the 
great temple of Belus. Herodotus describes'· the great temple 
as contained within a square enclosure, two stades (nearly a 
quarter of a mile) both in length and breadth. Its chief feature 
was the ziggurat or tower, a huge solid mass of brick-work, 
built (like all Babylonian temple-towers) in stages, square being 
emplaced on square, and a sort of rude pyramid being thus . 
formed," at the top of which was the main shrine of the god. 
The basement platform of the Belus tower was, Herodotus tells 
us, a stade, or rather more than 200 yards, each way. The 
number of stages was eight. The ascent to the highest stage, 
which contained the shrine of the god, was on the outside, and 
consisted either of steps, or of an inclined plane, carried round 
the four sides of the building, and in this way conducting to 
the top. According to Strabo the tower was a stade (606 feet 
9 inches) in height; but this estimate, if it is anything more 
than a conjecture, must represent· rather the length of the 
winding ascent than the real altitude of the building. The 
great pyramid itself was only 480 feet high; and it is very 
questionable whether any Babylonian building ever equalled it. 
About half-way up the ascent was a resting-place with seats, 
where persons commonly sat a while on their way to the 
summit,·· The ebtine which t;rQ~ed the e(li:fice wt)4 Wse (Ul4 
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rich. In the time of Herodotus it contained no image; bui 
only a golden table and a large couch, covered with a handsome 
drapery. This, however, was after the Persian conquest and 
the plunder of its principal treasures. Previously, if we may 
believe Diodoms,11 the shrine was occupied by three colossal 
images of gold-one of Bel, one of Beltis, and the third of Rhea 
or Ishtar. Before the image of Beltis were two golden lions, 
and near them two enormous serpents of silver, each thirty 
talents in weight. The golden table-forty feet long and 
fifteen broad-was in front of these statues, and upon it stood 
two huge drinking-cups, of the same weight as the serpents. 
The shrine also contained two enormous censers and tbre« 
golden bowls, one for each of the three deities. II 

At the base of the tower was a second shrine or chal>eI, 
which in the time of Herodotus contained a sitting image ok 
Bel, made of gold, with a golden table in front of it, and a stand 
for the image, of the same precious metal.'" Here, too, ~ersian 
avarice had been busy; for anciently this shrine 'nad possessed 
a second statue, which was a human figure twelve cubits high, 
made of solid gold.'4 The shrine was also I1cn in private offe~ 
ings. Outside the building, but within the sacred enclosure, 
were two altars, a smaller one of gold, on which it was cus
tomary to offer sucklings, and a larger one, probably of stone, 
where the worshippers sacrificed full-grown victims.'" 

The great palace was a building of still larger dimensions 
than "the great temple. According to DIodoms, it was situated 
within a triple enclosure, the innermost wall being twenty 
stades, the second forty stades, and the outermost sixty stades 
(nearly seven miles), in circumference. s• The outer wall was 
built entirely of plain baked brick. The middle and inner 
walls were of the same material, fronted with enamelled bricks 
representing hunting scenes. The figures, according to this 
author, were larger than the life, and consisted chiefly of a 
great variety of animal forms. There were not wanting, how
ever, a certain .number of human forms to enliven the scene; 
aild among these were two-a. man thrusting his spear through 
a lion, and a woman on horseback aiming at a leopard with her 
javelin - which the later Greeks believed to represent the 
mythic Ninus and Semiramis. IT Of the character of the apart
ments we hear nothing; but we are told that the palace had 
three gates, two of which were of bronze, and that these had 
to be opened and shut by a machine. '" 

But the main glory of the palace w~ its pleasure-ground-
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the" irangmg Gardens. " which the Greeks regarded as one of 
the seven wonders of the world. II This extraordinary con
struction, which owed its erection to the whim of a woman, .. 
was a square, each side of which measured 400 Greek feet... It 
was supported upon several tiers of open arches, built one over 
the other, like the walls of a classic theatre, •• and BUSta.ining at 
each stage. or story, a solid platform, from which the piers of 
the next tier of arches rose. The building towered into the 
air to the height of at least seventy-five feet, and was covered 
at the top with a great mass of earth, in which there grew not 
merely flowers and shrubs, but trees also of the largest size ... 
Water was supplied from the Euphrates through pipes, and 
was raised (it is said) by a screw working on the principal of 
Archimedes. .. To prevent the moisture from penetrating into 
the brick-work and gradually destroying the building, there 
were interposed between the bricks and the mass of soil, first 
a layer of reeds mixed with bitumen, then a double layer of 
burnt brick cemented with gypsum, and thirdly a coating of 
sheet lead. •• The ascent to the garden was by steps. •• On the 
way up, among the arches which sustained the building, were 
stately apartments, .. which must hav:e been pleasant from their 
coolness. There was also a chamber within the structure con
taining the machinery by which the water was raised." 

Of the smaller palace, which was opposite to the larger one, 
OD the other side the river, but few details h8.ve come down to 
us. Like the larger palace, it was guarded by a triple enclos
ure, the entire circuit of which measured (it is said) thirty 
stades. .. It; contained a number of bronze statues, which the 
Greeks believed to represent the god Belus, and the sovereigns 
Ninus and Semiramis, together with their officers. The walls 
were covered with battle scenes and hunting scenes, vividly 
represented by means of bricks painted and enamelled. .. 

Such was the general character of the town and its chief 
edifices, if we may believe the descriptions of eye-witnesses. 
The walls which enclosed and guarded the whole-or which, 
perhaps one should rather say, guarded the district within 
which Babylon was placed-have been already mentioned as 
remarkable for their great extent, AI but cannot be dismissed 
without a more special and minute description. Like the 
"Hanging Gardens." they were included among thE' "world's 
seven wonders, fI" and, according to every account given of 
them, their magnitude and construction were remarkable. 

It h{llJ beeQ ~1 noticed. that. accordin6 to the lowest of 

• I 
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the ancient estimates, the entire length of the walls was 380 
sta<ies, or more than forty-one miles. With respect to the 
width we have two very different statements,·1 one by Hero
dotus and the other' by Clitarchus and Strabo. Herodotus" 
makes the width 50 royal cubits, Or' about 85 English feet, 
Strabo and Q. Curtius reduced the estimate to 32 feet.·· There 
is still greater discrepancy with respect to the height of the 
walls. Herodotus says that the height was 200 royal cubits, Or' 
300 royal feet (about 335 English feet); Ctesias made it 50 
fathoms, or 300 ordinary Greek feet ;.. Pliny and Solinus," 
substituting feet for the royal cubits of Herodotus, made the 

, 8.ltitude 235 feet; Philostratus·· and Q. Curtius, .. following per
haps some one of Alexander's historians, gave for the height 
150 feet; finally Clitarchus, as reported by Diodorus Siculus, •• 
and Strabo, ·'who probably followed him, have left us the very 
moderate estimate of 75 feet. It is impossible to reconcile 
these numbers. The supposition that some of them ,belong 
properly to the outer, and others to the inner waIl, •• will not 
explain the discrepancies-for the measurements cannot by any 
ingenuity be reduced to two sets of dimensions. el The only 
conclusion which it seems possible to draw from the conflicting 
testimony is that the numbers were either rough guesses made 
by very unskilful travellers, or else were (in most cases) inten
tional exaggerations palmed upon them by the native ciceroni. 
Still the broad facts remain-first, that the walls enclosed an 
enormous space, which was very partially occupied by build
ings ;.. secondly, that they were of great and unusual thick
ness ; •• and thirdly, that they were of a vast heighte·-seventy 
or eighty feet at least in the time of Alexander, after the wear 
and tear of centuries and the violence of at least three con
querors.·' 

The general1:!haracter of the construction is open to but little 
doubt. The wall was made of bricks, either baked in kilns,·· 
or (more probably) dried in the sun, and laid in a cement of 
bitumen, with occasional layers of reeds between the courses. 
Externally it was protected by a wide and deep moat. On the 
summit were low towers, •• rising above the wall to the height 
of some ten or fifteen feet, ,. and probably serving as guard
rooms for the defenders. These towers are said to have been 
250 in number; Tl they were least numerous on the western face 
of the city, where the wall ran along the marshes. TO They were 
probably angular, not round; and instead of extending through 
the whole thicknesl;! of tbe waIl, they were placed alo~ its 
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outer and inner edge, tower facing tower, with a wide spo.cx 
between them-" enough, " Herodotus says, .. for a four--hOl'8e 
chariot to turn in.".. The wall did not depend on them for its 
strength, but on its own height and thickness, which were 
such as to render scaling and mining equally hopeless. 

Such was Babylon, a.ecording to the descriptions of the an. 
cients-a great city, built on a very regular plan, surrounded 
by populous suburbs interspersed among fields and gardens, 
the whole being included within a large aquare strongly forti· 
fied tmeein.t& When we turn from this picture of the past to 
contemplate the present condition of the localities, we are at 
first struck with astonishment at the small traces which re
main of so vast and wonderful a metropolis. "The broad walls 
of Babylon" are "utterly broken" down, and her "high gates 
burned with fire. .. '. .. The golden city hath ceased. .... GOO has 
.. awept it with the bosom of destruction. .. ,. .. The glory of the 
kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees' excellency," is become 
"as when GOO overthrew Sodom and Gomorrha."" The 
traveller who passes through the land is at first inclined to. 
eay that there are no ruins, no remains, of the mighty city 
which once lorded it over the earth. By and by. however, he 
begins to see that though ruins, in the common acceptation of 
the term, scarcely exist-though there are no arches, no pillars, 
but one or two appearances of masonry even-yet the whole 
country is covered with traces of exactly that kind which it 
was prophesied Babylon should leave.'· Vast "heaps" or 
mounds, shapeless and unsightly, are scattered at intervals 
over the entire region where it is certain that Babylon anciently 
stood, and between the .. heaps" the soil is in many places com
posed of fragments of pottery and bricks, and deeply impreg
nated with nitre, infallible indications of its having once been 
covered with buildings. As the traveller descends southward 
from Baghdad he finds these indications increase, until, on 
nearing the Euphrates, a few miles beyond Mohawil, he nota 
that they have become continuous, and finds himself in a region 
of mounds, some of which are of enormous size. 

These mounds begin about five miles above Hillah," and 
extend for a distance of about three miles" from north to south 
along the course of the river, lying principally on its left 01" 

eastern bank. The ruins on this side consist chiefly of three 
great masses of building. The most northern, to which the 
Arabs of the present day apply the name of RABIL "-the true 
patin appellation of the ancient city "-is a vast pile of brick-
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work of an irregular quadrilateral shape, with precipitous sides 
furrowed oyravines, and Withafiattop.lPL X., Fig .• 3.] Of the 
four faces of the ruin the southern seems to be the most perfect. as 

It extends a distance of about 200 yards,·- or almost exactly a 
stade, and runs nearly in a straight line from west to east. At 
its .eastern extremity it forms a right angle with the east face, •• 
which runs nearly due north for about 180 yards," also almost 
in a straight line. The western and northern faces are appar· 
intly much worn away. Here are the chief ravines, and here 

- is the greatest seeming deviation from the original lines of the 
- . -building. The greatest height of the Babil mound is 130 or 

140 feet.·· It is mainly composed of sun-dried brick, but shows 
signs of having been faced with fire-burnt brick, carefully 
cemented with an excellent white mortar.·· The bricks of this 
outer facing bear the name and titles of Nebuchadnezzar. A 
very small portion of the original structure has been laid bare 
-enough however to show that the lines of the building did 
not slope like those of a pyramid,·o but were perpendicular, 
and that the side walls had, at intervals, the support of but
tresses."· 

This vast building, whatever it was, stood within a square 
enclosure, two sides of which, the northern and eastern, are 
still very distinctly marked. .. A long low line of rampart runs 
for 400 yards parallel to the east face of the building, at a dis
tance of 120 or 130 yards, and a similar but somewhat longer 
line of mound runs parallel to the north face at rather a greater 
distance from it. On the west a third line could be traced in 
the early part of the present century j"' but it appears to be 
now obliterated. Here and on the south are the remains of an 
ancient canal, o. the construction of which may have caUsed the 
disappearance of the southern, and of the lower part of the 
western line. [pl. XII., Fig. 1.] 

Below the Babil mound, which stands isolated from the rest 
of the ruins, are two principal masaes-the more northern 
known to the Arabs as EL KASR, "the Palace," and the more 
southern as "the mound of Amran," from the tomb of a re
puted prophet Amran-ibn-Ali, which crowns its summit.o-
The Kasr mound is an oblong square, about 700 yards long by 
600 broad, o. with the sides facing the cardinal points. [Pl. XII., 
Fig. 2.] Its height·· above the plain is 70 feet. Its longer di
rection is from north to south. As far as it has been pene
trated, it consists mainly of rubbish-loose bricks, tiles, and 
ifagments of stone. o. In a few places only are there undilo 
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turbed remains of building. One such relic is a subterranean 
passage, seven feet in height, floored and walled with baked 
brick, and covered in at the top with great blocks of sand
stone, II which may either have been a IJeCret exit or more 
probably an enormous drain. Another is the Kasr, or "palace " 
proper, whence the mound has ,its name. This is a fragment 
of excellent brick maaonry in a wonderful state of preserva
tion, consisting of walls, piers, and buttresses, and in pl!l.ces 
ornamented with pilasters,·· but _ of too fragmentary a char
acter to furnish the modern inquirer with any clue to the orig
inal plan of the building. The bricks are of a pale yellow 
color and of the best possible quality, nearly resembling oUI 
fire-bricks. ,.. They are stamped, one and all, with the name 
and titles of Nebuchadne~. The mortar in which they are 
laid is a fine lime cement, which adheres so closely to the bricks 
that it is difficult to obtain a specimen entire. ,., In the dust at 
the foot of the walls are numerous fragments of brick, painted, 
and covered with a thick enamel or glaze. ,.. Here, too, have 
been found a few fragments of sculptured stone, , •• and slabs, 
containing an account of the erection of a palatial edifice by 
Nebuchadnezzar.'·· Near the nortbernedge of the mound, and 
about midway in its breadth, is a colossal figure of a lion, , •• 
rudely carved in black basalt, standing over the prostrate figure 
of a man with arms outstretched. A single tree grows on the 
huge ruin, which the Arabs declare to be of a species not known ' 
elsewhere, and regard as a remnant of the ~g garden of 
Bokht-i-nazar. It is a tamarisk of no rare kind, but of very 
great age, in consequence of which, and of its exposed position, 
the growth and foliage are somewhat peculiar. , •• 

South of the Kasr mound, at the distance of about 800 yards, 
is the relila.ining great mass of ruins, the mound of Jumjuma, 
or of Amran. [pl XII., Fig. 3.] The general shape of this 
mound is triangular, ,., but it is very irregular and ill-defined, 
so as scarcely to admit of accurate description. ro. Its three 
sides face respectively a little east of north, a little south of east, 
and a little south of west. The south-western side, which runs 
nearly parallel with the Euphrates, and seems to have been 
once washed by the river, IO. is longer than either of the others, 
extending a distance of above a thousand yards,"· while the 
south-eastern may be 800 yards, and the north-eastern 700. 
Innumerable ravines traverse the mound on every side, pene
trating it nearly to its centre. The surface is a series of undu
lations. Neither maaonry nor sculpture is anywhere apparent. 
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All that meets the eye is a mass of debris; and the researches 
hitherto made have failed to bring to light any distinct traces 
of building. Occasionally bricks are found, generally of poor 
material, and bearing the names and titles of BOme of the ear· 
lier Babylonian monarchs; but the trenches opened in the pile 
have in no case laid bare even the smallest fragment of a 
wall. lIl 

Besides the remains which have been already described, the 
:most remarkable are certain long lines of rampart on both sides 
of the river, which lie outside of the other ruins, enclosing 
them all, except the mound of Babil. On the left bank of the 
stream there is to be traced, in the first place, a double line of 
wall or rampart, having a direction nearly due north and 
south, 112 which lies east of the Kasr ~nd Amran mounds, at the 
distance from them of about 1000 yards. Beyond this is a sin· 
gle line of rampart to the north-east, traceable for about two 
miles, the direction of which is nearly from north-west to 
south-east, and a double line of rampart to the BOuth-east, III 

traceable for a mile and a half, with a direction from north
east to south-west. The two lines in this last case are from 
600 to 700 yards apart, and diverge from one another as they 
run out to the north-east. The inner of the two meets the 
north-eastern rampart nearly at a right angle, and is clearly a 
part of the same work. It is questioned, however, whether 
this line of fortification is ancient. and not rather a construc
tion belonging'to Parthian times. ; •• 

A low line of mounds is traceable between the western face 
of the Amran and Kasr hills, and the present eastern bank of 
the river, bounding a sort of narrow valley, in whicheitherthe 
main stream of the Euphrates, or at any rate a branch from it, 
"seems anciently to have flowed. 

On the right bank of the stream the chief remains are of the 
same kind. West of the river, a rampart, twenty feet high, "0 
runs for nearly a mileUl parallel with the general line of the 
Amran mound, at the distance of about 1000 yards from the 
old course of the stream. At either extremity the line of 
the rampart turns at a right angle, running down towards the 
river, and being traceable towards the north for 400 yards and 
towards the south for fifty or ~ty. 1lT It is evident that there 
was once, before the stream flowed in its present channel, a 
rectangular enclosure, a mile long and 1000 yards broad, oppo
site to the Amran mound; and there are indications that 
within this enceinte was at least one important building, which 
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was situated near the south-east angle of the enclosure, on the 
banks of the old course of the river. The bricks found at this 
point bear the name of Neriglissar. 

There are also, besides the ramparts and the great IIlasses of 
ruin above described, a vast number of scattered and irregular 
beaps of hillocks on both sides of the river, chiefly, however, 
upon the eastern bank. Of these one only seems to deserve 
distinct mention. This is the mound called El Homeira, "the 
Red," which lies due east of the Kasr, distant from it about 
800 yards-a mound said to be 300 yards long by 100 wide, 118 

and to attain an elevation of 60 or 70 feet. ". It is composed of 
baked brick of a bright red color, and must have been a build
ing of a very considerable height resting upon a somewhat con
fined base. Its bricks are inscribed along their edges, not (as' 
is the usual practice) on their lower face .... 

The only other ancient work of any importance of whioh 
some remains are still to be traced is a brick embankment on 
the left bank of the stream between the Kaar and the Babil 
mounds,'" extending for a distance of a thousand yards in a 
line which has a slight curve and a general direction of S.S. W. 
The bricks of this embankment are of a bright red color, and 
of great hardness. ,.. They are laid wholly in bitumen. The 
legend which they bear shows that the quay was constructed 
by Nabonidus. [pI. XII!.] 

Such then are the ruins of Babylon-the whole that can now 
with certainty be assigned to the" beauty of the Chaldees' 
excellency" ""-the "great Babylon" of Nebuchadnezzar. , •• 
Within a space little more than three miles long and a mile and 
three quarters broad are contained all the undoubted remains'"" 
of the greatest city of the old world. These remains, however, 
do not serve in any way to define the ancient limits of the 
place. They are surrounded on every side by nitrous soil, and 
by low heaps which it has not been thought worth while to ex
cavate, but which the best judges assign to the same era as the 
great mounds, and believe to mark the sites of the lesser tem-
pIes and the other public buildings of the ancient city. Masses 
of this kind are most frequent to the north and east. Some
times they are almost continuous for miles; and if we take the
Kasr mound as a centre, and mark about it an area extending 
Ave miles in each direction (which would give a city of the size 
described by Ctesias and the historians of Alexander), we shall 
scarcely find a single square mile of the hundred without some 
indicatioI1ll of ancient buildings upon its BUrface; The case iIt 
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not liket'hat of Nineveh, where outside the walls the country 
is for a considerable distance singularly bare of ruins. '"' The 
lll8BS of Babylonian remains extending from Babil to Amran 
does not .correspond to the whole enceinte of Nineveh, but to 
the mound of Koyunjik. It has every appearance of being, 
not the city, but "the heart of the city" "'-the " Royal quar
ter" "8 outside of which were the streets and squares, €ond still 
further off, the vanished walls. It may seem strange that the 
southern capital should have so greatly exceeded the dimen
sions of the northern one. But, if we follow the indications 
presented by the respective sites, we are obliged to conclude 
that there was really this remarkable difference. 

It has to be considered in conclusion how far we can identify 
the various ruins above described with the known buildings of 
the ancient capital, and to what extent it is possible to recon
struct upon the existing remains the true plan of the city. 
Fancy, if it discards the guidance of fact, may of course with 
the greatest ease compose plans of a charming completeness. 
A rigid adherence to existing data will produce, it is to be 
feared, a somewhat meagre and fragmentary result; but most; 
persons will feel that this is one of the cases where the maxim 
of Hesiod'" applies-nilioY iipzdv ft'aYros-"the half is prefera
ble to the whole." 

The one identification which may be made upon certain and 
indeed indisputable evidence is that of the Kasr mound with 
the'palace built by Nebuchadnezzar."· The tradition which 
has attached the name of Kasr or "Palace" to this heap is con
firmed by inscriptions upon slabs found on the spot, wherein 
Nebuchacbiezzar declares the building to be his c. Grand 
Palace." 111 The bricks of that part of the ruin which remains 
uncovered bear, one and all, the name of this king jill and it is 
thus clear that here stood in ancient times the great work of 
which Berosus speaks as remarkable for its height and splen
dor. III If a confirmation of the fact were needed after evidence 
of so decisive a character, it would be found in the correspond
ence between the remains found on the mound and the descrip
tion left us of the "greater palace" by Diodoms. Diodorus 
relates that the walls of this edifice were adorned with colored 
representations of hvnting scenes j'" and modern explorers find 
that the whole soil tlf the mound, and e&pecially the part on 
which the fragment of ruin stands, is full of broken pieces 01 
enamelled brick, varied in hue, and evidently conta.i.ni.ng pol'o 
\ions of human and animal forms. , .. 
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llut if the Xasr represents the palace built by Nebuchad
nezzar, as is generally allowed by those who have devoted their 

I attention to the Bubject, III it Beems to follow almost as a cer
tainty'" that the Amran mound is the Bite of that old palatial 
edifice to which the erection of Nebuchadnezzar was an ad 
clition. BerOBUB expressly states that Nebuchadnezzar's build
ing .. adjoined upon" the former palace, 'ss a description which 
is f8.lrly applicable to the Amran mound by means of a certain 
latitude of interpretation, but which is wholly inapplicable to 
any of the other ru.i.n& This argument would be conclusive, 
even if it Btood alone. It bas, however, received an important 
corroboration in the course of recent researches. From the 
A.mran mound, and from this part of Babylon only, have 
monuments been recovered of an earlier date than Nebuchad
nezzaI'.'U Here and here alone clid the early kings leave me
morials of their presence in Babylon; and here consequently, 
we may presume, stood the ancient royal residence. 

If, then, all the principal ruins on the eru;t bank of the river, 
with the exception of the Babil mound and the long lines mark
ing walls or embankments, be accepted as representing the 
"great palace" or "citadel" of the classical writers, we must 
recognize in the remains west of the ancient course of the 
riv81'-the oblong &quare enclosure and the important building 
at its BOuth~ angle .. ·-the second or" smaller palace" of 
CteBias, which was joined to the larger one, according to that 
writer, by a bridge and a tunnel. ,.. This edifice, built or at 
any rate repaired by Neriglissar, I •• lay directly opposite the 
more ancient part of the eastern palace, being Beparated from 
it by the river, which anciently flowed along the western face 
of the Kasr and Amran mounds. The exact position of the 
bridge cannot be fixed. ,.. With regard to the tunnel, it is ex
tremely unlikely that any such construction was ever made .... 
The "Father of History" is wholly silent on the subject, while 
he carefully describes the bridge, a work far less extraordinary. 
The tunnel rests on the authority of two writers only-Dio-
doms'" and Philostratus"·-who both wrote after Babylon 
was completely ruined. It was probably one of the imagina
tions of the inventive Ctesias. from whom Diodoms evidently 
derived all the main points of his description. 

Thus far there is no great difficulty in identifying the exist
ing remains with buildings mentioned by ancient authors; 
but, at the point to which we are now come, the subject grows 
exceedingly obacure, and it is impossible to offer more thaB 
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reasonable conjectures upon the true character of the rema,in. 
ing ruins. The descriptions of ancient writers would lead us 
to expect that we should find among the ruins unmistakable 
traces of the great temple of Belus, and at least some indi~L
tion of the position occupied by the Hanging Gardens. Theee 
two famous constructions can scarcely, one would think, haove 
wholly perished. More especially, the Belus temple, which was 
a stade square, ,.. and (according to some) a stade in height,"· 
must almost of necessity have a representative among the ex
isting remains. This, indeed, is admitted on all hands; and 
the controversy is thereby narrowed to the question, which (If 
two great ruins-the only two entitled by their size and sitllll.
tion to attention-has the better right to be regarded as :t1Je 
great and celebrated sanctuary of the ancient Babylon. 

That the mound of Babil is the ziggurat or tower of a Baby
lonian temple scarcely admits of a doubt. Its square shape, i18 
solid construction, its isolated grandeur, its careful emplaco
ment with the sides facing the cardinal points,'" and its clOEe 
resemblance to other known Babylonian temple-towers, su1li
ciently mark it for a building of this character, or at any rate 
raise a presumption which it would require very strong reason.s 
indeed to overcome. Its size moreover corresponds well with 
the accounts which have come down to us of the dimensions 
of the Belus temple,l •• and its name and proximity to the other 
main ruins show that it belonged certainly to the ancient capi
t91.. Against its claim to be regarded as the remains of the 
temple of Belus two objectionS only can be argued: these are 
the absence of any appearance of stages, or even of a pyramid
ical shape, from the present ruin, and its position on the same 
side of the Euphrates with the palace. Herodotus expressly 
declares that the temple of Belus and the royal palace were 
upon opposite sides of the river,1I1 and states, moreover, that 
the temple was built in stae-es, which rose one above the other 
to the number of eight. IIO Now these two circumstances, which 

. do not belong at present to the Babil mound, attach to a ruin 
distant from it about eleven or twelve miles-a ruin which i~ 
certainly one of the most remarkable in the whole country, 
and which, if Babylon had really been of the size asserted by 
Herodotus, might possibly have been included within the walls. 
The Birs-i-Nimrud had certainly seven, probably eight stages, 
and it is the only ruin on the present western bank of th. 
Euphrates which is at once sufficiently grand to answer to 
the (iescriptiolUl of the Belus temple, and eufficiently near tq 
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,be other ruins to make its original inclusion within thE' walls 
Brit absolutely impossible. Hence, ever since the attention of 
echoIars was first directed to the subject of Babylonian topog
raphy. opinion has been divided on the question before us, 
and there have not been wanting persons to maintain that the 
Birs-i-Nimrud is the true temple of Belus, "'if not also the act
ual tower of Babel, ' .. whose erection led to the confusion of 
tongues and general dispersion of the sons of Adam. 

With this latter identification we are not in the present 
I'lace coocerned. With respect to the view that the Birs is the 
sanctury of Halus, it may be observed in the first place that 
the rue of the building is very much smaller than that ascribed 
to the Belus temple;'" secondly. that it was dedicated to 
'~ebo. who cannot be identified with Belj'" and thirdly, that 
it is not really any part of the remains of the ancient; capital, 
Lut belongs to an entirely distinct town. The cylinders found 
in the ruin by Sir Henry Rawlinson declare the building to 
have been "the wonder of Borsippaj"'ot and Borsippa, accord
ing to all the ancient authorities, was a town by itself-an en
arely distinct place from Babylon ... • To include Borsippa 
within the outer wall of Babylon'" is to run counter to all the 
authorities on the subject, the inscriptions, the native writer, 
Berosus, , •• and the classical geographers generally. Nor is the 
position thus assigned to the Belus temple in harmony with 
the statement of Herodotus, which alooe causes explorers to 
aeek for the temple on the west side of the river. For, though 
the expression which this writer uses'"' does not necessarily 
mean that the temple was in the exact centre of one of the 
two divisions of the town, it certainly implies that it lay to
ulCIrds the middle of one division-well within it-and not upon 
its outskirts. It is indeed inconceivable that the main sanct
uary of the place, where the kings constantly offered their 
worship, should have been nine or ten miles from the palace I 
The distance between the Amran mound and Babit, which is 
about two miles, is quite as great as probability will allow 1.'S. 

to believe existed between the old residence of the kings and 
the sacred shrine to which they were in the constant habit of 
resorting. 

f;ti1l there remain as objections to the identification of the 
groat temple with the Babil mound the two arguments already 
noticed. The Babil mound has no appearance of stages such 88 
tho Bire presents, nor has it even a pyramidical shape. It is a 
t.uge p~tfQnn with a nearly level top, and sinks. ratbet'thau 
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rises, in the centre. What has become, it is asked, of the 
sev:en upper stages of the great Belus tower, if this ruin repre
sents itt Whither have they vanished' How is it that in 
crumbling down they have not left something like a heap 
towards the middleY To this it may be replied that the de
struction of the Belus tower has not been the mere work of the 
elements-it was violently broken down either by Xerxes, or 
by some later king, ••• who may have completely removed all 
the upper stages. Again, it has served as a quarry to the 
hunters after bricks for more than twe!J,ty centuries ;'" so that 
it is only surprising that it still retains so much of its original 
shape. Further, when Alexander entered Babylon more than 
2000 years ago 1<J,000 men were employed for several weeks in 
clearing away the rubbish and laying bare the foundations of 
the building. ••• It is quite possible that a conical mass of 
crumbled brick may have been removed from the top of the 
mound at this time. 

The d.i.ffi.culty remains that the Babil mound is on the same 
side of the Euphrates with the ruins of the Great Palace, 
whereas Herodotus makes the two buildings balance each 
other, one on the right and the othJr on the left bank of the 
stream. Now here it is in the first place to be observed that 
Herodotus is the only writer who does this. No other ancien~ 
author tells us anything of the relative situation of the two 
buildings. We have thus nothing to explain but the bald 
statement of a single writer-a writer no doubt of great au
thority, but still one not wholly infallible. We might say. 
then, that Herodotus probably made a mistake - that his 
memory failed him in this instance, or that he mistook his 
notes on the subject. ••• Or we may explain his error by sup 
posing that he confounded a canal from the Euphrates, which 
seems to have anciently passed between the Babil mound and 
the Kasr'·· (called 5Mbil by Nebuchadnezzar) with the main 
stream. Or, finally, we may conceive that at the time of his 
visit the old palace lay in ruins. and that the palace of Nerig
Jissar on the west bank of the stream was that of which he 
spoke. It is at any rate remarkable, considering how his au
thority is quoted. as fixing the site of the Belus tower to the 
west bank, that, in the only place where he gives us any 
intimation of the side of the river on which he would have 
placed the tower, it is the east and not the west bank to which 
his words point. He makes those who saw the treachery of 
Zopyrws at the BeImn and XiIlsian ga~'whicb must have ~ 
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to the east of the city,lO' at once take refuge in the famous 
sanctuary,lO. which he implies was in the vicinity. 

On the whole, therefore, it seems best to regard the BabU 
mound as the ziggurat of the great temple of Bel (called. by 
some "the tomb of Belus")'" which the Persians destroyed 
and which Alexander intended to restore. With regard to the 
" hanging gardens," as they were an erection of less than half 
the size of the tower, ITO it is not so necessaI"y to suppose that 
distinct traces must remain of them. Their dlbriB may be 
confused with those of the Kasr mound, on which one writer 
places them .• " Or they may have stooc! between the Kasr and 
Amran ruins, where are now some mounds of no. great height. 
Or, possibly, their true site is in the modem El Homeira, the 
remarkable red mound which lies east of the Kasr at the dis
tance of about 800 yards, and attains an elevation of sixty-five 
feet. Though this building is not situated upon the banks of 
the Euphrates, where Strabo and Diodorus place the gardens, IT' 

it abuts upon a long low valley into which the Euphrates 
water seems formerly to have been introduced, and which may 
therefore have been given the name of the river. This identi
fication is, however, it must be allowed, very doubtful. 

The two lines of mounds which enclose the long low valley 
above mentioned are probably the remains of an embankment 
which here confined the waters of a great reservoir. Nebu
chadnezzar relates that he constructed a large reservoir, which 
he calls the Yapur-Shapu, in Babylon, IV. and led water into ~t 
by means of an "eastern canal" - the Shebil. The Shebil 
canal, it is probable, left the Euphrate!l at some point between 
Babil and the Kasr, and ran across with a course nearly from 
west to east to the top of the Yapur-Shapu. This reservoir 
seems to have been a long and som~what narrow parallelogram~ 
running nearly from north to south. which shut in the great 
palace on the east and protected it like a huge moat. Most 
likely it communicated with the Euphrates towards the south 
by a second canal, the exact line of which cannot be deter
mined. Thus the palatial residence of the Babylonian kings 
looked in both directions upon broad sheets of water, an agree
able prospect in 80 hot a climate; while, at the same time, by 
the assignment of a double channel to the Euphrates, its floods 
were the more readily controlled, and the city was preserved , 
from those terrible inundations which in modem times have 
often threatened the existence of Baghdad .... 

The other lines of mound,~pon the east side of. the river 
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inay either be Parthian works, ... or (possibly) they may be the 
remains of some of those lofty walls'TI whereby, according to 
DiodoruS, the greater palace was surrounded and defended. lTf 

The fragments of them which remain are so placed that if the 
lines were produced they would include all the principal ruins 
on the left bank except the Babil tower. They may therefore 
be the old defences of the Eastern palace; though, if so, it is, 
strange that they run in lines which are neither straight nor 
parallel to those of the buildings enclosed by them. The irreg
tIlarity of these ramparts is certainly a very strong argument 
in favor of their having been the work of a people considerably 
more barbarous and ignorant than the Babylonians. [pL 
XIV.] 

CHAPTER v. 
ARTS AND SCIENCES. 

To¥ ,. a.a/l./laW ...... ~ &. .. ~ ... po....,.6....... in XaA3...... ,.eyl"""" if .. b mpoAoyi, 
•• clJl'1WI' • .,epc.nn.. .. i'xovcr& ••• Iloon .. AeiaT'llV efrt.p.u..e"", ewoujaClVl'O -rCllinJr Y"Qf 'ewpLtJ,f.-
11100. Sic. Ii. 81. 

THAT the Babylonians were among the most ingenious of all 
tho nations of antiquity, and had made considerable progress 
in the arts and sciences before their conquest by the Persians, 
is generally admitted. The classical writers commonly paral
lel them with the Egyptians;' and though, from their habit of 
confusing Babylon with Assyria, it is not always quite certain 
that the inhabitants of the more southern' country-the real 
Babylonians-are meant, still there is sufficient reason to be
lieve that, in the estima.tion of the Greeks and Romans, the 
people of the lower Euphrates were regarded as at least equally 
advanced in civilization with those of the Nile valley and the 
Delta. The branches of knowledge wherein by general consent 
the Babylonians principally excelled were architecture and 
astronomy. Of their architectural works two at least were 
reckoned among the "Seven Wonders,'" while others, not 
elevated to this exalted rank, were yet considered to be among 
tho most curious and admirable of Oriental constructions.' ,In . 
astronomical science they were thought to have far excelled 
all other nations,' and the first Greeks who made much prog· 
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rees in the subject confessed themselves the humble disciples 
of Babylonian teachers.' 

In the account, which it is proposed to give, in this place., of 
Babylonian art and science, so far as they are respectively 
known to us, the priority will be assigned to art, which is an' 
earlier product of the human mind than science i and among 
the arts the first place will be given to architecture, as at once 
the most fundamental of all the fine arts, and the one in which 
the Babylonians attained. their greatest excellence. It is .as 
builders that the primitive Chaldman people, the progenitors 

.. of the Babylonians, first appear before us in history j" and it 
was on his buildings that the great king of the later Empire, 
Nebuchadnezzar, specially prided himself.' When Herodotus 
visited Babylon he was struck chiefly by its extraordinary 
edifices j' and it is the account which the Greek writers gave 
of these erections that has, more than anything else, procured 
for the Babylonians the fame that they possess and the position 
that they hold among the six or seven leading nations of the 
old world. 

The architecture of the Babylonians seems to have culmi
nated in the Temple. While their palaces, their bridges, their 
walls, even their private houses were remarkable, their grand
est works, their most elaborate efforts, were dedicated to the 
honor and service, not of man. but of God. The Temple takes 
in Babylonia the same sort of rank which it has in Egypt and 
in Greece. It is not, as in Assyria,· a mere adjunct of the 
palace. It stands by itself, in proud independence, as the 
great building of a city, or a part of a city j'G it is, if not abso
lutely larger, at any rate loftier and more conspicuous than 
any other edifice: it often boasts a magnificent adornment: the 
value of the offerings which are deposited in it is enormous: in 
every respect it rivals the palace, while in some it has a d~ 

• cided pre-eminence. It draws all eyes by its superior height 
and sometimes by its costly ornamentation i it inspires awe by 
the religious associations which belong to itj finally, it is a 
stronghold as well as a place of worship, and may furnish a 
refuge to thousands in the time of danger. U 

A Babylonian temple seems to have stood commonly within 
a walled enclosure. In the case of the great temple of Belus 
at Babylon, the enclosure is said to have been a square of two 
stades each way, II or, in other words, to have contained an 
area of thirty acres. The temple itself ordinarily consisted of 
We» parts. Its most essential feature was a z.iggurat. or tower .. 
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which was either square, or at any rate rectangular, and buil1; 
in stages, the smallest number of such stages being two, and 
the largest known number seven. 11 At the summit of the 
tc:>wer was probably in every case a shrine, or chapel, of 

. greater or less size, containing altars and images. The ascent 
to this was on the outside of the towers, which were entirely 
solid; and it generally wound round the different faces of the 
towers, ascending them either by means of steps or by an in
clined plane. Special care was taken with regard to the em
placement of the tower, either its sides or its angles being made 

. exactly to confront the cardinal points. It is said that the 
temple-towers were used not merely for religious purposes but 
also as observatories, '" a use with a view to which this arrange
ment of their position would have been serviceable. 

Besides the shrine at the summit of the temple-tower or 
ziggurat, there was commonly at the base of the tower, or at 
any rate somewhere within the enclosure, a second shrine or 
chapel, in which the ordinary worshipper, who wished to spare 
himself the long ascent, made' his offerings. Here again the 
ornamentation was most costly, lavish use being made of the 
precious metals for images and other furniture. 11 Altars of 
different sizes were placed in the open air in the vicinity of 
this lower shrine, on which were sacrificed different classes of 
victims, gold being used occasionally as the material of the 
altar.'" 

The general appearance of a Babylonian temple, or at any 
rate of its chief feature, the tower or ziggurat, will be best 
gathered from a more particular description of a single build
ing of the kind; and the buildingwhich it will be most con
venient to take for that purpose is that remarkable edifice 
which strikes moderns with more admiration than any other 
now existing in the country, IT and which has also been more 
completely and more carefully examined than any other Baby· 
Ionian ruin'S-the Birs-i-Nimrud, or ancient temple of Nebo at 
Borsippa. The plan of this tower has been almost completely 
made out from data still existing on the spot; and a restoration 
of the original building may be given with a near approach to 
certainty. [pI. XV., Fig. 1.] 

Upon a platform of crude brick,1O raised a few feet above the 
level of the alluvial plain, was built the first or basement stage 
of the great edifice, an exact square, 272 feet each way, and 
and probably twenty-six feet in perpendicular height. I. On 
Lhis was erected a second stage of exactly the same height. 
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but a square of only 230 feet; which however was not placed 
exactly in the middle of the first, but further from its north
eastern than its south-western edge, twelve feet only from the 
one and thirty feet from the other. The third stage, which 
was imposed in the same way upon the second, was also 
twenty-six feet high, and was a square of 188 feet. Thus far 
the plan had been uniform and without any variety; but at 
this point an alteration took place. The height of the fourth 
stage, instead of being twenty-slx, was only fifteen feet." . In 
other respects however the old numbers were maintained; the 
fourth stage was diminished equally with the others, and was 
consequently a square of 146 feet. It was emplaced upon the 
stage below it exactly as the former stages had been. The re
maining stages probably followed the same rule of diminution ,. 
-the fifth being a square of 104, the sixth one of 24, and the 
seventh one of 20 feet. Each of these stages had a height. of 
fifteen feet. Upon the seventh or finaJ stage was erected the 
shrine or tabernacle, which was probably also fifteen feet high, 
and about the same length and breadth. Thus the entire 
height of the building, allowing three feet for the crude brick 
platform, was 156 feet. II . 

The ornamentation of the edifice WaA chiefl.y by means of 
color. The seven stages represented the Seven Spheres, in 
which moved (according to ancient Chaldrean astronomy) the 
seven planets. To each planet fancy, partly grounding itself 
upon fact, had from of old assigned a peculiar tint or hue. The 
Sun was golden, the Moon silver; the distant Saturn, almost 
beyond the region of light, was black; Jupiter was orange;" 
the fiery Mars was red; Venus was a pale Naples yellow; Mer
cury a deep blue. The seven stages of the tower, like the seven 
walls of Ecbatana,'" gave a visible embodiment to these fancies . 

. The basement stage, assigned to Saturn, was blackened by 
means of a coating of bitumen spread over the face of the 
masonry;" the second stage, assigned to Jupiter, obtained the 
appropriate orange color by means of a facing of burnt bricks of 
that hue;" the third stage, that of Mars, was made blood-red 
by the use of half-burnt bricks formed of a bright red clay;"' 
the fourth stage, assigned to the Sun, appears to have been 
actually covered with thin plates of gold ;'. the fifth, the stage 
of Venus, received a pale yellow tint from the employment of 
bricks of that hue ;'. the sixth, the sphere of Mercury, was 
given an azure tint by vitrifaction, the whole stage having 
been subjecte4 tQ IUJ mwnse bea.t after it was erected, whel'ebl 
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the bricks composing it were converted 'into a mass of blue 
slag;" the seventh stage, that of the Moon, was probably, like 
the fourth, coated with actual plates of metal. II Thus the 
building rose up in stripes of varied color, arranged almost as 
nature's cunning arranges hues in the rainbow, tones of red 
coming first, succeeded by a broad stripe of yellow, the yellow 
being followed by blue. Above this the glowing silvery sum
mit melted into the bright sheen of the sky. [pI. XVI.] 

'l"he faces of the various stages were,.as a general rule, flat 
amI unbroken, unless it were by a stair or ascent, II of which 
however there has been found no trace. But there were two 
exceptions to this general plainness. The basement stage was 
indented with a number of shallow squared recesses, which 
seem to ·have been intended for a. decoration. It The face of 
the third stage was weak on account of its material, which was 
brick but. half-burnt. Here then the builders, not for orna
ment's sake, but to strengthen their work, gave to the wall the 
SUI'port of a number of shallow buttresses. They also departed 
from their usual practice, by substituting for the rigid perpen
dicular of the other faces a slight slope outwards for some 
distance from the base. I. These arrangements, which are ap
pa:t"Elntly part of the original work, and not remedies applied 
su'bsequently, imply considerable knowledge of 8J'f1hitecturaJ 
principles on the part of the builders, and no little ingenuity 
in turning architectural resources to account. 

'lVith respect to the shrine which was emplaced upon the 
topmost, or silver stage, little is definitely known. It appears 
to have been of brick ;'. and we may perhaps conclude from 
the analogy of the old Chaldrean shrines at the summits of 
towers, IT as well as from that of the Belus shrine at Babylon, II 

that it was richly ornamented both within and without; but 
it is impossible to state anything as to the exact character of 
the ornamentation. 

The tower is to be regarded as fronting to the north-east, 
the coolest side and that least exposed to the sun's rays from 
the time that they become oppressive in Babylonia. On this 
side was the ascent, which consisted probably of a broad stair
case extending along the whole front of the building. The 
side platforms (those towards the south-east and north-west)
at any rate of the first and second stages, probably of all-were 
occupied by a series of chambers abutting upon the perpen
dicular wall," as the priests' chambers of Solomon's temple. 
a.butted upon the side walls of that building.'· In these were 
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doubtless lodged the priests and . other attendants upon the 
~mpJe service. The side chambers seem sometimes to have 
communicated with vaulted. apartments within the solid mass 
of the structure, •• like those of which we hear in the structure 
suppt>rtmg the "hanging gardens. ., .. It is possible that there 
may have been internal stai.r-cases, connecting the vaulted 
apartments of one stage with those of another; but the ruia 
has not yet been sufficiently explored for US to determine whe
ther or not there was such communication. 

The great Tower is thought to have been approached through 
a vestibule of considerable size. .. Towards the nortb-east the 
existing ruin is prolonged. in an irregular manner and it is 
imagined that this prolongation marks the site of a vestibule 
or propylmum. originally distinct from the tower, but now, 
through the crumbliDg down of both buildings, confused with 
its ruins. As no scientific examination has been made of this 
part of the mound, the above supposition can only be regarded 
as a conjecture. Possibly the excrescence does not so much 
mark a vestibule as a second shrine, like that which is said to 
have existed at the foot of the Belus Tower at Babylon.·· Till, 
however, additional researches have been made, it is in vain to 
think of restoring the plan or elevation of this part of the 
temple." 

From the temples of the Babylonians we may now pass to 
their palaces-oonstructions inferior in height and grandeur, 
but covering a greater space, involving a larger amount of 
labor, and admitting of more architectural variety. Unfortu
nately the palaces have suffered from the ravages of time even 
more than the temples. and in considering their plan and char
acter we obtain little help from the existing remains. S~ 
something may be learnt of them from this source, and where 
it fails we may perhaps be allowed to eke out the scantinffiS 
of our materials by drawing from the elaborate descriptions of 
Diodorus such points as have probability in their favor. 

The Babylonian palace, like the Assyrian, •• and the Susian
ian, .. stood upon a lofty mound or platform. This arrangement 
provided at once for safety, for enjoyment, and for health. ·It 
secured a pure air, freedom from the molestation of insects, and 
a position only assailable at afew points." The ordinary shape 
of the palace mound appears to have been square;" its ele
vation was probably not less than fifty or sixty feet. .. It was 
composed mainly of sun-dried bricks, which however were al
most c:mtain1y ~osed externally by a f~ of burnt ~~~ 
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'and may bave been further strengthened within by waIls of 
the same material, which perhaps traversed the whole mound." 
The entire mass seems to bave been carefully drained, and the 
collected waters were conveyed through subterranean channels 
to the level of the plain at the mound's base. •• The summit of 
the platform was no doubt paved, either with stone or burnt 
brick-mainly, it is probable, with the latter; since the former 

. material was scarce, and though a certain number of stone 
pavement slabs bave been found, .1 they are too rare and scat
tered to imply anything like the general use of stone paving. 
Upon the platform, most likely towards the centre,·' rose the 
actual palace, not built (like the Assyrian palaces) of crude 
brick faced with a better material, but constructed wholly of 
the finest and hardest burnt brick laid in a mortar of extreme 
tenacity," with walls of enormous thickness, •• parallel to 'the 
sides of the mound, and meeting each other at right angles .. 
Neither the ground-plan nor the elevation of a Babylonian 
palace can be given; nor can even a conjectural restoration of 
such a building be made, since the small fragment of Nebu
cbadnezzar's palace which remains has defied all attempts to 
reduce it to system. IT We can only say that the lines of the 
building were straight; that the walls rose, at any rate to a 
considerable height, without windows; and that the flatness 
of the straight line was broken by numerous buttressses and 
pil8sters. •• We have also evidence that occasionally there was 
an o~amentation of the building, either within or without, by 
means of sculptured stone slabs,'· on which were represented 
figures of a small size, carefully wrought. The general orna
mentation, however, external as well as internal, we may well 
believe to have been such as Diodorus states "-colored repre
sentations on brick of war-scenes, and hunting-scenes, the 
counterparts in a certain sense of those magnifiicent bas-reliefs 
which everywhere clothed the waIls of palaces in Assyria. It 
has been already noticed that abundant remains of such repre-

. sentations bave been found upon the Kasr mound. 01 [pI. XV., 
Fig. 2.] They seem to have alternated with cuneiform inscrip
tions, in white on a blue ground, or else with a patterning of 
rosettes in the same colors .•• 

Of the general arrangement of the royal palaces, of their 
height, their number of stories, their roofing, and their light
ing, we know absolutely nothing. The statement made by 
Hex:odotus, that many of the private houses in the town bad 
three or- four stories,'" would naturally lea,d us . to suppose 
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that the palaces were built similarly; but no ancient author 
tells us that this was so. The fact that the walls which exist, 
though of considerable height, show no traces of windows, 
would seem to imply that the lighting, as in Assyria," was 
from the top of the apartment, either from the ceiling, or from 
apertures in the part of the wallq adjoining the ceiling. Alto
gether, such eTidence as exists favors the notion that the 
Babylonian palace, in its character and general arrangements, 
resembled the Assyrian, with only the two differences, that 
Babylonian was wholly constructed of burnt brick, while in 
tho Assyrian the sun-dried material was employed to a large 
extent; and, further, that in Babylonia the decoration of the 
walls was made, not by slabs of alabaster, whjch did not 
exist in the country, but mainly-almost entirely-by colored 
representations upon the brickwork. '" . 

Among the adjuncts of the principal palace at Babylon was 
tho remarkable construction known to the Greeks and Romans 
as "the Hanging Garden." The accounts which Diodorns, 
Sh-abo, and Q. Curtius give of tbis structure .. are not perhaps 
altogetber trustworthy; still, it is probable that they are in 
the main 'at foast founded on fact." We may safely believe 
that a lofty structure was raised at Babylon on .,avera! tiers of 
arches, .. which supported at the top a mass of. earth, wherein 
grew, not merely flowers and shrubs, but trees of a consider
able size. The Assyrians had been in ~e habit of erecting 
structures of a somewhat similar kind, artificial elevations to 
support a growth of. trees and shrubs; but they were content 
to place their garden at the summit of a single row of pillars 
or arches," and thus to give it' a ve!-l' moderate height. At 
Babylon the object was to prodll:co an artificial imitation of " 
mountain. ,. For this purpose. several tiers of arches were 
necessary; and these appear to have been constructed in th~ 
manner of a Roman amphitheatre, one directly over another, 
so that the outer wall formed from summit to base a single 
perpendicular line." Of tbe height of the structure various 
accounts are given." while no writer reports the number of 
the tiers of arches. Hence there are no sufficient data for a 
reconstruction of the edifice. .. . 

Of the walls and bridge of Babylon, and of the ordinary 
houses of the people, little more is known than has been al. 
ready reported ill the general description of the capital. ,. It 
does not appear that they possessed any very great arch.itect;u. 
ral merit. Some skill was shoWl} ~ constru~ the pi6r!l Of 
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the bridge, which presented an angle to the current and tb.en 
a curved line, along which the water slid gently.'· [pl XV., 
Fig. 3.) The loftiness of the houses, which were of tm-ee or 
four stories,'o is certainly surprising, since Oriental houses 
have very rarely more than two stories. Their construction, 
however, seems to have been rude; and the pillars especially
posts of palm, surrounded with wisps of rushes, and then 
plastered and painted"-indicate a low condition of taste and a 
poor and coarse style of domestic architecture. 

The material used by the Babylonians in their constructions 
seems to have been almost entirely brick. Like the early 
Chaldreans.,a they employed bricks of two kinds, both the 
ruder sun-dried sort, and the very superior kiln-baked article. 
The former, however, was only applied to platforms, and to 
the interior of palace mounds and of very thick walls, and was 
never made by the later people the sole material of a building. ,. 
In every case there was at least a revetement of .kiln-dried 
brick, while the grander buildings were wholly constructed of 
it. a. The baked bricks used were of several different .qualities, 
and (within rather narrow limits) of differeut s~. The fiL.eHt 
quality of brick was yellow, approaching to our Stourbridge 
or fire-brick ;a1 another very hard kind was blue, approaching 
to black ;a. the commoner and coarser sorts were pink or red, 
and these were sometimes, though rarely, but half-baked, in 
which case they were weak and friable. a. The shape was al
ways square; and the dimensions varied between twelve an.I 
fourteen inches for the length and breadth, and between three 
and four inches for the thickness. a• [pI. XVII., Fig. L] At the 
corners of buildings, half-bricks were used in the alternate 
rows, since otherwise the joinings must have been all one ex
actly over another. The bricks were always made with IL 

mold, and were commonly stamped on one face with an in
scription." They were, of course, ordinarily laid horizontally. 
Sometimes, however, there was a departure from this practice. 
Rows of pricks were placed vertically, separated from one an
other by single horizontal layers.·' This arrangement seems 
to have been regarded as conducing to strength, since it OCCUl'S 

only where there is an evident intention of supporting a weak: 
construction by the use of special architectural expedients. 

The Babylonian builders made use of three different kinds 
of cement. a. The most indifferent was crtlde clay, or mud, 
which was mixed with choppE'd straw, to give it greater tenac
ity. and· was applied ill layers of extraordinary thickness.« 
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This was (it is probable) employed only where it was requisite 
that the face of the building should have a certaiJi color. A 
cement superior to clay, but not of any very high value, un
less as"a preventive against damp, was bitumen. which was 
very generally used in basements and in other structures ex
posed to the action of water. Mortar, however, or lime cement 
was far more commonly employed than either of the others, 
and was of very excellent quality, equal indeed to the best 
Roman material.·1 

There can be no doubt that the general effect of the more 
ambitious efforts of the Babylonian architects was grand.and im
posing. Even now, in their desolation and ruin, their great 
size renders them impressive; and there are times and states 
of atmosphere un~er which they fill the beholder with a sort of 
admiring awe,'· akin to the feeling which is called forth bo thf 
contemplation of the great works of nature. Rude and ina.rti
ticial in their idea and general construction, without architec
tural embellishment, without variety, without any beauty of 
form, they yet affect men by their mere mass, producing a di
rect impression of sublimity, and at the same time arousing a 
sontiment of wonder at the indomitable perseverance which from 
materials so unpromising could produce such gigantic results. 
In their original condition, when they were adorned with color, 
with a lavish display of the precious metals, with pictured re
presentations of human life, and perhaps with statuary of a 

• rough kind, they must have added to the impression produced 
by size a sense of richness and barbaric magiiliicence. The 
African spirit, which loves gaudy hues and costly ornament, 
was still strong among the Babylonians, even after they had 
been Semitized; and by the side of Assyria, her colder and 
more correct northern sister, Babylonia showed herself a true 
child of the south-rich, glowing, careless of the laws of taste, 
bent on provoking admiration by the dazzling brilliancy of her 
appearance. 

It is difficult to form a decided opinion as to the character of 
Babylonian mimetic art. The specimens discovered are Bofew, 
so frRt,"1llentary, and in some instances so worn by time and 
exposure. that we have scarcely the means of doing justice to 
the people in respect of this portion of their civilization. Set
ting aside the intaglios on seals and gems, which have such a 
general character of quaintness and grotesqu~ness, or at any 
rate of formality, that we can scarcely look upon many ot 
them as the serious efforts of artists doing their best, we pos-

.. ' 
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seas not half a dozen specimens of the mimetic art of the peo 
pIe in question. We have one sculpture in the round, one or 
two modelled clay figures, a few. bas-reliefs, one figure of a 
king engraved on stone, and a few animal forms represented 
on the same' material. Nothing more has reached us but 
fragments of pictorial rep~entations too small for criticism 
to pronounce upon, and descriptions of ancient writers too in
complete to be of any great value. 

The single Babylonian sculpture in the round which has 
come down to our timeS is the coloBBal lion standing over the 
prostrate figure of a man, which is still to be seenon the Kasr 
mound, as has been already mentioned~" The accounts of 
travellers uniformly state that it is a work of no merit·'
either batbarouslf execUted, or left unfinished by the sculptor'" 
-and probably much worn by exposure to the weather. A 
sketch made ~ a recent visitor" and kindly coinmunica,tcd to 
the author, seemS to show that, while the general form of the 
animal was tolerably well hit off, the proportions were in BOme 
respects misconceived, and the details not only rudely but in
correctly rendered. The extreme shortness of the legs and the 
extreme tbickneSs of the tail are the most prominent errors; 
there is also great awkWardness in the whole representation of 
the beast's shoulder. The head is BO mutilated tbat it is im.
posin"ble to do more than: conjecture its contour. Still the 
whole figure is not Without. a certain air of grandeur and 
majesty. [pI. XVII., Fig. 3.] 

The hUmaii appears to be inferior to the animal form. The 
prostrate man is altogether shapelesS, and can never •. it would 
seem, have been very much better than it is at the present 
time.·. ' 

Modelled fliures in clay are of rare occurrence. The best is 
one figured by Ket Porter,·· which represents a mother with a 
child in her armS. The mother is seated in a natural and not 
ungraceful attitude on a rough square pedestal. She is naked 
except for a;hood, br mantilla, which covers the head, shoul
ders, arid baclt, and a narrow apron which hangs down in 
front. She wears eaiTingS and a bracelet. The cbild, which 
sleeps on her left shoulder, wears a shirt open in front, and a 
short hut full tunic; which is gathered into plaits. Both fig
ureS are hi Simple and natUral taste, but the limbs of the infant 
are Somewhat too thin and delicate. The statuette is about 
three incheS and a half high, and shows signs of havir~ been 
~overed with a tinted glaze. [PI. XVII., Fig. 2:] 
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The single figure of a king which we possess" is clumsy and 
ungraceful. It is chiefly remarkable for the elaborate orna
mentation of the head-dress and the robes, which have a finish 
equal to that of the best Assyrian specimens. The general 
proportions are not bad; but the form is stiff, and the drawing 
of the right hand is peculiarly faulty, since it would be scarcely 
possible to hold arrows in the manner represented." [pI. 
XVIII., Fig. 2.] 

The engraved animal forms have a certain amount of merit. 
The figure of a dog sitting, which is common on the "black 
stones,"'· is drawn with spirit; [pI. XVIII., Fig. 1.] and a. 
bird, sometimes regarded as a cock, but mote resembling a. 
bustard, is touched with a delicate hand, and may be pro
nounced superior to any Assyrian representation of the feath
ered tribe. [pI. xvm., Fig. 3.] The hound on a bas-relief, 
given in the first volume of this work," is also ,goQd; and the 
cylinders exhibit figures of goats, cows, deer, and even mon
keys, ,.. which are truthful and meritorious. [pl. XIX., 
Fig. 1.] 

It has been observed that the main characteristic of the en" 
gravings on gems and cylinders, considered as works of mi
metic art, is their quaintness and grotesqueness. A few speci
mens, taken almost at random from the admirable collection 

. of M. Felix Lajard, will sufficiently illustrate this feature. In 
onelOl the central position is occupied by a human figure whose 
left arm has two elbow-joints, while towards the right two 
sitting figures threaten one another with their fists, in the 
upper quarter, and in the lower two nondescript animals do 
the same with their jaws. [pJ. XVllI., Fig. 4.] The entire 
drawing of this design seems to be intentionally rude~ The 
faces of the main figures are evidently intended to he ridicu· 
lous; and the heads of the two animals are extravagantly gro
tesque. On another cylinder'·! three nondescript animals play 
the principal part. One of them is on the point of taking into 
his mouth the head of a man who vainly tries to escape by 
flight. Another, with the head of a pike. tries to devour the 
third, which has the head of a bird and the body of a goat. 
This kind intention seems to be disputed by a naked maD. with 
a long beard, who seizes the fish-headed monster with his right 
hand, and at the same time administers from behind a severe 
kick with his right foot. The heads of the three main mon
sters, the tail and trousers of the principal one, lind the whole 
of the small figure in front of the flying man, are exceedinglY' 
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quaint, and remind one of the pencil of Fuseli. [pI. XIX., 
Fig. 3.] The third of the designs'o, approaches nearly to the 
modern caricature. It is 'a drawing in two portions. The 
upper line of figures'o, represents a procession of worshippers 
."oho bear in solemn state their offerings to a god. In the lower 
line this occupation is turned to a jest. Nondescript animals 
bring with a serio-comic air offerings. which consist chiefly of 
game, while a man in a mask seeks to steal away the sacred 
tree from the temple wherein the scene is enacted. [pI. XIX., 
Ii'ig. 4.] 

It is probable that the most elaborate and most artistic of 
the Babylonian. works of art were of a kind which has almost 
wholly perished. What bas-relief was to the Assyrian, wbat 
painting is to moderns, that enamelling upon brick appears to 
have been to the people of Babylon.. The mimetic power, 
which delights in representing to itself the forms and actions 
of men, found a vent in this curious byway of the graphic art; 
and "the images of the Chaldreans, portrayed upon the wall, 
with vermilion," '0' and other hues, formed the favorite adorn
ment of palaces and public buildings, at once employing the 
artist, gratifying the taste of the native connoisseur, and at
tracting the admiration of the foreigner. '0. 

The artistic merit of these works can only be conjectured. 
The admiration of the Jews, or even that of Diodorus, '07 who 
must be viewed here as the echo of Ctesias, is no sure test; for 
the Jews were a people very devoid of true artistic apprecia
tion; and Ctesias was bent on exaggerating the wonders of 
foreign countries to the Greeks. The fact of the excellence of 
Assyrian art at a somewhat earlier date lends however sup
port to the view that the wall-painting of the Babylonians had 
some real artistic excellence. We can scarcely suppose that 
there was any very. material difference, In respect of taste and 
resthetic power, between the two cognate nations, or that the 
Babylonians under Nebuchadnezzar fell very greatly short of 
the Assyri~s under Asshur-bani-pal. It is evident that the 
same subjects-war scenes and. hunting scenes,os-approved 
themselves to both people; and it is likely that their treatment 
was not very different. Even in the matter of color, the con
trast was not sharp nor strong; for the Assyrians partially 
colored their bas-reliefs. '0. 

The tints chiefly employed by the Babylonians in their col
ored representations were white, blue. yellow, brown, and 
black. 110 The blue was of different shades, sometimes bright 
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and deep, sometimes exceedingly pale. The yellow was some
what dull, resembling our yellow ochre. The brown was this 
same hue darkened. In comparatively rare instances the Baby
lonians made use of a red, which they probably obtained with 
some difficulty. Objects were colored, as nearly as' possible, 
according to their natural tints-water a light blue, gr01md 
yellow, the shafts of spears black, lions a tawny brown, etc. 111 

No attempt was made to shade the figures or the landscape, 
much less to produce any general effect by means of chiaros
curo; but, the artist trusted for his effect to a careful de
lineation of forms, ,and a judicious arrangement of simple 
hues. 

Considerable metallurgic knowledge and skill were shown in 
the composition of the pigments, and the preparation and I~p
plication of the glaze wherewith they are covered. The l-ed. 
used was a sub-oxide of copper;11I the yellow was sometimes 
oxide of iron, 111 sometimes antimoniate of lead-the Naples yel
low of modern artists ;'14 the blue was 'either cobalt or oxide of 
copper;llI the white was oxide of tin. lIS Oxide of lead was 
added in some cases, not as a coloring matter, but as a flux, to 
facilitate the fusion of the glaze. "' In other cases the pigment 
use.:! was covered with a vitreous coat of an alkaline silicate of 
alumina. lI

• 

The pigments were not applied to an entirely flat surface. 
Prior to the reception of the coloring matter and the glaze, 
('ach brick was modelled by the hand, the figures being care
fully traced out, and a slight elevation given to the more im
portant objects. III A very low bas-relief was thus produced, 
to which the colors were subsequently applied, and the brIck 
was then baked in the furnace. 

It is conjectured that the bricks were not modelled singly nnd 
separately. A large mass of clay was (it is thought) taken,"· 
sufficient to contain a whole subject, or at any rate a consiller
able portion of a subject. On this the modeller made out his 
dosign in low relief. The mass of clay was then cut up into 
bricks, and each brick was taken and painted separat&1y with 
the proper colors,'"' after which they were all placed in the 
furnace and baked. ,.. When baked, they were restored to 
their original places in the design, a thin layer of the finest 
mortar serving to keep them in place. 

From the mimetic art of the Babylonians, and the branches 
of knowledge connected with it, we may now pass to the 
purely mechanical ll.l1;s-M th~ art by which haN e~Q~elJ wert 
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cut, and those of agriculture, metallurgy, pottery, weaving, 
carpet-making, embroidery, and the like. 

The stones shaped, bored, and engraved by Babylonian 
artisans were not merely the softer and more easily worked 
kinds, as alabaster, serpentine, and lapis-lazuli, but also the 
harder sorts-cornelian, agate, quartz, jasper, sienite, load
stone, and green felspar or amazon-stone ... • These can cer
tainly not have been cut without emery, and scarcely without 
such devices as rapidly revolving points, or discs, of the kind 
used by modern lapidaries. Though the devices .are in general 
rude, the work is sometimes exceedingly. delicate, and jmplies 
a complete mastery over tools and materials, as well as a good 
deal of artistic power. As far as the mechanical part of the 
art goes, the Babylonians may challenge comparison with the 
most advanced of the nations of antiquity; they decidedly ex
cel the Egyptians, ••• and fall little, if at all, short of the Greeks 
and Romans. 

The extreme minuteness of the work in some of the Baby
lonian seals and gems raises a suspicion that they must have 
been engraved by the help of a powerful magnifying-glass. A 
lens has been found in Assyria ;". and there is much reason to 
believe that the convenience was at least as well known in .the 
lower country ... • ~Iass was certainly in use,'07 and was cut 
into such shapes as were required. It is at any rate exceed
ingly likely that magnifying-glasses, which were undoubtedly 
known to the Greeks in the time of Aristophanes, ••• were em
ployed by the artisans of Babylon during the most flourishing 
period of the Empire. . 

Of Babylonian metal-work we have scarcely any direct 
means of judging. The accounts of ancient authors imply that 
the Babylonians dealt freely with the material, using gold and 
silver for statues, furniture, and utensils, bronze for gates an4 
images, and iron sometimes for the latter. ••• We may assume 
that they likewise employed bronze and iron for tools &r.d 
weapons, since those metals were certainly so used by the I. 
Assyrians. Lead was made of service in building;"· where 
iron was also employed, if great strength was needed.... The 
golden images are said to have been sometimes solid, ••• in which 
case we must suppose them to have been cast in a mold; but 
undoubtedly in most cases the gold was a mere external cover
ing, and was applied in plates, which were hammered into 
shape .. 1 upon some cheaper substance below. Silver was 
po d9ub~ ~~ ~o in ~latesl more es~ciall1 when appli~ 
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externally to waDs,IM or internally to the woodwork of 
palaces;"" but the silver images, ornamental figures, and 
utensils of which we hear, were most probably solid. The 
bronze works must have been remarkable. We are told thitt 
both the town and ~e palace gates were of this material.no and 
it is implied that the latter were too heavy to be opened in the 
ordinary manner. ". Castings on an enormous scale would be 
requisite for such purposes; and the Babylonians must thus 
have possessed the a..oot of running into a single mold vast 
masses of metal. Probably the gates here mentioned were 
solid ;". but- occasionally, it would seem, the Babylonians had 
gates of a different kind, composed of ~ number of perpendicu
lar bars, united by horizontal ones above and below [as in PI. 
XIX, Fig. 2.].'" They had also, it woul~ appear, metal gate-
ways of a similar character. -

The metal-work of pel"BOnal ornaments, such as bracelets and 
armlets, and again that of dagger handles, seems to have 1"6-_ 
sembled the work of the Assyrians ... • 

Small figures in bronze were occasionally cast by the Baby
lonians, which were sometimes probably usEld as amulets, 
while perhaps more generally they were mere ornaments of -
houses, furniture, and the like. Among these may be noticed 
figures of dogs in a sitting posture, , •• much resembling the dog 
represented among the constellations,'" figures of JDen, gr0-
tesque in character, and figures of monsters. An interesting 
specimen, ,.,-hich combines a man and a monster, was found by 
Sir R Ker Porter at Babylon ...... [pI. XX, Fig. 1.1 

The pottery of the Babylonians was of excellent quality, and 
is scarcely to be distinguished from the Assyrian, which it re
sembles alike in form and in material.'" The bricks of the 
best period were on the whole better than any used in the 
sister country, and may compare for hardness and fiDeness 
with the best Roman. The earthenware is ofa fine terra-cotta, 
generally of a light red color, and Slightly baked, but occasion- • 
ally of a yellow hue, with a tinge of green. It consists of cups, 
jars, vases, and other vessels. They appear :to have been made 
upon the wheel, ••• and are in generalunornamented. From 
representations upon the cylinders, , •• it appears that the shapes 
were often elegant. Long and narrow vases with thin necks 
seem to have been used for water vessels; thC!36 had rounded or 
pointed bases, and required therefore the support of a stand. 
Thin jugs were also in use, with slight elegant handles. -It is 
conjectured that sometimes modelled ~ may havf> beeJl 
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introduced at the sides as handles to the vases;lf1 but neither 
the cylinders nor the extant remains confirm this supposition. 
The only ornamentation hitherto observed consists in a doubla 
band which seems to have been carried round some of tha 
vases in an incomplete spiral. 14. The vases sometimes ha,ve 
two handles; but they are plain and small, adding nothing to 
the beauty of the vessels. Occasionally the whole vessel is 
glazed with a rich blue color. [pI. XX., Fig. 3.] 

The Babylonians certainly employed glass for vesselS for a 
small size ... • ,They appear not to have been very skilful blow
ers, since their bottles are not nnfrequently misshappen. [pI. 
XX., Fig. 3.] They generally stained their glass with some 
coloring matter, and occasionally ornamented it with a ribbing. 
Whether they were able to form· masses of glass of any con
siderable size, whether they used it, like the Egyptians,16. for 
beads and bugles, or for mosaics, is uncertain. If we suppose 
a foundation in fact for Pliny's story of the great emerald (?) 
presented by a king of Babylon to an Egyptian Pharaoh, '61 we 
must conclude that very considerable masses of glass were pro
duced by the Babylonians. at least occasionally; for the said 
emerald, which can scarcely have been of any other material, 
was four cubits (or six feet) long and three cubits (or four and 
a half feet) broad. 

Of all the productions of the Babylonians none obtained such 
high repute in ancient times as their textile fabrics. Their 
carpets especially were of great celebrity, and were largely ex
ported to foreign countries. ... They were dyed of various colors, 
and represented objects similar to those found on the gems, as 
griffins and such like monsters. ,.. Their position in the ancient 
world may be compared to that which is now borne by the 
fabrics of Turkey and Persia, which are deservedly preferred. 
to those of all other countries. 

Next to their carpets, the highest .character was borne by 
their muslins. Formed of the finest cotton, and dyed of tlle 
most brilliant colors, they seemed to the Oriental the very best 
possible material for dress. The Persian kings preferred them . 

. for their own wear;'" and they had an early fame in foreil,'1l 
countries at a considerable distance from Babylonia. ,.. It is 
probable that they were sometimes embroidered with delicate 
patterns, such as tho~e which may be seen on the garments of 
the early Babylonian king (figured page 560). 

Besides woollen and cotton fabrics, the Babylonians also 
manufactured a ~Qd <leal of Une:q cloth, the principal sea,t of 
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the manufacture being Borsippa."" This material was pro
duced, it is probable, chiefly for home consumption, long linen 
robes being generally worn by the people. 107 

From the arts of the Babylonians we may now pass to their 
ecience-an obscure subject, but one which possesses more 
t.han common interest. If the classical writers were correct in 
their belief that Chaldrea was the birthplace of Astronomy, 
and that their own astronomical science was derived mainly 
from this quarter,"· it must be well worth inquiry what the 
amount of knowledge was which the Babylonians attained on 
the subject, and what were the means whereby they made 
their discoveries. 

On the broad flat plains of Chaldrea, where the entire celes
tial hemisphere is continually visible to every eye, , •• and the 
clear transparent atmosphere shows night after night the 
heavens gemmed with countless stars, each shining with a 
brilliancy unknown in our moist northern climes, the atten
tion of man was naturally turned earlier than elsewhere to 
these luminous bodies, and attempts were made to grasp, and 
reduce to scientific form, the array of facts which nature pre
sented to the eye in a confused and tangled mass. It required 
no Tery long course of observation to acquaint men with a 
truth, which at first sight none would have suspected
namely, that the luminous points whereof the sky was full 
were of two kinds, some always maintaining the same position 
relatively to one another, while others were constantly chang
ing their places, and as it were wandering about the sky. It 
is certain that the Babylonians at a very early date"· dis
tinguished from the fixed stars those remarkable five, which, 
from their wandering propensities, the Greeks called the 
.. planets," and which are the only erratic stars that the naked 
eye, or that even the telescope, except at a very high power, 
can discern. With these five they were soon led to class the 
Moon, which was easily observed to be a wandering luminary, 
changing her place among the fixed stars with remarkable 
rapidity. Ultimately, it came to be perceived that the Sun 
too rose and set at different parts of the year in the neighbor
hood of different constellations, and that consequently. the 
great luminary was itself also a. wanderer, having a path in 
the sky which it was possible, by means of careful observa
tion, to mark out. 
. But to do this, to mark out with accuracy the courses of the 
Sun and Moon among the fixed stars, it was necessary, or at 
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least convenient, to a.rra.Iige the stars themselves into groups. 
Thllil, too, and thus only, was it possible to give form and 
order to the chaotic confusion in which the stars seem at first 
sight to lie, owing to the irregularity of their intervals, the 
difference in their magnitude, and their apparent countless
ness. The most uneducated eye, when raised to the starry 
heavens on a clear night, fixes here and there upon groups of 
stars: in the north, Cassiopeia, the Great Bear, the Pleiades-
below the Equator, the Southern Cross-must at all times 
have impressed those who beheld them with a certain sense of 
unity. Thus the idea of a "constellation" is formed; and this 
once done, the mind naturally progresses in the same direc-

, tion, and little by little the whole skylll is mapped out into 
certain portions or districts to which names are given-names 
taken from some resemblance, real or fancied, between the 
shapes of the several groups and objects familiar to the early 
observers. This branch of practical astronomy is termed 
"uranography" by moderns; its utility is very considerable; 
thus and thus only can we particularize the individual stars 
of which we Wish to Speak;I.' thus and thus only can we 
retain in our memoryl" the general arrangement of the stars 
and their positions relatively to each other. 

There is reason to believe that in the early Babylonian 
astronomy the subject of uranography occupied a prominent 
place. The ChaJdooan astronomers not only seized on and 
named those natural groups which force themselves upon the 
eye, but artificially a.rranged the whole heavens into a certain 
number of constellations or asterisms. The very system of 
uranography which maintains itself to the present day on our 
celestial globes and maps, and which is still acknowledged
albeit under protest I··~in the nomenclature of scientific 
astronomers, came in all probability from this source, reach-

, ing us from the Arabians, who took it from the Greeks, who 
derived it from the Babylonians. The Zodiacal constellations. 
at . any rate, or those through which the sun's course lies, 
would seem to have had this origin; and many of them may 
be distinctly recognized on Babylonian monuments which are 
plainiy of a, stellar t:haracter. I.' The accompanying represen
tation, taken from ,a conical black stone 'in the British Muse
um [pI. XX., Fig. 2.], and beloDging to the twelfth century 
before our era, is not perhaps, strictly speaking, a zodiac, bu~ 
. it is almost certainly an arrangement of constellations accord-
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ing to the forms assigned them in Babylonian uranography. 
[pt XXL] The Ram, the Bull, the Scorpion, the Serpent, the 
Dog, the Arrow, the Eagle or Vulture may all be detected on 
the stone in question, as may similar forms variously arranged 
on other similar monuments. 

The Babylonians called the Zodiacal constellations the 
.. Houses of the Sun," and distinguished from them another 
Bet of asterisms, which they denominated the" Houses of the 
Moon." As the Sun and Moon both move through the ~ky in 
nearly the same plane, the path of the Moon merely crossing 
and recrossing that of the Sun, but never diverging from it 
further than a few degrees, it would seem that these" Houses 
(If the Moon," or lunar asterisms, .. • must have been a division 
of the Zodiacal stars different from that employed with 
respect to the sun, either in the number of the " Houses," or 
in the point of separation between "House" and .. House." 

The Babylonims observed and calculated eclipses; but their 
power of calculation does not seem to have been based on 
flCientific knowledge, nor to have necessarily implied sound 
views as to the nature of eclipses or as to the size, distance, 
and real motions of the heavenly bodies. The knowledge 
which they possessed' was empirical. Their habits of observa
tion led them to discover the period of 223 lunations or 18 
years 10 days, I .. after which eclipses-especially those of the 
the moon-recur again in the same order. Their acquaint
ance with this cycle would enable them to predict lunar 
eclipses with accuracy for many ages, and solar eclipses with
out much inaccuracy for the next cycle or two. 

That the Babylonians carefully noted and recorded eclipses 
is witnessed by Ptolemy, I •• who had access to a continuous 
series of such observations reaching back from his own time 
to B.C. 747. Five of these-all eclipses of the moon-were d~ 
BClibed by Hipparchus'•• from Babylonian sources, and are 
found. to answer all the requirements of modern science. 
They belong to the years' B.C. 721, 720, 621, and 523. One of 
them, that of B.C. 721, was total at Babylon. The others.were 
partial, the portion of the moon obscured varying from one 
digit to seven. 

There is no reason to think that the observation of eclipses 
by the Babylonians commenced with Nabonassar. It. Ptolemy 
indeed implies that the series extant in his day went no 
higher;'" but this is to be accounted for by the fact, which 
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Berosus mentioned, IT. that Nabonassar destroyed, as far as he 
was able, the previously existing observations, in order. that 
exact chronology might commence with his own reign. 

Other astronomical achievements of the Babylonians were 
the following. They accomplished a catalogue of the :fixed 
stars, of which the Greeks made use in compiling their stellar 
tables. ITI They observed and recorded their observations 
upon occultations of the planets by the sun and moon. II. 
They invented the gnomon and the polos,'" two kinds of sun
dial, by means of which they were able to measure time dur
ing the day, and to :fix the true length of the solar day, with 
sufficient accuracy. They determined corre~tly within a 
smaIl fraction the length of the synodic revolution of the 
moon. no They knew that the true length of the solar year 
was 365 days and a quarter, nearly.117 They noticed comets, 
which they believed to be permanent bodies, revolving in 
orbits like those of the planets, only greater. n. Tbey ascribed 
eclipses of the sun to the interposition of the moon between 
the sun and the earth. no They had notions not far from the 
truth with respect to the relative distance from the earth of 
the sun, moon, and planets. Adopting, as was natural, a 
geocentric system, they decided that the Moon occupied the 
position nearest to the earth;'·· that beyond the Moon was 
Mercury;beyond Mercury Venus, beyond Venus Mars, beyond 
Mars Jupiter, and beyond Jupiter, in the remotest position of 
all, Saturn. 181 This arrangement was probably based upon 
a knowledge, more or less exact, of the periodic times which 
the several bodies occupy in their (real or apparent) revolu
tions. From the difference in the times the Babylonians 
assumed a corresponding difference in the size of the orbits, 
and consequently a greater or less distance from the common 
centre. 

Thus far the astronomical achievements of the Babylonialls 
rest upon the express testimony of ancient writers-a testimony 
confirmed in many respects hy the monuments already deci
phered. It is suspected that, when the astronomical tablets 
which exist by hundreds in the British Museum come to be 
thoroughly understood, it will be found that the acquaintance 
of the Chaldrean sages with astronomical phenomena, if pot also 
with astronomicalla ws, went considerably beyond the point ab 
which :we should place it upon the testimony of the Greek and 
Roman writers. I.' There is said to be distinct evidence that 
~e;y observed the four satellltes of Jupiter, and strong reaso;Q,. 
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to believe that they were acquainted likewise with the SAveD 
satellites of Saturn. Moreover, the general1aws of the move
ments of the heavenly bodies seem to have been so far known 
to them that they could state by anticipation the position of the 
various planets throughout the year. 

In order to attain the astronomical knowledge which they 
seem to have possessed, the Babylonians must undoubtedly 
have employed n certain number of instruments. The inven
tion of sun-dials, as already observed, '8' is distinctly assigned 
to them. Besides these contrivances for measuring time dur
ing the day, it is almost certain that they must have possessed 
means of measuring time during the night. The clepsydra, or 
water~lock, which was in common use among the Greeks as 
early as the fifth century before our era, 18. was probably in
troduced into Greece from the East, and is likely to have been 
a Babylonian invention. The astrolabe, an instrument for 
mt>!l.SUring the altitude of stars above the horizon, which was 
known to Ptolemy, ~y also reasonably be assigned to them .. 
It has generally been assumed that they were wholly ignorant 
()f the telescope. tI' But if the satellites of Saturn are really 
inentioned, as it is thought that they are, upon some of the 
tablets, it will follow-6trange as it may seem to us-that the 
Babylonians possessed optical instruments of the nature of 
telescopes, since it is impossible, even in the clear and vapor
leBs sky of Chaldrea, to discern the faint moons of that distant 
planet without lenses. A lens, it must be remembered, with a 
fair magnifying power, has been discovered among the Meso
potamian ruins. '8. A people ingenious enough to disbover th~ 
magnifying-glass would be naturally led on to the invention of 
ittt opposite. When once lenses of the two contrary kinds ex
isted, the elements of a telescope were in being. 'Ve could not 
IISsume from these data that the discovery was made i but if it 
ihall ultimately be substantiated that bodies in~isible to the 
naked eye were observed by the Babylonians, we need feel no 
difficulty in ascribing to them the possession of some telescopic 
mstrument. 

The astronomical zeal of the Babylonians was in general, it 
~lUSt be confessed, no simple and pure love of an abstract 
science. ..f,.. school of pure astronomers existed among them i 18

' 

but the bulk of those who engaged in the study undoubtedly 
pursued it in the belief that the heavenly bodies had a myste~ 
rioue influence, not only upon the seasons, but upon·the live .. 
tllld actiOnIJ of. men-an influence which it was possible to ~ 
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cover and to foretell by prolonged and careful observation. 
The ancient writers, Biblical and other, :0. state this fact in the 
strongest way; and the extant astronomical remains distinctly 
confirm it. The great majority of the tablets are of an astro
logical character, recording the supposed influence of the 
heavenly bodies, singly, in conjunction, or in opposition, upon 
all sublunary affairs, from the fate of empires to the washing 
of hands or the paring of nails. The modern prophetical alma
nac is the legitimate descendant and the sufficient representa
tive of the ancient Chaldee Ephemeris, which was just as 
silly, just as pretentious, and just as worthless. 

The Chaldee astrology was, primarily and mainly, genethlia
logical.'·· It inquired under what aspect of the heavens per
sons were born, or conceived, , •• and, from the position of the 
celestial bodies at one or other of these moments, it professed 
to deduce the whole life and fortunes of the individual. Ac
cording to Diodoms. I., it was believed that a particular star or 
constellation presided over the birth of each person, and thence
forward exercised over his life a special malIgn or benignant 
influence. But his lot depended, not on this star alone, but on 
the entire aspect of the heavens at a certain moment. To cast 
the horoscope was to reproduce this aspect, and then to read 
by means of it the " individual's future. 

Chaldee astrology was not, however, limited to genethlialogy. 
The Chaldrea.n.s professed to predict from the stars such things 
as the changes of the weather, high winds and storms, great 
heats, the appearance of comets, eclipses, earthquakes, and the 
like. ,.. They published lists of luck;.and unlucky days, and 
tables showing what aspect of the he£veIl8 portended good or 
evil to particular countries. ,.. Curiously enough, it appears 
that they regarded their art as locally limited to the regions in
habited by themselves and their kinsmen, so that while they 
could boldly predict storm, tempest, failing or abundant crops, 
war, famine, and the like, for Syria, Babylonia, and Susiana, 
they could venture on no prophecies with respect to other 
neighboring lands, as Persia, Media, Armenia. 

A certain amount of real meteorological knowledge was 
probably mixed up with the Chaldrean astrology. Their calen
dars, like modern almanacs,boldly predicted the weather for 
fixed days in the year. ,.. They must also have been matha.: 
maticians to no inconsiderable extent, since their methods ap
~ to have been geometrical. It is said that the Greek: 
p:lathematicians often quoted with approval the works of their 
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Chaldrean predeceSsors, Ciden, Naburianus, and Sudinus ... • 
Of the nature and extent of their mathematical acquirements, 
no account, however. can be given, since the writers who men: 
tion them enter into no details on the subject. 

CHAPTER VI. 

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS • 

.. Girded witb girdles npon their loins, e][oeedlng In dyed attire npon their heads. aU 
of tbem princes to look to, after tbe manner of the Babylonians of ChaldllB&, the 
land of their natlvlty."-Eaek. ][][lif. 15. 

THE manners and customs of the Babylonians, though not 
admitting of that copious illustration from ancient monuments 
which was found possible in the case of Assyria, are yet suffi· 
ciently known to us, either from the extant remains or from the 
accounts of ancient writers of authority, to furnish materials 
for a short chapter. Herodotus, Strabo, Diodorus, and Nicolas 
of Damascus, present us with many interesting traits of this 
somewhat singular peoplej the sacred writers contemporary 
with the acme of the nation add numerous touches j while the 
remains, though scanty, put distinctly and vividly before our 
eyes a certain number of curious details. 

Herodotus describes with some elaboration the costume of 
the Babylonians in his day. He tells us tha~ they w0!6 a long 
linen gown reaching down to their feet, a woollen gown or 
tunic above this, a short cloak: or cape of a white color, and 
shoes like those of the Breotians. I Their hair they allowed to 
grow long, but confined it by a head-band or a turbanj' and 
they always carried a walking-stick with a carving Qf some 
kind on the handle. This portraiture, it is probable, applies 
to th@ richer inhabitants of the capital, and represents the 
Babylonian gentleman of the fifth century before our era., as 
he made his appearance in the streets of the metropolis. 

The cylinders seem to show that the ordinary Babylonian 
dress was less complicated. The worshipper who brings an 
offering to a god is frequently represented with a bare head, 
and wears apparently but one garment, a tunic generally 
ornament()<\ with a dia(;'Onal ~, and reachin~ from thQ 
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uhoulder to a little above the knee. The' tunic is confined 
round the waist by a belt. [pI. XXII., Fig. 1.] Richer wor. 
Ilhippers, who commonly present a goat, have a fillet or head· 
band, not a turban, round the head. They wear generally the 
s~e sort of tunic as the others; but over it they have a long 
I'Obe, shaped like a modern dressing-gown, except that it has 
110 sleeves, and does not cover the right shoulder. [pI. XXII., 
}i'ig.1.] In a few instances only we see underneath this open 
gown a long inner dress or robe, such as that described by 
Herodotus. [pI. XXII., Fig. 2.] A cape or tippet of the kind 
which he describes is worn sometimes by a god, but is never 
suell, it is believed, in any representation of a mortal. I 

The short tunic, worn by the poorer worshippers, is seen also 
ill a representation (hereafter to be given) • of hunters attack
il~ a lion. A similar garment is worn by the man-probably 
a slav:e-who accompanies the dog, supposed to represent an In·. 
dian hound; • and also by a warrior, who appears on one of 
the cylinders conducting six foreign captives.' [pI. XXII., 
Fig.4.] There is consequently much reason to believe that 
such a tunic formed the ordinary costume of the common'pea
pIe, as it does at present of the common Arab inhabitants of 
the country. It left the arms and right shoulder bare, cover· 
iItg only the left. Below the belt it was not made like a frock 
but lapped over in front, beiItg in fact not so much a garment 
as a piece of cloth wrapped round: the body. Occasionally it is 
represented as patterned;' but this is somewhat unusual [pI. 
X'XII., Fig. 3.] 

In lieu of the long robe reaching to the feet. which seems to 
have been the ordinary costume of . the higher classes, we ob
serve sometimes a shorter. but still a similar garment-a sort 
of coat without sleeves, fringed down both sides, and reaching 
only a little below the knee.· The worshippers who wear this 
robe have in most cases the head adorned with a fillet. [PI. 
XXIII., Fig. 1.] 

It is ftnusual to find any trace of boots or shoes in the repre
sentations of Babylonians. A shoe patterned with a sort of 
check work was worn by the king;' and soldiers seem to have 
worn a low boot in their expeditiQns. " But with rare excep
tions the Babylonians are represented with bare feet, .on the 
monuments; and if they commonly wore shoes in the time of 
Herodotus, we may conjecture that they had adopted the 
practice from the example of the Medes and Persians. ll A low 
boot, laced in front, was worn by the Ghiefs of the Su.siaJlialUl. 
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Perhaps the "peculiar shoe" of the Babylonians I. was not very. 
different. [Pl. XXII!., Fig. 1.] 

The girdle was an essential feature of Babylonian costume, II 
common to high and low, to the king and to the peasant. It 
was a broad belt, probably of leather, and e~circled the waist 
rather high up. The warnor carried his daggers in it j to the 
common man it served the purpose. of keeping in place the 
cloth which he wore round his body. According to Herodotus, It 
it was also universal in Babylonia to carry a seal and a walk
ing-stick. 

Special costumes, differing considerably from those hitherto 
described, distinguished the king and the priests. The king 
wore a long gown, somewhat scantily made, but reaching down 
to the ankles, elaborately patterned and fringed. Over tills, 
apparently, he had a close-fitting sleeved vest, which CaDle 

. down to the knees, and terminated in a set of heavy tassels. 
The girdle was worn outside the outer vest, and in war the 
monarch carried also two cros&-belts, which perhaps supporl;l~d 
his quiver. The upper vest was, like the under one, richly 
adorned with embroidery. From it, or from the girdle, de
pended in front a silJ-gle heavy tassel attached by a cord, sim
ilar to that worn by the early kings of Assyria. I. 

The tiara of the monarch was very remarkable. It was of 
great height, nearly cylindrical, but with a slight tendency to . 
swell out toward the crown," which was ornamented with a 
row of feathers round its entire circumference." The space 
below was patterned with rosettes, sacred trees, and mytho
logical tigures. From the centre of the crown there rose above 
the feathers a projection resembling in some degree the pro:
jection 'which distinguishes the tiara of the Assyrian kings, tlle 
rounded, and not squared, at top. This head-dress, which ha~ 
:.I. heavy appearance, was worn low on the brow, and coverell 
nearly all the back of the head. It can scarcely have been 
composed of a heaver material than cloth or felt. Probably i~ 
was brilliantly colored. ,. 

The monarch wore bracelets, but (apparently) neither neck
Iaces ,. nor earrings. These last are assigned by Nicolas of 
Damascus to a Babylonian governorj'· and they were sO coD::\" 
monly used by the Assyrians that we can scarcely suppo~ 
them unknown to their kindred and neighbors. • The Baby~ 
Ionian monuments, however, contain no traces of earrings alJ 
worn 'by men, and only a few doubtful ones of collars or neck
laces;"' whence we may at any rate conclude that neither were 
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worn at all generally. The bracelets which encircle the royal 
wrist resemble the most common bracelet of the Assyrians"o 
consisting of a plain band, probably of metal, with a rosette in 
the centre. 

The dress of the priests was a long robe or gown, flounced 
andstriped, over which they seem to have worn an open jacket 
of a similar character. A long scarf or riband depended from 
behind down their backs.'· They carried on their heads an 
elaborate crown or mitre, which is assigned also to many of 
the gods. •• In lieu of this mitre, we find sometimes, though 
rarely, a horned cap; and, in one or two instances, a mitre of 
a different kind." In all sacrificial and ceremonial .acts the 
priests seem to have worn their heads covered. [pI. XXIII., 
Fig. 6.] 

On the subject of the Babylonian military costume our in
formation is scanty and imperfect. In the time of Herodotus 

. the Chaldreans seem to have had the same armature as the 
Assyrians ··-namely, bronze helmets, linen breastplates, 
shields, spears, daggers, and maces or clubs; and, at a con
siderably earlier date, we find in Scripture much the same arms, 
offensive and defensive, assigned them. Of. There is, however, 
one remarkable difference between the Biblical account. and 
that given by Herodotus. The Greek historian says nothing 
of the use of bows by the. Chaldreans; while in Scripture the 
bow appears as their favorite weapon, that which principally 
renders them formidable. O. The monuments are on this point 
thoroughly in accordance with Scripture. The Babylonian 
king already represented carries a bow and two arrows." 
The soldier conducting captives has a bow an arrow, and a' 
quiver. •• A monument of an earlier date," which is perhap81 
rather Proto-Chaldrean than pure Babylonian, yet which has 
certain Babylonian characteristics, makes the arms of a king 
a bow and arrow, a club (0, and a dagger. In the marsh 
fights of the Assyrians, where their enemies are probably 
Chaldreans of the low country, the bow is the sole weapon 
which we see in use. II 

The Babylonian bow nearly resembles the ordinary curved 
bow of the Assyrians."" It has a knob at either extremity, 
over which the string passes, and is thicker towards the mid
dle than a11 the two ends; the bend is slight, the length when 
strung less than four feet. [pI. XXIII., Fig. 2.] The length' 
of the arrow is about three feet. It is carefully notched and 
feathered, and has a barbed iloint. The <luiver, as represelltw 
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in the Assyrian sculptures, has nothing remarkable about it i 
but the .single extant Babylonian representation" makes it 
terminate curiously with a large ornament resembling a spear
head. It is difficult to see the object of this appendage, which 
must have formed no inconsiderable addition to the weight of 
the quiver. [pI. xxm., Fig. 3.] 

Babylonian daggers were short, and shaped like the Assyrian; 
but their handles were less elegant and less elaborately orna
mented." They were worn in the girdle (as they are at the 
present day in all eastern countIiea) either in pairs or singly. 
[pI. XXIII.,·Fig. 3.] 

Other weapons of the Babylonians, which we may be sure 
they U!lCd in war, though the monuments do not furniSh any 
proof of the fact, were the spear and the bill or axe. These 
weapons are exhibited in combination upon one of the most 
curious of the cylinders, where a lion is disturbed in his meal 
off an ox by two rustics, one of whom attacks him in front 

. with a spear, while the other seizes his tail and assails him in 
the rear with an axe. [PI. XXIII., Fig. 5.] With the axe 
here represented may be compared another, which is found on 
a clay tablet brought from Sinkara, and supposed to belong to 
the early Chaldrean period. II The Sinkara axe has a simple 
square blade: the axe upon the cylinder has a blade with long 
curved sides and a curved edge; while, to balance the weight 
of the blade, it has on the lower side three sharp spikes. The 
difference between the two implements marks the advance of 
mechanical art; in the country between the time of the first and 
that of the fourth monarchy. [pI. XXIII., Fig. 4.] 

Babylonian armies seem to have been composed,like Assy
rian, It of three elements-infantry, cavalry, and chariots. Of 
the chariots we appear to have one or two representations upon 
the cylinders,'8 but they are too rudely carved to be of much 
value. It is not likely that the chariots differed much either 
in shape or equipment from the Assyrian, unless they were, 
like those of Susiana, .1 ordinarily drawn by mules. A peCUliar 
car, four-wheeled, and drawn by four horses, with an elevated 
plaUorm in front and a seat behind for the driver, which the 
cylinders occasionally exhibit, t. is probably not a war-chariot, 
but a sacred vehicle, like the tema or thensa of the. Romans. t • 
• [PI. XXIV., Fig. 2.] 

The Prophet Habakkuk: evidently considered the cavalry of 
the Babylonians to be their most formidable arm. "They are 
terrible and dreadful," he said; ,. from them shall proceed 
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judgment and captivity; their horses also are swifter than the 
leopards, and are more fierce than the evening wolves; and 
their horsemen shall spread themselves, and their horsemen 
shall come from far; they shall fly, as the eagle that hasteth to 
eat. ".. Similarly Ezekiel spoke of the •. desirable young men, 
captains and rulers, great lords and renowned; all of them lid
£ng upon horses."" Jeremiah couples the horses with the 
chariots, as if he doubted whether the chariot force or the 
cavalry were the more to be dreaded. "Behold, he shall come 
up as clouds, and his chariot shall be as a whirlwind; his horses 
are swifter than eagles. Woe unto us! for we are spoiled."" 
In the armyof Xerxes the Babylonians seem to have served 
only on foot," which would imply that they were not considered 
in that king's time to furnish such good cavalry as the Pe~ 
Medes, Cissians, Indians, and others, who sent contingents of 
horse. Darius, however, in the Behistun inscription, speaks of 
Babylonian horsemen;" and the armies which overran Syria, 
Palestine, and Egypt, seem to have consisW mainly of horse." 

The Babylonian armies, like the Persian, were vast hosts, 
poorly disciplined, composed not only of native troops, but 
of contingents from the subject nations, Cissians, Elamites, 
Shuhites, Assyrians, and others. •• They marched with vast 
noise and tumult," spreading themselves far and wide over 
the country which they were invading,'· plundering and de
stroying on all sides. If their enemy would consent to a 
pitched battle, they were glad to engage with him; but, more 
usually, their contests resolved themselves into a succession of 
sieges, the bulk of the population attacked retreating to their 
strongholds, and offering behind walls a more or less pro
tracted resistance. The weaker towns ·were assaulted with 
battering-rams;&1 against the stronger; mounds were raised,'· 
reaching nearly to the top of the walls, which were then easily 
scaled or broken down. A determined persistence in sieges 
seems to have characterized this people, who did not take 
Jerusalem till the third, .s nor Tyre till the fourteenth year .•• 

In expeditions it sometimes happened that a question arose 
as to the people or country next to be attacked. In such cases 
it appears that recourse was had to divination, and the omens 
which were obtained decided whither the next effort of the 
invader should be directed." Priests doubtless accompanied' 
the expeditions to superintend the sacrifices and interpret them 
on such occasions. 

Accord.i:il{· to Diodorus," the priests in Babylonia were a 
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caste, devoted to the service of the native deities and tlie 
pursuits of philosophy, and held in high honor by the people. 
It was their business to guard the temples and serve at the 
altars of the gods, to explain dreams and prodigies, to under
stand omens, to read the warnings of the stars, and to instruct 
men how to escape the evils threatened in these various ways, 
by purifications, incantations, and sacrifices.. They possessed 
a traditional knowledge which had come down from father to 
Bon, and which none thought of questioning. The laity looked 
up to them as the sole possessors of a recondite wisdom of the 

• last importance to humanity. 
With these statements of the lively but inaccurate Sicilian 

those of the Book of Daniel are very fairly, if not entirely, in 
accordance. A class of ." wise men" is described as existing at 
Babylon, I. foremost among whom are the Chaldrean.s;·· they 
have a special "learning,"·' and (as it would seem) a special 
"tongue;'''· their business is to expound dreams and prodi
gies;"' they are in high favor with the monarch, and are often 
consulted by bim. This body of "wise men" is subdivided into 
four classes-co Chald.reans, magicians, astrologers, and sooth
sayers"-a subdivision which seems to be based upon difference 
of occupation. II It is not distinctly stated that they are priests; 
nor does it seem that they were a caste; for Jews are enrolled 
among their number." and Daniel himself is made chief of the 
entire body." But they form a very distinct order, and consti
tute a considerable power in the state; they have. direct com
munication with the monarch, and they are believed to possess, 
not merely human learning, ~ut a supernatural power of pre
dicting future events. High civil office is enjoyed by some of 
their number .•• 

Notices agreeing with these, but of less importance, are con
tained in Herodotus and Strabo. Herodotus speaks· of the 
Chaldrean.s as "priests ;".' Strabo says that they were" philos
ophers," who occupied themselves principally in astronomy." 
The latter writer mentions that they were divided into sects, 
who differed one from another in their doctrines. He gives the 
names of several Chaldreans whom the Greek mathematicianS 
were in the habit of quoting. Among them is a Seleucus, who 
by his name should be a Greek. 

From these various authorities we may assume that there 
was in Babylon, 8S in Egypt, and in later Persia, a distinct. 
priest class, which enjoyed high consideration. It was not, 
iltrictly speaking, a caste. Priests may have generany broughl 
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up their sons to the occupation j but other persons, even 
foreigners (and if fioreigners, then a fortiori natives). could be 
enrolled in the order, and attain its highest privileges.·· It was 
at once a sacerdotal and a learned body. It had a literature, 
written in peculiar language, which its members were bound 
to study. This language and this literature were probably a 
'legacy from the old . times of the first (Turano-Cushite) king. 
dom, since even in Assyria it is found that the literature was 
in the main Turanian, down to the very close of the empire.·' 
Astronomy, astrology, and mythology were no doubt the chief 
subjects which the priests studied j but history, chronology, 
grammar, law, and natural science most likely occupied some 
part of their attention." Conducting everywhere the worship 
of the gods, they were of course scattered far and wide through 
the country j but they had certain special seats of learning, 
corresponding perhaps in some sort to our universities, the 
most famous of which were Erech or Orchoe (Warka), and Bor
sippa," the town represented by the modern Birs·i-Nimrud. 
They were diligent students, not wanting in ingenuity, and not 
content merely to hand down the wisdom of their ancestors. 
Schools arose among them j and a boldness of speculation de
veloped itself akin to that which we find among the Greeks. 
Astronomy, in particular, was cultivated with a good deal of 
success j and stores were accumulated of which the Greeks in 
later times understood and acknowledged the value. 

In social position the priest class stood high. They had 
access to the monarch;'" they were feared and respected by 
the people; the offerings of the faithful made them wealthy; 
their position as interpreters of. the divine will secured them 
influence. Being regarded as capable of civil employment, 
they naturally enough obtained frequently important offices, TO 

which added to their wealth and consideration. 
The mass of. the people in Babylonia were employed in the 

two pursuits of commerce and agriculture. The commerce was 
both foreign and domestic. Great numbers of the Babylonians 
were engaged in the manufacture of those textile fabrics, par
ticularly carpets and muslins," which Babylonia produced not 
only for her own use, but also for the consumption of foreign 
countries." Many more must have been employed as lapidaries 
in the execution of those delicate engravings on hard stone, 
wherewith the seal, which every BabyloDian carried, was as a 
matter of course adorned. The ordinary trades and hand icraft.,s 
practised in· the East no doubt flourished in the country. A 
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brisk imPOlt and export trade 'Was constantiy kept up, and 
promoted a healthful activity throughout th~ entire body 
politic. Babylonia is called "a land of traffic" by Ezekiel, 
and Babylon "a city of merchants."" Isaiah says .. the cry 
of the Chaldreans" was "in their ships."" The monuments 
show that from very early times the people (If the low country 
on the borders of the Persian Gulf were addicted to maritim9 
pursuits, and navigated the gulf freely, if they did not even 
venture on the open ocean.'. And ..:Eschylus is a witness that 
the nautical character still attached to the people after their 
conquest hy the Persians; for he calls the Babylonians in the 
army of Xerxes .. navigators of ships." ,. 

The Babylonian import trade, so far as it was carried on by 
themselves, seems to have been chiefly with Arabia, with the 
islands in the Persian Gulf, and directly or indirectly with 
India. From Arabia. they must have imported the frankin
cense which they used largely in their religious ceremonies;·· 
from the Persian Gulf they appear to have derived pearls, 
cotton, and wood for walking sticks ;., from India they obtained 
dogs·' and several kinds of gems.·" If we znay believe Strabo, 
they had a colony called Gerrha, most favorably situated on 
the Arabian coast of the gulf, which w~ a great emporium, 
and conducted not only the trade between Babylonia and the 
regions to the south. but also that which passed through Baby
lonia into the more nothern districts.·' The products of the 
various countries of Western Asia. flowed into Babylonia down 
the courses of the rivers. From Armenia, or rather Upper 
Mesopotamia., came wine, e. gems. emery, and perhaps stone for 
building;·' from Phrenicia, by way of Palmyra and Thapsacus, 
came tin, .. perhaps copper, probably musical instruments," and 
other objects of luxury; from Media. and the countries towards 
the east" came fine wool, lapis-lazuli, perhaps silk, and probably. 
gold and ivory. But these imports Beem to have been brought 
to Babylonia by foreign merchants rather than imported by 
the exertions of native traders. The Armenians, the Phreni
cians, and perhaps the Greeks," used for the conveyance of 
their goods the route of the Eupbrates. The Assyrians, the 
Paretaceni, and the Medea probably floated thewd down the 
Tigris and its tributaries.·' 

A large-probably the largest-portion of the people must 
have been engaged. in the occup.'l.tions of agriculture. Baby
lonia was, before all things, a. grain-producing country-noted 
for a fertility unexampled elsewhere, and to· moderns almost 
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incredible. The -soil was a deep and rich alluvium,·' and was 
cultivated with the utmost care. It grew chiefly wheat, barley 
millet,_ and sesame," which all flourished with' wonderfulluxu
riance. By a skilful management of the natural water supply, 
the indispensable fluid was utilized to the utmost, and con
veyed to every part of the country.·' Date-groves spread 
widely over the land, •• and produced abundance of an excellent 
fruit." 

For the cultivation of the date nothing was needed but a 
proper water supply, and a little attention at the time of fruc
tification. The male and female palm are distinct trees, and 
the female cannot produce fruit unless the pollen from the 
male comes in contact with its blossoms. If the male and the 
female trees are grown in proper proximity, natural causes 
will always produce a certain amount of impregnation. But to 
obtain a: good crop, art may be serviceably applied, Accord
ing to Herodotus, the Babylonians were accustomed to tie the 
branches of the male to those of the female palm. OJ This was 
doubtless'done at the blossoming time, when it would have the 
effect he mentions, preventing the fruit of the female, or date-
producing palms, from falling off. _ 

The date palm was multiplied in Babylonia by artificial 
means. It was commonly grown from seed, several stones be
ing planted together for greater security i·B but occasionally it 
was raised from suckers or cuttings.·· It was important to 
plant the seeds and cuttings in a sandy soil i and if nature had 
not sufficiently impregnated the ground with saline particles, 
salt had to be applied artificially to the soil around as a dress
ing. The young plants needed a good deal of attention. Plen
tiful watering was required i and transplantation was desirable 
at the end of both the first and second year. The Babylo
nians are said to have transplan,ted their young trees in the 

, height of summer i other nations 'preferred the springtime .... 
For the cultivation of grain the Babylonians broke up their 

land with the plough i to draw which they seem to have em
ployed two oxen, placed one before the other, in the mode still 
common in many parts of England. The plough had two 
handles, which the ploughman guided with his two hands. It 
was apparently of somewhat slight construction. The tail rose 
from the lower part of one of the handles, and was of ~ 
length. 101 [PI. xxry .. Fig. 3.] , 

It is certain that dates formed the main food of the inhabi
tants. The dried fruit, being to them the staff of life, was reo 
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garded by the Greeks as their .. bread." '" It was perhapl 
pressed into cakes, as is the common practice in the country a~ 
the present day. ,., On this and goat's milk, which we know to 
have been in use,'" the poorer class, it is probable, almost en
tirely subsisted. Palm-wine, '01 the fermented sap of the tree, 
was an esteemed, but no doubt only an occasional beverage. 
It was pleasant to the taste, but apt to leave a headache behincl 
it. ,.. Such vegetables as gourds, melons, and cucumbers, mu.'lt 
have been cheap, and may have entered into the diet of the 
common people. They were also probably the consumers of 
the "pickled bats," which (according to Strabo) were eaten by 
the Babylonians. '" 

In the marshy regions of the south there were certain tribes 
whose Bole,or at any rate whose cbief, food was fish. ,.. Fish 
abound in these districts, '00 and are raadily taken either with 
the hook or in nets. The mode of preparing this food was to 
dry it in the sun, to pound it fine, strain it through a sieve. 
and then make it up into cakes, or into a kind of bread. 

The diet of the richer classes was no doubt varied and luxu
rious. Wbeaten bread, meats of various kinds, luscious fruits, 
fish, game, loaded the board; and wine, imported from 
abroad,"o was the usual beverage. The wealthy Babylonians 
were fond of drinking to excess; their banquets were magnifi
cent, but generally ended in drunkenness;1II they were not, 
however, mere scenes of coarse indulgence, but bad a certain . 
refinement, which distinguishes them from the riotous drink
ing·bouts of the less civilized Medes. .. 0 Music was in Babylonia 
a recognized accompanimen,t of the feast; and bands of per
formers, entering with the wine, entertained the guests with 
concerted pieces. III A rich odor of perfume floated around. 
for the Babylonians were connoisseurs in unguents. .. t The 
eye was delighted with a display of gold and silver plate. 110 

The splendid dresses of the guests, the exquisite carpets and 
hangings, the numerous attendants, gave a.l air of grandeur to 
the scene, and seemed half to excuse the excess of which too 
many were guilty. 

A love of music appears to have characterized both the Baby
lonians and t.heir near neigbbors and kinsmen, the Susianians. 
In the sculptured representations of Assyria, .. 0 the Susianians 
are shown to have possessed numerous instruments, and to 
have organized large bands of 1)erformers. The Prophet 
Daniel"; and the historian CtesiaS"B similarly witness to. the 
musical taste of the Babylonians, which bad much the ~~ 
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cnaracter. Ctesias said that Annarus (or Nannarus). a Baby
!oman noble, entertained his guests at a banquet with music 
performed by a company of 150 women. Of these a part sang, 
while the rest played upon mstruments, some using the pipe, 
others the harp, and a certain number the psaltery. III These 
eame instruments"· are assigned to the Babylonians by the 
prophet Daniel, who, however, adds to them three more 
-viz., the horn, the sambuca, and an instrument called the 
sumphonia, or "symphony." It is uncertain whether the horn 
intended was straight, like the Assyrian, or curved, like the 
Roman cornu and lituUB. '" The pipe was probably the double 
instrument, played at the end, which was familiar to the 
SlIsianians and Assyrians ... • The harp would seem to have re
sembled the later harp of the Assyrians; but it had fewel' 
strings, if we may judge from a representation upon a cylin
der. II. Like the Assyrian, it was carried under one arm, ... and 
was played by both hands, one on either side of the strings. 
[pI. XXV., Fig. 3.] 

The character of the remaining instruments is more doubtful. 
The sambuca seems to have been a large harp. which rested on 
the ground, ". like the harps of the Egyptians. The psaltery 
was also a stringed instrument, and. if its legitimate descend
ant is the modern santour, I •• we may presume that it is repre
sented in the hands of a Susianian musician on the monument 
which is our chief authority for the Oriental music of the 
period. The sumphonia is thought by some to be the bag
pipe, ... which is called sampogna by the modern Italians: by 
others it is regarded as a sort of organ. I •• 

The Babylonians used music, not merely in their private en
tertainments, but also in their religious ceremonies. Daniel's 
account of their instruments occurs casually in his mention of 
Nebuchadnezzar's dedication of a colossal idol of gold. The 
worshippers were to prostrate themselves before the idol as 
soon as they heard the music commence, ". and were probably 
to continue in the attitude of worship until the sound ceased. . 

The seclusion of women seems scarcely to have been prac
tised in Babylonia with as much strictness as in most Oriental 
countries. The two psculiar customs on which Herodotus 
descants at length-the public auction of the marriageable 
virgins in all the towns of the empire, I •• and the religious pros
titution authorized in the worship of BeltislSl-were w-holly in
compatible with the restraints to which the sex has commonly 
submitted in the Eastern world. Much modesty can scarcely 
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llave belonged to those whose virgin charms were origtnally 
offered in the public market to the best bidder, and who were 
required by their religion, at least once in their lives, openly to 
submit to the embraces of a man other than their husband. It 
would certainly seem that the sex had in Babylonia a treoo.ODl 
-and not only a freedom, but also a consideration-unusual iIi 
the ancient world, and especially rare in Asia. The stories of 
Semiramis and Nitocris may have in them no great amount of 
truth; but they sufficiently indicate the belief of the Greeks as 
to the comparative publicity. allowed to their women by the 
Babylonians. "' . 

The monuments accord with the view of Babylonian manners 
tbus opened to us. The female form is not eschewed by the 
Chaldrean artists. Besides images of a goddess (Beltis or Ish
tar) suckling a child, :which are frequent, II. Will find on the 
cylinders numerous representations of women, engaged in 
various employments. Sometimes they are represented in a 
procession, visiting the shrine of a goddess, to whom they offer 
their petitions, by tbe mouth of one of their number, , •• or to 
whom they bring their children for tbe purpose, probably, of 
placing them under her protection:'" [pI. XXV., Fig. 5.], 
sometimes they may be seen amusing themselves among birds 
and flowers in a garden, II. plucking the fruit from dwarf palms, 
and politely handing it to one another. [pI. XXV., Fig. 4.] 
Their attire is in every case nearly the same; they wear a long 
but scanty robe, reaching to the ankles, ornamented at the 
bottom with a fringe and apparently opening in front. The 
upper part of the dress passes over only one shoulder. It is 
trimmed round the top with a fringe which runs diagonally 
across the chest, and a similar fringe edges the dress down the 
front where it opens. A band or fillet is worn round the head, 
confining tbe hair, which is turned back behind the head; 
and tied by a riband, or else held up by the fillet. 
. Female ornaments are not perceptible on the small figures 
of the cylinders; but from the modelled image in clay, of 
which a representation has been already given, we learn that 
bracelets and earrings of a simple character were worn by 
·Babylonian women, .n if they were not by the men. ,.. On the 
wbole, however, female dress seems to have been plain and 
wanting in variety. though we may perhaps suspect that the 
artists !Io not trouble themselves to represent very accurately 
duch diversities of apparel as actually existed. 

From a single representation of a priestess'" it would seem 
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that women of that class wore nothing but a petticoat, thus 
exposing not only the arms, but. the whole of the body as far 
as the waist. 

The monuments throw a little further light on the daily life 
of the Babylonians. A few of their implements, as saws and 

. hatchets, are represented. [pI. XXV., Fig. 2] ; and from the 
stools, the chairs, the tables, and stands for holding water
jars ••• which occur occasionally on the cylinders, we may 
gather that the fashion of their furniture much resem~led that 
of their northern neighbors, the Assyrians. It is needless to 
dwell on this subject, which presents no novel features, and 
has been anticipated by the discussion on Assyrian furniture 
in the first volume. ... The only touch that can be added to 
what was there said is that in Babylonia, the chief-almost 
the sole-material employed for furniture was the wood of the 
palm-tree, ••• a soft and light fabric which could be easily 
worked, and which had considerable strength, but did not 
admit of a high finish. , .. 

CH4PTER vn. 
RELIGION. 

'BntrU 'I"011r ,~o~c 'I'DVI' xpvlJ'Our «Ai. UP'V"PoV cal y4A«oVl ItAi cr .. a"poiir Ita A,Il"ovc .a 
f.Ai ........ -Dan. v. 4. 

THE Religion of the later Babylonians ~ered in so few re
spects from that of the early Chaldreans, their predecessors in 
the same country, that it will be unnecessary to detain the 
reader with many observations on the subject. The same 
gods were worshipped in the same temples and with the same 
rites'-the same cosmogony' was taught and held-the same 
symbols were objects of religious regalld-even the very drE>ss 
of the. priests was maintained unaltered;' and, could Urukh 
or Chedorlaomer have risen from the grave and revisited the 
shrines wherein they sacrificed fourteen centuries earlier, they 
would have found but little to distinguish the ceremonies of 
their own day from those in vogue under the successors of 
NabopolaBsar .. Some additional splendor in the buildings, the 
idols. and perhaps the offerings. some increased use of music 
as a part of ~he ceremonial,' some advance of corruption with 
tespect to priestly impostures and popular religious customs 
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might probably have been noticed; but otherwise the religion 
of Nabonidus and Belshazzar was that of Urukh and Ilgi, 
alike in the objects and the mode of worship, in the theo
logical notions entertained and the ceremonial observances 
taught and practised. 

The identity of the gods worshipped during the entire period 
is sufficiently proved by the repair and restoration of the 
ancient temples under Nebuchadnezzar, and their re-dedica
tion (as a general rule) to the same deities. It appears also 
from the names of the later kings and nobles, which embrace 
among their elements the old divine appellations. Still, to
gether with this general uniformity, we seem to see a certain 
amount of fiuctuation-a sort of fashion in the religion, 
whereby particular gods were at different times exalted to a 
higher rank in the Pantheon, and were sometimes even con
founded with other deities commonly regarded as wholly dis
tinct from them. T1;J.us Nebuchadnezzar devoted himself in 
an especial way to M$rodach, and not only assigned him titles 
of honor which implied his supremacy over all the remaining 
gods, I but even identified him with the great Bel, the ancient 
tutelary god of the capital. Nabonidus, on the other hand, 
seems to have restored Bel to his old position,' re-establiahing 
the distinction between him and Merodach, and preferring to 
devote himself to the former. 

A similar confusion occurs between the goddesses Beltis and 
Nana or Ishtar,' though this is not peculiar to the later king
dom. It may perhaps be suspected from such instances of 
connection and quasi-convertibility, that an esoteric doctrine, 
known to the priests and communicated by them to the kings, 
taught the real identity of the several gods and goddesses, who 
may have been understood by the better instructed to repre
sent, not distinct and separate beings, but the several phases 
of the Divine Nature. Ancient polythtilimt had, it may be 
surmised, to a great extent this origin, the various Dames and 
titles of the Supreme, which designated His different attributes 
or the different spheres of His operation, coming by degrees to 
be misunderstood, and to pass, first with the vulgar, and at 
last with all but the most enlightened, for the appellations of 
a number of gods. 

The chief objects of Babylonian worship were .Bel, Mero
dach, and Nebo." Nebo, the special deity of Borsippa, seems 
to have ~n regarded as a sort of powerful patron-saint under 
wbose protection it was im'pcrtant to place individualS. DUl'" 
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ing the period of the later kingdom., no divine element is so 
common in names. Of the seven kings who form the entire 
list, three certainly,' four probably,'· had. appellations com
posed. with it. The. usage extended from the royal house to 
the courtiers; and. such names as Nebu-zar-adan, Samgar
Nebo, and Nebushazban. l1 show the respect which the upper 
class of citizens paid to this god. It may even be suspected 
that when Nebuchadnezzar's Master of the Eunuchs had to 
give Babylonian names to the young Jewish princes whom he 
was educating, he designed to secure for one of them this 
powerful patron, and consequently called him Abed-Nebo'"
.. the servant of Nebo "-a name which the later Jews, either 
disdaining II or not understanding, have corrupted into the 
Abed-nego of the existing text. . 

Another god held in peculiar honor by the Babylonians was 
Nergal. Worshipped at Cutba as the tutelary divinity of the 
town," he was also held in repute by the people generally. 
No name is more common on the cylinder seals. It is some
times, though not often, an element in the names of men, as in 
"Nerga}-shar-ezer, the Rab-mag,"'· and (if he be a different 
person) in Neriglissar, the king. 

Altogether, there was a strong local element in the religion 
of the Babylonians. Bel and Merodach were in a peculiar 
way the gods of Babylon, Nebo of Borsippa, Nergal of Cutha, 
the Moon of Ur or Hur, Beltis of Niffer, Hea or Hoa of Hit, 
Ana of Erech, the Sun of Sippira.. Without being exclusively 
honored at a single site, the deities in question held the fore
most place each in his own town. There especially was wor
ship offered to them; there was the most magnificent of their 
shrines. Out of his own city a god was not greatly respected, 
unless· by those who regarded him as their special personal 
protector. 

The Babylonians worshipped their gods indirectly, through 
images. Each shrine had at least one idol, which was held in 
the most pious reverence, and was in the minds of the vulgar 
identified with the god. It seems to have been believed by 
some that the actual idol ate and drank the ·offerings. II Others 
distinguished between the idol and the gqd, regarding the 
latter as only occasionally visiting the shrine where he was 
worshipped. IT Even these last, however, held gross anthropo. 
morphic views, since they considered the god to descend fro~ 
~eaven in order to hold commerce with the chief priestess. 
Such notions were encouraged by the priests, who furnished 
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the inner shrine in the temple of Bel with a magnificent couch 
and a golden table, and made the principal priestess pass the 
night in the shrine on certain occasions. 18 

The images of the gods were of various materials. It Some 
were of wood, others of stone, others again of metal; and these 
last were either solid or plated. The metals employed were 
gold, silver. brass, or rather bronze, and iron. Occasionally 
the metal was laid over a clay model I. Sometimes images 
of one metal were overlaid with plates of another, as was the 
case with ope of the great images of Bel, which was originally 
of silver but was coated with gold by Nebuchadnezzar."1 

The worship of the Babylonians appears to have been con
ducted with much pomp and magnificence. A description has 
been alre!Wy given of their temples. "' Attached to these im
posing structures was, in every case, a body of priests;1I to 
whom the conduct of the ceremonies and the custody of the 
treasures were intrusted. The priests were married, I. and lived 
with their wives and children, either in the sacred structure 
itself, or in its immediate neighborhood. They.were supported 
either by lands belonging to the temple, II or by the offerings 
of the faithful. These consisted in general of animals, chiefly 
oxen and goats ;"' but other valuables were no doubt received 
when tendered. The priest always intervened between the 
worshipper and the deities, presenting him to them and inter
ceding with uplifted hands on his behalf." 

In the temple of Bel at Babylon, and probably in most of the 
other temples both there and elsewhere throughout the country, 
a great festival was celebrated once in the course of each year. Ie 

We know little of the ceremonies with which these festivals 
were accompanied; but we may presume from the analogy of 
other nations that there were magnificent processions on these 
occasions, accompanied probably with music and dancing. 
The images of the gods were perhaps exlu"bited either on frames 
or on sacred vehicles. II Numerous victims were sacrificed; and 
at Babylon it was customary to burn on the great altar in the 
precinct of Bel a thousand talents' weight of frankincense.'· 
'l'he priests no doubt wore their most splendid dresses; the 
multitude was in holiday costume; the city was given up to 
merry-making. Everywhere banquets were held. In the pal
ace the king entertained his lords;" in private houses there 
was dancing and revelling. II Wine was freely drunk; passion 
was excited; and the day, it must be feared, too often termi
nated in wild orgies, whe~in _ ~e sanctions of religion were 
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claimed for the free indulgence of the worst sensual appetites. 
In the temples of one deity excesses of this description, in. 
stead 'of being confined to rare occasions, seem to have been 
of every-day occurrence. Each woman was required once in 
her life to visit a shrine of Beltis, and there l"emain till some . 
stranger cast money in her lap and took her away with him. 
Herodotus, who seems to have visited the disgraceful scene, 
describes it as follows. " Many women of the wealthier sort, 
who are too proud to' mix with the others, drive in covered 
carriages to the precinct, followed by a goodly train of attend· 
ants, and there take their station. But the larger number 
Beat themselves within the holy inclosure with wreaths of 
string about their heads-and here there is alu:ays a great 
crowd, some coming and otherS going. Lines of cord mark out 
paths in all directions among the woman; and the strangers 
pass along them to make their choice. A women who has once 
taken her seat is not allowed to return home till one of the 
strangers throws a silver coin into her lap, and takes her vdth 
him beyond the holy ground. When he throws the coin, he 
says these words-' The goddess My litta (Beltis) prosper thee. ' 
The silver coin may be of any size; it cannot be refused; for 
that is forbidden by the law, since once thrown it is sacred. 
The woman goes with the first man wbo throws her money, 
and rejects no one. When she has gone with him, and so sat
isfied the goddess, she returns bomej and from that time forth 
no gift, however great; will prevail with her. Such of the 
women as are tall and beautiful are soon released; but others, 
who are ugly, have to stay a long time before they can fulfil 
the law. Some have even waited three or four years in the 
precinct. " II The demoralizing tendency of this religious pros
titution can scarcely be overrated .... 

Notions of legal cleanliness and uncleanliness, akin to those 
prevalent among the Jews, are found t,o some extent in the 
religious system of the Babylonians. The consummation of the 
marriage rite made both the man and the woman impure, as 
did every subsequent act of the same kind. The impurity was 
communicated to any vessel that either might touch. To re
move it, the pair were required first to sit down before a censer 
of burning inrense, and then to wash themselves thoroughly. 
Thus only could they re-enter into the state of legal cle81mess. II 
A similar impurity attached to those who came into contac~ 
with a human corpse." 

The Babylonians are remarkable for the extent to which theI 
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. affected symbolism in religion. In the first place they attached 
to each god a special mystic number, which is used as his em
blem and may even stand for his name in an inscription. To 
the gods of the First Triad-Anu, Bel, and Hea or Hoa-were 
assigned respectively the numbers 60, 50, and 40; to those of 
the Second Triad-the Moon, the Sun and the Atmosphere
were given the other integers, 30, 20, and 10 (or perhaps six). IT 

To Beltis was attached the number 15,8. to N ergal12, •• to Bar or 
Nin (apparently) 40, as to Hoa; but this is perhaps doubtfUl.'· 
It is probable that every god, or at any rate all the principle 
deities, had in a similar way some numerical emblem: Many 
of these are, however, as yet undiscovered. 

Further, each god seems to have had one or more emblematio 
signs by which he could be pictorially symbolized. The cylin
ders are full of such forms, which are often crowded in~o every 
vacant space where room could be found for them. U A certain 
number can be assigned definitely to particular divinities. 
Thus a circle, plain or crossed, designates the Sun-god, San 
or Shamas;" a six-rayed or eight-rayed star the Sun-goddess, 
Gula or Anunit;U a double or triple thunderbolt the Atmo
spheric god, Vul;" a serpent probably Hoa;'· a naked female 
form Nana or Ishtar;·· a fish Bar or Nin-ip." But besides 
these assignable symbols, there are a vast number with regard . 
to which we are still wholly in the dark. Among these may 

be mentioned a sort of double cross, + often repeated 

three _ • jar or bottle, • an altar, A . double lozenge, 

<:@::> one or mor~ birds, an animal between a monkey 

. and a jerboa, a dog, a sort of double horn, J Q ( a sacred 
tree, an ox, a bee, a spearhead. ,. A study of the inscribed 
cylinders shows these emblems to have no reference to the god 
or goddess named in the inscription upon them. Each, appar
ently, represents a distinct deity; and the object of placing 
them upon a cylinder is to imply the devotion of the man whose 
seal it is to other deities besides those whose special servant 
be considElrs himself. A single cylinder sometimes contains as 
many as eight or ten such emblems. 

The principal temples of the gods had special sacred appel-
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lations. The great temple of Bel at Babylon was known as 
Bit-Saggath, that of the same god at Niffer as Kharris-Nipra. 
that of Beltis at Warka (Erech) as Bit-Ana, that of the Sun at 
Sippara as Bit-Parra, that of Anunit at the same place as Bit
Ulmis, that of Nebo at Borsippa as Bit-Tsida. etc. It is seldom 
that these names admit of explanation. •• They had come down 
apparently from the old Chaldooan times, and belonged to the 
ancient (Turanian) form of speech; which is still almost unin
telligible. The Babylonians themselves probably in few cases 
understood their meaning. They used the words simply a.e 
proper names, without regarding them as significative. 

CHAPTER vm. 
IDSTORY AND CHRONOLOGY. 

,. a..BalJuAcdIlOl ..... oMol ,,"01 KOU ••• ~1'1'0 /JtUI'LAiEW ••• oi"nixe. ft u.. 
KOcrlLlJCTCUI' "AI ri. lpG..-Herod. i. 184. 

THE history of the Babylonian Empire commences with 
Nabopolassar, whO"appears to have mounted the throne in the 
year B. c. 625; but to understand the true character of the king
dom which he set up, its traditions and its national spirit, we 
must begin at a far· earlier date. We must examine, in how
ever incomplete and cursory a manner, the middle period of 
Babylonian history, the time c)f obscurity and comparative 
insignificance, when the country was as a general rule, subject 
to Assyria, or at any rate played but a secondary part in the 
affairs of the East. We !!hall thus prepare the way for our 
proper subject, while at the same time we shall link on the 
history of the Fourth to that of the First Monarchy, and ob
tain a second line of continuous narrative, connecting the bril
liant era of Cyaxares and Nebuchadnezzar with the obscure 
period of the first Cushite kings. 

It has been observed that the original Chaldrean monarchy 
lasted under various dynasties from about B.C. 2400 tOB.c.1300,' 
when it was destroyed by the Assyrians, who beoome masters 
of Babylonia under the first Tiglathi-Nin,' and governed it for 
a short time from their own capital. Unable, however, to 
maintain this unity very long, they appear to have set up in 
the country an Assyrian dynasty, over which they claimed 
P.Jl(t sOIlle~e~ exercilled, ~ kiAd of suzerainty, Qut which was 
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practically independent and managed both the external and 
internal aftairs of the kingdom at its pleasure. The first king 
of this dynasty concerning whom we have any information is 
a Nebuchadnezzar, who was contemporary with the Assyrian 
monarch Asshur-ris-iIim, and made two attacks upon his terri
tories. • The first of these was by the way of the Diyaleh and 
the outlying Zagros hills, the line taken by the great Persian 
military road in later times.' The second was directly across 
the plain. If we are to believe the Assyrian historian who 
gives an account of the campaigns, both attacks were repulsed, 
and after his second failure the Babylonian monarch fled away 
into his own country hastily. We mayperhape suspect that a 
Babylonian writer would have told a different story. At any 
rate Asshur-ris-ilim was content to defend his own territories 
and did not attempt to retaliate upon his assailant. It Was not 
till late in the reign of his son and successor, Tiglath-Pileser L, 
that any attempt was made to punish the Babylonians for their 
aUdacity. Then, however, that monarch invaded the southern 
kingdom,' which had passed into the hands of a king named 
Merodach-iddin-akhi., probably a son of Nebuchadnezzar. 
After two years of fighting, in which he took Kurri-Galzu 
(Akkerkuf), the two Sipparas, Opia, and even Babylon itself, 
Tiglath-Pileser retired, satisfied apparently with his victories; 
but the Babylonian monarch was neither subdued nor daunted. 
Hanging on the rear of the retreating force, he harassed it by 
cutting off its baggage, and in this way he became possessed 
of certain Assyrian idols, which he carried away as trophies 
toBabylon. War-continued between the two countries during 
the ensuing reigns of Merodach-shapik-ziri in Babylon anet 
Asshur-bil-kala in Assyria; but with no important successes, 
so far as appears, on either side. . 

The century during which these wars took place between 
Assyria and Babylonia, which corresponds with the period of 
the later Judges in Israel, is followed. by an obscure interval, -. 
during which but little is known of either country. .Assyria 
seems to have been at this time in a state of great depression. 
Babylonia, it may be suspected, was flourishing; but as our 
knowledge of its condition comes to us almost entirely through 
the records of the sister country, which here fail us, we can 
only obtain a dim and indistinct vision of the greatness now 
achieved by the southern kingdom. A notice of Asshur-iziI-. 
pal's seems to imply that Babylon, during the period in ques
tion, enlarged her territories at the expense of ~' an4 
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another in Macrobius,· makes it probable that she held com
munications with Egypt. Perhaps these two powers, feating 
the growing strength of Assyria, united against her, and so 
checked for '1 while that development of her resources which 
they justly dreaded. 

However, after two centuries of comparative depression, 
Assyria once more started forward, and Babylonia was among 
the first of her neighbors whom she proceeded to chastise and 
despoil. About the year B.C. 880 Asshur-izir-palled an expe
dition to the south-east and recovered the territory which had 
been occupied by the Babylonians during the period of weak
ness.· Thirty years later, his son, the Black-Qbelisk king. 
made the power of Assyria still more sensibly felt. Taking 
advantage of the circumstance that a civil war was raging 
in Babylonia between the legitimate monarch Merodach-sum
adin, and his young brother, he marched into the country, 
took a number of the towns, and having defeated and slain the 
pretender, was admitted into Babylon itself. 10 From thence 
he prOCeeded to overrun Chaldrea, or the district upon the 
coast, which appears at this time to have been independent of 
Babylon, and governed by a number of petty kings. The 
Babylonian monarch probably admitted the suzerainty of the 
invader. but was not put to any tribute. The Chaldrean chiefs, 
however, had to submit to this indignity. The Assyrian mon
arch returned to his capital, having "struck terror as far as 
the sea. '\ Thus Assyrian influence was once more extended 
over the whole of the southern country, and Babylonia re
sumed her position of a secondary power, dependent on the 
great monarchy of the north. 

But she was not long allowed to retain even the shadow of 
an autonomous rule. In or about the year B.C. 821 the son 
and successor of the Black-Obelisk king, apparently without 
any pretext, made a fresh invasion of the country." 'Mero
dach-belatzu-ikbi, the Babylonian monarch, boldly met him in 
the field, but was defeated in two pitched battles (in the latter 
of which he had the assistance of powerful allies, ") and was 
forced to submit to his antagonist. Babylon, it is probable, 
became at once an Assyrian tributary, and in this condition 
she remained till the troubles which came upon Assyria to
wards the middle of the eighth century B.C. gave an oppor
tunity for shaking off the hated yoke. Perhaps the first 
successes were obtained by Pul, I. who, taking advantage of 
Assyria's weakness under Asshur-dayan III. (ab. B.C. 770), 
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seems to have established a dominion over the Euphrates val
ley and Western Mesopotamia, from which he proceeded to 
carry his arms into Syria and Palestine. Or perhaps Pul's 
efforts merely, by still further weakening Assyria, paved the 
W:1y for Babylon to revolt, and Nabonassar, who became king of 
Babylon in B.o. U7, is to be regarded as the re-establisher of her 
independence. In either case it is apparent that the recovery of 
independence was accompanied, or rapidly followed, by a dis
integration of the country, which was of evil omen for its 
future greatness. While Nabonassar established himself at 
the head of affairs in Babylon, a certain Yakin, the father of 
Merodach-Baladan, became master of the tract upon the coast; 
and various princes, Nadina, Za.kiru, and others, at the same 
time obtained governments, which they administered in their 
own name towards the north. The old Babylonian kingdom 
was broken up; and the way was prepared for that final sub
jugation which was ultimately affected. by the Sargonids. 

Still, the Babylonians seemed to have looked with compla
cency on this period, and they certainly made it an era from 
,,-hich to date their later history: Perhaps, however, they had 
not much choice in this matter. Nabonassar was a man of 
energy and determination. Bent probably on obliterating the 
memory of the preceding period of subjugation, he "de.. 
stroyed the acts of the kings who had preceded him;" " and 
the result was that the war of his accession became almost 
necessarily the era from which subsequent events had to be 
dated. 

Nabonassar appears to have lived on friendly terms· with 
Tis;lath-Pileser, the contemporary monarch of Assyria, who 
early in his reign invaded the southern country, reducecl 
several princes of the districts about Babylon to subjection, 
and forced Merodach-Baladan, who had succeeded his father, 
Yakin, in the low region, to become his tributary. No W8.I 

seems to have been waged between Tiglath-Pileser and Nab<>
nassar. The king of Babylon may have seen with satisfaction 
the humiliation of his immediate neighbors and rivals, and 
may have felt that their subjugation rather improved than 
we:1kened bis own position. At any rate it tended to plaCe 
him before the nation as their only hope and champion-the 
sole barrier which protected. their country from a return of the 
old servitude. 

Nabonassar held the throne of Babylon for fourteen years, 
from B.o. '147 to B.O. 733." It has senerally been supp0se4 
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that this period is the same with that regarded by Herodotus 
as constituting the reign of Semiramis. I. As the wife or as the 
mother of Nabonassar, that lady (according to many) directed 
the affairs of the Babylonian state on behalf of her husband. 
or her son. The theory is not devoid of a certain plausibility, 
and it is no doubt possible that it may be true; but at present 
it is a mere conjecture, wholly unconfirmed by the native rec
ords; and we may question whether on the whole it is not 
more probable that the Semiramis of Herodotus is misplaced. 
In a former volume it was shown that a Semiramis flourished 
in Assyria towards the end of the ninth and the beginning of 
the eighth centuries B. o. "-during the period, that is, of Baby
lonian subjection to Assyria. She may have been a Babylo
nian princess, and have exercised an authority in the southern 
capital. ,. It would seem therefore to be more probable that 
she is the individual whom Herodotus intends, though he has 
placed her about half a century too late, than that there were 
two persons of the same name within so short a time, both 
queens, and both ruling in Mesopotamia. 

Nabonassar was succeeded in the year B.C. 733 by a certain 
Nadius, who is suspected to have been among the independeni 
princes reduced to subjection by Tiglath-Pileser in his Baby
lonian expedition. ,. Nadius reigned only two years-from B.C. 
733 to B.C. 731-when he was succeeded by Chinzinus and 
Porus, two princes whose joint rule lasted from B.C. 731 to B.C. 

726. They were followed by an Elulreus, who has been identi
fied ,. with the king of that name called by Menander" king of 
Tyre-the Luliya of the cuneiform inscriptions;" but it is in 
the highest degree improbable that one and the same monarch 
should have borne sway both in Phrenicia and Chaldrea at a 
time when Assyria was paramount over the whole of the inter
vening country. Elulreus therefore must be assigned to the 
same class of utterly obscure monarchs with his predecessors, 
Porus, Chinzinus, and Nadius; and it is only with Merodach
Baladan, his successor, that the darkness becomes a little 
dispelled, and we once more see the Babylonian throne occupied 
by a prince of some reputation and indeed celebrity. 

Merodach-Baladan was the son of a monarch, who in the 
troublous times that preceded, or closely followed, the era of 
Nabonassar appears to have made himself master of the lower 
Babylonian territory,s-the true Chaldrea-and to have there 
founded a capital city, which he called after his own name, 
Bit-Yakiu. On the death of his father Merodach-Baladan i~· 
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herited this dominion; and it is here that we first find him, 
when, during the reign of Nabonassar, the Assyrians under 
Tiglath-Pileser II. invade the country. Forced to accept the 
position of Assyrian tributary under this monarch, to whom 
he probably looked for protection against the Babylonian king, 
Nabonassar, Merodach-Baladan patiently bided his time, re
maining in comparative obscurity during the two reigns of 
Tiglath-Pileser and Shalmaneser his successor, and only emerg
ing contetnporaneously with the troubles which ushered in. the 
dynasty of the Sargonids. In B.C. 721-the year in which Sar
gon made himself master of Nineveh "-Merodach-Baladan 
extended his authority over the upper country, and was recog
nized as king of Babylon. Here he maintained himself for 
twelve years; and it was probably at some point of time within 
this space that he sent embassador s to Hezekiah at Jerusalem,'· 
with orders to inquire into the particulars of the curious astro
nomical marvel,'· or miracle, which had accompanied the 
sickness and recovery of that monarch. It is not unlikely 
that the embassy, whereof this was the pretext, had a fur
ther political object. Merodach-Baladan, aware of his inabil
ity to withstand singly the forces of Assyria, was probably 
anxious to form a powerful league against the conquering 
state, which threatened to absorb the whole of 'Western Asia 
into its dominion. Hezekiah received his advances favorably, 
as appears by the fact that· he exhibited to him all his treas
ures. If Egypt, we may presume, was cognizant of the pro
ceedings, and gave them her support. '8 An alliance, defensive 
if not also offensive, was probably concluded between Egypt 
and Judrea on the one hand, Babylon, Susiana, and the 
Aramrean tribes of the middle Euphrates on the other. The 
league would have been formidable but for one circum
stance-Assyria lay midway between the allied. states, and 
could attack either moiety of the confederates separately at 
her pleasure. And the Assyrian king was not slow to take ad
vantage of his situation. In two successive years Sargon' 
marched his troops against Egypt and against Babylonia, and. 
in both directions carried all before him. In Egypt he forced 
Sabaco to sue for peace.'· In Babylonia (B.O. 710) he gained a 
great victory over Merodach-Baladan and his allies, the Am
mreans and Susianians,"o took Bit-Yakin, into which the de
feated monarch had thrown himself, and gained possession of 
his treasures and his person. Upon this the whole country 
~ub~ttedi Merodach-Baladan was carried away captive into 
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Assyria; and Sargon himself, mounting the throne, assumed 
the title-rarely taken by an Assyrian monarch-of •• King of 
Babylon." 

But this state of things did not t:ontinue long. Sargon died 
in the-year B.C. 704, and coincident with his death we find a 
renewal of troubles in Babylonia. II Assyria's yoke was shaken 
off; various pretenders started up; a son of Sargon and bro
ther of Sennacherib re-established Assyrian influence for a 
brief space i"' but fresh revolts followed. A certain Hagisa 
became king of Babylon for a month. Finally, Merodach
Baladan, again appeared upon the scene, having escaped from 
his Assyrian prison, murdered Hagisa, and remounted the 
throne from which he had been deposed seven years pre
viously. II But the brave effort to recover independence failed. 
Sennacherib in his second year, B.C. 703, descended upon Baby
lonia, defeated the army which Merodach-Baladan brought 
against him, drove that monarch himself into exile, after a 
reign of six months, and re-atta£hed his country to the Assy
rian crown.·' From this time to the revolt of Nabopolassar-a 
period of above three quarters of a century-Babylonia with 
few and brief intervals of revolt, continued an Assyrian fiet 
The assyrian kings governed her either by means of viceroys, 
such as Belibus, Regibelus, Mesesimordachus, and Saos
duchinus, or directly.in their own persons, as was the case 
during the reign of Esarhaddon," and dwing the later years 
of Asshur-bani-paJ. I. 

The revolts of Babylon during this period have been described 
at length in the history of Assyria. IT Two faIl into the reign 
of Sennacherib, one into that of Asshur-bani-pal, his grandson. 
In the former, Merodach-BaJadan, who had not yet given up 
hispretensions to the lower country, and a certain Susub, who 
was acknowledged as king at Babylon, were the leaders. In 
the latter, Saos-duchinus, the Assyrian viceroy. and brother of 
Asshur-bani-paJ, the Assyrian king, seduced from his alle
giance by the hope of making himself independent headed the 
insurrection. In each case the struggle was brief, being begun 
and ended within the year.·a The power of Assyria at this 
time so vastly preponderated over that of her ancient rival 
that a single campaign sufficed on each occasion of revolt to 
crush the nascent insurrection .•• 

A tabular view of the chronology of this period is ap
pended. 
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Having thus briefly sketched the history of the kingdom of 
Babylon from its conquest by Tiglathi-Nin to the close of the 
long period. of Assyrian predominance in Western Asia, we 
may proceed to the consideration of the "Empire." And 
first. as to the circumstances of its foundation. 

When the Medes first assumed an aggressive attitude tQwards' 
Assyria., and threatened the capital with a siege, Babylonia 
apparently remained unshaken in her allegiance. When the 
Scythian hordes spread themselves over Upper Mesopotamia 
and wasted with fire and sword the fairest regions under 
Assyrian rule, there was still no defection in this quarter." It 
was not till the Scythic ravages were over, and the Medes for 
the second time poured across Zagros into Adiabene, resuming 
the enterprise from which they had desisted at the time of the 
Scythic invasion, that the fidelity of the Southern people 
wavered. Simultaneously with the advance of the Medes 
against the Assyrian capital from the east, we hear of a force 
threatening it from the south,·' a force which can only have 
consisted of Susianjans, of Babylonians, or of both combined.·' 
It is probable that the emissaries of Cyaxares had been busy 
in this region for some time .before his second attack too;k 
place. and that by a concerted plan while the Medes debouched 
from the Zagros passes, the south rose in revolt and sent its 
hasty levies along the valley of the Tigris. 

In this strait the Assyrian king deemed it necessary to divide 
his forces and to send a portion againP.t the enemy which was 
advancing from the south, while with the remainder he himself 
awaited the coming of the Medes. The troops detached for 
the former service he placed under the command of a certain 
NabopoIassar·· (Nabu-pal-uzur), who was probably an Assyrian 
nobleman of high rank and known capacity.·· Nabopolassar 
had orders to proceed to Babylon, of which he was probably 
made viceroy, and to defend the southern capital against the 
rebels. We may conclude that he obeyed these orders so far 
as to enter Babylon and install hlIDself in office; but shortly 
afterwards he seems to have made up his mind to break faith 
with his sovereign, and aim at obtaining for himself an inde
pendent kingdom out of the ruins of the Assyrian power. 
Having formed this resolve, his first step was to send an em
bassy to Cyaxares, and to propose terms of alliance, while at 
the same time he arranged a marriage between his own son, 
Nebuchadnezzar, and Amuhia, or Amyitis (for the name is 
written both ways), the daughter of the Median monarch." 
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Cyaxares gladly accepted the terms offered; the young persons 
were betrothed; and Nabopolassar immediately led, or sent, 
a contingent of troops to join the Medes, who took an active 
part in the great siege which resulted in the capture and de
frtruction of the Assyrian capital. •• 

• A divit;ion of the Assyrian Empire between the allied mon
archs followed. While Cyaxares claimed for his own share 
Assyria Propcr and the various countries dependent on Assyria 
towards the north and the north-west. Nabopolassar was re
warded by his timely defection, not merely by independence 
but bt the transfer to his government of Susiana on the one 
hand and of the valley ~f the Euphrates, Syria, and Palestine 
on the other .. The transfer appears to have been effected 
quietly, the Babylonian yoke being peacefully accepted in lieu 
of the Assyrian without the necessity arising for any applica
tion of force. Probably it appeared to the subjects of AsSyria, 
who had been accustomed to a monarch holding his court al· 
ternately at Nineveh and at Babylon," that the new power 
was merely a continuation of the old, and the monarch a 
legitimate successor of the old line of Ninevite kings. 

Of the reign of Nabopolassar the information which has come 
down to us is scanty. It appears by the canon of Ptolemy 
that he dated his accession to the throne from the year B. C. 625, 
and that his reign lasted twenty-one years," from B.C. 625 to 
B.c.604. During the greater portion of this period the history 
of Babylon is a blank. Apparently the" golden city ""enjoyed 
her Dfw position at the head of an empire too much to endanger 
it by aggression; and, her peaceful attitude provoking no hos
tility, she was for a while left unmolested by her neighbors. 
Media, bound to her by fQrmal treaty as well as by dynastic 
interet!ts, could be relied upon as a firm friend; Persia was too 
weak. Lydia too remote, to be formidable I in Egypt alone was 
there a combination of hostile feeling with nrilitary strength 
such as nright have been expected to lead speedily to a trial of 
strength; but Egypt was under the rule of an aged and wary 
prince, one trained in the school of adversity,·· whose years 
forbade his engaging in any distant enterprise, and whose pru
dence led· him to think more of defending his own country than 
of attacking others. .J Thus, while Psammetichus lived, Baby
lon had little to fear from any quarter. and could afford to 
.. give herself to pleasures and dwell carelessly." •• 

The only exertion which she seems to have been called upon 
to make 4~ her first ~ighteen ye~ of empire resulted frQxu 
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the close connection which had been established between her. 
self and Media. Cyaxares, as already remarked., proceeded 
from the capture of Nineveh to a long series of wars and con. 
quests. In some, if not in all, of these he appears to have been 
assisted by the Babylonians, who were perhaps bound by 
treaty to furnish a contingent as often as he required it, 
Either Nabopolassar himself, or his son Nebuchadnezzar, would 
lead out the troops on such occasions; and thus the military 
spirit of both prince and people would be pretty constantly 
exercised. 

It was as the leader of such a contingent that Nabopolassar 
was able on one occasion to play the important port of peace
maker in one of the bloodiest of all Cyaxares' wars.·· After 
five years' desperate fighting the Medes and ~ydians were once 
more engaged in conflict when an eclipse of the sun took place. 
Filled with superstitious dread the two armies ceased to con
tend, and showed a disposition for reconciliation, of which the 
Babylonian monarch was not slow to take advantage. Having 
consulted with Syennesis of Cilicia, the foremost man of the 
allies on the other side, and found him well disposed to second 
his efforts, he proposed that the sword should be returned to 
the scabbard, and that a conference should be held to arrange 
terms of peace. This timely interference proved effectual. 
A peace was concluded between the Lydians and· the Medea, 
which was cemented by a royal intermarriage; and the result 
was to give to. Western Asia, where war and ravage had long 
been almost perpetual, nearly half a century of tranquillity ... 

Successful in his mediation, almost beyond his hopes, Nabo
polassar returned from Asia Minor to Babylon. He was now 
advanced in years, and would no doubt gladly have spent the 
remainder of his days in the enjoyment of that repose which 
is so dear to those who feel the infirmities of age creeping upon 
them. But Providence had ordained otherwise. In B.O. 610-
probably the very year of the eclipse--Psammetichus died, and 
was succeeded by his son Neco, who was in the prime of ille 
and who in disposition was bold and enterprising. This mon
arch very shortly after his accession cast a covetous eye upon 
Syria, and in the year B.O. 608,'· having made vast prepara
tions, he crossed his frontier and invaded the territories of 
Nabopolassar. Marching along the usual route, by the She
pMlah and the plain of Esdraelon,·· he learned, when he 
.neared Megiddo, that a body of troops was drawn up at thai; 
place to oppose mm, J osillh. the J ewieh king, regarding him-
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self as bound to resist the passage through his territories of an 
army hostile to the monarch of whom he held his crown, had 

. collected his forces, and, having placed them across the line 
of the invader's march, was calmly awaiting in this position 
the approach of his master's enemy.. Neeo hereupon sent am
bas8adors to persuade Josiah to let him pass, representing that 
he had no quarrel with the Jews, and claiming a divine sanc
tion to his undertaking." But nothing could'phake the Jew
ish monarch's sense of duty; and Neco was consequently 
forced to engage with him, and to drive his troops from their 
position. Josiah,defeated and mortally wounded, returned to 
Jerusalem, where he died.·· Neco pressed forward through 
Syria to the Euphrates;·' and carrying all before him, estab
lished his dominion over the whole tract lying 'between Egypt 
on the one hand, and the" Great River" upon the other." On 

, his return three months later he visited Jerusalem, II deposed 
Jehoahaz, a younger son of Josiah, whom the people had made 
king, and gave the crown to Jehoiak:im, his elder brother. 
It was probably about this time that he besieged and took 
Gaza," the most important of the Philistine towns next to 
Ashdod. 

The loss of this large and valuable territory did not at once 
arouse the Babylonian monarch from his inaction or induce 
him to make any effort for its recovery. Neco enjoyed his 
conquests in quiet for the space of at least three full years .•• 
At length, in the year B.O. 605, Nabopolassar, who felt himself 
unequal to the fatigues of a campaign, .. resolved to entrust his 
forces to Nebuchadnezzar, his son, and to send him to contend 
with the Egyptians. The key of Syria at this time was Car. 
chemish, a city situated on the right bank of the Euphrates, 
probably near the Bite which waS afterwards occupied by 
Hierapolis. Here the forces of Neeo were drawn up to protect 
his conquests, and here Nebuchadnezzar proceeded boldly to 
attack them. A great battle was fought in the vicinity of 
the river, which was utterly disastrous to the Egyptians, who 
.. fled away" in confusion, •• and seem not to have ventured on 
making a second stand. Nebuchadnezzar rapidly recovered 
the lost territory, received the submission of Jehoiakim, king 
of Judah," restored the old frontier line, and probably pressed 
on into Egypt itself, If hoping to cripple or even to crush' his 
presumptuous adversary. But at this point he was compelled 
to pause. News arrived from Babylon that Nabopolassar was 
dead; and the BabyloIUall prince, whQ f~ a disputed suO' 
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cession, having first concluded a hasty arrangement with Neco, 
returned at his best speed to his capi~al ... 

Arriving probably before he was expected, he discovered 
that his fears were groundless. The priests had taken the 
direction of affairs during his absence, and the throne had 
been kept vacant for him by the Chief Priest, or Head of the 
Order.'· No pretender had started up to dispute his claims. 
Doubtless his military prestige, and the probability that the 
soldiers would adopt his cause, had helped to keep back aspi
rants i but perhaps it was the promptness of his return; as 
much as anything, that caused the crisis to pass off without 
difficulty. 

Nebuchadnezzar is the great monarch of the Babylonian 
Empire, which, lasting only 88 years-from B.C. 625 to B.C. 538 
~was for nearly half the time under his sway. Its military 
glory is due chieHy to him, while the constructive energy, 
which constitutes its especial characteristic, belongs to it still 
more markedly through his character and genius. It is 
scarcely too much to say that, but for Nebuchadnezzar, the 
Babylonians would have had no place in history. At any 
rate, their actual place is owing almost entirely to this prince, 
who to the military talents of an able ~neraladded a 
grandeur of artistic conception and a skill in construction 
which place him on a par with the greatest builders of an
tiquity. 

We have no complete, or even general account of Nebuchad
nezzar's warS. Our chief, our almost sole, information con
cerning them is derived from the Jewish writers.'" Conse
quently, those wars· only which interested these writers, in 
other words those whose scene is Palestine or its immediate 
vicinity, admit of being placed before the reader. If Nebu
chadnezzar had quarrels with the Persians, or the Arabians, .. 
or the Medes, or the tribes in Mount Zagros, as is not improba
ble, nothing is now known of their course or issue. Until 
some historical document belonging to his time shall be dis
covered, we must be content with a very partial knowledge of 
the external history of Babylon during his reign. We have a 
tolerably full account of his campaigns against the Jews, and 
Bome information as to the general course of the wars which 
he carried on with Egypt and Phrenicia i but beyond these 
narrow limits we know nothing. 

It appears to have been only a few years after Nebuchad
nezzar'e triumphant campaign against Neeo that renewed 
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troubles broke out in Syria. Phoonicia revolted under the 
'leadership of Tyre;" and about the same time Jehoiakim, the 
Jewish king, having obtained a promise of aid from the Egyp
tians, renounced his allegiance." Upon this, in his seventh 
year (B.C. 598), Nebuchadnezzar proceedei once more into 
Palestine at the head of a vast army, composed partly of his 
allies, the Medes, partly of his own subjects." He first in
vested Tyre;'" but, finding that city too strong to be taken by 
assault, he left a portion of his army to continue the siege, 
while he himself pressed forward against Jerusalem. TO On his 
near approach, Jehoiakim, seeing that the Egyptians did not 
care to come to his aid, made his submission; but Nebuchad
nezzar punished his rebellion with death," and, departing 
from the common Oriental practice, had his dead body treated 
with indignity." At first he placed upon the throne Jehoia. 
chin, the son of the late monarch, TO a youth of eighteen ;00 but 
three months later, becoming suspicious (probably not without 
reason) of this prince's fidelity, he deposed him and had him 
brought a captive to Babylon, 81 substituting in his place his 
uncle, Zedekiah, a brother of Jehoiakim and Jehoahaz. Mean
while the siege of Tyre was pressed, but with little effect. A 
blockade is always tedious; and the blockade of an island city, 
strong in its navy; by an enemy unaccustomed to the sea, and 
therefore forced to depend mainly upon the assistance of re
luctant allies, must have been a task of such extreme difficulty 
that one is surprised it was not given up in despair. Accord
ing to the Tyrian historians their city resisted all the power of 
Nebuchadnezzar for thirteen years. n If this statement is to 
be relied on, Tyre must have been still uncaptured, when the 
time came for its sister capital to make that last effort for free 
dom in which it perished. ' 

After receiving his crown from Nebuchadnezzar. Zedekiah 
continued for eight years to play the part of a faithful vassal. 
'At length, however, in the ninth year," he fancied he saw a 
way to independence. A young and enterprising monarch, 
Uaphris-the Apriea of Herodotus-had recently mounted the' 
Egyptian throne." If the alliance of this prince could be se
cured, there was. Zedekiah thought, a reasonable hope that the 
yoke of Babylon might be thrown off and Hebrew autonomy 
rtHlStablished. The infatuated monarch did not see that, do 
what he would, his coqntry had no more than a choice of mas
ters, that by the laws of political attraction Judrea must grav
itate to one or other of the ~.9 great states between which it 
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had the misfortune of lying. Hoping to free his country, he 
Bent ambassadors to Uaphris, who were to conclude a treaty 
and demand the assistance of a powerful contingent, composed 
of both foot and borse.'· Uaphris received the overture favor
ably; and Zedekiah at once revolted from Babylon, and made 
preparations to defend bimself with vigor. It was not long 
before the Babylonians arrived. 'Determined to crush tbe dar
ing state, which, weak as it was, bad yet ventured to revolt 
against him now for the fourth time,·· Nebuchadnezzar came 
in person, "he and all his host," .7 against Jerusalem, and after 
overcoming and pillaging the open country,·· "built forts" and 
besieged the city.·· Uaphris, upon this, learning the danger of 
his ally, marched out of Egypt to his relief;" and the Baby
lonian army, receiving intelligence of his approach, raised the 
siege and proceeded in quest of their new enemy. According 
to Josephus" a battle was fought, in which the Egyptians were 
defeated; but it is perhaps more probable that they avoided an 
engagement by a precipitate retreat into their own country.·' 
At any rate the attempt effectually to relieve Jerusalem failed. 
After a brief iIiterval the siege was renewed; a complete block
~de was established; and in a year and a half from the time of 
the second investment, •• the city fell. 

Nebuchadnezzar bad. not waited to witness this success of his 
arms. The siege of Tyre was still being pressed at the date of 
the second investment of Jerusalem, and the Chaldrean mon
arch had. perhaps thought that his presence on tbe borders of 
Phrenicia was necessary to animate his troops in that quarter. 
If this was his motive in withdrawing from the Jewish capital, 
the event would seem to have shown that he judged wisely. 
Tyre, if it fell at the end of its thirteen years' siege, Of must 
have been taken in the very year which followed the capture 
of Jerusalem, B.C. 585.·' We may suppose that Nebuchadnezzar, 
when he quitted Jerusalem and took up his abode at Riblah in 
the Crele Syrian valley,·· turned his main attention to the 
great Phrenician city, and made arrangements which caused 
its capture in the ensuing year. 

The recovery of these two important cities secured to the 
Babylonian monarch the quiet possession thenceforth of Spia 
and Palestine. But still he had not as yet inflicted any chas
tisement upon Egypt; though policy, no less than honor, re
quired that the aggressions of this audacious power should be 
punished. If we may belie~e Josephus, however, the day of 
vengeance was not very long delayed. Within four years of 
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the fall of Tyre, B.C. 581, Nebuchadnezzar, he tells us, invaded 
Egypt, put Uaphris, the monarch who had succored Zedekiah, 
to death, and placed a creature of his own upon the throne." 
Egyptian history, it is true, forbids our accepting this state
ment as correct in all its particulars. Uaphris appearS cer
tainlyto have reigned at least as late as B.C. 569,·· and accord
ing to Herodotus, he was put to death, not by a foreign 
invader, but by a rebellious subject.·· Perhaps we may best 
harmonize the conflicting statements on the subject by sup
posing that Josephus has confounded two distinct invasions of 
Egypt, one made by Nebuchadnezzar in his twenty-third year, 
B.O. 581, ",hich bad no very important consequences, and the 
other eleven years later, B.O. 570, which terminated in the de
position of Uapbris, and the establishment on the throne of a 
new king, Amasis, who received a nominal royalty from Chal
drean monarch .••• 

Su.:h-as far as they are known-were the military exploits 
of tbis great king. He defeated Neco, recovered Syria, crushed 
rebellion in Judrea, took Tyre, and humiliated Egypt. Accord
ing to some writers his successes did not stop here. Megas
thenes made him subdue most of Africa, and thence pass over 
into Spain and conquer the Iberians. ,.. He even went furthet, 
and declared that, on his return from these regions, he settled 
his Iberian captives on the shores of the Euxine in the country 
between Armenia and the Caucasus! Thus Nebuch:adnezzar 
was made to reign over an empire extending from the Atlantic 
to the Caspian, and from the Caucasus to the Great Sahara. 

The victories of N ebuchadnezzar were not without an effect 
on his home administration and on the construction of the vast 
works with which his name is inseparably associated. It was 
through them that he obtained that enormous command of 
U naked human strength" which enabled him, without undue 

, oppression of his own people, to carry out on the grandest scale 
his schemes for at once beautifying and benefiting his kingdom. 
From the time when he first took the field at the head of an 
army he adopted the Assyrian system'·' of forcibly removing 
almost the whole population of a conquered country, and 
,plaj!ting it in a distant part of his dominions. Crowds of cap
tivElfJ - the produce of his various wars-Jews, Egyptians, 
J>hrenicians, Syrians, Ammonites, Moabites, were settled in 
various parts of Mesopotamia, , •• more especially about Baby
lon. From these unfortunates forced labor was as a matter of 
course required j'.' and it seems to have been chiefly, if no~ 
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solely, by their exertions that the magnificent series of great 
works was accomplished, which formed the special glory of 
the Fourth Monaxchy. 

The, chief works expressly ascribed to Nebuchadnezzar by 
the ancient writers axe the following: He built the great wall 
of Babylon, , •• which, according to the lowest estimate, , •• must 
have contained more than 500,000,000 squaxe feet of solid rna
eoDry, and must hav,e required three or four times that num
ber of bricks. ,., He constructed a new and magnificent palace 
in the neighborhood of the ancient residence of the kings. , •• 
He made the celebrated" Hanging Gaxden" for the gratifica
tion of his wife, Amyitis. ,.. He repaired and beautified the 
great temple of Belus at Babylon. II. He dug the huge reser
voir near Sippara, said to have been 140 miles in circumfer
ence, and 180 feet deep, furnishing it with flood-gates, through 
which its water could be drawn off for purposes of irrigation. III 
He constructed a number of canals, among them the Nakr 
Malcha or "Royal Kiver," a broad and deep chaimel which 
connected the Euphrates with the Tigris. no He built quays 
and breakwaters along the shores of the Persian Gulf, and he 
at the same time founded the city of Diridotis or Teredon in 
the vicinity of that sea. III 

To these constructions may be added, on the authority either 
of Nebuchadnezzax's own inscriptions or of the existing re
mains, the Birs-i-Nimrud, or great temple of Nebo at Bor
sippaj'J< a vast reservoir in Babylon itself, called the Yapur
Shapu;1II an extensive embankment along the course of the 
Tigris, near Baghdad j". and almost innumerable temples, walls, 
and other public buildings at Cutha, Sippara, Borsippa, Baby
lon, Chilmad. Bit-Digla, etc. 'Theindefatigable monaxch seems 
to have either rebuilt, or at least repaired, almost every city , 
and temple throughout the entire country. There axe said to 
be at least a hundred sites in the tract immediately about 
Babylon, which give evidence, by inscribed bricks beaxing his 
legend, of the marvellous activity and energy of this king. IJ1 

We may suspect that among the constructions of Nebuchad' 
nezzar was another great work, a work second in utility to 
none of those above mentioned, and requiring for its comple
tion an enormous amount of labor. This is the canal called by 
the Arabs the Kerek Sawek, or canal of Saideh, which they 
ascribe to a wife of N ebuchadnezzax, a cutting 400 miles in 
length, which commenced at Hit on the Euphrates, and was 
carried along the extreme western edge of the alluvium close 
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to the Arabian frontier, finally falling into the sea at the head 
of the Bubian creek, about twenty miles to the west of the 
Shatel-Arab. The traces of this canal which still remain'" 
indicate a work of such magnitude and difficulty that we can 
scarcely ascribe it with probability to any monarch who has 
held the country sL"lce Nebuchadneuar. 

The Pallacopas, II. Qr canal of Opa (palga Opa'"), which left 
the Euphrates at Sip~ (Yosaib) and ran into a great lake 
in the neighborhood '-'f Borsippa, whence the lands in the 
neighborhood were ~'ated. may also have been one of Neb
uchadneuar's coDStructi'm& It was an old canal, much out 
of repair, in the time ot Alexander, and was certainly the 
work, not of the Persian COLqU~rors, but of some native mon
arch anterior to Cyrus. The Arabs, who call it the Nahr Abba, 
regard it as the oldest canal in the country. D' 

Some glimpses into the private life and pt>rsonal character of 
Nebuchadneuar are afforded us by certain of the Old Testa
ment writers. We see him in the Book of Daniel at the head 
.of a magnificent Court, surrounded by'" princes, governors. 
and captains, judge9, treasurers, councillors, and sheriffs;" 'ft 

waited on by eunuchs selected with the greatest care, .. well
favored .. and carefully educated ;'" attended, whenever he re
quires it, by a multitude of astrologers and other" wise men, II 
who seek to interpret to him the will of Heaven. De He is an 
absolute monarch, disposing with '" word of the lives and prop
erties of his subjects, even the highest. .. 1 All offices are in his 
gift. He can raise a foreigner to the second place in the ~ 
dom, and even set him over the entire priestly order. ,.. His 
wealth is enormous, for he makes of pure gold an image, or 
obelisk. ninety feet high and nine feet broad. ,.. He is religious 
after a sort, but wavers in his faith., sometimes acknowledging 
the God of the Jews as the only real deity, no sometimes relaps
ing into an idolatrous worship, , •• and forcing all his subjects 
to follow his example. '" Even then, however, his polytheism 
is of a kind which admits of a special devotion to a particular 
deity, who is called emphatically "his god ..... , In temper he 
is hasty and violent, but not ollStinate; his fierce resolves are 
taken suddenly and as suddenly repented of ;'" he is moreover 
capable of bursts of gratitude and devotion. .. • no less than of 
accesses of fury; like most Orientals, he is vainglorious:'" but. 
he can humble himself before the chastening hand of the AlA 
nughty; in his better moods he shows a ,;pirit a..«tonishing in 

, o"e of his country and time-a spirit of real piety, self-eon-
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demnation, and self-abasement, which renders him one ot the 
most remarkable characters in Scripture. ,.1 

A few touches of a darker hue must be added to this portrait 
of the great Babylonian king from the statements of another 
contemporary, the prophet Jeremiah .. The execution of Jehoi
akim, and the putting out of Zedekiah's eyes, though acts of 
considerable severity, may perhaps be regarded as justified by 
the general practice of the age, and, therefore as not indicating 
in Nebuchadnezzar any special ferocity of disposition. But the 
ill-treatment of J ehoiakim's dead body, "0 the barbarity of mur
dering Zedekiah's sons before his eyes, II' and the prolonged im
prisonment both of Zedekiah"· and of Jehoiachin,"o though 
the latter had only contemplated rebellion, cannot be thus ex
cused. They were unusual and unnecessary acts, which tell 
against the monarch who authorized them, and must be con
sidered to imply a real cruelty of disposition, such as is observ
able in Sargon and Asshur-bani-pal. ... Nebuchadnezzar, it is 
piain, was not content with such a measure of severity as was 
needed to secure his own interests, but took a pleasure in the 
wanton infliction of suffering on those who had provoked his 
resentment. 

On the other hand, we obtain from the native writer, Berosus, 
one amiable trait which deserves a cursory mention. Nebu
chadnezzar was fondly attached to the Median princess who 
had been chosen for him as a wife by his father from political 
motives.'" Not content with ordinary tokens of affection, he 
erected, solely for her gratification, the remarkable structure 
which the Greeks called the "Hanging Garden." I.. A native 
of a mountainous country, Amyitis disliked the tiresome uni
formity of the level alluvium, and pined for the woods and 
hills of Media. It was to satisfy this longing by the best sub
stitute which circumstances allowed' that the celebrated Gar
den was made. Art strove to emulate nature with a certain 
measure of success, and the lofty rocks'" and various trees'" 
of this wonderful Paradise, if they were not a very close imi
tation of Median mountain scenery. were at any rate a pleas
ant change from the natural monotony of the Babylonian 
plain, and must have formed a grateful retreat for the Baby
lonian queen, whom they reminded at once of her :tJ.usband',s 
love and of the beauty of her native country. 

The most remarkable circumstance in Nebuchadnezzar's life 
remains to be noticed. Towards the close of his reign, when 
hiS conquosts and probably most of his great wqrks we1'6 com-
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plated, , .. in the midst of complete tranquillity and prosperity, a 
sudden warning was sent him. He dreamt a strange'dream;·" 
anll when he sought to know its meaning, the Prophet Daniel 
was inspired to tell him that it portended his removal from 
the kingly office for the space of seven years, in consequence 
of a curious and very unusual kind of madness, ,.. This malady, 
which is not unknown to physicians, has been termed" Lycan
thropy." ,.. It consists in the belief that one is not a man but 
a beast, in the disuse of language, the rejection of all ordinary 
human food, and sometimes in the loss of the erect posture and 
a preference for walking on all fours. Within a year of the 
time that he received the warning, ••• Nebuchadnezzar was 
smitten. The great king became a wretched maniac. Allowed 
to indulge in his distempered fancy, be eschewed human habi
tations, lived in the open air night and day, fed on herbs, dis
used clothing, and became covered with a rough coat of hair."· 
His subjects generally, it is probable, were not allowed to know 
of his condition, , •• although they could not but be aware that 
he was suffering from some terrible malady. The queen most 
likely held the reins of power, and carried on the government 
in his name. The dream had been interpreted to mean that 
the lycanthropy would not be permanent; and even the date of 
recovery had been announced, only with a certain ambiguity. tit 
The Babylonians were thereby encouraged to await events, 
without taking any steps that would have involved them in 
difficulties if the malady ceased. And their faith and patience 
met with a reward. After suffering obscuration for the space 
of seven years, suddenly the king's intellect returned to him .• It 
His recovery was received with joy by his Court. Lords and 
councillors gathered about him. tN He once more took the 
government into his own hands, issued his proclamations,'66 
and performed the other functions of royalty. He was now an 
old man, and his reign does not seem to have been much pro
longed; but " the glory of his kingdon, " his "honor and bright
ness" returned; his last days were as brilliant as his first: his 
sun set in an u,nclouded sky, shorn of none of the rays that had 
given splendor to its noonday. Nebuchadnezzar expired at 
Babylon"· in the forty-fourth year of his reign, B.O. 561, after 
an illness of no long duration. ... He was probably little short 
of eighty years old at his death.· .. 

The successor of Nebuchadnezzar was his son Evil-Mero
da.ch.'" who reigned only two years, , .. and of whom very little 
is known. We may expect that the marvellous events of his 
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father's life, which are recorded in the Book of Daniel, had 
made a deep impression upon him, and that he was thence in
clined, to favor the persons, and perhaps the religion, of the 
Jews. One of his first acts'·' was to release the unfortunate 
Jehoiachin from the imprisonment in which he had languished 
for thirty-five years, and to treat him with kindness and re
spect. He not only recognized his royal rank, but gave him 
precedence over all the captive kings resident at Babylon. , •• 
Josephus says that he even admitted Jehoiachin into the num
ber of his most intimate friends. 16. Perhaps he may have 
designed him some further advancement, and may in other 
respects have entertained projects which seemed strange 'IDd 
alarming to his subjects. At any rate he had been but two 
years upon the throne when a conspiracy was formed against 
him; he was accused of lawlessness and intemperance;164 his 
own brother-in-law, Neriglissar, the husband of a daughter of 
Nebuchadnezzar, headed the malcontents; and Evil-Merodach 
lost his life with his crown. 

NerigIissar, the successful conspirator, was at once acknowl
edged king. He is probably identical with the "Nergal-shar
ezer, Rab-Mag," of Jeremiah, , .. who occupied a prominent 
position among the Babylonian nobles left to press the siege of 
Jerusalem when Nebuchadnezzar retired to Riblah. The title 
of "Rab-Mag,". is one that he bears upon his bricks. It is 
doubtful what exactly his office was; for we have no reason to 
believe that there were at this time any Magi at Babylon;'·· 
but·it was certainly an ancient and very high dignity of which 
even kings might be proud. It is remarkable that Neriglissar 
calls himself the son of Bel-sum-iskun, "king of Babylon"-a 
monarch whose name does not appear in Ptolemy's list, but 
who is probably to be identified with a chieftain so called, who 
assumed the royal title in the troubles which preceded the 
fall of the Assyrian Empire .... 

During'his short reign of four years, or rather three years 
and a few months, I •• Neriglissar had not time to distinguish 
himself by many exploits. So far as appears, he was at peace 
with all his. neighbors, and employed his time principally in 
the construction of the Western Palace at Babylon, which was 
a. large building placed at one corner of a fortified inclosure, 
directly opposite the ancient royal residence, and abutting on 
the Euphrates ... • If the account which Diodoms gives of this 
palace"· be not a gross exaggeration of the truth, it must have 
been a ma.,onificent erection, elaborately ornamented with 
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painting and sculpture in the best style of Babylonian art, 
'though in size it may have been inferior to the old residence 
of the kings on the other side of the river. 

NerigliSsar reigned from B.C. 559 to B.C. 556, and dying a 
natural death in the last-named year, left his throne to his son, 
Laborosoarchod, or Labossoracus.17I This prince, who was a 
mere boy, n. and therefore quite unequal to the task of govern
ing a great empire in critical times, was not allowed to retain 
the crown many months. Accused. by those about him.
whether justly or unjustly we cannot say-of giving many in
dications of a bad disposition, nI he was deposed and put to 
death by torture. n. With him. power passed from the House 
of NabopOlassar, which had held the throne for just seventy 
years.'" 

On the death of Laborosoarchod the conspirators selected one 
of their number, a certain Nabonadius or Nabannidochus,'" 
and invested him with the sovereignty. He was in no way re
lated to the late monarch. In and his claim to succeed must have 
been derived mainly from the part which he had played in the 
conspiracy. But still he was a personage of some rank, for 
his father had, like Neriglissar, held the important office of 
Rab· Mag. 'na It is probable that one of his first steps on ascend
ing the throne was to connect himself by marriage with the 
royal house which had preceded him. in the kingdom.'" 

. Either the mother of the late king Laborosoarchod, and widow 
: of Neriglissar, or possibly some other daughter of Nebuchad
; nezzar, was found willing to unite her fortune with those of 
: the new sovereign, and share the dangers and the dignity of his 
'position. Such a union strengthened the hold of the reigning 

monarch on the allegiance of his subjects, and tended still more 
to add stability to his dynasty. For as the issue of such a mar
riage would join in one the claims of both royal houses, he 
would be sure to receive the support of all parties in the state. 

Very shortly after the aecession of Nabonadius (B.C. 555) he 
received an embassy from the far north-west.'" An important 
revolution had occurred on the eastern frontier of Babylonia 
three years before, in the reign of Neriglissari·81 but its effects 
only now began to make themselves felt among the neighbor
ing nations. Had Cyrus. on taking the crown, adopted the 
policy of Astyages, the substitution of Persia for Media as the 
ruling Arian nation would have heena matter of small account. 
But there can, be little doubt that he really entered at once OD 
It. career of conquest. •••. Lyd~ at any rate, felt h8rseif men-
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aced by the new power, and seeing the danger which th~ 
ened the other monarchies of the time, if they allowed the 
great, Arian kingdom to attack them severally with her £un. 

, force, proposed a league whereby the common enemy might, 
she thought, be resisted with success. Ambassadors seem to 
have been sent from Sardis to Babylon in the very year in 
which Nabonadius became king.'·· He therefore had at once 
to decide whether he would embrace the offer made him, and 
uniting with Lydia and Egypt in a league against 'Persia, make 
that power his enemy, or refuse the proffered alliance, and 
trust to the gratitude of Cyrus for the future security of his 
kingdom. It would be easy to imagine the arguments pre and 
contra which presented themselves to his mind at this con
juncture; but as they would be destitute of a historical founda
tion, it is perhaps best to state simply the decision at which he 
is known to have arrived. This was an acceptance of the 
Lydian offer. Nabonadius consented to join the proposed 
lea!~e; and a treaty was probably soon afterwards concluded 
between the three powerS whereby they united in an alliance 
offensive and defensive against the Persians. , .. 

Knowing that he had provoked a powerful enemy by this 
boM act, and ignorant how soon he might be called upon to 
defend his kingdom from the entire force of his foe, which 
might be suddenly hurled against him almost at any moment, 
Nabonadius seems to have turned his attention at once to pro
viding means of defence. The works ascribed by Herodotus to 
a queen, Nitocris, whom he makes the mother of Nabonadius 
(Labynetus) ••• must be regarded as in reality constructions of 
that monarch himself, , •• undertaken with the object of protect
ing Babylon from Cyrus. They consisted in part of defences 
within the city, designed apparently' to secure It against an 
enemy who should enter by the river, in part of hydraulic 
works intended to obstruct the advances of an army by the 
usual route. The river had hitherto flowed in its natural bed 
through the middle of the town. Nabonadius confined the 
stream by a brick embankment carried the whole way along 
both banks, after which he built on the top of the embankment 
a wall Qf a considerable height, pierced at intervals by gate
ways, in which were set gates of bronze. ,.T He likewise made 
certain cuttings, reservoirs, and sluices at some distance from 
'Babylon towards ,the north, which were to be hindrances to an 
enemy's march, ••• though in what way is not very apparent. 
t;;ome have supposed that besides these works there was further . ' 
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built at the same time a great wall which extended entirely 
across the tract between the two riversl··-a huge barrier a 
hundred feet high and twenty thickl.o-meant, like the Roman 
walls in Britain and the great wall of China, to be insurmount
able by an unskillful foe; but there is ground for suspecting 
that this belief is ill-founded, having for its sole basis a mis
conception of Xenophon's.I01 . 

Nabonadius appears to have been allowed ample time to 
carry out to the full his system of defences, and to complete 
all his preparations. The precipitancy of Crresus, who plunged 
into a war with Persia single-handed, asking no aid from his 
allies, ,., and the promptitude of Cyrus, who allowed him no 
opportunity of recovering from his first false step, I" had pre
vented Nabonadius from coming into actual collision with Per
sia in the early part of his reign. The defeat of Crresus in the 
battle of Pteria, the siege of Sardis, and its capture, followed 
RO rapidly on the first commencement of hostilities, that wbat
ever his wishes may have been, N;abonadius had it not in his 
power to give any help to his rash ally. AQtual war was thus 
avoided at this time; and no collision having occurred, Cyrus 
could defer an attack on the great kingdom of the south until 
he had consolidated his power in the north and the north- . 
east, ,.c which he rightly regarded as of the last importance. 
Thus fow1een years intervened between the capture of Sardis 
by the Persian arms and the commencement of the expedition 
against Babylon. 

When at last it was rumored that the Persian king had 
quitted Ecbatana (B.O. 539) and commenced his march to the 
south-west, Nabonadius received the tidings with indifference. 
His defences were completed; hia city was amply pro
visioned ;'" if the enemy should defeat him in the open field, 
he might retire behind his walls, and laugh to scorn all at
tempts to reduce his capital either by blockade or storm. It 
.does not appear to have occurred to him that it was possible 
to protect his territory. With a broad, deep, and rapid river 
directly interposed between him and his foe, with a network 
of canals spread far and wide over his country, with an almost 
inexhaustible supply of human labor at his command for the 
construction of such dikes, walls, or cuttings as he should 
deem advisable, Nabonadius might, one would have thought, 
have aspired to save his land from invasion, or have disputed' 
inch by inch his enemy's advance towards th~ capital But 
lUeb cvnsideratlons lll"ve seldom Iiad muCh fo'rce with Orl· . . 
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entals, whose notions of war and strategy are even now of the 
rudest and most primitive description. To measure one's 
strength as quickly as possible with that of one's foe, to fight 
one great pitched battle in order to decide the question of 
superiority in the field, and then, if defeated, either to sur
render or to retire behind walls, has been the ordinary con
ception of a commander's duties in the East from the time of 
the Ramesside kings to our own day. No special blame .there
fore attaches to Nabonadius for his neglect. He followed the 
traditional policy of Oriental monarchs in the course which he 
took. And his subjects had less reason to complain of his reso
lution than most others, since the many strongholds in Baby
lonia must have afforded them a ready refuge, and the great 
fortified district within which Babylon itself stood'lI must 
have been capable of accommodating with ease the whole 
native population of the country. 

If we may trust Herodotus, the invader, having made all 
his preparations and commenced his march, came to a sudden 
pause midway between Ecbatana and Babylon. ,.. One of the 
sacred white horses, which drew the chariot of Ormazd,"8 had 
been drowned in crossing a river; 8J:!.d Cyrus had thereupon 
desisted from his march, and, declaring that he would revenge 
himself on the insolent stream, bad set his soldiers to disperse 
its waters into 360 channels. Tbis work employed him during 
the whole summer and autumn; nor was it till another spring 
had come that he resumed his expedition. To the Babylonians 
such a pause must have appeared like irresolution. Tbey 
must have suspected that the invader had changed his mind 
and would not venture across the Tigris. If the particulars of 
the story reached them, ·they probably laughed at the monarch 
who vented his rage on inanimate nature, while he let his ene-
mies escape scot free. . 

Cyrus, however, had a motive for his proceedings which 
will appear in the sequel. Having wintered on the banks of 
the Gyndes in a mild climate, where tents would have been 
quite a sufficient protection to his army, he put his troops in 
motion at the commencement of spring, , •• crossed the Tigris 
apparently unopposed, and soon came in sight of the capital. 
Here he found the Babylonian army drawn out to meet him 
under the command of Nabonadius himself.··· who had re
solved to try the chance of a battle. An engagement ensued, 
of which we possess no details;· our informants simply tell us 
that the Babylonian monarch w~ completcly defeated, and 
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that, while most of his army sought safety within the walls of 
the capital, he himself with a small body of troops threw him
self into Borsippa, ••• an important town lying at a short dis
tance from Babylon towards the south-west. It is not easy to 
see the exact object of this movement. Perhaps Nabonadius 
thought that the enemy woUld thereby be obliged to divide his 
army, which might then more easily be defeated; perhaps he 
imagined that by remaining without the walls he might be 
able to collect such a force among his subjects and allies as 
would compel the beleaguering army to withdraw. Or, possi
bly, he merely followed an instinct of self-preservation, and 
fearing that the soldiers of Cyrus might enter Babylon with 
his own, if he fled thither, sought refuge in another city. 

It might have been supposed that his absence would have 
produced anarchy and confusion in the capital; but a step 
which he had recently taken with the object of giving sta
bility to his throne rendered the preservation of order toler
ably easy. At the earliest possible moment-probably when 
he was about fourteen-he had associated with him in the 
government his son, Belshazzar,'" or Bel-shar-uzur. the grand
son of the great Nebuchadnezzar. This step, taken most likely 
with a view to none but internal dangers, was now found ex
ceedingly convenient for the purposes of the war. In his 
father's absence Be1shazr.ar took the direction of affairs within 
the city, and met and foiled for a considerable time all the 
assaults of the Persians. He was young and inexperienced, 
but he had the counsels of the queen-mother to guide and su~ 
port him, ... as well as those of the various lords and officers of 
the court. So well did he manage ~he defence that after a 
while Cyrus despaired,'" and as a last resource ventured on a 
stratagem in which it was clear that he must either succeed or 
perish. 

Withdrawing the greater part of his army fro~ the vicinity 
of the city, and leaving behind him only certain COTp8 of ob
servation, ••• Cyrus marched away up the course of the Eu
phrates for a certain distance, and there proceeded to make a 
vigorous use of the spade. His soldiers could now appreciate 
the value of the experience which they had gained by dis
persing the Gyndes, and perceive that the summer and autumn 
of the preceding year had not been wasted. They dug a 
channel or channels from the Euphrates, '" by means of which 
a great portion of its water would be drawn off, and hoped in 
. this way to render the na~ course of the river fordable. 
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'When all was prepared, Cyrus determined to wait for the 
arrival of a certain festival,o., during which the whole popula
ti,>n were wont to engage in drinking and revelling, and then 
silently in the dead of night to turn the water of the river and 
make his attack. All fell out as he hoped and wished. The 
festival was held with even greater pomp aild splendor than 
U1lual; for Belshazzar, with the natural insolence of youth, to 
mark his contempt of the besieging army, 'abandoned himself 
wholly to the delights of the season. and himself entertained a 
thousand lords in his palace. 1.8 Elsewhere the rest of the 
population was occupied in feasting and dancing. 1.1 Drunken 
riot and mad excitement held possession of the town; the 
siege was forgotten; 'ordinary precautions were neglected."· 
Following the example of their king, the Babylonians gave 
themselves up for the night to orgies in which religious frenzy 
and drunken excess formed a strange and revolting medley. III 

Meanwhile, outside the. city, in silence and darkness,"o the 
Persians watched at the two points where the Euphrates 
entered and left the walls. Anxiously they noted the g-radual 
sulking of the water in the river-bed; still more anxiously they 
watched to see if those within the walls woUld observe the 
suspicious circumstance and sound an alarm through the 
town. Should such an alarm be given. all their labors would 
be lost. If, when they entered the river-bed, they found the 
river-walls manned and the river-gates fast-locked, they woUld 
be indeed" caught in a' trap." "" Enfiladed on both sides by 
an enemy whom they could neither see nor reach, they would 
be overwhelmed and destroyed by his missiles before they 
could succeed in making their escape. But, as they watched, 
no sounds of alarm reached them-only a confused noise of 
revel and riot, which showed that the unhappy townsmen 
were quite unconscious of the approach of danger. 

At last shadowy forms began to emerge from the obscurity 
of the deep river-bed, and on the landing-places opposite the 
river-gates scattered clusters of men grew into solid columns
the undefended gateways were seized-a war-shout was raised 
-the alarm was taken and spread-and swift runners started 
off to "show the King of Babylon that his city was taken at 
one end."·" In the darkness and confusion of the night a 
terrible massacre ensued.·11 The drunken revellers could 
make no resistance. The king paralyzed with fear '.0 at the 
awful handwriting upon the wall, which too late had warned 
him of his peril, II. eoUId do nothing even to check the ~rogreSi 
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of the assailants, who carried all before them everywhore. 
Bursting into the palace, a band of Persians made their way to 
the presence of the monarch, and slew him on the scene' of
his impious revelry •• ,. Other ba.nds carried fire'" and sword 
through the town. When morning came, Cyrus found him
self undisputed master of the city, which, if it had not de
spised. his efforts, might with the greatest ease have baffied 
them. 

The war, however, was not even yet at an end. Nabona
dius still held Borsippa, and, if allowed to remain unmolested, 
might have gradually gathered. strength and become once 
more a formidable foe. Cyrus, therefore, having first issued 
his orderS" that the outer fortifications of Babylon should be 
dismantled, ••• proceeded to complete -his conquest by laying 
siege to the town where he knew that Nabonadius had taken 
refuge .• tl That monarch, however, perceiving that resistance 
would be vain, did not wait till Borsippa was invested, but on 
the approach of his enemy surrendered himself. .. • Cyrus re
warded his submission by kind and liberal treatment. Not 
only did he spare his life, but (if we may trust Abydenus) he 

· conferred. on him the government of the important province 
· of Carmania. ... 

Thus perished the Babylonian empire. If we seek the 
causes of its fall, we shall find them partly in its essential 

-military inferiority to the kingdom that had recently grown up 
· upon its borders, partly in the accidental circumstance that its 
! rul~r at the time of the Persian attack was a man of no great 
~ capacity. Had Nebuchadnezzar himself, or a prince of his 
~ mental calibre, been the contemporary of Cyrus, the issue of 
: the contest might have ~n doubtful Babylonia posseesed 
, naturally vast powers of resistance-powers which. had they 
· been made use of to the utmost, might bave tired out the 
'patience of tbe Persians. That lively, active, but not over
· persevering people would scarcely have maintained a siege 
,with the pertinacity of tbe Babylonians themselves'" or of 
,the Egyptians. '" If the stratagem of Cyrus had failed-and 
: its success depended wbolly on the Babylonians exercising no 
vigilance-the capture of the town would have been almost im
posSlole. Babylon was too large to be blockaded; its walls 

, were too lofty to be scaled, and too massive to be battered. 
· down by the means possessed by the ancients. Mining in tbe 
: BOft alluvial BOil would have been dangerous work, especially 
, as the town ditch was deep and supplied with abundant water 
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from the Euphrates ... • Cyrus, had he failed in his night . 
attack, would . probably have at once raised the siege; and 
Babylonian independence might perhaps in that case have been 
maintamed down to the time of Alexander. 

Even thus, however, the "Empire" would not have been 
continued. So soon as it became evident that the Babylonians 
were no match for the Persians in the field, their authority 
over the subject. nations was at an end. The Susianians, the 
tribes of the middle Euphrates, the Syrians, the Phrenicians, 
the Jews, the Idumreans, the Ammonites and Moabites, would 
have gravitated to the stronger power, even if the attack of 
Cyrus on Babylon itself had been repulsed. For the conquests 
of Cyrus in Asia Minor, the Oxus region, and Afghanistan, 
had completely destroyed the balance of power in Western 
Asia, and given to Persia a preponderance both in men and in 
resources'" against which the cleverest and most energfltic of 
Babylonian princes would have struggled in vain. Persia 
must in any case have absorbed all the tract between Mount 
Zagros and the Mediterranean, except Babylonia Proper; and 
thuR the successful defence of Babylon would merely have de
prived the Persian Empire of a province. 

In its general character the Babylonian Empire was little 
more than a reproduction of the Assyrian. "8 The same loose 
organization of the provinces under native kings rather than 
satraps almost universally prevailed,'" with the same duties 
on the part of suzerain and subjects and the same results of 
ever-recurring revolt and re-conquest. ••• Similar means were 
employed under both empires to check and discourage rebel
lion-mutilations and executiQns of chiefs, pillage of the rebel
lious region, and wholesale deportation of its population. 
Babylon, equally with Assyria, failed to win the affections of 
the subject nations, and, as a natural.result, received no help 
from them in her hour of need. Her system was to exhaust 
and oppress the conquered races for the supposed benefit of 
the conquerors, and to impoverish the provinces for the adorn
ment and enrichment of the capital. The wisest of her mon
archs thought it enough to construct works of public utility in 
Babylonia Proper, OBI leaving the dependent countries to them
selves, and doing nothing to develop their resources. This self
ish system was, like most selfishness, short-sighted; it alien
ated those whom it would have been true policy to conciliate 
and win. When the time of peril came, the subject nations were 
no source of strength to the menaced empire. On the con-
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trary, it would seem that some even turned against her and 
made common cause with the 8$l8.ilants.· .. 

Babylonian civilization differed in many respects from Assy
rian, to which however it approached more nearly than to any 
other known type. Its advantages over Assyrian were in its 
greater originality, its superior literary character, and its com
parative width and flexibility. Babylonia seems to have been 
the source from which Assyria drew her learning, such as it 
was, her architecture, the main ideas of her mimetic art, her 
religious notions, her legal forms, and a vast number of her 
customs and usages. But Babylonia herself, so far as we 
know, drew her stores from no foreign country. Hers was 
apparently the genius which excogitated an alphabet-worked 
out the simpler problems of arithmetic-invented implements 
for measuring the lapse of time-conceived the idea of raising 
enormous structures with the poorest of all materials, clay
discovered the art of polishing, boring, and engraving gems
reproduced with truthfulness the outlines of human and ani
mal forms-attained to high perfection in textile fabrics
studied with success the motions of the heavenly bodies-con
ceived of grammar as a science-elaborated a system of law
saw the value of an exact chronology-in almost every branch 
of science made a beginning, thus rendering it comparatively 
easy for other nations to proceed with the superstructure. To 
Dabylonia, far more than to Egypt, we owe the art and learn
ing of the Greeks. It was from the East, not from Egypt, that 
Greece deriveciher architecture, her sculpture, her science, her 
philosophy, her mathematical knowledge-in a word, her in
tellectual life. And Babylon was the source to which the 
entire stream of Eastern· civilization may be traced. It is 
scarcely too much to say that, but for Babylon, real civilization 
might not even yet have dawned upon thEl' earth. Mankind 
might never have advanced beyond that spurious and false 
form of it which in Egypt, India, China, Japan, Mexico, and 
Peru, contented the aspirations of the species. 



APPENDIX. 

A. 

STANDARD INSCRIPTION 01' NEBUOHADNEZZAB,. 

THE Inscription begins with the various titles of N ebuchad. 
nezzar. It then contains prayers and invocations to the Gods, 
Merodach and Nebo. The extent of N. 's power is spoken of-
it reaches from one sea to the other. 

An account is then given of the wonders of Babylon, viz.: 
1. The great temple of Merodach. (The mound of Baln1 is 

the tower or ziggurat of this.) 
2. The Borsippa temple (or Birs). 
3. Various other temples in Babylon and Borsippa. 

The subjoined description of the city follows: 
" The double inclosure which Nabopolassar my father lk'ld 

. made but not completed, I finished. Nabopolassar made its 
ditch. With two long embankments of brick and mortar he 
bound its bed. He made the embankment of the Arakha. He 
lined the other side of the Euphrates with brick. He made a 
bridge (y) over the Euphrates, but did not finish its buttresses 
(9); From... (the name of a place) he made with bricks 
burnt as hard as ~tones, by the help of the great Lord Mero
dach, a way (for) a branch of the Shimat to the waters of the 
Yapur-Shapu, the great reservoir of Babylon, opposite to the 
gate of Nin. 

" The Ingur-Bel and the Nimiti-Bel-the great double wall of 
Babylon-I finished. With two long embankments of brick 
and mortar I built the sides of its ditch. I joined it on with 
that which my father had made. I strengthened the city. 
Across the river to the west I built the wall of Babylon with 
brick. The Yapur-Shapu-the reservoir of Babylon-by the 
grace of Merodach I filled completely full of water. With 
bricks burnt !lB hard as stones, an<! with bricks in hu~e masse:! 
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like mountains (1), the Yapur-Shapu, from the gate of Mula as 
far as Nana, who is the protectress of her votaries, by the 
grace of his godship (i.e. Merodach) I strengthened. With, 
that which my father had made I joined it. I made the way 
of Nana, the protectress. of her votaries. The great gates of 
the Ingur-Bel and the Nimiti-Bel-the reservoir of Babylon, at 
the time of the flood (lit. of fulness), inundated them.' These 
gates I raised. Against the waters their foundations with 
Illick and mortar I built. [Here follows a description of the 
gates, with various architectural details, an account of the 
decorations, hangings, etc.] For the delight of mankind I 
filled the reservoir. Behold I besides the Ingwr-Bel, the im
pregnable fortification of Babylon. I constructed inside Baby~ 
Ion on the eastern side of the river a fortification such as no 
king had ever made before me, viz., a long rampart, 4000 am. 
mas square, as an extra defence. I excavated the ditch: with 
brick and mortar I bound its bed; a long rampart at its head (r) 
I strongly built. I adorned its gates. The folding doors and the 
pillars I plated with copper. Against presumptuous enemies, 
who were hostile to the men of Babylon, great waters, like the 
waters of the ocean, I made use of abundantly. Their depths, 
were like the depths of the vast ocean. I did not allow the 
waters to overflow, but the fulness of their floods I caused' to 
flow on. restraining them with a brick embankment. • . . Thus 
I completely made strong the defences of Babylon. May it last 
forever I 

[Here follows a similar account of works at Borsippa.] 
"In Babylon-the city which is the delight of my eyes, and 

which I have glorified-when the waters were in flood, they 
inundated the foundations of the great palace called Taprati
nisi, or .. the Wonder of Mankind;" (a palace) with many 
chambers and lofty towers; the high-place of Royalty; (situ
ated) in the land of Babylon, and in the middle of Babylon; 
stretching from the Inguro-Bel to the bed of the Shebil, the 
eastern canal, (and) from the bank of the Sippara river, to the 
water of the Yapur-Shapu; which Nabopolassar my father 
built with brick and rais~d up; when the reservoir of Babylon 
was full, the gates of this palace we~ flooded. I raised the 
mound of brick on which it was built, and made smooth its 
platform. I cut off the floods of the water, and the foundations 
(of the palace) I protected against the water with bricks and 
mortar: and I finished it completely. Long beams I set up to 
aupport it: with pillars a.ud beams lI1at~d with, copper allr.l 
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strengthened with iron I built up its gates. Silver and gold, 
and precious stones whose names were almost unknown [here 
follow several unknown names of objects, treasures of the 
palace], I stored up inside, and placed there the treasure-house 
of my kingdom. Four years (9), the seat of my kingdom in 
the city. • . . ., which. •••. did not rejoice (my) heart. In 
all my dominions I did not build a high-place of power; the 
precious treasures of my kingdom I did not lay up. In, Baby
lon, buildings for myself and the honor of my kingdom I did 
not layout. In the worship of Merodach my lord, the joy of 
my heart (Y), in Babylon, the city of his .sovereignty and the 
seat of my empire, I did not sing his praises (?), and I did not 
furnish his altars (i.e. with victims), nor did I clear out the 
canals. [Here follow further negative clauses.] 

"As a further defence in war, at the Ingur-Bel, the impreg~ 
nable outer wall,the rampart of the Babylonians-with two 
strong lines of brick and mortar I made a strong fort, 400 am
mas square inside the Nimiti-Bel, the inner defence of the 
Babylonians. Masonry of brick within them (the lines) I 
constructed. With the palace of my father I connected it. In 
a happy month and on an auspicious day its foundations I laid 
in the earth like. • • . I completely finished its top. In fifteen 
days I completed it, and made it the high-place of my kingdom. 
[Here follows a description of the ornamentation of the palace.] 
A strong fort of brick and mortar in strength I constructed. 
Inside the brick fortification another great fortification of long 
stones, of the size of great mountains, I made. Like Shedim I 
raised up its head. And this building I raised for a wonder; 
for the defence of the people I constructed it." 

B. 

ON Tm: MEANINGS OF BABYLONIAN NAMES. 

The names of the Babylonians, like those of the Assyrians, 
were significant. Generally, if not always,' they were com
posed of at least two elements. These might be a noun in the 
nominative case with a verb following it, a noun in the nomi
native with a participle in apposition, or a word meaning "ser
vant" followed by the name of a god.' Under the first class 
C(l.m.e such names as Bel-ipni'--" Bel has made (me)"-from Be~ 
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the name of the .:oil, and bana (Reb. n~~), "to make;" Nab<>

nassa.r--" Nebo protects (me)"-from Nebo and nazal' (Reb. 
~~J), "to guard, protect;" and Nebo-sallim"-"Nebo makes 

perlect"-from Nebo and a verb cognate with the Hebrew t:~tz.I 
.. T 

which in the Piel has the meaning of "complete, make perfect. " 
Names compounded with a noun and participle are such as 
Nebo-nahid and Nahid-Merodach. Here nahid is the participle 
active of a verb, nahad, I cognate with the Arabic ~ and the 
Hebrew "m." meaning "to make prosperous" or "bless." A 
specimen of a name compounded with a word meaning" ser':' 
vant" and the appellation of a god seems to exist in Abed-nego 
-more properly Abed-Nebo' from abed (Reb. ,:;~), "a slave," 

and Nebo, the well-known and favorite god. 
More usually a Babylonian name consists of three elements, 

a noun in the nominative, a verb or participle, and a noun in the 
accusative following the verb. To this class belong the follow
ing: Nabopolassar. Nebuchadnezzar, Neriglissar, Belshazzar, 
Merodach-baladan, Merodach-iddin-akhi, Merodach-sum-adin, 
Merodach-shapik-ziri, Nebo-bil-sumi, and Nebuzaradan. 

Nabopolassar, or more properly Nabu-pal-uzur, means" Nebo 
protects (my) son,"· being formed from the roots Nabu, "Nebo," 
pal. I. son," and nazar, "to protect." Nebuchadnezzar, or 
Nebuchadrezzer' (in the original, Nabu-kudurri-uzur), means 
either "Nebo is the protector of landmarks," or "Nebo pro
tects the youth." The first and last elements are the same as 
in Nabopolassar: the middle element kudur is a word of very 
doubtful meaning. It has been connected by some with the 
Persian 1Ci6apl~, "crown.". M. Oppert explains/it from the-

s ~. 

Arabic ) v.5 which means " a young man. ",. Sir H. Rawlin
son regards it as meaning ,I a landmark." 

Neriglissar and Belshazzar are names of exactly the same 
kind. The former, correctly written, is Nergal-sar-uzur; the 
latter, Bel-sar-uzur. The one means "Nergal protects the 
king;" the other, Ii Bel protects the king." The only new ele
ment here is the middle one, sar, "king" (Reb. ,~), which is 

found in Sargon. and perhaps in Shar-ezer. 
In Merodach-bal-adan (or Marduk-bal-iddin) we have bal, a' 

variant of pal. "a son." and iddin, the 3d person singular of
nadan, "to give" (comp. Heb. llj~). The name consequentll. 
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meaDS "Merodach has given a son." Similarly, in Marduk· 
iddin-akhi we have iddin from nadan, together with akhi, the 
»luralof akhu, "a brother;" and the meaning of the name is 
thus" Merodach has given brothers." The two roots Merodach 
and iddin appear also in Merodach-sum-adan (or Marduk-sum
iddin) in conjunction with a new root, sum, ,I a name" (comp: 
lIeb. CTP.i); and there results the meaning "Merodach has given 

a name" -or perhaps" Merodach is the giver of fame;" since 
the Hebrew CW has likewise that signification. 

Merodach-shapik-ziri" may be translated ,. Merodach pro
duces offspring," the root shapik being connected with '!lEo/, 
,. to pour out," derivatives from which have a genitive sense, as 
M~Qo/ and ziri being the plural of zir, a root meaning "seed, 

race, offspring" (comp. Heb. Y'J~). 

In Nabu-bil-sumi, " bil is used in its original sense of " lord" 
(comp. Heb. ,~~), while sumi is the plural of sum, "a name." 

The meaning is thus" Nebo presides over names," or "Nebo is 
the lord of names." . 

Nebu-zar-adan" is probably a Hebrew corruption of Nebu-zir
iddin, which means "Nebo has given offspring," from roots 
already explained. 

The bulk of the Babylonian names preserved to us in ptole
my's Canon do not admit of any certain explanation, from the 
corrupt shape in which they have come down to us. Occasion· 
ally we may recognize with some confidence the name of a god 
in them, 8."1 Merodach in Mesesimordachus and Bel in Regibelus; 
but attempts to give the full actual etymology can only be the 
merest conjel(tures, If with which it would not be worth while 
to trouble the reader. A few probable explanations of some 
Babylonian names preserved by the Hebrews, and probably 
very little changed, will alone be attempted before bringing 
these remarks on Babylonian nomenclature to a conclusion. 

The Samgar-Nebo'• of Jeremiah probably signifies" one who 
is devoted to Nebo," Samgar being a shaphel form from the 
root, migir, which means "honoring" or "obeying."'· Sarse
chim, in the same writer,lT is perhaps "the king consents, " from 
sar and the Chaldee C:::lC, which becomes in the aphel C'~t:;:~, 

and has that meaning. Belteshazzar, the name given by the 
plince of the eunuchs to Daniel, would have appeared, from 
tbe obvious analogy of Belshazzar, to be a contracted form of 
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Bilta-sar-uzur, and therefore to signify "Beltis protects the 
king." But it is an objection to this that Nebuchadnezzar con
nects the name with that of .. his god," ,. who mnst (it would 
seem) be Bel, and not Beltis. H then we are obliged to seek 
another derivation, we may perhaps find it in Bel, the god, 
tisha (Reb. Ntp'~)' "a secret," ,. and UZU1'", from nazar, "to 
guarci, protect." Belteshazzar would then mean "Bel is f.he 
keeper of secrets," an appropriate sense, since "secrets" were 
what Daniel was considered especially to know. I. 

It will be observed that almost every Babylonian name, the 
etymology of which is known to us, has a religious character. 
Among the elementi is almost universally to be recognized the 
name of a god. The gods especially favored are Nebo and 
Merodach, after whom comes Bel, and then Nergal and Sha
mas. In the kind of religious sentiment which they express 
the names closely resemble those of the Assyrians. II First, 
there are names announcing facts of the mythology; as NElbu
chadrezzar, .. Nebo protects landmarks," Belteshazzar, "Bel 
guards secrets." Next, there are those in which a glorification 
of the deity is ·made, as Nabu-bil-sumi, "Nebo is the lord of 
names;" Nabusallim, "Nebo makes perfect," and the Jike. 
Thirdly, a number of names contain the idea of thankfulness 
to the god who has granted the child in answer to prayer, as 
Merodach-baladan, "Merodach has given a son;" Bel-ipni, 
"Bel has made (him) ;'~ Nebu-zar-adan, "Nebo has given the 
offspring," etc. And, finally, there are those which imply spe
cial devotion of the individual to a particular deity, either di
rectly, as Samgar-Nebo, "the devotee of Nebo;" Abed-Nebo, 
.. the slave of Nebo;" or indirectly, as Nabo-nassar, "Nebo pro- _ 
tects (me);" Nabopolassar, ." Nebo protects (my) son;" BelshaZ
zar, .. Bel protects the king," Nabo-nahid, "Nebo (is) protecting 
(me)," and the like. 

In the comparatively rare case of names which contain no 
divine element, the honor of the king seems to have been some
times, II but not very often, considered. In Yakin, Nadina, 
Zakiru, Balazu, Hagisa, Susub, names which seem to be of a 
purely secular character, there is contained n<? flattery of the 
monarch. Thus far then the Babylonians would appear to 
have been of a more independent spirit than the Assyrians, 
with whom this species of adulation was not infrequent. 



THE FIFTH MONARCHY. 

PERSIA. 

CHAPTER L 

EXTENT OJ' THE EMPIRE. 

TIm geographical extent of the Fifth Monarchy was fa:r' 
greater than that of anyone of the four which had preceded 
it. While Persia Proper is a comparatively narrow and poor 
tract, extending in its greatest length only some seven or 
eight degrees (less than 500 miles), the dominions of the Per
sian kings covered a space fifty-six degrees long, ~d in places 
more than twenty degrees wide. The boundaries of their 
empire were the desert of Tbibet, the Sutlej, and the Indus, 
on the ·east; the Indian Sea, the Persian Gulf, the Arabian and 
Nubian deserts, on the south; on the west, the Greater Syrtis, 

. the Mediterranean,. the Egean, and the Strymon river: on the 
north, the Danube, the Black Sea, the Caucasus, the Caspian, 
and the Jaxartes.' Within these limits lay a territory, the 
extent of which from east to west was little less than 3000 
miles, while its width varied between 500 and 1500 miles. Its 
entire area was probably not less than two millions of square 
miles-or more than half that of modern Europe. It was thus 
at least eight times as large as the Babylonian Empire at its 
greatest extent;' and was probably more than four times as 
large as the Assyrian. • 

The provinces included within the Empire may be conveni
ently divided into the Central, the Western, and the Eastern. 
The Central are Persia Proper, Susiana, Babylonia, Assyria., 
Media, the coast tract of the Caspian, and Sagartia, or tbQ 
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Great Desert. The Western are Preonia, Thrace, Asia Minor, 
. Armenia, Iberia, Syria and Phoonicia, Palestine, Egypt, and 
i the Cyrenaica. The Eastern are Hyrcania. Parthia, Aria, 
Chorasmia, Sogdiana, Bactria, Scythia, Gandaria, Sattagydia, 
India, Paricania, the Eastern ..!Ethiopia, and Mycia. 

Of these countries a considerable number have been already 
described in these volumes. Susiana,' Babylonia,· Assyria,· 
Media, 'the Caspian coast,8 Armenia,' Syria, I. Phoonicia, II and 
Palestine, II belong to this claSB; and it may be assumed that 
the reader is sufficiently acquainted with their general fea
tures. It would therefore seem to be enough in the present 
place to give an account of the regions which have not yet 
occupied our attentidn, more especially of Persia Proper-the 
home of the dominant race. 

Persia Proper seems to have corresponded nearly to that 
province of the modem Iran, which still bears the ancient 
name slightly modified, II being called Farsistan or Fare. The 
chief important difference between the two is, that whereas in 
modem times the tract called Kerman is regarded as a dis
tinct and separate region, If Carmania anciently was included 
within the limits of Persia. I. Persia Proper lay upon the gulf 
to which it has given name, extending from the mouth of the 
Tab (Oroatis) to the point where the gulf joins the Indian 
Ocean. It was bounded on the west by Susiana, on the north 
by Media Magna, on the east by Mycia, and on the south by 
the sea. Its length seems to have been about 450, and its 
average width about 250 miles. It thus contained an area of 
rather more than 100,000 square miles. 

In modem times it is customary to divide the province of 
~ars into the ghermsir, or,. "warm district," and the serdsir, 
or .. cold region" "-and the physical character of the country 
must have made such a division thoroughly appropriate at 
every period. The" warm district" is a tract of sandy plain, 

. often impregnated with salt, which extends between the 
, mountains and the sea the whole length of the province, being 
a continuation of the flat region of Susiana, If but falling very 
much short of that region in all the qualities which constitute 
physical excellence. The soil is poor, consisting of alternate 
sand and clay'8_it is ill-watered, the entire tract possessing 
scarcely a single stream worthy of the'name of riverlO-and, 
lying only just without the northern Tropic, the district is by 
its very situation among the hottest of western Asia. I. It 
forms, however, no very large portion of the ancient Persia.a. 
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being in general a mere strip of land, from ten to fifty miJ"!e 
wide, and th1l£l not constituting more than an eighth part of 
the territory in question. 

The remaining seven eighths belong to the serdsir, or "cold 
region." The mountain-range which under various names 
skirts on the east the Mesopotamian lowland, separating off 
that depressed and generally fertile region from the bare high 
plateau of Iran, and running continuously in a direction par
allel to the course of the Mesopotamian streams-i.e. from the 
north-west to the south-east"-changes its course as it a.p
proaches the sea, sweeping gradually round between long. GO· 
and 55°, and becoming parallel to the coast-line, while at the 
same time it broadens out, till it covers a space of nearly three 
degrees, or above two hundred miles. Along the high tract 
thus created lay the bulk of the ancient Persia, consisting of 
alternate mountain, plain, and narrow valley, curiously inter
mixed, and as yet very incompletely mapped. •• This region is 
of varied character. In places richly fertile," picturesque, 
and romantic almost beyond imagination ••• with lovely wooded 
dells, green mountain-sides, and broad plains suited for the 
production of almost any crops, it has yet on the whole a 
predominant character of sterility and barrenness, especially 
towards its more northern and eastern portions. II The supply 
of water is everywhere scanty. Scarcely any of the streams 
are strong enough to reach the sea. After short courses they 
are either absorbed by the sand or end in small salt Jakes, 
from which the superfluous wat.er is evaporated. Much of the 
country is absolutely without streams, and would be uninhab
itable were it not for the kanats, .or karizes,·· subterranean 
channels of spring-water, described at length in a former 
volume."' 

The only rivers of the district which deserve any attention 
are the Tab (or Oroatis), whereof a description has been 
already given,'· the Kur or Bendamir (called anciently 
Araxes"), with its tributary, the Pulwar (or Cyrus), and the 
Khoonazaberni or river of Khisht. ,. 

The Bendamir rises in the mountains of. the Bakhtiyari 
chain, in lat. 30· 35', long. 510 50' nearly, and runs with a 
course which is generally south-east, past the ruins of Pel'-. 
sepolis, to the salt lake of Neyriz or Kheir," which it enters in 
long. 530 30'. It receives, where it approaches nearest to 
Persepolis. the Pulwar or Kur-ab, a small stream coming from 
~he north-east and flering by the ruins of both P~" 
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and Persepolis. A little below its junction With this stream 
the Bendamir is crossed by a bridge of five arches,." and 
further down, on the route between Shiraz and Kerman, by 
another of twelve." Here its waters are to a great extent 
drawn off by means of canals, and are made to fertilize a large 
tract of rich fiat country on either bank,'· after which the 
stream pursues its course with greatly diminished volume to 
the salt lake in which it ends. The entire course, including 
only main windings, may be estimated at 140 or 150 miles. 

The Khoonazaberni or river of Khisht rises near the ruins 
of Shapur, at a short distance from Kazerun, on the route 
between Bushlre and Shiraz, and flows in a broad valley" 
between lofty mountains towards the south-west, entering the 
Persian Gulf by three mouths, .. the chief of which is at Ro
hilla, twenty miles north of BUshire, where the stream has a 
breadth of sixty yards, and a depth of about four feet ... 
Above Khisht the river is already thirty yards wide.'· Its 
chief tributary is the Dalaki stream, which enters it from the 
east, nearly in long. 51°. The entire course of the Khisht 
river may be about 95 or 100 miles. Its water is brackish ex
cept near the source." 

The principal lakes are the Lake of Neyriz and the Deriah-i
Nemek. The Deriah-i-Nemek is a small basin distant about ten 
miles from Shiraz, which receives the waters .of the streams 
that supply that town. It has a length of about fifteen and a 
bl'OOdth of about three or three and a half miles. II The lake of 
Neyriz or Kheir is of far larger size, being from fifty to sixty 
miles long and from three to six broad," though in the sum 
mer season it is almost entirely dried up." Salt is then ob
tained from the lake in large quantities, and forms an impor
tant feature in the commerce of the district. Smaller lakes, 
'also salt or brackish, exist in other parts of the country, as 
Lake Famur, near Kazerun, which is about six miles in length. 
and from half a mile to a mile across." 

'l'he most remarkable feature of the country consists in the 
extraordinary gorges which pierce the great mountain-chain, •• 
and render possible the establishment of routes across that tre
mendous barrier. Scarped rocks rise almost perpendicularly 
on either side of the mountain-streams, which descend rapidly 
with frequent cascades and falls. Along the slight irregular
ities of these rocks the roads are carried in zigzags, often 
crossing the streams from side to side by bridges of a single 
arch. which are thrQwn Qver profound chasms where the w~-
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ters chafe and roar many hundred feet below.·' [pL XXVI.] 
The t:oads have for the most part been artificially cut in the 
sides of the precipices, which rise from the streams sometimes 
to the height of 2000 feet. " In order to cross from the Persian 
Gulf to the high plateau of Iran, no fewer than three or four 
of these kotuZs, or strange gorge-passes, have to be traversed 
successively. Thus the country towards the edge of the plateau 
is peculiarly safe from attack, being defended on the north 
and east by vast deserts, and. on the south by a mountain
barrier of unusual strength and difficulty. 

It is in these regions, which combine facility of defence with 
pleasantness of climate, that the principal cities of the district· 
have at all times been placed. The earliest known capital of 
the region was Pasargadm,·· or Persagadm, as the name is 
sometimes written, •• of which the ruins still exist near Murgab, 
in lat. 30' 15' long. 53" 17'. Here is the famous tomb of Cyrus.·· 
whereof a descIj.ption will be given hereafter; and here are 
also other interesting remains of the old Persian architecture. 
Neither the shape nor the extent of the town can be traced. 
The situation was a p.!ain amid mountains, watered by small 
streams which found their way to a river of some size (the 
Pulwar) flowing at a little distance to the west. [pL XXVII., 
Fig. 1.] 

At the distance of thirty miles from Pasargadm, or of more 
than forty by the ordinary road, II grew up the second capital, 
Persepolis, occupying a more southern position than the primi
tive seat of power, but still situated towards the edge of the 
plateau, having the mountain-barrier to the south-west and 
the desert at no great distance to the north-east. Like its 
predecessor, Persepolis was situated in a plain, but in a plain 
of much larger dimensions and of far greater fertility. The 
plain of Merdasht is one of the most productive in Persia, •• be
ing watered by the two streams of the Bendamir and the Pul
war, which unite a few miles below the site of the ancient city. 
From these two copious and unfailing rivers a plentiful supply 
of the precious fluid can at all times be obtained; and in Per
sia such a supply will always create the loveliest verdure, the 
most abundant crops, and the richest and thickest foliage. 
The site of Persepolis is naturally far superior to that in which 
the modeln provincial capital, Shiraz, has grown up," at about 
the same distance from Persepolis as that is from PasargadlS. 
and in the same-i.e. in a south-west-direction. 

Besides :rersepolls aI!.d Pasar~dll8, Persia :!?roper cout;tined 
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but few cities of any note or name. If we include Carmania 
in Persia, Carmana, the capital of that country, may indeed 
be mentioned as a third Persian town of some consequence; 
but otherwise the names which occur in ancient authors are 
insignificant, and designate villages rather than towns of any 
siZe. Carmaua, however, which is mentioned by Ptolemyl' and 
Ammianus" as the capital of those parts, seems to have been a 
place of considerable importauce. It may be identified with 
the modern Kerman, which lies in lat. 29° 55', long. 56° 13', 
and is still one of the chief cities of Persia. I, Situated, like . 
Pasargadre and Persepolis, in a capacious plain surroUJlded by 
mOlmtains, which furnish sufficient water for cultivation to be 
carried on by means of kanats in most parts of the tract en
closed by them, ., and occupying a site through which the trade 
of the country almost of necessity passes, Kerman must al
ways be a town of no little consequence. Its inland and re
mote position, however, caused it to be little known to the 
Greeks; and, apparently, the great Alexandrian geographer 
was the first who made them acquainted with its existenc«p 
and locality. 

The Persian towns or villages upon the coast of the Gull 
were chiefly Armuza"· (which gave name to the district of Ar
muzia .'), opposite the modern island of Ormuz; Sisidona,·· 
which must have been near Cape Jerd; .Apostana,·' probably 
about Shewar; Gogaua.'· no doubt the modern Kongoon; and 
TaOce on the Grauis, .1 famous as having in its neighborhood a 
royal palace, .. which we may perhaps place near Dalaki, TaOce 
itself occupying the position of Rohilla, at the mouth of the 
Kbisht river. Of the inland towns the most remarkable, after 
Persepolis, Pasargadre, and Carmana, were Gabre, near Pasal'
gadoo," also the site of a palace;'· Uxia,·· or the U:rian city, ,. 
which may have occupied the position of Mal-Amir, ,. Obroatis, 
Tragonice, Ardea, Portospana," Hyrba." etc., which it is im
possible to locate unless by the merest conjecture. 

· The chief districts into which the territory was divided were 
Parretacene, a portion of the Bakhtiyari mountain-chain, which 

· Bome, however, reckoned to Media;" Mardyene, or the country 
of the Mardi, also one of the hill tracts;'" Taocene, the district 
about TaOce, part of the low sandy coast region;" Ciribo, the 

· more northern portion of the same region;" and Carmania, the 
; entire eastern territory. T' These districts were not divided 
· from one another by any marked natural features, the only 
, division of the country to which such a character attached be-
l . 
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ing the triple one into the high sandy plains north of the 
mountains, the mountain region, and the Deshtistan, or low 
hot tract along the coast. 

From this account it will be easy to understand how PersIa 
Proper acquired and maintained the character of " Ii scant land 
and a rugged," which we find attaching to it in ancient au
thors." The entire area, as has been already observed, was 
about 100,000 square milesT8-little more than half that of 
Spain, and about one fifth of the area of modern Persia. Even 
of this space nearly one half was uninhabitable, consisting 
either of barren stony mountain or of scorching sandy plain, 
ill supplied with water, and often impregnated with salt. The 
habitable portion consisted of the valleys and plains among the 
mountains and along their skirts, together with certain 
favored spots upon the banks of streams in the flat regious. 
These flat regions themselves were traversed in many places 
by rocky ridges of a singularly forbidding aspect. The whole 
appearance of the country was dry, stony, sterile. As a mod
ern writer observes, "the livery of the land is constantly 
brown or gray; water is scanty; plains and mountains are 
equally destitute of wood. When the traveller, after toiling 
over the rocky mountains that separate the plains. looks down 
from the pass he has won with toil and difficulty upon the 
country below, his eye wanders unchecked and unrested over 
an uniform brown expanse losing itself in distance." to 

Still this character, though predominant, is not universal. 
Wherever there is water, vegetation springs up. The wholo of 
the mountain region is intersected by valleys and plains which 
are more or less fertile. The line of country between Bebahan 
and Shiraz is for above sixty miles "covered with wood and 
verdure." 80 East of Shiraz, on the route between that city and 
Kerman, the country is said to be in parts "picturesque and 
romantic," consisting of "low luxuriant valleys or plains 
!,!eparated by ranges of low mountains, green to their very 
summits with beautiful turf."·' The plains of Khubbes, 
Merdasht, Ujan, Shiraz, Kazerun, and others,·' produce abun
dantly under a very inefficient system of cultivation. Even in 
the most arid tracts there is generally: a time of greenness im
mediately after the spring rains, when the whole country 
smiles with verdure." 

It has been already remarked that the Empire, which, com
mencing from Persia Proper, spread itself, towards the close 
of the sixth century before Christ, over the surrounding tracts 
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lncl!lded a number of countries not yet described in these 
volumes, since they formed no part of any of the four Empires 
which preceded the Persian. ,. To complete, therefore, the 
geographical survey proper to our subject, it will be necessary 
to give a sketch of the tracts in question. They will faIl natur· 
ally into three groups, an eastern, a north-western, and a south· 
western-the eastern extending from the skirts of Mount Za
gros to the Indian Desert, the north-western from the Caspian 
toO the Propontis, and the south-western from the borders of 
Palestine to the shores of the Greater Syrtis. 

Inside the Zagros and Elburz ranges, bounded on the north 
and west by those mountain-lines, on the east by the ranges of 
Suliman and RaJa, and on the south by the coast-chain which 
rIms from Persia Proper nearly to the Indus, lies a vast table
land, from 3000 to 5000 feet above the sea-level, known to 
mo:lern geographers as the Great Plateau of Iran. •• Its shape 
iR all irregular rectangle, or trapezium, extending in its greatest 
length, which is from west to east, no less than twenty degrees, 
or ILbove 1100 miles, while the breadth from north to south 
vades from seven degrees, or 480 miles (which is its measure 
al')1lg the line of Zagros), to ten degrees, or 690 miles, where it 
ll-lm ts upon the Indus valley. The area of the tract is probably 
from 500,000 to 600,000 square miles. 

lt is calculated that two thirds of this elevated region are 
absolutely and entirely desert.·· The rivers which flow frofu 
the mountains surrounding it are, with a single exception-that 
of the Etymandrus or Helmend-insignificant, and their waters 
almost always lose themselves, after a course proportioned to 
their volume, in the sands of the interior. Only two, the 
Hmmend and the river of Ghuzni, have even the strength to 
form lakes; the others are· absorbed by irrigation, or sucked up 
by the desert. Occasionally a river, rising within the moun-

. tains, forces its way through the barrier, and so contrives to 
rea,eh the sea. This is the case, especially, on the south, where 
the coast chain is pierced· by a number of streams, some of 
which have their sources at a considerable distance inland." 
On the north the Heri-rud, or River of Herat, makes its escape 
in a similar way from the plateau, but only to be absorbed, 
afoor passing through two mountain chains, in the sands of the 
Xbaresm.Thus by far the greater portion of this region_is 
desert throughout the year, while, as the summer advances, 
lal"bO tracts, which in the spring were green, are burnt up-the 
livers shrink back towards their sources-the whole plateau, 
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becomes dry and parched-and the traveller wonders that any 
portion of it should be inhabited. BB 

It must not be supposed that the entire plateau of which we 
have been speaking is to the eye a single level and unbroken 
plain.. In the western portion of the region the plains are con
stantly intersected by "brown, irregular, rocky ridges," S. ris
ing to no great height, but serving to condense the vapors held 
in the air. and furnishing thereby springs and wells of inesti
mable value to the inhabitants. In the southern and eastern 
districts "immense" raDo"'es of mountains are said to occur;·· 
and the south-eastern as well as the north-eastern comers of 
the plateau are little else than confused masses of giant eleva
tions. .. Vast flats, however, are found. In the Great Salt 
Desert, which extends from Kashan and Koum to the Deriah 
or " Sea" in which the Helmend terminates, and in the sandy 
desert of Seistan, which lies east and south-east of that lake, 
reaching from near Furrah to the Mekran mountains, plains of 
above a hundred miles in extent appear to occur,·' sometimes 
formed of loose sand, which the wind raises into waves like 
those of the sea,·' sometimes hard and gravelly,·' or of baked 
and indurated clay.·' 

The tract in question, which at the present day is divided 
between Afghanistan, Beloochistan, and Iran, contained, at the 
time when the Persian Empire arose, the following nations: 
the Sagartians, the Cossreans, the Parthians, the Hariva or 
Arians, the Gandarians, the Sattagydians, the Arachotians, the 
Thamanreans, the Sarangre, and the Paricanians. The Sagar~ 
tians and Cossreans dwelt in the western portion of the tract, 
the latter probably about the Siah-Koh mountains,·· the former 
scattered over the whole region from the borders of Persia 
Proper to the Caspian Gates and the Elburz range." Along its 
northern edge, east of the Sagartians, were the Parthians, the 
Arians, and the Gandarians, occurring in that order as we pro
ceed from west to east. The Parthians held the coun kno 
now as the Atak or " Skirt"·B the at trac a southe 
~e 0 t e urz from about Shahru to a, toge er with: 
a portion of the mountain region adjoining. This is a rich and 
valuable territory, well watered by a number of small streams, 
which, issuing from the ravines and valleys of the Elburz, 
spread fertility around,·· but lose themselves after a short 
course in the Salt Desert. Adjoining the Parthians upon the 
east were the Haroyu, Hariva, or Arians, an !ranie race of 

\ great antiquity,100 who held the country along ~e southern 
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skirts of the mountains from the neighborhood of Khaff to the 
point where the Heri-rud (Arius) issues from the Paropamisan 
mountains. The character of this country closely resembles 
that of Parthia. whereof it is a continuation; but the copious 
stream of the Heri-rud renders it even more productive. ,., 

The Gandarians held Kabul, and the mountain tract on both 
sides of the Kabul river 88 far 88 the upPer course of the In· 
dus, ,01 thus occupying the extreme north-eastern corner of the 
plateau, the region where its elevation is the greatest. Lofty 
mountain-ridges, ramifying in various directions but tending 
generally to run east and west, deep gorges, narrow and tre
mendous passes, like the Khyber, characterize this district. '01 

Its soil is' generally rocky and barren; but many of the valleys 
are fertile, abounding with enchanting scenery and enjoying a 
delightful climate. ,.. More especially is this the case in the 
neighborhood of the city of Kabul, which is perhaps the Caspa
tyrus of Herodotus,"" where Darius built the fleet which de
scended the Indus. 

South of Aria and Gandarla, in the tract between the Great 
Desert and the Indus valley, the plateau was occupied by four 
nations-the Thamanrea.ns, the Sa.rangia.ns, the Sattagydians, 
and the Arachotians. The Thamanrean country, appears to 
have been that which lies south and south-east of Aria (Herat), 
reaching from the Haroot-rud or river of Subzawar to the 
banks of the Helmend about Ghirisk. '.1 This is a varied re
gion, consisting on the north and the north-east of several high 
mountain chains which ramify from a common centre, having 
between them large tracts of hills and downs, ,., while towards 
the south and the south-west the country is comparatively low 
and flat, descending to the level of the desert about the thirty 
second parallel. Here the Thamanrea.ns were adjoined upon 
by the Sarangians, who held the land about the lake in which 
the Helmend terminates'·I-the Seistan of Modern Persia. 
Seistan is mainly desert. .. One third of the surface of the soil 
i& composed of moving sands, and the other two thirds of a 
compact sand, mixed with a little clay, but very rich in vege
table matter." ,.. It is traversed by a number of Etreams, as 
the Haroot-rud, the river of Furrah, the river of Khash, the 
Helmend, and others, and is very productive along their 

, banks, which are fertilized byarulUal inundations;"" but the 
: ~untry between the streams is for the most part an arid 

desert. 
'the Sattaw'dians and Arachotians divided, bet'foon them the 
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remainder of Afghanistan, the former probably occupying 
SO\lth-eastern Kabul, from the Ghuzni river and its tributaries 
to the valley of the Indus, III while the latter were located in 
the modern Candahar, upon the Urgband-ab and Turnuk 
rivers.1IO The character of these tracts is similar to that of 
north-western Kabul, but somewhat less rugged and mountain
ous. Hills and downs alternate with rocky ninges and fairly 
fertile vales. 111 There is a scantiness of water, but still a certain 
number of moderate-sized rivers, tolerably well supplied with 
aftluents. The soil, however, is either rocky or sandy; and 
without a careful system of irrigation great portions of the 
country remain of necessity barren and unproductive. 

The south-eastern corner of the plateau, below the countries 
of the Sarangians and the Arachotians, was occupied by a 
people, called Paricanians by Herodotus, lit perhaps identical 
with the Gedrosians of later writers. This district, the modern 
Beloochistan, is still very imperfectly known, but appears to be 
generally mountainous, to have a singularly barren soil, and to 
be deficient in rivers.11O The nomadic life is a necessity in the 
greater part of the region, which is in few places suitable for 
cultivation, but has good pastures. in the mountains or the 
puuns according to the season of the year. The rivers of the 
country are for the most part mere torrents, which carry a 
heavy body of water after rains, but ani often absolutely dry 
for several months in succession. III Water, however, is gener
ally obtainable by digging wells in their beds ;11' and the liquid 
procured in this way suffices, not only for the wants of man 
and beast, but also for a limited irrigation. 

The Great Plateau which has been here described is bordered 
everywhere, except at its north-eastern and north-western 
corners, by low regions. On the north the lowland is at first 
a mere narrow strip intervening between the Elburz range and 
the Caspian, a strip which has been already described in the 
account given of the Third Monarchy. III Where, however, 
the Caspian ends, its shore trending away to the northward, 
there succeeds to this mere strip of territory a broad and ample 
tract of sandy plain. extending from about the 54th to the 68th 
degree of east longitude-a distance of 760 miles-and reach
ing from tke 36th to the 50th parallel of north latitude-a dis
tance not much short of a thousand miles! This tract which 
comprises the modern Khanats of Khiva and Bokhara, together 

. with a considerable piece of Southern Asiatic Russia, is for the 
most part a huge trackless desert, composed of loose B..'l.nd, 
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black or red, III wbich the ~d heaps up into hills. Scarcely 
any region on the earth's surface is more desolate. II. 'l'he 
boundless plain lies stretched before the traveller like an in. 
terminable sea, but dead, dull, and motionleRB. Vegetation, 
even the most dry and sapless, scarcely exists. For three or 
four hundred miles together he sees no running stream. Water, 
salt, slimy, and discolored, lies occasionally in pools, or is 
drawn from wells, which yield however only a scanty supply. 'II 
For anything like a drinkable beverage the traveller has to 
trust to tbe skies, "' which give or withhold their stores witb, a 
caprice that is truly tantalizing. Occasionally, but only at 
long intervals, out of the low sandy region there rises a rocky 
range, or a plateau of moderate eminence, where the soil is 
firm, the ground smooth, and vegetation tolerably abundant. 
The most important of the ranges are the Great and Litt.le 
Balkan, near the Caspian Sea, between the 39th and ·IOth 
parallels, the Khalata and Urta Tagh, north-west, of Bokhara, 
and the Kukuthj still further to the north-west in latitude 
4.2" nearly. The chief plateau is that of Ust-Urt, between the 
Caspian and the Sea of Aral, which is perhaps not more than 
three or four bundred feet above the sandy plain, but is entirely 
different in character. , .. ' 

This desolate region of low sandy plain would ba whoUy 
\lDinhabitable. were it not for the rivers. Two greali streams, 
the Amoo or Jyhun (anciently the Oxus), and lihe Sir or Synuh 
(anciently the Jaxartes), carry their w&.tem across lihe desort, 
and pour them into the basin of the Aral. deveraJ oth(lm ot 
less volume, as the Murg-ab, or river of Merv, the Abi Meshed 
or Tejend, the Heri-rud, the river of Maymene, the rivel' ot 
Balkh, the river of Kh1um, the. Shehri-Sebz. the Ak Su or river 
of Bokhara, the Kizil Deria, etc., rlow down from the high 
ground into the plain, where their waters either become lost in 
the sands, or terminate in small salt pools. ,.. Along the bank • 

• of these Rtreams the soil is fertile, and where irrigation is em
ploye!l; tlJe crops are abundant. In the vicinity of Khiva, ••• 81 

Kermineh on th", Bokhars. river, '10 at Samarcand, , .. at Balkh, ". 
,and in a few other places, the vegetation is even luxuriant. 
gardens, meadows, orchards, and cornfields fringe the river. 
'bankj and t'benatives see in such favored spots resemblanc& 
'pf Paradise!,tI'" Often, however, even the river-banks them
'~lves are uncultivated ,and the desert creeps up to their very 
idgej"· but this is in default, n&t in spite, of human exertion. 
L we1l:~anaged system of irrigation coul~, in aJmost eve? 
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instance, spread on eitaer side of the streams a broad strip of 
verdure. 

In· the time of the Fifth Mon.ar«hy, the tract which has been 
here described was divided among three nations. The region 
immediately to the east of the Caspian, bounded on the north 
by the old course of the Oxus and extending eastward to the 
neighborhood of Merv, though probably not including that 
city, ,., was Chorasmia, ,.. the country of the Chorasmians. 
Across the Oxus'" to the north-east was Sogdiana (or Sugd), 
reaching thence to the Jaxartes, which was the Persian 
boundary in this direction. ,.0 South of Sogdiana, divided from 
it by the Middle and Upper Oxus,was Bactria, the country of 
the Bakhtars or Bactrians. The territory of this people reached 
southward to the foot of the Paropamisus, adjoining Chorasmia 
and .Aria on the west, and on the south Sattagydia and 
Gandaria. . 

East of the table-land lies the valley of the Indus and its 
tributaries, at first a broad tract, 350 miles from west to east, 
but narrowing as it descends, and in places not exceeding sixty 
or seventy miles across. The length of the valley is not less 
than 800 miles. Its area is probably about a hundred thousand 
square miles. We may hest regard it as composed of two very 
distinct tracts-one the broad triangular plain towards thl 
north, to which, from the fact of its being watered by five 
'main streams, he natives have· given the name of Punj-ab,"~ 
the other the long and comparatively narrow Talley of the sin
gle Indus river, which, deriving its appellation from that noble 
stream, is known in modern geography as Sinde.18O The Punjab, 
which contains an area of above fifty thousand square miles, is 
mountainous towards the north, where it adjoins on Kashmeer 
and Tbibet, but soon sinks down into a vast plain, with a soil 
which is chiefly either sand or clay, immensely productive 
under irrigation, but tending to become jungle or desert if left 
without human care. '" Sinde, or the Indus valley below the' 
Punjab, is a region of even greater fertility. It is watered, not; 
Only by the main stream of the Indus, but by a number ot 
branch channels which the river begins to throw off froml 
about the 28th parallel. It includes, on the right bank of thE'-' 
stream, the important tract called Cutchi Gandava, a triangtt( 
Jar plain at the foot of the Suliman and Rala ranges, contair'-'
ingabout 7000 squareroiles of land which.is all capable of beilitl 
made into a garden. The soil is here fOT the most part riei" 1 
blaCk, and loamy;"· water is abunJant; and the climatP. SUs..'tl 
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able for the growth of all kinds of grain. IS. Below Cutchi 
Gandava the valley of the Indus is narrow for about a hundred 
miles, but about Tatta it expands and a vast delta is formed. 
This is a thp"d triangle, containing above a thousand square 
miles of the richest alluvium, which is liable however to floods 
and to vast cbanges in the river beds, whereby often whole 
fields are swept away. Much of this tract is moreover low and 
swampy; the climate is trying; and rice is almost the only 
product that can be advantageously cultivated .... 

The low region lying south of the Great Plateau is neither 
extensive nor valuable. It consists of a mere strip of land 
along the coast of the Indian Ocean, extending a distance of 
about nine degrees (550 miles) from the mouth of the Persian 
Gulf to Cape Monze, near Kurrachee, but in width not exceed
ing ten or, at the most, twenty miles. This tract was occupied 
in ancient times mainly by a race which Herodotus called 
Ethiopians'" and the historians of .Alexander Ichthyophagi 
(Fish-Eaters) ... • It is an arid, sultry, and unpleasant region, 
scarcely possessing a perennial stream, and depending for its 
harvests entirely upon the winter rains,'" and for its water 
during the summer on well which 'are chiefly brackish.at 

Tolerable pasturage is, however, obtainable in places even 
during the, hottest part of the year, and between Cape Jask 
and Gwattur the crops produced are far from contemptible.'41 

A small tract of coast, a continuation of the territory just 
described,intervening between it and Kerman, was occupied in 
the ('arly Persian times by a race known to the Persians as 
Naka, and to the GreeJr.s as Mycians (Muzoz). This district, 
reaching from about Cape Jask to Gombroon, is one of greater 
fertility than is usual in these regions, being particularly pro
ductive in da~es and grain. ••• T~s fertility seems, however, to 
be confined, to the vicinity of the sea-shore. 

To complete the description of the Eastern provinces two 
other tracts must be mentioned. The mountain-ehain which 
skirts the Great Plateau on the north, distinguished in these 
pages by the name of Elburz, broadens out after it, passes the 
south-eastern corner of the Caspian Sea till it covers a space of 
nearly three degrees (more than 200 miles). Instead of the 
single lofty ridge which separates the Salt Desert from the low 
Caspian region, we find between the fifty-fourth and fifty-ninth 
degrees of east longitude three or four distinct ranges, all nearly 
parallel to one another, baving a general direction of east and 
west. Broad and rich vallcJ"s are enclosed between these lati-
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tudinal ranges which are watered by rivers of a considerable 
size, as more especially the Ettrek and the Gurgan. Thus a 
territory is formed capable of supporting a largish population, 
a territory which possesses a natural unity, being shut in on 
three sides by mountains, and' on the fourth by the Caspian. 
Here in Persian times was settled a people called Hyrcani; and 
from them the tract derived the name ofHyrcania (Vehrkana""), 
while the lake on which it adjoined came to be known as "the 
Hyrcanian Sea." U. The fertility of the region, its broad plains, 
shady woods and lofty mountains were celebrated by the 
ancient writers. ,.. 

Further to the east,. beyond the low sandy plain, and beyond 
the mountains in which its great rivers have their source-on 
the other side of the "Roof of the W orId, II as the natives name 
this elevated region'''-laya tract unimportant in itself, but 
valuable to the Persians as the home of a people from whom 
they obtained excellent soldiers. The plain of Chinese Tartary, 
the district about Kashgar and Yarkand, seems to have been 
in possession of certain Sacans or Scythians, 'II who in the 
flourishing times of the empire acknowledged subjection to the 
Persian crown. These Sacans, who call themselves Hu11Ul-
varga'" or Amyrgians, furnished some of the best and bravest 
of the Persian troops.... Westward they bordered op Sogdiana 
and Bactria; northward they'extended probably to the great 
mountain-chain of the Tien-chan; on the east they were shut in 
by the vast desert of Gobi or Shamoo; while southward they 
must have touched Gandaria and perhaps India. "' A portion 
of this country-that towards the north and west-was well 
watered and fairly productive:'" but the southern and eastern 
part of it must have been arid and desert. 

From this consideration of the Eastern provinces of the Em
pire, we pass on naturally to those which lay towards the 
North-West. The Caspian Sea alone intervened between these 
two groups, which thus approached each other within a dis
tance of some 250 or 260 miles. 

Almost immediately to the west of the Caspian there rises a 
high table-land diversified by mountains, which stretches east
ward for more than eighteen degrees between the 37th and 41st 

, parallels. This highland may properly be regarded as a con
tinuation of the great Iranean plateau, with which it is con
nected at its south-eastern corner. It comprises a portion of 
the modern Persia, the whole of Armenia, and most of Asia 
Minor. Its principal mountain-ranges are latitudinal or from 
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west to east. only the minor ones taking the opposite or lon
gitudinal direction. ,.. Of the latitudinal chains tbe most im
portant is the Taurus, which, commencing at the south
westem comer of Asia Minor in longitude 29° nearly, bounds 
the great· table-land upon the south, running parallel with 
the shore at the distance of sixty or seventy miles as far 
88 the Pylm Cilicire, near Tarsus, and then proceeding in a 
direction decidedly north of east to the neighborhood of Lake 
Van, where it unites with the line of Zagros. The elevation of 
this range, though not equal to that of some in Asia, is con
siderable. In Asia Minor the loftiest of the Taurus peaks seem 
to attain a height of about 9000 or 10,000 feet. n ' Further to 
the east the elevation appears to be even greater, the peaks of 
Ala Dagh, Sapan, Nimrud, and Mut Khan in the tract about 
Lake Van being all of them considerably above the line of per
petual snow, 'n and therefore probably 11,000 or 12,000 feet. 

At the opposite side of the table-land, bounding it towards 
the north, there runs under various names a second continuous 
range of inferior elevation, which begins near Brusa, in the 
Keshish Dagh or Mysian Olympus, and proceeds in a line 
nearly parallel with the northern coast to the vicinity of Kars. 
Between this and Taurus are two other important ridges, which 
run westward from the neighborhood of Ararat to about the 
84th degree of east longitude, after which they subside into the 
plain. 

The heart of the mountain-region, the tract extending from 
the district of Erivan on the east to the upper course of the 

, Kizil-Irmak river and the vicinity of Sins upon the west, was, 
as it still is, Armenia. Amidst these natural fastnesses, in a 
country of lofty ridges, deep and narrow valleys, numerous 
add copious streams, and occasional broad plains-a country of 
rich pasture grounds, productive orchards, and abundant 
harvests • .. -this interesting people has maintained itself almost 
unchanged from the time of the early Persian kings to the pr&
sent day. Armenia was one of the most valuable portions of 
the Persian Empire, furnishing, as it did, besides stone and 
timber, and several most important minerals,'" an annual sup
{)ly of 20,000 excellent horses to the stud of the Persia!l king .••• 

The highland west of Armenia, the plateau of Asia Minor, 
from the longitude of Siwas (3r E.) to the sources of tho 

, Meander and the Hermus, was occupied by the two nations of 
the Cappadocians and Phrygians, whose territories were sepa
rated by the Kizil-Irmak or Halys river. This tract, though 

-~iB 
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diversified by some considerable ranges, and possessing one 
really lofty mountain, that of Argreus,'" was, compared -with 
Armenia, champaign and level. Its broad plains afforded the 
best possible pasturage for -sheep, while at the same time they 
bore excellent crops of wheat.'" The entire region was well
watered; it enjoyed a delightful climate; and besides corn and 
cattle furnished many products of value. ... -

Outside the plateau on the north, on the north-east, on the 
west, and on the south, lie territories which, in comparison 
with the high region whereon they adjoined, may be called 
lowlands. The north-eastern lowland, the broad and rich val
ley 01 the Kur, which corresponds closely with the modem 
Russian province of Georgia, was in the possession of a people -
called by Herodotus Saspeires or Sapeires,'" whom we may 
identify with the Iberians of later writers. ... Adjoining up<b1 
them towards the south, probably in the country about Erivan, 
and so in the neighborhood of Ararat, were the Alarodians. 
whose name must be connected with that of the great moun
tain. '07 On the other side of the Sapeirian country, in th. 
tracts now known as Mingrelia and !meritia, regions of a 
wonderful beauty and fertility, ••• were the Colchians-depend. 
ants, but not exactly subjects, of Persia. ... 

The northern lowland, which consisted of ~ somewhat nar. 
row strip of land between the plateau and the Euxine, was III 

rich and well-wooded region, 630 miles in length, and in 
breadth from forty to a hundred. It was inhabited by a larg& 
number of rude and barbarous tribes, each of whom possessed 
a small portion of the sea-board. ITO These tribes, enumerated 
in the order of their occurrence from east to west, were thE} 
following: the Moschi, the Macrones (or Tzam), 171 the Mosy
nooci, the Mares, the Tibareni, the Chalybes, the Paphlagon~, 
the Mariandyni, the Bithyni, _and th~. The -Moschi, 

I Macrones, Mosynreci, Mares, an~irl dWelt towards the 
east, occupying the coast from Batoum to Ordou. IT. The Cha
lybee inhabited the tract immediately adjoining on Sinope. n. 
The Paphlagonians held the rest of the coast from the mouth 
of the Kizi}-Irmak to Cape Baba, where they were succeeded by 
the Mariandyni, who owned the small tract between CapeBaba 
and the mouth of the Sakkariyeh (Sangarius). IT. From the 
Sangarius to the canal of Constantinople dwelt the Thynians 
~ intermixed, the !2rmer ho;wever affec"ting The 

coast and the latteilhe intenor of the country.·n '!'he entire 
tract was of a nearly uniform character) consisting of wooded 
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spurs from the northern mountain-chain, with valleys of 
greater or less width between them."· Streams were nume
rous, and vegetation was consequently rich; but it may be 
doubted whether the climate was healthy. 

The western lowland comprised the inland regions of Mysia, 
Lydia, and Caria. together with the coast-tracts which had 
been occupied by immigrant Greeks, and which were known as 
..Eolia, Doris, and Ionia. The broad and rich plains, the open 
valleys, the fair grassy mountains, the noble trees, the nume
rous and copious rivers of this district are too well known to 
need. description here. The western portion of Asia Minor is a 
terrestrial paradise, well deserving the praises which Herod.
otus with patriotic enthusiasm bestowed upon it. ,n The cli
mate is delightful, only that it is somewhat too luxurious; the 
soil is rich and varied in quality; the vegetable productions are 
abundant; and the mountains, at any rate anciently, 1ft p0s
sessed mineral treasures of great value. 

The lowland upon the south is narrower and more moun. 
tainous than either of the others. It comprised three coun. 
tries only-Lycia, Pamphylia, and Cilicia. The b:act is chiefly 
occupied by spurs from Taurus, between which lie warm and 
richly wooded valleys. In Lycia, however, the mountain
ridges embrace some extensive uplands, 1ft on a level not much 
inferior to that of the central plateau itself, while in Pamphylia 
and Cilicia are two or three low alluvial plains of tolerable ex
tent and of great fertility. Of these the most remarkahle is 
that near Tarsus, formed by the three streams of the Cydnus, 
the Sarus, and the Pyramus, which extends along the coast a 
distance of forty miles and reaches inland about thirty, ... the 
region which gave to the tract where it occurs the name of 
Cilicia Campestris or Pedias. '8' 

The Persian dominion in this quarter was not bounded by 
Be&. Opposite to Cilicia lay the large and important island of 
Cyprus, which was included in the territories of the Great King 
from the time of Cambyses to the close of the Empire. Further 
to the west, Rhodes, Cos, Samoa, Chios, Lesbos, Tenedos, 
Lemnus, Imbru~ Samotbrace, Thasos, and most of the islands 
of the Egean were for a time Persian. but were never grasped 
with such firmness as to be a source of real strength ~ their 
conquerors. The same may be said of Thrace and Pmonia, 
subjugated under Darius, and held for some twenty or thirty . 
years, but not assimilated, not brought into the condition of 
provinces, and therefore rather a drain upon the Empire 
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than an addition to its resources. It seems unnecessary to 
lengthen out this description of the Persian territories by 
giving an account of countries and islands, whose connection 
with the Empire was at once so slight and so temporary. 

A few words must, however, be said respecting Cyprus. This 
island, which is 140 miles long from Bafa (paphos) to Cape 
Andrea, with an average width for two thirds of its length of 
thirty-five, and for the remaining third of about six or seven 
miles, is a mountainous tract, picturesque and varied, contain- . 
ing numerous slopes, and a few plains, well fitted for cultiva
tion. "" According to Eratosthenes it was in the more ancient 
times richly wooded, but was gradually cleared by human 
labor. ,.. Its soil was productive, and particularly well suited 
for the vine and the olive. It grew also sufficient corn for its 
own use. ,.. But its special value arose from its mineral pro
ducts. The copper·mines near T::unasus were enormously 
productive, '8' and the ore thence derived so preponderated over 
all other supplies that the later Romans came to use the word 
Cyprium for the metal generally-whence the names by which 
it is even now known in most of the languages of modern Eu
rope. ,.. On the whole Cyprus was considered inferior to no 
known island. lB. Besides its vegetable and mineral products, 
it furnished a large number of excellent sailors to the Persian 
fleet.'·· 
It remains to notice briefly those provinces of the south-west 

which had not been included within any of the preceding 
monarchies, and which are therefore as yet undescribed in 
these volumes. These provinces are the African, and may be 
best considered under the three heads of Egypt, Libya, and the 
Cyrenaica. > 

Egypt, if we include under the name not merely the 
Nile valley and the Delta, but the entire tract interposed be
tween the Libyan Desert on the one side and the Arabian Gulf or . 
Red Sea on the other, is a country of nearly the size of Italy. , .. 
It measures 520 miles from Elephantine to the Mediterranean, 
and has an average width of 150 or 160 miles. It must thus 
contain an area of about 80,000 square miles. Of this space, 
however, at least three fourths is valueless, consisting of bare 
rocky: mountain or dry sandy plain. It is only along the 
course of the narrow valley in which the Nile flows from the 

. Cataracts to bf'yond Cairo, ,.. in the tract known as the 
Faioum, and in the broad region of the Delta, that cultivation is 
possible.. Even in the Delta itself there are large spaCes whi~ 
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are arid, and others which are permanent marshes,'" so that 
considerable portions of its surface are unfitted for husbandry. 
But if the quantity of cultivable land is thus limited in Egypt, 
the quality is so excellent. in consequence of the alluvial ch8J.'o 
acter of the soil, that the country was always in ancient times 
a sort of granary of the world. The noble river, bringing an
nually a fresh deposit of the richest soil, and furIiishing a sup
ply of water, which is sufficient, if carefully husbanded, to pro
duce 8. succession of luxuriant crops throughout the year, makes 
Egypt-what it is even at the present day-one of the most 
fertile portions of the earth's surface-a land of varied prod
ucts, all excellent- but especially a land of corn, to which the 
principal nations of the world looked (or their supplies, either 
regularly, or at any rate in times of difficulty ... • 

West of Egypt was a dry and sandy tract, dotted with oases, 
but otherwise only habitable along the shore, .. • which in the 
time of the Persian Empire was occupied by a number of wild 
tribes who were mostly in the lowest condition to which 
savage man is capable of sinking. ... The geographical extent 
of this tract was large, exceeding considerably that of Egypt; 
but its value was slight. Naturally, it produced nothing but 
dates and hides. The inhumanity of the inhabitants made it, 
however, further productive of a commodity, which, until the 
world is christianized, will probably always be regarded as one 
of high value-the commodity of negro slaves, which were pro
cured in the Sahara by slave-hunts, ... and perhaps by purchase 
in Nigritia. 

Still further to the west, and forming the boundary of the 
Empire in this direction, lay the district of the Cyrenaica, a . 
tract of singular fertility and beauty. Between Benghazi, in 
east longitude 20°, and the Rae a1 Tynn (long. 23°15'), there 
rises above the level of the adjacent regions an extensive 
table-land, .. I which, attracting the vapors that float over the 
Mediterranean, condenses them, and so abounds with springs 
and rills. A general freshness and greenness, with rich vege
tation in places, is the consequence. Olives, figs, carobs, 
junipers, oleanders, cypresses, cedars, myrtles, arbutus·trees, 
cover the flanks of the plateau and the hollows which break its 
surface, ••• while the remainder is suitable alike for the culti
vation of rereals and for pasturage ... • Nature has also made 
the region a special gift in the laserpitium or 821phium, which 
was regarded by the ancients as at once a delicacy and a. plant 
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of great medicinal po;wer, "" and which added largely to the 
value of the country. 

Such was the geograpbical extent of the Persian Empire, 
and such were the chief provinces which it contained besides 
those previously comprised in the empires of Media or Baby
lon. Territorially, the great IIlaBS of the Empire lay towards 
the east, between long. 50° and 75°, or between the Zagros 
range and the Indian Desert. But its most important pro
vinces were the western ones. East of Persepolis, the only 
regions of much value were the valleys of the Indus and the 
Oxus. Westward lay Susiana, Babylonia, Assyria, Media, 
Armenia, Iberia, Cappadocia, Asia Minor, Cyprus, Syria, Pal
estine, Egypt, the Cyrenaica-all countries of great, or at 
least considerable, productiveness. The two richest grain 
tracts of the ancient world, the best pasture regions, the dis
tricts which produced the most valuable horses, the most abun
dant of known gold-fields, were included within the limits of 
the Empire, which may be looked upon as selI-sufficing, con
taining within it all that man in those days required, not only 
for his necessities, but even for his most cherished luxuries. 

The productiveness of the Empire was the natural result of 
its possessing so many and such large rivers. Six streams of 
the first class, ••• having courses exceeding a thousand miles in 
length, helped to fertilize the lands which owned the sway of 
th(' Great King. These were the Nile, the Indus, the Eu
phrates, the Jaxartes, the Oxus, and the Tigris. Two of the 
six have been already described in these volumes, ••• and 
therefore will not need to detain us here; but a few words must 
be said with respect to each of the remaining four, if our 
sketch of the geography of the Empire is to make any approach 
to completeness. 

The Nile was only in the latter part of its course a Persian 
stream. Flowing, as we now know thatit does, ••• from within 
a short distance of the equator, it had accomplished more than 
three fourths of its course before it entered a Persian province. 
It ran, however, through Persian territory a distance of about 
six hundred miles, '.1 and conferred on the tract through which 
it passed immeasurable benefits. ThE' Greeks sometimes 
maintained that" Egypt was the gift of the river;" ••• and, 
though this was very far from being a correct statement in 
the sense intended, there is a meaning of the words in which 
we may accept them as expressing a. fact. Egypt is only what 
she is through her river. The Ni!e gives her all that makes 
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her valuable. This broad, ample, and llDfailing stream not 
only by its annual inundation enrkhes the soil and prepares it 
for tillage in a manner that renders only the lightest further 
labor J)ecessary, ••• but serves as a reservoir from which inex
haustible supplies of the precious fluid can be obtained through
out the whole of the year. The water, which rises towards the 
end of June, begins to subside early in October, and for half 
the year-from December till June-Egypt is only cultivable 
through irrigation. She produces, ho·wever, duringthis period, 
excellent crops-even at the present day, when there are few 
canals-from the facility with which water is obtained, by 
means of a very simple engine,"· out of the chlmnel of the 
Kile. i'bis 1IDfajJing supply enabled the cultivator to obtain a 
second, a third, and even sometimes a fourth crop from the 
same land within the space of a year. to. 

The course of the Nile from Elephantine, where it entered 
Eo'"7Pt, to Cercasorus, - near Heliopolis, where it bifurcated, was 
in general north, with, however, a certain tendency westward. 
It entered Egypt nearly in long. 33", and at Neapolis (more 
than two degrees further north) it was still within 15" of the 
same meridian; then, however, it took a westerly bend, crossed 
the 3..'>nd and 31st meridians, and in lat. 28° 23' reached west 
as far as long. 30" 45'. After this it returned a little east
ward, recrossed the 31st meridian, and having reached long. 
31° 22' near Apbrocptopolis (lat.29" 25), it proceeded almost; 
due north to Cercasorus in lat. 30° 7'. The course of the river 
up to this point was, from its entry into the country, about 540 
miles. At Cercasorus the Delta began. The river threw out 
two branches, which flowed respectively to the north-east and 
the north-west, while between them was a third channel, a con
tinuation of the previous· course of the stream, which pierced 
the Delta through its centre, flowing almost due north. 
Lower down, further branch channels were thrown out, some 
natural, some artificial, and the trian.,rrular tract between the 
two outer arms of the river was intersected by at least five,'" 
and (in later times) by fourteen large streams."o The right and 
left arms appear to have been of about equal in length. and 
may be estimated at 150 or 160 miles; the central arm had a 
shorter course, not exceeding 110 miles. The volume of water 
which the Nile pours into the Mediterranean during a day and 
night is estimated at from 150,000 millions to 700,000 millions 
of cuhic mltres.· ll It was by far the largest o( all the ri~rs Qf \ 
tho Empire, . 
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The Indus, which was the next largest of the Persian rivers 
iio the Nile, rose (like the Nile) outside the Persian territory. 
Its source is in the region north of the Himalaya range, about 
lat. 31° i long. 82° 30'.... It begins by flowing to the north-west, 
in a direction parallel to that of the Western Himalayas, along 
the northern flank of which it continues in this line a distance 
of about 700 miles, past Ladak, to long. 75° nearly. Here it is 
met by the Bolor chain, which prevents its further progress in 
this direction and causes "it to turn suddenly nearly at a right 
angle to the south-west. Entering a transverse valley, it finds 
a way (which is still very imperfectly known"') through the 
numerous ri!1.ges of the Himalaya to the plain at its southern 
base, on which it debouches about thirty miles above Attock. 
It is difficult to say at what exact point it crossed the Persian 
frontier, but probably at least the first 700 miles of its course 
were through territory not Persian. From Attock to the sea 
the Indus is a noble river. It runs for 900 miles in a general 
direction of S.S. W. through the plain in one main stream (wbich 
is several hundred yards in width), OIl while on its way it throws 
off also from time to time small side streamlets, which are either 
consumed in irrigation or rejoin· the main channel. A little 
below Tatta its Delta begins-a Delta, however, much inferior 
in size to tbat of the Nile. The distance from the apex to the 
sea is not more than sixty miles, and the breadth of the tract 
embraced between the two arms does p.ot exceed seventy 
miles . .,. The entire course of the Indus is reckoned at 1960 
miles,'" of which probably 1260 were through Persian terri· 
tory. The volume of the stream is always considerable, 
while in the rainy season it is very great. The Indus is said 
then to discharge iJ;lto the Indian ocean 446,000 cubic feet 
per second,'" or 4280 millions of cubic yards in the twenty
four hours. 

The Oxus rises from an Alpine lake, 110 lying on the western 
side of the Bolor cbain in lat. 37° 40', long. 73° 50'. After a 
rapid descent from tbe high elevation of the lake, during 
which it pursues a somewhat serpentine course, it debouches 
from tbe hills upon the plain about long. 69° 20', after receiving 
the river of Fyzabad, and then proceeds, first west and after
wards north-west, across tbe Great Kharesmian Desert to the 
Sea of Aral. During the first 450 miles or its course, while it 
runs among the bills, it receives from botb sides numerous 
and important tributaries; but from the meridian of Ba1kh 
these fail entirely, and for ~bove 800 JDiles the Oxus pursues 
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its solitary way, unaugmented by a single affluent, across the 
w:u;te of Ta.rta.ry, rolling through the desert a wealth of waters, 
which must diminish, but which does not seem very sensibly 
to d.iminish, by evaporation. At Kilef, sixty miles north-west 
of na.Ikh, the width of the river is 350 yards ;'" at Khodja 
Salih, thirty miles lower down, it is 823 yards with a depth of 
twenty feet;'" at Kerki, seventy miles below Khodja Salih, it 
is "twice the width of the Danube at Buda-Pesth," , .. or about 
9-10 yards;- at Betik, on the route between Bokhara and Merv, 
its width has diminished to 650 yards. but its depth has in
creased to twenty-nine feet. .. ' Finally, at GOrlen Hezaresp 
near Khiva. .. the breadth of the Oxus is so great that both 
banks are hardly distinguishable at the same time ;'" but the 
stream is here comparatively shallow, ceasing to be navigable 
at about this point. ... The present course of the Oxus from its 
rise in Lake Sir-i-Kol to its termination in the Sea of Aral is 
estimated at 1400 miles.'u Anciently its course must have 
been still longer. The Oxus, in the time of the Achmmenian 
kings, fell into the Caspian'" by a channel which can even 
now be traced. ... Its length was thus increased by at least 450 
miles. and, exceeding that of the Jaxartes, fell but little short 
of the length of the Indus. 

The Oxus, like the Nile and the Indus, has a periodical swell, 
which lasts from May to October.'" It does not, however, 
overflow its banks. Under a scientific system of irrigation it 
is probable that a considerable belt of land on either side of its 
course might be brought under cultivation. But at present 
the extreme limit to which culture is carried, except in the 
immediate vicinity of Khiva. •• seems to be four miles ; ••• while 
often, in the absence of h~ care, the desert creeps up to 
the very brink of the river. 

The Jaxartes, or Sir-Deria, rises from two sources in the 
Thian-cllan mountain chain, the more remote of wbich is in 
long. 'l90 nearly.'· The two streams both flow to the west
ward in almost parallel valleys, uniting about long. '110. After 
their junction the course of the stream is still to the westward 
for two degrees; but between Khokand and Tashkend the 
river sweeps round in a semicircle and proceeds to run tim 
due north and then north-west, skirting the KiziI Koum desert 
to Otrar, where it resumeS its original westerly direction and 
flows with continually diminishing volume across the deeeti 
to the Sea of Aral The Jaxa.rtes is a smaller stream than the 
Oxus. At Otrar. after receiving its bst tributary, it is no 
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more than 250 yards wide. Below this point it continually 
dwindles, partly from evaporation, partly. from the branch 
stream which it throws off right and left, of which the chief 
are the Cazala and the Kuvan Deria. On its way through the 
desert it spreads but little fertility along its banks, which are 
in places high and arid, in others depressed and swampy .... 
The branch streams are of some service for irrigation ;'" and it 
is possible that a scientific system might turn the water of the 
main channel to good account, and by its means redeem from 
the desert large tracts which have never yet been cultivated.. 
Bnt no such system has hitherto been applied to the Sir, and 
it is doubtful whether success would attend it. The Sir, where 
it falls into the Sea of AraI, is very shallow, seldom even in 
the flood season exceeding four feet.·.. The length of the 
stream was till recently estimated at more than 1208 miles ;01' 
but the latest explorations seem to require an enlargement of 
this estimate by at least 200 or 250 miles. 

In rivers of the second class the Persian Empire was so rich 
that it will be impossible, within the limits prescribed for the 
present work, to do more than briefly enumerate them. The 
principal were, in Asia Minor, the Herrous (Gbjed.iz Chai), and 
the Mreander (Mendere) on the west, the Sangarius (Sakka
riyeh), the Halys (Kizil Irmak), and the Iris (Yechil Irmak) 
on the north, the Cydnua (Tersoos Chal), Sarus (Cilician 
Syhun), and Pyramus (Cilician Jyhun) on the south; in Ar
menia and the adjacent regions, the Araxes (Aras), Cyrus 
(Kur), and Phasis (Rion); on the Iranic plateau, the Sefid-rud, 
the Zenderud or river of Isfahan, the Etymandrus (Helmend), 
and the Arius (Heri-rud); in the low country east of the Cas
pian, the Gurgan and Ettrek, rivers of Hyrcania, the Margus 
(Murghab or river of Merv), the Dehas or river of Balkh, the 
.Ak Su or Bokhara river, and the Kizil Deria, a stream in the 
Khanat of Kokand; in Afghanistan and India, the Kabul 
river, the Hydaspes (Jelum), the Acesines (Chenab); the Hy
draotes (Ravee), and the Hyphasis (Sutlej or Gharra); in Pel'
sis Proper, the Oroatis (Hindyan or Tab), and the Bendamir; 
in Susiana, the Pasitigris (Kuran), the Hedypnus (Jerahi), the 
Choaspes (Kerkhah), and the Eulrenus (a branch of the same) ; 
in the Upper Zagros region, the Gyndes 1Piyale.h), ~nd the 
Greater and Lesser Zabs; in Meso~a, the Chaboras (Kha
bour), and Bilichus (Belik); finally, in Syria and Palestine, the 
Orontes or river of Antioch (Nahr-el-asy), the Jordan, and the 
Barada or river of Damascus. Thus, besides the six great rivers 
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of the Empire, forty other considerable streams'" fertilized and 
enriched the territories of the Persian monarch, which, though 
they embraced many arid tracts,o where cultivation was diffi
cult, must be pronounced upon the whole well-watered, con
sidering their extent and the latitude in which they lay. 

The Empire possessed, besides its rivers, a number of im
portant lakes. Omitting the Caspian and the Aral, which lay 
upon its bordera, there were contained within the Persian terri
tories the following important basins: the Urumiyeh, Lake 
V ~n. and Lake Goutcha or Sivan in Armenia; Lakes Touz
Gbieul, Egerdir, Bey-Shehr, Chardak'oSoghla, Buldur, Ghieul
Hissar, Iznik, Abullionte, Maniyas, and many others in Asia 
Minor; the Sabakhah, the Bahr-el-Melak, and the Lake of 
Antioch in Northern Syria; the Lake of Hems in the Coole
Syrian valley; the Damascus lakes, the. Lake of Merom, the 
Sea of Tiberias, and the Dead Sea in Southern Syriaand Pales
tine; Lake Mooris and the Natron lakes"· in Egypt; the Bahr- . 

o i-Nedjif in Babylonia; Lake Neyriz in PersiaProper; theLake 
of Seistan in the !ranio Desert; and Lake Manchur in the In 
dus valley. Several of these have been already described in 
these volumes. ••• Of the remainder the most important were 
the Lake of Van, the Touz-Ghieul, the great lake of Seistan, 
and Lake Mooris. These cannot be dismissed without a brief 
description. 

Lake Van is situated at a very unusual elevation, being 
more than 5400 feet above the sea level. ••• It is a triangular 
basin, of which the three sides front respectively S.S.E., N.N.E., 
and N. W. by W. The sides are all irregular, being broken by 
rocky promontories; but the chief projection lies to the east 
of the lake, where a tract. is thrown out which suddenly nar
rows the expanse from about fifty miles to less than five. The 
greatest length of the basin is from N.E. to S.W., where it ex
tends a distance of eighty miles between ArDis and Tadvan; 
its greatest width is between Aklat and Van, where it meas
ures across somewhat more than fifty miles .•• , The scenery 
which surrounds it is remarkable for its beauty. ••• The lake is 
embosomed amid high mountains, picturesque in outline, and 
all reaching in places the level of perpetual snow. Its waters, 
setterally placid, but som~times lashed into high waves. .. , are 
of the deepest blue; while its banks exhibit a succession of 
orchards, meadows, and gardens which have scarcely their 
equals in Asia. The lake is fed by a number of smaIl streams 
llowing down from the lofty ~dges which surround it, and, 
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having no outlet, is of course salt, though far less so than the 
neighboring lake of Urumiyeh. Gulls and cormorants float 
upon its surface;'" fish can live in it; and it is not distasteful 
to cattle.·.. Set in the expanse of waters are a few small islets, 
whose vivid green contrasts well with the deep azure which 
surrounds them. 

The Touz-Ghieul is a basin of a very different character. 
Situated on the upland of Phrygia, in lat. 39°, long. 33°, 30', 
its elevation is not more than 2500 feet. ••• Low hills of sand·' 
stone and conglomerate encll-cle it,·n but generally at some 
distance, so that a tra<:t of plain, six or seven miles in width, 
intervenes between their base and the shore. The shape of 
the lake is an irregular oval, with the greater axis running 
nearly due north and south. Its greatest length is estimated 
at forty-five miles;"· its width varies, but is generally from ten 
to sixteen miles.··· At one point, however; nearly opposite to 
Kodj Hissar, the lake narrows to a distance of no more than 
five miles; and here a causeway has been constructed from 
shore to shore, which, though ruined, still affords a dry path
way in the summer .• 0. The water of the Touz-Ghieul is in
tensely salt, containing at some seasons of the year no' less 
than thirty-two per cent of saline matter, •• , which is consid
erably more than the amount of such matter in the water of 
the Dead Sea. ••• The surrounding plain is barren, in places 
marshy, and often covered with an incrustation of salt.·.. The 
whole scene is one of desolation. The acrid waters support no 
animal organization;'" birds shun them; the plain grows 
nothing but a few stunted and sapless shrubs. .. • The only 
signs of life which greet the traveller are the carts of the 
natives, which pass him laden with the salt that is obtained 
with ease from the saturated water ... • 

The Zerreh or Sea of Seistan-called sometimes the Hamiln, 
or "expanse"'" - is situated in the Seistan Desert on the 
Great Iranic plateau, and consequently at an elevation of 
(probably) 3000 feet .•• ~ It is formed by the accumulation of 

. the waters brought down by the Helmend, the Haroot-rud, the 
river of Khash, the Furrah-rud and other streams, which flow 
from the mountains of Afghanistan, with converging courses 
to the south-west. It is an extensive basin, composed of. two 
arms, an eastern and a western. ••• The western arm, which is 
the largE'r of the two, has its greatest length from N.N.E. to 
S.S.W., and extends in this direction about ninety miles.··· 
Its greatest width is about twenty-five miles. The eastern 8J.'IA 
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is rather more than forty miles long, and from ten to twenty 
broad. It is shaped much like a fish's tail. The two arms 
are connected by a strait seven or eight miles in width, which 
joins them near their northern extremities. The water of the 
lake, though not salt, is black and has a bad taste. Fish sup
port life in it with difficulty. and never grow to any great size. 
The lake is shallow, not much exceeding a depth of three or 
four feet. It contracts greatly in the summer, at which time 
the strait connecting the two arms is often absolutely dry.·01 
The edges of the lake are clothed with tamarisk: and other 

. trees; and where the rivers enter it, sometimes by several 
branches, the soil is rich and cultivation productive;lD but else
where the sand of the desert creeps up almost to the margin 
of the water, clothed only with some sickly grass and a few 
scattered shrubs. ••• 

The Birket-el-Keroun, or Lake Mreris of the classical wri· 
tel'R, 1M is a natural basin-not, as Herodotus imagined, I •• an 
artificial one-situated on the western side of the Nile valley. 
in a ,,'Urious depression which nature has made among the 
Libyan hills. This depression- the modern district of the 
Faioom-is a circular plain, which sinks gradually towards the 
north-west, descending till it is more than 100 feet below the 
surface of the Nile at low water.... The Northern and north
western portion of the depression is occupied by the lake, a 
sheet ofbrack:ish water shaped like.a horn (whence the modern 
name "') measuring about thirty-five or thirty-£ix miles from 
end to end, and attaining in the middle a width of between five 
and six miles. The area of the lake is estimated roughly at 
150 square miles, I .. its circumference at about ninety miles.· .. 
It has a depth varying from twelve to twenty-four feet, no 

Though the water is somewhat brackish, yet the Birket con· 
tains several species of fresh-water fish;on and in ancient times 
its fisheries are said to have been exceedingly productive. n. 

The principal cities of the Empire were, besides Pesargadm 
and Persepolis, Susan'-the chief city of Susiana-which be 
came the capital; Babylon, Ecbatana, Rhages, Zadracarta, ITt 

.... HaC' ow Balkh M da now a . or 
erat) , Caspatyrus on the U "f 

. a"II (At, rhaps poor), Ca.ri:Danatvl 
(Kerman), Arbela, Nisibis, Amida (now Diarbekr); Mazaca in 
Cappadocia;'" Trapezus (Trebizond), Sinope, Dascyleium, ". 
Sardis. Ephesus, Miletus, Gordium, ••• Parga. and Tarsus in 
Asia Minor: Damascus, Jerusalem, Sidon, Tyre, Azotus Of 
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Ashdod, and Gaza in Syria; Memphis and Thebes in Egypt; 
Cyrene and Barca in the Cyrenaica. Of these, while Susa had 
from the time of Darius Hystaspis a ,decided pre-eminence as 
the main residence of the court, and consequently as the usual 
seat of government, there were three others which could 
boast the distinction of being royal abodes from time to time, 
either regularly at certain seasons, or occasionally at the 
caprice of the monarch. These were Babylon, Ecbatana, and 
Persepolis, the· capitals respectively of Chaldrea, Media, and 
Persia Proper, all great and ancient cities, accustomed to the 
presence of Courts, and all occupying positions sufficiently 
central to render them not ill-suited for the business of admin
istration. Next to these in order of dignity may be classed 
the satrapial residences, often the chief cities of old mon
archies, such as Sardis, the capital city of Lydia, Dascyleium of 
Bithynia, Memphis of Egypt, Bactra of Bactria, and the like; 
while the third rank was held by the towns, where there was 
no Court, either royal or satrapial. .. 

Before this chapter is concluded a few words must be said 
with respect to the countries which bordered upon the Persian 
Empire. The Empire was surrounded, for the most part, 
either by seas or deserts. The Mediterranean, the Egean, the 
Propontis, the Euxine, the Caspian, the Indian Ocean, the Per
sian Gulf, and the Arabian Gulf or Red Sea washed its shores, 
bounding almost all its western, and much of its northern and 
southern sides; while the sands of the Sahara, the deserts of 
Arabia and Syria of India and Thibet, filled up the greater 
part of the intervening spaces. The only countries of impor
tance which can be viewed as in any sense neighbors of Persia 
are European and Asiatic Scythia, Hindustan, Arabia, Ethiopia, 
and Greece. 

Where the Black Sea, curving round to the north, ceased 
to furnish to the Empire the advantage of a water ~er. a 
protection of almost equal strength was afforded to it by the 
mountain-chain of the Caucasus. Excepting on the extreme 
east, where it slopes gently to the Caspian, ••• this range is one 
of great ele,"ation, possessing but few passes, and very difficult 
to traverse. Its fastnesses have always been inhabited by 
wild tribes, jealous of their freedom; and these tribes may 
have caused annoyance, but they could at no time have been 
a serious d..-mgerto the Empire. They were weak in numbers, 
divided in nationality'" and in interests, and quite inC'ipable 
of conducting any distant expedition. Like their modern sue> 
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cessors, the Circassians, Abassians, and Lesghians, their one and 
only desire was to maintain themselves in possession of their 
beloved mountains; and this desire would cause them to resist 
all attempts that might be m9.de to traverse their country, 
whether proceeding from the north OJ: from the south, from 
the inhabitants of Europe or from those of Asia. Persia was 
thus strongly protected in this quarter; but still she could not 
feel herself altogether safe. Once at least within historic 
memory the barrier 'of the Caucasus had proved to be sur
mountable. From tho vast Steppe which stretches north
wards from its base, in part salt, in part grassy, had crossed 
into Asia-through its passes or round its eastern flank-a 
countless host, which had swept all before it, and brought ruin 
upon flourishing empires .... The Scythian and Samaritan'·' 
hordes of the steppe-country between the Wolga and the 
Dnieper were to the monarchies of Western Asia a permanent, 
if a somewhat distant, peril. It could not be forgotten that 
they had proved themselves capable of penetrating the rocky 
barrier which would otherwise have seemed so sure a pro
tection, or that when they swarmed across it in the seventh 
century before our era, their strength Was at first irresistible. 
The Persians knew, what the great nations of the earth after
wards forgot, that along the northern horizon there lay a black 
cloud, which might at any time burst, carrying desolation to 
their homes and bringing ruin upon their civilization. We 
shall find the course of their history importantly affected by a 
sense of this danger, and we shall have reason to admire the 
wisdom of their measures of precaution against it. 

It was not only to the west of the Caspian that the danger 
threatened. East of that sea also was a vast steppe-region
rolling plains of sand or grass-the home of nomadic hordes 
similar in character to those who drank the waters of the Don 
and Wolga. The Sacm, Massagetre, and Dahre of this country, 
who dwelt about the Caspian, the Aral, and the Lower 
Jaxartes,'" were an enemy scarcely less formidable than the 
Sarmatians and the Scyths of the West. As the modern Iran 
now suffers from the perpetual incursions of Uzbegs and Tur
comans, so the north-eastern provinces of the ancient Persia 
were exposed to ~he raids of the Asiatic Scythians and the 
Massagetre,'" who were confined by no such barrier as the 
Caucasus, baving merely to cross a river, probably often 
fordable during the summer, in order to be in Persia. Hyrca
nia and Parthia had indeed a certain amount of protection. 
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from the Kharesmian Desert i but the upper valleys of the 
great streams-'the satrapies of Sogdiana and Badria-must 
have suffered considerable annoyance from such attacks. 

On the side of India, the Empire enjoyed a twofold security. 
From the shores of the Indian Ocean in the vicinity of the 
Runn of Cutch to the 31st parallel of north latitude-a dis
tance of above 600 miles-there extends a desert, from one to 
two hundred miles across, which effectually shuts off the 
valley of the Indus from the rest of Hindustan. It is only 
along the skirts of the mountains, by Lahore, Umritsir, and 
Loodiana, that the march of armies is possible-by this line 
alone can the Punjabis threaten Central India, or the inhabi
tants of Central India attack the Punjab. Hence in this 
quarter there was but a very narrow tract to guard i and the 
task of defence was still further lightened by the political con
dition of the people. The Gangetic Indians, though brave and 
powerful, ••• were politically weak, from their separation into 
a· number of distinct states under petty Rajahs, ••• who could 
never hope to contend successfully against the forces of a 
mighty Empire. Persia, consequently, was safe upon this 
side, in the division of her adversaries. Nor had she neglecteci 
the further security which was obtainable by an interposition 
between her own actual frontier and her enemies' dominions 
of a number of half-subject dependencies. Native princes 
were allowed to bear sway in the Punjab region,'" who ac
knowledged the suzerainty of Persia, and probably paid her 
a fixed tribute, but whose best service was that they pre
vented a collision between the Power of whom they held their 
crowns and the great mass of their own nation. 

The Great Arabian Peninsula, which lay due south of the 
most central part of the Empire, and bordered it on this side 
for about thirteen degrees, or (if we follow the line of the 
boundary) for above a thousand miles, might seem to have 
been the most important of all the adjacent countries, since it 
contains an area of a million of square miles, ••• and is a 
nursery of brave and hardy races. Politically, however, 
Arabia is weak, as has been shown in a former volume i'·· 
while geographically she presents to the north her most arid 
and untraversable regions, so that it is rarely, and only under 
very exceptional circumstances, that she menaces seriously 
her northern neighbors. Persia seems never to have experi
enced any alarm of an Arab invasion i her relations with the 
tribes that came into closest contact with her were friendly;'·' 
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and she left the bulk of the r;tation in unmolested enjoyment 
of their independence. 

Another country adjoining the Persian Empire on the 
south, and one which might have been expected to cause some 
trouble, was Ethiopia. To Egypt Ethiopia had always proved 
an unquiet, and sometimes even a' dangerous, neighbor; she 
was fertile, rich, populous j'.' her inhabitants were tan, strong, 
and brave j'.' she had a ready means of marching into Egypt 
down the fertile valley of the Nile j and her hosts had fre-
quently ravaged, and even held for considerable terms of 
years, that easily subjected country. OUT It is remarkable that 
during the whole time (If the Persian dourlnion Ethiopia seems 
to have abstained from any invasion of the Egyptiav. terri. 
tory. Apparently, she feared to provoke the power which 
had seated itself on the throne of the Pharaohs, and prefened 
the quiet enjoyment of her own wealth and resources tv the 
doubtful issues of a combat with the mistress of Asia. . 

On her western horizon, clearly discernible from the capes 
and headlands of the Asiatic coast, but. separated flom her, 
except in one or two places, by a tolerably broad e:.rpanse of 
sea, and So-aB it might have seemed-less liable to come in 
contact with her than her neighbors upon the land, lay the 
shores and isles of Greece-lovely and delightful regions, in 
possession of a brave and hardy race, as yet uncorrupted by 
luxury, though in the enjoyment of a fair amount of cjviliza
tion. As the eye looked across the Egean waters, resting with 
pleasure on the vari-e!l and graceful forms of Sporades and 
Cyclades, covetous thoughts might naturally arise in the be
holder's heart; and the idea might readily occur of conquering 
and annexing the fair tracts which lay so temptingly near and 
possessed such numerous attractions. The entire region, con
tinent and islands included, was one of diminutive size,os-not 
half so large as an ordinary Persian satrapy; it was well 
peopled, ••• but its population could not have amounted to that 
of the Punjab or of Egypt, ••• countries which Persia had over
run in a single campaign j'.' its inhabitants were warlike, but 
they were comparatively poor, and the true sinews of war are 
money; moreover, they were divided amongst theInBelves, 
locally split up by the physical conformation of their country, 
and politically repugnant to anything like centralization ar 
union. A Persian king like Cambyses or Darius might be 
excused if, when his thoughts turned to Greece, he had a com· 
placent feeling that no danger could threaten him from thav 
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quarter-that the little territory on hiS western border was a 
prey which he might seize at any time that it suited hiS con· 
venience or seemed good to hiS caprice i'o, so opening without 
any risk a new world to hiS ambition. It required a knowl
edge that the causes of military success and political advance 
lie decper than statistics cau reach-that they have their roots 
in the moral nature of man, in the grandeur of his ideas and 
the energy of his character-in order to cOplprehend the fact 
that the puny power upon her right flank: was the enemy 
which Persia had most to fear, the foe who would gradually 
sap her strength, and finally deal her the blow that would lay 
her prostrate. 

CHAPTER n 
CLIJIIATE AND PRODUCTIONS. 

~an ."a.9a. t'O&cn ",II' ~n,po., ilt.i"," ftp.op.ivowlo, Ocr« oiu1i t'OL" fJ'VPG.W'acn ci.UO&crl., un 
VUf70U a.pt4l£EJIOttn. J.pyupoc lEal "da:~S' «cal e~ .ouuA .. cal v,",tiylfi ft' «el ciWipa.rna
-Herod. v. 49. 

IT is evident that an Empire which extended over more than 
twenty degrees of latitude, touching on the one hand the 
tropic of Cancer, while it reached upon the other to the par· 
allel of Astrakan, and which at the same time varied in eleva
tion, from 20,000 feet above to 1300 below the sea level,l must 
have comprised within it great differences of climate, and 
have boasted an immense variety of productions. No general 
description can be applicable to such a stretch of territory; 
and it will therefore be necessary to speak of the various parts 
of the Empire successively in order to convey to the reader a 
true idea of the climatic influences to which it was subject, 
and the animals, vegetables, and minerals which it produced. 

Commencing with Persia Proper, the or~ginal seat and home 
of the race with whose history we are specially concerned at 
present, we may observe that it was regarded by the ancients 
as possessing three distinct climates'-one along the shore, dry 
and scorchingly hot i another in the mountain region beyond, 
temperate and delightful i and a third in the tract further 
inland, which was thought to be disagreeably cold and wintry. 
Moderns, on the contrary, find two climates only in Fars'-
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one that of the Deshista.n or "low country," extremely hoi 
and dry, with frequent scorching and oppressive winds from 
the south and the south-east;" the other, that of the highlands, 
which is' cold in winter, but in summer pleasant and enjoy
able.' 'In the Deshistan snow never falls, and there is but 
little rain; heavy dews, however, occur at night,· so that the 
mornings are often fresh and cool; but the middle of the day 
is almost always hot, and from March to November the tem~ 
perature at noon ranges from 90° to 100° of Fahrenheit. ' 
Occasionally it reaches 125°, and is then fearfully oppressive.· 
Fierce gusts laden with sand sweep over the plain,· causing 
vegetation to droop or disappear, and the animal world to hide 
itself. Man with difficulty retains life at these trying times, 
feeling a languor and a depression of spirits which are barely 
supportable. II All who can do so quit the plains and betake 
themselves to the upland region till the great heats are past, 
and the advance of autumn brings at any rate cool nights and 
mornings. The climate of the uplands is severe in winter. 
Much snow falls, 11 and the thermometer often marks from ten 
to fifteen degrees of frost.·· From time to time there are 
furious gales," and, as the spring advances, a good deal of 
wet falls;" but the summer and autumn are almost rainless. J. 
The heat towards midday is often considerable, .. but it is tem
pered by cool winds, and even at the worst is not relaxing. It 
The variations of temperature are great in the twenty-four 
hours, and the climate is, so far, trying; but, on the whole, iii 
seems to be neither disagreeable nor unhealthy. 

A climate resembling that of the Deshtistan prevailed along 
the entire southern coast of the Empire, from the mouth of 
the Ti.,,'TiB to that of the Indus. II It was exchanged in the 
lower valleys of the great streams for a damp close heat, in
tolerably sti1Iing and oppressive. II The upper valleys of these 
streams and the plains into which they expanded were at once 
less hot and less moist, O. hut were subject to violent storms, 
owing to the near vicinity of the mountains. II In the moun
tains themselves, in Armenia and Zagros, and again in the 
Elburz, the climate was of a more rigorous character-in
tensely cold in winter, but pleasant in the summer time.[pL 
XXVU. Fig. 3.] Asja Minor enjoyed generally a warmer 
climate than the high mountain regions; and its western and 
southern coasts, being fanned by fresh breezes from the sea, 
or from the hills of the interior, and cooled during the whole 
of the summer by frequent ~owers. were especially charm-
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ing.21 In Syria and Egypt the b~ats of summer were some· 
what trying, more especially in the t;hor or depressed Jordan 
valleY,28 and in the parts of Egy,;t adjoining on Ethiopia; ~ 
but the winters were mild, and the springs and a!ltumns 
delightful. The rarity of rain il1. Egypt was remarkable, and 
drew the attention of foreigners, who recorded, in somewhat 
exaggerated terms, the curious meteorological phenomenon. II 
In the Cyrenaica there was a delicious summer climate-an 
entire absence of rain, with cool breezes from the sea, cloudy 

. skies, and heavy dews at night, these last supplying the 
moisture which through the whole of summer covered the 
ground with the freshest and loveliest verdure. "' The autumn 
and winter rains were, however, violent; and terrific storms 
were at that time of no unusual occurrence. " The natives reo 
garded it as a blessing, that over this part of Africa the sky 
was "pierced,"·· and allowed moisture to fall from the great 
reservoir of "waters above the firmament i" but the blessing 
must have seemed one of questionable value at the time of the 
November monsoon, when the countIy is deluged with rain 
for several weeks in succession. 

On the opposite side of the Empire, towards the north and 
the north-east, in Azerbijan, on the Iranian plateau, in the 
Afghan plains, in the high flat region east of the Bolor, and 
again in the low plain about the Arallake and the Caspian, a 
severe climate prevailed during the winter," while the sum
mer combined intense heat during the day with extraordinary 
cold-the result of radiation-at night." Still more bitter 
weather was experienced in the mountain regions of these 
parts-in the Bolor, the Thian Chan, the Himalaya, and the 
Paropamisus or Hindu Kush"-where the winters lasted more 
than half the year, deep snow covering the ground almost the 
whole of the time, and locomotion being rendered almost im
possible; while the summers were only moderately hot. On 
the other hand, there was in this quarter, at the very extreme 
east of the Empire, one of the most sultry and disagreeable of 
all climates-namely, that .of the Indus valley, which is either 
intolerably hot and dry, with fierce tornadoes of dust that are 
unspeakably opp'ressive, I. or ck'se and moist, swept by heavy 
storms, II which, while they somewhat lower the temperature, 
increase the unhealthiness of the region. The worst portion of 
the valley is its ~outhern extremity, where the climate is only 
tolerable during three months of the year. From March to 

• 
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November th~ heat is excessive; dust-storms prevail; there 
are dangerous dews at night: .. and with the inundation, which 
commences in April,·· a sickly tim~ sets in, which causes all 
the wealthier cIasses to withdraw from the country till the 
stagnant water, which the swell always leaves behind it, has 
dried Up." 

Upon the whole, the climate of the Empire bl;llonged to the 
warmer class of the climates which are called temperate. In a 
few parts only, indeed, as in the Indus valley, along the coast 
from the mouth of the Indus to that of the Tigris, in Lower 
Babylonia and the adjoining portion of Susiana, in Southern 
Palestine, and in Egypt, was frost absolutely unknowni while 
in many places, especially in the high mountainous regions, 
the winters were bitterly severe; and in all the more elevated 
portions of the Empire, as in Phrygia and Cappadocia, in Azer
bijan, on the great Iranian plateau, and again in the district 
about Xashgar and Yarkand, there was a prolonged period of 
sharp and bracing weather. But the summer warmth of almost 
the whole Empire was great, the thermometer probably rang
ing in most places from 90° to 120° during the months of June, 
July, August, and September." The springs and autumns 
were, except in the high mountain tracts, mild and enjoyable i 
the Empire had few very unhealthy districts i while the range 
of the thermometer was in most of the provinces considerable, 
and the variations in the course of a single day and night 
were unusually great, there was in the climate, speaking gen
emlly, nothing destructive of human vigor-nothing even in· 
imical to longevity.-

The vegetable productions of Persia Proper in ancient times 
(SO far as we have direct testimony on the subject) were nei
ther numerous nor very remarkable. The low coast tract 
supplied dates in tolerable plenty," and bore in a few favored 
spots, corn, vines, and different kinds of fruit-trees it. but its 
general character was one of extreme barrenness. In the 
mountain region there was an abundance of rich pasture," 
excellent grapes were grown, t. and fruit-trees of almost every 
sort, except the olive, t. flourished. One fruit-tree, regarded as 
indigenous in the country, acquired a special celebrity, and 
was known to the Romans as the persica," whence the Ger
man Pjirsche, the French peche, and our "peach." Citrons, 
which grew in few places, were also a Persian frnit. t. Further, 
Persia produced a coarse kind of silphium or assafootidai" it • 
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was famous for its walnuts, which were distinguished by tho 
epithet of "royal";n and it supplied to the pharmacopeia of 
Greece and Rome a certain number of herbs." 

The account of Persian vegetable products which we derive 
from antiquity is no doubt very incomplete; and it is necessary 
to supplement it from the observations of modern travellers. 
These persons tell us that, while Fars and Kerman are ill
supplied with' forest-trees, they yet produce in places oaks, 
planes, chenars or sycamores, poplars, willows, pinasters, cy
presses, acacias, fan-palms, konars, and junipers.'· Among 
shrubs. they bear the wild fig, the wild almond, the tamarisk, 
the myrtle, the box, the rhododendron, the camel's thorn. the 
gum tragacanth, the caper plant, the benneh, the blackberry, 
and the liquorice-plant.'· They boast a great abundance of 
fruit-trees - as date-bearing palms, lemons, oranges, pome
granates, vines, peaches, nectarines, apricots, quinces, pears, 
apples, plums, figs, cherries, mulberries, barberries, walnuts, 
almonds, and pistachio-nuts. .. The kinds of grain chiefly cul
tivated are wheat, barley, millet, rice. and Indian corn or 
maize," which has been imported into the country from 
America. Pulse, beans, sesame, madder. henna, cotton, opium, 
tobacco, and indigo, are also grown in some places.·s The 
three last-named, and maize or Indian corn, are of compara
tively recent introduction; but of the remainder it may be 
doubted whether there is a single one which was unknown to 
the ancient inhabitants. 

Among Persian indigenous animals'may be enumerated the 
lion, the bear, the wild ass, the stag, the antelope, the ibex or 
wild goat, the wild boar, the hyena, the jackal, the wolf, the 
fox, the hare, the porcupine, the otter, the jerboa, the ichneu
mon, and the marmot." The lion appears to be rare, occurring 
only in some parts of the mountains. •• The ichneumon is con
fined to the Deshtistan. The antelope, the wild boar, the wolf, 
the fox. the jackal, the porcupine, and the jerboa are common. 
Wild asses are found only on the northern side of the moun
tains, towards the salt desert. In this tract they are fre
quently seen, both singly and in herds,'· and are hunted by 
the natives, who regard their flesh as a great delicacy.·' 

The most remarkable of the Persian birds are the eagle, the 
vulture, ., the cormorant, the falcon, the bustard, •• the pheasant, 
the heath-cock,·· the red-legged partridge, the small gray par· 
tridge. the pin tailed grouse, the sand-grouse, the francolin," 
the wild swAn, the tlamingo, the storli:, the bittern, the oysteJ.'o 
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cnwher, II the raven, '" the hooded crow, and the cuckoo." Be
sides these, the lakes boast all the usual kinds of water-fowl, 
as herons, ducks, snipe, teal, etc.; the gardens and groves 
abound with blackbirds, thrushes, 6.D.d nightingales; curlews 
and peewits are seen occasionally; while pigeons, starlings, 
crows, magpies, larks, sparrows, and swallows are common. 
The francolin is hunted by men on foot in the country be
tween Shiraz and Kerman, and is taken by the hand after a 
few flights.·' The oyster-catcher, which is a .somewhat rare 
bird, has been observed only on Lake Neyriz. e. The bustard 
occurs both in the low plain·' along the coast, and on the high 
plateau,'· where it is captured by means of hawks. The 
pheasant and the heath-cock (the latter a black species spotted 
with white) are found in the woods near Failyun.·· The sand. 
grouse and the pin-tailed grouse belong to the eastern portion 
of the country, '0 the portion known anciently as Carmania. 
or •• the hot region." Tl The other kinds are diffused pretty 
generally. 

The shores and rivers of Persia Proper supplied the people 
very plentifully with fish. The ancient writers tell us that the 
inhabitants of the coast tract lived almost wholly on a .fish 
diet.'" The Indian Sea appears in those days to have'abounded 
with whales, TO whieh were not unfrequently cast upon the 
. shores, .. affording a mine of wealth to the natives. The great 
ribs were used as beams in the formation of huts, while the 
jaws served as doors and the smaller bones as planking." 
Dolphins also abounded in the Persian waters;'" together with 
many other fish of less bulk, which were more easy to cap
ture." On these smaller fish, which they caught in' nets, the 
maritime inhabitants subsisted principally. TO They had also 
an unfailing resource in the abundance of oysters," and other 
shell-fish along their coast-the former of excellent quality.80 

In the interior, though the lakes, being salt or brackish, had 
no piscatory stores, the rivers were, for the most part, it would 
seem, well provided; at least, good fish are still found in many 
of the streams, both small and large; and in some they are 
exceedingly plentiful.·' Modern travellers fail to distinguish 
the different kinds; but we may presume that they are not 
very urJike those of the adjoining Media, which appear to be. 
trout, carp, barbE'l, dace, bleak, and gudgeon .•• 

The reptiles of Persia Proper are not numerous. They are 
chiefly tortoises, lizards, frogs, land-snakes, and water-snakes. 
The land-snakes are venomous, but their poison is not of a 
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very deadly character ;8' and persons who have been bitten 
by them, if properly treated, generally recover. The lizards 
are of various sizes, some quite small, others more than three 
feet long, and covered with a coarse rough skin like that of a 
toad. They have the character of being venomous, and even 
dangerous to life ;8' but it may be doubted whether they are 
not, like our toads and newts, in reality perfectly harmless. 

The traveller in Persia suffers less from reptiles than from 
inSects. Scorpions abound in all parts of the country, and, 
infesting houses, furniture, and clothes, cause perpetual annoy
ance. 8

• Mosquitoes swarm in certain places and seasons," 
preventing sleep and irritating the traveller almost beyond 
endurance. A poisonous spider, a sort of tarantula. is said to 
occur in some localities ;8T and Chardin further mentions a kind 
of centipede, the bite of which, according to him, is fatal. 8 • 

. To the sufferings whicb these creatures cause, must be 8.dded a 
constant annoyance from those more vulgar forms of insect 
life which detract from the delights of travel even in 
Europe. 

PGrsia, moreover, suffers no less than Babylonia and Media,·' 
from the ravages of locusts. Constantly, when the wind is 
from the south-east, there cross from the Arabian coast clouds 
of these destructive insects, whose numbers darken the air as 
they move, in flight after flight, across the desert to the spots 
where nature or cultivation has clothed the earth with ver
dure.·· The Deshtistan, or low country, is, of course, most 
exposed to their attacks, but they are far from being confined 
to that region. The interior, as far as Shiraz itself, suffers 
terribly from this scourge, which produces scarcity, or even 
famine, when (as often happens) it is repeated year after year.·' 
The natives at such times are reduced to feeding on the locusts 
themselves; a diet which they do not relish, but to which 
necessity compels them.·' 

The locusts of Persia Proper are said to be of two kinds. 
One, which is regarded as bred in tbe country, bears the name 
of missri, being identified with the locust of Egypt." The 
other, which is thought to be blown over from Arabia, and 
thus to cross the sea, is known as the melekh deriai, or "sea
locust." •• The former is regarded as especially destructive to 
the crops, the latter to the shrubs and trees. 

The domestic animals in use at the present day within the 
provinces of Fars and Kerman are identical with those em
~oyed in the neighboring country of Media,·· and will need. 
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only a very few words of notice here. The ordinary horse of 
the country is the Turcoman, a large, strong, but somewbat 
clumsy animal, possessed of remarkable powers of endurance; 
but in the Deshtistan the Arabian breed prevails, and travellers 
tell us that in this region .horses are produced which fall but 
little short of the most admired coursers of Nejd.·· Cows and 
oxen a.re somewhat rare, beef being little eaten, and such cattle 
being only kept for the supply of the dairy, and for purposes 
of agriculture." Sheep and goats are abundant, and consti
tute the chief wealth of the inhabitants ;9' the goat is, on the 
whole, preferred,9' and both goats and sheep are generally of a 
black or brown color. ,.. The sheep of Kerman are small and 
ahort-Iegged; they produce a wool of great softness and deli
cacy.'·' 

It is probable that in ancient times the domestic animals of 
the country were nearly the same as at the present day. The 
statement of Xenophon, that anciently a horse was a rarity 
in Persia Proper, , •• is contradicted by the great bulk of the 
early writers, who tell us that the Persians were from the first 
expex:f; riders, and that their country was peculiarly well fitted 
for the breeding of horses. ,., Their camels, sheep, goats, aSses, 
and oxen, are also expressly mentioned by the Greeks, , •• who 
even indicate a knowledge of the fact that goats were preferred 
to sheep by the herdsmen of the country. , •• 

The mineral treasures of the country appear to have been 
considerable, though to what extent they were known and 
made use of in ancieIIt times is open to some question. Mines 
of gold, silver, copper, iron, red lead, and orpiroent are said to 
have been actually worked under the Persian kings ;' •• and 
some of the other minerals were so patent and obvious, that 
we can scarcely suppose them to hitve been neglected. Salt 
abounded in the region in several shapes. It appeared in some 
places as rock salt, showing itself in masses of vast size and 
various colo~. ,.. In other places it covered the surface of the 
ground for miles together with a thick incrustation, and could 
be gathered at all seasons with little labor. ,.. It was deposited 
by the waters of several lakes within the territory, and could 
be collected round their edges 'at certain times of the year.'·' 
Finally, it was held in solution, both in the lakes and in many 
of the stre,a.ms;"· from whose waters it might have been ob
tained by evaporation. Bitumen and naphtha were yielded by 

,sources near Dalaki, III which were certainly known to the an
cients. II. Sulphur was deposited upon the surfac-,:, of the 
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ground in places. 111 Some of the mountains contained ordinary 
lead;IIC but it is not unlikely that this metal escaped notice. 

Ancient Persia produced a certain number of gems. The 
pearls of the Gulf, which have still so great a reputation, had 
attracted the attention of adventurers before the time of Alex
ander, whose naval captains found a regular fishery established 
in one of the islands.lU The Orientals have al ways set a high 
value on this commodity; and it appears that in ancient times 
the Gulf pearls were more highly esteemed than any others. 110 

Of hard stones the only kinds that can be distinctly assigned 
to Persia Proper are the iritis,1I1 a species of rock-crYstal; the 
atizoe, a white stone which had a pleasant odor jU8 the mithrax, 
a gem of many hues, "' the nipparene, which resembled ivory;'" 
and the thelyeardi08 or .mule, which was in special favor 
among the natives of the country .... 

From this account of the products of Persia Proper we have 
now to pass to those of the Empire in general-a wide subject, 
which it will be impossible to treat here with any completeness, 
owing to the limits to which the present work is necessarily 
confined. In order to bring the matter within reasonablEt com
pass, the reader may be referred in the first instance to the 
account which was given in a former volume of the products 
of the empire of Babylon j'" and the enquiry may then be COB

fined to thqse regions which were subject to Persia, but not 
contained within the limits of the Fourth Monarchy. 

Among the animals belonging to these regions, the following 
ve especially noticeable:-The tiger, the elephant. the hippo
potamus, the crocodile, the monitor, the two-humped camel, 
the Angora goat, the elk, the monkey, and the spotted hyrena, 
or Felis eMUS. The tiger, which is entirely absent from Mes
opotamia, and unkDown upon the plateau of Iran, abounds in 
the low tract between the Elburz and the Caspian, , •• in the flat 
region about the Sea of Aral, ... and in the Indus valley. ,.. The 
elephant was, perhaps, anciently an inhabitant of Upper Egypt, 
where the island of Elephantine remained an evidence of the 
fact. ". It was also in Persian times a denizen of the Indus 
valley, though perhaps only in a ·domesticated state. ,n The 
hippopotamus, unknown in India, was confined to the single 
province of Egypt, where it was included among the animals 
which were the objects of popular worship. ,.. The crocodile
likewise a sacred animal to the Egyptians"'-f1;equented both 
the Nile and the. Indus. JIG Monitors, I.' which are a sort of 
diminutive crocodiles, were of tWQ kiJlds: olle, the Lacel"lIJ ' 
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Nilotiea, was a water animal, and was probably found only in 
Egypt; the other, Lacerta 8cincus, frequented dry and sandy 
spots, and abounded in North Africa'·' and Syria, , .. as well as 
in the Nile valley. The two~hUmped camel belonged to Ba~ 
tria, 'N where he was probably indigenous, but was widely 
spread over the Empire, on account of his great strength and 
powers of endurance. 

The Angora goat is, perhaps, scarcely a distinct species ... • 
If not identical with the ordinary wild goat of Persia and 
Mesopotamia (Capra regagrus), he is at any rate. closely allied 
to it; and it is possible that all his peculiar characteristics may 
be the effect of climate. He has a soft, white, silky fleece, 
very long, divided down t.he back by a strong line of separa
tion, and falling· on either side in beautiful spiral ringlets; his 
fleece weighs from two to four pounds. It is of nearly uniform 
length, and averag:9S from five to five and a half inches. '8. 

The elk is said to ;nhabit Armenia, '17 Aifghanistan, '8. and 
the lower part of th'~ valley of the Indus ;11. but it is perhaps 
not certain that 'le is really to be found in the two latter 
regions. ... Monkeys abound in Eastern Cabul and the adjoin
ing parts of India.'u They may have also existed formerly in 
Upper Egypt,.'" The spotted hyena, Felis ehaus (Canis cro
euta of Limlreus), is an Egyptian animal, inhabiting principally 
the hills on the western side of the Nile. In appearance it is 
like a 1ar~ cat, with a tuft of long black hair at the extremi
ties of its eaDl-a feature which it has in common with the 
lynx.'" 

Among the ran.>r birds of the Empire may be mentioned the 
ostrich, which oCl\~urred in Mesopotamia;'" parrots, which 
were found in Cabu.~ and the Punjab ;". ibises, which abounded 
in Egypt, , .. and in the Delta of the Indus. ItT the great vulture 
(Vultur einereus), wlrich inhabited the Taurus,"· the Indian 
owl (Athena Indica),"· the spoonbill'·' (Platalea nudijrons)i 
the benno (Ardea bubulcu8), and the sicsac (Charadrius mela
nocephalus) .... 

The most valuable of the fish belonging to the Persian seas 
and rivers were· the pearl oyster of the Gulf, and the murex 
of the Mediterranean, which furnished the famous purple dye 
of Tyre. After these may be placed the sturgeon and sterlet 
of the Caspian,'" the silurus III of the Sea of Aral, the Aleppo 
eel, , .. and the palla, a small but excellent fish, which is capt
ured in the Indus during the flood season.... The Indian 
Ocean and the Persian GuU, DS we have seen,'" were visited 
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by whales; dolphins, porpoises, cod, and mullet abounded in 
the same BeaS;JOT the large rivers generally contained barbel 
and carp ;". while some of them, together with many of the 
smaller streams, supplied trout of a good flavor. The Nile had 
some cUrious fish peculiar to itself, as the oxyrinchus, the 
lepidotus, the Perca Nilotica, the SiluTU8 Schilbe Niloticus, the 
SiluTU8 carmuth ... and others. Great numbers of fish, mostly 
of the same species with those of the Nile, JO' were also furnished 
by the Lake Mreris; and from these a considerable revenue was 
derived by the Great Kings. '" 

Among the more remarkable of the reptiles which the Em
. pire comprised within its limits may be noticed-besides the 
great saurians already mentioned among the larger animals , •• 
-the Nile and Euphrates turtles (Trionyx ·.AJ:gypticus and 
Trionyx Euphraticus), iguanas lSteUio vulgaris and Stellio 
spinipes), geckos. especially the Egyptian house gecko (G. 
lobatus), snakes, such as the asp (Coluher haje) and the horned 
snake (ColUber Ce1-astes). and the chameleon. The Egyptian 
turtle is a large species. sometimes exceeding three feet in 
length. ,.. It is said to feed on the young of the crocodile. 
Both it and the Euphrates turtle are of the soft kind, i.e., of 
the kind which has not the shell complete. but 'unites the 
upper and under portions by a coriaceous membrane. The 
turtle of the Euphrates is of moderate size, not exceeding a 
a length of two feet. It lives in the river, and on warm days 
suns itself on the sandbanks with which the stream abounds. 
It is active, strong, violent, and passionate. When laid on its 
back it easily recovers itself. If provoked, it will snap at 
sticks and other objects, and endeavor to tear them to pieces. 
It is of an olive-green color, with large irregular greenish black 
spots. , •• 

Iguanas are found in Egypt, in Syria, and elsewhere. Th~ 
most common kind (Stellio vulgaris) does not exceed a foot in 
length, and is of an olive color, shaded with black. It is per
secuted and killed by the Mahometans, because they regard 
its favorite attitude as a derisive imitation of their own atti
tude of prayer. ,.. There is another species, also Egyptian, . 
which is of a much larger size, and of a grass-green color. 
This is called Stellio spinipes: it has a length of from two to 
three feet. , •• 

The gecko , •• is a kind of nocturnalIizard. Its eyes are large, 
alid the pupil is extremely contractile. It hides itself during 
the day, and is lively only at nights. It haunts rooms, esps-
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eially kitchens, in Egypt, where it finds the insects which form 
its ordinary food. Its feet constitute its most marked charac
teristic. The five toes are enlarged and furnished with an ap
paratus of folds, which, by some peculiar action, enable it to 
adhere to perfectly smooth surfaces, to ascend perpendicular 
walls, cross ceilings, or hang suspended for hours on the under 
side of leaves. The Egyptians called it the abu burs, ,.. or 
II father of leprosy," and there is a wide-spread belief in its 
poisonous character; but modern naturalists incline to regard 
the belief as unfounded, and to place the gecko among reptiles 
which are absolutely harmless. ,n [pl xxvrn., Fig. 1.] 

The asp of Egypt (Coluber 1wje) is a speciee of cobra. n. It is 
a large snake, varying from three to six feet in length, 'n and 
is extremelt venomous. It haunts gardens. where it is of 
great use, feeding on mice, frogs, and various small reptiles. 
It has the power of greatly dilating the skin of the neck, and 
this it doee wben angered in a way that is very remarkable. 
Though naturally irritable, it is e&S;ily tamed; and the serpent
charmers of the East make it the object of their art more often 
than any other species. [pl XXYrn., Fig. !.] After extract
ing the fangs or burning out the poison-bag with a red-hot iron. 
the charmer trains the animal by the shrill sounds of a small 
flute, and it is soon perfectly docile. 

The cerastes n. is also employed occasionally by the make
charmers. It has two long and thin excrescencee above the 
eyes, whereto the name of "horns" has been given: they 
sbnd erect; leaning a little backwards; no naturalist has as 
yet discovered their use. The ceraStes is of a very pale brown 
color, and is spotted with large. unequal, and irregularly 
placed spots. Its bite is exceedingly dangerous, since it p0s
sesses a virulent poison ;"~ and, being in the habit of nearly 
burying itself in the sand, which is of the same color with it
self, it is the more difficult of avoidance. Its size also favors 
its escaping notice, since in length it rarely much exceeds a 
foot. [pl XXVrn., Fig. S.l 

· The chameleon has in all agee attracted the attention of man-
· kind. n. It is found in Egypt, and in many others parts of 
,Africa, in Georgia, and in India. The power of changingcolor 
which it possesses is not really its most remarkable charac
teristic. Far more worthy of notice are its slow pace, extra-

· m-dinary form, awkward movements, vivacity, and control of 
eye, and marvellous rapidity of tongue. ,n It is the most gro
.&eP.que of reptiles. With protruding and telescopic eyes, thd 
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move at will in the most opposite directions, with an ungainly 
head, a cold, dry, strange-looking skin, and a prehensile tail, 
the creature slowly steals along a branch or twig, scarcely dis
tinguishable from the substance along which it moves, and 
scarcely seeming to move at all, until it has come within reach 
of its prey. Then suddenly, with a motion rapid as that of 
the most agile bird, the long cylindrical and readily extensile 
tongue is darted forth with unerring aim, and the prey is 
seized and swallowed in a single moment of time. The ordi
nary color of the chameleon is a pale olive-green. This some
times fades to a sort of ashen-gray, while sometimes it warms 
to a yellowish-brown, on which are .seen faint spots of red. ITO 

Modern naturalists, for the most part, attribute the changes to 
the action:-of the lungs, which is itself affected chielly by the 
emotions of anger, desire, and fear. [pL XXVIII., Fig. 5. 

The great extent of the Empire caused its vegetable produf. . 
tions to include almost all the forms known to the anci81 
world. On the one hand, the more northern and more elev~ 
regions bore pines, firs, furches, oaks, birch, beech, ash, ila 
and junipers, together with the shrubs and llowers of the cooli. 
temperate regions; on the t>ther hand, the southern tracts grew ~ 
palms of various kinds, '" mangoes, tamarind-trees, lemons; 
oranges, jujubes, mimosas, and sensitive plants. Betweel' 
these extremes of tropical and cold-temperate products, thP 
Empire embraced an almost infinite variety of trees, shrubs. 
and llowers. The walnut and the Oriental plane grew to a vast 
size in many places. ITO . Poplars, willows, fig-mulberries, konars, 

. cedars, cypresses, acacias, were common. Bananas, egg-plants, 
locust-trees, banyans, ITO terebinths, the gum-styrax, the gum
tragacanth, the a.ssa.fretida plant, the arbor vital, the castor
oil plant, the Judas-tree, and other somewhat rare forms, 
sprang up side by side with the pomegranate, the oleander, 
the pistachio-nut, the myrtle, the bay, the laurel, the mul
berry, the rhododendron, and the arbutus. The Empire gt'ew 
all the known sorts of grain, and almost all the known fru.its. 
Among its various productions of this class, it is only possi~le 
to select for notice a few which were especially remarkablE> 
either for their rarity or for their excellent quality. 

The ancients celebrated the wheat of ...iEolis,'8' the dates Qf 
Babylon, ,., the citrons of Media, I •• the Persian peach, I •• th9 
grapes of Carmania, ,., the Hyreanian fig, I.' the plum of Damas
cus, I., the cherries of Pontus,18' the mulberries of Egypt and of 
Cyprus,'·· tbe silrhiUlI! of Cyrene, ," the wine of Holbon, IO' tha 
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wild-grape oil of Syria. "' It is not unlikely that to these 
might have been added as many other vegetable pr')-:iucts of 
first-rate excellence, had the ancients possessed as good a 
knowledge of the countries included within the Empire as the 
moderns. At present, the mulberries of KhiVa,'" the apricots 
of Bokhara, "' the roses of Mexar, .. • the quinces and melons of 
Isfahan, , •• the grapes of Kasvin and Shiraz, II. the pears of 
Natunz, .n the dates of Dalaki .... have a wide-spread reputation, 
which appears in most c~ to be well deserved. On the whole, 
it is certain that for variety and excellence the vegetable pro
ducts of the Persian Empire will bear comparison with those 
of any other state or community that has as yet existed, either 
in the ancient or the modern world. 

Two only of these products seem to deserve a longer descrip
tion. The Cyrenaic silphium, of which we hear so much, as 
'onstituting the main wealth of that province, II. was valued 
i~ietly for its medicinal qualities. A decoction from its leaves 

1118 used to hasten the worst kind of labors; its root and a 
: .nce which flowM from it were employed in a variety of mala
~ies. The plant, which is elaborately described by Theophras
tus, appears to have been successfully identified by modern 
travellers in the Cyrenaica, I., who see it in the drias or deria8 
of the. Arabo, an umbelliferous plant, which grows to a height 
of about three feet, has a deleterious effect on the camels tbat 
browse on it, and bears a striking resemblance to the represen
tations of the ancient silphium upon coins and medals. This 
plant grows only in the tract between Merj and Derna-the 
very beart of the old silphium country, while that it has medi
cinal properties is certain from its effects upon animals; there 
can thus be little doubt that it is the silphium of tbe ancients, 
8(l"Ilewbat degenerated, owing to want of cultivation. 

The Egyptian byblus or papyrus (Cyperus papyrus) was 
perhaps the most valuable of all the vegetables of the Empire. 
The plant was a tall smootb reed of a triangular shape. I.. It 
grew to the heigbt of ten or fifteen feet, and terminated in a 
tuft or plume of leaves and flowers. Thougb indigenous in the 
country, it was the subject of careful ctJ.tivation, and was 
grown in irrigated ground, or in such lands as were naturally 
marshy. The root of the plant was eaten,"·" while from its 
stem was made the famous Egyptian paper. The manufacture 
of the papyrus was as follows: The outer rind having been re
moved, there was exposed a laminated interior,. consisting of a 
number of successive layers· of hmer cuticle, generally about 
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twenty. These were carefully separated from one another by 
the point of a needle, ••• and thus were obtained a number of 
strips of the raw material, which were then arranged in rowR, 
covered with a. paste, I., and crossed at right angles by anothE'r 
set of strips placed over them, after which the whole was COll

verted into paper by means of a strong pressure. A papyrns 
roll was made by uniting together a greater or less number of 
such sheets. The best paper was made from the inmost layers 
of cuticle. The outer rind of the papyrus was converted into 
ropes i and this fabliy was found to be peculiarly adapted for 
immersion in water. 

The mineral treasures of the Empire were valious and abuJl
dant. It. has been noticed already that Persia Proper, if we 
include in it Carmania, possessed mines of gold, silver, copper, 
iron, red lead, orpiroent, and salt, yielding also bitumen, naph
tha, sulphur, and most probably common lead.'" We·are 

Ifurther informed by ancient writers that Drangiana, or Saran
gia, furnished the rare and valuable mineral tin; .... Without 
which copper could not be hardened into bronze i that Armenia 
yielded emery, ,., so necessary for the working and polishing 
of gems; that the mountains and mines of the Empire supplied '. 
almost all the valieties of useful and precious stones; and that 
thus there was scarcely a mineral known to and required by 
the ancients for the purposes of their life which the Great King 
could not command without having recourse to others than 
his own subjects. It may be likewise noticed that the more 
important were very abundant, being found in many places 
and in large quantities. Gold was furnished from the moun
tains and deserts of Thibet and India, S •• from the rivers of Ly
dia, ••• and probably from other places where it is still fOlmd, 
as Armenia, Cabul, and the neighborhood of Meshed. s.. SilV'4ilr, 
which was the general medium of e~change in Persia, III mltst 
have been especially plentiful. It waS probably yielded, net. 
only by the Kerman mines,1lI but also by those of Armenia, 
Asia Minor, and the Elburz.11I Copper was obtained in great 
abundance from Cyprus, ". as well as from Ca.rmania:'" and it 
may have been also delived, as it is now in very large quanti
ties, from Armenia ... • Iron, really the most precious of all 
metals, existed within the Persian territory in the shape of 
huge boulders,'" as well as in nodules and iIi the form of iron
stone. SI. Lead was procurable from Bactria, Armenia, Ker
man, and many parts of Affghanistan; ... orpiment from Bae
tria, Kerman, and the Hazareh country ;ss. antimony from 
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Armenia, Affghanistan, and Media ;'" hornblende, quartz, talc, 
and asbestos, from various places in the Taurus .••• 

Of all necessary minerals probably none was so plentiful and 
so widely diffused as salt. It was not only in Persia Proper 
that nature had bestowed this commodity with a lavish hand
there was scarcely a province of the Empire which did not pos
sess it in superfluous abundance. Large tracts were covered 
by it in North Africa, in Media, in Carmania, and in Lower 
Babylonia. ... In Asia Minor, Armenia, Syria, Palestine, and 
other places, it could be obtained from lakes. ••• In Kerman, 
and again in Palestine, it showed itself in the shape of large 
masses, not inappropriately termed" mountains." ••• Finally, 
in India it was the chief material of a long mountain-range,"· 
which is ca~able of supplying tlle whole world with salt for 
many ages. 

Bitumen and napthha were also very widely diffused. A.t the 
eastern foot of the Caucasus, where it subsides into the Caspian 
Sea, on at various points in the great Mesopotamian plain, ••• in 
the Deshtistan or. low country of Persia Proper, ••• in the Bakh
tiyari mountains, , •• and again in the distant Jordan valley,'" 
these two inseparable products are to be. found, generally 
united With indications of volcanic action, present or recent. 
The bitumen is of excellent quality, and was largely employed 
by the ancients. , .. The naphtha is of two kinds, black naphtha 
or petroleum, and white naphtha, which is much preferred to 
the other. The bitumen-pits also, in some places, yielded salt. , •• 

Another useful mineral with which the Persians were very 
plentifully supplied, was sulphur. Sulphur is found in Persia 
Proper, in Carmania, on the coast of Mekran,'" in Azerbijan, 
in the Elburz, on the Iranian plateau, in the vicinity of the 
Dead Sea,'" and in very large quantities near Mosul ... • Here 
it is quarried in great blocks, which are conveyed to considera
ble distances. 

Excellent stone for building purposes was obtainable ~ most 
parts of the. Empire. Egypt furnished an inexhusatible supply 
of the best possible granite; marbles of various kiDds, compact 
aandstone,limestone,·and other useful sorts were widely dif
fused i and basalt was procurable from some of the outlying 
ranges of Taurus. In the neighborhood of Nineveh, and in 
much of the Mesopotamian rf'gion, there was abundance of 
grey alabaster, tIT and a. better kind was quarried:near Damas
cus. ••• A gritty silicious rock on the banks of the Euphrates, 
a little above Hit, was suitable for mill-stones. III 
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The gems furnished by the various provinces of the Empire 
are too numerous for mention. They included. it must be re
membered, all the kinds which have already been enumerated 
among the mineral products of the earlier Monarchies. , •• 
Among them, a principal place must, one would think, have 
been occupied by the turquoise-the gem, par excellence, of 
modern Pers~lthough, strange to say, there is no certain 
mention of it among the literary remains of antiquity. This 
lovely stone is produced largely by the mines at Nishapur in 
the Elburz, , .. and is furnished also in less abundance and less 
beauty by a mine in Kerman,'" and another near Khojend. , .. 
It is noticed by an Arabian author as early as the twelfth cen
tury of our era.·.. A modern writer on gems supposes that it 
is mentioned, though not named, by Tbeophrastus; but this 
view scarcely seems to be tenable .... 

Among the gE:ms of most value which the Empire cerlainly 
produced were the emerald, the green ruby, the red ruby, the 
opal, the sapphire, the amethyst, the carbuncle, the jasper, the 
lapis lazuli, the sard, the agate, and the topaz~ Emeralds were 
found in Egypt, Media, and Cyprus;"· green rubies in Bac
tria;'" common or red rubies in Caria;'" opals in Egypt. Cy
prus, and Asia Minorj"· sapphires in Cyprus;'" amethysts also 
in Cyprus, and moreover in Egypt, Galatia, and Armenia;'" 
carbuncles in Cariaj'" jaspers in Cyprus, Asia Minor, and 
Persia Properj'" the lapis lazuli in Cyprus, Egypt, and Media;'" . 
the sard in Babyloniaj'·· the agate in Carmania, Susiana, and 
Armeniaj'·· and the topaz or chrysoprase in Upper Egypt. ... 

The tales which are told of enormous emeralds'·· are un
doubtedly fictions; the material which passed for that precious 
substance being really in these cases either green jasper or 
(more probably) glass. ... But lapis lazuli and agate seem to 
have existed within the Empire in huge masses. Whole cliffs 
of the former overhang the river Kashkar in Kaferistanj'·' and 
the myrrhine vases of antiquity which were (it is probable"') 
of agate, and came mainly from Carmania, ,., seem to have been 
of a great size. 

We may conclude this review by noticing, among stones of 
less consequence produced within the Empire, jet, which was 
vo called from being found at. the mouth of the river Gagis in 
Lycia, IO. garnets, which are common in Armenia, ... and beryl, , .. 
which is a product of the same country. 
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CHAPTER m. 
CB.UiAarER, JlANNERS AND CUSTOMS, DR1!'.'3S, ETC., 011' TUB 

PEOPLE. 

"111fted up mine eyes, and saw. and. bPbold. there stood before the river a ram 
wbleb bad two borns: and the two borns were higb; but one was higber than the 
other .... d the higber came up last. "-Dan. vill. a. 

THE ethnic identity of the Persian people with the Medes, and 
the inclusion of both nations in that remarkable division of the 
human race which is known to etbnologers as the banic or 
Arian, have been maintained in a former volume. I To the 
arguments there adduced it seems unnecessary to add anything 
in this place, since at the present day neither of the two posi. 
tions appears to be controverted. It is admitted generally, not 
only that the Persians were of the same stock with the Medea, 
but that they formed, together with the Medes and a few other 
tribes and peoples of less celebrity, a special branch of the Indo
European family-a branch to which the name of Arian may 
be assigned, not merely for convenience sake, but on grounds 
of actual tradition and history.' Undistinguished" in the earlier 
annals of their race, the Medes and Persians became towards 
the eighth or seventh century before our era, its leading and 
most important tribes. Closely uniteJ. together,· with the 
superiority now inclining to one, now to the other, they claimed 
and exercised a lordship over all the other members of the 
stock, and not only over them, but over various alien races 
also. They had qualities which raised them above their fellows. 
and a civilization, whic~ was not, perhaps, very advanced, but 
was still not wholly contemptible. Such details as could be 
collected.. either from ancient authors, or from the extant re
mains, of the character, mode of life, customs, etc., of the 
Medea, have already found a place in this work. • 

The greater part of what was there said will apply also to 
the Persians. The information, however, which we possess,. 
with respect to this latter people, is so much more copious than 
that which has come down to us with regard to the Medea, 
that, without repeating anything from the former place, our 
materials will probably enable us to give to the present chapter 
considerable dimensions. 

The woodcuts <>f the prece<llng volume will haVQ InadQ thQ 
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reader sufficiently familiar with the physiognomy of the 
Persians,' or, at any rate, with the representation of it which 
has come down to us upon the Persian monuments, It may 
be remarked that the type of face and head is uniform upon 
all of them, and offers a remarkable contrast to the type 
assigned to themselves by the Assyrians, from whom the 
Arians evidently adopted the general idea of bas-reliefs, as 
well as their general mode of treating subjects upon them. 
The novelty of the physiognomy is a strong argument in favor 
of its truthfulness j and this is further confirmed by the 
evidence which we have, that the Persian artists aimed at 
representing the varieties of the human race, and succeeded 
fairly in rendering them. Varieties of physiognomy are 
represented upon the bas-reliefs with much care, and some
times with remarkable success, as the annexed head of a negro, 
taken from one of the royal tombs,' will sufficiently indicate. 
[Pl. XXIX., Fig.t.] 

According to Herodotus, the skulls of the Persians were 
extraordinarily thin and weak 8_a phenomenon for which he 
accounted by the national habit of always covering the head. 
There does 'not seem to be in reality any ground for supposing 
that such a practice would at all tend to produce such a result. 
If, therefore, we regard the fact of thinness as established, we 
can only view it as an original feature in the physical type of 
the race. Such a feature would imply, on the supposition that 
the heads· were of the ordinary size, a large brain-cavity, and 
so an unusual volume of brain, which is generally a concomi
tant of high intellectual power. 

The Persians seem, certainly, to have been quick and lively, 
keen-witted, capable of repartee, ingenious, and, for Orientals, 

. far-sighted. They had fancy and imagination, a relish for 
poetry and art, and they were not without a certain power of 
political combination. But we cannot justly ascribe to them 
8.Qy high degree of intellectual excellence. The religious ideas 
which they held in common with the.Medes were,' indeed, of a 
more elevated character than is usual with races not enlight
ened by special revelationj' but these ideas were the common 
stock of the Iranic peoples, and were inherited by the Persians 
from a remote ancestry, not excogitated by themselves. Their 
taste for art, though marked, was neither pure nor high. We 
shall have to consider, in a future chapter, the architecture and 
mimet.ic art of the people ;'. to weigh their merits in these 
~espects and, at the same time, to note their deficiencies. 
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Without anticipating the exact verdict then to be pronounced, 
we may say 'at once that tbere is nothing in tbe remains of the 
Persian arehitecture and sculpture that have come down to us 
indicative of any remarkable artistic genius j nothing tbat even 
places tbem on a par with the best works of tbe kind produced 
by Orientals. Again, if the great work of Firdausi represents 
to us, as it probably does, the true spirit of the ancient poetry 
of tbe Persians, we must conclude that, in the highest depart 
ment of art, their efforts were but of moderate merit. A tone 

. of exaggeration, an imagination exuberant and unrestrained, a 
preference for glitter over solid excellence, a love of far-fetched 
conceits, characterize the Sbahnameh j and, though we may 
fairly ascribe something of this to the idiosyncrasy of the poet, 
still, after we have made all due allowance upon this score, the 
conviction presses upon us that there was a childish and gro
tesque character" in the great mass of the old Persian poetry, 
which marks it as the creation of moderate rather than of high 
intellectual power, and prevents us from regarding it with the 
respect with which we view the labors of the Greeks and 
Romans, or, again, of the Hebrews, in this department. A 
want of seriousness, a want of reality, and, again, a want of 
depth, characterize tbe poetry of Iran, whose bards do not 
touch the chords which rouse what is noblest and highest in 
our nature. They give us. sparkle, prettiness, quaint and in
genious fancies, grotesque marvels, an inflated kind of human 
heroism; but they have none of the higher excellencies of the 
poetic art, none of the divine fire which renders the true poet, 
and tbe true prophet, one. 

Among moral qualities, we must assign to the Persians 88 
their most marked characteristics, at any rate in the earlier 
times, courage, energy, and a regard for truth. The valor of 
tbeir troops in the great combats of Platrea and Thermopylm 
extorted the admiration.of their enemies, wbo.have left on 
record tbeir belief that, II in boldness and warlike spirit, the' 
Persians were not a whit behind the Greeks," and that theiio 
defeat was wholly owing to the inferiority of their equipment 
and training.'· Without proper shields, with little defensive 
armor, wielding only short swords and lances that were 
sc<,\rcely more than javelins, they dashed themselves upon the 
serried ranks of the Spartans, seizing the huge spear-sbaft.a of 
these latter with their hands, striving to break them, anll to 
force a way in. No conduct could have been braver than this, 
which the modern historian well compares with brilliant 
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actions of .the Romans and the Swiss. 11 The Persians thoroughly 
deserved to be termed (as they are termed by lEschylus), a 
"valiant-minded people j" II they had boldness, elan, dash, and 
considerable tenacity and stubbornness j no nation of Asia or 
Africa was able to stand against them j if they found their 
masters in the Greeks, it was owing. as the Greeks them
selves tell us, to the superiority of Hellenic arms, equip
ment, and, above all, of Hellenic discipline, which together 
rendered the most desperate valor unavailing, when it lacked 
the support of scientific organization and united simultaneous 
movement. 

The energy of the Persians·during the earlier years of their 
ascendancy is no less remarkable than their courage. ~schylus 
speaks of a mysterious fate which forced them to engage con
tinually in a long series of wars, to take delight in combat'3 of 
horse, and in the siege and overthrow of cities." Herodotus, 
in a tone that is not very different, makes Xerxes, soon after 
his accession, represent himself as bound by the examples ('If 
his forefathers to engage his country in BOme great enterprise, 
and not suffer the military spirit of his people to decay through 
want of employment. II We shall find, when we come to con
sider the history of the Empire, that, for eighty years, under 
four sovereigns, the course indicated by these two writers was 
in fact pursued-that war followed on war, expedition on 
expedition-the active energy of sovereign and people carrying 
them on, without rest or pause, in a career of conquest that 
has few parallels in the history of Oriental nations. In the 
subsequent period, this spirit is less marked j but, at all times, 
a certain vigor and activity has characterized the race, distin
guishing it in a very marked way from the dreamy and listless 
Hindus upon the one hand, and the apathetic Turks upon 
the other. 

The Persian love of truth was a favorite theme with the 
Greeks, " who were, perhaps, the warmer in their praises from 
a latent consciousness of their own deficiency in the tirtue. 
According to Herodotus, the attention of educators was spe
cially directed to the point, and each young Persian was 
taught by his preceptors three main things:-C C To ride, to draw 
the bow, and to speak the truth." I. We find that, in the Zend
avesta, and more especially in its earliest and purest portions, 
truth is strenuously inculcated. Ahura-Mazda himself is C C true, " 
"the father of all truth, '''" and his worshippers are bound to 
conform themselves to his~. Darius, in bis inscriptions. 
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protests frequently against" lies," which he seems to regard 
as the embodiment of all evil. •• A love of finesse and intrigue 
is congenital to Orientals; and, in. the later period of their 
sway, the Persians appear to have yielded to this natural in
clination. and to have used freely in their struggle with the 
Greeks the weapons of cunning and deception i but, in the 
earlier period, a different spirit prevailed j lying was then re.. 
gn.rded as the most disgraceful act of which a man could possi
bly be guilty j" truth was both admired and practised j Persian 
kings, entrapped into a promise. stood to it firmly, however 
much they might wish it recalled;" foreign powers had never 
to complain that the terms of a treaty were departed from;" 
the Persians thus form an honorable exception to the ordinary 
Asiatic character, and for general truthfulness and a faithful 
performance of their engagements compare favorably with the 
Greeks and Romans. 

The Persian, if we may trust Herodotus. was careful to 
avoid debt. "' He had a keen sense of the difficulty with which 
a debtor escapes subterfuge and equivocation-forms, slightly 
disguised, of lying. To buy and sell wares in a market place, 
to chaffer and haggle over prices, was distasteful to him, as apt 
to involve falsity and unfairness. II He was free and open in 
speech, bold in act, generous, warm-hearted. hospitable. His 
chief faults were an addiction to self-indulgence and luxury, a 
passionate abandon to the feeling of the hour. whatever that 
might happen to be j and a tameness and subservience in all 
his relations towarda his prince, which seem to moderns almost 
incompatible with real self-respect and manliness. 

The luxury of the Persians will be considered when we treat 
of their manners. In illustration of the two other weak points 
of their character. it may be observed that. in joy and in sor
row, they were alike immoderate; in the one transported 
beyond all reasonable bounds, and exhibiting their transports 
with entire unreserve and openness i" in the other proportion
ately depressed. and quite unrestrained in the expression of 
their anxiety or misery. It JEschylus' tragedy of the" Persm" 
is, in this respect, true to nature, and represents with accuracy 
the real habits of the nation. "' The Persian was a stranger to 
the dignified reserve which has commQnly been affected by the 
:more civilized among Western nations. He laughed and wept, 
shouted and shrieked, with the unrestraint of a child, who is 
not ashamed to lay bare his inmost feelings to the eyes of those 
a~ut him.. • 1..ively and excitable. he loved to give vent to evert 
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passion that stirred his heart, and cared not how many wit
nessed his lamentations or his rejoicings. 

The f~eling of the Persian towards his king is one of which 
moderns can with difficulty form a conception. In Persia the 
monarch was so much the State, that patriotism it-self was, as 
it were, swallowed up in loyalty; and an absolute unquestion
ing submission, not only to the deliberate will, but to the merest 
caprice of the sovereign, was, by habit and education, so en
grained into the nature of the people that a contrary spirit 
scarcely ever manifested itself. In war the Safety of the sover
eign was the first thought, and the principal care of all. '" The 
tales told of the self-devotion of individuals to secure the pres
ervation of the monarch'· may not be true, but they indicate 
faithfully the actual tone of men's sentiments about the value 
of the royal person. If the kiDg sufiered, all was lost; if the 
king escaped. the greatest calamities seemed light, and could 
be endured with patience. II Uncomplaining acquiescence in aU 
the decisions of the monarch-cheerful submission to his will, 
whatever it might chance to be--<!haracterized the conduct of 
the Persians in time of peace. It was here that their loyalty de
generated into parasitical tameness, and became a defect in
stead of a virtue. The voice of remonstrance, of rebuke, of warn
ing, was unheard at the Court; and tyranny was allowed to in
dulge unchecked in the wildest caprices and extravagances. 
The father, whose innocent son was shot before his eyes by the 
king in pure wantonness, instead of raising an indignant pro
test against the crime, felicitated him on the excellence of his 
archery. "' Unfortunates, bastinadoed by the royal orders, de
clared themselves delighted, because his majesty had con
descended to recollect them. SI A tone of sycophancy and ser
vility'was thus engendered, which, sapping self-respect, tended 
fatally to lower and corrupt the entire character of the people. 

In considering the manners and customs of the Persians, it 
will be convenient to follow the order already obServed in treat
ing of Assyria and Media-that is to say, to treat, in the 
first instance, of their warlike, and subsequently of their peace
ful usages. On the latter the monumElnts throw considerable 
light; on the former, the information which they supply is 
compamtively scanty. 

The Persians, like the Medes," regarded chariots with dis
favol', and composed their a,rmies almost entirely of foot and 
horse. . The ordinary dress of the foot-man was, in tb.~ earliel' 
times, a tunic with long sleeves, .. made of leather, II and fitting 
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rather tightly to the frame, which it covered from ·the neck to 
the knee. If Under this was worn a pair of trousers, I. also of 
leather, and tolerably ·tight-fitting, especially at the ankles, 
where they met a sort of high shoe, or low boot. The head. 
was protected by a loose round cap,'· apparently of felt, which 
projected a little in front, and rose considerably above the top 
of the head. Round the waist was worn a double girdle or 
belt,'o from which depended a short sword. [pI. XXVIII., 
Fig. 4.] 

The offensive arms of the foot-man were, a sword, a spear, 
and a bow. The sword, which was called by the Persian~ 
akinaces, u appears to have been a short, straight weapon," 
suited for stabbing rather than for cutting, and, in fact, not 
very much better than a dagger. [PI. XXIX., Fig. 2.] "it was 
carried in a sheath, .0 and was worn suspended from the girdle 
on the right side. .. From the Persepolitan sculptures it would 
seem not to have hung freely, but to have been attached to the 
right thigh by a thong which passed' round the knee. The 
handle was short, and generally unprotected by a guard i but, 
in some specimens, we see a simple cross-bar between the hilt 
and the blade. 

The spear carried by the Persian foot-man was also short," 
or, at any rate, much shorter than the Greek. To judge 'by 
the representations of guardsmen on the Persepolitan sculp
tures, it was from six to six and a half or seven feet in length. 
The Grecian spear was sometimes as much as twenty-one feet." 
The Persian weapon had a short head, which 8i>pears to have 
been flattish, and which was strengthened by . a bar or ridge 
down the middle." The shaft, which was of cornel wood,'s 
tapered gradually from bottom to top, and was ornamented at 
its lower extremity with a ball, II sometimes carved in the 
shape of an apple or a pomegranate. •• [pl. XXIX., Fig. 3.] 

The Persian bow, according to Herodotus and Xenophon, II 
was of unusual " size. According to the sculptures,·' it was 
rather short, certainly not exceeding four feet. It seems to 
have been carried strung, either on the left shoulder, with the 
a.rm passed through it, or in a bow-case "slung at the left side. II 
It . was considerably bent. in the middle, and had the ends 
slightly turned back. [pI. XXX., Fig. 1.] The arrows, which 
'were of reed, I. tipped with metal, and feathered,·1 were carried 
in a quiver, which hUng at the back near the left shoulder. To 
judge from the sculptures, their length must have been about 
two feet and" a half. The arrow-heads, which were either o~ 
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bronze or iron, seem to have been of various shapes, •• the most 
common closely resembling the arrow-heads of the Assyrians .• , 
[pI. XXX., Fig. 3.] 

Other offensive weapons carried occasionally by the Persian 
foot-men were, a battle-axe, a sling, and a knife. The battle
axe, which appears in the sculptures only in one or two in
stances, is declared to have been a common Persian weapon 
by Xenophon,·· who, upon such' a point, would seem to be 
trustworthy. The use of the sling by the Persian light-armed 
is quite certain. It is mentioned by Curtius and Strabo,·· no 
less than by Xenophon; and the last-named writer speaks 
with full knowledge on the subject, for he witnessed the effect 
of the weapon in the hands of Persia.n slingers during his re
turn with the Ten Thousand.·o The only missiles which the 
Persian slingers threw were stones; they did not, like the 
Rhodia.ns, make use of small lumps of lead .• , 

The knife (No1l"iS or Jtaxazpa) seems also to have been a Persian 
weapon. Its blade appears to have been slightly curved, like 
that of a pruning-hook. •• It was worn in a sheath, •• and was 
probably thrust into the belt or girdle like the similar weapon, 
half knife, half dagger, of a modern Persia.n. 

The ordinary defence of the Persian against the weapons of 
his enemy was a shield of wicker-work,·· which covered him 
almost from head to foot,'· and which probably differed little 
from the wattled shield of the Assyrians.·' [pI. XXX., Fig. 2.] 
This he commonly planted on the ground, supporting it, per
,haps, with a crutch, while he shot his arrows from behind 
it. .. Occasionally, he added to this defence the protection of a 
coat of mail,'· composed either of scale armor," or of quilted 
linen," like the corselets of the Egyptians. Armor of tbe 
former kind was almost impenetrable, since the scales were of 
metal-iron, bronze, or .sometimes gold--'and overlapped one 
another like those of a fish. " . 

The Persian cavalry was armed, in the early times of the 
monarchy, almost exactly in the same manner as their in
.fantry.'" Afterwards, however a considerable change seems 
·to have been made. In the time of the younger Cyrus cavalry 
· soldiers were very fully protected. They wore helmets on their 
· heads, coats of. mail about their bodies, and greaves on their 
legs. to Their ebief offensive arms seem, then, to have been the 
short swor!l; the javelin, and the knife. I' It is probable that 

· they were; without shields, ,. being sufficiently defended by theif 
armor, which (as we have seen) was almost complete. 
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The javeIin of the horseman, which was his special weapon, 
was a. short strong spear or pike, with a shaft of cornel
wood, ,. and an iron point. It was common for him to carry 
two such weapons, " one of which he used as a missile, while 
he retained the otber in order to employ it in hand-to-hand 
combat with the enemy." It was a stout manageable weapon. 
and though no match for the longer and equally strong spear 
of the lIaoedonian cavalry," was preferred by Xenophon to 
the long weak reed-Jance commonly carried by horse-soldiers 
in his day.-
It was tbe practice of the later Persians to protect with 

armor, not only the horseman, but the horse. They selected 
for the service large and poWerful animals, chiefly of the 
NisIea.n breed,·' and cased them almost wholly in mail." The 
head was guarded by a frontlet, and the neck and chest by a 
breast-piece; the sides and flanks had their own special cove~ 
ing (pad€vpi&,ct), and cuisses defended the thighs. These de
fences were not merely, like those of the later Assyrian heavy 
cavalry," of felt or leather, but consisted, like the cuirasses 
worn by the riders, of some such material covered with metal 
scales." The weigbt which the horse had to sustain was thus 
very great, and the movements of the cavalry force were, in 
consequence, slow and hesitating.·" Flight was difficult; and, 
in a retreat, tbe weaker animals were apt to sink under their 
burdens, and to be trampled to death by the rtronger ones." 

There can be no doubt that, besides these heavy horsemen, 
the Persians employed, even in the latest times, and much 
more in the earlier, a light and agile cavalry force. Such were 
the troops wbich, under Tissaphernes, harassed the Ten 
Thousand during their .retreat; and sucb, it may be con-

.jectured, was really at all times the great body of their 
cavalry. The education of the Persian, as we shall see here
after," was directed to the formation of those habits of quick.. 
ness and agility in the mounting and managing of horses, 
which have a military value only as furnishing a good training 
for the light-eavalry 8l'!rvice; and the tendency of the race has 
at all times been, not to those forms of military organization 
which are efficient by means of solidity and strength, but to 
those lighter, more varied, and more elastic brancbes which 
compensate for a want of solidity by increased activity, readi
ness, and ease of movement. 

Though the Persians did not set; any great store by chariots, 
~ an arm of the mili~ service," they' nevertheless mado 
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occasional use of them. Not only were their kings and 
princes, when they commanded their troops in person, accus
tomed to direct their movements, both on the march and even 
in action, from the elevation of· a war-chariot, •• but now and 
then, in great battles, a considerable force of them was brought 
into the fiel<V· and important consequences were expeded 
from their employment. OJ The wheels of the war-chariots 
were armed with scythes j.' and these, when the chariot was 
set in motion, were regarded as calculated to in:H.ict great 
damage on the ranks of opponents. Such hopes seem, bow
ever, to have been generally disappointed... As every chariot 
was drawn by at least two horses, and contained at least two 
persons-the charioteer and the warrior-a large mark was 
offered by each to the missiles of the light troops who were 
commonly stationed to receive them; and, as practically it was 
found that a single wound to either horse or man threw the 
whole equipage into confusion, the charge of a scythed 
chariot was commonly checked before it reached the line of 
battle of the enemy. Where this was not the case, the danger 
was escaped by opening the ranks and letting the chariots 
pass through them to the rear, a good account being speedily 
given of any adventurer who thus isolated himself from the 
support of his own party. 

The Persian war-chariot was, probably, somewhat loftier 
than the Assyrian.·' The wheels appear to have been from 
three to four feet in diameter; and the body rose above tbem 
to a height from the ground of nearly five feet. The person of 
the warrior was thus protected up to his middle'· by the 
curved board which enclosed the chariot on three sides.·' The 
axle-tree is said to have been broad, since breadth afforded a 
security against being overturned," and the whole con
struction to have been strong and solid. The wheels had 
twelve spokes, which radiated from a nave of· unusual size.·' 
The felloes were narrower than the Assyrian, but were stili 
composed, like them, of two 01' three distinct layers of wood. 
The tires were probably of metal, and were indented like the 
edge of a saw. [PI. XXXI., Fig. 1.] . 

No great ornamentation of the chariot appears to have been 
attempted. The body was occasionally patterned with a 
chequer-wor)t,·· which may be compared with a style common 
in Assyria, , •• and the spokes of the wheels were sometimes of 
great elegance, ,., but the general character ,of the workmanship 
~as massive and plain. The pole was short, and terroinate4 
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,vith a simple curve. From the evidence of the monuments it 
'vv-ould seem that chariots were drawn by two horses only;'·' 
but the classical writers assure us that the ordinary practice 
WILS to have teams of four. ,.1 The harness used was exceed
ingly simple, consisting of a yoke, a belly-band, a narrow col
lar, a head-stall, a bit, and reins. When the charioteer left 
hls seat, the reins could be attached to a loop orbar which pro
jected from the front of the chariot-board. 

Chariots were constructed to contain two, or perhaps, in 
liIome instances, three persons. These consisted of the warrior, 
his charioteer, who stood beside him, and an attendant, whose 
lllace was behind, and whose business it was to open and shut 
the chariot doors. ••• The charioteer wore a visor and a coat of 
mail, exposing nothing to the enemy but his eyes ... • 

The later Persians made use also of elephants in battle, but 
to a very small extent,'·' and without any results worth men
tioning. 

The chief points of Persian tactics were the following. The 
army was organized into three di"ltinct services-those of the 
chariots, the horse, and the foot. In drawing up the line of 
battle, it was usual, where chariots were employed, to place 
them in the front rank, in front of the rest of the army .••• 
Behind the chariots were stationed the horse and the foot; the 
former generally massed upon the wings ; •• 8 the latter placed 
in the middle, drawn up according to nations,'·' in a number 
of oblong squares; 110 which touched, or nearly touched, one 
another. The bravest and best armed troops were placed in 
front; the ranks towards the rear being occupied by those of 
inferior quality. 111 The depth of the ranks was usually very 
great,11I since Oriental troops cannot be trusted to maintain a 
firm front unless they ~e strongly supported from behind. 
No attempt, however, seems to have been made at forming a 
second line of battle in the rear of the first, nor does there 
even seem to have been any organized system of reserves. 
When the battle began, the chariots were first launched against 
the enemy,"1 whoso ranks it was hoped they would confuse, 
or, at any rate, disturb. After this the main line advanced to 
the attack, but without any inclination to come at once to 
close quarters. Planting their shields firmly on the ground in 
front of them, '" the Persian heavy-n.rmed shot flight after 
flight of arrows against their foe, while the stingers and other 
light-armed in the rear sent clouds of missiles over the heads 
Qf their friend~ intQ the a.dverse ranks beyond theDl. It was 
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usually the enemy which brought this phase of the battle to 
an end, by pressing onward and closing with the Persian main 
line in -a. hand-to-hand combat. Here the struggle was com
monly brief-a very few minutes often decided the engage
ment. III If the Persian line of battle was forced or broken, all 
was immediately regarded as lost-flight and rout followed. 
The cavalry, from its position on the wings, might attempt, by 
desperate charges on the flanks of the advancing foe, to stay 
his progress, and restore the fortune of the day, but such 
efforts were usually unavailing. Its line of battle once bro
ken, a Persian army lost heart j its commander commonly set 
the example of flight, and there was a general rush of all arms 
from the battle-field. 

-For success the Persians trusted mainly to their numbers, 
which enabled them, in some cases, to renew an attack time 
after time with fresh troops, "0 in others to outflank and sur
round their adversary.11t Their best troops were undoubtedly 
their cavalry, both heavy and light. The heavy, armed in the 
old times with bows,!l8 and in .the later with the javelin"· 
(1tu.trov), highly distinguished itself on many important oc
Casions. ... The weight of its charge must have been great j its 
offensive weapons were good j.21 and its armor mad .. it almost 
invulnerable to ordinary weapons. The light cavaI17 was cele
brated for the quickness and dexterity of its manllmvres ... • 
lt had the loose organization of modern Bashi-BazOlw or 
Cossacks; it hung iL clouds on the enemy-assailed, retreated, 
rallied, re-advanced-fled, and even in flight was formin'lble, _ 
since each rider was trained to discharge his arrows back-
wards with a sure aim. against the pursuing foe ... • Tlle 
famous skill of the Parthians in their horse-combats ... Watl m-
herited from their Persian predecessors, who seem to hav" 
invented the practice which the later people carried to perfec
tion. 

Though mainly depending for success on their numbers, the 
Persians did not wholly despise the use of contrivanca and. 
stratagem. At Arbela, Darius Codomannus had spiked balls 
strewn over the ground where he expected the Greek cavalry 
to make its attacks'" [pI. XXX., Fig. 5]; and, at Sardis, 
Cyrus obtained his victory over the Lydian horse by frighten· 
ing them with the grotesque and unfamiliar camel'" Other 
instances'" will readily occur to the reader, whereby it ap
pears that the art of war was studied, and ingenuity allowed 
its due place in military matters, by this people, who showed 
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a fair share of Oriental subtlety in the devices which they em
ployed against their enemies. 

It is doubtful whether we are to include among these devices 
the use of military engines. On the one ];land, we have several 
distinct statements by the author of the" Cyrporedia," to the 
effect that engines were well known to the Persians; ". on the 
other, we remark an entire absence from the works of other 
ancient writers of any notice that they actually employed 
them, either in their battles or their sieges. The silence of 
Scripture, lOt of HerodotuB, of the inscriptions, of Quintus Cur
tillS, of Arrian, may fairly be regarded as' outweighing the 
unsupported authority of the romance-writer, Xenophon; and 
though it would be rash to decide that such things as siege
towers, battering rams, and baZistm-all of which are found to 
have been in constant use under the Assyrian and Babylonian 
monarchies"o-were wholly discarded by, or unknown to, 
their successors in the government of Asia, yet a wise criti
cism will conclude, that they :were, at any rate, unfamiliar to 
the Persians, rarely and sparingly (if at all) employed by them, 
other methods of accomplishing the ends whereto they served 
having more approved themselves to this ingenious people. 
In ordinary sieges it would seem that they trusted to the bank 
or mound, III while sometimes they drove mines under the 
walls, and sought in this way to effect a breach. IS. Where the 
place attacked was of great strength, they had recourse in gen
eral either to stratagem or flo blockade. II. Occasionally they 
employed the destructive force of fire, lB' and no doubt they 
often succeeded by the common method of escalade. On the 
whole, it must certainly be said that they were' successful in 
their si"ges, exhibiting in their conduct 'of them courage, ac
tivity, and considerable fertility of resource. 

A Persian army was usually, though not always, ... placed 
under a single commander. This commander was the monarch, 
if he was present; if not, it was a Persian, or a Mede, ... nom
inated by him. Under the commandel'-in-chief were a num
ber of general officers, heads of corps or divisions, of whom 
we find, in one instance, as many as nine,'"' Next in rank to 
these were the chiefs of the various ethnic contingents com
posing the army, 'who were, probably, in general the satraps 
of the different provinces. 118 Thus far appointments were 
held directly from tbe crown; but beyond this the system was 
changed. The ethnic or satrapial commanders appointed the 
officers next below themselves, the captains over a thousand, 
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and (if their contingent was large enough to admit it)' the cap
tains over ten thousand j who, again, nominated their subordi
nates, commanders of a hundred, and commanders of ten."" 
1.'hus, in the main, a decimal scale prevailed. The lowest rank 
of officers commanded each ten men, the next lowest a hun
Ilred, the next to that a thousand, the next ten thousand. 
~rhe officer over ten thousand was sometimes a divisional 
(:biefj"· sometimes he was subject to the commander of an 
fltlmiC contingent, who was himself under the orders of the 
head of a division. Altogether there were six ranks of officers, 
€,xc1usive of the commander-in-chief. 

The proper position of the commander-in-cbief was con
sidered to be the centre of the line of battle.... He was 
regarded as safer there than he would have been on eitber 
wingj and it was seen that, from such a position, his orders 
would be most rapidly conveyed to all parts of the battle
field. It. It was not, however, thought to be honorable that 'he 
sbould keep aloof from the fight, or avoid risking his own 
person. '41 On the contrary, he was expected to take an active 
part in the combat; and therefore, though his place was not 
exactly in the very foremost ranks, it was tou;ards the front, 
and the result followed that he was often exposed to imminent 
danger. The consequences of this arrangement were fre
quently disastrous in the extreme, ,« the death or flight of the 
commander producing universal panic, stopping the further 
ic;sue bf any general order, and thus paralyzing the whole 
army. 

The numbers of a Persian army, though no doubt exaggerated 
by the Greeks, must have been very great, amounting, proba
bly, on occasions, to more than a million of combatants.'" 
'I'roops were drawn from the entire empire, and were mar
shalled in the field according to nations, , .. each tribe accoutred 
in its own fashion. Here were seen the gilded breastplates'" 
and scarlet kilts"· of the Persians and Medes j there the woollen 
shirt of the Arab, , .. the leathern jerkin of the Berber, n. or the 
cotton dress of the native of Hindustan. ,., Swart savage 
Etbiops from the Upper Nile, adorned with a war-paint of 
white and red, and scantily clad with the skins of leopards 
or lions, fought in one place with huge clubs, arrows tipped 
with stone, and spears terminating in the ~orn of an antelope. us 

In anotber, Scyths, with their loose spangled trousers'" and 
their tall pointed caps, , •• dealt death around from their unerr
ing blows i while ne&!" them Assyrians, helmeted, and wearing 
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corselets of quilted linen, wielded the tough spear, or the still 
more formidable iron mace.·.. Rude weapons, like cane bows, 
unfeathered arrows, and stakes hardened at one end in the 
fire, ... were seen side by side with keen swords and daggers of 
the best steel, the finished productions of the workshops of 
Phcenicia and Greece. Here the bronze helmet was surmounted 
with the ears and horns of an ox ;"' there it was superseded by 
a fox-sk:in, ... a leathern or wooden skull-cap,· .. or a head-dress 
faahioned out of a horse's scalp. ••• Besides horses and mules, 
elephants, '" camels, ' •. " and wild asses,'" diversified the scene, 
and rendered it still more strange and wonderful to the eye of 
a European. One large body of cavalry was accustomed to 
enter the field apparently unarmed; besides the dagger, which 
the Oriental never lays aside, they had nothing but a long 
leathern thong. They used this, however, just as the lasso is 
used by the natives of Brazil, and the wretch at whom they 
aimed their deadly noose.had small chance of escape.'·' 
. The Persians, like the Assyrians,'" usually avoided fighting 

during the winter, and marched out their armies against the 
enemy in early spring. ••• With the great hosts which they 
moved a fixed order of march was most necessary; and we find 
evidence of so much attention being paid to this point that co~
fusion and disorder seem scarcely ever to have arisen. When 
the march lay within their own country, it was usual to send 
on the baggage and the sumpter-beasts in advance, , .. after 
which came about half the troops, moving slowly in a long and 
continuous column along the appointed line of route. At this 
point a considerable break occurred, in order that all might be 
clear for the most important part of the army, which waa now 
to follow. A guard, consisting of a thousand horse and a thou
sand foot, picked men of the Persian people, prepared the way 
for what was most holy in the eyes of the nation-the emblems 
of their religion, and their king. The former consisted of 
sacred horses and cars; perhaps, in th~ later times, of silver 
altars also, bearing the perpetual and heaven-kindled fire,'" 
which was a special object of Persian religious regard, and 
which the Buperstition of the people viewed as a sort of palla
dium, sure to bring the blessings of heaven upon their arms. 
Behind the sacred emblems followed the Great King himself, 
mounted on a car drawn by Nisrean steeds, ... and perhaps pro
tected on either side by a select band of his relatives. n. Behind 
the royal chariot came a seconi guard, consisting, like the 
first, of a thousand foot and. a thousand horse. Then followed 
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ten thousand picked foot, probably the famous" Immortals;" 'n 

then came a body of ten thousand picked Persian horsemen. 
After these a space of four hundred yards (nearly a quarter of 
a mile) was left vacant; then marched, in a second continuous 
column, the remainder of the host. 

On entering an enemy's country, or drawing near a hostile 
force in their own, certain alterations in these dispositions be
came necessary, and were speedily effected. The baggage-train 
was withdrawn, and instead of moving before the army, fol
lowed at some little distance in the rear."" Horsemen were 
thrown out in front, to feel for the enemy and notify his ar
rival. ". Sometimes, if the host was large, a division of the 
troops was made, and several corps d'armee adV8J;l.ced against 
the foe simultaneously by distinct routes. ITt When this took 
place, the commander-in-chief was careful to accompany the 
central force,11O so as to find himself in his proper position if he 
was suddenly compelled to give battle. 

Night movements were seldom attempted by the Persians. 
They marched· from sunrise"" to sunset,'" halting, probably, 
during the midday heat. . In their most rapid marches they 
seldom accomplished more than from twenty to twenty-five 
miles in the day;"· and when this rate was attempted for any 
continuance, it was necessary to rest the men at intervals for 
as much as three days ata time. "I The great drag upon ra
pidity of movement was the baggage-train, which consisted or
dinarily of a vast multitude of camels, horses, asses, mules, 
oxen, etc., in part carrying burthens upon their backs, in part 
harnessed to cal'ts laden with provisions, tents, and other nec
essaries. '.0 The train also frequently comprised a number of 
litters, ,., in which the wives or female companions of the chief 
men were luxuriously conveyed, amid .a crowd of eunuchs'" 
and attendants, and with all the cumbrous paraphernalia of 
female wardrobes. '.1 Roads, it must be remembered, did not 
exist; rivers were not l;lridged., except occasionally by boats ;'" 
the army marched on the natural ground along an established 
line of route which no art had prepared for the passage of man 
or beast, Portions of the route would often be soft and muddy; 
the carts and litters would become immovable, their wheels 
sinking into the mire up to the axles; all the efforts of the 
teams would be unavailing; it must have been imperative to 
halt the main line, and employ the soldiers in the release of the 
vehicles, which had to be lifted and carried forward till the 
ground was sufficiently firm to bear them."· When a river 
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crossed the line of route, a ford had to be sought, boats pro
cured, or rafts extemporized. The Persians were skilful in the 
passage of streams, to which they became accustomed in their 
first campaigns under Cyrus j'8. but the march was necessarily 
retarded by these and similar obstacles, and we cannot be sur
prised that the average rate of movement was slow. 

As evening approached the Persians sought a suitable place 
for their camp. An open plain was preferred for the purpose, 
and the vicinity of water was a necessity. 187 If an enemy was 
thought to be at hand, a ditch was rapidly dug, and the earth 
thrown up inside j1R8 or if the soil was sandy, sacks were filled 
with it, and the camp was protected with sand-bags. 18. Imme
diately within the rampart were placed the gerrhophuri, or 
Persians armed with large wicker shields. ,.. The rest of the 
soldiers had severally their appointed places, the position as
signed to the commander-in-chief being the centre.'01 All the 
army had tents, , •• which were pitched so as to face the east.'·' 
The horses of the cavalry were tethered and hobbled in front 
of the tents of their owners. , •• 

The Persians disliked encamping near to their enemy. , .. 
They preferred an interval of seven or eight miles, which they 
regarded as a considerable security against a surprise. As their 
most important arm was the cavalry, and as it was impossible 
for the cavalry to unfasten and unhobble their steeds, to equip 
them properly, to arm themselves, and then to mount in a 
short space of time, when darkness and confusion reigned 
around, a night attack on the part of an enterprising .enemy 
would have been most perilous to a Persian army. Hence the 
precaution which they observed against its occurrence-a pre
caution which was seldo~ or never omitted'·' where they felt 
any respect for their foe, and which seeDll! to have been effec
tive, since we do not hear of their suffering any disaster of the 
kind which they so greatly feared_ 

The Persians do not seem to have possessed any special corps 
of pioneers. When the nature of the country was such as to 
require the felling of timber or the removal of brushwood, the 
army was halted; and the work was assigned to a certain num
ber of the regular soldiers. ". For the construction of bridges, 
however, in important places, and for other works on a grand 
scale intended to' facilitn.te an expedition, preparations were . 
made beforehand, the tasks being entrusted either to skilled 
workmen,108 or to the. crews of ships, , •• if they were tolerably 
easy of performance. 
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Commissariat arrangements were generally made by the 
Persians on a large scale, and with the best possible results. 
An ample baggage-train conveyed corn sufficient to supply the 
host during some months j"o and in cases where scarcity was 
apprehended, further precautions were taken. Ships laden 
with corn accompanied the expedition as closely as possible,'" 
and supplemented any deficiency that might arise from a fail- . 
ure on the part of the land transport department. Sometimes, 
too, magazines'" were established at convenient points along 
the intended line of march previously to the setting forth of 
the army, and stores were thus accumulated at places where it 
was probable they would be found of most service .. 

Requisitions for supplies were also made upon the inhabi
tants of the towns and villages through which lay the route of 
the army. Whenever the host rested for a night at a place of 
any consequence, the inhabitants seem to have been required 
to furnish sufficient bread for a meal to each man, .0. and, in 
addition, to provide a banquet for the king'" (or general) and 
his suite, which was al ways very numerous. Such requisitions, 
often intolerably burthensome to those upon whom they were 
laid, must have'" tended greatly to relieve the strain upon their 
own resources, which the sustentation of such enormous hoots 
as the Persian kings were in the habit of moving, cannot have 
failed to produce in many cases. 

The effectiveness of these various arrangements for the pro
~oning of troops upon a march was such that Persian armies 
~ere rarely. if ever, in any difficulty with respect to their sub
sistence. Once only in the entire course of their history do WEI 

hear of the Persian forces suffering to any considerable extent. 
from a want of supplies. According to Herodotus, Cambyscs. 
when he invaded Ethiopia, neglected the ordinary precautions.. 
and brought his army into such straits that his men began to 
eat each other. '0. This caused the total failure of his expedi· 
tion, and the loss of a great proportion of the troops employed 
in it. There is, however, reason to SI.L..9JElCt that. even in this 
Calle, the loss and difficulty which occurred have been much 
exaggerated .... 

• The Persians readily gave quarter to the enemy who asked 
it. and generally treated their prisoners of war with much 
kindness. Personages of importance, as monarchs or princes, 
either preserved their titles and their liberty, with even a 
certain nominal authority,"· or received appanages in other 
parts of the Persian territory, ••• or, finally, were retained about 
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the Oourt as friends and table-companions of the Great King.'" 
T.lose of less rank were commonly given lands and houses in 
some province remote from their own country, and thenceforth 
held the same position as the great mass of the subject races. ... 
Exchanges of prisoners do not seem to have been thought ot 
In a few cases, persons, whom we should regard as prisoners 
of war, experienced some severities. but probably only when 
they were viewed by the Persians, not as fair enemies, but as 
rebels. "' Rebels were, of course, liable to any punishment 
which the king might think it right to inflict upon them, 
nnd there were occasions· after a revolt when sentences of ex
treme rigor WE're passed upon the persons considered io have 
been most in fault. According to Herodotus, three thousand 
Babylonians were crucified by order of Darius, to punish their 
revolt from him;'" and, though this is probably an exagger
ation, it is certain that sometimes, where an example was 
thought to be required, the Persians put to death, not only the 
lender of a rebellion, but a number of his chief adherents. .. • 
Crucifixion, or, at any rate, impalement of some sort, was in 
such cases the ordinary punishment ... • Sometimes, before a 
rebel was executed, he was kept for a. while chained at the 
kIng's door, in order that there might be no doubt of his 
C8I·ture ... • 

Among the minor punishments of rebellion were branding,'" 
and removal of the rebels en masse from their own country to 
some remote locality.·.. In this latter case, they were merely 
treated in the same way as ordinary prisoners of war. In the 
(ormer, they probably became royal slaves attached to the 
household of the monarch. 

Though the Persians were not themselves a nautical people, . 
thE'Y were quite aware of the great importance of a navy. and 
spared no pains to provide themselves with an efficient. one. 
The conquests of Phcenicia, Cyprus, Egypt, and the Greek 
islands were undertal:en, it is probable, mainly with this ob
ject; and these parts of the Empire were always valued chiefly 
as possessing skill~ seamen, Ve8SE'ls, and dockyards, from 
which the Great King could draw an almost ioexhaustJ.'ble sup
ply of war-ships and transports. Persia at times had the com- . 
plete command of the Mediterranean Sea,'" and bore undis
puted sway in the Levant during almQSt the whole period of 
her E'xistE'nce as an empire. ... 

The war-sbip prefE'rred by the best naval powers during 
the whole period of the Persian rule was the trireme, or decked 
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galley impelled by rowers sitting in three tiers, or banks, one 
above another. This vessel, the invention of the Corinthians, ... 
had been generally adopted by the nations bordering on the 
Mediterranean ••• in the interval between B.C. 700 and B.C. 525, 
when by the reduction of Phoonicia, Cyprus, and Egypt, the 
Persians obtained the command of the sea. Notwithstanding 
the invention of quadriremes by the Carthaginians before B.C. 
400, and of quinqueremes by Dionysius the Elder soon after, 
the trireme stood its ground, and from first to last the Persian 
fleets were mainly composed of this class of vessels .••• 

The ~rireIIie was a vessel of a considerable size, and was 
capable of accommodating two hundred and thirty persons .••• 
Of these, two hundred constituted the crew, while the. remain
ing thirty were men-at-arms, corresponding to our own "ma
rines. " By far the greater number of the crew consisted of the 
rowers, who probably formed at least irina-tenths of the whole, 
or one hundred and eighty out of the two hundred.... The 
rowers sat, not on benches running right across the vessel, but 

'on small seats attached to its side .• ~. They were arranged, as 
before stated, in three tiers, not, however, directly one over 
the head of another, but obliquely, each at once above and 
behind his fellow.. Each rower had the sole management of a 
single oar, which he worked through a hole pierced in tha side 
of the vessel. To prevent his oar from slipping he had a leath
ern strap,'" which he twisted round it, and fastened to the 
thole, probably by means of a button. The remainder of the 
crew comprised the captain, the steersman, the petty officers, 
and the sailors proper, or those whooe office it was to trim the 
sails and look to the rigging. The trireme of Persian times 

. had, in all cases. a mast, and at least one sail, which was of a 
square shape, hung across the mast by means of a yard or 
spar, ••• like the "square-sail " of a modern vessel. The rudder 
was composed of two broad-bladed oars, one on either side of 
the stern, united, however, by a cross-bar, and managed by a 
single steersman. The central part of 0. trireme was always 
decked, and on this deck, which was generally level with the 
bulwarks, stood and fought the men-at-arms, whose busineslil 
it was to engage the similar force of the enemy. 

The weapon of the trireme, with which she was intended 
chiefly to attack her foe, was the ii.t{JOAOS, or beak. [pl. XXXI., 
Fig.3.] This consisted of a projection from the prow of the 
ship, either above or below the water-line, strongly shod with 
a castihg of iron, and terminating either ~ the head of an ani· 
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mal, ,or in one or more sharp points. A trireme was expected, 
like a modem "ram," to use this implement against the sidea 
of her adversary's vessels, so as to crush them in and cause the 
vessels to sink. Driven by the full force of her oars, which 
impelled her almost at the rate of a modem steamer, ••• she was 
nearly certain, if she struck her adversary full, to send ship and 
men to the bottom. She might also, it is true, greatly damage 
herself; but, to preclude this, it was customary to make the 
whole prow of a trirene exceedingly strong, and, more particu. 
!arly, to support it with beams at the side (t1Crori6e.), which 
tended to prevent the timbers frqm ·starting. 
, Besides triremes, which constituted the bulk of the Persian 
navy, there were contained in their fleet various other classes 
of vessels, as triaconters, penlieconters, cercuri, and others.··· 
Trlaconters were lo~, sharp-keeled ships, shaped very much 
like a trireme, rowed by thirty rowers, who sat all upon a level, 
like the rowers in modem boats, fifteen on either side of the ves
sel [PL XXXI., Fig. 2.] Penteconters were very similar, the 
only difference being in the number of the oars and oarsmen. 
[pL XXXI., Fig.4.] jBoth these classes of vessels seem to have 
been frequently witlJOut sails. SOl Cercuri were light boa~ 
very long and swift. They are said to have been invented 
by the Cyprians, "'" aHd were always peculiar to Asia. "'" 

The transports of tne Persians were either for the convey· 
anee of horses or of hod. Horse.transports (i1C1tayGiJyri d.oza) 
were large clumsy vassels, constructed expressly for the se~ 
vice whereon they '\'i ere used, .s. possessing probably a special 
'apparatus for the elXharkation and disembarkation of the ani· 
'mala which they W&:e built to carry. Com-transports (doia 
:6/rayroya) seem to have been of a somewhat lighter character. 
Probably, they varied very considerably in their size and 
burthen, including huge and heavy merchantmen (vav. drpoy. 
yvAaz) on the one band, and a much lighter and smaller craft 
\iJtaroz) on the other 4.1 

·t The Persians used their ships of war, not only for naval 
engagements, but also for the conveyance of troops and the 
construction of bridges. Accustomed to pass the great streams 
which intersect Western Asia by bridges of boats, which were 
permanently established wherever an unfordable river crossed 
any of the regular routes connecting the provinces with the 
capital. II. the Persians, when they proceeded to carry their 
arms from Asia into Europe, conceived the idea of bridging the 
interval between the continents, which did not much exceed 
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the width of one of the Mesopotamian streams,'" by construc
tions similar in principle and general character to those where
with long use bad made them familiar in: their own country. 
Ranging a number of vessels side by side, at no great distance 
one from another, parallel with the course of the stream, which 
ran down the straits, anchoring each ve8Sel stem and stern to 
keep it in place, and then laying upon these supports a long 
wooden platform, they made a floating bridge of considerable 
strength, reaching from the Asiatic to the European coast, QD 

which· not only men, but horses, camels, chariots, and laden. . 
carts passed over safely from the one continent to the other ... • 
Only, as the water which they had to cross was not a river, but 
an arm of the real salt sea, and might, therefore, in case 0.[ a 
storm, show a might and fury far beyond a river's power, they 
thought it necessary to employ, in lieu of boats, the strongest 
ships which they possessed, namely, triremes and pentecon
ters, ". as best capable of withstanding the force of an angry 
sea. Bridges of this kind were intended sometimes for tem
porary, sometimes for permanent constructions ... • In the lat
ter case, great care and much engineering skill was lavished 
on their erection. The shore cables, which united the ships 
together, and sustained the actual bridge or platform, were 
made of most carefully selected materials, and must have been 
of enormous strength; .. , the ships were placed in close prox
imity one to another; and by the substitution of a double for a 
single line-of two bridges, in fact, for one-the solidity of the 
work was very largely augmented. Yet, rare as was the skill 
shown, solid and compact as were the causeways thus thrown 
by human art over the sea, they were found inadequate to the. 
end desired. The great work of Xerxes, far the most elabo
rate of its class, failed to withstand the fury of the elements 
even for a single year; the bridge, constructed in one autumn, 
was· 'Utterly swept away in the next ;'" and' the army which 
bad crossed into Europe by its aid had to embark as it best 
could, and return on board ship to Asia. 

As the furnishing of the'Persian fleet was left wholly to the 
subject nations of the Empire, so was its manning intrusted 
to them almost entirely. Phrenicians, Syrians, Egyptians, 
Cypriots, Cilicians, Lycians, Pamphylians, Carlans, Greeks, 

. equipped in the several' costumes of their countries, - served 
,;ide by side in their respective contingents of ships, thereby 
g'ivingthe fleet nearly the same motley appearance which was 
pre~ented by the army.'" In one respect alone. did the navy 
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uhibit s11perior uniformity to their sister service-the epibatm, 
or "marines," who formed the whole fighting force of the fleet 
while it kept the sea, was a nearly homogeneous body, consist· 
ing of three races only (two of which were closely allied), 
namely, Persians, Medes, and Sacre. ••• Every ship had thirty 
such men on board; all, it is probable, uniformly armed, and 
all animated by one and the same spirit. To this force the 
Persians must have owed it mainly that their great fleets were 
not mere congeries of mutua.lly repellant atoms, but were ca
pable of acting against an enemy with a fair amount of combi
nation and singleness of purpose. 

When a fleet accompanied a land army upon an expedition, 
it was usually placed under tlte same commander.·f This com
mander, however, was not expected to adventUl"e himself on 
board, much less to take the direction of a sea-fight. He in
trusted the fleet to an officer, or officers, ... whom he nominated, 
and was content himself with the conduct of operations ashore. 
Occasionally the land and sea. forces were assigned to distinct 
commanders of co-ordinate authority-an arrangement which 
led, naturally, to misunderstanding and quarrel ••• 

~'he tactics of a Persian fleet seem to have been of the sim
plest kind. Confident in their numbers, until experience had 
taught them the fallaciousness of such a ground of hope, they 
were chiefly anxious that their enemy should not escape. To 
prevent this, they endeavored to surround the ships opposed 
to them, advancing their line in a crescent form, so as to en
close their adversary's wings,'" or even detaching squadrons 
to cut off his retreat ... • They formed their line several ships 
deep, •• , and, when the hour of battle came, advanced directly 
at their best speed against the enemy, endeavoring to run 
down his vessels by sheer force,"· and never showing any 
acquaintance with or predilection for manreuvres. Met by a. 
skilful antagonist, who avoided or successfully withstood this 
hst onset, they were apt through their very numbers to be 
thrown into disorder: the first line would become entangled 
with the second, the second with the third, and inextricable 
c<>nf'.l:Bion would be the result. '''Confusion placed them at 
the mercy of their antagonist, who, retaining complete com
mand over his own vessels, was ,able to strike theirs in vul
nerable parts. and, in a short time, to cover the sea with. 
shattered and sinki.ng wrecks. The loss to the Persians in 
men, M. w~, as in J.Daterial" w~; then '!JU!C tQ ~ vel! ,great; 
f_ their sailors seldom knew how f;o swuo. ... @a were ~ 
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sequently drowned, even when the shore was but a few yards 
distant. 

When, from deficiency in their numbers, or distrust of their 
own nautical skill in comparison with that of their enemy, the 
commanders of a Persian fleet wished to avoid an engagement, 
a plan sometimes adopted was to run the ships ashore upon a 
smooth soft beach, and, after drawing them together, to sur
round them with such a rampart as could be hastily made,'" 
and defend this rampart with the sailors. The crews of tho 
Persian vessels were always more or less completely armed, .," 
in order that, if occasion arose, they might act as soldiers 
ashore, and were thus quite capable of fighting effectively be
hind Ii. rampart. They might count, too, under such circum
stances, upon assistance from such of their own larid forces as 
might happen to be in the neighborhood, who would be sure 
to come with all speed to their aid, and might be expected ~ 
prove a sure protection. 

The subject nations who furnished the Persians with their 
fleet were, in the earlier times, the Phoonicians, the Egyptians, 
the Cypriots, the Cillcians, the Syrians of Palestine, the Pam
phylians, the Lycians, the Carians, and the Greeks of Asia 
Minor and the islarids. lOT The Greeks seem to have furnished 
. the largest number of ships; the Phoonicians, the next largest; 
then the Egyptians; after them the Cypriots; then the Cill
cians; then the Carians; next the Lycians; while the Pamphy
lians furnished the least. ••• The best ships and the best sailors 
were the Phoonicians, especially those of Sidon.... In later 
times, ships were drawn either from Phoonicia alone, or from 
Phoonicia, Cilida, and Cyprus .... 

The limits assigned to the present work forbid the further 
prosecution of this branch of our inquiry, and require us now to 
pass on from the consideration of the Persian usages in war, to 
that of their manners and customs, their habits and proceed
ings, in time of peace. And here it will once more be conven
ient to follow a division of the subject with which the reader 
is familiar, .8. and to treat first of the public life of the King 
and Court, and next of the private life of the people. . 

The Persian king held the same rank and position in the 
. eyes of his subjects which the great monarch ofWestem.Asia, 

. whoever he JDight be, had always occupied from time imme
morial."~ He was their lord and master, absolute disposer of 
their liv~B. liberties, 8I.Ild property; the'sole fountain of law and 
ri~ht, ilJca.pable himself of -dQing wrong, 4'respollSible irresist-
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ible-a sort of God upon earth; one whose favor was happi
ness, at whose frown men trembled, before whom all bowed 
themselves down with the lowest and humblest obeisance. 

To a pel'8ODage so exhalted, a state and pomp of the utmost 
magnificence was befitting. The king's ord.inary dress in time 
of peace was the long flowing ":Median garment, " or candys'" 
-made in his case (it· is probable) of richest silk,'" which, 
with its ample folds, its wide hanging sleeves, and its close fit 
about the neck and chest, gave dignity to almost any figure, ••• 
and excellently set off the noble presence of an Achmmenian., 
prince. The royal robe was either of purple throughout, ... or 
sometimes of purple embroidered with gold.·.. It descended 
below the ankles; resting on the foot even when the monarch 
was seated.·· A broad girdle confined it at the waist. Under 
it was worn a tunic, - or.. shirt, which reached from the neck 
to the knee, ... and had tigbt-fitthlg sleeves that covered the arm 
to the wrist. "I The tunic was purple in color, like the candys, 
or robe, but striped or mIXed with white."· The lower limbs 
were encased in trousen. of a crimson hue. 'T' On his feet the· 
the king wore shoes like those of the :Medes, "'long and taper 
at the toe buttoned in front, and reaching very high up the 
instep: their color was deep yellow or saf;'fron..n [pL XXXII., 
Fig.L] 

Thus far the monarch's costume, though richer in material 
than the dress of the Persian nobles, and in some points differ
ent in color, was on the whole remarkably like that of the 
upper class of his subjects. It was, however, most important' 
that his dress should possess some distinguishing feature, and 
that that feature should be one of very marked prominElDCY. 
In an absolute monarchy the king must be unmistakable, at 
almost any distance, and almost in any light. Consequences 
of the gravest kind may follow from any mist8.k:e of the royal 
identity; and it is therefore essential to the comfort both of 
prince and subject that some' very conspicuous badge sh~l 
mark and notify the monarch's presence. Accordingly, it ap
pears that the Persian ruler was to be known by his head
dress. which was peculiar alike in shape and in color, and was 
calculated to catch the eye in both respects. It bore the name 
kitariB or kidaris, .. , and was a tall stiff cap,'" slightly swelling 
as it ascended, flat at top, and terminating in a ring or circle 
which projected beyond the lines of the sides. Round it, 
probably near the bottom, was worn a fillet or band-th6 
diadem proper-which was blue, spotted with white.· .. 
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As the other Persians wore either simple fillets round their 
heads, or soft, rounded, and comparatively low caps, with no 
band round them,·" the king's head-drese, which would tower 
above theirs and attract attention by its color, could readily 
be distinguished even in the most crowded Court. 

It has been asserted that the kidaris. or tiara of the Persian· 
kings, was "commonly adorned with gold and jewelry;" ••• 
and this may possibly have been the case, but there is no 
evidence that it was SO.··' Its material was probably either 
cloth or felt,·" and it was always of a bright color,'" though 
not (apparently) always of the same color. Its distinguishing 
features were its height, its stiffness, and the blue and white 
fillet which encircled it ... 

Among other certain indications of the royal presence may 
be mentioned the golden sceptre, ••• and the parasol The sceptre, 
which is seen frequently in the king's hands,~·· was a plain rod, 
about five feet in length, ornamented with a ball, or apple, at 
its upper end, and at its lower tapering nearly to a point. The 
king held it in his right hand, grasping it near, but not at, the 
thick end, and rested the thin end on the ground in his front. 
When he walked, he planted it upright before him, as a spear
man would plant his spear. When he sate, he sloped it out
wards,still, however, touching the ground with its point. 

The parasol, which has always been in the East a mark of 
dignity, seems in Persia, as in Assyria, •• , to have been con
fined. either by law or usage, to the king. The Persian im
plement resembled the later Assyrian, except that it was not 
tasse~d, and had no curtain or flap. It had the same tent
like shape, the same long thick stem, and the same ornament 
at .the top. It only differed in being somewhat shallower, and 
in having the supports, which kept it open,. curved instead of 
straight. It was held over the king's head on state occasions 
by an attendant who walked immediately behind him. ••• [pl 
XXXII., Fig. S.} 

The throne of the monarch was an elevated seat, with a high 
back, but without arms, cushioned, and ornamented with a 
fringe, and with moldings or carVings along the back and legs. 
The ornamentation consisted chiefly of balls and broad rings, 
and contained little that was artistic or elaborate. The legs, 
however, terminated in lions' feet, resting upon half balls. 
which were ribbed or fluted. The sides of the chair below 
the seat appea.r to have. been panelled, like the thrones of the 
Assyrians, .. a but were not adorned With any carving. The seat 
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of the throne was very high from the ground, and without a 
rest the legs would have dangled. ... A footstool consequently 
:Was provided, which was plain, like the throne, but was sup
ported on legs terminating in the feet of bulls. Thus the lion 
and the bull, so frequent in the symbolism of the East,'" were 
here again brought together, being represented as the supports 
of the throne. '" 
, With respect to the material whereof the throne was com
posed, there can be no doubt that it was something splendid 
and costly. Late writers describe it as made of pure gold ;'" 
but, as we hear of its having silver feet, ... we may presume that 
parts at least were of the less precious metal. ,.. Ivory is not 
said to have been used in its composition. We may, perhaps, 
conjecture, that the frame of the throne was wood, and that 
this was overlaid with plates of gold or silver, whereby the 
whole of the woodwork was concealed from view, and an 

. appearance of solid metal presented. 
i The person of the king was adorned with golden ornaments. 
He had earrings of gold in his ears, often inlaid with jewels :'" 

,he wore golden bracelets upon his wrists ;H' and he had a Chain 
or collar of gold about his neck:. ,.. [pI. XXXIU, Fig. 1.] In 
his girdle, which. was also of gold, he carried a short sword, 
the sheath of which was formed of a single precious stone ... • 
The monuments, unfortunately, throw little light on the 
cbaracter and workmanship of these portions of the royal 
costume. We may gather from them, perhaps, that the 
bracelets had a large jewel set in their centre, ••• and that the 
collars were of twisted work, worn loosely around the neck:. ... 
The sword seems to have differed little from that of the 01'
dinary Persians. It had a short straight blade, a mere cross
bar for a guard, and a handle almost devoid of ornament. 
This plainness was compensated. if we may trust Curtius, by 
the magnificence of the sheath, which was, perhaps, of jaEper. 
agate, or lapis lazuli. .. ' [pI. XXXUI., Fig. 2.] 

The. officers in most close attendance on the monarch's 
person were, in war, his charioteer, his stool-bearer, his bow
bearer, and his quiver-bearer; in peace, his parasol-bearer, and 
his fan bearer. who was also privileged to carry what has been 
termed .. the royal pocket-handk.ercbief. " ... 

The royal charioteer is seemingly unarmed. ... His head is 
protected merely by a fillet. He sits in front of his master, 
and both his hands are fully occupied with the management of 
the reins. He has no whip, and seems to urge his horses fOl'-
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ward simply by leaning forward himself, and slackening or 
shaking the reins over them. He was, no doubt, in every case 
a Persian of the highest rank, I •• such near proximity to the 
Royal person being a privilege to which none but the very 
noblest could aspire. [pI. XXXIII., Fig. 2.] 

The office of the stool-bearer, , •• was to assist the king as be 
mounted his chariot or dismounted from it. He carried a 
golden stool, and followed the royal chariot closely, in order 
that he might be at hand whenever his master felt disposed to 
alight. On a march, the king was wont to vary the manner 
of his travelling, exchanging, when the inclination took him, 
his chariot for a litter, and riding in that more luxurious 
vehicle till he was tired of it, after which he returned to his 
chariot for a space. ,.7 The services of the stool-bearer were 
thus in constant requisition, since it was deemed quite im
pOBBible that his Majesty could ascend or descend his some
what lofty war-car without such aid. 

The rank of the· bow-bearer was probably nearly as great as 
that of the driver of the chariot. I.. He was privileged to stand 
immediately behind the monarch on grand occasions, '" carry
ing in his left hand the weapon from which he derived his 
appellation. The quiver-bearer had the next place. "' Both 
wore the Median costume-the candys, or ·flowing robe, the 
girdle, the high shoe, and the stiff fluted cap, or, perhaps, oc
casionally the simple fillet. Sometimes the two offices would 
seem to have been held by the same person, unless we are to 
attribute this appearance, where it occurs, III to the economy 
of the artist, who may have wished to save himself the trouble 
of drawing two separate figures. [pI. XXXIII., Fig. 5.] 

The parasol-bearer'" was attired as the bow and quiver 
bearers, except that he was wholly unarmed, and had the 
fillet for his Proper head-dress. Though not a military officer, 
he accompanied the monarch in his expeditions, III since in the 
midst of war there might be occasions of state when his pres
ence would be convenient. The officer who bore the royal fan 
and handkerchief had generally the same costume; but some
times his head was enveloped in a curious kind of cowl or 
muffler, which covered the whole of it except the forehead, 
the eyes, the nose, the mouth, and the upper portion of the 
cheeks. [pI. XXXIV., Fig. 1.] 

The fan, or fly-chaser, had a long straight handle, orna
mented with a sort of heading, which held a brush of some 
springy fibrous matter. rpI. XXXIII., Fig. 4.] The bearer, 
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whose place was directly behind the monarch, held his imple
ment, which bent forward gracefully, nearly at arm's length 
over his master's head.'" 

It would seem that occasionally the bearer of the handker
chief laid aside his fly-chaser, and assumed in lieu of it a small 
bottle containing perfumery. !pI. XXXIV .• Fig. 4.] In a 
sculptured tablet at Persepolis, given by Ker Porter,'" an at
tendant in the Median robe, 'with a fillet upon his head, who 
bears the handkerchief in the usual way in his left hand, car
ries i,n the palm of his right what seems·to be a bottle, not un
like the scent-bottle of a modern lady. It has always been an 
Oriental custom to wash the hands before meals, and the rich 
commonly mix some perfumery or other with the water 
We may presume that this was the practice at the Persian 
Court, and that the Great King therefore took care to have 
an officer, who should at all times be ready to provide his 
guests, or himself, with the scent which was most rare or most 
fashionable. 

The Persians seem to have been connoisseurs in scents. We 
are told that, when the royal tiara was not in wear, it was laid 
up carefully with a mixture of myrrh and labyZUB, to give it an 
agreeable odor.·.. Unguents were thought to have been a 
Persian invention,'" and at any rate were most abundantly 
used by the upper classes of the nation. 118 The monarch ap
plied to his own person an ointment composed of the fat of 
lions, palm wine, saffron, and the herb helianthes, which was 
considered to increase the beauty of the complexion. III He 
carried with him, even when he went to the wars, a case of 

,choice unguents; and such a treasure fell into the hands of 
Alexander, with the rest of Darius's camp equipage, at Ax
bela. "' It may be suspected that the .. royal ointment" of the 
Parthian kings, composed of cinnamon, spikenard, myrrh. 
cassia, gum styrax, saffron, cardamum, wine, honey, and six
teen other ingredients, III was adopted from the Persians, who 
were far more likely than the rude Parthians to have invented 
so recondite a mixture. Nor were scents used only in this 
form by the ingenious people of whom we are speaking. 
Arabia was required to furnish annually to the Persian crown 
a thousand talents' weight of frankincense;'" and there is rea
son. to believe that this rare spice was largely employed about 
the Court, since the walls of Persepolis have several represen
tations of censers, which are sometimes carried in the hands of 
Jl.U attendant,'" while sometimes they stand On the groUlld. 

I 
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immediately in front of the Great King."' [pI. XXXIV., 
Fig. 2.] 

The box or vase in which the Persians commonly kept their 
unguents was of alabaster.... This stone, which abounded in 
the country, '" was regarded as peculiarly suited for holding 
ointments, not only by the Persians, but also by the Egyp
tians, lit the Greeks,"· and (probably) the Assyrians.·.. The 
Egyptian variety of stone seems to have been especially val
ued; and vases appear to have been manufactured in that 
country for the use of the PeNian monarch, which were trans
mitted to the Court, and became part of the toilet furniture of 
the palace. "" [pl XXXIV., Fig. 3.] 

Among the officers of the Court, less closely attached to the 
person of the monarch than those above enumerated, may be 
mentioned the steward of the household ;"1 the groom or mas
ter of the horse;'" the chief eunuch, or keeper of the women;'·' 
the king's .. eyes" and "ears,' .. •• persons whose business it 
was to keep him informed on all matters of importance; his 
scribes or secretaries,'" who wrote his letters and his edicts;'" 
his messengers, lIT who went his errands; his ushers .... who in
troduced strangers to him; his .. tasters," who tried the various 
dishes set before him lest they should be poisoned;1It his cup
bearers, ••• who handed him his wine, and tasted it; his cham
berlains, 'u who assisted him to bed; and his musicians,'" who 
amused him with song and harp. Besides these, the Court 
comprised various classes of guards, and also doorkeepers, 
huntsmen, grooms, cooks, and other domestic servants in 
great abundance.··· together with a vast multitude of visitors 
and guests, princes, nobles, captives of rank, foreign refugees, 
ambassadors, travellers. We are assured that the king fed 
daily within the precincts of his palace as many as fifteen 
thousand persons, , •• and that the cost of each day's food was 
four hundred talents. ,.. A thousand beasts were slaughtered 
for each repast, besides abundance of feathered game and 
poultry. ,.. The beasts included not only sheep, goats, and ~ 
oxen, but also stags, asses, horses, and camels.'" Among the 
feathered delicacies were poultry, geese, and ostriches. ... 

The monarch himself rarely dined with his guests. For the 
most part he was served alone. Sometimes he admitted to his 
table the queen and two or three of his children. I.. Sometimes, 
at a "banquet of wine," ••• a certain number of privileged 
boon companions were received, who drank in the royal pres
ence, not, however, of the l!8llle wine, nor on the same terms. 
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The monarch reclined on a couch with golden feet, and sipped 
the rich wine of Helbon; the guests drank an inferior beverage, 
seated upon the Boor.·' At a great banquet, it was usual to 
divide the guests into two c1asses.. Those of lower degree were 
entertained in an outer court or chamber to which the public 
had access, while such as were of higher rank entered the 
private apartments, and drew near to the king. Here they 
were feasted. in a chamber opposite to the king's chamber, 
which had a curtain drawn across the door, concealing.him 
from their gaze, but no~ so thick as to hide them from their 
entertainer.'" Occasionally, on some very special occasion, 
as, perhaps, on the Royal birthday, ... or other great festival, 
the king presided openly at the banquet,· .. drinking and dis
coursing with his lords, and allowing the light of his counte
nance to shine freely upon a large number of guests, whom, on 
these occasions, he treated as if they were of the same Besh 
and hlood with himself. Couches of gold and silver were 
spread for all,''' and II royal wine in abundance" was served 
to them in golden goblets.... On these, and, indeed, on all 0c

casions, the guests, if they liked, carried away any portion of 
the food set before them which they did not consume at the 
time, conveying it to their homes, where it served to support 
their lamilies. •• , 

The architecture of the royal palace will be discussed in an
other chapter; but a few words may be said in this place with 
respect to its furniture and general appearance. The pillared 
courts and halls of the vast ediBces which the Ach&lmenian 
monarchs raised at Susa and Peraepolis would have had a 
somewhat bare and cold aspect, if it had not been for their in
ternal fittings. The floors were paved with stones of various 
hues, blue, white, black, 'and red,'" arranged doubtless into 
patterns, and besides were covered in places with carpet
ing.... The spaces between the pillars were filled with mag
nificent hangings, white green, and violet, which were fastened -
with cords of fine linen <t> and purple to silver rings and pil. 
lars of marble. " ... screening the guests from sight, while they 
did not too much exclude the balmy summer breeze. The 
walls of the apartments were covered with plates of gold. ... 
All the furniture was rich and costly. The golden throne of 
the monarch stood under an embroidered canopy or awning 
supported by four pillars of gold inlaid with precious stones. ... 
[pl XXXV.] Couches resplendent with silver and gold filled 
tho rooms. .. • The privawchamber of the JIlOlUU'Ch wae 
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adorned with a number of objects, not only rich and splen
did, but valuable as productions of high art. Here, impend
ing over the royal bed, was the golden vine, the work of Theo
dore of Samos, where the grapes were imitated by means of 
precious stones, each of enormous value. ... Here, probably, 
was the golden plane-tree, a worthy companion to the vine, •• -
though an uncourtly Greek declared it was too small to shade. 
a grasshopper ... • Here, finally, was a bowl of solid gold, an
other work of the great Samian metallurgist, more precious 
for its artistic workmanship than even for its ·material ... 

Nothing has hitherto been said of the Royal harem or se
raglio, which, however. as a feature of the Court always im
portant, and ultimately preponderating over all others, claims 
a share of our attention. In the early times, it would appear 
that the Persian kings were content With three or four 
wives, ••• and a moderate number of concubines. Of the wives 
there was always one who held the most exalted place, to 
whom alone appertained the title of" Queen," and who was 
regarded as "wife" in a different sense from the others. Such 
was Atossa to Darius Hystaspis, Amestris to Xerxes, Statim 
to Darius Codomannus. Such, too, were Vashti and Esther to 
the prince, whoever he was, whose deeds are recorded in Scrip
ture under the name of Ahasuerus.·.. The chief wife, or Queen
Consort, was privileged to wear on her head a royal tiara or 
crown. ITO She was the acknowledged head of the female apart
ments or Gynooceum, and the concubines recognized her dig
nity by actual prostration. m On great occasions, when the 
king entertained the male part of the Court, she feasted all the 
females in her own part of the palace.'" She had a large 
revenue of her own, assigned her, not so much by the will of 
her husband, as by an established law or custom.·n Her dress 
was splendid, ... and she was able to indulge freely that love of 
ornament of which few Oriental women are devoid. Though 
legally subject to her husband as much as the meanest of his 
slaves, ... she could venture on liberties which would have been 
fatal to almost anyone else,'" and often, by her influence 
over the monarch, possessed a very considerable share of 
power.·" 

The status of the other wives was very inferior to this; and 
it is difficult to see how such persons were really in a position 
much superior to that of the concubines. As daughters of the 
chief nobles-for the king could only choose a wife within a 
narrow circle ""-they ~d, of c~rse, a ~ anI! ~ity indq-
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pendent of that acquired l?y marriage; but otherwise they must 
have been almost on a par with those fair inmates of the 
Gynreceum who bad no claim even tQ the name of consort. 
Each wife had probably a suite of apartments to herself, and a 
certain number of attendants-eunuchs, and tirewomen-at 
her disposal; but the inferior wives saw little of the king, being 
only suriunoned each in their turn to share his apartment, 170 

and bad none of the privileges which made the position of 
chief wife so important. . 

The concubines seem to have occupied a distinct part of the 
Gynreceum, called "the second house of the women. "'s. They 
were in the special charge of one of the eunuchs,l8I and were 
no doubt kept under strict surveillance. The Empire was con· 
tinually searched for beautiful damsels to fill the harem, 's, a 
constant succession being required, as none shared the royal 
couch more than once, unless she attracted the monarch's re
gard very particularly.'·' In the later times of the Empire; 
the number of the concuhines became enormous, amounting 
(according to one authority'·') to three hundred and twenty
nine, (according to another , .. ) to three hundred and sixty: 
They accompanied the king both in his wars , •• and in his hunt
ing expeditions. ,., It was a part of their duty to sing and play 
for the royal delectation; and this task, according to one au
thor, , •• they bad to perform during the whole of each night. 
It is a more probable statement that they entertained the king' 
and queen with music while they dined, one of them leading, 
and the others singing and playing in concert. ••• 

The Gynreceum-in the Susa palace, at any· rate-was a 
building distinct from the general edifice, separated from the 
"king's house" by a court. ,.. It was itself composed of. at 
least three sets of apartments-:-viz .. apartments for the Virgins 
who had not yet gone into the king, apartments for the con
cubines, and apartments for the Queen-Consort and the other 
wives. These different portions were under the supervision of 
different persons. Two eunuchs of distinction bad the charge 
respectively of the "first" and of the "second house 6f the 
women." ,.. The Queen-Consort was, at any rate nominally, 
paramount in the third, , .. her authority extending over all its . 
inmates, male and female. 

Sometimes there was in the Gynreceum a personag& even 
more exalted than any which have as yet been mention~. 
The mother of the reigning prince, if she outlived his father, 
l1eld a. position at the Court of her son beyond that even ot 
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his Chief Wife. She kept the ensigna of royalty which she 
had worn during the reign of her hUsband ;11' and wielded, as 
Queen-Mother, a far weightier and more domineering authority 
than she ever exercised as Queen-Consort .•• , The habits of 
reverence and obedience, in which the boy had been reared, re
tained commonly their power over the man; and the monarch 
who in public ruled despotically over millions of men, suc
cumbed, within the·walls of the seraglio, to the yoke of a wo
man, whose in1I.uence he was too weak: to throw off. The 
Queen-Mother had her seat at the royal table whenever the 
king dined with his wife; and, while the wife sat below, she 
sat above the monarch."· She had a suite of eunuchs dis
tinct from those of her son."· . Ample revenues were secured 
to her, and were completely at her disposal. ... She practically 
exercised-though she could not perhaps legally claim-a pow
er of life and death. .. • She screened offenders from punish
ment, procuring for them the royal pardon,"· or sheltering 
them in her own apartments ;'" and she poisoned, or openly ex
ecuted, those who provoked her jealousy or resentment. ,., 

The service of the harem., so far as it could not be fitly per
formed by women, was committed to eunuchs. Each legiti
mate wife-as ·well as the Queen-Mother-had a number ot 
these unfortunates .among her attendants; and the king in
trusted the house of the concubineS, and also that of the 
virgins, '0' to the same class of persons. His own attendants 
seem likewise to have been chiefly eunuchs. '0' In the later 
times, the eunuchs acquired a vast political authority, and ap
pear to have then filled all the chief offices of state. They 
were the king's advisers in the palace, '0' and his generals in 
the field. '0. They superintended the education of the young 
princes, , •• and found it easy to make them their tools. The 
plots and conspiracies, the executions and as..."8SSinations, 
which disfigure the later portion of the Persian annals, may be 
traced chiefly to their intrigues and ambition. But the early 
Persian annals are free from these horrors; and it is clear that 
the power of the eunuchs was, during this period, kept within 
narrow bounds. We hear little of them in authentic history 
till the reign of Xerxes. '0' It is remarkable that the Persepoli
tan sculptures, abounding as they do in representations of 
Court life, of the officers and attendants who approached at all 
closely to the person of the monarch, contain not a singlo 
figure of a eunuch in their entire ranga ,oo We may gather 
from this that there was at any rate a marked difference 110-
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tween the Asb-yrian and the early Persian Court in the position 
which eunuchs occupied at them respectively: we should not, 
however, be justified in going further and questioning al~ 
gether the employment of eunuchs by the Persian monarchs 
during the early period, since their absence from the sculptures 
may be accounted for on other grounds. 

It is peculiarly noticeable in the Persian sculptures and in
scriptions that they.carry to excess that reserve which Orientals 
have always maintained with regard to women. The inscrip
tions are wholly devoid of all reference to the softer sex, and 
the sculptures give us no representation of a female. In Per
sia. at the present day, it is regarded as a gross indecorum to 
ask a man after his wife; and anciently it would seem that the 
whole sex fell under a law of taboo, which required that, what
ever the real power and influence of women. all public mention 
of them, as well as all representations of the female form, 
should be avoided. If this were so, it must of course still more 
have been the rule that the women~r, at any rate, those of 
the upper classes-should Dot be publicly seen. Hence the in
dignant refusal of Vashti to obey the command of King Aha
suerue to show herself to his Court. <H Hence, too, the law 
which made it a capital offence to address or touch one of the 
royal concubines or even to pass their litters upon the road. ... 
The litters of women were always curtained; and when the 
Queen Statira rode in hers with the curtains drawn, it was a 
novelty which attracted general attention, as a relaxation of . 
the ordinary etiquette, though only females were allowed to 
come Dear her.... Married women might Dot even see their 
Dearest male relatives. as their fathers and brothers:'" the un
married had, it is probable, a little more liberty. 

As the employment of eunuchs at the Persian Court was 
mainly in the harem, and in offices connected therewith, it is 
no wonder that they shared,. to some extent, in the law of 
taboo, which forhade the representation of women. Their pnr 
per place was in the femalo courts and apartments, or. in close 
attendance upon the litters, when members of the seraglio 
travelled, or took the air-not in the throne-room. or the ante
chambers, or the outer courts of the palace, which alone fur
nished the scenes regarded as suitable for representation. 

Of right, the position at the Persian Court immediately 
below that of the king belonged to the members of certain 
privileged families. Besides the royal family itself-or clan 
of the Achmmenidat-there were six GI'e&~ houses wbich. had " 
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rank superior to that of all the other grandees. According to 
Herodotus these houses derived their special dignity from the 
accident that their heads had been fellow-conspirators with. 
Darius Hystaspis ;'" but there is reason to suspect that the 
rank of the families was J?recedent to the conspiracy in 
question, certain families conspiring because they were great, 
and not becoming great because they conspired. At any rate, 
from the time of Darius I., there seem to have been seven 
great families, including that of the Achremenidre, whose 
chiefs had the privilege of free communication with the 
monarch, and from which he' was legally bound to choose his 
legitimate wives. The chiefs appear to have been known as 
.. the Seven Princes," or" the Seven Counsellors," of the 
king. ... They 'sat next to him at public festivals;'" they 
were privileged to tender him their advice, whenever they 
pleased ;"8 they recommended important measures of state, 
and were, in part, responsible fo;r them;4IT they could demand 
admission to the monarch's presence at any time, unless he 
were in the female apartments; they had precedence on all 
great occasions of ceremony, and enjoyed a rank altogether 
independent of office. Sometimes-perhaps most commonly
they held office; but they rather conferred a lustre on the 
position which they consented t~ fill, than derived any addi
tional splendor from it. 

It does not appear that the chiefs of the seven great families 
had any peculiar insignia. Officers of the Court, on the con
trary, seem to have always canied, as badges marking their 
position, either wands about three feet in length, or an orna
ment resembling a lotos blossom, Ole which is sometimes seen in 
the hands of the monarch himself.... Such officers wore, at 
their pleasure, either the long Median robe and the fluted cap, 
or the close-fitting Persian tunic and trousers, with the loose 
felt ~vpfJa6ia or 7!'IAos. ' All had girdles, in which sometimes a 
dagger was placed; and all had collars of gold about their 
necks, . and earrings of gold in their ears .•• 0 The Median robes 
were of various colors-scarlet, purple, crimson, dark gray, 
etc. ... Over the Persian tunic a sleeved cloak, or great coat, 
reaching to the ankles, was sometimes worn;'" this garment 
was fastened by strings in front, and descended loosely from 
the shoulders, no use being commonly made of the sleeves, 
which hung el11pty at the wearer's side. [pl. XXXVI., 
Fig._l.] 

N:1 e1a.bQrate COurt CfilreDlonial was the natural accompatli· 
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ment of the ideas with respect to royalty embodied in the 
Persian system. Excepting the .. Seven Princes, II no one 
could approach the royal person unless introduced by a Couri 
usher. ... Prostration-the attitude of worship-was required 
of all as they entered the presence. ••• The hands of the per
sons introduced had to be hidden in their sleeves so long as 
their audience lasted. ••• In crossing the Palace Courts it was 
necessary to abstain carefully from touching the carpet which 
was laid for the king to walk on. ••• Coming into the kjng's 
presence unsummoned was a capital crime, punished by the 
attendants with instant death, unless the monarch himself, as 
a sign that he pardoned the intrusion, held out towards the 
culprit the golden sceptre which he bore in his hands.·.. It 
was also a capital offence to sit down, even unknowingly, 
upon the royal throne i·" and it was a grave misdemeanor to 
wear one of the king's ~ff dresses.... Etiquette was 
almost as severe on the monarch himself as on his subjects.
He wss required to live chiefly in seclusion i'" to eat his meals, 
for the most part, alone ill1 never to go on foot beyond the 
palace walls i·" never to revoke an order once given. however 
much he might regret iti·" never to draw back from a 
promise, whatever ill results he might anticipate from its per
formance. ... To maintain the quasi-divine character which at
tached to him it was necessary that he should seem infallible, 
immutable, and wholly free from the weakness of repentance. 

As some compensation for the restrictions laid upon him, 
the Persian king had the sole enjoyment of certain luxuries. 
The wheat of Assos was sent to the Court to furnish him with 
bread, and the vines of Helbon were cultivated for the special 
purpose of supplying him with wine ... • Water was conveyed 
to Susa for his use from distant streams regarded as specially 
sweet and pure i'" and in his expeditions he was accompanied 
by a train of wagons, which were laden with silver fIa.sks, 
filled from the clear stream of the Choaspe& ... The oasis of 
Ammon contn'buted the salt with which he seasoned his 
food. ... All the delicacies that the Empire anywhere produced 
were accumulated on his board, for the supply of which each 
:province was proud to send its best and choicest products. 

The chief amusements in which the Great King indulged 
were hunting and playing at dice. Darius HystaspiB, who 
followed the chase with such ardor as on one occasion to dis
locate his ankle in the pursuit of a wild beast, .n bad himself 
re~resented on his signet-cylinder as e~ in a lion-hl1llt. .... 
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From this representation, we learn that the Persian monarchs, 
like the Assyrian, pursued the king of beasts in their chariots, 
and generally despatched him by means of arrows. Seated in 
a light car, and attended by a single unarmed charioteer, they 
invaded the haunts of these fiercest of brutes, rousing them 
from their lairs-probably with Indian hounds,'" and chas
ing them at full speed if they fled, or, if they faced t:be danger, 
attacking them with arrows or with the javelin. [pI. XXXVI., 
Fig. 2.] Occasionally the monarch might indulge in this sport 
alone; but generally he was (it ~DlfI) accompanied by some 
of his courtiers, us who shared the pleasures of the chase with 
him on the condition. that they never ventured to let fly their 
weapons before he had discharged his. ... If they disregarded 
thia rule they were liable to c:lpitaJ punishment, and might 
esteem theIIlj)6lves fortunate if they escaped with exile.· .. 

Besides lions, the Persian monarch chased, it is probable, 
stag~s, antelopes, wild asses, wild boars, bears, wild sheep, and 
leopards. [pI. XXXVI., Fig. 3.]· These animals all abounded 
in the neighborhood of the royal palaces, and they are enu
merated by Xenophon among the beasts hunted by Cyrus .... 
The mode of chasing the wild ass was for the horsemen to 
scatter themselves over the plain, and to pursue the animal in 
turns, one takinG up the chase when the horse of another was 
exhausted. ... The speed of the creature is so great that no 
horse with a rider on his back: can long keep pace with. him; 
and thus relays were necessary to tire him out, and enable the 
hunters to bring him within the range of their weapons. 

When game was scarce in the open country, or when the 
kings were too indolent to seek it in its native haunts, they 
indulged their inclination for sport by chasing the animals 
which they kept in their own "paradises. n... These were 
walled enclosures of a large size, well wooded, and watered 
with sparkling streams, in which were bred or kept wild 
beasts of various kinds, chiefly of the more harmless sorts, as 
stags, antelopes, and wild sheep. These the kings pursued and 
shot with arrows, or brought down with the javelin ;". but the . 
sport was regarded as tame, and not to be compared with hunt
ing in the open field. 

Within the palace the Persian monarchs are said to have 
amused themselves with dice. They played, it is probable, 
chiefly with their near relatives, as their wives, or the Queen
Mother. The stakes, as was to be expected, ran high, as much 
"as a thousand darics (nearly 1100l.) being sometimes set on_ 
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single throw. Occasionally they played for the persons of 
their slaves, eunuchs, and others, who, when lost, became the 
'absolute property of the winner. 00. 

r Another favorite royal amusement was carving or planing 
wood. According to 1Elian, the Persian king, when he took a 
journey, always employed himself, as he sat in his carriage, 
in this way;o" and Ctesias speaks of the occupation as pur
sued also within the walls of the palace.... Manual work of 
this kind has often been the refuge of those rulers, who, sated 
with pleasure and devoid of literary tastes, have found time 
hang heavy upon their hands. 

In literature a Persian king SOOlllS rarely to have taken any 
pleasure at all 0" Occasionally, to beguile the weary hours, a 
monarch may have had the" Book of the Chronicles of the 
Kings of Persia and Media" read before him;'" but the kings 
themselves never opened a book,"o or studied any branch of 
science or learning. The letters, edicts, and probably. even 
the inscriptions, of the monarch were the composition of the 
Court scribes,'" who took their orders from the king or his 
ministers, and clothed them in their own language. They did 
not even call upon their master. to sign his name to a parch
ment; his seal, on which his name was engraved, ... sufficiently 
authenticated all proclamations and edicts. m 

Among the more serious occupations of the monarch were 
the holding of councils, 0" the reviewing of troops,o .. the hearing 
of complaints,o" and the granting or refusing of redress, the 
,assignment of rewards, Oil perhaps, in some cases, the trying of 
causes, ••• and, above all, the general direction of the civil ad
ministration and government of the Empire. ... An energetic 
king probably took care to hear all the reports which were sent 
up to the Court by the various officials employed in the actual 
government of the numerous provinces, as well as those sent 
in by the persons who from time to time inspected, on the part 
of the Crown, the condition of this or that satrapy. Having 
heard and considered these reports, and perhaps taken advice 
upon them, such a monarch would give clear directions as to 
the answers to be sent, which would be embodied in despatches 
by his secretaries, and then read over to him, before he affixed 
his seal to them. The concerns of an empire so vast as that of 
Persia would have given ample employment for the greater 
part of the day to any monarch who was determined not only 
to reign, but to govern. Among the Persian sovereigns there 
.~ to haTe been' a few-who had sufficient energy and self: 
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denial to devote themselves habitually to the serious duties of 
their office. Generally, however, the cares ,of government 
were devolved upon some favorite adviser, a relative, or a 
eunuch .. who was entrusted by the monarch with the entire 
conduct of affairs, in order that he might give himself up to 
sellBual pleasures, to the sports of the field, or to light and 
frivolous amusements. 

The passion for building, which we have found so strong in 
Assyria and Babylonia, possessed, but in a minor degree; a 
certain number of the Persian monarchs. The simplicity of 
their worship giving little scope for architectural grandeur in 
the buildings devoted to religion,'" they concentrated their 
main efforts upon the cOllBtruction of palaces and tombs. The 
architectural character of these works will be considered in a 
later chapter.·.. It is sufficient to note here that a good deal 
of the time and attention of many monarchs were directed to 
these objects; and partiCUlarly it is interesting to remark, that, 
notwithstanding their worldly greatness, and the 1lattering 
voices of their subjects, which were continually bidding them 
"live for ever," ••• the Persian kings were quite aware of the 
frail tenure by which man holds bis life, and, while they were 
still in vigorous health, constructed their own tombs.'·' 

It was an important principle of the Magian religion that the 
body should not after death be allowed to mingle with, and so 
pollute, anyone of the four elements ... • Either from a regard 
for this superstition, or from tJ:te mere instinctive desire to 
preserve tbe lifeless clay as long as possible, the Persians 
entombed their kings in the following way. The body was 
placed in a golden coffin, which was covered with a close-fitting 
lid, ••• and deposited either in a massive building erected to 
serve at once as a tomb and a monument, no or in a cbamber 
cut out of some great mass of solid rock, at a considerable ele
vation above its base. tTl In eitber case,· tbe entrance into the 
tomb was carefully closed, after the body had been deposited 
in it, by a block or blocks of stone ... • [pl XXXVI!., Fig. 1.) 
Inside the tomb were placed, together with the coffin, a num
ber of objects, designed apparently for the king's use in the 
other world, as rich cloaks and tunics, trousers, purple robes, 
collars of gold, earrings of gold, set with gems, daggers, car
pets, goblets, and hangings. tTl Generally the tomb was orna
mented with sculptures, and sometimes, though rarely.... it 
had an inscription (or inscriptions) upon it, containing the 
~e ~d titles of the monarch who~ remains reposed wi~ 
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II the tomb were a building, and not rock-hewn, the ground in· 
the vicinity was formed into a park or garden, which was 
planted with all manner of trees . .,. Within the park, at soine 
little distance from the tomb, was a house, which formed. the 
residence of a body of priests, who watched over .the safety of 
the sepulchre .• n 

The Greeks seem to have believed that divine honors were 
sometimes paid to a monarch after his decease;OTT but the spirit 
of the Persian religion was so entirely opposed to any such 
observance that it is most probable the. Greeks were mistaken. 
Observing that sacrifices were offered once a month in the 
vicinity.of some of the royal tombs, they assumed that the 
object of the cult was the monarch himself,. whereas it was no 
doubt really addressed either to Ormazd or to Mithras. The 
Persians cannot rightly be accused of the worship of dead men, 
a superstition from which both the Zoroastrian and the Magian 
systems were entirely free. 

From this account of the Persian monarchs and their Court, 
we may now turn to a subject which moderns regard as one 
of much greater interest-the general condition, manners, and 
customs of the Persian people. Our information on these 
points is unfortunately far less full than on the subject which 
we have been recently discussing, but still it is perhaps suffi
cient to give us a tolerably complete notion of the real charac
ter of the nation. 

The Persians, according to Herodotus,"· were divided into 
ten tribes, of which four were nomadic and three agricultural. 
The nomadic were the P!!!, the Mardi, the Pro.l>ici, and th$.. Sa· 
gartii; the agricultural were the l'atft1llirei the Derusiool, and 
the Germanii, or Carmanians. Wlia e occupation 0 e 
otherth'ree tnbes was Herodotus does not state; but, as One of 
them-the Pasargadre-was evidently the ruling class, consist
ing, therefore (it is Pl'9bable). of Iand-owners, who did not them. 
selves till the soil, we may perhaps assume that all three occu- . 
pied this position, standing in Persia somewhat as the three 
tribes of Dorians stood to the other Greeks in the PeIoponnese. 
If this' were the case, the population would have been really 
divided broadly into the two classes of settled and nomade,"~ 
whereof the former class was subdivided into those who were 
the lords of the soil,. and those who cultivated it, either as 
farmers or as laborers, under them. 

'.rhe ordinary dress of the poorer class, whether agriculturaJ 
Qf nomade, was pl'Qbably the t.\urlc f1.nd trQU$efS of leather 
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which have been already mentioned as the true national c0s

tume of the people .•• 0 The costume was completed by a loose 
felt cap upon the head, a strap or belt round the waist, and a 
pair of high I'Ihoes upon the feet, tied in front with a string. 
[pL XXXVIII., Fig.2.] In later times a linen or muslin rag 
replaced the felt cap, ,., and the tunic was lengthened so as to 
reach half way between the knee and the ankle .••• 

The richer classes seem generally to have adopted the Median 
costume which was so prevalent at the Court. They wore long 
purple or flowered robes'·' with loose hanging sleeves, flowered 
tunics reaching to the knee, also sleeved, , .. embroidered trou
sers, '.' tiaras,'" and shoes flf a more elegant shape than the 
ordinary Persian.'·' Nor was this the whole of their dress. 
Under their trousers they wore drawers, under their tunics 
shirts, on their hands gloves, ••• and under their shoes socks or 
stockings,·o-luxuries these, one and all, little known in the 
ancient world. The Persians were also, like most Orientals, 
extremely fond of ornaments. Men of rank carried, almost as 
a matter of course, massive chains or collars of gold about 
their necks, and bracelets of gold upon their arms. ,.0 The 
sheaths and handles of their swords and daggers were gene
rally of gold,'OJ sometimes, perhaps, studded with gems. Many 
of them wore earrings.... Great expense was lavished on the 
trappings of the horses which they rode or drove; the bridle, 
or at least the bit, was often of solid gold, ... and the rest of the 
equipment was costly. Among the·gems which were especially 
affected, the pearl held the first place. Besides being set in 
the ordinary way, it was bored and strung, in order that it 
might be used for necklaces, bracelets, and ankles. ••• Even 
children had sometimes golden ornaments, which were pre
ferred when the gold was of a reddish color ... • 

Very costly and rich too was the furniture of the better class 
of houses. The tables were plated or inlaid with silver and gold. 
Splendid couches,'·' spread with gorgeous coverlets, invited 
the inmates to repose at tbeir ease; and, the better to insure 
their comfort, the legs of the couches were made to rest upon 
carpets, which were sufficiently elastic to act as a 'sort of 
spring, rendering the couches softer and more luxurious than 
they would otherwise have been. en Gold and silver plate, 
especially in the shape of drinking-eups, ••• was largely dis
played in all the wealthy mansions, each household priding it
self on the show which it could make of the precious metals. 

In respect of eating and drinking, the Persians, even of the 
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better sori, were in the earlier times noted for their temperance 
and sobriety. Their ordinary food was wheaten bre8.d, barley
cakes, and meat simply roasted or boiled, which they seasoned 
with salt and with bruised cress-seed, a substitute for mus
tard. ... The sole drink in which they indulged was water.··· 
Moreover, it was their habit to take one meal only each day .... 
The poorer kind of people were contented with even a simpler 
diet, supporting themselves, to a great extent, on the natural 
products of the soil, as dates, figs, wild pears, acorns, and the 
fruit of the terebinth-tree. I.. But these abstemious habits were 
soon laid aside, and replaced by luxury and self-indulgence, 
when the success of their arms had put it in their power to 
have the full and free gratification of all their desires and pro
pensities. Then, although the custom of having but one meal 
in the day was kept up, the character of the custom was 
entirely altered by beginning the meal early and making it last 
till night. ••• Not many sorts of meat were placed on the board, 
unless the occasion was a grand one; but course after course 
of the lighter kinds of food flowed on in an almost endless suc
cession, intervals of some length being allowed between the 
courses to enable the guests to recover their appetites. I.. In
stead of water, wine became the usual beverage ;"." each man 
prided himself on the quantity he could drink; and the natural 
result followed that· most banquets terminated in general in
toxication. Drunkenness even came to be a sort of institution. 
Once a year, at the feast of Mithras, the king of Persia, accord
ing to Duris, was bound to be drunk. ••• A general practice 
arose of deliberating on all important affairs under the in
fluence of wine, so that, in every household, when a familY) 
crisis impended, intoxication was a duty ... r -

The Persians ate, not· only the meats which we are in the 
habit of consuming, but also the flesh of goats, horses, asses, 
and camels. I., The hump of the last-named animal is con
sidered, even at the present day, a delicacy in many parts of 
the East; but in ancient Persia it would seem that the entire 
animal was regarded as fairly palatable. The horse and ass. 
which no one would touch in modern Persia, were thought, 
appvently, quite as good eating as the ox; and goats, which 
were far commoner than sheep, appeared, it is probable, 
oftener at table. The dietery of a grand house was further 
varied by the admission into it filf poultry and game-the game. 
including wild boars, I.' stags, II. antelopes, III bustards, and. 
probably partridges i the poultr.v consisting of geese and chick-. 
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ens. '" Oysters and other fish were used largely as food by the 
inhabitants of the coast-region. ". 

Gradel! of society were strongly marked among the Persians; 
and the etiquette of the Court travelled down to the lowest 
ranks of the people. Well-known rules determined how each 
man was to salute his equal, his inferior, or his superior; and 
the observance of these rules was universal. Infeliors on 
meeting a decided superior prostrated themselves on the 
ground; equals kissed each other on the lips; persons nearly 
but not quite equals kissed each other's cheeks.·.. The usual 
Oriental rules prevailed as to the intercourse of the sexes. 
Wives lived in strict seclusion within the walls of the Gynre
ceum, ... or went abroad in litters, seeing no males except their 
sons, their husbands, and their husbands' eunuchs. Concubines 
had somewhat more freedom, appearing sometimes at ban
quets, when they danced, sang, and played to amuse the guests 
of their master .... 

The Persian was allowed to marry several wives, and migbt 
maintain in addition as many concubines as he thought pro
per. In Most of the richer class had a multitude of each, since 
every Persian prided himself on the number of his sons, •• e and 
it is even said that an annual prize was given by the monarch 
to the Persian who could show most sons Jiving. Ol. The con
cubines were not unfrequently Greeks, if we may judge by the 
case of the younger Cyrus, who took two Greek concubines 
with him when he made his expedition against his brother .••• 
It would seem that wives did not ordinarily accompany their 
husbands, when these went on military expeditions, but tbat 
concubines were taken to the wars. by most Persians of con
sideration. III Every such person had a litter at her disposal, ••• 
and a number of female attendants,'" whose business it was to 
wait upon her and execute her orders. 

All the best authorities are agreed that great pains were 
taken by the Persians-or, at any rate, by those of the leading 
clans-in the education of their sons.·.. During the first five 
years of his life the boy remained wholly with the women, and 
was scarcely, if at all, seen by his father. ••• After that time his 
t"raiIring commenced. He' was expected to rise before dawn, 
and to appear at a certain spot, where he was exercised with 
otber boys of his age in running, slinging stones, shooting with 
the bow, and thrOwing the javelin. ••• At seven he was taught 
to ride, and soon afterwards he was allowed to begin to hunt. on 
The riding included, not only the ordinary management of the 
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horse, but the power of jumping on and off his back when he 
was at speed, and of shooting with the bow and throwing the 
javelin with unerring aim, while the horse was still at full 
gallop. The hunting was conducted by state-officers, who 
aimed at forming by its means in the youths committed to 
their charge all the qualities needed in. war. ••• The boys were 
made to bear extremes of heat and cold, to perform long 
marches, to cross rivers 'without wetting their weapons, to 
sleep in the open air at night, to be content with a single meal 
in two days, and to support themselves occasionally on the 
wild products of the country, acorns, wild pears, and the fruit 
of the terebinth-tree. ••• On days when there was no hunting 
they passed their mornings in athletic exercises, and contests 
with the bo~ or the javeliIi, after which they dined simply on 
the plain food mentioned above as that of the men in the early 
times, and then employed themselves during the afternoon in 
occupations regarded as not illiberal-for instance, in the pur
suits of agriculture, planting, digging for roots, and the like, 
or in the construction of arms and hunting implements, such 
as nets and springes.·.. Hardy and temperate habits being 
secured by this training, the point of morals on which their 
preceptors mainly insisted was the rigid observance of truth. OIl 

Of intellectual education they h!Ul but little. It seems to have 
been no part of the regular training of a Persian youth that he 
should learn to read. He was given. religious notions and a 
certain amount of moral knowledge by means of legendary 
poems, in which the deeds of gods and heroes were set before 
him by his teachers, who recited or sung them in his presence, 
and afterwards required him to repeat what he had heard, or, 
at any rate, to give some account of it.·.. This education con
tinued for fifteen years, commencing when the boy was five, 
and terminating when he reached the age of twenty .••• 

The effect of this training was to render the Persian an ex
cellent soldier and a most accomplished horseman. Accus
tomed from early boyhood to pass the greater part of every 
day in the saddle, he never felt so much at home as when 
mounted upon a prancing steed. On horseback he pursued the 
stag, the boar, the antelope, even occasionally the bear or ~he 
lion, t.f and shot his alTOWS, or slung his stones, or hurled his 
javelin at them with deadly~, never pausing for a moment 
in his career. [pl. XXXVII., Fig. 2.] Only when the brute 
turned on his pursuers, and stood at bay, or charged them i~. 
its furious despair, they would sometimes descend from their 
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coursers, and receive the attack, or deal the coup de gr4ce on 
foot, using for the purpose a short but strong hunting-spear. 
[Pl. XXXVII., Fig. 3.] The chase was the principal delight of 
the upper class of Persians, so long as the ancient manners 
were kept up, and continued an occupation in which the bolder 
spirits loved to indulge 636 long after decline had set in, and the 
advance of luxury.had changed, to a great extent, the charac
ter of the nation. 

At fifteen years of age the Persian was considered to have 
attained to manhood, and was enrolled in the ranks of the 
army, continuing liable to military service from that time till 
he reached the age of fifty.686 Those of the highest rank be
came the body -guard of the king, and these formed the garrison 
of the capital. They were a force of not less than fourteen or 
fifteen thousand men.687 Others, though liable to military ser
vice, did not adopt arms as their profession, but attached 
themselves to the Court and looked to civil employment, as 
satraps, secretaries, attendants, ushers, judges, inspectors, 
messengers. A portion, no doubt, remained in the country 
districts, and there followed those agricultural pursuits which 
the Zoroastrian religion regarded a.o; in the highest degree hon
orable.686 But the bulk of the nation must, from the time of the 
great conquests, have passed their lives mainly, like the 
Roman legionaries under the Empire, in garrison duty in the 
provinces. The entire population of Persia Proper can 
scarcely have exceeded two J;Dillions.1i89 Not more than one 
fourth of this number would be males between the ages of 
fifteen and fifty. This body of 500,000 men, besides supplying 
the official class at the Court and throughout the provinces, 
and also furnishing to Persia Proper those who did the work 
of its cultivation, had to supply to the whole Empire those 
large and numerous garrisons on whose presence depended the 
maintenance of the Persian dominion in every province that 
had been conquered. According to Herodotus, the single 
country of Egypt contained, in his day, a standing army of 
120,000 Persians; MO and, although this was no doubt an 
exceptional case, Egypt being more prone to revolt than any 
other satrapy, 641 yet there is abundant evidence that elsewhere, 
in almost every part of the Empire, large bodies of troops were 
regularly maintained; troops which are always characterized 
as "Persians." 6411 We may suspect that under the name were 
included the kindred nation of the Medes, and perhaps some 
other Arian races, as the Hyrcanians,M8 and the Bactrians, for 
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it is difficult to conceive that such a country. as Persia Proper 
could alone have kept up the military force which the Empire 
required for its preservation i but to whatever extent the 
standing army was supplemented from these sources, Persia 
must still have furnished the bulk of it i and the demands of 
this service must have absorbed, at the very least, one third 
if not one half of the adult male population. 

For trade and commerce the Persians were wont to express 
extreme contempt. ... The richer classes made it their boast 
that they neither bought nor sold, ••• being supplied (we must 
suppose) from their estates, and by their slaves and depend
ents, with all that they needed for the common purposes of 
life. Persians of the middle rank would condescend to buy, 
but considered it beneath them to selli while only the very 
lowest and poorest were actual artisans and traders. Shops 
were banished from the more public parts of the townsi"· and 
thus such commercial transactions as took place were veiled 
in what was regarded as a decent obscurity. The reason as
signed for this low estimation of trade was that shopping and 
bargaining involved the necessity of falsehood .... 

According to Quintus Curtius, the Persian ladies had the 
same objection to soil their hands with work that the men 
had to dirty theirs with commerce. ••• The labors of the loom, 
which no Grecian princess regarded as unbecoming her rank, 
were despised by all Persian women except the lowest i'" and 
we may conclude that the same idle and frivolous gossip 
which resounds all day in the harems of modern Iran formed 
the main occupation of the Persian ladies in the time of the 
Empire. 

With the general advance of luxury under Xerxes and his 
successors, of which something has been already said, ••• there 
were introduced into the Empire a number of customs of an ef
feminate and demoralizing character. From the earliest times 
the Persians seem to have been very careful of their beards 
and hair, arranging the latter in a vast number of short crisp 
curls, and partly curling the former, partly training it to hang 
straight from the chin. After a while, not content with this 
degree of care for their personal appearance, they proceeded 
to improve it by wearing false hair in addition to the locks 
which nature had given them,'" by the use of cosmetics to 
increase the delicacy of their complexions, ... and by the appli
cation of a coloring matter to the upper and lower eyelids, for 
the purpose of Giving to th.6 eye an appearance of greater size 
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and beauty. ... They employed a special ~lass of servants to 
perform these operations of the toilet, whom the Greeks 
called" adorners" (JCo6PllT(i.~). ••• Their furniture increased, not 
merely in splendor, but in softness; their floors were covered 
with carpets, their beds with numerous and delicate cover
lets; ••• they could not sit upon the ground unless a cloth was 
first spread upon it;'" they would not mount a horse until he 
was so caparisoned that the seat on his back was softer even 
than their couches.OI7 At the same time they largely aug
mented the number and variety of their viands and of their 
sauces,"· always seeking after novel delicacies, and offering 
rewards to the inventors of "new pleasures."·" A useless 
multitude of lazy menials was malntained in all rich house
holds, each servant confining himself rigidly to a single duty, 
and porters, bread-makers, cooks, cup-bearers, water-bearers, 

'waiters at table. chamberlaina, . "awakers," "adorners," all 
distinct rom one another, crowded each noble mansion, help
ing forward the general demoralization. ••• It was probably at 
this comparatively late period that certain foreign customs of 
a sadly lowering character were adopted by this plastic and 
impressible people, who learnt the vice of prederasty from the 
Greeks, •• , and adopted from the Assyrians the worship of 
Beltis, with its accompaniment of religious prostitution.· .. 

Qnthe whole the Persians may seem to have enjoyed an 
existence free from care, and only too prosperous to result in 
the formation of a high and· noble character. They were the 
foremost Asiatic people of their time, and were fully conscious 
of their pre-eminency. A small ruling class in a vast Empire, 
they enjoyed almost a monopoly of office, and were able gradu
ally to draw to themselves much of the wealth of the provinces. 
Allowed the use of arms, and accustomed to lord it over the 
provincials, they themselves maintained their self-respect, and 
showed, even towards the close of their Empire, a spirit and an 
energy seldom exhibited by any but a free people. But thero 
was nevertheless a dark side to the picture--a lurking danger 
which must have thrown a shadow over the lives of all the 
nobler 'and richer of the nation, unless' they were utterly 
thoughtless. The irreponsible authority and cruel dispositions 
of the kings, joined to the recklessness with which they dele
gated the power of life and death to their favorites,. made it 
impossible for any person of eminence in the whole Empire to 
feel sure ihat he might not, any day be seized and accused of 
It criJue.' ~r even without the form' of an accusatioIdle taken 
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and put to deatl!, after suffering the most .ex;cruciating tor. 
tures. To produce this result, it was enough to have failed 
through any cause whatever in the performance of a set 
task, ... or to. have offended, even by doing him too great a 
service, ... the monarch or one of his favorites. Nay, it was 
enough to have provoked, through a relation or a connection; 
the anger or jealousy of one in favor at Court; for the caprice 
of an Oriental would sometimes pass over the real culprit and 
exact vengeance from one quite guiltless-even; it may be, un
conscious-of the offence given.··· Theoretically. the Persian 
was never to be put to death for a single crime ;'" or at least 
he was not to suffer until the king had formally considered the 
whole tenor of his life, and struck a balance between his good 
and his evil deeds to see which outweighed the other. ••• Prac
tically, the monarch slew with his own hand anyone whom he 
chose, ... or, if he preferred it, ordered him to instant execution; 
without trial or inquiry. ••• His wife and his mother indulged' 
themselves in the same pleasing liberty of slaughter, some
times obtaining his tacit consent to their proceedings, II. some
times without consulting him.... It may be said that the suf
ferers could at no time be very many in number, and that 
therefore no very wide-spread alarm can have been commonly 
felt; but the horrible nature of many of the punishments, and 
the impossibility of conjecturing on whom they might next fall, 
must be set against their infrequency; and it must be remem
bered that an awful horror, from which no precautions can 
save a man, though it happen to few, is more terrible than a 
score of minor perils, against which it is possible to guard. 
Noble Persians were liable to be beheaded, to be stoned to 
death. .. • to be suffocated with ashes, .n to have their 
tongues torn out by the roots, II' to be buried alive, n. to 
be shot in mere wantonness, ITO to be flayed and then cruci
fied, on to be huried all but the head •••• and to perish by the 
lingering agony of" the boat." II. If they escaped these modes 
of execution; they might be secretly poisoned, ••• or they might. 
·be exiled, or transported for life.'" Their wives and daugh
ters might be seized and horribly mutilated, .. • or buried 
alive, ••• or cut into a number of fragments. ••• With these 
perils constantly impending over their heads, the happiness of 
the nobles can scarcely have been more real than that of 
Damocles upon the tbi-one of Dionysius. 

In conclusion; we may notice as a blot upon the Persian 
character and system, the cruelty and barbarity which Was 
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exhibited, not only in these abnormal acts of tyranny and vio
lence, but also in the regular and legal punishments which 
were assigned to crimes and offflnces. The criminal code, 
which-rightly enough-made death the penalty of murder, 
rape, treason, and rebellion, instead of stopping at this point, 
proceeded to visit with a like severity even such offences as 
deciding a cause wrongfully on account of a bribe, ••• intruding. 
without permission on the king's privacy,··· approaching near 
to one of his concubines,'" seating oneself, even accidentally, 
on the throne, ••• and the like. The modes of execution were 
also, for the most part, unnecessarily cruel. Poisoners were 
punished by having their heads placed upon a broad stone, 
and then having their faces crushed, and their brains beaten 
out by repeated blows with another stone ... • Ravishers and 
rebels were put to death by crucifixion. ••• The horrible pun
ishment of "the boat" seems to have been no individual ty
rant's cruel conception, but a recognized and legal form of exe
'cution. III The same may be said also of burying alive ... • 
Again the Persian secondary punishments were for the most 
part exceedingly barbarous. Xenophon tells us, as a proof of 
the good government maintained by the younger Cyrus, in his 
satrapy, that under his sway it was common to see along all 
the most frequented roads numbers of persons who had had 
their hands or feet cut off, or their eyes put out, as a punish
ment for thieving and rascality. ••• And other writers relate 
that similar mutilations were i'Qflicted on rebels, ••• and even 
on prisoners of war. ••• It would seem, indeed, that mutila
tion and scourging'" were the ordinary forms of secondary 
punishment used by the Persians, who employed imprison
ment solely for the safe custody of an accused person between 
his arrest and his execution, on while they had recourse to 
transportation and exile only. in the case of political' 
offendenl. ••• . 
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CHAPTER IV. 

LANGUAGE AND WRITING. 

Tij. u.,.",ao; y.wG'V1JC ...... ~3';."TO.-Thucyd. -I. 118. 

IT has been intimated in the account of the Median Empire 
which was ~ven in a former volume that the language of the 
Persians, which was identical, or almost identical, with that of 
the Medes, belonged to the form of speech known to moderns 
asIndo-European.' The characteristics of that form of speech 
are a certain number of common, or at least widely spread, 
roots, a; peculiar mode of inflecting,. together with a. resem
blance in the inflections, and a similarity of syntax or con
struction. Of the old Persian language the known roots are, 
almost without exception, kindred forms to roots already 
familiar to the philologist through the Sanscrit, or the Zend, 
or both; while many are of that more general type of which 
we have spoken-forms common to aU, or· most of the varieties 
of the Indo-European stock .. To instance in a few very fre
quently recurring words-" father" is in old Persian (as in 
Sanscrit) pitar, which differs only in the vocalization from the 
Zendic patar, the Greek 7Car17P, and the Latin pater, and of 
which cognate forms are the Gothic fadar, the German vater, 
the English father, and the Erse athair. " Name" is in old 
Persian (as in both Zend and Sanscrit) ndma, for which we 
have in Greek. 't;vo/.la, in Latin nomen, in German nahme or 
name, in English name. "Man" is martiya, for which we have 
in Greek {Jparos, in Latin mortalis, in English mortal, in mod
em Persian, merd. .. Horse" is ~,the same as in Zend, 
with which may be compared the Sanscrit ~, the modern 
Persian asp, the Greek fltlt-os, the Welsh osw, and even the 
Latin equus.· 

The following table (pp. 366, 367) exhibits a number of simi
lar instances. 

With respect to inflections, we may observe first, that the 
original maSculine nomihatival ending (as was 19n9 ago ob
~~~_b~. tI~!,.Q.~t~·) ~.a.s.lJh or 8-the jiam6 as. in Latin arid 
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AJ (tG drive) ............... aj .............. &Z.... .. ....... .iy."" .......... ag-eI'8 ......................... to act. 
Api c. .. ater) ......... : ...... Ap ............ ap ........................ ; ..... aqua (7) ........ aue ............. av (In AV-Cln ... ab. 
Amlya (I am) .............. asml .......... ahmJ .......... 11", ............ aum ............................ am ....... , ..... am. 
Arika (hostUe) ............. arl ...................... '" ... . Ip',,, .. " .. tilE&. (7) ....... .. 
Bad (to bind) .............. bandh ......... band ........................................... blnden ......... blnd ............ bas·tan (band). 
Bar (to carry) ............. bhrl. .......... bere .......... .. +Ipo ...... ...... terre. ... • ..... tuhren ......... bear ........... bur-daD. 
Bu (to be) .................. bhu ........... bu ............................................. bin ............. lIfi ............. bu-dan. 
Buml (earth) .............. bhuml . .... • .. buml .......................... bumus. ...................... • ............... bumL 
BrAto.r (.brother) ........... bhrAtar ........ brAtar .......................... trater ......... bruder ......... brother •• " .... blrader. 
Cba(and) ................ ka ............. ka ......... .... ..t .... ........ que ........... . 
eta (to atand) ............... 8tbL .......... gta. ............. .....,,, ... ; ....... ato ............. atehen ......... stand .......... Ista-dan. 
D& (to give) ................ dh& ............ d& ............. aia.." ........... da-re ........................................... dwan. 
D& (to know) ............. d&, d6 ......... 4&0 ............ a ............... doe-eo (f) ...................................... dan·lstan. 
Dareh (to dare) ........................... dare .......... • lImp ..... v ....... au-del'8 ........ dl1rten ......... dare. 
Duvar& (door) .............. dvara .......... d .. ara .•....•. •• '';p,. ........... (foree) (f) ...... thQre ........... door ........... dar. 
Duvltlya (second) ......... dvltlyIL ....... bltya .......... a .. np.r ........ duo ............ BWelte .......... two ............ du. 
Fratema (firet) ............ pratham& ..... rrathellia.... trp ..... ., .......... prlmus ........ trum·. (Goth) .. flret. 
Germa (warm) .......................... gharemo ... .. 1I'p,,60 (f) ....................... warm .......... warm .......... gberm. 
Garb (to take) ............. gribh. grabb ... gerev ........ .. "-p" ... , ........ ... mplo .......... grelfen ........ gripe .......... glrit·tan. 
Geuaha (the ear) .......................... gaoaha. ....... oIl, ............. aurls. auaculto.ohr ............ ear ............ gush. 
Gub (to apeak) ........... gup ............................................ jubeo (f) ....................... gab. gabble .... gut·tan • 

. Had·lsh (aeeat) ........................... hadhIs ......... Ia., ...... A ...... sed ............. lIIta ............ _t. 
Hama (together) ......................... hama .......... "-",, ............. cum ............................................ bam. 
I ,to go) .................. 1 ................ 1 .............. .. UV,. .... ......... 1·1'8 .......... .. 
Jan (to strike. kill) ....... ban ............ zan. jan ....... .•• v·... ... ....... . ... .... .... ................ ........ .. .. ..... ...an. 
III' (to Bve) ................ jlv ............ jlv. jvo ....... ' .. F ........ ..... vloo ........................................... E1.·tan. 
ir4(who) .................. ka ............. ka ............................. qul& ........... hva(O. G.) ..... who ........... Id. 

. Khshanas (to know) .................................... Y ................... guos-co ........ kennen ....... know .......... &hlnAl. 
MAm (me) .................. m&m ........... manm ......... 4,,4. ,.. .......... me ............. mlcb ........... ine ............ man. 
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Man (to tblnk) .••••••••.••• !DAn ••••••••••• man .•••••••••• " ............... m8D8 ••••.••••• meinen ••.••••• mean. 
Mall (to walt) .••••••••••••••...•••••••••••. mann •••..•... "hw ..•••••••• manso •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••. man-dan. 

: Mar (to die) ••• : •••.•••••••. mrl ••••.••••••• mere ••.•••••. (Pp.wo.) •••••••• morlor •••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••. mur-dan. 
Matar •••••••••••••••••••••• mAtar ••••.•.••. mAtar •••••••• . ".;..,p .... .•.... mater •••••••••• mutter ••••••••• mother ••••••••• mader. 

Matblsta (greatest) .••••••• · ••••••••.••...•• mazlsta .••••• I ,,~~ ........... l ................................ mlghtleat.most. 
. 1 ".'0 ...... ' ... 0 •. r 

M&ba (month) .•••••••••••• m .............. mAogbIL ••••••• ,,>1 ••••••••••••• menBia ••••••••• monat .••••••••• month ••••••••• mah. 
NAba (nose) .••••••••••••••• nAaA •••.•••••• Daogba. ........................ I1&11I1II .......... JUIII8 ........... Dose. 
Napat (graDdson) .......... napAt .......... Dapa ........... (a..",.6r) ........ nepos .......... Detre ........... Dephew ........ naYa. 
Navama (ninth) ............ Davam&. ....... DAuma ....... .. 1 ... 1 ........ ... DOvern. ........ DeUD ........... DIne ............ navam. 
NAvi (ship) ................ Daus ............ Davlya ........... ve ............ navla .......... Dacho (0. G.) ................. nan. 
Niya (DOt) ................. na, Dih. ........ Da.edha ........ "". ............. D&-........... · .Di-cht. ......... Day. DO ........ D&. 

Pad (foot, footstep) ........ pAda ........... padh&. ........... ela. ............ ped-em ........ fuss ............ foot ............ pi. 
'P&9& (after) ................................ PIl9·kat ........................ post. ......................................... pas. 
Patbl (path) ............... pantban. ....... pAtba. .......... , ............ ; .. pou(f) •••• · .... pfad. ........... path. 
l!a\:ta (rlgbt) .............. raj ............. 1'&&. ............................ rectus..... • .. rlchtlg ......... right ........... rut. 
.Shlm (blm) ................................. hfm ............ a. ............................. I1m ............. hfm ........... .JI8h. 

. TaM (to fear ............... tras ............ tereg .......... • .."i ........... .. tre-mo ............... , ........ tremble ........ taM. 
Tigra(an arrow. sharp) .... tlgma .......... tlgbra ......................................... degeD (t) ....... daeger (P) ...... tlr. 

o Taum& (famll)-) ............ tokma ........ taokhma ..... (n_) .......... etemma.· ...... stamm .......... tem ........... tukhm. 
Tbah (to say) ............. \1&11 ............. 9I1gh .......................................... sageD .......... say ............ lukbD(epeech). 
Trltlya (tblrd) ............. trltty&. ......... tbrltya ........ .."1",, ........... tertius ......... drltte .......... third. 
Tuvam (thou) .............. twam· .......... tum ............ nI, cnl .......... tu .............. du .... .. ...... thou ........... tu. 
Vaj (to bring) ............ wh ........................................... Yebo. 
VA (or, encllt.). ........... vA..... .. ...... 'V&. ............................. ve.... .......... ................... . ........... 'Va. 
Vayam(we) ................ vayam .......... 'f'86m ........................................ wlr ........... we. 
U (good) ................... IU .............. hn. ............. tII .............. euge ........................................... kbub. 
Utf. (aDd) ................... ut&. ............ uta ............................ et .............. UDd (fl ••••••••• aDd· (II). 
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Greek;t and this ending is foUnd whenever the final vowel of 
the root is i or u; as in Kurush, DaryaV'USh, Fravartish, and 
the like. When, however, the final root-vowel happened to be 
4, the s was dropped, first, perhaps, passing into a breathing. 
and then becoming absorbed in the vowel.· Thus we have 
. Auramazdd, Artakhshatr4, khshatrap4 (satrap), etc. Where 
the root ended in a consonant, the final consonant was some
times dropped, and the preceding vowel sound elongated-as 
brdJar, nom. brdtd, "brother" pitar, nom. pitd, "father;" 
jatar, nom.~ "enemy;" napat, nom. nap4, "grandson;" 
while at other mes the consonant was retained, either with 
or without thelight a; e.g.~, "a horse," martiya, "a man," 
kau/, "a mountain," daraug, "a lie," etc. Feminine nomina
tives usually ended in -4 long ; a few had -i as their final vowel; 
and these seem to have tahien the masculine nominatival sign 
-sh; e.g. shiyatish, "happiness."· Neuters appear to have 
ended only in -am, a form analogous to the Latin -um and 
Greek -oy; examples are avahanam, "dwelling;" hamaranam, 
,. battle;" vardanam, "city, state." 

Besides the nominative, the ancient Persians recognized five 
other cases. These were the genitive, the accusative, the 
vocative, the ablative, and the locative.' The dative was 
wanting, and its force was expressed through the genitive. 

The genitive singular of nouns masculine in II was formed 
ordinarily by the addition of hya, with which we may compare 
the Sanscrit -sya and the Greek· -OZO.

8 Other masculine nouns 
formed the genitive by adding to the root -a,' which probably 
stood for -ah, the Old Persian equivalent of the Sanscrit geni
tival -as. Masculines in -ish and -'U8h made the genitive in 
-qish and -aush, as Kur-'U8h, Kur-aush; Fravart-ish, Fravart
aish. Feminines in 4 formed the genitive by adding -yd, as 
taumd, " a family," gen. taumdyd; those in -ish changed-ish 
into -iya, as bumish, .. the earth," gen. bumiya. The genitive 
of neuter nouns does not occur in the inscriptions. 

The universal sign of the accusative singular was -m. II 
Nouns whose nominative ended in -sh made the accusative by 
changing -sh into -m. Nouns in -4 or -11 took -m in addition. 
The closest analogy to this is furnished by the Latin; but we 
may compare also the Greek -Y, the German -n (" den ihn"), 
and our own -m in "' him, " and" whom." 

The vocative seems to have ended, as in Sanscrit, with the 
root-vowel of the word, which, if not already long, was EIlon· 
gated; e.g. tnIlrtilltJ" .. man," voc. marti,1{d,." 0 man." . , . 
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The ablative is thought to have terminated originally in -atiQ 
but the t Cen away, and the regular sign of the case became the 
long -4. (Compare the Latin ablative of nouns in -a and -as.) 

The ordinary sign of the locative (which in Sanscrit and 
Zend is oS) was in the Old Persian lIa or -iya. Masculine nouns 
in -4 took the full form ·iya, as Armina, loco Armina·iya. 
Feminines in -4 took "1/4, as Athura, loco AthurO.yc1i Arbirc1, 
loc. ArbirO.yc1.. Feminines in -i took sometimes simply -yc1, as 
api, "water, " loco apiyc1; sometimes they changed -i into 
aiyc1, as Bakhtri, loco Bakhtraiyc1; Harauvati, loco Harauva
taiy4. Themes in -u took v as the characteristic of the locative 
instead of 7/,'" the masculines changing -u into auva (with a 
short final &), and the feminines changing -u or -au into -auvci 
(with the long 4). Examples of masculines are Babiru, loco 
Balnrauva; Margu, loco Margauva; of feminines, dahyc1u, "a 
province," 100. dahyauvd; Ufratu, "the Euphrates," loco Ufra
tauvc1. 

The nominative plural of roots in -i seem to have been origi
nally formed by changing i into 4ha-the proper Persian 
equivalent of the Vedic -dB_and this ending is found in the 
plural of one word, viz. baga, "God," which makes ;nom. 
pI. lJagdl&a. The termination -4l&a was, however, in most in
stances contracted into -4;" e.g. marty4, "meni" khshaya
thiytJ, "kings," and the like. The nominative plural of roots 
in -4, -i and -u is unknown, the inscriptions furnishing no ex
amples. 

The sign of the genitive plural was the suffix -n4"." (compare 
the Latin -rum), which was preceded by -4, i (9) or -u, accord
ing to the characteristic. vowel of the theme i e.g. haga, gen. pI. 
bagc1nc1m; khshayathiya, gen. pI. khshayathiyc1nc1m; dahyc1u, 
gen. pI. dahyundm. The accusative plural" of roots in -a and 
-am was the same as the nominative plural, e.g. martiya, "a 
man," acc. pl. martill4, U men i" l&amaran4m, "a battle," ace. pI. 
Aamaran4, "battles." 

No vocatives plural have been found. The ablative plural 
was formed by the addition of ~ or -ibish (compare the 
Latin -ibM" to the root of the word, as baga, bagaibish; mth, 
mthibi8h; rauca, raucabish, etc. t 

The sign of the locative plural was the suffix -shuva, I. whlch 
in themes with the light -i became -ishuva, as Mada, u a Mede, " 
MadaiBhuva, .. among the Medes." . 

The following are examples' of the declensions so far as they 
are known to us: 
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Deelension 0/ Nou ... endi .. g i .. i. 

Plural. Bi .. g. 
N. Mada .•.••..•...•... a Mede. Mad& .................. Medea. 
G. Madahy&.. . ..... of a Mede. MadAnam ............. of Medea. 

Ae. Madam ....•....•••. a Mede MadA ................. Medea. 
V. Mad& ................ 0 Mede. MadA (t) .............. 0 Medea. 

dbl. Mad& ............... by a Mede. Madaibish ............ by Medea. 
~ Madaiya ............ with a Mede. Madaishuva .......•.•. with the MedeA 

Deelenaio .. 0/ Nouns masculine 
.... di .. g i .. &. 

Deelension 0/ Nouns femi .. i .... 
.... ding in &. 

8ing. PlurQz. 
N. Auramazd&. Wanting. 
G. Auramazd&ha. 

de. Auramazd6.m. 
V. Auramazd&. 

dM. Auramazd&, 
Loc. Aununazday& (7) 

8ing. 
N. Taum6. ........ a family. 
G. TaumiyL ..... of .. family. 

Ae. Taumiln (t) ... a family. 
1!". Taum6. ........ 0 family. 

Abl. TaumAy& .••.• by .. family. 
Loc. Taum&y& ...•. in a family. 

Declenaion 0/ Nouns ending in i and ish. 

Bing. Plural. 
N. Apish .................. water. Unknown. 
G. Ap&isb ................ of water. 

Ae. Aplm ................... water. 
Y. Unknown. prob. ApL 

Abl. Unknown. 
Loc. Aplya .................. in water. 

Declenaion of Nouns ending in usb. 
Bing. Plural. 

Plural. 
Unknown. 

N. Dahy&-usb ......... a province. Dahy&-.. a ............ provinces. 
G. Dahy&-&ush (P) .•• _ of .. province. 

Ae. Dahy&-um ......... a province. 
V. Unknown 

db/. Unknown 
Loc. Dahy&-uva......... in a province. 

Dahy-un&m .......... of provinces. 
Dahy6.-va_ ........... provinces. 
Unknown. 
Unknown. 
Dahy-ushuv& ........ in provinces. 

Declenaion 0/ Nou ... neuter ending in am. 
Bing. ' Plural. 

N. Hamaranam ........ a hattie. Hamaran6. ............ battles. 
G. Unknown. Unknown. 

Ae. H&ID&r&Ilam ........ a battle~ Hamaran6. ............ battles. 
V. Unknown. . Unknown. 

dbl. Unknown. Unknown. 
Loc. 'Unknown. Unknown. 

ADJECTIVES • 

. Adjectives appear to have followed in all respects the inflec
tions of nouns. They ended generally in the weak -a; but one 
theme in -u has been found (paru, "much "), and there may 
aJ.so have been themes in-i. 
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The following is an example of an ordinary a.ijective in -a. 
(Forms of the adjective not actually found are printed in 
italics.) 

Bifl(l. 

II. F. N. 
N._k .... _k·&. ~ 
e.vazark-ahy&. vazark-Ay&. (unknown). 

Ac. vazarg·am. _rk4m. vazark-am. 
Y. tJCu .... k4. (unknown). (unknown). 

Abl. _rk-d. _rk4y4. (unknown). 
Loc. vazark-aiya. w.zark4y4. (unkno1l"D). 

Plural 

II. F. N. 
N. vazark-L vazark-L w.rarJo.d. 
e ........... k4n4m. v ..... rk-&nam. (unknown). 

Ac. _rk·4. vazark-L _rk-d. 
Y. _rk4(p). (unknown). (unknown). 

Abl. vazark-aibish. (unknown). (unknown). 
Loc. _rlMliahuva. vazark-auva. (unknown). 

As in Sanscrit, II the comparative degree of adjectives seems 
to have been formed by adding -tara to the positive, e.g. apa, 
.. distant," apa-tara, "the more distant;" the superlative by 
adding·-tama, e.g. Ira,lra-tama, "the first." There was also a 
superlative in -ista (compare the Greek z6ro~), which would 
seem to imply a comparative in ~yas. .. The only known 
~xample of this superlative is mathista, "greatest." 

NUl[ERALS. 

The numerals are but little known. to us, owing to the prac
tice which prevailed of writing them by the means of signs. 
A single wedge, placed perpendicularly, marked one <T>; two 
such signs marked two, and so on up iQ nine; the sign of ten 
was the double wedge, or arrow head ((), and this was used 
for the tens up to ninety. To mark a hundred the horizontal 
wedge was probably used (~). 

A' few numerals only, and those, in every case, ordinals, 
have reached us through the inscriptions. They are fratama, 
.. the first," duvitiya, "the second," tritiya, "the third," and 
navama, .. the ninth. n ••. Fratama, for which the Zend has 
fratema, combines the formative letters which we find separ
ately in 7lp~rot; andpri-mus. Its root Ira is cognate with ftpo. 
Duvitiya corresponds closely with IEvrepos, as tritiya does 
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with rp{roS and tertius. Navama, CC ninth," implies a car
dinal number, very closely resembling novem. 

PRONOUNS. 

The personal pronouns in Old PerSian, as in most Indo
European tongues, were declined very irregularly-the dift'erent 
cases really belonging to completely distinct roots. The roots 
themselves are without exception such as occur in other cog
nate languages," and approach very closely indeed to the 
forms used in the Zend, as will appear by the subjoined 
declensions. 

~o/4dGm,"L" 
Sifl{l. 

Old PeraIan. Zend. 
N. Adam ..•••••.•...•••. uem. 
G. manA ••••••••••••••.• mana. 

-dc. ~ :'':y~ ·i.;.;d.~· ....... mana. 
-dbl. ma (end.). 

Plural. 
Old Persian. Zend. 

vayam ..•.•••••••••••••• vaem. 
amikham .............. ahmAkem. 
(unknown). 

(unknown). 

The pronoun of the second person is known to us only in the 
singular, in which it is declined as follows :-

Nom. Tuvam •.••..•••.•••.•••• ",thou" (comp. Sana. tuam and Zend fum). 
Gen. ·taiya or .taya (encl.). 
-dcc. Thuvim (compare'Sana Mm and Zend tII .... lim). 
Voc. Tuvam. 

The ordinary pronoun of the third person is hauva, which ia 
declined as follows :-

Sifl{l. 

H. F. R. 
N. Hauva. Hauv&. Ava. 
G. Avahy&. (Unknown.) (11nknO~ 

{Avam • (Unknown.) Ava. 
..tc. -ehim (enclitic). 
.dbl.-ehaiya (end.). (Unknown.) (UnknOWIL) 

Plural. 

H. F. R. 
N. Avalya. Ava (Unlmowa.) 

G {A valshim. (Unknown.) (Unkno~ 
• -ehim (encl.). 
{ Avalya . (Unknown.) (UnknOWD., 

.de. -ehlm, -ehlsh (end.). -ehim (end.). 
..tb!. -&I&m (encl.). -ehim (encl) • 

Strictly speaking, hauva is the more remote demonstrative, 
equivalent to our .. that i" but practicaJly its use is personal. 
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There appear to have been originally three such demonstratives 
in the Old Persian, hauva, ava, and ski or skisk, from th.e sur
viving cases of which the above declension is made up. 

Hauva is probably identical with the Sanscrit sas (sa, 80) 
Rnd the Zend kau (h4)." Ava has no exact equivalent in 
Sanscrit or Zend; but its inflections have mostly their Zendic 
representatives-the gen. avakyti corresponding to avagM, the 
ace. avam to aom, the nom. masc. pI. avaiya to avtJ, the nom. 
fem. pI. avti to avdo, and the gen. pI. avaisMm to avaesM.m. 
The third element, ski, which has furnished the pronominal 
suffixes, skisk, skim, sMm, d1nd shaiya, corresponds to the Zend 
hoi, M, and sM, which are used for the genitive and dative sin
gular of the third person in all genders .•• 

The nearer demonstrative, "this," is exp~ by iyam. 
which is declined as follows :-

Bing. 
H. 1'. R. 

N. Iyam. Iyam. 1m&. 
G. (UnlmoWII.) AhyAyL (UDlmown,) 

Ac. Imam. ImAm. Ima. . 
Abr. or !AnA lnetr. • (UDlmOWD.) (UDlmOWII.) 

I'ftwaI. 
It. 1'. R. 

N. Imalya. ImL (UDlmowu.) 
G. (UDlmOWD.) (UDlmOWII.) (UDlmOWD.) 

Ao. Imaly~ ImL ImL 
t::;tr~r ! (UnknoWD.) (UDlmown.) (UnlmOWII.) 

Here again the agreement with the Zend, and· also with the 
Sanscrit, is .very complete. sa 

The relative, .. whp," "which," is rendered by kyu. It. 
declension, so far as we can trace it out, is the following:-

Bing. 
lIL 1'. R. 

N.Hya. HyL "1'ya. 
G. (Unlmown.) (Unknown.) (UDlmOWDo) 

Ae. Tyam. TyAm. Tya. 
Voc.HyL (UDknOWII.) (UnlmOWD.) 
AbI. TyaoL (UDlmown.) (UDImoWDo) 

.RtwaL 
H. 1'. •• N. 'l)aIya. TTL 'l'.rI. 

G. TyaIs&m. TyaIs&m. (Unlmowut 
40. TyaJya. TyL TTL 

AM. (UnJmown.) (UDlmOWD.) (unlmOWD.) 
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Other pronoUns are ka, "who" (interrog.) i'· aita, "it i" 
aniya, "another;" 1l",d, "self," "own" (compare Lat. 8'Uus), 
which is. found only in composition; kashchiya, .. anyone" 
(compare Lat. quiaque); hama, "all" (compare Lat. omnia); 
haruva, "all," etc. 

VERBS. 

The verb in old Persian had three voices, Active, Middle, 
and Passive; but of these the middle differed in form very 
slightly from the Passive. The moods recognized were the In 
dicative, the Imperative, the Subjunctive or Potential, and the 
Infinitive. The tenses seem to have been the present, the im~ 
perfect, the aorist, and the perfect. There was no future, the 
deficiency being supplied by the present subjunctive, which 
had a future force. 

Of the verb substantive amiya (= sum), the conjugation, so 
far as we know it, is the following: 

A.miya ....................... .... ·'1 am. s, 

hmICATIVB. 

ftuent. 
Amahya ••••••••••••• "we are." 

Ahya .............. "Thou art." (Unknown.) 
Astiya .....•...•.•.• "He is." Hatiya·· .. •• •••• •••••• "they are. .. 

Imperfect. 
Aham .••••••••••••• "Iwas." (Unknown.) 
(Unknown.) (Unknown.) 
Aha. ............................. , He was. n Aha ...... • .............. "th.~ ar&" 

Imperfect Niddl& 
.Ahata or .AhatA •••••••••••••• "they becama." 

CoN.Jll1IC'1'IVB. 

~f. 
.Ahatl1'a .......................... He may be." 

It is impossible to give anything like a complete example of 
the conjugation of a regular verb. The inscriptions are so 
similar in their character, and run so much in the same groove, 
that, while we have abundant examples of certain forms, the 
great majority of the forms are wanting. Suffice it to notice a 
few points in which the conjugation resembled the Greek or 
the Latin, or both, such as the following. 

Past mne was usually marked by prefixing an augment, the 
augment used being the long d, which was regularly attached 
to the imperfect and aorist tenses, as jan, imperf. dj"""m; 
thah, imperf. dthaham,' dd, imperf. ddadd; aor. ddd. The per
fect tense, which occurs but rarel;r, seems to have had, instead 
of the augment, a N4uplication i as ~ar. chakhri1l4. 
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The ordinary sign of the first person singular was -mi or -m 
(compare Greek, Ei'p.i ri8ll~" Latin sum, eram, sim, essem, etc.) j 
of the first person plural, -mahya or m4 (Latin, -mus; ..!Eol 
Greek, -#ES) j of the third person singular, -sh (Greek, n61ldlj 
English, .. has," .. is"); but this sign was commonly dropped; 
of the third person plural, -tiya or (according to Spiegel) -fitiy 
(compare Greek, rV1I'royraz j Latin, •• sunt"). 

The past participle ended in -ta, as karta, neut. kartam. 
.. done j" ddta, .. given," from dd,; pdta, .. protected," from pd; 
basta, "bound" from bad, etc.. (Compare the Sanscrit and 
Latin past participles.) 

ADVERBS. 

Of adverbs, the most important are those of time and place. 
Among adverbs of time the old Persian had the following: 
flatM, "whenj" thakaM" "thenj" pasd.va, "afterwardsj" 
aparam, "hereafterj" paruvam, "beforej" daragam, "longj"' 
!iuvaidtam, "long ago j" and duvitatd.ranam, "for a length of 
time." Among those of· places were idd., .. herej" avadct, 
"there;" apataram, "elsewherej" and amutha, "thence." 

The ordinary negative was niya," "notj" but besides this 
there was a negative of prohibition, ma, corresponding exactly 
to the Greek pi, and the Latin ne, in such phrases as p';' yivo,ro 
ne facias, and the like." 

Among adverbs. of quality may be mentioned vasiya, 
" much," "greatly," "often;" and dar sham, "wholly," "en. 
tirelYj" the former of which occurs very frequently in the in. 
scriptiOD& 

PREPOSITIONS. 

Among prepositions' the following have been satisfactorily 
identified: haeM, "fromj" ahiya, patiya, .. to;" ahish, "by;" 
ni, "in;" hadd., "with j" upa, "near;" ayasta, "near" or 
"bYj" patish, "before" (= Latin coram); pasd., "behind," 
"afterj" pariya, "concerning;" atara, "among;" anum, 
.. along;" atiya, .. across;" upariya, .. over," "above;" and 
athiya, .. over against." Of these, ahiya may be compared 
with the Greek i1l'i, ni with t"i, pariya with 1I'Epi, upariya with 
Greek v1I'ip, Latin super, athiya with (bri, upa with- Latin 
apOO. pasa with post, ayasta with juxta, and atara with inter. 
HaeM. hadd., patiya, and anuva. have close correspondents in 
the Zend," but Dope in languages with which the ordina.J:y 
~er is familiar. ' .. 
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Two or three other prepositions, which are not found separ
ately, are indicated by compound words, in which they occur 
as an element. Thus hama'· seems to have had the senSe of 
the Greek til-HZ or 01'0;;, and tara that of the Latin trans, with 
which they are etymologically connected. Para had also ap
parently the sense of .. from" Of "away." II 

CONJUNOTIONS. 

Of conjunctions the most common were uta and -cha (en
clitic), "and;" which corresponded respectively to the Latin et 
and que; va, "or" (compare Latin ve); 4f1atM, .. thus," "so" 
(compare Greek oiircu); yatha, "as," its correlative; tya, 
"that i" aivam, "both-and" (used like the Latin tum-tum); 
avd, "so long"-yava, .. as;" chiUi, "all the whiIe"-ydtd, 
"until;" yadiya. "if;" and matiya. "lest" (compare the Greek 
p;'n). 

SYNTAX. 

The ordinary rules of Indo-European syntax were (as might 
be supposed) observed in the old Persian. Adjectives agreed 
with their substantives in gender, number, and case. Thus we 
have Teara Parsa " the Persian people," in the nominative, but 
karam Parsam uta Madam, .. the Persian and Median people," 
in the accusative; . imdm bumim, "this earth" (aecus.); ahyayd 
'bumiyd vazarTeayd, "of this great earth" (gen.); Baga vazarka, 
"a great God" (nom.); hadd vithaibish Bagaibish, "with the 
tutelary Gods" (abl), etc. Relative pronouns agreed with their 
antecedents in number, gender, and person, but their case de
pended on the verb accompanying them; as iyam dahyavush, 
tyam mand Auramazdd frdbara, .. this province which Ormazd 
has given me"-ima dahydva, tya adam adarshiya, "these 
provinces which I have possessed"-avam kdram, hya mand 
niya gauhatiya, .. that people which is not called mine," etc. 

The latter of two substantives was plaeed in the genitive 
"case; as, khshdyathiya khshayathiyandm, "king of kings"
Vishtaspahyd putra, .. son of Hystaspes," and the like. The 
genitive case also followed the superlative i as mathishta 
Bagdndm "the greatest of the Gods." 

Verbs commonly governed the accusative, as mdm khshd
yathiyam akunaush, "he made me king i" khshatrarr. hauva 
agarbayatd, "he seized the empire," etc. When the force of 
the verb passed on to a second object, that object was ex
Freesed by the genitive-da~ve. case i as Auramazdd khshatram 
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man4 frdbara, II Ormazd granted me the empire;" man4 bo,jim 
abarutd, II they brought me tribute." Occasionally a verb 
governed a double accusative, as khs1w.tramshim adinam, "I 
took the empire from him." 

Prepositions generally governed the accusative or the ab
lative. The accusative followed abiya, "to," "after;" athiya, 
"over, " "against, " "near;" ataru, "among;" pariya " concern
ing;" patiya,. II to," "for;" patish, "in face of;" upa, "near;" 
and upariya, "over," "above." Hadd, "with," and haeM, 
"from.," took the ablative. The locative followed anuva., 
," alon~," and perhaps sometimes patiya and abiBh. II Pa.&tt, 
"after," took a genitive. 

Among the peculiarities of old Persian Snttax may be men
tioned the following: (1.) The pronouns had in certain cases 
an enclitio form, wherein they could ~ attached to almost 
any kind of word:"" e.g. Auruma.zdd-maiya upastam abara., 
.. Oromasdes mihi opem tulit "-adamshim avaJanam. "~ 
eum oocidi "-haeMma, "a me "-fIIam Aurumazdt1 patuva, 
uteimaiya khBhatram, utei tyamaiya karlam, "Me Oroma.zdes 
protegat, et mihi imperium, et quod a me factum." (2.) Adjec
tives, instead of simply accompanying their substantives, were 
often joined to them by the relative pronoun hya, the relative 
being in such cases attracted into the case of the noun, e.g. kara. 
hya hamitrilla, kcirum tyam Mddam, pathim tyam ~tam, etc. 
(3.) The genitive of the personal pronoun was usually employed 
in the place of a poBBessive pronoun: e.g. man6. badaka .. meus 
servus" (lit. "mei servus ''); 8.IDAkham taumt1, "nostra familia" 
(lit. "nostrilm familia"), etc. Sometimes a redundant relative 
accompanied these expressions; as, hy§. amt1kham taumd, "qure 
nostrUm familia," i.e. "familia nostra." (4.) The substantive 
verb was most commonly omitted from a sentence, I. as Adam 
Kurush, "Ego Cyrus"-i.e ... Ego sum Cyrus." 

In conclusion, a passage is subjoined, accompanied by an 
interlinear Latin translation, whereby the close similarity of 
the syntactical construction, and order of the words, in the ' 
Latin and the Old Persian will be apparent. . 
Ba{1Q _r1cG ..... t'G ... o.cdd, A,l" ;m4m bumi... 004, 
Ileua lDllgllua Oromasdea, qui hane terram dedit, 
rum4no", tJd4, AI/II mortil/ll'" 004, A,l" ahiy4ti... tJd4 

OIIIlum dedit, qui hominem dedit, qui felleitatem dedit 
A... Dct ......... '" kAahcSl/llthi,l..... oku......... ..i_ 
qui Darlum resem fecit, tum 
iMhdlllltAi,..,.., llivam JlD'f"'tlOlI.t... jrom4t .. r..m. "'da", 

rerm, cwa mliltorwll dOllllllum. I'cO (Bum) 

A ... lit/_ 
qui Istud 
... ..,.,iI/MII4, 

hominl, 

P""'tlOn4 ... 
muitorum 
Ddrr .. war. 

Pari"" 
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kh.shdyathiya tlazarka, kh.6hdyathiya khIIMyathilldndm, kh.shdyathiYG 
rex 

dah.yundm 
provincJarum 

magnus, rex 

tlizpazandndm, 
a-multis-gentibus

habitatarum, 

regum, 

kh.shdyathiya 
rex 

ahydyd 
hujus 

I"el[' 

bumiya 
telTlB 

tlazarkdya duridpiya, Vish.tdspah.yd putra, HakMmanish.iyai .PdT .... 
Pers&, magrue Jat6-patentis, Hystaspis tIlius, Achemenius; 

.Pdrlah.yd 
Pers&l 

putra, Ariya, Ariya chitrao TM.tiya 
tIlius, Anus, ex Aria stirpe. Dicit 

Dd.ryatlll.lh. 
Darius 

1:h8h.4yathiya: Vashn4 AuramazddM. imd dah.ydra tyd adam 
rex: Gratia Oromazdis' he (sunt) proviDCi... quas ego 

agarMyam apataram h.ach.d Pdrad. 'Adanuham patiyakhshaiya Mand 
obtinul longiils a Perside. Ego ilIas ren. MibI 

bqjim ahara ..••. . M. Tyahsdm hach.dma ath4hya, .1\"" 
,tributum tulerunt. ... .. Quod illis iI. me dictum est, lllud 

'okunava. D4tana tya mand, aita ad4ri. 
ieeerunt. Jussum quod iI. me, id servatum est. 

WRlTING. 

The ordinary Persian writing was identical with that. which 
has been described in the second volume of this work as Median. 
A cuneiform alphabet, consisting of some thirty-six or thirty

'seven forms, expressive of twenty-three distinct sounds, sufficed 
for the wants of the people, whose language was simple and 
devoid of phonetic luxuriance.W riting was from left to right, 
as with the Arian nations generally. Words were separated 
from one another by an oblique wedge",,-; and were divided 

,at any point at which the writer happened to reach the end of 
a line. Enclitics were joined without any break: to the words 
which they accompanied. , 

The Persian writing which has come down to us is almost 
entirely upon stone. It comprises various rock tablets,'· a 
number of inscriptions upon buildings, S. and a few short legends 
upon vasesS1 and cylinders. S. It is in every case incised or cut 
into the material. The letters are of various sizes, some (as 
those at Elwend) reaching a length of about two inches, others 
(those, for instance, on the vases) not exceeding the sixth of an 
inch. I. The inscriptions cover a space of at least a hundred 
and eighty years, commencing with Cyrus, and terminating 
with Artaxerxes Ochus, the successor of Mnemon. The style 
of the writing is, on the whole, remarkably uniform, the latter 
'inscriptions containing only two characters unknown to the 
earlier times. Orthography, however, and grammar are in 
tl1ese later inscriptions greatly changed, the character of the . ,-
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changes being indicative of cOlTUption and decline, unless, in· 
deed, we are to ascribe them to mere ignorance on the part of 
the engravers .•• 

There can be little doubt that, besides the cuneiform character, 
which was only suited for inscriptions, the Persians employed a 
cw'Sive writing for common literary purposes." Ctesias infOrIIlll 
us that the royal archives were written on parchment; .. and 
there is abundant evidence that writing was an art perfectly 
familiar to the educated Persian." It might have been sup
posed that the Pehlevi. as the lineal descendant of the Old 
Persian language, would have furnished valuable assistanc6 
towards solving the question of what character the Persians 
employed commonly; but the alphabetic type of the Pehlevi 
inscriptions is evidently Semitic; and it would thus seem that 
the old national modes of writing bad been completely lost be
fore the establishment by Ardeshir, son of Babek, of the new 
Persian Empire." 

CHAPTER v. 

ARCHITECTURE AND OTHER ARTS. 

Japvft [b "iya.r/l_"''''.] ~. 2.vO'o .. ij E./lClT4 ....... ' .. v" .. ,"';,. brex.,./I_lA •• op ot •• P 
au ".pi~oAOJl, 1C.PUtT. aM i,A.elC'I'prp ICcal eAi.a.vr& G.fJTpcl.'R'TOJlTa.· .. vAk..,.!§; ft trOUo" lCal avll'. 
1('"" Irpa9vpa. ,.e cruXI'O'f eipyo.,...,va rra.iiol.r Gft" ci.MljArdv. flVlH"f Til! xaAlr:ai'r ICa nLXE" ".,."",.i. o.XUpowo.-De Mundo, vi. p. 637. . 

IF in the old world the fame of the Persians, as builders and 
artists, fell on the whole below that of the Assyrians and 
Babylonians-their instructors in art, no less than in letters 
and science-it was not so much that they had not produced 
works worthy of comparison with those which adorned Baby, 
Ion and Nineveh, as that. boasting less antiquity and less 
originality than those primitive races, they did not strike in 
the same way the imagination of the lively Greeks, who more
over could not but feel a certain jealousy of artistic successes, 
which had rewarded the efforts of a living and rival people. 
It happened, moreover, that the Persian masterpieces were 
iess accessible to the Greeks than the Babylonian, and hence 
'there was actually less knowledge of their real character in 
the time when Greek literature was at its best. HerodotUi 
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and Xenopbon, who impressed on their countrymen true ideas 
of the grandeur and magnificence of the Mesopotamian struc
tures,' never penEltrated to Persia Proper, and perhaps never 
beheld a' real Persian building.' Ctesias, it is true, as a resi
dent at the Achremenian Court for seventeen years,' must 
certainly have seen Susa and Ecbatana, if not even Persepolis, 
and he therefore must have been well acquainted with the 
character of Persian palaces; but, so far as appears from the 
fragments of his work which have come down to us, he said 
but little on the subject of these edifices. It was not until 
Alexander led his cohorts across the chain of Zagros to the 
high plateau beyond, that a proper estimate of the great 
Persian buildings could be made; and then the most magnifi
cent of them all was scarcely seen before it was laid in ruins.' 
The barbarous act of the great Macedonian conqueror, in com
mitting the palace of Persepolis to the flames, tended to 
prevent a full recognition of the real greatness of Persian art 
even after the Greeks had occupied the countrY; but we find 
from this time a certain amount of acknowledgment of its 

, merits-a certain number of passages, which, like that which 
forms the heading to this chapter, admit alike its grandeur, 
and its magnificence.' 

If, however, the ancients did less than justice to the efforts 
'of the Persiaus in architecture, sculpture, and the kindred 
,arts, moderns have, on the contrary, given them rather an 
undue prominence. From the middle of the seventeenth 
century, when Europeans' first began freely to penetrate the 
East, the Persian ruins, especially those of Persepolis, drew 
the marked attention 'of travellers; and in times when the site 
of Babylon had attracted but scanty notice, 'and that of Nine
veh and the other great Assyrian cities was almost unknown, 
English, French, and German savans measured, described, 
and figured the Persian remains with a copiousness and exact
ness that lelt little to desire. Chardin, the elder Niebuhr, La 
Brun, Ouseley, Ker Porter,· exerted themselves with the most 
praiseworthy zeal to represent fully and faithfully the marvels 
of the "Chehl Minar;" and these persevering efforts were 
followed within no very lengthy period by the splendid and 
exhaustive works of the Baron Texier' and of MM. Flandin 
and Coste.· Persepolis rose again from its ashes in the superb 
and costly volumes of these latter writers, who represented on 
the grandest scale, and in the most finished way, not only the 
iWtual but the ideal-not only the present but the p~t ..... 
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placing before our eyes at once the fullest and completest 
views of the existing ruins, and also restorations of the ancient 
structures, some of them warm with color and gilding,· which, 
though to a certain extent imaginary, probably give to a 
modem the best notion that it is now possible to form of an 
old Persian edifice. 
. It is impossible within the limits of the present work, and 
with the reso1,lrces at the author's command, to attempt a 
complete description of the Persian remains, 01' to vie with 
writers who had at their disposal all the modern means of 

. illustration. By the liberality of a well-known authority on 
architecture.'· he is able to present his readers with certain 
general views of the most important structures; and he also 
enjoys the advantage of illustrating some of the most curious 
of the details with engravings from a set of'photographs re
cently taken. These last have, it is believed, an accuracy 
beyond that of any drawings hitherto made, and will give a 
better idea than words could possibly do of the merit of the 
sculptures. With these helps, and with the addition of reo 
duced copies from some of MM. Flandin and Coste's plates, ' 
the author hopes to be able to make his account fairly intelli. 
gible, and to give his readers the opportunity of forming a 
tolerably correct judgment on' the merit of. the Persian art in 
comparison with that of Babylon and Assyria. 

Persian architectural art displayed itself especially in'two ' 
forms of building-the palace and the tomb. Temples were 
not perhaps unknown in Persia." though much of the worship 
lDay always have been in the open air; but temples, at least 
until the time of Artaxerxes Mnemon, ,. were insignificant, and 
neither attracted the attention of contemporaries, nor were of 
such a character as to ,leave traces of themselves to after 
times. The palaces'· of the Persian kings, on the other hand, 
and the sepulchres which they prepared for themselves," are 
noticed by many ancient writers as objects of interest; and, 
notwithstanding certain doubts which have beon raised in 
recent years, ,. it seems tolerably certain that they are to be 
recognized in the two chief classes of ancient ruins which still 
exist in the country. , 

The Persian palatial buildings, of which traces remain, are 
four in Dumber. One was situated at Ecbatana, the Median 
capital, and was a sort of adjunct to the old residence of the 
Median kings." Of this only a very few vestiges have been 
llltherto found; and we can merely say that it appears to have 
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been of the same general character with Ute edifices which 
will be hereafter described. Another was built by Darius and 
his son Xerxes on the great mound of Susa; and of this we 
have the' ground-plan, in a great measure, and various inter
esting details. IT A third stood within the walls of the city of 
Persepolis, I. but of this not much more is left thaIi of the con
struction at Ecbatana. Finally, there was in the neighbor
hood of Persepolis, but completely distinct froql the town, the 
Great Palace, which, as the chief residence, at any rate of the 
later kings, Alexander burnt, and of which the remains still to 
be seen are ample, constit.uting "by far the most remarkable 
group of buildings now existing in this part of Asia. " II 

It is to this last edifice, or group of edifices, that the reader's 
attention will be specially directed in the following pages. 
Here the greatest of the Persian monarchs seem to have built 
the greatest of their works. Here the ravages of time and 

. barbarism, sadly injurious as they may have been, have bad 
least effect. Here, moreover, modern research has spent its 
chief efforts, excavations having been IJUlde, measurements 
effected, and ground-plans laid down with accuracy. In 
describing the Persepolitan buildings we have aids which 
mostly fail us elsewhere-charts, plans, drawings in extra
ordinary abundance and often of high artistic value, elaborate 
descriptions, even photographs. [PI. XXXV1II., Fig. 3.] If 
the describer has still a task of some difficulty to perform, it 
is because an overplus of material is apt to cause almost as 
much embarrassment as too poor and scanty a supply. 

The buildings at Persepolis are placed upon a vast platform. 
It was the practice of the Persians, as of the Assyrians and 
Babylonians, I. to elevate their palaces in this way. They thus 
made them at once more striking to the eye, more dignified, 
and more easy to guard. In Babylonia an elevated habitation 
was also more healthy and more pleasant, being raised above 
the reach of many iIl;Sects, and laid open to the winds of heaven, 
never too boisterous in that climate. Perhaps the Assyrians 
and Persians in their continued use of the custom, to some 
enent followed a fashion, elevating their royal residences, not 
so much for security or comfort, as because it had come to be 
considered that a palace ought to have a lofty site, and to look 
down on the habitations of meaner men; but, however this 
may have been, the custom certainly prevailed, and at Persep
olis. we have, in an almost perfect condition, this first element 
(If a. Persian palace. [pI. XX~TX.] 
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The platform at Persepolis is built at the foot of a high range 
of rocky hills, on which it abuts towards the east. It is com
posed of solid masses of hewn stone," which were united. by 
metal clamps, probably of iron or lead." The masses were 
not cut to a uniform size, nor even always to a right angle. but 
were fitted together with a certain amount of irregularity, 
which will be the best understood from the woodcut overleaf. 
Many of the blocks were of enormous size;" and their quarry
ing, transport, and elevation to their present places, imply 
very considerable mechanical skill. They were laid so as to 
form a perfectly smooth perPendicular wall, the least height 
of which above the plain below is twenty. feet. •• The outline 
of the platform was somewhat irregular. Speaking roughly, 
we may call it an oblong square, with .a breadth. about two 
thirds of its length ;" but this description, unless qualified, will 
give an idea of far greater uniformity than actually prevails. 
[pl XL, Fig. 1.] The most serious irregularity is on the north 
side, the genaralline of which is not parallel to the south side, nor 
at right angles with the western onE',·' but forms with the gen
eralline of the western an angle of about eighty degrees. The 
cause of this deviation lay probably in the fact that, on this side, 
a low rocky spur ran out from the mountain-range in this direc
tion, It and that it was thought desirable to accommodate the line 
of the structure to the natural irregularities of the ground. In 
addition to the irregularity of general outline thus produced, 
there is another of such perpetual occurrence that it must be re
garded as an essential element of the original design, and there
fore probably as approving itself to the artistic notions of the 
builder. This is the occurrence of frequent angular projections 
and indentations, which:we remark on all three sides of the 
platform equally, and which would therefore seet;n to have been 
regarded in Persia, no less than in Assyria,·· as ornamental .••. 

The whole of the platform is not of a 1,lIliform height. On 
the contrary, it I.1eems to have been composed, as originally 
built, of several quite distinct terraces. Three of these still 
remain. exhibiting towards the west a very marked difference 
of elevation. The lowest of the three is on the south side, and 
it may therefore be termed the Southern Terrace. It extends 

. from east to west a distance of about 800 feet, with a width of 
about 170 or 180, and has an elevation above the plain of from 
twenty to twenty-three feet. I. Opposite to this. on the north
ern side of the platform, is a second terrace, more than three 
timef1 the bre&dth of the sQuthern one, whi,~ may be called, by 
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way of distinction, the Northern Terrace. This has an eleva
tion above the plain of thirty-five feet. II Intermediate between 
these two is the great Oentral or Upper Terrace, standing forty
five feet above the plain, having a length of 770 feet along the 
west face of the platform, and a width of about 400."' Upon 
this Upper Terrace were situated almost all the great and im
portant buildings. 

The erection of a royal residence on a platform composed of 
several terraces involved the necessity of artificial ascents, 
.which the Persian architects managed by means of broad and 

. solid staircases. " These staircases constitute one of the most 
remarkable features of the place, and seem to deserve careM 
and exact description. [pI. XL., Fig. 2.] 

The first, and grandest in respect of scale, is on the west 
front of the platform towards its northern end, and leads up 
from the plain to the summit of the northern terrace, furnish
ing the only means by which the platform can even now be 
ascended. It consists of two distinct sets of steps, each com
posed of two flights, with a broad landing-place between them, 
the steps themselves r.unning at right angles to the platform 
wall, and the two lower flights diverging, while the two upper 
ones converge to acommon landing-place on the top. The slope. 
of the stairs is so gentle that, though each step has a conveni
ent width, the height of a step is in no case more than from 
three to four inches. It is thus easy to ride horses both up and 
down the staircase, and travellers are constantly in the habit 
of ascending and descending it in this way .•• 

The width of the staircase is twenty-two feet-space suffi
cient to allow of ten horsemen ascending each flight of steps 
abreast... Altogether this ascent. which is on a plan unknown 
elsewhere, is pronounced to be "the noblest example of a flight 
of stairs to be found in any part of the world ... s. It does not 
project beyond the line of the platform whereto it leads, but is, 
as it were, taken out of it. [PI. XLII.] 

The next, and in some respects the most remarkable of all 
the staircases, conducts from the level of the northern platform 
to that of the central or upper terrace. This staircase fronts 
northward, and opens on the view as soon as the first staircase 
(A. on the plan) has been ascended, lying to the right of the 
spectator at the distance of about fifty or sixty yards. It con
sists of four single flights of steps, two of which are central, 
facing one another, and leading to a projecting landing-place 
(B), about twenty feet in width i while the two others are on 
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either side of the central flights, distant from them about' 
twenty-<>ne yards. The entire length of this staircase is 212 
feet; its greatest projection in front of the line of the terrace 
whereon it abuts, is thirty-six feet . ., The steps, which are 
sixteen feet wide, rise in the same gentle way as those of the 
lower or platform staircase. The height of each is under four 
inches; and thus there are thirty-<>ne steps in an ascent of ten 
feet.·· 

The feature which specially distinguishes this staircase from 
the lower one already described is its elaborate ornamentation. 
The platform staircase is perfectly plain. The entire face which 
this staircase presents to the spectator is covered with sculp
tures. In the first place, on the central projection, which is 
divided perpenccularly into three compartments, are repre
&entecl, in the spandrels on either side, a lion devouring a bull, 
and in the compartment between the spandrels eight colossal 
Persian guai-dsmen, II armed with spears and either with sword 
or shield. Further, above the lion and bull, towards the edge 
of the spandrel where it slopes, forming a parapet to the steps, 
[pL XLIII., Fig. 1.] there was a row of cypress trees, while at 
the end of the parapet and along the whole of its inner face 
were a set of small figures, guardsmen habited like those in the 
central compartment, but carrying mostly a bow and quiver 
instead of a shield. Along the extreme edge of the parapet 
externally was a narrow border thickly set with rosettes. 
[pI. XLIII., Fig.2.] Next, in the long spaces between the cen
tral stairs and those on either side of them, the spandrels con
tain repetitions of the lion and bull sculpture, while between 
them and the central stairs the face of the waIl is divided hor
izontally into three bands, each of which has ,been ornamented. 
with a continuous row of figures. The highest row of the three 
is unfortunately mutilated, the upper portion of all the bodies 
being lost in consequence of their having been sculptured upon 
a parapet waIl built originally to protect-the edge of the ter
race, but now fallen away.'· The middle" and lowest rows a's 
tolerably perfect, and possess' considerable interest, as well 
'as some artistic merit. The entire scene represented. on the 
right side seems to be the bringing of tribute or presents to the 
monarch by the various nations under his sway. On the left
hand side this subject was continued to a certain extent; but 
the greater part of the space was occupied by representations 
of guards and officers of the court, the guards being placed tow
ards the centre, and, as it were, keeping the main stairs, whilQ 
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the officers were at a greater distance. The three rows of fig
ures were separated from one another by narrow bands, thickly 
set with rosettes ... 

The builder of this magnificent work was not content to 
leave it to history or tradition to connect his name with his 
construction, but determined to make the work itself the means 
of perpetuating his memory. In three conspicuous parts of 
the staircase, slabs were left clear of sculpture, undoubtedly 
to receive inscriptions commemorative of the founder. The 
places selected were the front of the middle staircase, the exact 
centre of the whole work, and the space adjoining the spandrels 

. to the extreme right and the extreme left. In one instance 
alone, however, was this part of the work completed. On the 
right hand, or western extremity of the staircase," an inscrip
tion of thirty lines in the old Persian language informs us that 
the constructor was "Xerxes, the Great King, the King of 
Kings, the son of King Darius, the Achlllmenian." The central 
and left-h'W.d tablets, intended probably for Babylonian and 
Scythic translations of the Persian legend, were never in
scribed, and.remain blank to the present day. 

The remaining staircases will not require very lengthy or 
elaborate descriptions. They are six in number, and consist, 
in most instances, of a double flight of steps, similar to the 
central portion of the staircase which has been just described. 
Two of them (e and/) belonged to the building marked as the 
" Palace of Darius" on the plan, and gave entranc(' to it from 
the central platform above which it is elevated about fourteen 
or fifteen feet. Two others (c and d) belonged to the" Palace 
of Xerxes." These led up to a broad paved space in front of 
that building, which formed a terrace, elevated about ten feet 
above the general level of the central platform. Their position 
was at tbe two ends of the terrace, opposite to one another; 
but in other respects they cannot be said to have matched. 
The eastern, which consisted of two double flights, .. was simi
lar in general a.rrangement to the staircase by which the plat
form was mounted from the plain, excepting that it was not 
recessed, but projected its full breadth beyond the line of tbe 
terrace. It was decidedly the more elegant of the two, arid 
evidently formed the main approach. It was adorned with the 
usual bull and lion combats, with figures of guardsmen," and 
with attendants carrying articles needed for the table or the 
toilet." The inscriptions upon it declare it to be the work of 
.x:~rxes. [Pl.~LIV.l The western .staircase was composed 
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merely of two single flights, fl¥!ingone another, with a narrow 
landing-place between them. It was ornamented like the east
ern, but somewhat less elaborately." 

A staircase, very similar to this last, but still one with cer
tain peculiarities, was built by Artaxerxes Ochus, at the west 
side of the Palace of Darius, in order to give it a second 
entrance. [PI. XLV .• Fig. 1.] There the spandrels have the 
usual figurcs of the lion and bull j but the intermediate space 
is somewhat lmusually arranged. It is divided vertically and 
horizontl>Jly into eight squared compartments, three on either 
sile, and two in the middle. 4T The upper of these two con
taius nothing but a winged circle, the emblem of Divinity 
boing thu'J placed reverently by itself. Below, in a. compart
ment of double size, is an inscription of Ochus, barbarous in 

• language, but very religious in tone.'· The six remaining 
compartments had each four figures, representing tribnte
bearers introduced to the royal presence by a court officer. 

The other, and original, stairoase to this palace if on the 
plan) was towards the north, and led up to the great portico, 
which was anciently its sole entrance. Two flights of steps, 
facing each other, condu::ted to a paved space of equal extent 
with the portico and projecting in front of it about five feet, 
On the base of the staircase were sculptures in a single line
the lion and bull in either spandrel-and between the spandrels 
eighteen colossal guardsmen, nine facing either way towards a 
central inscription, which was repeated in other languages on 
slabs placed between the guardsmen and the bulls. Above the 
spandrels, on the parapet which fenced the stairs, was a line of 
figures representing attendants bringing into the palace mate
rials for the banquet. A similar line adorned the inner wall of 
the staircase .•• 

Opposite to this, at the distance of about thirty-two yards, 
was another very similar staircase, leading up to the portico of 
another building, erected (apparently) by Artaxerxes Ochus,·· 
which occupied the south-western corner of the upper platform. 
The sculptures here· seem to have been of the usual character 
but they are so mutilated that no very decided opinion can 
be passed upon them . 
. Last of all, a. staircase of a very peculiar character, (k on 

the plan) requires notice. This is a flight of steps cut in the 
solid rock,·' which leads up from the southern terrace to the 
upper one, at a point intervening between the south-western 
edifice, or palace of Artaxerxes, and the palace of Xerxes, or 
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central ROuthern edifice. These steps are singular in facing 
the terrace to which they lead, instead of being placed side
ways to it. They are of rude construction, being without a 
parapet; and wholly devoid of sculpture or other ornament
ation. They furnish the only communication between the 
southern and central terraces. 

It is a peculiarity of the Persepolitan ruins that they are not 
continuous, but pz:esent to the modern inquirer the appearance, 
at any rate, of a number of distinct buildings. Of these the 
platform altogether contains ten, five of which are of large 
size, while the remainder are comparatively insignificant. 

Of the five large buildings four stand upon the central or 
upper terrace, while one lies east of that terrace, between it 
and the mountains. The four upon the centrai terrace com
prise three buildings made up of several sets of chambers, 
together with one great open pillared hall, to which are at
tached no subordinate apartments. The three complex edifices 
will be here termed ,. palaces," and will take the names of 
their respective founders, Darius, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes 
Ochus: the fourth will be called the ,. Great Hall of Audience. " 
The building between the upper terrace and the mountains will 
be termed the " Great Eastern Edifice. " 

The "Palace of Darius," which is one of the most interesting 
of the Persepolitan buildings, s~ds near the western edge of 
the platform. midway between the" Great Hall of Audience" 
and the" Palace of Artaxerxes Ochus." [pI. XLVI., Fig. 1.] 
It is a building about one hundred and thirty-five feet in 
length, and in breadth a little short of a hundred. •• Of all the 
existing buildings on the platform it occupies the most exalted 
position, being elevated from fourteen to fifteen feet above the
general level of the central terrace, and being thus four or five 
feet higher than the "Palace of Xerxes." .. It fronted towards 
the south, where it was approached by a double staircase of the 
usual character, which led up to a deep portico •• of eight pillars 
arranged in two rows. On either side of the portico were 
gUard-rooms, which opened upon it, I. in length twenty-three 
feet, and in breadth thirteen.'· Behind the portico lay the 
main chamber, which was a square of fifty feet, Of having a 
roof supported by sixteen pillars, arranged in four rows 9f 
four, in line with the pillars of the portico. [PI. XLV., Fig. 2.] 
The bases for the pillars alone remain; and it is thus uncertain 
whether their material was stone or wood. They were pro
bably light and slender, not greatly interrupting the view. The 
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hall was surrounded on all sides by walls from four to five feet 
in thickness, in which were doors, windows, and recesses, 
symmetrically arranged. The entrance from the portico was 
by a door in the exact centre of the front wall, on either side of 
which were two windows, looking into the portico. The oppo
site, or back, wall was pierced by two doors, which faced the 
interoolumniatioDS of the side rows of pillars, as the front door 
faced the interco1umniation of the central rows. Between the 
two doors which pierced the back wall was a squared recess, 
and similar recesses ornamented the same wall on either side 
of the doors. The side walls were each pierced originally by a 
single doorway," between which and the front waIl was a 
squared recess, while beyond, between the doorways and the 
back wall, were two recesses of the same character. Curiously 
enough, these side doorways and recesses fronted the pillars, 
not the interco1umniations. 

No sculpture, 80 far as appears, adorned this apartment, eX9 
cepting in the doorways. which however had in every case this 
kind of ornamentation. The doorways in the back wall ex
hibited on their jambs figures of the king followed by two at
tendants. one holding a cloth, and the other a fly-chaser. .. [pL 
XLV., Fig. 3.] These figures had in every case their faces 
turned towards the apartment. The front doorway showed on 
its jambs the monarch followed by the parasol-bearer and the 
bearer of the fly. chaser, with his back turned to the apart
ment, issuing forth, as it were, from it. •• On the jambs of the 
doors of the side apartments was represented the king in com
bat with a lion or a monster, the king here in every case facing 
outwards, and seeming to guard the entrances to the side 
chambers." 

At the back of the baH, and at either side, were chambers of 
very moderate dimensions. The largest were to the rear of 
the building, where there seems to have been one about forty 
feet by twenty-three, and another twenty-eight feet by twenty. 
The doorways here had sculptures, representing attendants 
bearing napkins and perfumes." The side chambers, five in 
number, were considerably smaller than those behind the great 
hall. the largest not exceeding thirty-four feet by thirteen. 

It seems probable that this palace was without any second 
story." There is no vestige in any part of it of a staircase-no 
indicatioB of its height having ever exceeded from twenty-two 
to twenty--five feet.·· It was a modest building, simple and 
:regular, covering less than half the space of an ordinary 
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palace in Assyria."" [pI. XLV., Fig. 2.] Externally, it must 
have presented an appearance not very dissimilar to that of 
the simpler Greek temples; distinguished from them by pecu
liarities of ornamentation, but by no striking or important 
feature, excepting the grand and elaborately sculpturt d stair
case. Internally, it was .remarkable for the small number of 
its apartments, which seem not to have been more than twelve 
or thirteen, •• and for the moderate size of most of them. Even 
the grand central hall covered a less area than three out of the 
five halls in the country palace of Sargon. OT The effect of this 
room was probably fine, t.hough it must have been somewhat 
over:.crowded. with pillars.·· If these were, however (as is 
probable"), light wooden posts, plated with silver or with 
gold, and if the ceiling consisted (as it most likely did) of 
beams, cros.Qing each other at right angles, with square spaces 
between them, all likewise coated with the precious metals; .. 
if moreover the cold stone walls, excepting where they were 
broken by a doorway, or a window, were similarly decked; n 

if curtains of brilliant hues hung across the entrances ;" if 
the pavement was of many-colored stones, n and in places 
covered with magnificent carpets; TO if an elevated golden 
throno, under a canopy of purple, TO adorned the upper end of 
the room, standing against the wall midway between the two 
doors-if this were in truth the arrangement and ornamenta
tion of the apartment, we can well understand that the 
coup d'ail must have been effective, and the impression made 
on the spectator highly pleasing. A room fifty feet square,. 
and not much more than twenty high, could not be very 
grand; but elegance of form, combined with richness of 
material and splendor of coloring, may have more than com
pensated for the want of that grandeur which results from 
mere size. 

If it be inquired how a palace of the dimensions described 
can have sufficed even for one of the early Persian kings, the 
reply must seemingly be that the building in question can 
only have contained the public apartments of the royal resi
dence-the throne-room, banqueting-rooms, guard-rooms, etc., 
-and that it must have been supplemented by at least one 
other 'cdifice of a considerable size, the Gynreceum or " House 
of the Women." ,. There is ample room on the platform for 
such a building. either towards the east, where the ground is 
now occupied by a high mound of rubbish, or on the west, 
towards the edge. of the platform, where traces of a la.rg& 
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edifice were noted by Niebuhr." On the whole, this latter 
situation seems to be the more probable; and the position of 
the Gynmceum in this quarter may account for the alteration 
made by Artaxerxes Ochus in the palace of Darius, which now 
seriously interferes with its symmetry. Artaxerxes cut a 
doorway in the outer western wall, and another opposite to it 
in the western wall of the great hall, adding at the same time 
a second staircase to the building, which thus became accessi
ble from the west no less than from the south. It has puzzled 
the learned in architecture to assign a motive for this altera
tion. to May we not find an adequate one in the desire to 
obtain a ready and comparatively private access to· the 
Gynmceum, which must have been somewhere on the plat
form, and which may well have lain in this direction' 

The minute account which has been now given of this 
palace will render unnecessary a very elaborate description 
of the remainder. Two grand palatial edificesseeIh to have 
been erected on the platform by later kings-one by Xerxes 
and the other by Artaxerxes Qchus; but the latter of these is 
in BO ruined a condition, to and the former is so like the palace 
of Darius, that but few remarks need be made upon either. 
The palace of Xerxes is simply that of Darius on a larger 
scale, the pillars in the portico being increased from two rows 
of four to two rows of six, and the great hall behind being a 
square of eighty·· instead of a square of fifty feet, with thirty
six instead of sixteen pillars to support its roof: On either 
side of the hall, and on either side ')f the portico, were apart
ments like those already described as abu'tting on the same 
portions of the older palace,·' differing from them chiefly in 
being larger and more numerous. The two largest, which 
were thirty-one feet square,·o had roofs supported on pillars, 
the numbers of such supports being in each case four." The 
only striking difference in the plans of ~he two buildings con
sisted in the absence from the palace of Xerxes of any apart
ments to the rear of the great hall. In order to allow space 
for an ample terrace in front, the whole edifice was thrown 
back so close to the edge of the upper platform that no room 
was left for any chambers at the back, since the hall itself was 
here brougbt almost to the very verge of the sheer descent 
from the central to the low southern terrace.·6 In ornamenta
tion the palaces also very closely resembled each other, the 

. chief difference being that the combats of the king with lions 
and mythological monsters, which form the regular orna-
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mentation of the side-chambers in the palace of Darius, occur 
nowhere in the residence of his son, where they are replaced 
by figures of attendants bringing articles for the toilet or the 
table, .8 like those which adorn the main staircase of the older 
edifice. Figures of the same kind also ornament all the win
dows in the palace of Xerxes. A tone of mere sensual enjoy
ment is thus given to the later edifice, which is very far from 
characterizing the earlier; and the decline of morals at the 
Court, which history indicates as rapid about this period, is 
seen to have stamped itself, as such changes usually do, upon 
the national architecture. 

A small building, at the distance of about twenty or twenty
five yards from the eastern wall of the palace of Xerxes,·1 
possesses a peculiar interest, in consequence of its having 
some claims to be considered the most ancient structure upon 
the platform. Bf It consists of a hall and portico, in size, pro
portions, and decoration almost exactly resembling the cor
responding parts of Darius's palace, but· unaccompanied by 
any trace of circwnjacent chambers, and totally devoid of in
scriptions. BB The building is low, on the level of the northern, 
rather than on that of the central terrace, and is indeed half 
buried in the rubbish which has accumulated at its base. Its 
fragments are peculiarly grand and massive, while itS sculp
tures are in strong and bold relief. There can be httle doubt 
but that it was originally, like the hall and portico of Dari~ 
surrounded on three sides by chambers. These, however, 
have entirely disappeared, having probably been pulled down 
to furnish materials for more recent edifices. Like the palaces . 
of Xerxes and Artaxerxes. Ochus, and unlike the palace of 
Darius, the building faces to the north, which is the direction 
naturally preferred in such a climate. We may suppose it to· 
have been the royal residence of the earlier times, the erection 
of Cyrus or C!UD.byses, and to have been intended especially 
for summer use, for which its position well fitted it. Darius, 
wishing for a winter palace at Persepolis, as well as a summer 
one, took probably this early palace for his model, and built 
one as nearly as possible resembling it, B' except that, for the 
sake of greater warmth. he made his new erection face south
wards. Xerxes, dissatisfied with the size of the old summer 
palace, built a new one at its side of considerably larger dimen
sions. using perhaps some of the materials of the old palace in 
his new building. Finally. Artaxerxes Ochus made certain 
additions to· the palace of Xerxes on its western side, and at 
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the same time w'lded a stairca.s~ and a doorway to the winter· 
residence of Darius. Thus the Persepolitan palace, using the 
word in' i~ proper sense of royal residence, attained its full 
dimensions,· occupying the southern half of the great central 
platform; and covering with its various courts and buildings a 

. space 500 feet long by 375 feet wide, or nearly the space 
covered by the less ambitious of the palaces of Assyria. •• 

Besides edifices adapted for habitation, the Persepolitan 
i>la~orm sustained two other classes of buildings. These 
were propylrea, or gateways-places commanding the approach 
to great buildings, where a guard might be stationed to stop 
and, examine all comers-and halls of a vast size, which were 
probably throne-rooms, where tbe monarch held his court on 
grand occasions, to exhibit himself in full state to his subjects. 
The propylrea upon the platform appear to have been four in 
number. One, the largest, was directly opposite the centre of 
the landing-place at the top of the great stairs which gave ac-

-fess to the platform from the plain. This consisted of a noble 
apartment, eighty-two feet square,,·' with a roof supported by 
four magnificent columns, each between fifty and sixty feet 
high.·1 The walls of the apartment were from sixteen to 
seventeen feet thick.·1 Two grand portals, each twelve feet 
wide by thirty-six feet high,·· led into this apartment, one di
rectly facing the head of the stairs, and the other opposite to 
it, towards the east. Both were flanked with colossal bulls, 
those towards the staircase being conventional representations 
of the real animal, while the opposite pair are almosi exact 
reproductions of the winged and human-headed bulls, with 
which the Assyrian discoveries have made us so familiar.·' 
.The accompanying illustration [Pl. XLVII., Fig. 1.], which is 
taken from a photograph, exhibits this inner pair in their 
present condition. The back of one of the other pair is also 

. visible. Two of the pillars-which alone are still standing
appear in their places, intervening between the front and the 
back gateway. 

The walls which enclosed this chamber, notwithstanding 
their iUijnenB8 thickness, have almost entirely disappeared.·· 
On the southern sideaione, where there seems to have been a 
third doorway, unornamented, are there any traces of them. 
We must conclude that they were either of burnt brick or of 
small blocks of stOllC, which the natives of the country in 
Jater times found it convenient to use as material for their 
cn'ubuil~ ... 
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An edifice; almost exactly similar to this, but of very infe
rior dimensions," occupied a position due east of the palace of 
Darius,. and a little to the north of the main staircase leading 
to the terrace in front of the palace of Xerxes. The bases of 
two pillars and the jambs of three doorways remain, from 
· which it is easy to reconstruct the main building.·· Its posi
tion seems to mark it as designed to give entrance to the 
structure, whatever it was,. which occupied the site of the 

.great mound (M on the Plan) east of Darius's palace, and 
· north of the palace of his son.·· The ornamentation, how
ever,IOO would rather connect it with the more eastern of the 
· two great pillared balls, which will have to be described 
· presently. 

A third edifice of the same kind stood in front of the great 
eastern hall, at the distance of about seventy yards from its 
portico. This building is more utterly ruined than either of 
the preceding,IOl and its dimensions are open to some doubt. 
· On the whole, it seems probable that it resembled the great 
propyllBa at the head of the stairs leading from the plain 
rather than the central propyllBa just described. Part of its 

· ornamentation was certainly a colossal bull, though whether 
human-headed or not cannot be determined. 

The fourth of the propylma was on the terrace whereon 
stood the palace of Xerxes, and directly fronting the landing
place at the head of its principal stairs, just as thepropyllBa 
first described fronted the great stairs leading up from the 
plain. Its dimensions were suited to those of the staircase 
· which led to it, and of the terrace on which it was placed. It 
· was less than one fourth the size of the great propylma, and 
about half that of the propyllBa which stood the nearest to it. 
The bases of the four pillars alone rem.&.m in situ ilO'but, from 
the proportions thus obtained, the position of the walls and 
doorways is tolerably certain. 101 

We have now to pass to the most magnificent of the Perse
politan buildings-the Great Pillared Halls-which constitute 

· the glory of Arian architecture, and which, even iil their 
· ruins, provoke the wonder and admiration of modern Eu
ropeans, familiar with all the triumphs of Western art, with 

· Grecian temples, Roman baths and amphitheatres, Moorish 
~ palaces, Turkish mosques. and Christian cathedrals. 10' Of 
these piUaxed halls, the Persepolitan platform supports two, 
Slightly differing in their design, but presenting many points 
(If ~men~ The1 bear the character of an earlier and ~ 
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Jater building-a first effort in the direction which circum
stances compelled the architecture of the Persians to take, 
and the final achievement of their best artists in this kind nf 
building. 

Nearly midway in the platform between its northern and its 
southern edges, and not very far from the boundary of rocky 
mountain on which the platform abuts towards the east, is the 
vast edifice which bas been called with good reason the "Hall 
of a Hundred Columns," , •• since its roof was in all probabil
ity'" supported by that number of pillai's. This building con
sisted of a single magnificent chamber, with a portico, and 
probably guard-rooms, in front, of dimensio~ quite unequalled 
upon the platform. The portico was 183 feet long by 52 feet 
deep, and was sustained by sixteen pillars, about 35 feet high, 'OT 

. arranged in two rows of eight. The great chamber behind was 
a square of 227 feet, , .. and had therefore an area of about 
51,000 feet. Over this vast space were distributed, at eqb!11 
distances from one another, one hundred columns, each 35 feet 
high, arranged in ten rows of ten each, every pillar thus st'lnd
ing at a distance of nearly 20 feet from any other. The four 
walls which enclosed this great hall had a uniform thickness 
of 101 feet, , •• and were each pierced at equal intervals by two 
doorways, the doorways being thus exactly opposite to one 
another, and each looking down an avenue. of columns. In 
the spaces of wall on either side of the doorways, eastward, 
westward, and southward, were three. niches, aU square
topped, and bearing the ornamentatiQll which is universal in 
the case of aU niches, windows, and doorways in the Perse
politan ruins. [pL XLVII., Fig. 2.] In the northern, or front, 
wall, the nichp.s were replaced by windows. "' looking upon the 
portico, excepting towards the angles of the building, where 
niches were retained, owing to a peculiarity in the plan of the 
edifice which has now to be noticed. The portico, instead of 
being, as in every other Persian instance, of the same width 
with the building which it fronted, was 44 feet narrower, it& 
antm projecting from the front wall, not at either extremity, 
but at the distance of 11 feet from the corner. While the 
porch was thus contracted, so that the pillars had to be eight 
in each row instead of ten, space was left on either side for a 
narrow guard-room opening on to the porch, indications of 
which are seen in the doorways placed at right angles to the 
front wall, which are orna.mented with the usual figures· of 
eoldiers armed with speM' and shield.1II It ~ ~n ~~ . . 
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that the ball was, like the sma1ler pillared chambers upon the 
platform, originally surrounded on three sides by a number of 
lesaer apartments;'" and this is certainly possible: but no 
trace -remains of any such buildings; The ornamentation 
which exists seems to show that the building was altogether 
of a public character. Instead of exhibiting attendants bring
ing articles for the toilet,or the banquet, it shows on its doors 
the monarch, either engaged in the art of destroying symboli
cal monsters, or seated on his throne under a canopy, with the 
tiara on his head, and the golden sceptre in his right hand. 
The throne representations are of two kinds. On the jambs of 
the great doors leading out upon the porch. we see in the top 
compartment the monarch seated under the canopy, accom. 
panied by five attendants, while below him are his guards, ar· 
ranged in five rows of ten each, some armed with spears and 
shields, others with spears, short swords, bows and quivers. HI 

"!'hus the two portals together exhibit the figures of 200 Persian 
guardsmen in attendance on the person of the king. The doors 
at the back of the building present us with a still more curious 
sculpture. On these the throne appears elevated on a lofty 
platform, the stages of which, three in number, are upheld by 
figures in different costumes, .. t' representing apparently the 
natives of all the different provinces of the Empire. It is a 
reasonable conjecture that this great hall was intended espe
cially for a throne-room, and that in the representations on 
these doorways we have figured a structure. which actually 
existed under its roof (probably at t in the plan)-a platform 
reached by steps, whereon, in the great ceremonies of state, 
the royal throne was placed, in order that the monarch might 
be distinctly seen at one and the same time by the whole 
Court .... 

The question of the lighting of this huge apartment presents 
some difficulties. On three sides, as already observed, the 
hall had (so far as appears) no windows-the places where win· 
dows might have been expected to occur being occupied by 
niches. The apparent openings are consequently reduced to 
some fifteen, viz., the eight doorways, and seven windows, 
'Which looked out upon the, portico, and were therefore over
hung and had a north aspect. It is clear that sufficient light 
could not have entered the apartment from these~the only 
visible-apertures. We must therefore suppose either that 
the walls above the niches were pierced with windows, which 
is ~uit.e fOSBible,',le ~r !l~ ~lla,~ liph~ ""M in @9me war Qr Qtber 
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admitted from the roo{. The latter is the supposition of those 
most competent to decide. m M. Flandin conjectures that the 
roof had four apertures, placed at the points where the lines 
drawn from the northern to the southern, and those drawn' 
from tbe eastern to the western, doors would intersect on_ 
another. III He seems to suppose that tbese openings w:ere • 
wholly unprotected, in which case they would have admitted, 
in a very inconvenient way, both tbe SUD and the rain. May 
we not presume that, if such openings existed, they were guard· 
ed by louvres such as have been regarded as probably lighting 
the Assyrian halls, and of which a representation has already 
been given 7"" 

The portico of the Hall of a Hundred Columns was flanked 
on either side by a colossal bull, lO. standing at the inner angle 
of the antm, and thus in some degree narrowing the entrance. 
Its columns were fluted, and had in every case the complex 
capital, which occurs also in the great propylooa and in the 
Hall of Xerxes. It was built of the same sort of massive 
blocks as the south-eastern edifice, or Ancient Palace-blocks . 
often ten feet square by seTen feet thick, '" and may be as
cribed probably to the same age as that structure. Like that 
edifice, it is situated somewhat low; it'has no staircase, and no 
inscription. We may fairly suppose it to have been the throne
room or great hall of audience of the early king wbo built the 
Soutb-eastern Palace. 

We have now to describe the most remarkable of all. the 
Persepolitan edifices-a building the remains of which stretch 
nearly 350 feet in one direction, while in the other they extend 
246 feet. ,.. Its ruins consist almost entirely of pilIan, which 
are divided into four groups .. The largest of these was a square 
of thirty-six pillars, arranged in six: rows of six, all exactly 
equi-distant from one another, and covering an area of above 
20,000 square feet. ,.. On three sides of this square, eastward, 
northward, and westward, were magnificent porches, each con
sisting of twelve columns, arranged in two rows, in line with 
the pillars of the central cluster. These porches stood at the 
distance of seventy feet from the main building, , •• and· bave 
the appearance of having been entirely separate from it. They 
are 142 feet long, by thirty broad, lO. and thus cover each aD 
area of 4260 feet. The most astonishing feature in the whol., 
building is the height of the pillars. These, according to th, 
measurements of M. Flandin, had a uniform altitude through. 
out the buil~ of sixty-four feet. ,.. :Even in their ruin, th~1 
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tower over every other erection upon the platform, retairiing 
often, in spite of the effects of time, an elevation of sixty 
feet. lOT 

The capitals of the pillars were of three kinds. Those of the 
side colonnades were comparatively simple: they consisted, in 

. each case, of a single member, formed, in the eastern colon
nade, of two half-griffins, with their heads looking in opposite 
directions [pI. XLVII., Fig. 2] ;". and, in the western colonnade, 
of two half-bulls, arranged in the same manner [pl XLVII., 
Fig: 3]. J.. The capitals of the pillars in the northern colonnade, 
which faced the great sculptured staircase, and constituted the 
true front of the building, were of a very complex character. 
They may be best viewed as composed of three distinct mem
bera-first, a sort of lotos-bud, accompanied by pendent leaveS; 
then, above that, a member, composed of volutes like those of 
the Ionic order, JO. but placed in a perpendicular instead of a 
horizontal direction; and at the top, a member composed of 
two half-bulls, exactly similar to that which forms the com
plete capital of the western group of pillars..11 The pillars of 
the great central cluster had capitals exactly like those of the 
northern colonnade. . 

The bases of the colonnade pillars are of singular beauty ... 1 

Bell-shaped, and ornamented with a double or triple row of 
pendent lotos-leaves, some rounded, some narrowed to a point; 
they are as graceful as they are rare in their forms, and attract 
the admiration of all beholders. Above them rise the columns, 
mperbig gently as they ascend, but without any swell or en
tasis. They consist of several masses of stone, carefully joined 
together, and secured at the joints by an iron cramp in the di
rection of the column's axis. '11 All are beautifully fluted along 
their entire length, the number of the incisions or flutings 
being from forty-eight to fifty-two in each pillar. 1M They are 
arcs of circles smaller than semicircles, thus resembling those 
of thE; Doric, rather than those of the Ionic or Corinthian 
order. The cutting of all is very exact and regular. 

There can be little doubt but that both the porches, and the 
great central pillar-cluster, were roofed in. The double-bull 
and double-griffin capital are exactly suited to receive the ends 
of beams, which would stretch from pillar to pillar, '11 and sup- , 
pbrt a roof and, an entablature. [pI. L., Fig.t.) We may see: 
iri the entrances to the royal tombs'·· the true use of pillars in 
a Persian building, and the character of the entablature which 
they' were' intended to sustain. "' Assuming, then, that botb 
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the great central pillar phala.nx and the three detached colon
nades supported a roof, the question arises, were tha colon
nades in any way united with the main building, or did they 
stand completely detached from it? It has been supposed , .. 
that they were all porticos in antis, connected with the main 
building by solid walls-that the great central column-cluster 
was surrounded on all sides by a wall of a very massive de
scription, from the four corners of which similar barriers were 
carried down to the edge of the terrace, abutting in front upon 
the steps of the great sculptured staircase, and extending east
ward and westward, so as to form the antre of an eastern and 
a western portico. In the two corners between the northem 
antre of the side porticos and the antre of the portico in front 
are supposed to have been large guard-rooms, entirely filling 
up the two angles. The whole building is thus brought into 
close conformity with the" Palace of Xerxes," from which it 
is distinguished only by its superior size, its use of stone pil
lars, and the elongation of the tetrastyle chambers at the sides 
of that edifice into porticos of twelve pillars each. 

The ingenuity of this conception is unquestionable; and one 
is tempted at first sight to accept a solution which removes so 
much that is puzzling, and eatablishes so remarkable a har
mony between works whose outward aspect is so dissimilar. 
It seems like the inspiration of genius to discern so clearly the 
like in the unlike, and one inclines at first to believe that what 
is so clever cannot but be true. But a rigorous examination 
of the evidence leads to an opposite conclusion, and if it does 
not absolutely disprove Mr. Fergusson's theory, at any rate 
shows it to be in the highest degree doubtful. Such walls as 
he desclibes, with their antre and their many doors and win
dows, should have left very marked traces of their existance 
in great squared pillars at the sides of porticos, II. in huge 
door-frames and window-frames, or at least in the foundations 
of walls, or the marks of them, on some part of the paved 
terrace. Now the entire absence of squared pillars for the 
ends of antre, of door-frames, and window-frames, or even of 
such sculptured fragments as might indicate their former ex
istence, is palpable and is admitted; nor is there any even 
supposed trace of the walls, excepting in one of the lines which 
by the hypothesis they would occupy. In front of the build
ing. midway between the great pillar-cluster and the north 
colonnade, are the remains of foul' stone bases, parallel to one. 
another, each seventeen feet long by five feet six inches wide." 
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Mr. Fergusson regards these bases as marking the position of 
thq doors in his front wall;I4' and they are certainly in places 
where doors might have been looked for, if the building had a 
front wall, since the openings are exactly opposite the inter
columniations of the pillars, both in the portico and in the main 
cluster. ••• But there are several objections to the notion of 
these bases being the fouudations of the jambs of doors. In 
the first place, they are too wide apart, being at the distance 
from one another of seventeen feet, whereas no doorway on the 
platform exceeds a width of twelve or thirteen feet. In the 
second place, if these massive stone bases were prepared for 
the jambs of doors, it could only have been for massive stone 
jambs like those of the other palaces; but in that case, the 
~ambs could not have disappeared. Thirdly, if the doorways 
on this side were thus marked, why were they not similarly 
Jnarked on the other sides of the building ¥ ... On the whole, 
the supposition of M. Flandin, that .the bases were pedestals 
~or ornamental statues, perhaps of bulls, ••• seems more proba
ble than that of Mr. Fergusson; though, no doubt, there are 
ubjections also to M. Flandin's hypothesis,146 and it would be 
perhaps best to confess that we do not know the use of these 
utrange foundations, which have nothing that at all resembles 
them upon the rest of the platform; 

Another strong objection to Mr. Fergusson's theory, and one 
of which he, to a certain extent, admits, the force,'" is the 
existence of drains, running exactly in the line of his side 
:walls,·n which, if such walls existed, would· be a curious pro
Vision on the part of the architect for undermi.n.ing his own 
.work. Mr. Fergusson supposes that they might be intended 
to drain the walls themselves and keep them dry. But as it is 
clear that they must have. carried off the whole surplus water 
(rom the roof of the building, and as there is often much rain 
and snow at Persepolis, ••• their effect· on the foundations of 
lIluch a wall as Mr. Fergusson imagines would evidently be dis
astrous in the extreme. 

To these minute and somewhat technical objections may be 
added the main one, whereof all alike can feel the force-name
ly, the entire disappearance of such a vast mass of building as 
14r. Fergusson's hypothesis supposes. To account for this, 
:Mr. Fergusson is obliged to lay it down, that in this magnifi
cent structure, with its solid stone staircase, its massive pave
ment of the same material. and its seventy-two stone pillars, 
eacbsixty-four feet high, the walls were of mud. Can we 
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believe iJa this incongruity, Can we imagine that a prince, 
who possessed an unbounded command of human labor, and 
an inexhaustible supply of stone in the rocky mountains close 
at hand, would have had recourse to the meanest of materials 
for. the walls of an edifice which he evidently intended to 
eclipse all others upon the platform r And, especially, can we 
suppose this, when the very same prince used solid blocks of 
stone in the wa1ls of the very inferior edifice which he con
structed in this same locality' Mr. Fergusson, in defence of 
his hypothesis, alleges the frequent combination of meanness 
with magnificence in the East, and softens down the meanness 
in the present case by clothing his mud wa1ls with enamelled 
tiles, and painting them with all the colors of the rainbow. But 
here again the hypothesis is wholly unsupported by fact. 
Neither at Persepolis,nor at Pasargadm, nor at any other an
cient Persian Bite, '" has a single fragment of an enamelled tile 
or brick been discovered. In Babylonia and .Assyria, where 
the employment of such an ornamentation was common, "' the 
traces of it which remain are abundant. Must not the en.tire 
absence of such traces from all exclusively Persian ruins be 
held to indicate that this mode of adorning edifices was not 
adopted in Persia , 

If then we resign the notion of this remarkable building 
having been a walled structure, we must suppose that it was a 
eummer throne-room, open to all the winds of heaven, except 
so far as it was protected by curtains. For the use of these by 
the Persians in pillared edifices, we have important historical 
authority in the statement already quoted. from the Book of 

. Esther. '" The Persian palace, to which that passage directly 
refers, contained a structure almcst the exact counterpart of 
this at Persepolis;'" and it is probable that at both places the 
interstices between the outer pillars of, at any rate, the great 
central colonnade, were filled with .. hangings of white and 
green and blue, fastened with cords of white'" and purple to 
silver rings." which were attached to the .. pillars of marble i" 
and that by these means an undue suppJy of light and air, as 
well as an unseemly publicity, were prevented. A traveller 
in the country weU observes, in allusion to this passage from 
Esther: "Nothing could be more appropriate than this method 
at Susa and Persepolis, the spring residences of the Persian 
monarchs. It must be considered that these columnar 'halls 
were the equIvalents of the modern throne-rooms, that here all 
public business was dispatched, and that here the king migh1i 
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sit and enjoy the beauties of the landscape. With the rich 
p~of Susa and l'ersepolis before him, he could well, after 
hi,s winter's residence at Babylon, dispense with IIl8SBi.vewalls, 
which wollld only check the warm fragrant breeze from those 
verdant prairies adorned with the choicest flowers. A massive 
roof, covering the whole expanse of columns, would be too cold 
and dismal, whereas curtains around the central group would 
serve to admit both light and warmth. Nothing caD be con
ceived better adapted to the climate or the season." ... 

If the central cluster of pillars was thus adapted to the pur
liposes of a throne-room, equally well may the isolated colon
. .nades have served as ante-chambers or posts for guards. Pr0-

tected, perhaps, with curtains or awnings of their own, n. of a 
coarser material than those of the main chamber, or at any 
rate casting, when the sun was high, a broad and deep shadow, 
they would give a welcome shelter to those who had to watch 
over ~e safety of the monarch, or who were expecting but had 
not yet received their sUmmons to the royal presence. ,.. Ex
cept in the very hottest weather, the Oriental does not love to 
pass his day within doors. Seated on the pavement in groups, 
under the deep shadows of these colonnades, which commanded 
a glorious view of the vast fertile plain of the Bendamir, of the 
undulating mountain-tract beyond, and of the picturesque bills 
known now as Koh-Istakhr, or Koh-Rhamgherd,'" the subjects 
of the Great King, who had business at Court, would wait, 
egreeably enough, till their turn came to approach the throne. 

Our survey of the Persepolitan platform is now complete; 
but, before we entirely dismiss the subject of Persian palaces, 
it seems proper to say a few words with respect to the other 
palatial remains of Achremenian times, remains which exist in 
three places-at Murgab or Pasargadre, at Istakr, and at the 
great mound of Susa. The Mur/;ab and Istakr ruins were 
earefullyexamined by MM. Coste and Flandin; while General 
Williams and Mr. Loftus diligently explored, and completely 
;made out, the plan of .the Susian edifice. 

The ruins at Murgab, which are probably the most ancient 
in Persla, comprise, besides the well-known .. Tomb of Cyrus, It 
two principal buildings. The largest of these was of an oblong
square shape, about 147 feet long by 116 wide. ,.. It seems to 
have been surrounded by a lofty wall, in which were huge 
portals, consisting of great blocks of stone, partially hollowed 
out, to render them portable ... • There was an inscription on 
the jambs of each portal, con~ the w9rds, "I am Cyruf 
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the King, the Achoomenian." Within the walled enclosure 
which may have been skirted internally by a colonnadeH° was 
a pillared building. of much greater height than the surroun4· 
ing walls, as is evident from the single column which remairut. 
This shaft, which is perfectly plain, and shows no signS of a 
capital, has an altitude of thirty-six feet, ,., with a diameter of 
three feet four inches at the base.'·' On the area around, which 
was carefully paved, ,.. are the bases of seven other similar 
pillars, arranged in lines, and so situated as apparently to 
indicate an oblong hall, supported by twelve pillars, in three' 
rows of four each. ... The chief peculiarity of the arrangement 
is, a variety in the width of the intercolumniations, wruch 
measure twenty-seven feet ten. inches in one direction, but 
twenty-one feet only in the other ... • The smaller building, 
which is situated at only a short distance from the larger one, 
covers a space of 125 feet by fifty. It consists of twelve pillar 
bases, arranged in two rows of six each, the pillars being 
somewhat thicker than those of the other building, and placed 
somewhat closer together,''' [pI. XLIX., Fig. 5;] The form. 
of the base is very singular. It exhibits at the side a semi
circular bulge, ornamented with a series of nine flutingS; 
which are carried entirely round the base in parallel horizol\
tal circles,''' [PI. L., Fig. 2.] In front of the pillar bases, at 
the distance of about twenty-three feet from the nearest, III a 
square column, still upright, on which is sculptured a curiOUS' 
mythological . figure, '.B together with the same curt legend. 
which appears on the larger building-"" I am Cyrus, the King. 
the Achoomenian." 

There are two other buildings at Murgabremarkable for 
their masonry. One is a square tower, with' slightly project
ing corners, built of hewn blocks of stone, very regularly lai~ 
and carried to a height of forty-two feet.'B." The other is a 
platform, exceedingly massive and handsome, composed en
tirely of squared stone, and faced with blocks often eight O't." 
ten feet long, n. laid in horizontal courses, and rusticated 
throughout in a manner that is highly ornamental. [Pl. L. 
Fig.3.] The style resembles that of the substructions of the 
Temple of Jerusalem. It occurs occasionally, though some-
what rarely, in Gr~ece; but there is said to exist nowhere sc:J 
extensive and beautiful a specimen of it as that of the platfonn 
at this ancient site.l11 [Pl. L .• Fig. 4.] 

The palace at Itltakr is in better preservation than either of 
the two pillaJ;ed edifices at Murgab; but still, it is not in suclr 
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a condition as to enable us to lay down with any certainty 
even its. ground-plan. [PI. LI., Fig. 1.] One pillar only re
mains erect; but the bases of eight others have been found in 
Bitu; the walls are partly to be traced, and the jambs of sev
eral doorways and niches are still standing. "I These remains 
show that in many respects, as in the character of the pillars, 
which were fluted and had capitals like those already de
scribed, "" in the massiveness of the door and window jamb~ 
and in the thickness of the walls, the Istakr Palace resembled 

. closely the buildings on the Persepolitan platform; but at the 
.. same time they indicabe that its plan was wholly different, 
and-thus our knowledge of the platform buildings in no degree 
enables us to complete, or even to carry forward to any appre
ciable extent, the ground-plan of the edifice derived from act
ual research. The height of the columns, which is inferior to 
that of the lowest at the great platform, "" would seem to indi
cate, either that the building was the first in which stone pil
lars were attempted, or that it was erected at a time when the 
Persians no longer possessed the mechanical skill required to 
quarry, transport, and raise into place the enormous blocka 
used in the best days of the nation. 

The palace of Susa, exhumed by Mr.· Loftus and General 
Williams, consisted of a great Hall or Throne-room, almost ex
act)y a duplicate of the Chehl Minar at PersepoIis, and of a 
few other very inferior buildings. It stood at the summit of 
the great platform, a quadrilateral mass of unburnt brick, 
which from a remote antiquity had supported the residence of 
the old Susian kings. It fronted 18. little west of north, and 
commanded a magnificent view over the Susianian plains to 
the mountains of Lauristan~ A:l inscri:ption, repeated on four . 
of its pillar-bases, showed that it was originally built by Darius 
Hystaspis, and afterwards repaired by Artaxerxes Longi-

" manus .• n .AJJ I was so exactly a reproduction of an edifice al
ready minutely described, ITO no further account of it need be 
here given. 

From the palaces of the Persian kings we may now pa..CIS to 
their tombs. remarkable structures which drew the attention 
~"the ancients, '" and "Which have been very fully examined. 
-.ndrepresented in modern times. It. These tombs are eight in 
number. but present only two types, so that it will be sufficient 
to give in this place a detailed account of two tombs-one of 
eaCh description. 

The m~st ancient, and, on the whole, the most· remarkabl~ 
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of the tombs, is almost universally allowed to be that of the 
Great Cyrus. It is unique in design, totally different from all 
the other royal sepulchres;' and, though it has been often de
scribed, demands, and must receive, notice in any account, 
that is given of the ancient Persian constructions. The histo
rian Arrian calls it •• a house upon a pedestal;,,· .. and this 
brief description exactly expresses its general character. On 
a base, composed of huge blocks of the most beautiful white 
marble, ••• which rises pyramidically in seven "' stepe of dif
ferent heights,'" there stands a small "house" of similar 
material, crowned with a stone roof, which is formed in front 
and rear into a pediment resembling that of a Greek temple .••• 
[pL LI., Fig.S.J The" house" has no window. but one of the' 
end walls was pierced by a low and narrow doorway, which 
led into a small chamber or cell, about eleven feet long, seven 
broad, and seven high. ... Here, as ancient writers inform us, ••• 
the body of the Great Cyrus was deposited in a golden coffin. 
Internally the chamber is destitute of any inscription, and in
deed seems to have been left perfectly plain. II. Externally, 
there is a cornice of some elegance below the pediment, a good 
molding over the doorway, which is also doubly recessed
and two other very slight moldings, one at the base of the 
"house," and the other at the bottom of the second step. [pL 
LI., Fig. 2.] Except for these, the whole edifice is perfectly 
plain. Its present heighfl above the ground is thirty-6ix feet, .81 

and it may originally have been a foot or eighteen inches 
higher, for the top of the roof is worn away. It measures at 
the base forty-eeven feet by forty-three feet nine inches. ••• 

The t-omb stands within a rectangular area, marked out by 
pillars, the bases or broken shafts of which are still to be seen. 
They appear to have been twenty-four in number; all of them 
circular and smooth, not fluted: six pillars occupied each side 
of the rectangle, and they stood distant from each other about 
fourteen feet. .. I It is probable that they originally supported 
a colonnade, which skirted internally a small walled court, 
within which the tomb was placed. The capitals of the pillars, 
if they had any, have wholly disappeared; and the researches 
conducted on the spot have failed to discover any trace of 
them. 

The remainder of the Persian royal sepulchres are rock. 
tombs, excavations in the sides of mountains, generally at a 
considerable 6levation. 80 placed as to attract the eye of the 
beholder, while they are extremely difficult ?f approach. Of 
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this kind of tomb there are four in the face of the mountain 
which bounds the PulwarValley on the north-west, while there 
are three others in the immediate vicinity of the Persepolitan 
platform, two in the mountain which overhangs it, and one in 
the rocks a little further to the south. The general shape of 
the excavations, as it presents itself to the eye of .the spectator, 
resembles a Greek cross. ••• [pI. LII., Fig. 1.] This is divided 
by horizontal lines into three portions, the upper one (corre
lIpondiDg with the topmost limb of the cross) conta,ining a very 
t:urious sculptured representation of the monarch worshipping 
Ormazd; the middle one, which comprises the two side limbs,' 
together with thE.' space between them, being carved architect
urally so as to resemble a portico ;JO' and the third compart
ment (corresponding with the lowest limb of the cross) being 
left perfectly plain. In the centre of the middle compartment 
is sculptured on the face of the rock the similitude of a door
way, closely resembling those which still stand on the great 
platform; that is to say, doubly recessed, and ornamented at 
the top with lily-work. The upper portion of this doorway 
is filled with the solid rock, smoothed to a flat surface and 
crossed by three horizontal bars. The lower portion, to the 
height of four or five feet, is cut away; and thus entrance is. 
given to th& actual tomb, which is hollowed out in the rock 
behind. 

Thus far the rock-tombs are, with scarcely an exception,'" 
of the same type. The excavations, however, behind their 
ornamental fronts, present some curious differences. In the 
simplest case of all. we find, on entering, an arched chamber, "' 
thirteen feet five inches long by seven feet two inches wide, 
from which there opens out, opposite to the door and at the 
height of about four feet from the ground, a deep horizontal 
recess, arched, like the chamber .. Near the front of this re
cess is a further perpendicular excavation, in length six feet 
ten inches, in width three feet three inches, and in depth the 
same. I.' This was' the actual sarcophagus, and was covered, 
or intended to be covered, by a slab of stone. In the deeper 
part of the recess there is room for two other such sarcophagi; 
but in this case they have not been excavated, one burial only 
having, it would seem, taken place in this tomb. Other 
sepulchres present the same general features, but provide for a 
much greater number of interments. ••• In that of Darius -
Hystaspis the sepulchral chamber contains three distinct re.. 
c,esses. in each of which are ~ee sarcophagi, so that the tomlJ 
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would hold nine bodies. It has, apparently, been cut origin
olly for a single recess, on the exact plan of the tomb described 
above, but has afterwards been elongated towards the left. 
[Pl. Lill., Filt. 1.] Two of the tombs show a still more elabo-. 
rate ground-pIan-one in which curved lines take to some ex
tent the place of straight ones ... • [pI. LII., Fig. 2.] The 
tombs above the platform of Persepolis are more richly orna,
mented than the others, the lintels and sideposts of the door
ways being covered with rosettes, and the entablature above 
the cornice bearing a row of lions, facing on either side towards 
the centre.'"' [pI. LIII., Fig. 2.] 

A curious edifice, belonging probably to the later Achreme
Dian times, stands immediately in front of the four royal tombs 
at Nakhsh-i-Rustam. This is a square tower, composed of 
large blocks of marble, cut with great exactness, and joined to
gether without mortar or ceme)lt of any kind. The building is 
thirty-six feet high; and each side of it measures, as near as 
possible, twenty-four feet. ,.. It is ornamented with pilasters 
at the corners and with six recessed niches, or false windows, 
in three ranks, one over the other, on three out of its four 
faces. On th(' fourth face are two niches only, one over the 
other; and below them is a doorway with a cornice. The sur
face of the walls between the pilasters is also ornamented with 
a number of rectangular depressions, resembling the sunken 
ends of beams.'·· The doorway, which looks north, towards 
the tombs, is not at the bottom of the building, but half-way 
up its side, and must have been reached either by a ladder or 
by a. flight of steps. ••• It leads into a square chamber, twelve 
feet wide by nearly eighteen high, '.J extending to the top of 
the building, and roofed in with four large slabs of stone, which 
reach entirely across from side to side, being rather more than 
twenty-four feet long, six feet wide, and from eighteen inches 
to three feet in thickness. [PI. LIII., Fig. 3.] On the top 
these slabs are so cut that the roof has every way a slight in
cline;'" at their edges they are fashioned between the pilasters, 
into a dentated cornice, like that which is seen on the tomb_ .••• 
Externally they were clamped together in tbe same careful 
way which we find to have been in use both at Persepolis and 
Parsargadre. ••• The huilding seems to have been closed origin
ally by two ponderous stone doors. ••• [pI. LIV., Fig. 1.] 

A,nother remarkable construction, which must belong to a 
very ancient period in the history of the country, is a gate
way"· composed of enormoUS stones, which forms a portion of 
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the ruins of Istakr. [pl. LIV., Fig. 2.] It has generally been 
regarded as one of the old gates of the city;m but its position 
in the gorge between the town wall and the opposite mountain, 
and the fact that it lies directly across the road from Pasar
gada:! into the plain of Merdasht, seem rather to imply that it 
was one of those fortified" gates," which we know to have been 
maintained by the Persians, at narrow points along their great 
routes, .0. for the purpose of securing them, and stopping the 
advance of an enemy. '0' On either side were waIls of vast· 
thickness, on the one hand abutting upon the mountain, on the· 
other probably connected with the wall of the town, while be
tween them were three massive pillars, once, no doubt, the 
supports of a tower, from which the defenders of the gate 
would engage its assailants at a great advantage. 

We have now described (so far as our data have rendered it 
possible) all the more important of the ancient edifices of the 
Persians, and may proceed to consider the next branch of the 
present inquiry, namely, their skill in the mimetic arts. Be
fore, however" the subject of their architecture is wholly dis
missed, a few words seem to be required on its general charac-. 
tar and chief llOOuIiarities. 

First, then, the simplicity and regularity of the style are 
worthy of remark. In the ground-plans of buildings the 
straight line only is used; all the angles are right angles; all 
the pillars fall into line; th& intervals between pillar and pillar 
are regular, and generally equal; doorways are commonly 
placed opposite intercolumniations; .where there is but one 
doorway, it is in the middl&of the wall which it pierces; where 
there are two, they correspond to one another. Correspondence 
is the genernllaw. Not only does door correspond to door, 
and pillar to pillar, but room to room, window to window, and 
even niche to niche. Most of the buildings are so contrived. 
that one half is the exact duplicate of the other; and where. 
this is not the case, the irregularity is generally either slight, ... 
or the result of an alteration, III made probably for convenience 
sake. Travellers are impressed with the Grecian character of 
what they behold, ... though there is an almost entire absence of . 
Greek forms. The regularity is not confined to single build, 
ings, but extends to the relations of different edifices one to an
other. The sides of buildings standing on one platform, at what;. 
ever distance they may be, are .parallel. There is, however,. 
less consiot>ration paid than we should have expected to the 
exact position, with respect to a main building, in which ~ 
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subordinate one shall be placed. Propylrea, for instance, aN 

not opposite the centre of the edifice to which they conduct, 
but slightly on one side of the centre. And generally, except
ing in the parallelism of their sides, buildings seem placed with 
but slight regard to neighboring ones. 

For effect, the Persian architecture must have depended, 
firstly, upon the harmony that is produced by the observance of 
regularity and proportion; 1IIld, secondly, upon two main feat
ures of the style. These were the grand sculptured staircases 
which formed the approaches to all the principal buildings, and 
the vast groves of elegant pillars in and about the great halls. 
The lesser buildings were probably ugly, except in front. But 
such edifices as the Chehl Minar at Persepolis, and its duplicate 
at Susa-where long vistas of columns met the eye on every 
side, and the great central cluster was supported by lighter de
tached groups, combining similarity of form with some variety 
of ornament, where richly colored drapings contrasted with 
the cool gray stone of the building, and a golden roof overhung 
a pavement of many hues-must have been handsome, from 
whatever side they were contemplated, and for general rich
ness and harmony of effect may have compared favorably with 
any edifices which, up to the time of their constructio~ had 
been erected in any country or by any people. H it may seem 
to some that they were wanting in grandeur, on account of 
their comparatively low height-a height which, including that 
of the platform, was probably in no case much more than a 
hundred feet-it must be remembered that the buildings of 
Greece and (except the Pyramids) those of Egypt, had the 
same defect, "" and that, until the constructive powers of the 
arch came to be understood, it was almost impossible to erect a 
building that should be at once lofty and elegant. Height, 
moreover, if the buildings are for use, implies inconvenience, a 
waste of time and power being involved in the ascent and de
scent of steps. The ancient architects, studying utility more 
than effect, preferred spreading out their buildings to piling 
them up, and rarely, unless in thickly-peopled towns,'" even 
introduced a second story. 

The spectator, however, was impressed with. a sense of 
grandeur in another way. The use of huge blocks of stoI!.~, 
not only in platforms, but in the buildings themselves, in. the 
shafts of pillars, the antre of porticos, the jambs of doorways, 
occasionally in roofs, and perhaps.in epistyIia, produced the 
same impression of powe~, and the same feeling of personal 
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insignificance in the beholder, which is commonly effected by 
great size in the edifice, and particularly by height. Thc me
chanical skill required to transport and raise into place the 
largest of these blocks must have been very considerable, and 
their employment causes not merely a blind admiration of 
those who so built on the part of ignorant persons, but a 
profound respect for them on the part of those who are by 
their studies and tastes best qualified for pronouncing on the 
relative and absolute merits of architectural masterpieces.· .. 

Among the less pleasing peculiarities of the Persian archi
tecture may be mentioned a general narrowness of doors in ; 
proportion to their height,'" a want of passages, a thickness 
of walls, which is architecturally clumsy, but which would 
have had certain advantages in such a climate, an mclination 
to place the doors of rooms near one corner, an allowance of 
two entrances into a great hall from under a single portico, ." 
a peculiar position of propylrea, lIB and the very large employ
ment of pillars in the interior of buildings. In many of these 
points, .,. and also in the architectural use which was made of 
sculpture, the style of building resembled, to some extent, 
that of Assyria; the propylrea, however, were less Assyrian 
than Egyptian; while in the main and best features of the 
architecture, it was (so far as we can tell) original. The solid 
and handsome stone platforms, the noble staircases, and the 
profusion of light and elegant stone columns, which formed 
the true glory of the architecture-being the features on 
which its effect chiefly depended-have nowhere been dis
covered in Assyria; and all the evidence is against their ex
istence. The Ariana found in Mesopotamia an architecture of 
which the pillar was scarcely an element at all "'-which was 
fragile and unenduring"l~nd which depended for its effect 
on a lavish display of partially colored sculpture and more 
richly tinted enamelled brick. Instead of imitating this, they 
elaborated for themselves, from the wooden buildings of 
their own mountain homes,'" a style almost exactly the 
reverse of that with which their victories had brought them 
into contact. Adopting, of main features, nothing but the 
platform, they imparted even to this a new character, by sub
stituting in its construction the best for the worst of materials. 
and by further giving to these stone structures a massive 
solidity, from the employment of huge blocks, which made 
them stand in the strongest possible contrast- to the frail and 
perisbable mounds of Babylonia and Assyria. Having se-
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cured in this way a firm. and enduring basis, they proceeded to 
erect upon it buildings where the perpendicular line was pri
mary and the horizontal secondaryl2l-buildings of almost. the 
same solid and massive character as the platform itself
forests of light but strong columns; supporting a wide-spread
ing roof, sometimes open to the air, sometimes enclosed by 
walls,'" according as they were designed for summer or 
winter use, or for greater or less privacy. To edifices of this 
character elaborate ornamentation was unnecessary j for the 
beauty of the column is such that nothing more is needed to 
set off a building. Sculpture would thus be dispensed with, 
or reserved for mere occasional use, and employed· not so 
much on the palace itself as on its outer approaches j while 
brick enamelling could well be rejected altogether, as too poor 
and fragile a decoration for buildings of such strength and 
solidity. 

The origination or this columnar architecture must be as
cribed to the Medes, who, dwelling in or near the more 
wooden parts of the Zagros range, constructed, during the 
period of their empire, edifices of considerable magnificence, 
whereof wooden pillars were the principal feature, ••• the courts 
being surrounded by colonnades, and the chief buildings hav
ing porticos, the pillars in both cases being of wood. A 
wooden roof rested on these supports, protected externally by 
plates of metal. We do not know if the pillars had capitals, 
or if they supported an entablature; but probability is in 
favor of both these arrangements having existed. When the 
Persians succeeded the Medes in the sovereignity of Western 
Asia, they found Arian architecture in this condition. As 
etone, however, was the natural material of their country, 
which is but scantily 'wooded and is particularly barren 
towards the edge of the great plateau,"· where their chief 
towns were situated, and as they had from the first a strong 
desire of fame and a love for the substantial and the enduring, 
they almost immediately substituted for the cedar and cypress 
pillars of the Medes, stone shafts, plain or fluted, which they 
carried to a surprising height, and fixed with such firmness 
that many of them have resisted the destructive powers of 
time, of earthquakes, I .. and of Vandalism for more than three
and-twenty centuries, and still stand erect and nearly as 
perfect as when they received the last touch from the sculp
tor's hand more than 2000 years ago. It i'3 the glory of the 
l'eJ"Siaps in ~ tQ ~ve 41vented this style, which they cer-
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tainly did not learn from lIhe Assyrians, and which they can 
scarcely be supposed to have adopted from Egypt, where the 
conception of the pillar and its ornamentation were wholly 
different. ••• We can scarcely doubt that Greece received from 
this quarter the impulse which led to the supstitution of the 
light and elegant forms which distinguish the architecture of 
her best period from the rude and clumsy work of the more 
ancient times. ... . 

Of the mimetic art of the Persians we do not possess any 
great amount, or any great variety, of specimens. The ex
isting remains consist of reliefs, either executed on the natural 
rock or on large slabs of hewn stone used in building, of im
pressions upon coins, and of a certain number of intaglios cui; 
upon gems. We possess . no Persian statues, no modelled 
figures, n. no metal castings, no carvings in ivory or in wood, 
no enamellings, no pottery even. The excavations on Persian 
sites have been singularly barren of th~ minor results which 
flowed so largely from the Mesopotamian excavations, and 
have yielded no traces of the furniture; domestic implements, 
or wall-ornamentation of the peoplej have produced, in fact, 
no small objects at all, excepting a few cylinders and BOme 
spear and arrow heads, thus throwing scarcely any light on 
the taste or artistic genius of the people. 

The nearest approach to statuary which we meet with 
among the Persian remains are the figures of colossal bulls, 
set to guard portals, or porticos, which are not indeed sculp
tures in the round, but are specimens of exceedingly high 
relief, and which, being carved in front as well as along the 
side, do not fall very far short of statues. Of such figures, 
we find two varieties-one representing the real animal, the 
other a monster with the body and legs of a bull, the head of 
a man, and the wings" of an eagle. There is considerable 
merit in both representations. They are free from the defect 
of flatness, or want of breadth in comparison with the length, 
which characterizes the simillar figures of Assyrian artists; 
and they are altogether grand, massive, and imposing. The 
general proportions of the bulls .are good, the limbs are accu
rately drawn, the muscular development is well portrayed, and 
the pose of the figure is majestic.... Even the monstrous 
forms of human-hp.aded bulls have a certain air of quiet dig-

. nity, which is not without its effect on the beholderj'" and, 
although implying no great artistic merit, since they are little 
more tblm reprodl,lctione of Assyrian models, indi<mte an 
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appreciation of BOme of the best qualities of Assyrian art-the 
combination of repose with strength, of great size with the 
most careful finish, and of strangeness with the absence of 
any approach to grotesqueness or absurdity. 

The other Persian reliefs may be divided under four heads: 
(1) Mythological representations of a man-the king apparent
IY'"-engaged in combat with a lion, a bull, or a monster; 
(2) Processions of guards, courtiers, attendants, or tribute
bearers; (3) Representations of the monarch walking, seated 
upon his throne, or employed in the act of worship: and (4) 
Representations of lions and bulls, either singly or engaged in 
combat. 

On the jambs of doorways in three of the Persepolitan 
buildings, . a human figure, dressed in the Median robe, but 
with the sleeve throWn back from the right arm, is repre
sented in the act of killing either a lion, a bull, or a grotesque 
·monster. In every case the animal is rampant, and assails 
his . antagonist with three of his feet, while he stands on the 
fourth. The lion and bull have nothing about them that is 
very peculiar: but the monsters present most strange and 
unusual combinations. One of them has the griffin head, 
which we have already seen in use in the capitals of 
·columns,"· a feathered crest and neck, a bird's wings, a 
scorpion's tail, ... and legs terminating in the claws of an 
eagle. The other has an eagle's head, ears like an ass, feathers 
on the neck, the breast, and the back, with the body, legs, 
and tail of a lion ... • [pl LV., Fig. 1.] Figures of equal gro
tesqueness, some of which possess certain resemblances tc. 
. these, are common in the mythology of Assyria, and havb, 
been already represented in these volumes:'·' but the Persian. . 
specimens are no servile imitations of these earlier forms. 
The idea of the Assyrian artist has, indeed, been· borrowed; 
!>ut Persian fancy has worked it out in its own way, adding, 
'modifying, and subtracting in such a manner as to give to the 
form produced a quite peculiar, and (so to speak) native 
char14cter. 

Persian gems abound with monstrous 'forms, of,equal, or even 
superior gro~queness. As the Gothic architects indulged 
'their imagination in the most wonderful combinations to repre
sent evil spirits or the varieties of vice and semmalism, so the 
Persian gem-engravers seem to have a:lowed their fancy to 
run riot in the creation of mOlll:!ters, representative of the 
Powel"2 ot Da.rtn~ Qr of dUIefeut kiuds of evil. The etonee 
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exhibit the king in conflict with a vast variety of monsters, 
some nearly resembling the Persepolitan, while others have 
strange shapes unseen elsewhere. Winged lions, with two 
tails and with the horns of a ram or an antelope, ••• sphinxes 
and griffins of half a dozen different kinds, and various other 
nondescript creatures, appear upon the Persian gems and cylin
ders, .s. furnishing abundant evidence of the quaint and prolifio 
fancy of the designers. 

The processional subjects represented by the Persian artists 
are of three kinds. In the simplest and least interesting the 
royal guards, or the officers of the court, are represented in one 
or more lines of very similar figures, either moving in one di
rection, ••• or standing in two bodies, one facing the other, in the 
attitude of quiet expectation.·.. In these subjects there is a 
great sameness, and a very small amount of merit. The pro
portion of the forms is, indeed, fairly good,'" the heads and 
hands are well drawn, and there is some grace in certain of the 
figures, but the general effect is tame and somewhat heavy; 
the attitudes are stiff, and present little variety, while, never
theless, they are sometimes impossible ;'" there is a monotonous 
repetition of identically the same figure, which is tiresome, and 
a want of grouping which is very inartistic. If. Persia had 
produced nothing better than this in sculpture, she would have 
had to be placed not only behind Assyria, but behind Egypt, 
as far as the sculptor's art is concerned. 

Processional scenes of a more attractive character &:6, how
ever, tolerably frequent. Some exhibit to us the royal purvey
ors arriving at the palace with their train of attendants, and 
bringing with them the provisions required for the table of 

. the monarch ... • Here we have some varieties of costume 
which are curious, and some representations of Persian uten
sils, which are not without a certain interest. Occasionally, 
too, we are presented with animal forms, as kids, which have 
considerable merit. 

But by far the most interesting of the processional scenes, 
are those which represent the conquered nations bringing to 
the monarch those precious products of their several countries 
which the Lord of Asia expected to receive annually, as a sort 
of free gift from his subjects, in addition to the fixed tribute 
which was exacted from them. Here we have a wonderful 
variety of costume and equipment, a happy admixture of ad
mal wit.h human forms, horses, asses, chariots, sheep, cattle.. 
camels. mtorspersed among men, and the whole divided into 
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groups by means of cypress-trees, which break the series into 
portions, and allow the eye to rest in succession upon a number 
of distinct pictures. Processions of this kind occurred on sev· 
eral of the Persepolitan staircases; but by far the most elaborate 
and complete is that on the grand steps in front of the Chehl 
Minar, or Great Hall of Audience, where we see above twenty 
such groups of figures, each with it own peculiar features, 
and all finished with the utmost care and delicacy.·.. The il. 
lustration [pL LV., Fig. 2], which is taken from a photograph, 
will give a tolerable idea of the general character of this relief; 
it shows the greater portion of six groups, whereof two are 
much injured by the fall of the parapet-wall on which they were 
represented, while the remaining four are in good preservation. 
It will be noticed that the animal forms-the Bactrian camel 
and the humped Qx-are superior to the human, and have con· 
siderable positive merit as works of art. This relative superi· 
ority is observable throughout the entire series, which contains, 
besides several horses (some of which have been already repre. 
sented in these volumes), ••• a lioness, an excellent figure of the 
wild 8.&8, and two tolerably well-drawn sheep.·.. [PL LVI., 
Fig. 2 and 3.] 

The representations of the monarch upon the reliefs are of 
three kinds. In the simplest, he is on foot, attended by the 
parasol-bearer and the napkin-bearer, or by the latter only, 
apparently in the act of proceeding from one part of the palace 
to another. In the more elaborate he is either seated on an 
elevated throne. which is generally supported by numerous 
caryatid figures, .. • or he stands on a platform similarly upheld, 
in the act of worship before an altar.··· This latter is the 
universal representation upon tombs, while the throne scenes 
are reserved for palaces. In both representasions the support
ing figures are numerous; and it is here chiefly that we notice 
'\"arieties of physiognomy, which are evidently intended to re. 
call the differences in the physical type of the several races by 
which the Empire was inhabited. In one case, we have a negro 
very well portrayed ;'" in othe~ we troee the features of Scyths 
or Tatar&. •• , It is manifest that the artist has not been content 
to mark the nationality of the different figures by costume 
alone, but has aimed at reproducing upon the stone the physi. 
ognomic peculiarities of each race. 

The purely animal representationR which the bas-reliefs bring 
before us are few in nnmber. and ha'\"e little variety of type. 
The most curious and the most artistic is one which is several 
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times' repeated at PersepoIis, where it forms the usual orna,
mentation of the triangular spaces on the fa¥tdes of stairs. 
This is. a representation of a combat between a lion and a bull, 
or (perhaps, we should rather say) a representation of a lion 
seizing and devouring a bull; for the latter animal is evidently 
powerless to offer any resistance to the fierce beast which has 
sprung upon him from behind, and has fixed both fangs and· 
claws in his body. [pL LVI., Fig.4.] In his agony the bull 
rears up his fore-parts, and turns his head feebly towards his 
assailant, whose strong limbs and jaws have too firm a hold 
to be dislodged by such struggles as his unhappy victim is 
capable of making. In no Assyrian drawing is the massive
ness and strength of the king of beasts more powerfully ren
dered than in this favorite group, which the Persian sculptors 
repeated without the slightest change from generation to gen
eration. The contour of the lion, his vast muscular develop
ment, and his fierce countenance are really admirable, and the 
bold presentation of the face in full, instead of in profile, is ~ , 
yond the ordinary powers of Oriental artists .••• 

Drawings of bulls and lions in rows, where each animal is the 
exact counterpart of all the others, are found upon the friezes 
of some of the tombs, and upon the representations of canopies 
over the royal throne ... • These drawings are fairly spirited. 
but have not any extraordinary merit. They reproduce forms 
~ell known in Assyria. A figure of a sitting lion'" seems also 
to have been introduced occasionally on the fa~des of stair
cases, occurring in the c~ntral compartment of the parapet
wall at top. These fi~res, in no case, remain complete; but 
enough is left to show distinctly what the attitude was, and 
this appears not to have resembled very closely any common 
Assyrian type.··· [pI. LVII., Fig. 1.] 

The Persian gero-en.,"T3.vings have considerable merit, and 
need not fear a comparison with those of any other Oriental 
nation. They occur upon hard stones of many different kinds, 
as cornelian, onyx. rock-crystal, sa,pphirine, sardonyx, chalce-' 
dony, etc.,'·· 8Jld are executed for the most part with great 
skill and delir:acy. The designs which they embody are in 
general of a mythological character; but sometimes scenes of 
rea1life occmr upon them, and then the drawing is often good, . 
'and almost always spirited. In proof of this, the reader may 
be refElrred to the hunting-scenes already given, on which are 
derived wholly from this source, as well as to the gems figured 
(pl. LVII., Fig. 3], one of which is certainly. and the other 
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almost certainly, of Persian workmanship. In the former we 
see the king, not struggling with a mythological lion, but en
gaged apparently in the actual chase of the king of beasts. 
Two lions have been roused from their lairs, and the monarch 
hastily places an arrow on the string, anxious to despatch one 
of his foes before the other can come to.close quarters. The 
eagerness of the hunter and the spirit and boldness of the ani
mals are well represented. In the other gem, while there is 
less of artistic excellence, we have a scene of peculiar interest 
placed before us. A combat between two Persians and two 

. Bcythians seems to be represented. The latter marked by their 
peaked cap"· and their loose trousers, ••• fight with the bow and 
the battle-axe, the former with the bow and the sword. ODe 
Scyth is receiving his death-wound, the other is about to let 
loose a shaft, but seems at the same time half inclined to fly. 
The steady confidence of the warriors on the one side contrasts 
well with the timidity and hesitancy of their weaker· and 
smaller rivals. [pI. LVII., Fig. 3.] 

The vegetable forms represented on the gems are sometimes 
graceful and pleasing. This is especially the case with palm
trees, a. favorite subject of the artists, ••• who delineated with 
remarkable success the feathery leaves, the pendant fruit, 
and the rough bark of ths stem. [PI. LVIII., Fig. 1.] The 
lion-hunter represented on the signet-cylinder of Darius 
Hystaspis •• , takes place in a palm-grove, and furnishes the 
accompanying example of this form of vegetable life. 

One gem, ascribed on somewhat doubtful grounds to the 
Persians of Achremenian times, ••• contains what appears to be 
a portrait. It is thought to be the bust of a satrap of Sa.1ami8, 
in Cyprus, and is very carefully executed. If really of Per
sian workmanship, it would indicate a considerable advance 
in the power of representing the human countenance between 
the time of Darius Hystaspis and that of Alexander. [PL 
LVII., Fig. 2.] . 

Persian coins are of three principal types. The earliest have 
on the one side the figure of a monarch bearing the diadem, 
and armed with the bow and javelin, while on the other there 
is an irregular indentation of the same nature with the quad
mtum incusum of the Greeks. This rude form is repiaced in 
later times by a second design, which is sometimes a horse
man, ••• sometimes the fore part of a ship, ••• sometimes the 
king drawing an arrow from his quiver. ••• Another type ex
bJl>ita on thQ C?l;lv£l~ the mo~q m combat with aliQDt while 
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the reverse shows a galley, or a towered and battlemented 
city with two lions standing below it, back to back. .ee The 
third common type has on' the obverse the king in his chariot, 
with his charioteer in front of him, and (generally) an attend
ant carrying a fly-chaserbehind. The reverse has either the 
trireme or the battlemented city. Set A specimen of each type 
is given. [pI. LVII., Fig. 4.] 

The artistic merit of these medals is not great. The relief 
is low, and the drawing generally somewhat rude. The head 
of the monarch in the early coins is greatly too large. The 
animal forms are, however, much superior to the human, and 
the horses which draw the royal chariot, the lions placed be
low the battlemented city, and the bulls which are found occa
sionally in the same position,'" must be pronounced truthful 
and spirited. 

Of the Persian taste in furniture, utensils, personal orna
mepts and the like, we need say but little. The throne and 
footstool of the monarch are the only pieces of furniture repre
sented in the sculptures, and these, though sufficiently ele
gant in their forms, ... are not very remarkable. Costliness of 
material seems to have been more prized than b£>auty of shape; 
and variety appears to have been carefully eschewed, one 
single uniform type of each article occurring in all the repre
sentations. The utensils represented are likewise few in num
ber, and limited to certain constantly repeated forms. The 
most elaborate is the censer, which has been already given. ITO 

With this is usually seen a sort of pail or basket, shaped like 
a lady's reticule, in which the aromatic gums for burning were 
probably kept. [pI. LVITI., Fig. 5.] A covered dish, and a 
goblet with an inverted saucer over it, are also forms of fre
quent occurrence in the hands of the royal attendants ; and 
the tribute-bearers frequently carry, among their other offer
ings. bowls or basons, on which, though not of Persian manu
facture, were no doubt left at the court, and took their place 
among the utensils of the palace. LPI. LVIII., Figs. 2 and 3.] 

In the matter of personal ornaments the taste of the Per
sians seems to have been peculiarly simple. Earrings were 
commonly plain rings of gold; bracelets mere bands of the 
same metal. no Collars were circlets of gold twisted in a very 
martificial fashion. no There was nothing artistic in the 
'sheaths or hilts of swords, though spear-shafts were sometimes 
adorned with the representation of an apple or a pome
granate."~ p~e~ ~m not to have been often patterned, 
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but to have depended generally for their effect on make and 
color. In all these respects we observe a remarkable contrast' 
between the Arian and the Semitic races, extreme simplicity 
characterizing the one, while the most elaborate ornamenta
tion was affected by the other.m 

Persia was not celebrated In antiquity for the production of 
any special fabrics. The arts of weaving and dyeing were un
doubtedly practised in the dominant country, as well as in 
most of the subject provinces, and the Persian dyes seem even 
to have had a certain reputationj'" but none of the produc
tions of their looms acquired a name among foreign nations. 
Their skill, indeed, in the mechanical arts generally was, it il! 
probable, not more than moderate. It was their boast that 
they were soldiers, and had won a position by their good 
swords which gave them the command of all that was most 
exquisite and admirable, whether in the natural world or 
among the products of human industry. So long as the car
pets of Babylon'ff and Sardis,"· the shawls of Kashmir and 
India, no the fine linen of Borsippa .B. and Egypt, 'Bl the orna
mental metal-work of Greece, 'B' the coverlets of Damascus, .B. 
the muslins of Babylonia, 'B. the multiform manufa.ctures of 
the Phoonician towns, ••• poured continually into Persia Proper 
in the way of tribute, gifts, or merchandise, it was neediess 
for the native population to engage largely in industrial en
terprise. 

To science the ancient Persians contributed absolutely noth
ing. The genius of the nation was adverse to that patient 
study and those laborious investigations from which alone 
scientific progress ensues. Too light and frivolous, too viva
cious, too sensuous for such pursuits, they left them to the 
patient Babylonians, arid the thoughful, many-sided Greeks. 
The schools of Orchoe, Borsippa, and Miletus flourished under 
their swaY,I.8 but without provoking their emulation, possibly 
without so much as attracting their attention. From first to 
last, from the dawn to the final close of their power, they 
abstained wholly from scientific studies. It would seem that 
they thought it enough to place before the world, as signs of 
their intellectual vigor, the fabric of their Empire and the 
buildings of Susa and Persepolis. 
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CHAPTER VL 

RELIGION. 
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THE original form of the Persian religion has been already 
described under the head of the third. or Median monarchy. 1 

It waa identical with the religion of the Medes in its early 
shape, consisting mainly in the worship of Ahura-Mazda, the 
acknowledgment of a principle of evil-Angro-Mainyus, and 
obedience to the precepts of Zoroaster. When the Medes, on 
establishing a wide-spread Empire, chiefly over races by 
whom Magism had been long professed, allowed the creed of 
their subjects to corrupt their own belief, accepted the Magi 
for their priests, and formed the mixed religious system of 
which an account has been given in the second volume of this 
work, • the Persians in their wilder country, less exposed to 
corrupting influences, maintain~ their original faith in un
diminished purity, and continued faithful to their primitive 
traditions. The political dependence of their country upon 
Media during the period of the Median sway made no differ
ence in this respect; for the Medes were tolerant, and did not 
seek to interfere with the creed of their subjects. The simple 
Zoroaatrian belief and worship, overlaid by Magism in the 
now luxurious Media, found a refuge in the rugged Persian 
uplands, among the hardy shepherds and cultivators of that 
unattractive region, waa professed by the early Achalmenian 
princes, and generally acquiesced in by the people. 

The IDain feature of the religion during this first period was 
the acknowledgment and the worship of a single supreme 
God-"the Lord God of Heaven" '-"the giver (i.6.. maker) of 
heaven and earth " "-the disposer of thrones, the dispenser of 
happiness. The ioremost place in inscriptions and decrees' 
waa assigned, almost universally, to the" great god, Ormazd." 
Every king, of whom we have an inscription more than two 
lines in length, speaks of OrIDaZd as his upholder; and the 
early monarchs mention by name DO other god. All rWQ "bl 
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the grace of Ormazd." From Orm.azd come victory, conquest, 
safety, prosperity, blessings of every kind. The "law of 
Ormazd " is the rule of life.' The protection of Ormazd is the 
one priceless blessing for which prayer is perpetually offered. 

While, however, Ormazd holds this exalted and unap
proachable position, there is still an acknowledgment made, in 
a general way, of "other gods." Ormazd is "the greatest of 
the gods" (mathista bagdndm '). It is a usual prayer to ask 
for the protection of Ormazd, together with that of these lesser 
powers (haOO bagaibish"). Sometimes the phrase ·is varied, 
and the petition is for the special protection of a certain class 
of Deities-the Dii jamiliares-or "deities who guard the 
house." 

The worship of Mithra, or the Sun, does not appear in the 
inscriptions until the reign of Artaxerxes Mnemon, the victor 
of Cunaxa. It is, however, impossible to doubt that it was a 
portion of the Persian religion, at least as early as the date of 
Herodotus." Probably it belongs, in a certain sense, to primi
tive Zoroastrianism, but 'was kept in the background during 
the early period, when a less materialistic worship prevailed 
than suited the temper of later times. 11 

Nor can it be doubted that the Persians held during this 
early period that Dualistic belief which has been the distin
guishing feature of Zoroastrianism from a time long anterior 
to the commencement of the Median Empire down to the 
present day. It was not to be expected that this belief would 
show itself in the inscriptions, unless in the faintest manner; 
and it can therefore excite no surprise that they are silent, or 
all but silent, on the point in question. II Nor need we wonder 
that this portion of their creed was not divulged by the Persians 
to Herodotus or to Xenophon, since it is exactly the sort of 
subject on which reticence was natural and might have been 
anticipated. Neither the lively Halicarnassian, nor the pleas
ant butsomewhat shallow Athenian, had the gift of penetrating 
very deeply into the inner mind of a foreign people j added to 
which, it is to be remembered that they were unacquainted 
with Persia. Proper, and drew their knowledge of Persian 
4:>pinions and customs either from hearsay or from the creed 
and practices of the probably mixed garrisons" which held 
.Asia Minor, SYria. and Egypt. 

Persian worship, in these early times, was doubtless that 
enjoined by the Zendavesta, comprising prayer and thanks
giving to Ormazd and the good spirits of his creation, the 
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recitation of Gathiis or hymns, the performance of sacrifice, and 
participation in the Soma ceremony." Worship seems to have 
taken place in temples, which are mentioned (according to the 
belief of most cUneiform Rcholars) in the Behistun inscription. to 

Of the character of these buildings we can say nothing. It 
has been thought that those two massive square towers so 
similar in construction, which exist in a more or less ruined 
condition at Murgab and Nakhsh-i-Rustam," are Persian 
temples of the early period, built to contain an altar on which 
the priests offered victims. IT But the absence of any trace of 
an altar from both, the total want of religious emblems, and 
the extremely small size of the single apartment which each 
tower contains, •• make strongly against the temple theory; not 
to mention that a much more probable use" may be suggested 
for the buildings. 

With respect to the altars upon which sacrifice was offered, 
we are not left wholly without evidence. The Persian mon
archs of the early period, including Darius Hystaspis, repre
sented themselves on their tombs in the act of worship. Before 
them, at the distance of a few feet, stands an altar, elevated on -
three steps, and crowned with the sacrificial fire. .. Its form is 
square, and its only ornaments are a sunken squared recess, 
and a strongly projecting cornice at top. The height of the 
altar,including the steps, was apparently about four and a half 
feet." [pI. LVIII., Fig. 4.] 

The Persians' favorite victim was the horse;'· but they like
wise sacrificed cattle,. sheep, and goats. Human sacrifices seem 
to have been almost, if not altogether, unknown to them, I. and 
were certainly alien to. the entire spirit of the Zoroastrian 
~:,-stem. The flesh of the victim was probably merely shown 
tll the sacred fire, after which it was eaten by the priests, the 
":.1crificer, and those whom the latter associated with himself 
in the ceremony." 

The spirit of the Zendavesta is wholly averse to idolatry, and 
we may fully accept the statement of Herodotus that images 
of the gods were entirely unknown to the Persians. II Still, 
they did not deny themselves a certain use of symbolic repre
sentations of their deities, nor did they even scruple to adopt 
from idolatrous nations the forms of their :religious symbol
ism. •• The winged circle, with or without the addition of a 
human figure, which was in Assyria the emblem of the chief 
Assyrian deity, Asshur, ., became with the Persians the ordinary 
representation of the Supreme God, Ormazd, and, as such, was 
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placed in most conspicuous positions on their rock tombs and 
on their builcliDgs. .. [PL LVIII., Fig. 7.] Nor was the general 
idea only of the emblem adopted, but all the details of the 
Assyrian model were followed, with one exception. The 
human figure of the Assyrian original wore the close-fitting 
tunic, with short sleeves, which was the ordinary costume in 
Assyria, and bad on its head the horned cap which marked a 
god or a genius. In the Persian counterpart this costume was 
exchanged for the Median robe, and a tiara, which was some
times that proper to the king," sometimes that worn with the 
Median robe by court officers. I. [pL LVIII., Fig. 7.] 

Mithra, or the Sun, is represented in Persian sculptures by a 
disk or orb, which is not four-rayed like the Assyrian," but 
perfectly plain and simple. In sculptures where the emblems 
of Ormazd and Mithra occur together, the position of the former 
is central, that of the latter towards the right band of the 
tablet. The solar emblem is universal on sculptured tombs, I. 
but is otherwise of rare occurrence. 
. Spirits of good and evil, the Ahuras and Devas of the mythol
ogy, were represented by the Persians under human. animal, 
or monstrous forms. There can be little doubt that it is a good 
genius-perhaps the cc well-formed, swift, tall Serosh to II-who 
appears on one of the square pillars set up by Cyrus at 
Pasargadm. H This figure is that of a 'colossal man, from whose 
shoulders issue four wings, two of which spread upwards above 
his head, while the other two droop and reach nearly to his 
feet. [PL LIX.] It stands erect, in· profile, with both arms 
raised and the hands open. . The costume of the figure is 
remarkable. It consists of a long fringed robe reaching from 
the neck to the anklee-apparently of a stiff material, which 
conceals the form-and of a very singular head~ This is 
a striped cap, closely fitting the head, overshadowed by an 
elaborate ornament, of a character purely Egyptian. First 
there rise from the top of the cap two twisted horns, which, 
spreading right and left, become a sort of basis for the other 
forms to rest upon. These consist of two grotesque human
headed figures, one at either side, and of a complex triple 
ornament between them; clumsily imitated from a far more 
elegant Egyptian model. [pL LX., Fig. 1.] 

The winged human-headed bulls, which the Persians adopted 
. from the Assyrians, with very slight modifications, "were also, 
it is probable, regarded as emblems of some god or good geniUs. 
They would scarcely othe..--wise have been represented on 
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Persian cylinders as upholding the emblem of Ormazd in the. 
same way that human-headed bulls uphold the similar emblem 
of Asshur on Assyrian cylinders. [pI. LX., Fig. 2.] Their posi
tion, too, at Persepolis, where they kept watch over the en
trance to the palace, •• accords with the notion that they repre
sented guardian spirits, objects of the favorable regard of the 
Persians. Yet this view is not wholly free from difficulty. The 
bull appears in the bas-reliefs of Persepolis among the evil, or 
at any rate hostile, powers, which the king combats and slays; IT 

and though in these representations the animal is not winged 
or human-headed, yet on some cylinders apparently Persian, 
the monarch contends with bulls of exactly the same type as 
that which is assigned in other cylinders to the upholders of 
Ormazd .• 0 It would seem therefore that in this case the 
symbolism was less simple than usual, the bull in certain 
combinations and positions representing a god or a good spirit, 
while in others he was the type of a dm:a or evil genius. 

The most common representatives of the Evil Powers of the 
mythology were lions.Ji!!ged or unwinged, and monsters of, 
severat different descriptions. At Persepolis the lions which 
the king stabs or strangles are of the natural shape, and this 
type is found also upon gems and cylinders; but on these last 
the king's antagonist is often a winged, while sometimes he is 
a winged and horned, lion.·· [pI. LX., Fig. 3.] The monsters 
are of two principal types. In both the forms of a bird and a 
beast are commingled;. but in the one the bird, and in the 
other the beast predominates. Specimens are given [pI. IX., 
Fig. 4] taken from Persian gems and cylinders." 

Such seems to have been, in outline, the purer and more an
cient form of the Persian religion. During its continuance a 
fierce iconoclastic spirit animated the princes of the Empire, 
who took every opportunity of showing their hatred and con
tempt for the idolatries of the neighboring nations, burning 
temples," confiscating or destroying images," scourging or 
slaying idolatrous priests," putting a stop to festivals," dis
turbing tombs," smiting with the sword animals believed to be 
divine incarnations." Within their own dominions the fear of 
stirring up religious wars compelled them to be moderately 
tolerant, unless it were after rebellion, when a province lay at 
their mercy; but when they invaded foreign countries, they 
were wont to exhibit in the most open and striking way their 
aversion to materialistic religions. In Greece, during the great 
invasion, they hurned cvery temple that they came near;" in· 
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Egypt, on their first attack, they outraged every reli~ous 
feeling of the people. '" 

It was during this time of comparative purity, when the anti· 
idolatrous spirit was in full force, that a religious sympathy 
seems to have drawn together the two nations of the Persians 
and the Jews. Cyrus evidently identified Jehovah with Or
mazd, •• and, accepting as a divine command the prophecy of 
Isaiah, •• undertook to rebuild their temple for a people who, 
like his own, allowed no image of God to defile the sanctuary. 
Darius, similarly, encouraged the completion of the work," 
after it had been interrupted by the troubles which followed 
the death of Cambyses. The foundation was thus laid for that 
friendly intimacy between the two peoples, .of which we have 
abundant evidence in the books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, 
a friendly intimacy which caused the Jews to continue faithful 
to Persia to the last, and to' brave the conqueror of Issus" 
rather than desert masters who had shown them kindness and 
sympathy. 

The first trace that we have of a corrupting influence being 
brought to bear on the Persian religion is connected with the 
history of the pseudo-8merdis. Acco~ to Herodotus,·Cam· 
byaes, when he set out on his Egyptian expedition, left a Magus, 
Patizeithes, at the capital, as comptroller of the royal house
hold .• 1 The conferring of an office of such importance on the 
priest of an alien religion is the earliest indication which we 
have of a diminutioJl, of zeal for their ancestral creed on the 
part of the Achremenian kings, and the earliest historical proof 
of the existence of Magism beyond the limits of Media. Magism 
was really, it is probable, an older creed than Zoroastrianism 
in the country where the Persians were settled; but it now, for 
the first time since the Persian conquest, began to show-itself, 
to thrust itself into high places, and to attract general notice. 
From being the religion of the old Scythic tribes whom the 
Persians had conquered and whom they held in subjection, it 
bad passed into being the religion of great numbers of the 
'Persians themselves. The same causes which had corrupted 
Zoroastrianism in Media soon after the establishment of the 
Empire, worked also, though more slowly, in Persia, and a 
large section of the nation was probably weaned from its own 
belief, and won over to Magism, before Cambyses went into 

.. Egypt. .. His prolonged absence in that country brought mat
ters to a crisis. The Magi took advantage of it to attempt a 
substitution of Magism for Zoroastrianism as the religion of the 
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state.·1 When this attempt failed, there was no doubt a reaction 
for a time, and Zoroastrianism thought itself triumphant. But 
a foe is generally most dangerous when he is despised. Magism, 
repulsed in its attempt to oust the rival religion, derived wis
dom from the lesson, and thenceforth set itself to sap the for
tress which it could not storm. Little. by little it crept into 
favor, mingling itself with the old Arian creed, not displacing 
it, but only adding to it. In the later Persian system the 
Dualism of Zoroaster and the Magian elemental worship were 
jointly professed - the Magi were accepted as the national 
priests-the rights and ceremonies of the two religions were 
united-a syncretism not unusual in the ancient world blended 
into one two creeds originally quite separate and distinct, but 
in few respects antagonistic··-and the name of Zoroaster being 
still fondly cherished in the memory of the nation, while in . 
their practical religion Magian rites predominated, .T the mixed 
religion acquired the name, by which it was known to the 
Jater Greeks, of II the Magism of Zoroaster."" 

The Magian rites have been described in the chapter on the 
Median Religion.·· Their leading feature was the fire-worship, 
which is still cherished among those descendants of the ancient 
Persians who did not submit to the religion of Islam. On lofty 
spots in the high mountain-chain which traversed both Media 
and Persia, fire-altars were erected, on which burnt a perpetual 
fiame, watched constantly lest it should expire, •• and believed 
to have been kindled from heaven. 81 Over the altar in most 
instances a shrine or temple·· was built; and on these spots 
day after day the Magi chanted their incantations, displayed 
their barsoms or divining-rods, and performed their choicest 
ceremonies. Victims were not offered on these fire-altars. 
When a sacrifice took place, a fire was laid hard-by with logs 
of dry wood, stript of their bark, and this was lighted from 
the flame- which burned on the altar.·· On the fire thus kin
dled was consumed a small part of the fat of the victim i hut 
the rest was cut into joints, boiled, and eaten or sold by the 
worshipper.·' The true offeling, which the god accepted, was, 
according to the Magi, the soul of the animal. .. 

If human victims were ever really offered by the Persians as 
sacrifices, it is to Magian influence that the introduction of this 
horrid practice must be attributed, since it is utterly opposed 
to the whole spirit of Zoroaster's teaching. An instance of the 
practice is first reported in the reign of Xerxes, when 1I1agism, 
which had been sternly repressed by Darius Hystaspis, began 
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once more to lift its head, crept into favor at Court, ee and 
obtained a status which it never afterwards forfeited. Ac
cording to Herodotus, the Persians, on their march into Greece, 
sacrificed, at Ennea. Hodoi on the Strymon river, nine youths 
and nine maidens of the country, by burying them alive.'" 
Herodotus seems to have viewed the act as done in propitiation 
of a god resembling the Grecian Pluto; but it is not at all cer
tain that he inool'preted it correctly. Possibly he mistook a 

. vengeance for a religious ceremony. TM Brygi, who dwelt at 
this time in the vicinity of Ennea. Hodoi, had given Mardonius 
a severe defeat on a former occasion ;e. and the Persians were 
apt to treasure up such wrongs, and visit them, when occasion 
offered, with extreme severity. e. I 

When the Persians had once yielded to the syncretic spirit so 
far as to unite the Magian tenets and practices with their primi
tive belief, they were naturally led on to adopt into their system 
such portions of the other religions, with which they were 
brought into close contact, as possessed an attraction for them. 
Before the date of Herodotus they had borrowed from the 
Babylonians the worship of a Nature-Goddess, T' whom the 
Greeks identified at one time with Aphrodite, at another with 
Artemis, at another (probably) with Here, T1 and had thus made 
a compromise with one of the grossest of the idolatries which, 
theoretically, they despised and detested. The Babylonian 
Venus, called in theoriginaJ dialect of her native country Nana, 
was taken into the Pantheon of the Persians, under the name' 
of Nanrea, Anrea, Anaitis, or Tanata, TO and· became in a little 
while one of the principal objects of Persian worship. At first 
idolatry, in the literal sense, was avoided; but Artaxerxes 
Mnemon, the conqueror of Cunaxa., an ardent devotee of the 
goddess, TI not content With the mutilated worship which he 
found established, resolved to show his zeal by introducing into 
all the chief cities of the Empire the image of his patroness. 
At Susa., at Persepolis, at Babylon, at Ecbatana, at Damascus, 
at Sardis, at Bactra," images of Anaitis were set up by his 
.authority for the adoration of worshippers. It is to be feared 
that at this time, if not before, the lascivious rites were also 
adopted, which throughout the East constituted the chief at
traction of the cult of Venus. TO 

With the idolatry thus introduced, another came soon to 
• be joined. Mithra, so long an object of reverence, if not of 
a.ctual worship, to the Zoroastrians, was in the reign of Arta
xerxes Mnemon, honored, like Anaitis, with a statue, and 
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advanced into the foremost rank of deities." The exact form 
which the image took is uncertain; but probability is in favor 
of the.well-known type of a human figure slaying a prostrate 
bull, n which was to the Greeks and Romans the essential 
symbol of the Mithraic worship. The intention of this oft
repeated group has been well explained by Hyde, who regards 
it as a representation of the Sun quitting the constellation of 
Taurus, ,. the time when in the East his fructifying power is 
the greatest. The specimens which we possess of this group. 
belong to classical art and to times later than Alexander; but 
we can scarcely suppose the idea to have been Occidental .. The 
Western artists would naturally adopt the symbolism of those 
from whom they took the rites, merely modifying its expression 
in accordance with their own resthetic notions. 

Towards the close of the Empire two other gods emerged 
from the obscurity in which the lower deities of the Zoroastrian 
system were shrouded during the 'earlier and purer period. 
Vohu-manu, or Bah-man, and Amerdat, or Amendat, two of 
the councillors of Ormazd, to became the objects of a worship, 
which was clearly of an idolatrous character.·· Shrines were 
built in their honor,·' and were frequented by companies of 
Magi, who chanted their incantaifons, and performed their 
rites of divination in these new edifices as willingly as in the 
old Fire-temples. The image of Bah-man was of wood, and 
was borne in procession on certain occasions .•• 

Thus as time went on, the Persian religion continually 
assimilated itself· more and more to the forms of belief and 
worship which prevailed in the neighboring parts of Asia. 
Idolatries of several kinds came into vogue, some adopted from 
abroad, others developed out of their own system. Temples, 
some of which had a character of extraordinary magnificence, •• 
were erected to the honor of various gods; and the degenerate 
descendants of pure Zoroastrian spiritualists bowed down. to 
images, and entangled themselves in the meshes of a sensual
istic and most debasing Nature-worship. Still, amid what 
soever corruptions, the Dualistic faith was maintained. The 
supremacy of Ormazd was from first to last admitted. Ahri
man retained from first to last the same character and posi
tion, neither rising into an object of worship, •• nor sinking into 
a mere personification of evil. The inquiries which Aristotle 
caused to be made, towards the very close of the Empire, into 
the true nature of the Persian Religion, showed him Ormazd 
and Ahriman still recognized as "Principles, n still standing in 
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the B8JI1e hostile and antithetical attitude, one towards the 
other," which they occupied when the first Fargard of the 
Vendidad was written, long anterior to the rise of the Persian. 
Power. 

CHAPTER vn. 
CHRONOLOGY AND HISTORY. 

"I aaw the man pushl ng westward, and northwa.rd, and southwa.rd; so that no 
beast might 8tand before him, neither was there any that could deliver out of his 
hand; but Ile did according to his will, and became great. "-Daniel, viii. .. 

THE history of the Persian EMPIRE dates from the conquest 
of Astyages by Cyrus, and therefore commences with the year 
B.O. 558. I But the present inquiry must be carried considera
bly further back, since in this, as in most other cases, the Em
pire grew up out of a previously existing monarchy. Darius 
Hystaspis reckons that there had been eight Persians kings of 
his race previously to himself;" and though it is no doubt 
possible tha~ some of the earlier names may be fictitious, yet 
we can scarcely ~ppolile that he was deceived, or that he 

. wished to deceive, as to the fact that long anterior to his own 
reign, or that of his elder contemporary, Cyrus, Persia bad. 
been a monarchy, governed by a line of princes of the same 
clan, or family, with himself. It is our business in this place, 
before entering upon the brilliant period of the Empire, to cast 
a retrospective glance over the earlier ages of obscurity, and to 
collect therefrom such scattered notices as are to be found of 
the Persians and their princes or kings before they suddenly 
attracted the general attention of the civilized world by their 
astonishing achievements under the great Cyrus. 

The more ancient of the sacred. books of the Jews, while 
distinctly noticing the nation of the Medes,' contain no men
tion at all of Persia or the Persians.· The Zendavesta, the 
sacred volume of the people themselves, is equally silent on 
the subject. The earliest appearance of the Persians in his
ton is in the inscriptions of the Assyrian kings, which begin 
to notice them about the middle of the ninth century B.O. At 
this time Shalma.neser U. f<;nmd them in. l;Iouth-w~f;ltel1l Ar-
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menia, • where they were in close contact with the Medea, of 
whom, however, they seem to have been wholly independent. 
Like the modern Kurds in this same region, they owned no 
subjection to a single head, but were under the government of 
numerous petty chieftains, each the lord of a single town or 
of a small mountain district. Shalmaneser informs us that he 
took tribute from twenty-five such chiefs. Similar tokens of 
submission were paid also to his son and grandson. • After this 
the Assyrian records are silent as to the Persians for nearly a 
century, and it is not until the reign of Sennacherib that we 
once more find them brought into contact with the power 
which aspired to be mistress of Asia. At the time of their re
appearance they are no longer in Armenia, but have descended 
the line of Zagros and reached the districts which lie north 
and north-east,of Susiana. or that part of the Bakhtiyari chain 
which, if it is not actually within Persia Proper, at. any rate 
immediately adjoins upon it. Arrived thus far, it was easy 
for them to occupy the region to which they have given per
manent name j8 for the Bakhtiyari mountains command it and 
give a ready access to its valleys and plains. 

The Persians would thus appear not to have completed thei! 
migrations till near the close of the Assyrian period, and it is 
probable that they did not settle into an organized monarchy 
much before the fall of Nineveh. At any rate we hear of no 
Persian ruler of note or name in the Assyrian records, and the 
rE;lign of petty chiefs would seem therefore to have continued 
at least to the time of Asshur-bani-pal, up to which date we 
have ample records. The establishment, however, about the 
year B.O. 660, or a little later, • of a powerful monarchy in the 
kindred and neighboring Media, . could not fail to attract 
attention, and might well provoke iInitation in Persiaj and the 
native tradition appears to have been that about this time'· 
Persian royalty began in the person of a certain Achremenes 
(Hakhamanish), from whom all their later monarchs, with one 
possible exception," were proud to trace their descent. 

The name Achmmenes cannot fail to arouse some suspi
cion. The Greek genealogies render us so familiar with heroes 
eponymi-imaginary personages, who owe their origin' to the 
mere fact of the existence of certain tribe or race names, to 
account for which they were invented-that whenever, even 
in the history of other nations, we happen upon a name profes
sedly personal, which stands evidently in close connection witb 
a tribal designation,. we are apt at once to suspect it of being 
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fictitious. But in the East tribal and even ethnic names were 
certainly sometimes derived from actual personsj" and it 
may be questioned whether the Persians, or the Iranic Boock 
generally, had the notion of inventing personal eponyms. II 
The name Achmmenes, therefore, in spite of its connection 
with the royal clan name of Achmmenidm, may stand as per
haps that of a real Persian king, It and, if so, as probably that 
of the first king, the original founder of the monarchy, who 
united the scattered tribes in one, and thus raised Persia into 
a power of considerable importance. 

The immediate successor of Achmmenes appears to have been 
his son, Teispes. to Of him and of the next three monarchs, the 
information that we possess is exceedingly scanty. The very 
names of one or two in the series are uncertain. .. One tra
dition assigns either to the second or the fourth 11 king of the 
list the establishment of friendly relations with a certain Phar
np.ces, King of Cappadocia, by an intermarriage between a 
Persian princess, Atossa, and the Cappadocian monarch. The 
existence of communication at this time between petty coun
tries politically unconnected, and placed at such a distance 
from one another as Cappadocia and Persia, is certainly what 
we should not have expected; but our knowledge of the gen
eral condition of Western Asia at the period is too slight, to 
justify us in a positive rejection of the story, which indicates, 
if it be true, that even during this time of comparative obscu
rity, the Persian monarchs were widely known, and that their 
fIlliance was thought a matter of importance. 

The political condition of Persia under these early monarchs 
is a more interesting question· than either the names of the 
kings or the foreign alliances which they attracted. According 
to Herodotus, that condition was one of absolute and unquali
fied subjection to the sway of the Medes, who conquered 
Persia and imposed their yoke upon the people before the year 
B.O. 634.'· The native records, II however, and the accounts 
which Xenophon I. preferred, represent Persia as being at this 

. time a separate ant! powerful state, either wholly independ
ent of Media, or, at any rate, held in light bonds of little more 
than nominal dependence. On the whole, it appears most 
probable that the true condition of the country was that which 
this last phrase expresses. It may be doubted whether there 
had ever been a conquest; but the weaker and less developed 
of the two kindred states owned the suzerainty of the stronger, 
and though quite unshackled in her. internal administration, 
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and perhaps not very much interfered with in her relations 
towards foreign countries, was, formally, a sort of Median 
fief, standing nearly in the position in which Egypt now stands 
to Turkey. The position was irksome to the sovereigns rather 
than unpleasant to the people. It detracted from the dignity 
of the Persian monarchs, and injured their self-respect; it pro
bably caused them occasional inconvenience, since from time 
to time they would have to pay their court to their suzerain; 
and it seems towards the close of· the Mediari period to have 
involved an obligation which must have been felt, if not as de
grading, at any rate as very disagreeable. The monarch ap
pears to have been required to send his eldest son as a sort of 
hostage II to the Court of his superior, where he was held in a 
species of honorable captivity, not being allowed to quit the 
Court and return home without leave, II but being otherwise 
well treated. The fidelity of the father was probably supposed 
to be in this way secured while it might be hoped that the 
son would be conciliated, and made an attached and willing 
dependent. ' 

When Persian history first fairly opens upon us in the pages 
of Xenophon and of Nicolaiis Damascenus, this is the condi
tion of things which we find existing. Cambyses, the father 
of Cyrus the Great-caIled Atradates by the Syrian writer-is 
ruler of Persia, I. and resides in his native country, while his 
son Cyrus is permanently. or at any rate usually, resident at 
the Median Court, where he is in high favor with the reigning 
monarch, Astyages. According to Xenophon, who has here 
the support of Herodotus, he is Astyages' grandson, his father, 
Cambyses, being married to Mandane, that monarch's daugh
ter.1t According to Nicolaiis, who' in this agrees with 
~,'. he is no way related .to Astyages, who retains him at 
his court because he is personally attached to him. In the 
narrative of the latter writer, which has already been pre
ferred in these volumes,·· the young prince, while at the 
Court, conceives the idea of freeing his own country by a 
revolt, and enters into secret communication with his father 
for the furtherance of his object. His father somewhat re
luctantly assents, and preparations are made, which lead to 
the escape of Cyrus and the commencement of a war of inde
'pendence. The details of the struggle, as they are related by 
Nicolaiis, have been already given." After repeated defeats, 
the Persians finally make a stand at Pasargadre, their capital, 
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where in two great battles they destroy the power of Astyages, 
who himself remains a prisoner in the hands of his adver·· 
sary. 

In the course of the struggle the father of Cyrus had fa.llen, 
and its close, therefore, presented Cyrus himself before the 
eyes of the Western Asiatics as the undisputed lord of the 
great Arian Empire which had established itself on the ruins 
of the Semitic. Transfers of sovereignty are easily made in 
the East, where independence is little valued, and each new 
conqueror is hailed with acclamations from millions. It mat
tered nothing to the bulk of ABtyages' subjects whether they 
were ruled from Ecbatana or Pasargadre, by Median or Persian 
masters. Fate.. had settled that a single lord was to bear 
sway over the tribes and nations dwelling between thE! Persian 
Gulf and the Euxine; and the arbitrament of the sword had 
now decided that this single lord should be Cyrus. We may 
readily believe the statement of Nicolaiis that the nations pre
viously subject to the Medes vied with each other in the celer
ity and zeal with which they made their submission to the 
Persian conqueror." Cyrus succeeded at once to the full·in
heritance of which he had dispossessed Astyages, and was 
recognized as king by all the tribes between the Halys and the 
desert of Khorassan .•• 

He was at this time, if we may trust Dino, II exactly forty 
years of age,and was thus at that happy period in.life when 
the bodily powers have not yet begun to decay, while the men
tal are just reaching theil' perfection. Though we may not be 
able to trust implicitly the details of the war of inlependence 
which have come down to us, yet there can be no doubt that 
he had displayed in its course very remarkable courage and 
conduct. He had intended, probably, no more than to free 
his country from the Median yoke; by the force of circum
stances he had been led on to the destruction of the Median 
power, and to the establishment of a Persian Empire in its 
stead. With empire had come an enormous acces~on of 
wealth. The accumulated stores of ages, the riches of the 
Ninevite kings-the "gold," the "silvel'," and the" pleasant 
furniture" of those mighty potentates, of which there was 
.. none end" ··-together with all the additions made to these 
stores by the Median monarchs, had fallen into his hands, and 
from comparative poverty he had come per saltum into the 
position of one of the wealthiest-if not of the very wealthiest 
-of princes. An ordinary Oriental would have been conten~ 
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with such a result, and have declined to tempt fortune any 
more. But Cyrus was no ordinary Oriental. Confident in 
his own powers, active, not to say restless, and of an ambition 
that nothing could satiate, he viewed the position which he 
had won simply as a means· of advancing himself to higher 
eminence. According to Ctesias, "he was scarcely seated upon 
the throne, when he led an expedition to the far north-east 
against the renowned Bactrians and Sacans; and at any rate, 
whether this be true or no-and most probably it is an antici
pation of later occurrences-it is certain that, instead of folding 
his hands, Cyrus proceeded with scarcely a pause on a long 
career of conquest, devoting his whole life to the. carrying out 
of his plans of aggression, ~nd leaving a portion of his schemes, 
which were too extensive 'for one life to realize, as a legacy to 
his successor. "' The quarter to which h~ really first turned 
his attention seems to have been the north-west. There, in the 
somewhat narrow but most fertile tract between the river 
Halys and the Egean Sea, was a state which seemed likely to 
give him trouble-a state which had successfully resisted all 
the efforts of the Medes to reduce it, I. and which recently, 
under a warlike prince, had shown a remarkable power of 
expansion. II An instinct of danger warned the scarce firmly
settled monarch to fix his eye at once upon Lydia; in the 
wealthy and successful Crresus, the Lydian king, he saw one 
whom dynastic interests might naturally lead to espouse the 
quarrel of the conquered Mede, and whose power and personal 
qualities rendered him a really formidable rival. 

The Lydian monarch, on his side, did not scruple to chal
lenge a contest. The long strife which his father had waged 
with the great Cyaxares had terminated in a close alliance, 
cemented by a marriage, which made Crresus and Astyages 
brothers. IT The friendship of the great power of Western 
Asia, secured by this union, had set Lydia free to pursue a 
policy of self-aggrandizeJ;Ilent in her own immedia~e neighbor
hood. Rapidly, one after another, the kingdoms of Asia 
Minor had been reduced; and, excepting the mountain dis
tricts of Lycia and Cilicia,·· all Asia within the Halys now 
owned the sway of the Lydian king. Contented with his suc
cesses, and satisfied that the tie of relationship secured bim 
from attack on the part of the only power which he had need 
to fear, Cralsus had for some years given himself up to the en
joyment of his gains and to an ostentatious display of his mag
nificence." It was a rude shock to the indolent and self-com.-
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placent dreams of a sanguine optimisin, which looked that 
"to-morrow should be as to-day, only much more abundant," 
when tidings came that revolution had raised its head in the 
far south-east, and that an energetic prince, in the full vigor 
of life, and untrammelled by dynastic ties, had thrust the aged 
ABtyages from his throne, and girt his own brows with the Im
perial. diadem. Crresus, according to the story, was still in 
deep grief on account of the untimely death of his eldest son, •• 
when the intelligence reached him. Instantly rousing him
self from his despair, he set about his preparations for the 
struggle, which his sagacity saw to be inevitable. After con
sultation of the oracles of Greece, he allied himself with the 
Grecian community, which appeared to him on the whole to 
be the most powerful. U At the same time he sent ambassadors 
to Babylon and Memphis," to the courts of Labynetus and 
Amasis, with proposals for an alliance offensive and defensive 
between the three secondary powers of the Eastern world 
against that leading power whose superior strength and re
sources were felt to constitute a common danger. His repre
sentations were effectual. The kings ·of Babylon and Egypt, 
alive to their own peril, accepted his proposals j and a joint 
league was formed between the three monarchs and the re
public of Sparta for the purpose of resisting the presumed 
aggressive spirit of the Medo-Persians. 

Cyrus, meanwhile, w8.!!l not idle. Suspecting that a weak 
point in his adversary's harness would be the disaffection of 
some of his more recently conquered subjects, he sent emissa
ries into Asia Minor to' sound the dispositions of the natives. 
These emissaries particularly addressed themselves to the 
Asiatic Greeks," who, coming of a freedom-loving stock, and 
having been only very lately subdued, •• would it was thought, 
be likely to catch at an opportunity of shaking off the yoke of 
their conqueror. But, reasonable as such hopes must have 
seemed, they were in this instance doomed to disappointment. 
The Ionians, instead of hailing Cyrus as a liberator, received 
his overtures with suspicion. They probably thought that 
they were sure not to gain, and that they might possibly lose, 
by a change of masters. The yoke of Crresus had not, per
haps, been very oppressive; at any rate it seemed to them pre
ferable to "bear the ills they had," rather than "fly to others" 
which might turn out less tolerable. 

Disappointed in this quarter, the Persian prince directed his 
. efforts to. the concentration of a large army, and its rapid ad-
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vance into a 'position where it would be excellently placed both 
for defence and attack. The frontier provmce of Cappadocia, 
whic~ was only separated from the dominions of the Lydian 
monarch by a stream of moderate size, the Halys, was a most 
defensible country, extremely fertile and productive," abound
ing in natural fastnesses," and inhabited by a brave and war
like population. Into this district Cyrus pushed forward his 
army with all speed, taking, as it would Heem, not the short 
route through Diarbekr, Malatiyah, and Gurun, along which 
the "Royal Road" afterwards ran, tT but the more circuitous 
one by Erzerum, which brought him into Northern Cappado
cia, or Pontus, as it was called by the Romans. Here, in a 
district named Pteria,·· which cannot have been very far from 
the coast, .0 he found his adversary, who had crossed the Halys, 
and taken several Cappadocian towns, among which was the 
chief city of the Pterians. Perceiving that his troops con
siderably outnumbered those of Crresus"o he lost no time in 
giving him battle. The action was fought in the Pterian coun
try, and was stoutly contested, terminating at nightfall with
out any decisive advantage to either party. The next day 
neither side made any movement; and Crresus, concluding 
from his enemy's inaction that, though he had not been able 
to conquer him, he had nothing to fear from his desire of ven
geance or his spirit of enterprise, determined on a retreat. 
He laid the blame of his failure, we are told, on the insufficient 
number of his troops, and purposed to call for the contingents 
of his allies, and renew the war with largely augmented forces 
in the ensuing spring. 11 

Cyrus, on his part, allowed the Lydians to retire unmolested, 
thus confirming his adversary in the mistaken estimate which 
he had formed of Persian courage and daring. Anticipating 
the course which Crresus would adopt under the circumstances, 
he kept his army well in hand, and, as soon as the Lydians 
were clean goJle, he crossed the Halys, and marched straight 
upon Sardis." Crmsus, deeming himself safe from molesta
tion, had no sooner reached his capital than he had dismissed 
the bulk of his troops to their homes for the winter, merely 
giving them orders to return in the spring, when he hoped to 
have received auxiliaries from Sparta, Babylon, and Egypt. 
Left thus almost without defence, he suddenly heard that his 
audacious foe had followed on his steps, had ventured into tim 
heart of his dominions, and' was but a short distance from the 
capital. In this crisis he showed a spirit well worthy ofadmi-
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ration. Putting himself at the head of such an army of native 
Lydians as he could collect at a few hours' notice, he met the 
advancing foe in the rich plain a little to the east of Sardis, I. 
and gave him battle immediately. It is possible that even 
under these disadvantageous circumstances he might in fair 
tight have been victorious, for the Lydian cavalry were at this 
time excellent, and decidedly superior to the Persian.·' But 
Cyrus, aware of their merits, had recourse to stratagem, and 
by forming his camels in front, so frightened the Lydian 

, horses that they fled from the field." The riders dismounted 
and fought on foot, but their gallantry was unavailing. 
After a prolonged and bloody combat the Lydian army was 
defeated, and forced to take refuge behind the walls of the 
capital. 

Croosus now in hot haste sent off fresh messengers to his 
allies, be~ng them to come at once to his assistance. "' He 
had still a good hope of maintaining himself till their arrival, 
for his city was defended by walls, and was regarded by the 
natives as impregnable. IT An attempt to storm the defences 
failed; and the siege must have been turned into a blockade 
but for an accidental discovery. A Persian soldier had ap
proached to reconnoitre the citadel on the side where it was 
strongest by nature, and therefore guarded with least care, O. 
when he observed one of the garrison descend the rock after 
his helmet, which had fallen from his head, pick it up, and re
turn with it. Being an expert climber, he attempted the track 
thus pointed out to him, and succeeded in reaching the summit. 
Several of his comrades followed in his steps; the citadel was 
surprised, and the town taken and plundered. . 

Thus fell the greatest city of Asia Minor after a siege of 
fourteen days. O. The Lydian monarch, it is said, narrowly es
caped with his life from the confusion of the sack ;8. but, being 
fortunately recognized in time, was made prisoner, and 
brought before Cyrus. Cyrus at first treated him with some 
harshness, 11 but soon relented; and, with that clemency which 
was a common characteristic of the earlier Persian kings, •• as
signed him a territory for his maintenance, •• and gave him an 
honorable position at Court, where he passed at least thirty 
years," in high favor, first with Cyrus, and then with Camby
ses. Lydia itself was absorbed at once into the Persian Em
pire, together with most of its dependencies, which submitted 
as soon as the fall of Sardis was known. There still, however, 
remained a certam amount ()f subjugation to be effected. The 
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Greeks of tbe coast, wbo bad offended tbe Great King by their 
refusal of bis overtures, G' were not to be allowed to pass quietly 
into the condition of tributaries; and there were certain native 
races in tbe south-western corner of Asia Minor which <leclined 
to submit without a struggle to the new conqueror. •• But these 
matters were not regarded by Cyrus as of sufficient importance 
to require his own personal superintendence. Having remained 
at Sardis for a few weeks, during which time be received an 
insulting message from Sparta, wbereto he made a menacing 
reply, ., and having arranged for tbe government of tbe Ilewly
conquered province and the transmission of its treasures t<. 
Ecbatana, he quitted Lydia for the interior, taking Crresus 
with him, and proceeded towards tbe Median capital. He was 
bent on prosecuting without delay his schemes of conquest in 
other quarters--scbemes of a grandeur and a comprehensive
ness unknown to any previous monarch. •• 

Scarcely, bowever, was be departed wben Sardis became the 
scene of an insurrection. Pactyas, a Lydian, who bad been 
entrusted with the duty of conveying the treasures of Crresus 
and his more wealthy subjects to Ecbatana, revolted against 
Tabalus,·· the Persian commandant of tbe town, and being 
joined by the native population and numerous mercenaries, 
principally Greeks,'O wbom he bired with tbe treasure tbat 
was in his hands, made bimself master of Sardis, and besieged 
Tabalus in the citadel. The news reacbed Cyrus while he was 
upon his march; but, estimating tbe degree of its importance 
aright, he did not suffer it to interfere witb bis plans. He 
judged it enough to send a general with a strong body of 
troops to put down the revolt, and continued his own journey 
eastward. " Mazares, a Mede, was the officer selected for the 
service. On arriving before Sardis, he found that Pactyas bad 
relinquished his enterprise and fled to the coast, T' and that tbe 
revolt was consequently at an end. It only remained to exact 
v.engeance. The rebellious Lydians were disarmed." Pactyas 
was pursued with unrelenting hostility, and demanded, in suc· 
cession, of the Cymreans, the Mytilenreans, and the Chians, of 
whom tbe last-mentioned surrendered him." The Greek cities 
which had furnished Pactyas with auxiliaries were tben at
tacked, and the inhabitants of the first which fell, Priene, were 
one and all sold as slaves. TO -

Mazares soon afterwards died, and was succeeded by Har
pagus, another Mede, who adopted a somewhat milder policy 
.towards- the unfortunate Greeks." Besieging their cities one 
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by one, and taking them by means of banks or mounds piled 
up against the walls," he, in some instances, connived at the 
inhabitants escaping in their ships,'· while, in others, he al
lowed them to take up the ordinary position of Persian sub
jects, liable to tribute and military service, but not otherwise 
molested. .. So little irksome were such terms to the Ionians of 
this period that even those who dwelt in the iSlands off the 
coast, with the single exception of the Samians-though they 
ran no risk of subjugation, since the Persians did not possess a 
fleetO°-accepted voluntarily the same position, and enrolled 
themselves among the subjects of Cyrus.·' 

One Greek continental town alone suffered nothing during 
this time of trouble. When Cyrus refused the offers of sub
mission, which reached him from the Ionian and }Eolian 
Greeks after his capture of Sardis, he made an exception in 

. favor of Miletus,·1 the most important of all the Grecian cities 
in Asia. Prudence, it is probable, rather than clemency, dic
tated this course, since to detach from the Grecian cause the 
most powerful and influential of the states was the readiest 
way of weakening the resistance they would be able to make. 
Miletus singly had defied. the arms of four successive Lydian 
kings, II and had only succumbed at last to the efforts of the 
fifth, Crresus. If her submission had been now rejected, and 
she had been obliged to take counsel of her despair, the struggle 
between the Greek cities and the Persian generals might have 
assumed. a. different character. 

Still more different might have been the result, if the cities 
generally had had the wisdom to follow a. piece of advice which 
the great philosopher and statesman of the time, Thales, the 
Milesian, is said to have given them. Thales suggested that 
the Ionians should form themselves irito a confederation, to be 
governed by a. congress which should meet at Te.os, the several 
cities retaining their, own laws and internal independence,·o 
but being united for military purposes into a single community. ' 
Judged by the light which later events, the great Ionian revoit 
especially, throw upon it, this advice is seen to have been of 
the greatest importance. It is difficult to say what check, or 
even reverse, the arms of Persia might not have at this time 
sustained, if the spirit of Thales had animated his Asiatic 
countrymen generally; if the loose Ionic Amphictyony, which 
in reality left each state in the hour of danger to its own re
sources, had been superseded by a true federal union, and the 
combiue<'l efforts of the thirteen Ionian communities·' had been 
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directed to a steady resistance of Persian aggression and a de
termined maintenance of their own independence. Mazares 
and Harpagus would almost certainly have beenbafHed, and 
the Great King himself would probably have been called off 
from his eastern conquests to undertake in person a task which 
after all he might have failed to accomplish. ' 

The fall of the last Ionian town left Harpagus free to turn 
his attention to the tribes of the south-west which had not yet 
made their submission-the Carians, the Dorian Greeks, the 
Caunians, and the people of Lycia. Impressing the services of 
the newly-conquered Ionians and lEolians, .0 he marched first 
against Caria; which offered but a feeble resistance.·7

, The 
Dorians of the continent, Myndians, Halicarnassians, and, 
Cnidians, submitted still more tamely, without any struggle at 
all; but the Caunians·· and Lycians showed a different spirit. 
'These tribes, which were ethnically allied,·' and of a very 
peculiar type," had never yet, it would seem, been subdued by 
any conqueror." Prizing highly the liberty they had enjoyed 
80 long, they defended themselves with desperation. When 
they were defeated in the field they shut themselves up within 
the waIls of their chief cities, Caunus and Xanthus, where, 
finding resistance impossible, they set fire to the two places 
with their own hands, burned their wives, children, slaves, and 
valuables, and then sallying forth, sword in hand, fell on the 
besiegers' lines, and fought till they were all slain. II 

Meanwhile Cyrus was pursuing a career of conquest in the 
far east. It was now, according to Herodotus, who is, beyond 
all question, a better authority than Ctesias for the reign of 
Cyrus, that the reduction' of the' Bactrians and the Sacans, the 
chief nations of what is called by moderns Central Asia, took 
place. •• Bactria was a country which enjoyed the reputation 
of having been great and glorious at a very early date. In one 
'of the most ancient portions of the Zendavesta it was celebrated 
as " Bakhdi eredhw6-drafsha," or "Bactria with the lofty ban
ner;"·· and traditions not wholly to be despised made it the 
native country of Zoroaster." There is good-reason to believe 
that, up to the date of Cyrus, it had maintained its independ
ence, or at any rate that it had been untouched by the great 
monarchies which for above seven hundred years had borne 
Elway in the western parts of Asia." Its people were of the 
Imnic stock, and retained in their remote and somewhat savage 
country the simple and primitive habits of the race. IT Though 
their ImllS were of indifferent cha.ra.cter, •• they were among thl) 
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best soldiers to be found in the East,·· and always showed them
selves a formidable enemy.'oo According to Ctesias, when 
Cyrus invaded them, they fought a pitched battle with his 
army, in which the victory was with neither party. They were 
not, he said, reduced by force of arms at all, but submitted 
voluntarily when they found that Cyrus had married a Median 
princess. 101 Herodotus, on the contrary, seems to include the 
Bactrians among the nations which Cyrus subdued,lO' and 
probability is strongly in favor of this view of the Inatter. So 
warlike a nation is not likely to have submitted unless to force; 
nor" is there any ground to believe that a Median marriage, had 
Cyrus contracted. one,101 would have made him any the more 
acceptable to the Bactrians. 10

& 

On the conquest of Bactria followed, we may be tolerably 
sure, an attack upon the Sacoo. This people, who must cer
tainly have bordered on the Bactrians,10' dwelt probably either 
on the Pamir Steppe, or on the high plain of Chinese Tart"4ry, 
east of the Bolar range-the modern districts of Kashgar and 
Yarkand. 101 They were reckoned excellent soldiers. lOT They 
fought with the bow, the dagger, and the battle-axe, 108 and were 
equally formidable on horseback and on foot. 100 In race they 
were probably Tatars or Turanians, and their descendants or 
their congeners are to be seen in the modern inhabitants of 
these regions. According to Ctesias, their women took the 
field in almost equal numbers with their men; and the mixed 
army which resisted. Cyrus amounted, including both sexes, to 
half a million. "0 The king who commanded them was a certain . 
Amorges, who was Inarried to a wife called Sparethra. In an 
engagement with the Persians he fell into the enemy's hands, 
whereupon Sparethra put herself at the head of the Sacan 
forces, defeated. Cyrus, arid took so Inany prisoners of impor
tance that the Persian monarch was glad to release Amorges 
in exchange for them. The Sacoo, however, notwithstanding 
this success, were reduced, and b6came subjects and tribu
taries of Persia. 111 

Among other countries subdued by Cyrus in this neighbor
hood, probably about the same period, Inay be named Hyrcania, 
Parthla, Chorasmia, Sogdiana, Aria (or Herat) , Drangiana, " 
Arachosia, Sattagydia, and Gandaria. The brief epitome which 
we possess of Ctesias omits to make any mention of these 
minor conquests, while Herodotus SUIDS them all up in a single 
line ;'10 but there is reason to believe that- the Cnidian historian 
gave a methodized account oftheif accomplishment, no of whicb 
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scattered notices have come down to. us in various writers. 
Arrian relates that there was a city called Cyropolis, situated 
on the Jaxartes, a place of great strength defended by very 
lofty 'walls, which had been founded by the Great Cyrus. '" 
This city belonged to Sogdiana. Pliny states that Capisa, the 
chief city of Capisene, which lay not far from the upper Indus, 
was destroyed by Cyrus.1IO This place is probably Kafshan, a 
little to the north of Kabul. Several authors tell us that the 
Ariaspre, a people of Drangiana, assisted Cyrus with provisions 
when he was warring in their neighborhood, "" and received 
from him in return a new name, which the Greeks rendered by 
"Euergetre "-" Benefactors. mIT The Ariaspre must have dwelt 
near the Hamoon, or Lake of Seistan. We have thus traces 
of the conqueror's presence in the extreme north on the Jaxar
tes, in the extreme east in A:ffghanistan, and towards the south 
as far as Seistan and the Helmend; nor can there be any rea
sonable doubt that he overran and reduced to subjection the 
whole of that vast tract which lies between the Caspian on the 
west, the IndUs valley and the desert of Tartary towards the 
east, the J axartes or Sir Deria on the north, and towards the 
south the Great Deserts of Seistan and Khorassan. 

More uncertainty attaches to the reduction of the tract lying 
south of these deserts. Tradition said that Cyrus had once 
penetrated into Gedrosia on an expedition against the Indians, 
and had lost his entire army in the waterless and trackless 
desert ;"8 but there is no evidence at all that he reduced the 

. country. It appears to have been a portion of the Empire in 
the reign of Darius Hystaspis, but whether that monarch, or 
Cambyses, or the great founder of the Persian power conquered 
it, cannot at present'be determined. 

The conquest· of the vast tract lyUig between the Caspian 
and the Indus, inhabited (as it was) by a numerous, valiant, 
and freedom-loving population, may well have occupied Cyrus 
for thirteen or fourteen years. Alexander the Great spent in 
the reduction· of this region, after the inhabitants had in a great 
measure lost their warlike qualities, as much as five years, or 
half the time occupied by his whole series of conquests. lit 
Cyrus could not have ventured on prosecuting his enterprises, 
as did the Macedonian prince, continuously and without inter

. ruption, marching straight from one country to another with-
out once revisiting his capital. He must from time to time have 
returned to Ecbatana or Pasargadre;I2' and it is on the whole 
most proba.ble that, like t.he A~syrian monarchs,'" be marched 
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out from home on a fresh expedition almost every year. Thus 
it need cause us no surprise that fourteen years were consumed 
in the subjugation of the tribes and nations beyond the Iranic 
desert to the north and the north-east, and that it was not till 
B.O. 539, when he was nearly sixty years of age, that the Persian 
monarch felt himself free to turn his attention to· the great 
kingdom of the· south. 

The expedition of Cyrus against Babylon has been described 
already.'·· Its success added to the Empire the rich and valu
able provinces of Babylonia, Susiana, Syria, and :palestine, thus 
augmenting its size by about 240,000 or 250,000 square miles. 
Far more important, however, than this geographical increase 
was the re~oval of the lost formidable rival-the complete 
destruction of a power which represented to the Asiatics the 
old Semitic civilization, which with reason claimed to be the 
heir and the successor of Assyria,"· and had a history stretching 
back for a space of nearly two thousand years. So long as 
Babylon, II the glory of kingdoms, "' .. "the praise of the whole 
earth," ... retained her independence, with her vast buildings, 
her prestige of antiquity, her wealth, her learning, her ancient 
and grand religious system, she could scarcely fail to be in the 
eyes of her neighbors the first power in the world, if not in 
mere strength, yet in honor, dignity, and reputation. Haughty 
and contemptuous herself to the very last, .. • she naturally im
posed on men's minds, alike by her past history and her pres
ent pretensions; nor was it possible for the Persian monarch 
to feel that be stood before his subjects as indisputably the 
foremost man upon the earth until he had humbled in the dust 
the pride and arrogance of Babylon. But, with the fall of the 
"Great City, the whole ,fabric of Semetic greatness was shat
tered. Babylon became "an astonishment and a hissing" •• , 
-all her prestige vanished-and Persia stepped manifestly into 
the place, which Assyria had occupied for so many centuries, 
of absolute and unrivalled mistress of Western Asia. 

The fall of Babylon was also the fall of an ancient, widely 
spread, and deeply venerated religions system. Not of course, 
that the religion suddenly disappeared or ceased to have vota
ries, but that, from a dominant system, supported by all the 
resources of the state, and enforced by the civil power over a 
wide extent of territory,"· it became simply one of many toler- " 
ated Q~lil'fs, exposed to frequent rebuffs and insults, lID and at 
all times overshadowed by a new and rival system-the com
paratively pure creed of Zoroastrianism. The conq,uest of 
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Babylon by Persia was, practically, if not a death-blow, at least 
a severe wound, to that sensuous idol-worship which had for 
more than twenty centuries been the almost universal religion 
in the countries between the MeditelTaDean and the Zagros 
mountain range. The religion never recovered itself-was 
never reinstated. It survived, a longer or a shorter time, in 
places. To a slight extent it corrupted Zoroastrianism;'·· but, 
on the whole, from the date of the fall of Babylon it declined. 
"Bel bowed down; Nebo stooped;' .... "Merodach was broken 
in pieces.""" Judgment was done upon the Babylonian graven 
images;1II ana the system, of which they formed a necessary 
part, having once fallen from its proud pre-eminence, gradu
ally decayed and vanished. 

Parallel with the decline of the old Semitic idolatry was the 
advance of its direct antithesis, pure spiritual Monotheism. 
The same blow which laid the Babylonian religion in the dust 
struck off the fetters from Judaism.'·· Purified and refined 
by the precious discipline of adversity, the Jewish system, 
which Cyrus, feeling towards it a natural sympathy, protected, 
upheld, and replaced in its proper locality, advanced from this 
time in influence and importance, leavening little by little the 
foul mass of superstition and impurity which came in contact 
with it. Proselytism grew more. common. The Jews spread 
themselves wider. The return from the captivity, which Cyrus 
authorized almost immediately after the capture of Babylon, is 
the starting point from which we may trace a gradual enlight
enment of the heathen world by the dissemination of Jewish 
beliefs and practices IO. - such dissemination being greatly 
helped by the high estimation in which the Jewish system was 
held by the civil authority, both while the empire of the Per· 
sians lasted, and when power passed to the Macedonians. 

On the fall of.Babylon its dependenciQS seem to have sub
mitted to the conqueror, with a single exception. Phoonicia, 
which had never acquiesced ('ontentedlyeither in Assyrian or 
in Babylonian rule, saw, apparently, in the fresh convulsion 
that was now shaking the East, an opportunity for recovering 
autonomy. lO. It was nearly half a century since her last strug
~le to free herself had terminated unsuccessfully. 1ST A new 
generation had grown up since that time-a generation which 
had seen nothing of war, and imperfectly appreciated its 
perils. Perhaps some reliance was placed on the countenance 
and support of Egypt, which, it must have been felt, would 
view with satisfaction any obstacle to the advance of a power 
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wherewith she was sure, sooner or later, to come into collision. 
At any rate, it was resolved to make the venture. Phrenicia, 
on the destruction of her distant suzerain, quietly resumed her 
freedom; abstained from making any act of submission to the 
conqueror; while, however, at the same time, she established 
friendly relations for commercial purposes with one of the 
conqueror's vassals, the prince who had been sent into Pales
tine to re-establish the Jews at Jerusalem."B 

It might have been expected that Cyrus, after his conquest 
of Babylon, would have immediately proceeded towards the 
south-west. The reduction of Egypt had, according to Hero
dotus, been embrace~ in the designs which he formed fifteen 
years earlier. ... The non-submission of Phrenicia must have 
been regarded as an act of defiance which deserved signal 
chastisement. It has been suspected that the restoration of 
the Jews was prompted, at least in part, by political motives, 
and that Cyrus, when he re-established them in their country, 
looked to finding them of use to him in the attack which he 
was meditating upon Egypt ... • At any rate it is evident that 
their presence would have facilitated his march through Pales
tine, and given him a point d'appui, which could not but have 
been of value. These considerations make it probable that an 
Egyptian expedition would have been determined on, had not 
circumstances occurred to prevent it. 

What the exact circumstances were, it is impossible to deter
mine. According to Herodotus,'u a sudden desire seized 
Cyrus to attack the Massagetm, who bordered his Empire to 
the north-east. He led his troops across the Araxes (Jaxartes?), 
defeated the Massagetm by stratagem in a great battle, but was 
afterwards himself defeated and slain, his body falling into the 
enemy's hands, who treated it with gross indignity. ... Accord
ing to Ctesias, ... the people against whom he made his expedi
tion were the Derbices, a nation bordering upon India. Assisted 
by Indian allies, who lent them a number of elephants, this 
people engaged Cyrus, and defeated him in a battle, wherein 
he received a mortal wound. Reinforced, however. by a body 
of Sacm, the Persians renewed the struggle, and gained a com
plete victory, which was followed by the submission of the 
nation. ••• Cyrus, however, died of his wound on the third day 
after the first battle .... 

This cop1lict of testimony clouds with uncertainty the entire 
closing scene of the life of Cyrus. All that we can lay down 
as tolerably well established is, that instead of carrying out his . 
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designs again.<It Egypt, he engaged in hostilities with one of the 
nations on his north-eastern frontier, that he conducted the 
war with less than his usual success, and in the course of it 
received a wound of which he died (B.C. 529), after he had 
reigned nine-and-twenty years. That his body did,not fall into 
the enemy's bands appears, however, to be certain from the 
fact that it was conveyed into Persia Proper, and buried at 
Pasargadre. It. 

It may be suspected that this expedition, which proved so 
disastrous to the Persian monarch, was not the mere wanton 
act which it appears to be in the pages of our authorities. The 
nations of the north-ea.st were at all times turbulent and irrita
ble, with difficulty' held in check by the civilized power that 
bore rule in the south and west. The expedition of Cyrus, 
whether directed. against the Massagetre or the Derbices, was 
probably intended to strike terror into the barbarians of these 
regions. and was analogous to those invasions which were 
IA1ldertaken under the wisest of the Roman Emperors,'" across 
the Rhine and Danube, a,gainst Germans, Goths, and Sarmatre. 
The object of such inroads was not to conquer, but to alarm
it was hoped by an imposing display of organized military 
force to deter the undisciplined hordes of the prolific North 
from venturing across the frontier and carrying desolation 
through large tracts of the Empire. Defensive warfare has 
often an aggressive look. It may have been solely with the 
object (>f protecting his own territories from attack that Cyrus 
made his last expedition across the Jaxertes, or towards the 
upper Indus. 148 . 

The character of Cyrus, as represented to us by the Greeks, 
is the most favorable that we possess of any early Orienta) 
monarch. Active, energetic, brave, fertile in stratagems,14> he 
has' all the qualities required to form a successful military 
chief. He conciliates his people by friendly and familiar 
treatment, ". but declines to spoil them by yielding to their in· 
clinations when they are ad'-erse to their true interests. ,., He 
has a ready humor, which shows itself in smart sayings and 
repartees, I •• that take occasionally the fayorite Oriental turn 
of parable or apologue. '" He is mild in his treatment of the 
prisoners that fall into his hands, ". 8..'1d ready to forgive eyen 
the heinous crime of rebellion.... He has none of the pride of 
the ordinary eastern despot, but converses on terms of equality 
with those about him.'" We cannot be surprised that the 
Persians, contrasting him with their later monarch!!', held his 
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memory in the highest veneration,'" and were even led by 
their affection for his person to make his type of countenance 

I their standard of physicd beauty. , •• 
The genius of Cyrus was esseI\tially that of a conqueror, not; 

of an admiJl!.strator. There is no trace of his having adopted 
anything like a uniform system for the government of the 
provinces which he subdued. In Lydia he set up a Persian gov~ 
ernor, but assigned certain important functions to a native;'" 
ia Babylon he gave the entire direction of affairs into the hands 
of a Mede," to whom he allowed the title and style"of king;' •• in 
J utlrea he appointed a native, but made him. merely" governor" 
or "deputy;"'·' in Bacia he maintained as tributary king the 
monarch who had resisted his arms ... • Policy may have dic~ 
tated the course pursued in each instance, which may have 
been suited to the condition of the several provinces; but the 
variety allowed was fatal to consolidation, and the monarchy, 
as Cyrus left it, had as little cohesion as any of those by which 
it was preceded. 

Though originally a rude mountain~hief, Cyrus, after he 
I succeeded. to empire, showed himself quite able to appreciate 

the dignity and value of art. In his constructions at P~ 
go.dre he combined massiveness with elegance, and manifested 
a taste at once simple and refined.'" He ornamented his build~ 
ings with reliefs of an ideal character.'·· It is probably to him 
that we owe the conception of the light tapering stone shaft, 
which is the glory of Persian architecture. H the more mas-

! sive of the Persepolitan buildings are to be ascribed to him,'" 
we must regard him as having fixed the whole plan and ar
rangement which was afterwards followed in all Persian pala-
tial edifices. . 

In his domestic affairs Cyrus appears to have shown the 
same moderation and simplicity which we observe in his" gen

I eral conduct. He married, as it would seem, one wife only, 
Cassandane, the daughter of Pharnaspes, who was a member of 

· the royal family .. •• By her he had issue two sons and at leMt 
· three daughters. The sons were Cambyses and Smerdis ;'.' the 
· daughters Atossa, Artystone, and one whose name is unknown 

to us. ,.. Cassandane died before her husband. and was deeply 
mourned by him. ,.. Shortly before his own death he took the 

· precaution formally to settle the succession. lI.. Leaving the 
: general illheritance of his vast dominions to his elder son, Cam
i byses, he declared it to be his will that the younger should be . 
! Ilntrusted with the actual government of several large and im· 
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portant provinces. '" He thought by this plan to secure the 
well-being of both the youths, never suspecting that he was in 
reality consigning both to untimely ends, and even preparing 
the way for an extraordinary revolution. 

The ill effect of the unfortunate arrangement thus made ap
peared almost immediately. Cambyses was scarcely settled 
upon the throne before he grew jealous of his brother, and 
ordered him to be privately put to death. 17. His cruel orders 
were obeyed, and with so much secrecy that neither the mode 
of the death, nor even the fact, was known to more than a few. 
Smerdis was generally believed to be still alive; and thus an 
opportunity was presented for personation-a form of impos
ture very congenial to Orientals, and one which has often had 
very disastrous consequences. We shall find in the sequel this 
opportunity embraced, and results follow of a most stirring and 
exciting character. 

It required time, however, to bring to maturity the fruits of 
the crime so rashly committed. Cambyses, in the meanwhile, 

. qnite unconscious of danger, turned his attention to military 
matters, and determined on endeavoring to complete his father's 
scheme of conquest by the reduction of Egypt. Desirous of ob
taining a ground of quarrel less antiquated than the alliance, a 
quarter of a century earlier, between Amasis and Crresus, he 
demanded that a daughter of the Egyptian king should be sent 
to him as a secondary wife. Amasis, too timid to refuse, sent 
a damsel named ~itetis, who was not his daughter; and she, 
soon after her arrival, made Cambyses acquainted with the 
fraud. ". A ground of quarrel was thus secured, which might 
be put forward when it suited his purpose; and meanwhile 
every nerve was being strained to prepare effectually for the 
expedition. The difficulty of a war with Egypt lay in her in
accessibility. She was protected on all Sides by seas or deserts; 
and, for a successful advance upon her from the direction of 
Asia, it was desirable both to obtain a quiet passage for a large 
army through the desert of El-Tij, and also to have the support 
of a powerful fleet in' the Mediterranean. This latter was the 
paramount consideration. An army well supplied with camels 
might carry its provisions and water through the desert, and 
~night intimidate or overpower the few Arab tribes which in
habited it;'" but, unless the command of the sea was gained 
and the navi~ation of the Nile closed, Memphis might succesc
fully resist attack. ITO Cambyses appears to have perceived with 
sufficient clearness the conditions on which victory depended, 
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and to have applied himself at once to securing them. He 
made a treaty with the Arab Sheikh who had the chief influence 
over the tribes of the desert in. and at the same time he set to 
work to procure the services of a powerful naval foree. By 
menaces or negotiations he prevailed upon the Phrenicians to 
submit themselves to his yoke, .n and having thus obtained a 
fleet superior to that of Egypt, he commenced hostilities by 
robbing her of a dependency"· which possessed considerable 
naval strength, in this waystill further increasing the disparity 
between his own fleet and that of his enemy. Against the 
combined ships of Phrenicia, Cyprus, Ionia, and lEolis, Egypt 
waS powerless, and her fleets seem to have quietly yielded the 
command of the sea. Cambyses was thus able to give his army 
the support of a naval force, as it marched along the coast, 
from Carmel probably to Pelusium i and, when; having defeated 
the Egyptians at the last-named place, he proceeded against 
Memphis, he was able to take possession of the Nile,17O and to 
blockade the Egyptian capital both by land and water. 

It appears that four years were consumed by the Persian 
monarch in his preparations for his Egyptian expedition. It 
was not until B.C. 525 that he entered Egypt at the head of his 
troops, ,.0 and fought the great battle which decided the fate of 
the country. The struggle was long and bloody. Psammeni
tus,IO. who had succeeded his father Amasis, had the services, 
not only of his Egyptian subjects, but a large body of mer
cenaries besides, Greeks and Carians. ••• These allies were 
zealous in his cause, and are said to have given him a horrible 
proof of their attachment. One of their body had deserted to 
the Persians some little time before the expedition, and was 
believed to have given important advice to the invader. He 
had left his children behind in Egypt i and these his former 
comrades now seized, and led out in front of their lines, where 
they slew them before their father's eyes, and.. harin~ so dl)ne, 
mixed their blood in a bowl with water and wine, and clran~ 
one and all, of the mixture. "" The battle followed immediately 
after i but, in spite of their courage and fanaticism, the Egyp
tian army was completely defeated. ••• According to Ctesias, 
fifty thousand fell on the vanquished side, while the victors 
lost no more than seven thousand ... • Psammenitus, after his 
defeat, threw himself into Memphis, but, being blockaded by 
land and.prevented from receiving supplies from the sea, ••• 
after a stout resistance, he surrendered. The captive monarch 
received the respectful treatment which Persian clemency 
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lISually s.ccorded to fallen sovereigns. m Herodotus even goes 
so far as to intimate that, if he had abstained from conspiracy, 
he would probably have been allowed to continue ruler of 
Egypt, '88 exchanging, of course, his independent sovereignty 
for a delegated kingship held at the pleasure of the Lord of 
Asia. 

The conquest of Egypt was immediately ~ollowed by the sub
mission of the neighboring tribes. The;Libyans of the desert 
tract which borders the Nile valley to the west, and even the 
Greeks of the more remote Barca and Cyrena, sent gifts to the _ 
conqueror and consented to become his tributaries. '8. But 
Cambyses placed little value on such petty accessions to his 
power. Inheriting the grandeur of view which had charac
terized his father, he was no sooner master of Egypt than he 
conceived the idea of a magnificent series of conquests in this 
quarter, ••• whereby he hoped to become Lord of Africa no less 
than of Asia, or at any rate to leave himself without arival of 
any importance on the vast continent which his victorious 
arms had- now opened to him. Apart from Egypt, Africa 
possessed but two powers capable, by their political organization 
and their military strength, of offering him serious resistance. 
These were Ethiopia and Carthage-the one the great power of 
the South, the equal, if not even the superior, of Egypt ,·,-the 
other the great power of the West-remote, little known, but 
looming larger for the obscurity in which she was shrouded, 
and attractive from her reputed wealth. The views of Cam
byses comprised the reduction of both these powers, and alB<I 
the conquest of the oasis of Ammon. As a good Zoroastrian, 
he was naturally-anxious to exhibit the superiority of Ormazd 
to all the" gods of the nations;" and, as the temple of Ammon 
in the oasis had the greatest repute of all the African shrines, I •• 
this design would be best accomplished by its pillage ana de
struction. It is probable that he further looked to the sub
jugation of all the tribes on the north coast between the Nile 
valley and the Carthaginian territorz.;.,fd he would undoubt
edly have sent an army along the sHJr6 to act in concert with 
his fleet, ... had he decided ultimately on lJ:&G.king the expedition. 
An unexpected obstacle, hewever, arose to prevent him. The 
Phoonicians, who formed the main strength of his navy, de
clined to take any part in an attack on Carthage, since the 
Carthaginians were their colonists, and the relations between 
t.he two people bad always been friendly. Cambyses did not 
like to force thei" inclinations, on aCcount of their ret:ent 
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'Voluntary submission; and as, without their aid, his navy was 
manifestly unequal to the. proposed service, he felt obliged to 
desist from the undertaking. , •• 

While the Carthaginian scheme was thus nipped in the bud, 
the enterprises which Cambyses attempted to carry out led to 
nothing but disaster. An army, fifty thousand strong, de
spatched from Thebes against Ammon, perished to a man amid 
the sands of the Libyan desert. ,.. A still more numerous 
force, led by Cambyses himself towards the Ethiopian frontier, 
found itself short of supplies on its march across Nubia, , .. and 
was forced to return, without glory, after suffering consider
able loss. ,.. It became evident that the abilititls of the Persian 
monarch were not equal to his ambition-that he insufficiently 
appreciated the difficulties and dangers of enterprises-while a 
fatal obstinacy prevented him from acknowledging and re
trieving an error while retrieval was possible. The Persians, 
we may be sure, grew dispirited under such a leader; and the 
Egyptians naturally took heart. It leerns to have been shortly 
after the return of Cambyses from his abortive expedition 
against Ethiopia that symptoms of an intention to revolt be
gan to manifest themselves in Egypt. The priests declared an 
incarnation of Apis; and the whole country burst out into re
joicings. ,.. It was probably now that Psammenitus, who had 
hitherto been kindly treated by his captor, was detected in 
treasonable intrigues, condemned to death, and executed. , .. 
At the same time, the native officers· who had been left in 
charge of the city of Memphis were apprehended and capitally 
punished. ••• Such stringent measures had all the effect that 
was expected from them; thE'Y wholly crushed the nascent re
bellion; they left, however, behirid them a soreness, felt alike 
by the conqueror and the conguered,. which prevented the 
establishment of a good understanding between the Great King 
and his new subjects. Cambyses knew that he had been 
se~re. and that his severity had made him many enemies; he 
suspected the people, and still more suspected the priests, their 
natural leaders ; he soon persuaded himself that policy required 
ill Egypt a departure from the principles of toleration which 
were ordinarily observed towards their subjects by the Per
sians, and a sustained effort on the part of the civil power to 
bring the religion, and its priests, into contempt. Accordingly, 
be commenced a serious of acts calculated to have thitl effect. 
He stabbed the sacred calf, believed to be incarnate Apis; he 
ordered the body of priests who had the p.nimal in charge to be 
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publicly scourged; he stopped the Apis festival by making 
participation in it a capital offence ;'" he opened the receptacles 
of the dead, and curiously examined tbe bodies contained in 
them;'" he intruded himself into the chief sanctUary at Mem
phis, and publicly scoffed at the grotesque image of Phtha; 
finally, not content with outraging in the same way the invio
lable temple of the Cabeiri, be wound up his insults by ordering 
that their im;lges should be burnt. ,.. These injuries and in
dignities rankled in the minds of the Egyptians, and probably 
bad a large share in producing that bitter hatred of the Per
sian yoke which shows itself in the later history on so many 
occasions; but for the time the policy was successful: crushed 
beneath the iron beel of the conqueror-their faith in the power 
of their gods shaken, their spirits cowed, their hopes shattered 
-the Egyptian subjects of Cambyses'made up their minds to 
submission. The Oriental will generally kiss the hand that 
smites him, if it only smite hard enough. Egypt became now 
for a full generation the obsequious slave of Persia, and gave 
DO more trouble to her subjugator than the weakest or the 
most contented of the provinces. 

The work of subjection completed, Cambyses, having been 
absent from his capital longer than was at all prudent, pre
pared to return home. He had proceeded on his way as far as 
Syria, •• 1 when intelligence reached bim of a most unexpected 
nature. A herald suddenly entered his camp and proclaimed, 
in tbe hearing of the whole army. that Cambyses, son of Cyrus, 
had ceased to reign, and that the allegiance of all Persian suh-, 
jects was henceforth to be paid to Smerdis, son of Cyrus. At 
first, it is said. Cambyses thought that his instrument had 
played him false, and that his brother was alive and had actu
ally seized the throne; but the assurances of the suspected per
son, and a suggestion which he made, convinced him of the 
contrary, and gave him a clue to the real solution of the mys
tery. Prexaspes, the nobleman inculpated, knew that the so
called Smerdis must be an impostor, and suggested his identity 
with a CE'rtain Magus, whose brother had been intrusted by 
Cambyses with the general direction of his houshold and the 
care of the palace. He was probably led to make the sugges
tion by his knowledge of the resemblance borne by this person 
to the murdered prince, t.1 which was sufficiently close to make 

. '(>ersonation possible. Cambyses was thus enabled to appreciate 
the gravity of the' crisis, and to consider whether he could 
euccessfully contend with it or no.- Apparently, he decided in 
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the negative. Believing that he could not triumph over the 
conspiracy which had decreed his downfall, and unwilling to 
descend to a private station-perhaps even uncertain whether 
his enemies would spare his life-he resolved to fly to the last 
refuge of a dethroned king. and to end all by suicide. ••• Draw
ing his short sword from its sheath, he gave himself a wound, 
of wl1ich he died in a few days. '0' " 

It is certainly surprising that the king formed this resolu
tion. He was at the head of an army, returning from an ex
pedition, which, if not wholly successful, had at any rate 
added to the empire an important province. His father's name 
was a tower of strength; and if he could only have exposed the 
imposture that had befon practised on them, he might have 
counted confidently on rallying the great mass of the Persians 
to his cause. How was it that he did not advance on the 
capital, and at least strike one blow for empire' No clear and 
decided response can be made to this inquiry; but we may in
distinctly discern a number of causes which may have com
bined to produce in the monarch's mind the feeling of despond
ency whereto he gave way. Although he returned from Egypt 
a substantial conqueror, his laurel wreath was tarnished by ill
sucooss; his army, weakened by its losses, and dispirited by its 
failures, was out of heart; it had no trust in his capacity as a 
commander, and could not be expected. to fight with enthusiasm" 
on his behalt There is also reason to believe that he was gene
rally unpopular on account of his haughty and tyrannical teM
per, and his contempt of law and usage, where they interfered 
with the gratification of his desires. Though we should do 
wrong to accept as true all the crimes laid to his charge by the 
Egyptians, who detested his memory, - we cannot doubt the 
fact of his incestuous -marriage with his sister, Atossa, ... which 
was wholly repugnant to the religious feClings of his nation. 
Nor can we well imagine that there was no foundation at all 
for the stories of the escape of Croosus, ... the murder of the son 
of Prexaspes, IU and the execution in Egypt on a trivial charge 
of twelve noble Persians. I.. His own people called Cambyses a 
.. despot n or .. master, n in contrast with Cyrus, whom they re
garded as a .. father, n because, as Herodotus says, he was 
II harsh and reckless," whereas his father was mild and benefi
cent. II. Further ( there was the religious aspect of the revolu
tion, which had taken place, in the background. Cambyses 

_ may"bave known that in the ranks of his army there was 
much sympathy with Magism. I.. and may have doubted 
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whether. if the whole conspiracy were laid bare, he could 
count on anything like a general adhesion of his troops to the 
Zoroastrian cause. These various grounds, taken together, go 
far towards accounting for a suicide which at first sight strikes 
us as extraordinary, and is indeed almost unparalleled. ". 

Of the general character of Cambyses little more need be 
said. He was brave,.active, and energetic,like his fathet: but 
he lacked his father's strategic genius, his prudence, and his 
fertility in resources. Born in the purple, he was proud and 
haughty, '" careless of the feelings of others, and impatient of 
admonition or remonstrance. m His pride made him obstinate 
in error;'" and his contempt of others led on naturally to 
harshness, and perhaps even to cruelty. ". He is accused of 
"habitual drunkenness;" ••• and was probably not free from 
the intemperance which was a common Persian failing;'" but 
there is not sufficient ground for believing that his indulgence 
was excessive, much less that it proceeded to the extent of 
affecting his reason. The" madness' of Cambyses," reported 
to and believed in by Herodotus, was a fiction of the Egyptian 
priests, who wished it to be thought that their gods had in this 
way punished his impiety. ••• The Persians had no such tradi
tion, but merely regarded him as unduly severe and selfish ... • 
A dispassionate consideration of all the evidence on the sub
ject leads to the conclusion that Cambyses lived and died 
in the possession of his reason, having neither destroyed it 
through inebriety nor lost it by the judgment of Heaven ... • 

The death of Cambyses (B.C. 522) left the conspirators, who 
had possession of the capital, at liberty to develop their pro
jects, and to take such steps as they thought best for the con
solidation and perpetuation of their power. The position which 
they occupied was one of peculiar delicacy. On the one hand, 
the impostor had to guard against acting in any way which 
would throw suspicion on his being really Smerdis, the son of 
Cyrus. On the other, he had to satisfy the Magian priests, to 
whom he was well known, and on whom he mainly depended 
for' support, if his imposture should be detected. These priests 
must have desired a change of the national religion, and to 
effect this must have been the ~rue aim and object of the revo
lution.·.. But, it was neceElsary to proceed with the utmost 
caution. An open proclamation that Magism was to supersede 
Zoroastrianism would have seemed a strange act in an Achoo
menian prince, (IJld could scarcely have failed to arouse doubts 
whic~ ~ht eal:lily terminate in discovery. The Magian 
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brothers shrank from affronting this peril, and resolved, be
fore approaching it, to obtain for the new government an 
amount of general popularity which would make its overthrow 
in fair fight difficult. Accordingly the new reign was inau
gurated by a general remission of tribute and military service 
for the space of three years"·-a measure which was certain 
to give satisfaction to all the tribes and nations of the Empire, 
except the Persians. Persia Proper was at all times exempt 
from tribute,'" and was thus, so far, unaffected by the boon 
granted, while military service was no doubt popular 'With the 
ruling nation, for whose benefit the various conquests were 
effected. ••• Still Persia could scarcely take umbrage at an in
activity which was to ~t only three years, while to the rest 
of the Empire the twofold grace accorded must have boon 
thoroughly acceptable. 
. Further to confirm his uncertain hold upon the throne, the 
Pseudo-Smerdis took to wife all the widows of his predeces
sor. ••• This is a practice common in the East ;01' and there can 
be no doubt that it gives a new monarch a certain prestige in 
the eyes of his people. In the present case, however, it in
volved a danger. The wives of the late king were likely to be 
acquainted with the person of the king's brother; Atossa, at 
any rate, could not fail to know him intimately. If the Magus 
allowed them to associate together freely, according to the 
ordinary practice, they would detect his imposture and prob
ably find a way to divulge it. He therefore introduced a new 
system into the seraglio. Instead of the free intercourse one 
with another which the royal consorts had enjoyed previously, 
he established at once the principle of complete isolation. 
Each wife was assigned her own portion of the palace; and no 
visiting of one wife by' another was permitted. III Access to 
them from without was altogether forbidden, even to their 
nearest relations; and the wives were thus cut off wholly from 
th£l external world, unless they could manage to communicate 
with it by means of secret messages. 1.1 But precautions of 
this kind, though necessary, were in themselves suspicious i 
they naturally suggested an inquiry into their cause and ob
ject. It was a possible explanation of them that they pro
ceeded from an extreme and morbid jealousy; but the thought 
could not fail to ocQur to some that they might be occasioned 
by the fear of detection. • 

However', as time went..on, and no discovery was actually 
made, the Magus grew bolder, and ventured to commence that 
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reformation of religion which he and his order had 80 much at 
heart. He destroyed the Zoroastrian temples in various places, 
and seems to have put down the old worship, with its hymns 
in praise of the Zoroastrian deities .• 11 He instituted Magian 
rites ill lieu of the old ceremonies, and established his brother 
Magians as the priest-caste of the Persian nation. OM The 
changes introduced were no doubt satisfactory to the Medes, 
and to many of the subject races throughout the Empire. 
They were even agreeable to a porti.on of the Persian people, 
who leant towards a more material worship and a more {!"Or
geous ceremonial than had contented their ancestors. If the 
faithful worshippers of Ormszd saw them with dismay, they 
were too timid to resist, and tacitly acquiesced in the religious 
revolution.... . 

In one remote province the change gave a fresh impulse to 
a religious struggle which was there going on, adding strength 
to the l!Iide· of intolerance. The Jews had now been engaged 
for fifteen or sixteen years in the restoration of their temple, 
according to the permission granted them by Cyrus. Their 
enterprise was distasteful to the neighboring Samaritans, ... 
who strained every nerve to prevent its being brought to a 
successful issue, and as each new k:ing mounted the Persian 
throne, made a fresh effort to have the work stopped by au
thority. Their representations had had no effect upon Cam
byses;'" but when they were repeated on the accession of the 
Pseudo-Smerdis, the result was different. An edict was at 
once sE-nt down to Palestine, reversing the decree of Cyrus, 
and authorizing the inhabitants of Samaria to interfere forci
bly in the matter, and compel the Jews to desist from build
ing. '11 Armed with this decree. the Samaritan authorities 
hastened to Jerusalem, and "made.the Jews to cease by force 
and power."'" 

These revelations of a leaning towards a creed diverse from 
that of the Achremenian princes, combined with the system of 
seclusion adopted in the palace-a system not limited to the 
seraglio, but extending also to the person of the monarch, who 
neither quitted the palace precincts himself. nor allowed any 
of the Persian nobles to enter them .. o-must have turned the 
suspicions previously existing intO a general belief and con-. 
viction that the monarch seated on the throne was not Smerdis 
the SOIl of Cyrus, but an impostor. Y ct still there was for a 
while no outbreak. It mattered nothing to the provincials 
Who ruled them. provided that order was maintained. and 
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that the boons granted them at the opening of the new reign 
were not revoked or modified. Their wishes were no doubt in 
favor of the prince who had remitted their burthens ;'" and 
in Media a peculiar sympathy would exist towards one who 
had exalted Magism. .. • Such discontent as was felt would be 
confined to Persia, or to Persia aud a few provinces of the 
north-east, where the Zoroastrian faith may have maintained 
itself .••• 

At last, among the chief Persians, rumors began to arise. 
These were sternly repressed at the outset. and a reign of 
terror was established. during which men remained silent 
through fear.·.. But at lengtb some of the principal nobles, 
convinced of the imposture. held secret council together, and 
discussed the measures proper to be adopted under the circum
stances.· .. Nothing, however, was done until the arrival at 
the capital ... of a personage felt by all to be the proper leader 
of the nation in the existing crisis. This was Darius, the son 
of Hystaspes, a prince of the blood royal'" )Vho probably stood 
in the direct line of the succession, failing the issue of. Cyrus. 
At the early age of twenty he had attracted the attention of 
that monarch, who suspected him even then of a design to 
seize the throne. U. He was now about twenty-eight years'" of 
age, and therefore at a time of life suited for vigorous enter
prise; which was probably the reason why his father. Hys· 
taspes, who was still alive •••• sent him to the capital, instead of 
proceeding thither in person. Youth and vigor were neces
sary qualifications for success in a struggle against the holders 
of power; and Hystaspes no longer possessed those advantages. 
He therefore yielded to his son that headship of the move
ment to which his position would have entitled him; and. with 
the leadership in danger. he yielded necessarily his claim to 
the first place. when the time of .peril should be past and the 
rewards of victory should come to be apportioned. 

Darius, on his arrival at the capital,· .. was at once accepted 
as head of the conspiracy. and with prudent boldness deter
mined on pushing matters to an immediate decision. Over
ruling the timidity of a party among the conspirators, who 
urged delay.··· he armed his partisans, and proceeded, with· 
out a moment's pause, to the attack. According to the Greek 
historians, be and his friends entered the palace in a body, and 
surprised the Magus in his private apartments, where they 
slow him after a brief struggle. ••• But the authority of Darius 
~redits the Greekaccounts. and shows us, though with provok· 
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ing brevity, that the course of events must have been very 
different. The Magus was not slain in the privacy of his pal
ace, at Susa or Ecbatana, but met his death in a small and in
significant fort in the part of Media called "the Nisrean 
plain,""· or, more briefly, "Nisrea," whither he appears to 
have fled with a band of followers. ••• Whether he was first 
attacked in the capital, and escaping threw himself into this 
stronghold, or receiving timely warning of his danger with· 
drew to it before the outbreak occurred, or merely happened 
to be at the spot when the conspirators decided to make their 
attempt, we have no means of determining. We only know 
that the scene of the last struggle was Sictachotes, in Media; 
that Darius made the attack accompanied by six Persian nobles 
of high rankj'" and that the contest terminated in the slaugh
ter of the Magus and of a number of his adherents, who were 
involved in the fall of their master. '.7 

Nor did the vengeance ofthe successful conspirators stop here. 
Speeding to the capital, with the head of the Magus in their 
hands, and exhibiting everywhere this proof at once of the 
death of the late king and of his imposture, they proceeded to 
authorize and aid in carrying out, a general massacre of the 
Magian priests, the abettors of the later usurpation. ••• . Every 
Magus who could be found was poniarded by the enraged 
Persians; and the caste would have been well-nigh extermi
nated, if it had not been for the approach of night. Darkness 
brought the carnage to an end j and the sword, once sheathed, 
was not again drawn. Only, to complete the punishment of 
the ambitious religionists who had insulted and deceived the 
nation, the day of the massacre was appointed to be kept annu
ally as a solemn festival, under the name of the Magophonia j . 

and a law was passed that on that day no Magus should 
leave his house.··· 

The accession of Darius to the vacant throne now took place 
(Jan. 1, B.C. 521). According to Herodotus it was preceded by 
a period of debate and irresolution, during which the royal 
authority was, as it were, in commission among the Seven j 
and in this interval he places not only the choice of a king, but 
an actual discussion on the subject of the proper form of 
government to be established ... • Even his contemporaries, 
however, could see that this last story was unworthy of 
credit :'" and it may be questioned whether any more reliance 
ought to be placed on the remainder of the narrative. Prob
ably the tr\~e aCco\lllt of the matter is, that, having come to a 
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knowledge of the facts of the case, the heads of the seven great 
Persian clans or families'" met together in secret conclave and 
arranged. all their proceedings beforehand. No government 
but the monarchical could be thought of for a moment, and no 
one could assert any claim to be king but Darius. Darius went 
into the conspiracy as a pretender to the throne: the other six 
were simply his" faithful men," ••• his friends and well-wishers. 
While, however, the six were far from disputing Darius's right, 
they required and received for themselves a guarantee of cer
tain privileges,. which may either have belonged to them pre
viously, by law or custom, as the heads of the great clans, or 
may have been now for the first time conceded. The king 
bound himself to choose his wives from among the families of 
the conspirators only, and sanctioned their claim to have free 
access to his person at all times without asking his permis
sion. ••• One of their number, Otanes, demanded and obtained 
even more. He and his house were to remain" free," ••• and 
were to receive yearly a magnificent kaftan, or royal present .••• 

Thus, something like a check on unbridled despotism was 
formally and regularly established I an hereditary nobility was 
acknowledged; the king became to some extent dependent on 
his grandees; he could not regard himself as the sole fountain 
of honor; six great nobles stood round the throne as its sup~ 
ports; but their position was so near the monarch that they 
detracted somewhat from his prestige and dignity. 

The guarantee of these privileges was, we may be sure, given, 
and the choice of Darius as king made, before the attack upon 
the Magus began. It would have been madness to allow ali 
interval of anarchy. When Darius reached the capital, with 
the head of the Pseudo-Smerdis in his possession, he no doubt 
proceeded at once to the palace and took his seat upon the 
vacant throne. No opposition was offered to him. The Per
sians gladly saw a scion of their old royal stock installed in 
power. The provincials were too far off to interfere. Such 
malcontents as might be present would be cowed by the mas
sacre that was going on in the streets. The friends and inti
mates ,of the fallen monarch would be only anxious to escape 
notice. The reign of the new king no doubt commenced amid 
those acclamations which are never wanting in the East when 
a sovereign first shows himself to his subjects. 

The. measures with which the new monarch inaugurated his 
reign· had for their object the re·establishment of the old wor
ship. He rebuilt the Zoroastrian temples which the Magus 
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had destroyed, and probably restored the use of the sacred 
chants and the other accustomed ceremonies.·n It may be 
suspected that his reQgious zeal proceeded often to the length 
of persecution, and that the Magian priests were not the only 
pesons who, under the orders which he issued, felt. the weight 
of the secular arm. ••• His Zoroastrian ze!ll was soon known 
through the proviIices; and the Jews forthwith resumed the 
building of their temple, ••• trUsting that their conduct would 
be consonant with his wishes. This trust was not misplaced: 
for, when the Samaritans once more interfered and tried to in
duce the new king to put a stop to the work, the only result 
was a fresh edict, confirming the old decree of Cyrus, forbid
ding interference, and assigning a further grant of money, 
cattle, corn, etc., from the royal stores, for the furtherance of 
the pious undertaking. no Its accomplishment was declared to 
be for the advantage of the king and his house, since, when 
the temple was finished, sacrifices would be offered in it to 
" the God of Heaven," and prayer would be made "for the life 
of the king and of his sons." 071 Such was the sympathy which 
still united pure Zoroastrianism with the worship. of Je~ovah. 

But the reign, which, so far, might have seemed to be 
auspiciously begun, was destined ere long to meet opposition, 
and even to encounter armed hostility, in various quarters. In 
the loosely organized empires of the early type, no a change of 
sovereign, especially if accompanied by revolutionary violence, 
is always regarded as an opportunity for rebellion. Doubt as 
to the condition of the capital paralyzes the imperial authority 
in the provinces; and bold men, taking advantage of the 
moment of weakness, start up in various places, asserting in
dependence, and seeking to obtain for themselves kingdoms out 
of the chaos which they see around them. The more remote 
provinces are especially liable to be thus affected, and often 
revolt successfully on such an occasion. It appears that the 
circUmstances under which Darius obtained the throne were 
more than usually provocative of the spirit of disaffection and 
rebellion. Not only did the governors of remote countries, 
like Egypt and Lydia, assume an attitude incompatible with 
their duty as subjects, no but everywhere, even in the very heart 
of the Empire, insurrection raised its head; and for six long 
years the new king was constantly employed in reducing one 
province after another t.o obedience. Susiana, Babylonia, Per
sia itself, Media, Assyria, Armenia.. Hyrcania, Parthia, Mar
~a, Sagartia, and Sacia, all revolted during this ~pace, aud 
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were successively chastised and recovered. It may be sUs
pected trui.t the religious element entered into some of these 
struggles, IT, and tl)at the unusual number of the revolts and, 
the obstinate character of many of them were connected with 
the downfall of Magism and the restoration of the pure Zo
roastrian faith, which Darius was bent on effecting. But this 
explanation can onJy be applied partially. on We must suppose. 
besides, a sort of contagion of rebellion-an awakening of hopes, 
far and wide, among the subject nations, as the rumor that 
serious troubles had broken out reached them. and a resolution 
to ;take advantage of the critical state of things, spreading 
rapidly from one people to another. 

A brief sketch of these various revolts must now be gi~en. 
They commenced with a rising in Susiana, where a certain 
Atrines assumed the name and state of king, and was sup
ported by-the people. ITO Almost simultaneously a. pretender ap
peared in Babylon, who gave out that he was the Ron of the 
late king, Nabonidus, and bore the world-renowned name <>f 
Nebuchadnezzar.'" Darius, regardingthis second revolt as the 
more important of the two, while he dispatched a force to pun.
ish the Susianians. proceeded in person against the Bal?ylonian 
pretender. The rivals met at the river Tigris, which the Baby
lonians held with a naval force, while their army was posted 
on the right bank, ready to dispute the passage. Darius, how
ever, crossed the river in their dispite, and, defeating the troops 
of his antagonist. pressed forward against the capital. He had 
nearly reached it, when the pretender gave him hattle for the 
second time at a small town on the banks of the Euphrates. 
Fortune again declared in favor of the Persians,· who drove 
the host of their enemy into the water and destroyed great 
numbers. The BOi-disant Nebuchadnezzar escaped with a few 
horsemen and threw himself into Babylon; but the city was 
ill prepared for a siege, and was soon taken, the pretender 
falling into the hands of his enemy, who caused hin!- to be 
executed .... 

Meanwhile, in Susiana, Atrines, the original leader of the 
rebellion, had been made prisoner by the troops sent agains~ 
him. and, being brought to Darius while he was On his march 
against Babylon, was put to death. ItO But this severity bad 
little effect. A fresh leader appeared in the person of a cer~ 
Martes. a Persian:'" who, taking example from the Babylonian 
rebel, assumed a name which connected him with the old kings 
of the country, '81 and probably claimed to be the~ descendant. 
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But the hands of Darius were now free by the terminatioll of 
the Babylonian contest. and he was able to proceed towards 
Susiana himself. This movement, apparently, was unexpected; 
for when the Susianjans heard of it they were 80 alarmed that 
they laid hands on the prewnder and slew him. ••• 

A more important rebellion followed. Three of the chief 
provDices of the empire, Media, Armenia, and Assyria. revolted 
in concert. A Median monarch was set up, who called himself 
Xathrites, and claimed descent from the great Cyaxares; and 
it would seem that the three countries immediately acknowl
edged his sway. Darius, seeing how formidable the revolt was, 
determined to act with caution. Settling himself at the nawly
conquered city of Babylon, he resolved to employ his generals 
aga.i.nst the rebels, and in this way to gauge the strength of the 
outbreak, before adventuring his own person into the fray. 
Hydarnes, one of the Seven conspirators, ••• was sent into Media 
with an army, while Dadarses, an Armenian, was dispatched 
into Armenia, and Vomises, a Persian, was ordered to march 
through Assyria into the same country. All three generals 
were met by the forces of the pretender, and several battles 
were fought, 'B. with results that seem not to have been very 
decisive. Darius claims the victory on each occasion for his 
own generals; but it is evident that his arms made little pro
gress, and that, in spite of several small defeats, the rebellion 
maintained a bold front, and was thought not unlikely to be 
successful. So strong was this feeling that two of the eastern 
provinces, Hyrcania and Parthia, deserted the Persian cause 
in the midst of the struggle, and placed themselves under the 
rule of Xathrltes ... • Either this circumstance, or the general 
position of affuu-s, induced Darius at length to take the field in 
person. Quitting Babylon. he marched into Media, and being 
met by the pretender near a town called Xo.drfis, he defeated 
him in a great battle. ••• This is no doubt the engagement 
of which Herodotus speaks, and which he rightly regards 
os decisive. lot The battle of Xo.drUs gave Ecbatana into the 
hands of Darius, and made the Median prince an outcast and a 
fugitive. He fled towards the East, probably intending to join 
his partisans in Hyrcania and Parthia, but was overtaken in 
the district of Rhages and made prisoner by the troops of 
Darius.··· The king treated his captive with extreme severity. 
Having cut off his nose, ears, and tongue, he kept him for 
some time chained to the door of his palace, in order that 
there might be no doubt of his capture. When this object had 
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been sufficiently secured, the wretched sufferer WRS allowed to 
end his miserable existence. He was crucified in his capital 
city, Ecbatana, before the 'eyes. of those who had seen his 
former glory. ••• , 

The rebellion was thus crushed in its original seat, but it had 
still to be put down in the countries whereto it had extended 
itself. Parthia and Hyrcania, which had embraced the cause of 
the pretender, were still maintaining a conflict with their former 
~overnor, Hystaspes, Darius's father."o Darius marched as 
far as Rhages to his father'S assistance, and dispatched from, 
that point a body of Persian troops to reinforce him. With 
this important aid Hystaspes once more gave the rebels battle, 
and succeeded in defeating them so entirely that they presently 
made their submission. ... 

Troubles, meanwhile, had broken out in Sagartia. A nativ~ 
chief, moved probably by the success which had for a while 
attended the Median rehel who claimed to rule as the de
scendant and representative of' Cyaxares, came forward with 
similar pretensions, and was accepted by the Sargartians as 
their monarch. This revolt, however, proved unimportant. 
Darius suppressed it with the utmost facility by means of a 
mixed army of Persians and Medes, whom he placed under 
a Median leader, Tachamaspates. The pretender was captured 
and treated almost exactly in the same way as the Mede whose 
example he had foJIowed. His nose and ears were cut off; he 
was chained for a while at the palace door; and finally he was 
crucified at Arbela ... • 

Another trifling revolt occurred about the same time in 
Margiana. The Margians rebelled and set up a certain Phra~ 
ates, a native, to be their king. But the satrap of Bactria, 
within whose province Margiana lay, quelled the revolt almost 
immediately. lot 

Hitherto, however thickly troubles had come upon him, 
Darius could have the satisfaction of feeling that he was con
tending with foreigners, and that his own nation at any rate 
was faithful and true. But now this' consolation was to be 
taken' from him. During his absence in the provinces of the 
north~ Persia itself revolted against his authority, and 
acknowledged for king an impostor, who, undeterred by the 
fate of Gomates. and relying on the obscurity which still hung 
over the end of the real Smerdis, assumed his name, and 
claimed. to be the legitimate occupant of the throne. ••• The 
,Persians at home were either deceived a second time, or were 
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willing to try a change of ruler;"· but the army of Darius, 
composed of Persians and Medes, adhered to the banner under 
which they had so often marched to victory, and enabled 
Darius, after a struggle of some duration, to re-establish his 
sway ... • The impostor suffered two defeats at the hands of 
Artabardes, one of 'Darius's generals, while a force which he 
had detached to excite rebellion in Arachosia was engaged by 
the satrap of that province and completely routed. m The so
called Smerdis was himself captured, and suffered the usual 
penalty of unsuccessful revolt, crucifixion .••• 

Before, however, these results were accomplished-while 
the fortune of war still hung in the balance.-a fresh danger 
threatened. Encouraged by the disaffection which appeared. 
to be so general, and which had at length reached the very 
citadel of the Empire, Babylon revolted for the second time. 
A man, named Aracus, an Armenian .by descent, but settled in 
Babylonia, beaded the insurrection, and, adopting the practice 
of personation so usual at the time, assumed the name and 
style of "Ncbuchadnezzar, son of Nabonidus." Less alarmed 
on this occasion than at the time of the first revolt, the king 
was content to send a Median general against the new pre
tender. This officer, who is called Intaphres, speedily chas
tised the rebels, capturing Babylon, and taking Aracus pris
oner. Crucifixion was again the punishment awarded to the 
rebel leader .••• 

A season of comparative tranquillity seems now to have set 
in; and it may have been: in this interval that Darius found 
time to chastise the remoter governors, who without formally 
declaring themselves independent, or aSsuming the title of 
king, had done acts savoring of rebellion. Orretes, the gov
ernor of Sardis, who had comported himself strangely even 
under Cambyses, having ventured to entrap and put to death 
an ally of that monarch's, Polycrates of Samos, .00 had from the 
time of the Magian revolution assumed an attitude quite above 
that of a subject. Having a quarrel with Mitrobates, the gov
ernor of a neighboring province, he murdered him and annexed 
his territory. '01 ;W-hen Darius sent a courier to him with a 
message the purport of which he disliked, be set men to waylay 
and assassinate him. ••• It was impossible to overlook such 
acts; and Dp,rius must have sent an army into Asia Minor, if 
one of his' nobles had not undertaken to remove Orretes in 
another way. Arming himself with several written orders 
bearing the king's seal, he went to Sardis, and gradually tried 
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the temper of the guard which the satrap kept round his 
person. When he found them full of respect for the royal 
authority and ready to do whatever the king commanded, he 
produced an order for the governor's execution, which they 
carried into effect immediately. 1.1 • 

The governor of Egypt, Aryandes, had shown a guilty ambi
tion in a more covert way.'·' Understanding that Darius had 
issued a gold coinage of remarkable purity, he, on his own 
authority and without consulting the king, issued a. silver 
coinage of a. similar character. I.' There is reason to believe 
that he even placed his name upon his coins ;'.' an act which 
to the Oriental mind distinctly implied a claim of independent 
sovereignty. Darius taxed him with a. design to revolt, and 
put him to death on the charge, apparently without exciting 
any disturbance."' 

Still, however, the Empire was not wholly. tranquillized. 
A revolt in Susiana., suppressed by the conspirator Gobryas. 
and another among the Sacal of the Tigris, quelled by Darius 
in person, are recorded on the rock of Bebistun, in a. supple
mentary portion of the Inscription. ... We cannot date, unless 
it be by approximation, these various troubles; but there is 
reason to believe that they were almost all contained within a. 
space not exceeding five or six years. The date of the Be
histun Inscription is fixed by internal evidence to about B.O. 
516-515-in other words, to the fifth or sixth year of the reign 
of Darius. - Its erection seems to mark the termination of 
the first period of the reign, or that of disturbance, and the 
commencement of the second period, or that of tranquillity, 
internal progress, and patronage of the fine arts by the 
monarch. 

It was natural that Darius, having with so much effort and . 
difficulty reduced the revolted provinces to obedience, should 
proceed to consider within himself how the recurrence of such 
a time of trouble might be prevented. His experience had 
shown him how weak were the ties which had hitherto been 
thought suf1i,cient to hold the Empire together, and how slight 
an obstacle they opposed to the tendency, which all great 
empires have, to disruption. But, however natural it might 
be ro desire a. remedy for the evils which aftlicted the State, 
it was not easy to devise one. Great empires had existed in 
Western.Asia. for above seven hundred years,". and had all 
suffered more or less from the same inherent weakness; but 
no one had as yet invented a cure, or even (so far as appears) . 
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conceived the idea of improving on the rude system of im
perial sway which the first conqueror had instituted. It re
mained for Darius, not only to desire, but to design-not only 
to design, but to bring into action-an entirely new form and 
type of government. He has been well called. "the true 
founder of the Persian state." 111 He found the Empire a 
crude and heterogeneous mass C'f ill-a.ssorted elements, hang
ing loosely together by the aingle tie of subjection to a 
common head; he left it a compact and regularly organized 
body, united on a single well-ordered system, permanently 
established. everywhere. 

On the nature and details of this system it will be necessary 
to speak at some length. It was the first, and probably the 
best, instance of that form of government which, taking its 
name from the Persian word for provincial ruler, lit is known 
generally as the system of .. satrapial" administration. Its 
main principles were, in the first place, the reduction of the 
whole Empire to a quasi-uniformity by the substitution of one 
mode of governing for several; secondly, the substitution of 
fixed and definite burthens on the subject in lieu of variable 
and uncertain calls; and thirdly, the establishment of a va
riety of checks and counterpoises among the officials to whom 
it was necessary that the crown should delegate its powers, 
which tendeQ greatly to the security of the monarch and the 
stability of the kingdom. A consideration of the modes in 
which these three principles were applied will bring before us 
in a convenient form the chief points of the system. 

Uniformity, or a near approach to it, was produced, not so 
much by the abolition of differences as by superadding one 
and the same governmental machinery in all parts of the . 
Empire. It is an essential feature of the satrapial system that 
it does not aim at destroying differences, or assimilating to 
one type the various races and countries over which it is ex 
tended. On the contrary, it allows, and indeed encourages, 
the several nations to retain their languages, habits, manners, 
religion, laws, and modes of local government. Only it takes 
care to place above all these things a paramount state author
ity, which is one and the same everywhere, whereon the 
unity of the kingdom is dependent. The authority instituted 
by Darius was that of his satraps. He divided 'the whole 
empire into a number of separate governments-a number 
which must have varied at different times, but which seems 
never to have fallen short of twenty. III Over each govel'll-
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ment be placed a satrap, or supreme civil governor, charged 
with the collection and transmission of the revenue, the ad
ministration of justice, the maintenance of order, and the 
general supervision of the territory. These satraps were nom
inated by the king at his pleasure from any class of his sub· 
jects, "' and held office for no definite term, bui simply until 
recalled, being liable to deprivation or death at any moment, 
without other formality than the presentation of the royal 
firman.·.. While, however, they remained in office they 
were despotic-they represented the Great King, and were 
clothed with a portion of his majesty-they had palaces 
(/S(r6IAua), ... Courts, body-guards,'" parks or "paradises," 118 

vast trains of eunuchs and attendants, well-filled seraglios. I .. 
They wielded the power of life and death. ••• They assessed 
the tribute on the several towns and villages within their 
jurisdiction at their pleasure, and appointed deputies-called 
sometimes, like themselves, satrapsu'-over cities or districts 
within their province, whose office was regarded as One of 
great dignity. They exacted from the provincials, for their 
own support and that of their Court, over and above the 
tribute. due to the crown, whatever sum they regarded them 
as capable of furnishing. Favors, and even justice, had to be 
purchased from them by gifts. ••• They were sometimes guilty 
of ~S8 outrages on the persons and honor of their subjects. ••• 
Nothing restrained their tyranny but such sense of right as 
they might happen to possess, and the fear of removal or ex
ecution if the voice of complaint reached the monarch. 

Besides this uniform civil administration, the Empire was 
pervaded throughout by one and the same military system. 
The services of the subject nations as soldiers were, as a 
general rule, declined, unless upon rare and exceptional 
cases: ••• Order was maintained by large and numerous garri
SODS of foreign troops-Persians and Medesu'-quartered on 
the inhabitants, who had little sympathy with those among 
whom they lived, and would be sure to repress sternly any 
outbreak. All places of much strength were occupied in this 
way i and speoial watch was kept upon the great capitals, 
which were likely to be centres of disa1Jection. UI Thus a 
great standing army, belonging to the conquering race, stood 
everywhere on guard throughout the Empire, offending the 
provincials no doubt by their pride, their violence, and their 
contemptuous bearing, but rendering a native revolt under 
ordinary circumstances hopeless • . 
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Some exceptions to the general uniformity had almost of 
necessity to be made in so vast and heterogeneous an empire 
as the Persian. Occasionally it was thought wise to allow th& 
continuance of a native dynasty in a province; and the satrap 
had in such a case to share with the native prince a divided 
a~thority. This was certainly the case in Cilicia, lOT and 
probably in Paphlagonia"·· and Phoonicia.'·· Tribes also, 
included within the geographical limits of a satrapy, were 
sometimes recognized as independent; and petty wars were 
carried on between these hordes and their neighbors ... • Rob
ber bands in many places infested the mountains, II. owing no 
allegiance to anyone, and defiEld alike the satrap and the 
standing army. 

The condition of Persia Proper was also purely exceptional. 
Persia paid no tribute, III and was not counted as a satrapy. 
Its inhabitants were, however, bound, when the king passed 
through their country, to bring him gifts according to their 
means. '0' This burthen may have been felt sensibly by the 
rich, but it pressed very lightly on the poor, who, if they 
could not afford an ox or a sheep, might bring a little milk or 
cheese, a few dates, or a handful of wild fruit. III .On the 
other hand, the king was bound, whenever he visited Pasar· 
gadm, to present to each Persian woman who appeared before 
him a sum equal to twenty Attic drachmas, or about sixteen 
shillings of· our money. III This custom commemorated the 
service rendered by the sex in the battle wherein Cyrus first 
repulsed the forces of Astyages. 

The substitution of definite burthens on the subject in lieu 
of variable and uncertain charges was aimed at, rather than 
effected, by the new arrangement of the revenue which is 
associated with the name of Darius. This arrangement con. 
\!listed in fixing everywhere the amount of tribute in money 
and in kind· which each satrapy was to furnish to the crown. 
A definite money payment, varying, in ordinary. satrapies, 
from 170 to 1000 Babylonian silver talents, IS. or fro~ 42,OOOl. 
to 250,OOOl. of our money, and amounting, in the exceptional 
case of the Indian satrapy, to above a millio~ sterling, In was 

, required annually by the sovereign, and had to be remitted by 
the satrap to the capital. Besides this, a payment, the nature 
.and amount of which was also fixed, had to be made in kind, 
each province being required to furnish that commodity, or 
those commodities, for which it was most celebrated. This 
latter burthen must have pressed very unequally on different; 
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portions of the Empire, if the statement of Herodotus be true 
that Babylonia and Assyria paid one-third of it. 's. The pay
ment seems to have been very considerable in amount. 
Egypt had to supply grain sufficient for the nutriment of 
120,000 Persian troops quartered in the country.... Media had 
to contribute 100,000 sheep, 4000 mules, and 3000 horses; 
Cappadocia, half the above number of each ,kind of animal; 
Armenia furnished 20,000 colts ;". Cilicia gave 360 white 
horses and a sum of 140 talents (35,0001.) in lieu of further 
tribute in kind.·11 Babylonia, besides corn, was required to 
furnish 500 boy eunuchs. ••• These charges, however, were ,all 
fixed by the crown, and may have been taken into considera
tion in assessing the money payment, the main object of the 
whole arrangement evidently being to make the taxation of 
each province proportionate to its wealth and resources. 

The assessment of the taxation upon the different portions 
of his province was left to the satrap. We do not know on 
what principles he ordinarily proceeded, or whether any uni. 
form principles at all were observed throughout the Empire. 
But we find some evidence that, in places at least, the mode 
of exaction and collection was by a land-tax.... The assess. 
ment upon individuals, and the actual collection from them. 
devolved, in all probability, on the local authorities, who dis. 
tributed the burthen imposed upon their ,town, village, or 
district as they thought proper. ••• Thus the foreign oppressol' 
did not come into direct contact with the mass of the conquered 
people, who no doubt paid the calls made upon them with less 
reluctance through the medium of their own proper magistrates. 

U the taxation of the subject had stopped here, he would 
have had no just ground of complaint against his rulers. The 
population of the Empire cannot be estimated at less than 
forty millions of souls. ••• The highest estimate of the value 
of the entire tribute, both in money and kind, will scarcely 
place it at more than ten millions sterling. ••• Thus far, tben. 
the burthen of taxation would certainly not have exceeded 
five shillings a head per annum. Perhaps it would not have 
reached half that amount. I.. But, unhappily, neither was the 
tribute the sole tax which the crown exacted from its subjects, 
nor had the crown the sole right of ,exacting taxation. Per 
sian subjects in many 'parts of the Empire paid, besides their 
tribute, a water-rate, which is expressly said to have been 
very productive.'" The rivers of the Empire were the Icing's; 
and when water was required for irrigation, a state officer 
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superintended the opening of the sluices, and regulated the 
amount of the precious fluid which might be drawn off by 
each)ribe or township. For the opening of the sluices a large 
sum was paid to the officer, which found its way into the 
coffers of the state. ••• Further, it appears that such things as 
fisheries-and if so, probably salt-works, mines, quarries, and 
forests-were regarded as crown property, and yielded large 
sums to the revenue. ••• They appear to have been farmed to 
responsible persons, who undertook to pay at a certain fixed 
rate, and made what profit they could by the traDsactiOn. 
The price of commodities thus farmed would be greatly en
hanced to the consumer. 

By these means the actual burthen of taxation upon the 
subject was rendered. to some extend uncertain and indefinite, 
and the benefits of the fixed tribute system were diminished. 
But the chief drawback upon it has still to be mentioned. 
While the claims of the crown upon its subjects were definite 
and could not be exceeded, the satrap was at liberty to make 
any exactions that he pleased beyond them. There is every 
reason to believe that he received no stipend, and that, conse
quently, the burthen of supporting him, his body-guard, and 
his Court was intended to fall on the province which had the 
benefit of his superintendence. Like a Roman proconsul, he 
was to pay himself out of the pockets of his subjects; and, 
like that class of persons, he took care to pay himself highly. 
It has bee~ calculated thr.t one satrap of Babylon drew from 
his province annually in actual coin a sum equal to 100,0001. 
of our money.··' We can scarcely doubt that the claims made 
by the provincial governors were, on the average, at least 
equal to those of the crown; and they had the disadvantage 
of being irregular, uncertain, and purely arbitrary. 

Thus, what was gained by the new system was not so much 
the relief of the subject from uncertain taxation as the advan
tage to the crown of·knowing beforehand what the revenue 
would be, and being able to regulate its expenditure accord
ingly. Still a certain amount of benefit did undoubtedly 
accrue to the provincials from the system; since it gave them 
the crown for their protector. So long as the payments made 
to the state were irregular, it was, or at least seemed to be, for 
the interest of the crown to obtain from each province as much 
as it could anyhow pay .... When the state dues were once 
fixed, as the crown gained nothing by the rapacity of its 
officers, but rather lost, since the :proviuce becaIne e~usted. 
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it was interested in chec~ greed, and seeing that the prov
inces were administered by wise and good satraps. 

The control of its great officers is always the main difficulty 
of a despotic government, when it is extended over a large 
space of territory and embraces many millions of men. The 
system devised by Darius for checking and controlling his 
satraps was probably the best that has eyer yet been brought 
into operation. His plan was to establish in every province at 
least three officers holdiIla their authority directly from the 
crown, and only responsible to it, who would therefore act as 
checks one upon another. These were the satrap, the military 
commandant, and the secretary. The satrap-was charged with 
the civil administration, and especially with the department of 
finance. The commandant was supreme over the troops .••• 
The office of the secretary is less clearly defined; but it prob
ably consisted mainly in keeping tho Court informed by de
spatches of all that went on in the province.·.. Thus, if the 
satrap were inclined to revolt, he had, in the first place, to 
persuade the commandant, who would naturally think that, if 
. he ran the risk, it might as well be for himself; and, further, 
he had to escape the lynx eyes of the secretary, whose general 
right of superintendence gave him entrance everywhere, ani 
whose prospects of advancement would probably deperid a 
good deal upon the diligence and success with which he dis
charged the office of "King's Eye" and "Ear." ••• So, if the 
commandant were ambitious of independent sway, he must 
persuade the satrap, or he would have no money to pay his 
troops; and he too must blind the secretary, or else bribe him 
into silence. As for the secretary, having neither meil nor 
money at his command, it was impossible that he should think 
of rebellion. 

But the precautions taken against revolt did not end here. 
Once a year, according to Xenophon, ••• or more probably at 
irregular intervals, an officer came suddenly down from the 
Court with ~ commission to inspect a province. Such persons 
were frequently of royal rank, brothers or sons of the king. 
They were accompanied by an armed force, and were empow
ered to correct whatever was amiss in the province, and in case 
of necessity to report to the crown the insubordination or in
competency of its officers. If this system had been properly 
maintained, it is evident that it would have acted as a most 
powerful check upon miR!;Overnment, and would have rendered 
revolt almost impossible. 
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Another mode by which it was sought to secure the fidelity 
of the satraps and commandants was by choosing them from 
among the king's blood relations,'" or else attaching them to 
the crown by marriage with one of the princesses ... • It was 
thought that the affection of sons and brothers would be a re
straint upon their ambition, and that even connections by 
marriage would feel that they had an interest in upholding the 
power and dignity of the great house with which they had been 
thought worthy of alliance. This system, w!rlch was enten
sively followed by Darius, had on the whole good results, and 
was at any rate preferable to that barbarous policy of pruden
tial fratricide which has prevailed widely in Oriental govern
ments. 

The system of checks, while it was effectual for the object at 
which it specially aimed, had one great disadvantage. It 
weakened the hands of authority in times of difficulty. When 
danger, internal or external, threatened, it was an evil that the 
powers of government should be divided, and the civil author
ity lodged in the hands of one officer, the military in those of 
another. Concentration of. power is needed for rapid and de
cisive action, for unity of purpose, and secrecy both of plan 
and of execution. These considerations led to a modification of 
the original idea of satrapial government, which will'! adopted 
partially at first-in provinces especially exposed to danger, in
ternal or external "·-but which ultimately became almost 
universal. ••• The offices of satrap, or civil administrator, and 
commandant, or commander of the troops, were vested in the 
same person, who came in this way to have that full and com
plete 'authority wh$ch is possessed by Turkish pashas and 
modern Persian khans or beys-an authority practically un
controlled. This system was advantageous for the defence of 
a province against foes; but it was dangerous to the stability 
of the Empire, since it led naturally to the occurrence of for
midable rebellions. 

Two minor points in the scheme of Darius remain to be 
noticed, before this account of his governmental system C&D. be 
regarded as complete. These are his institution of posts, and 
his coinage of money. 

In Darius's idea of government was included rapidity of 
communication. Regarding it as of the utmost importance 
that the orders of the Court should be speedily transmitted to 
the provincial governors, and that their reports and those of 
the royal secretaries should be received without needless de-
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lay, he established along the lines of route ... already existing 
between the chief cities of the Empire a number of post-houses, 
placed at regular intervals, according to the estimated capacity 
of a horse·to gallop at his best speed without stopping.··· At 
each post-house were maintained, at the cost of the state, a 
number of couriers and several relays of horses. When a de
spatch was to be forwarded it was taken to the ~st post-house 
along the route, where a courier received it, and immediately 
mounting on horseback galloped with it to the next station. 
Here it was delivered to a new courier, who, mounted on a 
fresh horse, took it the next stage on its journey; and thus it 
passed from hand to hand till it reached its destination. 
According to Xenophon, the messengers travelled by night as 
well as by day; and the conveyance was so rapid that some 
even compared it to the flight of birds. ••• Excellent inns or 
caravanserais ••• were to be found at every station; bridges or 
ferries were established upon all the streams; guard-houses 
occurred here and there, and the whole route was kept secure 
from the brigands who infested the Empire. ••• Ordinary 
travellers were glad to pursue so convenient a line of march; 
it does not appear, however, that they could obtain the use of 
post-horses even when the government was in no need of them. 

The coinage 'Of Darius consisted, it is probable, both of a gold 
and silver issue. It is not perhaps altogether certain that he 
was the first king of Persia who coined money;··· but, if the 
term "daric" is really derived from his name, •• , that .alone 
would be a strong argument in favor of his claim to priorit;r. In 
any case, it is indisputable that he was the first Persian king 
who coined on a large scale, ••• and it is further certain that his 
gold coinage was regarded in later times as of peculiar vruue 
on account of its purity. I.' His gold darics appear to have cpu
tained, . on an average, not quite 124 grains of pure metal, 
which would make their value about twenty-two shillings of 
our money. They were of the type usual at the time both in 
Lydia and in Greece-flattened lumps of metal, very thick in. 
comparison with the size of their surface, irregular, and 
rudely stamped."D The silver darics were similar in general 
character, but exceeded the gold in size. Their weight was from 
224 to 230 grains, and they would thus have been worth not 
quite three shillings of our money. It does not appear that 
any other. kinds of coins besides these were ever issued from 
the Persian mint. They must, therefore, it would seem, have 
satisfied the commercial needs of the people. 
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From this review of the governmental system of Darius we 
must now return to the actions of his later life. The history of 
an Oriental monarchy must always be composed mainly of a 
series' of biographies i for, as the monarch is all in all in such 
communities, his sayings, doings, and character, not only deter
mine, but constitute, the annals of the State. In the second 
period of his reign, that which followed on the time of trouble. 
and disturbance, Darius (as has been already observed IT') ap
pears to have pursued mainly the arts of peace. Bent on set
tling and consolidating his Empire, he set up everywhere the 
rmtrapial form of government, organized and established his 
posts, issued his coinage, watched over the administration of 
justice,11I and in various ways exhibited a love of order and. 
method, and a genius for systematic arrangement. At the 
same time he devoted considerable attention to ornamental and 
architectural works, to sculpture, and to literary composition. 
He founded the royal palace at Susa, which was the main resi
dence of the later kings.'" At Persepolis he certainly erected 
one very important building; ~nd it is on the whole most pro
bable that he designed-if he did not live to execute-the ChehZ 
Minar itself-the chief of the magnificent structures upon the 
great central platform . .,. The massive platform itself, with its 
grand and stately steps, is certainly of his erectiQn, for it is in
scribed with his name.... He gave his works all the solidity 
and strength that is derivable from the use of huge blocks of a 
good hard material. He set the example of ornamenting the 
stepped approached to a palace with elaborate bas-reliefs. ITO . He 
designed and caused to be constructed in his own lifetime"~ 
the rock-tomb at Nakhsh-i-Rustam, inwhich his remains were 
afterwards laid. The rock-sculpture at Behistun was also his 
work. In attention to the creation of permanent historical re
cords he excelled all the Persian kings, both before him and 
after him. The great Inscription of Behistun has no parallel in 
ancient times for length, finish, and delicacy of execution, a,. 
unless it be in Assyria or in Egypt. The only really historical 
inscription at Persepolis is one set up by Darius. ... He was the 
only Persian king, except perhaps one, a •• who placed an inscrip
tion upon his tomb. The later monarchs in their records do 
little more than repeat certain religious phrases and certain 
.(orms of self-glorification which occur in the least remarkable 
inscriptions of their great predecessor. He alone oversteps 
those limits, and presents us with geographical notices and 
narratives of events profoundly interesting to the historian. 
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During this period of comparative peace, which may have 
extended from about B.O. 516 to B.O. 508 or 507,"·' the general 
tranquillity was interrupted by at least one important expedi
tion. The administrational merits of Darius are so great that 
they have obscured his military glories, and have sent him 
down to posterity with the character of an unwarlike monarch 
-if not a mere" peddler, It as his subjects said,"·1 yet, at any 
rate, a mere consolidator and arranger. But the son of Hye
taspes was no carpet prince. He had not drawn the sword 
ngainst hiB domestic foes to sheath it finally and forever when 
his triumph over them was completed. On the contrary, he 
regarded it as incumbent on him to caITY on the aggressive 
policy of Cyrus and Cambyses, his great predecessors, and 
like them to extend in one direction or another the bounda
ries of the Empire. '.1 Perhaps he felt that aggression was the 
very law of the Empire's being, since if the military spirit was 
once allowed to become extinct in the conquering nation, they 
would lose the solo guarantee of their supremacy. At any rate, 
whatever his motive, we find him, after he had snatched a 
brief interval of repose, engaging in great wars both towards 
, his eastern and his western frontier-wars which in both in
stances had results of considerable importance. 

The first glj1nd expedition was towards the East. I., Cyrus, 
I1S we have seen, lB' had extended the Persian sway over the 
mountains of Atfgbanistan and the higblands from which flow 
the tributaries of the Upper Indus. Frbm these eminences 
the Persian garrisons looked down (In a territory possessing 
every quality tl:lat could attract a powerful conqueror. Fer
tile, well-watered, rich in gold, peopled by an ingenious yet 
warlike race, ••• which would add strength no less than woolth 
to its subjugators, the Punjab lay at tha foot of the Sufeid Koh 
and Suliman ranges, inviting the attack of those who could ' 
swoop down when they pleased upon the low country.' It was 
against this region that Darius directed his first great aggres
sive effort. I.. Having explored the course of the Indus from 
Attock to the sea by means of boats, ••• and obtained, we' may 
suppose, in this way some knowledge of the country and its 
inhabitants, he led or sent an expedition into the tract, which 
in a short time succeeded in completely reducing' it. The 
Punjab, and probably the whole valley of the Indus,"·1 was 
annexed. ~d remained subject till the later times of the Em
pire. The results of this conquest were the acquisition of a 
brave race, capable of making excellent soldiers, an enormous 
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increase of the revenue. a sudden and vast influx of gold into 
Persia, which led probably to the introduction of the gold 
coinage, ••• and the establishment of commercial relations with 
the natives, which issued in a regular trade carried on by 
coasting-vessels between the mouths of the Indus and the Per
sian Gulf.· .. 

The next important expedition-one probably of still 
greater magnitude-took exactly the opposite direction. The 
sea which bounded the Persian dominion to the west and the 
north-west narrowed in two places to dimensions not much 
exceeding those of of the greater Asiatic rivers. The eye 
which looked across the Thracian Bosphorus or the Hellespont 
seemed to itself to be merely contemplating the opposite bank 
of a pretty wide stream. ,Darius, consequently being master of 
Asia Minor, and separated by what seemed to him so poor a 
barrier from fertile tracts of vast and indeed indefinite extent, 
such as were nowhere else to be found on the borders of his em
pire, naturally turned his thoughts of conquest to this quar
ter. ... His immediate desire was, probably, to annex Thrace; 
but he may have already entertained wider views, and have 
looked to embracing in his dominions the lovely isles and 
coasts of Greece also, so making good the former threats of 
Cyrus.·.. The story of the voyage and escape of Democedes, 
related by Herodotus with such amplitude of detail, ••• and 
confirmed to BOme extent from other sources •••• cannot be a 
mere myth without historical foundation. Nor is it probable 
that the expedition was designed merely for the purpose of 
" indulging the exile with a short visit to his native country." 
or of collecting ." interesting ·information." ••• If by the king's 
orders a vessel was fitted out at Sidon to explore the coasts of 
Greece under the guidance of Democedes, which proceeded as 
far as Crotona in Magna Grrecia,' we may be tolerably sure 
·that a political object lay at the bottom of the enterprise. It 
would have exactly the same aim and end as the eastern voy
age of Scylax, and would be intended. like that, to pave the 
way for a conquest. Darius was therefore. it would seem, al
ready contemplating the reduction of Greece Proper, and did 
not require to have it suggested to him by any special provo
cation. Mentally, or actually. lOT surveying the map of the 
.world. so far as it was known to him. he saw that in this di
rection only there was an attractive country readily accessible. 
Elsewhere his Empire abutted on seas. sandy deserts, or at 
. best barren steppes; here, and here only.··· was there a rich 
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prize close at hand and (as it seemed) only waiting to be 
.graRped. 

But if the aggressive. force of Persia was to be turned in this 
direction, if the stream of conquest was to be set westward 
along the flanks of Rhodope and Hremus, it was· essential 
to BUccess, and even to safety, that the line of communication 
with Asia should remain intact. Now, there lay on the right 
flank of an army marching into Europe a vast and formidable 
power, known to be capable of great efforts, '" which, if al
lowed to feel itself secure from attack, might be expected at 
any time to step in, to break: the line of communication be
between the east and west, and to bring the Persians who 
should be engaged in conquering Preonia, Macedonia, and 
Greece, into imminent danger. It is greatly to the credit of 
Darius that he saw this peril-saw it and took effectual meas
ures to guard against it. The Scythian expedition was no in
sane project of a frantic despot,o," burning for revenge, or 
ambitious of an impossible conquest. It has all the appearance· 
of being a well-laid plan, conceived by a moderate and wise 
prince, for the furtherance of a great design, and the perma
nent advantage of his empire. The lord of South-Western 
Asia was well aware of the existencc beyond his nortbern 
frontier of a standing menace to his power. A century had 
not BUfficed to wipe out the recollection of that terrible time 
when Scythian hordes had carried desolation far and wide 
over the f&rest of the regions that were now under the Per
sian dominion. What had occurred once might recur. Pos
sibly, as a modern author suggests, "the remembrance of 
ancient injuries may have been revived by recent aggres
sions. " tOI It was at any rate essential to strike terror into 
the hordes of the Steppe Region in order that Western Asia 
might attain a sense of security. It was still more essential to 
do BO if the north-west was to become the scene of war, and 
the Persians were to make a vigorous effort to establish them
selves permanently in Europe. Scythia, it must be remem
bered, reached to the banks of the Danube. An invader, who 
aspired to the conquest even of Thrace, was almost forced into 
collision with her next neigbbor. 

Darius, . having determined on his course, prefaced his expe
dition by a raid, the object of which was undoubtedly to pro
cure information. He ordered Ariaramnes, satrap of Cappa
docia, to cross the Euxine with a small fleet, ••• and, descending 
luddenly upon the Scythian coast, to carry off a number of 
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prisoners. Ariaramnes executed the commission skilfully, 
and was so fortunate as to make prize of a native of high rank,' 
the brother of a Scythian chief or king. From this person and 
his companions the Persian monarCh was able to obtain all the 
information which he required. Thus enlightened, he proceeded 
to make his preparations. Collecting a fleet of 600 ships, '0' 
chiefly from the Greeks of Asia, toO and an army estimated at 
from 700,000 to 800,000 men, '0' which was made up of contin
gents from all the nations under his rule, he crossed the Boa
phorus by a bridge of. boats constructed by Mandrocles a 
Samian ito. marched throl}gh Thrace along the line of the Little 
Balkan. receiving the submission of the tribes as he wenti'" 
crossed the Great Balkan ito. conquered the Getre. who dwelt 
between that range and the Danube ito. passed the Danube by a 
bridge, which 'the Ionian Greeks had made with their vessels 
just above the apex of the Delta i'" and so invaded Scythia. 
The natives had received intelligence of his approach, and had 
resolved not to ·risk a battle. ... They retired as he advanced, 
and endeavored to bring his army into difficulties by destroying 
the forage, driving off the cattle. and filling in the wells. But 
the commissariat of tJIe PersianS was, . as usual, well ar
ranged ... • Darius remained for more than two months'" in 
Scythia without incurring any important losses. He succeeded 
in parading before the eyes of the whole nation the immense 
military power of his empire. He no doubt inflicted consider
able damage on the' hordes, whose herds he must often 
have captured,'" and whose supplies of forage he curtailed.·11 

It is dilficult to say how far he penetrated. Herodotus was 
informed that he marched east to the Tanais (Don), and thence 
north to the country of the Budini, where he burnt the staple 
of Gelonus, til which cannot well have been below the fiftieth 
parallel, and was probably not far from Voronej. It is cer~ 
tainly astonishing that he should have ventured so far inland, 
and still more surprising that, having done so, he should have 
returned with his army well-nigh intact. But we can scarcely 
suppose the story that he destroyed the stap1.e of the Greek 
trade a pure fiction. He would be glad to leave his mark in 
the country, and might make an extraordinary effort to reach 
the only town that was to be found in the whole steppe region. 
Having effected his purpose by its destruction, he would retire, 
falling back probably upon the coast, where he could obtain 
supplies from his fleet. It is beyond dispute that he returned 
with the bulk of his army. h:J.ving suffered nO lOSs hl,;.t that of a 
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few invalid troops whom he sacrificed..... Attempt.<;J had been 
made during his absence to induce the Greeks, who guarded the 
bridge over the Danube, to break it, and so hinder his re
turn j.... but they were unsuccessful. Darius recrossed the 
river after an interval of somewhat more than two months, 
victorious according to his own notions, and regarded himself 
88 entitled thenceforth to enumerate among the subject races 
of his empire " the Scyths beyond. the sea." flO On his return 
march through Thrace, he met, appparently, with no opposi
tion. Before passing the Bosphorus, he gave a commission to 
one of bis generals, a certain Megabazus, to complete the re
duction of Thrace, and assigned him for the purpose a body of 
80,000 men, wbo remained iIi Europe while Darius and the 
rest of his army crossed into Asia. ••• 

Megabazus appears to have been fully worthy of the trust 
reposed in him. In a single campaign (B.C.- 506) he overran 
and subjugated the entire tract between the Propontis and 
the Strymon, thus pushing forward the Persian dominion to 
the borders of Macedonia. Among the tribes which he con
quered were the Perinthlans, Greeks j ••• the Preti, Cicones, 
Bistones, Saprei, Dersrei and Edoni, Thraciansj'" and the 
Preopillil and Siripreones, Preonians. ••• These last, to gratify a 
whim of Darius, ••• were transported into Asia. The Thracians 
who submitted were especially those of the coast, no attempt, 
apparently, being made to penetrate the mountain fastnesses 
and bring under subjection the tribes of the interior .••• 

The first contact between Persia and Macedonia possesses 
peculiar interest from the circumstances of the later history. 
An ancestor of Alexander the Great sat upon the throne of· 
Macedon when the general of Darius was brought in his career 
of conquest to the outskirts of the Macedonian power. The 
kingdom was at this time comparatively small, not extending 
much beyond Mount BerInius on tbe one hand, and not 
reaching very far to the east of the Axius on the other. 
Megabazus saw in it, we may be sure, not the fated deRtroyer 
of the Empire which he was extending, but a petty state 
which the mere sound of the Persian name would awe into 
subjection. He therefore, instead of invading the country, 
contented himself with sending an embassy, with a demand 
for earth and water, the symbols, according to Persian cus
tom, of submission.· .. Amyntas, the Macedonian king, con
sented to the demand at once j and though, owing to insolent 
conduct on the part of the ambassadors, they were massacred 
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with their whDle retinue, m yet this circumstance did nDt pre
vent the cDmpletiDn Df MacedDnian vassalage. When a secDnd 
embassy was sent to' inquire intO' the fate Df the first, Alex
ander, the SDn Df Amyntas, who had arranged the massacre, 
cDntrived to' have the matter hushed up by bribing Dne Df the 
envDys with a large sum Df mDney and the hand Df his sister, 
Gygrea ... • MacedDnia toDk up the pDsitiDn Df a subject king
dDm, and Dwned fDr her true IDrd the great mDnarch Df West-
ern Asia. . 

Megabazus, having accDmplished the task assigned him, 
proceeded to' Sardis, ••• where ,Darius had remained almDst, if 
nDt quite, a full year His place was taken by Otanes, the SDn 
Df Sisamnes, ••• a different persDn frDm the conspirator, whO' 
rDunded Dff the Persian cDnquests in these parts by reducing, 
prDbably in B.C. 505, the cities Df Byzantium, ChalcedDn, An
tandrus, and LampDnium, with th~ twO' adjacent islands Df 
LemnDs and Imbrus. The inhabitants Df all were, it appears, 
taxable. either with having failed to give cDntingents tDwards 
the Scythian expeditiDn, Dr with having mDlested it Dn its re
turn"'-crimes these, which Otanes thDUght it right to punish 
by tl;l.eir general enslavement. 

Darius, meanwhile, had proceeded to the seat Df gDvern
ment, which appears at this time to' have been Susa .... He 
had perhaps already built there the great palace, whose re
mains have been recently disinterred by English enterprise; 
Dr he may have wished to superintend the work of CDnstruC
tiDn. Susa, which was certainly frDm hencefDrtk the main 
Persian capital, pDssessed advantages Dver almDst any Dther 
site. Its climate was sDfter than that Df Ecbatana and Perse
pDlis, less sultry than that Df BabylDn. Its position was CDn
venient for cDmmunicating bDth with the East and with the 
West. Its peDple were plastic, us and prDbably mDre yielding 
and submissive than the Medes or the Persians. The king, 
fatigued with his warlike exertiDns, was glad fDr a while to' 
rest and recruit himself at Susa, in the tranquil life Df the 
CDurt. FDr SDme years he appears to' have cDnceived no new 
aggressive prDject; and, he might perhaps have fDrgDtten his 
designs upDn Greece altogether, had nDt his memDry been 
stirred by a signal and extraordinary prDvDcatiDn. 
, The immediate circumstances which Jed to the IDnian Re
VDlt belDng to Greek rather than to Persian histDry, and have 
been so fully treated Df by the historians Df the Hellenic 
race'" that a knowledge Df them may be assumed as already, 
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possessed by the reader. What is' chiefly remarkable about 
them is, that they are so purely private and personal. A 
chance quarrel between Aristagoras of 'Miletus and the Per
sian Megabates, pecuniary diJIiculties pressing on the former, 
and the natural desire of Histireus, father-in-law of Arista
goras, to revisit his native place, were undoubtedly the direct 
and immediate causes of what became a great national' out
break. That there must have been other and wider predis
posing causes can scarcely be doubted. Among them two 
may be suggested. The presence of Darius in Asia. Minor, and 
his friendliness towards the tyrants who bore sway in most of 
the Greek cities,'11 were calcqiated to elate those persons in 
their own esteem, and to encourage in them habits and acts 
injurious or offensive to their subjects. Their tyranny under 
these circumstances would become more oppressive and gall
ing. At the same time the popular mind could not fail to as
sociate together the native despot and the foreign lord, who 
(it was clear to all) supported and befriended each other .... 
If the Greeks of Asia, like so· many of their brethren in 
Europe, had grown weary of their tyrants and were desirous 
of rising against them, they would be compelled to contem. 
plate the chances of a successful resistance to the Persians. 
And here there were circumstances in the recent history 
calculated to inspirit them and give them hopes. Six hundred 
Greek ships, manned probably by 120,000 men, had heen lately 
brought together, and had formed a united fleet.... The fate 
of the Persian land-army had depended on their fidelity. ••• It 
is not surprising that a senSe of strength should have been 
developed, and something like a national spirit should have 
grown up in such a condition of things. 

If this were the state.of feeling among the Greeks, the merit 
of Aristagoras would be, that he perceived it, and, regardless 
of all class prejudices,'" determined to take advantage of the 
chance which it gave him of rising superior to his embarrllSs
menta. Throwing himself on the popular feeling, the strength 
of which he had estimated aright, he by the same act gave 
freedom to the cities, and plunged his nation into a rebellion 
against Persia. It was easy for reason to show, when the 
matter was calmly debated, that the probabilities of success 
against the might of Darius were small ... • But the arrest of 
the tyrants by Aristagoras, and his deliverance of them into 
the hands of their subjects, •• , was an appeal to passion against 
which reason was powerless. No Gtate could resist the temp' 
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tation of getting rid of the tyranny under which it groaned. 
But the expulsion of the vassal committed those who took 
part in it to resist in !U"IIl8 the sovereign. lord. 

In the original revolt appear to have been included only the 
cities of Ionia and lEolis ... • Aristagoras felt that some fur
ther strength was needed, and determined to seek it in Euro
pean.Greece. Repulsed from Sparta, which was disinclined to 
so distant an expedition,'" he applied for aid to cities on which 
he had a special claim.. Miletus counted Athens as her mother 
state; ••• and Eretria was indebted to her for assistance in her 
great war with Chalcis.·.. Applying in these quarters Arista
goras succeeded better, but still obtained no very important 
help. Athens voted him twenty ships, ••• Eretria five;'" and 
with the promise of these succors he hastened back to Asia. 

The European contingent soon afterwards arrived; and 
Aristagoras, anxious to gain some signal success which should 
attract men to his cause, determined on a most daring enter
prise. This was no less than an attack on Sardis, the chief 
seat of the Persian power in these parts, and by far the most 
important city of Asia Minor. Sailing to Ephesus, he marched 
up the valley of the Cayster, crossed Mount Tmolus, and took 
the Lydian capital at the first onset. Artaphernes, th~ satrap, 
was only able to save the citadel; the invaders began to 
plunder the town, and in the confusion it caught fire and was 
burnt. Aristagoras and his troops hastily retreated, but were 
overtaken before they could reach Ephesus by the Persians 
quartered in the province, who fell upon them and gave them 
a severe defeat. The eXpedition then broke up; the Asiatic 
Greeks dispersed among their cities; the Athenians and Ere
trians took ship and sailed home .... 

Results followed that could scarcely have been anticipated. 
The failure of the expedition was swallowed up in the glory of 
its one achievement. It had taken Sardis-it had burnt one 
of the chief cities of the Great King. The news spread like 
wildfire on every side, and was proclaimed aloud in places 
where the defeat of Ephesus was never even whispered. 
Everywhere revolt hurst out. The Greeks of the Hellespont 
-not only those of Asia but likewise those of Europe .. ·-the 
Carians and Caunians of the south-western coast "'-even the 
distant CypriansUl broke into rebellion; the Scythians took 
heart and made a plundering raid through the Great King's 
'l'hracig,n territories;'" vassal monarchs, like Miltiades, as-
8lJD.ed independence, and helped themselves to some of tho 
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fragments of the Empire that Seemed faIling to pieces. ,.. If a 
J;re8.t man, a Miltiades or a Leondias, bad been at the head of 
the movement, and if it had been decently supported from the 
European Bide,'" a successful issue might probably have been 
secured. 

But Aristagoras was unequal to the occasion; and the strug
gle for independence, which had promised so fair, was soon 
put do~ Despite a naval victory gained by the Greeks 
over the Phoonician fleet off Cyprus,'" that island was re
covered by the Persians within a year. ,.. Despite a courage 
and a perseverance worthy of a better fate, toT the Carians were 
soon afterwards forced to succumb. The reduction of the 
Hellespontine Greeks and of the 1EoIians followed ... • The 
toils now closed around Ionia, and her cities began to be at
tacked one by one;'" whereupon the incapable Aristagoras, 
deserting the falling cause, betook himself to Europe, where a 
just Nemesis pursued him: he died by a Thracian sword.'·· 
After this the climax soon arrived. Persia concentrated her 
strength upon Miletus, til the cradle of the revolt, and the 
acknowledged chief of the cities; and though her sister states 
came gallantly to her aid, and a fleet was collected which 
made it for a while doubtful which way victory might in
cline, ... yet all was of no avail. Laziness and insubordination 
began'" and treachery completed the work'·' which all the 
force of Persia might have failed to accomplish; the com
bined Ionian fleet was totally defeated in the battle of Lade i'" 
ana soon after Miletus herself fell. ••• The bulk of her inh:1bi
tants were transported into inner Asia and settled upon the 
Persian Gulf .... The whole Ionian coast was ravaged, and. 
the cities punished by the loss of their most beautiful maidens 
and youths. ... The islands off the coast were swept of their 
iuhabitants. ,.. The cities on the Hellespont and Sea of Mar
mora were burnt. n. Miltiades barely escaped from the Cher
sonese with the loss of his son and his kingdom. ttl The flames 
of rebellion were everywhere ruthlessly trampled out i and the 
power of the Great King was once more firmly established 
over the coasts and islands of the Propontis and the Egean Sea. 

It remained, however. to take vengeance upon the foreigners 
who bad dared to lend their aid to the king's revolted sub
jects, and had borne a part in the burning of Sardis. The 
pride of the Persians felt such interference as an insult of the 
grossest kind: and the tale may well be true that Darius, from 
the time that he first h~ar<t th...,e news, employed an officer to 
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bid him daily" remember Athens.·.. The schemes which he 
had formerly entertained with respect to the reduction of 
'GJ;'eece recurred with fresh force to his mind; and the task of 
crushing the revolt was no sooner ·completed than he pro
ceeded to attempt their execution. Selecting Mardonius, son 
of Gobryas the conspirator, and one of his own sons-in-law, 
for general, tTl he gave him the command of a powerful expedi.· 
tion, which waa to advance by way of Thrace, MacedQnia, and 
Thessaly, against Eretria and Athens. At the same time, 
with a wisdom which we should scarcely have expected in an 
Oriental, he commissioned him, ere he quitted Asia, to depose 
the tyrants who bore rule in the Greek cities, n. and to allow 
the establishment of democracies in their stead. Such a 
Jneasure was excellently calculated to preserve the fidelity of 
the Hellenic population and to prevent any renewal of dis
turbance. It gave ample employment to unquiet spirits by 
opening to them a career in their own states-and it removed 
the grievance which, more than anything else, had produced 
the recent rebellion. ." 

Mardonius having effected this change proceeded into Eu
rope. He had.a large land force and a powerful navy, and at 
first was successful both by land and sea.. The fleet took 
Thasos, an island valuable for its mines;478 and the army 
forced the Macedonians to exchange their position of semi-in· 
dependence for that of full Persian subjects, liable to both trio 
bute and military service. But this fair dawn was soon over
cast. As the fleet was rounding Athos a terrible tempest arose 
which destroyed 300 triremes and more than 20,000 men, some 
of whom were devoured by sea·monsters, while the remainder 
perished by drowning. On shore, a night attack of the Brygi, 
a Thracian tribe dwelling in the tract between the Strymon and 
the Axius, brought disaster upon the land force, numbers of. 
which were slain, while Mardonius himself received a wound. 
Tbis disgrace, indeed, was retrieved by subsequent operations, 
which forced the Brygi to make their submission; but the ·ex· 
pedition found itself in no condition to advance further, and 
Mardonius retreated into Asia. m 

Darius, however, did not allow failure to turn him from his 
purpose. The attack of Mardonius was followed within two 
years by the well·known expedition under Datis (B.C. 490), 
which. avoiding the dangers of Athos, sailed direct to its ob
ject, crossing the Egean by the line of the Cyclades, and fall
ing upon Eretria and Attica. tT8 Eretria's punishment no warned 
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the Athenians to resist to the uttermost; and the skill of Miltia.
Jes, backed by the valor of his countrymen, gave to Athens 
the great victory of MARATHON. ••• Datis fell back upon Asia, •• 1 

having suffered worse disasters than his predecessor, and bore 
to the king the melancholy tidings that his vast force of from 
100,000 to 200,000 men had been met and worsted by 20,000 
Athenians and Platrean.s. 

Still Darius was not shaken in his resolution. He only 
issued fresh orders for the collection of men, ships, and materials.··· For three years Asia resounded with the din of pre
paration; and it is probable that in the fourth year a fresh ex
pedition would have been led into Greece, had not an impor
~t occurrence prevented it. Egypt, always discontented with 
its subject position under a race which despised its religion, 
and perhaps occasionally persecuted it, broke out into open re
volt {B.O. 487).··· Darius, it seems, determined to divide his 
forces, and proceed simultaneously against both enemies ;'" he 
even contemplated leading one of the two expeditions in per
BOD;'" but before his 0 preparations were completed his vital 
powers failed. He died in the year following the Egyptian re-

o volt (B.O. 486), in the sixty.third year of his age,:·' and the 
thirty-sixth of his reign, leaving his crown to his eldest son by 
Atossa, Xerxes. -

'the character of Darius will have revealed itself with toler
able clearness in the sketch which has been here given of the 
chief events of his reign. But a brief summary of some of its 
main points may not be superfluous. Darius Hystaspis was, 
next to Cyrus, the greatest of the Persian kings; and he was 
even superior to Cyrus in some particulars. His military 
talent has been underrated. m Though not equal to the founder 
of the Empire in this respect, he deserves the credit of energy; 
vigor, foresight. and judicious management in his military ex
peditions, of promptness in resolving and ability in executing, 
of discrimination in the selection of generals, ••• and of a power 
of combination not often found in Oriental commanders. ••• He 
was personally brave. and quite willing to expose himself, even 
in his old age, to. to dangers and hardships. But he did not 
unnecessarily thrust himself into peril He was content to em
ploy generals, where the task to be accomplished did not seem 
to be beyond their powers; and he appears to have been quite 
free from an unworthy jealousy of their successes. m He was a 
man of kindly and warm feeling-strongly attached to his 
friends ;'.' he Was clement and even generous towards OOl 
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quered foes. ... When he thought the occasion required it, he 
could be severe ;'.' but his inclination was towards mildness and 
indulgence. He excelled all the other Persian kings in the arts 
of peace. To him, and him alone, the Empire owed its organi
zation. He was a skilful administrator, a good financier, and 
a wise and far-seeing ruler. Of all the Persian princes he is 
the only one who can be called "many-sided." He was organ
izer, general, statesman, administrator, builder, patron of arts 
and literature, all in one. Without him Persia would probably 
have sunk as rapidly as she rose, and would be known to us . 
only as one of the many meteor powers which have shot athwart 
the horizon of the East. 

Xerxes, the eldest son of Darius by Atossa, succeeded his 
father by virtue of a formal act of choice. It was a Persian 
custom that the king, before he went out of his dominions on 
an expedition, should nominate a successor.... Darius must have 
done this before his campaign in Thrace and Scythia; and if 
Xerxes was then, as is probable, a mere boy, it is impossible 
that he should have received the appointment.··· Artobazanes, 
the eldest of all Darius's sons, whose mother, a daughter of 
Gobryas, was tnarried to Darius before he became king, tot was 
most likely then nominated, and was thenceforth regarded as 
the heir-apparent. When, however, towards the close of his 
reign Darius again proposed to head a foreign expedition, an 
opportunity occurred of disturbing this arrangement, of which 
Atossa, Darius's favorite wife, whose influence over her hus
band was unbounded, c •• determined to take advantage. Accord
ing to the law, a fresh signification of the sovereign's will was 
now requisite; and Atossa persuaded Darius to make it in 
favor of Xerxes. The pleas put forward were, first, that he 
was the eldest son of the king, ••• and secondly, that he was de
scended from Cyrus. The latter argument could not fail tOo 
have weight. Backed by the influence of Atossa, it prevailed 
over all other considerations; and Hence Xerxes obtained thAI 
throne. 

If we may trust the informants of Herodotus, it was the 
wish of Xerxes on his accession to discontinue the preparations 
against Greece, aDd confine his efforts to the re-conquest of 
Egypt. I.. Though not devoid of ambition, he may well have 
been distrustful of his own powers; and, having been nurtured 
in luxury, he may have shrunk from the perils of a campaign 
in unknown regions. But he Was surrounded by advisers who 
had interests opposed to hi~ inchnations, and who worked on 
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his facile temper till they prevailed on him to take that course 
which seemed best calculated to promote their designs. Mar
donius was anxious to retrieve his former failUFe, IO, and ex
pected, if Greece were conquered, that the rich prize would be· 
come his own satrapy. ... The refugee princes of the family of 
Pisistratus hoped to be reinstated under Persian influence as 
dependent despots of Athens. "" . Demaratus of Sparta probably 
cherished a similar expectation with regard to that capital .••• 
The Persian noble.a generally, who profited by the spoils of war, 
and who were stin fun of the military spirit, looked forward 
with pleasure to an expedition from which they anticipated 
victory, plunder, and thousands of valuable captives. ••• The 
youthful king was soon persuaded that the example of his pre
decessors required him to undertake some fresh conquest, IO. 
while the honor of Persia absolutely demanded th8.t the wrongs 
inflicted upon her by Athens should be avenged. .. ' Before, 
however, turning his arms against Greece, two revolts required 
his attention. In the' year B.O. 485-the second of his reign
he marched into Egypt, which he rapidly reduced to obedience 
and punished by increasing its burthens ... • Soon afterwards 
he seems to have provoked a rebellion of the Babylonians by 
acts which they regarded as impious, and avenged by killing 
their satrap, Zopyrus, and proclaiming their independence .••• 
Megabyzus, the son of Zopyrus, recovered the city, which was 
punished by the plunder and ruin of its famous temple and the 
desolation of many of its shrines .... 

Xerxes was now free to bend all his efforts against Greece, • 
and, appreciating apparently.to the full the magnitude and 
difficulty of the task, resolved that nothing should be left un
done which could possibly be done in order to render success 
certain. The experience of former years had taught some im
portant lessons. The failure of Datis had proved that such an 
expedition as could be conveyed by sea across the Egean would 
be iDsufficient to secure the object sought, and that the only 
safe road for a conqueror whose land force constituted his real 
strength was along the shores of the European continent. But 
if a large army took this long and circuitous route, it must he 
supported by a powerful fleet i and this involved a new danger. 
The losses of Mardonius off Athos had shown the perils of 
Egean navigation. and taught the lesson that the naval force 
must be at first far more than proportionate to the needs of 
the army. in order that it might still be sufficient notwith
standing some considerable ~rs. At tbf;l same tiple theT 
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had indicated one special place of danger, which might be 
avoided, if proper measures were taken. Xerxes, in the four 
years which followed on the reduction of Egypt, continued in
cessari.tly to make the most gigantic preparations for his in
tended attack upon Greece, I .. and among them included all the 
precautions which a wise foresight could devise in order to 
ward off every conceivable peril. A general order was issued 
to all the satraps throughout 'the Empire, calling on them to 
levy the utmost force of their province for the new war ;"" 
while, as the equipment of Oriental troops depends greatly on 
the purchase and distribution of arms by their commander, a 
rich reward was promised to the satrap whose contingent 
should appear at the appointed place and time in the most 
gallant array.o" Orders for ships and transports of different 
kinds were given to the maritime states,OI' with such effect that 
above 1200 triremes 110 and 3000 vessels of an inferior descrip
tion 01. were collected together. Magazines of corn were formed 
at various points along the intended line of route. tIT Above 
all, it was determined to bridge the Hellespont by a firm and 
compact structure, which it was thought would secure the 
communication of the army from interruption by the elements; 
and at the same time it was resolved to cut through the isthmus 
which joined Mount Athos to the 90ntinent, in order to pre
serve the fleet from disaster at that most perilous part of the 
proposed voyage. These remarkable works, which made a 
deep impression on the minds of the Greeks, have been as-

• cribed to a mere spirit of ostentation on the part of Xerxes; the 
vain-glorious monarch wished, it is supposed, to parade his 

,power, and made a useless bridge and an absurd cutting merely 
for the purpose of exhibiting to the world the grandeur of his 
ideas and the extent of his resources. ". But there is no neces
sity for travelling beyond the line of ordinary human motive 
in order to discover a reason for the works in question. The 
bridge across the Hellespont was a mere repetition.of the con
struction by which Darius had passed into Europe when he 
made his Scythian expedition, II. and probably seemed to a Per
sian not a speciafly dignified or very wonderful way of cross
ing so narrow a strait, bllt merely the natural mode of pas
sage.OI. The only respect in which the bridge of Xerxes differed 
from constructions with which the Persians were thoroughly 
familiar, was in its superior solidity and strength. The shore
cables were of unusual size and weight, and apparently of un· 
usual materials;'" the fOTlllation of ~ double line-of tW() 
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bridges, in fact, instead of one-was almost without a paral
lel;'" and the completion of the work by laying on the ordi
nary plank·bridge a solid causeway composed of earth and 
brushwood, with a high bulwark on either side, .," was prob
ably, if not unprecedented, at any rate very uncommon. Boat
bridges were usually, as they are even now in the East, some-
what rickety constructions, which anima1s- unaccustomed to 
them could with difficulty be induced to cross. The bridge of 
Xerxes was & high-road-u8uS'jla, as 1Eschylus calls it ··'-along 
which men, h:>rses, and vehicles might pass with as much com
fort and facility as they could move on shore. 

The utility of such & work is evident. Without it Xerxes 
must have been reduced to the necessity 'of embarking in 
ships, conveying across the strait, and disembarking, ••• not 
only his entire host, but all its stores, tents, baggage, horses, 
camels, and sumpter-beasts. If the numbers of his army ap
proached even the lowest estimate that has been formed of 
thE-Tn, it is not too much to say that many weeks must have 
been spent in this operation. ••• As it was, the whole expedi
tion marched across in seven days. ... In the case of ship con
vE:>yance, continual accidents. would have happened: the trans
port would from time to time have been interrupted by bad 
wootherj and great catastrophes might have occurred. By 
me:ms of the bridge the passage was probably effected without 
any los9 of either man or beast.' Moreover, the bridge once 
established, there was & safe line of communication thenceforth 
ootween the army in Europe and the headquarters of the Per
sian power in Asia, along which might pass couriers, supplies, 
and reinforcements, if they should be needed. Further, the 
grandeur. massiveness, an(l apparent stability of the work was 
calculated to impose upon the minds of men, and to diminish 
their power of resistance by impressing them strongly with & 
sense of the irresistible greatness and strength of the invader .••• 
- The canal of Athos was also quite & legitimate and judicious 
undert'lking. [pL LXL] No portion of the Greek coast is so 
dangerous as that about Athos. Greek boatmen even at the 
present day refuse to attempt the circumnavigationj··· and 
probably any government less apathetic than that of the Turks 
would at once re-open the old cutting. The work was one of 
very little difficulty, the breadth of the isthmus being less than a 
mile and & half, the material sand and marl, and the greatest 
height of the natural ground &bo'9,,- the level of the sea about 
D.fty feet. ••• The construction of a canal in such a locality Wt\$ 
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certainly better than the formation of a ship-groove or Diolcus 
-the substitute for it proposed by Herodotus,·" [pL LXL]not 
to mention that it is doubtful whether at the time that this cut
ting was made ship-grooves were known even to the Greeks. on 

Xerxes, having brought his preparations into a state of for
wardness, having completed his canal and his bridge-after 
one failure with the latter, for which the constructors and the 
Bea were punished III-proceeded, in the yearB.o. 481, along the 
"Royal Road" from Susa to Sardis, and wintered at the Lydian 
capital. ... His army is said to have accompanied him;'" but 
more probably it joined him in the spring, flocking in, con
tingent after contingent, from the various pro'rinces of his 
vast Empire. Forty-nine natiorul, according to Herodotus, •• 1 

served under his standard; and their contingents made up a 
grand total of eighteen hundred thousand men."·f Of these, 
eighty thousand were cavalry, while twenty thousand rode in 
chariots or on camels; the remainder served on foot. There 
are no sufficient means of t~sting these numbers. Figures in 
the mouth of an Oriental are vague and almost unmeaning; 
armies are never really counted: there is no such thing as a 
fixed and definite "strength" of a division or a battalion. 
Herodotus tells us that a rough attempt at numbering the in
fantry of the host was made on this occasion; but it was of so 
rude and primitive a description that little dependence can' be 
placed on the results obtained by it. Ten thousand men were 
counted, and were made to stand close together; a line was then 
drawn round them, and a wall built on the line to the height 
of a man's waist; within the enclosure thus made all the troops 
in turn entered, and each time that the enclosure appeared to 
be full, ten thousand were supposed to be within it."·B Esti
mated in this way, the infantry was regarded as amounting to 
1,700,000. It is clear that such mode of counting was of the 

: roughest kind, and might lead to gross exaggeration. Each 
commander woUld wish his troops to be thought more nume~ 
ous than they really were, and woUld eause the enclosure to 
appear fUll when several thousands more might still have found 
room withIn it. Nevertheless there woUld be limits beyond 
which exaggeration coUld not go; and if Xerxes was made to 
believe that the land force which he took with him into Europe 
amounted to nearly two millions of men, it is scarcely doubt
ful but that it must have exceeded one million. 

The motloy composition of such a host has been described in 
a former (;hapter. I.. Each nation was armed and equipped 
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after its own fashion, and served in a body, often under a dis
tinct commander ... • The army marched through Asia in a 
single column, which was not, however, continuous, but was 
broken into three portions. The first portion consisted of the 
baggage animals and about half of the contingents of the 
nations i the second was composed wholly of native Persians, 
who preceded and followed the emblems of religion and the 
kingi the third was made up of the remaining national con
tingents. ... The king himself rode alternately in a chariot and 
in a litter. He was preceded immediately by ten sacred horses; 
and a sacred chariot drawn by eight milk-white steeds. Ro:und 
him and about him were the choicest troops of the whole army, 
twelve thousand horse and the same number of foot, all Per
sians, and those too not taken at random, ~ut selected carefully 
from the whole mass of the native soldiery. Among them 
seem to have been the famous" Immortals "-a picked body of 
10,000 footmen, always maintained at exactly the same num
ber, and thence deriving their appellation. "" 

The line of march from Sardis to Abydos was only partially 
along the shore. The army probably descended the valley of 
the Hernms nearly to its mouth, and then struck northward 
into the Caicus vale, crossing which it held on its way, with 
Mount Kara-dagh (Cane) on the left,·" across the Atarnean 
plain, and along the coast to Adramyttium (Adramyti) and 
Anta.n:dros, whence it again struck inland, and, crossing the 
ridgo of Ida, descended into the valley of the Scamander. 
Some losses were incurred from the effects of a violent thunder
storm amid the motmtains;'" but they cannot have been of a 
any great consequence. On reaching the Scamander the army 
found its first difficulty with respect to water. That stream 
was probably low .. and the vast host of men and animals 
were unable to obtain from it a supply sufficient for their 
wants. This phenomenon, we are told, frequently recurred 
afterwards i"" it surprises the English reader, but is not really 
astonishing, "" since, in hot countries, even considerable 
streams are often reduced to mere threads of water during the 
summer. 

Rounding the hills which skirt the Scamander valley upon 
the east, the army marched past Rhreteum, Ophrynium, and 
Dardanus to Abydos. In Here XE!-xes, seated upon a marble 
throne, which the people of Abydos had erected for him on the 
summit of a hill,'" was able to see at one glance his whole 
IIormament, and to feast his eyes with the sight. It is not lik~ll 
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that any misgivings occurred to him at such a moment. , .. Be
fore him lay his' vast host, covering with its dense masses the 
entire low ground between the hills and the sea; beyond was 
the strait, and to his left the open sea, white with the sails of 
four thousand ships; the green fields of the Chersonese smiled 
invitingly a little further on; while, between him and the 
opposite shore, the long lines of his bridges lay darkling upon 
the sea, like a, yoke placed upon the neck of a captive .... 
Having seen all, the king gave his special attention to the fleet, 
which he now perhaps beheld in all its magnitude for the first 
time. Desirous of knowing which of his subjects were the 
best sailors, he gave orders for a sailing-match, which were at 
once carried out. The palm was borne off by the Phrenicians 
of Sidon, '" who must have beaten not only their own country
men of Tyre, but the Greeks of Asia and the islands. 

On the next day the passage took place. It Was accompanie.d 
by religious ceremonies. Waiting for the sacred hour of sun
rise, the leader of the host, as the first rays appeared, poured a 
libation from a golden goblet into the sea, and prayed to Mithra 
that he might effect the conquest of Europe. As he prayed he 
cast into the sea the golden goblet, and with it a golden bowl 
and a short Persian sword. Meanwhile the multitude strewed 
all the bridge with myrtle boughs, and perfumed it with 
clouds of incense. "' The" Immortals" crossed first, wearing 
garlands on their heads. The king. w~th the sacred charlot and 
horses passed over on the second day .• ,. For seven days and 
seven nights the human stream flowed on without intermissiou 
across one bridge, while the attendants and the baggage-train 
made use of the other. The lash was employed to quicken the 
movements of laggards.'" At last the whole army was in 
Europe, and the march resUl;ned its regularity. 

It is unne~essary to follow in detail the advance of the host 
along the coast of Thrace, across Chalcidice, and round the 
'.rhermaic Gulf into Pieria. If we except the counting of the 
fleet·and. army at Doriscus no circumstanc!:'s of much interest 
diversified this portion of the march, which lay entirely 
through territories that had previously submitted to the Great 
King. The army spread itself over a wide tract of country, 
marching generally in three divisions,'" which proceeded by 
three parallellines-one alollg the coast, another at some con
sidera1>le distance inland, and a third, with which was Xerxes 
himself, midway between them. At every place where Xerxes 
stoppeq along his line of route the natives had, besides furnish-. , 
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ing corn for his army, to entertain him and his suite. at a great 
banquet, the cost of which was felt as a heavy burthen. , .. 
Contributions of troops or ships were also required from all the 
cities and tribes;'·' and thus both fleet and army continually 
swelled as they advanced onward. In crossing the track be
tween the Strymon and the Axius some damage was suffered 
by the baggag&train from lions, .. • which came down from the 
mountains during the night and devoured many of the camels; 
but otherwise the march was effected without loss, and the 
fleet and army reached the borders of Thessaly intact, and in 
good condition. Here it was found that there was work for., 
the pioneers,· .. aild a reconnaissance of the enemy's country 
before entering it was probably also thought desirable. ••• The 
army accordingly halted some days in Pieria,'" while prepara.
tions were being made for crossing the Olympic range into the 
ThessaIian low land. 

During the halt intelligence arrived which· seemed to promise 
the invader an easy conquest. Xerxes, while he was staying 
at Sardis, had sent heralds to all the Grecian states, .oo except
mg Athens and Sparta, with ademand for ea.rth and water, the 
recognized symbols of submission. His envoys now returned, 
and brought him favorable replies from at least one-third of 
the continental Greeks-from the Perrhrebians, Thessalians, 
Dolopians, Magnetians,. Achmans of Phthiotia, Enianians, 
Malians, Locrians, and from most of the Boootians. ••• Unless 
it WE're the insignificant Phocls, no hostile country seemed to 
intervene between the place where his army lay and the grooo.t 
object of the expedition, Attica. Xerxes, therefore, havi~ 
first viewed the pass of Tempe, and seen with his own eyes ~t 
no enemy lay encamped beyond,· .. passed over the Olympic 
range by a road cnt through the woods by his army, and pro
C8E'ded southwards across Thessaly and Achrea Phthiotis into 
Malis, ... the fertile plain at the mouth of the Spercheius river. 
Here, having heard that a Greek force was in the neighbor
hood, he pitched his ca'DP not far from the small town of 
Trachis. 

Thus far had the Greeks allowed. the invader to penetrate 
their country without offering him any resistance. Originally 
there had been an intention of defending Thessaly, and an 
army under Evrenetus, a SpartaD polemarch, and Themisto
des, the great Athenian, had proceeded to Tempe, in order to 
C«Hlperate with the Thessalians in guarding the pass. ••• But 
Ule <llscovery that the Olympic range could be crossed ~ the 
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place where the army of Xerxes afterwards passed it had 
shown that the position was untenable; and it had been then 
resolved that the stand should be made at the next defensible 
position,107 Thermopylre. [pI. LXII.] Here, accordingly, a 
force was found-small, indeed, if it be compared with the 
number of the assailants, but sufficient to defend suc~ a posi
tion as that where it was posted against the world in arms. 
Three hundred .spartans, with their usual retinue of helots, '6' 
700 Lacedremonians, ••• other Peloponnesians to the number of 
2800, ••• 1000 Phocians,071 the same number of Locrians,'" 700 
Thespians, and 400 Thebans, ... formed an army of 9000 men
quite as numerous a force as could be employed with any effect 
in the defile they were sent to guard. The defile was a long 
and narrow pass shut in between a high mountain, Callidromus, 
and the sea, and crossed at one point by a line of wall in which 
was a single gateway .... Unless the command of the sea were 
gained, or another mode of crossing the mountains discovered, 
the pass could scarclilly be forced. 

Xerxes, however, confident in his numbers-after waiting 
four days at· Trachis, probably in the hope that his fleet 
would join him ·'·-proceeded on the fifth day to the assault. 
First the Medes and Cissians, then the famous "Immortals" 
were sent into the jaws of the pass against the immovable 
foe;'" but neither detachment could make any impression. 
The long spears, m large shields, .,. and heavy armor of the 
Greeks, their skilful tactics, and steady array, were far more 
than a match for the inferior equipments and discipline of the 
Asiatics. Though the attack 'Was made with great gallantry, 
both on this day and the next, m it failed to produce the slight
est effect. Very few of the Greeks were either slain or 
wounded; and it seemed as if the further advance of a million 
of men was to be stopped by a force less thana hundredth part . 
of their number. 

But now information reached Xerxes which completely 
changed the face of affairs. There was a rough mountain-path 
leading from Trachis up the gorge of the Asopus and across 
Callidromus to the rear of the Greek position •••• which had 
been unknown to the Greeks when they decided on making 
their first stand at Thermopylre, •• , and which they only dis
c,overed when their plans no longer admitted of alteration. It 
was, perhaps, not much more than a goat-track, and ap
parently they had regarded it as scarcely practicable, since 
they had thought its defence might be safely entrusted to a 
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thousand Phocians. ••• Xerxes, however, on learning the cx
istence of the track, resolved at once to make trial of it. His 
Persian soldiers were excellent mountaineers. He ordered 
Hydarnes to take the" Immortals," and, guided by a native, 
to proceed along the path by night, and descend with early 
dawn into the rear of the Greeks, who would then. be placed 
between two fires. The operation was performed with com
plete success. The Phocian guard, surprised at the summit, 
left the path free while they sought a place of safety. ••• The 
Greeks in the pass below, warned during the night of their 
danger, in part 11ed, in part resolved on death. ... When morn
ing cllme, Leonidas, at the head of about half his original 
army, ••• moved forward towards the Malian plain, and there 
met the advancing Persians. A bloody combat ensued, in 
which the Persians lost by far the greater number; but the 
ranks of the Greeks were gradually thinned, and they were 
beaten back step by step into the narrowest part of the pass, 
where finally they all perished, except the four hundred The
bans, who submitted and were made prisoners.··· 

So terminated the first struggle on the soil of Greece, be
tween the invaders and the invaded. It seemed to promise 
that, thought at vast cost, Persia would be victorious. If her 
loss in the three days' combat was 20,000 men, as Herodotus 
states, ... yet, as that of her enemy was 4000, the proportionate 
advantage was on her side .••• 

But, for the conquest of such a country as Greece, it was re
quisite, not only that the invader should succeed on land, but 
also that he should be superior at sea. Xerxes had felt this, 
and had brought with him a 11eet, calculated, as he imagined, 
to sweep the Greek navy from the Egean. As far as the 
Pagasrean Gulf, opposite the northern extremity of Eubrea, 
his 11eet had advanced without meeting an enemy .. It had 
encountered one terrible storm off the coast of Magnesia, and 
had lost 400 vessels jll. but this loss was scarcely felt in so vast 
an armament. When from Aphetre, at the mouth of the gulf, 
the small Greek 11eet, 8Jllounting to no more than 271 vessels, 
was seen at anchor off Artemisium, the only fear which the 
Persian commanders entertained was lest it should escape 
them. ••• 'nley at once detached 200 vessels to sail round the 
east coast of Eubrea, and cut off the possibility of retreat.·n 

When, however, these vessels were all lost in a storm, and 
when in three engagements on three successive days, the Greek 
fleet showed itself fully able to contend against the superior 
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numbers of its antagonist,"· the Persians themselves could not 
fail to see that their naval supremacy was more than doubtful. 
The fleet at Artemisium was not the entire Greek naval force; 
on another occasion it might be augumented, while their own 
could scarcely expect to receive reinforcements. ••• The fights 
at Artemisi1:lID foreshadowed a day when the rival fleets would 
no longer meet and part on equal terms, but Persia would have' 
to acknowledge herself inferior. 

Meanwhile, however, the balance of advantage rested with 
the invaders. The key of Northern Greece was won, and 

, Phocis, Locris, Breotia, Attica, and the Megarid lay open to 
the Persian army. The Greek fleet could gain nothing by any 
longer maintaining the position of Artemisium, and fell back 
towards the south, ••• while its leaders, anxiously considered 
where it should next take up its station. The Persians pressed 
on both by land and sea. A rapid march through Phocis and 
Breotia ... brought Xerxes to Athens, soon after the Athenians, 
knowing that resistance would be vain, had evacuated it .••• 
The Acropolis, defended by a few fanatics, was taken and 
burnt. on One object of the expedition was thus accomplished .••• 
Athens lay in ruins; and the whole of Attica was occupied by 
the conqueror. The Persian fleet, too, finding the channel of 
the Euripus clear, sailed down it, and rounding Sunium, came 
to anchor in the bay of Phalerum ... • 

In the councils of the Greeks all was doubt and irresolution. 
The army, which ought to have mustered in full force at 
Thermopylre and Callidtomus, and which, after those passes 
were forced, might have defended Cithreron and Parnes,. had 
never ventured beyond the Isthmus of Corinth, and was there 
engaged in building a wall across the neck of laud from sea to 
sea. ••• The fleet layoff Salamis, where it was detained by the 
entreaties of the Athenians, who had placed in that island the 
.greater part of the non-combatant population; but the in
clination was strong on the part of many to withdraw west
ward and fight the next battle, if a battle must be fought, in 
the vicinity of the land foree. which 'Would be a protection in 
case of defeat. ••• Could Xerxes have had patience for a feVl ' 
days, the combined fleet would have broken up. ••• The Pelo
ponnesian contingents would have withdrawn to the isthmus; 
and the Athenians. despairin~ of success, would probably have 
sailed away to Italy. ••• But the Great King, when he saw the 
vast disproportion between his own fleet and that of the enemy. 
could not believe in the possibility of the Greeks offering a 
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suoceesful resistance. Like a modern emperor, I., who im
agined that, if only he could have been with his fleet, all would 
necessarily have gone well, Xerxes supposed that by having 
the sea-fight under his own eye he would be sure of victory.o •• 
Thus again, 88 at Artemisium, the only fear felt was lest the 
Greeks should fly, and in that way escape chastisement. . 
Orders were therefore issued to the Persian fleet to close up at 
once, and blockade the eastern end of the Salaminjan strait, .. • 
while a detachment repeated the attempted manreuvre at. 
Eubrea, and sailed round the island to guard the channel at its 
western outlet. on 

These movements were executed late in the day on which 
the Pel 'Sian fleet arrived at Phalerum. During the night 
intelligence reached the commanders that the retreat of the 
Greeks was about to commence at once ;"08 whereupon the Per
sian right wing was pushed forward into the strait, and carried 

. beyon.d the Greek position BO 88 to fill the chmnel where it 
opens into the bay of Eleusis.... The remainder of the night 
passed in preparations for the battle on both sides. 0.. At day
break both fleets advanced from their respective shores, the 
Persians being rather the assailants. 811 Their thousand vessels°.1 

were drawn up in three lines, 111 and charged their antagonists 
with such spirit that the general inclination on the part of the 
Greeks was at first to· retreat. . Some of their ships had almost 
touched the shore, when the bold example of one of the cap
tains, "" or a cry of reproach from unknown lips, "' produced a 
revulsion of feeling, and the whole line advanced in good order. 
The battle was for a short time doubtful iO 

.. but BOOn the superi
ority of Greek naval tactics began to tell The Persian ves
sels became entangled one with another, and crashing together 
broke each other's oars:'" The triple line increased their dif. 
ficulties. If a vessel, overmatched, BOught to retreat, it neces
sarily came into collision with the ships stationed in its rear. 
These moreover pressed too eagerly forward, since their cap
tains were anxious to distinguish themselves in order to merit 
the approval of Xerxes. I.. The Greeks found themselves able 
to practice with good effect their favorite manreuvre of the 
periplus, lit and thus increased the confusion. It Was not long 
before the greater part of the Persian fleet became a mere help
less mass of shattered or damaged vessels. Five hundred are 
said to have been sunk .. ·-the- majority by the enemy, but 
BOme even by their own friends.... The sea was covered with 
wrecks, and with wretches who clung to them, till the ruthless 
en~my slew th8Ill Or fOfCe.d.tP.~ ~Jet iO thei~ hold. '" 
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This defeat was a death-blow to, the hopes of Xerxes, and 
sealed the fate of the expedition, From the moment that he 
realized to himself the fact of the entire inability of his fleet to 
cope With that of the Greeks, Xerxes made up his mind to re
turn with all haste to Asia, a.s From over-confidence he fell 
into the opposite extreme of despair, and made no effort to re
trieve his ill fortune, His fleet was ordered to sail straight for 
the Hellespont, and to guard the bridges until he reached them 
with his army. ... He himself retreated hastily along the same 
road by which he had advanced, his whole army accompanying 
him as far as Thessaly, s,. where Marnonius was left with 260,-
000 picked men, a •• to prevent pursuit, and to renew the attempt 
against Greece in the ensuing year. Xerxes pressed on to the 
Hellespont, losing vast numbers of his troops by famine and 
sickness on the way, m and finally returned into Asia, not by 
his magnificent bridge, which a storm had destroyed, but oD. 
board a vessel, which, according to some, narrowly escaped 
shipwreck during the passage. a.s Even in Asia disaster pur
sued him. Between Abydos and Sardis his army suffered 
almost as much from over-indulgence as it l;lad previously 
suffered from wantj··· and of the mighty host which had gone 
forth from the Lydian capital in the spring not very many 
thousands can have re-entered it in the autumn. 

Still, however, there was a possibility that the success which 
his own arms had failed to achieve might reward the exer
tions of his lieutenants. ' , Mardonius had expressed himself con
fident that with 300,000 picked soldiers he could overpower all 
resistance, s .. and make Greece a satrapy of Persia. Xerxes 
had raised his forces to that amount by sending Artabazus back 
from Sestos at the head of a corps d'arm.ee numbering 40,OO() 
men.... The whole army of 300,000 wintered in Thessalyja .. 
and Mardonius, when spring came, having vainly endeavored 
to detach the Athenians from the Grecian ranks,'" marched 
through Breotia in Attica, and occupied Athens for the second 
time. ••• Hence he proceeded to menance the Peloponnese, 
where he formed an alliance with the Argives, who promised 
him that they would openly embrace the Persian cause.... At 
the same time the Athenians, finding that Sparta took no steps 
to help them, began to waver in their resistance, and to con
template accepting the terms which Mardonius was still willing 
to grant them. ••• The fate of Greece trembled in the balance, 
and apparently was determined by the accident of a death and 
a succession, rather than by- any wide-spread patriotic feeling 
or anY settled course 01. poliey. ' Cleombrotus. l'egent for I.i..;) 
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young son of Leonidas, died, an and his brother Pausanias~ 
brave, clever, and ambitious man-took his place. We can 
scarcely be wrong in ascribing-at least in part-to this cir
cumstance the unlooked-for change of policy, which electrified 
the despondent ambassadors of Athens ••• almost as soon as 
Pausanias was installed in power. It was suddenly announced 
that Sparta would take the offensive. Ten thousand hoplites 
and 400,000 light-armed-the largest army that she ever levied 
-took the field, ••• and, joined at the. isthmus by above 25,000 
Peloponnesians,'" . and soon afterwards by almost as many 
Athenians and MegaIians,'" proceeded to seek the foreigners, 
first in Attica, and then in the position to which they had re
tired; HI in Bwotia. On the skirts of Cithmron, ... near Platma, 
a hundred and eight thousand Greeks ... confronted more thaD 
thrice their number of Persians and Persian subjects; .. • and 
now at length the trial was to be made whether, in fair and 
open tight on land, Greece or Persia would be superior. A 
suspicion of what the result would be might have been derived 
from ~arathon. But there the Persians had been taken at a 
disadvantage, when the cavalry, their most important arm, 
was absent. "" Here the error of Datis was not likely to be re
peated. Mardonius had a numerous and welJ-armed. cavalry, 
which he handled with no little skill. ... It remained to be seen. 
when the general engagement came, whether, with both arw 
brought fully into play, the vanquished at Marathon would be 
the victors. 

The battle of Platrea was brought on under circumstances 
very unfavorable to the Greeks. Want of water and a diffi
cultyabout provisions had necessitated a night movement on 
their part. ••• The cowardice of all the small contingents, ... and 
the obstinacy of an individual Spartan,'" disconcerted. the 
whole plan of the operation, and left the Lacedmmonians and 
the Athenians at daybreak separated from each other, on and 
deserted by the whole body of their allies. Mardonius attacked 
at once, and prevented the junction of the two allies, so \bat 
two distinct and separate engagements went on at the same 
time.. In. both the Greeks were victorious. The Spartans re
pulsed the Persian horse and foot, slew Mardonius and were 
the first to assaU the Persian camp. The Athenians defeated 
the medizing Greeks, and effected a breach in the defences of 
the camp, on which the Spartans had failed to make any impres
sion. "" A terrible carnage followed.··· The contingent of 40,-
000 troops under Arta~us ~one drew off in good order.· .. 
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The remainder were seized with panic, and were either 
slaughtered like sheep or fled in complete disarray. Seventy 
thousand Greeks ••• not only defeated but destroyed the army 
of 300,000 barbarians, which melted away and disappeared 
JI¥llrlng no further stand anywhere. The disaster of Marathon 
was repeated on a larger scale, and without the resource of 
an embarkation. Henceforth the immense superiority of 
Greek troops to Persian was well known on both sides j and 
nothing but the distance from Greet:e of her vital parts, and 
the quarrels of the Greek states among themselves, preserved 
for nearly a century and a half .the doomed empire of 
Persia. 

The immediate result of the defeats of Salamis and Platooa. 
was a contraction of the Persian boundary towards the west. 
Though a few Persian garrisons maintained themselves foJ.' 
some years on the further side of the straits,'" soothing there
by the wounded vanity of the Great King, who liked to thi'nk 
that he had still a hold on Europe jU7 yet there can be no doubt 
that, after the double flight of Xerxes and Artabazus, ;Mace
donia, Preonia, and Thrace recovered t;heir independence.. 
Persia lost her European provinces, and began the struggle to 
retain tbose of Asia. Terminus receded, and having once 
receded never advanced again in tbis quarter. TIle Greeks 
took the offensive. Sailing to Asia, they not only liberated 
from their Persian bondage the islands w bich .Jay along the 
coast, but landing their men on the continent, attacked and 
defeated an army of 60,000 Persians at Mycale, and destroyed 
the remnant of the ships that had escaped from Salamis.··· 
Could they have made up their minds to maintain a powerful 
fleet permanently on the coast of Asia, they might at once 
haye deprived Persia of her whole sea-board on the Propontis 
and the Egean; but neither of the two great powers of Greece 
was prepared for such a resolve. Sparta disliked distant ex
peditions; and Athens did not as yet see her way to under
taking the protection of the continental Greeks. ••• She had 
much to do at home, and had not yet discovered those weak: 
points in her adversary's harness, which subsequently enabled 
her to secure by treaty the freedom of the Greek cities upon 
the mainland. ••• For the present, therefore, Persia only lost 
the bulk of her European possessions, and the islands of the 
Propontis and the Egean. 

The circumstances which C'aused a renewal of Greek agres· 
sions upon Asia towards the close of the reign of Xerxes are 
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not very clearly narrated by the authors who speak of them. 
It appears, however, that after twelve years of petty opera
tions, during which Eion was recovered,'" and Doriscus fre
quently attacked, but without effect, ••• the Athenians resolved, 
in B.O. 466, upon a great expedition to the eastward. Oollect;. 

. ing a fleet of 800 vessels, II. which was placed under the com
mand of Cimon, the son of Miltiades, they sailed to the coast 
of Carla ann Lycia, where they drove the Persian ganisons out 
of the Greek towns, and augmenting their navy by fresh con
tuigents at every step, ••• proceeded along the shores of Pam
phylia as far as the mouth of the river Eurymedon, where 
they found a Phoonician fleet of 340 vessels, ••• and a Persian 
army, stationed to protect the territory. Engaging first the 
flect they defeated it, and drove it ashore, ~r which they 
disembarked and gained a victory over the Persian army.··· 
As many as two hundred. triremes were taken or destroyed. on 

They then sailed on towards Cyprus, where they met and de
stroyed a squadr~n of eighty ships, ••• which was on its way to 
reinforce the fleet at the Eurymedon. Above a hundred ves
sels, 20,000 captives, and a vast amount of plunder were the 
prize of this war;'·' which had, however, no further: effect on 
the relations of the two powers .... 

In the following year the reign of Xerxes carne to an end 
abruptly. With this monarch seems to have begun those in
ternal disorders of the seraglio, which made the Court during 
more than a hundred. and forty years a per:petual scene of in
trigues, assassinations, executions, and conspiracies. Xerxes, 
who appears to have only one wife, Amestris, on the daughter 
(or grand-daughter) of the conspirator, Otanes,... permitted 
himself the free indulgence of illicit passion among the prin
cesses of the Court, the wives of his own near relatives. The 
most horrible results followed. Amestris vented her jealous 
spite on those whom she regarded as guilty of stealing from 
her the affections of her husband; and to prevent her barbari
ties from producing rebellion, it was necessary to execute the 
persons whom she bad provoked, albeit they were near re
lations of the monarch. BTl The taint of incontinence spread 
among the members of the royal family; and. a daughter of 
the king, who was married to one of the most powerful nobles, 
became notorious for her excesses. ITt Eunuchs rose into power, 
and fomented the flvils which prevailed. BTl The king made 
himself bitter enemies among those whose position was close t.l 
his person. At last, Artabanus, chief of the guard, no a courtier 
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of high rank, and Aspamitres, a eunuch, who held the office of 
chamberlain, en conspired against their master, and murdered 
him in his sleeping apartment, after he had reigned tweI\ty 
years ... • 

The character of Xerxes falls below that of any preceding 
monarch. Excepting that he was not wholly devoid of a cer
tain magnanimity, which made him listen patiently to those 
who opposed his views or gave him unpalatable advice,· ... and 
which prevented him from exacting vengeance on some ocoo
sions, ••• he had scarcely a trait whereon the mind can rest with 
any satisfaction. Weak and easily led,08' puerile in his gusts 
of passion and his complete abandonment of himself to them en 

-selfish, fickle, boastful, cruel, superstitious, licentious-he 
exhibits to us the Oriental despot in the most contemptible of 
all his aspects-that wherein the moral and the intellectual 
qualities are equally in defect, and the career is one unvarying 
course of vice and folly. From Xerxes we have to date at onco 
the decline of the Empire in respect of territorial greatness and 
military strength, and likewise its deterioration in regard to 
administrative vigor and national spirit. With him com
menced the corruption of the Court-the fatal evil, which 
almost universally weakens and destroys Oriental dynasties. 
His expedition against Greece exhausted and depopulated the 
Empire; and though, by abstaining from further military 
enterprises, he did what lay in his power to recruit its strength, 
still the losses which his expedition caused. were certainly not 
repaired in his lifetime. 

As a builder, Xerxes showed something of the same grandeur 
of conception which is observable in his great military enter
prise and in the works by which it was accompanied .• s. His 
Propylrea, and the sculptured staircase in front of the Chehl 
Minar, which is undoubtedly his work .. •• are among the most 
magnificent erections upon the Persepolitan platform; and are 
quite sufficient to place him in the foremost rank of Oriental 
builders. If we were to ascribe the Chehl :Minar itself to him, 
we should have to give him the. palm above all other kings of 
Persia; but on the whole it is most probable that that edifice 
and its duplicate at Susa were conceived, and in the main, con
structed, by Darius .••• 
. Xerxes left behind him three sons-Darius, Hystaspes, and 
Artaxerxes-and two daughters, Amy tis and Rhodogune ... • 
Hystaspes was satrap of Bactria, ••• and at the time of their 
fatber's death, only Darius and A.rtaxerxes were at the Court. 
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Fearing the eldest BOn moSt, Artahanus persuaded Artaxerxes 
that the assassination of Xerxes was the act of his hrother, 
whereupon Artaxerxes caused him to be put to death, ... and 
himself ascended the throne (B.C. 465). 

Troubles, as u.'IUaI, accompanied this irregular accession. 
Artabanus, not content with exercising an in1luence under 
Artaxerxes such as has caused some authors to speak of him as 
king, - aimed at removing the young prince,'" and making 
h.linself actual monarch. But his designs being betrayed to 
.Art.axerxes by Megabyzus, and at tM same time his former 
crimes coming to light, he was killed, together with his tool 
Aspamitres, ... seven months after the murder of Xerxes. The 
sons of Artabanus sought to avenge his death, but were de
feated by Megabyzus in an engagement, wherein they lost their 
lives ... • 

Meanwhile, in Bactria, Hystaspes, n. who had arightfuIclaim 
to the throne, raised the standard of revolt. Artaxerxes 
marched against him in person, and engaged him in two bat
tles, the first of which was indflCisive, while in the second the 
Bactrians suffered defeat, chiefly (according to Ctesias) be
cause the wind bllJw violently in their faces. So signal was 
victory, that Bactria at once submitted. Hystaspes' fate is 
unoortain. 

Not long after the reduction of Bactria, Egypt suddenly 
threw off the Persian yoke (B.c. (60). n. lnarus, a king of the 
wild African tribes who bordered the Nile valley on the west, 
but himself perhaps a descendant of the old monarchs of 
Egypt,.' led the insurrection, and, in conjunction with an 
Egyptian; named Amyrtreus,'" attacked the Persian troops 
stationed in the country, :who were commanded by Achremenes, 
the satrap.·T A battle was fought near Papremis in the 
Delta, ... wherein the Persians were defeated, and Achremenes 
fell by the hand of Inarus himself. ... The Egyptians generally 
now Joined in the revolt; and the remnantof the Persian army 
was shut up in Memphis. Inarus had asked the aid of Athens; 
and an Athenian tIeet of 200 sail was sent to his assistance. 
This tIeet saileci up the Nile, defeated a Persian squadron, toO 

and took part in the capture of Memphis and the siege of its 
citadel TO' (White Castle). When the Persian king first learned 
what had happened. he endeavored to rid himself of his Athe
nian enemies by inducing the Spartans to invade their coun
try;T'~ but, failing in his attempt, he had recourse to arms, and, 
levying a T'ast host, ••• which he placed under the command of 
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Megabyzus, sent that officer to recover the revolted province. 
Megabyzus marched. upon Memphis, defeated the Egyptians 
and their allies in a great battle, .0. relieved the citadel of 
Memphis from its siege, and recovered. the rest of the town. 
The Athenians fled to the tract called Prosopitis, .0. which was a 
a portion of the Delta, completely surrounded by two branch 
streams of the Nile. '0. H~re they were besieged. for eighteen 
months, till Megabyzus contrived to turn the water from one 
of the two streams, whereby the Athenian ships were stranded, 
and the Persian troops' were able to march across the river 
bed, and overwhelm the Athenians with their numbers ... • A 
few only escaped to Cyrene. '.0 The entire fleet fell into the u 
enemy's hands; and a reinforcement of fifty more ships, 
arriving soon after the defeat, was attacked unawares after it 
had en~red. the river, and lost more than half its number .• 0. 
Inarus was betrayed by some of his own men. ... and, being car
ried prisoner to Persia, suffered death by crucifixion. Amyr
treus fled to the fens, TIl where for a while he maintained his 
independence.... Egypt, however, was with this exception re
covered to the Empire (B.O. (55); and Athens was taught that 
she could not always invade the dominions of the Great King 
with impunity. 

Six years after this, the Athenians resolved on another effort. 
A fleet of 200 ships was equipped and placed under the com
mand of the victor of the Eurymedon, Cimon. TIl with orders to 
proceed into the Eastern Mediterranean, and seek to recover 
the laurels lost in Egypt.. Cimon sailed to Cyprus, where he 
received a communication from Amyrtreus, which induced. 
Dim to dispatch sixty ships to Egypt, while with the remaining 
one hundred and forty he commenced. the siege of Citium. 
Here he died, either of disease or from the effects of a wound;'" 
and his armament, pressed for provisions, was forced soon 
afterwards to raise the siege, and address itself to some other 
enterprise. Sailing past Salamis, it found there a Cilician and 
Phoonician fleet, consisting of 300 vessels, TIl which it immedi
ately attacked and defeated, notwithstanding the disparity of 
number. Besides the ships which were sunk, a hundred trio 
remes were taken;"" and the sailors then landed and gained a 
victory over a Persian army upon the shore. TIT Artaxerxes, 
'upon this, fearing lest he should· lose Cyprus altogether, and 
thinking that, if Athens became mistress of this important 
island, she would always be fomenting insurrection in Egypt, 
made overtures for peace to the generals who were now in 
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command. His propositions were favorably received. Peace 
was made on thefonowingterms:-Athensagreed to relinquish 
Cyprus, and recall her .squadron from Egypt; while the king 
consented to grant freedom \<> all the Greek cities on the 
Asiatic continent, and not to menace them either by land or 
water. The sea was divided between the two powers. Persian 
ships of war were not to sail to the west of Phaselis in the 
Levant, or of the Cyanean islands in the Euxine; and Greek 
war-tlhips, we may assume, were not to show themselves east 
of those limits.... On these conditions there was to be peace 
and amity between the Greeks I;tD.d the Persians, and neither 
nation was to undertake :my expeditions against the territories 
of the other. Thus terminated the first period of hostility be
tween Greece and Persia, a' period of exactly half a century, 
commencing B.O. 499 and ending B.o.449, in the seventeenth 
year of Artaxerxes. 

It was probably not many years after the conclusion of this 
peace that a rebellion broke out in Syria. Megabyzus, the 
satrap of that important province, offended at the execution of 
Inarus, in violation of the promise which he had himself made 
to him, raised a revolt against bis sovereign, defeated repeat
edly the armies sent to reduce him to obedience, and finally 
treated with Artaxerxes as to the terms on' which he would 
consent to be reconciled.'" Thus was set an example, if not of 
successful insUlTection, yet at any rate of the possibility of re
belling with impunity-an example which could Dot fail to have· 
a mischievous effect on the future relations bf the monarch 
with his satraps. It would have been better for the Empire 
had Megabyzus suffered the fate of Orootes, no instead of living 
to a good old age in high favor with the monarch whose power 
he had weakened and defied. TIl 

Artaxerxes survived the "Peace of Callias" twenty-four 
years. His relations with the Greeks continued friendly till 
his demise, though, on the occasion of the revolt of Samos (B.d. 
4(0), Pissuthnes, satrap of Sardis, seems to have transgressed 
the terms of the treaty, and to. have nearly brought about a 
renewal of hostilities. n. It was probably in retaliation for the 
aid given to the revolted Samians, that the Athenians, late in 
the reign of Artaxerxes, made an expedition against Caunus,'" 
:which might have had important consequences, if the Caunians 
had not been firm in their allegiance. A revolt of Lycia and 
Carla under Zopyrus, the son of Megabyzus, assisted by the 
Greeks, might have proved even more difficult to. .subdue than 
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the rebellion of Syria under his father. Persia, however, es
caped this danger; and Artaxerxes, no doubt, saw with pleat!
ure a (ew'years later the Greeks turn their arms against eaeh 
other-Athens, his great enem~, being forced into a contest for 
.existence with the Peloponnesian confederacy under Sparta. 

The character of Artaxerxes, though it receives the approval 
of Plutarch and Diodorus, m must be pronounced on the whole 
poor and contemptible. His ready belief of the charge brought 
by Artabanus against· his brother, Darius, admits perhaps of 
excuse, owing to his extreme youth; no but his surrender of 
Inarus to Amestris on accoun,t of her importunity, no his readi
ness to condoue the revolt of Megabyzus, and his subjection 
throughout almost the whole of his life to the evil influence of 
Amy tis, his sister, and Amestris, iris mother-both persons of 
ill-regulated lives "'-are indications of weakness and folly 
quite unpardonable in a monarch. That he was mild in tem
perament, and even kind and good-natured, is probable. no But 
he had no other quality that deserves the slightest commenda
tion; In.the whole course of his long reign he seems never 
once to have adventured himself in the field against an enemy. 
He made not a single attempt at conquest in any direction. . 
We have no evidence that he patronized either literature or the 
arts. no His peace with Athens was necessary perhaps, but dis
graceful to Persia. The disorders of the Court increased under 
his reign, from the license (especially) which he allowed the 
Queen-mother, who sported with the lives of his subjects .... 
The decay of the Empire received a fatal impulse from the im
punity which he permitted to Megabyzus. 

Like his father,781 Artaxerxes appears to have had but one 
legitimate wife. This was a certain Damaspia, of whom noth
ing is known, except that she died on the same day as her hus
band, and was the mother of his only legitimate son, Xerxes. no 

Seventeen other sons, who survived him, were the issue of 
various concubines, chiefly-it would appear-Babylonians .... 
Xerxes II. succeeded to the throne on the death of his father 
(B.O. 425), but reigned forty-five days only, being murdered 
after a festival, in which he had indulged too freely, by his 
half-brother, Secydianus or Sogdianus.... Secydianus enjoyed 
the sovereignty for little more than half a year, no when he 
was in his turn put to death by another, brother, Ochus, ... who 
on ascending the throne took the name of Darius, and became 
known to the Greeks as Darius Nothus. 

Da.ri.u9 Nothus had in his father's lifetime been made satrap 
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of Hyrcania, ." and had married his aunt, Parysatis, a daugh
ter of Xerxes. '" He had already two children at his accession, 
-a daughter, Amestris, and a SOD, A:rsaces, who succeeded 
him as Artaxerxes. His reign, which lasted nineteen years, 
was a constant scene of insurrections and revolts, some of 
which were of great importance, since they had permanent 
and very disastrous consequences. The earliest of all was 
raised by his full-brother, Armtes, who rebelled in conjunction 
with a son of Megabyzus, and, obtaining the support of a num
ber of Greek mercenaries, gained two victories over the forces 
dispatched against him by the king_ At last, however, the 
fortune of war changed. Persian gold was used to corrupt the 
mercenaries; and the rebels being thus reduced to extremities, 
were forced to capitulate, yielding themselves on the condition 
that their lives should be spared. Parysatis iqduced her hus
band to disregard the pledges given and execute both Arsites 
and his fellow-conspiritor .. ,-thus proclaiming to the world 
that, unless by the employment of perfidy, theEropire was 
incapable of dealing with those who rebelled against its 
authority. 

The revolt of Pissuthnes, satrap of Lydia, was the next im
portant outbreak.. Its exact date is uncertain; but it seems 
not to have very long preceded the Athenian disasters in 
Sicily. ,., Pissuthnes, who had held his satrapy for more than 
twenty years,'1l was the son of a Hystaspes, and probably a 
member of the royal family.'" His wealth-the accumulations 
of so long a term of offiee-enabled him to hire the services of 
a body of Greek mercenaries, who were commanded by an 
Athenian, called Lycon. On these troops he placed his chief 
dependence; but they failed him in the hoUl' of need. Tissa
phernes, the Persian general sent against him, bribed Lycan 
and his men, who thereupon quitted Pissuthnes and made 
common cause with his adversaries. .The unfortunate satrap 
could no longer resist, and therefore surrendered upon ~ 
and accompanied Tissaphernes to the Court. Darius, accus
tomed DOW to disregard the pledged word of his officers, exe
cuted him forthwith, and made over his satrapy to Tissa
phernes, as a reward for his zeal. Lycan, the Athenian traitor, 
received likewise a handsome retum for his services, the reven
ues of several towns and districts being assigned him by the 
Great King.'" 

The rebellion, however, was not wholly crushed by the d~ 
stuetion 01. its author. Amorges. a bastard SOD of Pissuthnes. 
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continued to mamtain himself in Carla, where he was master 
of the strong city of Imms, on the north coast of the Sinus 
Iasicus, and set the power of Tissaphernes at defiance. Having 
probably inl.Ierited the wealth of his father, he hired a number 
of Peloponnesian mercenaries, and suceeded in maintaining 
himself as an independent monarch for some years. , .. 

Such was the condition of things in Asia Minor, when intelli
gence arrived of the fearful disasters which had befallen the 
Athenians in Sicily-disasters without a parallel since those of 
Salamis-sudden, unexpected, overwhelming. The news, fly
ing through Asia, awoke everywhere a belief that the power of 
Athens was broken, and that her hostility need no longer be 
dreaded. The Persian monarch considerro that under the al
tered circumstances it would be safe to treat the Peace of 
Callias as a dead letter, and sent down orders to the satraps of 
Lydia and Bithynia that they were once more to demand and 
collect the tribute of the Greek cities within their provinces. 
The satraps began to speculate on the advantages which they 
might derive from alliance with the enemies of Athens, and 
looked anxiously to see a Peloponnesian fleet appear off the 
coast of Asia. Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus vied with each 
other in the tempting offers which they made to Sparta, ... and 
it was not long before a formal treaty was concluded between 
that state and Persia, by which the two powers bound them
selves to carry on war conjointly against Athens. ... 

Thus the contest between Persia and her rival entered upon 
a new phase. Henceforth until the liberties of Greece were lost, 
the Great King could always count on having for his ally one 
of the principal Grecian powers. His gold was found to pos
sess attractions which the Greeks were quite unable to resist. 
At one time Sparta, at another Athens, at another Thebes 
yielded to the subtle influence; Greek generals commanded the 
Persian armies; Greek captains manreuvered the Persian fleets; 
the very rank and file of the standing army came to be almost 
as much Greek as Persian. '" Acting on the maxim, Divide et 
impera, Persia prolonged for eighty years her tottering Empire, 
by the skilful use which she made of the mutual jealousies 
and divisions of the Hellenic states. 

It scarcely belongs to the history of Persia to trace in detail 
the fortunes of the contending powers during the Iatterportion 
of the Peloponnesian war. We need only observe that the real 
policy of the Court of Susa, well understood, and, on the whole, 
~olerably well carried out by the satraps, was to preserve the 
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balance of power between Athens and Sparta, to allow neither 
to obtain too decided a preponderance, to help each in turn, 
and encourage each to waste the other's strength, but to draw 
back whenever the moment came for striking a decisive blow 
against either side. This policy skilfully pursued by Tissar 
phernes (who had a genius for intrigue and did not require an 
Alcibiades to give him lessons in state-craft), ... more clumsily 
by Pharnabazus,"· whose character was comparatively sincere 
and straightforward, prevailed until the younger Cyrus made 
his appearance upon the scene, when a diRturbing force came 
into play which had disastrous effects both on the fortunes of 
Greece and on those of Persia. The younger Cyrus had per
sonal views of self-aggrandizement which conflicted with the 
true interests of his nation, and was so bent on paving the way 
for his own ascent to sovereign power that he did not greatly 
care whether he injured his country or no. n. As the accom
plishment of his designs depended mainly on his obtaining a 
powerful land-force, he regarded a Spartan as preferable to an 
Athenian alliance; and, having once made his choice, he lent 
his ally such effectual aid that in two years from the time of 
his coming down to the coast the war was terminated. Persian 
gold manned and partly built 111 the fleet which conquered at 
JEgos-Potamij perhaps it contributed in a still more decisive 
manner to the victory. no Cyrus, by placing his stores at the 
entire command of Lysander,'" deserved and acquired the 
cordial good-will of Sparta and the Peloponnesians generaJIy
an advantage of which we shall find him ~ the sequel making 
good use ... • 

The gain to Persia from the dominion which she had reac
quired over the Greeks of Asia was more than counter-bal
anced by a lOBS of territory in another quarter, which seems 
to have occurred during the reign of Darius Nothus, though in 
what exact year is doubtful. The revolt of Egypt is placed by 
Heeren and Clinton in B.O. 414, no by Eusebius'" in B.O. 411, by 
Manetho'" in the last year of Darius Nothus, or B.O. 405. The 
earlier dates depend on the view that the AmyrtlllUS of Man
etho's twenty-eighth dynasty was the leader of the rebellion, 
and had a reign ~f six years at this period-a view which is 
perhaps unsound. n. Manetho probably represented Nepherites 
(Nefaorot) as the leader; and it is quite clear that he placed 
the re-establishment of the old throne of the Pharaohs in the 
year that Darius Nothus died. As his authority is the best 

. that we can obtain upon this obscure point, we may regard 
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the last days of the Persian monarch as clouded by news of' a 
rebellion, which had been perhaps for some time contem
plated,'" but which did not break out until he was known to 
be in a moribund condition. 

A few years earlier, B.C. 408 or 409, the Medes had made an 
unsuccessful attempt to recover their independence. no The 
circumstances of this revolt, which is mentioned by no writer 
but Xenophon, are wholly unknown, but we may perhaps con
nect it with the rebellion of Terituchmes, a son-in-law of the 
king. The story of Terituchmes, which belongs to this period, 
deserves at any rate to be told,'" as illustrating, in a very re
markable way, the corruption, cruelty, and dissoluteness of 
the Persian Court at the time to which we have now come. 
Terituchmes was the son of !dernes. a Persian noble of high 
rank, probably a descendant of the conspirator Hydarnes. no 

On the death of his father, he succeeded to his satrapy, as to a 
hereditary fief, and being high in favor with Darius Nothus, 
he received in marriage that monarch's daughter, Amestris. 
Having, however, after his marriage become enamored of his 
own half-sister, Roxana, and having persuaded her to a.n in- . 
cestuous commerce, he grew to detest his wife, and as he could 
not rid himself of her without making an enemy of the king, 
he entered into a conspiracy with 300 others, and planned to 
raise a rebellion. The bond of a common crime, cruel and re
volting in its character, was to secure the fidelity of the reb
els one to another. Amestris was to be placed in a sack, and 
each conspirator in turn was to plunge' his sword into her 
body. It is not clear whether this intended murder was exe
cuted or no. Hoping to prevent it, Darius commissioned a 
certain Udiastes,who was in the service of Terituchmes, to 
save his daughter by any means that might be necessary; and 
Udiastes, collecting a band, set upon " Terituchmes and slew 
him after a strenuous resistance. T., After this, his mother, 
brothers, and sisters were apprehended by the order of Pary
satis, the queen, who caused Roxana to be hewn in pieces, and 
the other unfortunates to be buried alive. It was with great 
difficulty that Arsaces, the heir-apparent, afterwards Arta
xerxes Mnemon, preserved his own wife, S~tira, from the mas. 
sacre. It happened that she was sister to Terituchmes, and, 

. though wholly innocent of his offence, she would have been in
volved in the common destruction of her family had not her 
husband with tears and entreaties begged her life of his pa
reuts. .•• The son of Terituchmes maintained b.in:ulelf for a. 
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while in his father's government; but Parysatis succeeded in 
having him taken off by poison. ,.. 

The character of Darius Nothus is seen tolerably clearly in 
the account of his reign which has been here given. He was 
at once weak and wicked. Contrary to his sworn word, he 
murdered his brothers, Secydianus and Arsites. He broke 
faith with Pissuthnes. He sanctioned the wholesale execution 
of Terituchmes'relatives. Under him the eunuchs of the palace 
rose to such power that one of them actually ventured to as· 
pire to the sovereignty. no Parysatis, his wife, one of the most 
cruel and malignant even of Oriental women, was in general 
his chosen guide and counsellor. ,.. His severities cannot, how
ever, in all cases be ascribed to her influence, for he was anx
ious that she should put the innocent Statira to death, and, 
when she refused, reproached her with being foolishly le
nient. ... In his administration of the Empire he was unsuc
cessful; for, if he gained some tracts of Asia Minor, he lost the 
entire African satrapy. Under him we trace a growing relaxa
tion of the checks by which the great officers of the state were 
intended to have been held under restraint. Satraps came to 
be practically uncontrolled in their provinces, and the danger
ous custom arose of allowing sons to succeed, almost as a mat
ter of course, to the governments of their fathers. ••• Powers 
unduly large were lodged in the hands of a single officer, no 

and actions, that should have brought down upon their per
petrators sharp and signal punishment, were timorously or 
negligently condoned by the supreme authority. m Cunning 
and treachery were made the weapons wherewith Persia con
tended with her enemies. Manly habits were laid aside, no and 
the nation learned to trust more and more to the swords of 
mercenaries. , .. 

Shortly before the death of Darius there seems to have been 
a doubt raised as to the succession."· Parysatis, who preferred 
her second son to her first-born, imagined that her influence 
was sufficient to induce her husband to nominate Cyrus, in
stead of Arsaces, to succeed him; and Cyrus is said to have 
himself expected to be preferred above his brother. He had 
the claim, if claim it can be called, that he was the first son 
born to his father after he became king;'" but his main de
pendence was doubtless on his mother. Darius, however, 
proved less facile in his dying moments than he had been duro 
ing most of his life, and declined to set aside the rights of the 
eldest son on the frivolo1>lS pretence suggested to him. His oWl) 

. f. ... .,,:._ 
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feelings may have inclined him towards Arsaces, who resem
bJed him far more than Cyrus did in character; and Cyrus, 
moreover, had recently offended him, and been summoned to 
court, to answer a very serious charge. no Arsaces, therefore, 
was nominated, and took the name of ArtaxerxesTTY-as one 
of a king who had reigned long, and, on the whob, pros
perously. 

An incident of ill omen accompanied the commencement of 
the new reign (B.C. (05). The inauguration of the monarch 
was a religious ceremony, and took place in a temple at Pasar
gadre, the old capital, to which a peculiar sanctity was still re
garded as attaching. Artaxerxes had proceeded to this place, 
and was about to engage in the ceremonies, when he was in
terrupted by Tissaphernes, who informed him that his life was 
in danger. Cyrus, he said, proposed to hide himself in the 
temple, and assassinate him as he changed his dress, a neces
sary part of the formalities. 1TI One of the officiating priests
a Magus, as it would seemm-confirmed the charge. Cyrus 
was immediately arrested, and would have been put to death 
on the spot, had not his mother interfered, and, embracing him 
in her arms, made it impossible for the executioner to perform 
his task. With some difficulty she persuaded Artaxerxes to 
spare his brother's life and allow him to return to his govern
ment, assuring him, no and perhaps believing, that the charges 
made against her favorite were without foundation. 

Cyrus returned to Asia Minor with the fuJI determination of 
attacking his brother at the earliest opportunity. 18' He imme
diately began the collection of a mercenary force, composed 
wholly of Greeks, on whose arms he was disposed to place far 
more reliance than on those of Orientals. As Tissaphernes 
had returned to the coast with him, and was closely watching 
all his proceedings, it was necessary to exercise great caution, 
lest his intentions should become knOwD before he was ready 
to put them into execution. He therefore had recourse to three 
different devices. Having found a cause of quarrel with TIssa
phernes in the ambiguous terms of their respecttve commis
sions, he pressed it on to an actual war, which enabled him to 
hire troops openly, as against this enemy;'" and in this way 
he collected from 5000 to 6000 Greeks~hiefly Peloponnesians. 
He further gave secret commissions to Greek officers, whose 
acquaintance he had made when he was previously in these 
parts, to collect men for him, whom they were to employ in 
their own quarrels until he needed their services.·n From 
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3000 to 4000 troops were gathered for him by these persons. 
Finally, when he found himself nearly ready to commence his 
march, he discovered a new foe in the Pisidians of the Western . 
Taurus, and proceeded to levy a force against them,'·' which 
amounted to some thousands more. In all. he had. in readiness 
11,000 heavy-armed and about 2000 light-armed Greeks'" before 
his purpose became so clear that Tissaphernes could no longer 
mistake it. and therefore started off to carry his somewhat 
tardy intelligence to the capital. , •• 

The aims of Cyrus were different from those of ordinary 
rebel satraps; and we must go back to the times of Darius 
Hystaspis in order to find a parallel to them. Instead of seek
ing to free a province from the Persian yoke. or to carve out 
for himself an independent sovereignty in some remote corner 
of tbe Empire. his intention was to detbrone his brother. and 
place on his own brows the diadem of his great namesake. It 
was necessary for him therefore to assume tbe offensive. Only 
by a bold advance. and by taking his enemy to some extent 
unprepared. and so at a disadvantage. could he hope to succeed 
in his audacious project. It is not easy to see that he could 
have had any considerable party among the Persians, •• , or any 
ground for expecting to be supported by any of the subject 
nations. His following must have been purely personal i'·· and 
though it may be true that he was of a ch8.facter to win more 
admiration and affection than his brother, yet Artaxerxes 
himself was far from being unpopular with his subjects, whom 
he pleased by a familiarity and a good-nature to which they 
were little accustomed. '~I Cyrus knew that his 'Principal de
pendence must be on himself, on bis Greeks. and on the care
lessness and dilatoriness of his adversary .... who was destitute 
of military talent and was even thought to be devoid of per
sonal bravery •• 1. . 

Thus it was importaDt to advance as soon as possible. 
Cyrus therefore quitted Sardis before all his troops were col
lected (B.O. 401), and marched through Lydia and Phrygia, by 
tbe route formally followed in the reverse direction by the 
army of Xerxes, ... as far as CellllDlIl, where the remainder of 
his mercenaries joined him. .1. With his Greek force thus 
raised to 13,000 men, and with a native army not much short 
of 100,000, .. ' he proceeded on througb Phrygia and Lycaonia 
to tbe borders of Cilicia, having determined on taking the 
shortest route to Babylon, through tbe Cilician and Syrian 
passes, and then along the course· of the Euphrates. A' 
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Caystrupedion he was met by Epyaxa, consort of Syennesis, 
the tributary king of Cilicia, who brought him a welcome sup
ply of money, , •• and probably assured him of the friendly dis
poI!Iition of her husband, who was anxious to stand well with 
both sides. In Lycaonia, Cyrus divided his forces, and send
ing a small body of troops under Menon to escort Epyaxa 
across the mountains and enter Cilicia by the more western of 
the two practicable passes'" he proceeded himself with the bulk 
of his troops to the famous PyJre Cilicire, where he probably 
knew that Syennesis would only make a feint of resistance. 
He found the pass occupied; but it was evacuated the next day, 
on the receipt of intelligence that Menon had already entered 
the COULtry and that the fleet of Cyrus-composed partly of 
his own ships, partly of a squadron furnished to him by 
Sp8.rta "'-had appeared off the coast and threatened a land
ing. Cyrus thus crossed the most difficult and dangerous of 
all the passes that separated him from the heart of the Em
pire, without the loss of a man .... 

Thus far it would appear that Cyrus had to a certain extent 
masked his plans. The Greek captains must have guessed, i.f 
they had not actually learnt, his intentions; but to the bulk of 
the soldiery they had been hitherto absolutely unknown. It 
was only in Cilicia that the light broke in upon them, and they 
began to suspect that they were being marched into the in
terior of Asia, there to engage in a contest with the entire 
power of the Great King. Something of the horror which is 
ascribed to Cleomenes, when it was suggested to him a cen
tury earlier that ha should conduct his Spartans the distance 
of a three months' journey from the sea, , •• appears to have 
taken possession of the minds of the mercenaries on their 
awaking to this conviction. They at once refused. to pro-

. ceed. ••• It was only by the most skilful management on the 
part of their captains, joined to a judicious liberality on the 
part of Cyrus, that they were induced to forego their inten
tion of returning home at once, and so breaking up the expe
dition. A perception of the difficulty of effecting a retreat, 
together with an increase of pay, extorted a i-eJ.uctant assent 
to continue the march, of which the real term and object were 
even now not distinctly avowed. Cyrus said he proposed to 
attack the army of Abrocomas, which he believed to be posted 
on the Euphrates. If he did not find it there, a fresh consulta
tion might be held to consider any further movement. ,.1 

The march now proceeded rapidly. The gates of Syria-a. 
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narrow pass on the east coast of the Gulf of Issus, shut iIi, 
like Thermopylm, between the mountains and the sea.. and 
strengthened moreover by fortifications--were left unguarded 
by Ab1'QComaB;"'" and the army, having traversed them with
out loss, crossed the Amanus range by the pass of BeiIan,'" 
and in twenty-nine days from Tarsus reached Thapsacus on 
the Euphrates. "" The forces of Artaxerxes had nowhere made 
their appearance-Abrocomss, though he had 300,000 men at 
his disposal,"'" had weakly or treacherously abandoned all 
these strong and easily defensible positions; he does not seem 
even to have wasted the country; but, having burnt the boats 
at Thapsacus, he was content to fall back upon Phmnicia, 0'" 
and left the way to Babylon and Susa open. At Thapsacus 
there was little difficulty in persuading the Greeks, who . had 
no longer the sea before their eyes, to continue the march; 
they only stipulated for a further increase of pay, which was 
readily promised them by the sanguine prince, "'7 who believed 
himself on the point of obtaining by their aid the inexhaustible 
treasures of the Empire. The river, which happened to be 
uunsually low for. the time of year, "'8 was easily forded. 
Cyrus entered Mesopotamia, and continued his march down 
the left bank of the Euphrates at the quickest rate that it was 
possible to move a hundred thousand Orientals.·.. In thirty
three days he had accomplished above 600 miles, ... and had ap
pr.oached within 120 miles of Babylon without seeing any 
traces of an enemy. His only difficulties were from the nature 
of the country, which, after the Khabour is passed, becomes 
barren, excepting close along the river.811 From want of 
fodder there was a great mortality among the baggage-ani
mals; the price of grain rose; and the Greeks had to subsist 
almost entirely upon meat.·.. At last, when the Babylonian 
alluvium was reached. with its abundance of fodder and com, 
signs of the enemy began to be obServed. Artaxerxes, who 
after some doubts and misgivings had finally determined to 
give his enemy battle in the plain, was already on his way 
from Babylon, with an army reckoned at 900,000 men, .... and 
had sent forward a body of horse, partly to reconnoitre, 
partly to destroy the crops, in· order to prevent Cyrus and his 
troops from benefiting by them. 81. Cyrus now advanced 
slowly and cautiously, at the rate of about fourteen miles a. 
day,"· expecting each morning to fight a general engagement 
before evening came. On the third night, believing the battle 
to be imminent, he distributed the commands and laid down .• 
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plan of ol'Elrations .• ,. But morning brought no appearance or. 
the enemy, and the whole day passed tranquilly. In the 
course of it, he came upon a wide and deep trench cut through 
the plain for a distance of. above forty miles-a recent work, 
which Artaxerxes had intended as a barrier to stop the pro-' 
grass of his enemy. 81T But the trench was undefended and 
incomplete, a space of twenty feet being left between its ter
mination and the Euphrates. Cyrus, having passed it, began 
to be convinced that his brother would nOli risk a battle in the 
plain, but would retreat to the mOlmtains and make his stand 
at Persepolis or Ecbatana. He therefore continued his march 
negligently. His men 'pilEi<! their arms on the wagons or laid 
them across the beasts of burthen; while he himself exchanged 
the borse which he usually rode for a chariot, and proceeded 
on his way leisurely, having about his person a small escort. 
which preserved their ranks, while all the rest of the ,troops 
were allowed to advance in, complete disarray. I" 

Suddenly,.as the army was proceeding in this d.isorderly 
manner through the plain, a single horseman was perceived 
advancing at full gallop from the opposite quarter, his steed 
all flecked with foam. As he drew near, he shouted aloud to 
those whom he met, addressing some in Greek, others in Per
sian, and warning them that the Great King, with his whole 
force, was close at hand, and rapidly approaching in order of 
battle. The news took every ont! by surprise, and at first all 
was hurry and confusion. The Greeks, however, who were on 
the right, rapidly marshalled their line, resting it upon the 
river; while Cyrus put on his armor. mounted his horse, and 
arranged the ranks of his Asiatics.·.. 'Ample time was given 
for completing all the necessary dispositions; since three hours, 
8,t the least,8'. must have elapsed from the announcement of 
the enem.y's approach before he actually appeared. Then a 
white cloud of dust arose towards the verge of the horizon, 
below which a part of the plain began soon to darken; 
presently gleams of light were seen to flash out from the dense 
mass which was advancing, the serried lines of spears came 
into view, and the component parts of the huge army grew to 
be discernible.·11 On the extreme left was a body of horsemen 
with white cuirasses, commanded by Tissaphernes; next came 
infantry, carrying the. long wicker shield, or gerrhum;'" 
then a solid square of Egyptians, heavily armed, and bearing' 
wooden shields that reached to the feet; then the contingents 
~i many different nations, some on foot, some on borseback, 
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armed with bows and other weapons.·.. The line stretched 
away to the east further than the Greeks, who were stationed . 
on the right, could see, extending (as it would seem) more than 
twice the distance which was covered by the army of Cyrus .••• 
Artaxerxes was in the centre ~f his line, ••• on horseback, ••• 
surrounded by a mounted guard of 6000 Persians.·.. In front 
of the line, towards the river, were drawn up at wide intervals 
a hundred and fifty scythed chariots, which were designed to 
carry terror and confusion into the ranks of the Greeks .••• 

On the other side, Cyrus had upon the extreme right a 
thousand Paphlagonian cavalry with the more lightly armed 
of the Greeks;··· next, the Greek heavy-armed, under Clear
chus; and then his Asiatics, stretching in a line to about the 
middle of his adversary's army, his own special command 
being in the centre; and his left wing being led by the satrap, 
Arireus. ••• With Arireus was posted the great mass of the 
cavalry; but a band of six hundred, clad in complete armor, 
with their horses also partially armed, ··'waited on Cyrus him
self, and accompanied him wherever he wen~. As the enemy 
drew near, and Cyrus saw how much he was outflanked upon 
the left, he made an attempt to remedy the evil by ordering' 
Clearchus to move with his troops from the extreme right to the 
extreme left of the line, where he would be opposite to Arta
xerxes himself ... • Thi'J, no doubt, would have been a hazard
ous movement to make in the face of a superior enemy; and 
Clearchus, feeling this, and regarding the execution of the 
order as left to his discretion, declined to move away from the 
river. Cyrus, who trusted much to the Greek general's judg
ment, did not any further press the change, ••• but prepared to 
fight the battle as he stood. 

The combat began upon the right. When the enemy had 
approached within six or seven hundred yards, the impatience 
of the Greeks to engage could not be restrained. They sang 
the prean and started forwards at :1 pace which in a short time 
became a run. ... The Persians did not await their charge. 
The drivers looped from their chariots, the line of battle be
hind them wavered, an~ then turned and fled without striking 
a blow. One Greek only was 'wounded by an arrow. ••• As for 
the scythed chariots, they damaged their own side more than 
the Greeks; for the frightened horses in many cases, carried 
the vehicles into the thick of the fugitives, while the Greeks 
opened their ranks and gave passage to such as charged in an 
opposite cUrection.·.. Mod~rat~ their pace so as to presefVe 
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their tactical arrangement,·" but still advancing with great 
rapidity, the Greeks preBBed on the flying enemy, and pursued 
him a distance of two or three miles, ••• never giving a thought 
to Cyrus, who, they supposed, would conquer those opposed to 
him with as much ease as themselves. 

But the prince meanwhile was in difficulties. Finding him
self outnumbered and outflanked, and fearing that his whole 
army would be surrounded, and even the victorious Greeks 
attacked in the rear, ••• he set all upon one desperate cast and 
charged with his Six Hundred against the six thousand horse 
who protected his brother. Artagerses, their coIilmander, 
who met him with a Homeric invective,"· he slew with his 
own hand. ... The six thousand were routed and took to flight; 
the person of the king was exposed to view; and Cyrus, trans
ported at the sight, rushed forward shouting, .. I see the 
man," and hurling his javelin, struck him straight upon the 
breast, with such force that the cuirass was pierced and a 
slight. flesh-wound inflicted.··· The king fell from his horse; 
but at the same moment Cyrus received a wound beneath the 
eye from the javelin of a Persian,'" and in the melee which 
followed he was slain with eight of his followers.··· The Six 
Hundred could lend no effectual aid, because they had rashly 
dispersed in pursuit of the flying enemy.· .. 

As the whole contest was a personal one, the victory was 
now decided. Fighting, however, continued till nightfall. 
On learning the death of their leader, the Asiatic troops under 
Arireus fled-first to their camp, and then, when Artaxerxes 
attacked them there, to the last night's station.··· The 
Grecian camp was assaulted by Tissaphernes, who at the be
ginning of the battle had charged through the Greek light
armed, without however; inflicting on them any loss,·" and 
had then pressed on, thinking to capture the Grecian bag
gage. ••• But the guard defended their camp with success, and 
slew many of the assailants. Tissaphernes and the king drew 
off after a while, and retraced their steps, in order to com
plete the victory by routing the troops of Clearchus. 
Olearchus was at the same time returning from his pursuit, 
having heard that his camp was in danger, and as the two 
bodies of troops approached, he found his right··· threatened 

, by the entire host of the enemy, which might have lapped 
round it and attacked it. in front, in flank, and in rear. To 
escape this peril he was about to wheel his line and make it 
rest alone its whole extent upon the river, ... when the Persiailii 
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passed him and resumed the position which they had occupied 
at the beginning of the battle. Thoy were then about to at
tack, when once more the Greeks anticipated them and 
charged. The effect was again ludicrous. The Persians would 
not abide the onset, but fled faster than before. ••• The Greeks 
pursued them to a village, close by which was a knoll o~ 
mound, - whither the fugitives had betaken themselves. 
Again the Greeks made a movement in advance, and immedi. 
ately the flight recommenced. The last rays of the setting sun 
fell On scattered masses of Persian horse and foot flying in all 
directions over the plain from the little band of Greeks. ••• 

The battle of Cunaxa was a double blow to the Persian 
power. By the death of Cyrus there was lost the sole chance 
that existed of such a re-invigoralion of the Empire as might 
have enabled it to start again on a new lease of life, with 
ability to held its own, and strength to resume once more the 
aggressive attitude of former times. The talents of Cyrus 
have perhaps been overrated, but he was certainly very 
Buperior to most Orientals; and there can be no doubt that the 
Empire would have greatly gained by the substitution of 
his rule for that of his brother. He was active, energetic, 
prompt in deed, ready in speech, faithful in the observance of 
his engagements, brave, liberal-he had more foresight and 
more self-control·" than most Asiatics; he knew how to deal 
with different classes of men; he had a great power of inspir
ing affection and retaining it ;e •• he was free from the folly of 
national prejudice, and could appreciate as they deserved both 
the character and the institutions of foreigners. .. • It is likely 
that he would have proved a better administrator and ruler 
than any king of Persia since Darius Hystaspis. He would, 
therefore, undoubtedly have rsJsed his country to some extent. 
Whether he could really have arrested its decline, and en
abled it to "avenge the humiliations of Marathon, Salamis, 
and the peace of Callias, " ••• is, however, exceedingly doubtful. 

For Cyrus, though he had considerable merits, was not 
without great and grievous defects. As the Tartar is said 
always to underlie the Russ,··· so the true Oriental underlay 
that coating of Grecian manners and modes of thought and 
act, with which a real admiration of the Hellenic race induced 
Cyrus to conceal his na.tive barbarism. When he slew his 
cousins for an act which he chose to construe as disrespect, ... 
and when he executed Orontes for contemplated desertion, 
eecretl1 and silently, so that no one knew his fate, e .. when 
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transported with jealous rage he rushed madly upon his 
brother,·01 exposing to h~ard the success of all his carefully 
formed plans, and in fact ruining his cause, the acquired 
habits of the Phil-Hellene gave way, and the native ferocity 
of the Asiatic came to the surface. We see Cyrus under 
favorable circumstances, while conciliation, tact, and self
restraint were necessities of his position, without which he 
could not possibly gain his e~ds-we do not know what effect 
success and the possession of supreme power might have had 
upon his temper and conduct; but from the acts above
mentioned we may at any rate suspect that the result would 
have been very injurious. 

Again, intellectually, Cyrus is only great lor an Asiatic. 
He has more method, more foresight, more power of combina
tion, more breadth of mind than the other Asiatics of his day, 
or than the vast mass of Asiatics of any day. But he is not 
entitled to the praise of a great administrator or of a great 
general. His three years' administration of Asia Minor was 
chie1ly marked by a barbarous severity towards criminals,·" 
and by a lavish expenditure of the resources of his govern
ment, which left him in actual want at the moment when he 
was about to commence his expedition.·" His generalship 
failed signally at the battle of Cunaxa, for the loss of which he 
is far more to be blamed than Clearchus. As he well knew 
that Artaxerxes was sure to occupy the centre of his line of 
battle, ••• he should have placed his Greeks in the middle of his 
own line, not at one extremity. When he saw how much his 

. adversary outflanked him on the left-a contingency which 
was so probable that it ought to have occurred to him before
hand-he should have deployed his line in that direction, in
stead of ordering such a movelIlent as Clearchus, not unwisely. 
declined to execute. He might have trusted the Greeks to 
fight in line, as they had fought at Marathon;··' and by ex
panding their ranks, and moving off his Asiatics to the Mt, he 
might have avoided the .danger of being outflanked and sur
rounded. But his capital error was the wildness and abandon 
of his charge with the Six Hundred-a charge which it was 
probably right to make under the circumstances, but which 
.required a combination of coolness and courage that the Per
sian prince evidently did not possess when his feelings were 
excited. Had he kept his Six Hundred well in hand, checked 
their pursuit, 'aDd abstained from thrusting his own person 
into unnecessary danger, he might have joined the Greeks alii 
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they returned from their first victory and participated in their 
final triumph. At the same time, Clearchus cannot but be 
blamed for pusbing his suit too far. If, when the enemy in his 
front fled, he had at once turned against those who were 
engaging Cyrus, taking them on their left flank, which must 
have been completely uncovered, he might have been in time 
to prevent the fatal results of the rash charge made by his 
leader. 

Thus the death of Cyrus, though a calamity to Persia, was 
scarcely the great loss which it has been represented. A far 
worse result of the Cyreian expedition was the revelation which 
it made of the weakness of Persia, and of the facility with 
which a Greek force might penetrate to the very midst of the 
Empire, defeat the largest army that could be brought against 
it, and remain, B •• or return, as it might think proper. Hitherto 
Babylon and Susa had been, even to the mind of a Greek 
statesman, B .. remote localities. which it would be the extreme of 
rashness to attempt to reach by force of arms, and from which 
it would be utter folly to suppose that a sPigle man could' 
return alive except by permission of the Great King. Hence
forth these towns were looked upon as prizes quite within the 
legitimate scope of Greek ambition, and their conquest came to 
be viewed as little more than a question of time. The opinion 
of inaccessibility, which had been Persia's safeguard hitherto, 
was gone, and in its stead grew up a conviction that the heart 
of the Empire might be reached with very little difficulty. B •• 

It required, however, for the production of this whole (lhange, 
not merely that the advance to Cunaxa should have been 
safely made, and the immeasurable superiority of Greek to 
Asiatic soldiers there exhibited, but also that the retreat should 
have been effected, as "it was effected, without disaster. Had 
the Ten Thousand perished under the attacks of the Persian 
horse, or even under the weapons of the Kurds, or amid the 
snows of Armenia, the 'opinion of Persian invulnerability would' 
have been strengthened rather than weakened by the expedi. 
tion. But the return to Greece of ten thousand men, who had 
defeated the hosts of the Great King in the centre of his do. 
minions, and fought their way back to the sea without suffer. 
ing more than the common casualties of war, was an evidence 
of weakness which could not but become generally known, and 
of which all could feel the force. Hence the retreat was as 
important as the battle. If in late autumn and mid-winter a 
small- Greek army. without maps··' or guides, could make its 
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wr..y for a thousand miles through Asia, and encounter no foe 
over whom it could not easily triumph, it was clear that the 
fabric of ·Persian power was rotten, and would collapse on the 
first serious attack. 

Still, it will not be necessary to trace in detail the steps of 
the retreat. It was the fact of the return, rather than the mode 
of ita accomplisbment, which importantly affected the subse
quent history of Persia. W Po need only note that the retreat 
was successfully conducted in spite, not mPorely of the military 
power of the Empire, but of the most barefaced and cruel 
treacheryO'0-a fact which showed clearly the strong desire 
that there was to biDder the invaders' escape. Persia did not 
set much store by her honor at this period; but she would 
scarcely have pledged her word and broken it, without the 
slightest shadow of excuse, unless she had regarded the object "0 be accomplished as one of vast importance, and seen no other 
way which offered any prospect of the desired result. Her 
failure, despite the success of her treachery, places her military 
weakness in the strongest possible light. The Greeks, though 
deprived of their leaders. deceived, surprised, and hemmed in 
by superior numbers, amid terrific mountains, precipices, and 
IsllOWS, forced their way by sheer dogged perseverance through 
all obstacles, and reached Trebizond with the loss of not one 
:tourth of their original number. BTl 

There was also another discovery made during the return 
-,..'nich partly indicated the weakness of the Persian power, and 
panly accounted for it. The Greeks had believed that the 
whoie vast space enclosed between the Black Sea, Caucasus, 
Caspian, and Jaxartes on the one hand, and the Arabian Desert, 
Persian Gulf, and Indian Ocean on the other, was bOund to
gether into one single centralized monarchy, all the resources 
of which were wielded by a single arm. They now found that 
even towards the heart of the empire, Oli the confines of Media 
and Assyria, there existed independent tribes which set the 
arms of Persia at defiance;OTI while towards the verge of the 
old dominion whole provinces, once certainly held in subjection, 
had fallen away from the declining State, and succeeded in 
establishing their freedom. The nineteenth satrapy of Herod
otus°" existed no more; in lieu of it was a mass of warlike and 
autonomous tribes-Cbalybes, Taochi, Cbaldeans, Macronians, 
Scythians, ColchiahS, Mosynrecians, Tibarenianso"-whose sel'
vices, if he needed them, the King of Persia had to buy,OTl while 
ordinarily their attitude towards him was one of distrust and 
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ll.ostiIit.y". Judging of the unknown from the known, the 
Greeks might reasonably conclude that in all parts of the 
Empire similar defections bad occurred, and that thus both the 
dimensions and the resources of the state had suffered. serious 
diminution, and fell far below the conception which they bad 
been accustomed to form of them. 

The immediate consequence of the Cyreian expedition was ~ 
rupture between Persia and Sparta. Sparta had given aid to 
Cyrus, and thus provoked the hostility of the Great King. 
She was not inclined to apologize or to recede. On the con
trary, she saw in the circumstances of the expedition strong 
grounds for anticipating great advantages to herself from a 
war with so weak an antagonist. Having, therefore, secured. 
the services of the returned Ten Thousand, .t. she undertook 
the protection of the Asiatic Greeks against Persia, and carried 
on a war upon the continent against the satraps of Lydia and 
Phrygia for the space of six years (B.O. 399 to B.C. 394). The 
disorganization of the Persian Empire became very manifest 
during this period. So jealous were the two satraps of each 
other, that either was willing at any time to make a truce with 
the Spartans on condition that they proceeded to attack the 
other; and, on one occasion, as much as thirty silver talents 
was paid by a satrap on the condition that the war should be 
transferred. from his own government to that of his rival 8n 

At the same time the native tribes were becoming more and 
more inclined to rebel. The Mysians and Pisidians bad for 8 
long time been practically independent. .,. Now the Bithyn
ians showed a disposition to shake off the Persian yoke, &TO 

while in Paphlagonia the native monarchs boldly renounced 
their allegiance. ... AgesilaUs, who carried on the war in Asia 
Minor for three years, knew well how to avail himself of all 
these advantageous circumstances; and it is not unlikely that 
he would have effected the separation from Persia of the entire 
peninsula, had he been able to continue the struggle a few 
years longer. But the league between Argos, Thebes, and 
Corinth, which jealousy of Sparta caused and Persian gold 
promoted, on proved so formidable, that A.gesilaiis had to be 
summoned home:an and after his departure, Conon, in alliance 
with Pharnabazus, recovered. the supremacy of the sea for 
Athens, an and greatly weakened Spartan in1luence in Asia. 
Not content with this result, the two friends, in the year 
B.O. 393, sailed across the Egean, and the portentous spectacle 

• of a Persian lleet in Greek watera was once more seen-this 
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time in alliance with Athens I Descents were made upon the 
coasts of the Peloponnese,·" and the island of Cythera was 
seized and occupied. ••• The long walls of Athens were rebuilt 
with Persian money, and alI the enemies of Sparta were richly 
subsidized. ••• Sparta was made to feel that if she had been able 
at one time to make the Great King tremble for his provinces, 
or even for his throne, the King could at another reach her 
across the Egean, and approach Sparta as nearly as she had, 
-with the Cyreians, approached Babylon. ' 

The lp.sson of the year B.C. 393 was not thrown away on the 
dpartan government. The leading men became convinced that 
unless they could secure the neutrality of the Persians, Sparta 
must succumb to the hostility of her Hellenic enemies. Under 
these circumstances they devised, with much skill, a scheme 
likely to be acceptable to the Persians, which would weaken 
their chief rivals in Greece~Athens and The~while it 
would leave untouched their own power. They proposed a 
general peace, the conditions of which should be the entire 
relinquishment of Asia to the Persians, and the complete auton
omy of alI the Greek States in Europe. The first attempt to 
procure the acceptance of these terms failed 887 (B.O. 393); but 
six years later, after Antalcidas had explained them at the 
Persian Court, Artaxerxes Bent down an ultimatum to the 
disputants, ••• modifying the terms slightly as regarded 
Athens, ••• extending them as regarded himself so as to include 
the islands of Clazomenm and Cyprus, and requiring their ac
ceptance by alI the belligerents, on pain of their incurring his 
hostility. To this threat all yielded. A Persian king may be 
excused if he felt it a proud achievement thus to dictate' a peace 
to the Greeks~a peace, moreover. which annulled, the treaty of 
Callias, and gave back absolutely into his hands a province 
which had ceased to belong to his Empire more than sixty 
years previously. 

It was the more important to Artaxerxes that his relations 
with tpe European Greeks should be put upon a peaceful 
footing, since all the resources of the Empire were wanted fOF 
the repression of disturbances which had some years previously 
broken out in Cyprus. The exact date of the Cyprian revolt 
under Evagoras, the Greek tyrant of Salamis, is uncertain ;0.' 
but there is evidence that, at least as early as B.O. 391, he was 
at open war with the power of Persia, and had made an 
alliance with the Athenians, who both in that year and in 
B.O. 388 sent him aid.'·' Assisted also by AchOris, indep~ndeD'" 
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monarch of Egypt, and Hecatomnus, vassal king of Caria, ... he 
was able to take the offensive, to conquer Tyre,'" and extend 
his revolt into Cilicia°" and IdllIllma. .. • An expedition under
taken against him by Autophradates, satrap of Lydia, ... seems 
to have failed. It was the first object of the Persians, after 
concluding the "Peace of Antalcidas." to crush Evagoras. 
They collected 300 vessels, partly from the Greeks of Asia, and 
brought tc,gether an army of 300,000 men.·.. The Heet of 
Evagoras numbered 200 triremes, and with these he ventured 
on an attack, but was completely defeated by Tiribazus, who 
shut him up in Salamis, and, after a struggle which continued 
for at least six years,'" compelled him to submit to terms 
(B.a. 330 or 379) ... • More fortunate than former rebels, he 
obtained not merely a promise of pardon, which would prob
ably have been violated, but a recognition of his title, and 
permission to remain in his government, with the single 
obligation of furnishing to the Great King a certain annual 
tribute. 

During the continuance of this war, Artaxerxes was person
ally engaged in military operations in anotber part of his do
minions. The Cadusians, who inhabited the low and fertile 
tract between the Elburz range and the Caspian, having re
volted against his authority, Artaxerxes invaded their territory 
at the head of an army which- is estimated at 300,000 foot and 
10,000 horse.··· The land was little cultivated. rugged, and 
covered with constant fogs; the men were brave and warlike, 
and having admitted him into their country, seem to have 
waylaid and intercepted his convoys. His army was soon re
duced to great straits, and forced to subsist on the cavalry 
horses and the baggage-animals. A most disastrous result 
must have followed,· .. had not Tiribazus, who had been recalled 
from Cyprus on charges preferred against him by the comman
der of the land force, Orontes, ••• contrived very artfully to in
duce the rebels to make their submission. ,.. Artaxerxes was 
thus enabled to withdraw from the country without serious 
disaster, having shown in his short campaign that he possessed 
the qualities of a soldier, , .. but was entirely deficient in those 
of a general. 

A time of comparative tranquillity seems to have followed 
the Cadusian campaign. Artaxerxes strengthened his hold 
upon the Asiatic Greeks by razing some of their towns and 
placing garrisons in others. ••• His satraps even ventured to 
commence the absorption of the islands off the coast; and 
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there is evidence that Samos, at any rate, was reduced and 
added to the Empire. ••• Cilicia, Phrenicia, and Idumrea were 
doubtless recovered soon after the great defeat of Evagoras. 
There remained only one province in this quarter which still 
maintaiued its revolt, and enjoyed, under native monarchs, the 
advantages of independence. This was Egypt, which had now 
continued free for above thirty years, since it shook off th& 
yoke of Darius Nothus. Artaxerxes, anxious to recover thiH 
portion of his ancestral dominions, applied in B.C. 375 to Athens 
for the services of her great general, Iphicrates. ••• His request. 
was granted, and in the next year a vast armament was as
sembled at Acre'·· under Iphicrates and Pharnabazus, which 
effected a successful landing in the Delta at the Mendesian 
mouth of the Nile,' stormed the town commanding this branch 
of the river, and might have taken Memphis, could, the ener
getic advice of the Athenian have stirred to action the sluggish. 
temper of his Persian colleague. ••• But Pharnabazus declined 
to be hurried, and preferred to proceed leisurely and according 
to rule. The result was that the season for hostilities passed 
and nothing had been done. The Nile rose as the summer 
drew on, and flooded most of the Delta; the expedition could 
effect nothing, and had to return. Pharnabazus and Iphicrates 
parted amid mutual recriminations; and the reduction of 
Egypt was deferred for above a quarter of a century. 

In Greece, however, the Great King still retained that posi
tion of supreme 'arbiter with which he had been invested at the 
"Peace of Antalcidas." In B. C. 372 Antalcidas was sent by 
Sparta a second time up to Susa, for the purpose of obtaining 
an imperial rescript, prescIibing the terms on which the then 
existing hostilities among the Greeks should cease ... • In B.C. 

,367 Pelopidas and Ismenias proceeded with the same object 
from Thebes to the Pel'l!ian capital.· l1 In the following year a 
rescript, more in their favor than former ones, was obtained 
by Athens. '" Thus every one of the leading powers of Greece 
applied in turn to the Great King for his royal mandate, so 
erecting him by common consent into a sort of superior, whose 
decision was to be final in all cases of Greek quarrel. 

But this external acknowledgment of the imperial greatness 
of Persia did not, and could not, check the internal decay and 
tendency to disintegration, which was gradually gaining head, 
aDd threatening the speedy dissolution of the Empire. The 
long reign of Artaxerxes Mnemon was now verging towards 
its close. }:Ie was advanced in years, and enfeebled in mind 
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and body, suspicious of his sons and of his nobles, especially 
of such as showed more than common ability. Under these 
circumstances, revolts on ~he part of satraps grew frequent. 
First Ariobarzanes, satrap of Phrygia, renounced his allegiance 
(B.O. 366), and defended himself with success against Autophra
dates, satrap of Lydia, and Mausolus, native king of Caria 
under Persia, to whom the task of reducing him had been en
trusted. "' Then Aspis, who held a part of Cappadocia, revolted 
and maintained himself by the help of the Pisidians, until he 
was overpowered by Datames. 0.4 Next Datames himself, satrap 
of the rest of Cappadocia, understanding that Artaxerxes' 
mind was poisoned against him, made a treaty with Anobar
zanes, and assumed an independent attitude in his own prqv
ince. 8

" In this position he resisted all the efforts of Autopbra
dates to reduce him to obedience; and Artaxerxes condescended 
first to make terms with him and then to remove him by 
treachery.... Finally (B.C. 362), there seems to have been some
thing like a general revolt of the western provinces, in which 
the satraps of Mysia, Phrygia, and Lydia, MausOlus, prince of 
Carla, and the people of Lycia, Pamphylia, Cilicia, Syria, and 
Phrenicia participated.... Tachos, king of Egypt, fomented the 
disturbances, which were also secretly encouraged by the 
Spartans. I.. A terrible conflict appeared to be imminent; but 
it was avoided by the ordinary resources of bribery and 
treachery. Orontes, satrap of Phrygia, and Rheomithras, one 
of the revolted generals, yielding to the attractions of Persian 
gold, deserted and betrayed their confederates. 01. The insur
rection was in this way quelled, but it had raised hopes in 
Egypt, which did not at once subside. Tachos, the native 
king, having secured the services of Agesilaiis as general, .. • 
and of Chabrlas, the Athenian, as admiral of his fleet,·" boldly 
advanced into Syria, was well received by the Phrenicians, 
and commenced the siege of some of the Syrian cities. Persia. 
might have suffered considerable loss in this quarter, had not 
the internal quarrels of the Egyptians among themselves proved 
a better protection to her than her own armies. Two preten
ders to the throl!le sprang up as soon as Tachos had quitted the 
country, I •• and he was compelled to return to Egypt in order 
to resist them. The force intended to strike a vigorous blow 
against the power of Artaxerxes was dissipated in civil con
flicts; and Persia had once more to congratulate herself on the 
intestine divisions of her adversaries. 

A few yea.r!I after this, Artaxerxes died, having reigned fortr 
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six years, ••• and lived, if we may trust Plutarch, ninety-four.· .. 
Like most of the later Persian kings, he was unfortunate in his 
domestic relations. To his original queen, Statira, he was in
deed fondly attached;·" and she appears to have merited and 
returned his love ;... but in all other respects his private life 
was unhappy. Its chief curse was Parysatis, the queen-mother. 
This monster of cruelty held Artaxerxes in a species of bond
age during almost the whole of his long reign, and acted as if 
she were the real sovereign of the country. She encouraged 
Cyrus in his treason. on and brought to most horrible ends all 
those who had been prominent in frustrating it. ••• She poisoned 
Statira out of hatred and jealousy, because she had a certain 
degree of influence over her husband. ••• She encouraged Ana
xerxes to contract an incestuous marriage with his daughter 
Atossa, .. • a marriage which proved a fertile source of further 
calamities. Artaxerxes had three sons by Statira-Darius, 
Ariaspea, and Ochus. Of these Darius, as the eldest, was for
mally declared the heir.'" But Ochus, ambitious of reigning, 
intrigued with Atossa, ••• and sought to obtain the succession 
by her aid. So good seemed to Darius the chances of his 
brother's success that he took the rash step of conspiring 
against the life of his father, as the only way of securing the 
throne. a.. His conspiracy was detected, and he was seized and 
executed, Ariaspes thereby becoming the eldest son, and so the 
natural heir. Ochus then persuaded Ariaspes that he had 
offended his father, and was about to be put to a cruel and ig
nominious death, whereupon that prince in despair committed 
suicide .• s. His elder brothers thus removed, there still re
mained one rival, whom Ochus feared. This was Arsames, one 
of his half-brothers, an illegitimate son of Artaxerxes, who 
stood high in his favor. Assassination was the weapon em
ployed to get rid of this rival. It is said that this last blow 
was too much for the aged and unhappy king, who died of 
grief on receiving intelligence of the murder.· .. 

Artaxerxes was about the weakest of all the Persian mono 
archs. He was mild in temperament,"· affable in demeanor, 
goodnatured, on affectionate, U. and well-meaning. But, pos
sessing no strength of will, he allowed the commission of the 
most atrocious acts, the most horrible cruelties, by those about 
}lim, who were bolder and more resolute than himself. The 
wife and son, whom he fondly loved, were plotted against be
fnre his eyes; and he had neither the skill to prevent nor the 
cour~e to ave~ the4' fate, Incapable of resisting E'ntreaty 
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and importunity, he granted boons which he ought to have 
refused, and condoned offences which it would have been 
proper to punish. He could not maintain long the most just 
resentment, but remitted punishments even when they were 
far milder than the crime deserved.. ... He was fairly success
ful in the management of his relations with foreign countries, 
and in the suppression of disturbances within his own domin
ions i but he was quite incapable of anything like a strenuous 
and prolonged effort to renovate and re-invigorate the Empire. 
If he held together the territories which he inherited, and be
queathed them to his successor augmented rather than dimin
ished, '"' it is to be attributed more to his good fortune than to 
his merits, and to the mistakes of his opponents than to his own 
pruaence or sagacity. 

Ochus, who obtained the crown in the manner related above, 
was the most cruel and sanguinary of all the Persian kings. I .. 
He is indeed. the only monarch of the Achremenian line who 
appears to have been bloodthirsty by temperament. His first 
act on finding himself acknowledged king (B.C. 359) was to 
destroy, so far as he could, all the princes of the blood royal, in 
order that he might have no rival to fear. He even, if we may 
believe Justin, "" involved in this destruction a number of the 
princesses, whom any but the most ruthless of despots would 
have spared. Having taken these measures for his own secu
rity, ha proceeded to show himself more active and enterprising 
than any monarch since Longimanus. It was now nearly half 
a century since one of the important provinces of the Empire
Egypt-had suooessfully asserted its independence and restored 
the throne of its native kings. General after general had been 
employed in vain attempts to reduce the rebels to obedience. 
Ochus determined to attempt the recovery of the revolted prov
ince in person. Though a rebellion had broken out in Asia 
lIinor, '"' which being supported by Thebes, threatened to be
come serious, I .. he declined to be diverted from his enterprise. 
Levying a vast army, he marched into Egypt, and engaged. 
Nectanebo, the king, in a contest for existence. Nectanebo, 
however, having obtained the services of two Greek generals, 
Diophantus, an Athenian, and Lamius, a citizen of Sparta,··· 
boldly met his enemy in the field, defeated him, and completely 
repulsed his expedition.··· Hereupon the contagion of revolt 
spread. Phoonicis assumed independence under the leadership 
of Sidon, expdled or massacred the Persian garrisons, which 
held her cities, and formed an alliance with Egypt.·.. Her 
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example was followed by Cyprus, where the kings of the nine 
principal towns assumed each a separate sovereignty .••• 

The chronology of this period is somewhat involved; but it 
seems probable that the attack and failure of Ochus took place 
about B.O. 351; that the revolts occurred in the next year, B.O. 
350; while it was not till B.O. 346, or four years later, that 
Ochus 'undertook his second expedition into these regions. ,., 
He had, however, in the meanwhile. directed his generals or 
feudatories, to attack the rebels, and bring them into subjection. 

, The Cyprian war he had committed to Idrieus, , •• prince of Carla, 
who employed on the service a body of 8000 Greek mercenaries, 
commanded by Phocion, the Athenian, and Evagoras, son 
of the former Evagoras,··' the Cyprian monarch; while he 
had committed to Belesys, satrap of Syria, and Mezalus, satrap 
of Cilicia, the task of keeping the Phrenicians in check. , •• 
Idrieus succeeded in reducing Cyprus;'·' but the two satraps 
suffered a single defeat at the hands of Tennes, the Sidonian 
king, who was aided by 40,000 Greek mercenaries, sent him by 
Nectanebo, and commanded by Mentor the Rhodian. , •• The 
Persian forces were driven out of Phrenicia; and Sidon hac! 
ample time to strengthen its defences ••• and make preparations 
for a desperate resistance. The approach, however, of Ochus, 
at the head of an army of 330,000 men, ••• shook the resolution 
of the Phrenician monarch, who endeavored to purchase his 
own pardon by treacherously delivering up a hundred of the 
principal citizens of Sidon into the hands of the Persian king, 
and then admitting him within the defences of the town. , .. 
Ochus, with the savage cruelty which was his chief character
istic, caused the hundred citizens to be transfixed with jave
lins, , •• and when 500 more came aut as suppliants to entreat 
his mercy, relentlessly consigned them to the same fate. Nor 
did the traitor Tennes derive any adv:;mtage from his guilty 
bargain. Ochus, having obtained from him all he needed, in_ 
stead of rewarding his desertion, punished his rebellion with 
death .•• , Hereupon the Sidonians, understanding that they 
had nothing to hope .from submission, formed the dreadful 
resolution of destroying themselves and their town. They 
had previously, to prevent the desertion of any of their num
ber, burnt their ships ... • Now they shut themselves up in 
their houses, and set fire each to his own dwelling. Forty 
thousand persons lost their lives in the conflagration; and the 
city was reduced to a heap of ruins, which Ochus sold for a 
lar~ sum, ••• Thus ended the Phreni!'ian revol~. Amo~ its 
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most important results was the transfer of his services to the 
Persian king on the part of Mentor the Rhodian, who appears 
to have been the ablest of the mercenary leaders of whom 
Greece at this time produced so many. 

The reduction of Sidon was followed closely by the invasion 
of Egypt. Ochus, besides his 330,000 Asiatics, had now a 
force of 14,000 Greeks···-6000. furnished by the Greek cities 
of Asia Minor; 4000 under Mentor, consisting of the troops 
which he had brought to the aid of Tennes from Egypt; 3000 
sent by Argos; and 1000 from Thebes. He divided his numer
ous armament into three bodies, and placed at the head of each 
two generals-one Persian and one Greek.··· The Greek com
manders were Lacrates of Thebes, Mentor of Rhodes, and Ni. 
costratus of Argos, a man of enormous strength, who regarded 
himself as a second Hercules, and adopted the traditional cos
tume of that hero-a club and a lion's skin ... • The Persians 
were Rhoosaces, Aristazanes, and Bagoas, the chief of the 
eunuchs. Nectanebo was only able to oppose to this vast 
array an army less than one third of the size.··· Twenty thou
sand, however, out of the 100,000 troops at his disposal were 
Greeks; he occupied the Nile and its various branches with a 
numerous navy j' •• the character of the country, intersected by 
numerous canals, and full of strongly fortified towns, was in 
his favorj··· and he might have been expected to make a pro
longed, if not even a successful, resistance. But he was defi
cient in generals, and over-confident in his own powers of com
mand:'·' the Greek captains out-manoouvred him; and no 
sooner did he find one line of his defences forced than his ill
founded confidence was exchanged for an alarm as little rea
sonable. He hastily fell back upon Memphis, ••• leaving the 
fortified towns to the defence of their garrisons. These con
sisted of mixed troops, partly Greek and partly Egyptian; be-. 
tween whom jealousies and suspicions were easily sown by the 
Persian leaders, who by these means rapidly reduced the sec
ondary cities of Lower Egypt, •• 0 and were advancing upon 
Memphis, when Nectanebo in despair quitted the country and 
fled southwards to Ethiopia .... All Egypt submitted to Ochus, 
who demolished the walls of the cities, plundered the tem
ples, on and after amply rewarding his mercenaries, returned 
to his own capital1Vith an immense booty, and with the glory 
of having successfully carried through a most difficult and im~ 
portant enterprise. 

It has been well observed that" the reconquest of Egypt by 
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Ochua must have been one of the most impressive events of 
the age," and that it ., exalted the Persian Empire in force and 
credit to a point nearly as high as it had ever occupied be
fore. " n.. Ochus not only redeemed by means of it his former 
failure, but elevated himself in the opinions of men to a 
pitch of glory such as no previous Persian king had reached, 
excepting Cyrus, Cambyses, and the first Darius. Henceforth 
we hear of no more revolts or rebellions. Mentor and Bag8as. 
the two generals who had most distinguished themselves in the 
Egyptian campaign, were advanced by the gratitude of Oehus 
to posts of the highest importance, .,. in which their vigor and 
energy found ample room to display themselves. Mentor, 
who was governor of the entire Asiatic sea-board, exerted him
self successfully to reduce to subjection the many chiefs who 
during the recent troubles had assumed an independent au
thority,m and in the course of a few years brought once more 
the wh{)le coast into complete submission and dependence. 
Bag8as, carried with him by Ochus to the capital, became the 
soul of the internal administration, and maintained tranquillity 
throughout the rest of the Empire. no The last six years of the 
reign of Ochus form an exceptional period of vigorous and suc
cessful government, such as occurs nowhere else in the history 
of the later Persian monarchy. The credit of bringing about 
such a state Df things may be due especially to the king's 

• officers, Bagoas and Mentor; but a portion of it must reflect 
upon himself, m as the person who selected them, assigned 
them their respective tasks, and permanently maintained 
them in office. 

It was during this period of vigor and renewed life, when 
the Persian monarchy seemed to have recovered almost its 
pristine force and strength, that the attention of its rulers was 
called to a small cloud on the distant horizon, which some 
were wise enough to see portended storm and tempest. The 
growing power of Macedon, against which Demosthenes was 
at this time in vain warning the careless Athenians, attracted 
the consideration of Ochus or of his counsellorg; and orders 
went forth from the Court that Persian influence was to be 
used to check and depress the rising kingdom. DT8 A force was 
consequently despatched to assist the Thracian prince. Cerso
bleptes, to maintain his independence;"" and such effectual aid 
was given to the city of Perinthus"· that the numerous and 
well-appointed army with which Philip had commenced its 
siege was completely baffled and compelled to give up the at-
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tempt (B.o. 340). The battle of Cbooroneia had not yet been 
fought, and Macedonia W8.'I still but one of the many states 
.. hich disputed for supremacy over Greece; but it is evident 
that she had already awakened the suspicions of Persia, which 
saw a rival and a possible assailant in the rapidly growing 
monarchy. 

Greater and more systematic efforts might possibly have 
been made. and the power of Macedon might perhaps have 
been· kept within bounds, had not the inveterate evil of con
spiracy and revolution once more shown itself at the Court. 
and paralyzed for a time the action of the Empire on commu
nities beyond its borders. Ochus, while he was a vigorous 
ruler and administrator. was harsh and sanguinary. His vio
lence and cruelty rendered him hateful to his subjects ;,., and 
it is not unlikely that they caused even those who stood. highest 
in his favor to feel insecure. BagOas may have feared that 
sooner or later he would himself be one of the monarch's vic
tims, and have been induced by a genuine aIarm to remove the 
source of his terrors. In the year B.O. 338 he poisoned Ochus. 
and placed upon the throne his youngest son, Arses, at the 
same time assassinating all the brothers of the new monarch. In 

It was evidently his aim to exercise the supreme power him
self, as counsellor to a prince who owed his position to him, 
and who was moreover little more than a boy.·.. But Arses, 
though subservient for a year or two. began, as he grew older. 
to show that he had a will of his own, and was even heard to 
utter threats against his benefactor;'" whereupon BagOas, ac
customed now to crime. secured himself by a fresh series of 
murders. He caused Arses and his infant children to be as· 
sassinated, I •• and selected one of his friends. Codomannus, the 
son of Arsanes,'" to fill the vacant throne. About the same 
time (B.o. 336). Philip of Macedon was aSB88Sinated by the in· 
censed Pausanias ;'.' and the two new monarchs-Codomannus, 
who took the name of Darius. and Alexander the Great-as
sumed their respective sceptres almost simultaneously.· .. 

Codomannus, the last of the Persian kings, might with some 
reason have complained, like Plato. "" that nature had brought 
him in the world too late. Personally brave. as he proved 
himself into the Cadusian war.··· tall and strikingly hand
some.·" amiable in temper. capable of considerable exertion, ••• 
and not altogether devoid of military capacity.··· he would 
have been a fairly good ruler in ordinary times, and might, had 
he fallen upon such times. have held an honorable place among 
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the Persian monarchs. But he was unequal to the difficulties 
of such a position as that in which he found himself. Raised 
to . thet. hrone after the victory of Chreroneia had placed Philip 
at the head of Greece, and when a portion of the Macedonian· 
forces had already passed into Asia, ••• he was called upon to 
grapple at once with a danger of the most formidable kind, 
'),nd had but little time for preparation. It is true that Philip's 
death soon after his own accession gave him a short breathing
space: but at the same time it threw him off his guard. The 
military talents of Alexander were untried, and of course un
known; the perils which he had to encounter were patent. 
Codomannus may be excused if for some months after Alex
ander's accession he slackened his preparations for defence,··· 
uncertain whether the new monarch would· maintain himself, 
whether he would overpower the combinations which were 
formed against him in Greece, whether he would inherit his 
father's genius for war, or adopt his ambitious projects. It 
would have been wiser, no doubt, as the eyent proved, to have 
joined heart and soul with Alexander's European enemies, and 
tO,have carried the war at once to the other side of the Egean. 
But no great blame attaches to the Persian monarch for his 
brief inaction. As soon as the Macedonian prince had shown 
by his campaigns in Thrace, Dlyria, and Breotia that he was a 
person to be dreaded, Darius Codomannus renewed the prepa
rations which he had discontinued, and pushed them forward 
with all the speed that was possible. ••• A fleet was rapidly 
got ready: the satraps of Asia Minor were reinforced with 
troops of good quality from the interior of the Empire, on and 
were ordered to raise a strong force of mercenaries j ••• money 
was sent into Greece to the Lacedremonians and others in order 
to induce them to create disturbances in Europe JOOO above all, 
Memnon the Rbodian, a brother of Mentor, and a commander 
of approved skill, was sent to th~ Hellespont, at the head of a 
body of Greeks in Persian pay, with an authority co-ordinate 
to that of the satraps .•••• 

A certain amount of success at first attended these measures. 
Memnon was able to act on the offensive in North-Western 
Asia. He marched upon Cyzicus and was within a little of 
surprising it, obtaining from the lands and villas without the 
walls an immense booty. He forced Parmenio to raise th~ 
seige of Pitane; and when Callas, one of the Macedonian 
leaders, endeavored to improve the condition of t~ by 
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meeting the Persian forces in the open field, he suffered a de
feat and was compelled to throw himself into Rhreteum. , •• , 

These advantages, however, were detrimental rather than 
serviceable to the Persian cause; since they encouraged the 
Persian satraps to regard the Macedonians as an enemy no 
more formidable than the various tribes of Greeks with whom 
they had now carried on war in Asia Minor for considerably 
more than a century. The intended invasion of Alexander 
seemed to them a matter of no great moment-to be classed 
with expeditions like those of Thimbron and Agesilaus, , ... not 
to need, as it really did, to be placed in a category of its own. 
Accordingly, they made no efforts to dispute the passage of 
the Hellespont, or to oppose the landing of the expedition on 
the Asiatic shore. Alexander was allowed to transport a force 
of 30,000 foot and 4000 or 5000 horse'··1 from the Chersonese to 
'Mysia without the slightest interference on the part of the 
enemy, notwithstanding that his naval power was weak and 
that of the Persians very considerable. This is one of those 
pieces of remissness in the Persian conduct ot military mat
ters, whereof we have already had to note signal instances, , ••• 
and which constantly caused the failure of very elaborate and 
judicious preparations to meet a danger. Great efforts had 
been made to collect and equip a numerous fleet, and a few 
weeks later it was all-powerful in the Egean. ,... But. it was 
absent exactly at the time when it was wanted. Alexander's 
passage and landing were unopposed, and the Persians thus ad
mitted within the Empire without a struggle the enemy who 
was fated to destroy it. 

When the Persian commanders heard that Alexander was 
in Asia, they were anxious to give him battle.'''' . One alone, 
the Rhodian Greek, Memnon, proposed and urged a wholly 
different plan of operations. Memnon advised that a general 
engagement should be avoided, that the entire country should 
be laid waste, and even the cities burnt, while the army should 
retire, cut off stragglers, and seek to bring the enemy into 
difficulties. 10" At the same time he recommended that the 
fleet should be "brought up, a strong land force embarked on 
board it, and an effort made to transfer the war into Europe. "'8 
But Memnon's colleagues, the satraps and commandants of the 
north-western portion of Asia Minor, could not bring them
selves to see that circumstances required a line of action which 
they regarded as ignominious. ,... It is not necessary to attri-
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bute to them personal or selfish motives. ,.,. They probably 
thought honestly that they were a match for Alexander with 
the troops at their disposal, and viewed retreat before an enemy 
numerically weaker than themselves as a disgrace not to be 
endured unless its necessity was palpable. Accordingly they 
determined to give the invader battle. Supposing that Alex
ander, having crossed into Asia at Abydos, would proceed to 
a~k Dascyleium, the nearest satrapial capital, they took 
post,on the Granicus, and prepared to dispute the further ad
vance of the Macedonian army. They had collected a force of 
20,000 cavalry of the best quality that the Empire afforded, I." 
and nearly the same number of infantry,"12 who were chiefly, 1.. 
if not solely, .Greek mercenaries. I... With these they deter
mined to cleCend the passage of the small stream above men
tioned-one of the many which flow from the northern flank 
of Ida into the Propontis. 

The battle thus offered was eagerly accepted by the Mace
donian. If he could not defeat with ease a Persian force 
not greatly 'exceeding his own, he had miscalculated the 
relative goodness 9f the soldiers on either side, and might as 
well desist from the expedition. Accordingly, he no sooner 
came to the bank of the river, and saw the enemy drawn up on 
the other side, than, rejecting the advice of Parmenio to wait 
till the next day, .... he gave orders that the whole army should 
enter the stream and advance across it.· . The Granicus was in 
most places fordable; _ but there were occasional deeper parts, I.'. 
which had to be avoided; and there was thus some difficulty 
in reaching the opposite bank in line. That bank itself was 
generally steep and precipitous, ,.,. but offered also several gentle 
slopes where a landing was comparatively easy. The Persians 
had drawn up their cavalry along the line of the river close to 
the water's edge, and had placed their infantry in the rear. I ... 
Alexander consequently attacked with his cavalry. The en
gagement began upon the right. Amytas and Ptolemy, who 
were the first to reach the opposite bank, n:.et with a strenuous 
resistance and were driven back into the stream by the forces 
of Memnon and his sons. ,.,. The battle, however, on this side 
was restored by Alexander himself, who gradually forced the 
Persians back after a long hand-to-hand fight, in which he 
received a slight wound, and slew with his own hand several 
noble Persians. I." Elsewhere the resistance was less deter
mined. Parmenio crossed o~ the left with comparative ease, .... 
by his advance relieving Alexander. The Persians found the 
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long spears of the Ma.cedonians and their intermixture of light
armed foot with heavy-armed cavalry irresistible. ,... The Mace
dOniaDfl seem to have received orders to strike at their adver
saries' fa.ces'·"-a style of warfare which was as unpleasant to 
the Persians as it was to the soldiers of Pompey at Pharsalia. 
Their line was broken where it was opposed to Alexander and 
his immediate companions i'''' but the contagion of disorder 
rapidly spread, and the whole body of the cavalry shortly 
quitted ·the field, after having lost a thousand of their num
ber. ,... Only the infantry now remained. Against these the 
:M:a.cedonian phalanx was brought up in front, while the cav
alry made repeated charges on either flank with overwhelming 
effect. Deserted by their horse, vastly outnumbered, and at
tacked on all sides, the brave mercenaries stood firm, fought 
with desperation, and were mostly slaughtered where they 
stood.'·'· Two thousand out of the 20,OOO-probably wounded 
men-were made prisoners. ,... The rest perished, except a few 
who lay concealed among the heaps of slain. 

The Persians lost by the battle 20,000 of their best footmen, 
and one or two thousand horse. • Among their s1airi the pro
portion of men of rank was unusually large. The list included 
Spithridates,. satrap of Lydia, Mithrobarzanes, governor of Cap
padocia, Pharna.ces, a brother-in-law, and Mithridates, a son-in
law of Darius, Arbupales, a grandson of Artaxerxes Mnemon, 
Omares, the commander of the mercenaries, Niphates, Petines, 
and Rhmsa.ces, generals. ,... The Greek loss is said to have been 
exceedingly small. Aristobulus made the total number of the 
slain thirty-four i'·'· Arrian gives it as one hundred and fifteen, 
or a little over. ,... It has been suspected that even the latter 
estimate is below the truth i'·'· but the analogy furnished by 
the other great victories of the Greeks over the Persians tends 
rather to confirm Arrian's statement. , •• , . 

The battle of the Granicus threw open to Alexander the 
whole of Asia Minor. There' was no force left in the entire 
country that could venture to resist him, unless protected by 
walls. Accordingly, the Macedonian operations for the next 
twelve months, or during nearly the whole space that inter
vened between the battles of the Grarucus and of Issus, consist 
of little more than a series of marches and sieges. The reader 
of Persian history will scarcely wish for an account of these 
operations in detail. Suffice it to say that Alexander rapidly 
overran Lydia, Ionia, Caria, Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, and 
fhrygia, besieged and took Miletus, lIalicarnassus, Marmareis, 
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and SagaJassus, and received the submission of Dascyleium, 
Sardis, Ephesus, Magnesia, Tralles, the Lycian Telmisseis, 
Pinara, Xanthus, Patara, PhaseIis, Side, Aspendus, Celrenre, 
and Gordium. ,... This last city was the capital of Pbrygia; 
and there the conqueror for the first time since his landing 
gave himself and his army a few months' rest during the latter 
part of the winter. '.1' 

With the first breath of spring his forces were aga.jn in mo
tion. Hitherto anxious with respect to the state of things on 
the coast and in Greece, he had remained in the western half 
of Asia Minor, within call of his friends in Macedonia, at no 
time distant more than about 200 miles from the sea. Now in
tclligence reached him which made him feel at liberty to ad
vance into the interior of Asi.'l. Memnon the Rhodian fell sick 
and died in the early spring of B.C. 333. ,... It is strange that so 
much should have depended on a single life; but it certainly 
seems that there was no one in the Persian service who, on 
Memnon's death, could replace him-no one fitted for the diffi
cult task of uniting Greeks and Asiatics together, capable of 
influencing and managing the one while he preserved the con
fidence of the other. Memnon's death disconcerted all the plans 
of the Great King, who till it occurred had fully intended to 
carry the war into his enemy's country.'·" It induced Darius 
even to give up the notion of maintaining a powerful fleet, and 
to transfer to the land service the most efficient of his naval 
forces. ,... At the same time it set Alexander free to march 
wherever he liked, liberating him from the keen anxiety, 
which he had previously felt, as to the maintenance of the 
Macedonian power in Europe. 

It now became the object of the Persian king to confront the 
daring invader of his Western provinces with an army worthy 
of the Persian name and proportionate to the vastness of the 
Empire. He had long been collecting troops from many of 
the most warlike nations, and had got together a force of sev
eral hundred thousand men. 'OIT Forgetting the lessons of his 
country's previous history, he flattered himself th~t the host 
which he had brought together was irresistible, and became 
anxious to hurry on a general engagement. Starting from 
Babylon, probably about the time that Alexander left Gordium 
'in P.tir:,.~ he marched up the valley of the Euphrates, and 
took 'up a\position at Sochi, which was situated in a large open 
plain, not \far from the modem Lake of Antioch. ,.s. On his 
arrival ~ he heard that Alennda- was w. Cilicia. at 11.0 U~ 
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distance; and the Greeks in his service assured him that it 
would not be long before the Macedonian monarch would seek 
him out and accept his offer of battle. ,... But a severe attack 
of illness detained Alexander at Tarsus, , ... and when he was a 
little recovered, troubles 41 Western Cilicia, threatening his 
communications with Greece,.required his presence;'·" so that 
Darius· grew impatient, and, believing that his enemy had no 
intention of advancing further than Cilicia, resolved to seek 
him in that country. Quitting the open plain of 8oehi, he 
marched northwards, having the range of Amanus on his left, 
almost as far as the thirty-seventh parallel, when turning 
sharply to the west, he crossed the chain, and descended upon 
Issus, in the inner recess of the gulf which bore the same 
name. ,." Here he came upon Alexander's hospitals, and found 
himself to his surprise in the rear of his adversary, who, while 
Darius was proceeding northwards along the eastern flank of 
~anus, had been marching south wards between the western 
flank of the same range and .the sea. ,... Alexander had crossed 
the Pyloo, or narrowest portion of the pass, and had reached 
Myriandrus-a little beyond Iskcnderum-when news reached 
him that Darius had occupied Issus in his rear, : ... and had put 
t.() death all the sick and wounded MacedoniaDs whom he had 
found in the town. , •• , At first he could not credit the intelli
gence; but when it was confirmed by scouts, whom he sent 
out, ,." he prepared instantly to retrace his steps, and to fight 
his first great battle with the Persian king under circumstances 
which he felt to be favorable beyond anything that he could 
have hoped. The tract of flat land between the base of the 
meuntains and the sea on the borders of the Gulf of Issus was 
nowhere broader than about a mile and a half. ,... The range 
of Amanus on the east rose up with ruggoed and broken hills, 
so that on this side the operations of cavalry were impractica
ble. It would be impossible to form a line of battle containing 
in the front rank more than about 4000 men, , ••• and difficult 
for either party to bring into action as many as 30,000 of their 
soldiers. Thus the vast superiority of numbers on the Persian 
side became in such a position absolutely useless, , ... and even 
Alexander had more troops than he could well employ. No 
wonder that the Macedonian should exclaim, that" God bad 
declared Himself on the Grecian side by putting it into tlie 
heart of Darius. to execute such a. movement. "'... It may 
be that Alexander's superior generalship, would have made 
him victorious even on the open plain of So'chi; but in the 
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defile of Issus success was certain, and generalship superflu
ous. 

Darius had started from Issus in pursuit of his adversary, and 
had reached the banks of the Pillarus, a small stream flowing 
westward from Amanus into the Mediterranean, when he heard 
that ~exander had hastened to retrace his steps, and was com
ing to meet him. I.', Immediately he prepared for battle. 
Passing a force of horse and foot across the stream in his front, 
to keep his adversary in check if he advanced too rapidly, , ••• 
he drew up his best troops along the line of the river in a con
tinuous solid mass, the ranks of which must have been at least 
twenty deep. ,... Thirty thousand Greek mercenaries formed 
the centre of the line, , ••• while on either side of them were an 
equal number of Asiatic" braves "'·"-picked probably from 
the mass of the army. ,... Twenty thousand troops of a lighter 
and inferior class were place~ upon the rough hills on the left, 
the outskirts of the Amanian range, where the nature of the 
ground allowed them to encircle the Macedonian right.'·" 
which. to preserve its ranks unbroken, kept the plain. The 
cavalry, to the number of 30,000, was massed upon the other 
wing, near the sea. , ••• 

The battle began by certain movements of Alexander against 
the flank force which menaced his right. These troops, assailed 
by the Macedonian light-armed, retreated at once to higher 
ground, and by their manifest cowardice freed Alexander from 
all anxiety on their account. .... Leaving 300 horse to keep the 
20,000 in check, he moved on his whole line at a slow pace 
towards the Pinarus till it came within bow-shot of the enemy, 
when he gave the order to proceed at a run.'··· The line ad
vanced as commanded; but before it could reach the river, the 
Persian horse on the extreme right, unable to restrain them
selves any longer, dashed across the shallow stream, and as-
. sailed Alexander's left. '00' where they engaged in a fierce battle 
with the Thessalian cavalry. in which neither attained any de
cided advantage. ,."' The infnntry, meanwhile, came into con- . 
flict along the rest of the line. Alexander himself, with file' 
right and the right-centre, charged the Asiatic troops on Da
rius's left, who, like their brethren at Cunaxa, '.89 instantly 
broke and fled. ,... Parmenio, with the left-centre. was less 
Imccessful. The north bank of the Pinarus was in this pc.rt 
steep and defended by stakes"·' in places; the Greek mercenl:

,ries were as brave as the Macedonians, and fought valiantly . 
. It was not till the troops which had routed the Persian rieht 
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began to act against their centre, assailing it upon the :Hank, 
while it was at the same time engaged in front, that the mer
cenaries were overpowered and gave way .... • Seeing their 
defeat, the horse likewise :Hed, and thus the rout became 
general 

It is not quite clear what part Darius took in the battle, or 
how far he was answerable for its untoward result. According 
to Arrian, .... he was struck with a sudden panic on beholding 
the :Hight of his left wing, and gave orders to his charioteer in
stantly to quit the field. But Cortius and Diodoms represent 
him as engaged in a long struggle against Alexander himself, 
and as only :Hying when he was in imminent danger of falling 
into the enemy's hands. .... Justin goes further, and states that 
he was actually wounded. '0'. The character gained by Darius 
in his earlier years'OTI makes it improbable that he would under 
any circumstances have exhibited personal cowardice. On the 
whole it would seem to be most probable that the flight of the 
Persian monarch occurred, not when the left wing :Hed, but 
when the Greek mercenaries among whom he had placed him
self began to give way before the irresistible phalanx and the 
impetuous charges of Alexander. Darius, not unwisely, ac
cepted the defeat of his best troops as the loss of the battle, 
and hastily retired across Amanus by the pass which had 
brought him to Issus, whence he hurried on through Sochl'o" 
to the Euphrates, anxi'JUS to place that obstacle between him
self and his victorious enemy. 'OTI His multitudinous host, en
tangled in the defiles of the mountains, suffered by its own 
weight and size, the stronger fugitives tread.ing'0n down the 
weaker, while at the same time it was ruthlessly slaughtered 
by the pursuing enemy, so long as the waning light allowed. 
As many as 100,000-90;000 foot arid 10,000 horse-are said to 
have fallen. ,.,. The ravines were in places choked with the 
dead bodies, and Ptolemy the son of Lagus related that in 
one instance he and Alexander crossed a gully on a bridge of 
this kind. 'ou Among the slain were Sabaces, satrap of 
Egypt, , ... Bubaces, a noble of high rank, and Arsames, Rhea
mithres, and Atizyes, three of the commanders at the Grnni
CUB. Forty thousand prisoners were made. The whole of the 
Pershn camp and camp-equipa.,"'6 fell into the enemy's hands, 
who found in the royal pavilion the mother, wife, and sister of 
the king, an infant son, two daughters, and a number of fe
male atten1ants, wives' of noblemen. ,on The treasure captured 
,lrlllounted ~ 3(100 sil ver ta~~ts. . Among tlre trophies c:Jf. victory' 
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were the chariot, bow, shield, and robe of the king, which he 
had abandoned in his hurried fligbt. 10

," • 

The loss on the side of the Macedonians was trivial. The 
higbest estimate places it at 450 killed, the lowest at 182. '0" 
Besides these, 504 were wounded ... 80 Thus Alexander had less 
than 1000 men placed hors de combat. He himself received a 
slight wound ill the thigh·from a sword., 100' which, used a little 
more resolutely, might have changed the fortunes of the 
world. 

The defeat of the Persians at Issus seems to have been due 
simply to tJie fact that, practically, the two adversaries en
gaged with almost equal numbers, and that the troops of 
Alexander were of vastly superior quality to those of Darius. 
The Asiatic infantry-notwithstanding their proud title of 
"braves"-proved to be worthless; the Greek mercenaries 
were personally courageous, but their inferior arms and train. 
ing rendered them incapable of coping with the Macedonian 
phalanx. 10Ol The cavalry was tbe only arm in which the Per
sians were not greatly at a disadvantage; and • cavalry alone 
cannot gain, or even save a battle. When Darius put bimself 
into a position where be lost all the advantages derivable from 
superiority of numbers, he made his own defeat and his adver
sary's triumph certain.. 

It remained, therefore, before the Empire could be con
sidered as entirely lost, that this error should be corrected., this 
false step retrieved. All hope for Persia was not gone, so 
long as ber full force bad not been met and defeated in a fair 
and open field. When Darius fled from Issus, it was not sim
ply to preserve for a few months longer his own wretched life; 
it was to make an effort to redeem tbe past'oo·_to give·his 
country that last chance of maintaining her independence which 
she had a right to claim at his hands-,-:to try what tbe award 
of battle would be under the circumstances which he bad fair 
grounds for regarding as the most favorable possible to bis own 
side and the most disadvantageous to his adversary. Before 
the heart of the Empire could be reacbed from the West, the 
wide Mesopotamian plain had to be traversed-tbere, in those 
vast flats, across which the enemy must come, a position might 
be chosen where there would be room for ihe largest numbers 
that even his enormous Empire could furnish-where cavalry 
and even chariots would be everywhere free to act--wbere con 
sequently he might engage the puny force of his antagonist to 
the greatest advautilg'e, outflank it, envelop it, and perhaVII 
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destroy it. Darius would have been inexcusable had he givell 
up the contest without trying this last c:bance-the chance of a 
battle in the open field with the full collected forCe of Persia. 

His adversary gave him ample time to prepare for this final 
struggle. The battle of ISBUS was fought in November, B. o. 
333. I... It was not till the summer of B.a. 331, twenty months 
later that the Ma.cedonian forces were set in motion towar~ 
the interior of the Empire. ,o81 More than a 'year and a half 
was 'consumed in the reduction of Phoonicia,'o., the siege oJ 
Gaza, I ... and the occupation of Egypt. I... Alexander, appar. 
ently, was confident of defeating Darius in a pitched battle, • 
whenever and under whatever circumstances they shoulcJ 
again meet; and regarded as the only serious dangers which 
threatened him, a possible interruption of his communicationlJ 
with Greece, and the employment of Persian gold and Plilrsian 
naval force in the raising of troubles on the European aide of 
the Egean. •••• He was therefor.e determined, before he plunge4 
into the depth of the Asiatic continent, to isolate Persia tram 
Greece, to destroy her naval power, and to cripple her pecuni
ary resources. The event showed that his decision was a wise 
Dne. By detaching from Persia and bringing under his own 
sway the important countries of Syria, Phoonicia, Palestine, 
ldumrea, and Egypt, he wholly deprived Persia of her navy, 
and transferred to himself the complete supremacy of the sea, 
he greatly increased his own resources while he diminished 
those of the enemy, and he shut out Persia altogether from 
communication with Greece, excepting thrQugh his territories: 
He could therefore commence his march into the interior with 
a feeling of entire security as to his communications and his 
real'. No foe was left on the coast capable of causing him a 
moment's uneasiness. Athens and Sparta might chafe and 
even intrigue; but without the Persian "archers," I ... it was 
impossible that any force should be raised which could in the 
slightest degree imperil his European dominions. 

From Babylon, whither Darius proceeded straight from 
lssus, I·" he appears to have made two ineffectual attempts at 
negotiating with his enemy. The first embassy was despatched 
soon after his arrival, and, according to Arrian, •••• was in
structed merely to make proposals for peace, and to request 
the relltitution of the Queen, the Queen-mother, Sisygambis, 
the infw.t prince; and the two princesses, captured by Alex
ander. To this Alexander replied, in haughty and contempt
uous telWF.'. that if Darius would acknowledge him as Lord. of 
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Asia, and deliver himself into his power, he should receive back 
his relatives: if he intended still to di'3pute the sovereignty, he 
ought.to come and fight out the contest, and not run away. 

The second embaSE'y was sent six or eight months later, 
while Alexander was engaged in the siege of Tyre.l'" Darius 
now offered, as a ransom for the members of his family held in 
captivity by Alexander, the large sum of ten thousand talents 
(240,6001.), and was willing to purchase peace by the cession of 
all the provinces lying west of the Euphrates, several of which 
were not yet in Alexander's possession. At the same time he 
proposed that Alexander should marry his daughter, Statim, 
in order that the cession of territory might be represented as 
the bestowal of a dowry. 10., The reply of Alexander was, if pos
sible, ruder and haughtier than before. "What did Darius 
mean by offering money and territory? All his treasure and 
all his territory were Alexander's already. As for the proposed 
marriage, if he (Alexander) liked to marry a daughter of 
Darius, he should of course do so, whether her father consented 
or not. If Darius wanted merciful treatment, he had better 
come and deliver himself up at once." 

The terms of this reply rendered further negotiation impos
sible. Darius had probably not hoped much from his pacific 
overtures, and was therefore not greatly concerned at their 
rejection. He knew that the members of his family were hon
orably and even kindly treated by their captor,"" and that, so 
far at any rate, Alexander had proved himself a magnanimous 
conqueror. He can scarcely have thought that a lasting peace 
was possible between himself and his young antagonist, who 
had only just fleshed his maiden sword, and was naturally eager 
to pursue his career of conquest. Indeed, he seems from the 
moment of his defeat at Issus to have looked forward to another 
battIe as inevitable, and to have been unremitting in his efforts 
to collect and arm a force which might contend, with a good 
l10pe of victory, against the Macedonians. He replaced the 
panoplies lost at Issus with fresh ones;10.' he armed his forces 
anew with swords and spears longer than the Persians had 
been previously accustomed to employ, on account of the great 
length of the Macedonian weapons ;10" he cau;;ed to be con
structed 200 scythed chariots ;10 •• he prepared spiked balls to use 
against his enemy's cavalry; above all, he laid under contribu
tion for the supply of troops all the provinces, even the most 
remote, of his extensive Empire, and asked and obtained im
portant aid from u.llies situated beyond his borders. 10.. The 
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forces which he collected for the final struggle comprised
besides Persians, Medes, Babylonians, and Susianians from the 
centre of the Empi.re-Syrians from the banks of the Ol'Ontes, 
Armenians from the neighborhood of Ararat, Cappadocians 
and Albanians from the re;;ions bordering on the Euxine, 
Cadusians from the Caspian, Bactri..1.DS from the Upper Oxus, 
Sogdians from the Jaxartes, Araehosians from Cabul Arians 
from IIerat, Indians from Punjab, and even Sacre from the 
country about Kashgar and Yarkand, on the borders of the 
Great Desert of Gobi. Twenty-five nations followed the st-md
ard of the Great King, "0' and Bwelled the ranks of his vast army, 
which amounted (according to the best authorities) to above a 
million of men. ,,11 Every a'\"ailable resource that the Empire 
possessed was brought into play. Besides the three arms of 
cavalry, infantry, and chariots, elephants were, for perhaps the 
first time in the history of military science, marshalled in the 
battle-field, .... to which they added an unwonted element of 
grotesqueness and savagery. 

The field of battle was likewise selected with great care, and 
artificially prepared for the encounter. Darius, it would seem, 
bad at last become convinced that his enemy would seek him 
out wherever he might happen to be, and that consequently 
the choice of ground rested wholly with himself. Leaving, 
therefore, the direct road to Babylon by the line of the Eu
phrates undefended, .... he selected a position whicbpossessed all 
the advanta.ges of the Mesopotamian plain, being open, level, 
fertile, and well supplied with water, while its vicinity to the 
eastern and northern provinces, made it convenient for a ren
dezvous. This position was on the left or east bank of the 
Tigris. in the heart of the ancient Assyria, not more than thirty 
miles from the site of Nirieveh. .... Here, in the region called by 
the Greeks Adiaoone, extended between the Tigris and the 
nver Zab or Lycus, a vast plain broken by scarcely anyeleva
tions, and wholly bare of both shrubs and trees. .... The few 
natural inequalities which presented themselves were levelled 
by order of Darius, .... who made the entire plain in his front 
practicable not only for cavalry but for chariots. At the 
llame time he planted, in the places where Alexander's cavalry 
was likely to· charge, spiked balls to damage the feet of the 
horses. ,,0, 

Meanwhile, Alexander had quitted E.:."'YPt, and after delay 
ing some months in Syria while his preparations were being 
completed, .... had crossed the Euphrates at Thapsacus an~ 
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marched through n<>rthern Mesopotamia along the southern 
flank of the Mons Masius, a district in which provisions, water, 
and forage were abundant,11'. to the Tigris, which he must 
have ·reached in about lat. 360 30', thirty or forty miles above the 
site of Nineveh. No resistance was made to his advance; even 
the passage of the great rivers was unopposed. 1110 Arrived on 
the east bank of the Tigris, Alexander found himself in 
Assyria Proper, with the stream upon his right and the moun
tains of Gordyene Kurdistan at no great distance upon his 
left. uu But the plain widened as he advanced, and became, as 
he drew near the position of his enemy, a vast level, nowhere 
less than thirty miles in breadth, between the outlying ranges 
of hills and the great river. Darius, whose headquarters had 
been at Arbela, UIO south of the Zab, on learning Alexander's 
approach, had crossed that stream and taken post on the pre
pallEld ground to the north, in the neighborhood of a small 
town or village called Gaugamela.1II1 Here hI' drew up his 
forces in the order which he thought best, placwg ~he scythed 
chariots in front, with supports of horse-Scythian, Bactrian, 
Armenian, and Cappadocian-near to them;"" then, the main 
line of battle, divided into a centre and two wings, and com. 
posec:1 of horse and ~oot intermixed: and finally a reServe of 
Babylomans. Sitaceni, and others. massed in heavy column in 
the rear. His own post was, accoramg to invariable Persian 
custom., mi in the centre; and about him were grouped the 
best troops-the Household brigade, the Melophori or Persian 
foot-guards, the Mardian archers, some Albanians and 
Carians, the entire body of Greek mercenaries, and the 
Indians with their elephants. 1110 

Alexander, ~n his side, determined to leave nothing to 
chance. Advancing leisurely, resting his troops at intervals, 
carefully feeling his way by means of scouts. and gradually 
learning from the prisoners whom he took, and the deserters 
who came over to him, all the dispositions and preparations of 
the enemy, "" he arrived opposite the position of Darius on 
the ninth day after his passage of the Tigris. 111. His offi
cers were eager to attack at once ;"10 but with great judgment 
he restrained them, gave his troops a .night's rest, and ob
tained time to reconnoitre completely the whole position of the 

. enemy and the arrangement which he had made of his forces. 
He then formed his own dispositions. The army with which he 
was to attack above a million of men consisted of 43,:>00 foof. 
and 7000 horse. 1lI0 Alexander drew them up in three linep.. 
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The first consisted of light-armed troops, horse and foot, of 
good quality, which were especially intended to act against 
the enemy's chariots. The next was the main line of battle, 
and contained the phalanx with the rest of the heavy infantry 
in the centre, the heavy cavalry upon the two wings. The 
third line consisted of light troops. chiefly horse, and was in
structed to act against such of the Persians as should outflank 
the Macedonian main line and so threaten their rear."11 As 
at !ssus, Alexander took the command of the right ~ him
self, and assigned the left to Parmenio. 

As the two armies drew near, Alexander, who found himself 
greatly outflanked on both wings. and saw in front of him 
smooth ground carefully prepared for the operations of chari
ots and cavalry, began a diagonal movement towards the 
right, "" which tended at once to place him beyond the lev
elled ground, and to bring him in contact with his enemy's 
left wing rather than with his direct front. The movement 
greatll disconcerted his adversary, who sought to prevent it 
by extending and advancing his own left, which was soon en
gaged with Alexander's right in a fierce hand-to-hand conflict. 
Alexander still pressed his slanting movement, and in 'resisting 
it Darius's left became separated from his centre, while at the 
same time he was forced to give the signal for launching the 
chariots against the foe sooner than he had intended. and 
under circumstances that were not favorable. The effect of 
the operation was much the same as at Cunaxa. Received by 
the Macedonian light-armed, the- chariots were mostly dis
abled before the enemy's main line was reached: the drivers 
were ~ged from the chariot-boards; and the horses were 
cut to pieces. Such as escaped this fate and charged the 
Macedonian line, were -allowed to pass through the ranks, 
which opened to receive them, and were tl-_en dealt with by 
grooms and others in the rear of the army. 1111 

No sooner had the chariot attack failed, and the space 
between the two lines of battle become clear, than Alexander, 
with the quick eye of a true general, saw his opportunity: to 
1"esist his flank movement. the Bactrians and Sacre with the 
~eater part of the left wing had broken off from the main. 
Persian line, and in pressing towards the left had made a gap 
between their rmks and the centre. "" Into this gap the 
Macedonian king. at the head of the "Companion" cavalry 
and a portion of the phalanx, plunged. Here he found himself 
in the near ne~hborhood of Darius, whereupon. he redouble4 
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the vigor of his assault, knowing the great importance of any 
success gained in this quarter. The Companions rushed on 
with loud cries, u" pressing with all their weight, and thrust
ing their spears into the faces of their antagonists-the phal
anx, bristling with its thick array of lances, bore them 
down. mo Alexander found himself sufficicntly near Darius to 
hurl a spear at him, which transfixed his charioteer. UST The 
cry arose that the king had fallen, and the ranks at once 
grew unsteady. The more timid instantly began to break and 
fly; the contagion of fear spread; and Darius was in a little 
while almost denuded of protection on one side. mo Seeing this,. 
and regarding the battle as lost, since his line was broken, I 
his centre and left wing defeated,112. while only his right wing 
remained firm, the Persian monarch yielded to his alarm, and 
hastily quitting the field, made his way to Arbela. ",. The 
centre and left fled with him. The right, which was under 
the command of the Syrian satrap, Mazams, made a firmer 
stand. On this side the chariots had done some damage,11I1 
and the horse was more than a match for the Thessalian cav
alry."" Parmenio found himself in difficulties about the 
time when the Persian king fled. 111. His messengers detained 
a part of the phalanx, which was about to engage in the pur
suit, and even recalled Alexander, who was hastening upon 
the track of Darius. ".. The careful prince turned back, but 
before he could make his way through the crowd of fugitives to 
the side of his lieutenant, victory had declared in favor of the 
Macedonians in this part of the field also. 1110 Mazama and his 
troops, learning that the king was fled, regarded further re
sistance as useless, and quitted the field. The Persian army 
hurriedly recrossed the Zab, pursued by the remorseless con
querors, who slew the unresisting fugitives till they were 
weary of slaughter. Artian says that 300,000 fell, while a 
li'till larger number were taken prisoners."" Other writers 
make the loss considerably less. "17 All, however, agree that 
the army was completely routed and dispersed, that it made 
no attempt to rally, and gave no further trouble to the 
conqueror. 

The conduct of Darius in thiB-the crisis of his fate-cannot 
be approved; but it admits of palliation, and does not compel 
.us to withdraw from him that 'respectful compassion which we 
commonly accord to great misfortunes. After Issus, it was 
his duty to make at least one more effort against the invader. 
To this object he <tddressed himself with earnestness and dili-
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gence. The number and quality of the troops collected at 
Arbela attests at once the zeal and success of his endeavors. 
His choice and careful preparation of the field of battle are 
commendable; in his· disposition of his forces there is nothing 
with which to find fault. Every arm of the service had full 
room to act; all were brought into play; if Alexander con
quered, it was because he was a consummate general, while at 
the same time he commanded the best troops in the world. 
Arbela was not, like Issus, won by mere fighting. It was the 
leader's victory, rather than the soldiers. Alexander'S diago
nal advance, the confusion which it caused, the break in the 
Persian line, and its prompt occupation by some of the best 
cavalry and a portion of the phalanx, are the turning-points 
of the engagement.' All the rest followed as a matter of 
course. Far too much importance has been assigned to 
Darius's flight, "" which was the effect rather than the cause of 
victory. When the centre of an Asiatic army is so deeply 
penetrated that the person of the monarch is exposed and his 
near attendants begin to fall, the battle is won. Darius did 
not-indeed he could not-" set the example of flight.""" 
Hemmed in by vast masses of troops; it was not until their 
falling away from him on his left flank at once exposed him to 
the enemy and gave him room to escape, that he could 
extricate himself from the melee. 

No doubt it would have been nobler, finer, more heroic, had 
the Persian monarch, seeing that all was lost, and that' the 
Empire of the Persians was over, resolved not to outlive the 
independence of his country. Had he died in the thick of 
the fight, a halo of glory would have surrounded him. But, 
because he lacked, in common with many other great kings 
and commanders, the quality of heroism, we are not justified 
in affixing to his memory the stigma of personal cowardice. 
Like Pompey, like Napoleon, he yielded in the crisis of his 
fate to the instinct of self-preservation. He fled from the 
field where he had lost his crown, not to organize a new army, 
not to renew the contest, but to prolong fC1I' a few weeks a life 
which had ceased to have any public value. 

It ia needless to pursue further the dissolution of the Em. 
pire. The fatal blow W3S struck at Arbela-all the rest waa 
but the long death-agony. At Arbela the crown of Cyrus 
passed to the Macedonian; the Fifth Monarchy came to an 
end. The BE-GOAT, with the notable horn between his eyes, 
had come from the west to the ram which had two horns, and 
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had run into him with the fury of his power. He had come 
close to him, and, moved with choler, had smitten the ram 
and broken his two horns-there was no power in the ram to 
stand before him, but he had cast him down to the ground 
and stamped upon him-and there was none to deliver the 
ram out of his hand. 11<. 
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the 1I0rth Armenia (H. N. vi. 261. Th .. 
Arm .. nian Geography makes the north· 
ern boundary Armenia and the Caspian, 
the eastenl Aria or Khorasan. the south· 
ern Persia. &Dd the western Arm~nia ILlid 
Assyria (PP. 837-865). According to the 
most e.z.t.eusive view, Media b~gins at 
tb .. AI'&lI:89. includes the whole low reo 
gion b"tw68n lobe mountains and tile 
Caspian &9 tar &9 Hyrcauill, extends 
BOuthwards to a little below Isfahan. 
and westward includes the greater parI; 
ot Zagros. More moderate dimenSlons 
are asswoed in the tezt. 

• The salt desert projects somewhat 
further to the west. a portion being 
crossed on the route from Teheran to 
Isfahan. (See Fraser's KIw"usan p. 
142; Ou..,ley. 7hz .... , •• vol. iii p.lU9: ker 
Porter, TraIl.IB, vol i. p. 87';).) 

10 Amm. Marc. zDii. 6. ., Medl-pug
natriz natio. regiones inhablt8Ds ad 
speciem quadratle ftgune formata.s." 
Compo 8trab. D. 18. § If. 

11 8ee 901. I. pp. 4 and 121. 
11 Compare Polybius. l<. 27, S 1 :-'Em 

YO,.,.,.," M1J&iG .aT • ...0 fA.rye8os vii, )(o.pa.1 
ciEl.oxpomI.1'1J n,p «a. ..... 'l'irP AaitJJI iUII'ClC1T4!'l-..... . 

II So 8t ... ho: 'H .. oMI! /loW o~. v."."A'; 
.11M" ..... I/IV](pG. (zl. 18, Ii 7). Compare 
Kinneir. Pe,·.ian Empire, pp. lOS. 144, 
149. with Fraser. Khor ... an. pp. 162-165. 

It This is more especiall.v the case io 
Irak. the most southern portioo of the 
country. (Kinn .. ir. p. lOS.) 

16 Sir H. Rawlinson in Gwgrarm, 
Jou ..... vol. Z. pp. 48. 44, 65. &0. Ev"ll 
here a tree Is & rarity. ,Morier, Second 
Jou",<'1I. p. 287.) 

II Fraser. p. 168. 
" Ker Porter. vol. I.pp. 285. 967. &:c. 
II Ibid. pp. Itl8, 281, &0.; Geogr<JpA. 

Jour,.. VIII. Z. p. 99. 
IV Journal 0/ (hographical .~ociety, 

vol. X. pp. 2. 6. 10. 18. 89. &:0.; Kinlleir, 
Pel·sia.. Empire, pp. 158-1,>6; Morier, 
8e('o,.d Journel/. p. ldd"; Ker Porter. vol. 
ii.I'P ~gol-6'17 . 

•• Ker POl'ter, "" ... "e14, vol. I. p. 217; 
Klnueir. p 1!;'~; Morler. pp.~. The 
pilWl. of Mogban 011 the lower A,1'I\II it 
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famous for its rich soil and luxuriant 
pa..ture.. The Persians say that the 
g"ass is sufficiently higL to hide an army 
from view when encamped. (Kinneir, 
I. s. c.) . 

.. Journal of Geograp1&. Societ1l, vol. 
z. \'. 59; Ker Porter, vol. i. p. 267. 

• Geograp1&. Joum. vol. z.. pp. 11, 40, 
&:c. 

.. Kinneir. p. 110 . 

.. Rich, KuTdistan, JlP. 60, 130-134, &c. 

... Ker Porter, vol. 1. pp. l!2O, 370, &c.; 
Mor.er, Serena Journey, pp. 167, 233; 
Geograph. Joum. vol. xxxi. p. S8. 

•• According to Strabo (D. 13. § 3), the 
lower Araxes was the boundary hetween 
Armenia and Media AtropaUin6. Thus 
even here one bank only was Median; 
and the upper course ot the ra"er was 
ell1 irely in Armenia. . 

., See Hamilton's Aria MintA-, vol. i. 
p.I83. 

os Ibid. I. s. c. 
•• Ibid. p. 185 . 
•• Ker Porter, vol. I. p. 215. 

:~ ~~~~W:~~.S:ili. 'l28. "Pon~m in· 
dignatus Ar&l[es. n 

:: K~r P'?rt<;r, vol. ii. pp. 610, 641, &c. 
Kinnelr, .. s. c . 

.. Col. Chpsney estimates the whole 
course of the Araz .... including all its 
windings, at 8SO miles. (Euphrates E:J:-

p~~~t;mH~°k!w~i,?:O>n estimated the 
height of these rocks above the stream 
at 1.500 feet. (Geograp1&. Joum. vol. z. 
p.59.) 

IT Ibid. p. 64; Kinneir, p. 124 . 
•• Chesney, Euphrates &peditwn, 

vol. i. p.19I. 
.. Geograp1&. Joum. vol. z. p. 59. 
•• Ker Porter, vol. i. p. 267; Morier, 

FirlIt Journey, p. 267. 
ft Geograph. Journ. vol. z. p.ll. 
ts Ker Porter, vol. i. P. 220; Morier, 

8e.~on~ Jo!,mey, p. 233. 
Kinnelf, p. 109. 

•• Accordinl\: to Kinneir, the whole 
ballookof LinJan, a district oeventy miles 

!:,.:;~ :~~~!o".:;t'b~~~n~::~:e~'i:lcty ree:: 
der it one ot the most productive parts 
of Persia (p. 110). Ker Porter speaks of 

~~: ~'.~~t o?rwr.~~e:h~t Z';;:~~'dh~~~ 
the dailr, use of tile rice·flelds all around 
",""fahan ' (vol. i. p. 420). 

.. Ker Porter, vol. i. pp. 411 and 431, 
vol. ii. p. 60. . 

.. Kinneir goes considerably beyond 
the truth when he estimates the circum
ference at SOO miles. (Persian Empire, 
p.I55.) 

" Lake Urumiyeh is 4,200 teet ahove 
the sea level; Lake Van 5.400 teet. Lake 
Sivan is less elevated than either ot 
these: but still its height above the sea 
is considerable. 

•• See Geographical Journal. vol. z. p. 
'1. Compare vol. ill. p. 56; and see &l5O 
Klnnelr, I. 8. O. 

•• Annen. Geogr. p. 864. It has bee:l 
Ingeniously conjectured that Strabo'. 
low.uTa (xi. 13, S 2) is a corruption of 

ts'=t~: ;,i':t~8SORn;~h:c'l!::t~~Pl?:; 
menie. tom. i. p. 59; alld compare Inldd 
Archaolog. Annen. vol. i. p. 1110, -aiid 
Geograph. Journ. vol. x. p. 9.) 

•• These were Atropaba (or Atropa
Uin6), Rhea CRhagiana), Gilania (Gbllan), 
Mucani~ Dilumia, Amataoia (Bama
dan), Dambuaria, Sparastania, Amlia, 
Chesosia, and Rhovania (see ten, pp. 
363,364) . 

.. Ptolemy's districts are Margiana, 
Tropaten6 (i.e. AtropaUin6), Choromi
thren6, EJymais, Sigriana, Rhagiana, 
DariLis, and Syro-Media (Geograph. vi. 
2}io. See ten, p. 2 . 

•• The proper Nisma is the district of 
Nishapur in Khorasan (Strabo, xi. 7. S 
~ie~i!t~:ri:~~s'b~"':,t'~~~"'w~ 
originally brought. Ti,e Turkoman 
horses ot tbe ..4.tak are famous through
out Persia. (See the Geograph. Joum. 
vol. Ix. ,. 101.) 

•• Aman. Exp. AI..,. vii 13. Compare 
Diod. Sic. xvii. 1I0. § 6. 

•• Geographical Journal, vol. Ix. pp. 
100, 101. Compare Ker Porter, voL ii. p. 
St . 

•• I suspect that the Varena of the 
Vendidad is Atropaten6. so named trom 
its capital city, which was often called 
Vara or Vera (see belOW. note 89); and 
I believe that tbe Bikan of the Assyrian 
inscriptions designates the same dis
trict. (See note 5,6, Chapter IX. Vol. I., 
Second Monarch/l.) 

07 Hagmatana, or Hagmatan, is the 

~~h ~ inser'~P~::,s:,.':::Ii~~~ona 
short distance ot the city itself. The 
Achmetha (~non~) of Ezra (vi. 2) 
drops the last consonant (just as 1 Chr. 
v. 26 drops the same letter from Harran); 

~~~ivc;,t~:~se 6: J."eir~~:'8;:.,~n~~: 
A,.E.,'batal!:'*, which is the more ancient. is 
to be pre{drred. 

•• Polyb. Jr. 'i!1. 
•• Diod. Sic. ii. 13, § 6. 
•• Ap. Strab. ii. p. 711. 
II Mans. Par/h. p. 6; ed. Hudson, in 

his Geogra1.'hic Mjnores. The "Apoba
tana" of this passage is beyond a doubt 
Ecbatana. 

•• H. N. vi. 14 and 26 . 
•• &p. Alex. iii. 19, 20.' 
.. Chardin believed Hamadan to occu

py the site of Susa (Voyag.s en PerS<'; 
tom. iii. p. 15), and the I"te Archdeacon 
Williams argued with much learning 
and ability that Ecbatana was at or near 
Isfahan (Geof!T.aphy Of .Ancient Aria, pp. 
9-48.; 6ut WIth these e"Ct'ptions there 

I iN an almost unanimous collsent among 
.cholars and travellers as to the identity 
.of Hamadan with thegreat.Mediancapl-
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tal. (See Ritter', AWkund<!, 'rOI. Ix. pp. 
~IOO; and compare Hee",n • .d .. 1' ... t. 
'rOI. I. p. INI. E. T.; Sain.....croi:a:, AU ... . 
"., rAcodi ..... tk~ l...rriptiolU, yol. I. 
PI'. 1~141;. O .... I .. y. Tra~la ; .. 1M 
Jilrut. yoL Ui. p. 411 i.... Moner. &roRd 
JotU'II~,. ('p. ~I; A.er Port.er. Tra ... 
• yol ii. PI'. 89-115. &:c., 

.. Ker Pon.er ... timateo! the length of 
Moou' Orootes at 811 mil ... from the 
I"'iot where it lea..,.. the main range 
t Tro .... la. vol. Ii. ('. 1391. Kioneir (.Per
..... Empi ..... p. 1:lIlI says that: .. Elweod 
"n>pn'~' lit U not mol"f' than twelve miles" 
loog. The height of Oroo_ is .... timat.eci 
bl:Jitkr at .. 1ll.0r0 r .... t at &he least." 

t •• ~=;I~~O:. ~~iCi. tri.) 
It T • ., ~ ·Ec,do.ra.... M &.i8Eca rraaiOVf 

cir.l(ol" -,.,.,. tipoc- 0 e.Ael", ·O,o"'fC. 
(Di .. d. Sic. ii. 13. ~ 7.) 

•• lIiod. Sic. xvii. 110. 11. 
•• ~ Vol. 1. P. 164 . 
.. Diod. Sic. ii. 13.1 II. 
.. Polyb. x. >r.. S II. 
n The circumf,,",nce of the palace 

mouDd at ISu.... ia about 4000 f .... t, or 
18."1.'1 yard... (Loftus, Chaldrea and Su
M"", plan. 01'1'. p. Sill.) Tbat of the 
p,. ..... p"lilan ('latf.>rm ia 4S;JI feet. or 
1[>:)6 yards. (Ker p"rt.er. vol. i p. SS2.) 
The A8Ilyrian palace mounds are iD 
some illRt&nees still 1&.rg'H'. The circuit 
of tb" Nimrod mouDd is nll&rly 1900 alld 
that of the Koyunjil< platform ex~ 
2l~;o ,·",,1s. 

II Polyb. x. 27. S 10. 
U The A"'vriaD courts """10, on the 

eonlrary. to have """'0 quite open. 
a Polyb. I. s. c. 0..",..,..,. ~ lvAi • 

... citnrC ........ -.& «v1raptTTU",(, c.t'.A.. 
"ThaI. the Pt-rsians in some cases 

u-' sI,'pinocroof ... ratb"r,han lIatones. 
we may gather from tbe .. Tontb or 
Cyrus." • 
"PoI~·b. I. s. c. YO"" Irio~. TOW ... 0-

.pyvpe.&~ ~ if ~PU"a.i~ A""tn ,"p&~tAii+

.. , .... " M "Epa.M&bG.c .P'Y"pG~ el .... wo.cra.". 
" Seo! his Tm~la. yol. ii. p. 115. The 

ShAft and ba. ... w"re also """n hy Mr. 
Mo,; .. r in ISI't. and are 111: ...... ·(\. by him 
in lus work t"otitlll"d a ,"k'Crmd Jou",~ 
throug" Pr:--.ia. cs.-.- p. l!b.~) It is from 
'h, ... · .. rk that the illustration [see PI. L 
.'.~. II is , .. k .. n. 

t.'\ir 1-1. Rawliu~n. who "~ited Hama .. 
dnn f""lut'nUy .... tw .... n 11>35 and 18-39. 
'"' w live or silt oth .... p.Uar bases of the 
SHm .. t~·pe.. 

II The rare use or pilla", by the Assyr
Ians bas been noticed in the> first volume 
(vol. i. p. 5-10, nOle 5.11. It. as _ms 
probahle •• th.y W"re more lanrelY em· 
ploy..... br. the la",r Babyl<lnians. we 
may ILSC'rlbe their introdut.·tion to Me-
dian indllf'nce.. .8f'e ,·he chapter on U.s 
uAr1S'UHI ~-i .. neesofthe Bab)"lonians."~ 
A pillar archi'ecture naturally"""",' in 
a count.rv ,.,.ht-"I"e there was abun,h".t 
wood. The IIrst pillars _"' m....., rou!!b 1"""...... lik" th,_ whit'h ~lI"port ,It .. 
lIuusetl of the K.urds and ~ eZldia. (See 

Layard'S Nin.....," and Babylon, p 252.) 
These were afl<'r a time shaped "'guo 
larly, thf'O e&rvM· and orllamented; 
wha" IInally they were ",placed by slolle 
shafts. which may have """'n IIrst used 
wh"re wood was St'&ree, but were soon 
pel'('('i ..... to ~ of superior beautr. 

•• Polyb. x. 27. § 6. oAK""," aVTJIl(EL
powrot1p'Ol' i~e" Bau,....~ _"os GXvpOnrra 
trClftGlllfftHlO'I'tf." •• :! ~!l.~. Alez. iii. 19. 

•• As Ker Porter (Travels. yol ii. p. 
1011. 

•• This Is the deeidoo opiDion of ~ir 
H. Rawlinson. who carefully exauUDOO 
the ruins in 1~. 

.. Polyh. I. s. c. 
•• Herodotus expressly states that the 

Dorthero. Ecbatao~ was a city of this 
cb.......,ter (i. !IS, 99). 'lodern ~searehes 
have disco\~ered no signs of town walls 
at any of &he old Pen.ian or Median 
site",-

.. Eebatana yieldoo at once to Cyrus. 
to Alex&u,ler (Arriau. Exp. AI • .r. iii. J9~ 
and to Antiochus the Great (Polyb. x. 
>r.l • 

•• Judith, l 2-4. According to this ac
count the walls were built of hewn 
stones nine f~t long. and four and a 
haif broad. The hei!!ht of the walls W&8 
Ill.') fee', the widlh 03 feet. The ga .... 
we~ of the same altitude as the walls; 

~I~ ~et~'1':.~h:~f t~oo r!':." were ear-
•• See Strab. d. Ill. S 3: Plio. H. N. vi. 

13: Plol. ~rap". vi. :I: Am. Marc. 
xxiii. 6; .dnne ... 6eogr. § 87. p.364. &:c. 
Auolh .. r name of the city W&8 Vera. 
(::>,raho, I. s. c.) 

.. See the paper of Sir H. Rawlinson. 
" On the Site of the Atropateoian Ecba-
tan&, n in the tenth volume of the Jour
naJ of eM Geographical Society. pp. 
61>-15& 

•• Mos. Cbor. Hist. AnReII. Ii. M. 
•• H<'rod. i.!IS, 
.. This whole d"""ription has DO douht 

• somewhat m~·thical air; and the plat
iug of the hIIttlem"nts with tbe pre
cious metals _ms to tbe modem ......... -
er peculiarly imprnhllble. But the 
po'<lple who roofed their pallK't'$ witb 
silv .. r tiles. and cooted all the inl<'mal 
wood·work either wi,h pl",es of sil .... r 
or of IlOld. ma:v have """'n wealthy· 
enough and layish enoujl'h t<> make """n 
~u"b a di~play 8S Herodotus d"""ribes. 
Th ...... is ....... ...,n to .... Ii .. v" that io Baby· 
lonia at lea..q,t one temple was omamf'nt
.... \ almost exactly as the citadel of Eo
bataoa is o.-elared '0 ha .... """'n b-r H ... 
rodOlllS. lSee the Author's H..rodot ..... 
yol. ii. p. ~. l!nd editioo. aDd compare 
ch vi. of the U li"OU'" b Monarch:v ") 

8(1 The- vi.-... maintained by Sir H. Raw
linson in 'he """"r already ref .......... to 
(_ abo?e, no'e 9(h .... hile in Enl!'land 
i' has ...... n ""TY Jren .. raIly a"""pted. has 
"""'n combated on &he Continent. more 
especiall,J in France, wberean ~ 
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reply to his article was publi.hpd by M. "P"ya<.,u • .l. K...,...'ov. miAa< (xi. 13. S 1j, 
Quatrem~re in the Memoi,.,', de It AcmU- Diodorus calls it an eparcby-riJl' E1f~ 
mie des Imcrif'tionB et Belles-Lettres, Xiav rilll ft'poaayopEVO#LEY7JP ·Pciyo.; (xix. 4., 
tom xix. part 1. p. 419 et seq It must. § 51. 
be admitted that the only ancient writer )08 See e!'lpecially Isidore, I. 8. C.; and 
who distinctly I"t'cojlllizes two Median compare C. ?tltiller's Map to illustrate 
Ecbatanas is the Armenian hi~torian thi:-; autbOl" (Tab. in lieogl"aphc8 Jlinores, 
above quoted. ,!:'ee above. note Gl.) No. 10,. C. ~liiller makes tbe boundary 

16 The ruins at Kileh Zobak, described westward tile Ka,-ng}urn hills, thu8 ex. 
by Colonel ~Ienteith ill such glowing tending Rhagiana balf a degree to the 
terms (Journal Of the Geographic"l So- west or Ka.vin. He!<reatlyexaggerates 
ciety. vol. iii. pp. 4. 5), are in reality the rivers ot the region. 
qUitfa insignificant. 108 Frasel', Khen'tls',n., p, 286; Moner, 

•• The hest description of the Takbt· Secolld Journey. p. 36.';: Ouseley, Tra .... 
i.suleiman ruins will be found in the els. vol. iii. p, 1'14; Kt'r Porter, Trnvels, 
G.eographlcal Jou!'nal. vol. x. pp 46-53, vol. ~. p. 357; Het"rfm, ~siatic j\"'aiions, 
S,r R K. Porter IS botb less complete vol. 1. p. 23-3. E. T.; Ritter. Erdhmde, 
and less exact. (Travels, vol. ii. pp. vol. viii. pp. 59.')..6t14: "'iner, Renlwih·ter-
558-561.) buch. ad voe.; C. Milller. Tabllla!. I. s. C. 

97 This theory was fin:;t broachf"d by Gt-oqruphlcfll JtJ'urn. vol. xxxi. p . .as. 
Ker POl'ter, Later travellers agree with 110 Namt"s travel. The modern !oIara. 
him. thon is more than three miles from the 

ItS Oua of the pf"CUlialities of the lake allcient site. New Ilium was !'It ill furthE'tr 
is, thMt whatever the quantity of water (six miles) fl'om olel Troy. The short'S 
dra.wn oft from it. tor purposes of irri- of the Black Rea have witnessed !itill 
gation by lh~ neighboring tribes, it al- mOle violent changt's. The ancient Eu
ways I"t"lIlailiS at the Morne l~vel. Sir patoria was at Inkerman; the modem 
H. Rawlinson thus explains the phe· lS 50 miles to the northward. Cherson 
nompnon: HI conclude," he sayK. hthe (or Chersolle~ms) was at the mouth of 
lakt! to be connected by an lIndt><I'ground the Spha. ... topol inlet; it is now on the 
syphon with somfl\ otht"r g' eat fountain Bory~lhenes or Dllif"per. Odessu~ was 
in the inwl'jor of the adjacent mOUD- at Varna; Odessa is three degrees to the 
taills, which is precisely at the Mme nnrth-toast. 
Jevt"l as it.~t'lf. and which ha.o;; other III E:rp. Alt'x. iii. 20. 
means of out.let. n (Geographical Jour- 112 TIns paint is well argued by llr. 
no/. vol. x. P 4R.) Fra..'l::er (Khorasan. pp. 291-293, Dote), 

19 Geographical Jou'1't'tal, vol. x. p. 50; whose conclusion ~ms to be now gt'll-
Kel' POI'rer. vol. ii. p. 558. prally adopted. PUlIY'S Pllm C8!ipim, 

, •• G.ogrnph. Joumal. vol. x. p. 51. 011 tbe other hand (H. N. vi. 14). would 
101 In irs present condition the hill appear to be tht' Girduni Siyalnk. anoth

could not I't"cf'ive seven complete circu- er pass over Ihe samf'! spur, sit.uated 
Jar walls. from the fact that towards three or four miles further nnrth. at the 
the ea. ... t it a.buts upon the edge of the point "'ht'1'e the f'";pm' branches out trom 
hilly country, and is conf'";E'qI1f>"ntly on the main chain. 'Ibis pas." is one of a 
that sijle onlr a little t"levatf"d ahove the trE"mtondous eharacter. It is a gap five 
adjacent ground. But as the watf-r has miles long betweE"n pl"¥CipicE'S I,nOll feet 
now fol' some time heen drawn (lif on hil?h, scar~E'd &..0;; though by the haud of 
this "ioe. tbe bill has probably grown man, its WIdth varying from t~n tn f"rty 
in this ctil"t"ction. feet. (Sir H. Rawlinson. MS. nOles.) 

lot Rhages OCt'urs as Ragha in the first 113 Alexander's marcht's set'm to have 
Farl?R.rd of the Vendidad. It i~ the aVE"ragf>d 100 slades. or about 22 miles. 
tWf"lfth sett.lement, and one in which the The ordinary Roman march wa... ... 20 Ro-
faithful wpre intermingled witb unbe- man miles, equivalent to 1~ English 
lievers. (Haug in Bunsen's Egypt, vol. milf>R.-
Iii. ". 490. E. T.) "'Sir H. R."\wlinson, M8. notps. In 

,oa TOhit l. 14: Iv. 1; Ix. 1; &c. . Erij we have probably a corruption of 
, •• Juoitb i. 5 and 15. Rhag·ps. 
106 Belli8fun. I"llCJipfion, ("01. ii. par. 18. 116 Uf"wanukif is six or seven miles 
100 Arrian, Exp. Alex. iii. 19 Arrian from th~ commencempnt of the pass 

only mentIons the Caspian GatE's; but (Fraser, p, ~91). I~iciore places CharNx 
there ~an be little doubt tbat Rhagps directly under th" bill. (.". TO ;'p •• & 
waR r,he place where Ihf'Y were to await #t(1AEi-ra.t K<i.CMt'Of, ci~' OV Ai Ko.tnril1l. riA-cu, 
Dalins. C"mpare cb. 00. . p. 6 ) 

JIl' Rhagia.na occurs a..q a distl'jet in 110 Plin. H. N. it'. 2'i. ad fin.; Ptol Gf'(). 
JRidort" (Maus. Parth. p. 6) &,.q well &0;; in arnph. vi. 8:' Rt ... ph. Byz ad voc XQ.po.~ 
Plolemy, In thp fnrmt"r tht'! MHS. have Hudson's irl ... ntift('ation of C'harax Spa-

. Rhatiana fPATIANH for PArIANH), Ami with Anth~rr111sias or (,hal'ax Sidm 
which HudRon perv(-'r.:;ply tran~fOl'mt=; (I~id. Mati', Parth, p. 2) is & strange 
into Mariana, a rll!lOt.rict lying f"xactly in ~I·ror. 
the opposite direction. Stra.bopointsto 117 Mans. Po,·th. p. 6, Baft"T(1va. (If''g. 
J;Ulagiana in his expressiou, Ta "'epi. ... ' Ba.CfTava.) wciA." iii,,' 0POI ,ce,,,,,,,,,, i,,9 ~t",...'. 



ta.Ll rl111 'l'I1I1llJ JiONAiuJoy. 

""-doc '-.A,.a..u """". Comparewlth 
lI ........ Ibe mod.,.... BosIaD aud Bebi&-
"un. 

II. Diad. SI.,. U. 13. SS 1--1. 
"' D,odorWl, .... usual. II'reatly e~ 

llE't:"ralA"'fI "he bt.-igbt of tbe mountain, 
'" hi .. :b ht4 t"8rimalA:'l8 at 8enmf.,eeon sladt"S, 
ur ahc..tvt't 10 . ......0 teet. whftre&S it is really 
Ab 'u. I,~,~ f""'- (Journal 0/ biatic 
'tQ('4'" 'I. vol. :11:. p. lffi'.» 
... K"r P"r"'r. 'lrawl •. vol. II. pp. 150, 

51; Sir H. Kawli .... oll. in JOII""" 0/ tile 
;,.ographical SocUt¥. vol. i&. pp. llll, 
.IS 
... Tbey _re perbaps destroyed by 

1'1",."", Pania. w beD be pn-pared to 
hui ... a pal""" OD th .. site. Ilbid. p. llf.) 

... s.-" vol. I pp ~8ll, 40&-6. 4<111. &e. 

... &gistaD Is •. the hill of Jove" 14~ i,....,. a""oniing to Diodorus (ii. 18.111. 
1. _lOS to 10""'" really" the elaee of 

~~; '~he":~ B:~6e~~~f~~,::!!s~ama 
II. The table' aud inSCril:'lJODS of Da

riu,," wbicb baye made Ik-bltotun famoua 
10 m"d ·ro times. al", in a .....,..... to tbe 
rill'btof tbe ocarped taee of the rock.lU>d 
at a colI,q,lerable elevation. IKer Por
l.er. yol. Ii. p. 1M.) 

... The ill&eription. ..bieb Is In tbe 

~~~~~::r S;~d n~~~u'::f"~=~ 
IrOTAPZHlI appears twice In it. His 
rival. )I"b .. rdat.es, is ""rhaps mentioned 
un.l .. r IJ.e name of Mitb....-. (Sir H. 
RawlillllOn. in Geograpl&. J_ volllt. 
pp. 11 ~1I6.) 

... .\I" .... Pnrlh. p. 6. The true read
In~ ...... IDS to be ·Ai,.... ...... as edited by 
H ist~bt-I. 

.. , A,·t"man Is one of tbree Yill __ 
T.IOt"e. Sil'kllo. and Arteman-wbicb lie 
cl.- toll"'ther. and are generally known 
uDdt'r tbe common titlo. of Toosirkaa. 
ISir H RawlinllOo, 1IIS. notes.) 

"·Ibid 
... Ishlo ..... M", ... Purth. L s. C. 
• IG Diod. 8i.,. Ii. IS. • S. 
II. K .. r Porler. Trot",". vol. II. pp. 141. 

142; OlliYier, Vogago' da... '·Ei.,.pi"" 
otA·tmoll. tom. Y. pp. "i, 4d.. . 

"·Ii.-ogn.ph. vL .. 
II.See &e"t, p. 8. It Is stranll'" tha& 

80 ACULe a writer a.~ the late Arcbdeacon 
Willi .• m~ sbould Dot bave seeD that tbis 
posi.i •• n was fatal to bis th .... ry. that J&. 
fahnn ",p~uled EcbatanL 

... The Pal'llltaeeoi bad another city, 
called 1'anPtaca. tbe aiteof wbieb is un
""rlAin. (S..,pb By8. ad voo.) 

II' See ten,p. 11. 
... s.-e Vol. I. pp. "', 136. 
"' Tbe mountains are pierced by the 

two s ..... ams of thO' Arae aud tbe Kizil 
U ""n or tietld Rud. and the low .,OUlltry 
may I~ enterPd along tbeir cours-s. 
There is a ........ over .he Elbura chain 
from Finu-kuh to Puli_fid. I!tI or III) 
m!les to the ..as' of Teheran. Tbi~ 
would _m to be the .. Pyle C .... pi1B" 
\If Dionyaoius (J>noi#g. 10S5-IU8Sj . 

... ThO autboriUee for this de&ariptiDll 

are Kinneir. pPni .... Empi .... , pp. 159-
~6S; O\ll!E'I .. y. 'lraw". vol. iii. pp. l!>ll-
8:16; F ....... r. Khornsa ... p. 165; C'hesnt"y. 
Etlph .... t~. EzJ>«jition. vol. i. pp. 2111, 
217; Todd. ill Jou""" oj Geographical 
Borirty, vol. viii. pp. 100010t. 

u. l'igE-rs sonu:"times stray from this 
n-glon into ..uerbijan. ISee Morier, 
&rond Jon ........ p lIIS.) 

U. KiDneir, p. 166; Chesney, vol. i. p. 
216; Fraser, Tra"",. "" ..... t/", Caspiar. 
&a, p. 11. 

... till'ab. zi. 13, S 8: Diod. Sic. ii. ss. 
Sf. . 

... Strab. zi. 13, S 4. • A«-.anai .leT .. 
i.purror.. 

... Diod. Sie. :,..... 33. S§ 3 and 6 . 
'u After the battle ol Arb ... la, Dariu • 

hoped to retrieve his fortunes b,- means 
of a freslt army of cadusiaus and Saclll. 
(Arrian. EEf. . .AI~%. iii. IY.) 

... Diod. !;ic. "v. 8, S 4; nii. 6, S 1 • 

... s.-e Vol. L pp. 136-138. 

... Joumal oj tile fhographical S0ci
ety. vol. l[. pp. 1111. l!2: compare ""'t, vol 
L p S19. 

... CHogmp/Jirol JOI ...... -.l., vol. x. p.11!. 

... Tbe Urumi are coupled with the 
Natri in an inscription ot Assbur-i&ir·pal; 
aud the Van monarehs always call 
tbemspJves n kings of the Nairi.. It 

II. 1I0ri"r, .'1roond Jou"..", p. 945: 
K .. r Porter. Trn .... If. vol. i. pp. 192-11K. 

... See vol. i. pp. 136-7. 
'''See ten, p. 8. 
• .. On the known sup<'riority of moun

tain troops in ancient times see Herod . 
Ix. 1l!2, aud compare Plat. ~. iii. p. 
695. A.. 

• •• Herod. iii. 98. The SaranltiRns 
dwelt about the IRke in which tbe Hel
mend ends; the ThamanllllWs between 
tbat lake and Herat. The Utians 
IUziaosj inhabited a part of tbe Zagros 
range; the Mycians seem to bave dwelt 
on the Persian Gulf. in a part of the 
modern Mek-rao . 

• .. s.-e the autbor's H"f"Odotua. vol. iv. 
p. 17'01, and compare voL i. p. 6.'i& (l!od 
edition.) 

... We can onlyaceount for carryinll: 
the lasso into battle (Herod. vii. 35) by 
.... garding it as tbe WooaPOll witb which 
daily use bad made thelll f .. miliar. 

lit They furnisbed tl,00.1tl horsemen to 
the army of Xen:es (Herod. I. s. C.l. 
wbieb was probably not tbeir full fo...,., • 

... Cossoeans is explaiued by some as 

!"~:;!;i.~.!i:.ba!iu:::.~~~tie&~~~ 
mountain ill tbe salt desert, nearlY due 
sou,b of the ( '&spian Gates. 

II. Fra.<er. Khonua ... p. 245. 
, •• AlI'"P"'oi. Strab.:D. 13, S 6. 
... A good description or this spur and 

oi tbe true character of tbe .. Caspiall. 
(~atA-s" i(1l given by )lr. Fra.sfr.r iu his 
KilO ........... pp. :l91 .. ,lSH. Dote. The.......t .... 
may comparo tbe autbor's article on 
Rheges in Dr. Smith's Biblical Didio", 
v.ru. vol. ii. p. 8Ilo). 'IS See tut. p. 15. 
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II' The Caapi"" Be" was a great pro
tectloa fNm the barbarians of the 
Nonll. 

CHAPl'ER n. 
t Morler complains ot the "oppres-

elve heat of the low countries" in Azer
bijan du.ing the summer (Second Jour· 
""y, p.l!95). He found the thermometer 
rise to Y9+ degrees at lIIiana early in 

J~n:j,e \~~i~.:..f.; 2" ~zerbij.n is that of 
B<BOti&.. Corfu. Southern Italy, Sardinia, 
Southern Spain, the Azores. Washing. 
ton. a"d San Francisco. It is also that 
of Balkh, Yarkand, and Diarbekr. These 

~:::'~~1..tf~=i"naT:"t':';~Jhci'Jn::: 
&'; l:~h;J:.~:':: ~Vels, voL I. p. 257. 

• Ibid. p.l!tiO . 
• Ibid. p. 247. .. Scarcely a day passes." 

says the writer, .. without one or two 
Jlt'rsons hping' found frozen to d~ath in 
the neighborhood of the town" lTa
brlz). 

• Fraser speaks of tbe winter in Azer-

t~~~t:J=~1, .. ~ ~)~ ~~~:, ~:.~ 
are often frozen to death (p. IJoII). Ac· 
cording to Kinneir (P"'· ... an Empi,·e. p. 
158), the SIlOW remains on themountaius 
tor nine months. 

7 Marier. ,second Journey. p. 808. 
8 Kinne~", l. s. c. Compare Morier, 

Seccmrl JOUrfU!Y. p. 809. . 
• Morier. pp. lUll. 29 •• &0. 
10 Kinneir. I. s. c.; Chesney. Euphra
~ Expedition, vol. i. p:llc.ll; Marier, p. 

11 An instance of dpath from eo~d in 
this region is recordtod by Mr. Fraser 
(Klwrasan, p. H4). 

II Kiuneir p. 121; Ker Porter .. vol. i. I? 
291. AecOl'ding to the latt"r writer. tillS 
wind U continues to blow at intervals till 
the end of llay." 

13 .. The h~ats of Teheran, n says Mr. 
Marier, .. become insupportable by the 
middle of June." (oSeco1ld Journey, p. 
851.) 

" Ibid. p. 858. 
.. This is especially the practice at 

Teheran. (Kinneir, p. 119; Morier, p. 
851: Ollivier. Voyage. tom. v. p. 91.) 

18 See Mori€'r~ ~econd Journey. p. 2'iO. 
Co:npare Kinneir, Persian Empit'e. p, 
1:!6; Ker Port..,r, 7Tawls, vol. ii. p. 121; 
Ollivier, Voyaqe, tom. v. p. 58. Ollivier 
says: .. En ~te·l .. elimat est Ie plus doW<, 

Ie 1~1~~:,,~c!:.t,~, dv':,:~ rp~:;;; vol. il. p. 
128; Alori"r. p. 15.'; Ollivier. tom: v. pp. 
199 and 2U9. The IBSt·nam~d writer 
mentions as a proof of the drynesA, that 
during a long sta.y in the region he 

'Dever saw a sing~ soaill Morier, how~ 
eve." notes that he saw several (p. 1M, 
note). 

18 Morier, p. 1M. 
It On the salubrity of Isfahan, see 

Morier, p. 153; Ker Porter, voL i. p. 
407 . 

•• s..e Mor;er. Second JOU""'1/. A\> 
ppndix. pp. 406-406: Ouseley. vol. iii. pp. 
110-112: aud the passage quoted in the 
next note. 

11 MOrier, Firtd Jour"ey. p. 1';4: Sec
ond Jou,..,.ey. p. :10'2; Ouseley, voL iii. pp. 
73 and 3.5 . 

.. Fraser. Khorasan. p. 165. note. 
SI Morier, ~uo7ld J(""rlleyil.' 282. 

v:l~ 1.h;.n~; ~!::;;.~t~ 144:10:::::; 
of the Geographical ,society, vol. J[. pp. 
20-2'2 . 

•• Chesney, I. s. e. In Amelan. which 
is much low"r than many parts of the 
range, Morier found the air quite u cool" 
in J line (Second Journey, p. 27'2). KiD~ 
neir notes that in t.he same region there 
was frost in July, 1810 (Persian Empire, 

·p.I44) . 
•• AS at Toosirkan (see note 127, Chap-

terI. . 
'7 s..e Layard, Ninnoelt. and ita R&-

ma.ins, vol. i. pp. 159-165.. 
•• See text. pp. 4. 5 . 
•• Fraser. W ... ter Journey. p. 353. 
10 Morier, S .. cond Journe.y. p. 3tj2. 
•• Ihid. I. s. e.; and see also p. 354 . 
.. Moriel", Firot Journey. pp. 274 and 

~,\,~e;f~~~ ,a;:::fz;'!'d ~~ fJ.!rt:~~ 
II Ollivier, tom. v. p. 59; Chesney, vol. 

i. f. J!rnal of the Gengraphical Socidll, 
vol. x. p. 8: Ker Por~r. vol. i. p. 894; 
Rich. Kurdistan. pp. 105. 16.'. 8:e. It 
was probably from som" k"owlPrll'!e of 
this tract that Virgil spoke of Media as 
U abounding in trees." (Georg. ii. 186. 
'"l\oledorum silVie ditissima terra. ") 

.. On the verdure and shade of Isfa
haD, St"6 Ker Porter, vol. i. p. 411; on 
that of Hamadan, see Morier, Second 
Journey, p. 262. and Ker Porter. vol. ii. 
p. 91. On Kashan. 8t'e the last-namPd 
writer. vol. i. p. 889; and compare om
vipr. tom. T. p. 169. 

Ie Ker Portf'r notes "a specie!!! of 
c..dar not unlike that of Lebanon" at 
Kashan (I. s. c.). Morier notices elms 
h with very thick and rich foliage." and 
a peculiarly" formal shape." near Isfa
han (First Jou."ey. p. 169; compare 
Berond Jounoey. p. 263,. 

,If Ollivier, tom. v. p. ]9t. 
I. Marier, SecoJld Journey. p. 271. 
It As the soa~wort. which is· the 

U most common shrUb" in the country 
b"tween Koum and Teheran. (Morier 

Fi:'·5::::'~-:; IJ;./:';~graphiCOI Suciety, 
vol. ix. p. 100. 

.. 1\Iorier. SerofId Journey, p. m. 

.. Ibid. p. 801l. 

.. Kinneir, Persian Empire, p. 153, 
note . 

•• s..e the passage quoted at tbe head 
of th" text of this chapter. 

•• OlUvler, Voyage, tom. Y. p. 1" 



-'It ttl 
Ch .... ne... Euplarnf,. Ezp«lititm, "'01. l 
p. 1:l3j. Rtch. Kurd;.tan. pp. 60. 130. 1M, 
~e. JOa,".a i. aloo a product of this re
Bion. tSee Vol 1. p. 145.) 

t·Morier. Fi ... , Jov,~. pp. 261~; 
BeeomJ Joumey. p.1I51: Kinn81r, Penna_ 

E":'f.!'H;'~ol~';n u' a matre sed ut a 
DO",rc' naturA editus est In .. itam." 

.. OUl .. ler -YlI: .. D faut noter que 
dana p~ue toUIA! la Pe ...... lI n'ya au· 
enDe sorta de culture sans arrosemenl. n 
(Voyage. tom. .... p.217.) 

.. OlliYier, tom. ... pp. 808, 809; Kel' 
Porter. vol I. p. 296; Alorier, Second 
Joumq. pp. 163, 16 •. 

•• Strab. xv1. 1. ,8. Compare Diod. 
die. ii. 18, ''7. An e,.cellent description 
of the leo .... ' system is given by Polyblus 
(iJ<. 28., Il). 

.. OlhYier. p. Ilt4. This writer also 

::&:::::-a:!'i:'t ~:~ ::II:::rze ~:: 
war.er arising from the mftlting of the 
8IIOWS and from the spring rains, by 
means of emhankments across the 
lower vaileYll of the mountains, and the 
formation thereby of large l'8lI8rvoirs 
(p. ~I~). These reservoirs would be th" 
V<I,..i. of Strabo. 

o. OlUvi"r, pp. 163, 198, .te.; Kinnell', 
p.l08. 

.. Olllvier. p. 198; Kinneir.y. 88:. 
"' CheaDl"Y. E .. phra'", ~tio ... 

voL l p. 80; Ollivler, L B. c.: Kinneir, p. 
88. 

.. See text, p. 26. 
"' Kinn .. ir. p. 88, OUiYier, p. 191; Mo

ner.Fir'" Jo .. m~. p. 2-iO. 
• .. Ollivi .. r. pp. 191. Ilia O. Morier. SeCond Jou""',. p. llO8 . 

.. Ker Porter. vol. i. p . • 40, Geograph
ical Jour",", vol. z. p. !III; OUivi"r, tow. 
Y. pp. 49. ole. 

'.OUivier. p. llW: Ker Porter. vol. l 
p.83'. 

II A correct account of the botany of 
Persia is Rtill a desideratum. The pa .... 
ticul" .... (_ text. p. 118) are collected 
cbiefly from Olli vier and Chaniin. 

•• Mori .. r. Firat JUI'",~. pp. 1!63 and 
6>0. Rich~ Ku.rdist"a. p. 860. Hence 
th.. abundance of ezcellent honey. 
tail·h. p. 14t.1 

.. (ieog'"Oplaiool Jou""", vol. z. p. 4, 
Mori"r. Second Joumey. p. 285; Ker 
Po,"""r. "01. ii. p. ~. 

•• Morier. I. s. c • 
.. Chaniin. VOY/Jf1"8 en Pene. tom. ill 

p ~; K~r Porter. 7'ravela. vol. i. pp. 
285 .. nd ~'O; Geogmphicnl Jou""", vol. 
,.. p. M, M'lrier. Firs' Jou~. pp. 283, 
184; OU98le),\ 7'ra ... 1a, vol. UL p. 406. 

.. CieograpnK:aJ Journal, .. 01. z. p. 55. 
A mountain in this quarter is called by 
the nativ"," Zwreh SIa"ni, .. or the moun· 
lain of t.he .. Gold.washen;. n 

II Cheaney, Euphrat ... Ezpeditioo,vol. 
l r. 711. 

• Chanlin ... ys: .. II D'ya rien de plus 
eommun en Pe_ que Ie sel." (Vorag .... 
\(1m. Ill. p. ~J.) 

II See note \!S. Chapter L 
II ~phical Journal, vol. r. p. 62; 

Chani~n.1. 8. c., M?r,erkSeco.nd Journey, 
p~. 25. and 288, Rich. Urdillla~. 1~ ,! M?rie-:-. Second Jou"'1!1I. p. . .. 

Kinnell', p. 40; Cbardln, tom. Ill. p. 
1!9. 
- .. Moriel'. Fint Jou~. p. 284. 

.. Kinneir. I. 8. c.; MOrier. Firat Jou".. 
-.. p. 28J, Second Jou .... ey. p. 855; 
Rich. Kurdillla_, p. 123; Ker Porter, vol. 
L 1:' 874 

• Geographilxll Journal. "'DI. l<. p. 62. 
Alum is also found iD the Zagros t"allge. 
(Rich. 1. 8. c.) 

.. Ibid. pp. 123 and 231. 

.. K"r Porter. vol. i. p. 880. 
10 Morier, .second Jo" .... ey. p. !SII. 
to Sir W. Ouseley heard of lions neal' 

Koum. but he saw no signs of th~m • 
(1'ra ... ls. vol. iii. p. lOS.) Mr. Morier ob
served marks of a lion'8 foot in !\lOUD t 
Sehelld. which impends over Tabriz. 
(S"",,"" JUI,mey. p. t114.) He h_ni of 
tigers in the same region. and sa\\' the 
skin of one which had been killed. (Ibid. 
p.l!18.) 

•• Ibid. pp. 241. 359. 8M. 
.'Ibid. pp. 241. 8tl2; OlliYier, tom. iii. 

p.6t. . 
.. Ouselev. 7'ravela, vol. iii. pp. 218, 217. 

and INti; MOrier, S"""nd Joun"'ll. p. 
205. 

.1 OUReI .. y saw tbem near KasYin (vol. 
iii. p. Soli), Ker Porter in the desert below 
L..rahan (vol. ;. J.lp. 459-4611 . 

•• Rich. Kun:i .. fan. p. 186. 
.1 Se" the de..,ription of Ker Porter 

(I. s. c.). who carefully examiued a speci. 
men killed by olle of his partv. Morier 
and OUivier differ from him with ""'peet 
to the eld.tence of a line down the back 
and a bar across the shoulders (Ollivier. 
tom. iii. p. 65, Morier. SeCOftd Jo"mey, 
p. 1101" but they appear to have had less 
sati~factory m ....... s of judgin~. 

•• See the Annals and MugaJline oj 
Nat,,,..., HiefOT1/. vol. 91. No. M, p. IJ.l3. 

or Rich. Kurdisto ... p. 281. 
.. See Vol. 1. pp. 14tl. l!98, 299 . 
•• Tame pigeons are bred 00 a la\"1!"9 

8081e. mainly for the sake of th6ir dung. 
which is Ihe favorite manure of the 
melon·grounds. All tra .... ners remark 
the numerous pigeon-towel'S. especially 
in the nei~bborhood of Isfahan. some of 
which briug' ill an income of two or three 
hundred pOllpds a year. I PI. III. Fig. \.] 
(See Kinneir. p. 110, Chardin. tom. iii. p. 
89, Morier. Fi"st Joun.ey, p.I55, SecoRd 
Jou",,,.,. p. 1t0.1 

•• Rich says: .. Huodredsof partridgea 
are taken by parties of sportsm .. n sta
tioned on opposir.e hills. who frighten 
the oovey by shouting as soon as it 
comes in their direction. The b .. -.:Is as 
last become alarmed aod confused. and 
drop to thpl\TOund. when they are easily 
taken." (Kurdie'an. p. :l81.) Compare 
1 Sam. ""1'1. 20. 
~ Morier. Second Jcw.mey. pp. 234 an" 
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.. Rich. Ktlrdisfan; p. 143. 

:: fg~v::rio~::r::'e~~;' v.;l'i~;;j,oo-
poe only in Morier, who saw it near 
Kasvin. (F;,·.t Journey, p. 255.) 

o. Rich, Kurdistan, p. 143. 
.. Geog/'aphical Journal, vol. iii. p. 56; 

vol. x, p. 7'; ilforier. Secu1la JOU"'-t1l, p. 

2!'~i :~~;~~~r'g"c~~d Journey, p. 253; 
Chal'din. tom. iii. p. 44; Ouseley. vol. iii. 
p 50; Rich, Kurdi.tan. p. 60. 

OB Hich, f.' 67; Fraser, -n-atJ.l. in Kur· 
ulstan. va.i. p. 7. Trout occur also m 
the 1·;lburz. (Ouseler. vol. iii. p.I25.) 

lUI Chardin, tom. ill. p. 44. U Un man-
gPI' fort d6licat." 

100 Ibid. 
101 Fraser. KhoraMft" p. 406. 
101 KinDPir, p. 153. note; Morier, Sec

olld Jour1ley, p. 250; Chesney. Euphra
te. Exhibition, vol. i. p. 82. 

103 Hee note 112, Chapter I. 
10. gil' H. Rawlinson. MS. notes. Com· 

pal'e Pliny, H. N. vi. 14,: .. Prmterea se~· 
p~ntium multltudo. Dlsi hyeme. tranSl· 
tum non sinit." 

,.. ~er Porter, vol. I. pp. 890, 891. 
1011 Ker Porter measured one, and 

found it exceed two feet (I. s. c.). 
Chardin says that some which he saw 
Were an ell In length. (Voyage., tom. 

iiiigi~l Porter. J. 8. c. . 
'08 Rich, Kurdi.tan, p. 178. 
lOolbid. P l'if,!; Chard in, tom. Hi. p. 

88; Ouseley;vol. Hi. p. 122. 
110 Chal'din. I. s. c. This writer adds 

that Its bite is dangerous, and has been 
known to prove fatal in some cases. But 
recent travellers do Dot contlrm this 
statement. 

'" Rich, p.171. 
". Kinnelr. p. 43; Chardln.1..a. c. 

!:: e~:' ~m . .j.\;,.r' ::ambiance of 

the word .h ..... ·kulla to chargol 6l,n> 
is striking. and can scarcely be a mere 
accident. Shi,'4·kuUa, bowever,ls tra~s
lated .. the lion locust," a meaning which 
cannot possibly be given to cliargol. 
"' K:urdistan, p. 195. . 
". C.uvier's Animal Kingdom, edition 

of Carpenter and Westwood, p. 561. 
11' Cb&rdin, tom. iii. p. 88. 
". Ollivier, tom. v. p. 170·\ Ker Porter. 

vol. I. p. 890; Ouseley. vol. ii. pp. 87-89. 
'10 Ollivier. p. 171: Kinneir, p. 43. 
no Ker Porter remarks tha.t neither 

he himself, nor ani' of his U people. n 

were ever stung ~uring their stay in 
Persia (I. s. c.). ~So Ouseley !p. 91). 

.. , Chesney. Eupht'at.. Expedition, 
vol. I. p. 82. 

, .. Ibid. p. 1182. • 
. ... Chesney says that the ordmary 

burden of a mule in Persia is three hun· 
dredweight. (Euph .... t.. E:J;pedition. 

volahEid~\! B. o. 

... Chardin. Voyage.. tom. Hi. p. 112, 
Chesney t 1. 8. C. 

u, Kinneir, Persian Empire, p. 40; 
Fraser, Khorosan. pp. 269,l!70. Fraser 
observes, that "on t~e whole the Tur· 
k""'an horses a!,proach more to the 
~~:!~~~f ~:he 'l~~.horse than any 

127 Kinneir, 1. 8. C. 
... Chesney. I. s. c. 
no The antelope is commonlr cha....cI 

by the falcon and greyhound m combl· 
nation. The falcon, when loosed, makes 
straight at the game, and descending on 
its head, either strikes it to the ground, 
or at least greatly cbecks its course. If 
shaken off. it will strike again and again, 
at once so frlgbtening and retarding the 
animal th~t tbe d.,?~ easily reacb !t. 
(See Chardin, tom. w. p. 42, and Ki.lDe.r, 
p. 42. Compare the SImilar practice or 
the Mesopotamian Arabs, described in 
Layard's Ni_A and Babylon, p. 48~.) 

.8.0Ilivier, tom. v. p. 104; Chesney. 
vol. l p. 687; Layard, p. 482, Dote. 

II' See the narrative of Ker Porter. 
7ravel.!. vol. i. pp. 444. 445. 
"' Diodorus Siculus says that the ~at 

horse pastures ""Hr Bagi.tan nourished 
at one time 160.000 horses (xvii. 110, ,6). 
Strabo tells us tbat Media furnished an· 
nually to the Persian king 8,000 horses 
as a part of its fixed tribute (xi. 13. S 8). 
Poly bius speaks of the vast number of 
horses In Media, wbich supplied with 
thost" animals U almost all Asia. It (crx~ 
auv m1TdUo,., XOP'I'YeL ..."J" • AG"w~ Polyb. 1. 

2'i'i~ ~erod. viL 40. Compare iii. 108 and 
i.I89. 

IS·Strab. xi. 18, S 7. • 
n. Arrian, Ero. Ale:!:. vii. IS. ArrIan 

gives the form Nv ..... o'. In place of the 
N, .... 'o' of Herodotus, and the N'I" ..... 
of Strabo. 

110 kmm. Marc. ZIiii. I. 
13T Suidas, ad voc. Nicr4&OP. 
IS. '16,6,.0pcj>0.. Strab. 1. 8. C-
lIO II .... , ...... , (Strab.), ........... , (Snid.), 

ip ....... , (Strab.). 
... Loc. cit. 
• .. The horse represented, though not 

large according to English notions, is 
considerablr above the standard usual 
on the Perman monuments. 

••• Strab. xi. 18, S 8. 
u' It has been qu~stioned whether the 

"Malum medicum" was the orange or 
the citron. I decide in favor of the ci· 
tron. on account of the description In 
Dioscorides. To ,.ijAo~ "'i,.v«~ (oblong), 
"pPvT .. ~p.evov (wrinkled),J.(pva'i,oJ" f'D "pO" 
«.~.A. (De Mat. Med. i. , 166.) 

••• H. N. xii. S. .. Nee alia arbor lau
datnr in Medis. n 

, •• Ibid. .. Nisi apud Medos et In Per 
side nasci Doluit. " u. Hiat. Plant. Iv. 4. 

.., D. Mat. Med. l S 168. 
• •• Georg. ii, l2CI-185: 
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• Medta tert trflte8 IJIlCC08 tardumque aaporem 
}'ellciJI ul&JJ: quo non pJ'lel4entiua ullum. 

~=~r~n~:~':,=~:n~~~er:::~~l'~rba, 
AuxiUuQ venit. a.c membriB agit atra venena. 
ipsa ingeJl.ll arboN, faclemquel:dm1JHmaJaulO; 
Et, .1 non rulum late jactaret odol'em, 

~~ c;,r:t:;'!~:a~~~~l~~ l:tb~II~!i~e~~fdi 
Ora t3~~t Ulo, at Bt'wbus med.ic...ntur a.uhe-

... Ollivier, tom. v. p. 191; Chesney, 
Yol.l. p 80. "0 Pliny. H. N. xvlll. 16. 

... See Varro. De Re Rtultica, I. 42; 
Vlr'~' Georg. I. 215; Pliny, J. s. c. 

.. 8, rab xl. 13. 5 7. 
"" De Mat. Med. II. § 176; Iv. § 18. 
... ~ee Morler. Seco,id. Journey, p. 861. 
"0 Vhe.0r.' vol. I. p. 80; Cnardin, 

torn 111. p.l . 
... Pliny, H. N. lCdl. 23. Compare 

Strab xl. 13. f 7. 
H~0;l~?;~8~e Mat. Mad. iii. 84; Plin. 

.. 8 Compare Strab. xl. 18, S 7 ad 110. 
wltb m08C. ill. 84. 

••• 8d~lIflJm is called a Median pro. 
duct by Pliny (H. N. xli. 9); amomum 
by Plmy and Dloscorldes (De Mat. Med. 
I. f 14); gum tragacanth by Pliny (xiiI. 
II) and Tbeophrastus (De Hist. Plant. 
Ix. 1); sagapenum by Dioscorides .iii 
86){' wUd vine oil {(Ennnthe) by Pliny 
(xl. 28); and cardamomum hy the salDe. 
writer (xiI. 131. Theophrastus expresses 
a doubt whether amomulD and carda
momulD came from Media or from India 
(vlll.71. 

... Olllvler, tom. v. p. 818. 
'" Rich, KurdiHtan, p. 144. II. See above, note 169. Kuhn argues 

that this was the case also with the 
llilphlum or assafetida, whicb (he thinks) 
Is .carc .. ly to be founo In Media Proper. 
(Se .. bla adi tlon ot Dioscorides, vol. n. p. 
680.) 

... PlIn. H. N. xxxi. 10. 

... See above. notes ra and 74. II. Strab. xl. 18, S 2. Ai,."". ;" .. ~~. 
Zft'IIUT"II', Ii" V GAer i'ft'4VSOUvnC ,niTTO"",". 

'"~ H. N. xxxvII. Ii. (;ompal'e Solin us, 
Po/yhist. 20. . 
"' Pliny's name for this gem Is .. sap

phiru.;" but It bas been well sbown by 
Mr. King tbat bls U sapphirllS" Is the 
lapis lazull

l 
and his U byacintbus" the 

sapphirt!. dnti'lue Gems. pp 44-47.) 
lO' H. N. xxxvii. 8. Neither tbe lapis 

. lazuli nor tbe emerald are now found 
within the limits of Media. The former 
abound. in Bactria/ near Fyzabad; and 
the latter Is occas onally found In the 
same region. (Fraser, Khorasan, Ap
pendix, pp. 105, 106.) 

'" See PlIn. H. N. xxxvii. 10 and It . 
. The narciuitill Is mentioned 110180 by 
DIO!lysiuB. (See the passage in the text 
at the bead of the first chapter.) 

CHAPTER llf. 
'On this connection see Dan .•• ;:s 

(U Th~ kingdom i. divided and given to 
the Med811 and Pel'8ian."), vi. 8, 12, 15 

(U the law of the Medes and Persians"} 
Esther I. 3 (" the power of Pl'rsia anil 
Media") i. 14 ( .. the pl"incess of Persia 
and Media"), i. 19 ( •. tlie laws of the Per
sians and the Medes"). x. 2 (" the book 
of the chronicles of Media and Persia")'· 
and compm'e Herod. i. ID-J, 130; lEsch' 
Pers. 761-175; Xen. Cyrop. i. 2, § 1 e; 
passim; Beh. Ins. col. i. par. 10, S '10; 
par. 11, § 7; par. 12, § 3; par. 13, § 2; par.· 
14, § 7. )fedes were frequentlyemploy. 
ed as gellerals by the Persians. (Ilee 
Herod. i. 156, 162; vi.94; Beh. 1118. col. Ii" 
par. 14, § 6; col. iii. par. 14, § 3.) Tbe 
closenes.~ of the connection is perhaps 
most strikingly shown by the IndilIeren. 
use in the Greek writers of the .,xpres • 
sions TG. DepI'TLICG. and Tel M,.,&£I'cI. for the 
Persian. wa.r, (, ncipO'l)c and ;" Mij60r for 
~~'iIir;:1ir.;. Compare ,..ai~ ... , ,.~aUT,.6., 
. • See the Analysis of the Median and 
Persian Proper Names in the author'. 
Heroduttul, vol. iii. pp. 444-455, 2nd edi • 
tion . 

• See the author's Herodottul, vol. J. p. 
552, note 9. 

• Herod. viI. 62. 0, M~a., .K""' ....... 
W'&.A.a.L- 'll"pOi "'&'11'7'(&111' .. Apun. 

• Strab. :xv. 2. § 8. ·E1I'elC'T~tll'l!'T(U Be 'TOV"; 
II'O#,O oriji 'Apc.a.lI'ij," ~iXpL- p,epov," "'wo," lC'al 
DEpCTW., 1Ca.i. M.,,6wlI' •• .• EtCTi. "I tip 'll"w," 1Ca.i. 
ol'6yA.w1'TOI. 1I'a.pa. ILUtpOIl'. 

• Ilee the Author's Herodottul, vol. j' 
pp. ~50-555. 2nd edition. 

t The only certsin representations of 
actual Medes which the sculptures fur. 
nlsh are the prostrate flgure and the 
third stsnding rebel in tbe B~histlln bas
relief. But the artist in this SCUlpture 
made no pretence of ma"king ethnic 
dilIerence by a variety in the physiog
nomy. 

o Dr. Prichard ob .... rves of the type in 
question: '''fhe oUllin" of the counte
nance is here not strictly Grecian, for it 
is peculiar; but it is noble and dignified; 
'and if the expression is not full of life 
and genius. it is int .. llectual and indica.
ti ve of r .. flexion. 1'he shape of the head 
Is enth"ely Indo·European. and has noth· 
ing that recalls the Tartar or Mongoli. 
an." (Nat. Hist. 0/ Man, p. l'i3.) 

• Xen. Anab. iii. 2, § 25. In accord" 
ance with his statement In tbis place; 
X .. nophon makes the daughter of Cy· 
axares, whom he marries to Cyrus the 
Great, an extraordinary beauty. (Cyrop. 
viii. 5, § 28.) 

.. Plut. Vito A.lexaM. p. 676. D. . 
J1 Amm. Marc. xxiv. 14. U Ex: vfrgini

vust qUfe speciosm sunt capta:e. ut in 
Perside, ubi /eminan.m pulchritudo ex. 
eel/it." Compare Quint. Curt. iii. 11; 

AWA';;.~tia~~~;ifi. ~~, ~C;;m are Nlc. 
Dam. Fr. 9; Diod. Sic. xi. 6; aerod. L 
lIS; &c. 

II Herod. viii. 118. 
.. Ibid. ix.81. 
II Diod. Sic. xi. 6, I 8. A, &VIlp ...... "1"1' 

ItpLII'G.'; a.irrov,. 
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II See Herod. vii. !10. 
n Ez.k. xxxi. 11. 
18 Ibid. venul 12. 
.. Isaiah xiii. 15 and 18. 
•• Ibicl. verse 16. .. Their children also 

shall be d&shed to pieces betore their 
eyes; their houses sball he spoiled, &Dd 
their wives ravished." 

21 See verse 17. 
•• Grote, Hi.tory '0/ Greece, vol. iii. p. 

157. 2nd ed. 
tI HOI'at. Episf. ii. 1, 156. "Grmcia 

qapta. fel'um victorenl cepit." 
" Xen. Cyrop. i. 8. § 2, et seq. 
" Herod i. 135; Strah. xi. 13, § 9. 
" Stmb I. s. C. 
27 8ee text~ p. 11. 
Sle Xen. CYJ'op. i. 3, S 4. na.l1To3a."a EI£

fJa.P.P.a.Ta.ICCU /3pci>IJ.G.T4. 
"The use of writing by the Medes is 

indicated in the Book of Daniel (vi. 9). 
The e:.:ist.-nce ot a Median litemture 
seems to be implied by the mention in 
Esther of the" book of the chronicles 
of tbe kings ot Media and Persia" (x. 2). 
The actual work alluded to may perhaps 
have bt'en & Persian compilation; but 
the Persian writer would scarcely have 
~entured to write tbe .. chronicles of the 
kings ot Media," nnless he had Median 
Illaterials to ~ UpOII . 

•• Herod. Vii 61. On the scale armor 

~~~. ~';,"Jr~26r'e ~:\h"atl·o~ rIfe 
Egyptians, see Wilkinson in the author's 
H""oootm, vol. iv. p. 65, 2nd edit. 

.. Herod. vii. 86. 

., See text. vol. i. pp. 261-26!; and 
cou>pare Herod. ix. 62; Xen. Anab. i. 8, 
S 9. &c. 

II Compare Isaiah xiii. 18; Jerem. L 9, 
!It'.li. II, &c. 

,. Strab. xl. 18. § 9. 
to Xen. Oyrop. if. I, § 6. 
.. Of COUl'Se the !\fedes had alwafS 

some footmen, but their strength was m 
tbeir hllrse. I do not believe in their 
using chariots. (Nic. D. Fr. 10.) 

IT Xen. ClII"op. i. 4, § 4. Compare 
Strabo. who says (l.s.c.) that the famous 
Persian educational system was wholly 
copied from the Median. 

18 The sword. is mentioned in connec· 
tion with tbe Medes and Persians in 

. Jeremiab I. 35-ll7. .. The bow &Dd the 
spear" are united in vi. 23, &Dd again in 
1.42. 

10 The fame of the Medea as archers 

~~h1a~~ ~.\~: ~rs;i:~:~~v~~i~ 
tje name of the earlier people. Hence 
the h horJ'ibilis Medus" (Hor. Od. i. 29. 
4) &Dd the ... l!ledi phal'etra decori" of 
BOt'ace (<>d. II. 16.6) . 

•• See Vol. i. Pl. CIV. . V~:. ~~Wf.C~I~e Assyri&n spear-heads, 
'" The lower end of the Persian spears 

terminated frequently in an apple or 
pomegranate (Herod. vii. 41; Atben. 
J)eipn. xii. f' 514, B). According to 
CJ,,*,...,h~ 0 Soli, this (ll"aCtice Walt 

adopted by the Persians from the Med ... 
and w .... intended as a reproach to the 
latter for their unmanly JUXUlY. (Athen . 
p. 514, D.) 

.. So Xenophon calls the Persian 
sword, ,. .. X...,.... ;; ...... Sa. (Gyrop. i. 2, 
S 13·1 

.. ErT6~. M"a,.~. Herod. I. 135; vii. 
116; liToA;' M~6,.~. Xen. Gyrop. viii. 8, 
~ 15; liToA;' n.p,,,,,';, Stmb. xi. 13, S 9. 
J~"ro~n::: J:3!:.SSIY E'&ys, W8l< adopt-

.. Xen. C,p·op. viii. 3, § 3. 'Eti •• ". air 
1CcU. &.A.Ao.t; M,1)ClUCelt; CJToAa~" 1J'o.,.uroAAat; yelp 
Ir4pEO'ICEVci.Ua.TO, ov6ip +Ec.lioIoLO'G;. OVTE wop
+vpi6r.J1', OUTE opl#>l'il'r.Jl', OUTE 4>ou,c...:i6wII oVTe 
J[4pvlCillwl' '"a.Tiwl'. Another kind of Me
dian robe, called sarap;8. SE"ems to have 
been striped alternately white and pur- . 
pie. (Compare Pollux, vii. 13, with He
sychius ad voc acipd:rnt;.) 

.. Procop. De BeU. Perr. i. 20. p. 106, 
C. Silken fabrics were manufact1ll"E'd 
by the Greeks from the middle of the 
fourth ""ntury B.C. (Aristot. Hut . ..In". 
v.19.) They probably imported the raw 
silk from Asia, wht"re the material was 
n use f,'om & very early t.ime. The 

Parthian standards were of silk (Floru., 
iii. 11); and there can be little doubt that 
the looms of China, India. and Cash· 
mere produced rich silken fabrics from 
a remote Pf'riod, which were exported 
into the neighboring countries of Media 
and Persia. 

n Justin says of the Parthians: .. Yes· 
tis olim sui moris; postfoaqU&1D acces~ 
sere opes, ut Medis, perlucida ac fluida U 

(xli. 2) • 
.. See Xen . .dnab. I. 5, 5 8, and com: 

pare CII.-op. I. 8. § 2. 
68 llouriAaf tiva.lvpi&at;. Xen . ..4nab.l.s.c. 

Compare Stmb. XI. 18, § 9. 
10 Strab. 1. s. c., Herod. iii. 12 . 
11 Strictly speaking, these words are 

not spi0nyms. The name tiara was 
generic. applying to all the tall caps; 
while cidari& or cita.ns was specific, b&
ing properly applied to the royal bead
dress only. (See Brisson, De Regn. P"..s. 
ii. VP 300-312·1 

• Xp .. ,. .. _ .vrP"'J«. (Xen. Cyrop. i. 3, 
S 2.) .. X." ... "".ue<nn. (Ibid.) 

•• '0</>60.).,.;;, •• "oyp ... ". (Ibid.) Thl~ 
practice is ascribed to Sardanapalus 
(Nic. Dam. Fr. 8; Athen. Deipn. xii. 7, 
.,. 529, A.; Diod. Sic. ii.23); and again to 
N&Darus the Babyloni&D (Nic. Dam. Fr. 
10), It se"ms to have beell adopted 
from the Med~s by the Persians. (Xen. 

C~tl·:~~·I~S.§c~·~en. Cyrop. i. S. § 2. 
I. Earrings commonly accompany the 

Median dress on the Persepolitan sculp
tures. They are mere plaID rings with· 
out &Dy pendant. (See PI. VI. Fig. 2.) 
Nicolas of Damascus assigns earringl 
('''MIl''') to Nanarus, a satrap under tha 
Mt'd.... (Fr. 10.) 

It Xen. Cyrop. i. 8, § a. 
··ll)id. S 4, 
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It x.tp6_,... (Xen. Curop. l lI, S 5.) 
"Ibid. § G-
.. s.-e the deseriptlon In Xenophon. 

Cc"mp. i 3,J 10) !-· .. ml'&I'e the P",.,.ian 
p .... ~lwe. ( "rod. l. lila., 

.. Cyrop. I. a. § !l. 

.1 Herod. I. W. Compare Nic. Dam. 
Fr. 66. (Fr. Hi.t. G,·. \'01. iii. p. 402.) 

I. 8trab: 1. 8. c. 1f"1Ja. .. ~~ geOtrpni)c ELc 
roV<- Dt!pcr&e wlllP4& M~., ~icnu.. 

.. This, at I"ast. i. th .. account of He
rodntus \1 1001. But it may be doubled 
wht"tber he d088 not somewhat over. 
ptat<> th .. d .. g1 ..... of seclusi .. n alf..eled by 
tb" )Io>dian kings. l'ertalnly n"itb"r 

~~~~~ht~~~~st.!-'~fcr':!n::r~ C~fS~i: 
writiD~. appean to hold stich extren16 
"i .. we ou til .. subject as .. tbe Fath .. r of 
Historv." 

It H~rodottJS'8 8CCOlJnt wonld DN.'"f'g,q&· 

~~~t~'~~i~~~' f.~b~od::n:o~~t:s tb~ 
k'"g bunt in person. 

If """ text. pp l!9. !IO 

m:::9n'';:;:(t:,;.i~ ·tl~e7·wi~I~-=..::~~:;; 
8~ and the wild a..ses. (Fr. 10.) 

6. XeD. C"rop. 1. 8. C. 
to St-e the engraving in Ker Porter's "".,../.t. \'01. il. opp. p. 1;5. or the more 

ca ... fully draWL .... p""",utalion in Flan· 
din's l"l)yagr ell PerIN!. tom. i. pI. 10. 

Il Ker Port .. r. \'oL il. opp. p. 177; Flan· 
din. t<lm.1. pI. Ill. 

.. Xen. Cymp. I. " S 15. 'E6 • .iTO ...... 
',..I.A.A.",el'Ovc ift ri. ."pia, lEal .I.~o.,e:urou ... 
N," ... oi. i&.ciNco"",,", cat. a.ovri'oV"r"GC. 

11 SU'Rb. zi. 18, ,11. Compare Nico
l .... of Damascus, Fr. 66 (Fr, Hist. CiT. 
TOI. iii. p. 4O-~1. 

7t Strab. I. a. c. 
YO ('i .. arch. Sol. ap. Athen. INipn. xii 

.. ro· ~::: earn. Fr. 66 (Fr, Hut. Gr. \'01. 
IIi. pp. 89S and ~o-Jt 

"Flllndin, Voyage .... PffBf!. p. 17. Sir 
H. Rawlinson is of the same opinion. 

CHAPTER IV, 
• The Zend·A..,esta. or sacred.\'olume 

of Ihe Pal'Set's. which has now n....n 
prln'ed lK-th by Westergaard (1852-1K.'\.I) 
and t>pie.,,1 (1"~I·IK.';8" and transl"W 
into (lenn8n hv tbe latter. is a compila
tit '0 for liturgical purposes from vari
ons older 'ffOl'leS which have been lost. 
It ia com pOSf'd of eight pieces or books, 
entitled YaQIla., VisJlOrat.u or Vi"parad, 
V .. ndidad, YasIlts, N~'Ryish, Afrigan,,
Oihs, Sirozah. It is wriU"ll in the old 
form of Al"ian Rpeech call.". the Zeml. a 
'an gil""" el"" .. ly cognate 10 the San· 
""rit of the Vt'd .... and to Aeh..,m .. nian 
P~n;.i8n. or the Pl"rRian of the Cunf'ifonn 
Iflscriptinns. A P~blevi tran!'<lation of 
the more important books. made proha~ 
blv und .. r th .. Sassanid.., ( ... D. 235-0401 is 
extan~ and a Sauseri. trrul!'<latinn of the 
Y~n8, made about the end of tbe tif· 
t .... nth century by a rertain Nerio.. ... ngh. 
file cel"b~ FreuchlJl&ll, Anqueti/ du 

P .. rron, IIrst acquainted the leamed of 
EuroJ)" with this curious and valuable 
compilation. His lranslatit'D (PariS, 
17il). confuSE"d in its order. aUII often 
",pry iUCc"lJTeCt.. is DOW' antiquate·d; Slid 
slud~lIts unacquainted with Zend will 
do w .. 11 t<l he\'e reoou ...... to Spi .. gt\I. who, 

~r~";!'b~ iSt!:~ ~:::. ~r.o'i~t :::s1~ 
yet attt-mptE'd versions of some P' 'I"tiona 
of the Zeuda\'esta ollly-as Burnouf of 
the first and uioth chapters of the y~. 
na (Comnaentaire Bur Ie Yarna, Paris, 
lKJ:J; and the Jour"n' .Asiutique for· 
II<U-ISRi), and Martin Hallg of the Ga. 
tbli.s (l! \'ols., Lf'il;'';'" 1t»t!-1800). aua 
oth .. r fragm .. nts (Essays on tM SaCJ-ed 
LangtUIgf!, ",",·ititl~IS. an.d ReUghm, oj 
the Pa"~8, Bombay. 186:!t Proft"ssol" 
Westergaard of lJopenhagen is uud ... ,·· 
8tomt t.o be engaged upon a complete 
traoslalion of the ... hole work into En~
lish. When this v .. rsion appears, it Wlll 
probably leave little 10 be desired. The 
WOI'd h Zt>ond-A vp~ta. n introduced into 
the languages of Europe by Du Perron, 
is incorrect. The prop~r form is UAves_ 
ta-Zt>ond;' wbich is the order always 
uSf'd in the P"blevi books. This word, 
&. A vesta-Ztalld." is a contraction of 
Avt..sto" Zt'ftd. U Avesta and Zt-nd." i.e. 
Text and Comment. A\'esta (a"""thd! 
mMIiS htext. scriptnre;" its PehleVl 
form is a~istak. and it is cognate with 
the late Sanserit aod Mahratta pustok, 
h book." Zend (salld) is U explanation, 
comment." (S<-e Ha~s EssaIlB. pp. 
120-1''>!; and compare Bunsen's Egypt, 
vol. iii. p. 474. DOte.) 

• Hang, E=y., lI.p . 50-116; Bunsen, 

E~'ft;':"°Jo~tr!d %r some time whether 
th .. Giithli.s ......... really" songs." Brock
haus said in ISiltJ, "Jusqu'ici je n'ai pu 
dreouvrir la moiodre trace de mesure 
dans les morceaux que ron feout rent"
d ... r comme des Oathli.s." Vendidad
Sade. p. 857. ad VOO. g<itha.) But Hang 
has shown distinctly, not only that th .. y 
are metrical. but that th .. metres are of 
the same nature as tbose which are 
found in the Vt'dio I.ymns. (Essays, pp. 
136-188.) And West .. rgaard has sbown 
by his mod .. of printing that he rt'gards 
thptn as metrical. 

• Yarn.,. in Zend is equi\'al .. nt to rai"" 
In Sanserit, and means" sacrifice." Tbe 
r ar"" oonsists chi .. fty of praY"rs. 
hymns, .to., rt'lsting to saerifletal rites, 
and intendt'd to be uSf'd during the pel'
formance of SBCritice. 

• Traditionally, .e" ...... 1 of the Glithli.s 
are Il-""ribf'd to Zo",""<ter, wbo"" date 
was antf'rior to B.O. 0000 according to 
Be-rosus. and whom ositer writers place 
still earlier. (S<-e Arist<>t. ap. Diog. 
Llu>rt. Pref. 6; Plin. H. N. xn<. t; Hel'
mipp. Fr. 79; Xan. Lyd. Fr. 29, .te.) 
Their style sbows them 10 be conside .... 
ably anterior to tbe tirst Fargard of the 
Vendidad, which mu~t have been eom .. 
~ bf'fore the great lIli!>ratioll of ~O 
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Mede. southward from the Ca."Pian re
gion. Hau~ is inclined to date the Zoo 
roastrian Gath," as early as the time of 
Moses. (Essay •• p. 255.) 

• Thf't SanscIit 8 is replaced most com
monly- by h in Zend. Asura nr almra 
is properly an adjective meaning U Jiv
ing." But it is ordinarily used as a suJr 
:sta.ntive, and means" divine or celestial 
being'." 

7 The word <leva is clearly cognate to 
the Latin Deus, DiVU8, Lithuanian die
was, Greek ZEtI~ or 1.6EUf, &c. In mod
ern Persian it has become div. 

e A,'am.ati is the Sanscrit, ..4.,-maiti the 
Zen" form. 

• Haug. Essays. pp. 245-247. 
10 Great difference of opinion exists as 

to the meaning of thi. name. It has 
been translated ., the gl-eat giver of life" 
(SirH. Rawlinson's I-'e,'suln Vocabulary, 
ad voe. Au,"amazda); "the living wise" 
(Haug. Essays. p. 33); "the living Crea.
tor of all" (ibid. pp. 2M, 257); "the di
vine much-kDOwill~n (Brockha.us. Ven
didad·Snde. pp. 3~, and 385); and."the· 
divine much·giving" (ibid.). Both ele
mp.nts of the name were used commonly 
to express the idea of .. a god." 

11 Haug, Euay •• p. 251 

!:Iti!'jf'7~xi. 7. 
" Ibid. xxxi. 7. 
.. Ibid. :<liii. 2. 
.. Ibid. xii. 1. 
17 Ibid. xliii. 4. 5. 
18 Ibid. xxxv. 1. 
n Ibid. xlvi. 2. 
··Ibid. xliii. 5. 
.. Ibid. xlv. 5 . 
•• Ibid. xxxi. 8. 
.. ibid. xlvii. 1. 
"Ihlrt.xllii.2. 
··Ibid. xxxv. 1. 
•• Ihid. xxxv. S. 
., Haug. Es,ny •• p. 257. 

::~is.n~idec~i~: 1; xlvii. 1,2, clc. 
"' Haug. E .. ",ys. 1. s. c . 
• , Hnu,'vat/U (KllOrddt:i in later Per

lIian)is tran~lated indifferently" health," 
u whole..~omeness." .. completeness, n 
"prosperity." It is explained to be 
U the fOod condition in which tovery be
Ing 0 the good creation has been cre
ated by Ahura-mazda." (Haug. Euayl, 
p.I77.) , 

81 Ahura-mazda. is "true, lucid. shin.· 
i7lg. the ori~nator of all the be..t things, 
of the spirit in nature. and of the growth 

'in natUl't", of the Illtntnaries. and of the 
selt·.hining brightness which is in the 

~u..~!~~:?os~'; tTea~:~~:~!~;d :sautt: 
source of light, which most res ... mblf"s 
him, and he is call~d qiithro. "having 

.his own light." (Hang. Essays, p. 143, 
note.) 

II Isaiah xliv. 28; xlv. 1-4. 
8fo:2 Chl"OB. xxxvi. 22, 23; Ezra, i. 1-4; 

ri.10.12. 
,. Tllis Is cI"!'r from such pa.ssa~ as 

the following:-" The Lord God of h~a
ven hath given me (i.e. Cyrus) all the 
kingdoms of the earth. and he hath 
charged me to build him a house at Je
rusalem, which is in Judah. Who ia 
there among you of all his people I His 
God be with him. and let hIm go ub to 
Jerusalem. and build the house of the 
Lord &00 of Israe"-he i8 the God
which is in Jerusalem." (Ezra i. 2, 8.) 

I. See text, Chapter VI., Fifth M_ 
archil. 

17 Yapna, xxxii. I, 2; xlv. 11; xlvi. 11; 
&c •. 

.8 Journal of the Asiatic Society. vol. 
xv. p. 159; Loftus. Choldaa and l>'1Uia
na, p. 378. On the first erection of sta
tues in honor of Anaitis, see text, Chap
ter VI.. Fifth Monarchy. . 

iii! Yazatas or izeds. 
to h ,\\,·bile the Amesha Spentas, n says 

Haug, "rPJ?resent nothing but the quaJi· 
ties and glfts of Ahu ...... mazda. Sraosha 
St'ems to have been considered as a per ... 
sonality." (Essays, p. 261.) Haug e.en 
re!f'!':ds Armaiti as. not really a person 
(ihld.). .1 Ya~. xliii. 12, 14; xliv. 1. 

n Ibid. xliii. 8. 
U Ibid. xliii. 11 and 16. 
.. Ibid. xliv. 9. 
··Ibid. xliv. I and 9. 
•• Ibid. xliii. S. 
17 Ibid. xxix. passim. xxxi. 11-10 • 
.8.S0 Haug expounds the 8Omewha' 

ambiguous words of Y<If"o, xxxi. 9. 

(EIf'I:' Pa,I~;.~~~! 
10 Ibid. xxxv, 4. 
.. Ibid. xliii. 16, ad fin.. 
.. Ibid. I. s. c. 
"Ibid. xliii. 6 . 

ci:~~I~~nf~~'!!~.!'l ;:'l!.t~~~Y; 
religious community, given In the 12th 
chapter of the Yafna. § 1 to ~ 9. . 

.. Literally .. soul of the C01O." In the 
poetical language of the old Iranian., 
the earth. which sustains all, W8S com
pared to & cow, the earliest sustainer of 
the family among them. (See Oxford 
Essays for 1856. p. 17.> Perhaps the 
Greek ri (Dor.";') is connected etymo-
l0f!CY~ly ~:t~~r ga, "cattle. n 

.f Ibif.'liv. 

In':hS:;iJ:"'%-1t~~~ !o~. ~rt~'!:!i 
frequent epithets of Indra, who would 
thus seem to have retained some vota
ries among the Iranians. It mEtlnG 
" killer of Vitra, n who was a demoD. 

•• See Yopna liii. 6. 
•• Rig-Veda Sanhita, vol. '1. pp. II, G, 

84. 3.';. &c 

:! .f~.rs':i:~i:;"~:.:~' 8is ~C;;e of the 
most striking features o'lthe old Hindoo 
relif:'ion. Wilson (H. H.) speaks of it 

~:c~~~:: l~r:V~th8::-w~::r~1 ~~~~lr 
p. xxxvi), and <!es<;rilje~ i~ 4\S follow~;-
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.. The expl'll8ll8d and fermented juice of 
the Soma plant was P""",lIted in ladles 
to the deities invoked. in what manner 
does not exactly appear. altbougb it 
fl86mll to have been 8Ometim~ "l)J"iukled 
on tbe lire. sometimes on the grow.a. or 
rather on the KUBtJ, or sacr6d grass, 
.trew..-d 00 the floor" (and torming the 
supposed seat of tbe deities,; "and in 
all c"""'" tbe residue was drunk by the 
..... I.tants.. (p. xlliii). .. The only ex
planation, n tie adds, .. of which it is 
susceptible, i8 tbe deligbt. as well as as
tonlsbment, wbick tbe discovery of the 
exhilarating. if not inebriating, prope .... 
ties of the fermented juice of tbe plant 
must have excited in simple mllldg on 
IIr.t becoming acquainted with its ef
fects" (p. xxmi). Hang says, ., The 
early Indian tribes, as described in the 
ancit"ot songs of the Vedas, never ell
gaged tbemselves In their frequent pre
dat41ry excursions for robbin" COWRi. 

~~= ~~r~&~'e~:!=II~':!f;Jd-: 
bv preparlnj{ for him .. 80lemn Soma i 
fea..t. The Karapani" tpriests)·' dress-
... d it in due manner. and the Kavis" 
(a not ber order of priests) .. composed or 
appli~d those V"""'" which were best 
calculat.-d to Induce Indra to acc .. pt the 
Invitation. The Kavis were believed to 
rPCOgUiZ6 by certain marks the arrival 
of the god. After bi- had enjoyed the 
BWeet beverage. lbedelicious honey, and 
t.I.)(U .uppttsed to be tot,.lIy inebriated, 
th~n the Kavis promised vi,'tory. The 
Inroads we"e undertaken headed by 
those Kavi" who had/"""iousl/l intoXi
cated 1"",,,,,.I"~B, an they appe .... to 
hRve been in mnst cas.es 8uCCf'ssful." 
i Essn"B. pp. :!-I7,l!4B.) These orgies may 
therefo .... be compared witb those which 
tbe n"",ks '!elebrated in honor of Bac-
c IIUS, and ml\y throw light on the sup
posed Inrlian oril\'in of that deity. The 
SOlD a plant i8 saId to b .. tbe acid Asci ... 
plas or ~(.rco8tf'm(J v;ntinalillt Wilson in 
Rig-Veda Sanhit", yol, i. 1'. 8, note a). 
Th" important p&l t whicb .t holds in the 
Vt'<Ill8 will be seen by .... f~rence to Mr. 
Wilson's t"anslation of the Rig·Veda, 
vol. I. pp. 6, II, 14, 21, 25, ,~c., and still 
moo ... bv reference to Mr. Stevenson's 
translation of the Sama-Veda, which is 
dt"vltt-ed almost entirely to its praises. 

liS"" }'arn ... xxxii. II, and xlviii. 10. 
II Ins_I of pouring the liquor on 

th" II,,, or on tbe sacred grase. where 
the gods were supposed to sit. the Ira
nian priests simply IIhowpd it to the lire 
and then drank it. (Hang, Essaya, p 
:l:ill ) 

"'Tbe restoration of the modilled 
Soma (H .. mal ceremony to the Iranian 
ritual is indicated. in .. the youn~r 

~at\".,a~~~i~:· Ylo!iJ'';~. :'=!~l:! 
~i;~n ~!,:d~~~.~~~r~r'U.!~~~~~~ed to 

II Th .. re is, of course, no etymological 
IODDeCt.iOD between Iiewa an4 "deviL" 

Deva and the cognate diu are originally 
II the sky." c· the air "_a meaning which 
diu often has in the Veda... (Compare 
Lat. dium.) From tbis meaning, while 
delHI passed into a general name for 
god, the form diu was appropriated to a 
pal·ticular god. Compare our use ofthe 
word U Heaven n in sucb expressions as 
•. Heaven forbid, .. U Heaven bles~ you J " 
The particular god, the god of the air, 
appears in Greek as ZEl.if. or %&EV~. in 
Latin as Ju...piter, in old German as Tius, 
when"eonrTueBdaf' DevabecameLat. 
deua, diVU8, Or. 'EOS', Lith. diewas, &c. 
Thus far the word had invariably a good 
sense .. When, however, the """estern 
Arians broke off from their brethren, 
lind rejected the worship of their gods, 
whom they regarded 89 evil spirits, t,he 
word d.va, which theyspecially applied 
to them, came to ha.ve an evil mea.ning, 
equivalent to our h fiend or U devil. n 
to Devil. U is of course a mere corruption 
of 6ui/l.A •• ; Lat. diaboh .. ; Ita\. dia-
0010 ; French diable; Negro, debb.l. 

17 y~(f, ~ii. 4; ~. 6; xxxii.:i; xliv. 
16; &c.. ' 

.. Ibid. xxxii. 4 . 
I. Ibid. xxxii. S. 
to See especially Yarna, xIV: 2, and 

compare xxx. 8·.6. 
"8"" Professor MaJt 1I1iiller's Essay 

In the Oxford Essays, for 1l!56, pp. 34-
87. 

TO The date of the separation betw~en 
the Eastern and Westel'n Al'ians is. ante· 
historic, and can only be vaguely guess
ed at. 

U The Iranian ""ttlements enumerat.-d 
In the document extend westward no 
further than Rhages, or at the utmost to 
Media Antropaten6, wbich may be in
dicated by the Varena of § HI. (see 
Appendix, A.) Thus the Arians, when 
the document was written, had not yet 
8P"""" into Media Magna, much less into 
P"rsia Proper. It must consequently, 
be anterior to the time of the IIrst Sbal
maneser (B.C. 8IiS-823), who found Medes 
and Persians beyond the Zagros range. 
(See Vol. I. p. 408.) Dr. Haug thinks 
that the Fargard is anterior t.() B.C. ,1000, 
because Bactria OCClll"S in it accompa.
nied by the ~pithet erldhwfHlrnfsl,., 
"with the tall banner"-an exprpAAi,ol 
indicating that it was the centre of a 
empire, wbich Bactria, he thinks, coul~ 
not be after the rise of A,syria 'B.C. 1:!O', 
according to him). See Bunsen's EytJPt, 
vol. iii. p_ 4/"i, 408, E T. But lhe Assy
rian records render it ahsolutt'ly certain 
that Bactria was an independent coun.' 
try, even at the height of th .. Assyrian 
power. 

VI Tbe mention of a serPent as the 
IIrst creation of Angro-mainyus fa 
curious. Is it a paradisaical reminu.. 
cence' 

. u I7P71didnd, Farg. i. § 5.. 
.. Haug'8 Essays, p. 260. 
" Ibid.~. 2tiII. Compare Windisch> 

lD&IlA's ZOTtJQ.atriscl.. oStud""" p DII, 
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where the original names are given as 
Tarlc and Zaric. 

,. See text, p. 10. 
t. u Vahista means originally 'mo~t 

spleadid, beautiful.' but was afterwards 
used in the general sense of . best. t " 

(Haug, Essays. p. 261.) 
• 0 See text. p. 48. 
.1 The most exact representative of 

Raurvafat which the classicallangusges 
turnish would seem to be the Greek 
."'Efia.. It is h the good. condition in 
wbich every being of the good creation 
bas been created by Abum-mazda." 
(Haug. p. 177.) 

&i Ya~na, xxxiv. 1. xlvii. 1, &e. 
•• Haug, pp. 14t and t58. . 
•• For the character of Indra in the 

Hindoo ml,tbology• see Wilson. Rig· Veda 

~~~U!~g,'=~~t~i~.P. XII-xxxii. 
as Yajur- "oedn. xvi. 28. 
81 The name of Shivs does not occur in 

the Rig-Veda, from which the famous 
Trimudti. or TIiDity of Brahms. Vish
nu, and Shiva is wholly absent. (Wilson, 
in Introduction to Rig- reda Sonhita. 
vol. i. p. xxvi; Max Miiller, Ancient 
Sanskrit Lit..rature, p. 55.) 

' •• On the large share wbich the As
wins OCCUpiM in the early Hiurioo wor
ship, see \Vilson. Rig- 'Ved" ~auh;ta.. In
troduction. p. xxxv. and compare Rig,' 
Veda, vol. i. pp. 8t 50t 94-97, 127, 806-325. 
&c. 

:: fi.ir.:~.ii6.4. 
II See the Serosh Yasht, or hymn in 

praise of 8e1'O.b (Yarna, Ivii. ~). The 
following particulars concerning Sero~h 
are also contsined in the hymn. He 
was the inventor of the banom,. and 
first taught its use to mankind. He 
made the music for the five earliest GA
thas. which were called the Glithas of 
Zoroaster. He bad an earthly dweUillg
pla<_a palace with I.OOOpillRrsel'ected 
on the blghest summit of Elburz (the 
peak of Demawend1). which was lighted 
within by its own light. and without was 
ol'namented with stal'S. One of his eln
ployments WAA to walk round the world, 

tt-~~i~{l::~I!i~e ~~l~~g~ght. word, and 
8ct, see YOf1la. xii. 8. xxxii. 5, xxxiii. 2t 
xxxv. J, xlvii. 1, xlix, 4. &c.; and com
p ..... below, note 94. 

us See YI,~a. xxxiii. 8. 
.... We worship Ahura-mazda, the 

pure, the master of purity. 'Ve worship 
the Ame~ha Spentas, the posseSSOl'S of 
good. the givers of good We worship 
the whole creation of the trne ~piI'it, 
botb the spiritual and terrestrial. all 
that supports the welfare of the good 
creation and the spread of good mazda
ya9na religion. 

.. We pl'aise all good thoughts. all good 
words, all good deeds. which are or shall 
be; and We likewise keep clean and pw.., 
all that is good. 

.. 0 Ahura-mazd", thou true, happy 

being I We slrive to think, to speak, 
and to do only sl1ch 8etions as may he 
best fitted to promote the two Iives1

' (i.e. 
tbe life of the body and the life of the 
sou II. 

•. We beseech the spirit of eartb, for 
the sake of these OUi' best works" (i.e . 
our lahors in agriculture), .. to grant U8 
beautiful alld f"''tile fields. to the t>e
Hever as well as to the Ullbeliel·er. to 
him whoba.s rich~aswellas to him who 
hasuop0sseAAions." (Y(lfl1a.xxxv.l-4 
See Haug's E"aYB, pp. 16~. 163.) 

"See tbe Homa Yasht (Yaf'l".ci>s. 
ix. and I.). It bas sometimes beE"D sup
posed that the personal Homa add ........ <i 
10 pis Yasht. and appearing t'1SE"'where 
a..~ an object of wOI'Ship to the Zoroas
trians. ""presents the lIloon-God (Jour
nal of .Asialic Society, vol. xv. p. 254); 
and the author was formerly of this 

~af~~~~. (~~~:iliervg~n!id~j.a~~~ rlr::! 
. convinced him that. the .zt.rJdic Homa 

answers to one character only of the 
Vedic Soma. and not to both. ~oma is. 
at once the Moon-God and the Genill~ of 
Intoxication. (Rig- 'Veda ~(Jn" itn. vol. i. 
P. 116; vol. ii. p. all, &:c.) Homa is the 
latter only. 

IS This practice remained among the 

&er::~n;::n~dO~!h~b~::!~,~~~t~~t~2~~e 
Persians by Xenophon !CIIJ'Op. viii. 8, S 
24) Slid Ovid (Fasti. i. 385). 

87 r n9ua. xliv. 18. 
118 TillS is evioE"ntly the orig-ina) of )fa

bomet's famous "way. extendE"d over 
the middle of Hell, which is shal'per 
than a sword and finer than a hair, over 
which all must pass. H lPocock, Sp«. 
Hist. Arab. p. 2';'8.) 

iii Ve'udidad. Farg. xix. 30. 
100 Hnug. E1;SO"S. p. 156, note. 
10' 'endidad. Farg. J<ix. SI, 32. 

::: ~a~'BiJ'g.~ert. PrOO'm. § 9. e,o-
trO~7I"'Of G.V4#JlWG'EQ9(ll CaTel TOVf McL"')'OVf +J}f1"i. 
Tovf civ8pw7to~. Iral. eG'Eu8a.1. ci.8QVa.TO~. 
And lEn. Gaz. Dial. de an. imnwrt. p. IT: 
'0 liE Z<tJPOcLO"Tpl)f 'll"POA(yE". "'f iaTCU .. OTE 
Xp6VOf EV ~ 'li"cLVTClJV VElC.pWV o.vcLo-raQI.~ EOTa .. • 
016£11 0 8E6,;0#L2rK. 

, •• And again in the Zemyad Yasht, §§ 
89.90. 

'0' Hang, Essays. pp. 143 and 266. 
The expression relit>d on is frash .. m 
ken"noon. altum. which oreu", in the 

:~~a~~~~h;~i ~!:;f:~~~~~h:)l~~~~ 
litt-rally u they make the life lasting." 
Hence, it is ~jd. was fomlt'd the sub
stantive frosh6·kereti, "'hich in the later 
Zend books becomes a vet'b1fm usitatu1n, 
d~signating the entire pel'iod of rt"sul"
rection and palingenesls at the end of 
time. But this only shows that the 
later Zoroastrians appli~d a ~hrase 
tallen from the older books to theIr doc
trines. It doe~ not prove that the 
phrase had originally the meanillg 
which they put upon It. In its literal 
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_!Ie the tIZJI""""on clMrty does Dot I!O 
be;rond &he ..... eraI Dotion of a future 
ezlsteu<e. '00 With IrAMalto, the "Pi/lilt"" uta
".... of Yima, which undoubtedly m ... na 
M Idng" _ ClOITI!I<pooding 10 the r.ljd, 
whlela .. the epithet of Yama in the 
Vedu-may be compsnod the AcluP.m ... 
Dian A:hM4.,..UUJlG, whlcb is the rom
DlODM$ cerm for" king" ,a. the Persiall 
cu .... iform inscriptions. 

,n Vf'ndidad, FIII'g. Ii. H« 10 41. 
, .. ibid. , •• 
,n Ibid. 141. 
n. Tbia identification ..... IIrst mad", 

I b<>11e .... by Bumour. It restS on the 
foliowinC .-mbian.,..,.. Yama bas 
babitually the title n\id alftxt'd 10 bis 
D&me: Yima bas tbe rorrespoudiog title 
Ich.sloalta. Yama is the 900 of Vi ..... ""; 
Yima,of ViUllnglitJOt. Yama is the first 
Vedic m .... : Yoma Is tI,elll'St lr"811ic 
king. Yama rei"". o","r a heayeDly, 
Vima 0 ......... ..-lbly psradise. 

n, Haug. ~!I •• P j).~. 
.. I Y<UIote, xv. lIS: xvii. ~': VeRdidad, .... '" t., 18. 
n'The .capital of Atropst.'ln4! "'as 

anmet.imes called V .. ra or Baris, WbeDC@ 

~~C ~~~~ si~~ !·'"r.'h~nr:;:.1 ::':f 
tho old Iranian usually bEcom .... II in 
modern Persian." lHaug ill Bunsen's 

Eqrf~,.:.s:t:.ii~r t~:'d "" in tbe Shab-
aameb (AtkinsoD'a Abridgnteoot, pp. ... 
4VI. 

I •• Yo(1l<l. Iz. 6. Dumouf thus tnuJs
lat.. the pa....age: M Tht"8E'tona .••• 
qui a tull Ie serpent bomicide aux trois 
gllf'ult"!R. aux trois tEotes.. RU% six ,.e-ux.. 
aux mill .. forces. cetts diviDile erul'lle 
q,l\ Mtnlit la pun-uo, ..... pkh"ur qui .... 
V8j:e I ... mond ..... et qu' A briman a c~ Ie 
plus enD .. mi de la purete dans Ie mond", 
existan' pour l'anllaDtissemeut de Ia 
pureuo des mODdes " 

'" So Haug (E. .... va. p. !n~l. Roth 
(~itaclorift d .. r D. w",rgE'ftbi"diacloe .. 
o-J~. vol. ii. p. ~161, and Lassen 
Urtd;«M .AIt .... tAllmal .... 1de, additions). 
Professor H. H. Wilson. on the other 
bAnd ..... j...,t..~ th .. proJ>O""d id .. ntificatioD. 

. ~Rig. ... .da StJnhito, YOI. L p. I~ no,,".) 
a It Keresaspa is mt1'ntioned in the first 

Fargard of the \'"endidad (S 101: "'biela 
haa been already shown '" be old .. r 
than the IIrst occupstion by the Ariaos 
of Media M&«na. (See above, note 0&.) 

... YCIfI"I, Ix. 7. 
111 A special ,. glory" or "lustre" 

(.,..........s). the reflex or Abura·muda·s 
Inborn brilliancy (qd.tM'o). attach"" to 
eert&in emin .. nt beroes. more ""pecially 
to Yima and K~ (YaaIW, xiI. 
Btll 

n. The fairy KnatbaiU. thoUlrh ori· 
~nall:v a creation of Angr6-malnyus 
( V~d;dnd. Farg. I. 10; six. 51. .. became 
the pro..,.,tiug goenlus of b .. roes.· who 
wwe indebted 10 her for their super'-

Datural strength." (Haug iD Dun ...... 's Ey",.t. Yol. iii. p. 482.) ,i, Yasht., xix. 38-+1. Compare YO{'fta, 
I:>:. 8. wbicb is thus transhu..d by Bur
DOuf: .. C'ast lui \Ke .... 9&~psl qui tua Ie 
8erp.-nt agile qui d~vo .... it IE'S ch .. vaux 
et lea houlmes. c.:t St"l"peut vl'onimeux eot 
vert, sur Ie corps duqu .. 1 rui"""lait un 
vert poison de r~!..uss.-ur du pouce. 
Ke~ps fit chautf .. r au-desslls de lui 
de r .... u dans UD vase d·airain. jusqu·. 
midi: Eot Ie monstre bomicide sentout la 
chait"ur. et n sitlla. ~ va...~ d'ail'8.jn, 
IOmbaot en avant. .... psndit \· .... u faite 
pour s·6eoul .. r. La .... rp.-nt, .. /fray';' 
8' .. .ofuit: K~pa, au creur d'bomme, 
recula." ' 

III ShaA·na!MA. pp. m'-l~ (Atkin· 
son's .Abridgm .. nt). 

.11 See the Bhaga~"Ot PUrona, and com· 
pan- Burnouf in tllfl JounlOl .dsiatique, 
Avril-Mal 111-1:1, ",. >1.)5. 

n. It is not IDtelld...t to d .. ny that 
th .. re are some portions of the G ...... k 
IWd Roman, and agaiu of tb" German 
and &-andio&vian mythology. which 
are all .. goricai. and "'hich are best ex
plained as originally "xpressi"" of pro
t..."'E'~~ of nature; but onl)'" to a.c;;se~ 
tha' the pbysical el .. ment ill those my
thologies is so overlaid by the historical 
or quasi·bistorical, as 10 disa!,,,,,,,r from 
siglit, and be lost, like a drop ill, tbe 
_no 

II. It must be rem .. m .... red that we do 
not JIOSI'f'SS the anci .. nt undic writings 
In a compler.e shape, as we do the 
Veda. ... but only ill a curtail..d and 
tragmeulat"y form. (~Haug, EsstJua, 
p.1I19.) 

II. As the Dabi..ottJ.. of Mobammed 
Mohsin Fan;' and the Rauaat-us-S<ifa of 
Mirkhond . 

• " Tbf'S8 names occur. I b<>1i .. ve. only 
tD tbe 1"o .. t., .... hiela HaUlr assigns. on 
l100d grounds. to about 8.0. 450-350. 
(Eson~ .. P. 224.1 

n. The cun .. iform inscriptions of Ar
mPDia. A ... rbijan. and Elymais are In 
Scvtbic or Tu .... nian diai..cts. Tb .. thinl 
rolumn of tbe trilingual inscriptions of 
the Zagros rantre is also Scythic. On 
the .lII'iO"8 grounds for ... gardinJr the 
aot .... Arian inhahitants of these psrts as 
~:ft.bs, see JOMn",' o~ the .Asiatic So-

n-;:~,S:I.K:r ~~;s ~tJds, m. L Po 
666. 

II. Proofs of tbis are ~lIpct..d in Sir 
H, Rawlinson's article" On the Atro!_ 
ten ian Ecbatana" in tbe Journa' of tM 
Geoqmphicol Sucirt". vol. s. pp, <9-83, 

II. CtE'Sias called Z<'roast..r an Anne
nian (Arnohins. AdD. ~·ation~., i. r.:l). 
Moses of Cborene regard..d biOI as a 
Mede (HiBt. A .......... I. 161. So CI .. meD9 
of Alexandria ill OD" place (.::.'trom, L p. 
8991. 

nl We ""meUmes find it said that tbe 
Magi worsbil'pt'Ci lire and wat..r only 
(Dino, Fr. 8)i sometimes that their gods 
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were fire. wr.tel'. and eal'th (Diog. Laert. 
Proam. ~ 6). But there ""ems to be no 
real doubt that their worship was actu· 
ally ~aid to all the four elements. (He· 
rod. I. I~; l>trab. xv. &, § 13; Theodoret, 
}jist. Kec"'" v. 89; &c.) II' Set. this reason assigned in Herod. 
i. 18'2. 

U4 Hence the name Uvpat8o& borne by 

~~~ Mc"tm~na';~~~a1;'.:'~~v~~t~h:"ze:d~ 
avesta, deriv(I'd from 6tar. " fire." (See 
also8trab. xv. 3, § 14: Lucian, Jov. Trag. 
i 42: Clem. Alpx. Protrept. v. p. 56. 

... Dio. Chrysost. O,:ut. Borgst"j; 449, 

. ~ii. ~~:: ~:~hi!:'lIii.~.Clem. ecog-
IS8 Dvp o.afiEaTOII 4luAa.rrovC7lP ol Mciyo&, 

«(;trab. xv. 3. § 15.) 
lS7 Ibid. 14. ·y~a.'IM'ovcr,v .•. av ~v

O"WVTt:i ci.AAa pnri'oVTE~' ,.OV~ ai c#lvO'ljO'a.vra.~ 
•• 9(1.vG.."ovO'&, 

". Herod. iii. 16; 8tmb. I. s. c.; Nic. 
Dam. Fr. 68. p. 409. 

ti~8W~b~::!~ t(~~~a~ r.~~~ ~fEt~e~l~~ 
Comment. ad Hom. n. i.) But 8tl'abo'8 
statement, that a small portion was con
sumed in the tire. seems tl"u~tworthy. 
Xenophon's "whole burnt-offt'rin~s" 
must be a fiction. (Cyrop. viii. 3, § 24.) 

140 Strab. 1. s. c. 
'41 Herod. i. IllS; 8tmb. xv. 3, § 16; 

Agathias. ii. 24, ad fin. 
U2 XeD. Cy,·op. 1. s. c. 
HI See below. note 156. 
itt Herod. i. 13~. • AI'€V yap &y, lIciyov 

ov (4)1 . ... o,..o~ EaTl. 6uuias 1I'0tEE'a9a.1.. Amm. 
Marc. xxiii. 6. H Erat piaculum aras 
adire vel hostiam coni rectare antequam 

:!1~~I~~~~:r~~~~~r~~!?U~l:~~nj:: 
P.lies the same without distinctly stating 
It. (8trsh. xv. 8. § 18.) . 

U. Strah. xv. 3, §§ 14 and 15. Compare 
Herod i. 132. 

,,, This is implied in the s'atement of 
HprodotuR (i. 101). that they were a tl'ibe 
(</>;;.>.ov). • It is expressly declared by Am
Jnianus Marcellinus (xxiii 6), Sozomen 
(H;$t. Eccl. iI. 81, and others. 

u, Hprod. vii. 87; Cic: de Di1J. i. 41; 
Val. Max. i. 6. 

U. Herod. 1. 107. 1{)8; vii. 19; Cic. de 
Div. i.23. 

u. Uino, Fr. 8; Schol. Nicandr. Tber. 
618. 

110 Diog. Laert . .A·OCPJrl. e0"8l,f fA,tV Ahlin;. 
111 St>e the picture which Stl-abo gives 

ot the Magian priests in Cappadocia (xv. 
8, § 15)-& picture drawn from his own 
experience (MilT« p.'" OUP ;'ILII!~ iQ)pcilca.. 
fLII!V). 

... Haug imagines that the tel'm Ma
gus is Zoroastrian, that it was used from 
"Very ancient times among Lhe Arums to 

. de.ignate the followers of the true reli
I!'ion (Easal/B, pp. 160. 247). and that by 
d8j<rees it came to be applied eSl'ecially 
to the priests. For my own part I doubt 
tue identity of the ,naga or ftloghava, 
which OCC"nt twice, and twice only, in 

the whole of the Zendavesta (Weste .. 
gaard. [fltl'oducl;on to Z ... da"".ta, p. 
17), with tbe magwh ot the cuneifol'm 
inscriptions and the M"_ ot the GrePks. "s Herod. i. 101. The fil'St real proof 
that we have of any close connection of 
the Magi with an Arian race is furnished 
by the Median history of Herodotus, 
where we find them a part. but not ap
p&,-ently an original part, of the Median 
nation. Their position (fifth) ill the list 
of tribes. /aBt of all except the Budii, 
who "'ere probably also Scyths, is ooly 
to be accounted for, when we con~idt'r 
their high rank and importance. by 
theh- having been added on to the n .... 
tion after the four Arian tribes we~ 
constituted. 

... Herod. i. 107, 1{)8. 
to. It is in Med:" (at Bt>histun) that 

the sculptor of a Scythic inscril'tion
probably himself a Median 8cyth-in
form~ hiS readers that Ormazd was u the 
god of the Arians." Remark that he 
say~ U Arians"-not u Pel"Sians"-thu8 
including the A rian Medes. 

1&1 See the author's HeJooot1lJf, vol. i. 
p. 223. nole 4. 2nd ed. Round towen, ot 
considerable height, without either door 
or window, are constructed by Ihe Gua-. 
bras, havin~ at the top a number of 
iron bars, which slopp inwards. The 
towers a.na mounted by means of lad· 
ders; and the bodies are placed cross
ways upon the bars. The vultu ..... and 
crows which hover about the towers 
soon strip the fiesh tl'om the bones, and 
these lattpr th"n fan through to the 
bottom. The Zendavesta contaiD~ par· 
ticular directions for the construction of' 
such towers, which are called dtrkhma&, 
or hTowers of Silence." (Vendidad, 
Farg. v. to Fal'l!'. viii.) 
"' 8trab. xv. 3, § l!O. To •• a. M,;yo"" 

ov 6a:ttTovtTtP "AA' O'f1jPOI3,*TOV~ EcdCTl. Com
pare Herod. (i. 14(1). who. however, seems 
to think that the bodiPB wpre buried 
after dogs or birds had partially devonr
ed tbem. In this he was probably mis
takPD. 

II. Tbi. appears from the statements 
made by Herodotus and Strabo as to the 

f~t~~ ~:~~"o~~~ g>: tr.:~~h'!~'~t.~ 
we refer the composition of thE" middle 
portion of the V"ndidad (from the fifth 
to the eighteenth Fargard) to the timp" 
of early Mat!ian ascelldant"y, we nl11~t 
~l,;.~r~:;r they wished to put II. stop 

ue Hf'rod. I. s. c. Ka.Tcun)pNO"CltrnS nw 
K,lCVII' DipO"at. yii «pVWTOlIUl. Strab. 1. s . . C. 
8a.7r'l"ovO'1. "."pcp 'lJ'E"Pt"'A.o.ua.~ ,..0. Uu)I'a.TCL 

160 Hchol. Nic. Ther. 618: Mtiyol. 6~ «Clio 
2.v9a.q ... .,pu:i .... "a.VTEVOIf1"CU. tvA'fI' cal. yup 
~P 1fOAAots ,.o.,,01.S' pa.l3&otS' ILCZll1"EVOvra.&. AEi:
POII' lii . . . «a.i. 'l"ouS' ILa.vretS' 4»."UI. M ".sovS' 
po./360l5' ~UlVTEVE0"8a.l. 

II' Herud. iv. 67. Th .. onlv difTp,...n"" 
~E'pm~ to bf!l that the Europp&u St-yths 
uspd willow wands, the Magi twigs ot 
the tAUnarisk. 
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, .. The prophet H.-a evldentlyrefe", 
to this custom when he says (iv. 12). 
" My people as:': coun .... 1 at thei r stocks; 
and t""ir .tnJj' deelareth unto them." It 
must tberero." have been practised In 
Western A.ia at least as early a.~ B.o. 
700. s.... also Ezt'k. vIII. 17: .. And, 10. 
th" .. put Ibe branch to their nose .. 

... Yendidad. Farg. xviii. 1-6; Strab. 
xv. 8, U 14 and III. 

... Y"rna. Ivll. 8. 

... Yendidad. 1. s. c. 
'II Herodotuahad evidentlYSPen Magi 

pursuing their pioua pastime." killing 
..,ts and 8nues. and seeming to take 
a delight In the employment" (I. 140). 
Though speaking In his uaual guarded 
war of a religiou8 cuatom. he does not 
fa. to Indicate that he was shocked as 
w,,11 as astonished. 

'"' Xanthu8 ap. Clem. Alex. Strom. iii. 
p. illS; CteMias ap. T .. rtull. Apolog. p. 10. 
C.; Antl.thenes ap. A then. Deipn. v. 63. 
p. 2'1O. C.; Diog. LaPre. I'roama. S 7; 
Sirab. xv. 8, ,1llJ; C .. tull. Carm. xc. 8; 
Lucian. De Bacrijic. , II; Philo Jud8!Us, 
De rkrolol1. p. TOS; 'l'ertul1. Ad. Nat I. 
t6; Orig. COIIt. C"I •. v. p. 248; Clem. 
Ah .. ,. Peed. I. 1. p. t31; Minucius, Octal/. 

811fe' ~~~rtlJ:t' ii. \K. 
II. See hi. fragments In C. Mllller's 

Fro9m. Hid. &'1'. vol. t. pp. 86-44; and 

eap,':":~YM~rr;,;.!·l:~~~~ion to vol. I. 
of tbe Ji'ragm. Hut. &'1'. pp. xxi. and 
XliII. 
"' U the Antlsthenea quoted by Atha

nlllU8 Ia the pbilosopher. as he WaR con
temporary with Cteei&B, be may have 
been the first to make the charge. But 
there were at least four Greek writers 
who bore the name of Antisthenee. (See 

Di,~f' J:"..:J: tit ~t) 0, 11-'\",0& a." ........ 
••• "'II"elCpi.,..".. ••• ~f""p"lCe.,CK 10'01'0". 
...; _...,.,Aevorn De,. ••• 'el.u 're .... e .... ' .,.. 
i., ~ouA"...... 

"" KerPortersays: "Thelowerranks 
[of Persians). eeldom being able to sup
port more than the privileg»d number 
of wives. are often ready to change tMm 

:'u!~~.!':'iltU~es':.I~I:eih:ir ~h"n'!:: 
• • • When matrimonial diJYerences &rise, 
or sufficient magnitude to occasion a 
lDiaA to eeparate. the grievances are 
stated by both partl .. s ""fore the judge; 
;.nd if duly substantiatfod. and the com
plainants persist in demanding adivorce. 
he furnishes bot.h with the necessary 
certiflc .. tes." (Tmt ... 18, vol. I. p. 84~.) 

II. Xen. Oyrop. viii. 8. H 11 and \K; 
H .. rod. vii. 43-
"' See the minute directIons for es

caping or rPmovinll' Impurity. contained 
In the Yendidad. Farg. 8, II. 10.11.16 and 
17. All the ... chaptere seem Magiao 
rather thlln Zoroastrian. 

""I cannot conclude this chapter with
ou\ expressing .my. obligaUolIs to Dr. 
Itlartio liang. from whose works 1 have 

mainly derived my &ef)uRi'ltance with . 
the real contents of the Zetidaveata. I 
have rarely ventured to dilf .. r from him 
In the Inferences which he draws from 
those contents. In one important re
speet ouly do I find m'l views seriously 
at variance with his. J"'eI;!ard. Maeism 

~~~~r?!~~~~u~~~cfl::e~h:~~~:ft~~: 
~fJ~~ug!~,:.;.,'~n~h':.f ~~I::rm:~~"!l!: 
l .. ter of the Zendic books. In this view 
I .. m happy to find myself suppol·ted bt 
Westergaard. who writes as follows in 
-his to Preface" to the Zendavesta (po Ii): 
"The faith sscribed by Herodotus to 
the Persians is not the loi .. of Zoroaster; 
nor were the Magi in the time of Darius 
the priests of Orma.zd. Their nam ... 
M~u. nec ...... only twice In all th .. ex· 
tant Zend tex ...... and here in a general 
sensei while Da.rius opposes his CI'et"d to 
that of the llagi. whom he tl ..... ted mos' 
Unmercifully. Though D .. rius was the 
mightiest kiug of Persia. yet his memory 
and that of his predecessors OIl the 
thrones of Persia and Media has long 
since utterly vanished f"om the recol. 
lections of the people. It was RUp
planled by the foreign North·Ir .. nian 
mythology, which terminates with Vish
taspa and his sons; and with the ... per
sons the later Persi .. n tradition has con· 
nected the Achlllmenian Artax"nes, 
the Long·Handed, as if he especially had 
contributed to the propag .. tion and es
tablishment in Western Iran of the Z0-
roastrian belief. But tA;' latter would 
appenr eal'ly to halle undergo .. " 80m .. 
modification. perhaps .... en from the in
.11 ..... """ of MagiBm itself: .. nd it may 
have been In this period that the 1I1agi. 
-turning to the faith of their sovereigns" 
(or. rather, turning their sovereigns to 
their faith). .. became the priests of 
Ormazd." 

CHAPTER V. 
, See text. p. 86. . 
• N~CIp.x~ &e ..... A~'crna e8-q If'" titll' B,ci .. 

A.KTOVTa,., KapI£4VLftJII' Depa-ucci ft «a.t. M.".. 
a", .. """"" Strab. xv. 2, i 14. 

1 See his work On tile AnUquit1/ and 
G .... uinene .. of the Zendave.ta. 

• Comme .. t. Soc. (JOtting. vol. xl.pp • 
1I2et~. 

• hiatoc Natiol18. vol. I. p. 822. E. T. 
I See his work Die heil/g" Sage .ORd 

da8 geaammte Religion .. ,ystem der alt"" 
Bakt,...... MecUr ulid P,,·ser. oder da 
Z .... doolkB. Frankfort. ISllO. 

• Burnouf. Comn.entai,.., .ur Ie Y~a. 
note, p. xciii; We.tergaard. Preface to 
Zendaveata. p. 16; Hall!!'. Essay. .. p. 42. 
Dr. Donaldson appears to have adopted 
the Medi .. il theory after it was gpnerally 
discarded on the Continllnt. See ths 
sI'COnd edition of his New Crafyl'" (pub 
Ii.bed in 1850,. wh~re he sp'"aks 0:iJ" 
Zend language ru;'" 8llh.bitlng so 
stronglv·m .. rked featuresot the AI . 
dIaIect..~· (pp. L26. 12'1). 
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• This view ha.s been maintained by 
Burnouf and Lassen. It se~ms t.o be 
all!O held by Haul< IEs."YB. pp. 42. 43), 
ond Westergaard (Preface to Zendave. 

tat ~i..':)M!ll1er. Languag~. of tM Sent 
of Wa,', p. 3~; Bum",n. Pltilosophll of 
Histo'lI. vol. iii. pp. 110-115. 

10 If any ditfel'ellce can be pointed 
out. it i. the greater fondness of the 
M.edas for the termination -ak, which is 
perhaps Scythic. (Com!.'are the tel'mi

_nal guttural e.'iO common 10 the primitive 
l'haldrean, and the Ba.sque ·c at the .. nd . 
of names, which is said to be a suffixed 

r~~~~k~, :.~~~av! ~~j.~~t~/n.E~.: 
Dr Ha.rpag-uN, lfandauc-es, Rbambac-as, 
Spitac·es, &:c. And we have it again iu 
Bpu,k, .~ dog." 

11 A Median Ariobarzanes is mentioned. 
by Tacitus (Ann. ii. 4). 

is Artabl\zus is given as a Median 
name by Xenophon (Cvrop. i. 4, § 27). 

11 Arueus appears 88 a Median king in 
ete.i"" lap. I>iod. Sic. iI. 32, § 6), as a 
Persian in Herud. (vii. 66). 

If Herodotus ha.s both a Persian (ix. 
12:l) alld a Median Al"tembares (i. 114), 
both a Persian (vi. 28) and a Median 
HaI'paglls (i. 108). Arbaces is probably 
the Name name. Accordillg to Ctesias 
(ap. Diod. Sic ii. 32, § 5), it was borne 
by a lIIedian king: according to Xeno
phon (Anab. vii. 8, § 25), by a Persian 
satrap . 

.. Tiridates appea .... as the name of a 
Mede in Nicolas "of Damascus (Fr. 66, 
p. 402); in Q. Curtius (v. 5, § 2) and 
.tElilllJ (Hi.t. P"a,·. xii. 1) it is the name of 
a Persia.n. 

18 Spe Behistun InRCriptiO'lt" col. iv. 
par. 14, § 8. For the name of Inta
phernes. see Herod. iii. '.0, 

17 Artynes is one of Ctesias's Royal 
lIJedialJ names (Diod. Sic. ii. 34, § I); 
Artanes was a. brother of Darius Hys~ 
ta.,pis (Herod. vii. 2"./4). 

"According to Cleslas (Per.. Exc. 
§ 8>, Parmises was a son of Astyages. 
Parmys. according to Herodotus, was a 
tJ"i~~~)~r of Smerdis, the son of Cyrus 

.. Behist. In.cr. col. iv. par. 18, § 4. 
•• S .. e the author's Herodotus, vol. ill. 

p. 451, ~ti edition. 
OJ Ihid. P 453. 

I-
•• Artapatas. a nnme mentioned by 

Xenophon (Anab. i. 6, § n, m~an. ~rOba-rg .. ~~~ro~c~~ ~~a~~e;:'p~~~f.l:r~:: 
fire." So Satropates means h protected 
by the crown "-Sitrophel'nes H protect
iull' the Cl'OWD." 

21 :See the Inscriptions, passim. The 
later ones almost aU begin with the for
mula. BarR tl(lztrrka.A.tu'amazda, I. De-us 
magnus e~t] Ol'oma...~es.". BogR has 
\''''fOn weI compared with the Slavonic 

~. The Greeb ha'VlDJ 1'e'IIO.rm1 it; si'!iCe 

th .. lr fl had the ";lUnd of 17, were alwaya 
inclined to express a rEt-al b by the Dt:'ar· 
est labial, m. 1'hus they say Mardus, 
Mel'dis. ot:. tSmerdis for Bardius. MaglEUR 
for Bagmus" MA.rmaridm for Berbers, and 
the like. On their frequent representa
tion of the Persian Bag" by Mega--see 
the author's Herodotua, vol. iii. pp. 450, 
451, ~d ed. Baga, however, retains its 
place sometimes. (See Herod. vii. 70; 
Ctes. Per •• E:rc. S~; Q. Curt. Vito Ale:&:. 
v. 1.) 

•• Q. Curt. Vito AI....,. I .... C. 
•• (Jompare the frequent occurrence of 

i1Ml'~1 both as ad imtial Bnd as a tf>r
mina elemen,,'" the ll&UleB of the 
Greeks. 

01 Dil in old Arian has this double 
meaning. corresponding both to a .... and 
to 66 .. (6,6 .. ".) in Greek. 

.s Herod. i. 125. On the animal cha .... 
acter of many ethnic names, see tho 
author's Herodotus, vol. iii. p. 450. 

•• Ctes. PUB. ap. Photo Bibliothec. 
\xxii. p. 127. 

10 Various explanations have been 
gi ven of the name Zoroaster. Some 
writers regard it as Semitic. and make it 

rJ,~-;,.z~r:;j·~~~~·t~ t~~'i:' ~~l.Is:~~: 
246). But most take it to be Arian. Bur
nout suggests U baving yellow camels. U 

from zarnth. and tudra; Brockhaus 
makes it .. J;!oldt"D star." from za,'o and 
thush'a. Windisch mann inclineS' to this 
last explanation (ZoToastri.'fche ~tud,eR, 
pp. 46, 47), but still views it as very 
doubtful iudet>d (b6chst problpmlltisch). 

II Behist. In..",.. col. ii. par. 14, S 6 • 

:: ff,T~t/6~~l; vii, n 
.. Ibid. vii. 40. 
•• For BagapateR, see C'tes. Per8. Exc. 

§ 9; for Pharnapates, see Dio C ...... 
xlviiI. 41 . 

.. B~hist. Inscr. coL if. par. 5, § 4. 
It Ctes . .Fe,'" &c. § 2. 
··Ibid. 
.. The Iranians dislikt>d the combina

tion of the nasal with the dental, alld 
said Hid,.." for Hend ... (Hindu-stan), 
Baelumat for EtynulIId" .. , fflta for 
cetttum, &c. So we have fl'f"queoUy, 
th!:.u~ '!.~o~:~~t. srri.ta for spe"ta . 

.. Xen. Cy,.op. V. iii. § 42 . 
•• Spe text, p. 48, Mirkhond (Bi.fOf1/, 

p. 128) derive. Zohak from D<!h-aJr., 
u ten vices"-which is hardly a Dame 

tb~t ;,.~,~f. I::~. ~~f.0~~ ;r~~§' 2-
•• See Haug, Essay" p. 186. The fro

"".hi al"8 called fravardin in the P .. hle
vi, and frohars in the modern Persian. 

•• Behist. fnBcr. col. ii. par. 5. § 4. 
.. Hrockh"u., Vendidad-Sade. p. 401. 
n Hist . ..drmen.. i. 29. A recent writer 

",alntains that Astyages Is a Greek 
translation ot the 1I1edian name, of 
which 4sti!>ar\l9 i9." anothtll' slig}ttly 
dilYerent temnIrillg," .H'e W'o'Wd il.e"rivo 
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the tormer trom ianI and II 'Y"", the l .. t
ter tram ianI .. nd fl ... o.!· (G .. llow .. y on 
lBaiah, pp. 8H3. 1lI!4.) 

.. See "'Itt. pp. 48, 59. 

.. Herodotus rem .. rks th .. t the Persi .. n 
n .. m"" w .. re often si~lIiflc .. tive of some 
physical exc .. Uence (I. 109). 

•• Hel·od. vII. 88. Sever .. l M~S. give 
the "'pir .. te. See G .. isford. ad loe. 

•• See note 577, Ch"pter IX., Vol. I., 
Second MOWITchy. 

61 Rheomithres is given as a Persian 
n .. me hy·Arri .. n (Exp. AI. II. 11). Siro· 
mitras by Herodotus (vII. 79), .. nd 
tlr.0imith.·es by Q. Curtius (Vit. Alex. 
v.iI 4) . 

• 1 M .. nd .. uces Is one of etesl .. s's Me
disn kings. (Se .. note 44. Chapter VI.) 

•• Or dahaka m .. y he con.idered to 
h .. ve passed from .. n epithet into a 
IIRInS, aud the proper translation may 
be U fi'erpent-minded." 

•• See .. hove. note 89. The n .. me P .. r
sond ..... com~8 to us through Nicolas of 
Damascus ,~""r. 10) . 

•• See the .. uthor's Herodotus (vol. iii. 
p. 4IM). where Oatis is explained as" lib
ernL" 

11 .iEochyl. PeI·s. 939. The foreign 
n .. me. In .iEochylus are not always to be 
depended on. (See !llomfleld's note on 
th.. PerlKll. I. 22.) !lut still m .. ny of 
thp.m are rt"al names. 

611 HP.fOd. vii. &J. 
I. For the termination In -mUSt com .. 

pare Bagwu8, Magoou~. Mazreus, &:0., 
well-known names ot Persians. 

•• See note 577. Ch"pter lX., Vol. I., 
Second MonaJ·chy. 

II So .iE.chylu8 (Pers. 16). Herodotus 
(I. DRI ... nd Aristophanes (.Acham. 6~). 

•• Col. iI. par. 13. \7. 
ea Diud. RIC. ii. l~. 2. ·Opoc i.EP0lo' Alor. 
•• Arpa is a common root in Median' 

local numes, as wi 1 be seen by I'efel'ent'e 
to the list In Ptolemy j G."qrapk. vi. 2). 
Betdtl ... s ARpaUo.na. which Ptoif'!my places 
in Persin., we find among his Median 
towns Ph .. raRI'''' Ph .. naspa .. nd Ves
aspn. The whole country was f .. mous 
for it. br~~d of ho .. ses. 

•• Herod. I. 110. 
•• Xen. Cyrnp i. 3. § 2. 
IT Nie. Dam. F.·. 10. p. 861. 
Oil Hesych. arl VDC. aPTallq. 
II Ihid. ad voc. ci.pTa~I!" and 8tVAi'. 
10 Heroll. l. 1nt: "iii. 91'4. 
'I 8eethe (J/o8Hnryot Brockh .. uslVen

::Iirlr"I·.~ade. p. 8501. 
,. Thi. is bAvond .. doubt the tme 

I'pading. and not 1'OVC G.1CG.lCovr 8ecrue. as 
lhs text stands in our preFOent copies. 
On the 01,1 Arian notions with reg .. rd to 
th~ devaB. see text. p. 50. 

11 gt'6 ahovf!, Dote 10. 
,. The UPR ..... t .... p .... sent .. t1o:e of 1f,ak 

~~I\~~b: ~~~~g~~ tongues 18 the us-
n Hel'Od. I. IllS •. 
TO Nic. D .. m. Fr. 10. 
n D .. n. vi. 9. .. Wherefore. Kinlt D .... 

rius 6lgneu the writing and the decree." 

T. D .. n. vi. 25. .. Then King D .. rina 
wrote unto .. II peoples, n&tione, and talk< 
guages. t1 &e. 

" ~;sther x. 2 . 
•• See text, p. 51. 
U It is ltener .. 11y .. lIowed th .. t the Ho

meric poems were for a. laoa- time hand .. 
ed down in this w .. y. (Wolt, Prolegf6. 
menu de op. Homer.: P .. yne Knight, 
Prole'gomena. pp. a8-IOO; M .. tthiw, 
Gl'p-ek and Roman Literature, pp. 12-14; 
Orote. H,.t. of Gl·eece. vol. I. pp. 52~ 
529. 2nd edition: &c.) The best Orien-. 
tRlists believe the s .. me of the Ved .. s. 
The Druidical poem. of the .. "eient 
G .. uls (Coo •. Bell. Gall. vi. 13. 14). the 
Icel .. ndic 8kaid •• the Basque t .. les. the 
Ossianic poems, the songs of the Cal~ 
mucks, the modern Greeks, and the 
modern Persians, &I'e all instances of an 
01' .. 1 liter .. ture completely indeppndent 
of writiug. It is qlllte possible that the 
Zend ... est .. w"s OI· .. 11y tr .. nsmitted tlll 
the time of D .. rius Hystaspis-if not 
even to .. later date. 

•• The Armeni .. ns m .. y perh .. ps not 
h .. ve been .. cqu .. inted with writing 
wh .. n the Med ... first re .. ched Z"gros. 
But they bec .. me .. liter .. ry people at 
lefl.~t as eal'ly as the eighth century B.C., 
while the Medes wel'e stlll insigniflc .. nt. 

.a ,Before this langu .. ge had been .. n .... 
Ivzer!. it w .. s conjectured to be Medi .. n. 
But ~Ir. E. Norris bas plainly shown its 
Scythic or Turanian character (Journal 
of the Asiatic Society. vol. xv.); .. nd it 
i. now generally r~garded as the speech 
of the subject popUlation in Medi .... nd 
Pel'~ia. 

•• Sir H. Rawlinson, in the Jmw"al 
of the Asiatic Society. vol. x. p. 88 • 

•• See Vol. I. pp. 17~. 173 . 
•• It i. here a.sum .. d th .. t the Mede • 

were theoriglnatol'Sof the system which 
was .. fterw .. rds employed by the Pel'-

~~~Sall ;~:r:~~~l~~s~~~~r~~f o~:~~:s 
f .. vors the notion th .. t the early ~el·si .. n 
civili7..ation-and the writing helongs to 
the time of C.\,rus-c .. me to th"m from 
th .. Medes. their pr .. d .. c ..... ors in the em
pire. See):ierod i. la4. 13;;: .X~n. C1/1·OP • 
I. 8. § 2; VIII. 8. , 1; Str .. b. XI. 13, § 9.) 

87 These were. of course, Nounded 
broad. as in It .. li .. n-the a like n in 
"vast;" the i like ee in U feed· n the 11: 
!ikt" OQ in ,. food." ' 

•• Th .. t io. RA the It .. llan e and a In 
aperto. or as the diphthongs themselves 
in Frpnch. e.g. fait. faux. &c. .0 See Sir H. R .. wlinson. AnalYRfs of 
the Persi .. n Alphabet in the Jot/Tn"l 01 
the ARiatic Soci~ty. vol. x. pp. lG.1-186. 

80 The cuneiform ·is a very convenient 
character for impl'es~ion upon clay. or 
inscription IIpon stone. In the former 
case .... inltle tollcb of the instrument 
m .. kes eacb w('rlge

l
' in t.he I .. tter. three 

taps of the chise with the h .. mmer 
·cause the wedge to f .. U out. But char
act .. rs composer! cJf we'dgP,8 •• 'e ve'T1 
awkw .. rd to write. 
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. t; JOIimal 01 the ..Il.iatic Social/. vol. 
:1:. \,p. 81 and 42. 

• ~. 10. See above, note 711. 
tl Ap."Diod. Sic. ii. 82, 54. 
tt Herod. v. 58. 
t. See Vol. I. pp. 46, 170. 

CHAPTER VI. 
I See the translation of the first Far

gard of the Vendidad in the Appendix 
to this II 1Ionarchy. 11 The on11 other 
geographic notice of any considerable 
length which the z"ndavesta contains, 
IR in the Mithra Yasht, where the coun
tries mentioned are Aiskata (~artia, 
Asagarta of ~uDeiform inscriptlons?), 
Poura,a (Parthia). Mouru IMeru. Merj, 
l\iargiana), Haroyo. (Aria or Herst), 
Gau Sughdha (Sogdiana), and Qairizem 
(Cborasmia or Kharesm). Here, again, 
there is 110 mention of Media. 

• Haug, Essay., p. 2:14. In Bunsen's 
Egypt the date suggested is B.C. 1200 

(V~IR!!:·I.;I~f!)PP. 406, 416. 
t The Bellen~ were au insignificant 

Greek race until the Dorian cOllqlleg!fj 
(Herod. i. 58; Thuc. i. 2). The- Latin .. 
had ori~inally no pre-emint"nce among 
the ltahc peoples. The Turks for many 
ages were on a par with other Tartars. 
The race which is 1IOW forming Italy 
into a kinl(dom has only recently shown 
it.""lf superior to Lombards, Tuscans, 

an.d ';:'~l'~~~~~s inMed placed hy Bun-
sen as late as B.C. Ill2O, and by Lapsius 
as late as B c. 1814. But the balance of 
authority favors a date from 200 to 800 
years earlier. 
.• O .. n.:I:. 2. 

T Kalisch says in his comment on the 

&=fi,: t~'eM:te~;;t)~~~nh~i~:~( 
Media." (Comm<'1ltary on tile Old Tea
tnm.ent, vol. i. p. 166.) Note that Gomer, 

. Magog. Javan. Tubal, Meshech. Ashke-
naz. Togarml\h. Elishah, Tarshish, and 
Kit,tim (or Chi'tim) are all elsewhere 
through Scripture undoubt<>dly lIames 
of nations or countries. Note. more
OVt"I", the plural forms of Kittim and 
Dodl\nim (or Rodanim). 

• Beros. Fr. 11. .. Post hos, qui sue
ceAAione inconcus..cui. regnum obtinue
Tunt. cierepent.e Medos collectis copiis 
HnbylonE."m cepisse ait, ibique de suis 
tyrannos constitui~...e. Hine nomina 
Q110que tyrannorum Medorum edissent 
Ol'to, annosque eorum viginti quatuor 
SUfra. dllcf!lItos n 

See Vol. I. p. 105. -
10 AsI.'msen. See his E!Jf./Pt, vol. Iii. 

Pl'. 5Il~1)\l;. 
11 See \'01. I. p. 41. 
II As, torin.tance. the same ideograph 

_ -& Mlde representation of a house-has 
the three powers of 8, bit and mal-of 
which e is IJ.mitic, bi' or htll Semitic, 
lind mnl Arian. 

11 Gen xiv. 1. 
1t Unless perhaps It be the name , 

Arioch, which Is Medo-Pendc In form, 
and almost identical with Ariaces (Ap .... 
....,.). the name ot a Mede or Pel'8lan in 
Aman. (Exp. AI. iii. 8., 

.. Herod. i. 12; v. 5:1; Hecat. Frs. 166, 
189; Xanth. Fr. 8. ' 

II Herod. iv. 21, 110-117; Stmh. xL 2, 
S 15; Diod. Sic. ii. 42, I 6; Plin. H. N. 
vi. 7. 

IT lJ:erod. Iv. 123. In the Greek in
scription. found in Scythia tile Mte'::" 
of Herodotus are commonly called MIl'
tse (M .. ' ..... ). 

,. Thucyd. il. 98; Str&b. viL 5, 5 7; Po
Iyb. x. 41, S 4. 

.. Herod. v. 9. 
toO Ibid. re:VCUTO a'u .i" Ell .,.~ "'«lCp~ 

XPOVaf. 
II 'rIte story o! the Argonauts seems 

to have t>een in its main particulars 
known to F"lDer. (See n. vii. 469; Od. 
I. 137-189; 1ii. 64-72.) To that of Per
seus and Andromedabe does not allude; 
but its characwr is peculiarly primitive. 

12 The ethnic character of these myt bs, 
though (in one instance) vouch .. d for by 
Strabo (xi. 18, § 10), may perhaps be 
doubted by some persons. Medea mfty 
be derived from ~ii&K, •• craft, H or ,u.Ji-
60l£cu., •• to act craftily"-and Perseus 
msy be, and indeed has been, connected 
with ffEpii., and .g.Epa~. and regarded as a 
mere Solar epithet. (Eustath. Comment. 
ad. Hom. Oil.; Pah,y, note ad loc.) But 

=e:nm:;;~!~e~~;b;::~t~o~v-:'f~d~~ 
with Persians in both myths; for l10t 
only is Perreus the hu.band of Andro
meda, hut Pers6 or Perseis is the mother 
of lEetes (Oil. :0:. 139; Hes. Theog. 957). 
It is a profound remark of Aristotle' • 
0';' "mvu cruv6uci~ifTcu. T. «a.TcI. lT1IP.fJEfJ",'U~. 
(Elh. Nic. viii. 4, § 5.) . 

•• 8ee Vol. I. pp. 105-107 . 
• t Ho""" :1:. 14: .. Thy fortresses sIoaU 

~~f'l'~I~:;,::y ~~~~. ,~po~~.::!i 
is probahly Arhela, which was among 
th .. cities that joined In the revolt at the 
end of Shalmaneser's reign (see Vol. I. 
p. 414). and which may therefore verv 
probably have been sacked when the ..... 
bellion was put down. 

.. See Vol I. p. 406; and compare the 
Black·Obelisk Inscripliion (Dublin U ... " 
Mag. Oct. 1853. p. 424). 

•• Ctesias gave to his eight Media" 
kings anterior to Aspadas or Astyagt"o 
a period of 282 years. Assuming b i. 
date tor Astyages' acce-ssioD to have 
been the same. or nearly the same. with 
that of Herodotus (B.C. 5931. we have 
B.C. 8.5 for the destruction of the Assy
rian empire and rise of the Median un
der Arbaces. 

IY The "long chronology" of Ctesias 
was adopted, among the anci~nts. by 
Cepbalion, Castor, Polybius. ..Emilius 
Sura, Trogtto Pompeius. Nlt'Olaus Da
!La...c;cenus. Diodorus SicuhlS~ 8trnho, 

elleiuB Paterculu8. and Othf:1'lOS: AUlOlig 
the ..:cIeslasticai writers, by Clelllent Qf 
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A1e:undrla, Euseblus. Augustine. Sui· 
piciUB 8eveJ'Ull. Agathlas. Eno' a' hius. 
and 8yncellUB; &lDon~ the mOlI .. I·IIM. by 
Prldeau". Fre...,t, and tl ... Fr .. nch Ac .... 

g:ll'~~~~~~e 'If::.~r:!ii;'''~di~ft· H:~&.! 
followed In the last century by tile Abbe 
Sevin and Volney. In the ,P,...,sent c .. n
tury the" long chronology' hllB had few 
lid vocatee. 

I. Long after the superiority of the 
echeme of Herodotus was recognized, 
attempta continued to be lIIade to recog
eile Otesl8.11 with him by supposing the 
list of the latter to be an east""n Median 

~~':o"";~n~i,:~e:~~t~~n:::::n~~;'cl~~l,:. 
rOV8 (Clintoa, F. H. vol. I. p. :aut). 

h Compare Vol. I. p. 41j. 
I. The Persians paId tribute to Shal· 

man ..... r II. (Black-Obelisk Inscription, 
p. 41H). and again to Shamas· Vul. They 
seem to have been at this time dwelling 
In the Immediate Vicinity of the Medes. 
probably somewhere within the limits 
of Media Magna. 

11 8ee the Inscription of this king in 
the Journal 0/ tl ... .tI.iatic Society, vol. 
lll". p. 180. 

n The", are grounds, however, for 
lIuspecting that during the obscure pe
riod of A"syrian history which divides 
Vulluoh Ill. from Tiglath·Pile..,r II. 
(B.O. 7111-7014), Media became once more 
Independent. and that she was again 
made tributary by the last.-named mon· 
arch. That monarch even sent an offl· 
cer to exerci ... authority in the country. 
(8ir H. Rawlinson in the .tIthen~um, No. 
1869.p. 246.) 

II Oppert.lnacriptiOJUl tUB Sargcmides, 
p. 26. Compare Vol. I. p. 443. 

.. This Is not stated In express terms; 
but Sargon says In one place that he 
peopled Ashdod with captives from the 
utrem. East (Inscriptions,' &c .. 1>. 27). 
while in anoth"r he reckons MedIa the 
most eastern portion of hi. domiuions. 

I. 2 Kings .... iI. 6; .... iii. 11. 
.. Oppert. Inscription •• &0., p. 25. 
.. See text. p. lU. 
•• As Herodotus gives to his foUl' Me

dian kings a period of exactly 150 years. 
.• and places the accession of Cyrus 78 

years before the battle of Marathon. he 
I'eaIly as.lgns the oommencement of 
the Median monarchy to B.C. 708 (Bines 
480 + 78 + 150 = j08). 

II Herodotus speaks In one place only 
(vII. till) of derivinlC information fl'Om 
the Medea. He quotes the Persians as 
We authorities freqnently (I. 1-5.9,;; iii. 
98. ole.). 

•• J!'o" Talbot. Journal 0/ t10e .tIBiatic 
·'lodetll. vol. xix. p. HS. 

U Probably Azer-biJan. See note 56, 
Chapt .. r 1. 

.. Fox T"lhot. A88!lrian Tr .. t •• pp. 15. 
=:1: Opptwt. I'MCript,ona clt'.IJ Sa'l1o"idt-.a. 
p. ~;. 

.. 'file termluation ,ama may "" 
.... "'·l<\r81 ,,'0; I ..... 0\ Penli'WI -rana, 

wbieh is found in Vidafrana (lnta
phernes). Th" initial Sitir is perhaps 
kh8hatrn, U CI'Own." 01" J.lossibly chUra 
" ~tock. U In Zanasana we have tbi 
connllon Medo- Pen;.ic tel'minatlOu -tuM 
(=Gk .. """") .ufflxed to a root which it 
probahlyconnl!cted with znn. "to ~)ay.' 
Ramatiya ha.s tor its fil"St element un 
doubtedly rdn .. ", (acc. rdma) • .. pleas 
ant, 8I(reea .... le." The remaiuderof th, 
word is perhaps a mere personal suffix: 
Or the whole wOI'll may be a contractiot 
of rdm.o-daiil/a, .~ given to be agree 
able." (Brockhaus, Vendidad·Sade. p. 
390.) 

.. So Diodorns (ii. 82) and Eusebiu! 
(ehron. Ca". i 15). But Syncellu. giv~s 
the name as l'tlalldauces (Cilronoy,"aph. 
p. 3.2). and so does Moses of Chorsn6 
(Hist . .tI, ........ i. ~1) . 

.. MoseB of Choren6 substitutes for 
Arbianes the entirely dlflel',mt name 
eardi<:eas. (Hi.t. Armen.l. s. c.) Euse
bius and ">yncelius tak" ollly four kiugs 
fr"m Ctesi"". and then change to the 
liot of Herodotus. . 

•• This is manifest from the number 
of th" years which Ctesias assigns to his 
kings. See the subjoined table. . 

OrESIAS. 

Kings. 
.~rbaces ...•. 
Mandaces .. . 
Sosarmus; .. . 
Artycas ....•• 
Arbianes .•.. 
Arta3us ..... . 
Artr.neB .... . 
Astl~aras ... . 

Yra. 
28= 
50= 
80 = 
50= 
~l= 
40= 
22= 
40= 

Kings. etc. lYra, 
Interregnum. I 
Deioces ..... 53 
Interregnum. 

~~':~~::::I ~ 
chaxares .... ! 40 
P raortas. ".1 2:l 
Cyaxares .... ; 40 

The first critic who noted this cnrioua· 
method of duplication. so fBI' as I know, 
w .... Volney. (See his Recherches ...... 
,'Histoire ancienne. tom. i. pp. 144 et 
seq.) Heeren glanced at it in the Ap-

rendiX to his Ma""al (p. 476. E .. T.), 
myself noted it before I found it in 

Volney, The only weak point in the 
case is with respect to the interregnum. 
I presume that Ctesias supposed Hero· 
dotUB to reckon the interregnum at & 
generation-30 years, in round numbers 
-and introduced the change in the case 
of Arbaces, from 30 to 28. in order to 
make the principle of alterations. which 
pervades his Iis~ and furnishes the key 
to It. less glaring and palpable . 

.. Ctesias shows no gr" .. t talent or skill 
In his invention of names. He has not 
half the fertility of 1Eschylus. (See the 
Per_. passim.) In his Median list. 
Art yeas, AI'tEBUS, Artyne~, are but vari: 
ants of olle and the same name-modi.· 
I1catiolle of the root arWB, "~. l!. 
(He.ych. ·APT .... ,..~ ~ ... o\af&",..,..) In 
bia Aasy>i&ll lis\ lie mixes Greek AIlII 
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Persian with Semitic names, and in one 
part flies off to geography for ...... i.tance. 
In hi. famous .tory of the joint con-

:::-kacJeo~~r::.:~ ~l= !.~~;J':rr 
Media and A88yria durin~ the time of 
hi. own residence in Persia. (See Xen. 
Anab. vii. 8, S 25.) Thi. last fact has, I 
believe, never been not.iced. 

.. See Mr. Grote's HiBtOTfl 0/ Greece, 
yolo iii. pp. 807, 808. 

.. Herod. i. 102. 
I. It has been supposed by some that 

the Deioee. of Herodotu. i. to be identi
fied with a certain chief of tbe Manni, 
or Minni, ""lled Dayaukku, who was 
made a prisoner by Sargon, and settled 
~t Hamal·h, B.O. 715. The close resem
blance of the names is certainly remark
able; but there is no reason to reln'rd 
the Manni as Medes; nor is it likely 
that a captured chief, settled at Hamath, 
i .. Syria, B.O. 716, could in B.O. 708 found 
a ~reat kingdom in Media. 

"' See text, p. 84. 
•• See the Behi.t .. n Imcription (print

ed in the author'. Herodotus, vol. ii. ad 

~~'i~!' ~a~' ~~~i-tes in this con-
pection i. suspicious. It was borne by a 
Mede who raised the standard of revolt 
In the time of Dariu. Hystsspis; who, 
however, laid it aside, and assumed 'be 
name of Xathrites (B.h. 11ISCT. col. ii. 
par. 6, S 4). If Phraortes had been a 
royal name previously, it would scarcely 
have been made to give way to one 

:J'~hl~adO':.°t~t~oitf:i~:'; &j~~'t 
~'::t 't;t: ~g~~::('y o~r.:~~~~t~~'!:~ 
Deioces. The testimony of lEschylus, 
who makes Cyaxares found the Medo· 
Persian empire (Pers. 761), and the evi
dence of the Behistun Inscription that 
the Medes traced their royal race to him, 
and not any higher, seem to show that 
he was really the founder of Median 
Independenee. Still, it has not been 
thought right wholly to di!lC&rd the 
authority of Herodotus. where he is not 
absolutely contradicted by the monn
ments. 

64 KQ."(M"pi~n'O ,",v'Aal."., ro .pllOP'"l",], 
."," fiMov Eff ciAAo 'ow i6POf. (Herod. i. 102.) 
These wars may have been in other 
directions also, but they must have been 
in Zagros for' Media to have come at 
the end of them into contact with Assy
ria. \See the continuation of the pas
Bage, U & OTpa.yevCTa,..,EPOS n-i. ,"ous "Aucrv
p'0~' 1(.1".A.) 

11'0 .pa.OP":'Jf aUTOS ,.e a'E~9a.p"" KG. 0 
CM"Pa.'I'Of «UTOtl it tl'oAAtk. (Herod. I. s. c.) 

.. Compare the ca. .... of the Israelites 
and the old nations of Canaan (Judg. t. 
19). 

: ~"eer~~li\~' ~~;'tus does not 
mention s1ingers, bnt only "Pearmen and 
archers, Still, &8 we find slingers among 
tile AleyrillWl (_ Vol. I. p. 259), and 

among the Egyptians (Wilkinson' • .A .... 
cient Egyptian., vol. i. p. 816), and III 
the sling is the natural weapon of mou .. 
tainee... we may conclude that the 
Medes were not without them. Thal 
the Persians used slings i. weU estab
lished. (Xen. Anab. iii. 8, S 16.) 

•• This was eSJ1"Cially the Persia .. 
name (Herod. VD. 64). It is found 
throughout the Ach..,mp,nian inscrip
tions, but not in the Assyrian nr Baby
lonian, where the term wbich replaces 
it is Gimiri or Kimiri (apparently" Cim
merians"). In the Zendavesta, Turiya 
(Turanian) is the appelJative of the 
Scythic races. 

•• See the author'. Herodotus, vol. iv. 

Pl!', ~ ~:\.lrp~4~96. 
•• Herodotus says of the Scythian" 

that they marched from Scytbia into 
Media by a roundabout route, ell' &E~il1 
iXOrrt'f ...0 Ka.VKD.O"&.OV opos (i. 1(4). This 
description is exactly applicable to the 
route along the western shores of the 
Caspian, by Derhend and Bakon. 

•• The Bakon route conducts into the 
fiat Mogban district at the mouth of the 
combined Kur and Aras, whence it is 
easy to march to Tabriz and the Urn
miyeh country. 

•• Herod. i. 104 • 
•• On the Scythian physique, see VoL 

L F.·1~ihe Northern Ecbata.na (see text, 
p. 12) and perhaps Rhages. 

17 So Herodotus (i. 1(3). Strabo gives 
the name as Madys (i. 3, S 21). 

•• This seems to be the m .... ning of the 
somewhat obscure passag... X"'pl. ,. .. 
yap NP tiJOpflU' EwPlfCTtTOV wop" u'a.lTTlIIr TO 
ElCclOTO'O" e'ff'E!3a>..Aop. (Herod. i 106.) 

•• See Vol. I. p. 495. 
TO See Gibbon's Decli .... and FaU 0/ 

the Romo .. E'mpire, ch. lvii. (voL v. pp. 
55';, 556, 4to editiOn). 

" The Samnites seem to have had a 
right of this kind in Campania, which, 
probably, as much as anything, caused 
the revolt of the Campanians and their 
submission to Rome in B.O. 840. (See 
Arnold. HistOTfl of Rome. vol. ii. pp. 108, 
109.) Powerlll\ Arab tribes have some· 
times such a right over lands usually in 
the occupation of inferior tribes. 

1S Herod. i. 105 • 
.. Strab. xi. 8, S 4. ~ciK"' ••• n;. 'Ap

IUllia.f ItG.TE'"""tf7CW n,J' «piO"'f""lJl'rip • • • «a.1. 
P.E"X,p" KamrClA5ollCCIII', IC'cu. p,4AI.O"'I"Cl t"CiJI' "eo'S 
EuEeirnp, 01l'S DOIIT'&fII::oVs vi,., «GAOIIO'!., trpo~A. 
90"_ 

.. Herod. 1. B. 0. 
to Jbid. i. 106. Herodotus says, rhe

torically, In this place, that" most of 
the Scythian." were destroyed by this 
stratsgem. But he admit..~ afte ..... ards 
(iv. 1) that the great bulk of the invad
ers returned into Scythia. It is not 
clear whether Strabo's notice of tbe 
origin of the ~&.«a.c.. refers to this occa
sion or no. After relating the extent ot 
the Scythian, ravages (see above, nota 
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13), be sa,., .. the JlPrri.... generals of 
the Ume "'" upon them by night as 
they ... el'8 f ...... "ng off th"ir spoils, and 
oon.pietely .,xterminated. &.hem." 

11 The wI-ole struggle Is 811mmNl up 
by B"rod<'tus In til ..... wonls-·El ........ 
.,0,,", inrI' M ~a... oi Lv ....... ,..0\. 

,. mod. "ic. ii. 3f. III 
to ZariDlDa Is tbe (orm USNI by Nioo

.. of DamL'OCus (Fr. 12); Zarina, by 
Diod.,rUB (il. 81. , 3). 

ta Zarina .. as the wife of MarmareUB, 
the Scythian king. and accompanied 
birn to the _r, takiug part in all his 
battles. On one OCC&Slon slle was 
wounded. and migbt ha"e been captur
N by Stryangreus. 8On·ln·la .. of the 
king of the Med .... ; but slle beggEd 80 
Mrn""t1y to be allowed to escape, tbat 
StryangIBus let her go. Sbortly after
wards Stryangoms himselt was made 
prisoner by Marmareus, who was about 
\0 put him to d ... tb, when Zarina inter
D08t'd on his behaJr. and begged his life 
[n "'turn for her own. Ber prayer IJ&. 

::~~.f~~~~rd':,~rb~ ~:...::~~ ~'i: 
pair were by this time in lo"e .. ith one 
another, and p""'" having been made 
b..tween the Sacans and the Medea, 
Stryang&'us went to visit Zarina at her 
court. 1'b".... he was mOlit hospitably 
received; but wben, after a .. Wle, he 
revealed tbe secret of his love. Zarina 
I'l'pulsed him, reminding bim of bis wife, 
~-. .. bom fame reported much 
more beautiful tban herself, and ex
horting bim to show his maubood by 
battllug bra" .. ly with an unseemly pas
Ilion. Be",upon Stryangleus retired to 
his chamber and killed bimself, haviDJt 
first writt"n to I'l'proacb Zarina with 
causing his death. (See Nic. Dam. Fr. 
12; and compare Demetrius, De Elocut. 
1219; T¥eta. CIaUiad, xiI. 894; and Anon. 
De clan. " .. ,Ueribue, S 2.) 

to Diod. Sic. II. 3f.S 5. 
Ol Herod. Iv. 1 and 4. 
.1 Scytbopo\is. See Vol. _I. P. 498. 

Polybistor considered that Scytbopolls 
was a town of importance in the Ume of 
Nebuchadueuar. (Polyhist. ap. Euseb. 
Prrer>. Ev.I:o:. 39.) 

a. Sacass4in6, which .Strabo says took 
Its name from them (xi. 8, 54). 

•• Herod. I. 100. Compare iv. t. 
.. Tbis belief rests primarily on the 

IItstements of Abydenus and Pol,vbistor, 
wbich connece the f&ll of Nineveh with 
the accession of Nabopo.&S!llU' (Ahyd.. 
ap. Euseb. Clar. Can. I. 9; Polyhlst. ap. 
SYDcell Chronograph. p. 896)-an event 

g~ ~eth:...~'!,~ °t1::1~~:::: ':i~ 
penda of course wholly on their rep ..... 
&enliDg to us, wbere they agree, the 
statements of BeI"08U8. A secoDd 
~round for believing t.ha$ the capture 
~ noS mucb later than this Is con
tained in t.he LydiaD war nf Cyaxares, 
which must have been lIubsequent to it, 
ye\ .. bicb .-DB to be heR dated &8 IJ&. 

tween B.o. 815 and B.C. sd It Is JI6I" 
haps worth noticing that Eusebius 
places the capture in B.0.618, which is 
(according to him) the twelfth year i>l 
Cyanre8. (Claro ... Ca ... ii. p. S:!S.) 

•• Herodotus represents Cya.xares &8 
ascending the throne 153 years before 
the baule of Marathon, i .... in 11.0. fi.'lII. 
He first introduces a Dew system of dis
cipliDe, which must lake at ~t one 
year. Be then attacks Nineveb. and is 
recalled by the arming of the Scyths
say in B.O. 63l!. The massacre Is 211 years 
afterwards. or B.o. 81M. Suppose Nin ... 
veh attacked for the second time in 
the very Dext year, wbich is uDlikely 
enougb, but just possible; it can scarce
ly bave f&llen till the year following. or 
B.O. tiOII. This is the shortest computa
tion tbat is at all reasonable. It would 
be quite fair to claim that two or thl'ee 
years must have been occupied by the 
organization of the army on a new sys. 
tem; that about the same time would 
probably elapse between the rejection 
of the Scythic yoke and the recovery of 
sufllcient strength to attack so g ...... t a 
town as NiDeveh; and that the si~ 
may well have occupied two full years. 
as Diodorus, followiDJt Ctesias, makes 
it. We should then bave (6iI3-8~ 
-2.:=) B.O. 698 &8 the Herodotean data 
or tile capture. 

.f It is possible, but not certain, that 
two chapters of Ezekiel (cbs. :o:xxviii. 
and XlCUX.) refer to the Scythlc ravageS 
of this period. 

aa ~ tezt, p. 97. 
•• It Is poasWie to tabulate the I'l'ign 

of 9faz.ares 80 as to bring these events 
withm the 12 years indicated (see texc, 
pp. 91, 92)j but their all happening with
lD 80 brier a space is most improbable. 

•• Eusebius places the fall of Nineveh 
In the 12th year of Cyaxares (B.C. 618, 
according to him). This would imply 
that the expulsion of the Scyths was as 
I .. ast as early as B.o. 6IlO. Be brings the 
Scyths into Asia iD B.o. 681, thus assign
Ing to their 4omination about ele"en ,......,.. 

"Eusebius makes Phraort... I'l'igo 
till &.0. 6:19, and Cyaxares succeed him 
In that year. (Claron. Can. ii. p. 3:I!'i.) 

II See Vol. I. p. 498. 
II Tbe .. turme vulgl collecticilP. que 

• mali advenlUS Saraeum iuiventebant' 
(Abyd. ap. Euseb. Cia ....... Ca ... i 9) must 
1 think, have been these two nations. 
The opportuneness of their attack makt>8 
it probable that they acted in concerS 
with Cyaxares. 

•• Abyd. I. 8. 0. L!nlybist. ap. Syncell 
Cltronograph. p. "'''' . 

.... Copias auxiliares misit [Nabopo-
llUIIIorus), videlicet ut lIIio sun Nabucho
dl"OBSOro deRpoDd .. ret Amuhiam e fIJia
bus Asdahagis unam." (pol'l'hist. ap. 
Euseb. Claron. Ca ... i. 6.) .. Ut" """me 
to meaD. here 1+' .;, U on condition that." 

•• This is Implied in his proceedings. 
OnlT a king oollid undertake to t...,.. 
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with a king. and to propose such a mar
riage as that above spoken of. 

., .. Misit." Polyhlst. ap. Euseb. I.s.c • 
.. Contra Ninivem im~tum faciebat." 

"'~li:'~l:;(rSi~: ~~'J:.?Jl . 
.. After this capture, Arbaces, ac

~rding to Ctesi"", destroyed Nineveh 
to its foundations (rill' flAw e~ i~Of; 
ICG.'rE(1I(a.I/IEV). 

100 The danger lVhi~h the cities on the 
Tigris run from the spring tloods may 
be illustrated from the recent history of 
Ba~hdad. In the year 1849. Mr. Loftus, 
alTI viog at that place on May 5, found 
the "'hole population" in a state of the 
utmost alarm and appJ"t>hension .... 
The rise in the Ti!(ris had attained the 
unp .. "cedented heIght of 22+ f8<>t .... 
N .. djib p .... ha had. a fewuays previously, 
summoned the popu,lation en masse to 
provide against the general danger by 

~~~~g ~l:t~:~:igh~:::~uno~ c~t~:~ 
placed outside to bind tbe earth com
pactly tog<>tb"r. The water was thus 
restrain .. d from devastating the city
not so effpctually, however, but that it 
tllt"I'ed tbrough the tine alluvial soil, 
and stood ill the serdabs, or cellars, 
sev .. ra1 feet in derth. It had reached 
"'ithin two feet of the top of the b .... kl 
On the river side the houses alone, many 
of which were very old and frail. pre
vented the ingress of the tlood. It was 
Ii critical juncture. Men were stationed 
night and day to watch the barriers. If 
the dam or any ot the foundations had 
fail"d, Baghdad must have been bodily 
washed away. Fortunately the pressure 
was withstood, and the inundation 
"radually subsided." (Loftus, C/tald<za 
ana Su.<ian". p. 7.) 

101 The .... is nothing improbable in the 
Medes inducin" the Persians to help 
them, or in the Babylonians getting the 
assistance ot some Arab tribes. (See 
Vol. I. p. 483.) The Baetrian contin"ent 
might be a fresh body of emigrant 
Merles arrtvro from those regions. 

10' St'6 Diod. Sic. ii. 82, § 4. 
10. See besides Abydenus and Poly

histm" Tobit xiv. 15, and Josepbus (Ant. 
Jua. x. 5. § I). . 

10. The book of Tobit makes Nebn
ch""nezzal' thp actual commander. 

10. See the p_p quoted at length 
(note 726, Chapter IX., Vol. I., Second 
Jionnrchy'l. 

ot'°~~':,~~os:ttr.:r~~_~~:t~~t~~~u~: 
Ziml'i (\ Kings xvi. 1~). The unheroic 

~bil~tto°~o~I~:i!~~~ ;u~hi:~s~~o~l:~f. 
immolation. 8.....crillet.i the fire to a thun
del'bolt. (See the distOl'ted story ot the 
fall ot Nineveh in Xenophon. Allab. iii. 
4. §§ 11, 12; where the Assyrians are 
called Medes. and the Med"" Persians, 
and wh~re the effemina'" Sal'danapalus 
bP.comes an actlllll woman-M>r'i .. ~"" 
/lGV ..... "'i.) 

to. Nabum il. 8, '1. The authorized 
version is followed mainly in this trans
lation; but a few imvrovemt"nts are 
adopted from Mr. Vance Smith's 
Prophecies concerning Ninfl1Jeh, pp. 242, 
24' . 

10. See Vol. I. p. 185. 
10. Mr. Vance Smith argues again", 

this translation of the word liO~ here, 

though he allows that 1'0 is ordinarily 
.. ~ to melt, dis.Qolve," because (he says) 
u the raised terraces or platforms were 
ve'ry solid and faced with stone." 

~-Zt°f;~~~!t· ~~!yn~~6~ve~~ f:...~~ 
except wlt"u they formed part of the 
extt"rnaJ defe-Dees of the town. 

110 The dependence of Su~iana on 
Babylon during tbe }I"dian p"riod is 
shown by the book of Daniel. where the 
r.rophet ~O~ on the kinJ!"s business to 

I Sliushan the palace in the province of 
Elam." during the reign of Belshazza.r 
(DaTI. viii. 2 and 2i.) 

III See text, pp. 108. 100. 
Ill' Herod. i. 108. OtT~ l Kvotd~~ 1 ECTTtlf 

••. ;, rir.,-AAvo~ 7rOTIlp.oii 4J'C'1J 'AtrLlJtr .. aua..' 
crvc.rT"ljO'a.~ ECtJvTcii. 

111 We can scarcely SIIppose that the 
submission of Belat-Du" (see note 640. 
Chapter IX .• Vol. I., &cond Mo .. archy) 
\\"as more than this. 

lle The U Sapeir1ans" of Herodotus (i. 
104: Iii. 95: vii. ~9). 

111 Herod. iii. 94; vii. ';8, 1j'9. 
11e His expression H all Asia above the 

Halys" (seE> abov". nute lI~), is ampl .. 
enough to cover the whole of this dis
trict. That he regards it as pal't of the 
M~djan empire. and as devolving UPOQ 
Persia by h .. r conquest of Media ...... ILI 
to follow from his making no allusion ttl 
the conquest ot any part of it by Cyrtll 
or his successors. 

117 Strab. xi. 8, S 4. 
IlO See text. p. 101. 
"'It "'as observed (..,e text. p. 95), 

that pri",/i faci~ tlte words ot Herod ... 
tus set>m to imply a flel"i~s of wars. W 8 
notice, however, when we look more 
narrowly at the pas."""", that the e.,
pression u~, C7VCT'I'1)cra.9 EtlVTcii, is unusual 
aud ambi"uous. It mi"ht apply to a 
violent subjugation, but it does not nec
essarily imply viol"nce. It would be a 
suitable f'xpression to use if the nations 
of this part of Asia came und.,. the 
power ot Cyaxa1"es by oJTangenumt, and 
Dot on compulsion. 

n. Tltis is esp"dally indicated by the 
Turanian char8ctt>r ot the Ilames of 
those who bear rule in the.,'Ii:e regions 
during the whole period "overed hy the 
Af:Ji:lYI'ian historical inwriptions (ab. B.C. 
1::80-6.';0). It is fUl'ther prov"d by the 
Turanian chal'aeter of t1ie lan"uage in 
the cuneiform inscriptions of Armenia. 
(See Sir H. Rawlinson in the author"s 
Heroaot .... '1'''1. i. p. 037: vol. iv. p.206.) 

m AmonG Cuppadoei~ IlIlIlIes ._ 
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~ .. &maces. Smerdls, Artamnea, Arlara.
th"", Arlaramnea, Orophernea, Arlobar
Une8. &c. 

I •• According to Dlodorus (ap. Photo 
Bibliothec. p. 1158), Pharnac"", king of 
Cappadocia (ah. B.O. 650), married Atos
..... sister of Cambyses, an ancestor of 
Cyrus the Great. 

ed":nT:~.f'ilr. o~rN~n~It~~ hl':e~~f\S:~ 
I"Clipse of Thalea Is considered to be 
that ot B.O. 610, the commencement of 
the Lydian war will be B.C. 615. This 
war could not !.ake place till the frontier 
had been e][tended to the Halys. 

II. Three Mermnad kings had reigned 
OIl years according to H"rodotus, 89 ao
cordinlr to Eusebiua. The HeraclidlB 
had reigned Ii06 years according to the 
tormer. The AtyadlB, who had furnish
ed Beveral kings (Atys, Lydus, Meles, 
Mo][u8, &e.), must be assigned more than 
a century . 

••• Herod. 1 '1-14. 
II. At leaBt four AtyadlB (see above 

1I0tel:M), 112 HeraclidlB (Herod. I. 7). ana 
four M"rmnadlB, Gygea, Ard,ys, Sadyat
tea. and Alyattes. 

II' Herod. I. 7; vD. 74. 
II. Ibid. II. 106. Compare ch. 102. 
"' This Is the only possible explana.

tion of the mythic geuealogy In Herod. 
I. 7. (See the author'. HerodotUII, voL L 
p. 29'3. 2nd edition.) 

no 'Er" .. Anoc 'I'OU Ma... ,.GD"LAijor. 
Herod. I. 114. 

II' Xanth. Lyd. Fr. 28; Nlc. Dam. Fr. 
116. It Is perhaps scarcely necessary to 
observe that very Ii ttle confidence can 
be plllCt'd in any of th ..... tradition I 
Tb~y are adduced here merely as help
Ing us to understand tbe spirit and tem
per of the people. 

u'The MermnldlB had, I conceive, 
been Oil tbe throne nearly a century (85 

~~':~~~f:' IJt~a;;:t~d:f ~~e air~:' 
c8<lIB seems to have commenced with 
Ardya. the fiftb anceslor' of Candaules 
(Nio. Dam. Fr. 49), whom Eu.ebius 
makes the fi .... t killg. (Chron. Can. I. 
15: Ii. p. 318, ed Mai.) These five Hera.
clhle reigns would cover a spsce of about 
115 y .. ars, at the (very probable) rate of 
reckoning Ind.cated hy Herodotus (I. 7, 
Bub fin). 

... See Nlc. Dam. Fr. 116. An abstract 
of the I?assage has been given hy the 
autbor In his Herodot ... (voL I. p. 295, 
Dote I •. 

II. Tbe Rame names occur in both 
houses, ..... Ardys. Sadyattes, and Alyat
tes (.f that Is equivalent to Adyattes). 
Ardys is commou to botb MermuiJ.ds and 
HerllCli,lo>& b.fore the uSUll'ation of 
t1yg~s. INlc. n .. m. J. s. c.) 

186 The date of Herodotu.. B.a. ':'24, 
Is upset by the discovery that Grges 
waaoontempo ... ry wltb A ... hu .... bampal. 
(See .. ote 6:16, Chapter IX., Vol. I .. ~.ec
.ad Monarchl/.) Th" date of EUIi6l>1us 

Is B.C. 698. (CAron. Ca ... Ii, p. 828, ed. 
Mal.) . 

II. Gygea was known in his lifetime 
as ;, .. o,,"uxpvvo.. (Arcbiloch. ap. Arlat. 
Rhd. iii. 11.) The epithet atl.e.ched to 
him and to his city for ages afterwards. 
(See Ai:schyl. Pers. 45; Alpheus in An
th.olog. i. 12; Eurip. Iph. in "" ... 1. 186; 
NIcolaus ap. Stob. x.v. p. 87; &c.) 

II' Herod. I. 14. . 
II. Ibid. 
II' Xanth. Lyd. Fr. 19; Nic. Dam. p. 

&0, ed. Oreill. Herodotus does not seem 
to have been a .... are of the reduction of 
this town, which must thet'efol'e he r&
garded as uncert.e.in. 

... Strab. xiii. 1, i 2~. 

.n Arcbilochus celebrated the wealth 
of GrgeaJn the well-known line-ov p.o. 
Ta. rvye. TGU t1"cM.VXpuG"ov ".eAn (Ar. Rhet. 
iii. 11). Mimnermus described the war 
between Gyges and the people of 8myr-' . 
na (Pausan. Iv. 21, § 8). The mytb of 
Gyges which we find in Plato (Rep ... bl. 
Ii. 3) was prohsbly derived from an early 
Greek poet. . 

... The inscriptions of Asshur-bani-pal 
show us tbat the Cimmerian invasion of 
Asia Minor had commenced hefore the 
death of Gygea. wbose last year is bv 
110 writer placed later than B.C. ~. 
The s.,ythlc invasion has been already 
assigned to B.C. 632 or 681. (See text, 
pp. 91-9l!.) 

... On this SUbject see the author's 
HerodotUII, vol. ili. pp. 150-156, 2nd ed. 

... Herodotus makes them march 
along tbe coast, tbe whole way; but this 
roUle is impracticable. Probabl{ they 
proceeded along the foot of tbe Cauca.
sus, till they reached the Terek, which 
tbey tben followed up to Its source, 
where they would come upon the famous 
PyllB. ' . 

... See Vol. I. p. 479. 

... The surrender of the captives ap
pears to me a ree.l acknowledgment of 
suzerainty. Assbur-bani-pal himself 
viewed the presents as u tribute. n I 

lor On the Cimmerian ravages, see' 
Callinus. Fr_ II; Herod. I. 15; iv. Ill;' 
Strab.1. 8. '111; xiv. I, § 40; Callimach.· 
HI/R .... ad bia ... ~; Eustath. Com
ment. ad. Hom. Od. ][i. 14; Steph. Byz. 
ad voc .• A",."Mlpo.; aDd Hesych. ad voc. 
AuyS..,.... Compare the authnr's Hf!IYJ
dot .... , vol. I. pp. 299-&11. 2nd editio .. , and 
Mr. Grote's H",toTJI 0/ G1'eece, vol. ii. 
pp. 4.~I-434. 2nd editIOn . 

... Herod. I. 15 and 18. 
O:;;II~bid. I. 16; Nio. Dam. p. 62, ed. 

n. Herod. I. s. O. 
111 K,,,,,.ep'ovc .. rile ·AfI"'IC itJjA.tu:rl. 

Hero,1. 1. 8. C. 
n. On the Cimmerian invasion of CilI

cia. see St ... b. I. 8, § 21. 
n. According to Herodotus tbe Clm

melians made a permanent settlemen' 
at lSinope (iv. 12); and according to Aria. 
wLle (Fr. 1110) they maintained .th8~ 
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selves for a century at Antsndros in the 
Troad. Otherwise they disappear from 
Asia. 

.. < Herod. I. 78. Herodotus seems to 
have imagined that these Scythians 
were politica.\ refugees from his Euro
pean Scythia. 

.. 6 On the richness and fertility of this 
part of Asia, see Virgo .AEn. x. 141; 
I:!trabo, xiii. 4, S 5; and compare Sir C. 

F~V~S:s if:'~~I~; PtfO~~i.iloct. I. 
193; Plin. H. N. v. 29, 30; &c. Cn:esus 
haa also mines, which he worked, near 
l'ergamus. (See Aristot. Mirab. AUB
lui!. 52.) 

16T Xenoph. Coloph. ap. Polluc. Ix. 6, t 83; Herod. I. 94; EUBtath. ad Dion"o. 
rerieg. 840. The claim of the Lydians 
to be regarded as the inventors of coin
ing has been disputed by some, among 
others by the late Col. Leake. (Num. 
Helle .... Appendix: Joumal Of Cl<u8ical 
and Sacred. Philology, vol. IV. pp. 243. 
244.) I have discussed the suliject in 
::fiti!.~tUB (vol. I. pp. 565, 566, 2nd 

.. alfost Lvdlan coins bear the device 
of a crowneil figure about to shoot an 
arrow from a bow-which seems to be 
the pattern from which the Persians 
copied the emblem on their DBrics. A 
few have the head of a lion, or the fore
parts of a lion and a bull (as Pl. VII. 
Fig. 1, which Is supposed to have been 
struck by Cn:esus). Both the animal 
forms are in this case rendered with 
much spirit. 

'" Dice, huckle-bones, ball, &c. (He
rod.1. 94.) 

... II".,.... .ulnJAo. iy.......... (Herod. 
1.s.c.) 

101 Pin4lar related that tbe magadiB or 
pectis, a harp with sometimes as many 
as twenty strings. had been adopted by 
the Greeks from the Lydians, who used . 
it at their banquets. (Ap. Athen. Deipn. 
xiv. p. 635.) Herodotus speaks of the 
Lvdiii.ns usin~ both this instrument, and 
afso the 8I/T'I"'" (pan's pipe), and the 
double tlute, in their military expedi
tions (I. 17). 

. u. Plato, Repub. Iii. 10. Aristotle 
seems to have entertained an opposite 
opinion. (Pol. viii. 7, ad tin.) 

us Herodotus, speaking of the Lydi· 
an., so late as the time of- Cn:esus, saysl 
I H ... In TOVTOI' '1'010' xpOJ<IO.,. i8110f ow • ., 0, "1l 
-,Aaiu oiWe av6pec.arepov om ciNcc.p.cImrpoJol' 
YOU Av6iov (I. 79). They did not change 
their character till after the Persian 

&lOI!~'k":~. I. B. C. 
... Nic. Dam. Fr. 49 (~. HiBt. Gr. 

Yol. Ill. p. 882). 
... Herod. I. 86-43; Nic. Dam. Fr. 49, 

P'I~see Vol. I. pp.~. 
.. a The evidence of a league Is found 

In the presence of Syennesis, king of 
Cilicia, at the great battle terminated 

by the eclipse. (See ""xt, p. 104.) He 
Is manifestly there 88 .. n ally of Lydia, 
just 88 Labynetu. is present as an ally 
at Media. But if the distant and pow
erful Cilician monarch joined Alyattes, 
and fought under him, much more may 
we be sure that the princes of tbe nearer 
and weaker states, Caria, Phrygia, Ly
cia, Paphlagonia, &:c., placed themselves 
unaer his protection. 

u. Herod. i. 74. 

m~::t ~,o~ ri'le,!:,gca~~~~;g~e entf..~::; 
stopped by the eclipse, when (to use the 
words of Herodotus) .. the day became 
night" (see BaIlr, ad loc.). But, strictly 
taken, the words of Herodotu~ assign 
the night engagement to one of the first 
five years, whereas the eclipse is in the 

. sixth. 
171 4,I.a.4-ipov(1" 6e cnf,1. Err- ''"1f 1'(" ... .sAII!''' 

,",ovis the expression of Herodotu.(I.s.c.). 

th~: ~e ~i~:':..::.':noa~:"le: ~t~'r.J 
one; and the enquiri~s of astronomers 
have been directed to the resolution of 
the question-What total ~clipses were 
there in Asia Minor iu the 50 years from 
B.C. 6ilO to B.C. 5801 But. though a total 
eclipse would seem to be required by 
the descriptive language of Herodotus, 
no such phenomenon is requisite for the 
facts of his tale, which alone can be re
garded as historical. If the eclipse was 
sufficient to be noticed, it would produce 
naturally all the superstitious awe, and 
so all the other results, which Herodo
tus relates. It is not the mere dark. 

~~ t!\:e P=~!;,:'l~~~~s s!~g 
cases. 

178 Herod. i. 74. Tij~ ILt1X~" m-tlVCT4Pf'O 
KcU. ",o..uOIo' ,,& icnrevcra.v "cU. G.l£f6TEpol. Eiplj
""V EwV1'OLO"I. yoericu. 

ITt The name occurs repeatedly in 
later Cilician bistory (lEschyl. Pers.328; 
Herod. vii. 93; Xen. Anab. i. 2, § 23). 
Apparently it is either a royal title like 
Pharaoh, or a name which each king 
assumes when he mounts the throne. 

116 If the true date of the eclipse is 
B.O. 610, it would faU into the reign of Na
bopolassar, which covered the space be
tween B.C. 625 and B.C. 604. If it was the 
eclipse of B.C. 603, of B.C. 59~, of Be. 585. 
or of B.C. 588, Nabopolassar would be 
dead, and Nebuchadnezz&r would be 
kinll' of Bahylon. "8 Herod. i. 74, ad tin. A pral'tice 
nearly similar is ascribed to the Euro
pean Scyths by Herodotus (iv. ~O). and 
to the Armenians and Iberians by Taci. 
tus (Ann. xii. 47). One not very differ
ent is still found in S. Africa (Living • 
stone, Travels, p. 488). The rationale of 
the custom seems to be, as Dr. Living • 
stone explains, the notion that by drink· 
ing each other's blood the two partiea 
become perpetual friends and relation& 

ITT The subjoined table will illustrate 
tb.iB statement: 
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Al7ar- ~ ~ 
aaln..Ar)'@b .... ~.Amulu.. .... NebnJhad. _ D8&Z&r. 

Nebuchadn~zz!ll' and Crresus were both 
brothers·ln·law of Astyages. 

1711 am still unconvinced by the argu· 
ments of Mr. Bosan~uet. who regards 

t~l' ~~.":8\;.as Tg~it v~dsfi~~ o~ ~~!. 
terence are tWO.folrl. 1 do not think 
the ecliRse must neceosarily have been 
total. (See above, note 172.) And 2. 1 
do not regard astronomical science as 
capable of pronouncing on the exact 
line taken by eclipses which happened 

::}o~!h::r~i:WOalr~ ~~~. m~~~ ,!~!i~~; 
uniform, and DO astronomer can say 

f:ta~~~ ~:.,'::g;::abl~es a~~ic:a~ab::~ 
taken Into account with exactness in his 
back calculations. Fresh irregularities 
are continually discovered; and hence 
the calculations of astronomers as to the 
JInes of past eclipses are continually 
changing. (See the long note in Mr. 
Grote's History 01 (hoe.ce. vol. ii. p. 418. 
edition of 1862.) It, however Mr. Bo· 
sanquet should be right, and the eclipse 
was really that of B.O. 585, there will be 
no neM of deranging on that account 
our entire scheme of Oriental chronolo
gy. The simple result will be that the 
battle must be transferred to the reign 
of .A8tyages, to which Cicero (De [)iv. i. 
49), Pliny (H. N. ii. 12), and Eusebius 
(Chron. Can. iI. p. 881) assign It. 

U' Psammetichus probably became an 
Independent king about B.C. 647, at the 
time of the revolt of SaI1l·Mugina. He 
was previously governor under Assyria. 
(See Vol. I. p. 4.8.) 

I •• Herodotus. who Is the authority fol' 
this siege, says that it lasted 29 years 
(il. 157), which is most improbable. 
Such a story, however, would not have 
arisen unleso the siege had been one of 
unusual length . 

.. 12 Kings xxiii. 29; II Chr. xxxv. 00-
28. Compare Herod. U. 159 • 

... 11 KlUge xxiv. 7; Berosus ap. Jo-

sep.h~~~;t.~~~fi~. 
... So Polyhistorrelated(Fr.Il4). Like 

<.:tesias, he called the Median monarch 
Astibares. 
, ... We cannot suppose Cvaxares to 
have beeu much less than tbirty years 
old at his accession-especially if he 
had previously led into Media a band of 
emigrants from the Bactrian country. 
(See text, p. 86.) If he ascended the 
throne B.C. 633, which is the date of He· 
rodotus he would consequently be 
about sixty-seven in B.C. 697. the date of 

Je,~tH~I~~ f.aI'Jl.vl~ius ~umber Is con· 
ftrmp.d by Ctesias (ap. Diod. Sic. Ii. 84, 
, Il. 

,n The real "Empire" must date, 

Dot from the accession or Cvaxarea, 
but from hi. conquest of Nineveh, 
which was B.O. 625 at the earliest. From 
this to B.C. 558-the first year of Cyril&
is 67 Y-eBrs. 

188 Eusebiuil makes Astyages ascend 
the throne B.C. 597; but he obtains this 
date by assigning to Cyrus one more 
year, and to Astyll!l'es three more years. 
than Herodotus gives them. On the 
former point certainly, on the latter 
probably, he followed the suspicious 
authority of Ctesias. 

, •• Xen. C!/rop. i. 8. § 2-
II. lEschy l. Pers. 763. </>pw.r '1~ awoi 

8vp.tW ¥tJ.ICOfITpo"'OVJI. 
181 re.,.,a.I.OTaToS'. Nic. Dam. Fr. 66, p. 

898. . 
... Herod. I. 99; Xen. Cyrtyp. I. B. 18. 
, .. Nic. Dam. Fr. 66, pp. 898 ancf402. 
"4 Xen. OYTOr' viii. 3, § 3. 
"' Ibid. I. 8, 2; ii. 4. § 6, &:c. 
II. Ibid. l. 3, 8. . 
"' ·0</>8uA,.. •• {lamA.... Herod. I. 114. 
II. Xen. Cyrop. i. 8. § 8. '0 ... T',..;p. 

eXflJII 'll'poO"ciyew 'I'OvS' 8eop.ellavr 'ADTVQ:Y0"'" 
Ira&. G.7I'OICW"UEI.II oliS' "" #CU'POI a.V'T.!p 80111:0,"", 
elva 1'I'~OCT4'Yew. Compare Nic. Dam. p. 
4O"l. 4.t evvou](OV ep6p.ellOfi;""1" ria-aBo .... 

'" OlI'OX6... Nic. Dam. p. 398; Xen. 
Cyrop. J. •• c. 

••• Herod. 1. 114. 
tOl Aopvcl>6pol. Av;t(vo."opOI., tJep4ffovreS', 

pafl80</>6po., and «uAAv.o..,. •• -the last di
vided into cleaners of the Palace and 
cleaners of the courts out.ide the Palace. 
Nic. Dam. I. s. c.; Dino, Fr. 7. 

• •• Xen. Oyr~. l. 4, §§ 5 and 11. 
... Ibid. i. 4, 7. ..4 Herod. I. 07, 108, and 120. 
••• Herodotus makes the Magi say to 

Astyages- ~io EPeCTTeiil.,.oS' /Ja.tI'I.A.7jor ItcU 
a.Pxop.ep '1'6 "epoS', 111:41 ",,,as ,",,0, aea p.eya. .. 
Aa. exo,..... (I. 120.) 

I •• Chron. Oan. il. p. 881 ed. Mai. 
This ascription of the war to Astyages 
is evidently connected with a belief 
tbat the eclipse of Thales was that of 
B.C. 5811. 

0.' Mos. Chor. Hist . .Armen. I. 28-118. 
••• Tbis is implied In the picture 

drawn by Herodotus (I. 107-1118), and 
in the bner character given by lEschy
Ius (see above. note 190). It is expressiy 
stated by Aristotle, who says-Kiipo • 
-Ac""1"'£yn e1rL1'i8e'T41. leal Tot; fJiov 1Ca.."tu/>pO" 
"'v, ICcn rijt 6vvci"e(Qf" 6,1i 1'0 ", ... p.ev auv&,..w .hpY'lK ...... awi ... Be TPll</>t.. (PO'. v. 
8,* 15.) 

••• Moses makes Cyrus an independent 
prince during the reign of Astyages. 
He and Tigranes are in close alliance. 
Tigranes, and not Cyrus. attacks and d .... 
feats Astyages and kills him. After this 
Cyrus assists Tigranes to conquer Media 
and Persia. which become parts of the 
Armenian king's dominions. Cyrus 
sinks into insignificance in the nAlTative 
of Moses. 

010 The Cadusian story is told by 
Nicolas of Damascus (fp-. 399, 4(0)~ who 
(it may be suspected followed uine. 
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tbe fallher of Clltarcbus, a writer of fair 
aut.bority. 

n::: i~:inf~::'n~' e~l:J~,:!"g:~t[b?a~aPber-
::: ~~~dE~~'ii/;~Ia.li~.3from wbich this 

fragment of Nicolas bas been recovered 
gi ves botb these forms. Each of tbem 
occurs once . 

." Herodotus declares this in tbe mORt 
express terms. Astyages, he says. was 
ci7l'a.,~ ipaE"o~ YOJlOV li. 109); so also Justin 
ti. 4); Ctesias. on the contrary, gives 
Astyages a son, Pal'mises (Pe'I's. Exc. 
§$), and Xenophon (Cyrop. I. 5, § 2) ason, 
Cyaxares. Moses of {'hor"n6 is still 
mo,.., liberal, and makes him have sev
eral sons by his wife Anusia, who all 
settle in A,·menia. (Hist. Arm. i. 29.) 
Here. as in so many other instances, 
the monumentR confirm Herodotus. For 
when a pretender to the :Median throne 
stlu'ts up in the reign of Darius, who 
wishes to rest his cJaim on descent from 
the Median roral house, he does not 
venture to put himself forward as the 
son, or even as the de~endant. of Asty
ages, but goes back a generation, and 
says tha.t he is U of the race of Cyaxares. n 

(Beh. [".cr. coL ii. par. 5. § 4.) 
... Mos. Chor. HiBt. Annen. L Z1 and 

29. 
... Herod. i. 107 . 
• n Xen. Oyrop. i. 2, S 1. 
... Ctes. Per •. Ere. § 2. 
... Ibid. Compare lilc. Dam. Fr. 66, 

p.8!l9 . 
••• See Atkinson'~ S/tah-natMh, pp. 

498,4114 . 
... See the attempts made to prove 

that Cambyses w ..... the son of an EIO'P
tian princess (Herod. iii. 2), and other 
still more wonderfnl attempts to show 
that Alexander the Great was . the son 
of Nectanebns. (Mos. Chor. Hid. Ar
men. II. 12; SynceU. CI.ronograph. p. 
487, B.) 

••• Herod. iii. 75, vii. 11; BehiBt. Inscr. 
col. I. par. 2, § 6. 

••• Diod. Sic. ap. Photo Bibliothec. p. 
11M. . 

•• , Herod. I. 107. 0 ••• " cly..s.,. 
••• Nic. Dam. Fr. 66, p. 899 • 
••• Xen. Cyrop. I. 2, § 1. 
... Ihid. I. 5, §§ 8-5. 
••• Mos. Chor. Hist. Annen. I. 24, 25. 
... See the Belli.,tun Inscription, col. 

I. par. 4, § 2. .. There are eight of my 
race who liave been kings before me. I 
am the ninth." 

••• Thi. inS<.ription bas been found on 
a brick brought from Senkerah. See 
the author's Herodotus, vol. i. p. 200, 
note 9 (2nd edition). 

.11 Dino, Fr. 7; Nic. Dam. Fr. 66; Jus
tin. I. 4-6; .tc. 

UI ~enophon'8 notion of & voluntary 
Vl'sit i~ quite contrary to all experience, 

. In the East or elsewhere . 
... Compare the policy of Rome ..... 

shown with respect to the Parthian and 
Armenian princes (Tacit. A1In. ii. 1-8), 

and to the Herolls (Josepb • .An'. J1UI. 
xvi. 1, S 2; &tc.}. 

•• , Arist. Pol. v. 8, $ 15 • 
... ·Op)('I,"pi&a<. N.c. Dam. p.408. 
II. See text, pp. 62, 63 • 
.. 7 The religious ground Is 'ust tonch· 

ed in one or two places by N.colas. He 
makes Cyrus assign as a reason for his 
request to leave Ecbatana a desire to 
offer sacritlce for the king, which appa
rently he CRnnot do anywhere but In 
his own conntry (p. 4(2). And he makes 
him claim that the gods have stirred 
bim up to undertake his enterprise (p. 
404'. 

.,. Herod. i. 120. See above, note 215. 

... Herod. I. .07, lOS, 121. 

... The story told by Herodotus is 
quite undeservmg of credit. It is a mere 
sequel to the romantic tale of Mandan6, 
('yno, and the Harpagns. which he pre
fers to three other quite different stories 
concerning the earlr life of Cyrus (I 95). 
The narrative of N.colas IFr 66). which 
is followed in the text, does not come to 
us c.n very high ant hority; but it is 
graphic. thoroughly Oriental. and in its 

~al:h~:fth:"~fr!"~~e ~~tU~;' ~ 
sias, but from Dlno. (Compare Dino, 
Fr. 7.) 

... Compare the behavior of Darius 
Hystaspis towards Histimus (Herod. v • 
24) • 

• .. Dino (I. S. c.) made the singer of the 
song a certain Angares, a professional 
minstrel. The words of tlie son!!" ac
cording to bim, were the followlOg:-• 
.. A mighty beast, fiercer than any wild 
boar, has been let depart to the marshes; 
who, if he gain the lord,hip of the coun
try ronnd, will in a little while he a 
match for many huntt"rs " 

... It is not nnlikely that this" Chal
dman prophecy" had ~or its basis the 
del'iaration of Isaiah (xlv. 1). "'hich 
wonld have become known to the Chal
dmans br, their interconrse with the 

Jel~: ~~O"~;~: ~~~~~it~hiS energetic 
action marks well the inability of the 
Oriental monarchs to command their 
feelings. (Compare Herod. iii. 64; vii. 
212.\ . 

146 The numbprs here are exces.cdve, 
To bring th .. m within the range of pro
bability, we should stl'ike off a cipher 
from each. 

... In the narrative of Nicolas, the 
fath .. r of Cyrus is called Atradates; but, 
BS this is Ct'l'tainl.V incorrect, the name 
bas h .... n alte",,1 in the text. 

147 Scythed chariots (o.PP.a.TG. 3petra.vrr
'iI.pa), according to Nicolas; which Is 
quite pos.'o;ible, as in later times they 
,,·ere certainly uSt'd by the Persians 

(X.~~·p~rr:ft>.~!:c!,o~S::;g;~iN?c21:-! that 
Is: troops whose equipment was balf
wny b .. tween the urdmary heavy and 
Ii!j;ht anned. 

49 KP'llA-"Of 8E 1fdvrrJ cal 8pll~ct:.ves ci,I'p,i-
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AfUOl .. .... .. x... ._. (Nlc. Dam. p. 
406.) 

... s.P....... ibid. 

... Nlc. Dam. I. &. c. Compare Justin, 
L e; Plut. De Yirl. Muli ..... p. 916, A. 

... As Sr.rabo, :n. 8, S 8; Diod. Sic. m. 
1M, ,8; aod Herod. I. IlIt!. There is also 
a paragraph ot N ioolas, after th. e Iacu ..... 
which Is Important (p. 4Otl). 

II. U we may cnodit Diodom", Asty
_ lald the blame ot his defeat on his 
genel-ala. whom he cruelly punished with 
death. This lIl-judg»d severity produc
ed great discontent among tbe troops, 
wbo threatened lo mutlDY in conse
quen.,... (Diod. Sic. 1. e. c.) 

... Herodotus, Ni .. ..,I ..... aod Justin all 
_ that ABtyages waa made prisoner 
after battle. t.:tesiaa 88 id tbat· be was 
taken in Ecbatana, wh ... re h" had at-
templ<ld ro conceal bim ... lf in the pal-
ace (Prraic. E.»c. §~). &("""" made him 
tall In battle with Tigran ... the AI"IIl8-
Dian king (Hi.t . .drm~". i. :!!l,. 

... Dan. vi. 8. Compare Esther. I. Ill. 
••• On the high eml?loymente filled hy Medes under th .. Pel"8lan Kings. _ teJl:t. 

Fu"r/h and F<ft/& iJlonarchie~ and.com
pare H .. rod. ( 156, IIW; vi. ""; vii. 88; 
Dan. hr. 1; B~A. 1,&M:r. coL ii. par. 14, 
,8; col. Iv. par. 14. 56. . 

to ·~"Z!d:.:::rtp,!,~:~~~ed t:: ~.v.r:. 
Compare the eml?loymeut of the words 
.. 1t~6oc. ft It", ..... ,.", ... ,.0., ".~.A. by the 
O ...... k writers, where the rtoferenC8 is 
really lo the Persian&. 

::: ;:em~&'o~es. aa Nicol ..... ex-' 
tend the Median Empire much turtber 
888' ..... ''11. According to this writl"r. not 
only Hyrcanla aod Parthla, but B"",ria 
and Sacia (I)' w .. re provlnCl'S ot the 
Empire gov ... rn .. d by satraps, who Bllb
ntitled to tbe victorit)uS Cyrus. But 
better authorities tell U9 that ('¥rus had 
lo reduce tbesc oountries. (H.-rod. i. 
1M; C ...... ias. Pu.ie. Ezr §§ ~ and 8 ) 

••• AccOl-dlng to Herodotus, Media It
I18lt turnisbed to Persia 4.10 &alente, the 
CaIor.laIlS and their neij1:bbors I.n the 
Obi an count.ry ~Oll, the Arlllt'!niaos 4ou.. 

!~t ~~:~$ =J'::~:s t~~;...th:n Mt~ 
Black Sea, 81.10. Babyl .. nla and A.. .... :vria 
furulahecl lllOO talente between them; 

we may suPPose In about equal shares. 
A1lowlDl![ IiOO talente to Assyria, thi. 
would g,ve aa the sum annu"lIy raised 
by the Persians from satrapi"" previous
ly included in Media, l!Il5O tal .. n..... A 

~'::i~m;i'.:'~d.,::S\:eH~~t~~s~~~ 
8811 ... "y)-say l/OO taleute; and finally, 
",.", .. tlling must be allow .. t1 for Persia, 
MY 31.10 talents. We thus reaCh a lOtal 
of 2550 talents. Tbe 88trapi ... s contain
ed within the Assyrian Empire at its 
most fiomisbing period were the 4th 
(Cilicia), th .. 6th (Syria), half the 6th 
(EKypt, Cyren ... &:c.!. til .. 8th (8usiana), 
the 9th (Assyria and Babylonia!. and a 
part (88Y half) ot the loth (Media). Ci
Iicia gave IiOO talents. Svria 350. Cissia 
800, AllSyria alld Babylonia 1000; to 

:.~:chf:;:'ay h~r;~f~" ~~JJt:"~ 
tal .. nte. 

... If we deduct from th .. slim rotal of 
lr.2S talent.~ th .. 350 allowed for half 
Egypt, there will remain 23;S talellts-
1.6 lese than th" amount wbieb accrued 
lo Darius from the tribute of the Median 
provinces. 

... Fr. 66, pp. S99 and 406. 
••• The" prmces" appointed by Darius 

the Mede in Bab)'lolI (Dall. vi. 1) .. • .. re 
not satraps, bllt .. ithergovernors ofp .. tty 
districtsiu Babylonia. or perhaps "coun
cillors." (See verse 7.! 

••• See Vol. I. pp. 500-501. 
... It we can trust MOSt'S, Tigraoes 

wa..~ also .. king" of Arru~nia. 
••• Such _ms lo be the meanlnJr of 

a v",'y oblwure p"-<SBg8 in H"rodotu9 
(I. 1)\4. ad fin.). It lIlay be doubted 
whe.h .. r there is much truth in the 
6tnt~ment. 

... Compare note~. Cbapter IX. VoL 
I .. &cond Mo .. "rrh". 

••• (''ompare the ca..e of Peroia under 

~~~tieO:j~~"o1~ge~i;;:::-after the 
Persian conques~ SP8 HE"rod. viii. 118, 
and Diod. Sic. xi. 6. § 8; and compare 
text, pp. 87_'18. 

.,. ~ Nic. Dam. Fr. 66; pp. 40. and 
406. Cyrus is represented L~ claiming 
a divine $&Ilction to hil'l attempt: and 
AstYBJres is regarded as haviug bPen 
del,rlved of hi. kingdom by a god ~VtrO 
..... ",v)-query, Ormudr 



NOTES TO THE FOURTH MONARCHY. 

CHAPTER I. 
I See Vol. I. pp. 2-1~. The only dif· 

ference between Babylonia Proper UD
der Nebuchadnev.zar,and Chaldma UDder 
Nimrod and Urukh, is the greater size 
of the former, arising in part from the 
gradual growth of the alluvium sea
wards (Vol. I. pp. 8,4), in part from the 
extended use of irrigation. by Nebu
chadnezzar along the south-western or 
Arabian frontier . 

• The Suslanians appear by their in
scriptions to have been a Cushite race, 
not distantly connected with the domi
nant race of ancient Chaldma. But they 
retained th"i, primitive character, while 
the Babylonians changed theirs and be
came Semitised . 

• From the edge of the alluvium to 
the present coast of the Persian Gulf is 
a distance of 430 miles. But 80 miles 
must be deducted from this distance on 
account of the growth of the alluvium 
during twenty-four centuries. (See Vol, 
I. p. 8.) 

• See text, p. 95. 
• Jerem, xxviI. 8-7; xlvi. 2-26; xIix. 

2S-3-~i.}ii. ~; Dan. ii. 88; iv. ~; viii. 1-
27; 2 ..... XXIV. 1-7,10-17; lIXV, l-1o!l; 2 Chr. 
lIXXvl. 6-20. . 
. • See especially Dan. viii. 1. 2, 27. 

, Jerem. xlvi. 2; 2 Chr. XlIXV. 20. 
• Jerem. xxvii. 8-6. Compare Ezek. 

xxix. 17. 18. 
• Jerem. xlvi. 1S-26; Ezek. xxix. 19, 

20, 
•• The name alone Is sufficient proo( 

of this. There nevpr was any other 
powerful king who bore this reinarkable 
appellation. And Nabuchodonosor-is the 
exact rendering of the Dame which the 
Hellenistio Jews universally adopted. 
(See the Septuagint,1?u.ssim; and com
pare Josephus • .;!nt. Jud. x. 6, § 1; &0.) 

11 Judith. I. 7 . 
.. Ibid. vel'Se 1. 
n Ibid. verse 7. 
.. Ibid. verse 10. 
U Except in making Nabuchodonosor 

rule at Nineveh, and bear sway over 
Pe"sia and Cilida. the author of the 
Book of Judith seems to apprehend COl'
rectly the extent of his empire. It is 

l':;tfaUf:it~~I~t:t~' ~dS~i:t~~W.fb~~ 
chadnezza.r may have cla;"",d an au
thority over both the Persians and the 
Clllci~1l@-

U Beros. ap. J~h. c. Ap. 19: ' ...... 
cr~ ;, NapoAa.fT(Tap~ on 0 TE'I'Q.y",li~ aa.'Tpa.. 
~ Elf TE AiyV1I""rlp leal TO', 'ire-pI. ,",I" %vpio..r 
n,,, KOlA"" c.a. T"ilJllJ}o"vilnp G.'lr0C1'Ta.~ yEY' ~ VE.,. «.,..A. 

17 Beros. a{l. Jo,,",ph. c. """p. 19: Kp"T~
era&. ae .,,(1'1. TOJ' B0,8uAWvwv (sc. N a..J3ovxo
&lJIocropov) AiytiwTov, ~Vpia.f, .OI.VUc~, 
·Apa.jl ..... 

" Kinneir's Persian Empire. pp. 85-
107; J,,!,mal o[ the Ge~aphical Socie
ty. vol. IX. art. II.; vol. XVl. art. I.; Loftus, 

C~~::a~: ~u:::.~. E!'tw~:~e Ja-
mbi and the Tab or Bindyan river, and 
&gain between the Jerahi aud the Kuran. 
the low country consists DOW in great 
part of sandy plains and morasses (Kin
neir. pp. 85,86); but a caretul system ot 
IrrigatlOn. such as anciently prevailt>d, 
would at once drain the marshes an4 
spread water over the sandy tracts. 
Then the whole region would be produc

.tive. 
I. See Journal oj the Geographical 

Society, vol. Ix. pp. ~97. 
I. Layard. Nineveh and Babylon. p. 

878~ GeolJT4,t:,hical Journal, vol. xvi. p. 
60; LOftus, Chaldrea and Susuma. p.3Od. 

II Geograph. Jou ..... vol. Ix. p. 9S. 
I. Ibid. pp. 77-8"l. 
If Chesney, Euphrates Expedition, 

vol. i. pp. 48-53; Ainsworth, Travels in. 
the Trilclc oj the Ten Thousand, pp. 78, 
711 • 

.. Compare the description ot Xeno
phon • .;!nab. i. 6, § 1 (quoted in Vol. L 
note 47. Chapter (, Second Monarchy); 
and ~ Ainsworth, Travels, &c., pp. 76 
and 81. 

S8 Numerous remains or aqueducts on 
hoth banks of the river above Hit show 
that in ancient times such efforts were 
made. aod that the life·~iviog ftuid was 

~bl~hdi:~=s t~gr~!~~sCinn~~:: 
tion scarcely reach to Babylonian times. 

IT Chesney. vol. I. p. 53 . 
I. On the difficulty of obtaining aoJl' 

great amount of pasture in this region 
see Xen . .;!nab. i. fi, § 5. 

I. Chesoey, vol. i. p. 48. 
•• Herod. i. 185, 194; Strati, xvi. S, S C; 

Q. Curt. x. 1. 
OJ See Ptolemy. Geograph. v. 18. 
Ii Strab. xvi. I, § 23 . 
•• See Layard'sNineveAandBabVIOllt 

.,p. 310, 8111, ~Q. 
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.. Strab. rrI. t, I 23. 
'" Chesney, vol. I. p. 49. Compare 

Layard, Nin. a"" Boo. p. 312. 
II Layard, I .•. O. 
If Jerem. lI:lvI. iI. 
II On the chal'l\Cter ot this region !lee 

Ainsworth, Tnweu in eM 7hIck, pp. 61-
86. 

II Porter, Handbook 0/ Byrl4 and 
l'tJIr.t,ne, pp. 609-816. 

I. Calle-Syria is used in this wide sense 
lIy 8trabo (lI:Vi. 2, i 21), Polyblus (v. SO, 
I 8), Josephus (Ant. Jud. I. 11,15). and 
the Apocryphal writers (1 Esdr. n. 17.24; 
Iv. 48; yl. 29. &:0.; 1 Mac. lI:. 69; II Mac. 
111. lIiJ~. 8, &:0. 

U 'j'nia range Is now known as the 
Jebel N ..... iri/Jela. 

II Porter Handbook ol8yr!a, pp. 1181-
1189; Chesne'l' Euplarot... Expedition, 
yol. I. pp. 88 , 888. 

.. Chesney, vol. L p. 888; Porter, p. 
816. 

.. This Is Calle·Syrla Proper. See the 
deACriptlon of Dionysius (Perieg. 11. 899, 
800)- . 

B., Koa". Imovcrl.., I ... vup.ov, oli.",,· J.p' 
• irri,,,. 

M",."W .. al X,..,..aA;'. op., ... avo IF""_ 
ixOVCFU'_ 

Compare Stanley, Sinai and Pal ... tine, 
p.899 . 

.. This statement Is, ot course, to be 
taken as a general one. 8trictly speak
Ing, the valley runs tlrst due south to 
Apamea (1\0 miles); then S.S.E. to a little 
beyond Hamath \25 miles); then &R'aIn 
due south nearly to Hems (20 mil~>; 
and finally S S.W. to KvlukB/a-SIa .. r<i.T 
(above 100 miles). 

II One such screen lies a little north 
or BaalbEok; another a little north of 
Hems. (See Ki"pel·t's map.) 

If Stanley, p. 899: Porter, pp. 567, 568; 
Chesney. vol. i. p. 889. 

to Mr. Porter says or the lower Orontes 
valley, or EI Glaab, .. The valley Is beau
tiful, resembling the Buk"a; hut still 
more fertile, and more abundantly w"," 
tered." And again, .. The soil is rich 
and vegetation luzuriant. What a noble 
cotton·fleld would this valley make I 
Two hundred square miles of splendid 
land is waiting to pour InexhaUllted 
wealth Into the pocket of some western 
.peculator." (Handbook, p. 619.) 

It Ibid. p. 620. 
I. Mr. Grote estimates the length ot 

Phamicia at no more than 120 miles 
(Hid. 01 ~, vol. 11. p.445, 2nd edi
tion), which Is little more than the dis
tance, as the orow tlies, between Anta
radU8 and Tyre. My own Inclination is 
to ell:tend Phcenlcia northwards at least 
as high as Gabala (Jebelela), and BOuth
wards at least as low as Carmel. This 
Is a distance, as the orow tlies, ot full 
180 miles. On the dill'erent estimates of 
the Phcenlcian coas~line, see the au
thor's Herodolua, yo1. L p. 478, note 4, 
b4 ecUtion.) 

.. ScylBll: (Perif.l. p. 99) says of Phce
Diets that it was 'in places not ten fu .... 
longs across. .. Mr. Grote calls it .. never 
more, and general" milch less, than 20 
miles in breadth.' (HiBt. of Gre~ce, 
1. s. c.) Mr. Porter speaks of the" plain 
of Phrenicia Proper" as having U an 
average breadth of about a mile." 
(Handbook, p. 39f1.) 

•• So Stanfey (Sinai and Palestine, p. 
263) and Twistleton (Biblical Dictionary, 
vol. ii. p. 860). Others regard the name 
as descriptive of the color of the race, 
and parallel to Edomite. Erythrman, 
and the like. (Kenrick;Pha! .. icia, p. 85.) 
On the Phcenician palm·groves, see 
Stanley, I. s. o. 

.. Stanley, p. 281. 
•• See 1 Kings v. 8; II em. ii. 8, 16; 

Ezek.lI:lI:vIi;5. 
•• Hom. n. vi. 289; n:iIl. 748; ad. Iv. 

814; lI:iii. 285; lI:Y. 425; Herod. i. 1 • 
.. Porter, Handbook, pp. 459, 480; 

Chesney, vol. i. p. 527; Lynch, Expedi
tion to the De04 S.a, pp. 319 and 8ll5. 

If Stanley, Sinai anel Paleatine. p. 
402. 

•• Porter, p. 470 • 
•• Ibid. p. 465. 
•• Ibid. p. 459. 
II This ravine Is 'WeD descn"bed. bf. 

Stanley (Si .. ai a"" Paleatin., pp. 40 , 
40:1), and by Porter (Handbook, pp. 458, 
4591 • 

•• Porter, pp. 495. 496. 
•• Ezek. lI:lI:vii. 18. .. Damascus was 

thy merchant in the multitude of the 
wares of thy making, tor the multitude 
~h'#! ~~~r.i in the unn. of Helbon and 

•• S_b. lI:Y. 8. § 22: 0, /l ..... ,A .... [ ..... 
n_pcreiJv] trVpOl' "ell ef . Acrcrou riJ' AwAi&oc 
fleTJ»t'eJ'CD, otllO" f/ ." ~vpi~ ri.., XCL\vliw",ov. 

.. The word tlrst occurs in Herodotus, 
who generally uses it as an adjective 
(" nClAcaurri.", 2vpi~JvpO& 0& noAcr.urr'po, 
.. aAe."" •• ,), and attaches it especially to 
the coas~tract (ii. 104: iii. 5; 'vii. 89). 
It represents the Hehrew Phillstim 
(C~rnrhD) letter tor letter. JosephuB 
always calls the Philistines nt&A.,crr ..... 

.1 Mr. Grove in Dr. Smith's Biblical 
DictiOflary, vol. Ii. p. 868. This writer 
limits the name of Palestine to the tract 
west of the Jordan; hut the present au
thor prefers the wider sense which Is 
more usual among moderns. (Stanley, 
pp. Ill, 112; Robinson, vol. i., Preface, 
p. ix. &:0.) 

IT On the traces ot volcanic action in 
the neighborhood of the Jordan, see 
Robinson, vol. Iii. p. 818: Stanley, p. 279; 
Lynch, Narrati"", pp. 111,110, &:0. 

•• The ell:act elevation or depression 
of the several parte of the Jordan valley 
is perhaps not even yet full,. ascertain
ed. According to Van de Velde, the 
level of Merom Is 120 feet above the Me
diterranean. According to others It is 
but 50 feet above that sea. (Geogr. Jour-. 
""'. vol. lI:lI:. p. a2Il.) 
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•• The surface of the Dead Sea Is In an I 
g~1~~:'a.:e~~ ~~o~~/1We.f;~e~::'!..~~ 
Its bed is in places from 1000 to 1800 
feet lowt"r. 7. Compare Stanley, p. 817. 

71 Ibid. p. 29'J. 
7 ... Those who describe Palestine as 

beautiful, t1 says D~an Stanley, U must 
eitht'lr have a very inaccurate Dotion of 
what constitutes beauty of scenery. or 
must have .viewed the countly through. 
a highly colored medium. . . . The 
tangled and featureless hills of the Low· 
lands of Scotland and North Wales are 
pel·hap" the nearest likeness. accessible 

~~ f,~~~\':.:~.;~iht~gr::r:l~~~'t'Ers~ 
draelon." (Sinai atla Pal •• tine. p.136.) 
Compare Beaufort. Egyptian Sepulchres 
and SlI'"ian :Shrirt.e$, vol. ii. p. 97; and 
Russegger. in Ritter's Erd/ciJ.nd., vol. 
viii. p. 495. 

71 Robinson. Research •• , vol. if. pp. 
95. 96; Van de Velde, S1.Jria ana Pales
tine. vol. i. p. 888; Grove, in Dr. Smith's 
Biblical Dictionary. vol. II. p. 669. 

L 7~ ~~~bf~.!~;\;;~~i.d;p:~~~~I. 
fa Jebel .Jurmuk (in Galilee) is esti

mated at 4000 feet; Hebron at 8O'JU 
fpet; Safed (in Galilee) at 2775 feet; the 
Mount of Olives at 2"i~4 feet; Ebal and 
Gerizim at 2700; Sinjil at 2685; Neby 
Samwil at 2650; and Jerusalem at 2610. 
(Bihlical Dictionary. vol. ii. p. 665.) 

.. Stanley, Sinai and Pakstin •• p. 814 
(U A wide table·land. tossed about in 
wild confusion of undulating'downs"); 
Porter. Handbook of Sy.';", p. 295; &c. 

77 Porter. pp. 465 and 506. 
to A recent travE'ller (Rev. H. B. Tris-

~:C~~tgx;,e ~~:?.fg t~~,::~rlU~s~~! 
ciation in Bath, Reptember. 1864. 

YO Ha-Shephl.lah, .. the Shephelah" or 
.. deprl1Ssed plain," (from ;DW, .. to de-

.. T 

fo~~~'h-::'t tJ'.:' t~~~"r~'7n..\':rrlh~p~ 
generally translate It t y ..0 ,,06i •• or .; 
... 6.1'1\: but sometimes they regard it as 
a pro~r name. (See Jerem .. xxxii. 44; 
xxxiii. 14; Obad. 19: 1 Mac. Xli. 38.) 

•• Sharon Oike Mishor, the term ap
plied to the trans-Jordanlc table-land), 
Is derived from 1.~" "just, straight-

forward .. and thence "level." (See 
Stanley: Sinai and Palestin., p. 479, 

A~rS~~~~:) ril. II. S ftl. EtTa. 3pvjlo.o "iy". 
"'f. .. The modern Arabs call the upper 
tract of Sharon by the name of Khassab. 

~1~h~i!::dJ;~' re~dt;"~'ir~te~6o~ t~: 
streams was marked by the name of 
Kanab (from rup, U a cane"), ~iven 
to ono of thelll. (J osll. ~vl. 8 j xvii. e.) 

.. Kenrick. PluPnicia. p 28: Robinson, 
R ••• arches, vol. Ii. pp. 368. 376: Grove. 
in Smi~h'8 Biblical Dictionary, vol. ii. p. 
672. 

•• Stanley. p. 2,';3. 
•• Thomson. The Lana ana the Boo"< 

p. 552; Van de Velde, Tracel •• vol. ii. 
~i'5; Stanley. Sinai ana Palestine, p_ 

88 " Le grenier de la Syrie. n (Due de 
Raguse. quoted in the Biblical Diction
a,'1/, vol. ii. p. 67".J, note.) .7 The ordinary route of invaders 
from the ~outh was aJong the maritime 
r,lain, and either round Carmel (which 

.:'f 'i~~lli~:'::.~{h~rp~r o~hi':"~~\~~~ 
Helice tbe march was either through 
Galilee to Crele-Syria, or across the plain 
to Beth·Shean (Scytbopolis). and thence 
by Apheca (Fik) and Neve (N •• wa) to 
Damascus. Invaders from the north 
followed the same line, but in the re
verse direction. 

•• Hprod. iii. 5. 
.. Num. xiii. 29; Josh. x. 40; &c. 
•• Strab. xvi. 2, § 34. I think it proba

hIe that Scylax placed IduID",ans be
tween Syria and Egypt; but his work is 
unfortunately defective in this place. 

(~-rle'e~' k~~v~~.17<?&at the U river 
of Egypt" here mE'ntioned is not the 
Nile. but one of the torrent-courses 
which run from the plateau to the 
Mediterranean. is indicated by the word 
used for "river," which is not iO~' 

hut 'u.). Of all thl' torrent-courses at 

present existing. the Wady-el-Arish is 
the best fitted to form a boundary . 

.. Palm trees are found at Akabah 
(Stanley. p. 2'l); and again at the Wady
Ghurundel (ib. p. 85). 

I. It is scarcely yet known exactly 
where the water shed is. Stanley places 
it about four hours (14 miles) north of 
the Wady·Ghurundel. (Syria ana Pal
estine. I. s. c.) 

•• This tract. which Is the original 
Edom or Irlum..,a· Proper. consists of 
three parallel r .. n~. On th" WE'st. 
adjoining the Arabah. are low calcarpous 
hills. To these succeeds a ran~e of 
igneous rocks. chi .. 1Iy porphyry. ovpr
laid by red sandstone. which reache... the 
height of 2000 feet. Furth .. r ea.t is a 
range of limestone. 1000 fE'.,t highpr, 
·which sinks down gently illto the pla
teau of the. Arabiau DeseR. (Biblical 
DicUonary. vol. I. p. 448.) 

.. Rtanley, p. 88. 
•• ChesnE'Y, Euphrates E:rpedition, 

vol. I. p. 559. 
IT Such, at II'ast, is the common 

opinion; and the name Tadmor il.!' 
thought to have had a similar m .. aning. 
But both derivations are doubtful. (See 
Stanl .. y. p. 8. note.) 

•• Ch~e1' vQI. i. Pl'. 52:1 ~nd SS(). 
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to This authority Is proved by the 
march of N"bucbadnezzar through tbe 
region. (He,·OK. ap. Ju ... ph. contr. Ap. 
I. ~: AliTaI' OPP."fT~ 0'\''>'00''''01 trapryi".TO 
alA t'ijr ep",""ou "i-I BatlvAcdI' •• 

••• 8e8 Vol. I. pp. 5-10. 
10. Ibid. pp. 181. 1t!8. 
101 Killoeir, Persian Empire, p. 57; 

Chesney. Euphrates Expedition, voL i. 
p. ~Il'l. . 

10' Kinnelr. 1. s. c. 
10' Chesney. I. s. c. The Tab was 

ascpnded In 1886 by Lieut. Whitelocke, 
of the Indian Navy. 

106 Killneir, 1. s. C. 
10' Che""ey. vol. I. p 200. 
10' Sir H. Rawlinson. In the Journal 

01 the Geographical Society. vol. Ix. p. 
81 . 

• 00 Tbls name Is commonly used In the 
count,·y. It is unknown, however, to the 
Arabian geograpbers. 

10' Chesney, vol. I. p. 201; Kinnelr. p. 
88 

"0 Three hundred and fifty feet. 

(Ch~~~brS v.::~sl. t~e ~';hclU!don of Mac-
donald Kinnelr. who travelled from 
Buohire' to Hindyan. and thence to 
D"rak. (Persilln Empire. pp. 66. 57.) 

". Kinneir. p. 87. This writer goes 
so far as to say that the Kuran. In its 

~~W!~::.,':.u~i!:nc~~::~~ ;~: ~1:~r:a;,~~~ 
Euphrates separately considered." (lb. 
p. ~»:i.) 

'u Chesney. vol. I. p. 197; Geographical 
Journal. vol. xvI. p. 60. 

.. 4 This Is the faIDous .. Bund of Sha
pur," CQIIBrructed by the conqueror of 
ValHriall. The whole process of con
struction has heen accurately d .. scribed 
by Sir H. Rawlillson in the Geographical 
J01 ... nal. vol Ix. pp. 73-76. "6 Hence called the Chabar Dangah 
(follr partM) by the historians of Timur. 
while the left branch Is called the Du 
Dangah (two part.q). See Petis de 1& 
Croix. tom. Ii. p. 183. 

.11 Cieol/1'aphical Journal, vol. Ix. p. 
14. . 

• " CheRney. Euphrates Expedition, 
vol. I. p. !YO; Geographical Jo"n.al, vol. 
ix. p. 0;. 

118 Ba.hrein means U the two rivers." 
III Geographical Journal, 1. 8. c. 
no Bandi-kir ill erroneously called 

Bllndakeel by Macdonald Kinneir (Per
silll' E",pir~. p. H7). and Benderghil by 
Mr. Loftus. (Cltuldrea and Suaiana 

• Map to IIll1strnte journ .. ys.) The word 
is tormt'd from kir, .• bitumen," because 
in th .. dyke at this place th .. stones are 
cem .. nted witb that substance. (0.0-
graph Journal, I 8. c.) 

'01 Thi8 is th" eRtimate of Col. Ches
npy. (Euphrates Expedition. vol. 1. p. 
19 •. ) 

n. Geographical Journal. vol. xvI. p. 
&2. 

III Naturally. the Kuran has a com'lle 
91 It.e own bT which It enl.el'll til, 1'''' 

sian Gulf. This channel runs south. 

=!~M':!tt~b~d n:r~U.!'traJ::,1 toa~~: 
broad. (Chesney. p. 1911.) But armost 
all the water now passes by the Hafar 
canal-an artiflci&l cutting-into the 
Shat-el·A.rab. 

•• 4 On the Iden tity of these streams 
see the author's Herodotu". vol. i. p. 200. 
2nd edition; and compare Kinneh"s Per
sian EmpIre. pp. 104. 105; Chesney, 
Euphrates Exp.dition. vol. i. p. l!O4; 
Geographical Jo .... nul. vol. Ix. pp. 87-93; 
vol. ltvi. pp 91-94; Loftus. Cluddaa and 
Susiana. pp. 4~~30. 

• •• The course of the Kerkhah was 
carefnlly explored by Sir H. Rawlinson 
in the year 1836. and is accurately laid 
down in the tnap accompanying his 
Memoir. (See Journal o/tlie lJeograph
ical ,society. vol. ix. pp. 49-93. and ma.p 
op"'. p. 120.) . 

.". Loftus. Chaldma and Smiano, pp. 
424-481. "7 Ibid. pp. 424. 425 . 

... See an article by the author OD 
·this subject in Smith's Biblical Dic
tionary. vol. iii. pp. 1586, 1587, ad voc. 
ULAI. 

... Plin. H. N. vi. 8t. 

... Arnan, Exp. AI. vii. 7. 
'II For a full account of the Sajur. 

see Chesney. Euphrate. Expedition, vol. 
I. p,. 419 . 

•• Anab. i. 4. § 9. 
,.1 Ainswoo·th's Travels in the Track 

01 the Ten Thousand. p. 63; Chesney. 
vol. i. p. 412. Xenophon remarks that 
the Chalus was .. full of large fish" 
(wA ... .". 'x8vow , .. .,..u...v.) 

II' See Chesney, vol. I. pp. 412. 418, 
and Porter. Handoook 0/ SII''ia. vol. ii. 
pp. 610. 611. • ,.0 See Chesney. vol.!. p. 894, and com
pare the excellent map In Mr. Porter's 
Handbook 01 Syria. from which much 
of the descMption In the text is taken. 

II. Mr. Porter himself regarils this 
spring as the proper source of the Oron-
tes. (Handbook, p.5'9.) . 

117 Geographical Journal. vol. vii. pp • 
99.100; vol. xxvi. p. 68: Handbook 01 
S/lTia. p. 576. Col. Chesney erroneously 
places this fountain .. at the foot of the 
Anti·Lebanon." (Euphrates Expedition, 
vol.!.l. s.c.) . 

lB. It is called the Ain el Asy. or 
.. Fountain of the EI Asy" (Orolltes), 
and i8 perhaps the same with tbe Ain 
of Numbers xxxiv. 11 • 

u. From 200 to 400 feet in depth. 
(porter. Handbook. I. s. c.) 

.. 0 Chesney<vol. i. p. a95. 
14' Dean Stanley says the scenery here 

has been compa .. ~d to that of the Wye 
(.'jillai and Palestine. p. 400). Cololle1 
Chesnev sp,eaks of .. richly picturesque 
slopes;f, • striking SCtmt"ry;" ., steep 
and wooded hills;" U banks adorned 
with the ol~ander. the arbutus. and 
otber shrubs." (Eu1'-hrates Expedition, 
vol. 1. ". 397.) Mr. ¥orter Ba1S, .. Tho 
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bridle-path along the bank of the Oron- ... JI,obioson. Re .... rchu. vol. iii. p. 
tes winds thro~h IUIUriant shrubbe- 340. 
ries. Tangled thIckets of myrtle. olean- II' See Col. Wildenbrucll's account in 
der. and other flowering shrubs, make the Jounoal of u.., Geographical Society, 
a gorgeous border to the stream." vol. xx. p. 2:l8; and compare Lynch, 

~f~~;,~t!;,?n~i~~~ aor~:.!'::o~~ r;;~<g~Y."'c'l;e~~/:=I:i.,"v'!,1';:;ki!'; 
was the celebrated Daphne. real facts of the case. (Euphratu E:&-

'41 Porter. Handbook, p. 578_ pedition. vol. i. p. 400." 
, •• Burckb&rdt, Travell in Syri4, p. II' The fall between the lakes of M ... 

143. rom and Tiberia. appears to be from If. Porter. p. 803. 600 to 700 feet. The direct distance is If. This is Mr. Porter's explanation. littl~ more than 9 miles. As the river 
(Handbook p. 576.) does not here meander much, its entire If. So Schwarze. as quoted by Dean course can scarcely exceed 13 or It 
Stanley (Sinai and Pawti ..... p. 275). miles. ACCOrding to these numbers • 

.. , Chesney. Euphratu Ezpeditw.., the faU would be between 43 and 54 feet 
vol. i. p. 395. per mile. 

V:t'i:~o~r[h:r:="e!ar:ve r:::=: J:~~ !:~~b:~. in J!.'fa':~h~,: 
level is about 3200 feet. ter, Handbook. p. 427; Lynch.liarrat." •• 

10:·~:e':'e~~;i.;:t'!.~:a~~Jt ~Ou~~l, ;~t'~it~. lOs: t':graphical 
i. p." 398. II. The 70 miles of actual length are 

•• Porter. p. 571; Rohinson. Later increased by these multitudinous wiud. 
Research ... p. 498. ings to 000. (Geograp/oioal Journal. vol. 

lOl Ibid. pp. 386. 387. xviii. p. 94. note; Stanley. Sinai and 
II' Chesney, Euphrat .. Ezpedition, Palest",.,. p. 277.) The remark of the 

vol. i. p. 398. English "".Iors de.""rves to be remem-
lO. Porter, p. 557. The elevation of bered:-" The Jordan is the crookedest 

the plain of Zebdany is about 3500 feet. river what is." (Journal oj tM Asiatic 
lO Col. Chesney makes this the proper SO,Ct.·.etySta' VuolelyXVI, .·iin-.,Pti •• 1l3.) 

source of the Barada (Euphrate. E:1:pe- ,p ~, 
dition, vol. i. p. 50'2). Its true character ... Porter. Handbook. p. 821. 
is pOinted outoy Mr. Porter (Handbook, IT1 Ibid. p. 321. IIIr. Porter is the au-
p. 558). Compare Rohinson, Later Re- thority for this entire notice of the Hie-
.ea,"Che$~ p. 487. romax. He is far more accurate than 

lO. Porter. p. 557. Col. Chesney. (Euphratu &pedition, 
... On the proofs of this identity see vol. I. p. 401.) 

Robinson. Later Researches. pp. 480-484. ,,. Porter. Handbook. p. 810; Biblical 

T~:',::,c::::~y~t ~ie~i~~~':;t ~yt~~ v.;~nh'!srge;~I~!i.Pi.~· 401; Irby and 
fountain considerably exceeds that car- Mangles, p. 304; Burckhardt, Travels i" 
ried by the Barada above it. Syria. p. 345 • 

... See the excellent description in '71 Petermann. in the Jounlal of the 
Stanley's Sinai and Palestine. p. 402. Geographical Society, vol. xviii. 1'.95 • 

... Porter. in the Bibliotheca Sacra. ..6 Chesneyi.1. s. c. 
April. 1854, pp. 829-344; Robinson, Later ... See Vol. p.11. 
Researchu. pp. 450, 451. n, Ibid. p. 126. 

lO. Mr. Porter estimates the course of . n. So Col. Chesney (Ellphrates Expe
the Barada. from the place .where it'dition. vol. i. p. 415). Mr. Ainsworth 
leaves the mountains to the two lakes, combats the Vlew, and endeavors to 
at 20 miles. (Handbook. p. 496.) Its show that the Darsdax was a branch of 
~~u,:rafo'.:'tnlh!~o::,~~~s seems to the Euphrates. (Travels in the Track. 

10. These sources have ~en descrihed PI1,:SSC::S>ney, I. s. c. 
by many writers. The hest description , •• Chesney (Euphrat .. Expedition, 
i. perhaps that of Stanley (Sinal and vol. i. p. 413). 
Pale.tine, . pp. 386-391); but compare 18' Ouly one lake is recognized by the 
Robinson ... Later Researches, pp. 390 and early travelle .... and map makers. Even 
406; and rorter, Handbook, pp. 436 and Col. Chesney, writing in 1850. knows ap-
445. parently but of one. (Euphrat •• Expe-

.. I Robinson. p. 878; Porter, pp. (51, iiition vol i P 502) The three lali:es 
(52,' Lynch, Narrativ. of an Ezpeditio" were. I believe. fi";'t noticed by Mr. 
to he Deaa Sea. p. 815. Porter, who gave an account of them in 

.. I Dr. Robinson estimates tbe volume the Journal of the Geographical Sodety. 
of the Banias source as double that of vol. xxvi. pp. 43-46. and in the Jou .... al 
the Hasbeiya stream, and the volnme of Sacred Literature, vol. iv. pp. 246,-
of the Tel ... I.Kad:r fountain as double 259. " 
that of the Banias one. Later Be· ,., See Mr. Porter's Handbook, p. 497. 
learchu, p. 395. l.' See the map of Syria attached to 
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She H .. ndbooI:. aad likewise to Dr. Rob
Illson'8 Later R_~., ad fin. 

... Porter, H"ndbooI<. p. 496. 

... Ibid. p. 4117. 

... G.-teredit Is due to the Amerieana 
for tbe Bpirit wbieb eoncei .. l'd and .,..... 
rted out Captain Lynch '8 Expedition. 
The results of the EIJledition have heeD 
m~e public partly oy means of the 
OJ!k:ia' R~ published at Baltimore 
In U152, but In mo ... detail by Captain 
Lyneb·. prl .. ats /Io·orTOti"", published at 
London in 1848. An e"cellent digest of 
the information eontainl'd in these vol· 
um .... aa well aa of the accounts of 
others. haa been compiled by Mr. George 
Gro .. e. and published In the third "01· 
ume of Dr. Smith's Biblical Dictiot&Gr1l. 
pp. 1J7S-1It!7. 

II' The nati .... call the peninsula the 
Lian". comparing its ahape with that of 
the human" tongue ... 
"' The passage is narrowed not only 

by the projecting" tongue." but also by 
the fact that directly opposite the 
tongue there is an _sive beach, 

. eomposed of chalk, marl. aad gypsum. 
which proj..ets into the natural basin of 
tbelak .. a distance of two miles, while 

; the tongue projects about six. Thus 
the ehaanel is reduced to two miles, or 
In dry -..on8 to one. (See lrby aad 
Mangles, 7'rovels, p. 454.) 

.. , Gro .... in Biblic<Jl DictioftGry. vol. 
L p. 11... All these measu ... meuts a .... 
it must be remembered. liable to a cer
tain amount of derangement according 
to tbe time of year and the wetness or 
dryness of the 88&8On. Lines of drift. 
wood ha .. e been remarked. showing in 
places a difference of .....,."..., mikl in 
the water edge at different eeasons. 
(Robinson, ReoearcheI, vol Ii. pp. 488 and 
6011 ) 

, •• lrby aad Mangles. 7'rovels. passim. 
III Gro .... in Biblic<Jl Dictiono.rr, .. oL 

I. E' 11.4. 
,. Seetilln. Worb, vol. I. p. 428; voL 

II. p. a:;.~; Lynch. Narrative, p. 199; Rob
In""n, R~IIear-cM •• vol. II. p. l!35. 

o~:r~'::~~:~~~~: ':.r~~: ~=~ 
1tl5,_11 the other estimates, however 
mad.. give a depression .. arying be
tween 1:!OO and 1450 feet. See Mr. 
Grove's note, Biblical DictioftaTrl, voL L 
p. 11.5.) 

... The lake AMOl, on the Somaull 
coast, opposite Aden. is said to be de
p~ to this enent. (Murohison. in 
IHographical Journal, vol. "i ... p. ell:Yi.) 

ui Compare (hograp/W;al Journal, 
vol ". p. '1. 

II' The _ters of Lake Elton (I elton 
Moel contain from 114 to 118 per cent. of 
aoud matter. while those of the "Red 
Sea" near Perekop contain about S7 per 
cent. The waters of the Dea4 Sea eon· 
tain about 116 per cent. 

, .. Porter. Handboot, p. 418; Stanley, 
BinGi mod Poleatine, p. S6il. 

II' L¥ncll. NGrTG(lw, p. SCi. 

I" Porter, In Biblical DietioIIary, vol. 
1.11. 876. 

t •• Schubert estimated the deprestdon 
of the Sea of Tiberias at 53-'\ Paris fee' 
(Rei#, voL iii. p. \!31); Bertou at II8O'S 
metres. or about roo feet (BuUeti" de IG 
Sociit. de GSogr. Oct. 111.19). Lyncll. in. 
his Narroti ... (ed. of 185>1). Preface. p. 
vii •• calls it 812 feet; aad hence proba· 
bly Stanley's estimate of 800 (Sinai and 
PaJutine, p. ll76). Mr. Porter. in 1860, 
ealis it roo feet (Biblical Dictioftarlf, vol. 
I. p. 6711). Mr. Ffoulkes, in tile same 
Tear. aay& It Is 658 feet (ibid. p. 11110). U 
18 to be hoped that a scientific suneyof 
the wbole of Palestine will be made be
fore many years are o .. er, aad this, u-!: other similar questions, finally set-

• .. Lynch. Nllrrati .... p. 98. 
... This has been generally assumed; 

but there a .... really very slight ~und. 
for the assumption. Merom IS men· 
tioned but in one passage of Scripture 
(Josh. n.6-7); and then' not at all dis
tinctly as a lake. Josephus ea\is the 
BaAMl·Hul<>A the Semeehonitis . 

• •• See the remarks of Col. Wilden
brueh in the Journal 0/ the GeograpAi· 
cal SOeietrl. "01. u:. p. 228. 

••• Dean Stanley gt .. es the dimensions 
of the lake as 7 mil"s by 6 (Sinai II"" 
PaJutiM,. p. 882); CoL Chesney as 7 
miles by ~ (Euphrutea Expedition, .. 01. 
L p. 899. nute); Mr. Porter 88 ~ miles 
by ~ (Hatulbook, p. 4351; Dr. Rooinson 
as from 4 to Ii geographieal miles by 4 
(R ...... rchea, vol. iii. p. 4110); Mr. Grove 
88 8 miles In eaeh direction. (Biblical 
Di('tiona.". vol. ii. p. &'lS) • 

••• See abo .. e, note 164. 
••• Chesney. vol. I. p. 400. 
... Pocock gi .. es the dimensions of the 

Lake of Hems as 8 miles by 8 (De.9crip. 
tio" 01 the East. vol. I. p. 140); Col. 
Chesney makes them 6 miles by 9 (Eu
ph,..tea EzpftJition., vol. I. p. 8:!4). Dr. 
Robinson aay& the lake is .. two hours in 
length by one in breadth" (Later R. 
MarcMs. p. 649), or about 6 miles by S. 

.oo Tabi.&lal Syrim. ed. Klihler. p. 157. 
••• Robinson, Later R~searche., I. s. 0-
Il. Chesney. vol. i. p. 896. 
.Il These dimensions, given by Ren

nell (IUustrationa 01 the ~dition 01 
Cyn&a, p. 65). RefOm to be appro .. ed by 
~Ir. A inswortb (7'rove'" in the 7'roek. p. 
112. note). who himself explored the lake. 

.,. Chesney. Euphratea EEpeditioft, 
vol. L p.896 . 

• u Rennen. IUustndions of the Ezpe. 
dition 01 ~ p. 65. 

• .. Ainsworth, lleaearcha ill Jl"uopo. 
tamia. p. 299. 

••• Chesney, vol. I. p. 897 • 
• u Famous for its abundant fish. 

(Chl!!Uley. vol. L p. 895.) . 
.n Robinson, Later Re .... rche •• p. MIl. 
... Journal 01 .daiatic SoeUtri. voL 

xvi. p. 8; Lynch. OjJi<'iaA R~,'p. 110. 
This is probably the aaClent PI!la1e. 
which W&8 belie .. ed. to auPN the lonp-
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taln at Bantu. (Joseph. B. J. iii. 10, 
57·) 

... See Vol. I. Pl'. 14. IS. 
••• Herod. I. 1~9. Xenophon calls it 

U a great city" (orro'\Lf p.eyo.A.1J. A,7",b. ii. 
4. S 25). Stl'abo say" it had a considera
ble trade ("vi. 1, § 9). 

it1 Herodotus. Strabo. and Arrian 
(Exp. AI.x. vii. 7) :place it on the Tigris. 
Xellophon places It on the Pbyscus (Hu.
pliSka) 01' Diyal~h. 

:II~!I Sir H. Rawlinson in the author's 
H,rodotus (vol. i. p. 261, note 5, 2nd 
edition). 

n8 Sitac~ is thp form commonly used 
by tbe Gre~ks (X.m. Anab. ii. 4, § 13; 
lElian, H,~~t. An. xvi. 42; &c.1; but 
St"phen of Byzantium has Psittac6. In 
the cuneiform inscripf ions the name is 
read 8.. Pntsita, without the Scytbic 
gut.tural ending. 

224 ::;itt.acelDe is made a province of 
Babylonia hy Strabo (xv. 8, § 12). In 
Ptolemy it is a province ot Assyria 
(Geogmph vi. 1) • 

••• Abydenus ap. Euseb. Pra",. Ev. ix. 
41 • 

••• Damascus. thou"h de.troyed by 
Tiglath-PiI .. ser ll .. probably .oon rose 
from its ruins. and again became an jm~ 
portant city. . 

.01 For a good description of the situ· 
ation of Susa. see Loftus, Clraldrea and 
S"";" .. a, p. 847. Compare the Journal 
of th_ GeographicaJ SOciet1l, "o\. ix. pp. 
68-71. 

... H .. rod. v. 5.~. Strabo ascribe~ the 
foundation to Tithonus; llemnon's fath· 

er.~r'Di~d~ ~ic. ii. 22; iv. 75; Pausan. ><. 
31. § 2. 

... GeographicaJ JoumaJ, vol. ix. p. 
89. 

... Herod. I. ISS' Plutarch. De &sil. 
p. 601, D; Athen. heipnosoph. ii. p.ll'1. 
Milton '8 J:.;tatement-

.. Th .. re Susa by Choaspes' amber 
strea.m, 

The drink of none but kings," 

i~ an exaggeration: for which.lIowever, 
there is .ome cl8.'8ical authority. (So
linns. Pnlllhist. § 41.) 
I. ~.~~OftUS, ChaZdfza and Susia~ 

,SI Dan. viii. 2. 
tU Ihid. verse 27. 
'1181 TherE'! neVf'I'f WM much ground for 

this i(h·ntification. f!;ioc€. C'archemisb. 
U the fort of ('ht"mosh." :Is clearly quite 
a distinct name from Clr-cf'sium. The 
latter is pel'haps a mode of expressing 
the A~~yriA.n .W,'ki. 

••• Ree Vol. I. p. 885 . 
• n The importance of Tyre at this 

~\:!'se ~sf "i~~kf~r l~;~t .. g,,~~ ~:v~~Of~t; 
xxviii. 2-111: &c.), which bart-Iy mention 
Sidon txxviii. 21-2.tJ; xxxii. 80). 

t38 The stren~th of Ashrloti. C\r Ar.otns. 
was Signally shown by its long rt'-sistw 

~oe to the arms of Psanllnetichua (He-

rod. Ii. 157). The name is thought to be 
conn .. cted with the Arabic kdud, 
"~tr<mg.n 

... See Vol. I. p. 1116. 
• •• See text. Pl'. 98, 95, 96, &:c. 
Jf. Gen. xvi. 12, 
• •• El<Ypt "PP<'flrs to have held Syria 

during Ihe l~th and 19th dynasties (ab. 

~;,~.!:to~~li:",;!.s~ri~a;::,~i:t~~"t Bi: 
';".13 to B.C. 670. In later times the Pta
lemie •• and in still later the Fatimite 
Caliphs. ruled Ryria from Egypt. In 

~~~~.r bW~r!t~';;°p2.':.":t was nearly 
IfS Tht" Egyptian armies readily cros,s.. 

ed it during the 18tll and 19th dynasties 
-the Assyrians under Sargon and his 
succes.o;;ors-the Persians under Cam
byses. Darius. Arta.xerxes Lon~imaDu8, 
Mnemon and Artaxerxes Ochus-the 
Greeks utlder Alexander and his suc· 
cessors-theArahians under Amrou and 
Saladin-tbe French under Napoleon. 
As the real d .. sert doe. not much exceed 
a hundred miles in brtoadth. armies caa 
carry with them sufficient food, forage, 
anft watt'r. 

••• f'e .. tf'xt. p. 184. 
••• For tbe naval power of Egypt at 

this time, see Herod. ii. 161 and 18:t 

CHAPTER n 
1 See text. Pl'. 22-25. 
• See Vol. I. pp. 139, 140. 
• Th" average elevation of the MODS 

Ma._ius is estimated at 1800 feet. (Ains
worth. Researches in Mesopotamia. p. 
211. ) Some of its peaks are of course 
considerably higher. Amanus is said to 
obtain an elevation of M8T feet. (Ches
n .. y, Eotphrat .. Expedition. vol. i. {I. 
SSO The greatest height of Lebanon IS 
10.200 feet (Nat. HiotOt'fl Review, No. V. 

&jo(W;e~% ~a~e~~g~~s bt~~M'i': 
be not much 1<'88 than 10,000. (Porter, 
Handbook. p. 455.) 

• See Vol. I. Pl'. 18-20 and 139, 140. 
• Loftus. Chaldrea and Susiana. p. 

8,'12. For the great heat of the region 
in ancient times, see Strabo. xv. 8, S 10. 

e Loftus. pp. 304, 811, .tc.; Kinneir, 
Per .... an EmpirlJ. p. 107. . 

, This is th .. temperature of the ..... 
daubs at Ba"hdad, wben the tempera· 
ture of the open air is about 120°. (See 
VQ\. I. p. 18.) 

8 Kinot'ir. 1. 8. C. 
• Mr. Loftus says: .. The temperature 

was high. but it WM perfectly delightful 
comp"red with the furnace ... e had 
re<"i'ntlv quitted at Mohammerab.n 
(ChaldiP.n alld 8u • .mnl1. p. 807.) 

I. Loft.u~. pp. 200, 807; Kinneir, p. lOG.. 
11 Kinneir, p. 107 . 
.. Loft.us. p. 810; Kinneir, 1. 8. C. 
U KillDf'I'il'. I. s. C. 
14 •• Nowh~re." says 'Mr. Loftus. "bave 

I sppn such rich vegetation &8 that. which 
clothes the verdant. plains of Shu.h" 
(p. 846). .. It was diIDcuit to ride r.IQIli' 
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the 8bapur." wrlteII 81r H. Rawlinson, 
.. for !.be Iwruriaul gl'Bll8 ~ c1o!.b .... 
Ita banIDI: and all arouud !.be plain was 
eoyered wi!.b. carpet of lobe richest yer
dure." (J~ of the Geogro~ 
8ocktv. "01. Iz. p. n.) 

•• Cliesney. EUJ>/w. Ezp. "01. I. p. 5:18. 
"Ibid. p. ~'14: "Robinson. &a..rcAu. 

,,01. It p. 117; Gro"e, In Smith'. BibliaJl . r.e~i .. 01. Ii. p. tIiIll; J~phus, 

.. Cheaney. l L c.; GroYe,..p. 8IIS. • 
•• See_n. "01. iI. p. 800: ~ .nee d<J NaJlOlbm. No. 899a. 
•• Gro9e, 1. L C •. 
.. Robin....., B~ ,,01. iiL pp. 

1111. _.te. 
I. Gra"e, l'L Co; Robinson, "01. 1L p. ... 
II Robinson. I. s. Co 
.. Lay...... Ni'MWA ...... Bab,loto, p. 

164. 
.. Cheaney. BuplarateaEzpeditioR, "OL 

LD.6711. 
.. Wildenbrucb. as 9uoted by Mr. 

Groye In Smith'8 BiblUlal Dit:fiona.ry. 
".,1. U. p.89j. 

"' Klnn~.. Empire, p. 88; 
LoftUL C .. ud Buria ..... p. lIU. 

If Beaufo,"" "ollL p. lIII3. 
.. Loftus, I. L O. 
II KiDD~ir. 1. .. C. 
I. See Niebuhr. Dta:ripfiOta de r.d ..... 

bie, pp. 'I. I!; Burckhardt., TraueU. p. UIt; 
Ch ...... "y. -""phralea EzpetJitiot&, "01. L 
pp.6;lI.~. 

I. See the d....erlptlon of Dlonysiua !.be 
~raph .. r &l !.be head et !.be ten of 
this chapter. and compare Herod. L 198: 
Am.a. AIarv. ... i". 8; Zosim. iii. pp. li8-
1~. 
II 'B~ "al _,.. ... pO.. 8trab. rr. 

1,'10. 
1'. Ibid. Til you ...... _ "al ftUc .... 

•• "..,. "".-<orne ftU ,Aiow •• .,.. ~ 
fJpt.." 'wJI.j".,.. ....... L. m O4ouc ftc •• 
... j "Aft &Alt. ••• ,..~ "~pL+A"""'o.&. 

•• Be ....... In Smith'. Biblical Diditm
orll. 901. L p. 6.11; Stanley. Binai ...... 
PolutiM. p. I~I. 

•• See an article on M The CUm&18 df 
Pal .... tine In )Iodera compared to An· 
cl .. nt Tim...... In me Ed"""'rglr. NeVI 
Ph iloaophical Jounual. April, I_ 

•• Be, .. SU8, Fr. 1. i a 
II See Vol. L pp. lJO...lN. 
H Niebuhr says strikingly on this BUb

ject: .. Woheralao,JrommtdasOetreid .. , 
l:. 1st .. Ine unmitte!hare Ausststtuog 
dee meDSChlicben Stsmmea durch Gott; 
allen 1st. etwas gegeben; d .. n Asiaten 
r:ab er eip:enWches Ko,o. den America
nem Mala. Dieser Umstand "erdient 
erastllchs Er .. ~un,,: er i8~ eine der 
hantlg""iftl~hen 8puren 900 d .. , Erzi .... 

~~~ ~~ .. :.:::~~~;;:re ~~~e:~~ 
Vo ...... huog" (Yortnige iiber alte Ge
.. Jtichte, 901. I. p. lit.) 

II Millet., .. hlch is omitted by Berosus, 
III mentioned amoor BsbyioDlaD proo 
'I4QIII bl HOlO4o$WI u. 1l1li). . 

•• Herod. I. L c.: 8trab. rrI. I. S t4. 
U Three hundred fold. (Strab. I. 8. c.) 
.. See Vol. I. p. 114. 
•• See Vol. L p. 28. 
.. tltrab. ,.". 8, S u. 
•• Ibid. rri. 1. 5 6 . 
.. The sculptures of Asshur·baai-pal, 

representiog his ........ in Susiana, eon· 
taln numerous representAtiouB of palm
trees-particularly by towns. See es· 
pecially PI. 49 in Layard's Monument. 
0/ N.ru:veIr.. Second Se.ies . 

.. The Assyrian SCulptures represent 
at least two. it not three, otller kinds of 
trees as growing in Susiana. (lSee tile 
Mo .... """.ta, Second Seriea, Pis. 45. 46. 
and 49.) 

•• Loft .... Chald ..... 4 .... Sun ....... pp. 
170.346; Ainsworl.b. &~. p. 13l!; 
(hograpll. Joun&al. vol. i,.. Po' ro. 

.. Ibid. 901. Ix. pp. 57. 1K, W, &:c • 
•• Strab. rr. 8. 111. 
.. Kinneir. P"......... Emp.re, p_ to'1 • 

Among the fruita expressly mentioned 
are lemons, oranges, grapea, apricot&, 
melotl8, cucumbe."S (Loftus. pp. 813.314). 
and the Arab IrJtoA, or "Amb nut" (lb. 
p. am. 

•• AiDSWOrth, Bueardau, p. 4l1. 
•• Ibid. p. 48 . 
.. Pocock. INMJripfiOta of tile EIut • 

"01 ii. p. 168. 
•• Chesn .. y. Euplanlta Ezpetl"imt. 

vol. f. P. 10'1 • 
•• Mr. Porter. speaking of the lower 

Yalley of the Orontes, exclaims--" What 
a noble cotton-field would this "alley 
makel" (Ha.ndbook, p. 619). And again 
he asys of the tract about the lake of 
Antioch: "The ground seems adapted 
for thecultl"ation of cotton" (ib. p. 600). 

., See Vol. L pp. 196.400, &:c • 
•• Mr. Ainsworth speaks of one near 

Bir as measuring 86 feet in circumfer
ence, and of anuther. in the vicinity of 
the atlcient Daphne, measwing 42 feet. 
(R ...... rcha. p. 85.) 

•• See Porter. Ha. .. dboo1t:. pp. 598, 600; 
t1:sworth, p. 806; Ch8Slley. "01. i. p. 

I' ibid. pp. 408. 428-430; Porter. p. I!O.\l. 
•• Chesney. vol. 1 pp. 427. 439: Porter. 

pp. 616. 611; Ainsworth. p. 211>1. In an
cleot times the wine of Laodicea (La.U· 
killf'h) wasc..lebrated. and was exported 
to Egypt in large quantitieL lStrab. 
Zyl. 2. i 9.) 

'" Chesney. "01. I. p. 44ll. 
•• Porter. p. 615 • 
.. Ch .... ney. vol. I. p. 439. 
•• Ibid. p. 4611; POrlel". p. 408. 
•• Jericho was known as .. the city of 

Palms" (Deut. l<l<l<i ... 8: Judg. I. 16. iii. 
181. from the extensi .. e palm-gro"es 
which surrounded it. (Strab. xvi. ; 
i 41; Joseph. B. J. i". e. I 8.) Engedl 
was CRlled Hazazon-Tamar ... the telling 
of Palms" (Gen. xi". 7). The palms of 
Jericho .. ere still fionn_bing In the daya 
of the Crusadera. (Stanley. Bi ........ &d 
Pnkllf ...... p. 1018 ) 

., Robiwiou. ~ "ol.lL po Qj 
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Hooker, In Smith's Biblical Diction.aTfl, 
vol. Ii. p. 685. 

•• Hooker, In Smith's Biblical Dic
lionary, I. s. c. 

•• Porter, p. 404; Hooker. I.' s. C. i 
Grove; in Bib. Dic. vol. ii. p. 668. 

.. Hooker, B. D. Ii. p. 684; Chesney, 
vol. I. p. SIll. 

n Hooker, pp. ~; Chesney, voL 
L pp. 535-5Il7. 

tf As the Quercus Cerris, the Q. Ehren
bergi; or ca&tunrefo/ia, the Q. Toza. Q. 
Libani, and Q. wI.an1l.i/era; toe Junip. 
..... con.muniB, J. ~ttdis8i,na, and oth-

el~i ri,~~~r6&: 6M9:) 
"Ibid. p. 684; Chesney, vol. i. pp. 455, 

480. &c. 

to"t~~,,:~~n';i"a~n¥g~; \',~~u'(!!:: 
well described by the late Mr. Rich. 

(lii~~~d:trl~ B~II~wrl~i::O~~e_ 
lieves that he has found a melltion of 
bitumen from Hit as early as the reign 
of Tbothmes ill. in Egypt. (See tbe au
thor'R .Herodotua, vol. 1. p. 2M, Dote 5, 
2nd edItion.) 

.. Herod. vi. 119; Journal of the Geo
gra,phica/ Societll, vol. ix. p. 94. 

T. fJeograph. Journal. 1. s. c. 
TO Strab. xvi. 2, § 42; Tacit. HW. v. 6; 

Plin. H. N. v. 16. 
•• See text, p. 148. 
• , Ibid. pp. 148, 144. 
•• The ridge of Usdllm at the south-

:':.".:~:x~~'!.'~~t~~l~?e ~,'l:t~s~~ ~! 
...arches, vol. ii. p. 482.) A little further 
to the north is a natural salt pan, the 
Birket el Khuli/, from which the Arabs 
obtain supplies. The J .. ws say that the 
Dead Sea salt was ancientl;v in much 
request tor the Temple servIce. It was 
known to Galen under the name of 
U Sodom salt n (o."\'" ~ocSo"""'VOI., De Sirnpl. 
Me<l. Facult. iv. 19). Zephaniah (ab. 
B.C. 630) mentions h salt-pits" in this 
neighborhood (ii. 9). . 

•• Chesney, vol. i. p. 526. Salt was 
procurable also from the bitumen-pits 
at Hit (Ainsworth's Researches, p.85). 
and Ardericca (Herod. vi. 119). 

fo~n~"'~~ t~~ s'l.':~[ onIi: ri'e':!Ki~~ !:;-: 
U'I'r~quently. (Anderson, in Lynch's 
D.(1Icitil Report, pp. 176, 180, 187, &c.) 
Nitre is found accordiug to some travel
lers (lrby and Mangles, pp. 451, 453); 
but their report is not universo.lly credo 
Ited. (See Grove, in Smith's Biblical 
Dictionary, vol. iii. p. 1188 <I.) .6 Deut. viii. 9. Compare Euseb. H. 
E.viii. 15,17 • 

•• Silver has been found in the Anti
Lebanon in modern tim..... (See Burck

. hardt. Tratlels. pp. 88
1 

94.) 
• , lIiony •. Pm.g. 1. 1073-10'17. 
•• Ibid. 11. 1011-1018. 
II Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 7. .. Sarda \au

dati~sima circa Babylonem. n 
00 Ibid, x:uvll. 9. 

I . 

0' Ibid. xxxvii. 101§ 54). 
.. See King, Antique Genu, p. 45 • 

Some have regarded the cyauus as th .. 
sappbire . 

II. 'l'heophrastu8, De Lapm. 55 (p. 81)9, 
ed. Heius.) . 

•• As the Bucm·dia (plin. H. N. xxxvii. 
10. § 55), the Monnorion (ibid. § 53), and 
the Sag<ia (§ 67). 

.. Ainsworth, ReofflrcMB. pp. 90, 91. 
•• lb. Travels in tit. 1'ruck, p. 82. 
., See above, Vol. I. pp. 16 and 25. 
•• Xen. Anab. i. 5, § 5 . 
•• Most of these animals are men

tioned in the inscliption of Asshur-izir
pal, which records the results of his 
hWlting in Northern Syria and the ad-

i~~~f.irtT~~":.:r~~au,!:~a·1n (~tVli~t 
are mentioned ill Scripture among the 
animals of Palestine. 

100 Lions are represented in early 
Babylonian reliefs (Loftus, p. 2[,81. 
They are fOWld at the pre.pnt day in 
Susiana (Loftus, p. 8:~). in Babylonia 
(lb. p. 264), on the middle Euphrates 
and Khabom" (Layard, Bineveh a1ld its 
Remains, vol. ii. p. 48; Nin. and Bah . 
p. 295); and in Upper Syria (Chesney, 
vol. I. p. 442). Auciently they were 
common in Palestine (Judg. xiv. 5; 
1 K. xiii. 24; xx. 86; II K. xvii. 25; &c.). 
Bears were likewise common in Pales· 
tine (1 Sam. :xvii. 94; 2 K. ii. 24; &c.) . 
They are still fOWld in H~rmon (Por
ter, p. 453), and in all the wooded 
parts of Syria and Mesopotamia (Ains
worth, in Chesney's Eup7&r. Exp. vol. i . 
p. 7".18). The other auimals mentioned 
are still diffused through the whole 
region. 

101 Xen. Anab. i. 5. § 2. The frequpnt 
mention of the wild ass by the Hebrew 
poe~~ (Job vi. 5i. ::xxiv. 5; :x::x.~.i.x. 5; Is. 
X::XXll. ]4; Jer. 11. 24; Hos. VUl. 9; &.c.) 
seems to imply that the auimal came 
under their observation. This would 
only be if it frequented the Syrian 
desert. 

1'01 As in Susiana (Ainsworth, Re
·searches, pp. 86, 137), Babylonia (see 
Vol. I. p. ~6), parts of Mesopotamia 
(Chesney, vol. i. p ... .lSI, Syria (ibid. p. 
636), and Palestine (Lynch, Narrative, 
p.llI8). 

'00 8ee Vol. I. pp. 298. 299, 485. 
104 The hare is sometimes represented 

upon Babylonian cylinders. 'Ve see it 
euher lying down. or carried in thphand 
by the two hind legs. much as \\'e carry 
hares now·a·days. [Pl. VII. Fig. 3.] 

JOa This list is J{iven on the authority 

~~), M';it1~i~~:O[~ho (~;~r;;;fo~~' ~r- :~; 
wild-cat and the bad~~r. Thpse are 
added on the authority of Sir H. Raw
linson . 

... The officers of Colonel Chesney·s 
expedition are said to haTe seen several 
times some kind of crocodile or alliga
tor whicb lived in the Euphrates. (Ches-
11"3. vol. t, p. 689; AinSwOrth'B B4-
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-.:Au. p. 48.) But they failed to pl'Qoo 
cure a 8P"Clmen. 

101 Ains .. orth. In Chesney's EvpAr. 
Ex". yol. I. p. 1;18. 

... Cheaney ... 01. l P. 442; Layard's 

N~':i s::: ::.".J:;s::i-th·S account of the 
lleeopotamiaD birds in bis ReseareAu, 
pp. 42-46; ... d compare the list In 001. 
Cbesn~·. work, AppendiJI: to yoL I. pp. 
780.781. 

lie The capercailzle nr cock of tbe 
wood, ... d two kinds of pheasants. fre
quent the .. oods of northern Syria, 
wbere the green parrot Is alllO f.)und 
occasionally (Cbesney ... 01. I. pp.448 and 
1~1). Eagles are seen on Helmon (POl'
to.r. p.453). Lebanon. and in upper Syria 
(Chesney. Yol. l p. 781l; locust-birds in 
Upper Syria (I~. p. 4,"~) and Palestine 
(Robinson. yoJ. hi. p. 2.';2); the becalIco 
Is only a bird of passage (Chesney. yol. 
I. p. 781l; the bumminl(·bird is said to 
ba .. e befln _n by (Jommander Lyncb 
at the southern end of the Dead Sea 
(1\" tlrroti"... p. lJIII); but this fact requires 
oonftrmatioll . 

• 11 Xen. AIUIb. l. &. S II. According to 
Mr. Tristram, the ostrich Is still ... 0c
casional visitant of the Bellm. the rolling 
pastoral country immediately east of 
the Dead Sea (Rea bis Rq>nrl.... tile 
BinU of PIll ... ,. ..... published in tbe Pro
cerding. of tile Londoft ZoOlogiaJI So
cirtll. No ... 8, 1864). 

.. I Mr. Houghton belieVl'8 tbe bittern 
to be intended by the kipPOd of Scrip
ture, whlcb is mentioned m cODnection 
.. ith both Babylon (Is. Zl<lrl ... · II) ... d 
Ninr98h .z..ph. ii. 14). See Smith's 
Biblical Dictio .... ,.,. yoJ. ill. Appendiz., 
p ... xlrl. 

II. The bittern was not oheerved by 
Col. Cbesneyor Mr. AInsworth. Nor is 
it noticed by either Mr. Loftus or Mr. 
Layard. 001. H. Smith says be ...... in
tormed that It had befln _n on the 
ruins of CteMiphon" (Kitto. BiblicoJ 
CgrloPQ!dia. ad "OC. Kippljd); but I find 
no otb .. r mention of It .. a hahitant of 
th~ eountrif"S. 

... See Mr. Vincent Germain'sdMcrip
tion In Col. Cbeaney's work, .. oL L pp. 
i31.~ . 

.. I Chesney. "01. I. p. 108. 

... See Mr. Ain~worth'~ nst In 001. 
Chesne,'s .. ork. yol. l p. ~ 

." Alnswortb. Reaetlrchu, p. 4S. 
III Chesn"y. vol. I. p. 444. 
.It Robin..,n. R.,.,.tlrt'Ila. yol. iii. p. 

161. Commander Lynch speaks of live 
kinds of ftsh-all ~ produced by 
thiB lake (N_title. p. l1li); but be can 
only R'ive their Arabie names. .i. Cb .... ney. vol. L pp. 8116 and m. 

••• A ins .. orth. Resiarc1lu, p. 46. 
... Strab .... 1. 1. ,7. 
... Ch .... ney. yol. . P. 444 • 
••• s.. the sculptures of Asshur .. banl

pal. wbich rrp.-nt his campaigns in 
• 6uaiana, especially those rendered by 

Mr. Layard In his Mo ........... ,., Second 
Series, Pis. 45 and 48. . 

..I Layard, NineveA and Babylo". p. 
449. note . 

... Ibid. P. 412. 

.. , Herod. i. 192. Compare the SOO 
stallions and 80.000 ma ....... which 801 .. u
CUB Nicator kept in the Orontes vauev. 
near Apamea. (Strab ..... I. :t , 10.) • 

... See PI. XXXIII. Fig. 2, Vol. I . 

... Cullimore, CI/lindet ... No. 63; La
jard. Cult<! de Mitllra. PIs. ", .. i 
Z%IVii. 2; :u:niii. 1, &c. 

II. Herod. I. S. C. 
II. Ctesi ... Indica. , 5. 
... Judg. vii. 12; 1 Sam. laZ., 17. 
II. Gen. XZl< .. ii. 2S. 

::: ~.;... ""~'. ~~; xx:zI. 17. 
II. Amon!,: the beasts hunted by th" 

Assyrian kings are thougbt to be wiid 
buffaloes. (See Vol. L pp. 401, 4Ol!.) 
"' On the buffaloes of these districts 

see Loftus.ChtJldaltJ and Switlna, pp. 114. 
892; Layard. Ninewl& and Bool/lo ... p. 
666: Ainsworth. Raearchu. p. 187. 

III See abo"e. note 100. Tbe tablet Is 
lignred by Mr. Loftus. p. 2M!. 

II' Cullimore. CUlind ...... Nos. 86. 91. 
112, 188; Lajard. Culte de Mithra, PIs. 
lrlii.7; ", .. I. I; %Viii. 5; &c. 

... Cullimore, NOlO. 26. 29. 49. 52, &c.; 
Lajard. Pis. """,vi. 13; """,vii. 1; """"'iii. 
8, &:c. 

• .. See ten, p. m 
.... See tbe Assyrian I".scriptions, "..... 

...... Compare Gen. XlWI:. 8; Job i. 8; "'Iii. 12. 
CHAPTERm. 

I See Vol. I. pp. \18, 29. . 
• The prophets .. ery rarely use the 

word .. Babylonian." I believp it is only 
found in Ezek. zlriii. 15 and 17. Wben 
the term is used, it designates the pe0-
ple of the capital: tbe inhabitants of the 
land generally are .. Chald8l&us. " 

• See Vol. I. pp. 878. 8;"11. 
• The settlement of foreigners in Ba

bylonia by tbe ~nid kin'f!. is not ex-

f=,rh~;~n.. ut..:,,:ce. cos::::::::f 
.. ith the tact that tr.ey made room tor 
INch a population by largely dE'porting 
the nati .. e inbabitants. (See II K. .. vii • 
24; Ezr. i ... 9; and compare Vol I. pp. 
443, 460, &c.) 

I Jeremiah speaks of the .. minglrd 
people" in the midst of Babylon fl. 8.); 
but the reference is perhaps rather to 
the crowds of foreiKQers wbo were there 
for pleasure or prolit than to the Baby
lonians themBelv8& 

• Note tbe case of the Hellenio el .... 
ment in Greec&-at any rate Becoming 
to Berodotu........,.o . EM".utol' . . . eol' ..... 
Ie", ';'..0 ..... urpoii no ",I' ci.pn" opp.N,...e..,." 
aUf..".... ~ wAijBor niP Ii' .... ., .. ~." ....... 
Au,..,. .. pocr«eX_Pltd-n»1' .. inr. «.u. a.v... 
........ lJapflOpoo. trVX ... •• 

, Herod. i. 106. 108; iiL 9Jl. 
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• The most Important work of this 
kind is the repre""ntation ot a Babylo
nian king (probably Merodach-adanakhi) 
on a black stone in the BI;tish Museum 
[PI. XVlll.]. Olheriustances are-I. the 
w&I'nor alld the prie.~t in the tablet 
from Sir-Pal-i·Zohab [PI. XXIV. Fig. 1]. 
which. however. is perhaps I'ather Cu~ 
sbite than Semitic; 2. the man accom
panyillg the Babylonian hound (Layard. 
Nin. and Bab. p. 527); and 3, the imper
fect figures on the frieze represented 
LPI.XV.]. 

• Laya,·d. Monument. oJ Nineveh., 
Second Series, Pis. :t5, 27, and 28. 

10 See text. p. 162. 
11 For the separate existence in Susi

ana of Eiymreans and Kissians. see 
Strab. xvi. 1. § 17. and Ptolemr. vi. 3. 
That the Elymreans were SemitIc seems 
to follow from Gen. x. 2'J. In the word 
U Kissian" weha'Ve probably a modifica
tion of U Cushite. " 

to The sculptures of Asshur-bani-pal 
exhibit two completely opposite t~ 
of Susianian physiognomy-one Jew,sh, 
the other approachiug to the negro. In 
the former we have probably the EJ&. 
mitic countenance. It is comparativelr 
rare, the negro type greatly predOmI
nating. 

11 Herod. I. 195. 
.. It will be observed that the Assyr

Ian sculptures. while they gave a pecu
liar character to the Babylonian hair, 
do not make it descend below the shoul-

~':,7n S~~h ~~I:~~p ';fS;~::,t,J~a: 
depending from the ears to the shoul
ders in a number of large, smooth, 
heavy curls. (See PI. IX.) 

16 Here . again the Assyrian artists 
tone down the Babylonian peculiarity. 
generally representing the beard as not 
much longer than their own. 

11 The priests upon the cylinders are 
always OOardless. We cannot suppose 
them to have been always. if indeed 
they were ever, eunuchs. Na.narus. a 
Babylonian prince. is said br. Nicolas of 
DamascllS to have heen • right well 
shaven" (<<AnEuP1Jlloivo~ d ,.1iM, Fr. 10, 
p.860). 

"Layard. Monu", ... " of NiMt>th, 
Second Series. Pis. 25, '.IT. ana 28-

11 Loftus, Chald<za and Buaim&tJ, p. 
285. 

10 Strab. xvi. 1, S D • 
•• See Vol. L pp. 64-87. 
11 See Isaiah xlvii. 10: .. Thy'tDisdom 

and thy knowledge. it hath perverted 
thee. n Jerem. I. 85: "A sword is upon 
the Chald ... ans. saith the Lord. and 
upon the inhabitants of Babylon, and 
upon her princes. and upon her wise 
men. t1 Dan. i. 4: U The learning of the 
Cbaldreans. " 

II Herod. Ii. 109. It is uncertain. how
ever. if the Semetized Babylonians. or 
the early Chaldreans. are the people in
~nded by Herodotus. ,I See tbl! flUDous passage of SimpU-

cius (ad Arlst. De Calo. II. p. 123) quoted 
at length (note 78, Chapter V., Vol. I .• 
First Monarchy) . 

.. Plio. H. N. vii. 56; Diod. Sic. Ii. 30. S 2. 
•• Strab. xvi. 1. S 6 • 
•• Isaiah xlvii. 13; Dan. ii. 2; Diod. 

Sic. ii. 29, S 2; Strab. I. s. c.; Yitl'Uv. ix. 
4; &c . 

., Straho O. s. c.) •. after speakh'g of 
the Cbaldman astronOlilers. says: rrpoa-
1tO'OVlI1"lll ae 1"" 4!' ~ .. a.i MI'E"6A,aAoyE'''' ov'S 
ou .... " .. aeXo.,,,cu 0& i"epo,_ :Hut. 
in reality. astrology ... as the mie, VU"e 
astronomy the rare exc.ption. I. See text, pp. 218. ~19. 

•• EzelL xvit. 4. Compare I.aiah :diiL 
14. 

I. Habal<. ii. 9; Jerem. Ii. 13. 
11 Herod. i. 199: See on this CIL,tom 

the remarks of Heeren. (Asiatic Na
tions. vol. ii. p. 199. E. T.) 

.. Herod. I. 196; Nic. Dam. Fr. 131. 
II Q. Curt. Riot . .A.lez. v. ! (p. 112. ed. 

Tauchn.): U Liberos conjugf"sque cum 
h08pitibus stupro coire, modo pretiuDl 
ftagitii detur, parentes maritique pati
untur." 

.. Isaiah xlviI. 1. 

.. Ibid. ver. 8. 
II Ibid. 
IT Ezek. xxiii. 15. 
I. Nic. Dam. Fr. 10. 
I. Dan. v. 2; Nic. Dam. Fr. 10. p. 862 . 
O. Q. Curt. I. s. c. .. Babylonii maxime 

in vinum.. et qum ebrieta.tem sequuntur, 
elfusi sunt." Compare Xen. Cr/rop. vii. 
5, § 15; and Habak. iL G. 16. 

t! The Babvlonian unguents were eel
ebrated by PosidonillS (Fr. 30). Com
pare Herod. i. 195: )(e"vpW"EI'OI. .0.. riI 
cro,~f1. 

.2 Nic. Dam. Fr. 10, p. 363. 

.. HabakkUk, i. 6-8. 
•• Isaiah xiv. 6. 
n Ibid. ver. 16_ 
.. Jerem. I. 23. Compare the .. Mar

tel" given as a title to Charles the con
queror of the Saracens. 

.. See text. pp. 503, 504. 

.... 2 Kings xx. 18; xxv. 7; Jer. Xl<Xix. 
7; IiI. 11; Dan. I. S. 

Ot Jer. I. s. c.; 2 Kings xxv. '.IT. 
•• Jer. Iii. '.IT; II Kiogs xxv. 21. 
.. Jer. xxxix. 6; Iii. 10; 2 Kings xxv. 7 • 
•• Dan. I. 10. 
II Ibid. II. 5-13. 
:: Be~ ap. ~!,seph. II. .il.pioft.ll1O. 

Dan. ii. 5; w. 6, 29. 
·'lbid. 
Of Habak. ii. 8 and 17. Compare 1st.

lah xiv. 4-6; Jer. 1ii.ll8, 24. 
,. Dan. Iv. 30. 
•• Isaiah xlvii. 8: .. Thou sayest i" 

thine heart. I am. and none else beside 
me. II Oom~ ver. JO. 

t. Compare Ioaiah xiii. 11' xiv. 13, 14; 
xlvii. 7; Jer. I. 29, 81, 62; Ha\,;k ii. 6. 

t1 ~ text, p. 191 . 
.. Dan. iii. 1: Herod. I. 183; Diod. Sia. 

ii. 9. §§ 5 and 6. 
.. Herod. I. 181-1133; Dlod. Sie. it " 

55 \' and 8. 

• 
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"' All Nabu-kudurl-lzitr, ... hleh means 
,. N~bo is the prot6Ctor of laudIDarkl!l;" 
Bel-.har-Izzir, ... blCh bo .. B .. I protects 
tbe klllg," and Evil-M .. rodacb tWu-Me
rodo.cb), ... hieh may be' lI1 .. rodach ill a 
god." 

II As BellbuH, Belesls, Nergal-Bhare
lief, ShamKa.r-UtlUo. Nttbu·zar-adao, Na
bonidu8, &c., Ble. 

II Herod. I. 1!J5. 
.. Dan. v. 4: .. They dmnk wine, and 

~~=.~~~ ~~!~ ~f !~,I,t :~~ ~l.~~:~1 
8. !t'r. la1. "AO"lt'ouu& 6i "ci.A&aTa. evfhinr"' 

~a.lt'al G.of.Y'lO"la.v. ~icoltL8 gptlak~ of" As
ByritLIIR;' but the col.lrex t makes it 
clear that h .. mt!&Ds .. Assyrians of B .... 
bylon.'· 

.. tI .. e tsxt, p. 204. 

CHAPTER IV. 
I The tradition 1& tlrst found in the 

time of Augustus, In the wOl'ks of Dio· 
doru. aud tlt .. al>o. tltl'abo say" vagu .. ly 
that Nintlvtlb was .. much lal'g6r than 
Babylon 11 l'"oA.u ,,"',fIJI' 7'iji Ba,8uA.ci,.,o~. 
'ltvl. I. I 8); Diodol'U8 makes It. neal'ly 
twice ... la,·g... (l)ompa.'e ii. 3, 5:1, with 
Ii. 7. 18.) 

• See Vol. I. pp. 161-11». 
• Tbe two mounds of Koyunjlk and 

Nebbl Yunus cov .. r togeth .. r an area of 
140 acres. (See Vol. 1. p. 162.) 

• liee text. p. 162. 
• See Rich, First Memoir on Babylon, 

p. 7; Ker Porter, vol. Ii. pp. 8tiI, 11M2; 
Layard. Nir&e1Jeh a."d Babylon, »p. 491. 
4\1'~; Loftus, Chalda!4 and 8u8Ulna, Po 
1~. 

• M. Oppert. See his E:J;jJedition Bri
entiJiq1l.e en Mesopotamie, tom. i. ch. 
viii. p'p. :t.!O--lI8!. 

, 'Ihls i8 pal·tieularly observable with 
respect to tbe "'ranch savant's U outer' 
wan." which has really no foundation at 
all In the topogl'aphy of the country. 

• A surv"y of the p"incipal ruins was 
mad" and h ... been published by Capt. 
SelbY' but the more elaborate plans of 
l)a»taln Jon"s. which Included all the 
neIghboring country, have b~en mislaid, 
and are not at present availab.e. 

• Selby. MemOir, p. 8. 
:. On the numerical e"~ratioDs of 

Herodotus. see the author 8 Essay pre
fixed to his Berooot ... , vol. i. pp. 82, 88, 
Dote 4. 2nd edition. 

II Herod. I. 118. 
"l thiuk no discerning reader can 

peruse the account of Babylon and tbe 
adjacent region given by Herodotus (i. 
17~1~). without feelln~ that the writer 
means to represent h.mself as having 
Been the city and count.·y. Thus the 
question of ... hether he ...... an eye-wit
ness or not depends on his veracity, 
... hieh no modern critic h ... impugned. 

II A I). Diod. Sic. Ii. 7, , 8. 
... Clitarchu8 !Dade the circumference 

865 atsdla (ap:_ Diod. Sic. I. s. c.); Q. 
curU .... 8Q8 Iltif" 4~. v. I), S~rabo, 

perhap8 following Nearchus, made it 385 
(titl· ... b. xvi. 1. § 5). 

11 Q. Curt. \. 8. c. Tbe perfectly clear 
spacs, according to this writer, extended 
for two stades-n ..... ·ly a quarter of a 
mile-f"OIlI the wall. . 

1. Ibid. H~ .. odotus. however, repre
sents Labynetus, the last king, ... care
fully pl'Ovisioning the city before its 
siege by eyru. (i. 190) • 

17 H""od i. Itj(). 
18 )l&lIuheirn, for instance. In Greece 

this mod.. of laying out a town was 
ca.lled • bl'7ro&ci~ov vi", 'lV'''' from the 
architect of the Ph-mus, who I ... id out 
the town the .. e, and also the city of 
'rhurii. in this fashion. (See Arist. Pol. 
vii. 10; Hesyeb. Lex. ad voc. '1" ... 6 • 
""..; Photo A.~. % .... y. p. Ill; Diod. Sic. 
xii. 10.) 

II Herod i. 179. 
I. Ibid. 180. 
II St,·ab. xvi. 1, § 5. 
Ii 8trab I. s. c. Dep' t'our ",",Aovr "pi

q,ov'rEr lit Tij5' lCaA41£"IIr CTxoc.via. rrepc.ngea.t1' .. ., 
d T" i'lro.Aei~oVT'er )(pw,;,a.t1', 1C4"a.yp~OVCTC.. 
.,f'.A . 

•• Herod. I. 185. 
" Ibid. 180. 
.. Ibid. 186. 
II lJiod. Sic. ii. 8, S II. 
n Ibid. 9. § 2 . 
•• Herod. r. 181. Compare Strab. xvi. 

I, S 5, where the temple is called" the 
tomb of Belus." 

n· HI' ai ,",pa.p.lr t'e"pAyo.wOC if lnrri}e 
"A/vB.v. (8trab. I. II. c.) 

I. Herod. I. B. C. 
.. lJiod. 8ic. ii. 9, § 5. • 
.. Ibid. §§ 6-8. 
II Herod. i. 188. The Chaldman priests 

told H"rodotus that the gold of the 
Image, table. and stand, weighed alto
gether 800 talents. 

It He.'O<I. I. s. c. 
.. The great altar ...... q also that on 

...hieh a thousand talents' weight ot 
frankincense was offered anDualJy at 
the festival of the god. (Herod. 1. s. c.) 

.. Diod. Sic. Ii. 8, § 4. QUilltu8 Cu .... 
tius kllOW~, however, of ouly one en .. 
closure, w hieh corresponds to the inner
most wall of Diodorus, having a 

g~~~s~M:~;r; :'~":i f!~hl':~~~~ 
Its foundations were laid 80 feet below 
the surface ot the soil. (Billt. AI""" 
Magn. v.I.) 

17 Diod. Sic. ii. 8, § 6. 
•• Ibid. § 7 . 
.. 8tmb. "vi. 1. S 5. 
•• See text, p. 248. 
OJ Diod. Sic. Ii. 10, S II. 
n Ibid. ~aTe"" fl'QOCTO"'C.., .tVG 'ea.-

t'pot'~ij. . 
.. Diod. Sic. ii. 10. S 5. Quintus 

Curtius says that the trunks of some of 
the trees ... ere I~ teet in diameter. (Bist. 
Alu. Magn. v.I.) Strabo relatee tha' 
ROme of the piers were made hollo .... and 
tUleq wi~1i eartli. tol' tll~ tNe~ tel 8~rik, 
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their roota doum them. But few trees 
have a tap-root. 

•• Tbis is the e?'J'lanation Jiven of 
Strabols ICox"icu, a,' • ., TO v&.p D.VJJ'YOI' t!i.f 
...0. qwol' 8.11'0 TOU EiHI»pci.TOU G"\Ivt'xQas Ot .. ~ 
t'OUTO Tna.y~e ... o.. (xvi. 1, Ii 5; compare 
Diod. Sic. v. 37, 5 3). It is more probable 
tbat tbe water was reaUy raised by 
means of buckets and puUeys. (St!e 
Vol. I. p. 240.) 

•• Diod. Sic. ii. 10, S 5 . 
.. Strab. 1. 8. c. 'H ". a..,.Tunt crTin 

.. poafJtifTn~ ICAI.#,GlCIM'G.f iXt!I., 
t7 6ta.lTcu, 13a.tTI.AucGi. Diod.. Sic. ii. 10, 

S6. 
•• Ibid. For representations of As

syrian n hauging' gardens," see Vol. I. 
Pis. XXIX. and CXXXIX. This garden 
at Babylon must, however, have been 
tar more complicated and more stately • 

.. Diod. Sic. ii. 8. § 7. 
10 UapG.Tcif'EIof «a.i. «v.,r;yc.a., Diad. Sic. 

I. s. c. This statement of the subjects 
of Babylonian ornamentation is so com~ 
pletely in harmony with the practice of 

:~:t::SSW:~:C:~: ::d~'!.':.~n~o~~: 
are decidedly tbose wbicb predominated 
on the walls of an Assyrian palace. (See 
Vol. I. p. 213.) It is curious to find the 

. same habits continuing in the same re
gio .. s as late as tbe time of the Emperor 
Julian. See Amm. Mare. JI:lriv. II. wbere 
we hear of a .. diversorium opacum et 
amcenum, gen.tilea pictunu per omnes 
lIldium partes ostendl'ns, Rl'gis bestias 
multipliCi venatione trucidantis:u to 
which the author adds the remark, "nec 
enim apud eos pingitur vel fin~itur aliud 
p....,ter varias cll!des et bella.' 

Estimates of Height. 

Herodotus (200 royal cubits) •. 
Ctesias (50 fathoms) ..••.••••• 
Pliny (200 royal feet) ........ . 
Solinus (ditto). ... . . . . ... . .. 
Pbilostratus (8 half·plethra). 
Q. Curtius (100 cuhits) ...... .. 
Clitarchus (50 cubits) ........ . 
Strabo (ditto) ...••••...••••••• 

•• See Arist. Pol. iii. 1. T."'1in! 8' l.,.,. .crT .. «41. B0..8vAo,lI', «4' .... era ij,.,s .. ~,.."pa.+" ... 
iX" "ciMoJ' i8vovs ;, .,6A.t'CIIJC" ~, ye 4tCl4FI. ... 
eaAaucv'a.S' "pin"" 1r#Lipo.lI' ov« o,t.,8iria.& .,.., 
"'PO< rij • ..sA..... Compare Jerem.li. 81. 

•• J erem. Ii. 58. 
.. Ibid. ver. 53. 
Of Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes. 
•• So Herodotus (i. 1'i9, .A«v .......... a. 

• Ai.,eGvr lleaVa,_ w,'llTlJO"CLII' a1trclC e ... 1e000""o,~ 
.... ). But we may be tolerably certain 
that crude brick formed the main rna· 
terial, and that at the utmost the facings 
1f4!1"0 of l)\IJlIt I)ri,*, • 

• , See text, pp. 171, 171. 
•• Strab. XVI. 1, S 6. 
•• The statement of Pliny (H. N. vi. 

26), w bich SoliDus copies (Poll/hilt. c. 
60), may perbaps not hoSt on data dis. 
tinct from those of H .. rodotus. Tb ..... 
writers may merely soften down lila 
... bits of Herodotus into teet. 

•• Herod. i. 178. 
I. Strab. I. s. c; Q. Curtius, v.I. 
•• Ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 'i, 58. 
.t S..e the passages quoted in note 53. 

Pliny and SOliDUS make tbe royal foot 
exceed the common one by the same 
amount (3 fingers' breadth) by which 
Herodotus regards the royal as exceed
in2 the common cubit. 

i"8 Pbilostr. Vito .Alez. Tvan. i ll5. 
•• Q. Curt. J. s. c. 
I. Diod. Sic. ii. 7. S 4-
II Strab. xvi. 1, S 5. 
•• Tbis is M. Oppert's view. (See his 

E:rpediti<m a<;ilm/ifique 1m M~ 
tamie, tom. i p. l1:t6.) The author of 
the present work was, he believes. the 
first to suggest it. (See hi. article on 
Babylon in Dr. Smitb's Biblical Dit> 
tianary, vol. i. p. 150.) On the whole, 
however. the view appeare to him not to 
be tenable. 

.. Witbout reckoning the lata and 

~~~th ~'f""i.Wt.,:t(.l;!rii.t~~ :"aJ~: 
blundering Scholiast on Juvenal (Sat. 
z. 1';1), who reversed. the numbers of 

~~S::1t ~~~u~ f~rt'i.!e~~:.. a:~ 
really four different estimates for tbe 
height, and three for the width of the 
walls. See the subjoined table. 

Estimates of Width. 

Feet. 
(50 royal cubits).... ........... 85 
(unknown) 
(50 royal feet) .............. , •• 6060} 
(ditto) ........................ . 
(less than a plethron) 
(82 feet) ....................... , ~ t 
~;:~~~~ .................... -f 

•• See Herodotus's description (I. s. c.) 
t. Q. Curtius says 10 feet (v. 1); Strabo, 

10 cubits (xvi. 1. S 6). 
n Diod. Sic. ii. ',S 4. 
11 Ibid. § 6. 
11 Herod. I. s. c. 
•• Jerem. II. 68 • 
.. Isaiah xiv. 4-
.. Isaiah xiv. 23. 
n Ihid. xiii. 19 • 
•• Jerem. Ii. 37. "And Babylon IIlIaI: 

become heaps." Compare I. 26. 
10 Layard, Nineve.' 1JR(i B..",I0". po 

1m. 
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.. Six tbousand yards (nearlr 8~ 
miles), acconJing to Captain Selby. 
'.JImlOir on the Ruin. of Babylon, p. 4.) 

... This is tbe MnjeliM (" the ove .... 
turned ") of Ricb (Memoirs on Babylon, 
p ...... im). and Ker Porter (TraVf'U, vol. II. 
pp. 839-1119). The Arabs now apply th .. 
nam .. Mujdib6 to the central or Kasr 
heap (La)·a.-d, Ni ... and Bub. p. 5(5). 

•• Tbe linal 8vllable In Babyl-on is a 
O"",k nominat1val pn,ling. Tbe real 
Dame of tbe city wao Bub-ii, .. the Oate 
of the Ood II," or "the Oate of Ood." 
'rbe J .. WB cbang .. d tho name to Babel 

~~; in derisive reference to th~ .. COD-

tu.ion of tongues." 
II Oppert, E:t:pUitwn ICimtif/que, 

to~'~i~':; :n~P tbe length nf the south 
Bide of Babil 219 yards (First M'7"Oi!l 
p. \!II); M. Opper! (I .•. c.) makes .t llK1 
met~. (197 yards). 

•• Oppert, I. 8. C. 
.. Ricll. I. 8. C. ('om pare M. Oppt'rt's 

plan of the ruin. K ... · POI·ter's :!:30 fept 
I Travel •• vol. II. p. 3~U) Is an eJ:traordi-

DWru,;;;:"':,~~~o;:~ti~h;' heigbt of the 
8 E. or higbest angle at 141 feet. M. 
Oppert. gives the greatest heigbt of the 
ruin as 40 metres. or 131 feet. (Expedi
tion, tom. I. p. 168.) 

II Layard, Nineveh. and Babylon, p. 
6011. 

a::h~"?1o':~~ ~~~~,~~"w~~~~1 ~o~?: 
tinguisbes from tbe Temple of Bel. He 
give. it the shape of a pyramid, Inclined 
at an angle of about 6a degrees. 

•• Lay"rd, I. s. c . 
•• S .... tbe plans of Ker Porter (7Tave"', 

vol. il. PI. 'ill, opp. p. 849) and Selby. 
11. O~pe.-t "'holly omits this enceinte. 

.. Ker Porlpr. p. &45. 

.. See PI. XlI. Fig. t. which follows 
the map of Captain Selby. . 

.. Layard. ll"i ... and Bob. p. 1508; Lof
tU8. Chuid<Jla and 8!";ana, p. 17 . 

.. .. Seven buod''ed J"Brds both In 
Ipngth and b .... adth" (Ricb, Fird Me
moi,.. p. l!:!). "I'" length Is nearly 800 
yards. its b .... adth 600 ,. 'Ker Porter, 
Travels, vol. iI. p 8.~5). C"aptain Selby 
and M. Oppert agree in giving the ruin 
an ohlong .hape. 

•• Ker Porter. p. 355. 
Of Layard. Nin. and Bub. p. 505. 
.. Rich. Firat Memoir, pp. 28,24; 'La

yard, p. 006. 
.. Layard, pp. 505, 5011. Compare 

R!ch.p.25. 
, •• Rich, pp. 29 and 61. 
,., Layard p. &16; Rich, p. 25; Ker 

Porter, vol. il. pp. !\65, S66. 
, •• Layard, p. 501; Oppert, tom. I. p. 

US. 
.. I A~ the frlpze discovpl'!'d by Mr. 

La\"Rrrl (Nin. a"d Bob. p. 5<18), of 'wbich 
1\ .-t-rresentation is ~ven [PI. XV.), and 

~'::n':,'"h~WO fragments recovered by the 

..a See the author's Herodotue, vol. Ii. 
~_~, 2nd edition. Compare Oppe.-t, 
~7ditw.., tom. i. p. 149. 

, • I.ayard. p. 5\17.\ Oppert, tom. I. p. 
148. According to roe latter autbor, the 
lengtb of the lion i. four metres, or IS" 
f...,t. and its beight three metre., or II 
feet 10 inches. 

tOa Oppert. pp. 147, 148. 
to. Ker Porter, vol. ii. p. 871. M. O{l

pert calls it a trapezium (p. 157). but litS 
plan ill, rolll!'bly sp .. aking, a t,·iangle. 
Rich says it tS sbaped like a quadrant 
(p.III). 

I •• Layard, Nin. and Bub. p. 509, 
note. 

lOt See the author's article on .. Baby
Ion," in Dr. Smith's Biblical Dictionary, 
vol. i. p.151. Compare Oppert, EzpUi- . 
lio.., tom. i. p. 157. 

U. Ricb says the length Is 1100 yards, 
and tbe greatest breadth 800 (p. 21 l. 111. 
Oppert call. the greatest length 500 
""l/J·e. (547 yards); but his own plan 
shows a distance of 600 metrM (6a6 
yards). Captain Selby's map agrees 
nearly witb Rich. . 

u, See Layard, Nin. and Bub. p. 009. 
UI See tbe plnns of Rich, Ker Porter, 

and Selby, wbicb all mark very dis
tinctly the double line in question. 
Capt. Selby's survey makes the two 
lines not quite parallel, and gives both 
of them a slight leaning to the west of 
north. M. Oppert's plan represents 
th"m very meagrely and untruly. 

UI M. Oppert has onl1' a single line 
here; but a double line .s shown by all 
the otb .. r authorities. The true direc
tion of the line was for tbe IIrst time 
given by Captain Selby. 

ua This is the opinion of Sir H. Raw
linson. M. Oppert regards the work as 
Babylonian . 

ul So Captain Selby. See his Map, 
Sheet I. 

ua The line has several ~aps, more 

~~~~a1.!r..;~"w'i.~~ ~~ef~~':.~ntt~':. 'fi~ 
canals have pas....,d at some time or 
other. But the position of the f~ 
ments which remain sufficit'ntly ind.
cates tbat the work was originally con-
tinuous. . 

In See Captain Selhy's plan, which I. 
the only tru.tworthy authority for tI e 
ruins on the rigbt bank. 

118 K('r Porter, n-av~/s, vol. iI. p. 858 • 
lit Ker Porter. J. s. c. Captain !'lelby 

mak ... the height 6.'; feet (see his Map 
Sheet 1.1. M.Oppert calls the moulld 
.. very lofty" (trlls-61ev6l, but he gives 
no estimate of its heigbt. (Ezpedltion, 
tom. I. p. 180'.) 

n. Ker Porter, vol. ii. p. 854. 
'II This embankment Is placed too 

low in the very imperfect chart of tbe 
ruins, which the autbor drew for the 
first editioll of !Jis llerodufua ~"ol. ii. po 
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6'i1}. He owes an apology to M. Oppert 
tor having found fault with bls em
placement of the work. Capt. Selby's 
survey shows that in this pomt 111_ Op
pert was p"J"fectly correct. 

... Oppert, Expedition, tom. I. p. 184. 
u, Isaiah "iii. 19. 
lSIfo Dan. iv.80. 
U. As we do not know what position 

in the city the Royal quarter occupied 

~':.-.;d~t~~;~tw~o~:.,'ri'~ :; :Jth'~i,~ 
lute ce,·tainty that the city contained 
even such groups as, for instance, those 
east and north-east of Babil. or again 
those on the west hank opposita the 
quay of Nabonidus. It is of course 
nigh/y p"obuble that these and all other 
neighboring mounds formed a part at 
the ancient town. 

lO. See Vol. I. p. 1.60. 

49:~~~Wo~~'l;:'::.d~fhB:;:' fo~bft.~drs: 
tance of nearly three miles there Is al
most an uninterrupted line of mounds, 
tLe ruins of vast edifices, collected to
gether as in the heart of a grellt city." 

"·1I1.0ppert(Ex!>ed,tion_tijique, 
Maps} caUs the whole mass of ruins 
from Babil to Amran the .. cite royale 
de Babylone." 

... Hes. Op. et. D I. 40. 
110 Berosus. Fr. 14. 
II' According to M. Oppert, several 

pavement slabs found on tne Kasr 
mound bear the following inscription: 
.. Grand palace of Nebuch8.dnezzar, king 
of Bahylon, son of Nllbopolassar, king 
of Babylon. who walked in the worship 
of the gods Nebo and Merodac~.L~i_s 
lords... See the Expedition ocientiJ"l"", 
tom. i. p. 149. 
"' Layard. Nineveh lind B"bylon, p. 

606. Th" hricks are all laid with the in
scription downwards, a sure sign that 
they have never been disturbed. hut 
remain as Nebuchadnezzar's builders 
plRCf'd them. 

us B~rosus. Fr. 14. B4D'lAnCl. .... it., 
n ,...v ."Qarq~4 "Ai. rlrv ETepG.tl1roAunAe ..... 
wep&crvO., iG'CIJf cil' eL1J Aeyew. 
.". Diod. Sic. ii. 8. § 6. . 
n. Layani, Nin.",eh and Babylon, p. 

1507; Opp~rt. Expedition M:i."tifi~, 
tom. I. pp. 143-145. Portions of a i1on, 
of a hon<e. and of a human face, have 
heen di.tinctly recognized. 

M~~·l!.y~~e:~s~~ H~;~S ~~~:e:~ 
(Exnt!dltion. tom. i. pp. 140-156). 
- u\ M. Oppert (Exr)ed.tion. torn. I. pp. 

157-167) argues that the Mound of Am
ran represents t.he anci~nt .. hanging 
gardens." But his own estimate of its 
area is 15 hpctare. (87 acres). while the 
area of the" hanging gardens" was less 
.than fonr acre.<accol'dingto Strabo ("vi. 
I, § 5) and Diodoru. (il. 10, § 2). 

U8 BproR. 1. s. c. rI.,pOO"Ka.TEcrltniacre '1"0&1 
wa.TpurOtf Ba.a,AE'Ol.i "'Epa. Ba.cr&Aeu& i".; .. 
,.. eva. 4".,.0..,. M. Oppel't wholly omits 
to 10Cllte the ancient palace. . 

... See Briti8h Mmeum Serlu, 1'oL i. 
PI. Iii. No.7; Pl. "'viii. No.9. 

... See text, pp. 180, 181_ 
,n Diad. Sic .. u. 8. , 8; 9, , I. 
... The hricks of this rum are stamped 

with Neriglissar's name. Here too was 
found bI. cylinder with the inSCription 
given In the Briti8h Mmeum SeriU, voL 
I. Pl. 67. 

... 111. OF-pert regards the bridge of 
Dlodorus (Ii. 8. S 2) as a pure in vention 
(Exp. ocientifique, tom. I. p. 198). He 
supposes the real bridg&-that of Hero

'dotos and Quintus Curtius-to have 
heen .. a little south of Hillab" (ibid.). 
But this is a mere conjecture. 

... The tunnel is accepted hy M. Op-
pert G. B. c.). 

, .. Diad. Sic. il. II, , 2. 
... Philostr_ Vito .A.poU. Tyan. L 25. 
,n Herod. I. 181; Strah. xvI. I, 5 5. 
, .. Strab. I. s. C. Diad. Sic. ii. 9, , Co y""' .... v «a.8' inr.p/loA~ •• 
... It is more usual in Babylonia for 

the angles of a temple-tower to face the 
cardillal points. But for the astronomi
cal purposes which the towers sub
served (Diad. Sic. I. s. c.) it was indiffer
ent wblch arrangement was adopted. 

110 See text. p. 178. . 
II' Herod. i. 180, 181. 
181 Ibid. 
tI. This opinion was first put forward 

by Mr. Rich. See bls Fint Memoir on 
Babylon. pp. 51-66; Second Memoir, pp. 
3()..84,. His views were opposed by Ma
jor Rennell in an article published in 
the .A.rchalOlogia, London, 1816. They 
were reasserted and wanuly defende<l 
by Sir R. Ker Porter in 1822 (Tra""Is, 
vol. iI. pp. 316-$7). Heeren adopted 
them in 1824, in the fourth edition of 
his RejlectiOf&ll (Asiatic, Natiom, vol. ii. 
pp. 17lI-1\'5); and about 1826 Niebuhr 
spoke favorably of them in bls lectures 
(Vortrage, 1'01. i. 1'.30). Recently they 
have been maintamed and copiously il
lustrated by M. Oppert (Expedition 
oci~ntifique, tom. I. pp. 200-216). 

, .. So Ker Porter, vol. ii. p. 317; Hee
ren, Aa. Nat. vol. ii. p. 174; Oppert, in 
Dr. Smith's Biblical Dictionary, vol. iii. 
p.1554. 

II' Rich, measuring the present ruins, 
supposed ·that the dimensions of the 
Birs would correspond sufficiently with 
those of the Belus temple (First Memoir, 
p. 411); but Sir H. Bawlinson found, on 
tUllnelling into the mound, that the ori
ginal base of the Birs tower was a square 
of only 27:ii feet. The Belus temple was 
a SQuare of 606 feet. 

,.-. To meet this argument. M. Oppert 
has invented the term Bel-Nebo, for 
which there is absolutely no foundation. 
"' See the autlior'sHerodohu, 1'oL iI. 

P"~s:::d s:trOAt'S, Fr. 14; Strsb. rri. 1, 
7; Arrian. Fr. SO; Justin, xii. 18; Steph_ 
Byz. ad VOC. &0. 

... As M. Oppert does. See PI. XI. 
u. 111. Oppert \llIcleavors to recopcUo 
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his riew .. Ith that of the later f!'!OgI'ILph
ers by oayin~ that thougb Borsippa W88 
originally within Babylon, i.e. ..itbin 
tbe outer .. all. It afterwara8, wben tbe 
outer wall W88 destroyed by Darius 
Hystaspl •• came to be outside tbe town 
aod a distinct place. But It Is at tbe 
time of Cyrus'. siege, when all the de
fencee .. e .... In the mOBt perfect condi
tion, that BeroB08 makes cyrus" march 
away" from Babylon to the siege of 
Boraip'pa. 
I" E. Ii •• ".,01 'curl". .-ii. wOA ... in

"i~..".o .. ,. 4 ... ., (Herod. I. 1111). Com
pare the e"presalon of Arrian (!£zT!. 
A/u. vII. li):-'O ""P .... ii B~Ao" n ..... ,,'tryJ Yj .. OA ... 4., y •• BcalJv,wl'wP. 
"' A rrian says by XArIes ( .... ;;..., • .0. II.... Bepf", •• n .... +,., 1. 8. c.). So 

Btrabo (nl. I, I 5). But Herodotus 
_ms to bave found the building Intact; 
and hla visit must bave fallen in the 
reign of Artalrer"eB. Xerxes plundered 
tbe temple (Herod. L 188), and may 
tberetore In after !hnes bave been 
thougbt to have destroyed It, tbougb the 
d ... trllctloo was by a later king. II. Rich, Fjr" Memoir, p. 81; Layard, 
Ninrve" ond BRblllo'll, p. 1106; Loftus, 
Chn/dCJ!a and 8uBiana, p. 18. 

.. t Strab. I. s. c. Compare ArrIao, 
1. •. c. 

.. I Herodotus dId not always take 

~:rkCfj~: ~ff::l:u~,:::.:n:"":n:ron~ 
to him by hi. Informante. (See n. IllS.) 

.. t t<PB PI. XIV. 

... Town·gates are named In the East 
from the flaces to .. hich they lead. 
(Rlcb. Fir. Memoir. p. 118.) Tbe Kia
alao gates led to Busiao&, wblcb was ta
wardg tbe east. The Bellao probably 
led to Nilf .. r. the" city of Belus." (See 
Vol. I. p. '0'8.) Nilfer lies south-east of 

~~l~:roo. III. 1118. 
I" As by Strabo O. B. c.). When M. 

Oppert Identities tbe Babll mound with 
this tomb, he is really admitting that It 
was the 8"lus temple-tower. For there 
I. not the shadow of a doubt tbat the 
"tomb of Belus" and the "temple of 
B-I08" are one and the oame building. 
(Compare Strab. xvi. 1. '5. witb Arrian1 vii 17, and both witb Herod. I. 183, GO 
[0 ... ) 

Ofl~~:~~rr:-t~~n:::~::\'!,ru: 
tower was a square of 60() feet. The 
8n'& of tbe one was 1110.000 square feet; 
that of the otber 360.000. or considerably 
more than double. 

'" Q. Cnrt. Hj.,. A/u v. I :-" Super a,..,. vulgatum Groecorum fabulia mi ..... 
oulum pt'oslles hortl sunt." Tbe an of 
CortlUM Is the r.alace . 

... Strab. ,",v • I, 15; Dlod. Sic. II. 10, 
II. 

,n See tbe tranalation of the Standard 
Inocription of Nebuchsdnezzar, which 
18 BiVtoD ID the Appendix, Note A. p, 1iIOO=.. 

". See Loftus, ClaaldlBO and 8uBiaflG, 

P"~;'TbislstheopinioD of SirR. Raw-
llnson. .\ 

au So M. Oppert (Ezpedition IlCienU 
1iaw!. tom. i. p. 195). 
• In Died. Sic. U. 8, SS 5 and II. 

CHAPTER V. 

I Herod. I. 93; II. 109; Diod. Sic. II. 29. 
III; &c. . 

• The" walls" and tbe .. banging gar
dells." (Strab. ,",vI. I, S 6.) Compare 
Q. Curt. Hittl. A/u. Mag,.. v.I. S 3:l; fiy· 
gin. Fob. § 2211; Cassiodor. Va.'iar. vii. 
15. 

I O. Curtlus says of the bridge over 
the :Euphrates, .. Hic quoque in ..... r mira· 
bilia O.ientis opel"a lIumeratus est." 
(Hjat . .<'lie.,. M'!l1"' v. I, § l!9.) 

• Diod Sic. h. 8t. See the passage 
quoted at the head of taKt of this chap
ter. 

I Hipparchus. wbo. according to De
lambre (Hl.stoire d'A~h'ononl;e anci
en ..... tom. I. p. II!4). "laid the foulidatioD 
of astronomy among the <1ret"ks," SrOka 
of the Babylonians itS astrollomica ob
servers from a fablliously remOle an· 
tlquity. (Proclus. in Ti .... p. 31. C.) 
AristorJe admittA-d tbat the Greeks w .. re 
greatly indebted fur ast"onomical fscls 

. to the Babylollians and Egyptialls. (De 
CQ?Io. II. 12, § 8.) Ptolemy made large 
use of tbe Bal>ylolliall observations of 
eclipses .. Sir COI'newall Lewis allows 
that "the Greeks were in tbe habit of 
attributing the inventioD and original 
cultivation of astronomy either to tbe 
Babylollians or to the Egyptians, and 
repmseoted the earliest aci.mtitlc Break 
astronomers as baving derived their 
knowledge from Babylonian or from 
Egyptian priest ... " (Asn'Onomy 01 the 
Anci",.t., p.256.) He considers, indeed. 
that in tbus yielding th .. credit of dis
covery to otbers, tfley departed from 

~~Te~':~~: ~:rdU: ~~i~~eb::llelur-
• Gen. zi. 2-6. 
, Dan. iv. 80. 
I Herod. i. 93, 1'18-183. 
I See Vol. I. p. 402. 
I. Herod. I. 181. 

U H"rod. iii. 158. 
II Ibid. i. 181. AVo .............. ."" 01 .. 

t'n~~"., .. 
.. W ben Herodot08 speaks of there 

being ejght stages to the tower of the 
temple of Belus at Babylon. he proba
bly counts the shrine at the top &'i a 
sta,ge. Note his words: 01. &i ..... "'''''''""'r npyop .".,< fW • .".' ,...,. (1. 8. c.). 

I Diod. Sic. ii. 9, S 4-
II Herod. i. 183. 
"Ibid. 
If See Rich, FYrsl Memoir. pp. M-37; 

Second Memoir. pp. 80-82; Ker Porter 
vol. Ii. pp. 8Oth116;. Layard. Ninrve" and 
BabvIoR, p. 495; J.oOftus, C/&aidlBO and 
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Bwia ..... p. 117; Oppert. Expedition 
acientifiq ..... tom. I. p. 000. 

II Bee the Journal 0/ the Asiatic So
cietll. vol. xviii. art. i .• where a full ac
count is given by Sir H. Rawlinson of 
the labors by which he discovered the 
true plan of the building. M. Oppert's 
~ulations in his Expedition BcienU-

upon ~~~ri~!.s· '=ke:h~~~ ::~ 
tradict all the dimensions which Sir H. 
Rawlinson obtsined by laborious tun
Delling and careful measurement, are 
DO doubt ingenious j but they can scarce
ly be regarded as naviog any scientific 
value. 

10 M. Oppert believes this" platform" 
to have been part of a lower stage 
which would have been found by re
moving the soil at its base. This is 
perhap. possible, but at present there is 
DO Droof of it. 

.6 Sir H. Rawlinson excavated only to 
the depth of 17 feet.. The assignment 
of 26 f'l"t to this stage rests upon the 
ascertsined fact that both the second 
and the third s~e were exactly of this 
height. (Journal 0/ the Asiatic Society, 

voJi f:~iIl)b~~~und hereafter that this 
tourth stage was that of the Sun, and 
that it was probably covered with thin 
plates of gold. This would !'rive a rea
son for the diminution of heIght at the 
point, since thereby would lie effected 
a saving of more than two-fifths of this 
gold. u:: ~.::r~e~rncm::,~ ot, t:lTo~":,/St::' 
verification of these estimates. They 
tollow as deductions trom the ascer
tained dimensions of the lower stages, 
and especially from the proved fact, 
that the alteration in the Iieight of the 
fourth stage was not accompanied by 
any change in the rate of diminUtiOD of 
the square . 

• 1 Captsin Jones's measurement with 
the theodolite makes the present height 
of the building above the alluvial plain 
lna~ feet. If then the pi ... of the tem
ple assumed in the text be correct, it 
has lost less than three feet of its origi
nal height. 

·:I~~"CT:v~~!l;!~~reCeo~).r"T~ia:u:~ 
latiou fol' this color. as for that of Mars 
and Venus, was probably the actual hue 
of the planet • 

.. Herod. 1. 98. See text, p. 18. 
•• Jo .. rnal 0/ the Asiatic Socielll. vol. 

xviii. p. 12. 
17 Ibid. p. 19 . 
•• Ibid. pp. 9 and 20. 
•• Tbese I'lates of course do Dot reo 

main in .. t... The evidence of their 

r~~~~~':Ir.;:zia~~~a~:" a::'f ~~~~e!: 
ent face of ~hi ..... tage, which is •• broken 
as if with blows of the {lick·."e" (.A. •• 
Soc. Joum. p. 20); II. m statementa 
mtde by Nebuchadneuar that the walls 

of bis temples were OfteD .. clothed with 
gold;" 3. in tbe parallel ornamentation 
of Ecbatana (Herod. i. 98). 

:~ ft.~lo;/'6:'£" ~gis2~i~faction of 
tbe upper portions of the tower bas 
tl'iven rise to the belief-as old as Ben
Jamin of Tudela-tbat it bad been 
struck by Iightuing. and so destroyed. 
whence be and otbers argued tbat it 
was the true tower of Babel. But the 
vitrifaction seems really to have betoD 
the work of man, and its object was to 
produce a blue color. 

III This is a conjecture, grounded upon 
the parallel case of Ecbatana (Herod. 
l s. c.) and the analogy of the fourth 
stage. See above. Dote 29. 

•• Sir H. Rawlinson believes tbat stair
C8Sesoccupied most or the north-eastern 
face or true front of the building. (.A. •• 
Soc. Journal. vol. xviii. p. 19.) 

.. Ibid. p. 13. Similar recesses adorn 
the great Temple-tower at Nimrud (see 
vol. i. p. 316), and many buildings of 
Nebucbadnezzar (Loftus, Cllaldrea and 
Susiana, p. 246, &c.). 

•• Journal 0/ the Asiatic Societll, vol. 
xviii')l.10. . 

"' SIr H. Rawlinson tbinks tbat tbe 
upper part of the eJ<istiog ruin belongs 
to tbis shrine. 

IT s.... Vol. I. pp. M, 55, 56, &c. 
•• Herod. i. 181. 
"' JO"Mlal 0/ the Asiatic Society. vol. 

~ijii kt!~ vi. 5. 
CI .A.B. SOC. Journal. p. 11. Compare 

p.19. 
•• Diod. Sic. ii. 10, § 6. 
o Sir H. Rawlinson. in the Journal oj 

the ..118. SOciety. vol. xviii. p. 16. M. Op
pert thinks diJferently (Expedition sci-
et~tlll~~d~r'itis.P. 2(6). 

(..:: ~isO~r..~~~~~r~:h;e~~::::g: 
de /a tour de. sept Planet .. ), but accom
plishes it in a manner whicb is very un
satisfactory. 

:; t: ~~a~t~~;·~lI;~dotus. vol. iii. 
pp. 207, 208, 2nd edilion. Compare Lof
tus. Cha/drea and Susiana. pp. 343-'345. 

•• As the sides of the platform wer .. 
perpendicular, the ol1ly places at which 
It could be attaeked were its staircases. 

m~~~~e is ~~~ d~rJ'e':!. °fse!h~J. ~I~ 
Fig. 2.) Assyrian platforms were in 
general rectangular (see 1'1. XLI. Fig. I, 
Vol. I.) I. It is difficult·to re~oncile the state
ments of differt'ut writers as to the 
height of tbe Babylonian mounds. which 
have seldom bt'en ascertained scientifi
cally. Rich estimau-s the Amran mound 
at 50 or tiO feet (First Memoir, p. 21): 
M. Oppert at 80 met..... \E''Pedition, 
tom. I. p. 158), 0.' nearly 100 feet. The 
exact height of the Kasr mound I do 

, Bot find est.imated; but Rich says that 
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one of Ita ra"'n8llla .. 40 01" 50 feet deep" 
(Fa,.., Mrmoir. p. 21h. 1 aaaum .. lt tbe ..... 
tore to be blgbertban the Amran mound: 

~ ..'i.!:.~~e:a~ ~:b~tr.!.'t in 6'~ 
heigbt 1 ooll.,..lve that at any rate not 
mo .... tban au f ..... t can be &8Riglled to the 
cUbrU of the actual palllCt'l. and that tbe 
remainder must be the h .. ight of the 
mound 01" plattonn on which it stood. 

., Such waU. _m to OC<'UI" wbe .... "el" 
the Internal.truetu .... of the KaRr mound 
b laid ba..... (Rich. Fir8t M_oir. p. 24: 
Ker Porter. Trot",,,. yoL II. pp. B.lIr. 860: 
Layard. Ni_1a anti Babl/Io .. , p. 606.) 

It See text, p. 1;9. 
• 1 Oppert, ExpMition ecifta tifl<1ue. 

tom. L p. 1411. These pa .... m .. nt· arabS 
we .... aquare, about 20 inches eReh way. 

.. The eDsting remaills of building 
are Bituated toward~ thP Ct'ntre of the 
Kasr mound. (See PI. XII. Fig. 2 ) 

II Rich, p. IlIij Ker Portel" ... 01. Ii. p. 
1l6O; Layard, N,newA anti Babl/""" p. 
tiOG. 

•• The mating wans of the Kasr are 
ebrhtfeet thick. (Rich. I. •. c.) 
-~, Layard. Ni ... anti Bab. I. s. c. .. 1 
eought In vain for 80me clue to the gen
eral plan of tbe edifice" E .. en M. OJ>. 
pert, who is aeldom stopped by a diJti· 
culty. can only .. enture to ... present the 
building aR a huge "'Iua .... covering not 
quite one-fourtb of tbe mound. 

•• Rich, 1'.115: Layard, p.1i06. 
II Layard. p. 60S. 
•• Diod. Bic. Ii. R. Ie. 
., s..... te>:t, p. 1711. 
II Oppert, Ezpeditioft «i<mtijique, 

tom. I. p. 144. 
II Herod. I. 1!J1. 
I. s..... Vol. I. pp. 195-197. 
II The frieze given (pl. XV.) is the 

only tragm .. nt 01 atone ornament that 
has been fOllnd. 

II Diod. Sic. ii. 10, is 2-6; Strab. zvi. I, 
15: Q. ('ore. ... 1. 

., Btrabo and Curtius botb clearly de
acribe the .. Hanging Garden" (riw",.... 
,....,.. ,..;; .... ) as still exisUnll' in their 
time. Curtlus ,,:o:pl'PSSly declares,
•• Hmo moles Inviolata durat." 

II Ker Portel" imagines the Babylo
nians to ha .. e hl'l'n unacquainted with 
the arch. and the .... fo .... supposes, in· ".e"" of arches. piera roofed in with 
10llg blocks of atone (7'rat>el.t. .. 01. Ii. p. 
868). But Sir H. Ra .. lin .... n found the 
Internal chamber lu the Blrs covered 
In with a vaulted roof (Journal of A .. 
Societll. "01. ][YiiI. p. Ill: and arches 
have ~n found e ... n in the early ChaI· 
dOBan bUildlnr. (See Vol. I. p. 56.) 

"' See Vol. . pp. 1117.387 •• 
II Berosus. Fr. 14; Diod. Sic. L L c.; 

Q. Curt. I. ... c. 
" TbiR Is. 1 think, the meaning of Dio

dorull, when he .... ya that the appea.l'
an"" WR8 that of a thpat.... (Eem" i 
.... &ncroc • • • ftc oiaMo ... iac aAAar ef 
a.u. .. 'P" ..... ,.. '1";,. _1'6.0+'. el ... ... , ... , ... ".) 

. '" Curtlua and Diodo"", roth mw 
the height that of tbe walis <>f Babylon 
which the former. howe .... r. estJmates al 
150 &lid the latter at 300 f .... t. CurtiUf 
places the garden on the pal ...... mound 
("'super arcel1

), which would imply to. 
the actual structure of the garden .. 
height of not much more than 110 or tOC 
feet. 

II M. Oppert attempts a reconstrUf> 
lion of ilie growld-plan (Expe4itio~ 
m .. pa and plans). He makes the stage· 
nine In number, and each of small .. 
size th .. n the olle below it. 

It s..... text, Pll- 172. 1::3, 175-177. 
.. Diod. Sic. II. S, Ii 1I. 
.. Herod. I. 180 • 
" Btrab. xvi. I, S 5. See text, p. 514-
.. See VoL L p. 49. 
II As it was by the early Chaldmans. 

(See Vol. I. pr,' 51. ~.) 
•• The wal s of the Kasr. which ars 

eight feet thick (Blch, FirBt M-..ir. p. 
27>, .. re composed of burnt brick through· 
out their whole breadth. 

•• Rich, p. 61. 
•• Ibid. p. II>!. Compare As. Soc. Jour

rwl ... 01. " .. iii. p. 6, note S . 
•• As Soc. Journal. vol. ][Yiii. p. 9. 
•• Compare Rich. First Memoir. p. 81; 

Sir H. Rawlinson. in the Journal of tile 
Asiatic Suciety • .. 01. rvm. p. 8: and AI. 
Opper!, Expedition. tom. i. p. 148. 

116 The atamp on Babylonian bricks i. 
always sunk below the surface. It is of 
a aquare or rectangular form. and oc· 
curs commonly towards the middle of 
one of the two larger faces. The letters 
are indenlPd upon the clay, and mus' 
consequently h .... e stood out in rall"'f 
upon tbe wooden or metal stamp which 
Impressed them. M. Oppert observes 
th .. t the use of such a stamP. was the 
1l.1It beginning of Jlrintinl!: ( • un com
mencement d'impnmerie," Explditw.., 
p. 142). The stamped face of the hrick 
WaR always placed downwal'ds. 

.1 This arrangement WM found by Sir 
Henry Rawlinson in one of the stages of 
the Bi ..... i·Nimrud (Journal oj AS.. 80-
ciety. vol. xviii. p. 10) . 

., Rich. First Memoir. p. 6\1 • 
•• At the Birs. the red clay cemen~ 

UlJPd in the third stage has a d"pth of 
two incb .. s. (.lis. Soc. Jon ..... p. 9.1 

•• On the excellence of the Babylnnian 
mortar ....... Rich. p. 25: Layard, Ni ... · 
...-Ia and Rnblllon, p. 505 . 

•• s..... Bleb. First MPfno;r. pp. 85, SII. 
Compare M. OPpt'rt (bpMifion. tom. I. 
p. 2(0). who MYS: "Le Birs-Niml"'Oud 
appanu""t bien tat apr$la oorti .. de Hillah 
comme tine monttlqt1e que l'on croit pou· 
voir atteindre immMi8~m~nt E" qui 
reeule toujours. Mais I'rffel ~st b ...... 
pI ... ... _'" qlland I'atmoophrlre. et 
c'eat I" cas lla pointe de jour et ... rs Ie 
soir. est obscureie par 1e brouillard. 
Alol"8 on ne voit rien pendant nne beure 
et demiA: , ... ut""o.p Ie brollillard sem. 
ble ae d6chirer comme un rideau. et fail 
entrnoir 1& ID&8i8 colossale dll Birw-
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Nimroud, d'autant plus iot6re...ante que 
SOD aspect nous fral'pe de plus pres et 
d 'une mani8re completement inatteo· 
du." 

.. See text. p. 179. 

.. Ker Porter calls the figure one .. of 
very rude workmanship" (Travels, vol. 
ii. p. 406). Mr. Layard says it is .. either 
00 barbarously executed as to show very 
little progl"eSs in 8(1;," or else .. left un~ 
finished by tbe sculptor." (Nineveh and 
Babylon, p. 501.) MI'. Loftus speaks of 
It ...... roughly cut." (C}I<l/drea and Bu· 
siana. p. 19) M. Oppert calls it .. tres. 
peu digne de Babylolle," and speaks of 
its U valeur millime comme reuvre 
d'art." (ExpbUtion, tom. i. r. 148.) 

.. So. besides Mr. Layard ( . s. c.), M. 
Thomas, who accompanied M. Fresnel 
(Journal aBiatique, Juin, 1853, p. 525), 

~~ ~j..O&~~~~ Clerk, now governor of 
tbe Military Prison. !:!outhwark. 

.. Travels. vol. ii. PI. 50, fig. 3. 
•• This [PI. XVIII. Filt. 2] is engrav .. d 

on a large black stone hrought from 
Babylon. and now in the British Mu-

~~.~da:~-fd3:::~IliIf."~'~~t;:''':~j ~~g 
~~~~~~hp~~I:~,r k.jhout B.C. 1120. (See 

"The artist has somf'wl1at improved 
the drawing of the hand [PI. XVllI. Fi!\'. 
21. 10 the original more is seen of the 
fin gel'S ; and the tbumb does not touch 
the arrows. 

•• The dog probab1y represents a ~on
otellation or a star-p~rhaps tbe Dog
star. The type is a fixed on ... and oc· 
curs on sf'als and gems no less than on 
the"' black stones." (See Kt"r Porter, 
vol. ii. PI. 50, fig. 2; Lajard, Cult. de 
Mith.-a. PI. xlvi. figs. 23 and 24; Pl. Iiv. 
B.flg.15.) . 

•• See Pl. XXXIII. Fig. 2, Vol. I. Tbe 
date of this tablet i. unct'rlain; hut Sir 
H. Rawlinson i. on t.he whole inclin .. d to 
r .. gal'll. it as Bahylonian rather tban 
Proto·('haldllBlln. 

100 For'the gonts and cows, SE'e PI. IX. 
Figs. 2 and 4. The .. xqllisite figure of a 
deer .... pr"""nted [PI. XIX. Fig. 1/, an..! 
the qnaint drawing of a mOnkf'YJ' aying 
the pipe, are givt'n hy M. Lajar (Gult. 
de Mithra. PI. liv. B, No. R. and PI. xxix. 
No. n from cylinders in the. coUt'ctions 
of the Duc de Luyoes and tbe Biblio
Ch~que Royale. 

,., Laiard, Pl. xxxiii. No. 5. 
101 LR.Jal"ti, PI. xiii. No.5. ,.1 Lajard, Pl. xxix. No.1. 
10. The upper line has been omitted, 

Ill! containing notbing quaint or gro
tesque. 

, •• Ezek. xxiii. 14. 
101 Ibid. ver. 16. U As soon as she saw 

them with her eyes she doted upon 
them." 

lOT Diod. Sic. Ii. 8, S 6. ZQ,CI. ft'Cl.VToBcura. 
• ,A 0 or e " IV III ~ ,.o,~ "' "pwp.a.ul. A:Cl.1. "0', n,. 
""ft'0II11' a'll'oll'''';''''a.cn "ClTEUlCnlcur",""''' 

1.8 U4p4rlit<'C k..& ~ Diod. SIc. 
U.8.57. ,.9 s..e Vol. L pp. 2'<0, 221. 

". Layard, Nineveh atld Babyl"". p • 
501: Opper!, E:rpedition, tom. i. p. 143 • 
'" Opper!, p. 144. 
". Layard, p. 166. note. 
"" Birch, Ancient Pottll1'1l, vol. L p. 

148. 
". Layard, 1. B. c. "6 The French chemists, who analyzed 

bricks from the Birs towards the close 
of the last century, found the euloring 
matter of tbe blue tint to he cobalt. 
(Birch, 1. s. c.) In the Babylonian bricks 
analyzed by Sir H. de la 8<'Cbe and Dr. 
Percy tbe hlue glaze w .... oxide of cop· 
per. 

". Layard, 1. B. C. "7 Birch, p. 149. 
"8 Id p. 148. 
,,0 This statem .. nt is made on tbe au

thorityof M. Oppert. (E:rpedition, tom . 
i. pp. 144, 145.) No other trav.,ll .. r has 
remarked an inEquality of surface on 
the t'namelif'd bricks. 

n. 1\1. Thoma.~, who accompanit'd M. 
Oppert as artist, is the author of this 
theory as to the mode in which tbese 
works of art "'ere designed and exe
cuted. 

11' The .... parate painting and enamel. 
ling of tbe bricks is proved by the fact 
that tbe coloring matter and the glaze 
have often run over from the side 
painted to all the adjoining surfaces. 
(Oppprt, tom. i. p. 145.) 

.. ~ Mr. Birch bplieves that tbey were 
partially bakf'd before tbe color ,.. .... 
applied (Ancietlt Potte'lI. vol i. p. 128), 
and retumt'd to the kiln afterwards. 

III It is difficult in most instancE's to 
decide from the cylinders themselves 
whether they are Babylonian or As
syrian. We must be chiefly Ituided by 
tbe locality where they were found. It 
is believed that cylinders have heen 
found in Bahylonia of all tbese ma
terials. 

... 8ee King's Ant. Gems, p. 127, note. 
n. Sf'e Vol. I. p. 2.'14. 
... We shall find helow that, on astro

nomical gl"Oulld~. the posseSSion of 
len ..... by the Babylonians is to be ous
pectt'd. 

117 The Bahylonian mounds are cov
ered with rragm .. "ts of glass. (Layard, 
Nin. and Bob. p. 501.1 

••• Aristoph. Nub. 7~74S. ed. 
Ut See Daniel. iii. 1; v. 4; Herod. i. 

181-1!tq; Diod. Sic ii. 8. § 7; 9, § 5. 
JI. Herod. i. 1116; Diod. Sic. ii. 10, § 5. 
'11 As in the piel'S of tbe great bridge. 

(Hprorl. I. s. c.) . 
... Herod. i. 183. 
... ~<1>Vp~AClTC'. [liod. Sic. ii. 9, § 5. 
u, S..e tpxt, p. 192. 
116 Ne-buchad-nt"ZZ8.r statp~ frPqnently 

that Ihe Willis of his buildings are 
U clothPd with }:ilvt"r. n 

.. a Herod. i. 179; Diad. Sic. ii. 8, § 1, 
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... They are aald to have been opened 
by a machine. (Diad. Sic. I .•. c.) 

.. I Like thooe made by Herod tbe 
GJ'@at for the Temple (Joseph. BeU. Jud. 
v. I, I 8), which required 00 men to 
clooe them (Ibid. vI. 5, ,3). We bave 
no certain revresentatioll8 of Babylonian 
towo-gateo: but those drawn by the A .. 
.yrlano are alway. solid. 

... This gate and gateway are repre
sented upon a cylioder figured by La
jard. (Cult. d • . IIithra, PI. xli. fig. 5 ) 

lO. See the tlgure at a king [Pl. xvrn. 
Fig. 2). The bracelets have the almost 
Invariable roselte at tbe ARByrlans [Pl. 
CXIV. Fig. 8, Vol. 1.1. Th" dagger 
haodles are like those figured [Pl. eVIl. 
Fill' 6. Vol I.]. . 

'" Ker Porter. Travel., vol. I. p. 425. 
lO' See Pis. XVII!. Fig. I, and PI. XXl. 
... See the 7'ravelB, vol. II. PI. 80\ fl!\,. 4. 
n. Birch, Ancie"t Pottery, VO. I. p. 

14'- Compare the specimens of A88yr
lao pottery represeoted 10 the li"st 
v~I~":~,~1~~~ .~~~sent work. 

... See La~ard, Pis. xxxiii. fig. 1; xxxv. 
fig. 8: and bv. A, fig. 9. 

u, Birch, Anc'ent Pottery, vol. I. p. 
142-

v":s ~ tt~ ~a!~t!i. where both 
... Several small glass bottles were 

found by Mr. Layard in the mouod of 
Babll. (Nineveh and Babylon, p. 503.) 
Broken glass Is abundant In the rubbish 
of the mounds generally. (Rich. First 
Memoir. p. 29; Ker Porter, Travela, vol. 
Ii. D. 39~.) .i. Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians, voL 

UJi fa' ~Yl~. H. N. xxxvii. II. 
.. I Athen. Deipn. v. p. 197; Anian, 

Effi t:h:~. r.·B. c. 
I" Arrian. I. 8. c. 
II' The" goodly Babylonlsh garment" 

~1~~~ge blx!3:::':,r'~h~~:S;~(5:.:J.~r:lr 
21) Is Indicative of the early celebrity of 
Babllonlan apr.are!. . 

16 Strab. xv . I, I 7. 
II. Herod. I. 195. 
m See PI'!'t. !p'{>.nom. p. 987; Hlpp~rch. 

ap. Procl. an l,m. p. 11. ed. Schne,der; 
Pha!Dilf Col!,ph. !,p. Athen. pe'pn. xU. 

r.. 530. E: D,od. S.c. iI. 31: C.o. De D,v. 
. 1; PHn. H. N. vI. 26: Manil. i. 40-45; 

&:c. Tbe late Sir Cornewal1 Lewis 
qUetlttoned the truth of this belief, and 
.... erted that "tbe later Greeks appear 
to have bee" wanting In that national 
aplrlt which IMd. modern historians of 
lICience to conteod for the claims of 
their own countrymen to inventions and 
di800veJies." But he failed to adduce 
any 8umcient proof of this strang-e idie
.yncr .... y of the later Greeks. which In 
hl.owo mind seems to have rested on a 

&'.::~:~:u1l~~ ~:v .. =~, s!ni~J~&:!'J 
"~7Mid tb01 "!_ W".tbe ohtuse, 

uninventive, and Immovable Intellect of 
Orientals_" (..4.Btronomyof the Ancient .. 
pp_ 290. :191.) 

... Compare Cic. De Div. I. B. C. 
" Prlncipio, Assyrii, ut ab ultimis auc~ 
torltatem repetam, propt ... plan.tiem 
magflitudinemque regiofl,um quas inco
lebant, cum creium ab omni parte pa
tens atque apertum intuerentur. traJec
tiones motusque stelJarum observitave
runt." 

100 The.cosmogony of the Babylonians
1 as descri bed by Berosus. has the air O[ 

a very high antiquity about it. In this 
document the .. five planets" are dig.. 
tinctly mentioned. (Bel"Os. Fr. I, § 6.) 
Tbe planetar.v character of tbe live gods, 
Nin. Merodach, ISergal, Ishtar. and Ne
boo belongs even to. Proto·Chaldll!an 
timps. (See Vol. I. pp. 86-1I'.!.) 

ti~~~ ~hi~ctf~~~:~:nt!:~::eil~C:~: Kg:.. 
stellation and another. The stars in 
these portions are called .. uoformed 
stars." 

••• The letters of the Greek alph"bet 
are assigned to the several stars m each 
constellation; "to the largest. fJ to the 
next largest. and so on. Thus astrono
mers speak of ~'f3 Virginis," .~ 'Y Piscium,'t 
.. 6 Lyrll!." and thereby indicate to "ach 
other distinctly the particular star about 
which they have something to say. (See 

F~~i~~j'~~~~~~.:c"h~y'ots~~s that a 
proper system ot constellations is valu
able "asao artificial memory." (Out
lines of Astrollon.y. p. 181, note.) 

." Astronomers are said at tbe pres
ent day to .• t,· .. at lightly or altogether 
to disregard" the outlines of men and 
monsters which figure on our celestial 
globes; and the actual arrangement is 
said to cause confusion and inconven
ience. (Herscbel, I. s. c.) But the ter
minology is still used, and II Leonis. fJ 
Scm'pH, &c., rema.in the 801e expres
SiODS hy which the particular staJ·s can 
he dt'Rignated. 

IO. The stellar charactsr of such mon
uments [PI. XXI.] is sumciently indi
cated by the central group. where the 
male and female sun and the crescent 
mnon are clearly represented. 

181 The .. Houses of the Moon." or di
vision. of the lunar Zodiac, are said to 
have been koown also both to the Chi
nese and the Indians. . 

10' Geminus. S 15. The exact period 
:'i!~t~:'rs, 10 days, 7 hours, and 43 

IO. Magn. Suntcu:. iii. 6. 
180 lb. iv. o. 8; v. 14. 
ITO Even if we set aside the testimony 

at Porphyry. recorded by Simplicius (ad 
Arist. De Callo. p. 503. A), on account of 
the exaggerated number of the Greek 
text (Lewis, Astronomy of the Ancient., 
p. 286). we have still important testimony 
to the antiquity of the Babylonian ob
servations: 1. In the words of Aristotle, 
<Ii ..... ?< .... r..",.~.ciTq ... ..A .... r ... 
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.......... B .. /lvAc! ..... (D. C",/o. II. 12, § 8;. 
2. in those of Diodorus quoted at the 
h"ud of the text of this chapter; 3. in 
those of the author of the Plat 'Dic Epi. 
nom is IS 9. p. \11171, of Pliny, Cicero, and 
others (See above,.note 158.) 

17\ Magn, Syntw;. iii. 6. BiS' rill" APJ(~" 
'l'oii Na,8ovCUTVclpOU f3a.aI.A~itJ.f; •• • ti.4>" o~ 
1Cpovov cat. Tel§' 'II'cxAClc.o.S' T'lfp1jcrEI.S' ~)(OIU" ciai' 
e'll'i1l'1I.1' p.eXPI. lSeupo i,a.crw'op,evll,f. 

B.n~tr~·a~·';.~~~~~~~~'~°!u';a:~II!!;S' ~~ 
.,..;.., 4crrepaw lc:tv1jvewS' XaA&a.iol. ;'lCpil3wcro.v 
• • • 4!'IT't',6i, . • • N u{Jova.cra.por avva"G.Ywv 
.,.Uf ff'pa,Er.I.S' ri)v .. pO a.u,.ou /3a.alAewv 'ItpG.II'''' 
aEV. 

,,8 Scholiast. ad Arat. 752. 
'" A ristot. De C",/o, ii. 12, S S. 
171 Herod. ii. 109. 
"8 See Vince's Astronomll, vol. iI. p. 

251. . 
"7 Ibid. The exact length of the 

Chaldlll8n year is said to have been 865 
days. 6 hours, and 11 minutes, which is 
an excess of two seconds only over the 
true (sidereal) year. 

as';;~b~~i~.:'~i~Y. ~!:'t"'i 't'~!:" ~~r= 
able to find the passage. 
'" Aristot. De C",Io, I. s. c
I •• Diod. Sic. ii. 81, S 5. 
,., The arrangement of the great 

temple at Borsippa, already described, 
Is a sufficient proof of the statement in 
the text. 

, •• The astronomical tahlets discover
ed in Mesopotamia have now for some 
time occupied the attention of Sir H. 
Raw linscn. It i. to be hoped that he 
will give to the world, hefore llIany 
months are past, the results of his 
studies. They cannot fail to be highly 
interesting. 

, •• See text. p. 208. 
, .. See Aristoph. .dcharn. 658; Veop. 

98,827. ,.& Sir G. C. Lewis went so far as to 
deny to the Babylonians, in general 
terms, the use of any Instrumente what
soever. (A8tronon'1I 01 the Ancienta, 
pp. 'r/7, 278.) 

"8 See Vol.·I. p. 2Sf. ,.7 Strah. xvI. 1. S 6. ,.8 See Diod. Sic. II. 80, § 2; 81, S 1; 
Cic. D. Di1J. I. 1; ii. 42: Clitarch. ap. 
Diog. Laert. Proem. S 6: Theophrast. ap. 
Procl. Comment. in Plat. Tam.'p. 285, 
F.; and compare Isaiah xlvii. 13, Dan. 
ii.2,&c. 

I •• Strab. I. s. c.; Sen. Empir. .dd1J. 
Math. v. 'r/; Vltruv. Ix. 4; Cic. De Di1J. 
11.42: &c. '8. MallY of the ancient astrologers re
garded th., moment of conception as the 
tru., natal hour. and cast the horoscope 
in reference to that point of time, (See 
Lt>tl"onne. ObseJ'1.'CJtiot'lS su,·,," Zodiaque 
egypti.n. p. &I, note 2.) 

lVl Diod. Sic. ii. 31, § 1. Com..l'are Sext 
EIl1):!: I. s. c.; Cen"orln;, § H1 :110r. ~, ii. 
1·'t1 •• ?2; Juv. Bat. xi'v.·24&w ' " , 

... Dind. SIe". i1.80. • Ii. .llOft ","v yop 

"..,C!V~a.TW" p.ryd'., 3,.,Aovl' (l";"ov~ (i. e. TOV,," 
a.aTipar), 1I'OTe- ae ;,,,,/3,,..,., ~ oKa.VP.4ft1., "'JI'ep
fJo1ui~. eaT' lii are «0,.,.",",," AaTeptlJ" e'Jl''lTg.. 
Acic, in Ii ';'.\iou « «tU. creAJj~ e,cAeit/le&i, 
1CC14 G'EWILOVI, KCU TO CTUf'OAo., 1I"ticr41 t'G.I it( 
'I"OV ",ep'EXovr~ YEIIVOI",eV4i ."plCM'Cicrf!I.' Dxl»e
Ai",oul ft .. cal fJMf3epO., ou ",ovo., i'lle'er, 1(," 
f'OmUI, a.M .. «c&i, /fJa.a"-.eutr .. «a.i. TOtS' ",)(ov.. 
cr ..... i.&'WT~. ,.1 Lists of these two kinds have been 
found by Sir H. Rawlinson among the 
tabl"ts . 

,.. Columella, xi. I, § 8. 
, .. Strab. xvi. I, 5 6 • 

CHAPTER VI. 
I Herod. I. 195. 
I Ibid. The ,.ITp" of Herodotus In tbt< 

passage is g<'nerallyregarded as a turban, 
but the mODumt"ots make it almost CE'r~ 
min that this view is incon"t"ct. Neither 
in the A .... yrian nor in the Babrlonian 
remains is there any representatIon of a 
turban. But the head·band or fillet is 
common. The ordinary meaning of 
ILiorpa. is .. a fillet." 

I Unless th" figure represented (PI. X. 
Fig. 1) is that of a mortal, which is some
what donbtful. 

• See PI. XXIU. Fig. 5. 
I See L&yard. NinetJeh .... d Babylon, 

p. 527; Birch, Aflcit'nt Pott"'1l, vol. i. p. 
147. 

• This cylinder Is represented In full 
by Mr. Layard (Ni"""~h ond Babylon, 
p. 588). Other exampl"s of the simple 
tunic will be found [PI. XXIV. Fig. 8]; 
Cullimore, Pl. viI. No. 86: PI. viii. No. 
89; PI. xii. No. 64; PI. xix. No. 98, &:c. 

1i;';~aP1.' v~k Wo~i;. 1. Compare CnI· 
8 Lajard, Pl. :ux:vi. fig. 18; Pl. xl. 

1hr.l. 
"II See the representation of a king [pI. 

XVUl. Fig. 2]. 
10 Such a boot appears to be worn by 

the soldier represented [PI. XXll. Fig. 
4]. 

II Compare PI. IV. Fig. 4. 
Ii Herod. I. 195. 'Yw08~I''' b"Xoip .... 
II See Ezek. xxiii. 15. I S.,e the p ..... 

sage quoted at the head of text of this 
chap~r.) Girdles are wom in almost 
every representation of a Babylonian 
upon the monumt:"Dts. 

.. Herod. i. HIS. The seals of the 
Babylonialls have heen already describ· 
ed at some lellgth. (S.,e text. p. l!Oll.) 
They were probably "'om on a stl'ing 

W.:'~~~~;;~~ta.~c;,':'E"f~,!dl;J E8~~! 
Ionian walking-sticks: but it i$ obtterv
able that tbe court officers at PerSo"polis 
are univE'l"sn lIy l-epresented with sticks 
in tht'ir hands. 

16 t-\ee Pl. OUV. Fig. f, Vol. I. 
18 The 8rti~t has not rt'"pl'esentpd this 

tendt"o<'y sufficiently. It is !Iearly a~ 
marked on tIle Blnck Fton~ as OD the 
frj~z .. repre..<ellted [PI. XV' F4:". t]. . 

11 The Ilillli1srity of Jhis)iead.<4"'" to 
that WOnt by the wi~d bulls and. lions 
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at Khol'8&bad and Koyunjik, adopted 
atterwanla by the Perman a at Persepolis 
(Flandin, COm. Ii. Pia. bccd. lxz:di. 40.), 
Is remarkable. 

II All W&8 the tiara of the AssyrIans. 
(Vol. I. p. ~.) 

II A necklace Is worn by the king 
rep ........ nted on the Sir·I·Zohab tablet 
[PI. XXIV. Fig. 11. but he Is thougbt CO 
be one of the Pro!<H}baId1Ban mon
arebR. 

•• Fr. 10. See the .Jhigm. Hur. o-r. 
"01. ilL p. 860. 

., A sort of collar or necklace Is often 
... oro by a god. (Lajard, Culte tk Mit/ora, 
pl. xxxvII. fig. 1; pl. u:niil. figs.:II and 
8; etc.) But tbere are olllya very few 
doubtful _ wbere the wonohlpper 
_rna CO wear one. (See Lajanl, pl. 
u:rv. fig. 4; l<X""U. fig. 7i..&o.) 

.. See PI. CXIV. Fig. 8, vol. I. 
II Tbis scarf Is ollly an occasional 

appendage. Instances of It will be 
found In Lajard •. pI. xii. fig. 16; pl. xviii. 
fig. 6: pI. """",h. figlo. 8 and 4; &0 . 

•• Fig. 8. ..Web follows the repre
""ntation of Lajard. pl. 11'1. fig. 8. g'ves 

g~~~~:t~.d,~.:'~>rJ:'~~f::":.~:'; 
is .... pl'88l'nted on tbe head or the priest 
In the SI .... I·ZObab tablet. [PI. XXIV. 
fig. 1.] 

II See Lajard. pl. l<XIVil. fig. 7. 
•• Herod. vii. 68. 
If Tbe shields and helmets of the Ba

bylonians are mentioned by Ezekiel 
(xxiii. lUI. their b....as~plates by Jere
miab (II. 8), their spears and swords by 
the same writer (vI. 2.1; xlvi. 14. 16), 
while axes are assigned them by Ezekiel 
(xxxvi. III. 

•• See Jer. 11'.29; 1'1.23; 11.8; &c. And 
oompare bcbyl. Peril. 65, where the 
BabylonialJ8 in the army or Xerxes are 
ohamcterized &8 .. akilled CO dra ... the 
bow" (ToE'ovA_. "~"aT' .... G'TOvc). 

•• PI. X VIII. Fig. 2-'0 PI. XXII. Fig. 4. 
I. This monumeont W88~ I believe, first 

noticed by Sir H. Rawlinson, wbo de
acrlbed it in the Journal 0/ the (ko
graphical Soci.t", vol. Ix. p. 81. 'Tbe 
re",..,....otatioD [PI. XXIV. Fig. 11 is from 
a sketcb made on the spot by tlia.t tra,,
ell"r. 

•• s..e Layard. MOllumentaoJ Niftl!tlela, 
2nd Serl~. Pis. 25 and 2i. 

II PI. CIV. Fi~. 4, Vol. L 
.. COmpa .... PI. XXII. Fig. 4. 
II See PI. CVil. Fig. 6. Vol. I. 
•• See Loftus. Chaldrea and 8wio ..... 

p. 2,>8. Tbe tablet Is in the British Mu
seUID. 

It See Vol. I. pp. 1l41-259. . 
•• Lajanl. Cult .. tk MitMG, pL :uix.. 

fig. 4. and pl. xxxiv. fig. tI. 
10 See Mr. Layard'a M"""""",t. of 

-"'iRf!tJeIl. Second 8enes, pl. xl". 
•• Cullimo..... Crtlindera, pL L fig. 6; 

Laiard, pl. xli. fig. 8. 
.1 Liv. v, ·11; Ix. 40; Dlo Case. x1'f'il. 

tv: Cia. in Yer. Ii. 1. &9. 

•• RahaJr. l 7, 8. 
II Ezek. l<XIIL 23. 
•• Jer. I". 18. 
.. Compare Herod. ?Ii. 8S and 84-87. 
.. BeAist. Inacr. col. Ii. par. I, S I-
.. See Jar. Iv. 29; vi. 113; xlvi. 4; L 11'1, 

Ezek. xxvi. 7, n, &0. 
•• Compare Is. xxii. 6, with Ezek.. 

xx:iii. 113. 
.. Jer. Iv. 29. .. The whole city ahan 

flee for the"""'" of tbe horsemen and 
the bowmen." Ezek. l<X?i. 10. "Thy 
walla ahall shake at the ftOioe of horse
men. and of the wheels, and of the 
chariots. lI 

•• Habak.1. 8. 
"' EzIok. iv. II; xx:i. 22. For the use of 

batterlng·rema by the Aasyrlans, see 
Vol. I. pp. 2i4.2i5. 

•• Habak. I. 10; Jer. vi. 6; :n::xii. 114; 
xxxiii. 4; EzeJr. iv. 2; IXi. 22; xxvi. 8. 

•• 2 K.. xxv. 1-8; Jer. Iii. 4-6. 
.. J o""pb. Ant. Jud. :x. 11. , S. 
II Ezek. xx:i. 21. 22. .. For the king of 

Babylon stood at the parting of the way, 
at the bead of the two waye, CO u .... clivi-

=!~.!l~ewu~~ his -re'~~!1l!.\l:: 
liver. At his righ:'Cd W8S the cli'fin&. 
tion for' Jerusa.lem,' " &c • 

•• See Diod. Sic. ii. 29-<11. 
IT Dan. ii. 12- 14, 1M, 27, 48; I". 6. 18. 
18 Tbe Chald .... ns are the spokesmen 

fo~. t~~:.~~~~ body (Dan. Ii. ~U) • 
•• Ibid. 
11 Dan. i. 17; Ii. 2-11; iv. 6, 7; ". 7. 8. 
.. Dr. Pusey has suocessfully shown, 

against Lengerke. tbat in Daniel four 
definite classes of U wise menu are meo
tioned. (Lectures "" Doni"l, pp. 417-
421.) These are the Cosdim or Chal
dl8&l18, the oshsAopllim or astrologers 
(compare 1t;i~ "twilight ") the kha ... 

fummi ..... or sacred scribes (from 1OjO 
.. stylus''), and the m'cosM1Ilpllilll (Chal
dee, "aUrin) or .. sootbsayem." 

•• Dan. i. 4. 1lO. 
.. Ibid. ii. 48; Iv. 9: v. U. 
•• Ibid. ii. 49; iii. 80. 
.. Herod. i. 181. O' XllASa4o, i~ 

ipio< .... 1iTou nil; 'e"'; (so. ..... BJjAou) • 
.. Streb. :xvi. 1. S 8. To .. n..,~ .. ~ ... 

AOfI'09o,," 9'0;:~ XaAaaio~ trpocra.yopEUO,HI'OK. 
0& tNpl iurrPOPO"AfUI e,er, ...... Aeo" • 

.. Dan. I. 4; ii. 48. Compare Strab • 
:xvi. I, S 8. The Greek writers we .... apS 
to see castes where 110 real caste 8l<ist
ed. Sir G. Wilkinson has shown thai; 
the priests in Egypt did Dot really form 
a caste (see the author's H.".,dot ..... ?OL 
Ii. p. lilli, nota 6, 2nd edi:1:;t thougla 
the G"""KS unanimously other
wise. (See Plat. Tim. p. 11. A. ed. StaIl
baum; Diod.. Sic. L 29; Streb.:xvii. 1 •• I; 
&c,l 

•• The IIbratT Of A.ssh1ll'ban!.tJa\ al
ready described (see Vol. I. p. 485) ...., 
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mainly composed of treatises In the 
early (TuraDlan) dialect. 

T. The tablet literature In the early 
Turanian tongue is believed to embrace 
ail the ... subjects. 

11 Strab. I. s. c. E,", a. "al "";'v XaMIIi
eo., N., cicM-povo"",.ia., yeVl1 "Ae:iw" Il'cU yAp 
'OpX']voi TWff trpocrayopEVO.,,.C .... 1Ca.' Bop,n .. -
",,"'0'. 

TO Dan. i. 20; Ii. II; Iv. 7; &c. 
n Serosus speaks of the" chiet of the 

ChaldlB&Ds" (riw /3EhTI.CTTOV) as keeping 

~~: ~~~~~'i"b~~:~u~~8"1:;j,~ d3.:!~li 
and his own arrival at Babylon. He 
must bave been a sort of Rel!:ent of the 
Empire. Daniel held not only high ec
clesIastical but also high civil olllce 
(Dan. ii. 48). . 

" See text, p. 204. 
TO Herod. i. 195. 
TO Ezek. xvii. 4. 
11 Is. xliii. 14. This prophet· speaks 

also of the .. merchants" of Babylon 
(xlvii. 15). 

T. See Vol. I. p. 65. 
TO Ai:schyl. PeTS. II. 511-55. Bca/lvAAlw·r 

it trOAV,,"pvcroi ff'a.,.,.,...I.ICTOV oxAolo' "i,.,.1rEI. trUp
B1'Jv, VClO.'V ,.' e'JJ'0xovf, IecU ToEovl",., '\';,..11.'" 
"'CM'OUf • 

•• Herod. i. 183. Compare the report 
of Nearchus in Arriao·s Indica (xxxii. 
7) with respect to the spice trade be
tween Arabia and .... syria. 

., It is a reasonable conjecture that 
the cottoo and the .. wood for walking
sticks," which were grown in the island 
of Tylos (Theophrast. Hillt. Plant. iv. 9; 
v. 6), supplied the Babylonian market 
(Heeren, AB. Nat. vol. Ii. pp. 287, 288). The 
pearl flsne'), of the PersIan Gulf is first 

~:;;i~~~~ K ::r:;~~a~~'1in~~~'fo 
the Babr.~onians from a very early date. 
(See Vo . I. p. 822.) 

.. Herod. I. Ill:.!; Ctas. Indic. S 5. 
81 Ibid. 
84 Strab. xvi. 8, § 8. ntlpClft'A~w~, tic 

'Apa.lii~ II!lS 8'~L'\ioVS' C«4 t"ETp.cuocriouf 
O'TllASiovr tv ~a6e'i «oA". IClI!iTa.1. .. OMS reppCL, 
Xa.A.6a.iCllv 4-vyri&O) tf( BaJivAO'U'Of • .• n~ 
~ip.fI'opot 6' etaiv Ol rEppa'OI. ,.0 .. AiD., n»v 
Ap~ifJ)p ~o(Jf'io)lI 1CtU. a.pmP.a.1'.,.... • AptaTO

.ovA-Of 8. f"OUI't1.VTLOV t/>",tTl TOue reppaiovc .... 
'ft'o,\,Aa. crXdia.t.' eif n,., B~v'\'call"iClJl i#,ft'op.v" 
e.9(14, elCei6c!'V 8i t"~ Evt,ptiro Tel. ."opna. «pt!

trAei" eie 8ci",CLltov, II! Tel. ft'e,,, lCop.i,t!ria& 
"';"'11. Compare Strab. xvi. 4, § 18, and 
A1iathemer. De Mar. Erythr. S 8'1. 

'Herod. l. 194. 
•• Diodoru. relates that Semiramis 

brought a stone obelisk from Armenia 
down the Euphrates to Babylon (iL 11, 
$5 4,5). 

87 See Vol. I. p. 821. 
I. The Greek names of Babylonian 

musical fnstruments (Dan. iii. 6) pOint 
to an early commerce between Babylo
nia and Greece, which would naturally 
follow this line. (Compare Herod. I. 1.) 
The ill;;truments Imported brought their 

names with them. (See Pusey's Danid 
p.26.) , 

•• For the existence of this trade see 
Diod. Sic. II. 11, I 1. For its probable 
objects see Heeren's ..... Nat. voL Ii. pp. 
204-213, E. T. 

•• Herod. LI65. 
t1 Diod. Sic. I. s. c . 
•• Strab. xvi. I, S 9. B..s.ia ylip ,; yir 

a:a.i. p.CL\G.Kai, «ai. E'liiv601"0c. 
II Herod. i. 19B; 8trsb. xvi. t, , 14. 
•• Xen. "'nab. II. 4, § 13; Herod. 1. s. c. 
., Herod. 1. 8. c.; Amm. lIIarc. lI:%iv. 8; 

Zosim. iii. pp. 173-179. 
.. On the excellence of one kind of 

Babylonian date see Theor.hrast. Hillt. 

Pl~iie~: r.·1~ edTb~~I~~~!Jotus mis-
conceives the means .. hereby the frue
tiflcation was ellected does not invali
date his testimony as to the fact. Thea
p'hrastus corrects his error. (Hillt. Plan t. 
n. 9. ad fin.) 

•• Theophrast. HiBt. Pla7lt. Ii. 8. 
.. See notes 45 and 46, Chapter D., 

Vol. I., FirBt Monarchy. 
, •• Theophrast. I. s. c. 
101 The plou~h represented [pI. XXIV. 

Fig. 8], wbich IS from a cylinder figured 
hy M. Felix Lajard (Oulte de Mithra, pl. 
xll:%iy. fig. 15), may he contrasted WIth 
the Assyrian implement, of which ... 
re:fi"Xi'ntation has been given [Plate 
C V. Fig. II. Vol. I.]. It is of very 
much lighter structure, but is inferior 
to the Assyriau in haying no apparatus 
for drilling the seed. 

10' Herod. i. 198: Strab. xvi. I, § 14. 
I •• Rich, First Memoir on Babylon, p. 

59, note. (See note 84, Chapter 11., Vol. 
I., First Monarchy.) 

I •• Milkinhihe goat is represented on 
a cylinder red by M. Lajard, from 
which Pl. V. Fig. I, is taken. (Cult .. 
de Mithra, pl. xli. fig. 6.) 

106 By palm-wine, which is mentioned 
both by Herodotus and Strabo (]I. s. c.) 
among the products of Babylonia, is (I 
think) to be understood the fermented 

:Pdf~M'.:'.J t~;::o:"~'fr':ll~t is~c~g:.al 
p.28.) 

108 Xen . ... nab. Ii. 8, S 55. 
-lOt Stm.b. xvi. 1, S 7. Ttl Bopcri1l'1rG &epcl 

"'OALI' me. ... ",A:.,8vovcn 8 ell a:iwi I'V~ 
pi,6Er p.ei.'ovr .. GA." Nil' ell ilu\o&' t"OtrOlf' 
o.AicrllCOvnu. " ell' /JpOJc"" cal t"Il,UXnio.".." ,.8 Herod. I. 200. 

I •• See Vol. I. pp. 26, 117; and com
pare PI. V. Vol. I. 

". For the use of wine, see Dan. I. 5; 
.... 1; Nic. Dam. Fr. 10, p. 860; Q. Curt. 
.... 'I. On its importation from abroad, 
see Herod. I. 194, 
"I Q. Curt. I. s. c. 
". See text, pp. 411. 48. 
UI Nio. Dam. Fr. ]0, p. S6a 
". Herod. I. 195. 
"8 Dan ..... II: Nlc. Dam. Fr. 10, r.. 868. 
111 See PI. cum. ~. 1, ;Vol. .; and 

for the tuII repreeentatjoB of the emiro 
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_ne, _ Mr. Layanl'. M""u_f.t 01 
Nineveh, lind eeriea, Pia. 48 and 49 . 

... Dan. ill Ii. 7. 10. 16. Compare Ps. 
cD:XTil. I; and lL xiv. 11. 

.. a c-. ap. Athen. Deiprl. xii. p. 680 
B. . 

... Compare Nin. Dam. Fr. 10. p. 362, 
.. ith the fragmen' of Ctesias in Ath ... 
..... ua. Nicol .. says ot the .. omen-ai 
'"" •• ,'~o •• .& 8 IJvAoup, -' I. il/taAAov. 
CteRias ... y ....... .,,"""". ". ... »60 •• 

... Compare Septnagint ve .... ion. which 
tranalBtea the Hebrew ~n'p'''tVtl 
by ,",po.", the C.,n'p by ."o.p., and 

the 1,.,n~cD by +"""';poo... );vpo.,t fa 
probably ueed loosely tor "ilA6.. It 
W&II tbe technical. name for the mouth· 
pi"" .. of the .vAGo. ISee Liddell and 
l)<:ot"8 Lezictm, .. v •• "AGo.) 

"' The Hebre"l"p fa generally r&

ganled 88 the ourved hom, In contra
distinction to the .,mw or stralght 
tM'm .... t. But .. the Assyrians eeem to 
heve employed the straight horn. and 
not (so far .... we know) the curved one 
(_ PI. Cxxx. Fig. 8, Vol. L), perhaps the 
~).,p ot Daniel may represent the 

straight Instn,ment. The LXX. render 
It by ..... bo.". which W88 straight, Dot 
curved. 

... See Pl. CXXVIII. Fig. t, Vol. I. 
III Lajanl, Cult. de Mith.ra, pl. ~. 

tIliif'See Pl. CXXVJ. Fig. 8. 
, .... 8ackbut" Is certainly a wrong 

rendering of IGbka or aambuca, for the 
aackbut .... a .. Iud Instrument, .. hereas 
the .ambuca .... certainly a kind of 
harp. (Compare Athen. Driprl. Iv. p. 
176. D; xiv. pp. G8S-637; ViLruv. vi. 1; 
Suld .. , ad voc. &:c.) 

... Geaenlus reganla ..... tour 88 a cor
ruption of "...,.nterin. the Chaldee ""P
resentation of the .,,""njpoo.. of the 
Greeks. The resemblance of a (Susi ... 
nian) Instrument, ""presented on' the 
monuments of Aasyna to the modern 
.. ntour, has been aln;&dy noticed. (See 
Vol. L p. 308; and compare Pusey'. 
Danid, p. 33.) 

... Geaeniu8, "ad vcc. M')'Dtl'C; 
JOfII Brill. Com_to in Daniel. &:c. 

II. Ibn Yahia, Comment. in Dan. iii. 5. 
Compare Jerome on Luke :n., where 
the vie .. I. mention".j, but combated, 

II. Dan. iii. 5. 7, &:c. ,a. Herod. i. 196. Compare Nio. Dam. 
Fr. 131, and lEHan. Var. Hi4t.lv. 1. 

UI Herod. i. 1l1li. Compare Baruch, 
vi. 41-

... See also Dan. v. 10-12, where the 
queen ente .... the banqueting bouse 8IId 
givetO her ad.iee openly before 'helorda. 

II' See PI. XXI. Fig. S. 
II' La,ja.-d, Oulte c:te MitAro, pL z:ni.ii. 

fig. Ii. . 

U' Ibid. pI. zl. fig. I. 
U. Ibid. pI. zxvii. fig. 7. 
II' See Pl. XVII. Fig. 2. 
II. See PI. XXIII. Fig. 6 • 
u, Lajard, pl. zl. fig. 6. '0. See PI. XX. Fig. 3. Stools win be 

Been in the illustrations [pI, XIX. Ilg. 4, 
PI. XXV. Fig. 1] . 

It. See Vol. I. pp. 234-1&17. 
... Theopbrast. Hist. Plant. It 8. T .... 

+0"';'''.,'' 6 •• 1"0 ",01 ICG.PfnlloOI', ft ae utap.. 0.,· if:'" oc. W'.pi B4vAJi.v. ,.Af t'e &Ai., .. 
leA&. .,.ei. «AAa f7lCeUq trOtOU".,.CIl. 

... Ibid. v. 4 and 7. 

CHAPTER YD. 
" Compare Vol. I. pp. 'l'S-911. 
I Ibid. pp. 93-96. 
a Compare tbe priest on Urukb's cyl

Inder [PI. XIV. Fig. 2, Vol. I.] with those 
represented in PI. xxm. Fig. 6. 

o See tezt. p. 2'l4. 
• Amon~ tbe titles given by Nebuchad

n .. zzar to Merodacb are tbe following:
.. tbe .. reat lonl," .. the fI .... t-born of the 
gods, n u the most ancient" .. the 8Up-. 
porter of sovereignty." .1 the king of 
the beavens and the earth." 

• This may be concluded from the 
fact tbat In the time of Cyrus the great; 
temple at Babylon was kno .. n UDiform
ly 88 the temple of BelUB. U raceivea 
some confirmation from the further 
fact that Nabonidus gave hia eldest son 
a DaIDe (Belshazzar) wbich placed him 
UDder Bel's protection. 

• See VOI~. 9!, and compare the 
::~h.:'J;~o!: t .... vol. L pp. 496,497, 

tb~ ~t~v: ':oa:.m':::~ ~f::.~t~:: 
by the Jewish writers. (See Isaia.h ldYi. 
1; Jerem. I. 2; Ii. 44.) 
N:£:;~::iBssar,Nebu-chadneazar, and 

.. Labo-rosoarchod ... hich stands per
haps for Nabo·rosoarcbod ... LabJ/-n ... 
tua for Nabo-nabid or Nabonidus. 
.:~ ~ II Kings lC<V, 8; Jerem. :u::xiL 8 

.. Abed·nego Is a Dame which admlta 
ot nO Semitic derivation. It has indeed 
been e:q>lained .. equivalent to Ebed
melech (Arab. Abdulmalikl" which meana 
.. the servant ot tbe king; , but the only 
f,roUDd for this is tbe AbySBinian n.eg1UJ. 
• king." .. hich became ~a in Ach .... 

menian Persian. but of which there Ie • 
D.O Lrace in either Babylonian or Assy
nan. 

II The Jews seem often to have played 
with the DaIDes of the heatben gods 
in a spirit of scorn and contumely. 
Thu. Zir-banit becomesSuccoth·benotb, 
.. tents of da~hte .... " (2 K. ·zvii. 80); 
Nebo becomes ID one place Nlbhaz, .. the 
bark .. r" (ibid. verse 81 I; AnUDit becomaa 
Anammelech. to chime with Adramm ... 
lech (ibid.); &c. Similarly Tartak mall' 
be suspected to be .. cierisiye corrup
tiOIl of Tir, and Nisroch Ilf Nei'gaJ. .... 
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",.. sometimes called simply Nu or 
Nir . 

.. See Vol. I. p. 89. 
11 Jerem. xxxix:, a. 
... The narrative in the Apocryphal 

Daniel, which forms the first part of 
our Book of h Hel and the Dragon." 
though probably not historical, • .,ems 
to be written by one well acquainted 
with Babylonian notions. The kin!!" in 
the narrative evidently regards the Idol 
as the eater of the victuals. 

17 ~C1O''' ai Ol (JU7'oi. O~"OI. [Ot X4ABa.Lol.] ,!,(II" 

'~iw aVT()V +0&.,.,,, 4!f,-o., I'IJOJl', "' • .,..). \He-
rod. I. 18l!.) 

•• Herod. I. 18t. 
" See the passage of Daniel quoted at 

the hpad of the text of this chapter. 
•• Tbis appears to have been the case 

from the description of the image of 
Bel in the ApocrYJ?hal Daniel. (ODT., 
carden p,el' .O'TI. 'JI'lJM5, i~UJ8e., al XaAKos. 
Apoc. Dan. xiv. 6.) Bronze hammel'ed 
work, laid over a model made of clay 
mixed with bitumeo, ba...t:; been found in 
Assyria. (See Vol. I. p. 2ll4.) 

'11 Sir H. Rawlinson in the author's 
Herodotus (vol. i. p. 517. 2nd edition). 

•• See tl'xt, pp. 189-193. 
.. According to the Apocryphal Daniel 

~tJ ... t" priests were attached to the 
fi::.t ;;:~j:e of Bel at Babylon. Apoc. 

•• Ibid. verses 14, 19, and 00. The fact 
is implied in Diodorus's statement that 
the priests were a caste. (Diod. Sic. ii. 
29, § 4.) 

•• Arrian, Exp. Alex. vii. 16. 
•• The goat is the ordinary sacrificial 

animal on the cylinders; but occa.. ... ion· 
ally we see an ox following the worship
per. (See Cullimore. pl. Xl. No. 60.) 

., See the figures of priests [pl. xxm. 
Fig.61. 

•• Herod. i. 188. 
•• See PI. XXIV. Fig. 2. Compare 

Macrob. Sat. i. 23. U Vehitur enim simn· 
lachrum dei He!io~olitani ferculo, uti 

d:~~llll~r~:~~?~~g~ay,dOT~ £i~~~SiH~ 
lioJ.:'W::~~~~. if~~e Sun·God of Sippara. 

.. Dan. v. 1-4. 
at Herod. i. 191. A~tTa., ••• xopeve..., 

~f S~ohl'::d.1I {i~9~" C~~~;=8~~a~c~";i: 
.a, and Strabo xvi. I, § 00. 

s'The statl'ment of Herodotus, that 
U from that time forth no gift, however 
great. will prevail with a Babylonian 
"loman," is not fe-ppated by Strabo, and 
is fiatly contradicted by Q. Curtius. 
(Si~ ~~~l.<i~8~ter IU.) 

I. Strab. I B. C. .T The Babylonians had a double "YS
tf>m of notation, decimal and sexagintal. 
They wrote in series either 8, 4, 5, 6. or 
B. 4, 5, 10. (Sir H. Rawlinson in til" 8U

. thor's Herodotvll, vol. 1. p. 600, 2nd edi-
tion.) 
.. " Ibid: p. 4IYI. 

•• Ibid. p. &21.· 
•• Ibid. p. 514. 
.. See Cullimore's Cylinthr8, til. xviii. 

Nos. 9~ to 95; pI. xxii. Nos. 113 -and 115. 
Compare Lajard, Oulte de MithTB, pis . 
xxxv. fig. :$; liv. A, fig. 12; !iv. B, fig. 15 . 

.. Se" Vol. I. p.88, where the same 
usage is assigned. to the earlY Cha!
dreans. 

•• Ibid. p. 84. 
•• See PI. XIX. Fig. 4. Vol. L 
•• See PI. XIX. Fig. 8, Vol. I. 
•• See PI. XXI. Figs. 1 and 2, Vol. L 
.T See PI. XIX. Fig. 7, Vol. L 
•• See the engraving of a cylinder [pl. 

XXIV. Fig. 3). 
.. The two last-named emblems are 

uncommon. For the bee see Cullimore • 
pI. xxii. No. 117, and pI. xxiv. No. 129. 
For the spearhead, Cullimore, pI. xxvii. 
No. 147. 

•• Bit. Ana is certainly .. the house of 
the god Anu or Ana," who was war-

~Rrid /S:,.,~egl~ l' :,o~~fC~?t~p:':~ 
W:l ,?8 ('~~~i~~~li~f~: ~::t: :~t~:~: 
HeJ-odotus, vol. i. p. 001, note 3, 2nd edi4 

:='~ol~~=e(~nf;f ~hi ~~era~~) 
been conjectured. 

CHAPTER VIII. 
I See Vol. I. pr. 99, 100. 
I Compare" 01. 1. p. 378. 
I An account of these wars has beea 

already given in the History of Assyria . 
(sr-H~~' ~P52~81, 382 • 

• Compare Vol. I. pp. 392, 393. 

: X~h~~~~~,l ~ft~ 3~ 8t.:;'t, about 
the year 8.C. 880, he recovered and re· 
built a city on the Diyaleb, which a B,.
hylonian king named Tsibir had de
stroyed at a remote period. (See Vol. I. 
p. 89") 

8 The passage in M&.erobius is curious 
and seems worth givillg at length. U As .. 
syrii quoque, n says this writer ... SolE'm 
sub nomine Jovis. quem Dia HeJiopoli
ten cognominant. maximis cEPrt"rnolliis 
ct.>lebrant in ch'itate qure Heli()poli~ 
Iluncupatur. Ejus dei siolulacl'ulIl 
sumptum est de oppido .<El'ypti. quod et 
ipsum Ht'liopolis appellp.tur. reg-nallte 
apud JEgyptios Senemurfl. sen idt'm ~t'
ut-pos nomine fnit. pP.rlRtumque est pl'i
mum in earn pe-r Opiam It'gntum D ... lt'
boris regis A~syrioruln sacel-dott't-qlie ~ 
... 'Egyptios. quorum princeps fuit Part·i
metis, diuque l,ahitum spud Assyrios 

r.~.) I~i!I~lr50p~~t~~~ll:r~~~;-~;e~(~~s 
(or Dt'bol"as) ht're mentiont>d is hlt'ntical 
with'the Tsibir who took tt'l'l'itoI"Y from 
the A!o1SI:ri~ns. (SPf! Dote J4:!, ChCl,f)ter 
lX. Vol. I. ~,co'/ld Jl/olla,·city.) 

• See Vol. I. p. 81J8. . 
10 Ibid. p. 409. 

:~ ¥l:~' ~rm~\f8i1ount Zagros, the 
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Arllmeans of the middle Euphrates, 
and th .. Chaldeans of the soulh. 

II It must h .. allowed to be still doubt
ful wheth .. r Pul was a king of Babylon 
or no. The Jewish write,·s call bim 
.. king of Assyria." In Be,'osus be was 
repr ..... nted as .. Cbaldreorum rex." It 
Is ~ ... ible that he was one of the rebel 
cl"efs &gainst whom Asshur·dayan Ill. 
bad to contend. tbat his f\utbol'ity was 
estahlished In Western Mesopotamia, 
and that he took the title of .. king of 
Assyria." 

.. BerosU8. Fr. U... Na./lov""l&po. lTV' 
".y"yci.tJl' "clf ff'ptiff.1.C N., "po a.UTO" (J«fIt.1t.4-
• ., ~4»a.."f1'c!JI'. 

II See the" Canon of Ptolemy." 
II Herod. I. 184. Among those who 

Identify the reigns of S .. miramis and 
Nabon_r. and suppose a close tie of 

~~~~O~~i£a~b~~('iI;;'~~~:' t~~~'r~ 
461!). Clinton (F. H. vol. I. P 279. note 8, 
Volney (R.cherches BUr I HiBtair • ..... 
cienne. part iii. p. 79). Bosanquet (Jour
nal of Asiatic Fiociety. vol. xv. p. 280), 
and "ance Smith (Prophecie' relating 
to AlfRyri ... rp. 66, 67). 

"See Vo .1. pp.421, 422. 
II Ibid. p. 422. 
II Que of tbese princes bears the name 

of Nadi ..... wblcli may have been cor
rupted Into Nadius. (See text. p. 288.) 

so Bosanquet. Fall 01 Nineveh, p. 40. 
II Ap. Josepb. Ant. Jud. lx. 14, ill. 
t. S .... Val. I. pp. 447, 448. 
•• See text. p. 288. 
•• See Vol. 1. p. 436i.c0mpare note 411, 

Cbapter l.X., Seco"d Mo .... '·chg. 
.. 2 K. xx. 12; I .. xxxix. t • 
•• Tbe Ingenious explanation which Mr. 

Bosanquet has given of the gOing back 
of the shadow 011 tbe dial of Abu (Jour. 
0/ AIIi .. tic Socretu, vol. xv. pp. 286-295) 
Is probably known to most readers. A 
way Is cl..arlv shown In wbieb the sha
dow mall have gone hack without any 
Interference wltb the course of nature. 

IT lsaiab xxxix. 2. 4. 
I. The dependence of Judea on Egypt 

d Dring Hezeki .. h·s reif. Is Indicateif 6y 
~~~~0D8 In II • xvl1l. 21, 24; Is. 

.. See Vol. I. p.440. 

.0 Ibili. p. 148. 
• 1 An .nterregnum In the canon (in! 

oi~""'o\""'l&) necessarily Implies a season 
of trouble and disorder. It does not 
show tbat there was no king. but only 
that no king reigned a full year • 

•• Polyhlst. ap. Euseb. Chron. C ..... I. 
Ii. '1. (See the passage quoted atiength, 
note 413, Chapter IX., Second Yo... 
arch".) 

I. See note 418, Chapter IX., Seoond 

Mr.s~I;'I.I. p.447. 
I. Ibid. pp. 478 and 477. 
I. See note 8811, Chapter IX., Second 

MOftGrch" • 
• , S .... Vol. I. pp. 447. 458, 459. 480. 481. 
It As Snsub does not appear In Ptol,,-

my's Canon, It Is tolerably certain tba' 
neither his first nor his second reign 
lasted a year. 'l'he ,..,volt of Saill-mugi
na (Saos-ducblnuR) seems to have be .. n 
put down within a few months. (See 
Vol. 1. pp.481-4R2.) 

II Th,s remark Is true of all the known 
eases of revolt. It might. however. re
quh-e some qualification. If the bistory 
of the eight years from B.C. 688 to B.C. 
680 were recovered. The interregnum 
of Ptolemy In tbis place Implies either 
revolt or a rapid succession ot viceroys 
-r.roba~ the former. 

.~ rb.te:\~ 11.;::: w.;·on. Oan. i. 9 • 
"Saracu8 .•. certior factus turmarUiu 
vulgi collectlciarum qure d marl adver· 
sus se adventarent, continuO Busalusso
rum militlm duoem B .. bylonem mitte
bat." The .... here mentioned Cli .. only 
he the Persian Gulf. There is some 
reason to think that Bel-sum·iskun. the 
father of Neriglissar (see text. p. 250), 
assumed the title of king of Babylon at 
this time. A fragment belonging to the 
!"eign of Asshur-emid-i1in. the last As
syrian king. seems to speak of his taking 
possession of the Babylonian throne. 

•• It bas been conjectured that the 
U turmlB vUlgi collecticitB" were a rem
nant of the Scythic hordes which had 
recently overrun Western Asia. But we 
cannot well imagine them advancing 
/'rUm the 8e<J, or acting in conoert with 
their special enemies. the Medes . 

•• SynceU. ChrMLOgrajh. p. 210, B. 
O~.,.oc [(, N tJjJOft'OAtitTa.pOC CM'pa.,."."or trwO 
~cUc:ou '1'0;; Xo.A&ai(d1o' /3tutt.AEWf naAELr, 
Iffl." • .,.ou a"Tou %a.pQ.IlfOV Etf N,.,ov eft'&crrpa." n.... Compare Abyden. ap. Euseb. 
I. II. Coo where Nabopolassar is called Bu
salussor (leg. Bupalussor) by the same 
sort of abbreviation by which. Nebu
chadnezzar has become Boliht - i - nazar 
among the modem Arabs. 

•• It is unlikely that anyone who was 
not an Assyrian would have received 80 
high an appointment. 

.... Sed enim hic. capto rebellandl 
consilio. Amuhiam Asdahagis Medorum 
principis filiam nato suo Nabucodros
eoro despondebat." Abyden. I. s. c . 
.. Is (Sardanapallus) ad Asdahagem. 'qui 
erat Medicm geutis pl'reses et satrap" • 
copias auxiliares mi~t~ videlicet ut filii) 
BUO Nabucodrossoro de~pondel'et Ainu· 
blam e filiabns Asdahagis ullam." AI~" 
Polyhlst. ap. Euseb. Citron. Cun. i. 5. 
18. XaABa.c:C'lw efJG.(J'iAwU~" No.!3orroAo.crapofi 
In, lea, .; tra.n,p TOll NafJovxocSovocrop, Tou
YO" ;. ff'olt.vifM'fMJp "AAifa.vcSPOfi 1.a.p6t.lvo'1l'oAo ... 
"Mei, trt!"'~CUlTA "po," "AcrrvclYlJV a4T'pcl1l''I1I 
M.,iac, '''" ...,., 8VY4,-ie:a. aUTOU "ApwtTr1l' 
AaJ30JITIJL .,v",~."" et, "01" VlOV ClVTOV No.,8ovxo
a • ..s"Op. Srncell. Chronograph. p. 210. A. 
The mal'1'lllge of Nebuchadnezzar with 
a Median princess was attested hy Be
rosus. (Fr. 1 •. ) 

.. That the Medea and Babylonians 
both took part In the siege Is witnessed 
b1 POlyhislor (I. s. c.Y. Josepbus (Ant. 
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Jvt1.. x. II, , t). and the author of the 
Book of Tobit (xiv. 15). It was also the 
91ew of Cteslas (Diod. Sic. Ii. 24-28). He
rodotus In his extant work speaks only 
of the Medea (I. 106), while III our frag
ments of Abydenus the Babylonians 
alone are distinctly mentioned. There 

: f~~hy~~~~si~o;,r:'::::li~'1e"~e: 
Abydenus and Polybistor make the }Ie
dian commander Astyages; the author 
ot Tobit calls him Assuerus (Xerxes). 
The sam~ writer makes the Babrlonian 
commander Nehuchadnezzar. 1 have 
followed in the text wbat seems to me 
the balance of authority. 

tT See Vol. 1. pp. 472. 478. 
•• So al"" Berosus (Fr. 14), and Poly-

histor (ap. Euseb. C.\ron. Ca ... i. 5, S 3). 
U Isaiah xiv. 4. 
•• Herod. ii. 151, ]52 . 
• , Tbe only even apparent ex""ption 

Is the si~ge and capture of Asbdod (He
rod. ii. 157). which Dlay have had a de
fensive object. Egypt need"d for her 
protection a strong fortressoin this qu ...... 
ter . 

•• Isaiah xlvii. 8. 
.. ~e Herod. I. 74, and compare text, 

pp. 104.105. 
'0 See text, pp. 105, 106. 
.. The last year of Josiah was (I 

think) B.C. 608-not B.C. 609. as Clinton 
mRkes it (F, H. vol. i. I? 328). nor B.C. 
610, as given in the mal'1{lD of our Bibles. 

:: ~bh~~:' ~i~:.aft~er I. 
•• 2 K. xxiii. 29, 30; 2 Chr. xxxv. 23. 24. 

Compare Herod. ii. 159, where the bat
tle is t'rroneously placed at Magdolum 
(Magdala) instead of Megiddo. 

•• 2 Chr. xxxv. 20; Jer. xlvi. 2. 
•• This is evident from what Is said 

of the recovery of this tract by the 
Babylonians (2 K. xxiv. 17). and from 
the position ot Neeo's army in B.C. 605. 
(Jer. I. s. c.) It agrees also with the 
statements of B"rosus (Fr. 14), except 
that Neco I. there represented as a B&-

b~I:,~i~~ ~m:'~, 84. 
•• Herod. ii. 1,9; Jer. xlvii. 1. 

.. ~~cth* e'h~~~a~~;!::: .fe~:;'~i~':,;,~~ 
was in the fourth year ot Jehoiakim 
(Jer. xlvi. 2). whom· Neeo made king 
after his first successes. 

et Ov Buvap.tIo'Of in IC'cuco7l'Cl6e'.. (Beros. 
Fr. 14.) 

•• Jer. xlvi. 5. Compare the narra
tive of Bt"rosus. %UIol#£.iEClf Bi No.~ouxoBo
.,olTOpof Tc.i 471'Of1T«1"J}IC'a.i. fJ'a.pa.Talc4t-U·Of cu .. 
'rOt; .,.. iKp'n,ue IC'cal riJ., Xcaipa.JI' t!1C' 'l"aU~ riJr 
«PXijf un ,,1j., o.'lint; {lGH"Aeio.JI ttOl.1jcra.TO. 
VOr.14.) 

II 2 K. xxiv. 1. 
If Berosu. spMka of Nebucbadn .. z

sar'. a"ranging the allalrs of Egypt at 
this time (I. s. c.) . 

•• On this occasion Nebuchadnl'zzar, 
to save time, traversed the desel·t with 

. 
a small body of followers. The troop .. 
the baggage. and tbe provision. returned 
8fe~~~.'~~':"/)>Ute through Upper Syria. 

•• Berosu.. I. 8. C. n.."o.Aa,S". U T.l 
ftpG.YIJ.G.T4 atOtKOVIJ.evc v,..o nd., XaMaiotv, 
.. ai. 8t4n,POUIJ.evrW riJv /3fUTtAEi4J1' no roii 
{lEATifTTOlI atnbw, K.f'.'\'. 

,. As Jeremiah, Ezekiel. the authors 
of Kings and CbrOl:icie., and Josepbu •• 
In the valuable fr81<1D"nt which Jose
phus has preserved from BeroBus (COfltr. 
.Ap. i. 19), we have an account of only 
one war-that waged by Nebuchad
nezzar in his father's lifetime. (St'e 
text, p. 241.) 

11 A phrase in Berosus ... em. to Imply 
that Nebuchadnezzar IIOt only had a 
war with the Arab., but that he con
quered a portion of their coOntry. 
(KparijO"at lii "'l'IcriJl' [0 B"PCdtTtTOf) 'T01' Ba.j3l1 • 
AWvtov Ai..,v1I"Tov, :Iupiaf. ~.t"i.~. "Apo.-

r~:Mo:Sii:'!nJS';'::'i~~~fte~O~~u:b~g~ 
Josephus speaks! (Ant. Jud. x. 9, § 7.) 

11 Joseph. Ccmtr .Ap. i. 21; .Ant. Jud. 
x. 11. S 1. Compare Jer. xxvii. 3. 

n 2 K. xxiv. 1. The expectation of 
help from Egypt, which Josephus ex' 
pressly a .. erts (Ant. Jud. x. 6, § 2). ie 
lDlpliM in 2 K. xxiv. 7. We may sus .. 
peet that the embassy sent ostensibly to 
claim Uri~ah (Jer. xxvi. 22) had r~ally 
for its obJect to conclude an a'Tang'" 
mt"nt with Neco. 

"Alex. Polyhist. Fr. 24 .. (See tt'xt, 
p. 106.) According to this writer, Ne
buchadneu.ar's army on this occasion 
numhered 10.000 chariots (!), 120,000 
ho ... e. and 180.000 foot. 

TO The grollnds for bp\i .. ving that Tyre 
was invested be/moe Jerusalem are given 
In the all thor's B.",xlotus (vol. i. p. 422, 
Dote 6. 2nd edition). 

TO 2 Chr. ][][][Vi. 6; Joseph • .Ant. Jud. 
x. 6, S3. 

n Josephus O. s. c.) aCC\lses N .. bu· 
chadn .. zzar of a hreach of faith on thie 
occasion: but it is most Iik.,)y that 
Jehoiakim surrendered without condi
tions . 

•• Joseph. I. s. c. Compare Jer. xxii. 
19, .. He shall be buried with the huris.! 
of an ass, d"awn and cast forth ".yond 
the gates of Jerusal~m:' aud xxxv;. 8tl, 
.. His dead body shall be cast out in th .. 
day to the heat and in the night to the 
frORt." 

18 Jer. xxvii. 1; JOSl'ph. x. 71, § 1. 
0.2 K. xxiv. 8. The nUDIber "igM 

in the parallel passage of Chroni.,les 
(2 ehr. xxxvi. 9) is evidently corl'Upt. 
NebuchadDezzar would not hav" pl.ce6 
a boy of eight on the throne. J .. hoia
chill, moreover, bad several wives (2 K,. 
xxiv. I,). 

0, l! K. xxiv. 10-15; 2 Chr. xxxvi. 10. 
.. Jo""ph. C""tr. Ap. i. 21. Compa .... 

Philostr. ap. Joseph . .Ant. J"d. L 11, 
51. 

.. Ill:. uv. 1; Jer. xxxix. 1; Iii. ,; 
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"' The ninth year ot Zedekiah was 
B.a. 08Il. Uaphria began to reign the 
aame year. 

'" E ... k. xvII. 15. .. He rebelled 
against bim In sending his ambassadors 
Into Egypt. that tbey mlgbt give bim 
horses and mucb peo~le." Compare 

Jo:.eY:b::~~i,~u:.;.,~!· to 3iuive revolted 
twlc ....... ln bi. 8tb and in his IItb yea,'; 
Jebnlacbin either had revolted or was 
on tbe point ot revolting wben he was 
dep"sed. Thus Zedeklab's revolt W&tl 
the tourth within the space of thirteen 
years (s.o. 601-588). 

., ~ K. xxv. 1. 
I. Joseph. Ant. Jud. lL 7.·S 8. T1w 

~uip(1.V IIClJCulO"tII 4VTOii IIUI.' 1'a. +poup .... Ao./3WJI. 
Compar~ Jar. xxxiv. 7. 

"' ~ -K. I. s. c.; Jer. Iii. 4. 
10 Jar. %Xxvii. 5. 
II Ant. Jud. I. s. c. ·A .... vn\ .. "" 8i ~o" 

AlY.!'ft'l'iol.l cAl tTlJP.fJa.N:i1l aVTolV 'f'j 1A-a.1''O 

v~f'See Jer. xxxvII. 7. 
II Josepb. Ant. Jud. x. 7. S 4. Dpo .. -

~CI:!ii b~i:e~Gf uO:~i;:e~#(:~::;~~rih~ 
real Tyre. tbe is1and city. actually fell 
on tbis occasion (Heeren. As. Nut. vol. 
II. r,' 11. E. T.; Kenrick. Phoenicia. p. 
890 • chlelly because Ezekiel s"ys. about 
B.0.6'0. that Nebuchadnezzar bad .• re
ceived no wages for the se"vice that he 
served against it." (Ezek. xxix. 18.) 
But tbl. passage may he understood to 
mean that he h"d had no sufficient 

N~~~h.Jn":~::rsr::J'::3~t P~~:iJ:::: 
&"" "Goi. n, ... Ivpia.v"a.i. ,.,., ... • owi""" «'D' Q. fT C1 V 
i.filloc IC4TfvTpelll(J.To. (Ap. Joseph. COll,tr. 

Af. ~b~ ~Iege commenced In the 7th 
year at Nebuchadnezzar. and lasted 13 
r.ears. terminating cOIIsequentlJl: in his 
20th year, wbich was s.o. 685. lJoseph. 
Oontr. Ap. I. ilL) 

"ll K. xxv. 6. 20. 2t; Jer. xxxix. 5; 
iiI. 9. Riblab seems to have been an 
Important fortre88 at this time (2 K. 
xx"i. 8:j). Apparently it had taken the 
place of Hamath. 

., Jost'lph. Ant. Jud. %. 9, S 7. 
•• Camby""s conquered Egypt so. 525. 

(See the author's Herodotus. vol. Ii. p. It 
note I.) Psammenil.us (PsammatiklIl.} 
had then been on the tbrone a few 
month~. Alnasis, hil:5 father, who suc
ceeded Aprie •• had rel;(ned 44 years. 
(Herud. hi. 10. Manetho. as repre
sented by Africanu •• and the monu
ments agree.) Thill would bring the 
clos" of the reign of Aprles lUapbris) to 
s.c. 569 • 

.. H~rod. iI. 169. 
, •• The J'r"\,h~cies at Jeremiah (xlvi. 

18-26) an i>:zeki,,1 (xxix. 8-00; xxx. 

t~lt ·'t~!":·~~~~rCfl~e ~i~~e~'h~re bi::Jri~i!i 
&ceounts that bav .. come down to us of 
tbe conuilion ot Egypt In the reigns ot 
Apri"," aull A~. (Herod. Ii. 161-

182; Di04. Sic. I. 68.) Ezekiel's 40 
years' desolation of Egypt must (I think) 
be taken as flgllrative, marking a time 
of degradation. when independence was 
lost. Of course such political degrad .... 
tion would be quite consistent with 

~!:::":rk~~ri~\r p~~sWS;r.;soJS1: :~: 
author's Herodot'IIB. vat ii. p. 826. 2nd 
edition.) It is never to be forgotten that 
Berosus distinctly witnessed to the c0n
quest of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar. 
lAp. Joseph. Oontr. Ap. i. 19. Kp .. -
1"~1Ta. .. 6i cfJlJIT'1"OV Ba.jJvAWl'l.oyAiyvfrTOV 
".~.A.) 

,., Ap. Euseb. Prmp. Ev. Ix. 41. Com
pare Euseb. ehron. Oan. i. 10, S 3. and 
Mos. Chor. Hm. Armen. ii. 7. 

, •• See Vol. I. pp. 603. 604. 
, •• Beros. Fr. 14; 2 K. my. 14-16; 

xxv. 11; 2 Chr. xn:vI. 20; Ezek. I. 1; 
Dan. I. 3; &c. 

100 Polyhi.t. Fr. U. 
, •• Abyden. ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. I. 

10. § 2; ap. eund. Prrep. Ev. Ix. 41. 
Nebuchadnezzar. however, in the Stand
ard Insc,iption. ani,. claims to have 
repai"ed the wall. 

r •• Taking the height of the wall, 
that is. at 75 feet. its width at 82 feet, 
and its circumference at 365 stades. the 
mll8Burements of Herodotus would raise 
the cubicai contents to more than 5.400.-
000,000 feet. 

lOT Baby Ionian bricks are about a foot 
sqnare and trom 8 to 4 inches thick. 

, •• Berosus. Fr. 14. 
, •• Ibid. Compare Diod. Sic. ii. 10, § 1; 

Q. Curt. i. 5. 
II. Beros. 1. B. c. Com,Pare the Stand-

~rth~~:ri;:'~~er~Jli~h:;:~~~~d':~~~ 
bear Nebucbadnezzar's legend. 

III Abyden. ap. Euseb. Prrep. Ev. ix. 
41. 
"' Ibid. This Is perhaps the Chebar 

of Ezekiel. In Pliny's time it was called 
the work ot a certain Gobar. a provin
cial governor. (H. N. vi. 26.) 

III Abyden. 1. S. C. 
, .. See the inscription on the Birs-i

Nimrod cylinders. (Journal oj .As. So
cietll, vol. xviii. pp. 27-32.) 
"' See text. p. 187; and compare the 

anthor's Herodot'IIB. vol. ii. p. 4ll6. ~nd 
edition. • 

u, This embankment Is· entirely com
posed at bricks which have never been 
disturbed, and which bear Nehuchad
nezzar's name. (Sir H. Rawlinson's 
Oo,::i~kf.a':'7f.' 77, note.) 

118 Sir l. Rawlinson in the author'. 
Herod!)hUl, vol. I. p. 469, note 7. 2nd edi
tion. 

'10 Arrian. E:I:rI • ..4.leIlJ. vii. 21. Com
pare Strab. xvi. i. § 11. 
... Compare the Hebrew l~?'" rivus." 

Opa would seem to be a proper nama. 
II' Sir H. Rawlinson, L It. C. . 
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"'Dan. iii. 2. 
... Ibid. i. 3, 4. 

::: I~:~: i~'I~\ Iii: :2.7. 
::: I~l~: Ui.~' 49. 
... Ibid. Ii. 47; iii. 26-29; iv. 2, 84, 37. 
... Ibid. iii. 14; iv. 8. 
... Ibid. iii. 4-20. 
II. Ibid. i. 2; iv. 8. Nebuchadnezzar's 

Inscriptions SUlllCien~ show that this 

fa~.~'1~.f.og. ,;,:,s J;'~ii. oo~~~h. 
"' Ibid. ii. 46-49; iii. 28-80; iv. 8, 34-37. 
... Ibid. iv. 30 . 
.. 6 See particularly Dan. ch. iv. 84, 35, 

87. .. I blessed the Most High, and I 
praised and honQred him that liveth for 
~ver, whose dominion is an everlasting 
dominion, and his kingdom is from gen
eration to generation: and aU the inhab
itanta of the earth are reputed as noth
ing. and he doeth accordiog to his will 
in the army of heaven, and among the 
inhabitants of the earth; and none can 

~~t~!a;~N~~ '!y J'.::}r:;cg:::~!!";.~ 
praise and extol and honor the kiog of 
heaven, all whose works are truth, and 
his ways judgment: and those that walk 
in »ride he is able to abase." 

J'h See above, Dote 78. 
II. Jar. Iii. 10. Compare II It. lC<V. 7. 
UB Jer. Iii. 11. 
... Ibid. lii. 81. 
u'See nots 30, Chapter VI., Vol. I., 

Sef.~e:'t':x~~"b~Xt, Vol. I. p. 490. 

o Itl Beros. Fr. 14. Ka.T'a.cJ'cEV4cra.i TOil Ita.. 
AOVIoLEVOY rcPEJA,o.trTOII 'R"4lUiSeuTov, Bt.m 7'0 rirv 
YVVa.iKI1 a.UTO" anfh'#LEl" rij~ OpElClf BLCI,8icre:
OJ\". TE8pa.p.,...EVlJS elf TOtS «a.TG. Y'lJ1I M"&ia.,, 1"6. 
trOt\". 

UI "AVczA";IoL,.UI'I"CI. AU""a. v",,,Ni. Beros. 
I.S. C. 

lU AfllBpeG. ft"O,V1"Olia.1Tci. Ibid. 
1 .. Compare Dan. iv. 22 and 30. 
... Ibid. verses 10-17. 
It. Ibid. verses 20-26. 
It. See Dr. Pusey's Lectu .... , on Daniel, 

W~I~;.~~~°Z';~"Zt!':t~~ J~ 
Aherglaube .... d ei .. e Krankheit, in the 
8rd volume of his Kleine SchriJttm, pp. 
157 et seq. 

14V Dan. iv. 29. 
160 Ibid. verse 88.-
... We must not suppose that the af

flicted monarch was allowed to range 
freely through the country. He was no 
doubt strictly confined to the private 
gardens attached to the palace. 

lit Dan. iv. 25. The U seven times" of 
this passage would probably, but not 
necessarily. mean seven years . 

.. I Ibid. verse 84. It has b .... n thought 
that there is a reference to Nebuchad

. nezzar's malady in the Standard Inscrip
tion. But this is now doubted. Perhaps 
we ought scarcely to expect that a king 
would formally record such an a1Iliction. 

... Ibid. verse 86. .. My counsellors 

anl~6ct.](l~~oD~:~e~:O N!~~'Cbadnez.. 
zar's proclamation on his recovery . 

... Abyden. Fr. 8. 
167 Berosu&. Fr. 14. ·E"'1rECT~'" eir a.;

ptJJtT'Tia.., p..erqUcil4TO TO., /Jiov. This sober 
account of the chaldman historian con· 
tras18 favorably with the mal'vellous 
narrative of Abydenus~ who makes Ne.
buchadnezzar first prophesy the de
struction of Babylon by the Medes and 
Persians. and then vanish away out of 
the sight of men. Ap. Euseb. Pra!p. 
Ev. ix. 41; p. 456, D ) 

168 If we suppose him 15 wben he W88 
contracted to the daughter of ('y&"ares 
(B.C. 6251. he wouid have been 36 at his 
accession and 79 at his death, in B.C. StH. 

... Beros. Fr. 14; Polyhist. ap. Euseb. 
Chro... Can. i. 5; Abyden. ap. eund. i. 
10. 

u, So the Astronomical Canon and 
Berosus (I. S. c.). Polyhistor (I. S. c.) 
gave him 12 years, and Josephus (A .. t. 
Jt1d. x. 11, § 2) 18 years. 

11 ... In tbe year that he began to 
reign." (2 K. xxv. 27. Compare Jer 
Iii. 81.) 

u. 2 K. :xxv. 28; Jer. Iii. 82. 
lea ".E., TOtS' ciVo.YICClLOTo.TOlr ~iA.otr IftXE'. 

(Ant. Jud. I. s. c.) 
lU DpoCTTur TtlJfI trp«y,,4ftJ., avOp..C'Ili' "at. 

"O'EAyoi>.. (Beros. Fr. 14.) 
u. Jer. xxxix. 8 and 13. The real 

name of this kin",. as it appears upon 
his bricks, was Ne~al.sar-uzurt with 
which the Hebrew Nergal·shar·ezer is 
clearly identical. This fact, added to 
the circumstance that the king bore the 
office of Bah-Mag, makes it almost cer
tain that he is the person mentioned by 
Jeremiah. 

U. There is no ground for regarding 
the Babylonian priests as magi. By 
none of the old classical writers are 
they given the name. None of the 
terms applied to the U wise men n in 
Daniel resemble it. There is certainly 
a remarkable resemblance between the 

:~~I!~~s"'fe::~n mt':,~';atfv'!,t I:~ 
guage, where Bab·Mag is Rubu·emga; 
and the term e1/lga is not used in Baby
lonian when a Magus is certainly in
ten4ed. (See Be";"!. I .... col. i. par. 18, 
&c.) 

187 See above, note 4t . 
U. As the nine months of Laboroso

archod are not counted in the CaD on. 
we have to deduct them from the ad
joining reigns-those of Nerigllssar and 
Nabonadius . 

... See teu, p. 188. 
ITO Diad. Sic. ii. M, § 7. Compare text, 

p.I94. 
IT. Laborosoarchod is the form which 

has most authority, since it occurs borb 
in the Canon of Ptolemy and in Br-rot'u9 
fFr. 14). LaboEsoracus or Labt'soracu9 
18 the form given in the Armenian £llSCt' 
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blus. Josepbus haa Lobosordacus in 
one place (Ant. Jud. :1:. 11, S 2); Abyde
DUS (ap. Euseb. Proop. Nv. l.x.41) Labaa-
8Oarai'«!1J8. 

In llai:c w.,. Berosu8. 1. s. C. 
17' 61.. '1'0 'll'o,ua..,.,.."a.ivuv ~alCO"91J. (Be

roo. Fr. 14.) 
". ·Arr.T.,.rr ... '"'''' Ibid. The word 

mPAnR literally" was beaten to death." 
176 From the commencement of B.O. 

625 to the clONe of B.C. 556. 
n. The name Is read a. Nabu-nahid In 

A.oyrian and Nabu-induk in Hamitic 
Bahylonlan. The former Is the ground
wm"k of Nabonlledu8 (Ber08U8), Nabona,.. 
dillS (ANtr. Can.). and Labynetus (He
ro,I,); the latter of Nabannidochus (Aby
lien.) and Naboandelus. which should 
probauly be Naboandechus (Josel,'hus). 

177 Tot/Tou (se. Aa.j3a.crcroap"ICov) (ur09«
JlOVTOf fjl.a.i"" p.oPIf', NatiavvI.8oxov a:rro.sn
.vve .... fJa.al.A.ia, "POC11'ICOVTG. 0' ov84v. 
(Abyd~n. F,'. 9.) Compare BeroSDs. Fr. 
H. who calls Nabonadius Na./l6 • .,,86. n-
va. "c;,., elC Ba!JvAwvOf. , 

'" On hi. bricks and cylinders Nabo
nidus CRUS himself tbe son of Nabu-··
dirba. the Rab·MILg. (See British. Mu
aeum .'ieri ... vol. I. pI. 68.) 

17. Thi. haa been at a.1 times the usual 
practice .?f usurpers In the East. (See 
Herod. III. ~, 88; Josel,'hus, Ant. Jud., 
"Iv. 12. § 1; wilkinson In the author's 
H ... odotus. vol. Ii. p. 625; &c.) That It 
waa adopted by Nabonadiu8 Beams to 
tollow, 1. from Belshazzar, his BOD, be
iog regarded in Dani,,1 as a 80n (de
scendaut) of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. v. 
2. II. 13. 18. 2'2). and 2. from biB having 
a ilion to whom he gave the name of Ne~ 
buchadnezzRr. (See Behist. InseT. col. 

I. \':or HI:':ot~~: i.~l. ¥~J':~t~~;"~ ~!ILSon. 
for placing the hll of Sardis in B.C. 554. 
and conseq',ently tbe embQ8l'ly sent by 
Crt.B8US to Nllbofl&tiiu!I; in B.C. 555, have 
boen fully given in his Herodotus. vol. I. 
pp. 2R6. !lli7, 2nd edil.ion. • 8' See t..,xt. pp. 115. 116. 

181 Herodotu~ repI'esent9 Cr<BSU9 as 
the aggressor In his war with Cyrus; 
but It Is probahle that be was so fOl"mal-

~ d~~~~' t~I~: ~~!~k8 f~~r;::s~ ~~;"(H"'; 
rod. i. 76). and his presence in full force 
in Cappadoc':a as 800n as CI'casUS in
vades his territory. are sufficient proof 
that he WILS about to attack Croosus. 
(See the chapt..,r on the .. History of 

P~~iS'~: ~~o!:-~~ 180. 
II. Herod. 1. 77. .8. The Nltocris of Herodotus still re

mains one of the dark personages of 
history. She Is unknown to the monu
ment.. No otber independent author 
mentions her. Her very name is suspi .. 
8;OUS. being Egyptian, not Babylonian. 
Yet still it is bard to imagine her a mere 
myth. HArodotllK heard of her at Ba
bylon. wltbln little more than a. C"D
turyof the tilDe when she was said to 

have lived. He heard of her in con
junction with anotht'r older queen, Se
miramiS, who is found to be a historical 
personage. only a little misplaced. (See 
text, p. Zi4.) Again, Nitocris, though 
not known otherwise as a Baoylonian 
name, was an Egyptian I'oyal name in . 
... e at this period. (Wilkinsoll in the. 
author's Herodot .... vol. ii. p. 3~, 2nd 
edition.) Under these circumstances ii 
is perhaps allowable to conjecture. 1. 
that there WILS Buch a pel'son; ll. tha' 
sbe WILS an Egyptian princess. or at any 
rate of Eg,yptian ext"action; 3. that she 
was the wlfe, or mother, of one of the 
later Babylonian kings. and was regard
ed as in some sense reigning conjOintly 
with him. My own imJ»:ession is that 
she was a daughter of Nebuchadnezzar, 
born of an Egyptian mother, and rnar
ried successively to Npriglissal' and Na.
bonadius. who each ruled partly in her 
right. I regard her as the mother of 
Belshazzar, whom Herodotus confounds 
with his father, NabonRdius; and I sus
pect that she is the queen who .. cII.me 
mto the banqupting-house" at Belshaz
zar's impious fenst, and recommended 
him to send tor Daniel. (Dan. v. 10-12.) 

••• The river walls, which Herodotus 
aacribes to NitoCl'ls (I. 186), were de
clared expressly by BerosuB to have 
been the wOl'k of thiS king (En, 'rOVTOU Td. 
7rept. TOV 7rOT4,.,.OV TEL",., rii~ BatJvl\uwi4~ 11'0" 
AeUJi E~ 07rn;~ ".Aiveov "dot. a.cr4>a.A.TOV ICO.Te
Ko",.~6~. Fr. 14). The bl'icks of the em
bankment are fouod to bear his nam e. 

.., Hel'od. I. 180. The rivel' walls can 
Bcarcely have been built until the em
bankmt'nt was made. 

"'Ibid.I85. 
... Grote, History of Greece, vol. iii. p. 

180. 2nd edition. 
18. Xen. Anab. II. 4. § 12. 
.01 The" Median Wall" rests wholly 

on Xenophon's ILuthol'ity. It is quite 
unknown to Herodotus, Strabo. Arrian, 
and the othel' historians of Alexander • 
Excellent reasons have been given for 
believing that the barrier within which 
the Ten Thousand penetrated W8,f the 
old wall of Babylon it..,lf. (See a paper' 
read by Sir H. Rawlinson before the 
Geographical Society in 1851.) 

\02 Hel'Od. i. 'it. 
lOS Ihid. 79-86. 
lO. Ibid. 153 and 177. See the Histori

cal Chapter in the account of the Fift'" 
M(}narchy, pp.. 429-550. 

196 npOfTEcr~4VTO at,.ia. eTEfI)V ICtir-G. troA .. 
Awv. Herod. i. 190. "E"OVTE~ Ta. E1rl.nj61C.CI. 

,..A.EOI' ;, EUcOcrC.JI' iTcaV. Xen. Cyrop. vii. 5, 
§ 13. 

••• See PI. XI. 
10' Herod. i. 189. 
lO. Ibid. vii. 40. 
Ult 'n~ ... riJ 8Eunpov ia.p llfriAalA-fJ'e. 

Herod. i. 190. The two years seem al· 
luded to in Jer. II. 46. . 

too Berosus, Fr. 14. A'a66,.,.evo~ N41101' 
.",60; T-;'V ef/>o60v Q.VTOV (sc. Kvpov), a. .... avn;. 
erAS' IAofTa. n;~ 8vJlcl.I'II!"CII" leal 7ro.p4Ta..Sa.I'eVOfr 
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~""lhl. 'rjj "'''XlI, ...... A. Compare Poly. 
histor ap. Euseb. ekron. Can. I. 6, S 8. 
Herodotus does not say who command
ed the army. 

101 Beros. 1. B. C. ~"oAt')'OCl"l'O~t ",...,e.A.,,,,.,, Ii, ",Ii' BopO'I."'''1I''~v "ciA .. .,. 
••• The proof ot 'his association Is 

contained in the cylinders of Nabona
dius found at Mugheir, wbere the pro
tection of t.he gods is asked tor Nabu
nadid and his son Bel-sbar-uzur, wbo 
are coupled together in a way that im
plips the co-soverei~nty of the latter. 
(Briti.l. Museum Senes, vol. i. pI. 6Il, No. 
1.) The date of the association was at 
the latest B.C. 640, Nabonadius's fifteenth 
year, since the thh-d year of Belshau.ar 
i. mentioned in Daniel (viiI. 1). If Bel
shazzar was (as I have supposed) a son 
of a daughter of Nebuchadnezzar mar-
ried to Nabonadius after he became king, 
he could not be more thau fourteen in 
his father's fifteenth year. 

t08 h The Queen, n who U came into the 
banqueting-house," where Belshazzar 
and his wives were already seated (Dan. 
v. 2, 10). can only be the wife of Nabo
nadius and mother of Belshazzar. The 
tone of her address suits well with this 
view. (Compare Dr. Pusey's Lectures on 
Daniel, p. 449, which 1 first read after 
this note was written.) 

I •• Herod. 1_ 190. 
1.1 Ibid. IDI. 
SOl According to Herodotus (1. s. c.l, 

Cyrus cut a canal from the Euphrates 
to the reservoir of Nitocris, which he 
found nearly empty. According to 
Xenophon (Oyrop • . vil. II. I 10), he cut 
two canala from a point on the Eu
phrates above Babylon to another be
low the town • 

•• , Xen. Cr/rorJ. vii. Ii, S 15. This Is far 
·more probable- than the statement of 
Herodotus that .. It happened to be a 
festival It (TUXI!'. yap a+ .. eouG"CLl'. opnjlo', L 

19!&n':.n~~· 1. 
lOt Xopeye,., f'OiiTo. ftl' "pIS .. ", teal ,., ri· 

,,,.601n'" et..... Herod. 1. s. c. Compare 
Jer. h. 89. 

m~':t t~~.!'=!o:n!~~:rJ.~~ fI'::' 
Had the Bentries even kept proper 
watch, the enemy's approach must have 
been perceived. .11 Dan. v. 4; Xpn. Cr/rorJ. 1. s. c. Xe
n~phon appropriately:cans these reIi-' 
glons revellers ICCI»P.CU7'TGt • 

• ,. It Is curious that Herodotus does 
not notice the fact of the attack being 
by night, which Is strongly put hy Xeno
phon (Cr/rorJ. vii. 6. I§ 15-38). Compare 
Dan. v. SO: -"In that night was Belsbu
&arslain." 

::: ~!r~'li.v~. Herod. I. 191. 
... XeD. Oyrop. vii. Ii, SSll6-81 i Jar. I. 

SOil~:r~r. L 43. 
·"Dan.v.~ 

.,. Xen. Cyrop. vII. II, Sf 27-80. The 
picture is graphic, and may well be 
true. 

.11 Jer. 1 82; U. 80, 32. 68. 
••• Berosus. Fr. 14. Kvpof a. Ba,8voyW" 

1ta..,.a.Aa.J3o,...~, 1Ca4 CFVvro.l~.,,4 if .. "'t .... 
Ae'cut nix" KATACTIC"",,", I(.'I".'\'. Compare 
Jer. I. 15; Ii. 44. 68. 1 have replaced 
1t4TtU1'ICa.tII4& by n dhimantled., n beCause, 
whatever the orde ... of Cyrus may have 
been, the enormous labor of demo!iJihing 
the wall was certainly not und .. " aken. 
The battlements may have been thrown 
down, and breaches broken in it: but 
the wall itself existed till the time of 
Alexander. (Abydpn. Fr. D.) 

til "Avi(nlo ~",1. Bopa"nl"oJl, E«1I'oAc.opll'lj
nJJI'Till' Na./301l.,."aOlf. Heros. 1. s. c. 

"'Ibid. 
t;tI KClpp.iIU"t~ ";yep.ov'w a .. pefTa&. Fr. 9. 

Berosus. asl'cvu,·ted by Josephus (Contr. 
.Ap. i. 21). only says that Cyrus assigned 
Carmama to Nabonadius as his place 
of abode (aoue OifIC"""';PlOV a:uTtf Kaplo'."'''''). 

... See text. p. 244-
• •• Herod,. ii. 157. 
lie Ibid. i. 17"8. 
II. Judging by the taxation ot Darius, 

the resources of the Persians at this 
time were nearly tlve times as great as 
those of the Babylonians. The Persian 
Empire Included the 1st, 2nd, 3rd. 7th, 
half the 9th. the 10th, 11th. 12th. 13th. 
14th. 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th sa-

~.r.~~d Wo~lI~h!!':t:,atl~o~t' ":J"K~'i'i 
the 9th. The joint revenue furnished to 
Darius by the satrapies of the first list 
was 5660 talents; that furnished by the 
second list was 1150. 

••• See the description of the Assyrian 

E~ViTti~ .!~; ~ .. n:):::I~ from such 
expressions as "Thou, 0 kin~. art a 
king 0/ kings" (Dan. ii. 8.). 'Thou," 
(i.e. Babylon) "shalt "0 more be called 
The lady of ki7lgdo""," (Is. xlvii. 5). It 
Is confirmed by the history of the Jews 
(2 K.xxiv. 1-17), and by the list of Tyrian 
kings contt'mporary with tile Babylo
nian Empire preserved in Josephus. 
(Contr . .Ap. i. 21.) 

... See text, pp. 242-l!45. 

.11 A byden. ~·r. 8. 

... It may be suspectp" that the Susi
anians l'evolt.dfrom Babylon before 
the conclusion 0.' the ~i.ge a~d joined 
Cyrus. (See ISBlah ""-'. 2; XJill. 6.) 

APPENDIX B. 
1 See Appendix A, Vol. I. pp. 5()8..1;19, 

S~nd Mona.-chy. 
• Such names as Pol. Porus. Nadius, 

can scarcely contain more than one ele
ment . 

• Of cou ... e there may have bf>en othpr 
com binatiotls in u~e bt"sidt"s theost"; but 
no othp ... have been as yet distinctly 
recognized. 

• I:\ee Vol. I. p. 447. Another name of 
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euetly the same type f. Shamas·fpnl. 
(See note 669, Chapter IX., SetXmd Man
Grchl/.) 

• See note 669, Chapter IX., Sooond 
Monarchl/. 
to:"~f!."'~259.E:a:p"dttitm IICte1I.tt~ 

r See I:lxt, p. 126. 
I Or. accordinlf to M. Opp'ert, .. Nebo, 

protect my BOn.' (Expul&tion, tom. ii. 

p .• Tbl. Is decidedly the more correct 
form, and Indeed Is probably not far 
from the Babylonian articulation. 

.. Ezpedition, tom. ii. p. 2511. 
II See text • .p. 231. 
II See VoL L p. 4111. 

II ! K. xxv. 8; Jer. xxxix. 9. 
It Several such conjectures have beeD 

published by M. Oppert. (E7!)edititm 
"'1~nl;~;.J~~. ii. pp. 355-367. 

II Sir H. Rawlinson in the J')Urnal of 
the As;utic Societ1l, vol. xviii. p. 2S, 
nole ~,t . 

17 Jt"r.<I. 8. c. 
•• I>an. iv. 8. .. At the last Daniel 

callie in before me. whose name was 
Belteshazzar .. after t"e name of mil god." 

19 See the Targ .. m on Provo XXI. 14. 
•• Dan. iv. 9-
•• See Appendix A. Vol. I. pp. 511,512-
•• See the explanatiou given of S&..-

chlm in the text on p. 2i4. 
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CHAPTER L 
; 'I"e boundaries here ~ven belong to 

tile Em'pire only at the height of its great
ness, VIZ., from about B. o. 506 to B. o. 479. 
The Strymon and the Danube ceased to 
be boundaries at least as early lIB the 
Jast.named year. 

• See text, pp. 188, 134. 
• It is ditIlciIIt to measure exactly the 

dimensions of the Assyrian Empire, 
from the uncertainty of its boundaries 
eastward and northward. If we regard 
it as comprising the whole of the Baby
lonian Empire, Assyria Proper, one balf 
of Media, and some districts of Armenia, 
Cappadocia, and Cilicia, we may perhaps 
allow it an area of from 400,000 to 500,000 
square miles. 

• See text'fP. 124, 125. 
• See Vol. . pp. 2-4; text, p. 128. 
• See Vol. I. pp. :J2O.-129. 
7 See text, pp. 1-6. 
• Ibid. pp. 18, 19. 
o See Vol. I. pp. 186-188; text, pp. 19, 

20. 
I. See text, pp. 126, 127. 
11 ldid. pp. l:t7, 128. 
'"Ibid. pp. 129-182. 
11 The name of the country is given lIB 

Pa.rsa in the cuneiform inscriptions of 
Darius Hystaspis, which is no doubt the 
true native orthography. The Hebrews 
called it Paras (D~D), the Greeks 

-T 

Dip .... , the Romans Persis or Persia. 
The modern Far. is the ancient Parsa 
softened and abbreviated. .b'arsista .. is 
.. the land of the Farsis" or Persians. 

U Kinneir, Persia .. Empire, pp. 194-
201l Pottinger, Tra11el::!, p.1I19; 8ic. 

1 Herod. 1. 125. Tne later ge0gra,
phers, however, distinKuish between the 
two. (Strab. ltV. 3, S 1; Arrian, Exp. Ala. 
vi. 26.i.&c.) 

11 Ainneir, pp. 54 and 000. Po~, 
f84~; fZeograph. Journal, vol =vil. p. 

" See text, p. 11M. 
11 Pottinger, p. 54; Fraser .. Khorasan, 

p. 71; Malcolm, History Of .rersia, p. 3; 
Kinneir, pp. 54, '10, 81, 201. 

10 Kinne.r speaks of crossing .. four 
rivers" between B ... hire and the Tab (p. 
117), but of these four two were arms of 
the Khi8ht, which is the only stream in 
the district that hIIB the least real pre
~on W the ~ of rlvl!l". 

•• Malcolm says of this tract, that It 
.. bears a greater resemblance in soil and 
climate to Arabia than to Persia" (p. 2). 

., Compare text, p. 2. 
•• Valuable contributions to .... ards a 

map have been made by Mr. Consul 
Abbott, Lieut.-Gen. Monteith, and the 
Baron de Bode, which will be found in 
the thirteenth, twenty-fifth, and twenty. 
seventh volumes of the Jou"'<ll of the 
Geographical Society. But much still re
mains to be done, more especialJy towards 
the east and the south-east. 

II ~er Porter, vol. 1. PII' 46~, 501, '109; 
Pottinger, pp. 234, 237/' Kinnelr, pp. 56. 
69; Geo!}mplt. Journa, vol. xiil. pp. 79, 
80.85; vol. =v. pp. 88, 47,76; vol=vii. 
pp. 116, 158, 159, &c. 

I. See especially the descriptions in 
Fraser, Khorasan, pp. 75-79; Chesney, 
Euphrates Erped it ion, vol. i. p. 208; 
Geograph. Journal, vol. =vii. p. 174; 
vol. xxxi. pp. ~> 64. 

.. Compare Ailmeir, pp. 55, 195-200; 
Ker.Porter, vol. 1. pp. 459

9 
472, &c.; 

Moner, P ... st JOUTne1JI.PP. 2, 1471}48; 
Geograph. Journal, vo =v. pp. ~78; 
vol. =vii. pp. 149-184. 

•• Geograph. Journal, vol. xiii. p. 84; 
vol. =v. pp. 69, 60; Ker Porter, vol. i. 
p. 685; Pottinger, pp. 20!!.. 220;, Fraser, 
Khorasan, p. 79; Morier, .1tirst JOUntey, 
p.lSO. 

n See text, pp. frl, 28 • 
•• See text, pp. 134, 185. 
•• Strab. xv. 3, S 6; Q. Curt. Hist • .Illez. 

v.6. 
I. The names, Pulwar and K7wona

"aherni, are given lIB the present names 
on the authority of a recent traveller, 
Captain Claude Clerk (see Geo!}1Y1ph. 
J01l"'<ll, vol. xxxi. pp. 60 and 64). Our 
earlier travellers generally represent the 
former river lIB known liy ilie name of 
the Kur or Kur-ab (~er Porter, vol. L p. 
612; Chesney, vol. L p. 2(8). Kinnelr, 
however, calls it the ::ihamier (persian 
Empire, p. 69), Morier the Sewund (First 
Journey, p.l42). Rivers have often half· 
a-dOien names in the East, esch name 
really attaching to a certain portion only 
of the course. 

m~~ =tI,y~"!.itraJ,~er:'a:d ~~ 
Bakhtigan;butMr.ConsuiAobottassures 
us that that name is not now known on 
the spot. (Geograph. Journal, vol. :r:n. 
l>.71·1 
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" Strictly ~the Murg-Ab, which 
flows by P......-gadlB. is a CnbulBl'7 of the 
Pull ....... and DOl tbe main ri ...... 

II 80 M~irtlt JOtu'fl~". P. 11M). 
][er Porter of the arches as three 
only (l'rat... vol I. p. 6!lS" while Ueut. 
PottJ.nger multipli<s them "'to .... ~! 
(l'ra.,,"1.o, p. 114:1). 

I. Pottinger. p. lIIl9. III. F1anJJn bas an 
engt'Sytngofthisbrid....." .. bichrepresenta 
It with 18 arches (VolI"ge ~" l'e~, 
"Plalleb .. modern...," pL my.). So 
also Morier. Storo"" JOII"",,,, 0pp. P. 7'-

I. Pottinger, L L c.; KiDDeir. p. 011. 
I. Fraser. P. 82. 
It ~1'1t. Joumol. vol. ZDlI. Map 

OJ!~I09. 5'l 
I. CJerI<, ll' ~ JoumaJ, YOI. 

un.p.M. 
•• Mori .... Fi,..t J~. p.1It; 8ecoftd 

Jo.,"""" p. 411. 
II Abbott, in (hogmJ>1o. Joumal, vol. 

zxrii. P. .151. Comp. Ouseley, 2'ratoeLt, 
,,01. Ii. pp. SQ. roo 

II See tbe descriptiOD of Mr. Oonsul 
Abbo", (Geogra.ph. Joumal, YOI. ZIY. pp. 
'1»-75). 

.1 Kinnelr. p. eo. 
•• A~ in (hogrupI&. JoumaJ, YOI. 

~~ftl!_ the most striking are th098 
on the route lM'tween Busbire and Shira&, 
.. hieb have '-n described by IIIIUl7 
tra....,nt-.rs. (llon .... Firot Jo~". pp. 
411-64: Fraser. AR0m.90n, pp. 75-\'9; 
Monteith, in ~plt. Journal. ,,01. 
:KIVii. PI'- 11l>-117: Clerk. in the same, 
"oL ZXXL pp. &-6&.) Others of Dearly 
equal gnwdeur ...... traYeftled by Mr. 
Abbott in the more t'&Stern peR of the 
mountain region. (fkogropA. JottnWJl, 
"oL zxrii. pp. 1~4, 1:-5.) 

•• See the plates in FIandiD (Vo~ "" 
l'Proe, .. PlaDcbes moderuee," pis. ICY!. 
and zcis.), from one of .. hich PL 
XXVI. is tekeD • 

.. Monteith, in (hograp1&. Joumal, YOI. 
zrrii. p. 115-

•• PQsargadIB was mentioned as the 
CRpitai of Cyrus by ADaximen.. (ap. 
Steph. BYL ad "oc. u""""'I"l'''&'') and 
CteSias (Per.. E:rc. ,91. Either Ctesias 
or Dino .... p,..,..tt'd It as the capital city 
of Atradates, the fath .. r of the gns$ 
Cyrus. (See Nie. Dam. Fr. 66.) 

.. Q. Con. Hut. AI~ .... y. 6: x. L Pr0b
ably the true original form of the DAm8 
...... ParM-gberd, .. the castle of the Pet-
Bian9" (as Stt'pben of Byzantium ex
plains the name). For the root gh#"1'd 
compare the modern Darabgberd, La&
jird, B'm.',iird. &-c.. and the oerto of the 
old Parthian cities, Tigrano-certa, ea..-. 
catbi~",&c. 

•• It is this tom~ at Pasargarua br Strabo (X? 8, i f Arrian (&,.. AI~.z. 
VL 29), and otherS, w' aloneoertainJy 
flIes the site. 

•• Clerk. . in G«IgrG~ JoumaJ, ,,01. 
~Pl'-eo,Gl. 

II KiDDeir. p. 611. Morier. ~ J_ 

-l.'.fi.etlS. strMms which fertiIise the 
8bIraa plain are rills ratber than mers. 
Tbe best known iB the RocknGbad, cele
brated by Halla. 

:: ~~"a:~"7.""'.!'r..-:;~~ 
lates nitet Carmaaa omnium 1Qater~ It 

"Pottinger. pp. l!:!1-227: Abbot$ in 
(hogm"It. -Jovnwl. ,,01. ZIY. pp.l!9. 30. 
~!~,p..*>6. 
.. PtoL ~rap/L Yi. 8. This name is 

eYidently the original of the modern 
Ormus Or Horm.... The Hormuzians 
...... forced to migrate ..... lY jn the 13th 
oeotury. (D'A.nYille., in the lteltlOi ..... de 
I·Amdtl", ... de • .sc~ tom. :r::J<L P. 
141.) 

•• Armuzia or lIaIp10aia apJlE'!!S as a . 
"I'e!rion" in Pliny (H. N VL 2'i), and 
A.rri8n (Hut. Ind. n:riii. 1.) 

H Arrian, Hist. 1"d. x:avii. 8. 
11 Ibid. XII:J[Vjji. Ii. This name, per

hapa, remains in the Moun' A.oo" of 
th_ parts. (Vincent, Pet &pi .... p. 381,) 

•• ArriaD, XII:J[Vjji. 7. 
II Ibid. :a:xix. 8; Ptol.. Yi. ... 
•• AlTian, L L c.' S1l'aO. rt'.ll, S a. 
..PtoL~.L8.c. 
•• Strab. L L c. Gabiane, a district of 

EJ.,Ymais (aooording to Strabo), probably 
took ;18 name from ibis city. (Strab. 
X?I. 1. 118.) 

It PtoL ~p1o. l L 0. 
.. So Q. Curtius, Hut. Ala. iii. 5-
•• As the Baron de Bode COIljectunls. 

(lhogropA. Joun&al, ,,01. ziii. pp. lOt>-
1ll!.) 

to Tbe8e four placea are mentioned 
both by Ptolemy (fhogroplt. "I. 4l.:,'! 
by Ammianus (Zldii. 6). The 
placEs Po"""P&na in Carmania. 

,. Byrba appears as a I'I!rsian town on 
the bomers of Media in a fragment of 
Nicolas of Damascus. (Fr. 66.) 

.. See IieIt, pp. 17, 18. . Ptolemy. ho .... 
ever. assigns ~6 to Persia 
(GrograJ>1o. Yi. 4). 

II PtoL L 8. 0. This wrirer's IfaI'o 
dylin6 seems to be the mountain ~ 
~ from Bebaban to Kuarun. 
That the Mardi ...... mountaineers ap
pears from Herod. i. 114; Nie. Dam. Fr. 
66: Sinh. X? 8, S 1. 

I. Compare Strab. rt'. 8, S 8' Anian, 
Hut. I"d. :a:xix. 8; PtoL ~ 
Yi. ... 

.. PUn.: H. N. Yi. 116. 

.. Most of. the ancient ~phera 
I'ef!8rd Oumania as a distinct countz'y. 
Iy~ east Of. Persia (S~ x? 8, J 1; 
l'Un.: H. N ... 1M: PtoL ~. VI. 4. 
6: Arrian, Hist. 1""- :orriil. 1 ~ But u 
ap~ from Herodotus that in the 
early times the Oumanisns were COD 
sid8rt'd to be simply a tribe of Persians. 
(Herod. I. W. Oompare Strab. rt'. a. 
S 14, ad ftn.) 

"Herod. Ix. J!:I!: Plat. Leg. ilL eu5 4.: 
.unaa, Ezp. Aiq. ~." 
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TO Bee text. D. flJ!II. . 
u Fraser, J{h0Ta8an.,~pp. 168, 164. 
O. Kinneir Persian -.h.'mpire, p. 65 

Compare GOOgraph.. Journal, voL xlii. 
pp.79-M. 

• , Pottinger, Travels, p. 287. 
•• Compare Pottinger, pp. 229, 239; 

Abbott, m Ueograph. Journal, vol. xxv. 
pp. 3!. 74; vol. xxvii. pp. 150, 158, 165, 
11S4; Monteith, in the same, vol. xxvii. 
p. 116; Morier, Jj'ir8t Journey, p •. 92; 
Becona Journey, pp. 88, 1~> &~ Ker 
Porter, Travels, vol. i. pp • ...,9, 4"",685, 
709I Fraser, Klwrasan, pp. 79, 114, &c. 

• Fraser, Khorasan, p. 169; Abbott, 
in Geographical. Journal; voL xxv. p.50. 

.< Bee text, pp. 266, 267. 
•• Fraser, p. 162. ThIs writer's ob

servations gave for the height of dif
ferent parts of the I!Jatesu a minimum 
of 2500 and a maxunum of 4500 feet. 
Col. Chesney calls the average elevation 
IiOOO feet (E"1!hrates Expedition, vol. i. 
PI 65); but this estimate is in excess of 
the truth. 

O. Chesney, vol. L p. '18. This para
graph and tne next are repeated from 
the author's Herodotus, where ther, 
formed a part of one of the "Essays" 
appended to the first volume. (See 
1)8ges 44.0. 441 of the second edition.) 
- .'1 Especially the Dusee or Puojj!'lll' 
river, which rlses near NU8hlci in lat. 
29° 40', long. 65° 5', and falls into the 
sea near Gwattur, m Jat. 25° 10', long. 
61° 80'. 

•• " A monotonous reddish - brown 
color," says Col. Chesney, U is pre
sented by everything in Iran, including 
equally the mountains, plains, hins, 
rocks, animals, and ~tiles. For even 
in the more favored districts, the fields 
which have ~elded an abundant crop 
are 90 parched and burnt before mid
summer, that, if it were not for the 
heaps of corn in the villages near them, 
a passing stranger ~ht conclude that 
hai-vest was unlinown m that apparently 
barren region." (Euphrates Expedition, 
vol. I. p. 79.) 

:: ~esn~Yt 1. s. ~. . 
Kinne .. , Per .... n EmpIre, p. 210 • 

• , Chesney, voL i. ch. viii.; Kinnelr, 
Eis~l1; Ferrier, Caravan Journey., p. 

•• Pottinger, Travels, pp. 182-188; 
Geograph. Journal, vol zi: pp. 136-156; 
'Vol. xiv. Pl" 141;-179. 

.IKinnea says: "The sand of the 
d_ is of a reddish I)olor and so 
light that w hen taken into the hand the 
particles are scarcelY palpable. It is 
raised by the wind mto longitudinsl 
wa.ves, which present on the side towards 
the ,Point from which the wind blows a 
gradual slope from the base, but on the 
other side riee perpendicularlY to the 
height of 10 or 20 feet, and at a dis
tance have the ap~ce of a new 
brick wall." (Per..,.n Emp're, p. 222-
Compare Fraser, KIiora8an, p. 252 ~ 

Abbott in Geograph. Journal, voL :z:xv. 
p.37.) 

.0 Kinneir, p. 217; Fraser, I. s. c. 

.. Chesney, voL i. p. 79; Ferrier, 
Caravan Journey., p. 403 • 

.. See text, p. 21 • 

., Herod. L 125; iii. 98' Justin, xli. 1; 
PtoL Geogr. vi. 2; BeltiBt. I .... cr. coL it. 
par. 15. 

•• The term .A.fak Is applied to both 
sides of the range. l\1r. F'raser applies 
it especially- to the strip which skirtII 
the mountains along their northern base. 
(Khorasan, pp. 245,251, &c.) On the 
true country of the Pa.rthians, see the 
author's lierod()t"'! ... vol. iv. p. 1~; an.d 
compare Herod. ll1. 98, 117; Vll. 6ti; 
Isid. Char. Mana. Partn. p. 7; Pliny, 
li. N. vi. 25. 

•• Fraser, KhoraBan, pp. 335, 851, 858, 
&c. ,.0 This people appears as Hqroyu in 
the Zendavesta (see Appendix, p. 120, 
I 9). In the inscriptions of Darius theT 
are called Bari1:a (Beltist. Inscr. col. 1. 
par. 6). Berat and the Heri-."d are 
clearly continua.tions of the old name. 
The Greek "Ap,o& or "Apno& very imper ... 
fectl" renders the native appellation. 

101 Fraser KhOJ'asan, Appendix, p.80; 
~6.mbe~, Trot'els, pp. l:ti9, lIiO; Pot
tinr.'':t n·aveI8,1!. 416. 

1 • un the pOSItion of the Gandarians 
in the time of the Persian Empire, see 
the author's Berodotus, vol. iv. p. 175, 
2nd edition. Pressed upon by the Yue
Chi, a Tatar race, in the fifth or sixth 
century of our era, they migrated to the 

W~~'::'.!b ~J:f ~:..;:g~)~f ~~ 
impressing on the tract the D&Dle which 
it stiii bears, of Kandahar. 

.. I Chesney Euphrate& Expedit;o,.. 
vol. i. pp. lilO-l711; EIphinstone, Kabul, 
pp. S6 et seqq. 

"0 Chesney, vol. i. p. 171. 
.. I Herod. lll. 102; iv. 44. Compare 

Hecatoeus, Fr. 179. 
"" From the accounts which HerodO' 

tus gives of the Thamanreans, we could 
onlv gather that they dwelt in the neigh
borbood of the Sarangians, Parthian ... 
and Hyrcanlans (iii. ~, 117). The 1P'0UDa 
for locating them in tne tract lymg be
tween the Haroot-rud and Ghirisk, is to 
be found in Isidore of Charax, if we 
are allowed to read Evnii6EI' 8ap.o.va.i .. w 
x,ri>pa. for EIITEii8u ·A.-avblil ~wpa. the Anaui 
Deing a people otherwISe wholly un
known. (See the autbor's Berodotus, 
vol. iv. p. 1711, notes 5 and 6.) 

107 Ferrier, CaJ-aooll Journeys, pp. 288:.. 
255 • 

... The Sarangians (or Zarangians) ot 
Herodotus are undoubtedlY tlie Dran
gians of later writers. Their position is 
pretty certainly fixed by the notices in 
Strabo (xv. 2, §S 5-10), Pliny (H. N. vi. 
28), Arrian (Exp . .A.I..,. iii. 25; vi. 17), and 
Ptolemy (Geolll'aph. vi. 19). 

... Ferrier p 426 (1ompare Christie 
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In Pottinger's Travels, Appendix, p. 4IJT, Persian cuneiform Inscriptions. (Beh. 
i~ Kinneir, Perllian 11:rnpire, pp. 1~ '~;iiciJre!i~~ ~'ii:~=~rG: 

.. 0 Ferrier, p. W. ghis Khan, and hence its name was 
"' See the author's Herodot'lUl, vol. iv. given to the great Kharesmian Empire. 

p. 174. . K/w,rezm is still the political name of ll. This position is plain from Ptolemy Khiva. (V'mbery,1.!' 126.) 
(G ·o·JraJ'li. vi. 10) and Isidore (Mans. '.:", Era!'>Sth. ap. Strab. ~: 8, 18. • 
P":h t 19). '!'here can be little doubt ~, Exp. A!~ lll. 80; IV. 3; 
tholt in the word Uryl&and-ab we have Q. Curt. HUlt. Alea;. vn. 7; Strab. I. s. c. 
a C01"rclpti,)U of the name Arachot-us 186 Pul1j-ab-"Five Rivers," Funj be-
wh:dl '.VolS apl'lied to the chief stream of Ing the modern form of the Sanscrit 
th, <l;stl'lct. (Wd. (''har. I. s. c.) pancka, .. five," and ab (or a',,) bein,; an 

." ",:,.esney, vol. i. pp. lC6-170; El· old word for "water" in most Iud,,· 
phins1>me, Kaiml. p. 45~. European la.ngu.ages. 

J If ll"rod. iii. 94; vii. 68. The term ... Sinde, Inwa, and Hindu-stan, nr 
.. Paric:mians" is perhaps not etbnic. va.rinatl'voeusWorreP.reseHn"ndtatiU·vlS.estheOfoldteshet knBao,","n' Pro1x,bly it means sinlply .. mountain· d, 
eel's. I' form, since it occurs in ODe of the most 

'" Pottinger, Travels, pp. 24-184, and ancient portions of the Zendavestn (see 
pp. 2ilJ.-:.<;2. Append.x. p. 121, f 19). The Greeks and 

••• Ibid. p. 259. Romans sometimes called the river l:ii". 
111 Ihid. p. :161. dus ilJStead· of Indus. (Plin. N. H. vi. 
.110 See text, pp. 18, 19. 20.\ 
". lIence the names" Desert of Kizil {BT Great portions of the doabs or 

Ko""," (or Red Sand) and .. Desert of tracts between the streams are in this 
Kltra Kouln" (or Black Sand). condition. In the most western of them 
, '" See M. V.w.b:,ry's Travels p. 107. there is a la.rge desert of loose ssnd. 
Compare Mouravielf as quoted by De (EIDhinstone, Caubul, vol. I. pp. 82, 33.) 
Hell, l'raveh in the Ste{)J.Je.~, p. 8.26. J3s Kinneir, Persian Empire, p.218 . 
.. fills country exhil>its tile inlage of II' Pottinger, 7'ravelB, pp. ~11; 
death, or rather of the desolation left Geo(1Taph. Journal, vol. xiv. p. 198. 
beiund by a great convulsion of nature. ... See Wood's Memoir on the Ind'lUl, 
;\ciLiler birds nor quadrupeds are found ~d compare.the Geoqr.aph, Jaurnal, vol. 
in it'

l 
no verdure nor vegetation cheers iii. pp. 113-110; vol. Vlll. art. 20; and voL 

th" • "ht, except here and there at long :x. p. 580. 
inw .. als some spot.. on which there ... Herod. iii. 94; vii. 70. 
grolv a few stunted shrubs." See ah;" .. ! Nearcbus ap. Arr. Hist, Ind. xxvi. 
lIm-ncs iu Ueograpll. Journal, vol. iv. 2i.xxix. &-16; Strab. xv. 2, 5§ 1 and 13; 
pp.8'):HlI1. Ptin. H. N. vi. 23; .Solinus, PolyhiBt., 

121 Vawbery, pp. 102, 107, 111, 112, &c. 167 • 
... Ibid. pp. 113, 114, 157'r6:C. ..s Kinneir, p. 203 • 
... Il>id. pp. 114-116. he Kajlankir ... Chesney, Euphrates ExpeditWn, 

crossed by ,II. V~b6ry seems to have vol .. 1: p. 178:i' Geograph. Jau!'1'al. v.ol. 
been an outlying peninsula belonging to XXXlU. pp. 83, 187, 195; Arrian, HiBt. 
the li.t-Urt tract. Ind. XXVI. 5. 

, •• This is the case with the Bokhara .. , Kinneir, pp. 203, 204. 
river, which tenninntes in Lake Vengiz, , .. Arrinn, Hist. Ind. xxxii. 8, 4; Kin. 
and with the Shehri·Sebz river, which neir, pp. 194,201. 
is evaporated by the Ku,l .Wold. 'l'he 101 VeJ",kana appears in the Zenda
Mure;·ab also ends in a swamp. The vesta as the .. ninth best of regions and 
rivers of Balkh and Khulm are con- countries" (see Appendix, p. 1~. § 12). 
sUlned in irrigation. The Moymene The name is given as Varka",a in the 
river ood the Kizil Daria lose theniselves Behistun Inscription (col. ii. par. 16). 
in the ssnJ.. ... Arrian, E,cl!.. Alex. iii. 29, 80; .Strab • 

... Vt.mb"ry, p. 121. xi. 6, S 1; 7, § 1; I,!. Curt. HiBt. Alex. vi. 4. 
n. Thid. p. IU9. • .. titrub. vi. 7, § 2; 'H ·YpK4.i4 u</>66p .. 
1'l7 Ibid. p. :.!14. ev8aillfAjil 11:'(1.1. rroA."'." Ira., 1'0 ,..Aeol' ft'e8iClof. 
128 Ferriljr, Caravan Journey" pp. AIT.i&u, Exp . .dle:l:. iii. 28; "K ·YplCa,vitJ. 

197-280j Burnes, Bokha)'a, voL i. p. 245. . .• 'r]1 p.el' ;'p~an' a:rreipyETtLf. 8tuTeur. ,,«I. 
Compare Q. Curt. vi. 4

b
§ 26. u"'~Ao,<, TJi 6 .... a, •• avrij< Ka8~K" run 

u» A native prover says: n Samar- e.,.., rill' #LEyaA",., 'T"II Ta.VTtl 9a.Aant1(J.v See 
kand (irulJILSi ma"end "-" Samarkand also Q. Curt. vi. 4, and compare the ao
resembles Paradise." {See V~bery, p. counts of the moderns (Fraser, Klwr(bo 
'104.) Ban. pp. 59~.l; Vmbllry, Travels, pp. 

m Thid. pp. 15~156. 47-<iG). . 
'II MarguwaJ. the tract about Merv, is 16. The Pamir Steppe, which is a con· 

reckooed by' !Jarius to llactria. (lief<. tinuation of the Bolor range, is called 
I",c,. col. iii.l'&'" 4.) by the natives Bami·du ... ya, or" the 

lB" Chorll8m1&appears as Qairizem in ltoofoftheWorJd." (Geograph.Joumal, 
the Zenda\'esta (""" Note 1, Chapter VI., I ·vol. x. p. 585.) 
:l'4inl. M01Kl"cl&II), as Uvarazmiya in \bo i l '" 'l'be somewhat doubtful questiOD 01 
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the habitat of theee Persian Scythianll is 
discussed at more length in the author's 
Hemdotus, voL iv. pp. ltiS, lOY, 2nd 
edition • 

••• See -the Nakhsh·i-Rustam Inscrip
tion, par. 8 (ibid. p. l!()7). Compare 
Herod. vii. 64, and Hecatmll!l. Fr. 171. 

... Herod. vi. 113: vii. 1M; viii. 118; 
An. Exp. Alex. iii. 18. 

'Of Darius unites the Saca! at Behistun, 
with the Gandarians and Sattsgydians 
_t Persepolis witll the Gandarians and 
Mycia.n.-t Nakhsb-i-Rustam with the 
Gandarians and Indians. 

... Fra.ser. Khorasan, Appendix, pp. 
11()"112 • 

... These lo~tudinal chains are 

~~eJllo~~ul'a "'::!r Tt~~ ~~~ 
)lounts Kibleh and Sehend between the 
Urumiyeh lake and the basin of the 
Kizil Uzenl.lI:"d Mount Zagros or the 
great Kuraisn range, which runs be
tween Urumiyeh and Van, separating 
those two lake basins. 

161 Chesney ... Euphrates Expedition, 
voL I. p. tiS. lX>mpare Beaufort, Kara,. 
mania, p. 51; Leake, Asta MiftOJ-. p. 1M; 
Hamilton, Asia Mi"OI', vol. ii. p. 805. 
The last-named writer saw many ~ 
covered with snow in August, wb.ch in 
this latitude would imply a height of at 
least 10,000 feet • 

• " Chesney, vol. I. p. 69. 
m Ibid •. p. 97. Camp. Str&b. xl. 14, 

§ 4; Hamilton, vol. I. pp. 164-:i55, and 
Ker Porter. val. i. pp. 171-l!15. 

180 ~e6 text, pp. ~U8, 814. 
18. Strab. xi. 14, § 9. Compare Ezek. 

:xxvii. 14. 
... The height of Mount Arglllus. as 

obtained from the mean of three obser
vations taken by Mr. Hamilton, was 
18,017 feet. (Researches in Asia Minor. 
vol. ii. p. 279.) 

... Herodotus calls the Pbrygians 11'0-

"vW'poJla.'fw"Q."ou~ GJrcil'ftlv II:CI( 'n'oAVI{a.P7rOTU" 
TOV, (v. 49). Strabo says of Cappadocia, 
that it was ay0.8iJ «a.1. ICClp'n'ol", ,...a.AI.G'Ta. a. 
crinp 1ecU. jJO(TICYjJloflai. ft'a.VTooa:rroLS' lxii. 2, 
510). 

::: ~"eero~~~li~~m:.r8¥: vii. 79. 
... Strab. xl. 8

b
§§ 1-6; PHn. H. N. vi. 

\1~.r..~~: ~ l~ion;~~1~; ~~1.' ~:t1~~: 
\. c. For intermediate forms of the 

lIame, see Steph. By •. ad voc. ;E" .... "..j 
Menand Protect. Frs. 5, 41, 4~, cltc.; ana 
Etym. Magn. ad voc. B.x •• p. 

181 Tbe I and rIO'''' scarcely distinguish: 
able in the Old Persia", and the Persian 
form of Ararat WOUld naturally be 
Alarud or Alalud. The AssYI'ian repre
sentation of the word is U,-ard, or 
Urarda. (See Sir R. Rawlinson "On 
the Alarodians of Herodotus" In the 
author's Herodotus, vol. iv. pp.l!03-206, 
2nd edition.) 

lO. Geographical Journal, vol. iii. pp. 
84.:. Com~!,:re !,tl''':!,o, xl. 2, S 17. 

, Herod. lU. 9.; vu. 79. . _ 

.TO EXC8l.'t, perhaps, the lIIoech. (See 
the author 8 Herodotus, "01. Iv. p. 179, 
note 1 2nd edition.) 

11. On this identity, see Hecatmns, Fr. 
191; Strab. xii. 8, I 18; Eustath. ad 
Dionys. 766; Steph. Byz. ad voc. ]d"
ICPfA)VES • 

11" The exact pOsition of each of tbe .. 
tribes is considered in the author's He
rodotus, vol. Iv. pp. 179-164. 

11. Herod. I. lIS; Ephorns., Fr. 80: 
Pomp. Mel. i. 21; Scymn. Ch. 988. 

116 Str&b. xii. 2, Ii 4; Scylax, Peripl. 
§ 91 • 

11. Plin. H. N. v. 82. 
ne See Hamilton, ABitJ Minor, vo1. L 

p\' .. 158-167; ChesneY,,!-'uphrates Expe
ctd,o.., vol. I. pp. 8:l1.....". 

177 Herod. 1. 142. Oi IE ·ICdIo'I'I' • •• 
f'OV-~EV ovpcwoii 1CfU, nil., .. pa.v ilo' 1'¥ «a.A .. 
A,."... i....vyxAVOIl i.oPV(T~O'O" trOM.ac .. Ii..,.... 
G.V9pW'JI'Cd'" Nil YtlLl'iS' i6"e ... · oun yAp 'fA ci .. 
AVrijS' X,.,piA 'I'Dn,.,·o .. o,er, 1'» '1 .. ",». om '1'. 
a:liT'OJ, OVTI' ,,& .. pOl' nj., .r;f om T'G. .. ~ riI., 
efTfrEP'lv. 

I1B !:lee Herod. v. 101; Soph. Philoct. 
898; Strab. xiii. 4, ,5, 
"' Fellows, Lycia, pp. 249-251; 256-

200. 
18. Str&b. xlv. 6, §§ 12-17; Beaufort, 

Karamania, PI? 285-288; Chpsney. Etv 
phrates Exped.tion, vol. i. p. 35.2. 

18. Strab. xiv. 5, § 1; Ptal. Geograplr.. 
v.8. 

.81 Chesney. pp. 456-460. Compare 
Ross, Reisfm nach KOB, cltc. pp. ~2U9. 

... Ap. Strab. xiv. 6. § 5. 
18. Strab. 1. S. c. 'EvowoS' iern leAl. ill .. 

MUDS', (T'''' n Au.rciplCl'I. XpijTCU. 
lB. Ibid. See also Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 1 . 
18' The German Kupfer, our own cop-

!':.i' re: ~~s: ~,~D!t~:Z:'d 
from the Latin Cyp,rium. 

167 Ka. ... · ci.peri", oulit'p.ia.s- ril., ""cron' Aeitre .. 
"cu.. Str&b. 1. s. C. ·OAth.ca.TCI.'f'O& VlJO"fA)f'1iw 

oi ~:~~~'oci.Etll~~~r~;D!~~~: 608. 
••• Heeren (Manual of Ancient Histo

ry, i. p. 47. E. T.) reckons Egypt as 
.~ equal in its superficial contents to tw~ 
thiid. of GermallY." But tbis is an 
enormousover--estimate. Germany con .. 
tains 250,000 sqnare miles, Egypt cer
tainly not more than 80,000. Italy, witb
out the islands, contains abont 90,000 

SCJ,'1~~h!'W""';"kS had a notion that the 

:~~:! ~Y~1~~J.°lf.e 8~~~e fi'!!~~~ 
Scylax even compares its shal''' to tllat 
of a double-headed axe (Penpl. § 1(6). 
But in reality the valley only varies In 
width from about sev~n miles to fifteen 
during its entire COW'S6 trom the Cata
racts to the head of the Delta. (Wilkin
SOD in the author's Herodotus, 'Vol. ii. p. 
9, note 1, 2nd edition.) 

10. Herod. ii. 1,92, 187, 140; Thucyd. f. 
110; Diod. Sic. I. 81. § 5; 84, S 8. Com
pare Wilkinson, Ancient EUlIPtians, vol. 
.... 1I.11~. 
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II. See Gen. xii. 10' xIii. 67; Herod. 
III .• 1; Tac. HillL iii. 8, 411; ..4 ..... ii. 69; 

!P~h:ii.,":''''!88!~ typ~ht:,~TI:"..l'rd:~ 
• Ur.VI::~~ ii.e~~~~:";~I~ac" 
lI' s..e t he description of Herodotne 

(Iv.ltitl-Io-l,. 
... Ibid. Iv. 188. The practice which 

Herodotne mentions still continues. 
(Hamilton, Wcmdering. ill N • .AJrit::G, p. 
1116.) 

n. The elevation ot the upper plateau 
18 estimatod at trom II!tIO to lIOOI) feet. 
(Beecby, Erproitio .. to N. Coaat of ..4/-
"';':, ~,~:~<;~·t~. SI.15, 16, 79, 80, &c. 

::: ~~:.~. t~~: Be I. l'Pripl. 
I IO~: I'lin. H. N. xxii. 113; Theophrast. 
lJut. Pl. vi. 8; &:e. 

_00 Europe has onlv four such rivers: 
tbe Wolga. the Danube. the Dniepr. and 
the Don . 

•• , The Ellphrates and the Tigris. 
(S<>e Vol. I. pp. &-11 ) 
.••• Tbe labors ot Speke. Grant. and 
Baker have not perbaps solvod the en
tire mystery ot the 1'lle sources-tor a 
chain of lakes may oornuumicate with 
the soutb-western e"tremit.yof the AI-
b<>rt Nyan .... or a ~t stream. the true 
Inrant Nil ... may enter that lake from 
the w .. st-but tli .. y have tl"llCtl<i the ri ver 
at any rate lIOuthward almost to the 
Pquat.or. anrl shown that it bas • course 
of fit U>a8t 3t~., mil ..... 

.01 Sir O. Wilkln~oD estimat.f:"s the elis
tance of the old apE''' ot the Dt'lta from 
thp ""a by th .. S .. henn)·tie braneh at 110) 
mil_from that to Th .. _ by th" river 
at 4tl miles-from The_ to Elephan
IIn~ At IlU mil .... -Total. tI.-.:; mil"... (See 
the aut bor's Ht'rOdot .... vol. ii. pp. 8 and 
10. nOles 6 and S. 2nd odition.) 

lOt H.-rod. ii. 6; Ht><"atwus., Fr. 279, 
••• H"rod. ii. 14. Com\,are Wilkinson. 

...4nri,.nt E!l1lplianlJ, vol. IV. PI'· ~I. 
••• The 1Iw<W<>/ ot the mod .. , ... Eg~-p

tians hilS a near repreSIPntative upon the 
monnments. It con~ists uf a loug pole 
workinR' over a cross-bar~ Wilb . a .. ope 
Slid huckf't at one pod. and a w .. ight to 
halance them at the other. [Pl. JU..-VlL 
Fi.r 21 

•• , WilKinson. vol. iv. pp. 96. 97. 
... H .. rod. Ii. 15. 17. and 87; Strab.. 

xvii. I. S ~J; Pomp. Mt'1. i. 9. 
••• See the descl"lption ot H .. rodotus 

(II. 17). who calls the three main brancb
es tbe Canobie. the S .. b<>nnytic. and the 
Pelusiac. From the St·bEol111ytic. or ceo .. 
tral stream. tbere branchod Ollt (ac
cording to him) two oth ....... which he 
calls the Saitie (Sanitic!, Rnd the M .. n
d""ian. Both th .. se Beem to have int ..... 
v .. nod oetween the Rtohellnytie and the 
Pt"lnsiac nloulha. There were also two 
artiflcial ehann .. ls-t.he Bncolie and the 
Bolbitine-t.he f",n-mer bt'"tween the ~e
bennvtie and the l\Iendt'Sian. the lAtter 
• bl"iwc:4 from tho Canubic. SClUu: 

(l'Pripl. § 106\ and Strabo (nil. 1, 118) 
have also seven mouths: the Canonic, 
ilolbotine. Sebennytic, Phatnitic, Men
desian. Tanitie. and Pelusiac. 

II. I'I.n. H. N. v. 10 . 
." Horner, ill Transocfio.... of u.., 

Royal Society. vol. cxlv. Pl'. 101-1&1. 
... 8ee captain 8tl....,h"y·. pa~r in 

the Geographical Journal. 1'01. ",,'ii. pp • 
1-69. 

II. See Captain Strach .. y's Map. and 
compare Lieut. Macartnt'Y's H M.~moirn 
in tbe second volume ot E1phlnstone's 
eaubul, P\,. 415.416. 

... At M,ttun Kote. after receivin~the 

r.r::.. ~::'~' thn; w!:!'''rs ~~~if~tie ~t~~~ 
PUlljab rivers. the Indus is more than a 
mile wide alld never less than 15 feet 
deep. This width continues till Bukker 
(lat. lr." 40',. Froln Bukker to Schwan 
(lat. :.16" 25', t.he average width is about 
thl_-qual·ters of a mile. At Hydel ... -
bad (lat. 25" >!8') it is sao yards. while a~ 
Tatta it is IIOt more than roo yards. 
«(j~ogmph. Joun.al. vol. iii.\,p. 125-13;) 

... The true Delta. which hes between 
the Buggaur alld Sata arms, is hel'9 
spoken of. If "'e take the Delta in the 
widest sense of the term, eztending it· 
soutbward to the Korea mOllth, wWch 
only couvt"ys water during the time of 
the annual inundation, the size of iG 
will be greatly enlarged. It must t1, .. n 
be oaid to .. "tend aloug the coast for 1>15 
miles, a.lld inland for above 100. Its 
area. according to this latter view of its 
limits. bas bt"en t"stinl&ted at ';000 square 
mil.... (See Burnes, ill the Geugraph. 
Jounwl. vol. iii. fop. 1Il>-1113. and com
pare the third vo ume of his Bokha ..... 
pp. ~-l!4O.) 

.11 Keith Johnston, PIolIskal ...4tltu. 
.. Hydroh.gy,'· No. 5, \'. 14. The esti
DlAte of MAjor Cunnalgham is lY;"/' 
mil .. s. (LaOOk. p. 00.) 

.n Wood's Memoir 0 .. the ·Ind .... p • 
806 . 

II. Geograph. J<mnKJl. vol. x. p. &8& • 
The el""ation of this lake is estiUlated 
at 15.6<10 f .... t. 

... Burnes. BokJutra. vol. ii. p. 190. 
"·Ihid. C<>mpare vol. i. p. 249. 
... ,"'I1IMry. Trot",I ... p. 2"~. 
••• The famolls brid~ of boat. ... which 

unitt's Buda with Peath. is oaid to meas
ure H08 feet. (Murl ... Y. Handbook lor 
8. GPnnQny. 1'; 4:i5. 3rd edition.) 

... Bumps. BokJllIra, vol. ii. p. 190 • 
••• V'mbe.")'. p. 147. 
••• Burnes, Bokha ..... .. 01. ii. p. 189. 
••• K .. ith Johnston. PhYMCal AtIm. 

"R~·drology .. " No.6, p. ].t. 
• ., Herod. i. 92; Aristobnlus ap. Strab.. 

"I. 7. § 8; Patroclf'S ap. eWld. XI. 11 •• 56; 
Emrosth. lip. ellnd. "i. 6, S I; I'lin.11 N_ 
vi. 1';; Arrinn. Exp. Alpx. iii. 29; Diony& 
hrieg. I. 748; Mel ... iii. S; Ptat u
gm/>I'. '01.14. 

••• &>e IIleY"ndnrr. Vo""g' a Baklla ..... 
pp. ~iI41; VAmbery. :Ira .... pp. 100. 
1l~ 
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... Burnea, Bokharo, vol. II. p. 192. 

... Ou the cultivation here, see Vim-
W.7.'3J';~!'1~2~:::'d 141. 

II. Fortb" true source of tbeJaxartes, 
and the Te&I course of Its upper branch
eS,oee the Map accompanylllg Mr. J. 
Mlo:bel~per in vol. XXIi. of the Geo-

~/t'6n t1i'e~~ °J'!i.!''; fo6~er Janr-
tea. 8l'e an artil'le In tbe Quarterly Re
.,;ew for October, 1865. pp. 0.';8, 054:
.. Watering with its numerous atHuenta 
In tbe upper part of its basin," says tbe 
writer, .. one of the most fertile and de
lijfbtful countries in the wOI·ld. and 
fl~"ged tbroughout its course witb the 
rio:best cultivatiou. it debouch". below 
the town of Turkl.tan upon a saline 
steppe. and its character becomes en
tirely altered. Where the banks are 
hlgb, a tbin belt of jungle aloll .. sepa
raltos the river from the desert; where 
tbeyare low1lnundatious. forming I~ 

l~f."h~~~sn~r:.tt!>.!e ~~~"~:·t..':,., of 
the plain; in the intermediate r.0rtions 
a101le, where the ballks admit t Ie river 
over Ihe adjacent lands at the time of 
flood. but cut off tbe supply of water 
at other seasons. is there much culti
vation or pasturage. In sucb pOSitions 
the 1&llds are said to be e][ceedingly 
fertile. the irri""ting ,,'aters ovedaymg the surface with & rich alluvial loam, 
wbich, in combination whh the saline 
SOil, is found to be peculiarly favorable 
to agriculture. Whether Russian en
gineering ""ience. by a skilful manage
ment ot the waters ot tbe river. will be 
able to conquer tbe general sterility of 
thE adjoining steppe to any app .... iable 
u:tent, remains to be seen; but it is 
certain tbat in all history tbe lower 
basin of tbe river bas been regarded as 
an Irrt'Ciaimable d ...... rt .. 

... Butakoff. in Geographical JOI&r'tUU, 
YO~i'XI~fi. p. l1li. 

... Keith Johnston, PhI/BioaJ .A.tlaa, 
.. Hydrology." No.6, p. 14. 

.17 Of th .. se torty streams, no fewer 

~~:i:'~~ :"~~:;'~~b:~~l.t.:: 
the Diyaleh, tbe B~lik, and tbe Khabour 
(Vol. I. pp. 1l!3-126): most or tbe re-

~:,'~Id~~~ (::tepA~ ~~i.;,fJ'.;:~:~h.t!,: 
fh:);Jt,!'..':.~i(U:~ or ~~i"i~; 1j{~~J 
(te][t\ pp. illS, 136); &e Kerkhah witb its 
two oranches (tel<t. pp. )86. 137): tbe 
Orontes (text, pp. 188, 139): the Barada 
(te][t, pp. 140, 141), and the Jordan (tex" 
~14Il, 143). For a description of the 

8Om~~~U~~eorJ,~ ES;e~u:!.s. ~~! 
the autbor's Rerodot" •• vol. i. pp. 31l>-
817.447.448, 459-46I.11lld edition. 

II. On these lakes, spe a paper by Sir 
G. Wilkinsoo. in the Jo ...... al of the Geo
graJ>hical Societul vol. :dii. pp. lIS-US. 

, "" Ses Vol. I. p. 11, tor a descrflltlon 
, of the Babr-I-Nedjif: te][t, pp. 1. iI. ror 

I 
an accouut or the Urumiyeb. aod te][t, 
pp. 14~146, for descriptions of tbe Sa
bakbab. the Babr-eI·Melak, the Dam ..... 
cus Jakes, tbe Dead Sea, tbe Sea or Ti
berias, Lake Merom, the Lake of Hems, 
and tbe !Sea of Antioch. Finally. see 
text, p. 269, for a d .. scription of Lake 
Neyriz. 

••• Mr. Brant's observatioDs, made In 
1888, showed tbe elevation ot Lake Van 
to be f>jti7 feet. (fieograpA. Joumal, vol. 
][. p. 410.) 

... Lake Van was first correctly laid 
down by Lieut. GlaSt:ott, i.ll the year 
1~88. Tbe results of bis survey weI'" 
embodi .. d ill maps pllbiiw,ed by tbe 
Royal Geographical !Suci .. ty in 1840. 
(St-e Geograph. Joumal, vol %. Maps 

0P,.~. ~f.·i~l a:~d t!>grap1&. JOI&r'tUU, voL 
viii. p. 63: Brant. in tlie saDIe. vol. %. p. 
891: Layard. l'inelJtll. a .. d l:i~ pp. 
2:l-84 aod llIS.-4Ill. 

... Layard. p. 411i. 
••• Ibid. I. s. c. 

p. 408. Com pat.., vol. iii p. 50. 

I 
... Brant in Geograph. Jotn'"fttJI, Yo!. z. 
... Geograph. Jountal. vol. x. p. 29D. 
•• , Hamilton, Asia Minor, vol. II. p. 

235. 
• • •• Chesney, Euphrat~ ~ilioft, 
: vol. i. p. 8411. Mr. Hamilton estimated 

the circumfereoce at 80 leagues. \tho
graB1&. Joumal, vol. viii. Jl. 147.) 

I Chesney, vol. i. p. 3-&1. 
taO HlI.Dl.ihon, .t48ia Minor, vol. U. p. 

237. Mr. Aillsworth st;>eaks of the wbole 
lake as .. almost elltlrely dry in sum
mer." (Geoll'"!'ph. Jou .... al, vol. x. p. 
2IJ8.) But this is an 8l<agger&tion of the 
tl1Jth . 

.. t Hamilton, vol. II. Appendix, p. 8F8. 

... St-e note 1116, Cbapter L, .li OUrth 
Monarchl/ . 

... Hamilton, vol. Ii. pp. 1!85-m • 

... H&lDiiton. in Geograph. Joumal, 
yol. viti. p. 147. .. Tbe water of the 
lake," says this traveller, ~l is so ex~ 
tremely salt that no fish or other alli
mals can live in it; birds dare not even 
touch the water; their wings become 
instantly stiff with a thick crust of salt. .. 
Mr. Ainswortb (CieogrupA. Journal, vol. 
][. p. 299) regards what is he,.., said of 
th~ birds as a myllt, bur. ~rees that 
neitber fish. mollusc, nor shell is to be 
found ill tbe lake, aod lhat no birds 
w .. re seen by bis party to lloat on it. 

116 Ha.milton, .Asia MiROr', vol. ii. p. 
235. 

... Ibid. pp. 287, 288. 
II' St>e Ferrie-I"'s Caraoo"J~, p. 

429, with the editor's note . 
... The en lire plateau is supposed to 

hav .. , at I ..... t, this elevation. (:see Fra
ser. Khoro.<a ... 1" 16l!.) 

w~~ ~::. ~r;' v~rte!l"~te EI':!e~~ 
Seistan. calls ilS shape .. a kind of tre
toll withOut a stWk, havill, the 1lea.1 
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Tery long" (0_ JO'UrneyB. p. 430); 
but the map attached to his work scare&-
1y bears out this d"""ription. 

II' Oen. Ferrier (I. 8. c.) calls the 
length "25 parasallgs" (i.e. fal'88l<hs). 
Reckoning the fa.rsa.kh at 8~ miles, this 
would give a length ot jj7~ miles. 

•• , Ferrier. p. 4JO. 
I .. Ibid. pp. 418, 414. 428, &c. 
•• 1 Ibid. p. 42Il. 
"" Herod. II. 149; Strab. xvii. 1. S 87 ; 

Diod. Sic. I. 6~. I 8; Plin. H. N. :U:Vl. Ill. 
... Herod. I. s. c. So Diodorus (i. 61). 

SLrabo. on the other hand. seems to 
have regarded the ba.sln as natural. 

... This district was first explol'ed by 
M. Linant de Beliefonds. A good de· 
scription of it is given by Mr. mRkesley 
in his edition ot Herodotus (voL i. pp. 
803-lI08). 

"" KertJn or Kom. Is one of the roots 
which the Semitic and Indo·Eul'Op~an 
languages po.seos In common. It ap
pears in Hebrew &8 lip. in Arabic &II 

kerou" or qom. In Greek &8 dp .... Latin 
corn". Gel'mall and Eugiish korn.. &0. 

... m .. k ... iey. p. 804. 

::: ~7~d;cf~r~~:0~;lklnson calls the 
depth ~ feet. (See the autbor's Hero
aut.... p. IU6. note 8. 2nd edition) III. 
Llnant·s cRlculatlons Imply a depth of 
ollly I~ t .... t. 
." WUltioson, Ancient Egyptians. vol. 

HI. p. 66. 
.n Herod. til. 90; Dlod. Sic. I. 62, §i 5. 

8. 
... For a description of SUS&, see text, 

p.148. 
... Zad r&earta W&8 the capital of Hyr

cania (4r,·ian. Exp. Alex. iii. 25). It 
contliilled a pal liCe (/l_iA .... ). no doubt 
tbe ...... idence of the s .. trap. Heeren 
locates Z .. dracarl& ill tbe neigbborhood 
of Ni.hu.poor (AB. Nat. vol. i. p. 287. 
note E. T.); but HyrcRnla scarcely ex· 
tended so tar to the """t • 

• ,. ArtacoRna Is call .. d the chief city 
of tbe A"ians by Arrian (Exp. Alex. Ill. 
lI.~). It is m .. ntioned by Pliny (lL N. vi. 
2Il), Isidore (Muns. Parth. § 15). Strabo 
(xl. 10. II). and Ptolemy (lJeograph. vi. 
17). Its Id .. ntity with Herat Is uncer· 
taln. but p,'Oooble. 

"" H .. I·od. iii. IO'J; Iv. 44-
In A"rian, Exp. Alex. Y. 8. TcIE,A" 

••• "GAUl' ""yG.AlJl' ICC" eUSa.4p.olla., '")II #J.t!yi ... ..,,1' nit., "'"alii '1.,6011.,e 1J'OTGIAoOU 1II:a4 ·Y6a.cr
"oV. t:itrau. xv. 1. , 28. Tcit"' ..... 
woA,,, lleMA'ICfU eu .... op.c.w4,.". Tb6 identi
fication of l'axila with Attock ill g .. ner
ally agree.1 upon. 

"'- Hee .... n. from the resemblance of 
the nam .. (AB. Nut. vol. I. p. ~j'O, note), 
Id,,,,titl .. s Pur .. (Iloup ... Arr. Exp. AI. vi. 
lUI with th .. mod .. ru Puhra. a small vil· 
lage about 10 miles N.E. of Bunpoor. 
But the argument drawn f~om th .. IIRIO" 
ia weak. since poor or ,Pore means siln· 
ply" a fortitltod place.' And Puhra ha.s 
110 elins ot &Ilti'iwt:r about it, whilo:l 

Bunpoor possesses a most remarkabl_ 
probably a very ancient-eitsdel. (Pot. 
tillll:'er. 1'ravels. pp. 169 and 176.) 

If. See text. p. :.lil. 
• •• On tbe importance of lIIazaca. see 

St,·ab. xii. 2. §§ 7-9; Plio. H. N. vi. 8; 
Solin. PolyhiBt. § 47: "Mazacam Cappa
dOL-eS matrem ul'bium Dominant." ' '0, Herod. iii. I~; Xen. Hell. iii. 1, 510; 
2. § 1; iv. I, § 15; Strab. xii. 8. § 10; Arr. 
.b:xlJ. AI. l. Ill; &c. .i. On the importance of Gordium • 
see Arrian. Exp • .oil. i. l!9; Strab. xii; 5, 
SlI. . 

... The modern Daghistan, compared 
with the rest of th .. l!a.ucasus, is a low 
region. The route aloug the shores of 
tbe CaspiRn, by Derbenu a.ud Baku, pre. 
sents but few difficulties. 

• •• On the ethllology ut the Caucasus 
regioh, see Professor Max Miiller's Lan
gual1es of the Seat of War, pp. 114-121. 

101 For an accOUllt of the great illv", 
slon of the Scyths. see Vol. 1. pp. 491_ 
496. 

••• According to Herodotus (iv. 21). 
the steppe between the Don and the 
Wolga was in the possession of the Sau. 
romatlle (or SarmatIB), as early as the 
reill:'n of Darius Hysta.spis. . 

.n See especially Strabo. xl. 8, § 9-
Compare H .. rod. i. ~1-llI6. 

••• Strab. xi. 8. § 4. The Persians seem 
to have guarded against this danger by 
esl&bli~hing along th" Iille of the Jax. 
artes a number of fortitled posts. We 
hear of sevell (AlI'ian, Exp. Alex. iv. 2). 
the principal b"lng Cyropolis or Cyres
chata, a town founded by Cyrus. t:iimi· 
larly at the present day, ollly with an 
in version of· the geogral'lIlca1 position. 
Russia l;I:ua.rds her f .. oll tIer against the 
wild tribes of 'furke.tan by a line ot 
forts along the Sir Daria. (Quarterlll 
Review. No. 236. p. 5.;&.) 

189 ArriaD, E.cp. Ale:.r:. v. 25. re~ ... a..'o, 
,.a troAep.t.a. • • • p.ryeBf!" p.eyc.rrroL ,.. II:IU 

... Spe'" Heeren considers that It was 
fear of tbe military prow"ss ot these 
Indians rather than mere weariness, 
which made Alexander's soldiers refuse 
to follow him to the Uanges. (As. Nat. 
vol. i. p. 8~.) 

••• Arrian speaks of aristocracies 0.9 
bearing rule in these part. (I. s. c.); but. 
if such exisred at all. we may at least 
be sure that regal rule was more com
mon • 

'11 As Taxilas, Porus. and others. (A .... 
nan. iv. 2:l; v. 3, 8. :.II, &c.) 

.oo Chesney. Euphrates Exped'~cn., 
vol. ii. p. 448. . 

. ••• See text, p. 150. 
... Herod. iii. «1-9 and 97; vii. 69, 881. 

Xen. A"ab. i. 5. S 1; vii. 8, Ii 25. 
• .. Herod. iii. 18, 23; Vioa. Sic. iii. 10; 

Strabo. xvii. :l, 5§ 1-8; Pomp. illel. iii. I()' 
... Herod. iii. ~O. 114; Isaiah xiv. 14 . 
... H"rod. iii. 100. 131; Diad. Sic. I. 65; 

Malletho. ~'rB. 64 and 6:;. 
... Clinton. F. H. vol. II. p. 471. 3rd 

editiOIl. TlUi writer calculates that tilt 
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entire a ... a of ancient Gl'l'eCe amounted 
to no more than 2l!,231 square miles lib. 
478). 

... Clinton ...... grounds for believing 
that the population was at the rate of 
165 persoliS to the sqUIll e mile. or equal 
in density to that of Great llritain in 
1821. (F. H. vol. ii. p. 4';4.) He esti
mates the entire popwation roughly at 

~.':'¥~~~':;,sent population of the Pun· 
~ab exceeds 4,OW,OW. That of Egypt 
18 now only 2~ millions; but ancif!.lItly 
it must bave b""n at least double that 
number • 

... Herod. iii. 11-15; iv.44. 

... Uompare Herod. iii. 184 and vii. 9. 

CHAPTER n. 
1 The altitude of Mount Demavend in 

the Elburz range south of the Uaspian 
exceeds lIO,OUO feet. lSee note 6, Chap-

!i:nI·v~;~:;aa~~':'J;~..:!h:f l~h~e'ri'.::.d 
Sea are 1300 feet below the Mediterra· 
nean (see note 1111l, Chapter I., Fourth. 
M01lUrc!ly). 

• Nearchus, ap. Arr. HUlt. Ind. § 40: 
T"" Uepailia. rill' TPLri vevEp.ija6a.L 1"(1,1' "pEca.., 
it Aoyor ICG.TEXt!L""'O ",Wd.uTij~ 'It~ Tn 'Epv8lj 
6oAa.acro otlCt'oJ.Leyov ti.,...,...w6ec n d..,a.1. lea.&. 
ua.pmw v'n'o I(a.U"'d.TOf" TO ae ttl TjjcSe cUs 
"POf o.p1tTOv '" ileaC. /3opnll' i.VEPOO'" ,o""'(a)lo' Ka.
Awe I£ElCpo.0'8a.L TW., .. pew... • • • .",., 6e 'n'poQ"o 
& .. EW'" ApICTOI' i,o."..,.,,, XE"&p.EPC:",V," "a4 I1~E
w6.... Compare Strab. xv. S. § 1. 

• Kinneir. Persian Empire, p. 54; Mo
rier, Second Journey. p. 1:/0; Abbott, in 
Geographical Journal, vol. xxvii. p. 184. 

t On the character of this Climate, 
which is called the f.ihermsir ( .. warm 
climate"), see Fraser, Khorasan. p.75. 
and Appendix, p. 183; Morier, Second 
Journey, p. 43; Ueograph.. Journal, vol. 
ZIvii. p. 109 . 

• Kinneir calls tbe climate of Shiraz 
.. one of the finest in the world" (p. 64). 
Ker Porter says .. it is generally es
teemed the most moderate climate in 
the southern division of the empire;- Us 
summer noons may be warmer tllsn is 
pleasant, but the mornings and evenings 
are d .. lightful; when September com· 
iJ1,ences tbe weather becomes ht"8venly, 
and contillues until the end of Novem ... 
ber, with a perfectly serene atmosphere, 
of a most balmy and serene tempera
ture." (7)-(",,,1&, vol. i. p. 709.) 

• Fraser, Khorasan, p. 5..1). 
, Ibid. p. 76; and Appendix, p. 133. 
8 Morier. oSec01ld Journey. p. 98; Mon· 

teith, in Geograph.. Journal, vol. xxvii. 
p. 115. The highest temperature noted 
by Mr. Fraser during his .tay at Bu· 
shire in the year H<.l1 was 109°. 

I Morier, p.43; Monteith, in (}eograph.. 
Journal, vol. xxvii. p. 109. The fil'St
named writer remarks: - U 1'be sam 
wind is hurtful to vegetation; about six 
fears ago the'"e was a sal/' dW'ing the 

summer months, which totally bum' up 
all the com." 

I. Fraser, pp. 56, 67 . 
11 Morier, lSecond Joum.eg, p. M~ KiD .. 

neir, p. 7tt 
.. Fraser, Appendix, p. 134. . 
11 MOl'ier. jr'iTBt JOUMte1J, p. 148. 
It Abbott, in Geograph.. Journal, vol 

=v.p.53. 
16 F'raser. l. s. c . 
.. !:lee above. note 5, and compare Ker 

Porter, vol. i. p. 7Uij; Morier, Second 
Journey, p. 113; Fra..""r. Appendix, p. 
184. The high".t temperature """,rdOO 
is 110°. 

:; ~~'1b';; ~~~do~~~;'~is~n tbe 
thermometer in the month of D~mber 
ranges trom 64° to soa in the daytime. 
(f.ieograph. Journal. vol. xxxiii. p.llS3.) 

.. See Vol. I. pp. 18, 19. 
•• Ibid. J.p. 13~, 140. 
., Ibid. p. 140. 
•• Herod. i. H2. Sir C. Fellows says 

of the climate at the present day:
U During the summer the heat bt-comes 
intense as the morning advances.. but 
before nOO11 a land brt'eze is drawn down 
from the cold mountain country. which 
brings a refreshing coolut>ss. with tbe 
shade of clouds, and flot unfl"equently 
tlyin~ showel'S. 10 the .early part of the 
evt"lIwg the heat &grun becomes op:
pressive; the dews are very heavy. It 
IAsia Minor, p. 801.) 

.. See note 20, Cbapter n., Fourth. 
Monarchy. 

U Herod. ii. 22. 
•• Ibid. iii. 10; Diod. Sic. i. 10, ~ 4; 

~~~r' ~b~' ~he : ~;::;:n;:Po~rs r!?:t r~ 
Egypt""" the remarks of Sir G. Wilkin· 
son in the author's Herodotus, vol ii. p. 
sas. note 4, 2nd edition.) 

•• Hamilton, Wanderings in No Afri-

ca., ~~;3~p:" 92. 14t<. &:c. 
18 Herod. iv. 159: 'E.,So.VTa. 0 ovp«vO~ ft

TP'I'"'"· 
:ii Bumps, Trat'E'ls into Bokhara., vol. 

ii. pp. 8.193,1114; Butakoff, in Geograph. 
Journal, vol. "xiii. p. 98; Humboldt, 
ASPects of lI"arure, vol. i. p. 84. 

{o On "tne coldness of the nights in 
these I't"gions, see Morier. Secmul. Jour--

;;~.;,~: 'f.:a~~h Fj=rB~~=,;Or-i~I:: 
253; vol. ii. p. 2. Humboldt observes 00 
this poiut:-'" The high temperature of 
the air, which makes the da.y's Dlarch 
so oppressive, renders the coldness of 
the nights .•. so much the more strik
ing. l\Ielloni ascribes this cold, pr0-
duced doubtless by tM radiation from 
tM !l'"01,,,d. l~"" to the great purity and 
serenity of the sky than to the profouud 
calm, the ni/<htly absence of all move
n,ent in the atmosphere." (A';pects oj 
:Natllre, vol. i. pp. 111, 118. E. T.) 

81 Burnes, vol. i. pp. 176, 181. 182. &c.; 
vol. ii. p. ll4l; Strachey, in Geoqraph. 
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J ......... yol. ZldU. pp. 158-a; Ferrier, 
Oaro_" Javnw/l&. pp .. 1111 Ito!I), ete.; 
Humboldt, yol. I. pp. III>-W. .te. (Com
pare Q. CU~ aul.. A" Magrl. II. a.) 

II Buro .... J~ 10 BokIt.anI., YOI. 
III pp. JUI, 186; QeogropA, JOIIrIWII, yol. 
Y111. P. ItA. 

II Buro .... p. 186. 
"Ibid. po lIM; ~ JounwaI, 

L .. c. 
.. The _en oommeD0e8in April, OOn· 

lIIIu.1o In_ &ill July, and &erml
.. &ell In September. (<Ieograp.\. Jour-
""'" =YIIl 123.) II Joun.aI. yol. Yill. p. 860. 

.. au .. found 10 be the range in 
modern Umes. (See VoL L pp. 111, 140, 
141; t.ezt, pp. 118. »4, l&l.) There Is nO 
_. to belie" thas it W88 either 
more or 1eea ancieDtI,y. (See teE" pp. 
1M. 1M.) 
Ii Horier ~ Joumer. p. 81, notes 

the longe;!tyof the ",",Yes Inhabiting 
the Desbtiatan. one of the hottest ana 
moat unhealthy parte of the Empire. U 
any ellceptlon is to be made to the state
ment In the &ellt, It mu", be to exempt 
from It IIOme of the damp hot regions, 
.. IIla&aIId ..... n. and perhape Balkll. 

II Arri..... Hut. Ind. xxxviii. I 8: 
Strab. .. Y_ a. S I: 'K 1hIf"I'\'- ..... -
...,.. ~ .. Ail .... "'-•. 

.1 Arrlan. H. 1. l<laII. 51 4, 6: uxIIl. 
.t: unitll 6; l[Sl[il[. 111.-

•• .torr. H. 1 l[I, I a: Ltp .. ....;s.a ... 
11_ e" A ......... va""""Uc . 

• 1 Ib. L s. 0. Strabo says that In Cal'
mania the hunches of grapes were often 
a yard IOIIJ. (QeograpA. .... Il I 14:
'K K_ ..• "'"IX"" 'X" ....v. ... ~ 
ft. ~ •. , Ker Porter observes of the 
Yines gro .. n near Sbi .... : .. The grapes 
gro .. to a 8118 and fulDess hardly to be 
malChed In other climate&." (Trauela, 
Yol. l p. 'lO6.) 

.1 ArrIan more than once pointedlr 
DOtes thl. exception. (H • .,. Ind. xzxiil. 
,8: .. 1.5 11., 

•• Plln. H. N. .... IS. 1'- The Itslians 
stili call the peach .. perriaI," and the 
Russian. haye a Yel'J'simiiar name for 
I~" pereikie." . 

•• PIIII. H. N . .. II. a. 
II Ibid. ..I ... a. Assafcetlda Is 8tlll a 

product of Carmanla. (Geo{/rap.\.J_ 

~~P~~."H~J.':::' .• 
.1 A8 Aeotiatora. (~lIn. H. N. ZldY. 2'i'), 

.... p, (Ib. "nil. 13), UaeobrotioR (ib. n::iy. 
17). and others. 

•• Oaks. generally dwarf. grow In the 
BakbLiyari mountains (Morier, Firat 
.1""""'11, P. 113: Geogru,m. J""mal, yol. 
.. ill. pp. 77. lit: Yo!. 0:.11. p. 117): planes, 
eben...... eyp.-, popl...... ..iIlows. 
and Jtonar-tnoes. a .... common In all the 
upper eountl'J' (lIlorier. F&nt .1""""'11. 
pp. 81. 1I:Il; Seoond Jott.rftq, pp. 7.~ 12>1; 
Oll88ley, yol. II. p. 88: GeograJ>A. JOtl,... 
Rol, YO\. "III. p. lit: YOI. ...... "p. 82, 14: 
Yo!. "nil pp. 1111, 1111 • .te.) The pln_ 
....... ob.iened hy Mr. Morier near 

Ekleed (&eond Joumer. p. 122). Mr. 
Abbott noticed the acacia. th" faD·palm, 
and the juniper in the district bet"sell 
Kerman and Lake Neyriz. (Geograpll. 
J""rnal. yo!. O:Y. pp. Ii:!, M. Sg., 

II Tbicketa of bW[ abound near Fail, 
yun (ChogropIL. Joumal, yoI. xiii. P. 79); 
the tamarisk 000U1'8 in KerlDA!'t near 
Kbuhhes lib. yo!. KrV. p. 88), and In the 
10 .. countl'J' near Dalald (Morier. Firat 
.10'"""11, p. 76, Fraser, p. 11); rhodo
dendrons grow In the mountains between 
DaIaki and KareBuIl (ib, pp. ~ •. 112,; 
wild myrtle is common near <:lIliraa 
(Geograph. Joumal, yoJ. ......-ii. p. loo,: 
thecamel's thorn and the Iiquorice-plaue 
are found on the plateau Iiortb of Shi
.... (lIlorier, Secotid Jour""" p. 110); 
the gum tngacanth plant is a i>rocIuCl 
of the region about Fessa (GroJlrapl&, 
JounuJl, yoI. lIX\'ii. pp. 152, 157); the 
caper-busb IITOWB in the Deshtistan 
(Fraser\..p. 11); the benneh Is common 
in the ~_ and Darab districts (&e<>
graph. Jo .......... yoI. lC<1'iI. p. nIh; the 
black~ W88 seen by Mr. Abbottnear 
Kbubhes (.b. Yol. KZV. p. 3:l). Wild figs 
and wild almonds are common'in an the 
upper countl'J'. 

61 Pottinger, Tra.'t'l3, po ll8l: a
graph. Journal, voL lC<1'. pp. SIl, 59; 
voL lIX\'ii. pp. 169, 184, c!tc. Compare 
Ker Porter, p. '1'09.. 

•• Geogrvipk. Joumal, voL xiii. p. 80; &:! Zl[V. po 7-1; yoI, lIX\'ii. pp. 116, 150, 

.. Pulse and beans are cultivated in 
Kerman (Gf!<Jgraplt. JOltrnnl, voL XIV. P. 
47" as are also in~o, h"nna. and mad· 
der (ib. pp. 3i, 51, M). Cotton, indigo. 
and opium are grown in the vicinity OJ: 
Shirali (ib. yol lIX\'ii. p. loo). Sesame 
is grown near Fa.ilywi (ib. voL xiii. p-
80), at Fessa lib. yoI. lIX\'ii. po 1(4), anel 
elsewhere. 

h Morier, First J""""'II. p. lit; Ker 
Po~, YOI. i. pp. 461, ~ 4tiI!.509; 
voL iI. pp. 6, 19; Ouseley, yol. u. p~ • 
61, 1~, 2"15; Chograph. Jounwl~ voL ltD!. 
p •• '19L.,vol. XIV. pp. 28, 41, 4'f, 6~ ~ 
&c; 'J'ne Baron de Bode heaM also of 
~d ~,::~oes (lJ«>g.-aph. Journal, Yo!. 

.. l\:orier, First JO"""'II, p. 64; (}eo. 
gmph. Jou .... al, yol. nii. pp.77, 78. 

"Ker Porter. vel i. p. 461: Geog. 
JOtl,."al, Yol. XIV. p. 68. 

.. Ker Porter, yo1 i. p. 460. Compare 
Ferrier, Ca.-a""n JOU"",II .. p. 1&l, and 
Layard, Nin£Veh and Babylon. p. l!7II • 

•• Eagles were seen fl'E'qUentiv In the 
mountains between Bushire ana Shiru 
by Sir W. Ouseley (7'ra.",~ •. YOI.I. p. 805) • 
A yulture was shot near Darah by one 
of his party (ib. yolo ii. p. 153). . 

I. Cormoranta, falcons, :'ustards, ADd 
partridges of more than one kind were 
noticedoy Mr. Morler in the DeshtiBtau 
(First Journell, p. 641. 

•• (hograph. JotU'fUll, YO!. nii. p. '19. 
IIlbid. vol. ltltV. PPo 82, 54, 59: yolo 

=vii. polfl2.. 
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"Ibid. vol. xxv. p. 78; voL xxvii. p. 
I50j Morier, First Journeg, p. 142. 

•• lIIorier, p. 77. 
lUI (i~oy"(fpl;. Journal, vol.:xxvii. 1. s. c. 
•• Abbott, in (ieogmphical Journal, 

'01. xxv. p. 60. 
ee '~"O(lnlp". Journal, vol. xxv. p. '18. 
87 l\1('1rier, J.';,.d Journey. pp. 61, 64-
•• Ker Porter, vul. ii. p. 19. 
Ie fif,:ugroph. Jc)HJ'nu/~ vol. xiii. p. '19. 

1~~ Ibid. voL xxv. p. 64; voL xxvii. p. 

71 The root of Carm-ani& (or Ge .... 
mania, Herod. i. 12&) would eeem to be 
the ancient Persian g"'.,IIO (found in the 
hlonth r.;"rnw }Judo" which is represented 
by the modern Persian gil erno - both 
words being identical with our own 
u\varm." 

,. Though the name of Ichthyophagi 
Is restricted by the ancient writers to 
the Inhabitants of the coast track outside 
the Gulf (Arria.n, H ist. Ind. xxix. xxxii.; 
Strab. xv. 2, §§ 1, 2, &c.), yet the f8.C)1; 
of dependence on the sea for food had 
evidently no such limitation. (See 
Arria.n, Hist. Ind. xxxvii. 8; xxxviii. 4.) 

.. Nearchus, ap. Arr. H. 1. XJ[J[. 1-9. 
Compare Strab. xv. 2, Ill. Whales have 
been observed hl' mOderns In the Per
sian Gulf, near Busrah (Vincent, Peri
plltS, p. 892, 2nd edition; Ouseley, Tra-
wls, voL i. p. l!3O). • 

4. 
"Arr. H. I. xxix. 15; XJ[J[. 8; =xix. 

• 1 ibid. n::il<. 16; XJ[J[. q. 
fl Nearchus ap. Arr. H. I. xxxix. 5. 
"Ibid. n::il<. 11. Chardln says of 

the Persian Gulf-"n n'y a point au 
monde, comme je crois de mer si pois~ 
sonneuse que Ie Golfe de Perse." Toy
ages, tom. iii. p. 44.) See also Ouseley, 

2";':~1.J:.1}:~. Ill. 
"Ibid. 14; xxxviii. 8; xxxlx.5. 
I. On the excellent quality of the 

Gulf oysters, see Morier, Ftrst Journey, 
p.56. 

II As In the KhIst river (Ouseley 
Travels, vol. i. p. 1161), In the smad 
stream whlch flows by E1deed (ib. P. 446), 
and elsewhere. 

.. See text, p. 81. 
1I1:~ Kinneir, p. 48; Ouseley, vol. U. p. 

I. ChardIn, tom. iii. p. 88. .. On dit 
~'n~f~~~,;"elqUefOIs las hommes, 

If'Ouseley. voL U. p. 1'16, 1I16; Char
~ I. 8. c.; KionAIr. L 8. c. 

• ChardIn, I. s. 0.; Ouseley, voL U. 
p.ll27. 

"' Ousele1.. vol. U. p. 1I15. 
II Tom. w. p. 88: "Sa morsure est 

dangereuse, et m~me mortelle, quand II 
entrent dans lee oreilles." 

It Compare text, pp. 82, 88, 160. 
I. Chardin, I. s. c.; Ouseley, vol. I. p. 

195; vol. Ii. p. 218.i. Morier, Second 
Journey, pp. ~,44; ueograph. Journal, 
till, ZltVli. p. 1"", &0. 

" G~ograp". journal, voL xxvii. I'll 
118 159. 

IL Ouseley observes that the Arab 
POfuistiOD seem. to relish the locust, bUl 

~~ ~:,~&e:~ (~"d\;h~O~;,~ Pio~~ 
it "by DO meens unps!! toble," being 
" in flavor like lobsters or blll1.mp8." 

.1 Abbott, In Geogroph. Jour,,"!, vol 
xxvii. p. 154. 
1~' ~e;. Compare Ouseley, vol. i. J: 

.A That Is to 8&:\" they consh;t of thE 
camel, the horse tile mule, the ass, the 
cow, the goat. the sheep, the dog, the 
cat, and tlie bu1falo. (See text, pp. 100, 
161~ 

• Kinneir, p. 41; Fraser, Khot·asan, p. 
72. 

.f Kinnelr, pp. 41, 42; Chardin, tom. 
iii. p,. m. 

• See, besides the authorities quoted 
In the last note, Geogroph. Jour""I, voL 
xxvii. p. 152; Pottinger, n·avel8, p. 228; 
and Fraser, I. s. c. ' 

•• Abbott, in Geograplo. Journal, voL 
xxvii.p. 109 • 

100 Ibid. p. 152. 
1,0 •• 1 Pottinger, p: 215:. . • 

Xen.C'yrop.,. 3, 53. E. n."" .... .,...,., 
a .. a. TO XMEmw d"a.l "o,L 'I'pe4>nv i.1I'1I'OVS' Iea.L 

~:::fJ";,.l=v0':";~ :~~ "j II~WPf ICM i&e~. 
10' Herod. i. 186· Nic. Dam. Fr. 68, 

p. 400, sub. tin.; 8trah. xv. 8, I 113; 
Arrian, H;st. Ind. xl. § 4. &c . 

... C~me.ls ,~erod. L 8»; sh~p and 
goats (lb. I. 126, Arr. H. L XlIXVll. 11); 
asses ,Strah. xv. 2, S 14); oxen (Herod. 
i.1X6: Nie. Dam. Fr. 56, p.403I. 

lOG In Nicolas's fragnient concenrlng 
the earl}' life of CyruS (Fr. 66), the Per
Sians, including Cyrus himselt, are 
throughout represented as U goat--herds " 
(a; "ciA.,). So HAI'Odotus, wlien he men
tions the various flocks and herds of 
Cambyses, the father of Cyrus, ~ 
the first ~Iace to the goats (~ci ......... 
Atrl, 1CcU. "o.S' "o.:". ... o.S', «eli ri. /JovICOA"" L 
126). 

10. Strab. xv. II, S 14; PUn. H. N. vL 
23. Th_ mines were in CarmIlDia, 
where there was also a river (the ~ . 
tanis) whose sands contained gold. 

~1~~!?·(~A~~~f~ 
Abbott (Geograph. Journal, voL xxvii. 
p. 167) uses alinost exactly the same 
expression. He and Ouseley (n-avels 
voL Ii. p. 156) note that the salt is oi. 
different colors. I.' Pottinger .. Trawls, p. 229; Ab~ 
In Geograplo. Joumal, vol. xxv. pp. 84 
66. I.' See text, p. 269. 

11. Pottinger, p. 'iKI. 
III Ouseley._ voL L p. 11581. Morier, First 

Journey, p. 78L Chesney, Auphrates E:rJ. 

Pe:1~t~~, ~l;,. fi. 7~. vi. 23: .. Flumen 
Granis mQdicarum navium per Sua 
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Mem f\uIt; deztra ejua adoolunc Dezi. 
montani. qui bttuninl. peT,Tlciuu.t." 
"' Ouseley, vol. L p. 258; GeogTopA. 

Jm.&rnm, vol L l<XVii. p. l:;j. 
II. Lead is found in Fars, Dear Neyriz 

(Gffl!["""ph. Jo.wnal, vol D<1'. p. 71,. and 
also m the vicinity ot Murgab (Morier, 

~~jif;.f.i!~)m..ill.8. 
... Plin. H. N. Ix. 25. 
an Ibid. l[J[l[vti. 9, sub. fin. "8 lb. uxvii. 10. 
III Plin. H N L 8. C. 
It. Plin'l' oomp"",,, it to the teetb of 

the bip,.,;potalDUS (H. N. l s. c.), which 
are a little wore transparent and less 
wbite tbaD Ivory. 

III •• 'fh~ly",·a.n.lios • • Persas. apud 
qtll18 Jri~ni(ur. mt'tlfllopere de-Iectat: "&ulc 
8pp~I&l\lIt.·' (Plio. H. J.V. ~ll][vii. 10, sub. 
fiu.' The tUl-quoi~. which is now the 
f!lVOnle gf'110 of the Persians, and 
lII.-bich ,~ 'I)und in Kerman (Geograpll. 
Jo"rnal. vol. xxv. pp 30. 6:I1 a.. well as 

. at Si",hapllr. IDAV have bpeo known io 
the tilne of the tlllpira; but th"ru id DO 
evid ... nt.-e that it WaR 80. 

... ,...., r...xt, pp. 11It-16·!. • 
111 Kinneir. Per.ian Empire. p. 42. 
... Butakolf ID Cieograph.. Journal, 

vol. xxiii. p. 95. 
II. Bum ..... Jou"",y to Bokllara. vol. 

:~'tt~l~rgh ~~:~r;':b~~~ K:::l.:re!~~ 
YarkaDd, easS of tbe Bolor mouut..in· 
J'B.Df!8. 

It. See Wilkinson, Ancient E'JIIPti'ltUl, 
vol. Yo pp. 1;6. Iii: and StuarC Poole 
In EncycloplBilia Brita, ... ica, vol. viii. p. 
432 . 

•• , Aman. Exp. AI .. z. Iv. 2'l, v. 8. 9. 
40. Thd native couutry of tht'! elephant I 
is the petti,UIUa ot Hilldustan. Nt!urchus 
Cap. St",b. xv. I., 4a, aud eo .. n :II~gas
th"nes ::to "'JDd. xv. I, S 4~, and Arr. 

:t:"e~ ibeir x~o~~'!sx~t' &~~~1.. dt:; 
which wild elephauL8 were taken from 
heanoay. 

".-Herud. Ii 71. Compare Willdnson, 

A.~1r:.!r.YG.t~:':9~~i~.Plc.1 F~~I. 
.. 0 Hero". i v. 44; Burues, Bokh.ara, 

vol. iii.p.3().~ 
... WilkiDson. Ancient EgyplialJlJ, vol. 

v. p. 1:Ja. Compare bis Dote iu the 
author's HerodQtUII. vol. iii. p. 141, 
Dote 8, 2nd edition. 

"" Herod. Iv. 192. 
... Alnswortb, Researcha, p. (4. 
.. I See text, p. 8.1. 
'" Enc1JCl. Britannica, ad '1'00. MAx· 

1lAL14, '1'01. xi v. p. 211. 
III Ibid. vol. xxi. p. 1106. 
II' Chesney. 'I'oJ. r. p. 142-'II Elpblnstone, CaUbul, vol. I. p. 188. 
.. I earl_ in Geograph. Journal, vol. 

viii. p. 862-
... Naturalist.q _m DOW to doubt 

whether tbe elk caD live much below 
t.he 4litb parallel. (EncIlCl.8ritonnica, 
vol xlv. p. lI06., 

.11 F.lphinstoD". 1. B. C. 

... Mummi"s of the cYDocephalus are 
common in t~e Egyptian tonlbs. and 
the same ape IS frequently represented 
on the 8("ulptures. (Wilkinson, vol. v. 
pp, 1:l8-t:lO., But it was perhaps only 
.mported into E"'JPt from Etbiopia. 
(S"" Plin. H. N. viiI. 5~.) H' Wilkinsoll. vol. v. 174 . 

.. I Xen. Anab. i 5, S 2. See Vol. L p • 
149. 

... Elphinstone. Caubul. vol. i. p. 192. 
The green parrot is foulld also in Syria. 
(C1!~sn"y. ,·ol:.i. pp .• 413, 53 •• ) . • 

Herod.. 11. ,5 •• 6; Dlod. SIC. I. 87. 
S 6: Strab. nii. 2. § "-

U7 Geograp"'. Jour1lal, vol. viii. p. 362. 
ua Ainsworth, in Chesney's Euphrate-a 

E:rpediti<m.. vol. i Appendix. p. '1;10. 
Thi. bird is .. equal in size to tbe 
condor." 

148 Ainsworth, I. s. c. 
... Tb" spoonbill oecurs in the ~ 

tiaD sculptures. (WilkinsOD, vol. ill. p. 
51.) 

••• The benno and the sicsac are found 
only ill E",ypt. "1 be latter i. probably 
th" tr"OCli il ... "f Herodotus. (W ilkinsoD, 
vol. v. p. 226.) 

... Chesney, Euphrates Ezp, vol. l p • 
82. 

.61 Butakofl' in Geograph.. Journal. 
vol. xxiii. p. 119. 

... Chesney. vol. i. p. 412 . 

... Burnes, Bokllara, vol. ill. p. 39. 
161 ~e text, p. 303. 
.., Arrian. Hist. Ind. xxxix. 5; 

Burnt'S, vol. iii. p. 65; Geograph. Journal, 
vol. viii. pp. :i-3~. Il6t • .tc. 

... See Vol. I. pp. 27, 150; text. p. 3t. 
IIhl The Oxyrillchu~ is mentiO'ued by 

Str ... bo (xvii. 2. § 41. Plutarch (De Is. 
S t, &:c.' . .!IWan (Not. An. x. 46" and 
otberN. It. Ua...; b~n recoguized ill the 
Mormyrus O.ry,·lIlChu8, 01' ",.izdf:A, of 
modern El(ypt. (Wilkinson. Ancient 
Eflyptians. yol. v. p. 24~; DeseTiption de 
l'Eyypte • . l Hi ... t. Na.t." vol. i. p. 270. and 
pI. 6. fig. 1) The /epidotu/! is spoken of 
by He,'OJotus (ii. 7l!) and Strabo (I. s. c.,. 
It is thought to haoe hepn the modern 
Cyprinus /epidotus, or CyprinU8 benni. 
(Description. p. 28~; Wilkine.on, p. 2.\2. 
Compare the latter writel"s note in the 
author's H~()t .... vol. ii. p. 101. 2nd 
edition.) Strabo mentions as lisb of 
the Nile having pe-culiar charactel'i~ics 
(XapClKT'ijpa ';~OVT£~ i.6&.<,., ca.c. E1I'tX.')P&o.,)
besides th",.., two-the lat .... the alabes. 
the ronuinlts, the c/.rerus. the phngrori • 
tuI or p/lagnJA. the Bil..,..... the citllarus, 
the thrissa, the cestre"8. tbe lyeh ...... the 
phl/sa. and .he bus (jIoii.). On tbe wbole 
subject of the lisb of the Nile, see tbe 
DeiJcription de ,. Egypte • .. Rist. Nat." 
vol. I. pp. 1-62. and pp. 265-340. 

... Wilkinson, Aneient Egyptianl/, vol.; 
iii p. 6. 

... Herod. iiI. 91; Diod. Sic. I. 52 . 

... The crocodile and the two mom. 
tors, Lacerta liilotica, GIld l,acert4t 
'cine .... 
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.. I St. Hilaire in the Descriptum de 
I' Egypt., .. Rist. Nat." tom. i. pp. 111>-
120. 

II' For an exact description of the 
Euphrates turtle see the Appendix to 
vol. i. of Ch~sn"y's Euphrates E?;ped •• 
Non. pp. 788, 734. (Compare Ollivier. 
Voyage "" Pers •• tom. iii. 458.) 

106 l!..ncycl. B,"itannica. vol. xix. ~ st. 
N~:~"~~f'~'; 1~~ 1;;~te. .. 1st. 

II' On the gecko see Descripti<m de 
"Egypt •• ~>p. 130-1:M, and compare Ene. 
Britannica, vol. xix. ¥, ss. 

::: ~:kl1~'. D=~-btO~~i':e!'!u.ks in 
Dr. Smith's BibIOc':tf Dictionary. voL ii. 
p.lt7 

". Tbe asp of Egypt has boon well 
describ"d by St. Hilaire in the INscrip
tion d. l'Egypl~ ( .. Hist. Nat." tom. i. 
pp. 157-160); by Wilkinson, in his .dn· 
caent Egyptians (vol. v. pp. 241, 2(2); and 
by Mr. Houghton, in Smith·s Biblical 
Dictionary (Appendix to vol. i. p. XVii.). 

'fr~"m =~:~.7~~a wr:r.:~ntatJ.on 18 
'"~ Sir G. Wilkinson had an a.<p six 

t"et lonlf. which was the largest that he 
saw in Egypt. (.dnci""t E~!io"', vol. 

~o~ 2~1~~'Jf~~fis TI:e ~w.t:i 
lElian (Nat. .d n. vi. 88), that some 
specimens measured five cubits (~ 
feet). 

• a This snake is described by Wilkin
son (vol. v. pp. 241>-247) by St. Hilaire 
(in the V,scI'iption de l'Egypte," Hist. 
Nat." tom. I. pp. 155. 156>, and by Mr. 
Houghton (Biblical 1>ictWftaTY, voL I. 
Appendix, p. Iv.). It was known to 
Hefodotus (ii. 74») Aristotle (Hi$t • .dnin •• 
ii. 1). Diodonls ~i. 87), Pliny (H. N. viii. 
23), lEIian (Nat. Anim.. xv. 13), and 
others. 

". On the error of Herodotus in-this 
~t (ii. 74i...0</>'" .;.81"" ..... ov6"!' ... 
a~A~P.O."). see wilkinson, m the author's 
Herodotus note ad loco 

'14 Tbe Chameleon is perhaps Dot the 
animal intended in Lev. xi. 30, though 
the LXX. so understood the passage. 
The a.t1iention of the Greeks seems to 
!Jave boon first called to it by Demo
critus, who wrote a special book on the 
subject. (PUn. H. N. xxviii. 8.) By 
Aristotle's time the creature was so well 
known as to have become a f.roverb for 
changefulness (Elh. Nic. • 10, S 8). 
Aristotle himsell' gave a good descrip'tion 
of it in his .. History of Animals" (d. 11. 
S 1). Later writers among the Greeks, 
as Alexander the Myndian (ap. lEI. De 
Nal. Anim. Iv. 88), indulged their fancies 
on the subject, and invented a number of 
absurd tales in connection with it. The 
-first Lat.in writer who speaks of the 
chameleon Is Ovid (.lfetaph. xv. 411). 
After him Pliny (H. N. L s. c.), Solinus 
(Poly" .. t. S (3), and Leo Africanus (De
scrip • .dfric. Ix. p. 298), treat of the ani· 
Illlll, aU with ID~ llI'~tiolio 

IT. at. HilaIre weD obae"ea of tbeae 
reptiJea:-" Ce qui lee rend v6ritable
ment bien ~blee, c'est la forme 
bizarre de leur tete, la disposition non 
mains singuliere de JeUrII yeux presque 
entierement recouverts par la peau, et 
dont l'un ~t Be mouvoir en 88D8 In
verse de 1 autre; la structure de leur 
langue chamue, cyliodrlque et 1ris-eJ<
tensible; leur queue prenante; enIln 
leurs doigts divist's en deux paquets op
~blE'8 run A l'autre. l1 (DeicriptiOR 
de l'Egypt. "Hist. Nat." voll p.l34.) 

n. l!.~. Britan... voL xix. p. 87. 
The author had in his house for some 
time a specimen lent him by Mr. Frank 
Buckland. Its color only varied between 
ashy grey and yellowisli olive. 

.,.., As the common unproductive palm, 
the cJate.bearing pabri, the fan·paIm 

{
see text, p. 800), and the branching paJm 
Palma ThebatCa of Up.,.. Egypt. 
Description de l'~te. v~r:r. p. 145.> 

178 See Herod. VIi. 31; Fellows, .d .... 
Minor, pp. 86, 42; Pottinger, Travel.9. p. 
238; Ker Ponar. voL l pp. 409, 712; 
Ouseley, voL ii. p. 1M; &c. 

., 0 The banyan is a native of the Pun
jab. (EIphiDstone's Caubul, voL i. p. 
108.) -

••• Streb. xv. 8, S 22. 
m Theophrastus, HiBt. Plant. II. 7; P. 

fIl. 
lB. PIin. H. N. xii. 8' Theophrsstns, H. 

P. iv. 4; Dioscorid. D; Mat. Mea. i. I 
l~~.~~D~~l86. 

lO' StrBb. xv. II, S 14-
• •• Onesicrltus ap. PUn. H. N. xv. 18; 

S~bp~ 7H~ ~. xv.la. Tbe name .. Da
mascene plum" has been contracted into 
our '·damson.." 

.81 PUn. H. N. xv. 25. Here again 
language is a record of facts in natUral 
history. The word" cherry" represent. 
the Latin cero.rus (Gk. •• pacrti<). which 
was the 8J)8Cial fruit of Cerasus. one of 
the Greei cities on ths nortb coast of 
Asia Minor. 18. Ibid. xxiii. 7, I '10 eel Silli£'. ,.0 H.erod. iv. ~6lIi. scYlaJ<. 1'eripl. S 
108; Plin. H. N. Xll<. II. 

... Ezek. xxvii. 18, Streb. xv. 8, S 22. 
III Plin. H. N. n:iIi. prol!m. S Ii. 
n. V~bery, Tra""ls, P. 140-
... IbId. p. 419. 
... Ibid. p. 238. 
... Ker Porter, Tra",,!s, voL L p. 451 i 

Kinneir. Persian Empire, pp. 88 ana 
110 • 

... Morier .... Second Joumer. p. 1lO8; 
Kinneir, p. /III. 

." Kinileir, p. llli. 

... Fraser, KhOF08On, p. '15. 

... T~ ~ci""v .... A</>.o. liad become the 
subject of a proverb as early as the time 
of ArlstophaDes (Plut. 621). It was ..... 
sumed as the special emblem of Cyrin6 
upon coins. From the p<l8S<!fI8ion of the 
treasure the city derived its epithet of 
/q$erpOciferG (~vii. 4). 0.. tile 
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quaUties of the drug, see Theophrast. 
Ii u.t. Pl. vi. 8; Ix. 2; Plln. H. N. xix. 
8. 

••• Della Cella, Narrative, pp. 126, 127; 
P~~o, "'uyalle ~na la, Atarnu.trique: ch. 
XVlll.; Beechey, l<.xped,/tfYfl, to N. C. of 
"jfric,", ~p. 4O'J:-4<iO; ~&milton, Wander-

'''V:. '0'; th~t~'%l~ ~f the Egyptian 
pnpyrus tbe reader may be referred to 
Sir G. Wilkinson (in the author's Herod
a/lUI, voL ii. f P. 1:/K,l~9), and Mr. Cowan, 
the writer 0 the article on U Paper, ., in 
the ErH'"dopwdia Britann,ica(vol. xvii. 
pp. 2I6-U~) . 

••• Herod. ii. 9'2. Theopbrastus (H. P. 
Iv. 9) says that the root was used as fire. 
wood. and that many articles were made 
from it. 

••• Plin. H. N. xiii. 12. 
••• Ibid. 
••• See text, p. 805. 
••• I'ltrab. xv. 2. 110. 
,., Theophra8t. De La,pid. § 44; PUn. 

11. N. xxxvi. 7, :Ill. On the identity of the 
Ore.ek VI.UJPtf and Roman Nfl.ciwu with 
oar "emery," see King's Antiqu.e Uems, 
p.473. 

••• Herod. Iii. 95. 104-100; Megastb. Fr. 
8~; Arrian. Hixt. Ind. xv. 6. The fabu· 
lou. account of the ants does not invali· 
date the fact that gold was procured 
from til""" quarters . 

••• Herod. v. 101; Soph. Philoct. 898; 
Strab. xiii. 4. I 6. 

I1D See Ainsworth's Re8ea.rcheR, p. 278' 
Elphln8tone's CauJrul, vol. i. p. 194; and 
Ferrier's Car(l.van Journey." p. 116. Ar .. 
menlan gold mines are mentioned by 

St~~bHi~d~4. ;t.9)OO_98. Silver Darics 
have been found in considerable num
bers . 

... Strab. xv. 2. § 14. 

... Sil ver is yielded In considerable 
quantities by the mines at Kapan Maden 
nea.r Kharyut (Ainsworth '8 ReiJen.rches, 
pp. 279-'""'1) and of Denek Maden on the 
rIght bank of tbe Halys between Kaiseri· 
yeh and Angora (Travels in ARia.J/i1W1', 
"I'll. I. p. 1M). It is also found in the 
EIburz (Ferrier. I. S. c.). 

... Strllb. xiv. 6, § 5; Plln. H. N. 
xxxlv.S . 

... Strah. xv. 2. § 14. 
II. Sea Ainsworth·s Research.,., pp. 

273-2;5. 
'.7 Ibid. p. 285. 
... Ibid. pp. 57, 276, 285. &c. 
tIt Fraser, Klwrasan, p. 807; Ains

worth, Researches, p. 279; Abbott, in 
(l e 01I'aph. JOltrnal, vol. xxv. p. 64; El· 
p!tirist~ne. Cnllbul, vol. I. p. 194. 

"'. Elphin!ltone. p. 195; Strab. I. s. n. 
'21 Ainswort'h. Rrsea.rches, p. 2,9; El .. 

phin-,tone. p. 194; Morier, Fir.t Journey, 
pr. ~~3. m. 

... Ainsworth, pp. 274, 275, 285, 836, 
&0. 

• n Hamilton, Wnndering •• Jl!?I83, 1~., 
Icc.; Ker forter, Travez.., vol, 1. p. aS5; 

Abbott, In Ge<>graph!cal Jouma/, voL 
xxv. pp. 84, 66; Pottmger, Trave .. , p. 
229; Ainsworth, Researches, p. 118. 

... See text, pp. 29, 157. cite. Compare 
Herod. vii. 80; and see text, p. 292. 

:126 Robinson, Researches in Palest~ne" 
vol. ii. p. 4&!; Abbott, in Geographi<xu 
Journal, vol. xxvii. p. 157. Compare 
Strabo, xv. 2, § 14 . 

•• e On -the .. Salt Range" of North
western India, see Elphinstone's Caubul, 
vol. i.pp. 48, 49, and 137. 

"7 Chesney, Euphrates Expedition, 
vol. i. p. 1a:.!. 

• •• As at Nimrud (Jou .. "al of the 
Asiatic Society, vol. xv. p. 371). at Ker
lruk (Ker Porter, vol. ii. pp. 440-442), at 
Kifri (Rich, Kurciistan, vol. i p. 29), and 
at Hit (Herod. i.I79; Rich, jI~r.tM.nlO,r 
on Babylon. pp. 63. 64) • 

.,. On the naphtha pits Dear DaJaki, 
see Ouseley, voL i. p. 258; Clerk, in Geo
gra»hical Journal, vol. xxxi. p. 64 • .i. Geographical Journal, voL Ix. p. 
94. Compare Herod. vi. 119. 

031 See text, p.157. 
.s. Herod. 1. 179; vi. 119; Plln. H. N. 

XXXV. 15 • 
••• Herod. vI. 119 • 
• .. Goographical Journal, vol. :x:x:xiii. 

p.208. 
••• Ouseley, vol. i. p. 258; Goographical 

Journal, vol. xxvii. p. 152; Kinneir, p. 
40; Morier, First Journey, p. 284; Secoiid 
Jou.-neIl, p. 855; Rich, Kurilistan, vol. i. 
p. 874; Lynch, Official, Report, pp. 176, 
180. 187, &c • 

• so On the sulphur mines of MosuI, see 
Ainsworth. Researches, pp. 259, 260. 

.31 See Vol. I. p. 145 • 
••• Plln. H. N. xxxvii. 10. 
••• Xen. Anab. i. 5, § 5. Compare Ains

worth, Tra,'els in. the Track of the Ten 
Thousand, p. 82 • 

••• See text, pp. 85, 15~ 158. 
t .. A good account or these mines is 

given in Fraser's A.7wrasan, pp. 410-420. 
Compare Ferrier, Caravan Journey., p. 
100. 

••• Ouseley, Trat'els. vol. L p. 211; Geo
graphical Journal, voL xxv. pp. 80 and 
63 . 

••• Fraser, Khorasan, Appendix, p. 
105. 

• .. Mines de I' Orient, tom. vi. pp. 112-
142 • 

... See King'. Antiq.te lkms, pp. 4, Il. 
The passage of Theophrastus runs 23' 
follows:-Ka.t ip KV1J'e'P " ~~cipa.'Y8o~ lie,", 
;- ·1a.a7l'1.~· ot~ all "i~ '1"4 ,A,601l:0'\.\4 XpWVTG.1o 
Ell: rij; BClKTpta....r;;- IEtO't ft'pO; Tn ipljp.'fJ' ITVA.. 
A!10UO'c. ae a:u.rov; VTrO 'foit; "Enraiouf '7rweir 
i~'ovrE;' TOTe yap elL~a..,eLf Y'VOVTt:U., "I.VOU" 
P.nlllS "fij; ci.,.,.,.,.ov al.a. TO p.EydJo'i .,.iiw"PnJp.ti .. 
1"C&J1I'. Eiuc' ae p.c.fll:poi. Kai. OU ,..£).O:y0l.. (De 
Lapid. p. 896.) Mr. King argues that 
these Bactrian geIlliI must be turquoises, 
1. On account of the turquoise having 
been so much used by the Persians of all 
ages (?) for setting in their arms and 0 .... 
~ents; an4 2, Oq lWQOun~ qf their 
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r~~I:at ~~~:~3=~~ 
f..~d:::t~~~i~e~~d~;:~= 
(smaragdi): in commissurissaxorumcol
Iigere eos dicuntur etesiis jlantibus; tunc 
aniIn tellure deoperta nitent, et quia iis 
'Vent l8 hareuCE ma.xime moventur" (H. N. 
%XXVii.5). 

••• Plin. I. s. c.; Theophrastus, L s. c. 
." Mr. King nas shown grounds for 

re~\\, the .. Smaragdi Bactriani .. of 
l'UnY,wblch weredark-<lolored, freefrom 
flaws and extremely hard, as green rubies 
, d n/iqlt. (Ten"" p. ~9) . 

... The lye/", is of Pliny (H. N. xxxvii. 
':') is identified by Mr. King with the com
Illon ruby (Antique Gent8, p. 53). This 
stone was found near Orthosia iu Caria. 
It is yielded now in gr<oat abundance hy 
mines in Badakshan (Elphinstone, voL L 

p. ,J'~~I~"1f.N~~~~d :n~~!' 
••• The .. Cyprian diamond" of Pliny 

(R. N. xxvii. 4" which had a hluish tinge 
and could he bored hy means of a true 
diamond, was most probably a sapphire. 
(See King, Antique 6e1ll8, p. 67.) 

•• 1 Plin. R. N. xxxvii. 9. ···1b.7 . 
••• lb. 8. Jaspers are now found near 

Zenovia on the Euphrates. (Ainsworth, 
Researches, p. 71.) 

... The" sapphirus" of Pliny seems to 
be the common lapis lazuli. (See text, 
p.8.'i.) The best sort came, he says, from 
Media. (H. N. xxxvii. 9.) !lis "cyanos" 
Is perhaI'" the clear variety of the same 
stone (King. Antique Uem~ p. 45.) It 
was brought rrom Scythia, lJYPrus, and 

~~Iin. H. N. xxrvii. 7. (See text, p. 
157.) 

••• Dionys. Perieg. 1073-10'i'i; Plin. 
H. N. xxxvii. 6. The" sardonp-:" of the 
latter is a species of agate. (King, pp. 
8-18.) 

• ., H. N. xxxvii. 8. 
••• Herodotus speaks of an emerald 

pillar in the temple of Hercules at Tyre 
(ii. 44). So too Theophrastus (De Lapid. 
p. 896), and Pliny (H: N. xxxvii. 5). The 
former of these two writers tells us fur
ther of an emerald presented to a king 
of Egypt hv a king of Babylon which 
was foUr cubits long and three hroad, 
and of an obelisk made of four emer
alds, each of which was forty cubits in 
length \ 

... King, p. 82; Wilkinson, In the au
thor's He,yjdotus, vol. ii. p. 69, note 8, 
2nd edition. 

::: E\phinsto~~aubul, vol. L p. 194. 

••• ~'.3~N. xxnu. 2. 
ua U Jet It is a corruption of U gau.....atetJ 

1ap~sJ .. a name formed from Gagis. (Plin. 
H. N. xxxvi. 19.) 

••• Ainsworth, Reoearches, pp. 55 and 
ll89. . ' 

.,. l11id. p. 118~. 

CHAPl'ERm 
1 See text, p. 86. 
• In the ZeDdav~ .. the first best of 

regions and countries' the original home 
of AhUl'lHD8Zda's veeuIiar people is 
Aryanem vaQo-"ihe source of the 
Arians." According to ,Herodotus (vii. 
62" the Medes of his day were known as 
~~ ~rallw~~:"1";r!~nati0'1s 
emPIOr:?at Behistun, explain~8:e 
Scytbic aborigines of ilagros, in a note 
of his own, that .;I hura ... .,udo, of whom 

~~u<g'O~~f"':f,~ ~~i~~= 
col. iv. par. 12.) Darius himself, in an
other inscription, boasted that he WIllI " a 

~i~ ~=,:'f.,~ f="'l.t'1~ 
Inscription, par. 2.) Eudemus, the dis
ciple of Aristotle, called the people who 
luid. the magi for their priests, "the Arl-

:bD8~~~·" S~~oD:,,:=~ ~i'ie% 
"Ariana' into geography, and If!,ve it a 

~~I~~?:':U~':n~~: 
vided the world into .dira .. and Anira,. 
and claimed to be kings both of the Arian 
and the un-Arian races. Finally the term 
Iran remains to the present day the only 
designation bywhicli themodernP9l'Sian 
knows his country. . 

• I have already noticed the remarkable 
fact that the Medes are unmentioned in 
the Zendavesta (see text, p. 77). There 
Is the same absolute silence with regard 
to the Persians. 

• See note I, Chapter m., Third MOft
archy. 

• See text. Pp. 86-45. 
• See PL "N. Fig. Ii, PL V. Figs. 1 and 

2; PI. VI. Figs 1 and ... 
T Ker Porter, vol. L p. 6'10; F1andin 

Voyalle en .Per.., "Planches Antiques, ,I 
tom. ill. PL 156. 

• Herod. iii. 12. 
• See text, pp. 45-m • 
10 See text, pp. 879-419 • 
11 Compare text. pp. 58-60. 
" Herod. vii. 211, ix. G2. Note espe

cially the passage-i:uifLa.n ". • ., vup «ca, 
pclllLJI oitX Ecrcrove, EtTA., 01. Delpvcu. 4V011'Ao, 
lie EO""'~ "If'" 1rpOC civnrurnjILo"q ~crCW, «cu. 

:~lot:::~ li~'CI;'i=::t;~«~ot~~A~::; 
f"t! Irui. EMcnroVq crvGTP~o",eJlO&, ivitr.,1IT01o' 
if Tove %trClf"',+rM', KcU. 6&etIJ'eipovro. . 

II Grote, History of Greece, voL ill. p. 
518. note 5. edition ot 1862 . 

.. ·M.lti4>pow A..o.. Eschyl. PeN. 94. 
Compare Heraclid. Pont.. ap. Athen. 

Dr~~: ~~i~110: . 
Seo'e" .p.p ,,«,.,eI. p.oi.p. 
ticpa.T'l'JCTep to "Meu-
0.,. wi",,","'e Ie Uipcral 
wvAip.ovS' trVpyo6~VI' 
a,ml..,'''' 
",o~clp"~S' .ft .A.~JIrOvS', 
.oAeCIIJl T "vacF'Tf."e't. 
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.. Herod. TIL 8. 

.. S ..... besld~8 the pIIS!IBg8 of Herodo. 
cu. quottod in tbe ne,,' note. NI ... Dam. 
Fr. IlI;!i titrab. :n. 8. 1.1111' Xen. C!frop. 
L 8. I 8~; and Plat. Alcib. • 1lU, A. 

II Herod. I. 1l1li. IladWov ... ....u. ""'Bae 
.pia. p.ou"" i ..... v.&P ..... t'Ofeve... .... ciA ... 
I .... .,.,cu.. 
,.,:: ~ .... r:~ic~h~nJ~riv8u":'~lt~~~ 
or .,.iI spirits (ibid. p. &II). 

•• He". lnscr. col. Iv. para. 4, II, 6,18. 
•• Herod. I. 138. Ai .. X"""' ....... "" ft 

" .. iM"" ..... .0"...-.. 
II I bid ix. ilK). 
II The only cbarge of treachery made 

&piliMt Ibe Persians io the earlier times 
1M their t.¥atment of tbe Barclea"8 (He
rod. 11'.11(1). lIut ev .. n tberewe observe 
an e,' urt to keep the "'tter of the treaty. 

.. H .. rod. I. I.~II. 
I. Ilold. 1M. Oompare Xen. CIfJ'OP. I. 

1 •• \ 1erod. vIII. 99. 
It Ibid. and Ix. 24; JEschyl. Per •. 158-

Il&~. 6Ii-68.;. 8113-10)6. 
I. &Ir. Urote observes with much force 

and t"uth, thAt the exagg''''ated demon· 
strations of grl~f, ascl'ibed to Xerxes 
and Ato ...... In the Per"", of JEschylus, 
ha." bee" wron~ly blamed by cr.tics. 
oin08 th .. y are qUIte .. In the mauner of 
Orientals of that day." (Histcwl/ 01 
GrffCf!, vol. III. p. 1101, note a, edition of 
ltjt\~ ) 

It Herod. vII. 8; viii. 99. 109. 
I. See Herod. viii. 118.119. and the au· 

thor'. comment on the ~ In his 
Herodotus, vol. Iv. p. 211:1, note II. lind 
ediUon. 

.. L'ompare the sentiment of Art&-
mlsla-" H..... • ... ...: • ...;. Map6 •••• v 'Y"'-
,..-.,r ytlv.,rclt t ov6, .... ,ca ClVIl+OPlt p.eyciA" iQ"'TU., 
... 0 " treplC'6V1'Of .o.l ilCei ... p ,.u.p trP17Y"ci.T1IIP 

•• ~! ~:~~iitM:-Herod. viii. 10... 
II N io. Dalll. Fr. 18lI. ·Ecl.. ,. ... .... 

"P!'fT!ciffl ., fJ~(I'LAII!~ ~clCrrL'riu~.cu, II!v,/<fJ9LfT'
"'. CIat a,ya,6ov ""X~" on "vt"OV t".",afU ,. 
#la,f"'A.~. 

I. See note 86. Chapter m., 2'/a.in:l 
Mo""rchl/. . 

II £1)(010' ... p. " "". 11:&'8tPfll X'Lpla... 
... " •. -Herod. vII. 61. 

.. Ibid. i. 171. 111 the description of 
the Persian equipment which Herodotns 
gives In hi ...... "nth boJk (cb. 61). he 
add. that the tunl ... were .. embroider
ed, II or .. or many colors" (1I'OIMiAovr). 
The predomillant hue. according to Xe
noph"n. w .... scarlet (CIfJ'OP. vii. I. StaI). 

"' See PI. XXVlll. Fig. t. and compare 
the P ........ politan sculptu ....... paaAIIL. 

II A-lup.o...-Herod. L 01; v. t9; vii. 
81. '1 n.p' rn'" "'''''ucn oIxo ... iAovo iI._. 
.,. ••. - Herod. vii. til. 

•• ZW"".·-Herod. viI. III. 
o. So H"rodotus (vii. M). Compare 

JosephUS. AILt. Jud. ~. 8, flO. Poiemo 
(,EpilojA ." CaUimacA.), and H01'&C! 

(ad. I. iii. 6) call the weapon-perhaps 
not incorrectly-Median . 

•• On the shortness or the Pe..,.ian 
aword see Josephus (1. s. c.). who calls it 
'.4>iIi •• p. Note also that Herodotus In 
one place (vii. 61) terms it a dagger. 
(iyX"piS •• u). The sculptures give It a 
1""lth of about 15 or 16 inchps. 

• Q. Curt. Hist. Alex. iii. 8. The 
sculptures aloo prove this . 

•• Herod. vii. 61. 
.. A'X"it {Jp .. x..... Herod. v. 49. Compo 

vII. 61 . 
•• See Polyblus. mii. 12; ..Elian. Tact. 

I It. This length. which was that of 
the 8arissa, or Macedon ian spe-ar, was 
no doubt extraordituu·y. but a I.mgth of 
10 or III reet would s .... m to ha.e beeu 
common. 

.. Oompare the representation [PI 
IV. Fig. llJ . 

•• Xen. CI/f'OP. vii. 1. S 2. 
n see th .. Persian sculpturl's. passim. 
•• Herod. vii. 41; He'"8.Clid. Cnm. Fr. I. 
II Hel'Od. vii. til; Xen . ..4nab.iii.4,§ 11. 

The I"tter passage is Important. and 
shows at any rate that the bows of the 
PtH'Sians "'al"e larger and more powerful 
than those used by the Cretans. 

I. St>e PI XXX. Fig. 1; and compare 
PI. V.Fig.l. 

II See t'\. XIX. Fig. 8. I. Herod. vii. 61. '0,,".,,, eIx..u ~"" ... 
,,'''OUt. 

.. The r .... therin~ Is spen very c\parly 
In the Behistnn tauiet. where the lIotch
ed ends of the a'"I'OW8 protrllde from the 
quiver, willch is bO"ue by oue of Da
rius's attendaut..q. (As. Soc. Jo",-nal, 
vol. x. pl.lI: see PI. XXXUl. Fig. 5. 

I. The representation of Pe.'Sian ar
row-heads lPI. XXX. Fig. 3) is taken 
from Morier. who thns figures the speci· 
mens which he obtained m the neighbor
hood of Persepolis. (See MO"iar, &0-
ond Joum£/i. pp. 87. ·88.) 

It ~mpa .... PI. CV. Figs. 8, 4, and &, 
Vol. I. 

I. Xen. Cyrop. viiI. 8. I 28. 
II Q. Curt. Hid . .AleJ:. 11'.14; Strab. n. 

8, S 18. 
•• X .. n. Anab. III. S, § 8; 4, S 18. 
•• Ibid. 8, , 17 . 
•• Oompare Xen. Cgrop. 1. 8. tl. : .ofnab • 

I. 8. S 7; Strab. n. 8. S 19; AlT. Exp. 
AleJ:. i. 15. There Is some doubt. how
ever. as to the true character of the 
CO"'f. Mr. Grote regards it as a .. scimi 
tar" (Hist. of G.-eece, vol. viii. p. 815. ed. 
·of 1862). D."S. Scott and Liddell con· 
sider it to have hel"n .. a broad curv .. d 
knife. similar to our biU." (Le.riro ... ad 
voo.) This latter view seems prefera
ble. since it agrees with the definition of 
Q. Curtius. (" OOpid .... vooant gladl08 
leniter curvatos, 1alciJ1u4 ",",ilea.·' Hist . .ofleJ:. viiI. 14.) 

II Xell. Cgrop. I. 2, , 9 . 
"' r./>p... S-:e Herod. TIl. 81l' Ix. 81! 

Xen. c"rop. v.ii 8, S l!a; Anab. • 8" 9; 
S~ab.:n. 3.1111, &c. 
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II Suidas defines the yiPPo. as tuM"" 
"a.& trOa"P'lfS' AmriS' (ad voc. 'Yf!PPO~opo,). 

!~~:=~~o~~h°!J,~~i:J~gl&~~~~ 
acter. (:see PI. XXX. Fig 2.) 

.. Compare PI. CVIl. Fig. 2, and PI. 
01. Filt.4, Vol. I. 

n Herod. ix. 61. A crutch was cer
tainly used in Egypt. (Sir G. Wilkinson, 
in the author's Herodotus, vol. iv. p. 65, 
note 6, 2nd edition.) 

•• Herod. vii. 61. This protection was 
worn sometimes inside, sometimes out
Bide the tunic. (Compare Herod. ix. 22 
with Xen. Anab. i. 8. § 3.) It was not 
universtll in the Persian army even in 
the time of Xerxes. (Herod. viii. 113.) 

II Ibid. vii. 61; Strab. I. s. c. 
.. llel'Od. i. 135. Compare iI. 182, and 

iii. 47. 
n Ae'll'ia~o""vix9uofW5EoS'.-Herod. i. 6t. 

The common materia.l was iron (ibid.) 
or bronze (Xen. Oyrop. vii. 1. § 2). Gold 
was of rare occurrence (Herod. ix. 2.!). 

,. Herod. vii. 84. The only difference 
was that the horsemen wore sometimes 
bronze or iron helmets. 

71 Xen. Anab. i. 8. § 6. 
.. Ibid. Oyrop. viii. S, § 22; Anab. i. 8, 

S§ S. 7 28. Compare Arrian's ac...'Ount 
ol the battle of the Granicus (Exp. Alex. 
I. 15), where the javelin ( ....... ..0.) and the 
knife (<<ow,S') are still the main weapons. 

76 They cannot have used the "If.ppOV, 
wbich is the only Persian shi~ld men
tioned by ancient writers. The Par
thian cavalry seem occasionally to have 
WOI'll a round shield. (Ker Porte,", 
Travel8, vol. iI. pI. 62.) It is unfortu
nate that no representation of a Persian 
cavalry soldier has come down to us. 

to Xen. Cyrop. vii. i. § 2. 
fT Compare Xen. Alia!>. i. 8, S &-

Kiipo~ ••• TO. 1ta.ATG. ei.f 1J'G.~ "E'P~ EA0.f3e 
-with Xen. Equestr. xii. l~-1'a.lCpG.. 
.,4 .. .,4 &uo 11'0.1\,.« "ci..\Aol' £7rClIoVOUfA.EV. 

Note in both cases the use of the article 
as indicative of the ordinary practice. 

,. That this was the ohject of having 
two is evident from Xen. Oyrop. i. 2, § 9; 
Eauestr. I. s. c.; A'T. Exp . .dlex. i. 15. &:c. 
- 18 A.rt'ian, l. s. C. 'E1I''\EOVEICTOV~ lieS.., oi. 
riv ·AAEtti .... spf Tn ft" iiAAlI PWlJ.lI ICC .... 
£lLftEl,pi,. /Co., on ~UC1TO'f ICPO+LEi.VOC.i ft'pOS' 

1r~Ti:it~l?~:~tr. 1. S. e. 
81 Herod. vi. 40; Stl'ab. xi. 18, S 7; Arr. 
~. :t1ex. vii. 13. .. . .. 

xen'l'Op. VII. t. § 2; VIII. 8, § 22; 
Anab. I. 8. 6; Q. Curt. iii. 11, p. 43; 
Heliodor. Ifliop. ix. pp. 481-431l. 

•• See Pl. XCV. Filt. 3 . 
.. Q. Curt. I. s. c. .. Equi pariter equl

tesque Persarum seJ'ie laminarum 
graves." Compare iv. 9, p. 79. 

86 U Agmen mgre moliebantur."-Q. 
Curt. iii. 11 • 

•• Arrian. Ern. Alex. iI. 11. 
., See text, Chapter V. 
•• No chariots were bronght against 

tne Greeks, either by Darius or by 
~es. None fought at the Granicus. 

none at Issus. The only occasions upon 
which we hear of their nse by the Per
sians are the two great battles of CUD&Xa 
and Arbela. 

•• 1Es<-hyl. Per.. 86; Herod. vii. 40, 
100; Xen. <l nab. i. 2, § 16; 8, § 3; Arrian, 
Exp. <l/u. ii. 11; iii. 15; Diod. Sic. xvii. 
34; Q. Curt. Hist. <llu. iii. 11; iv. 14 ad 
fin.-" PuiJ&io 1nOI'e curru vehor." 

•• The number of chariots at Cunaxa 
is not stated. At Arbela they amounted 
to 200, accordirog to Diodorus (=ii. 63), 
Q. Curtius (iv. I~), and Arrian (iii. 11). 

.. Arrian, iii. 1a; Q. Curt. iv. 9 (p. 79), 
14 (D. 97). 

.ifDif1'erent accounts are given of the 
mode of arming (Xen. Anab. i. S, 5 10; 
Q. Curt. iv. 9; Diod. Sic. xvii. 53); and 
of course it is not nn\ikely that the 
mode varied at different periods. The 
scythes seem to have been attached, In 
the earlier times, to the axles, in the 
later to both the axles and the yoke. 
None, however, of the accounts given is 
quite clear. 

•• Neither at Cunaxa nor at Arbela 
did the chariots do any important ser
vice. (See Xen. .-l nab. i. 8, § 20, and 
Arrian, Exp. <l/ex. iii. 13.) 

o. That is to say, it is loftier than the 
early Assyrian chariot. It must have 
been about the same height as the cha
riot nsed by the later A""Yrlan kings. 
(See PI. XCI. Fig. 4, PI. XCII. Figs. I and 
2, Vol. I.) 

~. ~e~. Cl,!",~. vi. I, § 29. ,To. 4i4>p •• 
"Ol~ lJ"lOX0I.'§' EJrOl1'JcrEV, tlUT1f'EP 'STuP"Y0"', lUXV

~v ~vAfaJ'" ,,"'or; .sf 1'OUTlaW EfTTL P.Exp&. T~W 
ciYKWV(lW. 

.. The back of the chariot was some. 
times, it would seem, closed with doors. 

~e~ou~if v~, :..!°l !"~~:I 
rangement. 

" Xen. C!lTOp. vi. t, § 29 • 
O. The Persepolitan sculptures give 

four examples of chariots, each of whicb 
has wheels with twelve spokes, accord
Inl'o'to the representations of M. Flandin. 
\ f oyaqe e-n p(!)'se, U Plancbes Anciennes, " 

~:.:'wioP~ roh~~~ "'l~ tr>l~~~!~t 
gives a wheel with eleven spokes ollly 
(Trave/s, vol. i. pl. 41); but it may be 
suspected that he has miscopied his . . al. 
~landln, tom. iI. 1'1. 110. 

, •• See PI. XLV. Ftg. 2, and PI. XCII. 
F!g.~OI.I. 

101 PI. XXXI. Fig. t. 
10~ 0 is the nunlber :rep~ented m 

each of the four examples at Persepolis. 
It is also the common nllmber on coins, 
where, however, we see three in a few 
instances. (Laiar<!-l Cuit. de Milhl'a,l'L 
Ixii. figs. 11 and 1lO; Mlnonnet, Desct·, Po· 
tion des .\Udailies, supplement, tom. viIi. 
p. 427; Geseni~ Muuun&entaPltwniciCB, 
tab. xxvi. fly" G.) 

,., Xen. (11''01'. vi. I, § 28; Q. Curt. iv. 
9; Diod. Sic. xv. ii. 63, § ll. 

, •• Xen. C!/I'0p. vi. 4, 5 10. AD AJt. 
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, .,naa eharIo* ftr'J'tlOIIIDloDly_contalDa 
, • thJr4 peraoa. lSee PL XCI. Fig ... 

VoL 1.) 
II. Toils .;...sl(ovr i ... pM..... [ll:ii"...] 

••• ,.a. wAit. ~ •• '.'.A.".". Xen. 
Cgrap. TI. L I l1li.) A Partbiall thU8 
protAict8cl Is repn.ented in one of the 
lICuJptoJl'S of the ArIIacIdIe. fFlandin, 
.. PIAnche8 Anclennes," tom. I. pL 8.) 

... FitteeD eJephanlB are mentioned 
among the forces of the last Persian 
~ Arbela. (AlT. Exp. Akz. iii. 8.) :,<;, baille.hoW8ftl'. Ia heard of them in 

,., XeD. ..4,...". L 8, I 10; AlT. Exp. 
Akz. iii. 11; Dlod. SIc. Dii. liS, U2; Q. 

• C1m. t..I5. 
, •• Xen. A,...". L 8, III; AlT. Exp. Akz. 

L 8, RUb lin.; ill. 11. 
II. Herod. '1'0. 81; bt. 81; XeD. Anab. 

L 8, • II; AlT. E>:p • ..tle:a:. iii. 11; Q. Curt.. 
Hillt . ..4kz. Iv. Ii. n. ·B. ""....... ..,..,... ... ,..... ... .«_ riI i ........ opcU...... Xen • ..t,...". 
LLC. 

III AlT. Ezp • ..4kz. 0.. II; XeD. CuroP. 
YL8.,H. ' 

,li Mr. Grote ealcuJates that the depth 
of the PendaD. pbaIanz at Issus W88 
from 16 to 116. (Hillt. of Greeu. voL 
'f'liI. P. 846. nota 4.) The dt'pth at Mara
thon mU81 baYe been about 16. (See the 
author'. Herodot .... voL Iii. p. 480, 2nd 
ed.l 

ail XeD. Anab. L 8 51 19. 110' Q. Curt. 
Rist. Akz. Iv. 111. The ~ of Mr. 
Grote on this point (Hillt. of (heece, voL 
=ifo'n~ note 2) are deserving of ar.-

, .. H~. bt. lit. This probably marks 
the usual pmctice, thougb It 18 not eJs&. 
where noticed. The unwilliDgness of 
the Persians, howsYer.1lo come to cioee 
quarten 18 Yery apparent in the BOOOunlB 
which we baYe of almost all their en
gagements. (See XeD. ..t nab. ill. 4. 55 
14, 25: f!vr:oP.. yiiI. 8, I~; AlT. Ezp. AlU. 
0. 10 BUb. lnit • .tc.) 
~'~ro~ Hillt. 0/ Greece, yoL Yili. pp. 

, .. M at Tbermopyla! (Herod. YiI. 
11G-!lR). 

III u at CunaD (Xen • ..tnab. L 8, I 
lin, 

h. Herod. ...u. 114; lEBch. Pen. ll6-
t'oI~.rr'" y' ';1" '''II'O~''t'CI.&" 

h. See aboYe note 74-
It. Herod. bt.1lO; AlT. Ezp • ..tle:e. L 115; 

0. n; ill. 15. 
III Xenophon l'ellaJ'ded the jayelin 

(""" .... ) and the bll1 (""l("'''' or «OT'O) 
as the best weapou forcayalry(Equeotr. 
1111. Ill). 

III "EEeA&W'O" NI' t ........ ~XpUl"f'O. A~ 
rian. E%p. Akz. ill. 15. I....... ,.""ol .A",,,,, «... ~ .. _. Xen . .dnab. Iii. a. 
16. Compare EachyL hr •. 109. 

... Xen. ANib. iii. 8, I 10. 

... See Vlrg. (horg. iii. 81: Hor. Dd. 
L Ill. 11; Ii. la. til; Plut. ytt. ~. 
e. 114: oIU8&In. :dL I; Tao. ..4 .. ", YL 
.. .to. 

, .. See Q. Cnrt. Hut. Akz. 1'1'. 18. 
ec:~P::~~Ir.~~. Strat. iy ... 17. 

, .. Com pare Herod. I. 191. 211; iii. 1511-
158: iv. 133 • .tc . 

, •• Xen. CuroP. Yi. 1. 5S 53. 54: S, S 8; 
Yii. I, S 89. etc. 

, •• Considering the f""'luent references 
which there are to the usa of sieg<>
towers and rams by the Assyrians aod 
Babylonians (Is. xxix. 8: l! K. xxv. Z 
Jer. Iii. 4: Ezek. 1'1'. 2; xxi. ~; xxvI. S; 
9). it is most remarkahle that we haye 
nothing in Scripture to connect these 
contrivances witll the Medes or Pe .... 
sians. Note particularly the absence 
of any reference to them trom the long 
prol(>hecies concerning the tall of Baby
lon lD Jer. I. and Ii. 

... See Vol. I. pp. 274. 275: text, p.216. 

.. , See Herod: L 16i1. A,pEE T ...... " ... 

XDill Gcri • 
... Ibid. 1'1'. 1100. ·Oe';crcro ..... o Op..",. .. na 
~~ ...... •• p ....... • 0 ... ""X... Compare Yi. 

... Ibid. L 191; Iii. 18, 151; XE'n. Oyrop. 
'1'11.6. 

... As at Athens (Herod. Yiii. 52). 
,~. Two commanders are found (Herod. 

v. 123, and vI. 94). 
n' Instances of Median commanders

In-ehief under the Persian rule are 
Mazares (Herod I. 156) Harpagu9 (ib. 
162). Tachamaspates (BJ.. Inscr. col. ii. 
par. 14). Intaphres (ib. col. iii. par. 14). 
and Datis (Herod. Yl. 94). 

II' Herod. yii. 82. 88. 88 . 
... Compare Herod. vii. 8. § 4, and Yil. 

19. with Arr. Exp . ..4le:a:. iii. 8. 
U' Herod. Yii. 81. U. As Hydarnes. the commander of 

the "Immortals" in the 'army of 
Xerx.,.. (Herod. Yii. 88.) 

lU Xen. Anab. i. 8. §§ 21-23; AlTIan, 
EJ:p. Akz. ii. 8, ad fin.; iii. 11. 

, .. Xen. Anab. I. S. C. 
... Plutarch. Vito Artaz. Co 8. 
u, The cases of Mardonius at Plat",a 

(HE'rod. ix. 63). of the younrr Cyrus. 
at Cun8J<a (Xen . ... &ab. i. II. 31). and 
of Darius Codomannus. first at Issus 
(Arr. Exp. Ale",. ii. 11) and then at 
Arbela (ib. iii. 14). may be cited as in
stances. 

... See Herod. Yli. 186, with the au
thor's note on the pa.ssage (Herodotu. 
'1'01. iy. pp. 127-129. 2nd edition). and 
coml'sre Arrian. Exp. Alex. iii. 8. 

.. Herod. vii. 61-1i1: Xt'n. Anab. I. "8. 
S 9: Arrian Exp. Akz. iii. 11; Q. Curt. 
Hi..t. Akz. iy. I¥. &c. 

10' Xen. Oyrop. 'Vii. 1 l 2. Tol & .. Aa 
ecf'xpllT'l"O ... ,; XPvCJ'oe .. A4I!l XPWI'CU'&. 

in Ibid. X""j,Q'l .OUI'ur:O&f. Compare 
HE'rod. ix. 22. 

, •• Herod ... ii. 69. 
u·Ibid. 'iI . 
.. , Ibid. 65 • 
"'lbid.7II. 
u, See PI. CXLVI. Fig. 8. Vol. I. Com. 

pare the author'. Herodot .... '1'01. iii. Plio 
Ill, 35 • 
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.. < Herod. vii. M. 
, •• Ibid. ch. 63. !:: ~~~~: ~~~'7~' 67, 71. '&4, &e. 
... Ibid. cll. 75. 
... Ibid. cha. 72, 78, 79; Xen. Anab. v. 

4, § IS. 
uo Herod. vii. 70. 
10' Arrian, Exp. "jlex. iii. 8. 
10' Herod. i. 1lO; vii. 83, 87; Q. Curt. 

Iii. 8. 
... Herod. vii. 86. 
"'Ibid. 85. 
... See Vol. I. p. 270. 
110" A,...a. TW eapL. Herod. vi. 43; vii. 

87. Compa,:" Herod. i. 190. 
.. , Herod. vii. 40. I regard this &C

count, which is followed through nearly 
all the remainder of the paragraph, as 
indicat.illg the usual Persian practice. 
Of course there would be numerous 
small differences b .. tween one expedi
tion and another. 

... See Q. Curt. Hid. Alex. iii. S, pp. 
26,27. 

... Herod. vii. 40. 
". Q. ('urt. I. 8. c. .. Dextra lrevaque 

regem duc~nti ferme nobilissimi pro-
piuQuorum cnmitabantur. " , 

"I Compare Herod. vii. 41 with 88. 17' Q Curt. iii. 8, p. 28. 
n. Xen. Anab. i. 7, § 11; Arrlan, Exp. 

Alex. ii.8. 
174 Ht-rod. vii. 121. 
n. Ibid. Compare eh. 124. 
". Q. Curt. Hist. Alex. iii. S. .. Patrio 

more Persa.'um traditum est, orto soJe 
demum procedere." 

177 XeD. Anab. iii. 4, § 84. 
1ft! The power of movement which· a.. 

Persian army pOliSessed is best seen by 
tbe account which Xenopbon gives of 

. ~~~.J'~~~eti~:!~h~~ \!'e" l~~lr:i~~~~~ 
the mask to that when he had reason 
to suspect the near pre.Ollt'lnce of his 
enemy-in other words, from Thapsacul! 
to Pyh... During this period, when it 
was bis object to advance as rapidly as 
possible, the rat.e of journeying 8 verag'f'd 
six and a half parasanl':s (about ~l 
mile.) a day. (See Xen. Allab. i. 4, 11\. 5, 
S§ I and 5.) 

n. On the journey from Thapsacus to 
Pylm.perfOl'med in twenty·sev~n march· 
Ing day., Cyrus was comp .. Ued to halt 
his army twice-each time for three 
days. (A7lab. i. 4. § 19; 5, S 4.) 

u, Herod. i. SO-ltT04-cipo& n Irut VlrnlO· 

90po& Ir4"",\O&. iii. 158---a"T~OpO&. .;,,....:OVO&. 
iv. 129-0vo& Ira.e. .;,,... .. OVOL. vii. ~tTQ. 
••. Iro.",,'\oi 'f'e ",a.t V'fTO,uyta. ~yo.,. On the 
use of carts, see the passage of X"no
phon quoted in note 2'J, 

10' Herod. vil. 88: Q. Curt. iii. 8, 1;1. 28. 
lB. Herod. vii. 187; Q. Curt. hi. 12, 

p.4.~. 
181 U,\-ij901 troAUaU"'4VOU ft'd.pa.crlreu-ijf K(ll r.: .. ~.i.v .wIT", •• , Diad. Sic. nii. 85, 

'U Xen, A"ab. l. 2, , 5. 

'.1 See the l!Taphic description of 
X~~:'fI~~J~~~~,I~.§§ 7, 8). 

,., Xen. Anab. I. 6, S 7. Th .. vicinity 
of fodder for the horses was also greatly 
desired. 

lB. Xen. CurorJ. iii. 8, S 26. Sometimes 
the Persians defended th .. ir camp nO$ 
only with 8 ditch ~nd mound, but also 
with a stockad". (""'" Herod. ix. 15.65.) 
To such a rampart they gave tbe further 
protection of towers (ib. ix. ,0). ,.w Vegetiu., iii. 10 . 

U. X .. n. Cyrop. viii. 5, § II. Thi. ar
rangement is so probable that it DIal' be 
accepted on the mere authority of tbe 
CyroplFdia. 

U'lbid·1 8. 
u·lbid. 2. . 
101 Ibid. 8. 
u, Xen. Anab. iii. 4, S 35; Oyrop. iii. S. 

527. 
u. Xen. Anab. iii. 4, S 84 • 
ue Xen, .A nab. 1. 8, C. Ov ",OTe #Leto. 

ci.7fECTTPG.TOYrIl!MVOPTO 0;' /3o.p/3apO& TOU 'Ell.". 
... .. "'ou iE''''ICOVT'd. CTTa.6iw .... 

li7 Hprod.. vii. 131. 
U. Ibid. iv. s.~, 85, 89; vii. ~ 36. 
199 Ibid. 21. 2:i. 
100 See above, note ISO. 
.., Herod. Iv. 97; vi. 44; vii. 186, 191. I., Ibid. 25. 
• •• Itid. lI9 . 
••• Ibid. chs. 1lS-100. The provision 

included, besides meats of val'iollS kinds, 
poultry and water-fowl. & complete se .... 
vice for the table, including much gold 
and silver plate, which was all carried 
away by the guests at th" end of the 
mfOal. 

••• The cost of a banquet is said to 
have been 400 silver talents, or nearly 
l~.~~i~. mef;~' vii. 118.) 

107 ~ee the chapter on the U History" 
of the Pt.rsian Em\,ire, p. 429. 

••• See Herod. ili. 13. Coml!are Thu
cyd. i. 128-180. 

••• Beros. ap. Eu""b. Chron. Can. i. 11, 
§ 5; Abyden. ap. eunei. i. 10, S 8; Ctes. 
Ere. Pers. § 4, ad fin. 

... As Cl'OlSus. (Herod. L 158, 207; 
iii. 86.) 

." Ibid. v. 17; vi. lI9; Strab. xvi. 25; 
Q. Curt. iv. 12. p. 89. 

'In As the Thebans takf'D prison en< at 
Thermopy Ire (Herod. vii. 23:1). The P~ .. -
sians would regal'd tht"~ Pt"rsOIlS 8~ n"· 

~Jsit~~lf'~T~~~epel,J':i~o;~:~lt;~~!'/li,~ 
h earth and wawr. t, (Ibid. vii. 132.) 
The Greek captives who met Ale~andrl" 
after Arbela, ~ome of whom had b~~n 
brandt>-d and otbt'1'S Dlutilatt"d (Diod. 
Sic. xvii. 69, §§ 8 and 4: Q Curt. '!. 5, p. 
1:l.~). mall hav" \le~l! G ...... klo of ASla con
vi~u>d of some act of rebeUion. 

111 Herod. iii. 159 . ... See the Be/lisf'ltn Insmption, coL 
Ii. par. 18, § 8; col. iii. par. 8, § 2; par. )1, 
i 0; par. 14. S 10. Compare H"rod. ill 
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I~ wllh IlL 18, ad fta.; and see also i •. 
~ 

••• Belai81. baMJrip". coL U. par. 18, 17; 
par. 1"- , UI; coL iu. par. 8, t II; par. I" 
Iitl 

... Ibid. col U. par. 18, I 6; par. 1"-

• ~~; Herod . .n. 238. 
II. Ibid. i... 1lO4; .t. 20; Ctes. Ezc.. 

~rt. i 1/; Mr. Ezp • ..f~z. iii. 411. "' "a from B.C. 6:l/i to B C. 480; and 
again from B c. 8.'>1 to BC. II3ll. 

... From the battle of tbe Eurymedon 
(a o. ~tAj) to the •. peace of Calli ...... IB.C. 
4~Y' th" u,,,ant or EaatAorn Mtlditer ...... 
lIellU \Vas in the power of Atheus By 
the .• peace of CalIiaa" Persia reco"ered 
~In",~ ... ioll of it. 

••• !,bueyd. i. 18. 
... The CorcYI1ll&Dll and tbe Sicilian 

Greot"k. Inade the trift,me their chief 
ah,p of war about B.C. 4110. (Tbucyd. i. 
H.I The Et:yptians bad O""ts of th~m 
eon";d~rabll earli"r. (Herod. ii. 159.) 
Th .. IOllian Greeks bad adopted them 
""fare B.C. 500. (Herod. "i. II.) When 

~=,~~~:~h:"n:.~ ~';"o~::; 
:.':'~~I!'ii~~.:::ra. O:u~b!i!f~l'~::~:~ 
Dielan ... tbe Cypri .... s. tbe Ciliciana. tbe 
Pampbyliana. the Lycians, and the c.. 
riaRs. (Herod ... ii.89-\l.1.) 

... Ibid •• L 115; .ii.89, W; An. Ezp. 
..fIn,. II ... 

... Herod ... iL 1114. 

.11 Tbe el<llCt proportion of tbe rowers 
to the rest of tb" crew i8 ulI""rtain. It 
_rna. bowe""r, probable that both the 
bireme and the trireme grew out of the 
'riaconter-tbe bireme being t ... k ... the 
triacon~r'8 1 .. lIgtb and b .. igh&, and thua 
employing 120 rowe~ while the trireme, 
keepillg the lengtb of the bireme, added 
a tier to the heigbt, the rowers being 
thuB ral!lf'd to 11lI). 

... Bikkb. UrlruRd.... tiber daB S_ 
_" del attiM:lum Staat .... pp. lOS, e& 

~~. Tpo..o. or TpoWowojp. Tbucyd. IL !IS. 
ComJ.l&r& ..Escb,·1. Pera. 1r.7: pcv{J4...,. T' 
.riJp OTfIOWOVTo ...;.... •• ~ .,.. • .vojpn-
1'0" . 

... The representation of Pbamician 
.. ..-1s in the Assyrian seulptures agree 
iu I.hi. respect with those of their OWll 
triremes laR US by the Greeks. Tlte 
aails are. boweYer, in the Assyriao sculp
tu""" generally ..-pre ... uLed as c1 ...... 1y 
""'fed. (See PI. CXXXIlI. Vol. I.) 

... Schmit&. in Dr. SlUith '8 DictlOfla'll 
of Grffl< and R(wuut ..fBtiquitiu, p. 

7~.~~~li~~: 117. • 
... This appears especially from sueh 

,..prt>SentatiuDS as &hooe ghen in PI. 
XXXI. II' Plln. H. ]If. .u. 58. 

III U Cercurua Davia est Asiou.G pnB
crandis." (Non. llarc. p. fIllS.) 
• II. Herod. Yi. 48.. . 

... 1Il ono ~ ,9ii. IS), Herodotus 

ealls the corn·sbipam the fleet of Xene€ 
.&Ta')'WYOi. .".,. 0 ... 

'". Xen . ..fROb. i. I, 5 5; 4, S 18; ii.. 4, 
5S III aud 24. 

... Tbe width of Ibe Dardanelles is 
about a mile. That of the Bospltorus is 
I __ p",!>ably nuder three-quartsrs of 
a mile. Tbe width of tb .. Eupbrates is 
8OlUetimf'S as much as rou yards, or 
n<>&rly balf a mile. 

... See Herod. ..ii. 36. Compare iv. 
B7i~k~.!t~~~~ .Escbyl. h,.,.. 6&-73. 

II. Tbe bridge of Darins o .. er the Bo&
phorus was brokel\ up as soon as bis 
troops bad crossed it (Herod. i... 89). 
Tbat of Xerxes o"er the Hellespont was 
left standing, in order tbat the annT 
might returu into ABia by it (ibid. Yiil • 
108. 110). 

... H"rod. Yii. 86. 
In Ibid. viii. 117. 
• .. Ibid. vii. 89-95. 
••• On this appearance, see text, Pll 

It!.'I. :t..'9 • 
... Herod. vii. 1114. On tbe qua.";·iden

tity of tile Medes and Pel·sian8. see t.eJ<t, 
p. 315. and compare text, PI? 36, 31. 

... Herod. iii. 13; iv.89; VI. 43 • .tc. 
,n Xerxes was the real commander of 

tbe fleet wbicb accompanied bis expe
dilion against Greece; but be ga"e the 
actual direction of it to four officers. 
(Herod. vii. 9 •. ) 

U. St>e ibid. i ... 167 and 208, 
• .. Ibid ... iii. 16. 
••• Ibid. 7; heb. FPrs. lr.II . 
... H"rod. viii. 89. hebylussaystbe 

lioe was three ships deep at Salamis 
(Pt-n. 368) • 

... Me tbe grapbic descriptions of 
Herodotus I viii. IS and 8!-!111). Compare 
.£.""h\"l. Pt-n.410-415 . 

... Herod. "iii. 16, 89; .EscbyL Per&. 
415-418. . 

• .. H .. rod • .t .... sub fta.; .. iii. 89 • 
... Ibid. Ix. 91. 
••• Ibid. vii. 89-95. 
• ., Ibid. loc. cit. 
... In the O...,t of Xerxes the united 

Greek contillgents made up a grand to
tal of 80. ships. Th .. PblJ'lIicians. to
getht>r .... itb tbe Syrians of Palestioe, 
furnished 300. the Eg)'ptiaus ~, the 
Cypriots 150, tbe ('ilicians 100. the C .... 
rians ro, the Lyciaus 50, and the Pam
pbyliaus 30. (Herod. loe. cit.) 

... ibid ... ii. 96. Compare cbs. 44 and 
100. 

.e, Phceoieians only are mentioned ill 
Thu<,¥d. I. 110; viii. 46,81. 87, 109; Xen. 
Hell. iii. 4; Arrian, ETp . ..fl. ii. iI; Pb<&
nil·ians Bnd Cilicians m Tbl1Cyd. i. 112; 
PblJ'niciaus, Ciliciana, aud Cypriots in 
Diod. I'ic. "I. 601' 5. 

... See VoL pp. 1!S3-34O; text, pp. 
40-15. 

... ComJl!lre Vol. I. p. 28S. 

... Tbe Identity of tbe caRd"" with tbe 
"Ml"dian robe" is not universally ad
mitted (BrL'SOD, De Regno Persico, i. pp. 
~); bu' i' _DIS to be almost ""'" 
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taln. The candy, was the usual outer 
garment, both in peace and war (Xen. 
.dnab. i. 5. 58; Cyrop. viii. 8. S 10), and 

i~:S~i~~I;~~~I~~Il:':' ~:.~~~~:.::.o~: 
~in:b:l !~~~ti~~,?!/h'i-f:["i~~!'s"~I: 
ordinary. Median onter garment in the 
opinion of Xeuopboo appears from 
Cyrop. i. 3. § 2. 

... Procop. De Bell. P ..... i. 20. p. 106, 
C. Compare notes 46 and 47, Chapter 
m .. Third Monarc/!y. 

••• Xenophon says of Cyrus: ::EToA1w 
.tAero Til., M. ."Sunjll • . • a.VTlJ "fitp Gin'., 
C7lI")'KpUft'TELI' et$o«ei', El 'fir T' ell' .,.~ cn.:.".s.,. .. 
eJ'6f~ ixol.. «0.1. «MAiCTTOV' Kal Jle')'lCM'OVf 
eft'1.6El.I(vuvcu, TOUi' +opoVIIT(Q. Cyrop. vill. 
I, § 40 . 

••• ·OA."6,,.vpo.. Xen. Cyrop. viii. 8, 

S ~~7 XAa.iva.v ciA-oum '" Iro.l. xpvcrcnracrro.,. 
Themi.t. Orot. xxiv. p. 800. .. Vestem 
&UI"edom purpureamque. U Justin. xii. 3. 
•. Pallaw BUro distinctam." Q. Curt. iii. 
3. p. 'Zi. According to the last, the robe 
of Darius Codomu.nnus had a golden 

~~~b~gt~lrr:ft~'!,~nf;it::"~~!~~ 
tus (Imag. ii. ~) makes the embroidery 
consist of tbe forms of monsters. Ac
cording to Plntarch (Vit. Ariaxer:ris, c. 
24, the entire dress of a Persian king 
was worth 12,000 talents (2,~,000l.) • 

••• See PI. XXXII. Fig. 1. 
... On this tunic. see Xen. Cvrop. 1.11, 

§ 2; viii. II, S 13; Anab. i. 5, S 8; Diod. 
Sic. Xlii. 77, § 5; Stmb. xv. 8, S 19, 
The passage of Diodorus Is important, 
as clearly showing that the caRdy. was 
not this tunic . 

.,. Strab. 1. s. c, 
In Xt,-Q,V Xt'll!t&olm. Strab. I. s. c. In 

one figure at Persepolis the slseve ap· 
pears below that of the caMY., tigbtly 
fitting tbe wrist. (See Ker Porter, vol. 

i. f7
1
i ~~kva "o~vpouv ".etl'oAevlfo.,. 

Xen. Cyrop. viii. 8, ~ 13. X ....... a.ci.\..,.o., 
Plutarch, Vito Alu. O. 51 iI Diod. Sic.l.o.c. 

f~n'fJ'.:~.ju~'::i~u~\n~~":~ 
• 7. 'A.atvpiS .. ;.ry • ..,a..,..... Xen. t.y. 

rof,., Is!, 'iiI. XXXII. Fig. I, and ~mpare 
Pl. V. Fig. 2 . 

• ,. lEsch. Per •. 661, Xp •• 6,8 ......... .v,. .. 
".. .. 
." Xi8ap.. is the form used by Philo 

~Vit, Mays .. iii. p. 155), Arrian.(Erp. Ain. 
IV. 7), Curtlus (H.st. AIe:c. iii. 8, p. 27), 
Hesychius (ad voo.), and others. Ki",*", 
Is preferred by Plutarch (Vit. A,·taz. c. 
28). Strabo (xi. 12, § 9) and Pollux (vii. 
S 08) give both forms. The word was 
'probably taken hy the Greeks from the 
Semitic form ~n::l (nsed Esth. I. 11; ii. 

17), which seems to have beeD intended 
to represent the Persian kMhatra .... 

"corona. Imperium"-the commOD 
word for "crown" or "kingdom" in 
the Inscriptions - whence k/Uhatrapa, 
"satrap," literally "croWD-protector." 
." See PI. XXXII. Fig. 2, whicb ..... 

presents the hesd-dress always &l!SiC1Ied 
to tbe Persian kings at Persepolis. The 
same type may be traced 00 some of the 
Daries. where the tlllet, or "diadem" 
proper. is OCCBSionallr very coDspicu· 
OUS. (See PI. XXXI. Fig. 5.) 

... Q. Curt. Hut. AIe:c. iii. 8. .. Cll!ru
lea fascia a1bo distinct&." On the re .... 
tion of the" diadem" to the kidaria, or 
royal tiara. see Xen. Cyrop. viii. 8, I 13. 
and Dion Cass. xxxvi. 85. 

.n See the representation&, PI 
xxvm. Fig. 4, PI. XXIX. Fig. II, PI. 

~~k!:fdJr:;;~~~~~:inJ'';: 
ria and the ordinary tiara of the Per
see Xen. Cyrop. viii. 8, S 13; Anab. ii. 5, 
mans, § 23; Aristoph. AV. 461, 462, &:c. 

• •• Yates, in Dr. Smith's Dict of Gk. 
and Rom . .Antiquities, p.l180 (2nd edit.), 
ad VOO. TuBA. 

,., The only authority quoted by Mr. 
Yates is lEsch. .Pera. 668, wben> the 
Persian kidaris is termed 1JGG'&Aei.ov nci,. 
po.. +<iJo.apw. But, wbatever may be 
bere the exact meaning of +ci.\apov. I am 
at a loss to see how either gold or ;jewels 

~.b±'::~.t!::! i~ called a .. w.. by 
Pollux (vii. 13), Hesychius (ad voo.), and 
Snid ... (ad voe.) and a .. "' .. was properly 
of felt. Some writers of low authority 
speak of a linen kidaria. (Apac. Es
dras, book I. ch. iii. i Joseph. Ant. Jud. 
xi. 4.) 

::: ~e~e~t! ~llii!e'.:otbe mOD
:C~ ~.!w~k,!P~r!h':,":e':~ 
(Pi VI. Fig. 1). There is also som .... 
times assigned him a crown, n~xv:il 
unlike a modern one. (See Pl. • 

Fi.'l. trhe curious custom connected 
with the golden sceptre, which Is men-

!m'1!~f= :·.!lervinll,:ed"':~L:l 
this chapter . 

... See BI. xxm. Fig. 1, and compare 

~~r !:'drtejl~~~vol. ~ ~ ~ 
.. Planches AnCienDes~m. iii. pIs. 146, 
151, 155, and 156. Xenophon mentionl 
the golden sceptre (0!tri>J>. viii. 7, 5 18), 
but gives no description 01 it. 

... See Pl. CXVI. Fig. I, Vol. I. 
••• Ker Porter, 7Tavels, vol. l pI. 4&. 

Compare Plutarch, Vito TMm. C. 16. 
• •• See PI. LXXXIV. Fig. a, PI. 

LXXXV. Fig. 1. 
... This feature, which was inherited 

from Assyria (Vol. I. p. 236), is notiC<>d 
by some of the ancient writers. (Diad. 
Sic. xvii. 66, 58; Q. Curt. v. 2. p. 115.) 

,., Sse Vol. L JlP. 1~854-S56 .. Com. 
pare 1 KiDgs, vii, 119, for the Hebl'eW. 
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and the author's Herodotus (vol. I. pp. 
51'-6, 561, lind .. dit.) for the Lydian use of 
the same imag~ry. 

lUll 801omoll'& throne was supported 
on .. ither sid" by the compl .. te tigure of 
a linD. (\ K. x. 19.) 

•• , Athen. L?eipn. ~. 514, C. i Philostrat. 
Imag. h. a~; 1,..,tz. Clultad. I. a~ . 

... Demosth. Adu. Timocr. 741,7; Sui· 
das ad voc. ciP'Yup6.".ov~. 

••• The throne of Cyrus the younger, 
which was probalJly all imitation of the 
royal thl"One, is expressly said to have 
be.m III part gollJ, alld in part silver. 
(o.pyvpoiiv lea x:Pvcrov.... Xeu. Hell. i. 5t 
18·) 

I •• Golden earring., with precious 
.. tones set in them (eJlWTa.a ~pvO'ou "eo .al 
At8WfI acoAA'lTcl), w~re found III the tomb 
of C.yrUM at P ........ gadlll (Arr. Exp. Alex. 
vi. 2~), whe"e they no doubt represented 
a pal·t of the royal costume. The sculp
tur~d repr~sentu.tion8 of the Peniiull 
kingM have freluOiO any earrings visible. 
Wh ... re t,hey hav~, theorllament is of the 
.imp!est character. (:,jee PI. x..x..n.u. 
Io'ig.l.) 

IL' v .... ". (Xen. Cyrop. i. 3. § 2; Herod. 
Ill. \!OJ. Thlls .. are frequently to be seen 
In the acul"tures. (Ker POI·ter, vol. i. 
pl. 17; vol. Ii. pI. 60; Flandin, Voyage en 
PeI'Be, .. Planches Anciennes," pIs. 164, 
167. 1.8.) ••• :i'i. ... ,., (Xen Cyrop. I. s. c.; 
Heo·orl. . s. c.; Arr. E.cp. Alex. I. s. c.). 

... Q. CUI-t. Hist. Ale:r. iii. 8, p. 21. 
100 ThiN appears by the Uehistun sculp

ture. (Ker Porter, vol. ii. pI. 60; Journal. 
of the ANiatic 8ociety, vol. x. pl. 2.) 

801 In the sculptUl'es the king wears no 
collar. Uollars, however, of the sort 
above described, are common on the 
necks, of the courtiers. (Ker Porter, 
vol. i. pis. 87 to 43.) An example has 
bpen g. v"n ill a former volume. (See 
Pl. Vi. Fig. 2.) 

•• , 0" the large size of these stones in 
ancient P~J"SifL. see text, f.' 814. 

••• Ker Porter, vol. . JI. 656. The 
cloth, however, which thiS attendant 
carri~d, was PI'ObRbly rather a; napkin 
or .. towel than a ha",lkerchief. 

lOt Our repl'esentations of the royaJ 
{~harioteer are ullsaUBfllctory on account 
of th~ir minuteness, which may have 
,"auspd the al1.ist to omit details for 
Wllllt of room. They occur only on 
cylinders and coins. 

106 1'he churiott"er ot Xerxes was U Pa.
tlramphes, the son of Otanes" (Herod. 
vii. 40)-perhaps the son of that Otane. 
wbo was one of th~ chief conspirators 
6#!'aillst the Pseudo-SroerdiB. ,.1 ~'~po~.p." Athen. Deipn.. xlL p. 
511. A. 

10' Herod. vII. 41. 

.. ~·~d~~;8SbOth~~::if""g~'1~n";!u:; w:: 
Iparn from an inscription jn his honor 
on tbat mOD arch 's tomb (JfTUrnal Of the 
Asiatic Society, vol. xii., Appendix, p. 

xix.). There is no reason to doubt his 

~~e~~!tla:~~:~ra~'d~~::-s~tor, the father 
••• Tbis is the position both at Nakhsh

i-Rustam and at Behistun. (See Ker 
Porter. vol. ii. pi 60.) 

... The qUiver-bearer of Darius, As-

E:,hr.:'i.l:r :n"n~~' !':"N'!.~':i.~~R~~!~ 
He is represented by Herodotus as like
wise one of the conspirators (Herod. iii • 
70); but this seems to have been a mis
take . 

•• , I.e., at Behistun. (See PI. XXXIII. 
Fig. D.l 

II. The parasol-bearer is represented 
f~et'};~e::Kea!!~~~~~~liS, and uniformly 

III Plutarch. Vito Themi.tocl. c. 16. 
81' See PI. XXXII. Fig. 1. 
816 l'ravels, vol. i. pI. 47. 
.u Athenlllus, De~. xii. p. l'l~ A-
117 Plin. H. N. xii •. 1 I§ 2). .. ungueQ. 

tum Persarum gtmtis esse debet." 
II. Plin. I. s. c.; Plut. Vito Aloz. C. 20; 

Plat. Aleix. i. p. 1~ Compare Esther, 
ii. 1~; Herod. iii. ~O, 22; and Parmen. 
ap. Athen. DeWn. xiii. p. 6OS,A. 

:~: f~la: i"fii. i, '§x,( 11 (§ 165). 
... Ibid. :I, § 18. "Constat myroba.

lano, costo, amomo, cinnamo, conlaco, 
cardamomo, nal'di spica, maro, murra, 
casia., sty race, ladauo, opobalsamo, cal&
rno junc0Q.ue SY1'iis, renanthe, malo
bathra, serlChato. cypro, aspalatho, p ... 
~a~T~. :r~;.?1 cypiro, ama.raco, loto, 

... Herod. iii. 97, ad fin. 

... See PI. V. Filf.. 2. 
I .. Ker Porter,l'ravels, vol. i. pl. 49; 

Flandin, Voyage en Perse, "Planche. 
Anciennes/' tom. iii. pl. 15... On the 
actual use of fran kincense at the Court, 
Bee Philostr. [rltag. ii. 20 . 

... Thi. may be concluded from 
Herod. iii. 00. 

• .. Ree text. p. 818 . 
1ST Sir G. \\'llkinsoD, in the author's 

Herodotus, vol. ii. p. 348, note 3, 2nd 
edition. 

, •• Atben. Deipn. xv. p_ 686, C; Alexis 
ap. eund. v. p. 691, E; Aristoph. LyBistr, 
882; Schol. ad Aristoph. Acharn. 986, 
&c. 

••• It is B reasonable conjecture that 
the alabaster vases found at Nimrud, 
inscribed with tbe name of Sargon, were 
.. used for holtting some ointment or 
cosmetic" (Layard, Nineveh and Baby 
lon, p. 191). 

... See Mr. Birch's paper in Mr. New 
ton's HalicarnfMl<WJ, pp. 667-6,0; and 

cOIT,P:I.tp';;'.~Y·J~f.:.:'· Herod. iii. 
61. 

lit 'Y."''''OICO""O~. lb. iiI. 85, 88. . "8 ERther, ii. 3. 
... These quaint titles are freqdently 

mentioned by the Greeks, whose &en.., 
ot the ridiculous was provoked by them. 
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See ArJstoph. Ac1uJrn. 92; Herod. I. t14; 
Xen. 0gr0jJ. viii. 2, S 10; lEschyl. Pers. 
860; Anon. De Mundi>, c. 6; &c. 

116 rpCll£J.l.a.Te't~ or ypap.p.a.TUTTai. Herod. 
vii. 100;' viii. 90. 

... Esther, Iii. 12; viii. 9. The" Royal 
Scribes" were aleo, it is probable, the 
writers of the .. book of I'tlCOrds." (lb. 
vi. 1.) 

117 'Ayy<A,.,p6poo. (Anon. De Mundo, 
c. 6; Zon. Iv. 2, p. 172, A.) Compare 
Herod. iii. 34, 77. 

138 ·E(Ta.YYE'\ei:~. Herod. iii. 84. The 
chief of these officers seems to have 
borne a title which the Greeks rendered 
by Chiiiarch. (lElian, Hist. Var. I. 21.) 

••• ·E6' .. Tpo'. P.byiarch. Fr. 43; Sui· 
das ad voc. 

••• 0,,,,,)(6.,. Herod. Iii. 34; Xen. HeU 
vii. I, § &!; Nehem. I. lI. 

141 Ka.1'4«OI.J.l.I.UT'cU or 1C'4TEVV4CM'cU. Diod. 
Sic. xi. 69, § 1; Pluto Apophthegm. p. 173, 
D; De Luc. Ignorant. p. 780, C. 

us MOUCTOupyOL. Parmen. ape Athen. 

~r..i~i·J]~:Fl. ~.; :'ui~!!,,~:,~; on 
#JtJD'c.AEVf 4pT0Jt6ft'O~ ,...~., leal o"'ofl'Ol.oUf 1C'cU. 
oillOXGoV! «a.I. 9VPWPOVf W'a,...w'\',,8Etf ixo&. 
Compare the picture drawn in the 
eighth book of the CyroprvJ.ia, which, 
though we can place small dependence 
on Its details, is probably correct enough 
in its general features. See also Par· 
men. ap. Athen. Deipn. I. s. c. 

... Ctesias ap. Athen. Deipn. iv. p. 146, 
C; Dino ap. eund. 

... This IS probably a mere reproduc
tion of the statement of Herodotus, that 
400 talents was tbe estimated value of 
the banquet given to Xerxes by the 
Thasians (vii. liS). It must be an enor
mous over-estimate of the cost, or even 
of the value, of a day's consumr.tion of 
food at the Persian court. since It would 
make that item of expense alone exceed 
thil1;y·llve millions of our moneyannu
ally. 

... HeracUd. Cum, ap. Athen. Deipn. 

iViR1b~~.FWith this list of animals 
eaten by the Persians, compare Herod. 
i.I38 . 

... Alhen. Deipn. iv. p. 145, A. 

... Ibid. The Qu .... n-mother also 
shared these private repasts (Plut. Vito 
Arta.xt'f'x1s, c. 5); and some monarchs 
admitted to them their brothers (ibid.). 

860 Esther, v. 6. 
101 A thenams, I. 8. C. 
... Ibid. I. s. C • 
... On this festival, see Herod. I%. 110, 

and compare I. 133 . 
... A the ... "u8. I. S. c.; Esther, I. !HII. 
••• E.ther, I. 6. 
... Ibid. ver. 7. 
... A theneus, 1. S. c. 
... Esther, I. 6. 
IO' A thpnells tells us that carppts 

from I.he looms of Sardis (t/t'AOT .... i6 •• 
24p6, .. "",) were spread In some of the 
courts for the king to walk on, (Deijm. 
xii. p. 614, C.) 

IO. Esther, i. 7. 
··'lEscbyl. Pers. 161; PhUostrat. lmag. 

II.~ 
... Chares MytiIen. ap. Athen. Deipn. 

1. S. c.; Plut. nt. AIeII:. C. 87 • 
... Esther, i. 6. 
••• A description of the golden vina 

was given by Amyntas (Athen. Deipn. 
xii. p. 514, F), and another, still more 
minute, by Phylarchus (ibia. p. 539, D). 
The vine it..,1f is mentioned by Herodo
tus (vii. 27) as a present from Pythius 
the Lydian to Darius Hystaspis. It is 
said to have been the work of Theodore 
by Hlmerius (.Eccl. xxxi. S). 

I •• Tbey are generally mentioned to
gether (Herod. I.. S. c.; Phylarc~. ap. 
Athen. I. 8. c.; Phn. H. N. XXXlll. 10; 
Tzetz. Chiliad. I. 82; &c.) 

... Antioch. ap. Xen. Hell. vii. I, , 38. 

.., Amyntas ap. Athen. Deipn. xiI. p. 
515, A. 

ala Four is the number of wives as
signed to Darius Hystaspis by Herodo
tus (iii. 88). Three wives only of Cam· 
byse$ are mentioned (ib. 31, ad fin., and 
61;). He may, bowever, have had more. 

• .. Esther, i. 11; iLl? 
... Ibid. 'Compare Plut. Vito LucuU. 

c.IS. 
171 Dino ap • .A.then. Deipn . .xiii, p. 056, 

B. 
In Esther, i. 9. 
171 Herod. ii. 98; Plat. Alcib. L 123, B; 

Athen. Deipn. i. p. 83, F. . 
"·lEIian. Hist. Var. xii. 1; An. Exp • 

AI.,.,. ii. 12. 
.n Atben. xiii. p. 556. B; Estber, iv. 16. 
111 As intruding on him when not sum

moned (Esther, v.l), inviting him to a 
banquet (ib. v. 4), using his guards to 
inllict punishments (Herod. ix. 112), &:c. 

.. , Herodotus says of one Queen·Con-

(v~:8~.r:P~:~cnrOne~t~ ~t~~ "i:tfu~:: 
of such peJ1lons, see Herod. Ix. Ill; Ctes. 
E=. Pers. is 5, 49~~, 58 • 

... Herod. iii. ".., By law the king 

~~ h?.:'~~~'17e:::'~dS!~ ::=t"re~k 
through this law if be pleased. But 
generaUy the kings seem to have ob
served it . 

... Herod. iii. 69. 
180 Esther, ii. 14. The &I first house" 

must have been that where tbe virgins 
were k~pt before admission to the king's 
pre.pnce. (See Esther, ii. 9.) 

• .. Ibid. ii. S . 
••• Ibid. ii. 11-4; Herod. vi. 32; Max • 

Tr.r. Serm. xxxiv. 4; lEilan. Var. Hisl. 

lD!·.~'lsJ,!, ii. 14. 
• .. Parmen. ap. Ath. Deipn. xiii. p • 

608. A. • 
• •• Q. Curt. Hist. Aleo:. iii. 8, p. 28. 
lB' See the Jl&SS"geB above quoted 

from Q. Cortms and Atheneus. The 

:t;;',!~e~~e':!.f=~~u~~'i::\~~ ~';,uf~~ 
ter of Parmenio has the air of a dr7 
fiat.istical document.. 
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... Ath .... DriptL Dl p. 51e, C. 
"'Iuld. 
... HC!I1Iclld. Cum. &po eund. !Y. p. 145, 

!C-
III Esther, •. 1. Oompar.theposition 

of the barem a& Khors&bad. \Qee Vol. 
LJI.ISIO.1 
'" See Esther,ch.U. Oom~YeI'IIElII 

• and 1'-
... Tbls ........ to be the m ...... inl: of 

Plato'. statement (A/rib. I. P. Illl, C), 
-&hat the ~uftl'n 01 the hrsians was U UD
... !cbed.' The eunuchs ......... under. 
Dot o""r. ber. (Compare Esth .. r. i ... 6.) 

... This seems distincUy implied 10 
A~"aad .. r'8 III~ to Statirs and 
81'Silt&lDbia (Arr. Ezp. A/ .. z. ii. Illl: .-it. 
';p&ftUU' •• ~.ic f""x-fMiriJ.~""'''. 
... ft. &A..\u ......... , •• tNA~ /MIn-.......... . 

••• On the po_rof the QtJtoen·)foth .... 
see H .. rod. "ii. 114' Ctes. Eze. Pen. §S 
8. 4"- 48, &:0.; Plut.. Vito Arteu:. 0. 14, 17, 
Ill . .tc. 

... Pint. Vito Arta.c. 0. Ii. 
••• Ibid. 0. 17. 
••• Plntarcb 1U"gU'" tbaa Cyrus the 

younl!'"l' rouM Dol have ... nte<! for 
money when he oommenced bis rebel· 
lion, since Parysatis would ha"e sup
plied him amply from her own re-
1I01IF'Cf'8. (Ibid. c. '.) 

... H .. rod. I. 8. c.; Plut. ArttUl. C. 1'. 

... Xen. Anab. I. .. 5 8; (..'t.es. Eze. 
/'PrI. § 40. 

••• I'lut.. drta.c. c. 111. 
, .. Ctes. Eze. ftn. §I 42, 4lI, S9, 81; 

Plut. Art ...... c. 14, 17, 19 • .to. 
••• The word translated "chamber

lain" 10 our 1'ersion of Estber (I. 10. Ill; 

U. .. 14, &:c.) Is t:"Q. which properlr 

8I8n9 ... eUDue-h." 
... Esther, I. 10; U. 11; 'rio 14; "if. I; 

Ctfto. hra. t 14; .to. 
... Ibid. fi 00, l!Il. lit, 45, ... &:0. 
... Ibid. i~ 27, 50. 
, •• Plat.. Alcib. i. p. 1111, D. 
•• , I e&nnot aceept as authentic the 

aeoounts of Ctt>siaS (Eze. hra. is 1>-131, 
whicb place all the Persiaa kings upon 
a par, aad eztend to the times of Cyrus 

r:dt?e"'..!~ 0~~;!!.S;~:: ~r::::!~~ 
The silence of Herodotus out_ighs 
with me the a.ssen4oo of the Jailer wri
ter. 

- The Assyrian aeulptures, I' win be 
remembered, abound with represent&
Cions of eunucba, who eYidently fiU many 
of the higbest positions ebout the Co~ 
(See Vol. L pp.llIl8, _, 2111, .to.) 

... Esther, l 1:1. 
, .. Plutarch, ViI. Arta.c. 0. ro, Com
~ Diod. Sic. xl M, , T. 

.ll Plut.. Arlaz. c. 5. 

... Tlli~ Is eviden' from the !!tory of 
Ph.,.hma"s eoll1muoicatioDS \\ith h~r 
father Oa_ (Herod. iii. 118, 611" whicb 
had to be transact.ed by m_ngers. 
Xord-.l'. ~ communical.iOA 

with Esther (Esther, Ii. 11, 32: 'Jiil. '1) fa 
to be account ..... for by the fact 'of his 
beinB.:, eunuch. (See Dr. limith's BibIi-
""! .. ~:~.iJw~. 4*l,) 

.1t. Esther, i. 14':. "The &even princes 
of Persia aad Media, which saw the 
king's face." Ear&, vii. 14: "The king, 
and his seven counsellors. " 

416 Esther, 1. s. c-
... Herod. iii, 84, 118. 
.n Ear&, I. 8. c.; Esther. I. 18-.t1. 
... See the representations of Ker P0r

ter. (Trn~, ,,01. i. pI$. ~.l 
.n Ibid. pI$. fS..5O. Compare PI • 

XXXII. Fig. I. 
... Th_ particulars are I"Lthered 

mainly from the 8CUlptures. Tbe ma
teriai of the ea.rrings and collars is de
ri"ed from the accounts given by the 
Gre.-ks of the ordinary Persian orna
ment&. (Herod. ix. ~; .. Xen. AtI4b. i.:t, s ~i Amm. Marc. D.<"lU. 6; a:c.) 

Xen. ~. "Ill. 8, § S. 
... See K .... Porter, rra...z.,?Ol. L pL 

87 • 
• •• Herod. iii. 77, 8t. 118. 
~ •• Herod. vii. 136: Justin .... ". It,~Iut. • 

Vito Artaz. 0. Ill; EIian, va.-. ,l:u/lt. i. 
III. 

... Tbis was proba"ly the real culitom 
wbich Xenopbon "'pl'eSents as a law re
quiring aU pt'J'SOns to keel? their huds 
covered by their 81"",_ 10 the kiog'll 
p!'e9l"nC8 (Cyrop • .. iiI. a. 5 10). It Is cer
tain from the BCulpturela thM the king'a 
ordinary attendants we .... no, reqllirild 
to keep their hands cove .. ",1. 

... Athen. Dript\. xii. p. 51., C. 
~~. Esther, i". 11; J.oSe~ Ant. Jud. 

... Q. Curt. HL'If. A'-. Yiil. ., f 17; 
Val. 1IIaz. •. 1 i_ Frontin. Stroteg. 1 .... 
S a. Compare Herod. "ii. 16, S I 

... This Is implied in the st.oly of 
Tiribazus. as told by Plutal'C'it. (Vii. 
Artnz. C. 6.) 

• .. Justin. I. I; Anon, De Murdo, 0.' 
(p.63;') . 

... Heraclid. Cum. ap. Ath. lJeii'tI. iY. 
p.I4/;. 

... Athen. Dr,p", ri. p. 61e, a. 

... Dan. 1'i. IS; Esther Yiii.. lL 

... Herod. I,., 109. ' 

.11 Strab. xv. lI, S 2!!. 
••• All from the Nile (plut. Vii. Ak::. 

c. 87; Ath .... Deipt\. Ii. P. 07, B) and thf'l 
Danube (plut.. I. 8. c.) 

... Herod. L 188; Ctea. hn. Fr. d. 
. • .. Dino ap. Athen. Deipt\. Ii. p. 87, B. 

III Herod. iii. 1l!9. Accordiug to 
Strabo. Darius claimed the merit of be
log a ftrsH'ate bllntt'r in the .. pitapb 
which he had inscribed upon his tomb 
(l<1'. lI, S 8): bllt the epitaph itself doec 
Dot be .... out tbe statement. 

... Thi. sigll .. t cylinder. th .. cbi .. , JlAt1 
of wb;"h is r..p"",,"nted on PI. XXX VI. 
"~tg. :!. bas a tnlingudl in~'jpt,i("Q Ut"'U 
~ ... ~ich read&-" Darius, the GI-c 

_ .•• f'See Herod. L lSI8~ ~ lN1 S L 
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••• Ctee. Ezc. Perl. I 40: Xen. C'yrop. 
L 11,,9. 

... Ctes. L .. C. Artaxel'l<ee Longi. 
manus Is said to have allowed his com· 
panlons in the chase $0 neglect the ob· 
_"anee of thiIo law. (Plut. Apophth. 
p. 178, D.) 

••• As M~YZU8 did. (Ctee. L .. Co) 
••• Xen. .1.4,17. 
'''Xen.A .1.5.12. 
... On these .. paradises n see Xen. 

0vr07>. I. 8, S 14: 4, §S 5. 11: Anab. I. 2, 
S'I': Hellen. I. 4, 1 16: <Econom. iv. 13, 
II. . 

••• The javelin seems to have been the 
favorite weapon (Xen. C'yrop. L 4, is 8-
10 15). 

1 .. Plutsrc~ Vito Arta:e. C. 17. 
••• lEllan. VGr. Hilt. xiv. 12. 
... Ctes. Exc. Per •• S 12 ad fin. 
... Seneca calla the Persian kings 

II harbaroa, qu08 nulla eruditio, nullus 
IIterarum cultus, Instruxerat. n (De I ..... 
Iii. 7.) 

.11 Esther, vi. 1. 

... It Is open $0 doubt whether a Per
~an monarch could ordinarily either 
read or write. Neither Plato (Alcib. L 
pp. 121. 122) nor Xenophon (Cyrop. L 3, 
4) mention letters in the accounts which 
they give of the education of a Persian 

P~r:;:.ther, Iii. 12; 'riil. II. 
... This a~pears from the signet-cylln. 

der of Danus, of which mention has 
been already 1DlIrle. (See text, pp. 361, 
1162.) 

•• , See Esther, viii. 8; Herod. lii.128. 
... Herod. vii. 8-U, 18. 
••• Xen. <Econom.lv. 8. 
••• Herod. '1'.26: vii. 194. 
... Ibid. iii. 140; Xen. <Econ. I... 15: 

Esther, vi. 8-11 . 
... Joseph. Ant. Jud. xi. 8. Usually, 

no doubt, the hearing of causes was del· 
egatfod to the." Royal Judgee n (fJ"",. A.,o. a.K ...... si,. See the passegee quoted 
in note46\). 

.. I Xen. <Econom. Iv. 4-111. 

... Herodotus denies that the Persians 
had any temp-lea at all (Herod. 1.181); 
hnt reasons will hereafter be shown for 

. ~J:C~~~1s 8tatement. (See text. 
•• P Text, Chapter V. 

. ••• Nehem. it. 8: lEllan, VGr. Hilt. I. 
112 • 

... We are expressly told that Darius 
Hystaspla constructed his own sepulchre 
"hile his lath"r and mother were still 
living (Ctes. Ere. Per •• V 16). 

... St-e text,'p. 68. 

... Arrian. E%p. Alez. vi. 29; Strab. 
:n.8, S'. We only /mow that this was 
the mode of entombm .. nt practised In 
the case of Cyrus. But it """ms proba· 

. ble that the later kings would lie en
tombed with at lea..t "'l.lIal mBj(nifi· 
ceno... And coffinsotthe kllld described 
might ...... lIy have rested In the stone 
1Iiob", Qr ~ wbic:lllW'O tQUDci iD the 

.• ,j, 

rock-tombs. (See Ker Porter, 7TCJ~ 
vol. I. p. 628.) 

.,. See the description of the tomb of 

~~'!r~~0~:';'8 to ba'1'8 been 
obsened by all the kings later than Cy. 
rus . 

... This was evidently the caae with 
the rock-tombe. where the holes which 
received the fastenings of the blocks 
are still visible. (Ker Porter, I. 8. c.) It 
may he suspected that it was also the 
caSe with the tomb of Cyrus, and that 
when Aristobulu8 blocked up the door
way of that tomb with stone and plaster 
(Arrian, 1. s. c.), he was but restoring" 
to Its primitive condition. 

.n AristobuL ap. Arrian, I. S. c.; Strab. 
:no 8, 17 • 

.,. Out of eight royal tombs which 
ha'1'8 been discovered, onl¥ one has at 
present any inscription. This is the 
tomb of Darius Hystaspls, which has a 
long inscription, and two shorter ones, 
engraved on the eztemal face of the 
rock. According to the historians of 
Alexander. the tomb of Cyrus at Pasar-

~:.:a~~i:(~r~!~nvit~':1!'~ :'~~ 
Arr. Exp. Alez. vi. 29; Strab.1. S. c.); 
but of tliis no traces exist at present. 
No inSCriptions have as yet been found 
inside a tomb. ' .tI Aristobul. ap. Anian. 1. S. Co· 

n. Ibid. Even the rock-tombe, though 
so difficult of access, were guarded, as 

al!~A:t!~~ul~~ ~·tC:~..y~l 
PasargB<ilB sacrificed a horse once a 
month to Cyrus. (Arrian. 1. S. c.) Straoo. 
better acquainted with Magian customs, 
aV.~~d~:~~if~ of the statement. 

.,. Great part of Persia is only suited 
for nomadea; and the Ilyat population 
of the present day holds the same posi. 
tion In tbe country which belonged in 
aneipnt times to the Mardi. Dropci. &c • 

• •• See PI. XXVllI. Fig. II, and compare 
Herod. i. 71. 

'8' Strab. rv.8, \19. 'P"KO' ... vU ..... "
tal Ibid. X .. TW. elllf l'ecnNC.,.,,,,'::ov • 
••• Strab. 1. S. C. '1,.",..., .... olJ4>vpoiw • 

• .,(1...,0 ... , Compare the lfOp+upoiic «ci.J.o&uS' 
of Xenophon (..4nab. L Ii, S 8) • 

tat Strab. 1. s. C. 
'81 Xen. 1. s. C. DOlClAAS' • .".,fupiBtlS'. 
.al TlUpa., 'l'l'Clpa.wA.qCJ'l.cu .. a.iS' ...wI' Mciyw", 

The tiara intended is probably the high 
fluted cap which accompanies the Me
dian robe at Persepolis. (See PI. XXLL 
Fig. 8" and PI. XXX. Fig. 1.) 

• .. "ee PI. IV. Fig. 4 • 
... Xen. Cyrop. viii. 8, S 18. X •• piBa.. 

OCUJ'4!iClr 111:&& i4«1'V'Ayj9po.f'-u thick gloves 
and finjrer-sheaths." To t.he Greeks thia 
seemt"d the ""trPme of e1femin8cy; but 
we ClID well imagine that such Pl"otf"ctioD 
W&M Ut'tCflssa'"f in the iI,tensel.\" cold win
t..'I'S of the blgh plains aad IDOUlltaiol& 
(See ~t, p.lIW..) 
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... Drawers (two pairs). shirts. ... d 
tIOeb are proIlably inlftld<'d b1' &rabo 
... bent be 8~ of a-twp;.. ..". w.l. 
••• X&ftw I~ ...... .;c'l. • ~~ AE1Nnic 
••• ao4 ....... ~ .... 0\0 •• (%Y. a. 
,19\. 

···Xt'D. ~ La., I; AMb.LI5.S 
8; 8. i:!ll. 

... lI .. rod. Ix. 1lO: X .... A_b. LI. S" 

... TbE'oolDlDoo use of ..mngslllDOIlg 
the om""", of the fOorsiall ~ ..... " is 
proved b1' the ~politaD lIt"ulptures. 

••• Herod.. 0:. 8>; Dionys. ftn"t'g. 1, 
1060: Q. CUI'\. 1il1S. From PI. XXXVnL 
Fic. I. we ma,. ..... bow olbE'r p&I"t8 of 
Ibe bridle m~' bave been of «Old. 
The ~ portions have all the ap
.,....,.""" of m"I"1. 

... Cbaree lI,yW. ap. AlbeD. Dripro. Iil 
p.!l1,D. 

... :>1""". In'. S, S 18. 

... H..rodotus \II. 1lO, 81) spNb of 
or.li_ .... It--- .... ___ ... and 
IIf"WI of • .l. It-"c .... e,y.._ri-"-
Ilft'et. and ~&C x~ •• """'''''t. 
as found amon~ Ihe plunder of tbe p.".. 
lSi .... camp at Plal-' Tb_. as bE'iD~ Ibe 
met'(! eamp equi~ ... ould """'''inly 
Dol bE' more spl .. udid thall tbe furniture 
Iett.t home.. • 

•• , X .. o. Cymp. 'Viii. 8. I 16. 
.... EonrW,...... s.... X .. n. C"...p. 'ViiI. II, 

II~: ""rod. Ix. 1lO: Stnab. In'. S. SIll. 
... (\>mpu'f' XeD. Cwrul', I. .. SS I. n. 

with to\tn&b. In'. a. s 18. The romanoe
writer bas omiu.e.i the mea& ao4 the 
_II . 

... O .. rod. L 1lO; Xen. c,rop. L l, S 8; 
8tmb. I. .. C. 

M. X .. o. CWroP. 'ViIi. 8. S 9 • 
... Xirolu 01 Dam&llt"lIS maktos the 

lied ... <aU th.. fOorsi .... s io conl .. mpl 
..... ' ..... .,..... \Fr. eG: p. ~~ Strabo 
O. s. c. \ m .... tions aeoms .... d wild pt"&nI 
lIIDon~ U.e anie .... of food 00 ... bicll 
boys ..... "" b\"Otlldlt up. .£IiAD \ .. ..,.. 
Hi8t. I. 81 \ SAys Ibe P"O""" ela...... i~ 
on nlilk. dates. "bees<'. and wild fruit& 
Th .. ",.,.-tom of a king's parIaIrlng a& bis 
....... >nation of a eak .. of Ilgs. 80me of the 
m.ilof the terebinlboU't>e. a"d a eup of 
acidulated milk (Plu\. Vito .drtaz. C. II, 
...... probabl1' a memorial of the time 
... """ 1'- things formed the food of 
t.hif' nat.iou. 

... X"o. c,rop. l 8. C. 
"" H~rod. I. IllS. 
ON [bid.: XeD. c,rop. 'fiil. 11,110. 
-FT. I&. 
"' Herod. l 133, ad an.; Strab. In'. S, 

12(\· 
... O..roct. l s. c.; Hersclid.. Cum. ap. 

At~o. ~ipa. I ... p. 1.:1, F. 
... ~t ... b. In'. a. • 18. 
II' Heraclid. Cum. ap.. Ath. ~ipR. l 

LC. 
I .. X .. D. AIIOb: i. 5, , s. 
... "."""Iid. Cum. I. II. ", 
I ... \ man. Hid.I"do ZZiL 14: ZZZTiii. 

I; xx-six. 5-
I •• He .... l. I: 1M. Stl'abo's account 

(In' • .,, , $) it ~blll cliAoofel1S, 4~ 

eording to him. ... beIl the two who mM 
............... 11' but DO' quite f'<lual the i .... 
f_oft ....... bischeeka04 the auperiOl' 
ki......t i\. 

"1 The ~ in Herodotus ... bi"h 
_me to ""ouadid this \ v. IS. is nOl his 
0'"' .. _ment. but olle ... bleb be pUII!II 
into the moulbs of .,.,rtain fOo.rsians, 
who bad a moti", for .. ishing it 10 be 
beIie~ tha& fOorsian ......... had greater 
libE'rIy. On the ft'&I. .....,Iusion in which 
sueh persons lived. see Brisson, lk R~MO 
I'Prs. ii. pp. ~6. 

0 •• 0 .. .....,1. Cum. ap. Atb~n. lIf'ip ... iv. 
p. 115: Plu\. Spt~ i. I; Joseph. AIIl. 
~ .. d. xi. 6. 

0 .. Herod. i. 1:\5: St ... b. ][V. a. S I •• 
a.1 H~rod. i. 136. On tI,t" contiouance 

of this fefoliDg in m(kt~n. timt"S. sere u,e 
author's H«Odot .. a, .-01. i. not.. ad 1<>e. 

0 •• Oerod. I. 8. c.: Suab. I. S " • 
I. XE'n. AMb. i. 10. ~ >J.lI: Ath. ~i,,, .. 

xiii. p. 0.&. D. Oom!,,,re He .... "t. Ix. 06, 
where another Persian has a G ....... ron
cubine; and St"e al.-:oo £Iian (tar. Hi&t. 
zii. I). ... b ...... Jotlr o.-k eoneubim.s Qt 
&IH' younger C'yn1S are n ..... tioned. 

"1 Tba& wi .. <'9....,re I .. ft at hom_ 
any rate in the t"artier (imes-apJ.W'8l'S 
from tbe ~ of ..E...,byh.~ m. 63. 1'25, 
1:6--141 • .t".\. That ""neubin ....... ere 
"'kt"D to the wan; is eerlain (rom O .. rod. 
vii. 8.1: Ix. ~; Xeo • .A"ab. I. s.. c.: Maz • 
T1T. &no&. ziY. aub fin.: Athen. lIf'ip'" 
zlii. p. _'6, A.; etc. Wi ...... ...,...,mpan,ed 
the ann1' in the later pE'riod of the 
mon ..... hy. (S<oe Q. CuI'\. iii S and Ill., 
~ .. Herod. "Iii. 86; Diad. Sic. xvii. 13, 

S 0" Herod. 1%. ':6. 
0.. H..rodotus. Plato,. and Stnabo 

&j!'1'I!e, as to the maio fa"ts. wilh Xen ... 
ph01l. In the atlCOUnt of the edueatio1l 
gi",o i1l the ten a small part only ""'IS 
upon !be unsuppo~ autborits of the 
AthE'Dian romau~~ 

I.. "<'f"Od. l 136. Stnlbo flIt'S the 
limit a& four :rears i..-d of five t%Y. asm. . 

... Oerod.l 8. c.; XeD. c,rop.ll, S 8; 
8tntb. In'. S. S 18. 

In Plat. A/rib. I. P. 1!1. It. 
... X .. n. CWroP. i ... 5 10: viii. 8, § It. 
... Streb. [ .. -c.; Xen. CVroP. i. !. S 11. 
... St.rab.l s. c. OompareX .. n. CIP"P • 

'Viii. 8. S I .. "1 o .. rod. L 8. C. and l 138: Plat. A/ri/). 
l p. I:!:i. A..

l
· Strsb. l .. c. Ooml>&r8 

X .. n. ('wrop. 6. S 33. 
.. 8irsb. 1. .. c. Compare Dino ap. 

Ath. l),,'pa. xiv. p. 6ilI. D . 
... H..roct. i. 136. Strabo prolongs the 

1'E'riod of edIlCAli.'n 1o the l/4th. ao4 
XenoDhoo to the ,,;th r ....... 

••• 'r .... "II&. ... of tlit> ~tag. wild-boar. 
and ""~Iope ~ re-P~I1'nt on cylin:
ders ILajard. CNIt~ d~ Jli/;'rn. JII. xlii . 
fiI!:'. 1. and pl. liil. filr.I',: that of II. .. bo'-~r 
~ also me-ouont:.'d by Stnlho. .'or tJI~ 
eh ....... of the bear and til .. lion. see X ..... 
A",* j. .. t &, ao4 Cs.eo. ~ I'm. ,iII... '. 
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III Xen. VvroP. viii. 8, S 12; Anab. 
L •. c.; Plut. Vito Arta:e. C. Ii. 

... Strab. sv. 8. S 19. 

.n Herod. vi!. 40, 41, 83. 

... ~e ten, pp. 48, 49, 55, 56. Com
pare lEIian, Var. Hist.1. HI. 

'1' 1'his is allowing a l'0pulatlon of 20 
to the square mile, whlcli, considering 
the large amount of desert ID the region, 
Is as much as Is at all probable. The 
cpulation of modem Persia is said to 
• l: :p~~~."llr.a97. mile. 
.u Ibid. vii. I, 7; Thucyd. I. 104, 109. 

110; Diod. Sic. xv. 9, S 8; 3-44; 110-98; 
xvi. 40; &c. 

••• See particularly Herod. V. 101, 102, 
108.116-12-1; is. 96; Diod. Sic. D. 61, S 1; 
and Xen. Hell. I. 2. S 6. 

... The close connection of the Hyr
canlan. with the Medea and Persians is 

~'!f~~n!T~~~' ~:!. ~.;.!:; ~j !;;;: 
nvO#L~vo~ cal cipxa.r ixolIT", tdtnrep 1rcU. 
Depcrciw "al MljaCII ... ot ill' tSucdcrc,., tifLO&' 
.1"41. • 

... Herod. I. 158; II. 167. 

... Strab. sv. 8, S 19. Om _""vaw 
.,;,-...... OVI'1"Cll. 

... Xen. Cvro1J. L 2, S 8. 

.. , Herod.-L f58. 
••• Q. Cun. Vito AZe.2:. III. 
... On the other hand, the Persian 

women sometimes atrected manly 
amusements. Roxane, the daughter at 
f:'i,":,':!t ':.d fl.~~~~fy°;'~1ri~fl~~'\':i 
the use of the bow and the javelin. 
(ToE'eve&., Ital ci«'o"'i'elol' .... t:&.p01"cl.T'9. Cte8. 
.E:re PPT3. SM.) 

00. See text, pp. 857, 858. 
.11 XeD. Cyrop. i. 8. S 2. False beards 

and mustachio. were also known to the 
Persians, and were assumed by eunuchs 
who wished to conceal their condition. 
(Ctes. Exc. Per •. S /ill.) 

, .. Xpn. I. S. C. and viII. 8, S 20. Com-
lIare also Plin. H. N. mv. 17 (i 165). 

... Xen. I. 8, , 2. 
au Ibid. viii. 8. § 20 . 
... Ibid. S 16; Al:sch. Per •• MIl. Eit.a. 

~P.J('''''''''' . 
, •• Xen. HeU .... I ... lA S SO. 
.. , Xen. Cyrop. viii. '" S 19. 
... Ibid. S 16 . 
... Athen. Dtipn. Iv. p. 144, F. 
... Xen. Curop. viii. I, § SO. Xenophon 

• enumerates. "'pt»po~. C,...T01rOlOVf, ol/lo"o
~ovr. o~ ... o~oo~", AOV'l'pOXOour, "Afa.T~8!vra.", 
a..,cu.pOVI"'I"Clr, ICa.TcutO&",,~o"ar. • ... &fN'~t 
and lCocrl"1fTa.,. • 

... Herod. I. 186. 

::: ~t;!,dH~~.~~t':re 199. 
I .. Ctes. Eo:c. Per •. I 59; Pluto V.'t. Ar

ta:e. c. 14, 15. 
. II' Herod. Iz. 108-118. 
·"Ib.!. 187. 
'OY lh. loc. cit. and vn. 194. 
... lb. iii. 85 • 
... lb. IT. 84; vii. 90; Iz. l1S; ~ 

Frc. Pen. Sf 4CI~ Ii~, ~ &q, 

... Herod. Iz. 111, 112; Ctas. §S 51, 59, 
&c . 

671 Pluto Vito Arla3:er:n., c. 14 and Co 
16 . 

•• ! Ctes. Exc. PPTB. 1146.51, &c. 
171 lb. Sf 48. 52; Val. MIlL iz. 2, S 7. 
67. Ctes. Eo:C. PPT'. S 51. . 
, .. Herod. viI. 114. 
, .. lb. iii. 35 .. 
, .. Ctes. Exc. Perl. S 59. Compare 

Pluto Vito Artax. C. 11 • 
6 .. Herod. 1. 8. c. 
, •• This punishment Is almost too h01"o 

rible to set before the reader. It con
sisted in placing the sufferer's body be
tween two boats in such a way that 
only hi. head and bands projectpd at 
one end and hiB feet at the other, and 

=~l~irn!:' t~~ r,::~~i=m~I!J'!'~~ 
the confinement. Pel'l!Ons might ling"r 
on .under this puniMment 88 much &8 
seventeen days. (See Pluto Vito Aria",. 
C. 16, where all the d"tsils are given 

w1,\~ ~I~ ~~~ti~~§§~~.~.! Com-
pare Plut. Vito Arta:e. C. 19. On the 
prevalence of poisoning in Persia in the 
time of Arts][erxes MnemoD, see Xen. 
Cyrop. viii. S. S 14. • 

, .. Ctes. § 40 • 
• •• Herod. ix. 112-
, •• Ctes. § M. 
••• Ibid. 1. 8. c. 
, •• Herod. v. 25; viI, 194. 
, •• Ibid. iii. 118. 119; Esther, i ... 11. 
,., Pluto Vito Artax. C. 27. 
, •• Val. MIlL ""vi. 16; Frontin. Strat. 

iv.6 . 
••• Plut. Vito Artax. C. 19 . 
• •• Herod. iii. 159; iv. "1: Belt.. Ina. coL 

It par. 14; col. iii. par.8. 
, .. See Pluto Vito Artax. c. 16. 
lilt Herod. vii. 114. De:pcru:o., TO 'WVTCIC 

ICa.TOpVtnrE'P, 
... Xen. Anab. i. 9, 5 18. 
, .. Beh. I .... col. ii. pars. IS and H. 
.., Q. curt. Hist. AZe.2:. T. 5; Diod. Sic. 

xvii. 69. 58. 
, •• Nic .. Dam. Fr. 132. 
'OY Herod. iii. 119; Ctes. Ere. Per •• 

§§ 42, 50: Beh. Ina. col. ii. pars. 18 and 14. 
• •• Ctes. &c. Pera. S 40. The small 

Island. in the Persian Gulf were the 
Persian P."nal settlements. (Ctes.I.s.c.; 
Herod. iii. 98.) 

CHAPTER IV • 
I See ten, pp. 67-70 • 
• The dialectic form i«1<00 connects 

~r;e~~~ t"'t39. Herodotus co~neB 
his remark on this subject to the Persian 
na ..... ~. But it is only true of thpm in 
the same .ense that it is true of all Pe .... 
siannouM .. 

.. The termination 8 ha.c; thf' same fort's 
In SanscMt. Gothic. and Lithuanian iFf'S 
Bopp's Compurath'e Gt·amnurr. '-01. 1. 
S 18-l). It represents probably the old 
pronoun of the third perse 11 singulat 
4¥lUCuline, aa, ":tao. 't .' tIlis. ~. 
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om' iTbssllolo mOfodteheot8ibaccllanOtUoltlnntgetco~a!hoef phonic." like the .. in the SansClit goPII!. 
,h ~ tlve plural (AUperai.cll. Keilimchri}te ... 

~p~~~li<':I~;::J~'k~li:~f;:;ir:.::.. ~ g'lr;~~;r~~~ :::g.!:n~~~~cf~i~O~~ ~~: 
153) and seems worthy of acceptance. n, It would seem to be all essential pa.·t 

• Api. "water." Is perhaps an excep- of the inllection. Probably the Old Per-.. 
tlon. since we lind api-allim pardbara. sian ..,.(1,,,, is the equivalent of the Zen
.. the water destroyed them." In the Bea dic -a1im. rather than of the Sanscrit 
hi.tun Inscription (coi. l. per. 191; but ofVdm. 
even here It is possible that api-ahim is II The original sign of the accu ... tlve 
an abbreviation of the fuller form apish- plural seems to have been...... (Bo{,p. 
Bhim. (Sir H. Rawlinson In the Journal I 236.) Of this comple", form. wh.ch 
01 the Asiatic Society. vol. x. p. 214.) appears in the Gothic (e.g. vul/ano. flal-

, Some writers. as Spiegel. regal'll the tma • .unum) and in the Zend occaslon
cases ae seven rather than six. adding ally. Sansorlt retained oniy the n. while 
to those named (text. p. 868) an .. illstru- Greek. Latill. and Lithuanian kept only 
mental" case. But there is really no the a. The Zend (generally) and the Old 
Buch distinct case in Old Persian. where Persian evaporated both tlie consonants. 
sometiml!ll the genitive. sometimes the and replaced them by a vowel. which In 
abiative, has an Instrumental mean- Zend wae -6, in Old Persian -d. 
Ing. .. The Latin -ibus is of course a cog-

e Or -10. sln08 Bopp Is probably right nate form to the Saosorit -bhyas and the 
In regarding the IIrst. of ••• as belong- Zendic -buD. The Greek -4>. (-4>,,) Is 
ing to the root. (Grammar. vol. I. '189.) probably the same Inllection. 
Mascuiinesln -d. formed the genitive by '7 Compare the SanAcrit -au or -shu, 
adding -ha . • ae Auruma.zdd, gen. Aura- which Is replaced In Zend by -hlJa or 
mazd4ha -shva. The Greek locative ending ..... 

• As pilar. "father." gen. pitra. (e.g. 'A9~"l'I"') is also cognate • 
.. So also in Zend and Sanscrit. In •• See Bopp. Ii 291. In Zend. the in-

Lithuanian the 111. Is replaced by 10, in lIections were respectively -tara and 
Gothic by -na. (See Bopp, § 149., -tema. The comparative form -tara ia 

11 Spiegel, AltperBische Keilimchri/- represented In Greek by ..... po •• and In 
ten, p. 154. Latin by -terus (e.g. POBterus); the su-

to~~h!'i::;.~~~:n t~~esTh~ il~n~e~ r:~~'!:~ti.~~~..t!=)t:':~~~ ~t= 
Bian. In each form of tlie locative. (e.~. optimus.ultimus • ... timus. &c.). 
strengthened the case vowel with Its ii The Sanscrit has .. superlative in 
cngnate consonant (' with y. and u with -Istha. which comes from a comparative 
til. In -(yas. (Bop!? i 298.) 

11 Compare the ordinary Sanscrit ter- I. The followmg are the forms of thes;:; 
mination -ds, the Zendic -11.0. -6, the ordinals In the chief varieties of Indo
Greek -a' (-•• ). the Latin", (-i). &c. European speech. as given by Bopp in 

•• Spiegel regards the n here ae "eu- his Comparative G1'ammar(§ 823):-

Sanscrit. Zend. Dar. Greek. Latin. Gothic. Lithuaniam.. Old 8clavonic.. 
pratham& frathllma trp<4 ... a prima fruma plrmil. perva-ya 
avitiy& bltya a"'''''pa aitera authara antrA vtora-ya 

~~~~~& ~\~: ie~:,:-,. :'c:::: ~~~Ja6 ~~~~~ ~r::~r~-y .. 
I. Adam • .. I." which has Its neareot 

equivalent In the Zendic arem Is un
doubtedly cognate with the Sanscrlt 
aha..., and thus with the Greek i".. 
(i'1";.). the Latin ego. the German ich, 
and 80 with our "I." Mana, md.m, 
maiya. and ma are modifications of a 
roo~ which Is common to San>lCrit. Zend. 
Greek. Latin. German. Lithuanian. and 
Sclavonlc. and which appears in English 
88 II me." The plural vayam is a rarer 
form. having near correspondents only 
In Sanscrlt lvayam). Zend (vaem). and 
Gothic (veis). Anidkham differs but 
silghtly from the Zendlc ahm4kem and 
Sanscrlt asmdkam. which have the same 
meaning. It Implies a root asma. ahma. 
or ama, which has given birth to the 
GrPek oi,,_ (~".i.), and perhaps to 10m 
and 1&1l.8er. 

II The original form of the cuneiform 
. haUtla wa', probably haal. which appears 

In haushaiya (PerBep. Enscr. H. line 1)_ 
This halO Is identical with the Zend h6

l which is Itself the exact equivalent at 

the Sanscrit W' ~6. S61tself seems 

to be .. corruption of the original noml
natlval sal. being for sa-u. where the u 
wae a softened form of the tase·endlng 
•. (Bopp., 847; Rawlinson, Vocabulary, 
p. 51 ... note 1.) 

.1 J:lOPP. i 1141 .. The Greek and Latin 
rellexives ("4>',',' se) are forms of the 
same base. . 

•• The Sanscrlt hae Identically the 
same forms In the ace. mase. and the 
nom. and ace. fern. of the singular. The 
nom. rnase. is ayam (compare iyam). 
the gen. fern. Is asudo (compare ahydyd), 
and the instrumental maRC. is anencJ 
(compa.-e and). OIlIY)n the neuter I. 
there a radical di1I:erence, ~he Sanscrlt 
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using idam In the place of ima. Here. 
how .. ver, the Old Persiao accorded 
clo"~ly with the Zend, which had ima 
for Lb.. nom. and imat. for the accuse.
tjveDl:1u~r. 

•• The torm Is the same both In Zeod 
and S&nscrit.. (Bopp, § 887.) We may 

Zend. Sanserit. »or. Greek. 
ahml asmi 0,.".. 
&hi asi evc! 
BStl BSt! irrri 
hmahl 'smas etl'lLq 
stha 'sth' 0"'" 
heot! santi om 

If Niva may be compared with the 
Sanscrit nih, the Latin ne \in ...,fandum., 
nego and the like) the Greek"" (in "",..pni •. «. T. A.). the Gothic, Lithuanian, 
and old Sclavonic ni, &;:, 

II M4 has exactly the same force both 
in Saoscrit and in Zend. 

•• Namely, hacha. hadha. paiti. anu. 
I. Hama is to be connected with the 

Sanscrit aam., the Zeodic oonm. the 
Greek cni., the Lithuanian .an. and 

~
rhaps even the Latlo cum. (See Bopp, 
1016.) Tara correspoods to tirIiB m 

1I.IlSCrit, tarll in Zend, tra... in Latin, 
thairh in Gothic. durch in Mod. German, 
and to our own .. through." (Ibid. 
§ 1018.) 

II Com~ the Sanscrit "ant, which 
has l'xactly this meaning. (BollP. $ 1011.) 
The Greek rra.p<i and even the Latin per 
are probably the same word. 

I. See the remarks of Spiegel (Altper
aische Keilinschriften. pp. 17lt, 1711). 

II The exceptions are verhs and adjeo::J:J :. seem never to tske a prono-

It Compare the Sanscrit. (W'llUams, 
Sanserit Grammar, S fl39.) 

.. Far the most important of these is 
t1Je great rock-inscnptioo at Behistun, 
first published by Sir H. Rawlioson in 
the year 1846 (Journal of tl", ASIatic So
ciety, vol. x. part i.), and since edited by 
Spiegel (Altp"'·,n...",.. Keilinscl!rijt, pp. 
2-45). Next to this may he placea the 
inscriptions on the tomb of Darius at 
Nakhsh-i-Rustam, edited by Sir H. Raw
linson in the ABiotic SOciety'. Joumal 
(vol. xi. pp. :191-318; vol. xii. App. PI? xix
xxi)l one of which had been prevIOusly 
t'b ished by Lassen (Zeitscl.rijt des 

In°iii':i~d:!;,k0:m:;!;, tre ~:\n~t 
tions of Darius and Xerxes near the 
foot of Mount Elwend, in the vicinity 
of the town of Hamadan. These in
scriptions were first edited by Burnout 
(Memoirs sur deuz Inscription. cunei
formes trouvees 1!re. d'Hol1oadan. Juin, 
l~.) Tbey are given very incorrectly hy 
M. Flaodin~VOy"ge en Per.el~' Plaoches 
AnCiennes, ' tom. I. pis. ... and 27). 
Lastly llUly be named the short rock in
scription of Xerxes at Van (Lassen in 
the Zeit.'Chri/t, vol. vi. pp. 145 et seqq.; 

compare with it the Latin quis) qua,. 
quid. and the Got.hic hvas, h,·o. 1ova: 
The Greek had probably on~'e an iuter
rogative 1l'0i, .:1j,«o, of which traces ~XiSS 
in ICOt~. C6crO~, «eWe, Ir~, and the like . 

I. Compare with this the following sel 
of forms:-

Lati,,_ Lithuanian. Old 8claoonic., 
I!RlIIl esmi yesme 
eo - yesi 
est est! yesto 
sumus esml yesmo 
estis este "este aunt esti somte 

Rawlinson in A •. Soc. Journ. vol xi. pp. 
334-.'l36). 

"The most Important of these are·l. 
A short legend of Cyrus, several times 
repeated, at Murghab (Pa.sargadre). This 
was first copied by Sir W_ Ouseley (Tra
vels, vol. ii. pl. xliX. fig. 5). It WBS recog
nized BS containing the name of Cf"'IS 
by Grotefend. (See Heeren's A.ltoatic 
lfntiona, voL il.p. 362, E. T.) 2. Numer
ous legl'ods of Darius and Xerxes, t0ge
ther with one of Artaxerxes Ochus, at 
Persepolis. These have been edited by 
Lassen, by Sir H. Rawlinsoo, and by 
Spi~ 8. Two legends of Artaxerxes 
Mnemon at Suse., discovered by Mr. 
Loftus in lSS1-.\!, and edited by Mr. No .... 
ris in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, 
vol. xv. pp. 157-162. 4. A mutilated le
gend of Darius on a stone near Suez, tIrsI; 
copied by M. DeRoziere, and published in 
tbe Description de j'Egyp/e (vol. I. pp. 
265-2'iDj Plaoches, vol. v_pI. 29, figs. 1 to 
4). This legeod has been corrected and 
restored by Sir H. Rawlioson (Journal 
of AS_ Society, vol. xi. p. 818). 

"' The vase mscriptions are the follow
Ing:-l. One of Xerxes on the vase of 
Caylus, which is accompanied by tran
scripts in the Scythic, Babylonian, and 
Egyptian la.nguages. (See Caylus, Re
cuea d'.Antiquites, tom. v. Dl xxx.; and 
compare .ds. Soc. Journnl, vol. xi. p_ 

=~ !td*"..\i~~g;~~~: 
ton. (See Birch In Newton's Halica .... 
nassU3, vol. it pp. 667....s70.) 3. A legend 
of Xerxes on several fragments of vases 
discovered at Suse. by Mr. Loftus (Lof
tus, Chaldalf. and Su8iana, p. 409, • .And 
4. .An inscription of an Arts.xerxes 
(Ochus P) on a porphyry vase in the trea
sury of St. Marli:'s at Venice (Journal of 
Asiatic SOciety, voL xi. p. 8.17). This in
scription is accompanied hyan Egyptian 
trII.IlSCript. 

"' There are two legl'nds on cylinders. 
One is on the signetrcylioder of Darius 
(PI. XXXVI. Fig. lll. The other is on the 
seal of a certain .Arse.ces, the son of Athi
yabusa.nes. (See Lajard's Cults de 
Mithra, p. xxxii. fig. 1.) 

S. Caylus, Recueil d'.Antiquitfls, tom. 

V·.I:·:ethe remarks of Sir H. RawJiDo 
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Ion In the Joum.a/ oftM.bi4til:8ociet/t, 
YOI. xl. pp. 84~18. 

II Oowpare text, pp. '18, W. 
.1 Ap. Diod. Slo. Ii. U, I" Compare 

NIc, Dam. Fr. 10, 
•• Herod. IlL 128, 186; Y. 14; YIi. 100; 

'!'hueyd. L 129; &0. . 
.. Sir H. RawlinaoD ID the Journal 0/ ,/wi ..uiatic 8ociet", 'fOI. :L P. 51. 

CHAPTER V. 
I See Herod. L l1li, 1'18-187; XeD. 

Anal>. iii. 4, If 8-10, 
I U Herodotus visited Susa (as la 

generally BUp~), he must have eeen 
the palace which was there erected by 
Darfua Hyataspls (!.oftus, Oltald ..... anil 
8118;0 .. a. pp. ~l. But it ma~ well 
:n~~es!o= whether biB kav _. 

• Dlod. Sio. Ii. 8lI, S 4; Tweta. CAiliod. L 
~. 

• AJTiaD, Erp. AIez.1IL 18; Strab. :P. 

a, l:sa ~ Polyb. :L 17; and 
Strab. ~;.!'!_5§_~~. 

• Cbardin 8 work (Voyage etl Perre, 
I vols. 4tol was published ID 1674, La 
Bron's n'01f'l98 au Leva"t) ID 170&, the 
elder Niebuhr's (R~iee ftaC/l Arabieta. I 
."ols.) In 1766, OUBeley's (1m",,", 8 vola. 
4to) between 1814 and 1828, and Ker 
Porter's (T,.,."",. i" Georgia. J>fIf'.w., ~ 
I vola, 4to) ID llW. 

'Ducriptw" de r """"".... de fa 
~. ~t <k fa Me.opotamie,lvols.follo, 
Paris, Dldot, 1S4ll-185i. 

• This II18I1Iliftcent work. the product 
of a Frencli Government Oommiasion 
under the oelebrated Eugene Burnout. 
iB entitled simply" VOJlO!1e _ ~." It 
Is In IIil< volumes, foUo, one volume eon
talning the .. Travels." and the other tlve 
booing devoted to = It bears no 
date, but was pub' 1 believe, II&
tween 1845 and 1860. 

• See especially the beautiful plate 
(No. 1121 with which the third Yolume 
of the V01l"!1e _ ~"oloeea. 

,. Mr. james Fergusson, author of the 
Hi.tory 0/ Archit""ture, the Polacu 0/ .vi, __ ~h and hr~I" R~ .. tored. &0. 
To :IIr. Fergusson's ldndneas the writer 
of this work was also Indebted for 
I18veral of the illustrations of Assyrian 
architecture eontaiDed ID the tI.rst 
YOlume. 

II The statement of Herodotus to this 
"!feet \1. 18~~ echoed by Strabo (xv. 8, 
I 18. Is rendered, to say the least, very 
doubttul by the Behlstun Inacript,lonJ wbere DaMua (aooordinlf to the ()86l; 

cruneiform \OCbol&l'lll states that he .. J'&o 
buut temples which Gomatea had de
atroved." I B.A. I .... eol, l Jl8I'. 14, Iii.) 

.. 'See Beroaua, Fr. 16, Compare 
Po1.vb. l[, 27. ,Ill, 

.. Herod. .". 68; EBchyL Pera. a, 4, 
161; Strab. :P. a, Ii 8, 6, &0. 

II Ctea. Ere. Pera. , 15; ArrIan, Ezp. 
.. ,...,., Ill, Il'l; DIod. Sio. rriI. 71. S 7. 

.. Mr. FergusaoA Ilolda that theruiDs 

n881' IBtakr. eommonly l'el!.'&l'ded as the 
royal palaoe of the Persian Kings, canno' 
ba'le been the place where they resided., 
since the bulldfnga there were, he thinks, 
quite un1It for a residence. He calla 
them •• temple-palacea, n or U J)8lao&.tem
pies," and regards them as'little more 
thaD. high altars for the tl.re-worship. 
(See hie 1'Ulacuo/ N'n.eveA and PeraepO
lis. pp. 188-196 .) 

II See text, P. 112. 
II Loftus, Ohald/BCl and Suriana, pp. 

1164-818. 
II Flandin. Vo"""" _ Perae, pp. 81 

'10. Oompare·r Pl8.nchea AIlcienDea, ,I 
tom. Ii. pis. 68 and 61. 

U FErgusson. Handbook 0/ Archifao., eu,.... vel. i. p. 188. 
"' See Vol. L pp. 179,180; ten, pp,111S 

1114. 
II It Is uncertain wbethel' tbe whole 

platform iB artidcial. or whether the 
natural rock was not levelled and made 
use of to some extent. MM. F1andiD 
and Coate are of opinion that the site 
was chosen on account of ita presenting 
a sore of natural platform. which onlj 
required a certain amount of levelling 
and lIqua.ring to beeome what it is. 

.1 Lead and Iron were the materials 
used for elampiug stones together as 
Babylon (Herod. I. 186; Diod. l!ic. Ii. 8, 
12). The shape of the clamJ)S at Pel'-
eepolls was like a soUd .r. consisting 
of two nearly equilateral triangles united 
at the apaz. (See Pl. XLII.) All the 
m .. tal has been ruthlessly plundered . 

•• M. Flandln speaks of there belnf 
many blocks ranging from Iii to 1 
metres (49 to M feet) in length. and from 
two to three metres (6\ to III feet broad.. 
(Voyage _ Perae, p.71.) 

I. The early travellel'8 thonght that 
the Original height of the platform was 
10 or lID f .... t more (Ker Porter. Tratld.. 
vol. I. p. 686). But MM. Flandin and 
Coate found reason to think that the 
beight had never been much more thaD 
it Is DOW. 
II Ker Porter gives as the length of 

the platform 1425 feet, and as Ita great
est breadth 81IIl feet. M. Flandin makes 
the ml'l&SUre8 re8Jll'Ctively 1519 and 1138 
feet (468 a .. d 2S6 metres). Mr. Fergusson 
assumes the length to be 1500, and the 
greatest breadtb 950 feet. 

.. Here I follow MM. Flandin and 
Coste, WhORe accurate survey eorrected 
the vague Impressions of former kava!· 
1era. 

II '!'his spur was never entirely re
moYed. RemRlns of it are still to be 
Been at tbe N. W. eomel' of tbe platform. 
both inside and out..ide the bound....,. 
wall. (See the plan. Flandln, Vo,aue_ 
~.pl,r..) 

I. See Vol. I, p. 180. 
II M. Flandin says of thl' ell'ect. pro

duceod by th_ IrregularitleR :-" Ellea 
rompent fa InOnotnnie que n'auralt pas 
manqu6 de produire to I'mll Ia crancle 
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murallle, lit efle ellt sulvl une IIgne 
droit.e" (Voyage, p. 76.) 

'0 Fel'gus""n. Palaces. p. 9\"; Ker Por
ter. '/)'avels, vol. i. pp. 588, 684. 

II Fergusson, 1. 8. C. 
"' Mr. Fergu080n preters to speak at 

the Central Terrace as extending, like 
the others, the entire width of the plat
fOl:n (Palaces, p. 97); hut heaUows that 
in reality the high level stops at the 
eastern edge of the platform on whioh 
'stands the C"ehi Minar. or .. Forty Col
nmns," the great huilding heyond (his 
.. Hall of a Hundred Columns") being on 
the level at the Northern Terrace (p. 
981. 

II In the Assyrian palaces the """ents 
were sometimes hy inclined piane •. (See 
Dote 89, Chapter VI. Vol. I., SecondMon
.a,·c"y. 

.. Ker Porter, 2Yavels, vol. I. p. 585: 
Flandin, Val/age en Per •• , p. 77. 

.. Heereu. Asiatic Nations, voL I. p. 
147. E. T. 

I. Fergus""n, Palaces. pp. 102. 108. 
n These mt'8Sures are taken from Kat" 

.Port .. r (7'>'Ovels, vol. L p. 594). They 
agl'Pe nearly With those of MM. Flandin 
.and Co..te. (Val/age en Perse, p. 85.) 

IS Flandin. p. ~6. 
I. Flandin, pis. 01, 100. and 101. Ker 

POI'ter maleps the number only seven. 

(~~aK""'~'''~r:~:) vol. i. p. 604. 
CI Representations ot the sculptnres 

on this staircase are given by Sir R. Ker 
Porter (vol. I. pIs. 87 to 43), and by MM. 

. Flandin and Coste (Vol/age en Per .. , 
.. Planches Anciennes." tom. II. pis. 91 
to 110). A small portion ot the sculp
ture on the left-hand side Is represent
'ed [PI. LV. Fig. 2). 

.. RIch, Jou1'1IR/L to Peroepolis, p. 258' 
Flandin, pI. 90. (The inscrIption itself 
Is given, pI. Ill, hut Is engraved upside 
dom .. !) 

.. It is thus detmrlbed by Ker Porter 
(2Yavels, vol. I. p. 665), Flandin (Voyage 
en Perse, p. ItO), and Mr. Fergus<on, 
(Palr&ces, p. 101); bllt one of M. Flan· 
din's plates represents the t1ights as 
tl'iple, the landing-place between the 
two main t1ights b"ing divided into two 
portions by an ascent of three or four 
ateps placed at right angles to the prin
cipal stairs. ('" P!ancbes Anciennes, n 

to!~'"i::~ fi~~SZJd bull oombat was four 
tlml's repeated. The gual'dsmen were 
chielly at the sides of the staircase, 
where It projectert In front of the ter

. race. (Flandin, pIs. 132, II).~.) 
c. Flandln, pI. 187. In PI. XLIV. these 

lLttendants are Incorrectly represented 
as ~uards. 

,. .. There were ten guards armed with 
Sppal"R, quivers, and bows. and three in .. 
sCI·lptlon. on the faQade of these .tairs, 
'wlth t.I,,, lion and hull combat on ,-ither 
Bpand,·iI. The pnl'l\ppt, wall bore ligures 

.of attendants. (Flandln, pl. 136.) ,f Ibid. pI, 120. , 

.. JO"''tLal oJ t"e .4Biatic Sockt", vol. 
x. pp. 341.342. 

.. Flnndln. pl~. 115 .and 121 bill. See 
PI. XLVI. Fil:\. I.) 

.0 An InscrIption of Artsxerxe8 Ocbus, 
taken from this staircase, is given by 
Rich In his· Journey to Persepolis (pI, 
xxiii.). and by Flandln-very incorrectlr, 
-in hi. Voyage (" Planches Anciennes, • 
tom. iii. pI. 129): where there is a repre
sentation also of the scanty remains ot 
the staircase. 

OJ Rich JOUrtl"l/ to Persepoli., p. 255 • 
•• Ker Porter made this palace mea ... 

ure 17'0 feet hy 95 (2Yavels, vol. I p. 640); 
but M. Flandin, who traced out thl' 
foundation walls on all Bides. found til(' 
le~gth to be 41~ m~tres (185 f .. et) h) 
2~ (9,* feet). (See the Val/age en 
Perse. p. 102.) 

.1 Fergusson, Palaces, p. 98. 
•• The depth of the portico is 80 feet. 

(Ker Porter, p. 644; Flandin, p. 10'1.) 
66 The pOf'Oitions of these rooms on 

either side of the original sole entranre 
to the palace would .ufficientlv Indicate 
their purpose. It Is. however, further 
mal'ked by the sculptures on the jambs 
of the doorways, each of which consists 
of two gi~antic guardsmen armed with 
appars. (Flandin, Val/age en Perae, p. 
106.) 

•• Flandin makes the dimensions ot 
the guard-rooms 7 m~tres 20 centim~tre8 
by 4 metl"" (Val/age en Per .. , pI. 113). 

Of Fergusson. Palaces, p. 117. Ker 
Porter says 48 feet. (7'ravels, vol. I. p • 
648.) M. Flandin gives the breadth as 
15 m. 50 centlm. (nearly 51 feet). and tbe 
d .. nth as 15 m. 15 centimo (49 ft. 8 in.). 

,. The corner doorway i& the left-hand 
wall was a later alteration, made prolta .. 
~~Lby Artaxerxes Ochus. (See text, p • 

•• Flandln, Voyage, pI. 117. 
•• Ibid. p. 106 . 
OJ Ihld.l'p. 10., 108. 
•• FIandin, Voyage, pp. 108, 109. Com

pare pl. 185. 
.. Mr. Fergusson supposes that every 

~~th~e 8uRra%~~ s;:,c~~.:nlr 
this purpose. 1}l:e t1nds a representation 
of the second story in the curious struc
ture whereon the lcings are represented 
as stan~ in the sculptures upon their 
tombs. (l"alaces, pp. 124-181.) His 
argum .. nts are, as usUal, ingenious, but 
they have failed to convince me. I 
think the absence of any trace of stairs, 
.which be admits (p. 119), and the non
discovery in the ruins of any fragment 
of such a sculptured upper sto'7 as he 
imagines univ .. rsaJ, qwte outwe.gh the 
supposed analogy drawn from the repre
sentations on the tombs. 

It The actual height ot one ot the 
ant ... Is 22 feet. (Ker Porter, 7'I'at'f'ls, 
vol. I. p. 644.) It is evident, from the 
marks of the place where the architrave 
was inserted, that not very much of the 
a"ta Is worn away, 
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., The entire area coveTed by the 
Palace of DW"i118, even if we include the 
P()rtiL'~ is little more than 13.000 square 
feet. '~'he area oovered by tae Palace of 
Sargon seems to have been about ~.OOO 
feet; that c')vered by the palace of l)en
nacherib at NlDeveh was 40,000 8<luare 
:yards or 8JO.0c00 f .... t. 

•• it. Flandin, in hls restoration of 
the ground-plan of this palace, wakee 
the number of rooms 11fieen (pI. 1~1); 
but his plan of the actual ruine (pI. 113) 

8h~w.;;.:u= :f~'::::': g~·is about 
21;00 &eat; three halls iB the palace of 
Sargon exceeded 3000 feet. (S .... Vol. L 

ll,!. ~1~~87~ 188~g of this build' as 
having an ~" appearance, whi~ he 
explains as .. etulfed and heavy." (Jour
nell to 1'6"'''1'0liA, p. 247.) 

., The non'<l.iscovery of any fragment 
of a pillar after all the researches made 

::o~rgt~~~~~en~a~~.:e af~~:ar.."i: 
'Were mainly of wood plated with ~old 
.. nd silver, we know from Polybius. 
(See text, p. 11; and for the large em-· 

·ployment of wood in the Persepolitan 
'interiors, 800 Q. Curt. v. 7. Compare 
also on the whole subject Fergusson, 
PaIn"" •. pp. 151, 152.) 

t. Polyh. l<. 27, 110. 
71 EoIchyl. Per •. 161; Philoatr. Imag. 

0. 8ll. 
to Esther, I. 7. 
"1bid. U. 6. 
:: t~,;~~n. DeipA. zII. p. 514, C. 

.. The separation of the Gynseoeum 
from the re:;t of the palace is apparent 
from Esther, Ii. 18; v.I. 

n VUllfl'l6 en Arabie. tom. II. p. 111. 
This Is the building marked F on his 
plan ,pI. xviU.). M. ~landin also marks 
these ruins. (Voyaqe en Per.e. pl. 67, 
No. 74.) They have been accideiltally 
omitted in the Plo.n, PI. XLI. 

t. ~1r. Fer~n sug~ th~t It was 
done" to brmg the onentation of this 

=~~!°wf: U:t ~nh!,~~eil1~jjr-
ings on the platform." (Palacel/. p. 116.) 
But It is difficult to see how a staircase 
on the western side of a building could 
",ake it harmonize with edifices wbose 
only staircase was towards the north. t' Of the staircase to this palace I 
bave already spoken. (See text, pp.387, 
888.) The other remains are a few walls 
and the bases of some nineteen columna, 
of which four 800m to belong to a portico 
of sirreen pillara in two rows of elj!:ht 
each. directly behind the staircase, whil .. 
the remaining fifteen belonged to a ball 
of sixt<>tln cOlumne, arranged in four 
rows of lour each, which lay behind the 
weskrn part of the portico. (See the 
Gene"," PI.m, and compare Flandin, pl. 
1ll9.) 

.. FlandlDt Vovaqe ... l'erae, WII\. i. p. 
~ .. 

.t See text, p. 888. 
•• Flandin, Vuyage, "PJ8.nches An. 

clennes," pI. 181. 
•• These pillars were placed, as usual, 

towards the middle of the apartment, 
and were arranged in a square. (See tha 
Plan. 1'1. XLI.) 

., J:w.>m wUBleft here for just a narrow 
strip of pavement, on which opened out 
a door from the great hall, and from 
which two narrow seta of steps led east,. 
ward and westward to the southern ter
race. On this terrace were probably 
placed the apartments of the attendants. 
officers of the Court, guards, &c. 

•• F1andin, Voyaye en PeI·se. p. 118. 
Representations of this kind occupy the 
jambs of the three beck doors towards 
the southern steps, and those of all the 
windows in the building. The inner 
doors of the side apartments represent 
servants with towels and perfumes. The 
doors I~ from the siae apartments 
into the great hall have the king under 
the parasol. The same representation 
occurs on the two front doors leading 
out into the portico. The side doors 
leading on to the l.>Ortico have guards. 
Numerous inscriptiOns in various p!U'ts 
of the building ascribe its oonstruction 
toXerxea. 

•• Called the .. South-eastern Edifice" 
on the Plan. 

., See the remarks of Mr. Fergusson 
lPn/ewes, pp. 131-183). 

aa Rich. -Journey to Per.<epolis. p. 250; 
Flandin, Voyage, pp. 115, 116. 

•• lli. Fergusson supposed the porch 
of Darius's palace to be deeper than that 
of this ancient edifice, and conridered 
that the extra depth had been given on 
account of the southern aspect of the 
later building; but M. Flandin's meas
urementa sho,v that the two porches, 
like the two halls, were as nearly as pos
sible of the same size. 

•• The Palace of Sargon (exclusive of 
Its temple) was a rectangle of 500 by 400. 
feet. (Ilee PI. XXIV. Vol. I.) 

., See Flandln's Voyage e .. Perse, pl. 
78' Fergusson, Palaces. p. 107. 

i. Ker Porter gives the height as 

~~~:nf:!J.~iVi~8in~~~ J'e::: 
m~tres (Voyagp, p. 83), which is a little 
more than 54 feet. Mr. Fergusson allows 
for the height only 46 feet 9 inches. 
(Palaces, p. 108.) 

.. See the General Plan, PI. XLI. I 
agree with Mr. Fergusson (Palaces,~. 
107). that the three doorways of this 
building of which traces remain must 
have been connected by walls. The 
rough faces of the great piers on the 
sides 'WePOSite to the doorways prove 
'4~'~~l:,I. ~J.ll' Fig. 1. 

•• See PI. :xM. Fig. 1. 
.. This is the case genprally- with the 

walls of the Persepolitan buil<li.ngs. 
which have vanished, leaving only the 
great blocke wbich tormed tIlo ei<lee ot ---
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doorways and windows. Mr. FllI'gOSBOn 
conjectures that their entire disappear
ance is due to the fact that their mate
rial WB8 mere BUD-dried btick (Palacu 
p. 126). But the bypothesis of the teXt 
Is at leaat as probable. 

.. The chainber here spoken of was 
151 feet square Instead of 82 (Flandin, 
Voyage, pl. 145). The height of the 
doorways was about 20 feet; and the 
width 8 feet 8 locheB (ibid. tom. L p. 
116.) 

• e The entire structure cannot be re
produced; for there are traces of walls 
and oolonnades beyond the limits of the 
~~ :;nber, .w~~ Bh<;>w. ~t t!llB 
it from theo~dinInI ~ 
general cha.racter upon tlie platform. 

.. This mound luis heen supposed to 
mark the site of the banqueting-hall 
burnt by Alexander (Ker Porter, ?ITa ... 
~~, voL L PI'. 1146-&0). It has been 
hlmerto un8l<&mlned. If it is really a 

~':!o~fthr::il.a~~=:. :'~Jl.et:; 
most careful exploration. 

100 Two of the gateways of this edifice 
-those facing the north and the south
hear BCulptureB of the monarch on the 
tbrone of BtBte, supported by figures 
representative of the natioD8 under his 
sway, which are almost duplicates of 
those on the back doors of the .. Ball of 
a Bundred ColUlDD8." (See PL nVIll.) .0. Nothing remalnB but the found&
tiOD8 of one portal-that facing the 
BOuth-and the baBe of a single pillar. 
(Flandin, Voyage, pI. 161.) 

101 Ker Porter, Travels, vol. L p. 655; 
F1andin, Voyage, p. 110. 

101 In thepropyl8ea, the distance be
tween the pillars and the outer wallB is 
always almost exactly that of the lote .... 
columniatlons. The width of the p0r
tals is a httle leas. .0' lIIr. l!'ergusBOn says of the CheAl 
Minar, or .. Great Ball of Xerxes"
.. We have no cathedral In England that 
at all comes near it In dimensions; nor 
indeed In France or Germany is there 
one that covers so much ground. Co
logne comes nearest to It • ~ ~ _ ;..I'Ut, of 
course, the comparison Is naro.oy fair 
88 these buildings had stone roofs. and 
were far hill:her. But In linear horizon
tal dlmensIoD8 the only edifice of the 
middle ages that come up to it is Milan 
Cathedral, which covers 107,800 feet, 
and (taken all In all) Is perhaps the 
building that resembles it most both 
In style and the general character of the 
etrect it must nave produced on the 
spectator." (Palaces, FP, 171, 172. 
Compare the same writer sHandbook 0/ 
,.Ar.;Ziteclure, vol. 1.1'. 197.) 

Fergusson, Palace., p. 175. 
.01 The evidence on the point is unfo .... 

tunately Vl'ry Incomplete, since. out of 
the 116 pillar bases which the hall and 
porch are supposed to have contained, 
"Vllt onlv-tlol ID ~ IlIWl, l1li4 iw9 III 

the porch-have heen dlsoovered. Beven 
of the eight, moreover, are in one line. 
Still, 88 the positions O[ the eight pilJal' 
bases discovered are exactly sucb .... 
tbey would have been if the whole of 
the hall and portico had heen spaced 
out equally witb 116 pillars, and 88 
all the other large rooms on the plat
form are thus spaced out, it seemsbesl 
to accept the conclusioD8 of M. Flandin 
and lIIr. FerguMOn with respect to the 
edifice . 

'07 Not a single one of the pillars '
now standing, nor has It heen found 
possible, though the ground is covered 
with fragments, to obtain the height of 
one by actual measurement. The heighi 
is therefore calculated from the diame 
t..r, which is so small that, according to 
lIIr. Fergusson, they could not have ex
ceeded 85 (Pala<-~".: p. 1'1'7). or, aooordinJI: 
to M. Flandin, Ifl teet. (It oyage, pL 1611 

'4J. Flandin, Voyage en P..r .... pL l4IL 
Ker Porter made the dimensions some
what less. According to him, the build
~ is a ~uare of 210 feet.. (Travel&, 

vo.oJ·J:; t\.J,din ( I. 149). lIIr. F 
son says that the ~nt wall was ~ 
than the others. (Palaces, p. 176.) 

110 M. Flandin thought (Yoyage, p. 121) 
that the front wall hid contained three 
windows only (all in the space betw!'en 
the two doorways) and six niches. But 
Ker Porte!', who VISited the ruins thirty 
years earner, distinguished seven win
dows. (Trave~, L 8. c.) 

11. Ker Porter, voL i. p. 667. 
111 Fer~n, Palaces, PI'. 1'1'7, 176. 

The writer's main arguments are the 
absence of (visible) windows on the 
eastern, western, and southern sides of 

~mb~'!:".fth~ ...t~~analW~:ivt'! 
admitted that the BCulptureB on the side 
doorways are identical with those which 
led Into apartments in the Palace of 
Darius. ' 

.11 See Flandin, Voyage en P..r.e, p. 
ll!8~ and pL 164; Ker Porter, Tratle~, vol. 

i. P,. ~ rows of fiJntres only are seen. 
(See PL XLVIll.) 'l'he accumulation of 
rubbish at the base of the monument 
conceals the figures of the third or low
est row. 

116 See the representation of M. Flan
din (Voyage, 1'1. 112). 
"' It Is generally allowed that the 

windows of Solomon's temple (1 K. vi. 4) 
were in the upper part of the wall, above 
the point reached by the surroundinJl: 
chan:ibers (verses 6-10). On the hlgli 
position of windows In the buildings rep
resented by the Assyrians, eee Vol. I. p. 
196. 

'17 Mr. Fergusson, as WE'll as M. Flan
din, brings light into tbis hall from the 
roof (Pulocu, p. 178); but by a more 
complicated and (I ~> leN I'robllblo 
~t. 
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UI FIandln, YOl/age en Per.e, pis. 158 
and 159. Compare the Plan [pI. XLI.,] 
where the spaces on wbich the light 
would have fallen are Indlcated by dot
ted linea. 'u See PI. XLVII. Fig. 1. 

U. Ker Porter, Trave1s, vol. I. p. 662; 
F1andm, VOl/age,p. 120. Compare pis. 
148 and 148 bill. The bulls are telTibly 
mutilated. and it iB even doubtftil 
whether they were of the human-headed 
01' the purely animal type_ M. FlaIl
dln's general views of the ruln8 favor the 
former, wbile biB restorations (pis. 151 
and lr,9) adopt the latterl view •. 

'01 Ker Porter, TravelS, voL L p. 662 

AD;~,.pI· f~iow here the measurements of 
M. FJandln. who makea the dlstance 
from the extreme 98Btern to the extreme 
'lVestern pillars 105 m~tres 08 centim~trea 
(Voyage, pl. 00), and that from the ex
treme northern to the extreme southern 
ones 75 m~trea. 

,., The side of the square is said to be 
48~ m~tree (FJandln, p. 1(0), or about 
142~ feet. The area would consequently 
be 00.8061:( square feet • 

... Ker "Porter says 60 feet (Travels, 
vol. I. p. fl.'l6); but M. F1andln made the 
dlBtanC'> 22 m~tres 50 centim~trea In the 
case of the Bide groups, and 22 m~tres 83 
centim~tres in the CI\B9 of the front one. 
These measurements, howeve,:\ were 
made from centre to centre of me pil-
lar b"""". (See pI. 00.) . 

... Flandin, Val/age, p. 99. 
II' Flandin, I. •• c. ana pL 168 biB. 
10' Ker PO~1j Travels, vol. I. p. 688. 
... FJandln, val/age, p. 100. Compare 

pI. 98. 
no Ibid. pI. 92. 
II. These were sometimes double, like 

'hose of the capital represented [PI. 
XLIX. Fig. 81. while sometimes they were 
single, &8 in PI. XLIX. Fi~. 1. 

u, Mr. Fergusson questions the exist
ence of thiB member of the capital, which, 
being the uppermost, bas fallen away 
from all the standing pillars. (See hiS 
Pa/act., pp. 160-162.) But M. F1andln's 
beUef, gathered from his researches at 
Persepolis bas been confirmed by the 
labors of Mr. Loftus at SuS&, where at
tention was speciallt dlrected to the 
point. (See Loftus, ()ha/drea. and 8tlBi
ana, pp. 86~J. 870.) 

"" The pillars of the central cluster 
have, on the contrary, a very rude and 
clumsy bll89, consisting merely of two 
rough steps 01' gradlnes (see Pl. XLIX. 
Fig. 2). It I,; thought that these cannot 
have been intended to be seen, and con
sequently that the area under the centre 
pillars must have had a raised fioor 
probably of wood, level with the top of 
the upper step .. (See Fergusson, PUku:e8, 
p.16!;.\ 

... The exlAtt>nce of this cramp now 
often proves fatal to the columns, which 
l1'O thi'o~ 40wo bT ~ pa~vflll tor ~ 

sake of it. (See x:er porler, Travels, 
vol. I. p. 680.) .. . 

... FJandln, Val/age 1m Per .. , pis. III 
and 98. , . 

II. The distance from pillar to pillar is 
not more than 28 feet, considerably lesa 
than that of the Assyrian halls, which 
(as bas been shown VoL I. p. 106) were 
probably roofed in by be&uis laid hori
zont&Uy from side to side. Ker Port<l1' 
supposes that stone epi.tylia of thiB 
length may have been used (Travels, 
vol. i. p. 634), and certainly blocks of a 
len~ even exceeding this occur In the 
platform {see above, note 28\: but, if they 
had been employed in the pillared build
Ings, their rem&11lll would probably !lave 
been found. 

... See Pl. XXXVII. Fig. 1; and como. 
pare PI. LII. ~. 1. 

107 The enta6lature may have been 
occasionally richer as In the attempted 
restoration (pI. XLVI. Fig. 2), which 
.follows the pattern of the two tombs im
med1&tely behind the Great Palace plat-
form. , . 

... ThiB iB the theory of Mr. Fergusson 
{.'>alaces of Nineveh, and Per.epolis, pp. 
i44-146i Handbook 0/ Architecture, voL 

L Pi.l~ike that at the south-west cornel' 
of Darius's Palace (see PI. XLVI. Fig. 1), 
or rather four times the size. . 

II. F1andin, Voyage en Per.e~ p •. 99; 
Texie.!:>, pl. 98. Compare the \1tlner&l 
Plan lrl. XLI]. 

IU Palaces, p. 145. 
,.. Still, even here there is a suspicious 

circumstance. The positions are not the 
usual ones for doors under porticoes, 
being too near together. It is usual to 
have three windows between the two 
doors. Here, if there were doors, they 
conld have had one window only between 
them. . 

II. Mr .. Fergusson supposes that the 
great chamber had five other doors (see 
the Plan, PI. L. Fig. 1), none of which 
have left a trace. 

II. Val/aye en Per.e, 'po 99. Compare 
plate 112, where the idea is carried ou~. 

••• As that Isolated statues of bulls, 01' 
indeed of anything else, are not known 
to have been In use among the Per
sians. 

, •• See Palaces, pp. 146, 147. 
II' These drainB are marked on the 

General Plan. (See PL XLI.) 
u. See text, p. 299. 
, •• It may be objected to this, that 

enamelled bricks were found at SU8&, in 
near proximity to the palace of Darius. 
(LoftuR, cha.ltlooa and StlBiana, p. 806.) 
But there was nothinl\' .to connect these 
bricks with AcilmmeDlan times. Prab .... 
bly they belonged to the old palace CDan. 
viii. 2), whereto Darius merely made ad-
ditions. . 

16. See VoL I. pp. 227-230; text,· pp. 
200,201. . 

Ul ~er, L O. (See wxt. p,Hi,) .. 
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.. I The General Fla.n of the Susian 
Inillding W88 Identical with that of the 
Persepolltau. Its size, proportions, and 
ornamentation were almost exactly the 
same, pxcepti~ that (so far 88 appears) 
the Susian hall bad no sculptured stair
case. Mr. Loftus made c&reful eearch 
at Susa for any indication of walls, but 
found no trace of them whatsoever. 
(ChaldaJa and 8u8iana, p. 874.) 

111 But. (y~:J), translat~ "fine linen" 

In the authorized ·version, I?robably 
m""!'S simply .. white" here, as m El<ocL 
xxv •. Bl. 

... Loftus. ChaldaJa and 8u8iana, p. 
., 8'15. 
• ... M. Flaudin (Voyage, pI. 112) con-

ftnes the hangings to the main apart;. 
ment; but it is quite p08Sl'ble that the 
detacoed cololllliIdes may have been 

~~~~~=idlYca\lsthem:" salles 

d~m.~,:~ !re:~letJ''';:~iIls. see 
FIaudlu, pl. 62, and for their eJJect from 
the rlatl'orm compare pI. 114. 

.. Flandin, p. 159. Compare the piau 
[pI. XLIX. Fig. 5] • 

.. 0 Rich, J01I.rney to Per_/ia, p. 240. 
Some of the blocks in the older buildings 
on the Persepolitan platform are light
ened in a similar way (ibid. p. 248). 

"0 As seems to have heen the case at 
Ecbatana. (See text, p. 11.) I suspect 
that such a colonnade also surrounded 
the "Tomb of Cyrus." (PI. LI. Fig. 8.) 

II.So M. Flandin (Voyage, p. 160). 
Mr. Fergu""on, following apparently the 
guess of Ker Porter \Travels, vol. i. p. 
489). calls the height ' nearly 50 feet." 
(Palaces, p. 212.) 

.. I Flandin, 1. s. c. Mr. Morler made 
the circumference 10 ft. Ii in. (Fir.t 
Journey, p. 144), which comes, within 
an inch, to the same. 

II' The blocks were clamped together 
In exactly the same way as those on 
the great platform. (See above, note 2ll.) 

114 'I'h ...... rows of pillars Is no doubt a 
very strange and unusual arrangement; 
but M. Flandin's measurements seem 
absolutely to I'reclude a fourth row 
(see the plan, Pl. XLIX.). It may be 
remarked. that Solomon'8 U House or 
the forest of Lebanon" seems to have 
three rows of pillars only, with fifteen 
in each. (1 Kings, vii. 8~ 

II. Flandin. pI. 197. 
UI The distances here are, re.~ 

tlvelYj
25 ft. 10 in. and 18 ft. 4 in. (Flan

din. p . 197.) 
"' S~e Flandin O. s. c.), from whom 

PI. L. Fig. 2. is taken. 
110 Tbis figure has been noticed by 

most travelle..... (ilea Morier, ,'1econd 
Journey. p. 11 R: Ker Porter, Tmvels, 
v~l. i. p. 4D~: Ri"!,. Journey to Pe"""po
It., p. 241; Flandlll, Voyage en Per ... p. 
1611. alld pI. 198; &c.) A. representation 
of It is ~ven ~PI. LlX.l. 

"I Flandln, p. 161. and pI. 200. Thi~ 
building iN an almost exact duplicatE' of 
one at N&kh8h.i~R'\8l&m, which ",ill b.., 
fully described pl'Psently. 

no See PI. L. Fig. 8. Mr: Rich says 
that one block wbich he mea.ured w .... 
14 feet 2 inches long (J01ITTlt!1J tn Peroe
polia, p. 241). M. Flandin .,,~aks of 
there being among the hlocks some 
which are IU metres (32 fpet 9 inches) in 
lenl!'th. (Voyage en Per ... p. 162.) 

171 Fergusson. Palaces, p.211. 
171 Flandin, Voyage, p. ';0 U IU] pI. 58. n. See text. p. 898. . 
n4 The height of the Istakr columna 

was 2S ft. 7 inches. The shortest of 1 he 
columns found at Pe ...... polis exceed~ 
37 r"et. (Flandin. pI. 168, bis.) 

" 6 See Loftus, ChaldaJa and SUBiana, 
pp. S65-<l76. 

". See text. pp. 397-402. 
177 St'e abOve, note 14-
"0 On the tomb of CynlS. see Morier, 

Fir.t Jou"!"'t', pp. 144-146: K~r Porter, 
Travels, vol. •. pp. 498-S00: Rich. Jour
ney tf! Per.epoliB, p.p. 289-244: Tex;"r, 
DeocriptlOn, tom. 11. pp. 152-156: and 

~:"t~':'of~~:'bs P:t·~b.,P~i;57~:': 
Ker Port"r, vol. i. pp. 516-524; Ri~, pp. 
255.256; Flandin, pp.I28-18t. and 140-141. 
St~~~~~~il.Fff.' .4.lez. vi. 29. Compare 

100 Ker Porter, p. 499. .0. Most writers speak of six steps' 
only, but MM. Flandin and Coste uncov
ered a seventh (Voyage, p. 157: pIs. 195 

"and 196). Mr. Fergusson sUgj!'ests that 
the seven steps represented the seven 
planets. (Palaces, p.214.) 

101 Tbe lowest step or real base of the 
monument-that which was first un
covered by MM. Flandin and Cos_is 
only 18 incbes high; the second is 5 ft. 
6 in.; the third and fourth are 8 ft. 5 in. 
each; the fifth, sixth. and seventh mea
sure each 1 ft. 10 inches. (See Flandin, 
Voyage, pI. 195.) Tbe measures of Ker 
Porter (Trat>el8. vol. i. ~. 49'J) and Mr. 

~i~~ ~t=?:~Ii:;o pea:a di=gn:~~ 
than two inches. 

10. There can really be no doubt ot 
this. (See Ker Porter, vol. i. pl. 14; 
Flandin, pis. 195 and 196.) Yet Mr. Rich 
did not see it, but imagined that the 
roof had been arched I (Persepolis, p. 
242.) 

'" Flandin\ pis. 195, 196; Rich, p. l1li3. 
186 A rrian, . S. c.; Strah. 1. 8. c. 
II' There is some Arabic writing and 

ornamentation In the interior or the 
tomb (Rich. p. 243; Ker Porter, p. 5(1), 
but nothing of an earlier date than the 
MohomfJtan conquest.. 

IO' Flandin, VOl/age, p. 197. Compare 
pl.l9.~. . "0 Thid. pI. 1M. Tbes .. me&9UrPs con
f\irleorahly t"X('eoM thn~e of formpr tra ".·1_ 
lem. who. when the lowest stE'P was 
covered up. necessarily took the dimen
~OJ!S o~ the lowest step but on", 
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"0 Ker Porter, P. 4911; Web, p. IU.. 
,.be Baroa Texler's plan mak ... the pil
l",.. OD ~b •• "Ie eiglot. lDeacriptio ... 
&om. iI. pI. 11:1.) 

... See PI. Lll FIg. 1. and compare the 
IIlllBtrallOD tak .... from a plootograph 
(PI. XXXVIL Fig. 1]. 
"'" mUSC be IlDderstood that tbe 

porclco Ia apparent only, not real The 
eolumDa ...... Dot pill...... but pilaster& 
IIdh"rlng to the face of the rock. 

'0. The only Importallt "".,..ptiOD Ia 
the ruined tomb to the BOUth of the Pel'
... poli&an .,Iattorm, .. bieb, unlike the 
o.hers, Ia Sltusted nearly at the leYei of 
the plaiD ..... d abo .... olle .-ompartment 
ollly of the th""" eommonly _. (FI .... -
din. pia. l&laod 167.) 

It. ID BOme of wbat seem to be tbe 
earll_ tombs, there is no arch. Both 
tbe illtemal eban.ber and the recess are 
equared at tol;'. This Is the esse in the 
to .... b of DarI ... Bys&aspis. (Flandio, 
pia 1;"0 and 171.) 

,., See Flandin, pI. 165. 
••• Tbe oth"r tombs cootain ~ree, six, 

or nloe ... rcopbagi. (Flandio, pis. 163, 
lUll. and 1611.) 

lOt Tb ..... tombs ...... both at Nakbsb
I· Rustam. Tbeir plans ...... giv .... by 
FIBndin (pis. 1;"0 and 171). 

•• , Flllndio. pia. 1M .... d 168. 
II. Flalldio. Voyage en P<ne. p. 141. 

Ker Porter mllde the width it feet 8 
Incbes. a .. d guessed the beight at 85 
feet. (7'ro""u. vol. L P. ~.l 

... Tbere Ia a curious eooftict of &est!
mony with respect to th_ markings. 
K .. r Porter speaks of them as .. blocks 
of m"rble wbich project" (7'rovela, voL 
I. p. 66<1): and Mr. Fergu!lllOn, followinli 
l.im. s_ks of ".projeeting facets' 
(POl_. p. *16). But Mr. Morier ..... 
.. oblong perpendicular inemOM" (Firn 
JOurrJel/. p. 1;19): M. Flandin ""'fowle· 
" ..... t ... (VOl/Og<O. p. I~): .... d Baron 
T"xier .. tro ..... (Deacription, tom. Ii. p. 
J99 •. 

••• M. F1andin Imagined that be sa .... 
t.....,.". of a flight of steps (Voyage. P. 
HI). But perhaps the ruined appeal'
ance of tbe wail below the doorway is 
rather the result of an ,"""mpt to pen ... 
trate the building and discover a second 
chamber. 

H' Flaodln, J. II. 0. Ker Porter gu ...... 
eel the beigbt at 16 or lIS fee&.. (7nIvela, 
p.562.) 

••• See PI. LUI. ~. a. 
... See PI. LI. Fig. i. . 
... See ""'t. rp, 88Il. 409, a. Com

pare Flandin. p IVI • 
••• Ker Porter, 7'rovela, vol l p. 68. 

"Tbis portal Ia five teet wide and six 
bigb. The grooves for the pivots of its 
doors are dP8ply cut. both at the bottom 
.... d the top. wbere they .. ere fastened 
to the aides of the wall; 80 tbat the 
ponderous slon'" dlvi,uons must bave 
met in tbe miohJle and abut elose. The 
eireling marks of their movemeot ...... 
1WODg1:r wora in the marble flOUl". _ 

••• Mr. Fergusson speaks of this " .. te
way as .. a building AO monolitJli., i .. _UI 
eh&raeter. altd so simpl~ and gr .. lit! ia 
its proportions. that it is ImJlO"Sible to 
ascribe it to aoy period substoquent to 
tbe days of th" Aehll!lDenide; indeed.," 
he says, .. so simply g ...... d is it tbat II; 
migbt almost be supposed to be older •. 
bIId we any kno .. ledge of any race .,.. 
pable of executing such a work before 
\b"ir time." (PDlaeea. p. l!O5, 

•• , Fe.rgnsson. I. a. e.; Flandin, pp. vo.. 
'II: T8lDer, pI. 187. 

... Sucb "",re the .. PyhE Ciliel",,"· 
(XeD. Anob. I. to S 21; Arrlan,lb:t? Ale!:. 
ii. 4): the •• Pyle Caspie" (AlT •• ii. *I); ; 
the ., Pyle Syri'!':''' (Xen. AtIOb. i. 4. J 4: .J 
AI'T. Ezp. Alez. u. 5): the py .... Aman.ee ~ 
(Polyb. xii. 17, S Il): and·oth"rs. Xen<>- ... 
pbon (.dRab. i. 4, S 4) isconelusiveon the 
point of there being an a.."\uaI gateway 
.... d gates. .0. Sir R. K. Porte .. is the only traveL 

!."~b3.= '::=:'::'ft~I!.~ 
(7'rovels, "oll. p 615., 

.11 All in the chambers surrollDdiq 
the pillared ball in the palace of DariUl\ 
(See the General Plan. PI. XLI.) 

.11 All in the west doorway and stair. 
ca. ... of the sam .. palace. 

••• Rich, hreepoli4, p. BH. 
• .. The pillars of the Great Temple .. 

Karnae sligbtlyexceeded ill bei~bt thOll8 
of the G ...... d Hall at Pe"",pobs. ru.,..,.. 
uring ro f-. whereas the Persepolitan 
ones were only a little more than 87 
feet. The columns of the Temple of 
Diana at Ephesus - the most magnlfl-

~'.!..'='~ e~'::'rersJ: ::!."t.Greeb 

... All at Babylon (see ten, p.lI89) an4 
at Rome (Li". Jed. &I). 

.,. See the general remarks of Mr_ 
Fergu"""n on the Pendan Arehiteeture. 
(Handbook 0/ Arc:ILitec:hIre, ,,01. L ppo 
1110-\97.) 

II. RiCh, P8raepol'" p. IN •• 
• .. Mr. Fergusson remarks that be 

does not know any instance of this ou' 
of f'torsia. (~p. 1811.) 

II. See ten, p. 4011. 
.,. As the thickness of .. ails, the ab

sence of passag<!O!, and the position of 
doors. (See Vol I. pp. 183. 1&&.) .1. See, Vol. I pp. 19o1. 1115, 1Il11. 

.11 Ibid. pp. SOB. *19; text. p. IV1 • 

... On the origin of the Persian colum
nar architecture. _ note ~, Chapter 

L\~b!:"='imoWD In a former' 
'VOlume that tbe re"erse of this ...... the 
rule with the Asl;yrians, (See Vol L ppo 
J95. 196.) 

... Tbe statement mllde in 901. L <P
&fl, note 63), that the Pendan buildings 
M blld no solid walla at all." muSS be 
limited to the main buildings-the ~ 
columnar edi1lces in wbich the Pel'SiQ 
archilecture culminated. 

... See leI&, pp. II. 1:1. 
n. See ten, pp. l!Ol, _ 
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. • .. That eartbquakes ba ve caused cer
tnill displacements at Persepolis i:J sug
f,,'t'd by M. Flandin. (Voyage e~n 

~ ~~~etr.~I~i/YPtian pillar repre. ... nts a 
stone pier fl"OID which the angles have 
lleen removed; the Persian is a sub-
8titute for a wooden post. The propor
tlon of the diameter to the heifht in 

~tiJ': p;"":~il~ i~"?:n.i~~uble 0 that 
.... Mr. Ferj!ussoD. who derives the 

Doric column of the Greeks from EirrPt. 
allows that they received the Ionic "fi'om 
Asia. (Handbook of .Architecture, vol. i. 
p. 2ti5.) 
. • .. The clay images of a godd~.ss, found 

~.by Mr. Loftus at Susa (Cha.ld<Ea and 

=':'j!~~~' ;~~ri~Kiv: ~s::~~ 
They were found at the bottom of & 
trench 2>! feet deep. 

... The following is Sir R. K. Porter's 
estimate of tbes.. figures:-" The pro
portions of these animals are admirable; 
and, though the manner of their execu
tion he sec, yet there is a corresponding 
grandeur in their forms which perfectly 
aceoros with the prodigious 8c&le on 
whicn all around them is designed." 
(Trat.el.!, vol. i. p. 586.) 

.n See PI. XLVll. Fig. 1. 
"II The peculiar mode of dressing the 

beard observable in these figures is found 
only in representations of the monarch, 
and of gods or genii. It oceurs in the 
figures of Oromasdes,' in all those eer-

:':::!!n':"!e~":d~~fi:,h:uIf~~i :l:!~'lt;:::' 
.... Supra. PI. XLVll. Fig. 1. 
... See Flandin, Voyage en Per", pp. 

107, 108, and pI. 123. 
.... Ker Porter, 7TatJels, pI. 52; Flandin, 

VOltage, pl. 152. 
• n See PI. LXIV. Figs. t and 2; PI. 

I:XV. Fig. 2; PI. CXLlll. Fig. 1. 
.... See Layard, Ninevel, and Babylem, 

pp. 606, 607. 
•••• See PI. LX. Fig. 4, and compare 

LaJa!'i, ~e de MitJ.ra, pI. xiii .. fIg. 8; 
pl. ]1:'][. fig. '; pl. ""v. fig. 1; pl. Ii. figs. 
2,8,7, &c, 

••• As on tbe great staircase in front 
of the CheAl Minar. (Ker Porter, vol. i. 

=' pI. 87.) 
... As In the representations on tbe 

'jamhs of the front doors in the .. Hall 
of a Hundred Columns." (Ker Po"",r, 
pi 49.) .' 

·::iJ'.:'rS r~llh!~~~~~;e t~s,°~t~ 
r.'decidedly too great. This is a general 
though far from heing a universal fault 
iD the Persian sculptures. 

.... Note particularly the figure on the 
extreme right in the upper row of Ker 
POI·ter's 87th plate (opp. p. 601), the 
body of which fac~s the spectator, while 
tile head and legs are iu prollle, fronting 
"I"e,'ent U'a'!lS r 

t .. See FJ8.ndln, Voyage en Perse, pis. 
UU, 186, and 181, . 

••• See Ker Porter, 7Yave1s, '"01. i. pia 
88 to 48; Flandin, VOVQ4e. pis. 95 to 110. 

... See PL Ill. Fig. 4, l'L XXI. Fib'. 1. 
!lt1 It must at the same time be admit.. 

ted that the proportion of the animal tig
ures to the human is not very well kept. 
The camel, the horses, and two oxen are 
decidedly too small. 

••• The origin of these caryatidlll is 
traceable to Assyria, where we find them 
used in the decoration of the throne it
self. (See PI. LXXXIV. Fig. 8, PI. 
LXXXV. Fig. 1, Vol. I.) In Persia they 
uphold a sort of pistform on which the 
tlirone is placed. (Ker Porter, pI. 50; 
See PI. XLVIII.) Unlike the Greek c&-

~~~e h~~a. =f!'e'lI'!s ~'i[ ~wr~ 
... See PI. LIl. ~. 1 • 
••• A rei~ntat.on of this figure is 

given" PI. . Fig. I, 
u, """ Flandin, Pl- 155' and compare 

his remarks. tom. i. p. 126: 
... Compare, however, the equally boJd 

dra' of an .Assyrian artist. (pL LX.Xl~01. I.), 
UI Flandin, pis . .JY....!55, 156, 164, Ins. 

166. Compare PI. .L1.11. v, . 
... In one esse (Flandin, pL 185), per

haps in more, ~e sitting lion was 1'&
placed by a spninx.. 

:1166 The type was, however, known in 
Media, where the only representation of 
a lion that has been found had exactly 
this attitude. (See PI. VI. Fig. 8.) 

••• I;ayard, Nineveh and llabl/.w.!, p: 
(l()75 King, Anhque Gems, p.129; La;j&n1, 
CUite de Mithra, pp. 1--.26, &c. A care
ful examination of the last-named work 
will show that the favorite stone of the 
Persian gem-engravers was the chale&
dony_ SPmi-transparent white quartz, 
the lllue variety of which is known as 

th~.\"'~~:'hxv:r., XXXVII . 

m::o!:~ih~·a~~mr.::d~~V':;t 
iii. D. 511; vol. iv. p. 68. 

.S, See the author's Herodohu, vol. iii. 
p.M. 

... See Laj""!i, Culte de MitAro, pi. 
lI:XV. fig. 6; pL Ii ~. 2. 

••• see PI. XXXVl. Fig. 2, 

Ix~:f~\ tn=~g~~l Eo~~: and p. 
••• Lajard, Gulte de Alithra, I. bill. 

figs. 7 and 10; Mionnet, Descril'fjem des 
Medailles, Supplement, tom. vi1i. pi. xiL 
fi ... 6. 
- ..... Mionnet, pI. xix. fig. a. 

... Lajard, t Ixiii. tlg. 8. 
lee Ker poJ!r, T"aVt'ls, vol. ii. pI. 79, 

til';. li,!:-&jard, pI. Ixiii. ~. 4 and 6; pL 
IXiv. ug. 5; Mionnet,,PI. J[)][. fig. 4-

~07 Lajard. pl. b:ii •. figs. ~1 .1:1, 14; P!
hav. ~ 6; MlOnnet, Descnpt,on, pI. bu. 

~~. ~.,;;:~~rpt.;~Ci~':i. G:~~ 
~.G . 

•• Lajard, pI. lxiii. fig. 14. 
... See PI. XXXII. Fi~. I. 

. Ii. See 1'1. XXXIV, Fll;. 2. 
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... Iter Pol1er, YO!. I. pis. 88, 41, and 
a. 

ft. A form of bracelet wfth the ends 
f",qhloned like the head of an animal, 
Which ... as common in AIISyria (_ PI. 
CKlV. Fig. I), Is sometimes eeeo among 
the otrerinlP;8 brought to the Persian 
court by tnbutaries. (Ker Porter, pI. 
41.) But It never adoms the arms of 
anJ ftgure In the sculptures. Was its 
use confined to femtJla , 

.n See PI. XXXVI. FIg. t. 
ft. Herod. YIL 41. Compare PI. XXIX. 

FIJi 8. 
I See PI. LXXXIV'. FIg. 8; PI. 

LXXXVI. FUr. e; PI. LXXXVII.; Pl. 
CXIII. FIll:. I; PI. cn. Fig. 8; PI. 
f~;f.IHI· :ilk cxvm. Fig. a. Vol. 

lo .. See Ctes. IndiM.1 It. 
.. , Arrtan, {?:p . .Ale:/:. '11. •• 
... Athen. J)e.p-. xii. p.1i14. C. 
... lEllBD, N .. t. .A .. i..... i". 46. Com

pare the arguments of Heeren.. (.Aa. 
N .. t. Yol. L pp. 1186, 288, E. T.) 

••• Strabo, xvi. I. , 'I • 
... Herod. U. 18:iI; iH. 47; EsekieI, 

nvl1.7. 
• n See ten. pp. MIl, Me. 
••• Amos. iii. Ill. 
••• See text, I? IOC • 
••• Ezek. JOnii. 16; I Chr. n. Ie. 
... Thales, Ana:o:imander, and Ana .. I

men ... were Persian subjects. On the 
scbools of Orcb06 and Borsippa, _ 
Strabo, ",vi. I, , I. 

CHAPTER VI. 
, See ten. pp. 4t>-8O. 
• Ibid. pp. ~ . 
• II ehr. z:o::o:vL l!8; Ezra, L I. Com

pare vi. 10. 
o See ten. pp. 87'1. lI'I8. The same 

ph ........ occurs repeatedly. 
I Note the opening ... ords of the de

cree of Cyrus (" The Lord God of Hea
ven hatb given me all tbe kingdoms of 
the earth." Ear&, I. I), and compare 
tbem with tbe ott-recurring formula at 
tbe beginning of inscriptions:-" Baga 
vcuarka Auramazdd. Aya imdm bumim 
add, A,.. "00'" <Um<t ....... add ... A¥," 
U.".. ........ ~yatAira ... aku .... uaA,. , 

• See the Inscription on the tomb of 
Darius. (Jou""" 0/ tM .biatic Societrf, 
yol. "I. p. 810.) 

'Jou""" of tAa .AMIic 8ocietrf, yol. 
Zi. \,P. 278 and 819 • 
.;,. ~1~5. ~e~' L 18; 827, n. 18, .; p. 

• • ibid. I). 1175, II. 14 ... 1M. 
II See Hema. I. 131, ad fin. 
n Compare ten. p. 411; and note that 

thougb none of the early kings mention 
Mitbra, yet his emblem appears on all 
tbe known royal tombs, except that 
of Cyrus. (s..e belo ... note 82.) Note 
al90 i.be occurrence of the name Mlthri
dates. "gI .... n to" or .. by" Mlthra," in 
the .... Ign of Cyn.s (Ezra I. 8). 
. II The true reading and interpretation 

ell &be famous passage of the lIeIUstwl 

=':'~~~h:' ~ih~ ':!»:: =~ 
tion ot .. the God :flies," ~ still doubt
ful. Spiegel's translation (KeiIiMCArif
~ pp. 8t, 83) is f .... from B&tisfactor,y, 

• See ten, p. 860. 
II See ten, pp. 66-5'7. 
II Col. L par. 14. See the l'elll&rks of 

8pi~ OIl th" word "wadata4 (Keilitl
M:h.rift~ ... p. 88); and note that the COJ'o 
responding e:o:nressi.on In the Babl'loniaD 
transcript is ,t biti 80 ilui," .. &he houses 
of the Gods." (.Aa. 8oc.. Journ.al, yoL 
lriv. Po lzrri.) 

II See teIt, pp. 4(B...4(17. 
.. Ker Porter. TraueU, 'fOl. t. pp. /illS. 

liM; Rich, Jou.-..ey to Peraepolis, p. 268. 
•• The larger of the two Is only 12 feaS 

IIQUare by 111 high. (See ten, P. 407.) 
"\. 1 YeDture to suggest that the bUild

InI!8 were treasuries, which are mown 
to nave ezisted both at Pasargadlle and 
Persepolis. (Arrian, ErrJ • .Ale:/:. ill. IS.) 
Their solid character, their size, their 
di1IIeulty of &OOeSB, and the massiveness 
of their stone doors (_ PI. LIV. FIg, 1) 
are all e:o:plained by'this hypothesis. 

•• See PI. XXXVII. FIg. I, and PI. LIL 
FUr. 1 • 
- T. On some of the Persian cylinders a 
aeeond form of altar, more resembling 
one known to the Assyrians (eee PI: 
CXLlIL Fig&. I and 8), appears. ThIs Is 
a tall and narrow structure, evidently of 
a portable character, crowned with a 
globe of fire, like that on altars of the 
more solid Iifl'.B. (PL LVllLFig .•. 1 

•• Herod. VII. 1l~_ Xen. Cyrop. viii. a. 
11M; Ovid, Faati,i. ...... Compare Ycq:no, 
zJiv.l8. 

II Herodotus speaks of two oocasions 
on which, within bIB knowledge, hUlllllJl 
sacrifices had been otrered by Persw.. 
(vii.1l4) •. The facts mall ha"e 000I1l'I'eCI 
as he has stated them; but they are C8I\o 
tsiIIIf exeeptiotlal, and are far frolll 
proVIng thlit these sacriflees were" one. 
resorted to by the Persians" (Grote, HiA 
tory, of GreeCe, "01. Iii. p. 895, eeL of 1862), 

•• See tezt, p. 66. 
•• Herod. L 181 (quoted In the headID.\ 

of the tart to this chapter). 
'" On the readiness of the PersiaDs .. 

adopt foreign costumes, even religiOQt 
ones, _ Herocl. I. 181 and 1115. 

OJ See Vol. I. pp. 841-857. 
•• See PI. XLV. FIg. I; PL XLVL FIe 

II; PI. Ln. FUr. 1. 
•• See PL LVm. Fig. '1; and COlD,*, 

Ker Porter, Travels, "01.( pi. 50; Tezier 
De3criptw.., tom. ii. pis. 111 and 111 bU' 

•• For ezamples of this head-dress,_ 
PI. XXIX. Fig. 8i. and compare PI. V. 
Figs. 1 and 2; PI. vI. FiI!& I and 2. For
Instances of ite application to the em. 
blem of Ormud. see Ker Porter, 7'm11eU, 
yoL I. pI. 17' Lajard, OuIte de Mitlvra;. 
~~ II. IIgS. 18, 19, 112, l!8, IN, lIS; pi. laY. 

~. ~1>1. CXLII. Figs. 11 and a. VoL L' 
•• Flandin, Vo~ pl'!,..164 bU,l6&, &04 

178-176. OompaA PI. LIL Fie ... 
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II Vendidad Farg. xix. 80. 
I. See Ker Porter, 7'ra1Jf'is, vol. I. pI. 

18; Texier, DeSC'l'iption{ tom. ii. pl. 84; 
and Flandin. VlJyar,e, p . 198. 

• 0 The chief modification is in the dif
ferent shape of the wings, which. in the 
Pennan specimens, have a graceful curve 

that ~tn.\~. ~~1~ !f"uma:AJCo~ Cs given in Pl. XIX. Figs. 6 and r' PI. 
XLIII. Jo'ig. I, Vol. L 

.. See text, p. 8f13. 
IT See PI. LV. Fig. 1. 
•• Compare the cylinders g!ven by 

La:lard (Culte de MilMa PI. Xlii. fig. 8; 
pl."). fig. 6) with PI. LX. Fig. 8, No. :f. 

10 See Layard, Nin. and liab. p. 607; 
Lajard, Culte de Mithra, pI. xxv. fig. 1; 
pl. H.fI~.2 . 

•• Lajard's great work furnishes nu
merous specimens besides those given 
in.PI. LX . .i''ig.4.. (See pI. xix. fig. 8; pI. 
xlix. fig. 6; pI: lVl. fig. b, &c.) 

U Herod. vi. 19 96 101; viii. 83, 58; 
Clc. De Leg. ii. Ib; Str&b. xiv. I, 5 6. 
That lheek temples were not exception
ally treated is evident from Herod. iii. 
115, among other places. 

42 H~rod. i. t~; iii.8i. 
.. Ibid. I. 1S.~; iii. Zl and 29. 
.. Ibid. iii. 29 • 
.. Ibid. I. 11fT; iii. 16 and 81; Diod. Sic. 

%.18.12 . 
•• Herod. iii. 29. 
41 Strab. I. s. c.; Pansan. %. 85, S lI. 
.. H .. rod. iii. 16, Zl-29. and 3i. 
•• Ezra, 1. 2, 8. Note especially the 

phrase, t::'n~l'm N~n-"He is the 
Gnd," 

.0 Isaiah, xliv. 28. 
'1 Ezra, vi. 1-19. .0 Jo.eph., Ant. Jud. %1. 8, § 8. 
O. Ht'rod. Iii. 61. Contrast with the 

favor thus shown to the Magi the 
treatment which they had .. xpected to 
J'(Ioceive, should the Persians 8ll{JerFt"de 
the Medes in power (Herod. I. 100-,
a.MO'l'pC.OUTcu. " aPX1J ES' T(UI tra.lSa. TOVTOP 
'lrt'fni.ovcra eol'TCI. Dipcn,l', «4' ';'J.le'S', iovTe'S' 
M"Sol.. BovAovJ.l1!8a. lea .. A,6yov ov&e-

V?: In"~~:B:his~~~ ~~~1~~lon. Darius 
88yS:-" When Camby.es had proceeded 

~'Wetit~~~e ;:.~ ~~3:: ~*:J 
he ..... y) .. became abounding in the land." 
(Col. I. par. 10.) But it is clear that. if 
within tbrfle yt>srs of Cambyses' df'par~ 
ure matters had gone 80 far ,·hat an ac
tu,,1 change of the state-religion could 
h" thought (easible. a considerable pal't 
of the nation must have undergone 
conversion before he set out. 

.. See the Historical Chapter, pp. S29-
GOO. 

. :~ ~:: ~';!o~';ts of the Persian reli
gion In Herodotus (i. 181. 132, 140) alld 
Strabo (xv. 8, §§ 18-16). which are p ..... 
dominantly-the !aLter almost exc:lu
live~-Ma&lanh 

[eu. vr." 

68 Ma.YEia. Zwpo&crrpov. See the pas
sage of the First Alcibiades quoted at 
th~ head of lh~ tf>xt of tl.lli; chl.lpl~r. 

:: ~~;a~~~.Pf..§~~' . 
til See the authorities quoted in Dote 

131i. Chapter IV .• Third Monarchy. .. ~~K." (l!trab. 1. B. c.) O. This seems to be Strabo's meaning 
(xv. 8, §§ 14, 15); but it is expressed with 
some ambiguity • 

•• H .. rod. i. 132. 
•• Strab. xv. 8. § 18 . 
•• Herod. vii. 19, 113, 191. I do not feel 

justified in rejecting this testimony, 
though it must be admitted that lEschy
Ius. writing soon after Salamis. seems 
Dot aware of aDI 8;"iestJy Magians hav-
ini, a;i~~:f.~w.e 11:. e expedition. 

•• Herod. vi. 45. The exact position 
of the Brygi is uncertain' but they can
not have d welt very far from the Stry
mono (See Herod. vii. 185.) 

•• Compare their conduct towards the 
Naxian. (Herod. vi. 96). 

'0 Ht'rod. i. 131. 
n Ibid. I. 199; iii. 8; Diod. !'lic. Ii. 9. S 

5: Plutarch, V.t. Art"",. c. 23. As tbe 
Babylonians themselves confused Nana 
(or Ishtar) with Beitis lsee text. Vol. i. p • 
90). there was some excuse for the hesi-

ta:'.Ct~: ~~~~~:;'11!8" is found in I 
Maccab. i. 13.15. and on coins of the 8as
Banian monarchs. .. AnIEa It is used b1 
Strabo (xvi. I. S 4); U Anaitis." or Anel-

~':;., bbi~a~,!;.~~ril1lr l~v~~d §p1~t'a~g 
(Art"",. c. 2i). Polybius calls the god
dess u .tEna" (x. 27, S 12); CJemeils of 
Alexandria (Protrept. 5) calls hpr" Tan
ais." The true Persian form of the Dame 
seem. to have been Tanata. (Jou .... al 
of tile Asiatic SOciety. vol. xv. p. 161.) 

,. Plutarch, Vito A,·tax .. c. 23. 
.. Berosu. ap. Clem. Alex. I. s. c. The· 

passage of Berosus has received impor
tant confirmation by reCE'nt excavations 
on th .. site of Sus&, "here an inscription 
of Mnemon has been found. alludinlf to 
his erection of tbe im"l!'" of Tan~ta ID a 
tem pie at that place. (Loftus, COOld"", 
and S....;ana. p. 8ill.) 

;: ~;..ruI:~~u~~\~~: ~'n:on is the 
first of the P .. rsian kings wbo Invokes 
Mithra to be his prot..ctor. His exam
ple in this respect is followed by Ochus. 
(Journal of tile Asiutic Society, vol. z.. 
p.342.) 

n S .... PI. XXIX. Fig. 2; and tor the 
connection of the sym bol with the Mith
raitic cult, see Lajard, Culte de Mithra, 
pis. ~xxv. i Ixxviii~..tig. 2; 1z::o:. fig. Ii. 
lxxxii. fig. 1; IXXXl1l., &:c. 

,. Hyde, De Vet. Persan&m Religione" . 

c. f. ~~~ \!;xt. pp. 58, M. 
.0 Str. b. xv. '~. § 15. On the identitl 

cat.ion of the OmaDus anrl An&iat.U8 of 
, St.-abo with Bah-man and Amerda&, eeo. 
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~1tfo'!.~or·B Herodotus, vol I. p. 537. 2nd 

•• :;:rab .• B c. and D. 8.14-
.. ao..... YOU ·o,","v .... eve.... (Strar

bo.) 
II The temple or Analtis at Eebatana 

Is deserlbeci by Polybius (x. lfI. I Ill) aa 
having itA! piUars gilt (""lI:Pv .... ,. ....... ). and 
maDY of .ta tiles and br.ck .. of solid sil
ver, wbile a few of the latt.Pr were of 
gola. Tbe wealtb of the lemple of tbe 
eame goddeaa at Elymais appears from 
1 Mac. yi.lI. 

.. According to Plutarch. the Magi ot 
hiB time addl"-d themselves. in some 
of tbe rites w blch they performed. to 
Ahnman. seeking thereby to av .. rt bis 
anger. (De 18Ul: .,t Oftr. p. 869. E.) 
And. if we .... gard the story told by H ... 
rodotus of the sacrifice of Aml'lStris (vii. 
lt4, as deservlnll: of implicit belief. we 
mus' allow the IIrst beginning of this 

;:!".:r;!~: :n:~t:::~~!:. ~i:h~!k~ 
ollerinll: to tbe ~ who dwells under
Death the earth '_n exp ...... ion that, 
according to the PersiaD system. must 
meaQ Ahriman. But Herodotus is 
BcarL'Sly. I think. to be accepted aa a 
eompetent Inte'llreter of tbe true mo
Uye of an act. of which he CaD only have 
~:~ by rumor long after he quitted 

II See tbe passage quoted from Dio
ganes Laertilis, aDd pbiced aa the head
Ing to the chapter on the Religion of 
the Med .... (lext. p 45,; and compare 
witb It the following fragment of 
Elldemns, the favorite disciple ot 
Aristotle:-" Kayo' ,. Ira.i hI' rit "AprUJP 
yf.-.co 0& I'D ";"0.,. oi Ie xp681'O" .MoVcn yO 
.,.",nu' .If .. IrU ....... "eI'OP. if 06 Ira a,CMp"" 
~ .... ca& '0 •• ya.eo ••• Ialp.ova c..roP ••• 
.... c « ... crc61'or .. pO nUl,...", a.c .,,':OUf AtyfU" 
o~ .. 1Ir. airnK ,... ..... tit" .a,ulKnw +1kr"" 
a,cu:p, ... Po""''' ",oU .. , tit .. li"""p CJVGTO'xiCU' 
.w. «p.'m ... · 'I"iJf JAi. ;,y.i:u8 ... rill. 'Opo-r;:!::" n;f I. ft. • AiH''''.''wl'. n (A p. 

De Princip. Riven in Wolf'. 
Anecdota Grc2ca, vol lli. P. 259.) 

CBA.Pl'ER VIr. 
I See ten, p. no. 
I Compare -Vol I. pp. 101-105, IJ'I5...8'I8, 

and text, pp. 81-86, 200-286.) : t:!!~iua /....".iptio ... coL L par. '-

• It .... wruaJ among our old com
mentators to identify EJam (Gen. z. 2>!) 
with Persia; bu' ElarD is really Elymais, 
or (89" was sometimes called from its 
capital) Susiana. (Sea Dan. vlli. 2.) 
Persia (~"D) is not mentioned WI the 
times of the Captivity. (Eaek.:nniiI.. 
I; DaD. v. l!Il; &0.) 

• See note lI44, Chapter I.L VoL I .. 
Bero,ad .\lonarcJa". 

t s... Vol. I. pp. 417-419. 
• Persia Proper, now called by a 811ght 
~tion Fcirariata", or .. the Iaod of 

the Persians." (See note 13, Clasptar 
L) 

• See ten, pp. s.~. 86 • 
." Darius reckoned eight kings before 

himSE'lf. of whom Cyrus tbe Great, his 
son Cambyses. and the true Smerdla 
were prob8.bly three. He p1aced there
fore five kings before CyrUs. Allowing 
to these average reigns of 00 years each; 
we bave B.C. 658 for the traditional com
mencement of the monarchy. 

II Darius Codomannus, wbo. accord
Ing to some writers, was not a member 
of the royal clan. (See Strab. xv. S. 
5114.) . 

11 E g. the names II Jew" II hraelite " 
II Midianite'~ h1d.oabite, n /. AmmOniOO:" 
.. Levite, n &c.. 

II I think it may be said with truth 
that there are no heroes eponYllli in the 
Zendavesta. &:ld none in any genuine 
Persian tradition.' Tbe Perses from 
wbom the Greeks derived tbe nation 
(Herod. vii. 61) or their kings ,Xen. 
Cyrop. i. ~ § 1; Plat. Alew. i. p. 100. E; 
Apollod. u. 4, § 5). was no real Persian 
hero. Neither the Zendavesta. nor even 
the Shalmameh, bas a trace of him. 

•• See BeJaislu" Inscriptio ... coL i. p_ 
II; and Detadted Ir.8C1·;}lt;01Ul. No.1. It 
bas been argned that these autborities 
are valueless because Darius, thougb he 
might know ilie names of his father and 
his grandfather. would not be likely to 
have any trustworthy knowloo.,,,, of 
ancestors more remote tbau these. 
(Edi.&burgh Revie"!/ .No. 256. p. 1:.5.) 
But the force of mis reasoning rests 
wholly on the assumption that the Per
BiBDs bad no bistoncal documents b&
Jo~ to tbe times before Cyrus. To 
me .t seems probable that the Persians 
formed their alphabet IOOn after they 
settled in Zagros, and began at once to 
use it for historical {Iurp0se8. 
H~eJ~~~~. I'I8Cf'.plio ... col i. par. 2; 

II A gap _ between Teispes and Cyrus. 
the grandfather ot Cyrus the Great 
(Herod. i. 111), is tilled conjecturally, 
nether tbau on any sure grounds, by &. 
SUPJlO$ed Cambyses. 

jt Diod. Sic. XICti. 19. S 1. Diodorus 
himself appears to suppose that tbe 
tradition .... lers to Cambyses, the father 
of the Great Cyrus, who was the fourth 
king after Teispes. But the genealogy 
which he gives would seem rather to 
imply an earlier monarch. (See the 
author'S Herodot .... vol iy. p. 009. lind 
edit-ion.) 

•• Herod. l 102. 
It In the Beh;stun Inscription Darius 

says-" There are eight of my race who 
have been kIIwI before me; I am the 
ninth. For a lengtb of time we have 
been kings;"-worda which imply nine 
similar. and coDRequently nine ind ... , 
pendent, monarchs. Cyrus the Great, 
on a brick found at Senlrereh, c'lils him'" 
seJi .. the pow<'l'ful ~. SOil of ..-",n. 

I bll_ UIe powerful 10;;.'11. 
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' •• Cyrop. L 2, i 1. 
.. See notes 282 and 288, Chapter VI., 

Third Monarch". 
"Ni". Dam. Fr. 66; p. 402. 
., He is king, according to Xenophon 

(Oyrop. L s. c.); satrap, according to 
liicolalls (pp. 899, 4(6) • 

•• Cyrop. I. s. c. 
t. Ctes. E.,c. Per •. 12. 
t. See note 240, Chapter VI., Third 

Monarchy. 
" See text, pp. 112-115 • 
•• !See 1Eschy I. Per •. 758. T,,,~. Z.iic 

aval ,",va' ouracre." ev' • .,apa tr~ 'ACJ'':~ 
,...."AOTPO+OV "(lyeiv, ixoV'Ta. fTlCij,""po,," eu8v
'""ptOIl'. 

so Nic. Dam. Fr. 66. p. 406. 0. ".,_ 
a;; ae1~:(l::~;;':v Y~:1r;p~~ ;~::;~: 
Aol'To~. 

"' Nicolails (L s. c.) makes even the 
PlU"thians, the Bactrians, and the S""'" 
submit at once. But Ctesias (&c. Pers. 
I§ 2, .8) and Herodotus (i. 158) both con
traaict him. 

:~ AN!';' Cic. !!eg
DiIJ• i. 28. 

a.uum,u .• 
II Exc. Pers. I. s. c. 
.. Herod. i. 158; ii. 1. 
•• Compare text. pp. 102-105. 
.. Herod. i. 2Ih\!8. 
17 See text, pp. 104, 105. Compare 

Herod. i. 74. 
•• Herod. I. 28. 
S. Ibid. i. 29. 
'·lbid. i. 46. 
., Ibid. i. 69, 70. 
•• Ibid. i. 77. The alliance with 

Amasis was made before that WIth the 
Spartans,-probably as early as B.O. 567. 
That with Labynetus cannot have been 
made till B.O. 555, since it was not till 
that year that he became King of Baby
lon. 

• s Ibid. i. 76. Herodotus distinctly 
states that these envoys were sent into 
Asia Minor, before tile army of Cyrus 
began its march. 

.. Probably within ten or twelve 
years; Cf!rt9.inly within fourteen, since 
the earliest possible date for thell" con
l}I!est is the ftni; year of Crolsus. 
(Herod. i. 00.) 

t6 See text, p. 282. 
.. Hamilton, Asia Minor, vol. L pp. 

842-411; Herod. v. 112. 
., Herod. I. s. c. 
•• Ibid. i. 76. Mr. Grote calls Pteria a 

city (History of GreeaJ. vol. iii. JI. 164, 
ed. of 1862/; but the 0111v authority for 
this is S~hen of Byzantium. who wrote 
l?;;..~ e close of the 6th century after 

•• Herodotus speaks of Ptsria as .. near 
to SinO~ (I. s. c.), and Stephen ex· 

ri: ~~~:U~:ein ~e 0":': ri:'r 
\he coast. 

•• Herod. f. 77. 
6. Ibid. I. 77. 
•• Ihid. 1. 79. 
.. Herodotus locates the battle in the 

great Jllsin below Sardis towards the 
_.at (I. SO). But this is incompatibla 
with the direction of Cyrus's tnru"Ch. 
He must certainly have approached Sar
dis down the valley of toe Hermus, or 
of its tnbutary, the Cogamus' and the 
battle must have been fought either 
under the walls of the citf, or else a few 
miles to the east. at the Junction of the 
Cogamus with the Hermus. Here the 
valley U widens" (Fellows' .dBia Minor 
p. 289), and there is a plain ...... wid"; 
beautiful, and cultivated" (lJDandler, 
Travels, ,!ol. I. p. 289). Strabo probab1v 
meant tnis spot by his .. plsin of Cyrus'f' 
(xiii. 4, is 6 and 16). 

.. Herod. i. 79, sub fin. . 

.. Herod. i. SO; Xen. Cyrop. vii. I, § 47. 
The Turks in their wars with the 
Servians are said on one occasion to 
have contemplated having recourse to 
this &amt> stratagem. (Frontier Landa 
of the Christian and the Turk, vol. Ii. p. 
880.) 

.. Herod. L 81. 

., Tradition said that one of the con
cubines of ~ Meles ~ve birth to a 
lion, and the Teime8Sl8Jl soothsayers 
predicted, that if the monstrous birth 
were carried round the city, Sardis 
would be impregnable. Meles, the,.... 
fore, bad the lion taken round the d&
fences, but gave orders to omit one part 
where the rock was so steep that he 
thought the ...,.,11 superfluous. (Herod. 
i. 84.) Here it was that the PersiaDs 
mounted. 

•• Herodotus saVB that on this side 
the citadel was" wholly unguarded" 
(ov6el.'i' n-ft'u-ro ~uAu:~); but the very 
fact that a soldier dropped his helmet 
over the precipice shows that some 
of the gaI'rlson: were located in this 
~r . 

•• Herod. f. 86 • 
"lbid. i. 80. 
O! The tale in Herodotus (I. 86, 87), 

amplified by Nicolss of Damascus (Fr • 
68) is rightly rejected by historians on 
account of its improbability. (See 
Thirlwall, History of ~ vOl. ii. P.. 
167; Grote, HiBtory of Greece, vol. ui. 
p. 166.) But. as Ctesias agrees with 
Herodotus in stating that Crresus was at 
first severely treated (&re. Pers. S 4), 
we must ~ard the stories of his ill~ 
usage as havmg some foundation. 

•• s.... below, note 187 • 
II Ctes. &c. P."... § 4; ad fin.: Justin, 

i. 9. This statement is so probable that 
we rna:,: accept it upon somewhat weak 
authOrity. . 

•• The most probsble date of the fall 
of Sardis is B.O. liM. Cralsus was in 
Egypt with Cambyses at least as late as 
8.0. 1l28. (Herod. iii. 86.) 

•• See text. I!P. 485, 436-
.. Herod. f. 171. 

to;' !:'~~~e:~liII;,u!t~ l:'"~V:v~o: 
story. As the Spartans bad clearlyl!~ 
the qhtest intention at intwferiDg ~ -
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force of arms In Asia, they are not very 
IIk .. ly to have made a thre&t which 
could have no effect but to exasperate 

• the conqueror. Tbe anecdotical dets.ils 
of Herodotus have rarely much histori
cal value • 

.... H .,. B.,ev.\Wv 0& ~., i",'II'o3c.(tf, Ie'" ,;, 
Ba."TPI.OV .~JlOf, IlCll SUM "'., "eM. AiyV'llTI.DI_ 
(Herod. I. 1~3, ad fin.) 

II Herod. I. 1M. 
•• Ibid. I. 161. 
.. Ibid. I. 156, 151. 
.. Charon Lamp88C. Fr. 1; Herod. I. 

.1i7 . 
.. This Is all that can be regarded as 

historical in the story told by Herodotus 
(I. 155, 156) ot the advice which CrIllSUS 
,rave to Cyrus on this occasion, and ot 
the latter's adoption of It. (See the 
remarks of Mr. Grote, HiIltC¥l'1Jof Greece, 

voJ. W;,foJ.71l.e~~UACCOrdlng to 
Herodotus, the Chians were bribed by 
the gift of a tract ot land, known as tbe 
Atarnean plain, situated on the coast of 
ARia Minor, opposite Lesbos. 

.. Ibid. I. 161. 

.. Ibid. I. 162 • 

.. Alp •• .,. ... ".6" • .,. lI:"',.....,.. (ibid.). See 
above. p. 185 • 

.. Htlrod. I. 164 and 168. The Pha
Cleans and the Teians Iled respectively 
to Alalia and Abdera. 

.. Herod. i. 169. 
- I. Ibid. I. 143. 
II Ibid. I. 169. 
•• Ibid. 141,143, and 169. 
II Ibid. I. 14, 15, 17-22. 
•• This seems to be the true meaning 

of the somewhat obscure P888&g6 of 
H"rodotus (I. 170)-or'" U flAA.,. ".6A • .,. 
O"ltflO". .... a.c r.'lBe ... ~Q'O'o" .,op.,'~u8tU, I«(l.To.""p 
.l 3;',..0. • ", which Is so understood 
both by Schweighleuser and by Dindorf. 
• •• These were Miletus, Myus, Priiln6, 
Ephesus, Colophon, J.ebedus, Teos, CIa
~omenle, Phoclea, Samas, Chios, Ery
th'·Ie. and Smyrna. (Herod. i. 142, 150.) 

"' Herod. I. 171. _ 
I. The only Carian people ",ho gave 

Harpagns any serlou. trouble were the 
Peda.lans, who defended themselves 
tor som .. time In the mountain-range ot 
Lida (lb. I. 175). 

I. Ibid. i. 176, ad fin. Mr. Grote Is 
wrong In stating that .. neither Carlans 
"or Kaunia ... offtlred any Bt>rious resist
ance. .. (HiIltC¥l'1J of Greece, vol. iii. 
p. 178.) 

II This Is evident from the researches 
made in this part of Asia Minor, par
ticularly by Sir C. Fellows, which nave 
shown that" from the ancient Caunus 
In the west, as far as Cape Caledonia in 
the east, is to be traced 'the same art, 
ecull'turlng the rocks, building the 
tombs, Inscribing the same language, 
-and using the .... me mythology." (Fel
lows. Essay on the relative Datu of the 
L/lcian Monument •• p. 6.) 
_ •• The Lycian language remains a 
fllZZle to philol06iots, whu C&Il S&llittle 

more than that it is Indo-Europeall iIa 
its gralrunar. while in its vocahllhu"v it 
stands quite by itself, having tic .... ":"ly 
any analogies to any known tongue. 

OJ Herodotus expressly teUs us that 
the Lyclans were not subjected by Orlll
BUS (I. 28). He also omits the Caullians 
from the list of that monarch's con
quests. 

•• Herod. I. 176. It was probably the 
remembrance of this desperate deed tha$ 
nerved the Xanthians ot five centuries 
later to act ill almost exactly the same 
way when besieged by Brutus. (See 
Plutarch, Vito Brut. c. 8'1. S ... 8,0. ,..iiv 
o~., 6... froU;;'., "po"wv /hfT1rep e;'lLap"eVfJII 
wepioSol' 61.o4J90PM a,'rrOSI.BOJlTer. ri,., ,wll 
1I'POYOIol(dV a.veve,;ur4VTo Tr.~ ToA.""l1 niX.,,"') 

'0 Compare Herod. . 153 and 177. 
.. See Appendix, § 7, pp. 119, 120. 
•• Justin. i. 2; .. C"phalion. Fr. 1; 

Amm. Marc. XXill. 6; Amob. ad". 
Gmt. I. 52. 

.0 See Vol. L pp.5OO, 50t; text, p. 116. 
07 Strab. xi. 11, § 3; Q. Curt. HUrt. 

Alea:. Iv. 15, § 18 . 
•• The Bactrians In the army of 

Xerxes carried only bows and "pears ot 
no Freet length. (Herod. vii. 64.) 

• Herod. viii. 113; Arrian, PeripZ. 
Mar. Ergthr. ~ 27; Diod. Sic. ii. 6. § S. 

10. Arrian, JCxp_ Ale.,. iii. 18; Strab. 
xl. 11, § 1. 

::~ ~'::c:~~\~'W: Per •• § 2. 
101 The marriage of Cyrus with Amy· 

tis, a daughter of Astyages, which 
Ctesias asserts, has probably no better 
foundation than that of his father with 
Mandan6. 8 nother daughter of the same 
king, which Oteslas deni .. s. Tht' two 
stories are merely two different modes 
of connecting the great Persian con
queror with the line of Median kings, 
composed with the object ot soothing 
the national vanity ot the Medes. (See 
text, p. 109.) 

'0' Since there Is really no reason to 
believe that Bactria had formed any 
part of the Median Emplr ... 

10' See Herod. I. 158; vii. 64; ix. liS; 
Ctes. E.,c. Per.. SS 2. 8; Arrian, Ezp. 
Ale.,. iii. 8; Strab. xi. 8, § 4. 

100 See text, l'. 280. 
101 Herod. VI. 118; vii. 184; viii. 118; 

etes. Exc. Per •• 5 3; Arrian, Ezp. Alea:. 
iii.18. 

I •• Herod. viI_ 64. 
I •• Herod. I. s. c.; Aman, E:l:p. Alea:. 

iii.8. 
110 Ctesias makes the men amount to 

aoo.OOO, and the women to 200,000. (E.,c. 
Per •. 1. S. c.) 

111 Herod. ill. 93. Compare the Ir..-

BCr:f~~n~~ ~~ri~;"l'" Kiipo, 4yclCM'4" .. 
e,"olEe,,";y e8l'o~ IUI."AfT"pe4"S"""of 
",,1 o';S,. ""p..... (Herod. I. 177.) 

III Several notices of nations bplong~ 
Inl!' to this part of Asia are quoted by 
different writers from Ctesias, more 
especialll trom his tenth book, whlcll 
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seem to have belonged to his account 
ot the campaigns ot CYrus in the. .... 
l"t'giuns. lllee Apollon. Rist. Mirab. 20; 
Steph. Byz. ad voo. 4vp/l .... , and x..,... ... 
"'0'; lElian, Nat . ..dn, xvii. 34; &:c.) 

110 Arrian, &p. Alex. iv.3. Compare 
Strab. xl. 11, I "; and Q. Curt. vii. 6. 

III Plln. H. N. vi. 23. Compare 

ffo~~l ~u..:·:""3rel ~:..::~e'b'e~';,.,~~ 
Oabu! River and the Indus-the modem 
Kohistan and Kateristsn-is ascribed to 
Cyrus. 

lI. Strab. xv. 2, , 10; Arrian
1 

&p. 
Alex. iiI. 27; Diod. Sic. xvii. SI, t 1; Q. 
Curt. viI. 8. 

11. The Persian word was probably 
that which Herodotus represents hy 
Orosangm. (See Herod. viit. 85.) 

"8 Arrian, &p. Alex. vi. 24; Strab. 
xv. I, I Ii. This latter writer regards 
the tnw.ition as worthless. ("HI"v U Ti. 
b 6,,,,elia. ')'ivol," 1I'icrnr elf f"ijr 7'OI4~ 
"",p«T~ia.r; 'rOD S:';pou. Ibid. 5 6.) 

11. The reduction of the north-eastem 
provinces occupied Alexander trom B.O. 
380 to 826. His entire career ot con
qU&.<t was included between B.O. 834 and 
B.O. ItlS . 

.. 0 The absence ot an Oriental mon
arch trom his capital tor.more than one, 
or at the most two years, producee al
most certainly a revolution. (See text, 
p.452.) 

'SI See Vol. I. p. 2'10 . 
... See text, pp. 253-257. 
, .. Herod. I. 178. Throughout his 

work Herodotus re .. ards the Baby
lonians as .. AssyrianS" (l 106, 188, 193; 
iii. 155; viI. 63). 

, •• Is. xiii. 19. 
,., Jerem. II. 41. 
". Herod. I. 190. A6yw .1X .... rij. troA&

oplela.r ouBellL Compare Du. v. 1-4. 
II' Jerem. ii. 1':'. 
II. Dan. III. 1-00. 
~ ;~~erod. I. 183; ArriaD, &p. Ales. 

::: ~. ~~: f: 42G. 
11. Jerem. I. 2-
111 ibid. Ii. 52. " 
11. II Chron. xxxvi. 22; Ezra, l 1-11. 

Compare Isa. xliv. 28; xlv. 1-4. 
III Nehem. xiii. 4, III, 28; Zech. iI. 11; 

vii. 2; viii. lIlI, 28. Compare DIl= 
Gentile and Jew, vol. iI. pp. 
(Darnell's translation). 

III Mr. Grote supposes that Phoonlela, 
&8 well &8 Judrea, yielded to Cyrus .. 

~isr~,oJ ~eVO!t.!~~nf~n~84wt1~~ 
Herodotus (Iii. !W) puts into the mouth 
of Croosus-" that Cambyses excelled 
his lather, since he possessed .. 11 his 
rather's territorleR, and had addP.d to 
them Egypt and the sean-is sufllcient 
to show that Herodotus at any rate re
gl\rded the submission ot Phoonicia &8 
ma<J .. to Camhy""". (See Dahlmann's 
Life Of Herodotiu, p. 113, E. T.) ,n See text, p. 244. 

... Ezra iii. 8. The expretl8lon at the 
olose ot this verse-" """ording to the 
grant that they had of Cyrus. king ot 
Pe1'8ian -refers. Dot to any grant from 
Cyrus ot Phoonician timber, but to the. 
monev grant which enabled the Jews to 
p~'H~: 1.(?53~pare Ezra vi. 4.) 

.. 0 Tblrlwall, Historr oJ Gre«e, 901. Il 
p.l78 . 
• '" Herod. l 201; '0. ~ Koipcp no;;"" ft 
e8VCK' ICG.'re(l'YfUn'O. e1l'1! .v"' ............ ay4-
" .. ~,," Ec.lV'I"¥ W'o&'."G'ClC78u. 

... Herod. I. 208-1114. 
::: ~.&c. Per •• S I. 
, .. Ibid. Is. "EftA";."... .. piTfl v.,.._ 

llim, 1"OV .,.pa.U,,&TOC ""'«H. 
... Arrian, Exp. Aze..:. vi. 29; Strab. 

xv. 8.17; Q. Curt. lL 1. Compare text, 
p.405. 

, •• As Tiberius (Tacit. A ..... ii. th26), 

~~~~:=i~:-f~~r:&a::.,"~~~ 
direct contact with Bacia and India, 
must belong to tbe region between the 
Upper Oxus and the Upper Indus. 

... Herod. i. SO, 186, 211; Nic. Dam. Fr. 
66, p. 403. 

110 Herod. I. 1116; III. 89. 
"' Ibid. ix. Il1l1. 
... Ibid. l 1116, 127. 141, 158, .tc. Pluto 

AJ)OJ)hth. p. 172, E. F. i., Tho best of the saying!! ascnl>ed 

~~n~.:.,:.ewt~l:i\~a~ ~;o~ ~ 
refused his overtures, came after the 
fall of Sardis to olIer their submission, 

~~:!rJ~~sh toto ~::=;-;~~ :!~~t! 
played a tune on his tlute, but the fish 
kept still. Then he took his net and 
drew them out on the shore, and they 
all began to leap and dance. But the 
fisherman said, • A truce to your dano>-
~fe:Y~a= y~~~ ,:"ould not dance 

... Beres. 14, ad tin.; Herod. L Iso. 
208. lila; .Ctea Ere. Pers. S 2-

.. I Herod. I. 155, 156 • 

... Ibid. i. 87-90, 155, 209. 
m Ibid. Iii. 89: Xen. 0Vr0P. I. 2, 5 1; 

ArriaD, &p. Ales. vi. 29; &c. 
,68 Pluto Apophth. p. 172, E.; Polito 

P.,'!;liI!-oo. I. 153. (See text, pp. 437, 
488.) 

110 Dan. v. 81; Ix. 1. These pA."8&g88 
clearly implv that" Darius the Mede" 
ruled with a delegated authority. Hence 
he did not occur in the list of BabJ'> 
Ionian kinga 

.. , Ezra Y. 14: Haggai I. t. I'll; Ii. 2-

... Ctesias. Exc. Per •. §§ 8 and 7. 

::: ~: ;:~. 401-406. 
.. , iElian n>p,.."..,nts CYrus as the 

founder ot t lie Persepolitsn palace. 
(Hid. A n. I. 69) It has b .... n already 
ohsprvpd tlUlt thpre arf't erliflN'~ on the 
platform having the appearanc .. of be-
109 considerablJ' ~ore ancient thAII 
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thOM which the Inacrlption& prove to 
bave """0 constructed by Danus Hy>!
&&spill. (See pp. 8W, 893.) Th .. short 
reign of C&mby&811 can hardly have 
8uftlced tor the erection of these antique 
edifices. which are therefore, in all 
probability. the work ot Cyrus. These 
buildings are the Great Central Propy
....... tbe South·Eastern Palace, and t.he 
Ball of a Hundred Columns. 

... H"rod. ii. I; W. \I. Pbamaspes 
was a180 (according to Herodotus) the 
rather of 0tane8 the conspirator lib. iii. 

08li, ibid. iii. 80; BeA;'fun lfUICf". coL I. 
par. 10. f 6. 

U. Herod. IiL 81 and 88. 
uo Ibid. ii. 1 . 
• to Ibid. L 908;· Ctea. Eze. Pen. S 8; 

Xen. Cgrop . .. iii. 7, , n. 
, .. So Ctesi&s a .. d Xenophon, who, 

ho .. e .... r. durer entirely as k) the pro .. -
inees assigned to Smerdis. .n Tbe Bebistun inscription shows 
that Smer.tia was put to death .... fore 
Cambyses stBl"ted for Egypt. (See col. 

L ~rT~i~ 1& the account of the matter 
wblch Herodotus deliberately preters, 
atter welghiug tbe different .. e .... ions at 
the story (iii. I). It Is recomm .. nded by 
Its iuternal probability no less than by 
his autbority. To mllke It thoroughly 
conshlLent wilh likelihood, we bave only 
to 8Uppose tbat Nitetis was the grand· 
daughter ratber tban tbe daughter ot 
Ap.it'8. For otber versions at the 8tory, 
aee Herod. ill. a. 8; and Dino, Fr. 11. 
Ctesias. according to Athenlllus (Deil»'
lItlil. 10; p. 660. D.). agreed with Herodo
tus. 

n. The desert has never proved an ob
stacle ot a .. y Importauce to an Invading 
army. It was frequently crossed and 
recl"OS8ed by tbe Egyptian8 themselves, 
by the Assyrians. tbe Babylonian", tbe 
Greeks und .. r Alexauder, the Seleucidlll. 
the I'tulemies, the Romans, and tbe 
Arab •• no lese than by the Persians. In 
moderu tim .... It bas been passed by a .... 
mle. under Napoleon L .... d. Ibrahim 
Pacha. 

, .. Compare the long resistance to 
Artaxerxea (text, Pl'. 603, 6(4). when the 
_-communication was kept opel& by 
"'e Athenian fleet. 

,,. Herod. iiI. 7. 
'" Ibid. iii. Ig and 31. 
'u Cyprus. (Compare Herod. U. lilt 

witb iii. 18) On the naval strength at 
DvoruK. _ Herod. vi. 6 ... Ii. go. 
-',10 Herod. iii. 18-

'01 This date depends upon the nearly 
concurrent testimony of Diodorus (I. 68), 
E ...... blus (Gil,..".. Cao.. II. p. 834), and 
Manetho (ibid. i. 00; p. 10;). 

lei ltanetho call"d this king Psammi
cheri"", Wr. 66); Clesi .... (Ez,'. Per •• 'V) 
call...J hitD Amyrtmu8. lItO w .... proba
bly a t"samatik. who took th" title of 
Nei~" 80n of Neith"-like bia fatbllr. ,I' 1!0J'0d,. ~ n. . . 

lI'Ibld. 
, •• Ctes. Ex<:. Pers. S 9; Herod. I ••. c:
, •• Ole&. Ex<:. Pen. I. s. c. 
, •• The occupation of the Nile by the 

Persi_ fleet during the whole period of 
Cambyses' stay iu Egy.pt is mdicated 
Bufllcientty by Herod. ill. 18 and 25. ad 
fin. 

, •• Herod. iii. 15. Ctesias says he was 
removed to Susa (Ex<:. Pers. S I); but 
this is incompatible with his subsequen' 
revolt and execution. 

, •• Herod. I. s. c. 
'··Ibid. iii. 18; iV.I65; Diod. Sic. lIt.14. 

The latter writer says that both Libyans 
and Cyrenlll&ns had previously fought 
o~:~H!~~~.nl;~de against Cambyses. 

::: ::.!I~ :~, Chapter L 
.. , Herodotus speaks only ot the flee' 

(iii. 19); but Cambyses must hav .. been 
well aware that a fleet a10ue could no' 
reduce such a place as Carthage. 

... Herod. 1. s. c. 

... Ibid. iii. 25. 26. Compare Diod. 
Sic. lit. 13, S 8 • 

... It is clear that the disasters which 
Herodotus relates (iii. 25) took place in 
the passage of the Nubian desert b .... 
tween lat. 28° and III", where the Nile 
makes its great bend to the weat. Cana
byses followed the ordinary caravan 
route. wbich quits the Nile at Korosko 
in lat. Ihl" 44', and rejoins it at Abu Ha
med in lat. 1YO IO'-the route taken by 
Burckhardt in 1814, by Bruce in 1772. and 
by Sir S. Baker in 1861. (See Burck
hardt, Pravda in Nubia. part I. p. 171; 
Baker • .tfiberl Nyanw.. vol. i p. 4.) 

III 00""0"1' ci .. oAe~ t"Ov G'Tpat'Ov (H~ 
rod. iii. 2-';). The 1088 could not have 
been very great. or tbe revolt, wbicb the 
Egyptians attempted, wowd not have 
been unsuccessful. Nor would a por
tion of the Ethiopians have been, as 
they were, subdu .. d (ib. Iii. 1m. 

U. lIerod. iii. Zi. The priests could 
no doubt declare an Incarnation ot Apia 
whenever tbey pleased, since tbey were 
the eole judges of tbe .. signs" by which 
the presence of the go<1 was known. 

(l~~hc:.~d~ll5. 
••• Ibid. ch. !!7. 
... Ibid. ch. 211. Compare Plut. De lB. 

e' OBir •• who says tbat Cambyses killed 
th:.tl'i:.:t: ittg1~ve it to the dogs. 

··'Ibid. 
••• Ibid. Iii. 62. The particular part ot 

Syria cannot be fuced. Herodotus says 
it was a town called Ecbatana. wbich 
Stephen of Byzantium identifies witb 

~~f":b:ru!:h~~te~U~I\~ (~. Wi~ 
19) says that th .. re was a town on )lOUD' 
Carmel calle<! Acbatana. wblch. as tar 
as the situatioll goes. is suitable::: but we 
have no otber e .. idance of t.he exit;konClt 
of sucb a place. . 
"" ~8I"9dot;wJ reprde Pl. Jd~ "'1tUf' 
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geBt<>d by the fact that this Magus was 
really named tlmerdi.; but this, which 
in itself would be very w.likely, Is dis
proved by the Behistun Inseription, 
which tells us (col. I. par. 11, 5 2) that 
his real name was Gomates. 

~:~:i~tu.!.':~.~~~;.,p:j,.!~'J. ~.; 
correctly explained by Spi~1 as .. von 
eelbst sterbend." (See hIB Glossary, 
Keilinschriften, p. 190.) 

1.7 I follow the authority of Herodotus 
(Iii. 64-66) in these details, merely add
ing the fact stated by Darius in the Be
hlstun Inscription, that the self·inllicted 
wound was intentional. The account of 
Ctesias, that Cambyses died from a 
wound which he gave himself acciden
tally as he was carving wood for his 
amusement at Babylon (Ctes. &C. Per •• 
§ 12), shows how the event was Boftened 
down in the later traditions of the Per
sians. 

••• Compare the remark of Heeren 
(Manual of Ancient History, iI. § 8; p. 
94, E. T.)-" We ought to be particularly 
on our guard against all the evil that is 
related of Cambyses, inasmuch as our 

~n:;:~!!'d .. ~~~~;~:::\!h:~~:,,~ th~ 
EV..P~~~es::;;· survived Salamis 
(..Eschyl. Per •• paMim) was actually in 
part contemporary with Herodotus, who 
can scarcely be supposed ignorant of 
the main facts of her rustory. She m ..... 
ried, according to him, Orst Cambyses, 
then the Pseudo-Smerdis, and Onally 
D .. rius. (Herod. iii. 31, 68, and 88.) 

II. Ibid. Iii. 36. • 
.11 Ibid. ch. SS. 
... Ibid. 1. s. C. 
.lI Ibid. ill. 89. 
I .. See te"t, pp. 425, 426. Many of his 

troops were probably Medes, and ther&
fore open professors of Magism . 

... Suicides at the last moment, when 
there was .. n immediate prospect of 
f .. lling iuto the enemy's liands, were 
not uncommon in the East. (See note 
788, Chapter IX., Second Monarch", .. nd 
compare text, p. 440). But suicide when 
nO d .. nger pressed, and the chance of 
battle had not even been tried, was, to 
say the lea..t, exceedingl,r r .. re, 

t .. OAi'Y"'PO<. Herod. iii. 89. 'Y"'P#«-
..... Diod, Sic. z. 18, S 1 • 

... Herod. iii. 34-.'16. 

... Ibid. ch. lIS. 

... The execution of Sm"rdi. may have 
been a political necessity; but It was, 

~th~~6 ~.r,;~~~~~vu.~f :o"~:"~i~~&:: 
tious to Interfere with strict justice, 
The measures of repression' wnereby 
revolt was stopped In Egypt were severe 
almost to cruelty, The command said 
to have been given to the t.I'OOpS sent 
against the AlnmouiaUlo;~ that they 
should ensl .. v'! the .mti", nation (He,,?d. I 
ill. lIS; Dlod. Sic. z. 18, S 8), had nothmg 
~ ~ustifrit,"4 lIIu,t ,\)0 proIlO\Ulce<l i 

(if it be regarded as a reality) mo.t bar· 
barous. C .. mbyseswas. nodouut. right-

~he'i.'h~~he bl.,,!h..:es ~::=. ~rDi.!lo: 
rus (I. s. c.) is. perhaps, open to questi"n. 

• •• Herod. iii. 84. Modems re-echo the 
cba~. (Thirlwall. History Of Gruce, 
vol Ii. p. 177; Niebuh.·, Vortrage iUJer 
alte Geschichte, vol. i. p. 153.) 

II. See text, p. SS7. 
••• Herod. iii. SO. K..,.,sv,"!< ai, ... 10./1. 

"r.vcr .. A'yVwTt,ol., a.WUCC& ,h. ,"ov" • .,.0 .a, .. """. elL""'. 
••• Ibid. iii. 89; BeAi8t. InBCr. col. I. 

par. 10. ' 

c.::b~~~~t:n ".:.t~~ ¥,~.n(H~ 
tory of &reece, vol. iii. pp. 188, 189.) 
Bishop Thlrlw .. Il, with more judgment. 
suggests that •• the actions ascribed to 
him are not more extrav8gft.l1t than 
those recorded of otber despots whose 
minds were only disturbed by the pos
session of arbitrary power." (History 
of G<-eece. 1. s. c) U" the actions as
cribed to him" are compatible with ...... 1 

=:!ttis n~i:W ~~~d:~~Yw:e t~~~C~td: 
sane I!"rson. \See above, note :lO8.) 

... See text. pp. 425, 426. 
til Herod. iii. 67 . 
... Ibid. ch. 97. 
II. See text, p. S6O. 
ltD Herod. iii. 68. 
110 2 Sam. xvi. 22; Herod. iii. 88, 

Ockley, History of the Saracena, p. 436, 
Itc. 

I .. Herod. iii. 68. 
••• Ibid. ch. 69. 
.11 See Behist. InBCr. col. i. par. 14, §§ 

Ii and 6. The destructiun of the temples 

t10c,!~{~t==p t:'::U! :~:~"o~~t 
(S::,. ~~~!~ Ke;:~:mW:~~~'DPSie83M::l 
~nerally at ~ death \Herod. iii. "i9~ 
Implies this. 

... Behist. In.", .. col. i. par. 18. 

... The Samaritans, it must be Rd-
. mitted, had Orst proposed to unite with 

the Jews in building the temple (Ezra, 
iv. 2). It was when this overture
which was thought d .. llgerous to the 
-purity of religion-was rejected, th ... 
they became the implac .. ble enemies of 
the Jews. 

117 Ezra iv. 6. 
• •• Ibid. verse. 7-22. 
lSI Ibid. verse :r!3 • 
••• Herod. iii. 68. 
... Ibid. ch. 67 • 
••• This Is prob .. bly the sole truth con

tained in the view, sugg<>sto.od by a few 
casual expressions in He.'Odotus and 

~';'(:!"!%'!,';,~~ !I w~n 1D~6~~.hf~ 
Niebuhr, Vortriige iii," (lIft" I.'t'.<.dddl
te, i. p. l!;j'; Grote. JJistory 01 Un~t:f:e. 
iii. p. 192 ... d. of 1"(2). that the ,· .. igll of 
the Pseudo-Smtjl'dis had a Median char
acter, and was in fact a recovery ot 
t/l~ir (lId poUtlCl'l,uP~acl bl tile 
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Medel!. Herodotutl himself Is not con· 
sistent In the maintenance of thia view, 
wbieb is at variance witb bis atatemente 
in I. 1110. Tbe g .... at h,sco'iption of Dari
Uti i8 quite fatal to it, since it ahows, 
first, that Gomates was a Per.ian by 
birth, being a native .of PisailUlhada, 

:::!n PSb~~!'~~'i%''':::::~ ~~~':.~~~; 
that Persia took tbe most prominent 
part In establisbing bls rule. Tbe ground 
of the mistake in moderns lies in their 
supposition tbat all Magi were Medes, 
wbicb I. a complete misconception. Tbe 
Magi were Byread from Cappadocia 
(Strab. xv. 8, • 15) to tbe borders of Ker
man (BekiBt. InBCr. col. I. 11, S 8), being 
everywbere tbe pri .... t-caate ot the pre· 
Arlan inbabitants. Tbe only peculiarity 
of their position in Media was that the ... , 
th"y had been adopted into the national 
tribes, and had become the priests of 
tbe conquering nation . 

•• 1 BlUltria, Sogdiana, Chorasmi&, 
ArIa, Zarangia

i 
Sattagydla, Gandaria, 

remain faitbfu to Darius tbrougb all 
'be 8ubsequent troubles. In thia region, 
tbe original seat of tbe relill"ion. a sym· 
pathy witb the Zoroastrian cbampion is 
Shown that we look for elseWhere in 
... ain. 

::: ~~~J: ~ITo: col. I. par. 18. SS 8-6. 
... Behid. l'lIJer. col. L par. 18, I 6; 

U"rod. I. 8. O • 
... Herod. vii. 11; BeAiBf. In.tCf'. coL I. 

par.l . 
... Herod. I. 209, IllO. . 
... Herodotus saya he was about 

twenty (~A."c'1f".' IllCocrt «ou p.ciA,.,.,.. i1'ea.) 
at the time of the expeditionagalnstthe 
MasR&getllB (B.O. 529). This would make 
him about twenty-eight in B.O. 62>1. 

••• Herod. Iii. 70; Ctea. E>:c. Per •. S 15; 
BehiBt. In8Cf". col. II. par. 16. 

... I am compelled to use this vague 
phr,"" from tbe impossibility of deter
mining wbat the capital city of the 
Pseudo-Smardis was. Herodotus 1m ... 
gln .. s it to be SU88; but the pallUle there 
seems to have been founded by Darius. 
(Plin. H. N. vI. 27, i 188; Loftus, Chaldmc 
cnd S.l8icna. p.872.) I incline to tbink 
that Cyrus, Cambyaes, and the Pseudo· 
Smerdls all beld their court principally 
or 80lely at Ecbatana, 

... Herod. Iii. 71-76, 

... Ibid. iii. 77-79; Otes. E>:c. Per •• 
I 14. The particulars of the struggle . ~'M:":'~ted quite differently by the two 

... See text, pp. 8, 9. 

... BehiBt. In.tCf'. col, L pal'. 13. 51 9, 
10. 
II' Behtst. In.tCf'. col. Iv. pal'. 18. Ote

at .. (E>:c. Per •. 1_ R. c.). Herodotus (iit. 
'1U-79), and Plato (Leg. lit. p. ti95. C.). 
agree 011 this ~oint with the inscrip' 
tion. 

• n BehiBt. 17U/Cf"_ col. I. par. 18, , II. . , .. "-r04. III, 'IV; • . 

••• Ibid. Compare Ctes. Exc. P~r •. S 
15. 

••• Herod. iii. 80-87. 
... Ibid. iii. 80; vi. 48. . 
••• The supposition of Heeren (A •• 

Nat. I. p. 84Il) and Niebuhr (Vortritge 
;wer cite Ge8Chichte. I. p. 348) tbat the 
Seven already occupied this positiOn, 
tbough receiving no confirmation from 
the inscriptions, is entitled to cousid
eration. The following are arguments 
In its fa",ol':-l. Herodotus calls the 

~~~~~~aPd-':~h iI~P~~·%:.fd~~s';::r~?; 
(iiI. 77). 2. The inter-marriage law, sup
posed by Herodotus to have dated from 
the accession of Darius, appears to have 
prevailed previously_ At least. all tbe 
known marriages of the earlier period 
would haye come under it-e.g., Atossa 
and Phamaces, an ancestor of Otanes. 
(Diod. Sic. x""i. 26, § I); Oyrus and Cas
sandanb, a sister of Otane. (Herod. ii. I; 
iii. 68); CambY86s and PhlBdima, a 
daughter of Otanes (ib. jii. 68); Daoius 
and a sister of Gobryas (ib. vii. 2) • 

••• Behi8t. In8(J1". col. i. par. IS, S 9. 
••• Herod. iii. 84, 118. 
... Ibid. ch. 88. It is uncertain what 

exactly we are to uncierstand by this; 
but there can be no doubt that it in· 
volved some real privileges . 

••• Ibid. ch. 84. 'Ecr8~Tci ... lIII~5,«"v 
beoe ilrclCN'OU, 1ICa.C. ,.1,1' tro.aa.1' BCLlp""v. ;, 
,,':Ve1"C" eJl DfpcTJJlJ'l 'I" .. p."Ifl'cl.nr, 

• •• BehiBt. InBer. col. i. par. 14. 5S 5, 6. 
... Darius does not aay that he perse

cuted; but he exhorts his successors, in 
the strongest terms, to put to death all 
.. lial"8" (BehiBt. Inscr. col. iv. par. 5. i 
8; par. 14, §S 2, 3); by which he seems to 
mean all renegades from the Zoroastl"iac. 
faith . 

••• Ezra .... 2; Haggai I. 14. According 
to Jewish modes of reckoning, the 
.. four-and-twentieth day of the sixth 
month of tbe second year of Darius" 
wouid be September, B.C_ 621 - eigbt 
and a half months after Darius's acces
sion. 

.,. Ezra vI. R. 9. 

... Ezra vi. JO. 

... See Vol. 1. pp. 501. 502 . 
• TO Herod. Iii. 126; iv. 166. Oompare 

te~,t'1fti:S:~:::s to be implied In the 

:o~~ ':c~';,,:!,~~n~tl;.'~b.!~';!S a'!.'1:~~~ 
suppression, where the crime against 
which he protests is not rebellion. but 
.. Iying ........ e.. fal.., religion. (BeliBt • 
Imer. col. iv. pll8Bim.) 

••• The two revolts of Babylon, for In
stance. must have been wholly uncon· 
Dected with Magism. 

Ot. Behist. llU/(JI"_ col. i. par. 16, SS 
2-'; 

." Ibid. §§ 8-J3. I susp"ct that N ... 
honidllRhad actually Bf&nn of tbis Ilame, 
borne him by Nitocris. and named afLtl • 
1ijp Jf~ctt.lJillr, the ~reat l'!elIQl.'iladIl8l' 
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Jar. (See note 185, Chapter VITI., 
FOUl·th Monarchy; and compare text, 
pp. 46.~, 464.) 

".Beh .. t. Imer. col. I. par. 19; col. ii. 
t:r. 1. :As this was the onlf siege of 

it .::r,;~w. 'i,°.!':eu~~ ~h:>~~~~i~n p~f"~:.; 
::::::.~!C ~~idcl~: ~;~ b~~~t~~ 
(cbs. 150-159), if tbose incidents had 
heell historical; but there is every =.':..r ~:;~~h(~~"J.ebe!~~or~ 
He'l'Odotus, vol. ii. p. 441, note I, 2nd 
edition.) 

Incidents probably consequent upon 
this siege are the opening of tbe tomb 
of Nitocris, and the attempted plunder 
of the ima~e of Bel, related by Hero
dotus in his First Book (chs. 183 and 
187) . 

• " Beltist. Imer. coL i. par. 17. 
••• Ibid. col. ii. par. S. 
••• The name assumed by Martes is 

expressed in the Pe.:sian by IlIIa .. ish 
(Imanes). This is probably a represen· 
tation of the old U71Iman, which is found 
in so many royal Susianian names to
wal-ds the close of the Assyrian Empire. 
(See note tillO, Chaptolr IX., Vol. 1., Seo-

o,,:!. ~o;;::;·tJ.:.scr. col. ii. par. 4. 
••• Herod, iii. 70; Ctes. Exc. Pet'S. S 14; 

Beh ist. Inscr. col. iv. par. 18, S 7. 
••• Be"ist. Imer. col. Ii. par. ti to par. 

11 . 
••• Ibid. col. Ii. par. 16. 
••• Ibid. col. ii. par. Ill. 
187 Mij&c,., .•• G.ft'icrn,vo,v ciri 6.a.pfLOV, 

G.1I'OCM'o. ...... tEi .s" CnricrCIIICa.ftt1TpD.~9'lfTa.., ". ci)( D 
"LIr1J9ivTfi.-Herod. i. 130. 

.1.' Behist. IuM:/'. col. ii. par. IS • 
... So tar as any substratum of his

torical truth is to be discerned in the 
Book of JUditb. the allusion would be 
to tbis rebellion, its suppression, and 
its further conspqueuces. Arphaxad, 
wbo dwelt at Ecbatana. and was taken 
at Rhages, represents Xatbrites. wbose 
real name was Phraortes; Nabuchodo· 
nosor is Darius. The notes of time (iv. 
a and 6) 8uit this pe.iod . 

... Be"ist. I .... '<Cr. col. II. par. 111. 
•• , Ibid. col. iii. par. I and 2 • 
... Ihid. col. ii. par. 14. It is curious 

to find that Arbela, which had been a 
favorite city for executions under the 
Assyria.n lllonarchs, retained the same 
character under the Persians, ... hile un· 
der th .. Parthians it became a place of 
ro[,/ll sepulture. (Dio Casso Ixxviii. 1.) 

.:: B~hist. In."!!'" col. iii. par. S and 4. 
Ihld. col. 111. par. 5. 

IO. It i. possible tbat the second Pseu· 
do·Smerd.s. like the first, favol-ed Ma· 
gismo There was undoubtedly a party 
BmOIlgt.l;t the Persil\lls them~elvE>s to 
". hum the Z{lroastrid.n zeAl of Darius 
WI" Ili:-:IRS.t ... flll. 

••• Belti.t. lmer. col. iii. par. 6. 
I" Illill. \10). iii. par. II to par. If10 

... Ibid. par. 8. Compare text, pp. 
363, 462, 463. 

••• Behist. Imcr. par. 13 and 14. 
1.0 Herod. iii. 100-125. For the alliance 

between Cambyses and Pol;ycrates, see 
Herod. iii. 44. 

1.1 Ibid. iii. 126. 
I •• Ibid. I. 8. C. 
1.1 Ihid. iii. 128. 
I.t It is doubtful whether the dalr of 

Aryandes ought to be placed as early sa 
this. Probability is in favor of his hav
ing assumed his quasi·sovereignty dur
ing the time of general disturbance; bu' 
bis revolt, or at any rate its punishment, 
is made to fall by Herodotus (iv. 145) 
after Darius's Scythian expedition, 
which cannot well be placed before B.C. 
510; but th .. authority of Herodotus for 
the date of an outlying event in the 9&J"o 
lier part of the reign of Darius is no' 
very great. 

I •• Herod. Iv. 166. 
1.1 Persian coins have been found 

bearing on one !tide a legend which bas 
been read as AY<[A or .l.WAY<[A. (See 
the autbor's Herodotus, vol. iv. p. 25, 
note 1. 2nd edition.) 

1.7 Herod. iv. 166. 
I •• ~ee col. v. of the Inscription. 
I •• The evidence is that of the month-

1:,- dates given tbroughout the Inscrip
tIOn, which indicate to one acquainted 
with the ancient Persian calendar the 
lapse of some 1I<e or six years. (See 
Jounaal of th6 Asiatic Society, vol. xi. 
pp. 1~9-191.) 

.,, See Vol. I. p. 874. 
111 Thirlwall, HistO!J! of Greece, vol. 

ii. p. 185. (Compa .. e NIebuhr, Vortrage 
Uber aUe Geschichte, vol. I. p. 159.) 

... The word khshatrapli, or khshatra
pliva (Spiegel), is found twice in the in· 
scriptions of Darius. Behist. IMCf'. col. 
Iii. par. 3. § 4; par. 9, § 2.) The Greeks 
adoptold it from the Persians. (Herod. 
iii. !lD,) 

I .. Herodotus says the number of ..... 

~Y!(ii~~).enWa.-i~~~~i':fe ~~t! 
tun Inscription. makes the provinces 
twenty·three, witbout India. but includ· 

~o'li~e~:;.., 'fnd~: ~~..J't~~ ~e~!"r. 
omitted. he makes them either twenty
three or twenty·four. Finally, In the 
ipgend "pon his tomb. which was no 
doubt later. he enumerates twenty-nine. 

IU No doubt they were r,nerallY It,';r-
:~s.::.. ~f~e,:~..::t.e eH"!ri::"'':: 
sian Greek, shows that members of the 
~nbject nations might be appointed. 
(Herod. ix. 107.) 

.11 Ibid. iii. 128; Thueyd. I. 1ll9; Xen. 
Hell. iii. 4, § 25. 

U. Xen. ..duab. i. II, S 7; Hell. iv. 1, 
S 15. 

an R .. rod. iii. 127. 
..8 Xen. Hell. iv. 1, S 115; Qi:ocm. iv. *I 

OVrop. viij. 6, » a. 
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.11 .Ellan, Var. Bill.d. 1; XeD. Bell. 
Ul.l·I IO• 

.,. eo. "nob. I. I, , '1: Herod. n. 4. 
This. of cou.-, Implied tbe power of 
inflicting the minor punishment of mu· 
Watlon. (Xen • ..tnob. L lI, • 13 I 

." Xen HeJl. iii. I, 55 10-Ul; ..IE1ian. 
V ..... Hid. L .. c. 

••• Xen . ..tnob. I. II, '22; HeU. J. .. c. 
n. Ibid . ..tg4 iii. S a. ..IElian O. s. c.) 

epeake of ta!.bers .... often compelled by 
satraps to yield tbeir daugbters to be 
Inmates of u.e ""trapial harems ( .... ,.... • 
.... :.~ " .&~p." •• •• AA'
.'rJ . 

... On occasion of a great war, offen· 
11198 or detensive, a levy en ......... of tbe 
subject populations was called tor. (H .... 
rod .• 11. III. 111,61, d -n.; lBseh. Pera. 
IlI-M: Arrlan, Ezp. Ala. Iii. 8.) 

• n Or perhaps Persians, Medea, and 

Hrn-A!i~:m (:::(H:OO~J[':~~;'~~ 
(lb ..... IOlll.anS Babylon (ib. I. 191!). 

•• , See Herod. vii. 118; lBseh..Pen. 828; 
Xen . .dnob. I. is t\l-27. 
"' XeD. HeJl. Iv. I, S 1; Tbeopomp. Fl'. 

198. 
". Herod. 'f'IL 118. 
II. As U.s Pisidians (Xen. Anob. I. I, 

S 11) and u.e Uxians (AI'r. &p . ..tlu. iiI. 
111 . 

... 8trabo enumerates under this cate
gory the fl98 tribee of u.e Mardians, u.e 
U x,ans, the ElymlB&lls, tbe 00ssIBans, 
and u.e Paretaceni (xl. 13, S 6). SolOe 
of them were ""id even to ba98 levied a 
.. black·mall" upon the Persian mono 
ar;.~'H~~:t:r,. eund. L .. c.) 

II. JEliaD, V ..... Hiaf. I. 81; Herod. 
.... C. 

II • .£lian, .. a. c. 
::: ~~-:lt ~; p.4OII. 
• n Ibid. cb. tI5. 
... Ibid. L IItI. The proportion is 80 

enormoue that we may weD SIlSp8Cl the 
statemeot of error. PerbapsBabylonia 
paid one-tblrdof u.econ& required from 

:th:.f~iJ~~II1. 
••• Strab. xl. 13, S 8; 14, III. 
•• , Tbla _ms to be the (act somewhat 

obaeureI.T intimated by Herodotue (ill 

IIO~., Herod. HI. lit. 
···[bid ..... 4lI. 
.M There is no DOBItI ... proof of this, 

but It is the usual cuetom in u.e East; 
.... d If u.e Persian system had been dif· 
ferent, we should probably have had 
some indication of ie. 

... Th;' is probably about the present 
population of the countries Included in 
the old Persian Empire. It gives an 
average of ,wenty to the square mile. 
wblch Is 1_ than we DOW lind In aoy 
eountry in Europe excel't Norway. 

... Mr. Grote'8 estimate of the mODel' 
""bDte (Histor, 01 &reece, vol. iii. p. 
~) at a liU.Io mOl'll &baA foUl' and t. 

guarter mUllons sterliDg (4,254,0001.) I. a 
liigh one. No one probably .... ould re
gard tbe tribute in kind a.~ exceet.liug the 
value of the money tribute. . 

... I sbould myself incline to estimate 
the population of the empire at fttty 
millions. and the money tribute at about 
three and a half million~. I should sup
pose tbe value of the tribllte in kind to 
have beeD somewbat l .............. y two aod 
a balf millions. This would make the 
average taxation less than two shillings 
and fiv"pence a bead. 

••• Herod. iii. 117, ad ji ... 
... Ibid. A similar practice prevails 

in modem Persia. (See Chardin, Vo),
age etO Perse. tom. iii. p. 100; Cbesney, 

~r'''He~~~"ili: ;~L ii. p. 6tiO.) 

I .. Heeren. biatic Nati0t&8. vol. I. p • 
411, E. T. (Compare Herod. i. I!1'Z.) 

... The oppression under whicb mod
ero Persia suffers is attributable in a 

I::'~ mT:.u:,:~ isv::: ::.':!~ 
in the exactions of his officers. and is 
very unlike:y to check or punish tbem. 
(See Chardin, Vovage, tom. ii. pp. 800, 
808. and 31)9.) 

... That this was the original idea of 
eatrapial govemment is asserted very 
posil.ively by Xenophon. (Cyrop. viii. 6, 
t 8.) A modified continuatioR of tbe 

~i~ ~i~rT::~~""::tv!~:nH~:: 
dotue is. I tbink, 00 the whole. in favor 
of U.e view that tbe commandants were 
Independent uoder Darius. (See par
ticularly v. 25, 116-1l!:i!: vi. 411, 43, 94,) 
Bisbop Thirlwall. however, seems to 
doubt if u.e separation of the civil from 
the military power was eYer carried out 
in act. (Hi.Ilt<w, of (Jruce, yol ii. pp. 
11r.. 188.) 

••• On the office of secretary. see H .... 
rod. iii. 128. It bas its counterpart in 
modern Persia. (Chardln, tom. ii. p. 
802.) 

••• See note 884, Chapter m 
II' Oyrop. ...iii. 6, t 16. Xenophon 

says tbe system continued to his day 
(i,.., Cal.u.,a..,.,ml) . 

161 Herod. iii. 70; Yo 25; vL IN; vii. 'I, 
'l2, ttl; ix. 1t3i !JeAist. IMCr. co\. iii. 
l"!r. 16; Tbucya ••• liD; Ctes. Ezc. Pers,' 
~9~; Xen. .d,I4b. i. II, i '1; Diod. Sic. lti. 

9~2. ~~~ ..... 1t6: ..... 43; 'f'I1. '1S; Xen. 
HeU . .... I, S 28: Arrian, &po ..tlu. i. 16. 
Compare the proposal of Pausanias 
(Tbucyd. I. 128). 

... AS in the Lydian and Pbrygian 
satrapies, which were exposed to attacks 
from the Greeks. and in Egypt, where 
the sullen temper of the natives con
tinually threatened rebellion. 

••• See Arrian. Exp . .dlu. iii. 8; and 
compare Xeo. (Ero ... iv. § n. 

a .. Some writers ascribe to Darlue a 
"system of roads" (Grote, HiJ>.tory 01 
Greece, '1'01. iii.p.l!IJ4l.or at aOl rate the 
COIIStoruCt.iOll os: a U high road.' betweea 
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Sal·tlis and Susa (ThirlwalI, History of 
lJn<ece, vol. ii. p. 1S.~); but tbis Is a 
motl .. ot ~pe...,h very liable to miscon
ception. Roads, In our sense of the 

t;~~.!reAsr:.H w~~~foe:~:e:u:: 
Inarked merely by the footprints of 
'raveHers, take their place. No mate
rial has been laid down along these 
toutes, nor have even the spade and 
l>lckaxe been used excepting where the 
routes cross the moulltains. 

10. This seems to be the meaning ot 
the ~,...p.".i., 06 .. ot Herodotus (viii. 98), 
which. is better explained by Xeno-

\I phon (Oyrop. viii. 6, S 17). It was not 
the distance a hors<; ridden gently could 
accomplish in the entire day, but the 
distance that he could bear to be gal
loped once a day. From the account 
which Herodotus gives of the post-route 
between Sardis and Susa (v. 52), we may 
gather tbat the Persians Hxed this dis
tance at about fourteen miles. 

••• CuroP. viii. 7, § 18. 
aet Ka."aAvcnec ItciAALCTT'cu.. (Herod. v. 

52. ) 
... See text, p. 468. Herodotus O. s. c.) 

oexpre""ly assures his readers that the 
route from Sardis to Susa was h safe." 

.e. Mr. Grote assumes this (Hi.tory of 
Greece, 1. s. c.); but It Is not implied in 
Herod. iv. 166 . 

• 07 The derivation from dara, a sup
posed old Persiau word for" king," falls 
with the discovery that the Acbl&
men ian Persiaus bad no such word. 
The theory of derivation from an earlier 
Darius has only the weak authority of 
~r~~o~~~t;>es~Kf.)rt it. (Schol. ad 

10. ~ow large the scale was may be 
seen by the story ot Pythius, who had 
nearly four millions of darics. In his 
possession shortly after the accession of 
Xerxes. (Herod. vii. 28.) .8. Herod. Iv. 166 • 

• ,. The only darics that can be as
signed to the reign ot Darius Hystaspls 

:'';'i;!o:-!h:!l~V:e~eo~g= ~d:,k~a 
an irregular depression, or quadratum 
tncusum, on the other_ (See PI. LVII. 

Fif,i ~ text, f.' 465. 
IT. Herod. vi . 194. 
In Plin. H. N. vi. 27; Loftus, Chaldma 

and SUBiana, p. 8711 • 
... See the arguments ot Sir H. Raw

linson to this eftect in the Journal of the 
Asiatic Society, vol. xi. p. au . 

• TO Journal of the Asiatic Soctet", Vol. 

z1if.Ps!i;l~'~LVI. Fig.:iI. 
I .. Ctesias. Exc. Per •. § 15. 
IT. Journal of the Asiatic Society, vol. 

d'f.. 198. 

:.: Y.'~~'d';::u~!. the authorities 
quol.ed in note 474, Chapter Ill. 

18" See Clinton, Fasti Hellenici, vol. H. 
p.3'9. Mr. Grote's date of B.O. 016-515 

for the Scythian expedition. for which 
he alleges Thucyd. vi. 59, appears to me 
improbable. .8. Koi .... Ao.. (Herod. Iii. 89.) '8. Herod. iii. 134 • 

... An insignlHcant expedition had 
been sent against Samas, probably as 
early as B.O. 517. The Island was reduced 
and barbarously treated. (Herod. iii. 
141-149.) 

••• See text. pp. 441, 442. '.8 Herod. iii. 102; viii. 118; Arrian,l 
EXTJ. Alex. iv. 25; v. 17, &c. 

.&7 The approximate date ot the In
dian expedition Is gathered from a com
parison of the three lists of Persian prov
Inces contained in the inscriptions of 
Darius. In the earliest, that of Behia
tun, India does not appear at all. It 
was, therefore, not conquered by B.O. 
516. In the second. tbat of Persepolis, 

!!~:C~ ~":~i::3. t'l!~i!~O~a~~~ 
i-Rustam, India Is mentioned, together 

~;i~: n~"!~~;'t1?:wt!~~:r":ea~:'R 
We see by this that the Indian preceded 
the Scythian expedition. U that took 
place B.O. 508, the Indian mUMt have 
taJlen between B.O. 515 and B.O. 509 • 

••• Herod. Iv. 44. Thlsexplorlltion was 

~ng~:;,~~! 't,.cec:\:, ~h~a~s a.::~r: 
have written an account of his voyage 
in Greek. A few fragments of this 
work. perhaps, remain. 

189 I rega.rd the conquest and annexa· 
tion ot Scinde as implied in the con
tinued U use of the sea in those parts" 
whereot Herodotus speaks (T" 8aA""'''1I 
..... Vrn "Xpa.TO, iv. 44, sub fin.). A 
trade could not have been permanently 
established between the mouths of the 
Indus and the Persian Gulf unless the 
Indus itself had been under Persian con
trol: and the command of such a river 
Implies the submission of the natives 
along its banks. 

••• Herod. iii. 94-911. 
I .. lb. iv. 44. Compare above, note 

389 • 
••• See Herod. vii. 35. and the remark 

or.~!~~ or ~~r"t~~· Sic. Ix. 86. 
See text, p. 438. 

••• Herod. iii. 186-188. 
• •• As by the story whicb Atbens>ua 

tells of a Crotonia~ custom which grew 
up out of the circumstances of the es-

caf.~·T~frr:::t, xiMi';;'o'·k..eece, voL 
iI. D. 193-

al. Maps appear to have been invonted 
before t1iis time. by Anaximander (Strab. 
i. I, § 11; Agathem. i. 1; Diog. Laert. Ii. 
1) . 

••• If this remark requires any quail
Hcation it would be with res\?ect ro the 
extreme east. The possessIOn of the 
Punjab opens the w",V to the v .... ~~ ot 
the Ganges, and thence to the conques1i 
of the entire Indian peninsuJa. lIaa lua 
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mIght conceIvably haYe made the at-

~~'If.~..dh~~.~ t!':.:'I~~e~a~:!:,:::r!d~ 
but the P"",lan possession of the Pun
jab w... too recent for tbat country to 
bave been a con"",nlent basis of ope .... 
$Ions. 

... See ten, pp. 1194, 295; and compare 
Vol. L pp. 491-400. 

••• A8 Mr. Grote regards It. (Hilltoru 
0/ Greece, vol. iii. 1'. 224.) The ROUna 
judgment of Bp. Tbirlwall haa eeen the 
maner In a tar truer light (Hilltorr/, voL 
Ii. pp. 198, 199. 

••• Tblrlwall, I ••. c . 
••• Ctes. Ere. PerB. I 16. The fleet 

." ,nolsted at ililrty penteconters, which 
~\'~~~tc;,~~rv~~7~t *-lOO men. 

... Ibid. ch. 89. To ........ «o.!iy •• ·l."' •• 
" 1rcU, AIOA," .... -£U".'1rch.,.,ol. . 

•• , Herodotus calls the number 700,000 
(Iv. 87), Ctesi ... 800,000 (Etc. Per •. S 17). 

••• Herod. Iv. 88. 
... Ibid. ch. 93 • 
••• On the line of route followed br 

Darius, _ a paper In the JouNlal Of 
the (}eognJphical Society, vol, zxiv. pp. 
~et""qq. ••• H"roo. Iv. oa. 

••• Ibid. ch. 97. 
.• " Ibid. ch. 120. 
... See text, p. 882. 
... Herod. iv. 98, 186 • 
... Ibid. ch. 180. Herodotus RUppoaea 

that the Scythlans allowed Darius to 
make tbese captures; but It Is t .... more 
probable that they took place in spite 
of tbelr e1!orts to place all their cattle 
out of his reach. 

••• Ibid. ch .... 11l1! and 140. 
• 11 Herod. ch. 1:lS. 
• " Ibid. chs. 185 and 186. Ctesias, 

however, made the loss of D .... ius 
amount to 8:1.000 men. (Ere. Per •• S 17.) 

.11 Herod. iv. 188, 136-140. 

... Nakhah-i-R ... tam I'MCf"., p ..... 8, S 7. 
••• Herod. iv. 143. 
fl. Herod. v. 8. 

::: I~l~: :: ~g: Compare vii. 110. 
••• Dariushadeeen a Pmonlan woman 

of great beauty at SardiS, who bore a 
pitcher of water, led a horse, and span 
at tbe same time. His admiration of 
the Right induced bim, we are told, to 
requ.re the transportation of the whole 
people Into Asia lUnor. (Herod. v. 12-
14) 

... Comparetheexpressloos in Herod. 
v. 2. ad lin., and v. 10, ad lin. The latter 
~ qualifies the former • 

... Ibid. v. 17. • 

... Ibid. v. 18-20. 

... Ibid. v. 81; viii. 186. 

... Herod. v. 28. 

... Ibid. v. 115. 

... Ibid. chs. 28 and 27. 
U, ... Ibid. ch. 115. Compare chs. 4D and 

. ... Bv Strabo's time I':""',,na had he-
com" au &<;tual part of Persi... (:;trab. 

:n. a. § I. 2x.al,. a.,.. " ... .; 2011fT" ,.ipl/f 
yeyi..,.. ... -rij. 11.,....,6 ... ) . .1' Niebuhr. Vortrage, vol. i. PI'. 876-
877; Tbirlwall. vol. ii. pp. *17...009\ 
Grote. vol. iii. pp. 241-.1!44. 

... Herod. V. 11.24; 'rhueyd. vi. 59. 
• .. Herod. iv. 137; v. 11. Bp. Tool

wall eeems to me to go too far when h • 
says that the tyrants had be~o .. fOl""d 
upon the lonians b;V the Persians" (vol • 
ii. p. 210). Despot.c government grew 
up among the louian st.."tes quite inde
p'endentlyof the Persians (Herod. i. 20; 
iii. 89); and indeed eeems to have been 
the only form of government for which 
they were aa yet fitted (ib. iii. 143). 

Ii. No such union of their forces had 
ever taken place before. FI'Cm it the 
Greeks themselves may have first learnt 
their own strength, w bile at the salDI! 
time they acquired the habit of acting 
together • 

... Herod. iv. 137-142. 
• .. As son-io-Iaw of HistilllU9. Arlsta.

goras would naturally sympathize with 
ilie tyrants. -

... See Herod. v. 86, where HecatalUs 
represents pUl"e reason apart from pas
sion. 

• .. Ibid. v. 87 • 
... Ibid. v. 37, SS • 
... Ibid. ch. 51. It is scarcely conceiv

able iliat Aristagoras should really have 
proposed to t1.e Spartans a march 
agalDst SuS&. He may, however, have 

. SUJil'gested an attack on Sardi •• 
... Ibid. ch. 97. 0, M.A~ ..... ,.;;'v 'Ae.,-

"at .. ., lI!'icr, aft'O&.co&.. Compare i. 146; 
Strab. xiv. I, § 8. 

• .. Herod. v. 99 • 
... Ibid. ch. 97 • 
• .. Ibid ch. 99 • 
... Ibid. chs. 100-108. 
... As ilie Pe.'inthians. SelYlllbrians, 

and Byzantines. (Ibid. vi. 83.) 
• •• Ibid. v. -103. -
... Ibid. ch. 104. The revolt of C'yprus 

was especially important, as implying 
disaffection on t.he cart of a people 
mainl, Phamiciao n race (Scylax, 
Perip., 103: Theopomp. Fr.1l1: Apol
lodor. iii. 14, § 8). and wllh strong Phoe
nician sympathies (Herod. iii. 19). When 
0rprus revolted, the all"Jil'iance of Phoe
Dlela must have hung trembling in the 
balance. 

... The da .... of this Inroad Is fixed by 
Herod. vI. 40 to B.O. 495 or 496. The 
buminJil' of Sardis w ... in B.C. 499. 

• .. Herod. vii. 140. 
... Herodotus blames the Athenians 

for takinJil' any part in the Insurrection 
(v. 11'7), They are tar more open to blame 
for having withdrawn their support on 
the first check. Had Athens had the 
wisdom to give the war a hearty sup
port. she might have saved the ROil of 
Ellrnppan Greece from invatUoD . 

... He.'Cd. v. 11l1 • 

... Ihirl. eh. 116 . 
• ., Ih.d. chs. 1It>-121. 
• .. Ibid. ch. 12:a. 
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••• Ibid. ch. 128. 
••• Ibid. cbs. 124-126; Thucyd. Iv. 102. 
... Herod. vI. 6. 
... Ibid. ch. 8. The details are here 

interesting. as showing the relative Da
val strength of the several states. 
Chios sent the largest contingent, viz., 
100 ships; Miletus sent 80i Lesb08 .... 70; 
Bamas. 60; Teos, 17; Priene, 12; £ry
thrill 8; Myus and Phocssa, a each. 
Total. 858. The Dumber of ships on the 
Persian side was 600. 

... Ibid. cbs. 11 and I~. 
••• Ibid. cb. 18. It must be remarked, 

. ~~.:l'~~if:~~:e~ ~et::'::::.!'bo~J,';~~iZi 
and laziness. which would alone have 
ruined the cause • 

••• Ibid. cbs. 14 and 15. 
.oo Ibid. ch. 18. "7 Ibid. ch. llO. 
01" Herod. ch. 82. Da.i&cw 'fO~ nedecrt"4-

rov~ E~fT4"'''OI'', Il'«l ",oietl... AlIT' evopxion, 
ri.1'CU euvov)(ovS', leal. trap9fl'ovr TAr Il.aAAuT
rElIOUCT4C G.JlClCJ'1I'4(M"OV," ,.,tapa. !JfUT,Aic. 

••• Ibid. ch. 81. 
u, Ibid. ch. 88. This is probably the 

burning mentioned by Strabo (xiii. 1. 
S 22). which some suP.,osed to have been . 
a measure of precautlOD against & pos
sible invasion of Asia Minor by the 
Scytbiaus. 

• 71 Herod. vi. 41 . 
• 70 Ibid. v. 105; vi. 94. 
47. Ibid. vi. 48. 
47. Ibid. H~rodotus does not actually 

state tbat Mardonlll!l was 'nstructed to 
act as he did; but I cannot conceive 
that he could have ventured on making 
such a change without the royal sanc
tion. 

476 See text. p. 481. 
47' Herod. vi. 46. 47; Arrian. Fr. 11; 

Ellstath. ad. Dlonys. Perieg. I. 528. 

::= ff,rcL"!i.vi4~95~5·ACCOrdlng to He-
rodotus. this line of attack had been 
pointed out to the Persians by Aristsgo
ras. (Ibid. v. 81.) 

CT' Ibid. vI. 101. 
••• It has been thought unnecessary to 

give the details of this expedition,-which 
may be found in every history of !:treece, 
ami are known to most persons. For 

~h::'~~~t:':.~rf~ t~~ib:~~~~:"~e~ 
to the author's Herodotus. vol. iii. pp. 
4~'fI-486. 2nd edition. 

"1 H"rod. vi. 118. According to Cte
si ..... Datis w .... killed at Marathon. and 
the Athenians refused to gi\'e up his 
body. (E:tc. Pers. § 18.). It seems al-. 

. most impossible that thIS could· have 
happened without Herodotus becoming 
aware of It. 

••• Herod. va 1. 
tea Ibid. 

.••• Ibid. vii. I. 
••• Ibid. chs. 2-4. 
••• ThiS Is implied In the statement ot 

Herodotus (I. 200). that Darius was 20 
fears of age In the last year of (1yrus, 

which was B.O. 529. Cteslas, however, 
made Darius live 7"l years, and .... ign 81 • 
(Ere. Per •. § 19.) 

•• 7 See particularly Mnre, Litl!rat ..... 
of Greece. vol. Iv. p. 4;6. 

• •• Such as Megabuus. Otanes. Hy
meas (Herod. v. 116, 122), Maroouiu ... and 
others. 

... See especially Ule Behistun Ira
~~ti.".. col. Ii. par. 6 to par. 12. 

•• Herod. vii. 2. 4. 
... See the anecdotes told of him by 

Herodotus (iii. 160; i •. 143) • 
48' Ibid. iii. 140; v. 11; vi. 80 • 
, •• Ibid. Iv. 204; vi. 20. 119 . 
••• See the cases of Intaphemes (He

rod. iii. 119); Ormtes (iii. 1:!7, 128); (Eo
bazus (iv. 84); Aryandes (iv. 166): and 
Sandoces (vii. 194) ... hich last instance 
illustrates at once the severity and the 
clemency of the monarch. 

... Herod. vii. 2. Com.,.re L 208. 

... One of the main objects ot the law 
was probably to secure the succession 
to an adult. competent to govem. As 
Darius did not marry Atossa till BC. 621 
(Herod. iii. 88). and the Scythian "XJ18-
dition was at latest In B.O. 50;. Xerxes 
could not at that time have been more 
than 18 years old. 

foP' Herod. vii 2 . 
.,8·K yfl.p. A'fOG"G"A etxe ,.0 .. a.., I(p • .,.. 

Herod. VIi. 8 . 
••• I.e. The eldest son bom to Darius 

after be became king. 
aoo Herod. vii. 5. 
.01 See text. pp. 484, 485. 
"" Herod. viJ. 6. 
••• Ibid. Herodotus assigns co~sider

able weight to the intluence ot Ones!-

~:;a:~.., 'l,~I'i;:~~~rWi~h~~mt~ 
Susa; but it is not likelr that X"l'xes 
would have put much f&th in the ora
cl". ot idolat"rs. 

& •• Demaratus is not mentioned /\!Dung 
those who encouraged the ~tion; 
but he probably hoped something from 
it. (See Herod. vii. 285.) 

••• Ibid. vii. 18. 19. If there is any 
truth in the story told by Herodotus 
of Xerxes' dreams. and the vision Been 
by Artabanus (vii. 12-18), they mus' 
have been the result <If contrivan.,.,..... 
contrivance which would imply that the 
ofllcers about the court favored the ex-
pechti • 

aOI ~c!};,.o E+pOVTI.'OV, OUl" ",it A~i"'o""o.., 
'Ii,., wparepov YOOFLEVCI)JI' ill n""l1 rijlie. p.lJ&i 
iAUfTf10J "POVltTJ}crop.... 'UI/GIU. DipUUa,. 
(Herod. vii. 8. § I.) 

•• T Ibid. § 2. Compare clIs. 5, 9, and 11. 
• •• Ibid. ch.7 . 
••• Ctesias. Exc. Per •. §§ 2" 22. 
... Ibid. § 22. Compare Herod. L ISS; 

Strab. xvi. I, I Ii; ~.rrian, Exp. AI..., . 
vii. 17; lEIian, Var. Hist. lri.ii. 8. AI'
rian places th" destruc.tion of the Baby
lonian temples after the expedition to 
Ol"tAeCe (on EIC rij~ ·EAAQ.&o~ Otr'iC1Cd o:fre .. ·o· 
vnr .... ); but Gtesias outweighs Lhilliate 
authority. 
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, .. Herod. "I. 110. 'Etrl 'f'i",,",... ..... 
w.1jpec trfJ(HIp'f'Crr .... ,.. .. ,. n a ... nL .pO.. 

~Iti~t 
'" Ibid. Compare cbs. 111 &lid 28. 
II. Ibid. ch. 21. 
, .. hcb71. Pen. 143-8411; Herod. vii. ... 
... Herod. ...n. 97, ad fin. 
, .. Ibid. ch. 116. 
"' Thlrlwall. H;'forJ/ 01 ~ yol U. 

po. liS!, I/.'Il!: Herod. 'IiI. M. -.u See ten, p.4i7; Herod.ly. 88. 
••• See ten, pp. 885, 836. 
'" Papyrus and hemp intermhed, lD 

the proportion of two IItrands of the 
tormer t.o one or the latter. (Herod. 
...n.II6.) 

'II The ordinary PersiaD river-bridges 
were Bingle. (Xen. Anal>. L II, I ~.i ii. 4, 
I M.) So were the bridges 01 lJarina 
&croII8 the Bospborua (Herod. iv. 87, 
88) and the Danube (ibid. cb. 117). Tbe 
only double bridge wbl4lb I find men· 
tloned beside tbls across the Hellespont 
was thrown by Xerxes' onlers at this 
.... e time over the StI'JUlon. (Herod. 
YII. M and 114.1 
"' .,...y,.os ...... "... Iv.... (Herod. 

...n.86.1 
, •• .&cbyL Pen. 71. BoA""..,.... •• 

",..,,.a . 
... ThIs would have been II easy" in the 

opinion ':.'a!~~w:t::.:Jow~ 
~ of embarking and disembarking 
a million or men. with the necessary 
..,.,.,mpaniment of baggage, and with 
IkJO,OOO or 800,000 anlmaI8=-horses, mules, =- and cameJa-would .-lIy .have 

, •• A delay of three or tour weeks lD 
one p\aoe would almost oertain\y have 

~""c!:ra:e:~':':n~fr':=': 
are under a neceality or oonstant moY&
ment . 

••• Herod. vii. lIII. 
, •• The story of the Hellespontian 

Greek who, on witnessing the passage 
or the armv over the bridge, adaressed 
Xerzes &8 .1 Zeus," is perhaps not true; 
hut It exp.- very forcibly the ell_ 
OD men's minds or the grand w&3 in 
wb\ch ever"YthinJlr waa done. 

as. Leake, Noriha"ll. Greece, iii. p. 1~; 
Bowen, Mau"t AthoIJ, p. 58. 

II. See a paper by Captain Spratt lD 
the Jou.....u 01 the Geographi<:al Society, 
'OO\. IVii., from whleb the chart (see PI. 
LXI~_tiog the preeent Btate of 
the &lid the adJacent country is 
lalren. 

'Il Herod. vii. B&. . 
.,. Tbe l'ractloe of dragging ships 

across 1stIimusea, with or without an 
artillcial run or groove, became common 
in GI'f'E<l8 about 60 or 60 year!I later ' 
(Tbucrd. ill. 81; iv. 8i.~');. but there is j' 
DO IIVldenoe tW ........ c;oIqllllllloed at 
1Ibl8 pII'Iod. . 

, .. See Herod. vB. 85; and compare 
the remarks or Mr. Grote (HistoTII 01 
~ vol. iii. pp. 87l!i. 873). Tbe suI). 
j~:. ~e~~ to ereatter. 

I .. Ibid. 00 26. 
... Mr. Grote (ilL p. 8S7) makes the 

nations forty-slx, and professes 110 
enumerate them, but gives only forty 
names. Herodotus gave 49 and now 
gives 48. One name (vii. 76, ad init.) 
is lost; and one (Caspeirl, vii. 86) is 
probably corrupt. The remaining 47 
are the following: Persians, Medes, 
Cissians, H~ians, Assyrians, Chal· 
dlBans, Bactrians, Sacal, Indiana,-Ar!ans, 
Partbians.t Choraamians, Sogdians, Gao· 
darians, lJ8.(\iC&!, Casl'iana, ~s, 
P&etyes, Utians, Myc.&nS, ).~anca.wans, 
Arabs, Ethiopians or AIrica, EthIo
pians of Asia, Libyans, Paphlagonians, 
Matienians, Ligyes, Mariandynians, 
Cappadociaus,~ Phrygians, Armenians, 
Lydians, l\I.ysians, Asiatic Thracians, 
CabaIians, . Mi\yans, Moschians, Tibs
renians, Macronians, MosynOlcians, 
M Clolchlans A\arodiaruj, Sapelri· ~~= ~ders, and SagartiMs.-(il-;.o;r.-vii. 61-aD, and 8[;,) 

II. Herod. vii. 184 • 
II. Ibid. ch. 60. 
II. See ten, pp. 828, 329. 14' The 47 nations, who, according to 

Herodotus, furnished the foot. were 
marshalled in 28 bodies, under 28 com· 
manders. 

III Herod. vit (0, 41. 
... Ibid. ch. 88. 14. Herod. 00. 4ll. 
... Ibid. ch. 48 • 
... Ibid. vii. 58, 1M. 1l!'7, 196, &:c. 
I •• On the possibility of streams \Ike 

theScamanderpro~ inwfflclentto 
supply the host with drinkable water, 
see Mr. Grote's Historr of Cireece, voL ... 884. 
~R' Herod. vii. 48, ad fin. 

• •• Ibid. eb. 44. 
, .. Tbe conversation between Xerxes 

and Artabanus..f!:nen by Herodotus (Yii. 
46-62) has no . to be regarded &8 
historica1. ' 

I •• lEscbyl. Pers. '12, 73. z~. 0.,... 
.t./JaAWF «v:(ev& trOYr'OV. 

III Herod. vii. 44. On the superiority 
of the Sldonian ships, _ a\sO cbs. Oil 
and 100. 

""lbid.ch. ~ 
, .. Ibid. eb. M. 
, .. Ibid. ch. 56. 
I .. Ibid. eb. 1l!l. 

H:~~vii. ~1~: 1132; and compare 
I .. Herod. vii. 110, 115, 122, 128, &:c. 
II. Col. Mure has denied that the 

anima\s intended coitld be really lions, 
and has BUggeSted that th,,:t were .. BOme 
species of Iym< or wild-cat. ' (Literature 
uj Ii'''''''''', voL iv. p. 40.\1.) But Aristotle, 
who belon~ t.o this district. and waa 
-.n 8J;oelleIIl ~ JIJIIke. U. liou • 
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Dative of the tract (Hut . .A ... vi. 81; viii. 
28); and Pliny repeats his statement (H. 
N. viii. 17). 

••• Herod. vU. 181. 
••• The visit of Xerxes to the pass of 

Tempe (Herod. vii. 128, 180) was prob
ably connected with a desire to reoon
lIOitre. 

::~ :::td~ :u~.. (Herod. vU. 131.) 

••• lbid. vii. 132. 
... lbid. cbs. 128-180. 
••• Ibid. cbs. 1116-801 • 
... lbid. cb •• 1'12-174. 
• ., Mr. Grote suggests that It might 

~~J:tra~:a ~t! &=-~ (r;is~::;':-~ 
GTeece, vol. iii. p. 418). But the heights 
of Olvmpus were in the hands of the 
MlUl!ldowanB, and those once gained the 
hoot could have deBCellded by half a 
dozen dilIerent routes. 

... The usual retinue seems to have 
been Beven helots to each Spartan. 
(Herod. ix. 10.) If this was tlie pro-

We:;~n th~~~.rthi:"~EKn~ th~ 
2100. Herodotus, while mentioning the 
presence of helots (vii. 229, viii. 26), 
omits tbem from his list of troops 
(cbs. 202, 2(3). 

... Isocrat. Paneg.:r:xv. S 90. Compare 
'Diod. Sic. xi. 4, § 5, where tbe Laceda>
monlans are reckoned at 1000. 

010 Herod. vii. 202. 
.T' lbid. cb. 208; Dlod. Sic. xi. 4, S 7. 

~lIJlCc€lI)" oil 1I'0A" Ae&.'fI'O,u.fVOl N., " .. ,\low. 
.TO Diod. Sic. I. s. c. Herodotus says 

the Locrians of Opus came with all their 
force (TrtlllaTpo.Till): andPausanias makes 
their contingent 6000 (x. 20, S 2). 

." Herod. vii. 202. DiodorUB adds 
1000 Malians (1. s. c.). 

.,. Herod. vii. 176, 200. The chart (see 
PI. LXll.) exhibits at one view both the 
ancient and the modern condition of the 
pass . 

• ,. Herodotus represents the delay as 

~fx~o~'fth~~o~g~:~~ 
tV;:~~~ ro~t ~ Istl:~":vEI~baJ'lrt = 
been present, might eittier have !railed 
the Greeks with missiles on theIr un
e:uarded tlank, or have landed a force 
Tn their rear. I,. Herod. vii. 210, 211. Diodorus ssys 
the tlrst attack was made by Medea, C. 
sians, and SaCQl (xi. 7, S 2). 

." Herod. vU. 211 • 

.,. Diod. Sio. xi. 7, § S. 

." Herod. vii. 212; "Diod. Sic. xi. 8. 
61. Herod. vii. 216. No suftlclent data 

exists for JayinJr down the exact line of 
this path. ln the accompanying cbart 
Col. Leake's vlewB are, generally BpeakInf.' followed . 

• , lbid. cb. 1711. 
••• Ibid. cb. 217. The chief error of 

Leonidas at ThermopyllB appears to 
have been the insutllolent defence of this 
pathway, Tw9 ~ ~ thousan<i ~ 

could probably have defended the pass 
below as well as 9000, so that 6000 or 
7000 might have been spared for ths 

he.~h:erod. vU.218. . 
••• Ibid. ch. 219. 
••• The number which remained was 

probably between 4000 and 5000, con
sisting of the Spartans~ r..cedremonians, 
Helots, Thespians, TheO&llB, and psrhaps 
th:.~iicerue&D!!. (See Pa\lllQD. L B. c.) . ..T Ib~~viJ.n24. 228-225, and 283 • 

• •• The entire population of Greece, 
Inclu~ the parts already conquerea 
by Pel'll18, Is estimated by Clinton a' 
little more than 8~ millions. (F. H. 
voL ii p. 524~ Tliat of the Persian 
=:a~ot ve been less than forty 

••• Herod. vU. 188-198. 
• .. Herod. viii 6 • 
... lbid. cb. 7. 
"" lbid. cbs. 10-17. 

~:;:ro"=::'~IW:~~ 
tween Cape Sepias and Salamis counter
balance tile whole loss both by storm and 
battle (viii. 66). But as the loss amounted 
to 650 ships at the least. it is quite impos
sible that he can have been correctly in
tormed. The only additions the tleet re
ceived were from a few cities on the 
Euripus, from CaryBtUB, and from some 
of tile western Cyclades, as Andros and 
Tenos. The contribution thus obtained 
must have been insignitlcant. (See the 
author's HerodotUll. vol. iv. p. 266, note 
4, 2nd edition.) 

... Herod. viii. 21, 40. 

... Ibid. cbs. 81-84, end 50. During this 
march (Herod. viii &HID), or possibly 
the next year (Ctesias, Ere. Per •. § 27), 
a detaclrinent was sent to 'plunder the 
temple of Apollo at Delphi, whicb was 
roughly handled by the })eIphians, and 
forced to retire. 

••• Herod. viii 41 • 
... Ibid. cbs. 51-64. The Il"BCle which 

bade Athens .. trust in her ""uden walls" 
was thought by some to intend the »&Ii
Bade whicb surrounded the Acropolis. 

... Herod. vii. 5, 8; viii 68, § I, sub.lln. 

... Ibid. viii. 66, 
••• Ibid. cb. 71. 
'.'lbid. cbB. 56-68, and 74. ..0 There· can be no doubt that the 

views which Herodotus makes Artemisia 
express (viii.68. § 2) were perfectly sound. 
Whether she reaDy expressed them or 

n<:.~ Ch~: u~f Themistocles: 
.t Bi ,,«UTa.,..ir 'II'Oc:r1crel.~, ';'Iolei~ P.EII • . • 
ICOIolI.EV#!e9a ef :1ip .. JI riJv ell "baA .. ,. (Herod. 
viii. 62.) Compare the actuR! conduct 
of the PhGCalQllS (Herod. I. 165) and the 
Teians (ib. i. 168); and the proposal of 
Aristagoras (ib. v. 124' • 

••• Napoleon I. (See FoucM,M<'moi,... .. , 
tom. l p. 293; Las Casas, Jle,~ a. 
8ainte-Helffle, tom. iii p.848.) . 

... Herod. viii. 641. 
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•• Ibid. ch. '10. 
... Dlod. Sic. :do 17, f II; .JEschy1. Per •• 

11170 •. 
••• Herod. "VIIl. 'III; lEschyl. hr •. n. 857-

86l!. Tbe intelligence is said to have 
been sent by Tbemistocles . 

••• Herod. vW. 76. On the real charao
ter of the movementB which preceded the 
battle of SaJamls, see the author's H,.. 
rodot .... vol. iv. p. 268, note 10, 2nd edi
tion. 

on A!'BcbyL Per&. 11. 876-885; Herod. 
YW. '18-88. 

.11 Herod. viII. 84. ·A ... y.,.1 ...... , ae tr4>' 
• II t" I «(I. ."e«4 ... ,.0 oi. ~o.pfJa.po ... 

... A!'Bchylus made the number 1207. 
(hr •. IL 843-846.) So Herodotus, by 1m
~:n (viiL 66, compared with vii. 89). 

said It exceeded a thousand. 
(Ezc. hr •. 1116.) 

... A!'Bch. Per •• I. 868. 
m Herod. vUL 84; lEsch. Per •• 11. 411-

418. 
, .1I Herod. L •. Co On the Importance 
of this story, &8 indicating the hesitation 
of . the GreeKII at first, see Mr. Grote's 
History of Gffece, vol. UL p. 478. 

II. lEocb. Per •• 11. 414, 415. Ta .. ~ 
po'" lit ;.v,.. D!pG"urov .... pO'TOV awn" .... 
Compa.re Dlod. Slo.m. 19,Jf 1, ll. 

• n lEsch. P ...... IL 417, 4lK 
II. Herod. vUL 89, ad fin. 
... lEach. Per •• IL 419, 420. 
... Ctes. Ezc. Per.. ,116. Dlodorus 

san .. above 1lOO" (:do 19, I 8.) 
h' Herod. vW. 111 • 
• 11 .lEsch. Per •. IL 4Il6-428. 
... Hprod. vHf. 97. 
... Ibid. oh. 107. 
... ibid. oh. llB. 
... DAYj80c ilt"PL'f'OP trrpat"oii. .tEsch. 

Per •. L 799. Herodotus tells us that Mar
doniua selected the entire contingentB of 
the Persians, Med.... Sacal, Bactrians, 
and Indians, while from the remainder 
of the troops he chose out certain 1ndJ. 
vldual8. 

lit Herod. YW. 1111. .JEschylus adds to 
this that there was a great disaster at 
the paseage of the Strymon, which the 
armyattampted to C1'088 upon the newl,y 
fonned Ice. (Per •• IL 49!h509.) 

... For two 8COOuntB of the return, see 
Herod. vlU. ll7-11lI. Compare Justin, IL 

18l.~'H:~: :ill.8fi7. 
... Ibid. ch. 100, ad fin. 
." Tbe 40,000 were a portion of the 

troops selected by Mardonlus (see above, 
note 626), which bad served as an escort 
to Xerxes &8 far as the Hellespont. 
(Herod. viU. 100.) 

... Ibid. ch. 129. Compare 1%. 1. 
::: I~l~: :.'&.186, 140-144. 
... Ibid. ch. 19. 
II. Ibid. ch. 11. 
... See the remarkB of Btl. ThlrlwaD 

on the probable time of tbe death of 
Cleombrotua. (History 01 (/1'oeoe, vo1. IL 

Po ~a=.~d lt~·) . 

• •• Ibid. cha. 10 and 28 . 
• •• Ibid. cbs. 19 and 28. The Pelopou. 

nesian troops at Pla_. exclusive of the 
Spartans, amounted to 27,000. 

... Sixteen thousand Athenians (with 
lllOO Platalans) and six thousand Megan. 

~:n~~~ l'x~~I~~ 28T~ movement 
was :Judicious. It placed the Persians In 
a friendl,y country, abounding with for
age, gave them a plain and gentle slop.,. 
on which to manalUvre, and put the 
strong town of Thebes close ill their 
rear. . 

141 Herod. ix. 19. -Ellli. riif l,.,rfJJpffi'lr; TOU 
X"Clt.pcOVOI. 

••• Ibid. ch. BO. 
• .. Besides his 800,000 native troops, 

Mardonlus had the services of perhaps 
50,000 Greek al1%illaries. (Herod. ix. lW, 
suo lin.) 

.oo See the author's Herodotus, vol. iii. 
pp.481482. 

::~ ~~ch~50~' 89, 40, 49. 
. • .. Ibid. ch. 611. The Tegeatoe, who 
alone remained firm, must be regarded 
as formiDg almost a part of the Spartan 
force. 

••• Amompharetus. (See Herod. ix • 
~7.) 

.., ibid. oha. 59, 60 • 
• .. Ibid. cha. 61 to 70 • 
... lEscbyl. p., .•. ll. 81Z-814; Herod. ix. 

70. It is Impoeslble, however, to believe 
the statement of thlS latter writer, that 
of the 800,000 Asiatics only 48,000 sur
vived the battle. Diodorus, who putB 
the slain at .. eomething more than 100,-
000" (m. /Ill, § 5), taxes our credulity qnlte 
auftlciently. . 

••• Herod. iJt. 66., 
••• FIfty thousand Sparta,QB L&<ledl& 

monlan~, jl.Dd Helots, 8000 Teg;,.tm, and 
16000 Amenians. Total, 69000. 

~~. Byzan.tium till B:O. 478 (Thucrd. f. 
94), Elon till B.O. 477 (lb. 1. 98); Dor,scus, 
apparently till B.O. 450, or even later. 
(Herod. vii. 106.) 

.It Doriscus was to the Persians under 
Xerxes and Artexerxes what Calais was 
to England from the time of Henry VI • 
to that of Mary,-tbe sign of paSt and 
the supposed means of future conquest. 

• •• Herod. i:L 90-106; Thucyd. 1. 89 . 
... Mr. Grote maintains (History oJ 

Greece, vol. iv. p. 87, note) that Athens 
undertook this protection from the data 
of tbe confederacy of Delos (B.O. 477). 
and that the maritime conti ...... t<il 
Greeks, or at least those of the He\le 
spont, lEalia, and Ionia, were deta.chBl 
from the Persian empire from that year: 
He meetB the statement of Herodot~ 
that the continental cities of Ionia con • 
tinued to be taxed In his day accordJnl! 
to the taxin~ of ArtBpbernes (vi. 42) by 
supposing that" rating" and not .. pay
ment" is Intended-a very forced ex
planation; while he entirely fails to meet 
the decisive statement of Thucrdidea (L 
186), tIw.t ThemietoeleB was llliSlgDed b7 . 
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Arta.xerxes the revenues of !llyus and 
Lamp!l&<lUB, two maritime towns, in B.O. 
465 • 

••• See text, p. 505. 
'" Herod. vii. 107; Thucyd. L 98; Plut. 

Vito Ci .... C. 7. 
••• Herod. vii. 106. 
••• Plutarch makes the number 200 

(Vit. Cilll. C. 12); but he may be cor
rected from Dlodorus (xi. 60, S 8), whose 
account is more circumstanti&L 

••• Dlod. Sic. Xl. 60, S D. 
00. The number is variously etated: at 

600 by Phanodemus (ap. Plut. Vito Cim. 
1. B. c.), at 850 by Epliorus (ibid.); and 
by Diooorus (xi. 60 t 6) at 840. 

••• Thucyd. i. 100; Plut. Vito Cim. C. 
12, 18. Diodorus strangely places the sea
fight at Cyprus • 

• 07 Thucyd. 1. B. C. Plutarch says 200 
were taken, and many others destroyed. 
(Vit. Cim. C. 12.) 

••• Plut. Vito Cim. C. 18. 
... Diod. Sic. xi. 60, § 7; 62. S 1. The 

number of vessels in the second passage 
(340) is evidently an ex8fl"I!"ration. 

17. The later ClreekwnterB confuse the 
battles of the Eurymedon (s.o. (66) and 
of Cnlrus (s.c. (49) in a way that is truly 
perpleXing. Plutarch makes the peace 
of Callias follow on the Eurymedon bat
tle (Vit. Cim. C. 18). Diodorus Jllaces 
half the Euryinedon battle at \.,'YJlrUB 
(see above, note 666), and aPl?lies to It an 
inscription which must certainly have 1"&
terred to the later victory (xi. 62/18. 0'8. 
'Yu,. il.· Kvft'P'fl MJjeSovi t'l'o'\'\ov~ O"i(Ta.VTE~. 
". T. A.) Thucydides and probability are 
our best guides • 

• ,. Herod. ix. 109. • A"~.,,.p,. ;, SEPt ... 
yu";. Ctas. Exc. Per •. § 20. 

07. Herodotus makesnerthe daughter 
of Otanes (vii, 61), Ctesias, of Onophas 
(Anaphes), the son of Otanes·(Ere. Per •• 
520). 

0" See the story (told with full details 
by Herodotus,. ix. 108-118), which ends 
with the dea&ll of !IIa.sistea, Xerxes' 
brother, and a number of his SODS, 
Xerxes' neJ,lhews. 

... Amy tIS •• wife of· Megabyzus, the 
gramison of megabyzus the Conspirator 
(Otes. Ere. Pet· •• S 28l. 

07' On the power of ~e eunuchs under 
Xerxes, see Herod. Vlll. 104, 106; Ctas. 
Err. Per •. IS 20, 27, 29. 

0'/1 Diod. Sic. xi. 6~, S 1; Plut. Vito 
Th"'''ist. C. 27. Accorruug to Diodorus, 
Artabanus was a HlIrcanian.. (See note 

~hc::~!:,~~~q;i~~n~~'t) & C. 
(Compare note 841, Chapter ill.l 

ITO Ctes. Exc. p",· •• § 29; Diod. Sic. xl. 
lID,12. .f. Herod. vll. 106, 287; viiL G9. 

•• 0 Ibid. vil. 186. 
•• , Ibid. vil. 1>-7. 12, 1R; ix. 109. 
••• Ibid. vii. SiI, (1\,212. 288; vill. 00. 
••• See text, pp. 4<>7-489. 
••• Both the propylssa and the stair

case bear inscriptions of Xerxes (see 
tat. JUl. 885, 886, and 8111). 

••• The inscription of Artaxerxes !lin&
mon expressly ascribes tbe erection of 
the Susmn palace to Darius (see text, p; 
474); and the exact resemblance of the 
chief building there to the Chehl Minar 
at Persepolis makes it almost certain that 
th"l. are both of the same date . 

• • Ctes. Exc. Pers. I 20. Compare 
Diod. Sic. xi. 69, S 2,who,nowever, makes 
Hystaspes the youngest of the three 
sona. Justin knows of two SODS only, 
Darius and Artaxerxes (iii. 1). 

'.7 Diod. Sic. L S. c. 
... Ctes. Exc. Pers. § 29; Diod. Sic. xl. 

69, Sf 3-0. 
... },'useb. Chron. Can.. Ii. p. 888; Syn

cell. p. 162, C. 
••• Accordint'!: to Diodorus he assaulted 

Arta.xerxes WIth a drawn sword, and 
actually wounded him (xi. 69, 5 5). 

... ctea. Exc. Per •. S SO. TIiis writer, 
IIIII8.Il as is his claim to either honesty or 
critical acumen, becomes henceforth our 
best authority. He is approaching now 
to tim ... contemporary With his own, and 
is freed from the temptation to contra 
dict Herodotus and Thucydides. 

·"lbid. L·B. c. 
••• Ctesias perve!'!lely calls the satrap 

of Bactria .. another Artapanus" (5 81). 
But we can IICBl'OOly be wrong in con
necting the Bactrian revolt with the fact 
related by Diodorus, that Hystaspes 
held the Bactrian satrapy. (Diod. Sic:xi.. 
69 5 ft) 

l .. Diodorus connects the revolt of 
EeTIlt with tbe disturbances consequent 
ontlie deatb of Darius (xi. 71, S 8); but 
it did not break out till five yea.no 
later • 

••• Inarus was the son of a Psamatik 
(Thucyd. I. 1(4). 

... Ctesias dot'S not name ~UB, 
but probably intends him bft the • EgyJ>-= :hh ~~ r.::ci~~o 1,~:~~: 
tral n-epov A,yva-ri'ov rill' ci.ft'OC7TacrC.P ".eAenj-
"''''''' ... § Bt) . 

• OT Herod. vii.7. CtesiasfLs.c.)makes 
Artaxerxes send AcIllemenes (whom he 
calls Achlll1l1enides) to put down the 1"&
volt; but I ~tber from Herodotus that 
he was resident satrap of Egypt wben 
tbe revolt commenced. Diodorus (xi. 74) 
follows Ctesias. 

••• Herod. Iii. 12, ad fin. 
... Ctes. Exc. Pers. § 82. 
, •• Ibid. Compare Thuycd. L 104. To. 

1fOTa.J.l.OV Irpa.TOUI'TES_ 
,., Thucyd. L s. c.; Diod. Sic. r. 74, 

§ }o. Thucyd. I. 109; Diod. Sic. xi. 74, § 5. 
, .. Ctesias estimates the army of Me

gabyzus at 600,000 men-800,OOO of whom 
he found in EgyJ?t on his arrival, while 
200,000 accompawed him into the coun
try (§ 88). Diodorus makes the torre 
which Megabyzus took with him .. " .... "'.1 
800,000 (xi. 75, § 1). He also gives him IJI,'I' 
triremes (5 2). . 

'0' Herod. ill. 160; Tllw;yd. L lOO.. 
- 'l'huQJd. L B. II. 
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fl' Herod. U. 41. 
'0' Tbucyd. L 109; Diod. Sic. :d. '1'1, 

12. 
,.. Tbucyd. L 110. 
'00 Ibid. 

It';: ~.;:It't!"t:o~cIl~~Whd~ "the;; 
.... tement of Cteeias thatlnarus surren
dered upon terms t.; JIlegabyzus; but 
perhaps, bad we a full account of the 
lacts, we should 1lnd that they embraoed 
both Incidents. 

71l Herod. Ii. 140; Tbucyd. L B. C. 71' Thucyd. I. 112. 
m Ibid. I. B. c.; DlocL Sic :dL 8, I 1; 

Pluto Vito Oim. C. 18 • 
... Plut. Vito Cim. c. 19. 
'II Diod. Sic. xli. 8, 5 2. 
, .. Ibid. 5 8. Compare the inscription 

on the spoiIB (Diod. Sic. xi. 62, I 3), 
which must cert&Inly have been thoee 
from this battle. 

717 Thucyd. L 112; D1od. Sic. xii. 8, 14. ., 71. See the arguments of Mr. Grote on 
the reality of the .. Peace of Callias" 
iHi.tory 0/ Greece, vol. Iv. pp. 85-90) 
which has been Impugned by Thlrlwali 
(HiBtory of Greece, vol. lIi. pp. 87, 88), 
Dahlmann (Ueberdenkimon1.8Chenli'rie
den), Manso (Sparta, voL Iii. p. 471), and 
others . 

... Ctas. &C. Per •. U 87-39. 
no See text, pp. 464, 465. 
... Ctas. Ezc. PerIJ. 1 41. 

CI~~'l::,~cl!i ~;:e If!. t~ ~~ t;!;~~~ 
SamianB, a rupture between Athens and 
Persia must of necessity have taken 
place. It seems, however, that the lieet 
never made Its appearance. 

71. Ctas. Ezc. Per .. i 43. Compare 
Herod. iii. 160. 

n. Pluto Vito .Arttu. C. L; Dlod. Sic. Iz. 
'11. Sll. 2. 

n. Justin says that he W&8 quite a boy, 
"Imer admodum" (iii. 1). 
III Ctas. &C. Per •• 186. 
m Ibid. " 28 and 42. 
n. See especially his behavior to Ne

hemis.h, who was his cupbearer (Nehem. 
II. 2-8). Compare Ezra vii. 11-26 •. 

n. The only Persian building with 
which we can at all connect this Artax
erxes (Longimallus) is the palace at 
Susa, which he Is said In an inscription 
(It the passage Is rightly rendered) to 
have" repaired." (Loftus, Chaid<Ea and 
Sunana, p. 872.) 

TOO Herod. vii. 114; etas. Ezc. Per •• 
55 88, 42, and 48. 

71. See text, p. 501. 

::: fb\~t I~co. Per •. 144. 
n. Ibid. § 45. Becydlanus Is the form 

URed by Coosl&8. Dlodorus gives Bog
dianUB (xii. 71.) 80 also Manetho (ap. 
EII-ab. Ckron. CGn. I. 21). 

'II Six months and fifteen days. (etas. 
Bu. Per •. 148, ad fin.) 

n. Ibid. Ii 49. Ochul W&8 mentioned 
IUlder \.he name at Darius Ochus by 

JIlanetho. (Clem. Alex. Cohort. ad Gent. 
56.) 

, .. Ctee. Ezc. Per •. § 44. 
"·Ibid. Compare Plut. Vito .Art_. 

c.l. 
... Ctas. Ezc. Per •• §S 50 and 51 • 
••• Tlssaphernes lirst appears as sa

trap of Lydia, in B.C. 413 (Thucyd. viii • 
6). That Pissuthnes had not very long 
been removed may be conjectured from 
the position occupied by hiS son AmorgeB 
(ibid.). 
'" He was satrap before B.C. 440. 

(Tbucyd. i. 115.) 
7U 'fhe royal names are rarely, if ever, 

borne by persons not belonging to the 
rel1ning family. 

, • (''tea. &C. Per •. § 52. 
... Thucyd. viii. 5, 19, and 26. He was 

captured by Tissaphernes and the Pelo
pODllesian Greek8 in B C. 412. 

, .. See Thucyd. viii. 5. 6. 
... Ibid. viii. 18. The subsequent 

treaties (ibid. chs. 37 and 58) very slight
ly modified the original agreement. 

.. , See especia IJy Arrian, E:J;p • .Al~. l 
14. 

... Compare some good remarks of 
Mr. Grote (HistfYl'// 0/ Greece, vol. v. p. 
857) • 

... PharnabazuB had begun to trim 
the scales and Incline towards Athens 
before the appearance of Cyrus. (Xen • 
Hellen. i. 8. S§ 8-18.) 

, •• See Thirlwall, History of Greece, 
vol. iv. p. 106. Mr. Grote, on the con
trary, regards Cyrus as tree at this time 
tram personal views, and as honestly 
bent on ruining Athens, because she was 
the great enemy of Perala. (History Of 
Greece, vol. v. p. 472.) 76. Xen. Helf. Ii. 1, §§ 10-12. 

••• The suspicion that some of the 
Athenian generals at )Egos-Potami were 
bribed by Lysander to betray their trust 
(Grote. vol. v. p. 646) can neither be 
proved nor refuted. I myself incline to 
believe in their guilt. 76' Xen. Hel!. i. 5, S 8; ii. 1, 5 14. 

• .. See text, p. 614. 
... Heeren, Ma1llUal 0/ .Ancient Histo

ry, ii. § 38, p. 106, E. T.; Clinton, F(Jllti. 
Hellenici. vol. ii. p. 87. 

... Euseb. ekron. Can. II. p. 842. 

... Ap. Euseb. ekron. Can. i. 20, p. 
106. By assigning to Darius Nothus, as 
king of Egypt, the full term of 19 years, 
Manetho lixes the revolt to B.C. 405. 

n. The six years' rAiga of AmyrtseUB, 
which constitutes Manetho's 28th dy-

~~trsJ.~~U,:;o:~~~U:~.~:~b~ 
Ing thus a reign contemporary with a 
portion of the l!7th dynas~y. It is Ma.
netho's wont thus to exhibit contempo
rary reigns. The Old Chronicle. on the' 
.other hand, which Is more strictly chro
nological, omits the reign of Amyrtalus. 
(See the author's HerodoNB, vol. ii. p. 
842, nnte 6, 2nd edition.) 

'M Diodorua hall .. notice 01. FQptlaa 
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troubles in the ;rear B.a. 410 (xiII. 46, § 6). 
He has also a kmg Psammetichus In B.C. 
400 (xiv. 86, § 3), a descendant of the old 
Psamatiks, wbo is unknown to Manetho. 
It DJay be conjectured that tbe rebellion 
of Egypt was now, as usu&!. accompa· 
nied by disintegration, and thatdi1ferent 
kings reigned in different p&rts of the 
country. 

7 •• Xen. Hell. I. 2, S 19. 
• 01 The authority for the story is Cte

sias (Exc. per •. $5 52,57), who was at the 
Persian court within a few years of the 
occurrences. 

7O' Idernes Is the form which Cteslas 
Uses instead of the Hydarnes of Hero
dotus. (See Exc. p", .•. § 14.) Persian 

!'~':o=~h':.:r;e tg~thJ=~~i.::~ 
son, Hydarnes. (Herod. vii. 83.) 

7O' Terituchmes is said to have killed 
87 of his assailants with his own hand. 
(ates. Exc. Per •. § 54.) 

7O' Ibid. § 56. Compare Pluto Vito Ar
taa:.c.2. 

••• Ibid. § 57. 
... Artaxares. ;See Ctes. &c. Per •• 

I ~~T Ibid. § 49. 'Exp~TO 6. "",./10';1.", ,. .. _ 

At,::: md.'V(1;:.'. 
••• Ibid. Is 58 and 57. 
". Not only was each satrap now, as 

a. matter of course, made commandant 
(see text, p. 472), but satrapies were 
uuited; and two or th .... e committed to 
a single governor. (See Xen. Anab. i. 9, 
§7.) 

"1 As the execution. by Qrrus. of his 
cousins Autobcesaces and MltrlEUS1 sim~ ply because they did not observe ID his 
Jlresence the forms due to royalty. 
tXen. Hell. Ii. 1. § 8.) 

"" Xen. Cyrop. viii. 8, § 12. . 
". Xen. Antib. i. 1 I 2; Ctes. &C. 

Per •. I 50; Thucyd .. vili. 25. n. Plut. Vito Artaa:. C. 2. 
". This claim h..d been put forward 

In the case of Xerxes (see text, p. 486), 
but rather &8 a pretext than &8 a re&I 
ground of preference. 

"IS See above, note '171 • 
• " Ctes. Exc. Pers. § 57; Plut. Vito Ar

t"",. C. 2. ad tin. . n. Pluto Vito Artaa:. C. 8; Xen. Anal>. 
Lt§~ r 

"'. Pluto 1. B. c. ·0; .... 'JI'atO'" Xvpov "';;S' 
VOt't.'O,...EVI'}S' G.")'OIyijS' iir .. CJ'Tci~ yO'O",f'IJOi'. 
Kat. 6t6afa.; "'(lyev., .. avonS." •. '1'. A. 

180 IIit . .Arta.z. o. 6. "OU Io'UIo' al 'Ir,an,S' 
eKetVa&, "I X~n. Anal>. I. 1 S 4. 

no Ibid. I. I, fl 6, 7,11. 
, •• Ibid. I. I, ~§ 9, lu. n. Ibid. I. I, , 11; II, S 1; &:c. Plu

tarch sums UP. these various devices in 
a. few words: ci'\'\0.](081. aAAovS' e'lrt. 'P'OAA(lt; 
"po"''''''''' ' •• Aoyo • .,. ... elJl:<. (Vito Ar'...,. 
e.4.) 

... Xen. Anal>. I. 2, , 9. 
, .. Ibid. 54; Plut. Vito ArtaM. e. 6. 
"' Plut&rcll (1. e. o.) lIla.ltes him aav8 

a party among the Persians at home, DO 
Ie ... tban among those of his province. 
But It may be questioned whether he 
has any historic&! grounds for his asser· 
tion. • 

••• Xen. Anab. I. 9, §§ 7-81. 
, •• Plut. Vito Artnx. cha:" and 5. 
7to·Hv ae ""S'.Ai. I'eAA'lfv,s i. Y'D 

.",;" .. TO;; /I''',,'''' .... (Ibid. c. 4.) 
'" Ibid. C. 6 . 
71' Herod. vII. 26, 31. 
'" Xen. Anal>. i. 2, i 9. 
... Ibid. i. 7, 5 10. 

::: R::~: i. ~. S 12. 
71. xen.lien .. ill. I, S 1; Anab. I. 2, S 21; 

4,12. 
, •• Menon lost about a hundred men 

in crossing tbe Taurus by the w ... tern 
pass-probably the route between Kar ... 
man and Kara Hissar; but Cyrus losl 
none In his passage by the Gates. (See 
Anab. i. 2, §~ 22 and 25.) 

788 Herod. v. 50. 
• •• Xen. A nab. i. 8, S 1. 
• .. Ibid. i. 3, § 20 • 
• •• Ibid. i. 4. § 5. 
••• Ainsworth, Travels in tloe Track oJ 

tloe Ten Thousand, pp. ~I. 
• •• Xen. Anal>. i. 4, I§ 1-11. The 29 

days comprised 19 days of march and 10 
days of rest. Tbe distance traversed 
was somewhat more than 860 miles. 

••• Ibid. i. 4, § 5. 
••• Tbis seems to me to follow from 

the statement of XenophoD (Anab. i. 7, 
§ 12), that Abrocomas arrived from PIt.tJe,. 
nina tlve days after the battle. 

... Xen. Anal>. i. 4, S 13. 
••• This was probably the trnth which 

the Thapsacenes exaggerated into a 
miraculous subsidence of the water at 
the approach of Cyrus. (Xen. Anal>. i. 4, 
4. § 18.) July, the mouth in which Cyrus 

~~'::blhec~":i~:::~:~:!!'~e'::o!,:~ 
when tbe height is consequently most 
variable. 

••• Ibid. i. II, S 9. 6iAor ~v Itvp ...... Eli· 
3caJv trG.(F(lV riJ".GaOi'. Compare not$ l'i8, 

C~~.r~~ortb, Travels in tloe 2Tack, 
&:c .. pp. 14-81. 

811 Ibid. I'P. 76-a1. Compare Xen. 
Anal>. I. 5, Sf I, 5, and 7. 

as.:s~e~ ~~':!~85agou!3~1~Er:c:;!~~ 
try. and were obtained by hunting. The 
failing baggage-&nImaIs were probably 
also paten. 

8" Ibid. i. 7, S 12; Pluto Vito Art...,. C. 'i. 
Ctesias made the numbernOmOl"8 tban 
400.000. (Ibid. C. 18.) 

... Xen. Anal>. i. 6, S 1. 
8 .. Ibid. i. 7, § 1 • 
... Ibid. §§ 1-4. 
817 Ibid. §§ 14-16; Pluto Vito Arlwl. 

c.7 . 
... Xen. A"ab. I. 7, is 10, 20. 
.18 Ibid. i. 8. §§ 1-4. 
820 The announcement was made '1&9, 

.",opuv "A."SOvcrGl'. or about ten or eleY4!D 
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o'clock: but It was .fternoon (arlA,,), or 
about two o'clock, before the enemy apo 

~8n. Anab. I. 8 •• 8. 
'" See te:o:t. p. 8211. 
'" Xen. "nab. l. S, I O. II. Ibid. L B. I 18. 
'" IbYJ. , 1l8 • 
... Cl.e8ias ap. Plut. Vit. Arf(u;. 0.11; 

[IIno ap. eund. c. 10 • 
... XeD. Anob. L II, I IN.. Compare L 

"MIXen. Anab. I. 8. I to. Cyrus had 20 
~mnar chariots (ib. f. '1. I to); but their 
jIOIIitlon in the battle Ia not mentioned. 
::a~I~: L 8, , 6. 
'11 Ibid. L 8, IS 8, '1. Compare teEt, p. -. II' XeD. Anab. l. 8.' til. 
'11 It is clear that Cyrus saw and un, 

derstood that hi. order was not being 
obeyed, and that he autrered Clearehus 
to have hIa own way. 

... Xen. Anob. I. 8, ,18. Compare 
the charge at Marathon. (Herod. vi. til!,.) 

... XeD. Anab. L 8. 5 20. Mr. Grote 8&,. another was woundtld hy not get
ting out of the way of the chariots (H'" 'OT/I of Greece, vol. vi. p. 221); but I un· 
derstand Xenophon to mean that, 
though In great peril. the man escaped 
IlDharmed (ouN ... Un ... aBe •• i."" ... ). 

.11 Xen. Anab. L .. 0. 
••• ibid. I 19. II. Ibid. r. to. I 4. 

::: ~~~'t 'v~l. ~rf(u;. o. O. 
I •• Ibid. Compare Xen. Anab. L S. S llC, 

edftn • 
••• XeD. Anab. L S. 1118; Cte&. ap. Plut. 

Vito Ar~. o. It. 
••• Some said a Carlan. (Dlno.t Ii. c.) 

lIut Cr-Ias assigned the wound under 
th .. eye to the weapon of A oert&In Mith· 
ridatea, A young Peraian. 

... Xen. Anab. I. 8, , Ill. 
••• Ibid. 1116. 
... Ibid. L to. I t. 
••• Ibid. ,7. 
••• ibid. 8.. . 
... Xenophon .,.. his left (Anab.1. to, 

I I), because thl. wing bad been the left 
wh8D the battle baKan . 

• 11 Mr. Grote underetanila Xenophon 
to mean that ClearcbU8 eJ:ecuted this 
movem8Dt. (HilItOT/l of (h'ee<>e. vol. vL 
p. 111M.) .But the ImJlE!rtect 4tIocc" And 
the whole ph ........ i • • U. ftV ... i/lo ... A." ..... , forbid thl. rendering.. Bp. 
ThlrlwaU naa oorrectly IlDderstciOd the 
p&R88Ce. (H;", 01 Greece, wi. I •• P. 1108.) 
.... Xen. Anab, L tC!, I U. . 

... Probablr one of tlte many artificial 
J!,eapa whlob dOlI the Babylonian ~~ 
~Be8 Alna:orartJa, TrGwIe at 11M :mdt, 

':'1a~:~A~ L 10. iI~' ~1$. 
... Ibid. I. " R f\4(; 0;- .. f ••.. .:.. .. '..==.tlllll;", ; 0".; "' ...... 

II. Xen. Anab. l. II, f 8 • 
... Grote. Hu.tOT/l 0 Greece, ~oL .t. p. 

227. Mr. Grote has. think, overrated 
the character and ability of Cyrus. He 
gives it as his opinion. that ... had he 
dethroned hiM brother and become king, 
the Persian empire would have acquirea 
under his hand such a degree of str"'gth 
as might probably hat .. enabled him to 
forestall the work afterwards perforTMd 
'hI/ the Macedonia .. king •• and to male .. 
the Greeks in Europe as well as tbos~ iu 
Asia his dependents" (ibid. p. 226). I 
cannot see that Cyrus showed any such 
power of organi:o:atloo as this view 1m· 
plies. 

••• The French proverb Is coarse but 
ezpressive: "Grattez Ie Russe, et vous 
trouve ..... Ie Tartare." 

•• t Xen. HeU .... II. t. § 8 • 
... Xen. Anab. I. G, S 11. 
... Ibid. I. 8. § 1l6. 
... Ibid. I. § 9. lG. It maybe observed 

that Cyrus aId not subdue either the 
Mysians or the Pisldians. whose reduc
tion shouid have been the first object of 
a ROod governor. 

Ii .. Xen. Anab. I. lI, § It. Compare 
Plutarch. Vito Artaa;. C. 4. ad mit .• 
whence it appears that some persons reo 
~:;'!.,"'!,f tl;i! ..'i~~ro:,f Cyrus &8 the 

... Xen. AneW. I. S. S 21. K .. l ycip 1i3 •• 
o."'rit", &no ,...cro •• xo, t'Ou nepcruc:ov np«-

"""'"...... . ... See the author's Herodoru.., vol. 
iii. 11. 434 • 

.,. That the Ten Thousand might have 
remelned. had they chosen so to do in 
the very centre of the empire. was lelt 
by the . Persians themselves. (Xen. 
Anab. U. 4, S 22.) 

•• , Herod. v. GO. 
••• See 80me good remarks of Mr. 

Grote. Hilltor, of Greece, vol. vi. pp. 
848.844. . .. 

• •• How enUrell' Ignorant of the map 
of Asia even the lireek leaders were, fs 
evident from the speecb of C1earchuB 
(Xen. A nab. Ii. 4 •. , 8. Do.-"I'b. a. •• I"'! 
"'Iot'.al .,uoc a.pa .""i., .crrl 61oa.8a.rioc. tycii 
,. ... ouc oU .. ). 

II. X8Il. Anab, U. 6. I 39. 
... The review at Cerasus showed a 

total of 8600 heavy-armed (ibid. ~. II. S 8) 
and near upon t400 Iight-armed (lh. v. 7. 
S 9). out of the total of 12,900 mustered 
at Cuna:o:& (lb. I. 7. 110). 

• .. As the Carduchl or Kurds. (Xen. 
Anab. I~ .. IJ lB.) 

·"Heroa.lii..IN.. .. 
... Xen. Anab. ~U. 7. S 25 .. Compare 

19. IIJ 15t t. IS 1. tilL 18; 8, It; .!l:c • 
.. Ihla.19. 4. , 111. . 
... XeD. AftOb; vii ... S 1; 8, S :H; He&

lM. Hi. t.18 . 
• " Xen. Hellen. 1l1. 4 .. 5 118. 
,., Xen...tnafi. L 1.111; lI, I t; 8,. 7 • 

O,lt4. -' . 
tr. XeD. a'eh. IfL .. ,II. 
• .. IbId. L-f, • 8. OoDlpare At\ab. ~ ... 
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18; Ages. ill. 4; .tElian, Var. HiBt. L 27; 
Corn. Nep. Vito Datam. § 2. 

181 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 11. 
••• Ibid. Iv. 2, S 2. 
... By the battle of Cnldus, 11.0. 11M. 

(Ibid. Iv. 8, S5 10-12.) 
••• Ibid. iv. 8, S 7. 
, •• Ibid·li8. 
••• Ibid. 5 S-12. 
•• 7 Xen. ellen. iv. 8; U 12-15. 
••• Mr. Grote notes wltli reason the In· 

:~~~~~~~tl:~~~~~;: ~~u':~~~ 
~.:t~~d~t!"f~~· b~·tt~·~A ~~ 
rse'::'xt,?n~i¥;l;~~~~\~n§c:ljas required. 

••• Athens was allowed to retain Bey
ros, Lemuos. and Imbrus. .u. On the difficulties of the chronolo
gy see Clinton, F. H. vol. Ii., Appendix, 
C. 12; Grote, HistOT1J of a.'eece, vol. vii. 
pp. 1S-20 • ... Xen. Hellen, iv. 8, § 24; V. I, S 10, 

••• Diad. Sic. xv. 2, § 2-
·"Ibid. S8. 
••• Isocrat. Orat. ix. §§ 75, ';6. 
.,6 The ~. Arabian king" who sent aid 

to Evagoras (Diad. Sic. xv. 2, § 8, ad 
fin.) probably belonged to this country. 

... Theopomp. Fr. 111. . 

... Diad. Sic. xv.;, S 1. The army 
was commanded by urontes, a relation 
of Artsxerxes, the Ileet by Tiribazus. 

••• Isocrat. Orat. Ix. S 77. 
... Diad. Sic. xv. 8, S 3; 9, S 2. 
••• Plut. Vito Arlax. C. 24. 
•• , According to Cornelius Nepos (Da

tam, § I), many thousands of the royal 
troops were slain, and the army was onlT 
saved from greater disasters by the mili
tarl, talent of Datames. 

• • Diad. Sic. xv. 8, S 4 • 
••• Pluto Vito Art"",. 1. S. C. The Cadu

siMS were under two kings, who occu
pied separate .camps. Tlribazus per
suaded each that the other was engaged 
in secret negotiations with Artaxerxes, 

t!~e~~~~~/~h!"":~P':e::~~":i~n.r.t'::'t'1; 
Bent embassies . 

••• Pluto I. S. c. OV ... yup xpvaO. olin' 
1Cci...,BUt, • • • ~1ICE'lVO" G.'ltI!ICWAVe trovel., ccu 
Tuauf(a)pELJI, D'ltTTrE'P 0& ""XOVTt!S'o aU."";v 
Ttl!' ",a.pf.'rpa.II iV1f,..,p.elfOS' ItGI. riw weAn,., 
q,efH'l1l aUnt. efJti.al.~E, .".p~T"Oi oaous opewclS 
1e0.I. trpoo-a.lI1'ec.f O,ft'OAUrcdll TOV 1ft",1'01l', It. T. A. 

••• Isocrat. Qrat. iv., §§ 142, 1M, 190. 
••• Ibid. xv. S 118; Corn. Nep. Timeth. 

S 1. 
'.7 Corn. Nep. Iphil::r. S 2; Diod; Sic. 

xv. 29, §§ 8, 4. 
"" Diad. Sic. xv. 11, § S. This writer 

estimates the Persian army Imd"r Phar
nabazu8 at llOO.OOO. and the Greek me ... 
cenaries under Iphlcrates at 20,000, Ne
~~f,\m~ the number of the mercenaries 

••• Diad. Sic. xv. 48, I§ I, 2.. . 
... Xen. lIeU. vi; 8, S 12; Diad. Sic. xv. 

10. '. 

~" Xen. Hell. vii. ~, I as to S 88; Plut. 
Vtt. Art"",. C. 22; Vtt. l"eiop. c. BO. 

.11 Dem. De Fals. Leg. 5150, p. 884; De 
Halonn. S 80. p. 84. ... Xen. Agesi/. U 26. 

... Corn. Nep. Datam. S 4-
II. Ibid. , 5. 
• .. Ibid. Iii 7-11; Diod. Sic. xv. 91 • 
.17 Diad. 'Sic. xv. 90, S B • 
• .. Ibid. S 2 • 
... Ibid. xv. 91, S 1; 92, 11 .. 
••• Ibid. xv. 92, ~ 2' :Ken. Agu. Ii. 128. w , 
•• , Diad. Sic. xv. 92 1:8 . 
••• Xen. Ages. Ii. J 80, ad fin.; Diad. 

~~. xv. It~, §S 8, 4; lut. Vito Age8il. c . 

••• Dladorus says 48 (xv. 93, S 1); bu$ 
the Astronomical Canon is a better au
thority. (!:lee Clinton, F. H. vol. Ii. pp. 
881.~.) ::: ~:::: :'i:: Art"",. C. 50, ad fin. 

••• Ibid. c. 6 . 
10' Pluto Vito Artaz. C. (. 
• •• As the Carian said to have had a 

part in killing ()yrus (ib. C. 14, ad fin.), 
Mithridates the l'ersian, who certsinly 
wounded him (ib. C. 15), Mesabates tbe 
eunuch, who cut olf his head and hie 
hand (ib. C. 17), and Tissaphemes, who 
informed Artaxerxes of the intended 
attack (ib. C. 28). 

••• Ibid. C. 19 • 
• •• Ibid. C. 23. 
• .. Plut. Vito Artaz. c.26; Justin,,,, L 
... Plut. Vit. Art"",. I. s. c. 
... Ibid. C. 29; J ustiD, X. 2-
... Plut. Vito Art"",. C. 80. 
886 Justin. 1. 8. c. U Morbo ex dolore 

contracto decedit." Plut. 1. S. c. ·r ... 
A~ «at Bva8vp.iAC a:rreu/Jeri'q . 

... Up",'" Pluto 1. s. C. 

." See the anecdotes t<>ld by Plutarch, 
ViI. Arta",. c. 4 and 5. Compare c. 25. 

... Ibid. C. 2, 19,80. 

... He banished Parysatis to Babylon . 
for murdering Statim (Plut. Vito Art=. 
c:. 19), but within a short time repented 
of his severity, recalled her to Susa. and 

.held her in more regard than ever (ibid. 
c. 28). 

••• See text, p. 526. . 
8tl ·OILO",. .... lCuL ,..'4,,,,0"', "a:~ welt

/luAA6p...... Plut. Vito Art"",. ad fin. 
Compare Diad. Sic. xvU. 6, § 8. 

• •• Justin,Jr. S. .. Rt>giam cognatoMlm 
ClBde et stra~ principum ... plet, nulla 
non sanguims. non 8eZU8, Don mtat. 
mis~ricordla permotus. II 

• .. The rebellion of Artabazus appears 
to have followed closely on the accession 
of Ochus. Heeren places It in B.O. 858 
(Manual, II. 46; p. 110, E. T.) Hr. 
Schmitz (BiograplO. Did. ad VOC. ART .... -
BAzus) in B.o.856. 

... Artabazus was at first supported 
br the.~thenians un.d~r Chares,(Diad. 
SIC. XVI. 22; Dem. Philtpp. I. § 28. p. 46) • 
When this suppor' was withdrawn. ·it 
was l'e!>iaced by help from Thebes (Diad. 
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810. xvi. 34" 2). Thus assisted, AJ'ta. 
bazu8 maintained his independence 
against the au.acks of Artaxerxes' S&
traps, at any rate till B.O. 858. But soon 
altor .vards he was overpowered and 
forced to lIy to Europe. A refuge was 
given to him by Philip of Macedon (ibid. 
"vi. 52, i 3). • 

... Ibia. xvi. 48, S S . 
••• We have no details of this war. 

Its general results are stated by Diodo
rua Ini. 40,13; ", 11; 48, §S 1,2) and 
gllLnced at by .IllOCrates (Orat. IV. Phi
lipp. , 1I~). 

••• I>iod. Sic. xvi. 41. . 
••• Ibid. "vI. 42, is u. 
••• I agree generally with Hr. Grote 

as to th ....... dates, and as to the mistake 
committed by Diodoms. (See hia H;'· 
'orgo/Greece, vol. vilL p. 173, note a, ed. 
of 1M2.) . 
• • •• Dlod. 8ic. xvi. 4lI, S:8. 

'11 See text, p. 625. 
... Diod. Sic. nl. 4lI, It. 
••• I bid. "vi. 46. 
... Ibid. xvi. 4lI, III. . 
... Ibid. :l:vI. ". II II. 8. They are said 

to have surrounded their city with a 
triple ditch, to have greatly Increased 
the height of Its walls. and to have col
lected a IlPet of a hundred ships-trl· 
remes and quinquereme&. 

... Three hundred thousand foot, and 
30.000 horse (Diod. nl. 40, , 6). 

.. Ibid. :l:vi. 45, §§ 2, B. 
••• K .. ,.".6I'T"". Died. J. iii. c. 
... Ibid. 14. 
ItO 0, 1,&;,.,&Ol trp~ "ell Tijf W«pOVcrlClC' 'I"OV 

fJtUTVt.fOlC eflEW'P'lJa'cw ."cicrCl.l Tcl.r NlIe. 
IDiod. L 8. c.) Mr. Grote has misplaced 
this event. (H ilt<»7/ 0/ Greece, vol. viii. 
p. 172.) 

.11 Diod. Sic. xvi. 45. S 6. The pur· 
chasers expected to repay them....,lves 
by the discovery of gold and silver in 
the ruin. from the penlOnal ornaments 
and utensils of the former inhabitants. 

... Mr. Grote states the number at 
10.000 (History 01 GI'eece, vol. viiI. p. 17:1), 
omitting to noUce that the contmgent 
of Men tor was added to the original ten 
thousand after the taU of Sidon. (Com
pare Diod. Sic. :l:vl. 41, I 4-M ..... p iX". 
'I'otlr tl'poij1l'a.p~OVT'a.r AVf'¥ ".""'~6pour
with xvi 4-1. ~~ ~.) 

... Diod. lSic. :l:vI. 47, ,1. 

... ibid xvI. 4-1. I s . 

... Il>ld. nl. 41, '6. Sizty thousand 
Egyptians. 00,000 Libyans, and 00.000 
m~''C8nary Greek •. 

... E1xe . • • ftAoillJ1I tr0'l'4I"1III1' 'll'pk- "at' 
IrGTcl ,"01' NeLAoII ""XIII' "(I' crup.".Aoc&s ei .. 
ee-TCl,., cl,..tCM'O" .. Aij9oS'. Diod. L B. c. 

... Diod. Sic. xvi. 47, , 1 • 
••• Ibid .. xvl. 48, , 2. 
... Ibid. i 1. 
... Ibid. xvi. 49 and 50. 
... Ibid. :l:vI. iiI. I I. 
IT' It)ld. 'li. Accoi'dlng to lElian. be 

not only destroyed the. tempi .... but, 
lik~'Cam byse •.. sta!.bed the elristing Apia 
ca;t. (Var. HlBt. IV. 8; vI. 8.) He also 

carried olf tbe sacred books. which 
Bagoas afterwardK sold to the priests a~ 
a hilth price. (Diod. 1. 8. c.) 

.... Grote, Hist<»7/ 0/ GI'eBCe, vol. viii. 
p.I13 . 

... Diod. SIc. zvI. 50, §S 7, 8. Aooord
In~ to Diodorus, Mentor and Bagoas, 
who had not been on very good terms 
during the Egyptian expedition, swore 
at its close an eternal friendship, and 
thenceforth mutually supported one 
another . 

... Ibid. xvi. 62. Hermeias. the friend 
of Aristotle. who held the fortress of 
Atarneus opposite Lesbos, was the chief 
of these • 

... Ibid. xvi. 50, S 8 . 

... I can see no grounds for the asser
tion that Ochus. alter the reduetion of 
Egypt, .. withdrew to his seraglio. where 
he passed his days in sensual pleasures." 
(Biogr. Diet. ad voc. ARTAXBRU:S), or 
even for the statement that .. Mentor 
and Bagoas held him in complete de
pendence." (Heeren. Manual. Ii. § 48, 
p. 110, E. T.) Diodorus represents him 
as having great conlldence in BagOas, 
but as continuing to rule savagely and 
harshly to the last (:l:vll. Ii. § 8). 

.. B Died. Sic. xvi. 75, S I. '0 1l_<A";~ 
v4JOpWlLOtK ,..". .LAl1'l"'ll"ov aVVClfLl.JI' ~ eyp«1jIe 
.pk ",0"S' nrc. 6aAa."ll a-ATpOW'Q\'" '1'. A. 

.11 This must be the. meaning of the 
worda in the letter of Alexander to 
Codomannus--e .. , 8p qP, r,,,, ';'",eif .qpx • 
"u,Buvap.n·e7f'e".."ev"OxOt;. (Arrian, Exp • 
,Ale.,. ii. 14.) 

• •• Arrian. J. B. c.; Diod. Sic. zvI. 75, 
76; Demosth. Ep. ad Philipp. p. 153; 
Paussn. I. 29, § 7. 

.81 Diod. Sic. nil. II. § B. M ..... vp.bov 
r Av.roV a ... 'iii. Xd.ft'On,rA nil" orpOww", 
•• "'. A.. 
8. ... Died. L 8. c.; lElian, Var. Hist. vi. . 

••• Diodoms calls him ,. .. p.uc ••• (zvii. 
II. S 4); but as he had several children in 

!~~ t:!~ te"':.,O[.!,!s = ab~~)i4h:t~ 
accession. 

186 ~(lvepoii «1II9~crft)1'Of &..., ""Jl.filp.qtTeTtU. 
,.0., avge...".,,, .,.." &I'OJI.",,"1'IIII'. (Diod.. 
Le. c.) 

• •• Diod. 1. B. c. The assassination of 
Arsea by BagOas Is also noticed by AI'" 
rian (Ero. ,A1e:ll. ii. 14). Strabo (xv. 3. 
S ~), and Q. Curtius (Hist. ,A1e:ll. vi. 3, 
p.I54) . 

• B. According to Strebo. Darius Codo· 
mannus was not of the royal house (ov .. 
i.,.,a. TOll Y90VS' ,wI' /JtuT,AebJ", 1. s. c.). Ac .. 
cording to Diodoms (zvil. 5, S 5). he was 
the grandson of Ostane •• a brother of 
Artaxerxes Mnem"n. Some said that 
before he bPcamA king he was a mere 
courier. (Plut. Vito ,A1e:ll. C. 18.) . 8" It is scarcely n .. ces ..... ry to vindi
date Codomannua from the charge of 
havillg stimulated Pausanias by bribes 
to murder Philip. Mr. Grote has seen 
the improbability of such a transaction. 
(Hi.t. 0/ Greece, vol. viii. p. 239.) 
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... Dlod. Sic. xvii. 6, I 2. The acceg. 
'ion of CodoIDannus a little preceded 
tha~ 'of Alexander (Ihid. xvii. 7. $ I), 
which feU in July. (Clinton, F. H. iI. p. 
IOO~ , 

••• Plat. Ep. v. IIA ....... ~ot. i. ~ii ..... 
tP:~~ 1'roo~' Sic. xviI. 6; Justin, x. 8. 
The war Int..nded can scarcely be that 
which occurred more than forty years 
earlier, under Artaxerxes Moemon (see 
text, p. 5(3). We must consequently 
suppose that there bad been another 

~~leot::iC\!'':,=U''g t:P~ee':i"'!: 
corded but tbe gallantry displayed hT 
Codomannus. ' 

'" Plut. Vito ..4.le:!:. C. 21. ·.btl,.... «1iA· 
A,crro~ A'1:1C. p.eYLaTOC. . 

••• Diod. Sic. xvii. 7, §§ I, 2; sa. 14, &c. 
... Arrian (iiI.22) and Mr."Gror.e fol· 

lowing blm, have (I tbink) underrated 
the military capacity of Codomannus. 
He scarcely deserves to be called ci""t' 
.,.cl 'll'oAi",cz., .i TLS &'\'\01'. ",a.\.9u:0s " «en 
ov c/>P''''P'If • 

••• Diod. Sic. xvi. 91, S 2. 
·"Ibid. xvII. 7, i 1. 
... Ibid. S II. 
... Tbe army whlch fought at the 

Granlcus comprised Medes. Hyrcanians, 
and Bactrians (lb. xvii. 19), &II well as 
Papbiagonlans, Cappadoclans, and Da
tive Persians. 

... The mercenaries at the Granlcus 
Dumbered 20,000. (ArrIan, Exp. Alex. i. 
14.) 

... Arrian. iI. 4. 

.... Diod. Sic. xvii. 7, S 8. 
, •• , Ibid. xvii. 7, §§ 8-10. 
I ••• XeD. Hell. iii. I, U 4-7; 4, S 5 et 

~<ti Arrian makes Alexander bring 
into Asia" rather more than 30,000 foot 
and above 5000 horse" (Exp. Alex. I. 11). 
Diodoru8 (:nil. 17) gives the foot as 80,. 
000 exactly, tbe horse as 4500. Other 
writers have the following numbers:-
Justin .......... 82,000 foot. 1 4500 horse. 
Calisthenes ..... 40,000 u 4500 u 
Anaximenes ... 48,000 II 5500 u 

Plutarch (il. p. 827) tells us that the 
eye-witnesses, Ptolemy and Arlstobulus, 

~3'!s th~\t~e:~~hrc~th~~~t~; 
lr~e 4000, while the former madll It 

I •• , SIle text, pp. 615, 516. ' 
.... Arrian; EJ;i) • ..4.k.:I:. I. 18. The Per

lIian fleet, whle!:: consisted chiefly of 
Cyprian and Phcsnician vessels. Is reck· 
oned by Arrien at 400 ships. 'fhe f1~et 
of Alexander consisted of 160. 

, ••• Dlod. Sic. xvII. 18, §§ S, 4. 10.' Ibid. I. s. 0.; 4rrlaQ, JPo;p • ..4.le:!:. t. 
l,9i ••• Dlod. Sic. ~Ii. 18: § '2. ' 

, •• 0 'A.cit, .. Tijr lI'paow p.~.1/nIXl~. 
Diod. Sic. xvii. 18, I'll: ' . 

,.,. As Mr. Grote does (H~tQry 0/ 
Gre.ce, vol. viii. p. 8tl}.' -

10 .. ACCOrding to Dlodorus (xvii. 19" S 

. 
4), the cavalry was mainly composed of 
Medea, Bactrlans, Hyl'C&lliaDs, &lid Pa' 
phlagonians. ' " 

.. .. Set> Arrian Exp . ..4.le:!:. I. 14. II.,.. 
C1cdP Bi' &11'''.''' ".i .... O'AV Cf a&.er~\lpio"r. Elrol 
Be irE,"Ol luallotIJ0pol, oAiyoP ."06~O"E' aw
I'vpi .. v. D',odorus reduces the ho""", to 
10.000 while he raiselI the infantry to 
100,000 (XVii. 19, §§ 4 .. 5). Justin (xi. 6) es· 
~ftel\ the ~tire rersian force at 800,-

10 .. Aman, Exp, 41ez, i. 18, sub f1a.; 
Plut. Vito Alex: C. 16. ' 

.... Plut. Vito Alex. L .. c.; Arrian, 
Exv . ..4.1ex. i. 13. ' , , ' 

Ibn UoAAci flail.... (Aman, L II- c.) 
IOU ·OXIAl W'IJ"Cp"hAol .Ai. YlJIo'l'tiNtr". 

(Ibid.) ,", 
I." Arrian, Exp . ..4.le:!:. I. 14-
1018 Ibid. i. 15 . 
I." Among these were' MlthridateB, 

the son·in·law of Darlns, and RhQlS&cell, 
one of the generals. (Al·r. 1. S. c.' Com· 
pare Plut. Vit, Alex. C. 16.) 

::!~ fiili1~'I~l~~~ L 15, ad fin. 
.... Amao, Exp. Alex. I. 16. ,1. O' 

DdP!1cu. fl'fJ.,op.ev.oi ,,!,E tl'4VTa.~68~ ... ;6" • r ".i 
..pOtTCII .... 4VT01. 'rE ItCU 01. &'l1"'li'0& 1'OlC 

tVO'Toi.. The almost complete armor 
which protected the heavy cavalry, horse 
and man alike, left little more than the 
face of the man and the head of the 
horse exposed. (See text, pp. 8211, 823). 

lOti Arrian. 1. s. c. "Ey .. ,uVOVO"l Ta.&it-J 
W'p,;,7'OIVl. ~ "AAEEfUllipOi trPOElClV8VVEV4!I'. 

1." 1)0 Arrian (I. 8. c.). Diodorus 
makes the number killed 2000 (:nii, 21, i 
11>, Plutarch (Vit • ..4./..:. C. 16) ll5OO • 

.. •• Compare Arrian (I, 16) with Pluto 
l. S. C. The latter writer particularly 
notices the obstinacy of the resistance. 

.... So Arrian. Plutarch slays the 
whole 20,000. Diodoms, on the contrary, 
limits the slain to 10,000, and gives 20,000 

:: u:.!.::g;,~ ~r~~~r~:3~ti~:"t 
strongly In favor of his veracity. 

10., Arrian, i. 15, 16; Diod. Sic. xvii. 21, 
S3. ' 

.. ,. Ap. Plutarch, Vito ..4.1ex. C. 16. Mr. 
Grote regards Aristobulus as speaking 
only of the immediate U companions of 
Alexander" (Hist. of o,-eece, vol. viiI. p. 
817, Dote 4); but the conte"t of the pas· 
sage In Plutarch shows that the .. ntire 
number of those slain OD Alexander', 
side in th~ battle is intended. ' 

"., Exp. AIeo:. i. 16. 'The number was 
made up of 25 "Companion" cavalry, 
a.booe 60 ol'dlnary cavalry, and 80 infan· 

~ ••• Grote (Hisf.0t7/ 0/ ~ vol. v!lt. 

~'I~~PAt Marathon th~ number of those 
slain on the Greek side was no more 
than 19~, though the centre w .... brokeq 
and pursued, or at an:{ rat" forced to 
give ground. (Herod. VI. 117.) 'The 10", 
fu the real battle of l'Iatlle& Wall but 1~9 
(Ibid. ix. 70, ad fin.). 

.... Comp&I'lS Arrian, Eq . ..4.1ea:: L 17-
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• with Diod. Sic. :nil. I!lI-t8. The ~ 
of Ilarmarela, omItted bf. A.nian. la r&
laled at lengtb by the SICIlian writer. 

'0" A rrian, EzJ>. Ak-z. L l1li • 
.... Ibid. II. 1; Diod. Sic. rrii. -,Sf. 
•••• Dlod. Sic. zvll. 80, t 1. 
.... ArTian, iL I; Q. Curt. Ill. &. 1_ ArriaD makes the numool' of Da

rius' foreea at IEUS 600,000 (EzJ>. Ak-z. 
Ii. rilL), Diod01'U8 600,000 (zvU. 111, S II). 
Q. Curtiua, wbo aloneentenJ IntodetaiIs, 
.... ys that tbe foot was 1l5O,000 and the 
l.onJe 61,200, making a grand total of 
811,200. (Hid. Ak-z. iii. 114.) According 
to him. the troops were counled in the 
rough manner-employed br Xen<es. (See 
text. p. 490.) 

10.' Tbe plain of Boehl mu'" (I think) 
. have been that of Umk, north and east 
of tbe Lake of Antioch, which Is de
scribed as .. level and marshy" (Aina
worth. 2'rat .. u itt 1M 7'ra<:1c, p. 1IiI). 
Both the pa89l'8 over Amanus lead to 
this tract, which is the only eztensi .... 
plain In the neighborhood. 1111'. Grote in 
hie chart plaeee SoehI much too far to 
the north. 

.... Plutarch Vi'. Ak-z. o. 110 • 

.... ArI'lan, II. 4; Plut.. Vi'. Ales. 0.10. 

.... ArTian, 11. Ii. 

.... Ihid. iL T, , 1 • 

.... ArTian, EzrJ. Ales. H., I l' Q. 
Curt. Hilt. Ak-z. Iii. &. " 

.... ArTian iL II. 
1 ... Ibid. i'I. 7. Compare Q. Curt. 

I ... o. These unfortunates were (Ie 
would _m) mutilated ooforethey were 
{)ut to death ( .... ""'vc X"" ............. a,..
... 4JtfttI"O'-Arrian)a 

.... These scouts were sent by_In a 
triBCOnter. (ArTian, L &. c.). 

... t Callisthenes ap. Polyb. zil. 1'1. 1". 1111'. Grote. allowing 'a pace to a 
man, reckons the frone rank at I_ than 
8500 mpn. (Hiltory 0/ ~ vol Yiil. 
p.846, note 4.) 

.... To •• ao ax". ........ ~foc. (Arrian, 

E:fri .. ~::~i!Jp ..... _nt'\"!' .......... 
In .,.., AGpti¥ • .,..,.. • .... ,pfu ...,. 
Iv....,. ..... ~. ripVX .. ,..... ic ....... ..s..o,... 
(Ibid.) 

.... Ibid. II. 8. 
10 •• Arrian makM this foree consis$ of 

!to.OOO ho ..... and 110.000 foot, which mUSS 
certainly be an e)[aggeration. 

•••• Mr. Grote supposes that they must 
Ita.... been twenty-eUr: deep (Hiatory, 
I. &. e.). 

.... Aman. I. s. 0.: Q. Curt. III. O. 
lOU 1I..".... .. (Arrian). Straboezplains 

the","" UpH. whence he dPrives 1I..ip& ... 
_, as .............. trIIA"""'O'. (Strah. 
n. 8., 18.) 

.... Co~pare abo ..... Dote 82&. 

... , Aman. 11. 8. 

.... Ibid. 11. II, ad iDlt.. 
•••• Ibid. aub lin. 
10" 0< ... r' .""<1"'"'-.... dn>c·AA<I .... 

a,..c , .. '1""" 4~ .... .......,.0. ~ •• /IIIAo' 
,\p. (ArTi ..... U. 10.) 

•••• Q. Curt. Bia', .Ales. ill 11, I 1. 

.... .A.rrIan. iL 11; Diod. Sie. nil. SI 
II. 

.... See tezt, p. 517. 

.. •• Arrian, 11. 10. .... X.,..,... (Ibid.) 

.... Arrian, iL 11, § 1; Pluto ViI. Ales . 
c. 110 . 

.... Ezp. Ak-z. Ii. 11. Bu ...... _,*"", 
~. 

Di::' ~c.C;:i. ~i.at. Ale..,. III. 11, p. 43; 

...... In eo Iprmlio] uterque rez vul' 
neratur." (Justin, xi. 9.) 

.... See tezt, p. 688; and eompare 
Diod. Sic. rril " SItU..".. ...... U'pa .. ~ 
ft Wprlltft&o., .-ijf a. ... ic&f ..... Vry«ClTO) aDd 
Justin, Z. 3 ( .. Bellum eum Alexandro 
_ virt .. t .. gessit"). 

"u The identity of Boehl with the 
plain of Umk," which has been already 
asserted (see above. note 1(88), Is eon-

~hlet ~ C::~iSo!hlw~e':a3et:J':! 
t:A4 

1 ... ArTian. Ji!rp. Ales. if. 13. 
lOll 0;,".'0"'" ti.AA";Aco. tra.y .... ,.ov .. 

,. ••• & ... "... ril. 6'''e- ..... trIIA.,. .... ./1.1............... (Ibid. Ii. 11.) 
10 .. This Is ArTian's estimate. Diodo

rus (nii. 86. S 6) and Q. Curtius (iii. 11. ad 
lin.) raise the loss in infantry to 100.000, 
thus making the totai loss 110.000. This 
total Is also given by Pluterch (Vi'. Alex. 
e. 90). Justin, while agreeing as to the 
DumlMr of cavalry that fell, reduces the 
loss in infantry to 61,000 (:1[1. 9). 

un Artian. 1. s. c. 
.. ,. So ArTian, Diodorus gtves the 

name as Tasiaces (nil. 84, S 5) . 
10 .. Arrian, I. a. c. The remainder of 

the females, whn had aceompaniPd the 
army from Babylon, including 829 eon· 
cubines of Darius, had been placed for 
greater security at Damascus, where 
th .. y were taken by Parmenio subse-
3uently. (Arr .. Exp . .AlE:!'- ii. 11, sub 

n.; ~ Curt. HlJlt. .Alez.ii •. 1S; Pannen. 
a~ .. ~ A~~t.:.::u. p. ~ A.) 

lOY' The highest estimate Is that of 
Diodorus, who says that 300 toot were 
Irllled and 150 horse (rrii. 86. S I); the 
lowest that of Q. Curtius (iii. 11. ad lin.). 
who ~rees as to the horse. but makes 
the footmen slain no more than S2. 
Jlll'tin makes the total loss 280-180 foo' 
and 1511 horse (zi. 9) • 

.... Q. Curt. Hiat. Ak-z. I. B. 0. 
101' ArriaD. Ezp. Ak-z. 11. 18. § 1: Plut. 

Vit. .Ak-z. o. 90. (Some said ~he wound = 'te':o~~::us himself; .but this la 

lOe, Dfod. Sic. :nii:lill, Ii' . 1." Diod. Sic. zvii. 89. ll. f-
.... Clinton. F. H. vol. p. 168. Com-

pare Arrian, Ii. n, ad fin. . 
101. Arrian, Iii. 7. S 1. . .... The Ri~ of Tyro ooeupiPd seven 

mooth&. (plut.. Vito Ak-z. c. lH; Diod. 
Sic. xvii. 46, S 5.) It was tsken in July. 
B.C. B-'I>l. (Arrian. ii. 114.) Full detsils of 
the siege are gi_ by Arrian (l1. 18-94), 
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. Dlodorus (xvii. 40-46), and Q. Curtius 
(Iv. 2, 81. 

10"' This siege lasted two months 
(Diod. Sic. xvii. 48, § 7). For an account 
of it, see Arrian, Ii. 26, 27. 

" ,. Alexander passed the winter of 
B.C. 832-881 In Egypt, arriving about 
October, and leaving about February. 

1081 Arrian, ii. 17. 
, ••• When AgesiJaus was forced to 

quit Asia and return tG-defend bis coun
try, he said that the Persian king had 
driven ,him away by means of 80.000 
II archers" (ToEo.,.c,,), alluding to the 
ordinary device upon the daric. (See 
PI. LVII. Fig. 4.) 

,." Diod. Sic. xvii. 89, § 1. 
" .. Arrian, ExTJ. Ale",. Ii. 15. Dio

dorus (I. s. c ) makes Darius on this first 
occa..ion offer to cede to Alexander Asia 
Minor west of the Halys, and to par. a 
large sum as ransom for his family. 
But ArMan's account is probably the 
true one. 

Iota Arrian, n. 25. 
, ••• So Curtius (Hi8t . .Alex. iv. 6, S 1). 

The Idea is consonant with Eastern 
notions. 

,." Arrian, II. 12; Pint. Vito .Alez. C. 2; 
Q. Curt. iii. 12; Diod. Sic. xviI. 88. On 
the undue praise bestowed upon Alex
ander for his treatment of these cap
tives, see Mr. Grote's Hist<»7/ 0/ Gnrece, 
vol. viii. p. 876, note 1. 

, ••• Diod. SIc. xvii, 89, § 8; Q. Curt. 
iv.9. 

,." Diod, xvii. 63, S 1. 
.... Ibid. Compare Q. Curt. I. s. c. 
~ 0 .. ~rrian, Ext!. ~l~. iii. 8. Ei:sr:o","! 

feCl& 2GLfCCUo • • • Otlx VtrlJfCOO" • • • &M. 
lCaT& (l'vp.p.axia..11 ",,,II 6.a.peiov. 

" •• So ArMan. These twenty-five na
tions were the following:-The Persians, 
the Medea, the Babylonians, the Susia
Diana, the Sitaceni, the Armenians, the 
Csdusians, the Albanians, the Sacesinae, 

:~: S~~~~~~=p~m~~~¥.;:,~J: 
the Hyrcanians, the Parthians, the 
Arians, the Bactrians, the Sogdians, 
the Sacae, the Indians, the Daans, the 

t::,;~=~sih~~:::'n~~';,':.'fl t:;,~;:::~ 
planted Carians. (Arrian, iii. 8 and 11.) 
To this list Q. Curtins adds the Massa
Jl"etae, the Caspians, the COSSIPans, the 
Belitae, the Gortyae, the Phrygians, and 
the Catsonians. (Vit. Alex. Iv. 11.) 
Darius had also in his army a number 
of mercenary Greeks . 
. "., ArMan's estimate (iii. 8) is 1,000,000 
toot and 40,000 horse; Plutarch's (Vit. 
.Alex. c. 81) I,OOO,O{lO altogeth .. r: Dio
dorus's (xviI. 89, § 41 also 1,000.000-
800,000 fooll and 200,000 horse. Justin 
halves the numbers of Diodorus (xi. 12. 
§ 5). Curtius has a still lower estimate 
(Hiot. AI.",. iv, 12). The Latin writer. 
evidently aim at bringing the recorded 
numbers within what they thlnk the 
limits of probabUlty, 

"'" Anian, iii. Ii, Bub ftn. The e\e-

~3i~~s ~!d t~ ~::bic':~~er:e~l .!~~ 
with the great Cyrus (see text, p. 445). 
resting on the weak authority of Ctesias, 
can scarcely be tegarded as historical. 

1101 Alexander might have marched 
upon Babylon by the route of the 
Younger Cyrus (see text, pp. 5IUI6); 
but in that case hi. army would have 
had to endure great hardships. 

110t DiodoTUS says--"EcnJ'Ev451! WEP' -rill" 
NivoJl' ft'O&ljCTClCJ"cu, rill' ".apciT~c.v (xvii. 53, 
14). 

11 •• See the description of Cortius: 
"Opportuna explicalldi8 copiis regio 
erat, equitsbilis et vasts planities. Ne 
stirpes quidem et brevia virgults ope
ri~r.~ solu!!'." (Hist . .AI~: Iv. 9.) 

Arrlan, Eory • .AI...,. 111. 8. 11.' Q. Curt. Hl8t. Alex. iv. 14, sub fin.. 
1108 Arrian, Exp. Alex. iii. 6. 7. 
nOi T"., fTipa.1I &OIlT" EimO~Ep. "5-

fup.W'a.vra. '!'. !"f!a:,.~, 'ill', ~cU. ~'AO' :ro'~ 
''''WOlf; KClt 1'4 e1r,,.,.,ae... ell: T7Ji }(WP41 
A..,.!l .... OV. (Arr. m. 7.) 

1110 Anian, I. s. c.; DiGd. Sic. xvii. 65; 
Q. Cortius, iv. 9. 

1111 Arrian, iii. 7, sub fln. 
111. Q. Curt. l. 8. ".; Diod. Sic. xvii. 63; 

t:ih,!ib':t~Ve~':hI:,tm~o~?.fU;:[~~r ~~! 
been called the battle of Gau~amela. 

1111 ArMan, Exp. .Alex. ili. 8; Plut. 
Vito .Alex. C. 81. 
Illt Arrian, iii. 11. 
1111 See teltt, pp. 328, 520. Compare 

Arrian, ii. ad lin . 
1111 Arrian, iii. 11 and 18. 
lIlT As especially the position of the 

spiked halls intended to damage his 
cavalry, which he was thus enabled to 
avoid on the day of hattie. (See Q, 
Curt. iv. 13, sub fin.) 

1118 ArMan, &po .Alex. Iii. 7, sub fin.; 
9,adlnit. 

11111 Parmenio alone recommended de-
laying till next day. (Arrian, iii. 9.) 

,,,. Ibid. 12, ad lin. 
1111 The account here followed is that 

of Arrian (iii. 12). Curtius (iv. 131, and 
Diodorus (xvii. 57) agree in the main. 
'''' Arrian, iii. 18; Q. Curt, iv. 15, S 1. 
llt1 Arrian. 1. s. c. 
, .. , Id. iii. 14. 
lli'-Bye 8poP.fII " Il'cU ciAClACl'Y"rp. (~ 

rian. I. S. c.) -
llte Arrian, 1. s. C. 0, n ltMrei" 0& tip.4J-

• AAE~o.l'~pOIl IUU. a.vres • AAEtall6pOf EVP.W(Tft)f 
ellfitEIoVTO, Q, 6 I. tT P. 0 i s ft xpwp.evo" «a. .. 
.,.ois lVO'1"oir ... trpOO".WCI "rd., 
Depcrci.v II:Otl'1"OIl1'eS, ;; ,... 4-a.Aa.II~ .;, 
Mrure6olll."lt wv«vlJ «CIt "air crapicrcrcus 
'II' f!' *" P c.1l' V C. Go e#J.f3ef3A .. "ItEII-iiBll aV1"OLSt c.,.. A • "IT SO Diodoru. (xvii. 60, § 2). CUl'o 
tius (iv. 15) mentions the dpath of the 
charioteer. but do~s not assiJl"n the blow 
to any individual. I cannot think that 
Arrian '8 Floilfl'nce . throws any serious 
doubt on th .. fact thus attested. 

11t8 Tijs eT6pa.s wAevpos wo.pa.YVIJ. "'(d
e E i fT 1'1 r "ci,., O1Il1o."WVC.'O,...e:VClW. (Dio4. 
Sic. xvii. 60, I 8,) 
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.... The dillcomflture of the left wing 
w... n ...... ly simultaneous with the 
danger and d1ghl of lJariua. (AlTiaIl, liI. 
1 •. ) "'0 Ibid. 15; Q. Curt. Iv. 16; v.I. 

1111 1d. Iv. 15. 
.. II Dlod. Sio. xvII. ~9, t II; 80, I 6; Q. 

Cort. Iv. 16. Arrlan wuches very might.
Iy Indeed on the difIIcultl ... of th"l .. ft 

"·~~fi Arrlan, III. 14-
'lit Ibid. Iii; Q. C. Iv. 16. 
.. II An'lan, I. B. c. Diod. Sic. xvii. 110, 

t 8. Two episodes of the battle have 
L""n· omitted in the text, bul deserve 
a cursory notice. When the phalanx 
divided. parl staying 00 BSBist l'arm .. nio 
In Ids diftlculties, and parl accompany· 
IlIg Alexallder In tbe pursuit, a body of 
lIledian and PerRian cavalry dashed 
through the gap thus lef& In the Mace
donian line, and hastening to the real' 
attacked the camp anil. baggage. After 
a pal'tial success, the second Mace
donian line tUl'ned against them and 
heal them of!. (Aman, iii. 15. Com
pare Diod. Sic. :xvII. 69, §§ /HI; Q. Curt. 
iv.15.) 

The other episode woa the following. 
As AI .. xander retUl'Ded 00 assist Par
menio, he met face 00 face a consider
able body of Persian, Parthian, and 
Median cavalry which was just quitting 
the lIeld. A. sharp oolillict 8IIlIued 

(~ .... o,...~,. aWn, lCa.preporr4..,." ftV 1I'dJII't"OI' lp .. 
"OV fu •• ,"". Arl'lan, iii. 16). Sixty" of· 
the "Companions" were slain. He
ph_tion, l:amus, and MeDidas were 
wounded; and most of the fugitives 
succeedea in cutting their way through. 
As AlTian observes, '*>ese men fought 
for their lives, and not merely 00 gain .. 
vlcwry for another. 'u. Anian, E:rp. Ale:!:. IU, III, sub 1In. 

nl1 DiodorU8 makes the 1088 ., up-
wards of IItI,OW" (xvii. 61, 58); Curtius 
pute it at 40,000 (Iv. 16 j • 

ilia Especlal1y by Mr. Grote (HiBtGrf/ 
01 Greece, vol. viii. p. 884). 

1110 Ibl<l. p. 8Il3. It Is true tbat Mr. 
Grote has in his favor Arrian's WO'l'd4J 
(.PO')'I'ol CLv.,.~r i", .. "."pe!/la.r i.evyev); but 
I question ,,·hethel' be has rightly sJ.l" 
prehended Arrian's meaning. .Arrian IS 
not, I think, contrasting Darius's con
duct with that of those about him, but 
me .... ly speaking of the part of the army 
In which the Persian flight bt'gan .. 
Darius with tM centre fled lIrst; then, 
just afterwards, the horse upon the 
left was def ... ted by Aretas, and put 00 
flight also. This mode of understanding 
Arrlan (which is, 1 think, what the con
text requlre..) brings him Inw harmony 
with Curtlus and Dlodorus, whom MI'. 
Grote is compelled wholly to discard. 
(~~:~a':.'i!;! :ur.P5-~ 884.) 
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